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Preface

The idea of explicit representations of knowledge that are manipulated by general-purpose inference algo

rithms dates back at least to the philospher Leibniz. Leibniz envisioned a calculus of propositions that would

exceed the differential calculus he had developed in its scope and power. But only very recently has it been

possible to design automated systems that perform tasks partly by reasoning over a body of represented

knowledge in this long-imagined way. And despite the success of many such "knowledge-based" systems in

carefully delineated domains, core characteristics of intelligent behavior such as generality, flexibility, and

adaptability are still very far from being realized. It is becoming increasingly clear that understanding pre

cisely the nature and limitations of reasoning based on manipulation of explicitly represented knowledge is a

central activity in the development of intelligent computer systems. The focus of this conference is research

whose objective is to increase the understanding of the principles of representation and reasoning which

govern knowledge-based systems.

The goal of the Knowledge Representation series of conferences is to bring together researchers interested in

the principles of knowledge representation and reasoning on a regular basis. The enthusiastic success of the

first conference led to this conference and its success leads us to believe that an ongoing series of biennial

international conferences on the principles of representation and reasoning is warranted. KR conferences will

provide an important venue for research results where the highest quality technical work that is sometimes

too specialized for a general AI audience can be presented and discussed. Moreover, our goal is to encourage

informal interactions by keeping the size of the conference small and avoiding extensive parallel sessions, and

to provide lengthy and detailed papers in our Proceedings. These Proceedings represent the written record of

KR91, the second conference in this ambitious series.

The response to the KR91 call for papers was extremely gratifying. We received close to 200 submissions.

Because the conference is intended to be a small gathering of active researchers, this made the selection task

extraordinarily difficult. Each submission was carefully reviewed by at least two members of our program

committee. Because of our size constraints, the final selection of papers was very competitive. Some papers

ended up being excluded not because there was anything specifically wrong with them, but simply because

there were too many other submissions that appeared to be better. In the end, we managed to limit the pro

gram to the 55 outstanding papers contained in this volume. These papers represent, in our opinion, the very

best work being done in the area of knowledge representation and reasoning.

In addition to presentations of the accepted papers, the conference program includes five special sessions

featuring invited speakers and panelists who will present their views on some of the key issues of current

knowledge representation and reasoning research. We trust that you will enjoy these provocative presenta

tions and the discussions that have been planned. We are fortunate to have included here extended abstracts

of the invited presentations and position papers of some of the panelists.

The ultimate success of this and future KR conferences depends on you, the people who contribute the

papers, attend the conference, and read the proceedings. We thank you for your participation, and hope you

find the efforts of the organizers and program committee rewarding.

James Allen Richard Fikes Erik Sandewall

Conference Chair Program Co-chair Program Co-chair
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Planning as Temporal Reasoning

Planning as Temporal Reasoning

James F Allen

Department of Computer Science

University of Rochester

Rochester, NY 14627

Abstract

This paper describes a reasoning system based

on a temporal logic that can solve planning

problems along the lines of traditional

planning systems. Because it is cast as

inference in a general representation, however,

the ranges of problems that can be described is

considerably greater than in traditional

planning systems. In addition, other modes of

plan reasoning, such as plan recognition or

plan monitoring, can be formalized within the

same framework.

1 INTRODUCTION

There is strong interest currently in designing planning

systems that can reason about realistic worlds. In

moving from the toy-world domains that characterized

early work, researchers are looking at a wide range of

issues, including reasoning in uncertain worlds,

interacting with processes and events beyond the agent's

direct control, and controlling mechanisms in real-time

(i.e. robotics). One of the problems faced in extending

existing frameworks is the weak expressiveness of the

representation of the actions, events and the external

world. This paper describes a reasoning system based on

a temporal logic that can solve planning problems

along the lines of traditional planning systems. Because

it is cast as inference in a general representation,

however, the ranges of problems that can be described is

considerably greater than in traditional planning

systems.

The key observations motivating this development are

the following: 1) Actions take time - very few actions

are instantaneous, 2) More than one action may occur at

the same time, 3) Complex plans of activity may

involve complex ordering constraints, and 4) Actions

may interact with external events beyond the agent's

direct control.

Of these problems, the most central one is that of

dealing with simultaneous action. Without

simultaneous action, the range of problems that can be

addressed is very limited, mainly restricted to specialized

situations such as computer programming and game

playing. It makes little sense to study planning in a

dynamic changing world if the planner cannot act while

some other natural event is occurring. The problems

that arise when an action and a external event occur

simultaneously exactly parallel the problems of

simultaneous action. To understand why this problem is

so difficult, it is important to look at the assumptions

underlying the world representation in most current

planning systems. This is examined in detail in the next

section.

2 BACKGROUND:

CHANGE

ACTIONS AS STATE

The predominant approach to modeling action in

artificial intelligence and computer science has been to

view action as state change. This view underlies all the

state-based planning systems (e.g. STRIPS and its

successors), formal models of planning (e.g. the

situation calculus [McCarthy & Hayes 1969], and work

in dynamic logic for the semantics of programs (e.g.

[Harel 1974] and [Rosenschein 1981]. In this view, the

world is modelled by a succession of states, each

state representing an instantaneous "snapshot" of the

world. Actions are defined as functions from one state to

another. Propositions in such models are relative to

states. The notion of a proposition independent of a

state is modelled as a function from states to truth

values. In the situation calculus [McCarthy & Hayes

1969], such functions are called fluents. For example,

On(AJi) is a fluent that when applied to a state S is a

proposition that is true if A is on B in state S.
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In state-change models such as STRIPS, actions are

instantaneous and there is no provision for asserting

what is true while an action is in execution. Also, since

the state descriptions do not include information about

action occurrences, such systems cannot represent the

situation where one action occurs while some other

event or action is occurring. Finally, there is no

reasoning about the future in these models except by

searching through different possible action sequences.

Many non-linear planners suffer from the same

deficiencies, although some (e.g. [Tate 1977, Vere

1983, & Wilkins 1988]) allow simultaneous actions if

the two actions are independent of each other. In such

cases, the effect of the two acts performed together is

the simple union of the individual effects of the acts

done in isolation. The problem with this solution is

that it excludes common situations of interest in

realistic domains. In particular, interesting cases of

interaction occur when the effect of two actions done

together is different from the sum of their individual

effects. In particular, two actions may have additional

effects when performed together, or they may partially

interfere with each other's effects.

Here's one example concerning the door to the

Computer Science Building at Rochester. The door is

designed so that it requires both hands to open it, very

annoying since you have to put down whatever you are

carrying! There is a spring lock that must be held open

with one hand, while the door is pulled open with the

other hand. If we try to formalize this in a STRIPS-like

system, we find there is no way to assert that unless the

lock is held open it will snap shut.

An approach to this problem has been used in several

systems (e.g. [Vere 1983]). The interaction of two

actions is encoded in a special state. We'll call this

technique state encoding. In particular, in the above

example, we might introduce a fluent that is true only if

the agent is holding the lock open. The action of

holding the lock would be transformed into two actions,

one to start holding the lock, and another to release it.

Pulling the door simply has a precondition that the

agent is holding the lock open. The fluent "holding lock

open", once asserted by the TURN-LOCK action,

remains true until a RELEASE-LOCK action deletes it.

While this might solve this particular problem, there

arc many potential disadvantages with this approach.

The first objection is that it is ad-hoc. While it may be

the case that one can invent predicates to cover every

specific example someone proposes, each must be done

after the fact on an individual case by case basis. It is

also not clear how the technique could be generalized to

additional complexities involving simultaneous actions.

More importantly, holding the lock open is intuitively

an action - it may take effort on the part of the agent to

maintain and must explicitly be part of the plan. This is

not reflected in a representation where holding the lock

open is simply a fluent that will remain true until the

agent does something to stop it.

In certain applications, where a detailed causal theory is

known, state encoding approaches can be very powerful.

If we cannot specify such a complete causal theory,

however, or if we simply don't know enough about a

situation to be able to use a causal theory, then other

reasoning techniques must be explored. We would claim

that both these problems arise in everyday planning

situations: first, we have no detailed causal theory of the

world, and second, we would not know the values for

the parameters to the theory if such a theory was

known.

2 TIMES, EVENTS AND ACTIONS

We do not have the space for an extensive discussion of

time here. I will use interval temporal logic as

developed in Allen [1983] and Allen and Hayes [1985].

In this logic, time is constructed out of one primitive

object, the time period, and one primitive relation

called Meets. Two periods meets if one precedes the

other but there is no time between them. From the

Meets primitive, many different temporal relations can

be defined. In this paper uses the following:

Itfij) - period i is contained in period j;

Disjoint(ij) - i and; do not overlap in any way;

StartsfiJO - period i is an initial subsegment ofj;

Finishes(ij) i is a final subsegment of;'.

SameEnd(ij) - periods i and; end at the same time.

Overlaps(iJ) - i starts before but overlaps;

Time periods can be divided into the non-decomposable

periods called moments, and decomposable periods,

called intervals.

We attach times to predicates by adding an extra

argument to each predicate as in Bacchus, Tenenberg,

and Koomen [1989]. For example, the proposition

Green(FROG13,Tl) is true only if the object named by

FROG13 was green over the time named by 77.

By allowing time intervals as arguments we open the

possibility that a proposition involving some predicate

P might neither be true nor false over some interval t.

In particular, consider a predicate P such that p is true

during some subinterval of t, and also false in some

other subinterval of t. In this case, there are two ways

we might interpret the proposition ~P(t). In the weak

interpretation, ~P(t) is true iff it is not the case that P is

true throughout interval t, and thus ~P(t) is true if P

changes truth values during t. In the strong

interpretation of negation, ~P(t) is true iff ~P is true

throughout t, and thus neither P(t) nor ~P(t) would be

true in the above situation. Thus, a logic with only

strong negation has truth gaps.

We use the weak interpretation of negation, as do

Shoham [1987] and Bacchus, Tenenberg and Koomen
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[1989], lo preserve a simple two-valued logic. Of

course, we can still make assertions equivalent to the

strong negation. The fact that P is false throughout t

can be expressed as follows, where In is true if its first

temporal argument is contained in its second:

V t' . In(t' ,t) =3 -P(t').

This logic is still insufficient to conveniently capture

many of the situations that we need to reason about,

however. In particular, we need to introduce events as

objects into the logic. Davidson [1967] argued that there

are potentially unbounded qualifications that could be

included in an event description. For example, the event

of Jack lifting a particular ball might be asserted to

occur at some time by a predicate Lift, as follows:

Lift(JACK34MALL26.T1).

The problem arises in now representing the event "Jack

lifted the ball onto the table". Either we need to add

another argument to the Lift predicate, or we need to

introduce a new predicate that represents a variant of

lifting that includes an extra argument. Either is

unsatisfactory. Davidson suggested the solution of

reifying events, whereby additional modifiers would

simply become additional predications on the event.

Thus, the event of Jack lifting the ball to the table with

the tongs might be represented as

3 e . Lift(JACK34ftALL26,e,Tl) a

Dest(e) = TABLE555 a

Instrument(e) = TONGS1.

We will represent knowledge about action in several

ways. The first is by defining the necessary conditions

for the event consisting of the action occurring (as in

[Allen(1983]) For example, consider the action

stack(a.b), which involves stacking block a on block b.

For this action, we define a predication Stack(a,b,e,t),

that is true if e is an event consisting stack(a.b)

occurring over time period t.

The event variable plays a central role - all the other

parameters can be defined in terms of the event variable.

For example, every instance of a stacking event

uniquely defines the blocks that it involves, and the

times relevant to the properties that define it. As a

convention, we will denote the times for properties

corresponding to preconditions by functions prel , pre2

and so on, those corresponding to effects by effl, effl,

and so on, and those corresponding to conditions that

hold while the event is occurring by conl, con2, and so

on.

The stacking action in a typical STRIPS -style system

is defined by its preconditions: (both blocks must be

clear), and its transition function: (delete the formula

Clear(y) and add the formula On(x,y)). We can use the

STRIPS definition to motivate the conditions of the

world that necessarily must be true whenever such a

stacking event occurs.

In particular, each event type defines a set of temporal

functions that define the structure of the temporal

intervals involved in the event. For example, the class

of stacking events uses functions to produce times

corresponding to the properties involved in the action's

preconditions and effects. We can define the structure of

the stacking event as follows (see Figure 1):

Stacking Axiom 0: Temporal Structure

V e , 3 a, b,i . Stackfa, b, e. i) =)

Overlaps(prel(e), i) a Finishes(conl(e), i) a

Meets(prel(e), conl(e)) a Meets(i, effl(e)) a

SameEnd(i, pre2(e)) a Meets(i, eff2(e)).

With this temporal structure defined for every stacking

event, the axiom defining the necessary conditions for

the event's occurrence now can be expressed as:

Stacking Axiom 1: Necessary Conditions

V i, a, b, e . Stack(a, b, e, i) zj

Clear(a,prel(e)) a Holding(a, conl(e)) a

Clear-(a, effl'(e)) a Clear(b, pre2(e)) a

On(a, b, eff2(e)).

The above axiom asserts what is true whenever a

stacking event occurs, independent of the situation.

Other knowledge about action is relevant only in certain

situations. For instance, if the block being moved in a

stacking action was initially on another block, then this

other block becomes clear (at least momentarily). This

is easily expressed in the logic by the following axiom,

which states that if block a was initially on another

block c, then c becomes clear when a is moved:

Stacking Axiom 2: Conditional Effects

V i#.b,c,t,e . Stack(a,b,e,i) a On(a.c.t) a Overlaps(tj)

=> Clear(c,eff3(e)) a Meets(t,eff3(e)) a

Meets(t,conl(e)).

This axiom applies in a situation with three blocks, say

A, B and C where A is originally on block C. The

conditions for the action StackfA, B, El, Tl) arc shown

graphically in Figure 1. Note that this definition does

not assert that the block C will be clear at the end of the

stacking event. In particular, if two stacking events

overlap in time (say Stack(A,B,El ,T! ) and

Stack(D,C,E2,T2)) then this may not be the case, for D

may be placed onto C before A is placed on B. Such

subtleties cannot be represented easily in a STRIPS-

style representation.

The development so far has not captured any sense of

causality. In particular, the axioms above do not state

what properties are caused by the stacking action, or

what properties simply must be true whenever the

action succeeds. This is the distinction that STRIPS

makes between preconditions and effects. Intuitively, it

is clear that the stacking action causes block a to be on

block b in situations where both blocks are clear at ihc

start of the action. Furthermore, the stacking action
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Stack(A,B.El.Tl)

CIear(A,preg(El))
Holding(A,conl(El^ ^ Clear(A,effl(El))

dlear(B,pr|2(El))

On(A|C, Oac

 -►<

Clear(C,eff3(El))

OnfA.B.efOCEl))

Figure 1: The necessary conditions for Siack(A,B,El,Tl) in a situation

where A is originally on C (using stacking axioms 1 and 2)

causes block b to become not clear while it doesn't

affect the condition that block a is clear.

To encode such knowledge, we need to be able to reason

about action attempts (cf. [McDermott 1986]). The

logic developed so far can express the fact that a certain

event occurred, but not that an agent attempted to do

some action. The predicate Try is defined such that

Try(a,e,t) is true whenever the action a is attempted by

the agent at time t in order that event e occurs. Of

course, if the conditions are not right then the action

will not succeed and the event does not occur. For

example, Try(stack(a,b),e,t) does not necessarily imply

Stack(a,b,e,t). The relationship between the two is

defined by axioms corresponding to precondition

assertions: In particular, we can assert that wherever the

agent tries to stack a on b starting from an initial

situation where a and b are clear, then a stacking event

occurs:

Stacking Axiom 3: Prerequisites

V ijjc, ajb,e . Try(stack(a,b),e,i) a Clear(aJ) a

Overlaps(j,i) a Clear(b,k) a SameEndfiJc) 3

Stack(a,b,e,i) /\prel(e)=j Apre2(e)=k.

3 THE PLANNING FORMALISM

A planning system can now be specified using the

temporal logic developed above. This system can reason

about certain classes of interacting simultaneous events

and it has a limited capability for reasoning about the

future. In particular, while it cannot plan to change any

external events predicted to occur in the future, it can

construct plans that take future events into account and

reason about interactions with such events. Pelavin

[1988] and Allen etal [1991] present an extended logic

that can represent future possibilities as well.

In order to construct plans, an agent needs to predict

future states of the world. STRIPS-like problem solvers

do this by using the add and delete lists to transform the

current state into the next state. With a representation

based on an explicit temporal logic, however, it is more

complicated. In particular, if a proposition P is asserted

to hold at a time Tl and then some action A occurs after

Tl that makes P false, it is still true that P held at time

Tl. So the representation of the world should still

contain this assertion. What has changed once the new

action is introduced is some prediction about whether P

holds in the future. For example, before A is known

about, the agent might have predicted that P still holds

in the future. Once the action A is expected, however,

this prediction might change.

Thus it is the predictions (or expectations) about the

future that change as an agent plans. Since an agent

may change its mind about what future actions it might

do, most conclusions about the future must be

retractable. This suggests that some form of non

monotonic reasoning is necessary in order to maintain

the world model and some models such as dcKlccr's

ATMS [deKleer 1986] might be useful. But there is a

simpler route: a model can be outlined that views all

predictions about the future as conditional statements

based on what the agent assumes about the future

including its own actions. Given an initial world

description W and a goal statement G, the plan is a set

of assumptions A],. ..An such that

W I- (Ai A Ai A...A An 3 G.)

Of course, if the Ai's are inconsistent then this

statement is vacuously true, so we must also add the

condition that

Aj a A2 a...a An is consistent.
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Finally, we want to avoid assuming the problem away.

For instance, if A] is simply equivalent to the goal

statement G, the above conditions are true but we can't

say we've solved the problem! This is handled by

restricting the form of assumptions that the planner can

make, as described below.

With this analysis, we can view the planning problem

as consisting of two types of reasoning:

- prediction - what is the world like (based

on a given set of assumptions)

- planning - what assumptions should the

agent make about its future behavior,

and the future world.

These two types of reasoning are explored in detail in

the remainder of this section.

3.1 Predicting the Future

If an agent had full knowledge about a world, then

predicting the future would be a relatively well-defined

task. The agent would simply simulate the future course

of events starting from the present state. In practice,

however, the agent never has such detailed knowledge

about the world - the agent's knowledge of the present

state is partial, and the world is not well-understood

enough to make precise predictions. Even qualitative

models, such as those discussed in Bobrow [1985],

assume a level of knowledge about the state of the

world and the processes that change it that are not

realizable in most situations.

Here we develop a very conservative model of prediction

based on maintaining limited consistency of the agent's

beliefs about the world. Essentially, given some set of

beliefs about the future, the predictions are simply what

is inferable from those beliefs using the agent's

knowledge of the structure of the world and the

definitions of actions. The particular system we will

specify uses a forward chaining strategy on Horn clauses

coupled with constraint propagation techniques for time

(Allen, 1983, Koomen, 1989) to make the predictions.

To drive the predictor, we need knowledge about the

actions, such as defined in the last section, as well as

general knowledge of the domain. For instance, to

reason about the door latch problem given at the start of

this paper, we would have to know that a door cannot

be open and shut at the same time. This motivates a

forward chaining rule that guarantees that this cannot

occur

Domain Constraint 1

Vtl,t2 . DoorOpen(,tl) a DoorClosed(,t2) r>

Disjoint(tl,t2).

Similarly, the latch is either open or shut, but not both:

Domain Constraint 2

V ll,t2 . LatchShut(tl) a LatchOpen(t2) =>

Disjoint(tl ,12).

Allen & Koomen (1983) show that a prediction

algorithm using action definitions and domain

constraints similar to those presented here can capture

many important aspects of non-linear planning systems.

3.2 Making Assumptions

There are two main classes of assumptions that the

planner must make. It must decide what actions it will

attempt to perform, and it must make assumptions

about how the external world will behave. While the

planner may assume it can attempt any action at any

time, the action will only succeed if the appropriate

conditions hold. As we'll see below, this is

implemented by allowing the planner to add an assertion

of the form Try(a,e,t) without proof.

The assumptions about the external world are limited at

present to persistence assumptions [Dean & McDermott

1987], that once a property is established, it tends to

remain true until explicitly changed. More precisely, a

literal P(i],...,in,t) can be proven by persistence if

there is a literal in the database of form P(ij in,t')

where it is possible that t=t'. This definition not only

allows persistence into the future, it also allows

persistence into the past. It will be examined further

after the basic planning algorithm is presented.. Note

that we have a constant-time method of heuristically

checking whether t=t' is possible given the network

representation of temporal information: the system

simply checks if "=" is one of the disjuncts still present

on the arc connecting the node for t and the node for t'

(see [Allen 1983]).

4 THE PLANNING SYSTEM

To a first approximation, the planning algorithm is

simply a backwards-chaining proof strategy driven by

the goal statement, where assumptions about action

attempts and persistence can be made without further

proof. While very simple, this planner is similar in

power to the regression planners (e.g. Waldinger, 1977).

To distinguish the logic developed so far from the

system, which involves heuristic reasoning on a

restricted formalism, we will use a different notation. A

literal consists of a predicate name and a list of

arguments enclosed in square brackets. Thus the literal

corresponding to the formula On(AJi,G) is:

[On A B G].

Knowledge about actions is captured by a set of

planning rules, which are a modified notation of

Horn clauses using "?" as a prefix to indicate variables.

In general, a planning rule is of the form

C <« Dl D2 ... Dn such that Al Ak
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and can be interpreted formally as a Horn clause: the

consequent literal C is true (or provable) if the

antecedent literals Dl,...,Dn are true and the constraints

Al,...,Ak are true. The system, however, will treat the

antecedents and constraints differently to produce an

efficient inference strategy.

Two planning rules for the action of pulling the door

open are as follows: First, pulling on door when the

latch is open results in the door being open:

(PullOpen.l)

[DoorOpen ?(] «<

[PullOpen ?e ?t] such that [EQ effl(?e) ?t'].

Second, you may open the door any time you try to, if

it's closed and the latch is unlocked;

(PullOpen.2)

[PullOpen ?e ?t] <«

[DoorClosedpre2(?e)]

[LatchOpenprel(?e)]

[Try [pull] ?e ?t]

The temporal structure for the PullOpen action must

also be defined in the system. Rather than present

details we will summarize such information by an

axiom in the original logic that defines two

precondition intervals (for the latch being open, and the

door being shut), and one effect interval (for the door

being open):

PullOpen Axiom 0: Temporal Structure

Ve.t .PullOpen(e.t) z> OverlapsDuring(prel(e), t) a

Meets(t,pre2(e)) a Starts(effl(e),t)

Planning rules will be used by the system in both a

forwards (i.e. from antecedent to consequent) and a

backwards (from consequent to antecedent) chaining

manner. To apply a rule in a backwards chaining

manner, the rule's consequent C is unified with the

goal. Then the constraints Al,..., An are added to the

database and the antecedent literals Dl,...,Dn are

introduced as subgoals. To apply the rule in a forward

manner, if a literal is added to the database that unifies

with some antecedent literal Di, and all the other Dj (j *

i) and the constraints Al,...,An are in the database, then

we also assert the consequent C. For instance, rule

(PullOpen.l) could be used to suggest that a goal

[DoorOpen Dol] could be accomplished by an event El

if we can prove [PullOpen El Tl] under the constraint

effl(El)=Dol. The same rule is also used to predict the

consequence of the same event El occurring at time Tl:

ie., if [PullOpen El Tl] is added then add [DoorOpen

effl(El)].

This simple example illustrates the basic technique for

generating plans - planning rules are used to backward

chain to suggested actions, and then in a forward manner

to compute the consequences of those actions. In

addition, all the domain prediction rules are also used in

a forward chaining manner to compute additional

consequences of the action. For example, Domain

constraint 1 above would be asserted as the following

forward chaining rule:

[Disjoint ?tl ?(2] <forward<

[DoorOpen ?tl] [DoorClosed ?(2].

All the other domain constraints can be expressed

similarly.

There are several additional issues to consider before the

final algorithm is specified. First, the planner must be

able to create event structures as needed, since the

appropriate events will not generally be known to occur

in advance of the planning. This is accomplished during

the backwards chaining phase: whenever a literal

containing an unbound event variable is to be introduced

as a goal, a new event constant is generated and the

temporal structure associated with that event is added to

the database together with any other constraints

specified in the planning rule. As an example, given the

goal [DoorOpen Dol], rule (PullOpen.l) suggests a

subgoal of proving [PullOpen ?e ?t]. Before this is

considered further, a new event, say El , and a new time,

say Tl, are created and the following constraints are

added to the database from the definition of the temporal

structure of Stack events (StackingAxiom 0):

[OverlapsDuring prel(El) Tl]

[Meets Tl,pre2(El)]

[Start effl(El)Tl].

What we have done is create the temporal structure for

an event that could accomplish the goal clause. We have

not asserted that this event yet occurs. This will require

further chaining to prove [PullOpen El Tl]. This

process of creating event and temporal constants to

replace the unbound variables will be called

instantiating the planning rule.

4.1 The Algorithm

The following algorithm defines a planner that docs not

commit to the persistence assumptions until the entire

plan is otherwise complete. It uses the simple

backwards chaining technique from the goals as

described informally above, and forward chaining to

compute the consequences of its assumptions about

persistence and action attempts. Because the temporal

aspects of the plan are independent of the planning

algorithm, the simple back-chaining strategy does not

restrict the plans that can be produced.

It consists of two main parts: the plan generator,

which creates a particular plan and the assumption

verifier, which takes a suggested plan and evaluates

whether the persistence assumptions that support it still

appear to be consistent. Let GS be the goal stack,

which is initialized to the initial set of goals when the

algorithm is invoked. The output of this algorithm is a

set of actions to be attempted by the agent (the action

list), a set of assumptions about the world (the
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assumption list), and the world state generated by

the prediction reasoner. Each persistence assumption

consists of a literal P true over some time period T and

an equality relation involving T that captures the

persistence assumption.

Plan Generation

This is a non-deterministic version of the planning

algorithm. A PROLOG-style search strategy to iterate

through all possible proof paths can be added in the

obvious way.

(0) Do until GS is empty; then go to verification

stage: remove the top element of GS and call it G;

(1) Choose:

(1.1) If a formula unifying with G is

found in the database, then bind any

variables in G as necessary;

(1.2) If G can be proven by a persistence

assumption, then pass G to the

prediction reasoner, and add G

together with the equality assertion

that justifies the assumption to the

assumption list;

(1.3) If G is of the form Try(A.e.t), for

some action A, then add G to the

action list, pass G to the prediction

reasoner,

(1.4) Find a planning rule R whose

consequent unifies with G, instantiate

the rule as defined above (i.e. binding

the event and temporal variables and

adding the constraints) and push the

antecedents onto GS.

Verifying Assumptions

This algorithm uses the temporal reasoner to check that

all the persistence assumptions appear to be globally

consistent It does this by first re-checking the temporal

constraints for each assumption individually to see if it

is still possible. It then adds all the assumptions

together to see if they appear to be globally consistent

(according to the temporal reasoning algorithm). If

some assumptions are no longer consistent, the

planning stage is re-activated.

(2.1) Check each persistence assumption individually

to see if it is still possible given the current temporal

network generated by the prediction reasoner. If not,

add the literal associated with each assumption that is

now impossible to GS and restart at step (0).

(2.2) (Given that step (5) succeeded) Add the

persistence assumptions to the prediction reasoner.

Unless the prediction reasoner returns an inconsistency,

we are done. If an inconsistency is found, then we must

select an assumption to retract. Designing a good

strategy for this is left as future work. For now we

simply select an assumption at random. Remember that

assumptions consist of a literal P, and an equality

assertion t=t'. Given the selected assumption, add t*t' to

the prediction reasoner, add P to GS and restart at step

(0).

5 THE DOOR-LATCH PROBLEM

One of the major goals of this work was allowing plans

that necessarily required simultaneous actions. The

Door-Latch Problem was posed as the simplest example

of this type of situation. In this section, we show how

the domain can be formalized and a plan constructed

from first principles that will open the door. First we

present the planning axioms that define the actions, and

then give an overview of the solution.

Remember that the complication in this example is that

the agent must realize that it must continue to hold the

latch open while it is pulling on the door. The actions

needed are turning the latch, holding the latch open, and

pulling the door. Unless the latch is held open, it snaps

shut. Given that the planner uses persistence

assumptions about the world, some technique must be

introduced to prevent the planner from using this

technique to infer that the latch stays open. This would

best be handled by adding some causal reasoning to the

predictor, but a simpler technique can be used in this

class of situations. We will define the turn-latch action

such that its effect holds exactly for a moment, i.e. a

non-decomposable period. Thus any action that requires

the latch to be open for an extended period of time

cannot accomplish this by persistence, since a moment

cannot be equal to an interval by definition. The hold-

latch action is then defined so that it requires the latch

to be open at the time the action starts (which may be a

moment) and has the effect that the latch stays open for

the duration of the action. Specifically, we have the

planning rules below which are used by the predictor to

maintain the world representation.

The temporal structures for each event are axiomatized

below and shown graphically in Figure 2. The

PullOpen action was defined earlier. TurnLatch events

have a precondition interval (for the latch being closed)

and an effect moment (for the latch being open):

TurnLatch Axiom 0: Temporal Structure

Ve,t . TurnLalch(e,t) => Finishes(t,prel(e)) a

Moment(effl(e)) a MeetsU.effl(e)).

HoldingLatch events define a single precondition period

(for the latch being open) and an effect interval

simultaneous with the event interval:
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LatchShut(prel(El))
-*►

LatchOpen(prel(K))

^ TumLatch(El,Tl)

La chOpen(effl(El))

HoldLatch(E2,T2)

^ LatchOpen(effl(E2))

1

^LatchDpen(prel(E3))

DooiClosed(pre2(E3 » ^ ^ PullOpen(E3,T3) ^

^ DoorODen(effl(E3V

Figure 2: The temporal structure for three events in the door problem

HoldingLatch Axiom 0: Temporal Structure

Ve,t . HoldOpen(e,t) =>Meets(prel(e),t) a EQ(effl(e).t)

The planning rules for these actions are as follows:

Turning the Latch has the effect that the latch is

momentarily open:

(TurnLatch.l)

ILalchOpen ?t'J <«

[Moment It']

[TurnLatch ?e ?t]

such that IEQ ?t' effl(?e)].

Turning the latch can be accomplished by trying to do it

when the latch is shut:

(TurnLatch.2)

[TurnLatch ?e ?t] <«

[LatchShutprel(?e)J

[Try [turnlatch] ?e ?t].

The latch remains open if and only if it is held open. In

particular, note that the effect and the action in this rule

must be simultaneous:

(HoldOpen.l)

[LatchOpen ?t'] <«

[Interval ?t']

[HoldOpen ?e ?t]

such that [EQ effl(?e) It'].

Holding the latch open succeeds whenever the latch is

open at the start of the holding act:

(HoldOpen.2)

[HoldOpen ?e ?t] «< [LatchOpen prel(?e)J

[Try [holdopen] ?e ?t]

Assuming a situation, in which the agent is near the

door , the initial world description would be as follows,

where I is the current time, and G is the time when the

goal must hold:

[Inllsl]

[In I del]

[Before I G].

[LatchShut lsl]

[DoorCloseddcl]

The goal is simply to have the door open over time G,

i.e. [DoorOpen dol] such that [In G dol]. The initial

planning situation is shown in Figure 3.

Here's a brief sketch of the planner in operation. Given

the goal [DoorOpen dol], rule (PullOpen.l) applies and

introduces the subgoals after instantiation:

GS: [PullOpen El Tl]

where [EQ effl(El) dol] and the temporal

DoorClosed(dcl)

LatchShut(lsl)

DoorOpen(dol) ^

Figure 3: The Door-latch problem
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DooiClosed(dcl) » « PuHOpen(El,Tl)

>~*-

DoorOpen(dol)

TurnLatch(E3, T3L

^ P

LatchShut(lsl)

LatchOpen(pre 1 (E 1 ))

„.„ » ^ioldQpen(E2,prel(El))

LatchOpen(prel(E2))

Figure 4: The solution to the Door-Latch Problem

constraints for the new PullOpen

event El, i.e. [OverlapsDuring

prel(El) Tl}, [Meets Tl pre2(El)]

and [Starts effl(El) Tl] are added to

the database

The subgoal [PullOpen El Tl] can be proven by rule

(PulIOpen.2) producing the new set of subgoals:

GS: [DoorClosed pre2(El)]

[LatchOpen prel(El)]

[Try [pull] El Tl].

The first subgoal is proven by persistence from the

initial state, using the assumption that pre2(El)=dcl.

The second subgoal, [LatchOpen prel(El)], requires

further planning. Rule (TurnLatch.l) cannot apply here

as it requires the interval pre 1 (El) to be a moment.

Rule (HoldOpen.l) does apply, however, and introduces

the subgoal [HoldOpen E2 prel(El)] (note that by the

planning rule prel(El)=effl(E2), which in turn equals

the time of the HoldOpen event by its definition). Rule

(HoldOpen.2) then applies to this subgoal and

introduces the following subgoals after instantiation:

GS: [LatchOpen prel(E2)]

[Try [holdopen] E2 prel(El)]

[Try [pull] El Tl].

This time, rule (TurnLatch.l) can apply (since prel(E2)

can be a moment) and the action [TurnLatch E3 T3] is

introduced. After using rule (TumLatch.2) to reduce

this goal, the following subgoals remain:

GS: [LatchShutprel(E3)] [Try [tumlatch] E3 T3]

[Try [holdopen] E2 prel(El)]

[Try [pull] El Tl].

The first of these subgoals can be proven by

persistence, since it is possible that prel(E3)=lsl, and

the remaining three subgoals are trivially proven as they

are under the control of the planner. As each of these is

assumed, it is added to the database triggering the

forward-chaining prediction rules. As a result, the door

is predicted to be open at time dol.

Finally, the persistence assumptions must be verified,

and then added to the predictor producing the final plan

as shown in Figure 4, with the persistence assumptions

shown in grey. Note that the Pull action must start

within the time when the HoldOpen action occurs, as

desired. If this were not the case, the final effect, namely

that the door is open, would not be predicted by the

prediction mechanism. Thus we've shown that the

planner can find the correct plan, and that it would not

accept the faulty plan that would arise from a STRIPS-

style planner, or from a naive persistence mechanism.

6. PLANNING WITH EXTERNAL EVENTS

Another simple example of some interest shows that

the planner can co-ordinate with external events that it

knows will occur sometime in the future. For example,

consider a different initial situation, which is the same

as before except that the planner knows that the door is

unlocked automatically between 8AM and 9PM every

day, and the goal is to get the door open sometime

between 7AM and 9AM. This situation is shown in

Figure 5, where the times of day are represented by

moments.

The initial database consists of the following assertions:

[In I lsl]

[LatchShutlsl]

[LatchOpen lol]

[In I del]

[Before 1 7AM]

[Before 8AM 9AM]

[Before G 9AM]

[Moment 8AM]

[Meets lsl lol]

[Meets lsl 8AM]

[DoorClosed del]

[Before 7AM 8AM

[Before 7AM G]

[Moment 7AM]

[Moment 9AM].

The initial goal is as before, to accomplish [DoorOpcn

dol] such that [In G dol]. Using rule (PullOpen. 1) we

get the subgoal of [PullOpen El Tl], where

effl(El)=dol. Rule (PullOpen.2) gives two

preconditions for this action, namely

[DoorClosed pre2(El)]

[LatchOpen prel(El)j.

In this case, both can be proven by persistence.

[DoorClosed pre2(El)] would be true if pre2(El)= del,

and [LatchOpen prel(El)] would be true if

pre2(El)=lol. Adding these assumptions creates a plan

that involves pulling the door after 8AM (since the

Latch must be open) and before 9AM (to satisfy the
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DoorClosed(dcl)

I ^ G

M

7AM

LatchShut(lsl)

9AM

LatchOpen(lol)

8AM

Figure 5: The door problem with an automatic latch system

goal conditions on G). Thus we have constructed a plan

that takes advantage of the automatic latch, a known

event in the future, by scheduling its own actions to

take advantage of the latch being open. If, on the other

hand, the goal had been to open the door before 8AM,

i.e. G is constrained to be before 8AM, then this plan

will not be suggested since the persistence assumption

prel(El)=lol is not consistent with the database.

7 DISCUSSION AND EXTENSIONS

7.1 Persistence Assumptions

One of the critical techniques used to construct plans

was the use of assumptions about the equality of times.

In essence, this technique allows a time period to extend

as far as possible given its constraints to other periods.

Thus, if a proposition P is known to be true over an

interval that contains a time t, and nothing is known to

prevent P remaining true after t, then an assumption

may be made that P is true after t if needed in a plan.

Similarly, if nothing prevents P from being true before

t, an assumption might be made that P was true some

time before t. This capability to extend forwards or

backwards in time might seem strange at first, but is

quite useful in tasks that require plan recognition, or

planning in worlds where information has to be

acquired.

In Allen et al (1991), we show that this technique

corresponds to the technique of Dean & McDermott

[1987] if the persistence is into the future. The

differences arise in two cases: first when there is

uncertainty as to the starting time of the property, and

second when a property is proven by extending

backwards. Thus, the interval persistence rule is

considerably more liberal than the rule used by Dean and

McDermott. To handle these latter cases, Dean

introduces another mechanism based on abduction. The

different cases, however, seem to all reflect the same

interactions, so a single uniform method for handling

them seems preferable. In addition, the interval

persistence rule is considerably simpler to describe and

analyze. Situations requiring the more general rule

appear frequently in everyday situations.

For example, if we are told that our airline tickets will

be at the Bursars Office at 3 on Tuesday, then that

suggests that they might be there earlier - it depends on

the unknown information about when they were

delivered. Similarly, being there at 3 suggests that the

tickets will be there after 3 as well, and how long

depends on unknown information about when they were

picked up. In a single-agent domain, we have a high

degree of confidence that the tickets remain at the office

until we pick them up, since no other agent exists to

pick them up. Note, of course, in a single agent

domain, there wouldn't be an agent to deliver the tickets

to the office in the first place, so that the tickets would

need to be at the office in the initial situation. Thus,

with a single agent, and a completely defined initial

world, there is a strong bias to persistence only into the

future. With multi-agent worlds, and partially defined

situations, extension into the past becomes an equally

important technique.

Of course, a simple persistence technique like this has

problems. Using logical consistency is too weak a

measure for the plausibility of a persistence

assumptions. Rather, it would be better to evaluate the

likelihood of a persistence using a causal theory, or a

probabilistic method such as in Dean &

Kanazawa[1988]. Note that since the assumptions arc

explicitly part of the final plan, such techniques could

be introduced into this framework to produce a

likelihood that a given plan will succeed if attempted.

7.2 A Hierarchical Planning Algorithm

The representation and algorithm above can easily be

extended to include reasoning based on action

decomposition as found in hierarchical planners such as

NONLIN (Tate, 1977), SIPE (Wilkins, 1988) or

FORBIN (Dean, Firby & Miller, 1989).

We could do this by introducing axioms that allow us

to prove formulae of the form [Try a el] rather than

assuming them. But it turns out that the algorithm is

easier to specify if we introduce a new predicate Decomp

on actions. The relation between Decomp and Try is
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Stack(bl,b2,e,t)

Pickup(bl,el,tlL MoveArmTofoZ^tl) PutDown(bl,e3,t3)

Holdingfbl.effKel»

effl(el)=prel(e3)=conl«r

Figure 6: The decomposition of the Stack Action

that you try an action by performing one of its

decompositions, ie.

V e,t,a . Decomp(a,e,t) ^ Try(a,e,t).

For example, a stacking action is accomplished by

moving the arm to the block desired, opening the hand,

lowering the hand over the block, grasping the block,

raising the arm and moving it to the desired destination,

and then lowering the arm and opening the hand again.

Figure 6 shows the decomposition of the Stack action

together with the necessary persistence assumptions

required to make the decomposition effective. In

particular, the effect of picking up bl, namely

Holding(bl .effl(el)), must extend to satisfy the

precondition on the PutDown action. In addition, this

effect is identical to the constraint originally defined for

the Stacking action.

We capture this information by adding a planning rule

that specifies this as one way to decompose the action:

Stack Decomposition Axiom

[Decomp [stack ?x ?yj ?e ?t] «< [Pickup ?x ?el ?tl]

[MoveArmTo ?y ?e2 ?t2] [PutDown ?x ?e3 ?t3]

such that [Meets ?tl ?t2][Meets ?t2 ?t3][Starts ?tl

It] [Finishes ?t3 ?t] [EQ effl(?el)prel(?e3)]

[EQeffl(?el)conl(?e)}.

The only other complication is that the initial

algorithm used a second stage to verify that all

persistence assumptions made in the plan were still

consistent. We could leave this second stage until the

entire plan is decomposed, but it is more in line with

traditional hierarchical planners to verify these

assumptions at each decomposition level before the next

level is constructed. This can be accomplished simply

in the new algorithm by adding a "dummy" goal on the

bottom of the goal stack that invokes the consistency

checking algorithm. When this goal rises to the top of

the stack, one complete level of decomposition has been

completed. The constraints are checked and the dummy

goal is added again at the bottom of the goal stack to

signal the end of the next level of decomposition. We

will call this dummy goal [VerifyAssumptions]. A

precise specification of the algorithm is as followsrThis

algorithm is a slight variation of the earlier algorithm.

It differs in how action attempts are treated, and in the

time that assumptions are verified. As before, this is a

non-deterministic version of the algorithm, and the goal

stack GS is initialized to the goal statement.

Do until GS is empty:

(0) Remove the top element of GS and call it G;

(1) Choose

(1.1) If a formula unifying with G is

found in the database, bind any

variables in G as necessary.

(1.2) Otherwise, if G can be proven by a

persistence assumption, then pass G

to the prediction reasoner, and add G

together with the equality assertion

that justifies the assumption to the

assumption list.

(1.3) Otherwise, if G is of the form

Try(A,e,t), for some action A, add G

to the action list and pass G to the

prediction reasoner. Also, if there are

axioms with a consequence of form

Decomp(A,e,t) in the database, add

Decomp(A,e,t) to the end of GS.

(1.4) If G = [VerifyAssumptions], then

invoke the assumption verifier. (Note,

if verifying the assumptions fails,

then G is not achieved and the

algorithm backtracks). Unless GS is

now empty, add a new goal

[VerifyAssumptions] to the end to

GS.

(1.5) Otherwise, find a planning rule R

whose antecedent unifies with G,

instantiates the rule as defined above

and push the antecedents of R onto

GS.

This algorithm expands a plan level-by-level through a

decomposition hierarchy, validating the consistency of

the plan at each level before the next level was

addressed. Constraints imposed by the higher levels

makes the accomplishment of the actions at the lower

levels considerably easier.
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8 CONCLUSIONS

We showed how traditional planning systems could be

recast fairly directly as a specialized inference process on

a temporal logic. By doing this, we have produced a

framework that is much easier to understand and extend.

By separating the temporal aspects of a plan from the

procedural aspects of plan construction, for example, we

found that even the simplest backwards chaining

planning algorithm can generate non-linear plans.

Similarly, a hierarchical planner can be generated by

changing the set of assumptions about action attempts

that the system is willing to make at any given time.

As such, this work provides a uniform framework for

examining many of the different planning frameworks

developed to date.

While the actual system described duplicated the

abilities of traditional planning algorithms, the

situations that can be represented and reasoned about are

more general than can be represented in a state-based

model. In particular, we can reason about plans

involving complex interactions between overlapping

actions. It can reason about the effects of simultaneous

actions that are not the effect of any one of the actions

individually. The representation is limited, however, in

representing partial interference between actions. This is

because the current representation cannot explicitly

capture the notion of possibility (as found in branching

time models) and from the simple technique used for

generating persistence assumptions.

By separating the domain reasoning from the plan

construction algorithm, we have developed a general

representation for reasoning about action that is

independent of the particular application that is driving

it A plan recognition system could use the same action

definitions in the same representation. Plan recognition

can be viewed as just another specialized inference

process on this same world representation.

More details on all these topics can be found in Allen et

al (1991).
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Abstract

Much of the confusion over the proper treat

ment of temporal reasoning problems such

as the Yale Shooting Problem stems from

a failure to appreciate the conventions that

operate when these problems are communi

cated. Here I discuss one such convention

and present a formal theory of temporal rea

soning that incorporates it.

1 INTRODUCTION

Narrative conventions—implicit rules we all use in un

derstanding stories—shape our intuitions about tem

poral reasoning problems. I present a novel theory

of temporal reasoning that takes one such convention

into account.

Temporal reasoning problems have the following struc

ture: given a set of first-order formulas that describe

both the rules of the domain and some of the facts

of a particular situation, determine what happens be

fore, during or after the situation. The classic example

of a temporal reasoning problem is the Yale Shooting

Problem (YSP) (Hanks and McDermott, 1987). In

the YSP, we are given the information that a gun is

loaded and then fired at someone who is alive, and

we are told that firing a loaded gun at someone re

sults in death. We are then asked if the target is dead

after the gun is fired. The intuitive answer is yes,

but early non-monotonic logics, e.g. (McCarthy, 1987;

Reiter, 1987), also sanction the answer no, because

they permit models in which the gun is unloaded be

tween its loading and firing.

Since Hanks and McDermott's paper, many solutions

have been proposed which correctly handle the YSP,

although most fail fail in other ways on other tempo

ral reasoning problems. More critically, few of these

solutions have addressed the factors that shape our

intuitions about temporal reasoning problems. Since

these intuitions are central to any attempt to formalize

temporal reasoning—they are the data we are trying

to explain—it would be useful to examine the factors

that underly them. I claim that one such factor is the

form in which these problems are presented.

2 NARRATIVE CONVENTIONS

Temporal reasoning problems can be written as a set

of first-order sentences, but they are more commonly

transmitted and discussed among researchers in this

way:

Fred is alive. A gun is loaded,

passes. The gun is shot at Fred.

Some time

The first and most obvious thing to notice about this

piece of text is that it's a story. In particular, it's

a narrative: a story about a sequence of events. We

may experience narratives through reading or in the

course of conversation, and whenever we encounter

them, we draw inferences about what is said and not

said. Many of these inferences involve commonsense

knowledge about the physical and social worlds, but

some are bound up with the conventions we all fol

low implicitly whenever we are confronted with the

narrative mode. By reflecting on these narrative con

ventions, even if superficially, we can gain a better

understanding of temporal reasoning. Here I consider

one such convention.

Re-read the above story, then ask yourself: "Where

am I?" The answer seems to be that you are located

where the action is. This feeling can be strengthened

with a little rewriting:

Story 1. Bill loaded the gun while Fred stood

there. There was a pause. Then he pointed

the gun at Fred and pulled the trigger.

Here there is no question that the reader feels like a

direct and attentive observer. In effect, the narrator

serves as the reader's senses, describing just what the

reader would notice if actually present. This property

of narration, which I call the You Are There convention
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(YATC for short), is ubiquitous and very powerful. A

writer must go out of the way to avoid placing the

reader in the action. Here I've made some changes to

get the reader out of the scene:

Story 2. I came to in time to see Bill loading

the gun. Fred just stood there. I blacked out

again for a moment or two, and when I came

around I saw Bill point the gun at Fred and

pull the trigger.

Note that the change to first person makes it easier

to take the narrator out of the scene. The YATC is

strongest with a third-person omniscient narrator—

one who is not a character in the story and who does

not obtrude in any way on the events being recounted.

We have a strong inclination to trust such a narrator

and to assume that the narrator has ideal observa

tional capabilities. Indeed, we may not even be aware

that there is a narrator; we simply perceive the story

as unfolding before us as we read. Temporal reason

ing problems are typically presented with this sort of

narration.

Authors' attempts to defeat the You Are There con

vention can be quite subtle. In Kleist's "The Marquise

ofO—" (Kleist, 1978), a woman finds herself pregnant

with no recollection of having performed the prereq

uisite act. The man who admits to being the father

has spent only a few moments with her, and You Are

There:

He smashed the hilt of his sword into the face

of one of the murderous brutes, who still had

his arms round her slender waist, and the

man reeled back with blood pouring from his

mouth; he then addressed the lady politely in

French, offered her his arm and led her into

the other wing of the palace which the flames

had not yet reached and where, having al

ready been stricken speechless by her ordeal,

she now collapsed in a dead faint. Then -

the officer instructed the Marquise's fright

ened servants, who presently arrived, to send

for a doctor; he assured them that she would

soon recover, replaced his hat and returned

to the fighting.

Here the author defeats the YATC with a stroke of the

pen: the deed was done at the "-".

If the YATC is not overridden, what can we say about

the information implicitly contained in the narrative?

The YATC implies that the narrator is acting as an

ideal attentive observer for the reader. An ideal ob

server would notice anything of importance that hap

pened. So the YATC implies that if an action is not

mentioned, it did not happen. This bald statement

needs to be qualified in several ways. Irrelevant ac

tions, such as the next-door neighbor's having lunch,

can of course be omitted, as can causal chains begin

ning with a mentioned action, such as the hammer

descending on the firing pin as a result of the trigger

being pulled. But even in its crude form, the princi

ple gives insight into the intuitions behind temporal

reasoning problems.

Consider Story 1. The YATC explains why the model

in which the gun is unloaded seems so absurd: we are

simply not told that the gun was unloaded. To see

how strong the convention is, consider the "backwards

YSP," where Fred lives:

Story 3. Bill loaded the gun while Fred stood

there. There was a pause. Then he pointed

the gun at Fred and pulled the trigger. Noth

ing happened. Fred smiled.

What is the explanation for Fred's survival? Perhaps

Bill loaded a blank, or his aim was off, or maybe Fred is

a ghost. There are lots of possibilities, but one of them

certainly is not that the gun was unloaded during the

pause. It couldn't have been unloaded, or you would

have been told.

Now let's consider the YSP with the YATC defeated

(Story 2 above). Here we again predict Fred's death,

but we don't balk quite so much at the idea that the

gun was unloaded. When we're told that Fred survived

the shot, we have no problem with Bill's unloading the

gun.

2.1 NARRATIVE VS. REAL LIFE

Why go through the gyration of describing attentive

observation in terms of a narrative convention? Why

not just talk about agents actually in situations and

dispense with a discussion of narrative?

There are two reasons. First, in the actual course

of research and discussion, temporal reasoning prob

lems are communicated as narratives, and this shapes

our intuitions. Second, and more subtly, if we are

to accept the working hypothesis that low-level sen

sory modules deliver information to our reasoning ap

paratus as logical sentences (as we must if we are to

assume that agents confronted with real-world situ

ations reason about temporal reasoning problems in

the form we have been writing them), then the form

of that information is much closer to narrative than

to "raw" experience. For instance, much that is irrele

vant (as determined by low-level mechanisms) will be

omitted. In effect, an agent's sensory modules act as

narrators, culling important information for transmis

sion to higher-level reasoning centers. Hence narrative

conventions can be said to play a role even in direct

experience.

2.2 MORAL

We have observed that the YATC can affect our in

tuitions about temporal reasoning problems like the
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YSP. By default, the convention is in force, and we

conclude that actions not described do not occur. Only

if the convention is explicitly overridden are we will

ing to hypothesise other actions. Failure to appreci

ate the convention has manifested itself in the field in

two ways. First, accepted answers to temporal reason

ing problems fail to consider one possibility, either the

case where the YATC is in force or the case where it

isn't. For example, an accepted intuition about the

backwards YSP is that the gun is unloaded by an

UNLOAD action. But the correct conclusion, given

that the YATC is in force and no other causal rules

are provided, is that the theory is inconsistent, or that

the gun unloads "magically," with no action. Second,

no one has ever attempted to express the distinction

between a narrative where the YATC is in force and

one where it isn't in any existing formalization.

3 THE THEORY

Recognising the importance of narrative conventions

does not require junking current wisdom on how to

do temporal reasoning. On the contrary: my theory

makes heavy use of concepts like causality and expla

nation that play a key role in existing theories. One

way in which the theory differs significantly from oth

ers is in providing a means to express when the YATC

is in force, and in using this information.

I base my theory on the intuition that a good solution

to a temporal reasoning problem is a good explanation

of the phenomena described in the problem. A good

explanation should avoid hypothesising change unless

necessary, and should provide reasons, in the form of

action occurrences, for any changes that do occur.

To formalize the theory, I view an explanation as a

proof in the object language. The proof may proceed

entirely from given information—facts about the sit

uation and causal rules—or (in the interesting cases)

it may hypothesize additional information. My the

ory sanctions certain hypotheses: they are supported.

Hypotheses that are not supported must be assumed.

I judge an explanation by the assumptions it makes.

Like other formal theories of temporal reasoning, I am

performing a minimization: I am minimizing assump

tions.

Let me first describe the notion of support in English.

Section 3.1 contains the formal analogue of this de

scription. A statement is supported in a situation if

it is true in that situation, and one of the following

holds:

1. The statement is given in the problem description.

2. The statement describes the non-occurrence of an

action. A statement that nothing happens re

quires no additional justification.

3. The statement describes the occurrence of an ac

tion, and this action is the only one which can

cause a state change. For instance, the unload

ing of a gun is supported if the gun's state has

changed from loaded to unloaded, and no other

action can explain this. Since there are no un

caused events, an action that causes an event is

justified by its ability to explain that event.

4. The statement describes a state which is the same

as the state at the immediately preceding (or fol

lowing) time-point. This is the notion of per

sistence: things do not change, all else being

equal. The actual definition is somewhat more

complex, in order to capture the "all else being

equal." First, I require that the statement de

scribing the state at the adjacent time-point also

be supported. Without this addition, adjacent

states could support each other; instead, support

must be inherited forward or backward in time

from an initial seed. Second, we must be able to

justify the argument that the negation of the state

change whose support is at issue cannot occur. If

the negation could occur, then there is reason to

question the persistence. The formal elaboration

of this point is somewhat complex, and is pre

sented below.

5. The statement is provable from other supported

statements. It is important that any notion ofjus

tification embody ordinary first-order provability,

since provability is at the heart of justification.

For instance, we would not know what to make of

a theory in which p and p—*q could be justified

and q unjustified.

3.1 DEVELOPMENT

Now I proceed to the formal development. I adopt

a model of time isomorphic to the integers and use

a propositional temporal logic, writing p( to say that

proposition p holds at time t. I use upper-case for

propositions expressing the occurrence of actions, as

in SHOOT,.

A ground time-statement (GTS for short) is a state

ment of the form <pt where <p is a possibly negated

proposition or action and t is a time-point, i.e. inte

ger. A ground time-statement asserts the occurrence

or non-occurrence of an action, or the truth or falsity

of a proposition, at a particular instant of time.

To allow the YATC to be overridden, I introduce

an operator U on formulas, and the inference rule

V<p-+V-"p. 0 is applied to action occurrences and ex

presses the fact that whether or not <p occurred is un

known, i.e. that the YATC is not in force. For in

stance, the sentence "I blacked out for moment" could

be rendered as the set of sentences Vat, where t is

the time-point of the blackout and a ranges over the

possible actions. The U operator does not affect the

standard (first-order, monotonic) semantics of the Ian
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guage. Statements preceded by V are ignored in deter

mining the models of a set of formulas. U is used only

in the non-monotonic portion of the theory.

I express a temporal reasoning problem as a set E of

first-order sentences, divided into a domain theory con

taining general rules and a chronicle description pro

viding specific facts, including U formulas. The chron

icle description corresponds to the narrative. Figure 1

shows the YSP in this notation, with no 0 formulas.

(Universal quantification is implicit.)

Chronicle description

aliv«i

load«di

SHOOT]

Domain theory

UILOADt —» ->load«di+i

SHOOTt A loaded, —* -ialive(+i

Figure 1: The Yale Shooting Problem

To deal with causality, I assume a meta-level function

Effects(kt, /3) associated with each domain theory T,

where 1 is an action, t is a time point, and /3 is a (pos

sibly infinite) set of GTSs (the preconditions). The

value of the function is a set of GTSs describing all

the effects that must obtain when At and 0 obtain,

given T. Effects could actually be "implemented" in

a variety of ways. For instance, we could introduce a

special kind of formula called a "causal rule" into the

object language and compute Effects from the set of

causal rules, or we could introduce an Effects predi

cate into the object language. (Either of these choices

would also require some sort of closed-world assump

tion.) By making Effects a function at the meta level,

I am trying to be noncommittal about how the effects

of actions are actually specified.

Given Effects, I can define causation. In the following

definitions, I assume a fixed set E of sentences.

An action occurrence A, causes a proposition <pti in

a model M of E iff there is a set of GTSs f3 (the

preconditions) such that M\=kt, Mfc=/3 and <pt> €

Effects(kt,(3). A proposition is caused if there is an

action occurrence that causes it.

A, potentially causes <pti (and is a potential cause of

ft1) in a model M of E iff A( does not cause <pt< in

M but there are other models of E in which At causes

ft'. A blocking statement for a potential cause in a

model M is a GTS entailed by M that prevents cau

sation (e.g. -iA| or a negated precondition). In other

words, an action potentially causes an event if it would

have caused that event had certain circumstances (the

blocking statements) been different.

A proposition is uncaused if it is not caused; support-

edly uncaused if it is uncaused and for each potential

cause, at least one blocking statement is supported.

I now turn to the heart of the theory, the definition of

support. Given a set of sentences E, a model M of E

and an assumption set AS of GTSs, where M (= AS,

I define the set of supported statements, or supported

set, of M and AS as the least set S that contains all

GTSs ip such that M \= <p and for which one of the

following holds:

1. (Given.) <p G E or ip G AS.

2. (Non-occurrence.) <p is of the form -iA«.

3. (Explaining state-change.) ip is of the form A(,

M |=pc_iA-pt, , and A« is the only action occur

rence which causes -<pt, in M.

4. (Forward persistence.) <p is of the form pt, pt-i is

supported, and -<pt is supposedly uncaused.

5. (Backward persistence.) ip is of the form p«, pt+i

is supported, and ~<pt+1 is supportedly uncaused.

6. (Provability.) S\-(p.

Throughout the above definition, A stands for an ac

tion proposition and p a possibly negated state propo

sition. A GTS is supported (given E, M and AS) iff it

is in S. The definition of S is monotone; it is never the

case that adding a statement to S requires the removal

of other statements from 5. This implies that there is

a unique S.

At this point, it would be worthwhile to compare this

six-point definition with the five-point English gloss of

the previous section. (The English clause 4 has been

split into two clauses here for readability.) The only

substantive difference is the presence of AS in clause 1

above; this was done to simplify the definition.

An assumption set AS is admissible for M iff every

GTS which M entails is supported. An admissible

AS, then, contains the assumptions needed to justify

every event in Af .

A model M is admissible iff: (1) every state change is

caused and (2) for every action occurrence A, such that

M \=lt, either EhA( or EhOAt. This is how I incor

porate the YATC: I do not allow hypothesised actions

unless it is known that they could have occurred (i.e.

the YATC is not in force for them). If no models are

admissible, then E is inconsistent (according to the

metalogic).

Following the usual practice, I first define a preference

criterion on admissible models, then endorse those

models that are minimal in the criterion. I prefer one

model to another if the first has a strictly better ex

planation than the second. The formal translation of

this is, roughly, that the first model has an admissible

assumption set that is a subset of all the admissible

assumption sets of the second. In fact, I wish to treat

a statement and its negation as the same. So given a

set of statements a, define a as {<p \ ip £ a V ->ip £ a},
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write A(M) for {a | a is an admissible assumption set

of M }, and prefer M\ to M] iff there is an a £ A(MX)

which is a subset of all the members of A(Mi).

3.2 EXAMPLES

3.2.1 The YSP

First, let's consider the YSP, as shown in Figure 1. The

Effects function is obvious from the domain theory:

EffecU(MLQkDt, {}) = {->loaded«+i }

Effects(SBD01t, {loaded,}) = {-.alive,+1}

The GTSs for this problem include UNLOAD,, SHOOT,,

alive, and loaded* and their negations, for all t. As

presented in Figure 1, the YATC is in force.

First consider the "correct" models, in which ->alive8

and the only action is SHOOTj. All the GTSs for these

models are supported with the empty assumption set:

• All action non-occurrences, including -<UILOADi,

are supported by clause 2.

• loaded, is supported for all t by persistence. In

particular, loaded] is supported by clause 4, be

cause (a) loaded! is supported (by being in E),

and (b) -<loaded] is supportedly uncaused, be

cause any potential cause is blocked by ->UNL0ADi,

which is supported.

e -ialive3 is supported in virtue of being provable

from the SHOOT action and loaded].

e All other GTSs, namely alive2 and --alive,,

t > 3, are supported by persistence.

With the YATC in force, models which contain any

other action are not admissible by part 2 of the defini

tion of admissible. So the correct models are the only

admissible ones.

Now consider the YSP with the YATC defeated at

1 = 1, which we obtain by adding the statements

UdnfLOAOt) and UCSHOOTi) to Figure 1. It is still

the case that the correct models are preferred, be

cause any other model requires at least one assump

tion. In particular, consider a model in which UNLOAD!

occurs. If this action is not an assumption, it must

be supported by the state change from loaded to un

loaded, by clause 3 of the definition of support. For

-■loaded] to be supported, it must either be assumed

or it must follow from alive3. (It could also be sup

ported via backward persistence from ->loadeds, but

this would lead us down the same path of reasoning for

-■loadeds.) But for alive3 to be supported and not

assumed, it must follow by persistence from alivej.

This can only happen if ->loaded2 is supported, be

cause it is the sole blocking statement of a potential

cause, namely SH00T3 . So at least one assumption is

necessary.

Chronicle description

aliv«i

loaded]

SHOOTs

alive*

U(SHOOTi)

U(SHOOTj)

U(UILOADj)

U(UILOAD])

Domain theory

UNLOAD, —» -iloadedt+i

SHOOT, A loaded, —> ->alive, + i

Figure 2: The Backwards YSP with YATC suspended

3.2.2 The Backwards YSP

For a second example, we consider aversion of the YSP

with two changes: the time of the shooting is changed

to t — 3 and alive* is asserted. (See Figure 2.) This

is the backwards YSP. In this version, the YATC is

suspended for times 1 and 2 (modeling, e.g., the state

ment "I blacked out for a moment"). The answer we

would like is that a single UILOAD occurred, either at

time 1 or 2.

From the given information we can prove -iloadeda.

The only admissible models have either UILOADi or

UILOAD] or both. (These models are admissible be

cause U(OTLOADi) and U(UNLOAD2) are provable from

the given information.) Models with ->UHL0ADi sup

port loaded] by persistence and UNLOAD2 by explana

tion of state change, with no assumptions, and simi

larly for models with ->UNLOAD2, so these two classes

of models are preferred. Models with both UNLOADS

are not preferred because only one of the UNLOADS can

explain the state change; the other must be assumed.

This is the desired answer.

Finally, we examine the backwards YSP with the

YATC in force. This problem is given by Figure 2

with the U formulas omitted. Now no models are ad

missible, because any admissible model must have ei

ther UILOAD! or UILOAD] in order for the loaded-to-

unloaded state change to be caused, but neither of

these action occurrences is provable from the problem.

(Recall that for a model to be admissible, it must be

the case that all state changes are caused and also that

E must be able to prove, for every action occurrence

A,, either A, or U(A,).) We can interpret this as saying

that the story is inconsistent (according to the met-

alogic), or that a "magical," uncaused state change

must occur.

3.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE THEORY

The theory I have outlined is only a first step. Several

extensions could be made to cover a wider class of situ
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ations. For instance, there is no provision for handling

cases where multiple simultaneous actions are required

to achieve a result. Also, I have given no criteria that

prefer one action to another when more than one ac

tion can explain a state change. Natural suggestions

are to prefer an action which causes the fewest addi

tional state changes, and to prefer an action which can

also explain other uncaused state changes.

The theory's greatest limitation is its overly rigid in

terpretation of the YATC: any action not mentioned

in the narrative (or provable from it) cannot occur.

Recall that in section 2, I said that some actions, like

those in the middle of causal chains, need not be men

tioned in the narrative even when the YATC is in

force. The theory fails on certain temporal reasoning

problems with causal chains, concluding that the in

tuitively correct models are inadmissible because they

contain actions that are not provable from the problem

statement. The theory also fails for the same reason

on cases where an action is obvious even though it

is not mentioned. For instance, if a character is sit

ting by the fireplace in one sentence and standing by

the door in the next, then clearly some movement oc

curred. Depending on the wording of the narrative, a

reader might not demand that the narrator describe

the obvious intervening action.

Modifying the formal theory to handle these issues

would at the least require distinguishing between dif

ferent kinds of support. For example, statements sup

ported in virtue of their being parts of a causal chain

would need to be distinguished from statements whose

support derived from persistence. But before trying

to adjust the formal theory, we should pursue a much

more thorough account of what readers are willing to

let the narrator get away with in the presence of the

YATC.

4 RELATED WORK

My theory is closest to those of (Geffner, 1989;

Geffner, 1990) and (Morgenstern and Stein, 1988).

Like Geffner, I consider explanation crucial, but I treat

the roles of object language and metalanguage differ

ently. The theory in (Geffner, 1989) distinguishes be

tween object language statements with different syn

tax. In (Geffner, 1990), ab terms representing abnor

malities, and a special "explains" operator C, are in

troduced into the object language; statements about

causality and persistence must be formulated carefully

in terms of these additions. Since I view formalization

as a tool for clarifying intuitions, I have tried to keep

the object language simple as is feasible, at the expense

of complicating the metalanguage.

My theory was largely inspired by Morgenstern and

Stein's Motivated Action Theory (MAT). MAT recog

nizes the importance of causality, but not of explana

tion. Morgenstern and Stein's concept of motivation

is like support, but is directed forward in time: an ac

tion can be motivated if known past events force it to

occur, but not if known future events imply its previ

ous occurrence. This asymmetry causes problems for

their theory which my time-symmetric theory avoids.

For instance, consider the backwards YSP of Figure 2.

By MAT, and by my theory, we must have at least

one of UILOADi and UNLOAD2. Both theories sanc

tion only those models where exactly one of the two

UNLOADS occurs. But while in my theory, each UNLOAD

is supported, in MAT, both UNLOADS are unmotivated.

MAT's result is somewhat surprising when a "com

pressed" version of the backwards YSP is considered,

in which there is time for only one UNLOAD. In this

case, the single UNLOAD action is motivated (in fact,

provable). Although MAT still gets the right answer

for this problem, it would fail if the UNLOADS had ram

ifications. This flaw in MAT stems from the forward-

directedness of motivation.

5 CONCLUSION

Temporal reasoning problems are subject to the con

ventions that govern the understanding of narratives,

in particular the convention that the narrator serves

as an attentive observer for the reader. I have argued

that failure to appreciate this convention has been the

source of some confusion in understanding the intu

itions brought out by temporal reasoning problems,

and I have presented a formal theory that takes the

convention into account.

While my theory shares with most theories of tempo

ral reasoning a desire to minimize change, it departs

from them in explicitly dealing with the structure of

the explanation. Whatever flaws my particular theory

may have, I believe it is at least on the right track,

because it evaluates models not by what happens in

them, but by how well we can explain what happens.
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Abstract

In the line of a syntactic treatment of modalities,

many proposals have been presented consisting

in an extension of a logic calculus with a meta

language for expressing facts about terms and

sentences, and with an axiomatization of

provability. These proposals differ in the use of

the inference rules used to link the object level

and meta-level theories; the formulation of these

reflection rules is crucial since it affects the

consistency of the extended calculus. We argue

that reflection rules resulting in a conservative

extension are too weak. On the other hand, well

known results show that non conservative

extensions often run into paradoxes. We propose

a non conservative extension where useful

theorems can be proved while consistency is

retained.

1 INTRODUCTION

The advantages of a syntactic approach to the

representation of truth, knowledge and belief have been

largely discussed in the literature [(McCarthy 1979),

(Moore, 1977), (Konolige, 1982), (Perlis, 1985), (Pedis,

1988), (Davies, 1990)]. Along this line of research several

proposals are based on extending a logic calculus with a

meta-language, for expressing facts about terms and

sentences, and with an axiomatization of provability.

Provability in an agent's theory is seen as one of the

primitive relations for the formalization of belief and

knowledge.

These proposals differ in the degree of connection between

object-theory and meta-theory, ranging from a semantic

connection of completely separate theories as in

(Konolige, 1982), to the reflection principles of FOL

(Weyhrauch, 1980), which provide a bridge between the

two, still distinct, theories, to the amalgamated solutions,

where there is just one theory encompassing object and

meta-level.

In the "separated" approach, in order to express nested

belief, a hierarchy of languages has to be constructed,

where each language is a meta-language for the theory

below in the hierarchy. Self reference is not allowed and

the construction of paradoxical sentences is blocked. As a

consequence also non paradoxical self referential or

mutually referential sentences cannot be represented. This

is seen as the major drawback of this approach (see for

example (Perlis, 1985), (Perlis, 1988), (Davies, 1990)):

self referential statements about truth, belief or knowledge

are in fact naturally found in common sense reasoning.

Among the amalgamated solutions we can further

distinguish among conservative extensions (like the one

proposed by Bowen and Kowalski (Bowen and Kowalski,

1982) and non conservative ones such as the Omega

extension in (Attardi and Simi, 1984). In the case of

amalgamated solutions, a proper formulation of the

reflection rules is crucial since it affects the consistency of

the extended calculus.

Reflection rules resulting in a conservative extension are

very weak; in principle they do not add anything to the

reasoning that can be performed in the object level or

meta-level theories. On the other hand, well known

negative results (Montague, 1963) show that non

conservative extensions often run into paradoxes.

We will propose a formulation of the inference rules

which lays in the middle ground between the Bowen-

Kowalski proposal and the Omega proposal, resulting in a

non conservative but consistent extension.
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In section 2 we set the ground for the following

discussion making precise our assumptions and defining

the conventions to be used in the rest of the paper. In

sections 3 and 4 we present an analysis of different

formulations of the reflection rules, especially in the

context of the amalgamated approach, and discuss the

implications on the resulting theories. In section 5, 6 and

7 we propose a new version of the reflection rules,

demonstrate with an example its expressiveness, and prove

the consistency of the resulting logic. Finally, in section

8 and 9, we discuss related work and comment on the

results.

2 META-APPARATUS AND BASIC

ASSUMPTIONS

In the following we will assume that the meta-language is

a first-order language whose domain of discourse are the

syntactic expressions of the object language. We rely on

the existence of a naming device for terms and sentences

of the object language. Any of the mechanisms proposed

in the literature will do, such as having terms of the meta

language for terms and sentences of the object language.

We will use the convention of quoting expressions when

their names should be used.

Moreover, the meta-theory shall include an axiomatization

of provability as in (Bowen and Kowalski, 1982). This

can be done, for example, by considering a set of inference

rules in the style of natural deduction and writing a meta

axiom for each of the inference rules. For instance, for the

rule of implication introduction, formulated as follows:

T kjA \-B

r\-(A =>B)

we will have a corresponding meta axiom:

PR(T u A', 'B') => PR(T\ 'A => B')

Here and in the rest of the paper we use the conventions

that T, n, T2 are metavariables for set of statements and

A, B are metavariables for statements. In correspondence,

'P, Ti\ 'IY are sets of quoted statements and 'A', 'B' are

quoted statements. Finally, hT means derivable according

to the axioms and rules of the calculus T.

Given the different meanings in which the term

"conservative extension" has been used in the literature,

we feel the need to make precise its use in the context of

this paper. Let us call OT the object level theory and MT

the corresponding meta-level theory including an

axiomatization of provability (the language of the two

theories may or may not be the same); with RR we will

denote the reflection rules used to connect the two theories

above. We will speak about "conservative" or "non

conservative" with respect to the extension of the theory

OT+MT as a result of adding the reflection rules, i.e.

OT+MT+RR is a conservative extension of OT+MT

when any theorem derivable from OT+MT+RR is also

derivable from OT+MT, or in other words RR are derived

inference rules and as such do not add new theorems.

This use complies with the classical definition given for

example in (Shoenfield, 1967) according to which an

extension is conservative if any formula of the original

theory which is a theorem of the extension is also a

theorem of the original theory. In our case the language of

the original theory and of the extension are the same.

Different seems to be the use in (Bowen and Kowalski,

1982) who talk about the amalgamation being a

conservative extension in the sense that "no new theorems

are provable in the amalgamation that were not already

provable in either L or M" . We believe that this definition

is too strong. In fact their own amalgamation is not

conservative according to this definition: given a formula

A provable in L but not in M and a formula B provable in

M but not in L, the formula A a B is provable in the

amalgamation but neither in L nor in M. The Bowen and

Kowalski amalgamation is however a conservative

extension according to our definition.

Still another perspective is taken, in the discussion about

reflection presented in (Giunchiglia and Smaill, 1989).

While we talk about extensions of the theory OT+MT

through the addition of reflection rules, they talk about

extensions of OT with meta axioms or inference rules.

3 SEPARATION OF THEORIES

In Konolige's so called "syntactic approach" (Konolige,

1982), propositional attitudes are expressed in a meta

language (ML) as relations between agents and sentences

of the object language (OL). The meta theory includes an

axiomatization of truth and of the provability relation in

the object level theory.

In order to deal with nested beliefs, a hierarchy of such

languages and theories has to be constructed and a

complex technical machinery is required for linking the

levels appropriately. Each theory in this hierarchy includes

the language of the theory below, the language for talking

about it, and an axiomatization of truth and provability.

The reasoning of an agent corresponds to the reasoning in

one of these meta theories, at the appropriate level

according to the degree of nesting of his beliefs; for
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example three levels are needed for the reasoning of the

third wise man in the three wise men puzzle.

In this proposal the connection between meta-level and

object level theory is a semantic one: determining the

truth of a formula involving PR in the ML can be

performed by "semantic attachment", i.e. performing a

proof in the OL. This semantic connection can be

exploited to simplify proofs and only when complete

information on the object level theory is available; in

principle however, all the reasoning can be performed at

the meta-level using the "simulated" version of

provability.

The major drawback of this approach is the lack of

expressiveness. Since there is a different truth and

provability predicate for each level, sentences that do not

belong specifically to one level, such as "the agent has a

false belief, are not naturally expressed.

In Weyrauch's FOL (Weyrauch, 1980) the beliefs of each

agent is represented as a pair of OL/ML theories connected

by "reflection principles"; the reflection rules are expressed

as follows:

(inT)

(in META)

(in META)

(inT)

Theorem(Vi')

TheoremCA')

A

without dependencies

(reflect up)

(reflect down)

where META is the meta-theory of T, including as

theorems all the facts that are assumptions in T, and an

axiomatization of provability. The rules can be phrased as

follows, in our notation:

\-TA

\-mPR('A')

hT A

(reflect up)

(reflect down)

MT is the meta theory of T.These rules require that A has

been derived with no dependencies (A is a theorem of T) in

order to be able to reflect it up.

In FOL, theories are kept separate, no amalgamation is

attempted, and therefore it is an obvious fact that no

theorems across theories are generated.

The approach to nested beliefs is not elegant. For

example, in the solution based on FOL to the three wise

men puzzle proposed in (Aiello, Nardi and Schaerf, 1989),

each agent is represented as a structure which includes

three object level theories, for representing the knowledge

of the other two agents and himself, plus a meta-level

theory where all the reasoning is done. This is necessary

in order to maintain separate between the object level facts

which represent the beliefs of each agent, including the

agent itself.

An evolution of the ideas of FOL is the work on multi-

language systems (Giunchiglia and Serafini, 1990). A

multi-language system includes a set of distinct languages

each associated with it's own theory. These theories are

not independent of one another but connected by "bridge"

rules, whose premises and conclusions belong to different

languages. For example reflection rules, which are the

most typical example of bridge rules, could be expressed

as follows:

<A; i>

<PRCA');j>

<PRCA')i j>

<A ; i>

(reflect up)

(reflect down)

where <A; i> represents the formula A in the language /'.

This approach has the flavour of general framework more

then of a specific theory: no commitment is made to any

particular formulation of the reflection rules, nor to the

fact that the languages are necessarily distinct. This makes

it difficult to make a comparison with other proposals.

All we can say is that we seem to remain in the realm of

layered approaches with the shortcomings in

expressiveness we have discussed above.

4 AMALGAMATION OF LANGUAGE

AND META-LANGUAGE

In the amalgamated approach we have just one theory

including both the object level and meta-level theories,

connected by inference rules. The interesting case is when

the meta-language is the same as the object language (M =

L); we will write both h. and f-M as h meaning

derivability in the amalgamated theory. The amalgam

includes an axiomalization of the provability predicate

PR.

With these assumptions, the inference rules for Bowen-

Kowalski's amalgamation become:

T hA

t-PR(T','A')
(1 -reflect up)
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Proof:

l-pc (R => -R) => -iR (tautology of PC)

hrc (n?('-i R') =» -R) =* -JR (Lemma 4)

h PRC(J>R(-R) => ^R) => -tR') (iii)

I-«?(7»Jc(-tR) =»-**) (ii)

h/WC-HR1) (iv)

h-R CO

l-R (Lemma 4)

Corollary. The amalgamated logic with the inference

rules RR2 is inconsistent.

The theorem PR('A')

rule

HA

A together with the inference

t-PR('A')

also lead to inconsistency. In fact it is easy to show that

conditions (i)-(v) of Theorem 2, can be derived (Montague,

1963).

The restrictions introduced by RR3 reflection rules are

enough to prevent application of Theorem 2. In fact

Montague and Kaplan have shown that if any of the

hypothesis (iMv) is dropped. Theorem 2 does not hold

any longer. In our case, condition (i) follows from Lemma

1, condition (iii) is the weak version of reflect up, and

condition (iv) is derivable with any version of the

reflection rules. Condition (ii) however can be proved with

rule (2-reflect up) but not with the weaker version (3-

reflect up). Condition (ii) is not true for some sentences

and therefore cannot be assumed as an axiom if we want to

preserve consistency. This leads to the following:

Theorem 3. The amalgamated logic RT is consistent.

Proof: To prove consistency, we show that the logic RT

can be translated into the logic TLN, which is a subset of

the logic S4LN (Davies, 1990) proved consistent from

results in (Turner, 1989). As a consequence RT is

consistent.

The logic TLN is a modal logic of truth, whose language

includes the truth predicate T and the falsity predicate F.

The axiomatization of TLN consists of standard axioms

for first-order logic with equality and the following

axioms for truth:

IP T(*A => B') => (T('A') => T('B'))

T T(*A*) => A

BAR VjcTOA') => T('Vx4*)

LNEC

r"pC^

r-T('/T)

The translation between RT and TLN is defined

recursively as follows:

T(i4) = A, if A does not contain PR

x(PR('A', 'B')) = T('x(A) => x(B)')

x(AaB) = t(A)at(B)

x(-1A) = ^x(A)

T(VxA) = Vrt(A)

We must show that all axioms and inference rules of RT

hold in TLN. Considering 3-reflect up, we must show

that:

ri-PCA

r-T('Ar=>A')

From the premise we obtain hpc (aT => A) by

implication introduction, and hence we obtain the

conclusion by means of LNEC.

For (3-reflect down), which is equivalent to Lemma 1, we

need to show:

T('Ar=*B')=>(Ar=>B)

which is just an instance of axiom T.

All the axioms of RT which correspond to the

axiomatization of provability, hold in TLN. Consider for

instance the meta-level counterpart of Modus Ponens. We

need to show that:

TCaT => A') a TCaT => (A => B)') => T('aT => £')

Since

r-pc (aT =» (A => B)) => ((Ar => A) =* (aT =* B))

from LNEC we obtain

T('(aT => (A =>B)) => ((aT => A) => (aT => B))')

and then, using K

T('(Ar =* A) => (aT => BY)

Finally, using K again,

T('Ar=*B')

Analogously, for any other inference rule and axiom it can

be shown that their translation is provable in RT. ■
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t-PR(T', 'A')

r \-A
(1- reflect down)

We will refer globally to these rules as RR11. If

PR(T', 'A') is a theorem of the extended calculus, then A

can be proved from r and vice versa. Note that these rules

are derivable (provided that a "faithful" axiomatization of

provability is included) and therefore no new theorems are

generated by virtue of these new rules. Therefore the

amalgamation is a conservative extension and provability

coincides with provability in the predicate calculus.

In Omega (Attardi and Simi, 1984) the reflection rules are

stated as follows (here (V in vp) means that V can be

derived from the set of assumptions 'vp'):

(V in 'vp')

vp h s

vp\- s

(V in 'vp')

(reflect down)

(reflect up)

That is, if (V in 'vp') can be derived, then s can be

derived from the assumptions vp, and vice versa, if there

is a proof of s using a set of assumptions vp, then also

(V in 'vp') can be proved. In the notation of this paper,

and making explicit the dependencies, the above rules can

be phrased as:

Hr-fAcry, 'A')

r,ur2hA

set of assumptions can be reflected down in the context of

the same assumptions.

Moreover, with (1-reflect up) we can deduce the theorem

PR (J", 'A') only if there is a valid deduction of A from

T alone, while with (2-reflect up), if there is a deduction

of A from a set of assumptions T, u T2 we can deduce

PR(T2, 'A') in the context of Tx; it is like performing a

kind of partial closure on a subset of the assumptions used

to deduced and discharging them, while remaining in the

context of the rest of the assumptions.

Note that with RR2, deduction in the extended calculus is

no more classical deduction as in Bowen-Kowalski.

We show that the extension with RR2 is non

conservative, by proving a formula across object and

meta-level.

A property of deduction that we will use is the following:

If T \- A then ru^HX (monotonicity)

which is obvious from the classical definition of

derivability.

We will write I-rri and \-^a to indicate explicitly which

version of the reflection rules is used in a derivation.

(2-reflect down)

Lemma 1: l-RR2 PR(.'A', 'B') => (A

Proof:

PR('A', 'B') |-RR2/>/?('/r, 'B')

PR('A','B')kjA\-9R2B

PRCA'/B^^V^B)

hnuPRCA', 'B')=>(A=>B)

>B)

(definition of h)

(2-reflect down)

(=> introduction)

(=> introduction)

Tt u T2\-A

TX\-PRCT2','A')
(2-reflect up)

We will refer globally to these rules as RR2.

There is a significant difference between the two

formulations of reflection. Rules RR1 are a special case of

rules RR2 where Vx is empty. In fact, with (1- reflect

down), the only facts that can be reflected down are the

theorems of the amalgamated calculus, that is formulas

that are derivable using no proper axioms nor

assumptions. The assertions about PR made at the meta-

level have no influence on the object level. According to

rule (2-reflect down) instead, facts that are deduced using a

'In (Bowen and Kowalski, 1982) the formulation of these ru

les includes explicitly the axiomatization of the provability

relation, denoted as Pr.

If (2-reflect down) is available, the converse of the

implication can also be proved:

Lemma 2: h^ (A => B) => PR('A', 'B')

Proof:

(A => B) u A hRR2 B (Modus Ponens)

(A => B) I-rrj PR('A', 'B') (2-reflect up)

^"rr2 C* => B) => PR('A', 'B') (=* introduction)

If the amalgam is achieved using the inference rules RR1,

the proofs of the two lemmas cannot go through. The

crucial difference is that in order to apply (1 -reflect down)

to PR('A', 'B') this formula must be provable without

assumptions, which is not the case here. For a similar
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reason (1-reflect up) cannot be used in the proof of

Lemma 2.

More general forms of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 are also

derivable:

PR(T','B')=>(aT=>B)

(Ar => B) => PR(T\ lB')

where the notation aT should be interpreted as the

conjunction of the statements in I\

Putting the two lemmas together we get:

Theorem 1: h^ (aT => B) » PR(T\ 'B')

This result is problematic. In fact undesirable properties of

PR will follow, such as:

-.P/cCr.'A') => PR(T', *-u4')

PR(T\ 'A v B') => PR(T, 'A') v PR(T\ 'B')

(PR(T\ 'A') => PR(T, 'B')) => PR(T\ 'A => B')

A =>/>*({}, 'A')

The last property above was called visibility in (Attardi

and Simi, 1984) and was used for a very simple and

natural solution to the three wise men puzzle. Visibility

is however too strong and sanctions counterintuitive

arguments. In the solution of the puzzle we used visibility

to model the idea that any agent is able to reproduce the

reasoning of another one who shares the same

assumptions. There exists a solution to the puzzle, as

simple and natural, where (1-reflect up) is used instead of

visibility.

More seriously, we can prove that the amalgam using

RR2 is inconsistent. For this we refer to the discussion in

section 7.

Lemma 1 can be seen as an alternative formulation of (2-

rcflcct down). In fact not only Lemma 1 is derivable using

(2-reflect down) but the converse is also true.

Lemma 3: The following axiom and inference rule are

equivalent:

huu JW(T\ 'A') =» (aT => A) (Lemma 1)

Hl-PflCry, 'A')

r, u r2hA
(2-reflect down)

Proof: We have to show that (2-reflect down) can be

derived from Lemma 1. Assume

ni-raery, 'A')

then, using Lemma 1 and Modus Ponens

ril-(Ar2=>A)

finally, by Modus Ponens,

As discussed above, Theorem 1 is not derivable with RR1

reflection rules. It turns out however that, for any pair of

formulas A and B such that A hRR1 B, and in particular for

those formulas which are provable without assumptions,

i.e. theorems of the calculus, the proof can be carried out

also with RR1 reflection rules. That is, one can prove at

least all the theorems of the form

r-RR1/J/?(T,'B,)«(Ar=>B)

where T 1-,^, B. For example:

h-RRi «?({}, *A => A') «=> (A => A)

The Bowen-Kowalski amalgamation is consistent if and

only if the extended calculus, including the axiomatization

of PR but not the reflection rules, is consistent Even if a

full account of consistency was not provided in (Bowen

and Kowalski, 1982) the restriction on Theorem 1 that

r Hrr, B is sufficient to avoid paradoxes and guarantees

consistency. This is a consequence of the results in

section 7 where we prove the consistency of a richer logic.

5 A CONSISTENT NON

CONSERVATIVE EXTENSION

A consistent non conservative extension can be obtained

with the following formulation of the inference rules

(RR3):

ri\-PR(T2\'A')

r, u r2hA

rh-pcA

\-PR(T\ 'A')

(3-reflectdown)

(3-reflect up)

therefore weakening the rule (2-reflect up), which turned

out to be problematic while retaining the strong version

of reflect down. Note that the precondition in (3-reflect

up) is provability in the predicate calculus. More precisely

hpc means "derivable using any inference rule except

reflect down and reflect up". This restriction is necessary

for consistency (see section 7). Let us call this logic RT.

The extension is still non conservative since one can

prove Lemma 1 . However Theorem 1 does not hold nor
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all its unpleasant consequences. In section 7 we prove that

the proposed extension is consistent

We have several reasons to believe that Lemma 1 is

reasonable and desirable. First of all it can be intuitively

justified. In case PR is used to represent beliefs, i.e.

PR(T', 'A') is read as "A is one of the beliefs of an agent

whose assumptions are T", then Lemma 1 properly

models the following property of beliefs: "if an agent

holds belief A, then either some of the agent's

assumptions are false or belief A is true".

In the following section we present an example where the

lemma is used to draw conclusions based on an agent's

reliability or lack of reliability.

Lemma 1 can also be regarded as a two argument

counterpart of axiom T of modal logics, i.e. (Q4 =>A).

However, while Lemma 1 is perfectly reasonable when

PR is interpreted as belief, axiom T is not, and in fact is

usually not included in modal logics for belief.

Finally, we can observe that Lemma 1 looks right when

PR is given an intuitionistic reading: in fact if the

intuitionistic implication holds then the material

implication holds as well but not vice versa.

6 AN EXAMPLE

Using PR, we can provide a formalization of the

following puzzle:

The members of the tribe of Voo always speak the

truth, while the members of the tribe ofDoo always

speak the contrary. An explorer meets a Voo and a

Doo, and has tofigure out which is which.

By denoting with T the common knowledge that both

Voos and Doos have, we can write:

Says(Voo, x) => Pi?(Tv', x)

Says(Doo, x) => PR(TD\ -.x)

where

Tv = T u {Says(Doo, x) <=> PRQT, ->x)}

rD = T u {Says(Voo, x) <=» PR(T, x)}

If the explorer asks to one native what the other would

answer to a yes/no question, the answer A he would get

from a Voo would be false; in fact

Says(Voo, 'Says(Doo, A)')

=* ^(Tv'.'SaysODoo, A)')

=>PR(TV\ 'PR(T,^A)')

=>/>fl(Tv',T=>-u4')

=> (Tv => (r => -A))

=*(T=>^4)

Similarly the answer of a Doo would be false:

Says(Doo, 'Says(Voo, A)')

=> PJ?(TD\ '-.SaysCVoo, A)')

=>/>/?(TD',W/?(T,A)')

=>«?(TD',7>tf(r.-A)')

=>rt?(TD',T=*-vi')

=>(TD =>(T=>^4))

=>(T=*-A)

The step in the third line of the second part is justified by

the choice of a yes/no question, for whose answer A it is

either PR(r, A) or PR(r, -A). Such is the case for

instance for the answer "I am a Voo". Therefore a suitable

question to solve the puzzle could be: "What would your

friend answer to the question: «Are you a Voo?»".

7 THE PROBLEM OF CONSISTENCY

Many authors have discussed the implications of

Montague's negative results about inconsistency of

amalgamated theories which have enough technical

machinery to represent their own syntax* and strong

linking rules. In these theories a self referential formula R

can be constructed such that:

Lemma 4: I- R «=> P/?('-. R')

where PR('A') is an abbreviation for PR({ } ,' A'). In order

to show the incompleteness of the amalgam, a similar self

referential formula was constructed in (Bowen and

Kowalski, 1982).

Theorem 2. (Montague) Let T be a theory such that:

(i) I- PR('A') =* A

(ii) \-PR('PRffl=>A')

(iii) h PRCA'), if \-K A

(iv) If h PR('A => B') and I- P/?('A') then I- PR('B')

(v) T includes enough machinery to represent its own

syntax

then T is inconsistent.

2 This is a minimal requirement that cannot be dispensed with

in any reasonable theory (see for example the arguments in

(Perlis, 1985).
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The following theorem establishes a tighter

correspondence between the two logics.

Theorem 4. RT and TLN are equivalent

Proof: TLN can be translated in RT by means of the

following mapping:

pCTCA")) = PR({), WA)') = PRCfKAY)

The translated axioms and inference rules are:

IP' PR('A =>B') => (PR('A') => PR('B'))

T' PR('A') =* A

BAR' Vx/>fl(*A*) => PR('VxA')

LNEC
'"pc^

\-PR('A')

We can observe that IP', T' and LNEC are instances of

the meta axiom for Modus Ponens, Lemma 1 and reflect

up respectively. BAR' can be derived using the object

level rule for implication elimination and the meta-lcvcl

axiom for implication introduction. ■

Our goal is to find a consistent amalgamated logic to

serve as the basis for a syntactic treatment of modalities.

Therefore we are looking for the most powerful consistent

logic which is compatible with the interpretation of PR as

belief.

We have shown that the RR3 formulation of reflection

rules results in a logic which is equivalent to the

syntactical counterpart of the modal logic T. Modal logics

for beliefs however usually include a positive

introspection axiom (called S4 ), Le.

PR(T, 'A') => PR(T, 'PR(T,AY)

This is widely accepted as a valid property of belief: "if

one believes something, he believes that he believes it".

Positive introspection is not however a theorem of #7". In

fact the truth of PR(T\ 'A') does not imply the existence

of a proof; we can derive only a weaker form of positive

introspection, namely

If rhpc^ then PR({), 'PR(r,AY)

This, at first sight, looks like a disadvantage of our logic

over other logics which could, in an intuitionistic style,

define PR as "derivable". But in such logics, a stronger

theorem is derivable, that is3

PR(T\ VT) => PR({ }, TR(f, AY)

3 This is not the case however for the Bowen-Kowalski's

amalgamation.

because from the truth of PR(T', 'A') one would be able

to infer that T \- A and therefore the truth of

PR({},PR(T\ 'A'Y), by reflecting up twice. This is

however not a reasonable principle for belief, since it

would amount to the following: "if an agent believes A

then any other agent believes that the first agent believes

A".

Davies proves consistent a stronger logic of syntactic

modality which includes positive introspection. Based on

this result and on the correspondence we have established,

it would be safe to add positive introspection as an axiom

to logic RT.

8 RELATED WORK

Turner (Turner, 1989) shows that a number of choices are

available to us for a syntactic treatment of truth and

modalities. There are, after all, ways to circumvent,

naturally enough, Montague's negative results.

Based on the work by Turner, Davies (Davies, 1990)

proposes a first order theory of reasoning agents where

truth, belief and knowledge are treated as syntactic

predicates and which compares favourably with other

similar proposals found in the literature.

Our starting point has been an analysis of reflection rules

and a focus on the provability relation. The logic RT,

which is the result of our investigation, is very similar to

one of the logics proposed by Turner and Davies and in

fact we could establish a formal correspondence and base

our proof of consistency on their results.

We believe that a correct axiomatization of the provability

relation can be the starting point also for a formal

treatment of truth and other modalities; these, in the work

of Turner and Davies, are introduced with separate axiom

systems and then integrated.

NProlog ((Gabbay and Reyle, 1985) and (Gabbay, 1985))

introduces hypothetical implications (—») in clauses and

queries of logic programs. The goal P ? (A -» B) is

taken to be equivalent to the goal P + A ? B, that is B is a

consequence of P extended with A..

A theoretical motivation for introducing hypothetical

implication is to give a definition to the provability

predicate, in the context of an amalgamation of language

and meta-language in the style of Bowen-Kowalski. In

NProlog this is called NDemo and is defined according to

the following:

NDemo('?', 'A') = Suspend and (aP -» A) and Restore
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where P represents a set of clauses (the program), A a

formula, and a P the conjunction of all the clauses of P.

According to this definition, provability of A from P

amounts to trying to prove A after asserting the

conjunction of the clauses in P. The use of Suspend is "to

get rid of the context" which could be used to derive A,

and which could produce a positive answer even in the

case that A is not derivable from P alone. Restore is for

restoring the context after the evaluation of the goal. The

effect of the right hand side of the definition is therefore

equivalent to the existence of a proof (in logic

programming) of A from P.

A definition without Suspend and Restore would have the

effect of the (2-reflect up) reflection rule. In fact if

NDemo('P', 'A') is defined as (aP -+ A), NDemo('P',

'A') could be proved by asserting aP in the current

database and proving A in the context of the extended

database.

With the correction of Suspend and Restore however,

NDemo succeeds only if the goal of proving A from aP

alone succeeds, which is similar to the effect of (1-reflect

up).

We have seen that in the Bowen-Kowalski amalgamation,

assertions (non logical axioms) concerning PR at the

meta-level do not have influence on the object level, due

to the restricted form of the rule (1-reflect down). The

situation with NProlog is different. According to the

above definition, the assertion NDemo('P', 'A') amounts

to imposing that the goal P ? A be successful. What if

this is not the case?

To conclude, we believe that the only reasonable effect

that an assertion W?(T\ 'A') can have on the object level

is the one that our Lemma 1 sanctions, that is, the weak

semantic constraint (as opposed to "syntactic constraint"

concerning derivation) that when T is true then A is true.

9 CONCLUSIONS

We argued about the advantages of an amalgamated

approach and about the utility of reflection rules which

result in a non conservative extension.

We have presented an analysis of reflection rules and

discussed the implications of seemingly slight variations

in their formulation, specifically in the context of an

amalgamated approach.

In the Bowen and Kowalski amalgamation, the

interpretation that can be given to PR is intuitionistic:

PR(T, VT) means rhi4.

At the other extreme the Omega approach, which results

in PR being equivalent to the classical material

implication, is shown to lead to inconsistency.

We have shown that a version of the reflection rules

which lays in between the Bowen-Kowalski and the

Omega proposal results in the logic RT, which is

equivalent to a consistent logic of syntactic modality. In

RT, a counterpart of axiom T can be derived which proves

useful in some applications.

We think that logic RT is a better candidate to serve as the

basis for a theory of viewpoints, where belief is treated as

provability in a viewpoint. This aspect will be developed

in future work.
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Abstract

We show that by introducing an appropriate

schema concept and exploiting the higher-level

features of a resonance function in a neural

network it is possible to define a form of non

monotonic inference relation between the input

and the output of the network. This inference

relation satisfies some of the most fundamental

postulates for nonmonotonic logics. The con

struction presented in the paper is an example of

how symbolic features can emerge from the

subsymbolic level of a neural network.

1 INTRODUCTION

Within cognitive science there is a controversy concerning

the basic units of cognitive processing. On the one hand

there are the so called classical theories (e.g., Fodor and

Pylyshyn 1988) where it is argued that the basic units are

symbols handled by rule-based processes. On the other

hand, the connectionist school argues that we should

approach cognition at another level and study how

neuronlike elements interact to produce collectively

emerging effects (e.g., Rumelhart et al. 1986).

We believe that it is possible to unify the symbol

processing capabilities of the classical theories to the

constraint satisfying capabilities of connectionist theories.

We want to show that by developing a high-level

description of the properties of neural networks it is

possible to bridge the gap between the symbolic and the

subsymbolic levels (see Smolensky 1988). The key

concept for this construction will be that of schemata. To

some extent inspired by earlier schema theories, we will

introduce a general schema concept which is appropriate

for studying neural networks on levels above the neurons

(see Balkenius 1990). Certain operations on schemata will

also be presented.

As an application of the schema concept for neural

networks, the aim of this paper is to show that certain

activities of such networks can be interpreted as

nonmonotonic inferences. We shall study these inferences

in terms of the general postulates for nonmonotonic logics

that have recently been introduced in the literature. It

seems that a large class of neural networks will generate

so-called cumulative nonmonotonic inferences (Makinson

1989).

2 A CONCISE DESCRIPTION OF

NEURAL NETWORKS

This section outlines a general description of a class of

neural networks. The outline will be used as the starting

point for the development of a high-level description based

on schemata.

We can define a neural network N as a 4-tuple <S,F,C,G>.

Here S is the space of all possible .states of the neural

network. The dimensionality of S corresponds to the

number of parameters used to describe a state of the

system. Usually S=[a,b]n, where [a,b] is the working

range of each neuron and n is the number of neurons in the

system. We will assume that each neuron can take

excitatory levels between 0 and 1 . This means that a state

in S can be described as a vector x = <xi,...,xn> where

0 < xi £ 1, for all 1 £ i £ n. The network N is said to be

binary if xj = 0 or xj = 1 for all i, that is if each neuron

can only be in two excitatory levels.

C is the set of possible configurations of the network. A

configuration c e C describes for each pair i and j of

neurons the connection qj between i and j. The value of

cjj can be positive or negative. When it is positive the

connection is excitatory and when it is negative it is

inhibitory. A configuration c is said to be symmetric if qj

= Cjj for all i and j.
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F is a set of state transition functions or activation

functions. For a given configuration c e C, a function

fc e F describes how the neuron activities spread through

that network.

G is a set of learning functions that describe how the

configurations develop as a result of various inputs to the

network. In the sequel, the learning functions will play no

significant role.

The two spaces S and C interact by means of the difference

equations

x(t+l) = fc(t)(x(t))

c(t+l) = gx(t)(c(0)

where se S, f € F,ce C and g e G.

This gives us two interacting subsystems in a neural

network. First, we have the system <S,F> that governs

the fast changes in the network, i.e., the transient neural

activity. Then, we have the system <C,G> that controls

the slower changes that correspond to all learning in the

system. By changing the behaviour of the functions in the

two sets F and G, it is possible to describe a large set of

different neural mechanisms. Generally the state transition

functions in F have much faster dynamics than the

learning functions in G. We will assume that the state in

C is fixed while studying the state transitions in S.

Example: In an Interactive Activation network (Rumelhart

and McClelland 1986) with four nodes, S is the space

[min.maxF, C is the space of all 4x4 matrices, and F =

{fc(x)=(l-0)x+I(c,x) I cg C, xe S}. Ii(c,x) = cjxi(max-xi) if

cixi>0 and Ii(c,x) = cixj(xj-min) otherwise. Here the

constant 1-0 dampens the activation levels of the neurons

and I; describes the change of the activation level of xj due

to the influence from the other neurons.

The general description of a neural network given here

comprises a large class of the systems presented in the

literature, for example Hopfield (1984) nets, Boltzmann

machines (Ackley et al. 1985), Cohen-Grossberg (1983)

models, Interactive Activation models (Rumelhart et al.

1986), the McCulloch-Pitts (1943) model, the BSB model

(Anderson et al. 1977), the Harmony networks (Smolen

sky 1986), and the BAM model (Kosko 1987).

3 SCHEMATA

The basic building block for many theories of cognition is

the schema. Even though the concept seems to have as

many definitions as authors, some common core exists in

all of them. We will use the term schema as a collective

name of the structures as used by Piaget (1952, 1973),

Arbib and Hanson (1987), and Rumelhart et al. (1986). We

also want to include concepts usually denoted by other

names such as 'frames' (Minsky, 1981 1987), 'scripts'

(Schank & Abelsson, 1977), etc. Among the various

proposals we find some common characteristics of

schemata:

Schemata can be used for representing objects,

situations, and actions.

• Schemata have variables. There is thus some way of

changing the schema to adapt it to different situations. As

a consequence, schemata can be embedded. One schema can

have another schema as a part or as an instantiation of a

variable.

Schemata support default assumptions about the

environment. They are capable of filling in missing

information.

Rumelhart et al. (1986) argue that schemata are sets of

'microfeatures' and show how they emerge from the

collective behavior of small neuronlike elements. Each

microfeature is represented by a neuronlike unit that

interacts with the others by activating or deactivating

them. This interpretation of schema lends itself to

implementation in constraint satisfying networks (Ackley

et al. 1985, Hinton and Sejnowski, 1988, Smolensky

1988, Hopfield 1982, 1984).

Arbib, Conklin and Hill (1987) take a higher level view

and make a few additional assumptions about schemata.

The framework for their notion is described as being "in

the style of the brain." Their idea of schemata is similar to

that of Rumelhart's in some respects, but ideas from

traditional semantic nets are also used. The environment is

represented as an assemblage of schemata, each of which

corresponds to an object in the environment.

Minsky's notion of frames is yet another instance of a

schema theory at a higher level (Minsky, 1987) with

inspiration from both neural theory and semantic nets. If

we look at other higher level accounts for schemata, such

as Schank's 'scripts', we see more rigid structures. A

schema is typically considered to be a set of variables and

procedures. When we give the variables values we get an

instantiation of a schema. This is also the definition of

schemata usually used in the field of Al (Charniak &

McDermott, 1985).

We want to argue that there is a very simple way of

defining the notion of a schema within the theory of neural

networks that has the desired properties. The definition we

propose is that a schema a corresponds to a vector

<cti,...,an> in the state space S. That a schema a is

currently represented in a neural network with an activity

vector x = <xi,...,xn> means that xj > aj, for all 1 < i <

n. An equivalent definition is to say that a schema is the

cone a = {z « S: zj > aj, for all 1 < i < n} generated by

the vector <ai,...,an> and where a is represented in a

neural network with activity vector x iff x e a. There is a

natural way of defining a partial order of 'greater

informational content' among schemata by putting a > P

iff ai £ Pi for all 1 < i £ n. There is a minimal scheme in

this ordering, namely 0 = <0 0> and a maximal

element 1 = <1,...,1>.

In the light of this definition, let us consider the general

desiderata for schemata presented above. Firstly, it is clear

that depending on what the activity patterns in a neural
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network correspond to, schemata as defined here can be

used for representing objects, situations, and actions.

Secondly, if a > p, then P can be considered to be a more

general schema than a, and a can thus be seen as an

instantiation of the schema p. The part of a not in P is a

variable instantiation of the schema p. This implies that

all schemata with more information than p can be

considered to be an instantiation of p with different

variable instantiations. Thus, schemata can have variables

even though they do not have any explicit representation

of variables. Only the value of the variable is represented

and not the variable as such. The index of the instantiation

is identified with the added activity vector a-p.

This representation of variables instantiation avoids the

combinatorial explosion of the tensor product represen

tation of variable binding suggested by Smolensky (1991)

but is weaker in power since it limits the possible

embeddings of schemata. For example a schema cannot be

recursively embedded into itself. However, the schema

concept presented here can very well be used to represent

the 'filler' and 'role' structures of Smolensky's construc

tions, as long as the sets of fillers and roles are disjoint.

Thirdly, the next sections will be devoted to showing that

schemata support default assumptions about the environ

ment. The neural network is thus capable of filling in

missing information.

There are some elementary operations on schemata that

will be of interest when we consider nonmonotonic

inferences in a neural network. The first operator is the

conjunction a«P of two schemata a = <ai,...,an> and

P = <pi,...,pn> which is defined as <Yl.—.Yn>. where

Yi = max(ai,P0 for all i. In terms of cones, a«P is just the

intersection of the cones representing a and p.

If we consider schemata as corresponding to observations

in an environment, we can interpret a«P as the coincidence

of two schemata, i. e., the simultaneous observation of

two schemata.

Secondly, the complement a* of a schema a =

<ai,...an> is defined as <l-ai l-an>(recall that 1 is

assumed to be the maximum activation level of the

neurons, and 0 the minimum). In general, the comple

mentation operation does not behave like negation since,

for example, if a = <0.5,...,0.5>, then a* = a. However,

if the neural network is assumed to be binary, that is, if

neurons only take activity values 1 or 0, then * will indeed

behave as a classical negation on the class of binary-valued

schemas.

Furthermore, the interpretation of the complement is

different from the classical negation since the activities of

the neurons only represent positive information about

certain features of the environment. The complement a*

reflects a lack of positive information about a. It can be

interpreted as a schema corresponding to the observation of

everything but a. As a consequence of this distinction it

is pointless to define implication from conjunction and

complement. The intuitive reason is that it is impossible

to observe an implication directly. A consequnce is that

the ordering > only reflects greater positive informational

content.

However, something similar to classical negation can be

constructed in a number of ways. We can let the schema

<0.5,...,0.5> represent a total lack of information. Greater

activity will correspond to positive information and lesser

activity to negative information. The ordering >. can be

changed to reflect this interpretation if we let a > P iff

lai-0.51 > iPi-0.51 and aj and Pi both lie on the same side

of 0.5, for all i. In this ordering, <0.5,...,0.5> is the

minimal schema and 1 and 0 are both maximal.

Yet another way to construct a negation, which forces us

to change the network, is to double the number of nodes in

the network and let the new nodes represent the negation of

the schema represented in the original nodes. This is

achieved by letting the schemata obey the condition

xi =l'xn+i (where n is the number of neurons in the

original network). It is also possible to impose weaker

conditions on the activity of the new nodes to reflect

alternative negations.

These alternative ways of defining negation merit further

studies. However, in this paper we will, for simplicity,

confine ourselves to the first definition given above.

Finally, the disjunction oc©P of two schemata a =

<ai,...,an> and P = <Pi,...,pn> is defined as

<Yl.--.Yn>. where Yi = min(aj,Pi) for all i. The term

'disjunction' is appropriate for this operation only if we

consider schemata to represent prepositional information.

Another interpretation that is more congenial to the

standard way of looking at neural networks is to see a and

P as two instances of a variable. a®P can then be

interpreted as the generalization from these two instances

to an underlying variable.

It is trivial to verify that the De Morgan laws a©P =

(a*«p*)* and a*P = (a*©P*)* hold for these operations.

The set of all schemata forms a distributive lattice with

zero and unit, as is easily shown. It is a boolean algebra if

the underlying neural network is binary. In this way, we

have alrady identified something that looks like a pro-

positional structure on the set of vectors representing

schemata.

4 RESONANT SCHEMATA

A desirable property of a network that can be seen as

performing inferences of some kind is that it, when given

a certain input, stabilizes in a state containing the results

of the inference. In the theory of neural network such

states are called resonant states.

In order to give a precise definition of this notion, consider

a neural network N = <S,F,C,G>. Let us assume that the

configuration c is fixed (or changes very slowly) so that

we only have to consider one state transitiion function fc.

For a fixed c in C, let fc°(x) = fc(x) and fcn+1(x) =fc°

fcn(x). Then a state y in S is called resonant if it has the

following properties:
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(0 fc(y) = y (equilibrium)

(ii) If for any x * S and each e > 0 there exists a 5 > 0

such that Ix-yl < 8, then lfcn(x)-yl < e when n > 0

(stability)

(iii) There exists a 8 such that if Ix-yl < 8, then

limn_^oo fcn(x) - y (asymptotic stability).

Here I.I denotes the standard euclidean metric on the state

space S. A neural system N is called resonant if for each

fixed c in C and each x in S there exists a n > 0, that

depends only on c and x, such that fcn(x) is a resonant

state.

If limn_»oo fcn(x) exists, it is denoted by [x]c, and [.]c is

called the resonance function for c. It follows from the

definitions above that all resonant systems have a

resonance function. For a resonant system, we can then

define resonance equivalence as x~y iff [x]=[y]. It follows

that ~ is an equivalence relation on S that partitions S into

a set of equivalence classes.

A system considered by Cohen and Grossberg (1983) can

be written as

(1) xi(t+l) - xi(t) = ai(xi)[bi(xj) - Zj cijdj(xj)]

for a fixed c « C, if qj = cji > 0, ai(xj) > 0 and dj'(xi) > 0.

Here a[ which is supposed to be continuous and positive is

called the amplification function and bj the self-signal

function. The function di which is assumed to be positive

and increasing is called the other-signal function and

describes how the output from a neuron depends on its

activity. It may seem that equation (1) only describes

systems where the neurons inhibit each other, but it has

been shown that a number of neural models without the

restriction Cy>0 can be rewritten in the form of (1) by the

use of a simple change of coordinates (Grossberg 1989).

Theorem (Cohen and Grossberg 1983): Every trajectory of

(1) approaches an equilibrium point.

A consequence of this theorem is that systems that can be

described by an equation of the form (1) are resonant

systems. Grossberg (1989) shows that the Cohen-

Grossberg (1983) model, Hopfield (1984) nets, Boltzmann

machines (Ackley et al. 1985), the McCulloch-Pitts

(1943) model, the BSB model (Anderson et al. 1977), and

the BAM model (Kosko 1987) are resonant systems.

Furthermore, it is trival to show that the Harmony

networks (Smolensky 1986) also can be described by an

equation in the form of (1) and thus are resonant systems

too. A common feature of these types of neural networks

is that they are based on symmetrical configuration

functions C, that is, the connections between two neurons

are equal in both directions.

The function [.]c can be interpreted as filling in default

assumptions about the environment, so that the schema

represented by [a]c contains information about what the

network expects to hold when given a as input. Even if a

only gives a partial description of, for example, an object.

the neural network is capable of supplying the missing

information in attaining the resonant state [a]c.

5 NONMONOTONIC INFERENCES

IN A NEURAL NETWORK

We now turn to the problem of providing an interpretation

of the activities of a neural network that will show it can

perform nomonotonic inferences.

5.1 DEFINITION OF A NONMONOTONIC

OPERATION

A first idea for describing the nonmonotonic inferences

performed by a neural network N is to say that [ct]c

contains the nonmonotonic conclusions to be drawn from

a. However, in general we cannot expect the schema a to

be included in [a]c, that is, [a]c £ a does not always

hold. Sometimes a neural network rejects parts of the

input information - in pictorial terms it does not always

believe what it sees.

So if we want a to be included in the resulting resonant

state, we have to modify the definition. The most natural

solution is to 'clamp' a in the network, that is, to add the

constraint that the activity levels of all neurons is above

aj, for all i. Formally, we obtain this by first defining a

function fa via the equation fa(x) = f(x)«a for all x s S.

We can then, for any resonant system, introduce the

function [.]ca for a configuration c s C as follows:

[x]ca = Iimn^oofan(x)

This function will result in resonant states for the same

neural networks as for the function [,]c above. The reason

is that the difference equation for fa can be written in the

form (1) by replacing all occurences of x by x«a and then

absorbing the conjunction into the functions a, b and d.

Since the conditions of the theorem are also fullfilled for

the new a, b and d, the Cohen-Grossberg theorem is thus

applicable.

Since we are working with a fixed configuration c for a

given network, we shall suppress the subscript c in the

sequel.

The key idea of this paper is then to define a nonmono

tonic inference relation h between schemata in the

following way:

a h p iff [a]a Sr P

This definition fits very well with the interpretation that

nonmonotonic inferences are based on expectations as

developed in Gardenfors (1991). Note that a and P in the

definition are officially not propositions but schemata that

are defined in terms of neural activity vectors in a neural

network. However, in the definition of r- they are treated

as propositions. Thus, in the terminology of Smolensky

(1988), we make the transition from the subsymbolic level

to the symbolic simply by giving a different interpretation

of the structure of a neural network. We do this without

assuming two different systems as Smolensky does, but
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the symbolic level emerges from the subsymbolic in one

and the same system (cf. Woodfield and Morton 1988).

Just like a person may bid at an auction by raising his

hand, a neural network may carry out symbolic inferences

by performing subsymbolic operations. This kind of

double interpretation of an information processing system

is also discussed in Gardenfors (1984).

The symbolic interpretation of neural networks that is

based on the schema concept presented here can be applied

to all neural networks. This is in contrast to some

symbol-handling neural networks, like e.g., the jiKLONE

system of Derthick (1991), where the propositional

structure is a starting point for the construction of the

network.

Before turning to an investigation of the general properties

of h generated by the definition, we want to illustrate it by

showing how it operates for a simple neural network.

Example: The network consists of four neurons with

activities xi,...,x4. Neurons that interact are connected by

lines. Arrows at the ends of the lines indicate that the

neurons excite each other; dots indicate that they inhibit

each other. If we consider only schemata corresponding to

binary activity vectors, it is possible to identify schemata

with sets of active neurons. Let three schemata a,p,y

correspond to the following activity vectors a=<l 1 0 0>,

P=<0 0 0 1>, y^<0 1 1 0>. Assume that X4 inhibits X3

more than X2 excites X3. Given a as input the network

will activate y, thus aKy, Extending the input to a«P

causes the network to withdraw y since the activity X4

inhibits X3. In formal terms a«P hy.

 

5.1 GENERAL PROPERTIES OF

NONMONOTONIC OPERATIONS

One way of characterizing the nonmonotonic inferences

generated by a neural network is to study them in terms of

the general postulates for nonmonotonic logics that have

recently been introduced in the literature (Gabbay 1985,

Makinson 1989, 1991, Kraus, Lchmann, and Magidor

1990, Makinson and Gardenfors 1990, Gardenfors 1991).

We shall present some of these postulates and determine

whether they are satisfied for a fuhcuon [.]a determined by

a transition function in a neural network.

It follows immediately from the definition of [.]a that h

satisfies the property of Reflexivity:

aha

If we say that a schema P follows logically from a, in

symbols a r* p, just when a > p, then it is also trival to

verify that h satisfies Supraclassicality:

If a hp, then ah P

In words, this property means that immediate consequences

of a schema are also nonmonotonic consequences of the

schema.

If we turn to the operations on schemata, the following

postulate for conjunction is also trivial:

If a h P and a h y, then a h p • y

(And)

More interesting are the following two properties:

If a h P and a • p h y, then a h y

(Cut)

If a h P and a h y, then a • P h y

(Cautious Monotony)

Together Cut and Cautious Monotony are equivalent to

each of the following postulates:

If a h P and p I- a, then a h y iff P h y

(Cumulativity)

If a h p and P h a, then a h y iff p h y

(Reciprocity)

Cumulativity has become an important touchstone for

nonmonotonic systems (Gabbay 1985, Makinson 1989,

1991). It is therefore interesting to see that the inference

operation defined here seems to satisfy Cumulativity for

almost all neural networks where it is defined. However, it

is possible to find cases where it is not satisfied:

Counterexample to Reciprocity: The network illustrated

below is a simple example of a network that does not

satisfy Reciprocity (or Cumulativity). This network is

supposed to be linear in the sense that the total impact on

the activity of a neuron can be written as a weighted sum

of the excitatory and inhibitory inputs to the neuron, with

the Cy's as weights (represented as +1, +2, +3, and -10 in

the figure below).

If we assume that there is an excitatory connection between

a and p, it follows that a h P and P h a since a and P do

not receive any inhibitory inputs. Suppose that a =

<1 0 0 0> is given as input. Since we have assumed that

the inputs to X3 interact additively, it follows that y

receives a larger input than 8, because of the time delay

before 8 gets activated. If the inhibitory connection

between y and 8 is large, the excitatory input from p can

never effect the activity of X3. We then have ah y and

a h 8. If instead P=<0 0 0 1> is given as input, the

situation is the opposite, and so 8 get excited but not y,

and consequently ah y and a h 8 Thus, the network does

not satisfy Reciprocity.
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A critical factor here seems to be the linear summation of

inputs that locks X2 and X3 to inputs from the outside

because the inhibitory connection between them is large.

We have performed extensive computer simulations of

networks wich obey shunting rather than linear summation

of excitatory and inhibitory inputs. The simulations

suggest that Reciprocity is satisfied in all networks of this

kind.

Shunting interaction of inputs is used in many

biologically inspired neural network models (e.g., Cohen

and Grossberg 1983, Grossberg 1989, Hodgkin 1964, Katz

1966, and Kuffer and Nichols 1976) and is an

approximation of the membrane equations of neurons. A

simple example of such a network can be described by the

following equation:

(2) xi(t+l) = xi(t) + 5(l-xi(t))Ljd(xi(t))cji+ +

+ 8xi(t)Ijd(xi(t))cji-

Here 8 is a small constant, cjj+ and cjj" are matrices with

all cij+=cji+^0, and all cij-=cjf<0; d(x)>0 and d'(x)>0.

The positive inputs to neuron xj are shunted by the term

(l-xj(t)) and the negative inputs by xj(t). As a consequence,

the situation where one input locks another of opposite

sign cannot occur, in contrast to the linear case above. In

other words, a change of input, that is a change in

Zjd(xi(t))cji+ or Ljd(xi(t))cji", will always change the

equilibrium of xj.

We believe that the fact that one input never locks another

of opposite sign is the reason why all the simulated

shunting networks satisfy Reciprocity.

Simulation example: As an example of a simulation we

start from the network illustrated above. The matrix for

the values of cjj+ and cij" in equation (2) is as follows:

Table 1: Connection Matrix

0 1 0 2

1 0 -10 0

0 -10 0 3

2 0 3 0

output threshold which was chosen to be 0.1. Finally, the

constant 8 was set to 0.005. (The values of the constants

are not crucial for the outcome of the simulation).

In the simulation, the atomic schemata correspond to the

activities xi X4 of the single neurons. For these

neurons there are 16 different combinations of binary input

schemata. In the table below these input schemata are

indicated by bold face values. This represents clamped

activities of the neurons according to the definition of the

function [x]ca.

The vectors in the table describe the resonant states induced

by the different input vectors. Except for the limiting case

0, there are four different resonant states for this network.

It is easy to check that the nonmonotonic inference

relation generated by this set of resonant states satisfies

Reciprocity. For example, in case 2 we have yb- a and

in case 3 we have y • a h P and in accordance with

Reciprocity (or Cut), we also find in case 2 that a l~ p.

Table 2: Resonant States

run xi *2 x3 X4

0: 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1: 1.00 0.12 0.71 1.00

2: 1.00 1.00 0.23 1.00

3: 1.00 1.00 0.23 1.00

4: 1.00 0.09 1.00 1.00

5: 1.00 0.09 1.00 1.00

6: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

7: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

8: 1.00 0.12 0.71 1.00

9: 1.00 0.12 0.71 1.00

10: 1.00 1.00 0.23 1.00

11: 1.00 1.00 0.23 1.00

12: 1.00 0.09 1.00 1.00

13: 1.00 0.09 1.00 1.00

14: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

15: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

The function d in the equation was chosen as d(x;) =

= (max(x}-8,0))2/((max(xi-e,0))2 + 0.2), where 9 is an

For the disjunction operation it does not seem possible to

show that any genuinely new postulates for nonmontonic

inferences are fulfilled. The following special form of

transitivity is a consequence of Cumulativity (cf. Kraus,

Lehmann, and Magidor (1990), p. 179):
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If a©P h a and a h y, then a©p h y

This principle is thus satisfied whenever Cumulativity is.

The general form of Transitivity, i.e., if a h P and P h y,

then a h y, is not valid for all a, P, and y, as can be

shown by the first example above. Nor is the following

principle generally valid:

If a K y and P K y, then a©P h y

(Distribution)

Counterexample to Distribution: The following network is

a simple counterexample: xj excites X4 more than x2

inhibits X4. The same is true for X3 and X2. Giving a=<l

1 0 0> or p=<0 1 1 0> as input activates X4, thus a h y

and P h y. The neuron X2 which represents schema a©P

on the other hand has only inhibitory connections to X4.

As a consequence a©P K y.

 

6 CONCLUSION

We have shown that by introducing an appropriate schema

concept and exploiting the higher-level features of a

resonance function in a neural network it is possible to

define a form of nonmonotonic inference relation. It has

also been established that this inference relation satisfies

some of the most fundamental postulates for nonmono

tonic logics. The construction presented in this paper is an

example of how symbolic features can emerge from the

subsymbolic level of a neural network.
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Abstract

Temporal logic can be used as a program

ming language. If temporal formulae are rep

resented in the form of an implication where

the antecedent refers to the past, and the con

sequent refers to the present and the future,

then formulae that have their antecedent sat

isfied can be satisfied by considering the con

sequent as an imperative to be obeyed. Such

a language becomes a natural alternative

to programming languages, such as Prolog,

for temporal reasoning. Here, the approach

is extended to include an executable meta

language. This is of importance in develop

ing interpretation, debugging, loop-checking,

and simulation tools, and provides a repre

sentation for providing control knowledge in

the execution of planning and scheduling pro

grams.

1 Executable Temporal Logic

The traditional view of temporal logic is that it repre

sents declarative statements about the world, or about

possible worlds over time. Such statements relate the

truth of propositions in the past, present and future,

and so have been found useful in the representation

of time-dependent systems (Pnueli, 1977; Allen and

Hayes, 1985). Using this declarative approach, time is

viewed from the outside — it is seen in its entirety. An

alternative view of temporal logic is to consider it in

terms of a declarative past and an imperative present

and future, based on the intuition that a statement

about the future can be imperative, initiating steps of

action to ensure it becomes true. Using this view, time

is seen from the inside — we are at a moment in time

with the past behind us and the future yet to happen,

but with 'instructions' about what to do in the future.

In such an approach, the future must be actually made

to happen, rather than just stating its properties. It

is this second approach that we follow.

Temporal specifications can be given, naturally, as a

collection of rules of the form

ANTECEDENT ABOUT THE PAST

CONSEQUENT ABOUT THE PRESENT AND FUTURE

For example, if the flow of time is represented as dis

crete linear order, e.g. the natural numbers, then

atomic propositions are true or false at points on that

line. Executable temporal logic statements can then

be executed at a point X on that line by reviewing

which atomic propositions were true in the past, i.e.

at points less than X , and then taking steps to en

sure the satisfication of the specification. If any of the

necessary steps include an action in the present then,

to ensure satisfaction of the specification, that action

must be undertaken now. If any of the necessary steps

include an action in the future then this instruction

must passed on to the future.

Executable temporal logics of this form that have

been developed include USF (Gabbay, 1989) and

MetateM (Barringer et al., 1989; Fisher, 1989). Such

logics are based on US logic1 and incorporate a notion

of interaction with the environment of the program.

Predicates and propositions are partitioned into those

controlled by the component, i.e. the program, and

those controlled by the environment, i.e. the context

of the program. Thus, at certain times in the execu

tion of such a temporal formula, the environment may

need to be consulted in order to provide the values of

those atoms controlled by the environment.

If specifications are given in the above rule-based form,

then, at any moment in time, the past can be checked

and the future-time consequents of all the rules whose

antecedents are satisfied can be collected together.

These constraints on current and future behaviour can

'US logic is a temporal logic with until (' U ') and since

('5') as its only temporal operators.
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be rewritten as a formula of the form

V(A'i. A On)

« j.

where each /,-, is a literal and each ipi is a present and

future-time temporal formula. Thus, at every moment

in time, the executing agent must endeavour to sat

isfy the above formula. It can do this by making any

one of the disjuncts true. Choosing which disjunct to

make true is a subtle problem, and this choice will

depend on several factors, such as any commitments

to satisfy other clauses, possible future deadlocks, and

the environment at that point in time. There may be

more than one valid choice at each time, and the actual

choice may vary over time.

All formulae of propositional and first-order US-logic

can be rewritten into the above executable form (Gab-

bay, 1989), although the executable form is not, in

general, unique, i.e. a specification can be written into

more than one equivalent form. For the propositional

case, the execution is decidable, i.e. if a US-logic pro

gram is satisfiable, then a model for the program can

be found through execution. First-order US-logic is,

in general, not decidable, hence for applications where

it is crucial to find a model if the program is satisfi

able, we can either adopt a decidable subset of first-

order US-logic, or harness heuristics that ameliorate

the problem.

A MetateM execution mechanism has been defined

for temporal logic programs that returns a model of

the program if the program is satisfiable (Barringer

et al., 1989). This result is conditional on the pro

gram comprising only component propositions. If en

vironment atoms are introduced into a program, then

branching time logic may be required in order to rep

resent all possible environments (Clarke and Emerson,

1982; Pnueli and Rosner, 1989).

Executable temporal logic provides a natural alterna

tive to programming languages, such as Prolog, for

temporal reasoning. A temporal logic program given

in our executable form provides a clear link between a

declarative past and an imperative present and future,

and is being developed for applications in planning,

scheduling and process control. Though an executable

temporal logic that incorporates the full generality of

temporal logics can be inefficient, restricted tempo

ral languages have been shown to be useful in many

areas (Moszkowski, 1986; Fujita et al., 1986; Hattori

et al., 1986; Caspi et al., 1987; Abadi, 1987).

The executable temporal logic considered in this re

port is one of the family of MetateM languages (Bar

ringer et al., 1989). Other members of this family have

been implemented (Fisher, 1989; Owens, 1990) and

such languages have been used successfully in large

case studies, for example the development of a PAYE

('Pay As You Earn') tax system (Torsun and Manning,

1990).

In this paper, we focus on an executable meta

language. We indicate why a meta-language is of in

terest, outline the logical basis of a meta-language for

executable temporal logic, and consider applications

in knowledge representation and reasoning.

2 Why Use A Meta-Language?

In (Barringer et al., 1989), we introduced propositional

and first-order temporal logics (PML and FML) as

instances of MetateM. We suggested that a rather

different logic is required to carry out meta-level rea

soning within MetateM. By meta-level reasoning,

we mean the ability, in one language (the meta

language), to name and reason about statements from

another language (the object-language). In the case

of MetateM we require one (logical) language to be

both the meta-language and the object-language, i.e.,

a language that can act as its own meta-language. Of

course, this is not new in its own right, for example

in Prolog meta-level reasoning about clauses can be

carried out within the same language (Hill and Lloyd,

1988; van Harmelen, 1988; Nilsson and Maluszyiiski.

1990).

Using a first-order temporal logic, such as FML (Bar

ringer et al., 1989), a wide variety of temporal

specifications can be constructed and represented as

MetateM programs. However, from a computational

point of view greater expressive power is needed, as

there is a requirement to be able to interact with,

and to influence, a running MetateM process through

meta-level manipulation.

Many useful programming tools are meta-level tools,

for example, compilers, debuggers, partial evaluators,

etc. Also, in declarative languages, many techniques

for improving efficiency can be implemented by meta-

level manipulation, for example program transforma

tion techniques such as folding and unfolding. From

a logical point of view, we can also see the benefit of

meta-level statements as they give us the ability, for

example, to change the logical basis of the interpreter.

A particularly useful example of this is the ability to

represent control knowledge to restrict or prioritize the

possible execution paths (as for example in simulation

or scheduling tasks). Thus, we require a logic that has

some way of representing its own formulae in its do

main of discourse, in particular, a logic for MetateM

in which MetateM program rules can be represented.

There are several standard methods for developing

meta-languages. One of the most widespread is the

use of quoting. This technique, proposed by Frege and

further developed by many others (Perlis, 1985), gives

a way of producing a term in the logic that repre

sents or 'names' a formula in the logic. Thus, if we

have the formula p(x) Aq(x), a new term representing

the formula is given by "p(.c) A g(x)". As predicates

are applied to terms of the language, they can obvi
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ously be applied to these 'naming terms', for example

r(«p(*) A «(*)").

Thus, we can write the following type of formula

in a temporal logic incorporating such a quoting

mechanism3,

•pCarAy") => «(V)Ar(V).

In such a way a logic capable of meta-level reasoning

can be developed. In the case of METATEM, such a

logic, called FML", based on quoting has been devel

oped (Fisher, 1990). The questions of the reduction of

'naming' terms to their constituent parts, the quoting

of variables, and the scope of quantification are dis

cussed elsewhere (Perlis, 1985; Fisher, 1990). Further

more, the FML* approach corresponds to the ground

representation described in (Hill and Lloyd, 1988).

In this report we will present an alternative approach

which unifies object-level and meta-level into a single

language without using explicit quoting. In our logic,

called Meta-METATEM Logic, the set of terms is par

titioned into object-level terms and meta-level terms.

Object-level terms are the basic terms of the language;

meta-level terms are terms that represent (or name)

formulae in the language.

Though a technical definition of Meta-METATEM

Logic (MML) is given in appendix A, a brief outline

of the principles underlying MML will be given in the

next section.

3 Meta-METATEM Logic (MML)

MML is a first-order temporal logic, based on a linear,

discrete model of time. MML contains the standard

temporal operators, such as 'sometime in the future'

('O')i 'always in the future' (' □') and 'at the next mo

ment in time' ('O')t along with their past-time coun

terparts, and uses a non-rigid form of quantification.

A semantics for MML based on possible-worlds is given

in appendix A and is outlined below.

In MML the domain over which terms range has been

extended to incorporate the names of object-level for

mulae. As we are using MML as its own meta

language, this domain includes the names of all MML

formulae. We use a typed representation (Hill and

Lloyd, 1988) for the meta-language, and partition vari

ables into two sorts, o, representing object-level terms,

and /i, representing meta-level terms. The terms of

MML can thus be partitioned into two sets:

C0t — the set of object terms.

This contains those finite terms that are either

variables of sort o or constants3, or are generated

2Here, we use a discrete model of time and use '#' as

the operator representing 'at the last moment in time'.

3 All constants are object-level terms.

by application of function symbols to other ele

ments of Cot. Such terms have sort o and can be

considered as the basic (object-level) terms of the

language.

C,it — the set of meta-level terms.

This set contains variables of sort fi, all the finite

formulae constructed from elements of £,,<, and

predicates applied to terms in C^t U Cot. Such

terms have sort /i and can be considered as the

names of all the formulae in the language (i.e. the

meta-level terms).

Thus, C^t is effectively the set of well-formed formulae

(wff) of the both the object and meta-levels, together

with meta-level variables.

As an example, consider the term p(f(a, b, c)) where

p is a predicate, / is a function and a, 6 and c are

constants. Here, f(a,b,c) is a term in Cot, yet when

a predicate is applied to it, it becomes a term in £^«,

i.e. p(f(a, 6, c)) is a term in C^f

Note that when we define WFFm (well-formed formulae

of MML) then for every formula in WFFm, there is a

corresponding term in C^t- For example, p(f(a, b, c)) is

in WFFm, but it is also a term in C^. This duplication

is essential as the elements of C^ act as 'names' for the

formulae in WFFm. This will not cause any technical

problems since elements of C^t are only used as names

for formulae. The construction of C^t is a recursive

(and long) process.

We now turn to the semantics of MML. Recall that

the domain over which terms range is not simply the

domain of CoU it is also the domain of £/Jt, the names

of formulae in MML. Note that, as we are using a

temporal logic with non-rigid interpretations, we re

quire that interpretations be indexed by the state (or

world) at which the symbols are to be evaluated. As

all variables have a sort, we can simply bind them to

elements of the appropriate domain. In classical logics,

the interpretation of a predicate symbol usually gives

a signature of the form

X>" - {T, F}.

Thus, depending on the values of its arguments, the

predicate is interpreted as either T or F. In MML,

we not only have to index this interpretation with the

state at which the predicate is to be evaluated, but

there is also the possibility of the predicates' argu

ments being in C^t (as well as Cot). Thus, we interpret

predicates using

(Sx (2>UT)n)-»{T,F}

where 5 is the set of states (possible-worlds) and T is

the domain associated with £,,», i.e. the ground terms

in Cpf

One peculiarity of this approach is that if we have a

variable assignment that maps x to <p, where x is of
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sort fi and <p E C^t , then x is replaced by <p throughout

the formula. Thus,

becomes

p(z) A q(x,r(x))

p(<p) A q(<fi, r(ip)).

In summary, the main difference between MML and

a standard first-order temporal logic (apart from the

scoping of variable quantification, as described above)

is that the interpretation of predicate symbols is not

just a map from elements of the base domain to {T, F},

but is a map from elements of the base domain and the

domain of names of formulae (T) to {T,F}. (This is

why, in the example given in appendix A.3, the inter

pretation function for predicate symbols maps formu

lae, as well as terms, to {T, F}.)

One further complication is that as we are dealing with

a temporal logic, irp is also parameterised by the state

at which it is evaluated, i.e.,

V(5x£p)-((DuT)^{T,f}).

For an example of the use of this semantics, see ap

pendix A.3.

4 Applications

We now give some examples of the use of meta-level

representation in MetateM. The notation used will

be that of MML and the underlying execution mecha

nism will be that outlined in section 1.

Some of the obvious applications of meta-level rea

soning will be described, such as control of execution

and the construction of specialized meta-interpreters,

such as those for exploring possible futures. Apart

from the applications described here, other aspects of

meta-programming that are being explored elsewhere

include the implementation of concurrent and object-

oriented versions of MetateM, dynamic learning of

temporal rules, and the development of compilers, de

buggers and partial evaluators.

4.1 Building an interpreter for PML

To show how the meta-level techniques described

above can be used in practice, we give, as an exam

ple, an interpreter for propositional MetateM (PML)

written in MML. Note that the execution mechanism

assumes that the MML interpreter contains a forward

chaining inference mechanism, not only for tempo

ral rules, but also for solving state-based constraints

and that the variables within the rules are universally

quantified.

To show the split of rules between state-based and tem

poral constraints, we will present these two categories

separately. However, in a 'real' implementation, there

may be no need for such a split.

First, we give the rules for a naive PML interpreter;

later we add more sophisticated features. The State

Rules for the interpreter (which is encapsulated within

the executeQ predicate4) are given in figure 1.

execute( \3<p) O

execute(Ov) &

execute (->p) O

execute (sc A ip) •$*•

execute (y> =>• ij>) O

execute (<p V rj>) ■£>

(prop(p) A env(p)) =►

(prop(p) A comp(p)) =>•

executed A O Dy?)

executed V {->ip A OOv))

-■execute (p)

execute(y>) A execute(VO

execute(y) => execute(^)

execute^) V execute(^)

(execute(p) O read(p))

(execute(p) •» do(p))

Figure 1: State Rules for a PML Interpreter

The basic Temporal Rule is

#execute(Ov) =>■ execute(ip).

The idea behind these rules is that they are applied

globally, with the translation rules being used to ex

ecute any current-state constraints, and the temporal

rule being used to move from one state to the next.

The predicates propO, env(), compO, read(), and

do() are basic system predicates supplied by the base

interpreter. propO is true if its argument is a proposi

tion, env() is true if its argument is controlled by the

environment, compO is true if its argument is con

trolled by this component, readQ is true if its argu

ment has been set to true by the environment, and

doO is true when its argument is forced to be true by

this component.

As an example of the execution of this meta-

interpreter, consider the execution of the PML formula

r^ OOa, where r is an environment proposition and

a is a component proposition. Thus, we wish to make

execute (r =J> OOa) true. The translation rules above

are used to rewrite this formula as follows

* execute (r => OOa) becomes

execute(r) => execute(O0«)

using the rule for S=>',

* the object-level system interprets

execute(r) => execute(O0fl)

as

'if execute(r) then execute(OOa)',

4Note that when we use equivalences such as A <* B,

where A is a past-time formula, we use this as an ab

breviation for the rules A =>■ B and ->A =*■ -> B. If

we use A & B, where neither A nor B are past- time

formulae, we use this as an abbreviation for #true =>

({AAB) V (-.A A -.5)).
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* as r is an environment proposition, execute(r)

becomes read(r),

* if read(r) is false, then the original formula is

trivially satisfied, but if read(r) is true, then

execute(OOa) is not expanded further until the

object-level interpreter moves to the next moment

in time where the temporal rule is invoked, gen

erating execute(Oa)-

And so on. The computation continues forever unless

the formulae being executed are contradictory. Note

that the rewriting performed in every state will always

terminate as we only use finite formulae and that once

this rewriting has terminated, the object-level inter

preter will move on to the next moment in time.

Now, notice that, given the rule for executing Ov

above, it is perfectly acceptable for the interpreter to

continually execute -><p. We can try to avoid this be

haviour and force the meta-interpreter to execute even

tualities by adding the temporal rule

• (execute(Ov) A --execute (<^)) => ^execute(y>)

Here the responsibility for executing the eventuality is

passed on to the interpreter that is actually executing

the meta-interpreter (i.e., the object-level interpreter).

However, if the object-level interpreter does not guar

antee to execute the eventuality, we are left with the

same problem. A solution to this problem is to ensure

that some form of loop-checking is present.

4.1.1 Loop Checking

A possible development of the interpreter is to incor

porate heuristics for identifying potential looping in

an execution of an object-level specification. For ex

ample, if we are operating without an environment,

we can consider that if the set of commitments re

mains constant over a period of time, and that this

set of commitments includes eventuality commitments

then we are failing to satisfy these eventualities. So

if we take the simple interpreter, defined above, we

can amend the definition of execute (</? V ^) so that

if one of the disjuncts represents an eventuality that

has been outstanding for a sufficiently long time, then

that disjunct will be chosen. The extra rule are given

in figure 2.

->(execute(v? V ip) A loop(<p) A loop(VO)

(executed V V>) A -iloop(y) A loop(VO)

=> execute(r)

(execute^ V rp) A loop(y>) A -iloop(VO)

=> execute(r-)

(executed V ip) A ->loop(v?) A ->loop(V0)

=> execute(y>) V executed)

Figure 2: Extra Rules for Loop-Checking

Here, the predicate loop() is defined so that it is true

if the formula given as its argument has appeared in

the set of commitments for the last n states (i.e. its

argument has been an argument to executeO for the

last n states, but is an eventuality that has not been

satisfied in this time). If the specification is being ex

ecuted without interacting with its environment, the

value n can be extracted from the specification itself as

the upper bound on the size of the automaton repre

senting models of the specification (Vardi and Wolper,

1986)5. If interaction with the environment occurs,

the value n cannot be deduced directly and must ei

ther be defined explicitly or derived through the use

of heuristics.

4.2 Planning Linear Execution using a

Branching Interpreter

Another example of the use of meta-level techniques

in constraining the execution of MetateM is the use

of a 'branching interpreter' to explore future paths.

The idea here is that at certain stages in the execu

tion process, when a choice is faced, a branching inter

preter, represented by the predicate branch-exec (), is

invoked to explore the future for a certain distance and

to aid in the decision of what choice to make in the cur

rent state. Thus, most of the rules for branch-exec ()

are similar to those for executeO; some of the ones

that are different are given in figure 3.

branch-exec (y V i/>, [p]~ L, Vj,, b)

=> branch-exec(v?, L, Vj,, b) A

branch-execC^, R, Vr, b) A

better(Vt, VR)

branch-exec (<p V ip, [V>] ' R, Vr, 6)

=>■ branch-exec (tp, L, Vj,, 6) A

branch-exec (i[>, R, Vr, b) A

better(V)i, VL)

branch-exec (</?, [], V, 0) o value(<^, V)

(branch-exec(0^>, L, V, b) A (6 > 0))

^ branch-exec (<p, L, V, b — 1)

Figure 3: Extra Rules for a Branching Interpreter

The first two rules show that when branch-exec()

executes a choice, both choices are independently ex

ecuted. A list of choices taken is recorded in the sec

ond argument of branch-exec (), and a measure of

the "goodness" of the represented path is delivered in

the third argument of branch-exec (). The final ar

gument is a bound on the depth of the search.

Thus, during execution, the base interpreter might

choose to invoke branch-exec () at some stage to ex-

8Note that this is only possible in a propositional

language.
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plore the future. Once the future has been simu

lated for a certain number of states, the values of the

branch-exec () predicate will represent the possible

futures up to that number of states. The base in

terpreter then chooses which of these possible futures

gives the 'best' execution and then follows the plan

represented by the argument L generated for that par

ticular future. For example, the execution mechanism

given earlier using executeQ might be modified to

incorporate the following rules6

execute^ V ip)

=*• branch-exec (<p V V'> L, V, 8) A

planned-exec (y> V rj>, L)

Thus, the execution would follow the path repre

sented in L and would be guided down this path

by planned-exec( ). The rules for planned-exec ( )

would again be similar to those for execute ( ), the dif

ference being in the rules representing guidance, such

as

planned-exec (.<pVij>, [<p]~ L) ^> planned-exec (<£, L)

When the path has been followed as far as possible,

execution would revert back to being carried out by

execute( ), i.e.,

planned-exec(v?, []) => execute^)

Thus, heuristics define the choice of which future is

'best'. For example, it may be that the 'best' future

is the one with the least number of outstanding con

straints.

4.3 A Simple Form of Planning

We can develop a system that incorporates a simple

form of planning by utilising the following observations

about MetateM.

• In attempting to execute an eventuality, such as

Opi the execution mechanism carries out goal-

directed forward reasoning (where p represents

the goal).

• The meta-level constraints on the execution mech

anism effectively prune the search space and di

rect the execution towards the satisfaction of the

eventualities.

Given a goal state, characterised by the formula ip, we

then try to execute 0v>- Given the basic execution

mechanism, the system will search forward, by con

structing linear paths, in an attempt to reach the goal.

A more sophisticated system would incorporate the

'branching look-ahead' described above. This would

generate a branching structure, representing prefices

of all the possible paths that are being explored, and

use this structure in deciding which path to follow.

Meta-level constraints can also be added to both prune

the search space and direct the execution mechanism

towards the goal.
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Thus, we can implement a naive planning system by

1. representing the basic plan components as facts

that are known at the beginning of the execution,

and

2. representing schemas for combining separate sub-

plans, to produce larger plans, as rules (or meta

rules) in the MetateM program.

6 Here, the branching interpreter searches forward for at

most 8 states.
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A Definition of MML

A.l Syntax of MML

The language MML consists of the following symbols

• A set, Cp, of predicate symbols.

Associated with each predicate symbol, p, is a

mapping, pm, from {1, . . . , n} (where n is a non-

negative integer representing the arity of the pred

icate symbol) to the set of sorts, {o,(i}.

Predicates with arity 0 are called propositions.

The set, Cp, is the disjoint union of the sets Cpc

and Cpe, of component and environment predicate

symbols.

• A set, £„, of variable symbols.

Associated with each variable symbol, v, is an el

ement of the set of sorts, {o,fi}, given by sort(v).

• A set, £c, of constant symbols7.

The sort of any element of Cc is o.

• A set, Cj, of function symbols.

Associated with each function symbol, /, is an

arity, given by arity(f).

• Quantifiers 3,, V,, where s is an element of the

set of sorts, {o,/*}, i.e., 30, 3^ , V0 , Vp.

• A set of propositional connectives, ->, A, V, =>.

• A set of temporal connectives, #, O, S, Z, Ot

o, u, w,o, a.

As there are two disjoint sets of terms, variables are

categorised into two sorts, o, representing object-level

terms, and n, representing meta-level terms.

The set of object terms, Cot, contains those terms that

are either constants or variables of sort o, or are gen

erated by application of function symbols to other el

ements of Cot- Such terms have sort o and can be

considered as the basic terms of the language. £0( is

defined as follows.

1. Any constant, c, is in Cot.

2. Any variable, v, where sort(v) — o, is in C0t-

3. If oi, . . . , o„ are in Cot, and / is a function symbol

of arity n > 0, then f(o\,. . . , o„) is in Cot.

The set of meta-level terms, C^x, whose elements have

sort /i, contain variables of sort \i, all the formulae con

structed from elements of £M< , and predicates applied

to terms in L^ U Cot.

Cpt is constructed as follows

1. Any variable, v, where sort(v) — ft, is in £,,».

2. If f and V" are in £^(, then so are

true false (f) ^f

f A V> (pvi> f=>ii>

•v Of ipSxp fZip

Of Of <pU ij> fWrp

Of Of

3. If xi, . . . , xn are in £0( U £^t, and p is a predicate

symbol of arity n > 0, and for each i from 1 to n,

Pm(i) = sori(xi) then p(xlt . . . , xn) is in £pt.

Note that any proposition symbol is in C^ ■

Thus, C^t is effectively the set of well-formed formu

lae (wfF) for the object-level, together with meta-level

variables.

A term is called ground if it contains no variable sym

bols. Let T be the subset of C^t containing only

ground variables8.

The set of well-formed formulae of MML, WFFm, is

defined as follows.

1. If Xi, . . . , xn are in Cot U £/J<, and p is a predicate

symbol of arity n > 0, and for each i from 1 ton,

Pm(t') = sort(xi) then p{xi,...,xn) is in WFFm.

Thus, any proposition symbol is in WFFm.

2. If <p and xj> are in WFFm, then so are

true false (<p) -'f

<p Alp ipVrp
f => V1

•f Qf fS\j> f Zxp

Of Of ipUxj) fWrp

Uf Of

3. If f is in WFFm, v is in £„, and sort(v)=s, then

3,w. f and V,t>. <p are in WFFm.

A.2 Semantics of MML

Recall that the domain over which terms range is not

simply the domain of Cot — terms also range over

the domain of £p< (the names of formulae in MML).

Thus, there are two domains: the first is simply the

'real' object-level domain, to which elements of Coi

map; the other is the set of names of ground formulae

in MML — these are what elements of £M< map to.

The only difficulty here is what to do about variables

and predicates. As all variables have a sort, we can

bind them to elements of the appropriate domain. The

interpretation of a predicate symbol usually gives a

signature something like

Vn -{T,F}.

Thus, depending on the values of its arguments, the

predicate is interpreted as either T or F. In MML, we

7 Only object level constants and functions that apply

to object level terms are allowed.

*For a more expressive meta-language this restriction

that the elements of T must be grounded can be removed.
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also have the possibility of arguments being in C^t (as

well as Cot), so we interpret predicates as

(27 U T)n -» {T, F}

where T is the domain associated with C^t-

Well-formed formulae of MML are interpreted over

model structures of the form

M = (S,n,V,T,TCe,irf,irp)

where

• 5 is a set of states,

• 72 is a relation over S,

• V is the object-level domain,

• T is the meta-level domain (a ground version of

• ;rc is a map from Cc to T>,

• irj is a map from Cj to D" —> V, where n is the

arity of /, and,

• ttp is a map from S x Cp to (2> U T)n -» {T, F}.

A variable assignment is a mapping from £„ to ele

ments of V U T.

Given a variable assignment, V, and the valuation

functions, nc and ;r/, associated with a particular

model structure, a term assignment rv» is a mapping

from C0t U £/it to V LIT and is denned as follows.

ifc€£<:, rV7r(c) = ttc(c)

it f € Cj, and the art'iy of /is n,

Tvx(f(ti, ...,<„) = T/(/)(rvir(ri), ...,rVT(r„))

ift>€£„, rv,r(c) = V(c)

if p € -Cp, and the ari<y of p is n,

Tyr(p(tl, ...,tn)= P(i"vt(<i), • • • , Tvr(tn))

it t = true or t = false, Tvir(t) = t

if t = OPt', where OP, e {->, O, 0, •, O,0, D},

rT,(f) = 0Prv,(t')

if < = t' op t", where OP € {A, V, =>, S , 2 , W , W },

rT,(t) = r„(<')0PT„(<")

Note that no checking of the sorts of variables is car

ried out here; this is taken care of in the semantics of

quantification.

The semantics of a well-formed MML formula is given

with respect to a model structure, a state at which

the formula is to be interpreted, and a variable assign

ment. The satisfaction relation, \=, relates such tuples

to formulae of WFFm as follows.

(M,s,V)\=->ip iff not {M,s,V) (= v?

(M,s,V)\=<pVrl> iff

(Al,S)V)r=¥>or(A<,5,lOM

(M,s,V) t=^AV iff

(M, «, V) |= <p and (M, s, V) (= ip

ETC....

(M,s,V)\=V0x. <p iff

for all d e V,

(M,s,Vt[X~d])\=<fi

(M,s,V)t=Vi,x.<p iff

for all t € T,

(M,s,V) \=30x. <p iff

there exists d £T> such that

{M,s,V\[x^d))\=<p

(M,s,V)\=3Mx. y iff

there exists t G T such that

{M,8,V1[*"t])t=<P

(M, s, V) |= p(xu x2,...,xn) iff

5rp(siP)(r»»(;ri).irV»(a;2),---,Tv»(a:r.)) = T

We will usually deal with closed formulae, i.e., formu

lae containing no free variables. In this case, we use

the empty mapping, [], as the initial variable assign

ment.

In summary, the main difference between MML and

standard temporal logics is that the interpretation of

predicate symbols is not just a map from element of

the base domain to {T, F}, but is a map from elements

of either the base domain or the domain of names of

formulae (T) to {T, F}. (This is why, in the example

that follows, 7Tp maps formulae, as well as terms, to

{T,F}.)
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A.3 Example

We now give an example of a model for an MML for

mula and show how the semantics can be used to show

that the formula is satisfied in the model. This ex

ample is relevant to the applications described in sec

tion 4.

Consider the model

D = {},

T = {r,q, Or, etc),

*c = [],

*J = [],

■Kp = [0 t—> {execute(Or), execute(0?)}]

[1 1-+ {execute(r), execute(Og), execute^)}]

...etc....

Here, we use an abbreviated representation of np,

where each state maps to the predicate applications

that are true in that state. We now consider the sat

isfaction of the following formula in the above model

when interpreted at state 1.

Vpi. #execute(Oa;) => execute(x)

The model satisfies the formula if

(M, 1,[]) |= V^x. #execute(Oz) => execute(x).

This is satisfied if for all t in 7",

(M, 1, [x t-►<])(= •execute(Oz) =» execute(x).

So, for all i in T,

if

(M, 1, [x h-> t]) \= #execute(Ox)

then

(M, 1, [x t-» t]) [= execute(x).

Assuming that OAfl, this reduces to,

if

(M, 0, [x i-> t]) (= execute(Oz)

then

(M, 1, [x i-» t]) |= execute(x),

and finally to,

if

7TP(0, execute)(0<) = T

then

7Tp(l, execute)(t) = T.

Now, in state 0, execute(O^) is true for t G {r, q}.

Thus we must show that in state 1, both execute(r)

and execute(ry) are true. As this is so, the model

satisfies the formula (at least when interpreted at state

1).

Further examples and details of both MML and FML*

are given in (Fisher, 1990).
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Abstract

This paper defines and investigates pragmatic

logics. These are a more general than Shoham's

preference logics and the cumulative logics of

Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor. It begins with

the semantic definition of pragmatic logics, and

logics such as Autoepistemic Logic and Default

Logic are shown to be pragmatic logics. A

proof theory for pragmatic logics is developed

and a general completeness theorem is proved

for them. The proof can be used to show the

completeness of particular pragmatic logics, and

this is done in the case of Autoepistemic Logic.

The logical properties of pragmatic logics are

then investigated, and it is shown that a

hierarchy of pragmatic logics can be defined on

this basis. Next, the close relations between

pragmatic logics and conditional logics are

discussed. Many well known pragmatic logics

are then located in the hierarchy developed

earlier, and the paper concludes with some

general remarks on the nature of pragmatic

logics.

1. Pragmatic Reasoning

Deductive reasoning is analytic : the conclusions which

follow by deductive reasoning from a set of premises are

"contained in" the premises (Kant, 1781). Deductive

reasoning is therefore sound. However there is a sense in

which it is uninformative : no amount of deductive

reasoning can produce new information. Of course it is

necessary here to distinguish between ideal and non-ideal

reasoners. For example, Chess can be viewed as a finite,

and so decidable, deductive system. Consequently the

outcome of every Chess position is known to ideal

deductive reasoners who know the rules of Chess

(Konolige, 1984), and as a result Chess is of little

interest to them. However the outcome of most Chess

positions is unknown to non-ideal reasoners and may as

a result be of great interest to them.

Deductive reasoning is useful in everyday life. However

in everyday life agents need to infer things that even ideal

deductive agents cannot infer. For example, in order to

form even a simple plan to catch a bus the agent needs to

infer that it is safe to do so (given that it is usually safe

to do so), that the bus will actually come at something

like the advertised time, etc. Reasoning of this kind is

synthetic; that is, it "goes beyond" the premises (Kant,

1781). Synthetic reasoning includes inductive and

probabilistic reasoning as well as commonsense

reasoning. When judged by the standards of deductive

reasoning, synthetic reasoning is unsound. From a

practical viewpoint it is considered as defeasible, useful

and indeed often essential. This paper is concerned with a

qualitative species of synthetic reasoning which which

will be called pragmatic reasoning. Unlike deductive

reasoning, pragmatic reasoning is particular to a context;

it is therefore pragmatic in the sense of (Montague 1974)

and (Allen, 1987). Pragmatic reasoning is also practical.

It typically occurs in a context in which information is

limited and employs heuristic rules for arriving at

reasonable conclusions given the context and its

limitations; so it also pragmatic in the sense of

(Levinson, 1983). These rules are, in effect, meta-rules

for reasoning about particular contexts. For example our

agent might reason that it is safe to catch the bus as it is

usually safe to do so and there is no reason to think

otherwise; that is, there is nothing about the particular

context which leads the agent to think otherwise.

Similarly, the agent might infer that the bus will be on

time as the bus normally comes on time and there is no

reason, in the particular context, to suppose that it

won't. If the context changes, say the agent learns of a

bus strike, these conclusions have to be revised.

Pragmatic reasoning is thus context-sensitive and the

principle of Monotony:

If A implies C then A and B imply C
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which holds for context-fee deductive reasoning fails for

pragmatic reasoning.

There are many well known formalisations of aspects of

pragmatic reasoning; better known as nonmonotonic

logics. Among the best known are Predicate

Circumscription (McCarthy, 1980), Default Logic (DL)

(Reiter, 1980) and Autoepistemic Logic (AEL) (Moore,

1983). These all involve reasoning in a context as well

as meta-level reasoning about it. The circumscription of

a predicate P in the context of an axiom A allows us to

conclude that the the individuals satisfying P in A are the

only individuals which satisfy P. In the case of a default

theory (D,W), the context consists of the world

description W and the default rules D which sanction

inferences in it. Similarly in AEL the context is an

autoepistemic theory A and an autoepistemic expansion

of A is a superset of reasonable beliefs given this

context

Generalising an idea of McCarthy (McCarthy, 1980) and

(Davis, 1980), Shoham (Shoham, 1987) produced a

general semantic framework for a subclass of pragmatic

logics which he called preference logics. The idea is to

take an existing logic L and to define a strict partial order

<, called a preference criterion, on the class of all its

models. The preferred models in which A is true (A-

models) are then defined as to be the highest A-models in

the ordering, and A is said to preferentially entail B iff

the preferred A-models are all B-models. The resulting

logic is said to be a preference logic. This framework is

general enough to incorporate Predicate Circumscription

and several other nonmonotonic logics. Unfortunately

however it cannot incorporate logics like AEL and DL as

these are not cumulative (Makinson, 1989). However it

is possible to generalise Shoham's idea by replacing the

preference criterion with a function which selects the A-

models considered relevant on pragmatic grounds, and A

is said to pragmatically entail B iff the relevant A-models

are all B-models. The resulting logic is said to be a

pragmatic logic.

A formal definition of pragmatic logics is given in the

next section and logics such as AEL and DL are shown

to be pragmatic logics. Section 3 develops a proof theory

for pragmatic logics and proves a general completeness

theorem for them. The proof can be used to show the

completeness of particular pragmatic logics, and this is

done in the case of AEL. In Section 4 the logical

properties of pragmatic logics are investigated, and it is

shown that a hierarchy of pragmatic logics can be defined

on this basis. Pragmatic logics include the cumulative

logics studied by (Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor, 1990),

so the work here complements theirs. Many of the ideas

in the development of preference logics, the most

obvious being the use of a selection function, come from

conditional logic, and particularly from the work of

Lewis (Lewis, 1973). The connections between

pragmatic logics and conditional logics are discussed in

Section 5. Many well known pragmatic logics are then

located in the hierarchy developed in section 4, and the

paper concludes with some general remarks on the nature

of pragmatic logics.

2. Model theory

Let L be a logic with language L and consequence

relation I=l; L need not be closed under Boolean

connectives and I=l need not be classical (or even

monotonic). It is assumed that L contains the sentential

constants true and false denoting "true" and "false"

respectively. Let I be the non-empty set of all models of

L (it is assumed that L is consistent), and let [AjL

denote the set of all A-models of L; that is, the set { i e

1 1 i I=l A} of models of L in which A is true. Then we

can define a new logic Lm called a pragmatic logic as

follows:

Definition 2.1. A pragmatic model is a triple:

M = (I, UM, []M) where:

I is the set of all models of L,

[]M. L _+ pQ is such ^at [AjM „ [A]L and

[]M:L->P(I) is such that [A]M c [AjM.

[]M is said to be a (semantically based) selection

function. For a given sentence A, []M selects the relevant

A-models in M; where relevance is decided on pragmatic

grounds.

The standard Tarskian notions of satisfaction, entailment

and validity for Lm can be defined using [ JM.

Definition 2.2. For any A, B e L:

M, i I=lm A iff i € [AlM

AI=LmB iff [A]MC[B]M

l=LMA iff IclAF

If M, i I=lm A we say that A is satisfied at i in M, if

A 1=Lm B we ^y lnat ^ entails B in Lm and if I=i_m A

we say that A is valid in Lm. As I=l_m A iff true I=Lm

A the validity relation of Lm is a subset of the

entailment relation, and we can regard I=Lm ^ as an

abbreviation for true I=Lm A . Clearly if [A ]M is

empty then [ AjM = [falseIM and A I=lm b for any B.

It is often interesting to distinguish a set of

pragmatically minimal models in M.
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Definition 2.3. Let Ii = [true]M.

The new notions of satisfaction, entailment and validity

for Lm can now be defined in terms of []M.

Definition 2.4. For any A, B e L:

M, i I»Lm A iff i e [A]M

A l-LMB iff [A]MC[BJM

l=LMA
iff IiclA]M

If M, i '"Lm A we say that i pragmatically satisfies A

in M, if A I=Lm B we say that A pragmatically

entails B in Lm, and if I^Lm A we say that A is

pragmatically valid in Lm- As a consequence of these

definitions I=Lm £ I"=Lm m eacn case- As '=LmA '^

true I«=lm A lne pragmatic validity relation of Lm is

a subset of its pragmatic entailment relation. Clearly if

[A]M is empty then [A]M = [false]M and A I=Lm b for

any B. If []M = [1M then the notions introduced in the

two definitions co-incide. So any logic with a suitable

model theory is a pragmatic logic. The interesting

pragmatic logics are those where []** and [ JM differ.

We have defined a skeptical form of pragmatic

entailment At least two alternatives are suggested by the

literature. The credulous form requires that some selected

A-model is a B-model:

[A]M o [B]M
A 1= oLm B iff

where S ° T is true iff the sets S and T overlap; that is,

iff their intersection is non-empty. If L contains classical

negation, the skeptical and credulous forms are inter-

definable as:

AK>Lmb

AI=LmB

iff

iff

ai/»lm-b

AV-oLm-B

So either can be taken as primitive. The choice form of

pragmatic entailment requires that a chosen relevant A-

model is also a B-model; that is:

A h.LM B iff f([A]M) £ [BlM

where f(S) is a singleton containing the chosen member

of S, if S is non-empty, and the empty set otherwise.

Choice entailment can thus be regarded as the special

case of skeptical entailment where [A]M contains at most

one model. The three notions are related as follows:

And if [A]M is non-empty then:

A hoLM B if Ak Lm B

Ak lm B if A I- lm B

In this paper the skeptical form is taken as the central

notion of pragmatic entailment. It is more general than

choice entailment. It is also consistent in the non-

vacuous case, whereas credulous entailment need not be.

Definition 2.4. If M is a pragmatic model and Lm is

the logic defined in terms of M, then Lm is a pragmatic

logic and M is the defining model of Lm-

Examples 2.5.

1. The preference logic L< (Shoham, 1987) is defined by

taking a logic L over a language L and defining the strict

partial order < on the non-empty set I of all L-models.

We can therefore define the corresponding pragmatic

logic Lm by defining [A]M, for each A e L, to be the

set of preferred A-models. For example, the Logic of

Minimal Knowledge (LMK) of (Halpern and Moses,

1984) can be characterised as a pragmatic logic. L is the

modal logic S5, [A]M is the set of preferred A-models of

S5 as defined in (Shoham, 1987); Ij_ contains only the

canonical model of SS. For the circumscription of a

predicate P (McCarthy, 1980), L is first-order predicate

calculus (FOPC) and I is the class of all models of

FOPC. [A]M is the set of preferred A-modcls of FOPC

as defined in (Shoham, 1987); l± then contains all

FOPC-models in which the extension of P is empty.

2. More generally, the cumulative logics of (Kraus,

Lehmann and Magidor, 1990) are pragmatic logics. A

cumulative model is a triple (S, 1, <) where S is a set of

states, 1 is a function which labels each state with an S5

model, and < is a smooth asymmetric binary relation on

S. We can therefore define the corresponding pragmatic

model by letting I be the set of states, [ AjM be the set

A of states satisfying A, and [A]M be the set of <-

minimal states in A.

3. AEL can also be incorporated. (Moore, 1984) shows

that every stable expansion (Konolige: 'AE extension')

of an autoepistemic theory has what he terms a possible-

worlds model. Each possible-worlds model has a set of

corresponding KD45 models (Bell, 1990a). So L is

KD45, 1 is the set of all KD45-models, and [ A]M is the

set of KD45 models corresponding to the possible-worlds

models of A; 1^ contains only the canonical model of

KD45. As with DL, the possibility of multiple

extensions leads to a choice in the definition AE

inference. Specifically there are skeptical, choice and

credulous forms of AE inference corresponding to the

three forms of pragmatic entailment discussed.
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4. By virtue of the result of (Konolige, 1987) the case

for DL is the same as that for AEL except that [A]M is

now defined to be the set of KD45-models corresponding

to the AE extensions of A that are strongly grounded in

A.

5. (Brown and Shoham, 1989) show how to define modal

models for theories of JTMS (Doyle, 1979). They leave

open the choice of the underlying modal logic. So let L

be the chosen modal logic, and let [A]M be the set of L-

models of A as defined in (Brown and Shoham, 1989);

I j. contains only the canonical model of L.

The examples suggest definite senses for 'minimal' and

'relevant'. The minimal models specify (are models of) a

base logic and the relevant A-models are those A-models

which otherwise differ minimally, in some sense, from

the minimal models. In the case of the circumscription

of a predicate P the minimal models are those in which

the extension of P is empty, so the base logic is FOPC

together with the circumscription of P in FOPC, and the

relevant A-models are those A-models in which the

extension of P is otherwise minimal. For LMK the

minimal model i is the canonical model of S5

representing the state of maximal ignorance in which

only the theorems of S5 are known and the relevant A-

models are those which otherwise differ minimally from

i in terms of what is known. In the case of AEL the

minimal model i is the canonical model of KIMS

representing the maximally skeptical belief state in

which nothing but the theorems of KD45 are believed so

the base logic is KD45 and the relevant A-models are

among those in which A is believed and which otherwise

differ minimally from i in terms of what is believed.

The examples also show that pragmatic logics include

cumulative logics; and hence preference logics.

Pragmatic logics also include logics like AEL and DL

which are not cumulative (Makinson, 1989). So the

inclusion of cumulative logics is proper.

3. Proof theory

Definition 3.1. Let g: I -

g(i)={Alie [AlMJ.

P (L) be such that:

Definition 3.2. Let M = (I, [ ]M, []M) be the

defining model of a pragmatic logic. Then:

I'={g(i)l iel}

The members of I' are called extensions.

There is seldom an isomorphism between I and I' as it is

usually that case that many models can give rise to the

same extension; although of course the converse cannot

be the case.

Definition 3.3. A function []M of typeL -» P(T) is

called a (syntactic based) pragmatic selectionfunction.

Definition 3.4. The syntactically based selection

function []M corresponds to the semantically based

selection function []M iff for any A e L:

[A]M'={g(j)lje[A]M}

Definition 3.5. Let Lm be a pragmatic logic with

defining model M = (I, [ JM, []M). Then the canonical

model M' = (I', 0M', UM')ofLM is defined as

follows:

I'={g(i)l ie I},

[AIM7 - (i' e I' I A e i') for all A e L, and

[)M is the syntactic selection function

corresponding to []M.

Proposition 3.6. Every pragmatic logic Lm with

defining model M = (I, []M, []M) has a unique canonical

model M'= (I', 0M',[]M').

Proof. [JM and[]M are both well-defined and unique.

□

Definition 3.7. The provability relation I~Lm of

Lm is defined in terms of its canonical model M' as

follows:

A I-LmB iff [A]M'C|[B]M'

If A I~lm B we say that B is pragmatically inferrable

from A in Lm- Credulous and Choice forms of pragmatic

inference can, of course, also be defined; as can the set

l± of minimal extensions. Note that I-l c '~Lm-

Lemma 3.8. Let Lm be a pragmatic logic with

defining model M and canonical model M' . Then for

any A, B e L:

[A]M£[B]M iff [A]M'e[B]M'

Proof.

[AlM^lBjM iff [jlJG [A]M}C[B]M

iff {gO)lje[A]M}ci[B!M'

iff [AlM'dBjM' D
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Theorem 3.9. (Soundness and Completeness) For any

pragmatic logic Lm and any A, B e L:

A l-LMB iff A '"Lm8

Proof.

A I-lmB iff [A]MC[B]M

iff [A]M'clBlM' (Lemma 3.8)

iff A I~LmB D

So in order to show the completeness of a particular

pragmatic logic it is sufficient to provide the semantic

and syntactic components and to ensure that the selection

functions correspond.

Example 3.10. Here are the details for AEL. The

function g maps KD45-models in I to the corresponding

sets of sentences. For each A e L, [A]^ is the set of

AE extensions of A. The function h : I' -> P(I) maps

AE extensions in I' to the corresponding sets of KD45-

models as indicated in Example 2.5.3. []M can now be

formally defined, for each A e L, as follows: [A]M = {i

€ h(iO I i' e [A]M'} . As i' e [A]M' iff 3i . i e h(0 a i

e [A]M iff 3i . g(i) = i' a i e [A]M iff i' e (g(i) I i

e [A]M), []M' corresponds to []M. So completeness

follows from Theorem 3.9.

4. Logical properties

This section considers the logical properties of pragmatic

logics. Throughout, it is assumed for simplicity that L

is a (consistent) logic (with language /,,) which contains

contains PC and is is compact. The symbols I- and 1= are

used to denote the consequence relation of PC. The proof

techniques used are based on those of (Lewis, 1973) and

(Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor, 1990).

Definition 4.1. A logic L is a B -logic iff its

consequence relation satisfies the following properties:

A I- A

A l~ B, I- B => C / A I- C

A I- B, A l~ C / A I- B a C

(Reflexivity)

(Right Weakening)

(And)

Lemma 4.2. The following is a derived rule of B-

logics:

I- Bi a . . . a B„ =5 C, A l~ Bi, .... A l~ Bn / A l~ C

(for n > 0) (General Right Weakening)

Proof. For n = 0 suppose that I- C. Then I- A id C,

so, by Reflexivity and Right Weakening, A l~ C. For n

> 1 suppose that I- Bj a . . . a Bn z> C and that A l~

Bj, ... , A I- Bn. By n-1 applications of And we have A

l~ Bi a . . . a Bn. So, by Right Weakening, we have A

l~C. □

Lemma 4.3. (Soundness) If I=Lm is the consequence

relation of a pragmatic logic then I=Lm >s tne

consequence relation of a B-logic; that is, the rules of B

are satisfied by the consequence relations defined by

pragmatic models.

Proof. The proof is routine. We illustrate with the case

for Right Weakening. Suppose that [A]M c IB]M and

I- B 3 C. From the second assumption and the soundness

of PC we have we have 1= B z> C, and hence [ B ]M c

[CjM. So it follows from the first assumption that

[A]MC[C]M. □

Turning to completeness, let L be a B -logic with

consequence relation I~l- We will define a pragmatic

logic with consequence relation I=lm and show that I~l

■ ,=LM-

Let I be the set of all models of L, let [ A]L denote the

set of L-models in which A is true, and let 6(A) = {B I

A I~l B } be the set of l~L-consequences of A.

Definition 4.4. A model i e I is normal for A iff

6(A) c g(0- The set of normal L-models of A is denoted

[AIL.

Lemma 4.5. Suppose that L is a B -logic with

consequence relation I~l . Then, for any A, B e L:

[A]LC IB)L iff AI~LB

Proof. The if part follows from Definition 4.4. For the

only if part suppose that A I/~l B. Then there is a

normal model i for A that does not satisfy B. In

particular To = (-.B) u ©( A) c g(i). To show that i

exists it is sufficient to show that To is L-satisfiable.

Suppose not. Then, by the compactness of L, there

exists a finite subset of Tq that is not L-satisfiable, and

therefore a finite set {Dj, ... ,Dn) c 6(A) such that I-

Di a ... a Dn z> B. By definition of 6 we have A I~l

Dj . So by General Right Weakening we have A I~l B

contradicting the original assumption. D
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The model M = (I, [ JM, [ ]M) is now defined as follows.

Leu

1= {i I i is an L-modcl),

lA]M = [A]L,and

[AlM = [A]L.

Lemma 4.6. M is the defining model of a Pragmatic

Logic.

Proof. As L is afi-logic, I~l satisfies Reflexivity.

So, for any A e L, [A]L c [Ajk D

Lemma 4.7. Let I=Lm he the consequence relation

defined by M. Then:

A l=LM B iff A '~L B.

Proof.

A hLMB iff [A]MC[B]M

iff [A]LC [B]L

iff AI~lB (Lemma 4.5) D

Theorem 4.8. (Basic Representation Theorem)

I^L-m is the consequence relation of a B-logic iff I«i_m >s

the consequence relation of a pragmatic logic.

Proof. The if part is soundness. The only if part

follows from Lemma 4.6, and Lemma 4.7. □

The following semantic conditions correspond to the

rules of fl-logics:

[A] c [Al (reflexivity)

If [A] c [B] and 1= B => C then [A] c [Cj

(right weakening)

If [A] c [B] and [A] c [Cl then [A] c IB a Cl

(and)

Many other conditions can be imposed. The following

are of particular interest:

Definition 4.9. Conditions on pragmatic models:

If h= A ■ B . then [A] = [B] (left logical equivalence)

If Ij_ c [ A] then [A] c Ij_ (conjunctive sufficiency)

Ix n [A] c [A] (weak conditionalization)

If [A] c [Bl and [A a B] c [Cl then [A] c [C] (cut)

If [A] c [Bl and [A] c [C] then [A a B] c [C]

(cautious monotony)

If [A] c [C] and [B] c [Cl then [A v B] c [C] (or)

If [A] j£ [-^1 and [A] c [Cl then [A a B] c [Cl

(rational monotony)

If [A] 2 l~R\ then [A] c [Bl (excluded middle)

If [A] c [Cl then [A a B] c [Cl (monotony)

The conditions conjunctive sufficiency and weak

conditionalization impose restrictions on the set of

minimal models: together they imply that [A] = Ij. if Ix

C [ Al. Note that rational monotony and excluded middle

differ from the other conditions in that they involve both

skeptical and credulous inference, as can be seen from the

following reformulations using the overlap operator:

If [A] o [Bl and [A] c [Cl then [A a B] c [Cl

(rational monotony)

If [A] o [Bl then [A] c [Bl (excluded middle)

Definition 4.10. Corresponding inference rules:

I- A 2 B, A I- C / B I- C (Left Logical Equivalence)

l~ A a B / A l~ B (Conjunctive Sufficiency)

A l~ B / l~ A z> B (Weak Conditionalization)

A I- B, A a B I- C / A 1~ C (Cut)

AI~B, Al-C / AaBI~C (Cautious Monotony)

A l~ C, B I- C / A v B l~ C (Or)

A l/~ -.B, Al-C / A a B l~ C (Rational Monotony)

A l/~ -iB / A l~ B (Excluded Middle)

A l~ C / A a B l~ C (Monotony)

Rational Monotony and Excluded Middle can be

reformulated as follows:

A l-0 B, A l~ C / A a B l~ C (Rational Monotony)

A l~0 B / A l~ B (Excluded Middle)

Lemma 4.11. (Extended Soundness) Let C be a set of

conditions from Definition 4.9 and let R be the

corresponding set of rules from Definition 4.10. If I=lm

is the consequence relation of a pragmatic logic whose

defining model satisfies C then 1=^ is the consequence

relation of a B+R-logic; that is, the rules B+R are
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satisfied by the relations defined by pragmatic models

satisfying C.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that the lemma holds for

each rule in R given the corresponding condition in C.

We illustrate with a single case. For Weak

Conditionalization suppose that I=lm 's we consequence

relation defined by a pragmatic model M, and that M

satisfies weak conditionalization. If [A]M c [BlM it

follows by weak conditionalization that Ixn [A]M c

[B]m,soI_lc[A=>B]m. □

To show completeness, suppose that L is a logic and

that its consequence relation I~l satisfies some of the

rules stated in Definition 4.10. We need to show that its

defining model M satisfies the corresponding conditions

from Definition 4.9.

Lemma 4.12. Let L be a B+R logic; where R is a set

of rules from Definition 4.10. Then M satisfies the

corresponding set C of conditions from Definition 4.9.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that the lemma holds for

each condition C given the corresponding rule R. We

give two cases only.

For left logical equivalence suppose that 1= A s B.

Consider any C e L such that [A]M c lCjM. Then, by

completeness of PC, 1-AsB and, by definition of M

and Lemma 4.5, A I~l C. By Left Logical Equivalence

then we have B I~l C. So it follows from the definition

of 8 that 8(A) c 8(B). By a similar argument we can

show that 8(B) c 8(A). So [A]L = [B]L, and the result

follows by definition of M.

For conjunctive sufficiency suppose that Ix c [A]M.

Consider any B e 8(true). By definition of Ix, Ix c

[B]M. With the original supposition this gives Ix £

I A a BjM. By Lemma 4.5 we then have true I~l A a

B and so I~l A a B. By Conjunctive Sufficiency, we

have A I~l B. So it follows from the definition of 8

that B € 8(A). So 8(true) c 8(A). So [A]M c

[true]M and the conclusion follows by definition of M.

□

Theorem 4.13. (Extended Representation Theorem)

Let C be a set of conditions from Definition 4.9 and let

R be the corresponding set of rules from Definition 4.10.

Then I=lm is the consequence relation of a B+R-logic

iff 'aLM 's tne consequence relation defined by a

pragmatic model M which satisfies the conditions in C.

Proof. The if part is Lemma 4.11. The only if part

follows from Theorem 4.8, and lemmas 4.6 and 4.12.

D

B is the weakest pragmatic logic based on PC. It

possible to define a hierarchy of increasingly strong

logics.

Definition 4.14. Hierarchy of pragmatic logics

containing PC:

K = B+Left Logical Equivalence,

C = K+Cut+Cautious Monotony,

P = C+Or,

R = f+Rational Monotony,

£ = /?+Excluded Middle,

M = E+Monotony.

There is some redundancy in these definitions; for

example, And is derivable in C, Cut in P, and Rational

Monotony in E. As a result, the systems C, P and R

thus correspond to their namesakes in (Lehmann, 1989)

and (Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor, 1990). Conjunctive

Sufficiency is derivable in C , and Weak

Conditionalization is derivable in P.

5. Relation to conditional logic

Much of this will seem familiar to readers with a

knowledge of conditional logic as pioneered by Stalnakcr

(Stalnaker, 1968) and Lewis (Lewis, 1973), and surveyed

by Nule (Nute, 1984). Stalnaker distinguished the logical

problem of conditionals, that of giving the truth

conditions for conditionals and logics of them, from the

pragmatic problem of conditionals, the problem of

specifying how to evaluate particular conditionals.

On the logical side an intensional conditional operator,

=> say, is added to a classical language formed in the

usual way from a set P of primitive propositions:

If A e L and B e L then A=>Bei

Note that the conditional operator can be iterated.

Selection functions are often used to give semantics for

conditionals. For the sake of definiteness, a model is a

triple M = (I, V, 0 where:

I is a non-empty set of possible worlds,

V: P x I -» (true, false} is a valuation, and

f: L x I —> p(I) is a selection function.
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The truth condition is then given, for a model M and

world i in M, as follows:

M, il=A=>B iff f(A,i)c[BlM

Intuitively, f selects the closest A-worlds to i in M.

Conditionals of this kind are not monotonic; they do not

have the property:

(A=>Q3(AaB=>Q

Further non-properties include transitivity and

contraposition. The positive logical properties of

conditionals of this kind result, as in pragmatic logics,

from conditions imposed on the selection function. For

example, cut of Definition 4.9 becomes:

If f(A, i) c; [B] and f(A a B, i) c [Cl

then f(A, i) C [Cl

with corresponding axiom:

(A=>B)a(AaB=>Q=>(A =>Q

Comparing this axiom with the rule Cut makes the

logical connection between conditional and pragmatic

logics clear :

A I- B, AaBI-C / A l~ C

The object-level conditional operator => encodes the

meta-level pragmatic entailment symbol l~, so meta-

level properties of pragmatic logics can be stated in the

object-language of conditional logics. This

correspondence was first noted by Van Benthem

(Shoham, 1987) and developed in the context of predicate

circumscription in (Van Benthem, 1988). It was also

developed independently in the context of preference

logics in (Bell, 1990a) and generalised further in (Bell,

1990c).

Complications arise because the conditional operator can

be iterated. Furthermore, some axioms of conditional

logic have no pragmatic logic counterparts. For example,

the "centering" axioms of conditional logic:

(A a B ) z> (A => B)

(A=>B)=.(A=>B)

(CS)

(MP)

are similar to, but not exact translations of, Conjunctive

Sufficiency and Weak Conditionalization.

Definition 5.1. (Makinson, 1990) Let A; and Bj be

sentences constructed from atomic sentences using only

truth-functional connectives, and let a; be either null or

negation. Let l~ be the consequence relation of a

pragmatic logic Lm and let Lc be a conditional logic.

Then there is a Boolean correspondence between Lm and

LCif:

d(Ai l~ Bi ), ... , an(An l~ Bn ) / a(A l~ B)

holds for Lm iff

0"l(Ai =* Bj ) a ... a an(An => Bn ) z> a(A => B)

is a thesis of Lc

Proposition 5.2. Some Boolean correspondences

between pragmatic logics and conditional logics.

K corresponds to the system CK+ID of (Chellas, 1975).

P corresponds to the system Si of (Burgess 1981), the

system P of (Veltman, 1985) and to the system called C

in (Bell, 1990a).

R corresponds to the systems V and VC of (Lewis,

1973), to the systems V and V+MP+CS of (Veltman,

1985), and to the system NP of (Delgrande, 1987).

E corresponds to the system C2 of (Stalnaker, 1968), and

to the systems V+CEM and V+CEM+MP+CS of

(Veltman, 1985).

Proof sketch. To establish the left-to-right halves il

is sufficient to show that the rules of the pragmatic logic

translate to axioms or rules of the conditional logic. This

is straightforward in the case of K and CK+ID. The

remaining left-to-right halves follow obviously for

Veltman's logics. S\, P and C are equivalent. Lewis's

systems V and VC are respectively equivalent to

Veltman's systems V and V+MP+CS . Delgrande's

system NP is equivalent to V (Bell, 1990d). Finally, the

implication holds in this direction for V+CEM, and C2

and V+CEM+MP+CS are equivalent.

For the right-to left halves note first that the axioms CS

and MP can be replaced by the axiom (true => A) = A

as the translations of Conjunctive Sufficiency and Weak

Conditionalization are derivable in the systems

concerned. Clearly this axiom can have no impact on the

matter. The right-to-left halves now all follow from

Theorem 4.13 as this ensures that the iteration of

conditionals in arguments has no effect. □

Providing a formal solution to the pragmatic problem of

conditionals means providing a means of constructing

models of the theory. In order to evaluate a conditional A

=> B at a world i the problem is to determine f(A, i). In

effect this means building a particular model. Building

particular models is not a task that logic, as traditionally

viewed, can help with. However pragmatic logics such as

preference logics are realisations of the defining models

of their pragmatic logics. (Compare the remark in

(Brown and Shoham (1989): "While one might imagine

that truth maintenance is a computational realisation of
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the proof theory of some logic, it appears, in fact, to be

a realisation of its model theory".) This suggests that

suitable pragmatic logics can be developed and used to

build models for theories of conditionals. This has been

done in (Bell,1988) where extended causal theories (Bell,

to appear) are used to build models for a theory of

predicitive conditionals.

6. Elaborating the hierarchy

We know from Tarski and Scott (Scott, 1971) that any

consequence relation satisfying Reflexivity, Cut and

Monotony is the consequence relation of a monotonic

logic. Gabbay (Gabbay, 1985) has suggested that the

consequence relation of a nonmonotonic logic should

satisfy Reflexivity, Cut and Cautious Monotony. Using

the results of Section 4, various well known

nonmonotonic logics can now be located in a hierarchy

on the basis of the properties of their consequence

relations. All of the logics considered here are ^-logics.

So Right Weakening is added to Gabbay's conditions.

However Cut and CM are replaced by the logically

weaker And (Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor, 1990).

"Consequence relations" which do not satisfy And can be

seen as characterising some form of probabilistic or pre-

iogical reasoning.

Adding Cut brings us to logics like AEL and DL.

Despite the fact that these are among the best known of

nonmonotonic logics they do not satisfy Gabbay's

minimal criteria. So it seems pertinent, if also

impertinent, to ask whether these can be called logics.

From the technical point of view Cautious Monotony is

desirable as it allows for the possibility of constructive

definitions of nonmonotonic inference; such as that

given by Gabbay. On the intuitive side there is Brewka's

pet shop example (Brewka, 1991).

Adding Cautious Monotony brings us to the cumulative

logics of (Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor, 1990). These

are the smallest logics containing PC which satisfy

Gabbay's requirements. An example of a nonmonotonic

logic at this level is Brewka's CDL (Brewka, 1991).

Inference via the Closed World Assumption (in the

context of Horn Clauses) does not contain PC, but is

nonetheless cumulative (Makinson, 1989).

Adding Or now gives us the logic of preference logics

and examples such as Circumscription.

Adding Rational Monotony brings us to logics which

combine both skeptical and credulous entailment. The

corresponding conditional logics at this level are Lewis's

logic V and VC, and Delgrande's NP. Gardenfors shows

that VC is slightly weaker than his postulates for theory

revision (Gardenfors, 1990). The relations between

theory revision and nonmonotonic logic are investigated

in (Makinson and Gardenfors, to appear). On an intuitive

level, the connection between nonmonotonic logic,

conditional logic, and the logic of theory revision can be

explained in terms of revision involving minimal

change. Revision of a belief state K to incorporate A is

rational only if gratuitous changes are avoided; so K

should be changed as little as possible given the

consistency requirement. Similarly, according to the

Ramsey test for conditionals (Ramsey, (1931) as

extended by Stalnaker (Stalnaker, 1968) a conditional

should be evaluated as follows. First add the antecedent

(hypothetically) to your stock of beliefs, then make

whatever changes are required to maintain consistency

(without modifying the hypothetical belief in the

antecedent). Finally, consider whether or not the

consequent is then true as a result If it is the conditional

is true. If not, not. In the case of nonmonotonic logics,

the relevant A-models for the examples given in Section

2 were those which differed minimally, in some sense,

from the minimal models.

Adding Excluded Middle obliterates the distinction

between the skeptical and choice forms of pragmatic

entailment and reduces the distinction between these and

the choice form to the vacuous case. An example of a

pragmatic logic at this level is LMK. LMK is intended

to characterise what an ideal agent knows on

introspection if initially it knows only A. Halpem and

Moses restrict their definition of this notion to honest

sentences; that is, to those sentences which uniquely

characterise a knowledge state. Given that A is honest,

they show that there is a unique S5 model M of A such

that A l~LMK B iff M 1= B. This model is formed by

taking the union of the relevant models of A, as defined

in example 2.5.1. This is possible as the honesty

restriction ensures the epistemic uniqueness of such

models; the same sentences are known in each of them.

It is therefore equivalent to adding em, and distinguishes

LMK from preference logics such as Circumscription.

LMK differs importantly in this respect from AEL:

whereas, for honest A, there is a unique knowledge state

corresponding to what I know if I know only A, there are

typically many belief states corresponding to what I

might believe if I believe only A. A further example is

provided by Shoham's causal theories (Shoham, 1988)

and their extension (Bell, to appear). Here additional

constraints once again guarantee the epistemic

uniqueness of the preferred models of a causal theory, and

consequently what is known in the theory is what is

known in the union of its preferred models. Epistemic

uniqueness is an important property in this case as it

ensures that (extended) causal theories can be used to

represent causal reasoning without fear of the frame

problem (Bell, 1990b).

The hierarchy can now be extended to monotonic logics

by adding Monotony.
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7. Concluding remarks

Traditionally, following Tarski, the notion of entailment

for a logic L is defined relative to the set C of models of

L; A entails B in L if every A-model in C is also a IB-

model; that is:

AI=LB iff [AlMclBlM for all Me C

C is assumed to be nonempty. Usually C contains many

models; typically an infinite number of them. When this

is the case it leads to an asymmetry between those

inferences which follow in all models in C, the logical

inferences of L, and those inferences which follow in a

particular model M in C, the pragmatic inferences of M;

the logical inferences are a proper subset of the pragmatic

inferences. If L is sound, this asymmetry is reflected in

its proof theory : there is more information in a

particular model of a logic than can be obtained from the

logic.

Pragmatic entailment is a specialisation of Tarskian

entailment in two ways. First [A]M is replaced by

[A]M; A no longer has to be true at all A-models in M

but only at the relevant A-models. Second, pragmatic

entailment is defined in the unusual and limiting case

where C is a singleton.

The move from [AlM to [A]M accounts for the logical

properties of pragmatic logics and their relation to

conditional logics; pragmatic entailment is a context-

dependent notion, Tarskian entailment is not. Pragmatic

logics are logically weaker than monotonic logics such

as PC; in particular they lack context-free properties such

as monotony. This weakening enables fine distinctions

to be drawn among consequence relations. These

distinctions are important when it comes to correctly

representing the logical properties of concepts such as

knowledge, belief and causality.

The fact that C is a singleton adds the pragmatic

dimension to pragmatic logics : the logical inferences of

a pragmatic logic and the pragmatic inferences of its

defining model coincide. The proof theory of a pragmatic

logic replicates the pragmatic inferences of its defining

model. It is nonetheless sound as C is a singleton.

The combined effect of the two restrictions gives us

logics whose inferences are exactly those required to

represent the logical and pragmatic components of

various kinds of pragmatic reasoning. The result is a

class of highly specialised logics which occupy the

borderline between logic and pragmatics. As such it is

reasonable to refer to them as pragmatic logics.
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Abstract

The expressive power of metalogic is shown

to be sufficient for the reconstruction of a

number of knowledge representation tech

niques and inference methods. In particu

lar, a metainterpretive definition is given to

a number of mechanisms for structuring logic

programs, which have been designed to sup

port forms of hypothetical reasoning, mecha

nisms for the object-orientation of logic theo

ries and hierarchical representation links be

tween theories. The merits of the approach

are shown to be on one hand the definition of

a unifying framework for comparing different

mechanisms and techniques and on the other

hand the proof that sophisticated knowledge

representation problems can be solved with

out departing from the classic logic program

ming framework.

1 INTRODUCTION

Since a procedural interpretation of a subset of first

order predicate calculus has been defined (van Em-

den and Kowalski 1976), several efforts have been de

voted to broaden the application area of logic pro

gramming. This trend has generated a notable amount

of proposals for extending the original logic program

ming framework to face various problems typical of

Artificial Intelligence applications, such as knowledge

representation, default reasoning, object-oriented pro

gramming and other forms of reasoning. In this pa

per, we will concentrate on two main classes of ex

tensions proposing mechanisms for structuring and

object-orienting logic programs, respectively. Both

these kinds of extensions are based on multi-theory

frameworks, where knowledge is represented by a set

of separate theories and the computation evolves by

their composition and interaction. The semantic struc

tures which have been chosen for characterizing these

extensions - e.g. Kripke models (Miller 1989) or pos

sible worlds semantics (Monteiro and Porto 1989) -

depart from the simple model-theory of logic program

ming (van Emden and Kowalski 1976). Moreover, the

adoption of different semantic frameworks complicates

the comparison of different proposals. In (Brogi et al.

1990a) the definition of a unified framework for struc

turing logic programs has been presented. If, on one

hand, several different extensions have been classified

in terms of such a general framework, on the other

hand, its semantics has been defined as an extension

of the classical one.

In this work, we want to focus on what we believe is

a crucial methodological criterium for looking at ex

tensions of logic programming, that is to understand

whether their semantics can be expressed within the

standard Horn Clause Logic framework or not. The

major contribution of the paper is to demonstrate that

several extensions of logic programming fall in the first

class. The key idea is to use metalogic for the recon

struction of the definition of these extensions accord

ing to the amalgamation scheme proposed by (Kowal

ski 1979, Bowen and Kowalski 1982). The metalevel

definition merely consists of definite Horn clauses and

thus a classical semantic characterization is entailed.

Then, given two extensions, ext\ and txti say, once

we have axiomatized their metalogical provability rela

tions, demoer(l and demoe*^ respectively, we can com

pare them within the classical semantic frameworks

(SLD resolution, minimal Herbrand model, fixpoint

semantics).

In order to make the reconstructions trustworthy it is

necessary to provide evidence that they are equivalent

to the original proposals. There are at least four lev

els on which the evidence can be provided. First of

all, we claim that the metainterpretive definitions are

so simple and straightforward that the comparison is

directly supported by intuition. Second of all, it is pos

sible to put at work our definitions on classic examples

on which the other proposals are usually tried and to

check that the behaviour is the same. This will be

done in the paper, for instance, for analysing our re

construction of contextual logic programming. Third
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of all, one could imagine to show the equivalence on

a model theoretic ground. Unfortunately, this is not

easy in general, given that different semantic struc

tures are used in the different proposals. At last, the

comparison can be carried on through the analysis of

the respective operational behaviours. This compar

ison is facilitated by the fact that most of the con

sidered proposals are given operational semantics in

terms of extensions of SLD resolution.

After introducing metalogic in the next section, a set

of proposals of mechanisms for structuring logic pro

grams are discussed. In particular, the hypothetical

reasoning framework proposed in (Miller 1989) and

the contextual logic programming scheme (Monteiro

and Porto 1989), together with some of its extensions,

are examined. Then some mechanisms for the object-

orientation of logic theories are discussed. Hierarchical

representation links between theories are considered,

also with reference to the knowledge based system Ep-

silon (Coscia et al. 1988).

2 METALOGIC

We will use the amalgamated logic of (Kowalski 1979,

Bowen and Kowalski 1982) where object level ex

pressions are represented by metalevel terms and ob

ject level provability is denned by metalevel axioms.

Metareasoning has been the subject of several research

efforts so far, and is considered today one of the funda

mental areas of computational logic (Kowalski 1990).

Actually, several applications have been addressed by

means of metalogic such as metainterpreters (Ster

ling and Beer 1989), knowledge assimilators (Bowen

and Kowalski 1982), theory consistency and integrity

checking (Bry 1990), as well as other forms of rea

soning, such as the representation of knowledge and

belief (Bowen 1985, Kim and Kowalski 1990). One of

the simplest applications of metalogic is the so-called

vanilla metainterpreter (Hill and Lloyd 1989):

demo (T, true)

demo(T,(Gl,G2))

demo(T.G)

demo(T,Gl) ,

demo(T,G2)

claused, G «— B) ,

demo(T.B)

The vanilla metainterpreter works for variable-free

programs as well as for programs containing variables.

Nevertheless, it is worth observing that object level

variables are incorrectly represented by metalevel vari

ables. An extensive discussion of the correct repre

sentation, where object-level variables are represented

by variable-free terms, can be found in (Bowen and

Kowalski 1982, Hill and Lloyd 1989, Burt et al. 1990,

Kowalski 1990).

As far as a single theory is concerned, the theory argu

ment can be omitted from the vanilla metainterpreter.

In moving from a single theory towards a multi-theory

framework, where many logic programs can be dynam

ically combined to form a more complex program, the

theory argument becomes relevant. In (Brogi et al.

1990b) a set of theory composition operators has been

defined together with a suitable extension of the demo

predicate to allow the first argument (T) being any

term from the algebra devised by a set of constant

theory names and a set of theory composition opera

tors. The metalevel definition of two of these operators

- union and intersection of theories - which will be

exploited later on, is inductively given on the definition

of the clause predicate:

clause(PUQ, H«-B) «- clause(P, H«-B)

clause(PUQ, H«—B) «— clause(Q, H<—B)

clause(PnQ, H«-(B1,B2)>- clause(P, H«-B1),

clause(Q, H<—B2)

Theories are named by constant names, while the the

ory composition operators (union, intersection)

are represented by (infixed) "isomorphic" terms (U,

n). Sometimes in the examples, we use un-named the

ories which are represented as sets of clauses.

3 STRUCTURING LOGIC

THEORIES

3.1 HYPOTHETICAL REASONING

There are several proposals of extensions of logic pro

gramming with constructs for the definition of separate

theories and their dynamic combination to perform

forms of hypothetical reasoning (Gabbay and Reyle

1984, McCarty 1988, Miller 1989). In (Miller 1989) in

order to support hypothetical reasoning, implications

are allowed in goals and in the bodies of the clauses.

An implication goal W => G in a theory T (where W is a

theory name) is provable if G is provable in the theory

T extended with W, actually in TUW. Operationally, this

corresponds to load the code of W before trying to prove

the goal G and then discarding it after G succeeds or

fails. In (Miller 1989) the semantics of the extension,

including also other mechanisms, is given in terms of

Kripke models.

This hypothetical reasoning scheme can be provided

with a metalogical definition by exploiting the union

(U) operator on theories introduced in the previous

section. The following clause has to be added to the

definition of the demo predicate of section 2:

demo(T, W => G) — demo(T U W, G)

Thus a definition of the hypothetical reasoning scheme

of (Miller 1989) can be given in terms of definite Horn

clauses only.

The application of metalogic to theory construction

supports other forms of hypothetical reasoning (Brogi
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et al. 1990b). The vanilla metainterpreter can be ex

ploited to prove goals with the form:

demo(T.G)

where T can be any (possibly non-ground) term built

on theory names with the composition operators. It

is worth observing that the theory expression T must

not necessarily be ground, that is it may contain free

variables.

Some forms of hypothetical reasoning can be recon

structed following this remark. Suppose one aims at

determining a set of hypotheses which, when added to

a given knowledge base kb, allows to prove a given goal

g. In this simple framework, viewpoints can be encap

sulated into separate theories, to be possibly composed

by means of theory-valued operators. This task can be

accomplished by a metalevel goal of the kind:

demo(kb U X , g)

which will possibly succeed by binding X to an exten

sion of kb where g is provable. For instance, in the

oversimplified situation of three theories:

tl: t2: t3:

r «—p «- q q«-

represented in the clause notation as follows:

clause(tl, p «— q) «—

clause(t2, q «— ) «—

clause(t3, r «— ) «—

it is possible to determine a theory that, when added

to tl, allows one to prove the goal p, by means of the

goal

demo(tl U X , p)

which succeeds, among other possibilities, with X=t2.

More generally, the goal demo(X , p), actually con

structs (compositions of) theories where p is provable,

and succeeds, among other possibilities, with X=tl U

t2.

When dealing with the construction of hypotheses, the

ability of generating only non-redundant ones is de

sired. In the previous example, along with the ex

pected binding for X (tl U t2), also other redundant

solutions would be generated such as: tl U tl U t2

or tl U tl U tl U t2 and so on. Methods for en

forcing non-redundancy conditions on the hypothesis

generation process can be investigated. A first idea

is to define some sort of subsumption with the intent

of avoiding the generation of redundant terms via a

syntactic check. More sophisticated forms of semantic

simplifications could be studied as well.

Another interesting direction is to further explore the

dual nature of the union and intersection opera

tors under the light of hypothetical reasoning. On one

hand, union provides basic means for determining the

conditions under which a goal becomes provable in the

corresponding theory expression. On the other hand,

intersection allows one to determine the conditions

under which a goal is still provable in the correspond

ing theory expression.

A concrete example of application of hypothetical rea

soning to fault diagnosis is discussed in (Kowalski

1990). Consider a theory bicycle containing some of

the causes of bicycle faults:

bicycle:

wobbly jfheel

sobblyjwheel

ilat_tyre

flat.tyre

flat.tyre

brokenjspokes

punctured_tube

leaky.valve

To determine the possible causes of wobblyjwheel, we

can try to extend the knowledge defined by theory bi

cycle with different hypotheses, represented as theo

ries. For instance, by assuming the cause leaky.valve

true, we are able to prove the goal:

demo(bicycleU{leaky.valve «— }, wobbly.wheel)

where the union operator is exploited to combine the

bicycle theory with a specific viewpoint.

In (Kowalski 1990) the particular form of hypotheti

cal reasoning which is dealt with is abduction. In or

der to determine the possible causes of wobbly.wheel,

it suffices to seek the abductive explanations of

wobbly.wheel. Roughly, given a theory T and a pos

sible conclusion C, an abductive explanation of C is

defined as a set of sentences A such that TUA logically

implies C. This abductive scheme corresponds to au

tomatically generating hypotheses rather than trying

different viewpoints by hand.

In order to achieve the same behaviour in our meta

logic scheme, we can represent each abducible predi

cate with a separate theory. By doing this, in order

to find the possible explanations for wobbly.wheel it

suffices to prove the goal:

demo (bicycle U X, wobbly.wheel)

where X will be suitably instantiated as discussed

above.

3.2 CONTEXTUAL LOGIC

PROGRAMMING

An extension of the logic programming paradigm

which has been recently proposed is the notion of Con

textual Logic Programming (Monteiro and Porto 1989).

The basic idea is to consider theories as sets of context
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dependent predicate definitions and the proof of a cer

tain kind of formulae (called extension formulae) re

quires extending the context of the proof with the def

initions contained in a given theory. The effect of an

extension formula T3>G, where T is a theory name and

G a goal, is to combine T with the current context C in

the following way. According to (Monteiro and Porto

1989), let ChcG denote that there exists a top-down

derivation for a goal G in the context C. Then the ef

fect of an extension formula can be described by the

inference rule:

T.C K G

books

books

hc wrote (plato, Sth)

Chcr>c

where the infixed '.' is used as the constructor of a

stack of theories. The clause to be applied to an atomic

goal G in a context f can belong either to the most

external theory T in the context (i.e. £ = T.C) or to any

theory T within the context (i.e. £ = C.T.C) provided

that no definitions for G can be found in the theories

preceding T in the context (i.e. in C). Formally:

H <-BeT, ti = mgu(G,H),

name(G) # C, T.C he (B)d

C.T.C' re G

where name(G) stands for the predicate name of the

atomic formula G.

Example

Let us consider the following example of derivation,

taken from (Monteiro and Porto 1989). There are two

theories: one defining what an author is and the other

containing information about writers of books.

authors:

author (Person)

books:

wrote(Person.Sth)

wrote (plato, republic) «—

wrote (homer, iliad) <—

author (Person) «— authors ~3> author (Person)

The top-derivation (hc) of the goal author(plato) in

the context composed of the theory books, according

to the two inference rules given above, is:

books r-c author (plato)

books rc authors 3> author (plato)

authors. books \-c author(plato)

authors. books re wrote(plato.Sth)

In (Monteiro and Porto 1989) a possible-worlds declar

ative semantics is presented, where the contexts (sit

uations) are seen as possible worlds, and the theories

as transitions between worlds. A much simpler defi

nition can be given by means of metalogic, extending

the demo definition of section 2 with the clauses:

demo(C, T > G)

demo(T ctx C, G)

demo(T ctx C, G)

demo(T ctx C, G)

claused, G <— B),

demo(T ctx C, G)

undefined(G.T),

demo(C, G)

where the ctx functor is the constructor of the stack.

It is worth observing that the undefined predicate,

which describes the overriding mechanism, does not

require the handling of negation. Actually, the over

riding test can be expressed as a membership test on

a finite set of elements (i.e. the names of predicates

defined in a theory) so that the undefined predicate

is defined to succeed when the test fails.

Example (contd.)

The SLD derivation with the demo predicate of the

goal of the example is then:

I- demo (books, author (plato))

r clause (books, author (plato) «—B) ,

demo (books, B)

h demo(books, authors 3> author (plato))

r demo (authors ctx books, author (plato))

r clause (authors, author (plato) <—B').

demo (authors ctx books, B')

I- demo(authors ctx books, wrote(plato.Sth))

h demo(books, wrote(plato.Sth))

r a

3.3 OTHER FORMS OF CONTEXTUAL

LOGIC PROGRAMMING

The two basic concepts underlying contextual logic

programming are:

• The context handling mechanism concerning how

the context evolves during the derivation.
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• The composition of predicate definitions stating

which are the clauses defining a predicate when

several clauses are composed together.

In the definition presented in (Monteiro and Porto

1989), these two choices are fixed as shown in the infer

ence rule for clause application, given in the previous

section:

H <-B£T, 0 = mgu(G,H),

name{G)<tC,T.C'r-c(B)d

C.T.C K G

By considering a more general scheme for contextual

logic programming, the two conditions:

name(G) $ C, T.C r-e (B)d

can be provided of different interpretations. In

(Lamma et al. 1989) some extensions to the basic

contextual logic programming framework have been

defined this way. First, the context to be used in the

rest of the derivation can be the whole initial context

and not a subpart. Such a context handling mecha

nism is called evolving in (Brogi et al. 1990a).

H <-BeT, d = mgu(G,H),

name(G) $ C, C.T.C' \-c (B)d

C.T.C he G

In order to model such a behaviour, the metalogic def

inition has to be suitably modified as follows:

demo(C, T » G) <— demo(T ctx C, G)

claused ctx C, H «— B) «— claused, H <— B)

claused ctx C, H «— B) «— undefined (H,T) ,

clause(C, H <— B)

A common feature of both the basic contextual logic

programming framework and this extension is the

overriding interpretation of the theory composition

operation. Instead of this overriding mechanism, in

(Lamma et al. 1989) a theory extension mechanism

has been proposed where the condition name(G) & C

is omitted. In other words, the choice of which theory

to select within a given context is fully nondetermin-

istic. The corresponding change in the metaprograms

is trivial: the tests undefined are simply omitted.

These different interpretations of the the context han

dling mechanism and of the composition of predicate

definitions, when combined together, offer great ex

pressive power. In (Brogi et al. 1990a) a unified frame

work for structuring logic programs has been defined

by means of these extensions and it is shown how sev

eral existing proposals can be classified in terms of

the proposed unified scheme, so that several different

reasoning methods and various aspects of program

ming are covered. The scheme is also semantically

characterized by defining an extension of the classical

Herbrand model semantics of logic programming. It

should be now clear that those non-classical results can

be reformulated in terms of the classical semantics via

metalogic. For instance, the hypothetical reasoning

scheme proposed in (Miller 1989)can be shown equiv

alent to an instance of the general scheme of contex

tual logic programming, where a theory extension pol

icy and an evolving context handling mechanism are

adopted. Such a correspondence can then be proved

directly by comparing the corresponding metainter-

preters, as shown in section 5.

4 OBJECT-ORIENTING LOGIC

THEORIES

4.1 HIERARCHICAL REASONING

In (Brogi et al. 1990b) some hierarchical operators

between logic theories have been defined in terms

of the previously mentioned operators of union and

intersection of logic theories.

The first link, called isa, between a theory P and a

theory Q intensionally defines a new theory which con

tains all the predicate definitions of P and inherits the

definitions of predicates occurring in Q only. Notice

that the definitions in Q of predicates defined in both

theories are replaced by the corresponding definitions

in P. A metadefinition of isa can now be given as fol

lows:

clause (P isa Q, H <— B)

clause(P isa Q, H «— B)

clause(P, H «— B)

undefined (H,P)

clause(Q, H «— B)

Another hierarchical link, called constraint (constr),

intensionally defines a theory which contains the inter

section of the definitions of the theories and inherits

the definitions of predicates occurring in Q only. Intu

itively, theory P constraints theory Q on the commonly

defined predicates. The metadefinition of constraint

exploits the intersection operator:

clause (P constr Q, H«—B)

clause(P constr Q, H<—B)

clause(Pnq, H<—B)

undefined(H, P),

clause(Q, H<—B)

Let us give two simple examples of the use of these

operators.

Consider the following theory person:

person:

eats (meat) «—

eats(fish) «—

eats (vegetables) <—

lives_in(X) <— works_in(X)

age(X) «— current _year (Y) ,

born_on(W) ,

X=Y-V
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The fact that John is a vegetarian working in London

can be described by the following isa link:

John
f eats(vegetables)

\ worksJn(london)
isa person

On the other hand, to describe adult people we can

exploit the constraint operator as follows:

h clause(pickpocket isa artist isa person,

activity (stealing) *— B) ,

demo (pickpocket isa artist isa person, B)

h demo (pickpocket isa artist isa person,

true)

I- D

adult = {age(X) <— X > 14, X < 70} constr person

In (Monteiro and Porto 1990) a transformational def

inition of an isa link is given. Their approach is quite

similar to ours and, indeed, the defined inheritance

relation is identical to the isa relation defined above.

The example below is taken from (Monteiro and Porto

1990) and it is reworked according to our definition.

The classes they consider are pickpocket which is an

artist which is a person.

person:

activity (working) <—

artist:

likes(X) «— activity(X)

pickpocket:

activity (stealing) «—

The above three theories are represented in our terms

by the three clauses:

clause(person, activity (working) «— )

clause(artist, likes(X) <— activity(X))

clause (pickpocket, activity (stealing) «— )

Now, the proof that pickpockets like stealing is given

by the following derivation:

|- demo (pickpocket isa artist isa person,

likes (stealing))

h clause (pickpocket isa artist isa person,

likes (stealing) «— B) ,

demo (pickpocket isa artist isa person, B)

r clause (artist isa person,

likes (stealing) <— B) ,

demo (pickpocket isa artist isa person, B)

r demo (pickpocket isa artist isa person,

activity (stealing))

4.2 INHERITANCE LINKS IN THE

EPSILON SYSTEM

An example of a knowledge base management system

based on multiple theories is the one developed within

the EPSILON project (Coscia et al. 1988). In EP

SILON, each theory contains a chunk of knowledge

and is associated to a specific inference engine. There

are mechanisms for defining relations among theories

and there are two possible types of inheritance: open

and closed.

With the so-called isa link, for instance, a theory P

inherits from Q clauses to be evaluated in the environ

ment of P. If the inheritance is closed (P clsisa Q),

only the clauses defining predicates which are not de

fined in P are inherited, while if the inheritance is open

(P opnisa Q) all the clauses of Q are inherited by P.

It is worth observing that these two inheritance links

of the EPSILON system can be mapped onto some

of the previously described operators. More precisely,

the opnisa link is nothing but the union operator de

fined above, while the clsisa corresponds to the isa

operator of section 4.1:

demo(P opnisa Q, G)

demo(P clsisa Q, G)

demo(PUQ, G)

demo(P isa Q, G)

Another inheritance link defined in EPSILON is the

consultance link. A theory P, which is linked to an

other theory Q via a consultance link, sends queries

to the metainterpreter of Q in an object-oriented fash

ion. If the link is closed (P clsconsult Q) a query

is sent only for those predicates which are not defined

in P, if it is open (P opnconsult Q) for each predi

cate. Again, these operators can be fully expressed by

means of the previously defined ones. Actually, the

clsconsult link corresponds to the basic contextual

logic programming scheme of section 3.2. The differ

ence between opnconsult and opnisa only concerns

implementation matters, that is which is the actual in

ference engine which proves the goal. As far as their

logical definition is concerned, the two links are seman-

tically equivalent.

demo(P opnconsult Q, G)

demo(P clsconsult Q, G)

demo(PUq, G)

demo(P ctx Q ,G)
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4.3 THEORIES AS OBJECTS

Metalevel reasoning in a multi-theory framework nat

urally parallels some typical aspects of object-oriented

programming. A natural object-orientation of a multi-

theory framework is to consider each single theory as

an object. Objects can exchange messages each other,

for instance a theory Ti might send a message Msg to

another theory Tj:

Ti:

Tj * Msg

Such a message passing primitive can be interpreted

by a metalevel call of the form:

demo (Tj, Msg)

where unification provides a bidirectional communica

tion mechanism. In other words, a metalevel call of

the form demo(Tj ,G) invoked by some theory Ti can

be interpreted as a message sent from Ti to Tj , whose

answer will consist of the answer substitution possibly

computed by Tj.

So far, we have defined some hierarchical operators be

tween logic theories to be explicitly composed in order

to prove some assertions (e.g. demo(P isa Q, G)). In

most object-oriented systems however, when trying to

prove a certain property of an object, there is no need

of specifying in the query all the structure of the hi

erarchy including the object. The inheritance mecha

nisms are automatically triggered during the computa

tion in order to exploit the hierarchy. Such a behaviour

can be obtained within a metalogical framework by

representing links between objects with axioms with

the form:

T link P <-

and suitably extending definition of demo given in sec

tion 2 with the following two clauses:

derao(T.G)

demo(T, P * G)

framework is the possibility of performing formal com

parisons. Given two extensions, ext\ and txti say,

once we have axiomatized their metalogical provabil

ity relations, demoexti and demoezt, respectively, we

can compare them within the classical semantic frame

works (SLD resolution, minimal Herbrand model, fix-

point semantics). This way, proposals which are pre

sented in different frameworks can be shown to be

equivalent, as well as differences can be formally clar

ified.

For example, it is interesting to compare some of the

proposals for structuring logic programs described in

section 3. Let us denote by demohyp the metaprogram

defining the hypothetical reasoning scheme of section

3.1, and demoCjr the one defining the contextual logic

programming scheme of section 3.3, where both an

evolving context handling mechanism and a theory ex

tension policy are adopted.

Proposition 5.1

Given two theories P.Q and an atomic goal G:

I- demohyp (P, Q => 0) <* H democtr (P, Q > G)

Proof

We recall that the two metainterpreters share the

clauses:

demo (T, true)

demo(T,(Gl,G2))

demo(T.G)

demo(T.Gl) ,

demo(T,G2)

claused, G *- B) ,

demo(T.B)

Then demo/,j,p contains :

demo(T,W =$► G)

clause(PUQ, H«—B)

clause (PUQ, H«-B)

while demoetx contains:

demo(T U W, G)

clause(P, H*—B)

clause(Q, H<—B)

T link P,

demo(T link P, G)

demo(P.G)

demo(C, T>G)

claused ctx C, H<—B)

clause(T ctx C, H<—B)

demo(T ctx C, G)

claused, H<—B)

clause(C, H«—B)

If we consider, for example, the definition of the isa

operator, it is immediate to see that also nested hi

erarchies (e.g P isa (Q isa R)) can be captured this

way.

5 COMPARING DIFFERENT

EXTENSIONS

One of the most fascinating aspects of the definition of

several different extensions within a unified metalevel

It is trivial to observe that the two definitions are iden

tical up to renaming of U by ctx and of =*• by ^. D

In (Brogi et al. 1990b) the two hierarchical operators

defined in section 4.1 have been compared by showing

that the success set of P constraint Q is included

into the success set of P isa Q. Let us see how the

same result can be proved by means of the metadefi-

nition of section 4.1.
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Proposition 5.2

Given two theories P , Q and an atomic goal G:

h demo(P constr q, G) => h demo(P isa Q, G)

Proof

By unfolding the two demo definitions we obtain:

demo(P constr Q, G) <— clause (P, G«—Bl),

clause(q, G*-B2),

demo(P constr Q, Bl),

demo(P constr Q, B2)

demo(P constr Q, G) <— undefined (G, P) ,

clause (Q, G«—B) ,

demo(P constr Q, B)

demo(P isa q, G) «— clause (P, G«—B) ,

demo(P isa q, B)

demo(P isa Q, G) *- undefined (G, P),

clause(q, G—B) ,

demo(P isa q, B)

By renaming constr by isa, the implication is obvi

ous. D

The examples above highlight a basic proof technology

which consists in comparing the metainterpreters by

applying straightforward program manipulation tech

niques. The process is facilitated by the modular

structure of the metainterpreters which consists of the

vanilla metainterpreter and clauses which capture the

theory composition operators.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The use of metalogic is exploited for reconstructing

several extensions of logic programming for structuring

programs, hypothetical reasoning and object-oriented

programming. The results of this investigation show

that these extensions can be kept within the classical

framework by expressing them by means of metapro-

grams composed of definite Horn clauses only. The

paper advocates, as a by-product, the use of meta

logic as a powerful mechanism for programming and

reasoning about programs in logic.
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Abstract

In the monotonic abduction problem, a com

posite hypothesis always explains at least as

much data as any of its subsets. Previ

ous work has shown that finding an expla

nation for a monotonic abduction instance is

tractable, but enumerating explanations and

finding a best explanation are intractable.

This paper extends these results in two ways.

One, I present a tractable algorithm for find

ing bounds on a best explanation and analyze

the properties of these bounds. Two, I show

that a wide variety of proposed representa

tions for abduction are functionally similar

to the monotonic abduction problem; that

is, each representation under suitable restric

tions is subject to the complexity results for

the monotonic abduction problem.

1 INTRODUCTION

Abduction can be characterized as finding the best ex

planation for a set of data. If explanations are formed

out of combinations of hypotheses, then abduction can

be thought of as finding the best composite hypothesis

that explains all the data (Josephson et al., 1987).

Bylander et al. (1989, 1990) considered several prob

lems of this type, in each case, demonstrating for

each problem whether finding the best explanation is

tractable or not.1 In particular, the monotonic abduc

tion problem (Allemanget al., 1987) has both tractable

and intractable aspects. In this problem, a composite

hypothesis always explains at least as much data as

any of its subsets. Previous work has shown that it is

tractable to find an explanation, but intractable (NP-

hard) to enumerate explanations and to find the best

explanation (Bylander et al., 1990).

One way to "address" intractability is to look for

tractable subproblems of the intractable problem, ex

amples of which are described in Bylander et al. (1989,

1990). However, it is unrealistic to expect that real-

world problems always belong to some tractable prob

lem. For such cases, it is useful to come as close to

the best explanation as can be done efficiently. One

main result of this paper is an algorithm that finds two

sets of hypotheses that are guaranteed to bound a best

explanation for the monotonic abduction problem.

A difficulty with this result as well as the previous

results is that the monotonic abduction problem is de

fined using subfunctions rather than representations. I

assume the existence of tractable functions from com

posite hypotheses to the data they explain and from

composite hypotheses to their relative plausibilities,

and define the monotonic abduction problem by a con

straint on the explanation function. The power of such

an analysis is that the results applies to any repre

sentation of abduction problems that is functionally

equivalent. Unfortunately, other representations have

similarities, but are not equivalent. Nevertheless, the

other main result describes when representations as

diverse as set covering, Horn theories, Bayesian net

works, etc. are sufficiently similar to the monotonic

abduction problem so that the complexity results ap

ply. In a sense, these representations are variants for

encoding essentially the same functions. The invariant

is the subfunctional characterization, i.e., the defini

tion of the monotonic abduction problem.

Before presenting my new results, I first describe the

model of abduction and previous results for the mono

tonic abduction problem. Next, I present and analyze

our algorithm for finding bounds on a best explanation

for the monotonic abduction problem. Finally, I list

several abduction representations that are functionally

similar to the monotonic abduction problem.

'In previous papers, "class of problems" and "problem"

were used instead of the traditional "problem" and "in

stance," respectively. I adopt the latter terminology here.
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2 MODEL OF ABDUCTION

Following Bylander et al. (1990), an instance of the

abduction problem is a tuple {Daii,Haii,e,pl), where:

Daii is a finite set of all the data to be explained;

Haii is a finite set of all the individual hypotheses;

each subset H C Haii corresponds to a composite

hypothesis, i.e., a hypothesis that each h £ H is

present, and each h £ H is absent or irrelevant;

e is a map from subsets of Haii to subsets of Daii

(H explains e(H)); and

pi is a map from subsets of Haii to a partially

ordered set (H has plausibility pl(H)).

For convenience, I define a function that determines

which individual hypotheses can contribute to explain

ing a datum. Although it is not a true inverse, I refer

to this function as e-1, formally defined as:

e-l(d) = {h\3HC Hau (d $ e(H) A d € e(HU{h}))}

Note that h £ e~l(d) does not imply d G e(h).

A composite hypotheses H is complete if e(H) = Daii-

That is, H explains all the data.

H is parsimonious if 1H' C H (e(H) C e(H')). That

is, no proper subset of H explains all the data that H

does.

H is an explanation if it is complete and parsimonious.

H is a best explanation if it is an explanation, and if

there is no explanation H' such that pl{H') > pl(H).

That is, no other explanation is more plausible than

//. It is possible that an abduction instance has no

best explanation (because there are no explanations),

or that it might have several best explanations due to

equal or unordered plausibility values.

Clearly, what counts as a best explanation depends on

how plausibilities of composite hypotheses are deter

mined, which in turn depends on belief value depen

dencies among data and hypotheses. To simplify the

analysis, I adopt the following somewhat crude, qual

itative criterion for comparing explanations called the

best-small plausibility criterion (Bylander et al., 1990):

pl(H)>pl(H>) ~

3m:H->H' (mis 1-lA

V/iGi/ (pl(h) > pl(m(h)))A

(\H\ = \H'\^

3heH (pl(h) > pl(m(h)))))

To be more plausible according to best-small, the el

ements of H need to be matched to the elements of

H' so that the elements of H are at least as plausi

ble as their matches in H'. If H and H' are the same

size, then in addition some element in H must be more

plausible than its match in H'. Note that if H is larger

than H', then pl{H) } pl(H').

In other words, the best-small criterion prefers more

plausible individual hypotheses and smaller composite

hypotheses. However, no ordering is imposed if these

preferences conflict. For example, a composite hypoth

esis is not considered better or worse than a smaller

composite hypothesis with less plausible elements.

From a probabilistic viewpoint, best-small assumes

that individual hypotheses are conditionally indepen

dent of each other given the data. Consequently, for

probabilistic representations of abduction, it is easy to

create abduction instances that do not adhere to best-

small. However, for the purposes of this paper, it is

sufficient to reduce from finding a best explanation in

a best-small abduction problem to finding a best ex

planation using the abduction representation. I shall

take as given that this is possible for any reasonable

abduction representation.2 Thus, any intractability

result for a best-small abduction problem also holds

for "reasonable" abduction representations. However,

a tractability result for a best-small abduction prob

lem must be carefully interpreted in the context of

abduction representations.

3 THE MONOTONIC ABDUCTION

PROBLEM

An abduction instance is monotonic if (Allemang

et al., 1987):

V#, H' C Haii (HCH' — e(H) C e(H'))

That is, a composite hypothesis explains at least as

much data as its subsets. Thus, if a composite hypoth

esis explains a datum, so does any superset. However,

it does not follow that any proper subset of the com

posite hypothesis explains the datum, i.e., the datum

might be explained only by the "interaction" of all the

individual hypotheses in the composite hypothesis.

An example of monotonic abduction is model-based di

agnosis without fault models (Davis, 1984; Genesereth,

1984; Friedrich et al., 1990). In this style of diagnosis,

a functioning component is described by a set of con

straints, while a faulty component is described by no

constraints. As a result, hypothesizing a faulty com

ponent permits a wider range of possible behaviors to

be consistent. Thus, as additional components are hy

pothesized to be faulty, the same or more data are

explained, i.e., the monotonic property holds.

Assuming that e and pi are tractable, Bylander et al.

(1990) showed the following:

Theorem 1 For the monotonic abduction problem,

there is a tractable algorithm for finding an explana

tion, if one exists.

2A reduction to belief revision using Bayesian belief net

works (Pearl, 1987) appears in Bylander et al. (1990).
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Theorem 2 For the monotonic abduction problem, it

is NP-complete to determine whether an additional ex

planation exists, given a set of explanations.

Theorem 3 For the monotonic abduction problem us

ing the best-small plausibility criterion, it is NP-hard

to find a best explanation.

That is, find in ■; one explanation is easy, but enumer

ating explanat 3ns and finding a best explanation are

hard. With regard to the last result, the combinatorics

arise from choices between individual hypotheses with

similar plausibility. These results leave open a sig

nificant gap between what can be done tractably and

what can be done intractably. While some explanation

can be found tractably, Theorem 3 casts considerable

doubt about how good it can be. The next section

shows how close a best explanation can be achieved

with a tractable algorithm.

4 FINDING BOUNDS FOR A BEST

EXPLANATION

It turns out that finding non-trivial bounds on a best

explanation is tractable for the monotonic abduction

problem. Two sets of individual hypotheses L and U

are said to bound a best explanation if there exists a

best explanation H such that L C H C U . Finding

trivial bounds is easy; 0 and Hau bound all best ex

planations. Algorithm 1 find more interesting bounds.

Algorithm 1 repeatedly finds upper and lower bounds

until the same lower bound reoccurs. The idea is to

cycle between finding the most plausible hypotheses to

explain the data not yet explained (the upper bound),

and then, out of this set, selecting those hypotheses

that are essential for explaining some datum (the lower

bound).

The loop that finds an upper bound adds hypotheses

to the current lower bound until a complete composite

hypotheses is found. For each hypothesis h not in the

current lower bound L, the loop first determines the

data D that h contributes to. Then, it determines the

hypotheses // that are more plausible than h. If H and

L together do not explain D, then h is selected to be

part of the next upper bound U. In other words, the

selected hypotheses are the most plausible individual

hypotheses that contribute to explaining the data not

explained by the lower bound.

The loop that finds a lower bound removes hypotheses

from the current upper bound that are superfluous.

For each hypothesis h in the current upper bound U ,

the loop tests if U\{h) explains all the data. If so,

then h is not part of the next lower bound L. That is,

the next lower bound only contains those individual

hypotheses that cannot be removed from the current

upper bound without loss of explanatory power. The

L stands for the current lower bound.

U stands for the current upper bound.

W stands for a working hypothesis.

Determine whether an explanation exists.

lte(Haii) jt Dan then

Return nil

Find bounds on a best explanation.

W *- 0

repeat

Determine upper bound.

L<-W

for h e Hau\L

D^{d\hee~\d)}

H+-{h>\ pl(h>) > pl(h)}

if D<£ e(Hl)L) then

W - WU{h}

end for

U <-W

Determine lower bound.

for h € U

if£>„„ = e(U\{h}) then

W<- W\{h)

end for

until W = L

return (L, U)

Algorithm 1: Finding Bounds on a Best Explanation

for the Monotonic Abduction Problem Using the Best-

Small Plausibility Criterion

lower bound might not be complete because each hy

pothesis out of a set of hypotheses might be superflu

ous, but not the set as a whole.

I have demonstrated the following:

Theorem 4 For the monotonic abduction problem us

ing the best-small plausibility criterion, Algorithm 1

finds bounds on a best explanation.

The proof is given in the appendix. To put it sim

ply, this is because each hypothesis in the the upper

bound is among the most plausible for explaining for

some datum, and each hypothesis in the lower bound

is demonstrably essential in the context of the most

plausible individual hypotheses. Best-small's prefer

ence for more plausible individual hypotheses ensures

that a best explanation is between the bounds.

Theorem 5 With appropriate caching, the lime com

plexity of Algorithm 1 is 0(n3 + n2Ce+nCe-i +nCpi),

where n = \Daii + Hau\, and pCj denotes p calls of the

function f.

The outer loop iterates at most n times because at
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worst one hypothesis at a time is added to the lower

bound. The upper bound loop is an n2 loop because

n set comparisons are made, and the values of D and

H for individual hypotheses can be cached. The lower

bound loop is also an n2 loop because of set compar

isons. Each computation of the upper bound loop calls

e up to n times. The lower bound loop also calls e up

to n times. Only n calls to e_1 and pi are necessary

because they are only invoked for individual data and

hypotheses, respectively.

The nature of the bounds can be characterized as fol

lows. An individual hypothesis h is locally best for a

datum d if:

fcee-'(rf)A

VHcHa„{dee(H) 3ft' 6 H(pl(h') ? pl(h)))

That is, ft contributed to explaining d and some hy

pothesis of similar or lower plausibility is required to

explain d. A set of hypotheses is called locally best if

each element of the set is locally best for some datum.

The upper bound loop in Algorithm 1 initially selects

all locally best hypotheses.

An individual hypothesis ft is essential if:

3H C HaU (e(H) = Da„)A

V# C Ha„ (e{H) = Da„ -*h£H)

That is, ft is needed to fully explain the data. A set

of hypotheses is called essential if each element of the

set is essential. The lower bound loop in Algorithm

1 would select all essential hypotheses if Haii was the

current upper bound. Successive lower bounds are su

persets of the essential hypotheses, and successive up

per bounds are subsets of the locally best hypotheses.

The following iterative definitions further refine this

characterization :

local-besto = {ft \ ft is locally best for some d G Daii}

essential0 — {ft j ft is essential}

local-best i = essentiali^iU

{ft | A G c-!(d)A

V/f C Hau\e8sentiali_i

(d G e(HUessentiali^i) —►

3ft' G H(pl(h>) ? p/(ft)))}

essentiali = {ft | 3H C local-besti_x

(e(tf) = A,,,)A

Vi/ C locai-besU-i

(e(H) = DM - ft G #)}

That is, local-besto and essential^ are those hypothe

ses that are locally best and essential, respectively.

local-besti and essentiali are those hypotheses that

are, respectively, locally best in context of e««enr»a/,_i

and essential in the context of /oca/-6e«t,_i. Algo

rithm 1 first computes local-besto, then essentiali,

then local-best?, and so on. In essence, Algorithm 1

repeatedly applies the criteria for locally best and es-

sentialness assuming that non-locally best hypotheses

are false, and that essential hypotheses are true.

The lower and upper bounds found by Algorithm 1

can now be precisely characterized. The lower bound

is the limit of essentiali as t goes to infinity. The upper

bound is the limit of local-besti as t goes to infinity.

These characterizations can be used to identify cases

where Algorithm 1 makes little or no progress. No

progress can occur if the essential and locally best

properties do not differentiate between hypotheses.

For example, no hypothesis is essential if each datum

can be separately explained by two hypotheses, and

every hypothesis is locally best if all the hypotheses

that contribute to explaining a datum have the same

plausibility. A less extreme case is if no hypotheses

are essential, and if each datum can be separately ex

plained by its two most plausible hypotheses, both of

which are equally plausible. The locally best prop

erty selects the two best hypotheses for each datum,

but because there are no essential hypotheses in this

context, no further progress can be made.

Identifying cases where Algorithm 1 converges on a

best explanation is a little harder. The most general

case I have discovered is if the hypotheses that con

tribute to each datum can be totally ordered without

any ties. In this case, essentiali+i must include some

hypothesis in addition to essentiali_i (if convergence

has not yet occurred, i.e., essentiali_i ^ local-besti).

This is because the least plausible hypothesis ft se

lected by local-besti must be essential in the context

of local-besti • If more plausible hypotheses were suf

ficient, ft would not have been selected, ft becomes

part of essentiali+i because no additional hypotheses

of lower plausibility were selected.

It should be mentioned that Algorithm 1 finds bounds

for only one of possibly several best explanations, i.e.,

it finds bounds for one "good" explanation, but many

other "good" explanations might exist. However,

given a best-small best explanation in a monotonic

abduction instance, it turns out to be NP-complete

to determine whether a second best explanation exists

(Bylander et al., 1990). Thus, Algorithm 1 appears to

be the best that can be tractably done for the mono

tonic abduction problem.

There a couple of directions in which this analysis

could be extended. Most notable is relaxing the as

sumption made by the best-small plausibility criterion

that individual hypotheses are conditionally indepen

dent given the data. Of course, a key constraint is to

maintain tractability while relaxing this assumption.

Another direction is to consider the complexity of av

erage cases. For example, if the average size of best

explanations is small enough, then one would expect

that finding all best explanations would have average

polynomial complexity. One could also consider the

average number of hypotheses that contribute to a da

tum, the average number of hypotheses with the same

plausibility, etc.
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FUNCTIONAL SIMILARITY TO

ABDUCTION

REPRESENTATIONS

The previous sections defined the monotonic abduc

tion problem and the best-small plausibility criterion

and described several complexity results and an algo

rithm related to finding best explanations. However, I

provided no representation for abduction. I simply as

sumed the existence of appropriate representations for

hypotheses, data, and their relationships, and assumed

the existence of appropriate methods that used these

representations for determining explanatory coverage

and plausibility.

The power of this kind of functional analysis is

that any abduction representation that is function

ally equivalent to the monotonic abduction problem

is subject to the complexity results for the mono

tonic abduction problem. Functional equivalence

between two formalisms can be demonstrated with

polynomial reductions between them. Thus, what

is tractable/intractable for the monotonic abduction

problem is tractable/intractable for the representa

tion.

However, this kind of functional equivalence turns out

to be difficult to prove. Fortunately, a weaker condi

tion, which I call functional similarity, is sufficient for

the complexity results to carry over. The remainder

of this section illustrates the difficulty and its solution

for one abduction representation and lists other func

tionally similar representations.

5.1 FUNCTIONAL SIMILARITY TO

ASSUMPTION-BASED

EXPLANATIONS

Consider propositional Horn theories as a representa

tion for abductive knowledge as proposed by Selman

and Levesque (1990). Following their paper, a propo

sitional Horn theory is specified by a set of clauses E,

where each clause is a disjunction of literals (letters or

their negations) with at most one positive literal. For

convenience, each clause is represented by a set, i.e.,

pVq by {p,q}.

Given a letter q, an "explanation" for q is defined to be

a minimal set of unit clauses a such that EUa |= q, and

EUa is consistent. If an explanation for q is restricted

to letters from a designated set A, then the explanation

is considered an "assumption-based explanation."

If E is restricted to definite Horn clauses, i.e., that each

Horn clause contain exactly one positive literal, then

the assumption-based explanation problem (E,A,q)

can be reduced to the monotonic abduction problem:

Dan = {q}

Ha„ =A

e(H) = J {<*} Xnj{[h}\h€H}\=q

v ' 10 otherwise

pl(H) = anything

The point being that if EUa \= q and a C or', then

EUa' |= q also. Consistency is not a problem for def

inite Horn clauses because E union any set of posi

tive unit clauses is consistent. In essence, the reduc

tion simply uses the Horn theory for representing the

e function.

However, reducing a monotonic abduction problem

to an assumption-based explanation problem might

require a Horn theory of possibly exponential size.

The "natural" way to construct a Horn theory from

a monotonic abduction instance is as follows (Dau is

short for d\,d2, ■ ■ ■)'■

E = {{D^,q}}U

{{H,d}\HC Hau A d G Da,i A d G e(H)A

W C H(d £ e(H'))}

A = Hall

That is, E contains a Horn clause Daii —► q, and, for

each datum d and each minimal set of hypotheses H

that explains d, E contains a Horn clause H —► d.3

The difficulty is that there might be an exponential

number of such minimal sets.

Fortunately, a strong functional equivalence with the

monotonic abduction problem is not necessary for the

complexity results to apply. It turns out that a sub-

problem of the monotonic abduction problem called

the independent abduction problem has very similar

properties (Bylander et al., 1990). An independent

abduction instance is constrained by:

Vtf C Han (e(H) = |J e(h))

h€H

That is, a composite hypothesis explains a datum if

and only if one of its elements explains the datum.

Every independent abduction instance is a monotonic

abduction instance, but the converse is not true.

Of Theorems 1-3, the only one that is not known to

also apply to independent abduction problems is The

orem 2, which concerns the complexity of enumerating

explanations. Instead, the following somewhat weaker

result is known (Bylander et al., 1990):

Theorem 6 For the independent abduction problem,

it is #P-complete to determine the number of expla

nations.

3So to explain q from the designated set of assumptions

A = //„(<, a minimal set of hypotheses must be chosen that

implies Daii, which in turn implies q.
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That is, determining the number of explanations for

the independent abduction problem is just as hard

as determining the number of solutions to an NP-

complete problem. It is an open question whether enu

merating an additional explanation is hard for the in

dependent abduction problem; nevertheless, enumer

ation of all explanations remains an intractable prob

lem.

Thus, to show a kind of functional similarity of a rep

resentation to the monotonic abduction problem, two

results are sufficient: a reduction from the independent

abduction problem to the representation and a reduc

tion from the representation to the monotonic abduc

tion problem. These results are sufficient for Theorems

1, 3, and 6 to apply. Algorithm 1 also applies if the

best-small plausibility criterion is appropriate.

An independent abduction problem can be polynomi-

ally reduced to a Horn theory.

{{/., d}\he HaH Ad€ Da„ Ade e({h})

A = Ha„

The reduction is now polynomial because every mini

mal set of hypotheses that explains a datum is a single

ton set. Therefore, the assumption-based explanation

problem restricted to definite Horn clauses is function

ally similar to monotonic abduction problems, which

leads to the following corollaries:

Corollary 7 For the assumption-based explanation

problem restricted to definite Horn clauses, there is a

tractable algorithm for finding an explanation, if one

exists.

Corollary 8 For the assumption-based explanation

problem restricted to definite Horn clauses, it is #P-

complete to determine the number of explanations.

Corollary 9 For the assumption-based explanation

problem restricted to definite Horn clauses using the

best-small plausibility criterion, it is NP-hard to find

a best explanation.

Corollary 10 For the assumption-based explanation

problem restricted to definite Horn clauses using the

best-small plausibility criterion, Algorithm 1 finds

bounds on a best explanation and is tractable.

What happens if indefinite Horn clauses are permit

ted? As one might expect, this problem is harder—

Selman and Levesque (1990) show that even finding an

explanation is intractable. As it turns out, this result

can also be derived using another abduction problem

defined in Bylander et al. (1990), the independent in

compatibility abduction problem. An instance of this

problem specifies a set X, whose elements are two-

element subsets of Hau, indicating pairs of hypothe

ses that are incompatible with each other. For this

problem, e is defined as follows:

e(H)
if 3/ € 1(1 C H)

UheH e({M)) otherwise

It is easy to represent J with Horn clauses, e.g., h

incompatible with h' can be implemented with the in

definite Horn clause {/»,/»'}.

For the independent incompatibility abduction prob

lem, it is NP-complete to determine if an explanation

exists (Bylander et al., 1990). Thus, the capability

to express incompatible hypotheses/assumptions "ex

plains" the hardness of the assumption-based explana

tion problem.

5.2 SIMILARITY TO OTHER

ABDUCTION REPRESENTATIONS

Similar results can be derived for virtually every

known representation for abduction problems. Due to

space and time limitations, I shall simply list a sam

ple. If suitable reductions has appeared elsewhere, a

citation is given.

The set covering model of Reggia et al. (1983) can

be reduced to the independent abduction prob

lem. Reduction are given in Allemang et al.

(1987). The parsimonious covering theory of Peng

and Reggia (1987) and the cover-and-differentiate

method of Eshelman (1988) also use set covering

for determining explanatory coverage, although

they compute plausibility differently.

The belief revision theory of Pearl (1987) if

Bayesian networks are restricted to two levels

(i.e., one level of "causes" directed to one level

of "effects"), and the interactions from uninitial

ized variables (the causes) to initialized variables

(the effects) are restricted to noisy-OR and noisy-

AND. Reductions are given in (Bylander et al.,

1990).

The theory of diagnosis of Reiter (1987) if the use

of the AB predicate in the structural description

is restricted to formulas of the form ->AB(c) V

. . ., i.e., AB is only used as a negated disjunct

in the premises of formulas. This appears to be

equivalent to model-based diagnosis without fault

models (Friedrich et al., 1990). Reductions for

Reiter's theory of diagnosis are given in (Bylander

et al., 1990).

The use of Theorist for abductive reasoning

(Poole, 1989) limited to the following "com

mands": conjectures of the form hi, defaults of

the form hn A ft,j A . . . => dj and observations of

the form dj.

The theory of explanatory coherence (Thagard,

1989) if no incoherence relations are used.

Except for the set covering approaches, restrictions are

needed to ensure functional similarity to the mono
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tonic abduction problem. Just as in the assumption-

based explanation problem, these representations per

mit even more difficult abduction problems to be rep

resented. For these representations then, the defini

tion of monotonic abduction problems provides a func

tional characterization of a major dividing line be

tween the tractable and the intractable.

5.3 REPRESENTATIONAL AND

SUBFUNCTIONAL ANALYSES

One approach to analyzing the computational com

plexity of a reasoning task is representational analysis,

i.e., propose a representation for the task, propose a

truth or belief theory of what conclusions can be in

ferred from the representation, and consider the com

plexity of performing a given type of inference with

the representation, varying restrictions on the expres

siveness of the representation (Levesque and Brach-

man, 1985). A representational analysis provides an

understanding of the restrictions that are required to

guarantee tractability on some task, but it requires an

a priori commitment to both a representation and a

belief theory.

My approach follows an alternative approach, that

of subfunctional analysis. I specify subfunctions that

are available for performing the computation (e.g., ex

planatory coverage and plausibility), use the subfunc

tions to define constraints on the input and output

to a problem (e.g., abduction problem and best ex

planation), and consider the complexity of perform

ing the computation, varying restrictions on the be

havior of the subfunctions. A subfunctional analy

sis also provides an understanding of the restrictions

that guarantee tractability, but it requires different

commitments—that the computation depends on cer

tain subfunctions, and that the knowledge for comput

ing those subfunctions is available in some form.

Fundamentally, subfunctional analyses can provide re

sults of greater generality because the same function

can be implemented using different representations

and belief theories with essentially the same compu

tational properties. This paper provides a striking

example of this generality. The results of a subfunc

tional analysis for a particular abduction problem, the

monotonic abduction problem, apply to widely differ

ent representations with widely different belief theo

ries, including set covering, probabilistic belief revision

(choose the most probable explanation), consistency-

based abduction (an explanation must be logically con

sistent with the data), and implication-based abduc

tion (an explanation must logically imply the data).

Of course, some representation(s) must eventually be

chosen to implement a reasoning task, and represen

tational analyses are necessary and important for un

derstanding the computational consequences of these

choices. However, it is important to understand what

consequences are independent of representation choice,

and subfunctional analyses can serve to provide this

understanding.

6 REMARKS

In this paper, I have described the monotonic abduc

tion problem, presented an algorithm that tractably

find bounds on a best explanation, and discussed how

other proposed representations for abduction problems

are functionally similar. It is appropriate to character

ize monotonic abduction problems as on the "edge" of

tractability because finding non-trivial bounds on a

best explanation is tractable, but finding a best expla

nation is not, much less finding all the best explana

tions.

It is also appropriate to characterize the definition

of monotonic abduction problems as "functional" be

cause it does not make any commitment to a repre

sentation of abductive knowledge or a truth or belief

theory for interpreting the representation. As can be

seen from the literature, several different kinds of rep

resentational commitments are possible. But to under

stand the functions computed from these representa

tions, the definition of the monotonic abduction prob

lem remains a fundamental invariant.

A PROOF OF CORRECTNESS OF

ALGORITHM 1

First Algorithm 1 determines if Han is complete, i.e.,

e(Hau) = Daii- If Hau is complete, then some mini

mal subset H of Hau must also be complete, i.e., H

is complete and parsimonious, hence H is an explana

tion. If an explanation exists, then some explanation

must be maximally plausible, which means that a best

explanation exists. Conversely, if a best explanation H

exists, then, by the monotonic property, every super

set of H is complete. Consequently, Han must also be

complete. Therefore, determining if Haii is complete

is sufficient to determine if a best explanation exists

in a monotonic abduction instance.

Now consider (abstractly) sorting the set of best expla

nations by their least plausible elements, i.e., first sort

by the least plausible element, then sort by the next

least plausible element, and so on. Let Htcst be one

of the best explanations ranked highest by this sorting

procedure, i.e., Hte,t's least plausible elements are the

"most plausible" compared to other best explanations.

I shall demonstrate that Algorithm 1 bounds Hht,t-

Suppose that L and U bound H\,e,x (for the purposes

of the proof, I assume that L is initially 0 and U is

initially Hau).

Consider the loop that determines a new upper bound.

This loop selects an individual hypothesis h only if
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h € L or if L and the hypotheses more plausible than

h are insufficient to explain the data that h contributes

to. H\,cMt cannot contain an element that does not pass

this test because the element could then be replaced

with more plausible elements, and, as a result, Hte,t

would not have been ranked highest by the sorting

procedure above. Thus, it must be that Ht,e,t only

contains elements that pass this test. Consequently,

the new value of U must be an upper bound.

Consider the loop that determines a new lower bound.

This loop selects an individual hypothesis h only if

U\{h} is not complete. Because U is an upper bound of

Hbe$t, Hhett must contain these hypotheses; otherwise,

Hbtn would not be complete and also would not be a

best explanation. Thus, the new value for L must be

a lower bound.

To demonstrate that Algorithm 1 halts, it is sufficient

to show that the new value for L is a superset of the

previous value of L. Because L is initially 0, this ob

viously is true for the first two values of L. Denote

the successive values of L as L\, Li, L3, Let Ui

be the value of the upper bound generated using L, .

Suppose L,_i C Li. Note that in the upper bound

loop, the values of D and H depend only on the value

of h, not on L or U. Thus, if h is selected for Ui, then

D <£. e(HULi). Because #ULi_i C HULi and the

monotonic property holds, D <£. e(//UL,_i) either. So

h would be selected for C/,_i also. That is, {/,• C C/,_i.

Now if h is selected for Li, then Dau ^ e(£/,_i\{/»}).

This implies that Dau ^ e(Ui\{h}) also, i.e., h is also

selected for Li+\. Hence, L,- C L,-+i. Therefore, by

mathematical induction, each new value for L must

be a superset of the previous value.

Because Algorithm 1 maintains bounds on a best ex

planation, and it halts, Algorithm 1 finds bounds on a

best explanation.
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Abstract

Computing subsumption is a very common

operation in knowledge-based systems; as, it is

not desirable to have components of

knowledge-based systems that may take an

extremely long time. This paper presents a new

formal system based on Girad's linear logic,

that has a decidable algorithm for determining

subsumption. We propose to analyse

subsumption with the help of the linear

sequent B h A. We extract from the proof of

this sequent, a criterion to characterize

subsumption. We show why even a minor

alteration of the expressive power, may turn

the subsumption to be undecidable.

1 INTRODUCTION

In this article, we propose a novel approach to the

subsumption problem (Brachman and Smolze, 1984),

(Brachman and Gilbert, 1985), (Schmidt-Schaub, 1989),

which is undoubtedly one of the most important

problems in knowledge representation languages.

Informally, one concept subsumes another if the first is

more general than the other. The subsumption problem

has been particularly analysed by Brachman and

Levesque (Brachman and Levesque, 1985), (Levesque

and Brachman, 1987), and Patel-Schneider (Patel-

Schneider, 1985, 1988). Two main results can be

underlined. First, standard logic is not adequate to

formalise the subsumption relation, and we can remark

that no syntactical approach proposed so far is

satisfactory. Second, a trade-off between expressive

power of the representation language and computational

tractability of subsumption must be found.

From a fragment of Girard's linear logic (Girard,

1987,1989), we define decidable linear theories, denoted

by FLL, in which the answer to the question "does the

concept A subsume the concept B" is given by the

proof of the linear sequent B h A. Such an approach is

made possible by forbidding the Contraction and

Weakening rules in FLL theories. The absence of

these rules allows us to make an accurate analysis of

the subsumption problem and so, to define a simple

criterion of subsumption. As an example, we will show

why even a minor alteration of the expressive power

(such as introducing in the language a restriction

operation which accounts for roles constrained by the

types of their fdlers), may yield a sudden rise in the

complexity of subsumption, and in the general case,

may turn the subsumption to be undecidable.

Our paper is presented as follows: in section 2, we

introduce the subsumption problem. As our analysis is

carried out with the help of sequents, in section 3, we

first present the notion of sequent in classical calculus

(Gentzen, 1969), (Gallier, 1986). We will particularly

stress the role of two structural rules: the contraction

and the weakening rules. In sections 4 and 5, after a

succinct presentation of linear logic, we will define the

FLL theories. Then, we can make clear our analysis of

subsumption problem.

2 THE SUBSUMPTION PROBLEM

We introduce the problem with the help of an example

borrowed from (Brachman-Levesque, 1984). Let L be

the knowledge representation language defined as

follows:

(Concept) ::= (Atom) / (And (Conceptl) ...(Conceptn))

/ (All (Role) (Concept)) / (Some (Role))

(Role) ::= (Atom)
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Atoms are the names of primitive concepts. And

constructions represent conjoined concepts, so for

example ( And person adult student ) represents the

concept of something that is at the same time a person,

an adult and a student. The All construct provides a

value on the fillers of a role: x is in (All r c) iff for all

y such that r(x y), we have c(y) (a role is a binary

predicate, a concept a unary one); thus, (AH child

doctor) corresponds to the concept of something all of

whose children are doctors. The Some operator just

guarantees that there will be at least one filler of the

role named.

The concept A subsumes the concept B if all instances

of the subsumed concept B are also instances of the

subsuming concept A. Brachman and Levesque's

subsumption algorithm is very simple. Let A and B be

two concetps such that: A = (And Aj,..., An) and B =

(And Bj,..., Bm): if Aj is an atom or a Some, then

one of the B; must be Aj; if Aj is (All r c), then one

of the Bj must be (All r c'), where c subsumes c'.

This algorithm answers A subsumes B in polynomial

time.

In order to increase the expressive power of L, the

authors introduce in the previous language the new

construct Restr: y is (Restr r c) of x iff r(x y) and

c(y); (Restr child rich) specifies the children who are

rich. For example, they consider the following concepts

(we give their simplified forms): A= (And person (All

child doctor)) and B = (And person (All child rich)

(All (Restr child rich) doctor)). They note that

computing A subsumes B turns now to be NP-hard.

None of the so far given explanations of this sudden and

unexpected "computational cliff seems to be sufficient

for a good understanding of this phenomenon. The

numerous analyses proposed are mainly based on two

or three, even four-valued semantics (Nebel, 1988),

(Patel-Schneider, 16), (Schmidt-Schaub, 17). We

propose a syntactical approach of this phenomenon, by

means of proofs in FLL theories: we shall point out the

important part played by the contraction rule in this

sudden rise in computational complexity.

3 CLASSICAL SEQUENT

CALCULUS: CONTRACTION AND

WEAKENING RULES

The sequent calculus introduced by Gentzen (Gentzen,

1969) is essential to study the properties of proofs.

What is gained from linear calculus appears more

clearly in a Gentzen-like sequent formalism. For these

reasons, we devote this paragraph to introducing the

notion of sequent in classical logic. In the next

paragraph, we will give their meaning in linear logic.

Sequents are expressions of the form B h A, where B =

(Bj Bm) and A = (Aj,..., An) are finite

sequences of formulas. The intended meaning of

the sequent B h A is Bj and ...and Bm imply A\

or.. .or An , where the operators "and", "imply", and

"or" have the sense of the classical connectives A , ->,

v.

Classical sequent calculus contains:

i) the identity group which introduces the

axioms,

ii) the cut rule,

iii) the structural rules composed of the

usual exchange rules, the contraction and weakening

rules,

iv) the logical group which gives for each

connective, a rule of introduction into the left and into

the right side of a sequent.

A proof-tree is a tree whose leaves are axioms, whose

nodes are sequent(s) deduced by use of the above rules,

and whose root is the sequent to be demonstrated.

Let us introduce the contraction (C) and the weakening

(W) rules.

r'A'AhD (C-l) r h d, a, a (C r)

r I- d, ar, a I- d

fhD (W-l) r h D (W-r)

r, a h d r I- d, a

The contraction rule says that every hypothesis (A) can

be "used" several times, and leads to a duplication

of hypotheses. The weakening rule says that every

formula (A) can be added as a hypothesis in a proof and

so, is a "useless" hypothesis. Usually, these rules

are implicitly applied in standard logic (as structural

rules), and no particular attention is paid to them.

However, as Girard mentioned in (8), their presence or

absence cannot be neglected. For example, in classical

logic, we easily admit that the sequents AhB v -iB

and A A -iA h B - which show that every sentence

implies a tautology and a contradiction implies

everything - are valid. In fact, their proofs are not so

obvious, and can be carried out only by means of

contraction and weakening (see section-5, example-2).

In the next paragraph, we will make clear the role of
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these rules is in fact primordial.

In order to make an accurate analysis of the

subsumption problem by means of proofs, we look for

a system which enables us to carry out 'direct' proofs

without duplicating hypotheses or adding some useless

ones, with only 'obvious' inferences, those which are

linked to the definition of the connectives. Ketonen and

Weyhrauch (Ketonen and Weyhrauch, 1984) proved that

without contraction, a decidable fragment of predicate

calculus can be defined. They only considered the

theorical aspects of the fragment defined. We deal with a

practical case, we think (and we will prove it), that

linear logic gives an adequate answer to our problem.

4 LINEAR LOGIC: A SUCCINCT

PRESENTATION

Linear logic has been seldom applied so far to the

formalisation of reasoning systems (Cerrito, 1990),

(Masseron and Tollu, 1990). The essential feature of

this calculus is the absence of contraction and

weakening. An immediate consequence is the

distinction of two connectives for conjunction, and two

connectives for disjunction.

4.1 LINEAR CONNECTIVES

Let us consider the following (A-r) rules in sequent

calculus:

r 1- A, D r' I- B, D'

T, T' h A A B, D, D'

<A-rl) or

T I- A, D rh B, D

H- A A B, D

by ® (times) and & (with). The connective ®

"inherits" the definition (A-rl), and the connective &

the definition (A-r2) (® requires disjoint contexts

whereas & works with twice the same context). In the

same way, the classical connective v splits into two

different linear connectives, denoted by y (par) and ©

(plus). Then, classical implication gives birth to

linear implication, denoted by -o. Classical negation is

replaced by linear negation, denoted by °, which

satisfies A°° = A. This connective allows us to translate

the linear implication A -o B into the formula A0 y B.

All these connectives are linked by de Morgan's

relations: (A ® B)° = A° y B° and (A© B)° = A° & B°.

The meaning of linear propositions can no longer be

given by means of truth tables, as it is the case in

classical logic. In fact, it depends not only on truth

values of variables, but also on the effort performed in

order to carry out proofs (for example, if a hypothesis

must be duplicated, the number of its occurrences can

be used for evaluating this effort).

4.2 DISTINCTIONS ® /& AND T /©

Let us analyse the particular relations between ® and

& and y and S, in the case where either weakening or

contraction is accepted. We need to introduce the

following rules:

f, A. B h A
(®-l)

<A-r2)

f, (A ® B) h A

f h A, A T' h B, A'

f, I" h (A® B), A, A'

(®-r)

In these rules, contexts T, F, and D, D' are dealt with

either by juxtaposition or by identification. These rules

are equivalent because contraction and

weakening hold: from (A-rl), we recover (A-r2).

f h A. D f I- B, D
(A-rl)

r, r h aa b, d, d

(series of contractions on formulas of T andD )

Th A A B,D

Recovering (A-rl) from (A-r2) is straightforward too by

means of the weakening rule.

Without contraction and weakening, the above rules

defining the connective A are no longer equivalent, and

correspond to two distinct linear connectives, denoted

f, A h r.Bh A

T, (A & B) h A T, (A & B) h A

r h a, a r I- b. a

-(&-12)

r I- (A&B), A

(&-r)

Technically speaking, weakening says that ® is

stronger than &. We prove this result (exchange rules

can be implicitly used).
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&

A h A B h Bw w

A, B h A A, B h B

A, BH A&B 3

A ® B h A&B

Using contraction, we get the reverse implication:

A I- A B I- B
®

A, B h A ® B

A&B, B h A ® B

A&B, A&B HA® B

A&B h A ® B

&

&

So, with weakening and contraction, the distinction ®

/ & is no longer justified. We can get a similar

conclusion with the connectives par and plus.

If we now consider classical logic, we see that the main

meaning of A and v as connectives is additive: A =

&, V = © ; whereas the meaning of A and V as

commas in sequents is multiplicative: A = ®, V =

y.

5 FLL THEORIES

In the remainder of this article, we consider that the

linear fragment used consists of:

- the connective &, which plays the part of the

conjunction operation,

- the connective y, which plays the part of the

disjunction operation,

- the linear negation ° which is restricted to literals.

We will justify our choice after the rules and the

examples of proof given below.

5.1 RULES OF INTRODUCTION OF THE

CONNECTIVES

Axioms : A h- A

Cut
r h a, a a, r'h a'

r, i" i- a, a*

Exchange rules:

F'A'BhA (Ex-1) rh A'A'B(Ex-r)

Logical rules:

r i- a, a (<M) r,AHA C4)

r, a° h a r I- a°, a

r. A h A r*. B h A'

(y-D

T, T', (A y B) h A, A'

r h- a, b, a , ,'—' (y-0

r I- (Ay B), A

r'A h A (&-11) F'Bh A (&-12)

r, (A & B) h A r, (A & B) h A

r \- a, a r I- b, a

r I- (A&B), A

(&-r)

r, A(tyx) h- a (V 1} rhA, a—^

r.VxAh A

T.A h A
(3-1)

r I- Vx A, A

rh A(t/x),A
(3-r)

r.B.Ah A rh A, B, A

T, 3x Ah A Th 3x A, A

In rules (V-r) and (3-1), x must not be free in r and A.

A FLL theory, denoted by «T , is built from the above

fragment, by adding a finite set S of sequents (closed

under substitution) of the form B h A, where B and A

are literals (S is the set of proper axioms, and

corresponds to the knowledge of a Data Base). We

suppose that S has no cycle, i.e, there is no sequence of

literals Bo Bn+1 such that : Bo = Bn+1, and B, h

Bi+1, for i = 0,..., n.

A proof in tT has the same definition as in classical

calculus.

Definition: In the cut rule given above, the formula

A is the cut-formula. A proof in <T is said to be cut-

free, if all cut-formulas involved occur in some

sequent of S (cut-formulas are literals).

We now give two well-known results applied to FLL

theories.

Theorem (Cut elimination): In <T , any provable
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sequent has a cut- free proof.

Corollary (Gentzen's subformula property): In a cut-

free proof of a sequent Bi Bm h Ai An, only

subformulas of Bi,... Bm, Ai,..., An, and cut-formulas

occurring in some sequent of S, can appear at the nodes

of the proof-tree.

5.2 EXAMPLES

We give some examples of proofs, where the set S of

proper axioms is empty. We suppose that exchange

rules are implicitly used.

Example-1: the sequents A & B h A and Vx A(x) h

A(a) & A(b) are provable, and we give their proof-

trees:

AHA

A & B h A

-(&-11)

A(a/x) h A(a) (y 1} A(b/x) h AO))^

VxA(x) h A(a) Vx A(x) h A(b)

Vx A(x) h A(a) & A(b)

(&-r)

Kxample-2: the sequents A I- B y B° et A & A°h B

are not provable: their cut-free proofs should terminate

in the following manner:

A, B h B

Ah B°, B

(°-r)

Ah B° y B

A h B

"(Y-r)

A & A°h B

(&-11) or
A0 h B

A & A° h B

i&-12)

But, by means of contraction and weakening rules,

these sequents turn now to be provable: (formulas

involved in these rules are underlined ).

B h B
-<W)

A, B h B

Ah B°, B

Ah B'yB

(°-r)

(Y-l)

A h A

A h A,

iW)

A, A° h B

A, A & A" h B

(°-D

(&-12)

A & A°, A & A" h B

A & A° h B

Example-3: the sequents A

I- B are not provable.

-(&-11)

(C)

B h A, and A ® B

Example-4: the sequents A & (A° y B) h B and

A(a) Y A(b) h 3x A(x) are not provable.

The examples 1 and 3 make clear the choice of the

connective & as conjunction operation. From A ® B,

we cannot deduce A (or B). The choice of the connective

& for knowledge representation is then essential. The

second sequent given in the example-4 shows that the

connective Y has the property we need in knowledge

representation (see also 15), because we can read the

formula 3 x A(x) as: "there exists a known individual

for which the predicate A is true".

6 FLL THEORIES: A NEW

SUBSUMPTION CRITERION

We now indicate, why Gentzen's subformula property

associated to the absence of contraction, yields a

decision method in <T.

Let BI,..., Bm h AI An be the sequent to be

proven. Gentzen's subformula property gives a decision

procedure if the length of the sequents involved in a cut-

free proof of the sequent BI,..., Bm h AI,... , An can

be bound. It is the case if the hypotheses are not

duplicated. So, the absence of contraction is

crucial (see also Ketonen and Weyhrauch, 1984).

This guarantees that every formula can be 'used' at

most once, and the search procedure for a proof

always terminates, either with a success or with a

failure. The reader can remark that the weakening rule

has no influence upon the decidability problem. In fact,

FLL theories turn into full first-order theories if the

contraction and weakening rules hold . We now give a

decision procedure for a certain class of formulas in tT.

Definition: Every formula which is a disjunction of
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literals is a linear clause.

Definition: Let Bc= VzBl(z)&...Bm(z) and Ac =

3xAl(x) &...An(x) be two first-order formulas in

conjunctive normal form, where z and x can be vectors

of variables, Ai(x) and Bj(z) are linear clauses, Ai(x) =

Ail(x) y.-y Ajp(x), Bj(z) = Bji(z) y...y Bjq(z). We say

that the sequent Bch Ac is in normal form.

Our decision procedure only deals with sequents in

normal forms BchAc. We propose to interpret the

concepts B and A by means of first-order formulas, as

in Brachman-Levesque's nterpretation., then, to replace

all classical connectives with linear ones. So, sequents

in normal form can be obtained from concepts, with

the help of a quasi-linear algorithm (see also Patel-

Schneider, 1985) .

In section II, we have given an informal definition of

subsumption. The properties of FLL theories ,

presented in the section above, allow us to give this

formal and general definition of subsumption:

Definition: A subsumes B iff there exists a cut-free

proof in <T of the sequent Bch Ac.

Definition: Let P and Q be two literals. P is said to

be finitely chained to Q iff the sequent P h Q is

provable in tT .

Example: Let A h B° Ch B be two proper axioms.

Then A is finitely chained to C°.

Definition: Let P= (Pi y(P2 y(... ( Pp_i yPp)...)

be a linear clause. The number k of literals of P is the

length of P.

Lemma: Let P = (Pi y (P2 y (... ( Pp_! y Pp).„)

and Q = (Qi y(Q2 y(... ( QqA yQq)...) be two linear

clauses. There exists a cut-free proof of the sequent Ph

Q in FLL iff:

i) P and Q have the same length (p=q)

ii) there exists a bijection s of the set of indices

(1, p) into itself, such that for every i : 1 < i <p, the

literal Pi is finitely chained to the literal Qs(i).

In order to prove this lemma, we propose first to prove

the lemma- 1, which is slightly different, and then, to

conclude by means of the lemma-2.

Lemma- 1: Let P be a linear clause of length p, (Pi

y (P2 y (... ( Pp_i y Pp),.) and Q = (Ql,..., Qq) be a

sequence of literals. There exists a cut-free proof of the

sequent P h Ql,..., Qq in <T iff:

i) the length of P is equal to the number of literals

inQ (p=q)

ii) there exists a bijection s of the set of indices

(1, p) into itself, such that for every i : 1 < i <p, the

literal Pi is finitely chained to the literal Qs(i).

Lemma-2: Let P = (Pi y (P2 y (... ( Pp_i y Pp)...)

and Q = (Qi y (Q2 y (... ( Qp_! y Qq).„) be two linear

clauses. The sequent P h Q is provable in «T iff the

sequent P h Ql,..., Qq is provable in tT .

The proof of the lemma-2 is obvious, we only present

the proof of the lemma- 1 .

Proof of lemma- 1:

a) Necessary condition: Let us suppose that there

exists a cut-free proof of the sequent

(Pi y(P2 y(... y( Pp-i YPp)...) r- Qi Qq. i^

us then show that conditions i) and ii) are satisfied.

We essentially use the induction principle applied to

proof-trees.

Basic case: the proof-tree is a one-node tree. The

sequent PI h Ql is an axiom of «T, then conditions i)

and ii) are satisfied.

General case: let T be the proof-tree of the sequent

(PlY(P2Y(-Y(Pp-lYPp)...) I" Ql Qq.The

last rule applied is either an exchange rule or the rule

(Y-l). The exchange rules can only permute the literals of

the sequence Ql»—• Qq. We can always consider that the

last rule applied is (Y-l). The proof-tree T is then the

following one:

Tl T2

P 1 h-Q 1 (P2 y (.y (Pp- 1 y Pp))) r-Q2,.Qj,.Qq

(PI Y (P2 Y(-Y ( PP-1 1 PP-)))) r-QL... Qq

T2 is the proof-tree of the sequent (P2 Y (-Y ( pp- 1

1 pp))...) *~ 02 Qj« -Qq- By toe induction

hypothesis, we have i) p-1 = q-1, then p = q; ii) there

exists a bijection s of the set of indices (2, p) into itself

such that for i: 2 £ i < p, the literal Pj is finitely
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chained to the literal Qsny T\ is the proof-tree of the

sequent P\ h Q\. We can consider that i) s(l) = 1; ii)

Pi is finitely chained to Qi (see the definition) .

b) Sufficient condition: let us suppose that the two

conditions i) and ii) are satisfied. We show that the

sequent (?i y (P2 Y (-Y( Pp-i Y Pp).„) H Qi Op

is provable. The proof consists in

- iterating the application of the rule (Y-l):

is a &-r rule. Let T be the following proof-tree of the

sequent Be h Ac:

Pp-1 h Qsfp-n PphQs(p)

(Pp-1 Y Pp) t- Qs(p-l). Qs(p)

(Y-l)

"(Y-0

-(Y-D

(PI Y (P2 Y (Y ( Pp-1 Y PP)-) I" Qs(l)>- Qs(p)

to prove the sequent

(PI Y (P2 Y (-Y ( Pp-1 Y Pp)-) r- Qs(l>•••. Qs(p).

- then, by means of the exchange rules to obtain the

proof-tree of the sequent

(Pi Y G»2 Y (•••( Pp-l Y Pp)...) I" Qi Qp.

End of Proof

Definition: Let P and Q be two linear clauses. We

say that P is chained to Q, iff there exists a cut-free

proof in <Tof the sequent PhQ.

Example: Let P= PI y P2, Q = QI y Q2 be two

formulas, and PI h R, R hQl, P2hQ2 be proper

axioms of <T . P is chained to Q because PI is finitely

chained to QI through the literal R, and P2 is finitely

chained to Q2 as a proper axiom of the system.

Theorem (subsumption criterion): A subsumes B iff

Ac = 3xAl(x) &...An(x), and Be = VzBl(z)&...Bm(z)

satisfy the following condition (C): there exists a, a

substitution for x such that for each Ai, 1< i <n, there

exists some Bj, 1^ j <m, and P, a substitution for z,

such that Bj.p is chained to Ai.ct.

We just sketch the proof of the necessary condition: A

subsumes B => (C).

We use the induction principle applied to proof-trees. In

case of a one-node tree, the claim is obvious. In the

induction step we must consider numerous cases. We

restrict ourselves to the case where the last rule applied

Tl T2

Bl&...Bmh Al Bl&...Bmh (A2&.An)

Bl&...Bm h Al&(A2&...&An)

<&-r)

The trees Tl and T2 are the proof-trees of the sequents

Bl &...Bm h Al and Bl &...Bm h A2&...&An. By

the induction hypothesis, there exists a, a substitution

for x such that : for Al, there exists some Bj, 1< j< m,

and a substitution p, such that Bj.p is chained to Al.a ;

for each Ai, 2<i<n, there exists some Bj, 1 < j £ m,

and a substitution p such that Bj.p is chained to Ai.ct.

So, condition (C) holds.

Implementation

A matching algorithm can be easily derived from

condition (C). Let p be the greatest length of the Ai, for

i : 1£ i £ n, and r be the cardinality of the set S of

proper axioms. Then, our algorithm computes

subsumption in polynomial time proportional to the

arguments m, n, r, p.

7 APPLICATION

We first indicate how we put the concepts into

conjunctive normal form in a FLL theory. We limit

ourselves to the knowledge representation language

given in section 2.

7.1 CONCEPTS IN £T

(And Concept],..., Concept,,) is a conjunction of

concepts: its prenex conjunctive normal form in a FLL

theory is Vx (C^(x) &... & C„(x)), where C,,

for i: l<i £ n, is the linear clause corresponding to

Concept; .

(All Role Concept ) is considered in Brachman-

Levesque's interpretation as the first-order formula Vxy

(R(x. y) -> C(y)) . After replacing the classical

connective -> with linear implication, we obtain the

formula Vx y (R(x, y) -o C(y)), which has the prenex

normal form: Vx y (R°(x, y) y C(y)).

(Some Role) is interpreted as the following formula:

Vx3 y R(x, y).
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(Restr Role Concept) is first put into the first-order

formula Vxy (R(x, y) A C(y)), and the corresponding

formula in a FLL theory is Vx y (R(x, y) & C(y)).

Let A = (And CAj ... CAn) and B = (And CBi ...

CBm) be two concepts. Let Aj, for i: 1 < i << n , and

B:, for j: 1 < j <m, be the linear clauses corresponding

to CAj and CB; (obtained as indicated above). In this

particular case, the relation "A subsumes B" is analysed

by means of the sequent in normal form Vz Bj &... &

Bm h 3 xAj &...& An obtained in the following way:

from the formula Vu ( Vz Bj &... & Bm -o 3 xAj

&...& An) which expresses that all instances of the

concept B are also instances of the concept A, we define

the sequent h Vu ( Vz Bj &... & Bm -o 3 x A! &...&

An), then, by applying the (V-r) rule, we deduce the

sequent h ( Vz Bj &... & Bm -o 3 X Aj &...& An),

which yields the sequent VzBj &... & Bm I- 3 x Aj

&...& An

7.2 EXAMPLES

In our first example, we again consider the Brachman-

Levesque's algorithm (see section 2), and we propose to

show that in the particular conditions of this algorithm,

our decision procedure can give a direct answer too.

Example- 1: Let A and B be two concepts, A = (And

CA! ...CAn), B = (And CB! ... CBm).

If CAj, for i: 1< i< n, is an atom or a Some, and there

exists CBj, for j: 1< j< m, such that CB; is CAj, then

the linear clause B; is obviously chained to Ai.

If CAj is the concept (All Role Conceptj) and one of

the CB; is (All Role Cconcept;\ such that Concepq

subsumes Conceptj, it is obvious that the linear clause

(R°(x, y) Y Cj (y) ) (corresponding to CB: ) is chained

to the linear clause (R°(x, y) yCi ( y) ) (corresponding

to CA;), provided that the sequent Cj (y) h Ci (y) is

provable, which is the case because Conceptj subsumes

Conceptj.

Example-2: We now show how our algorithm can deal

with some hierarchy on roles.

Let A = (And Person (All Cousin Rich)) and B=

(And Person (All Friend Doctor)) be two concepts. A

can be rendered as a noun phrase like "person each of

whose cousin is rich", and B like "person each of whose

friend is a doctor".

The relation "A subsumes B" is analysed by means of

the following sequent Bc h A^. where :

Bc = Vu (Person(x) & (Friend°(x, u) Y Doctor(u))).

Ac= (Person (x) & (Cousin°(x, y) y Rich(y))).

Let us suppose that the set of known facts is the

following :

- Rich subsumes Doctor, which is interpreted in <T by

means of the proper axiom Doctor (y) h Rich (y),

- the role Cousin is linked to the role Friend by means

of a hierarchical relationship, which can be interpreted

in <T with the help of the following proper axiom:

Cousin (x, y) h Friend (x, y).

The sequent

Vu (Person(x) & (Friend°(x, u) y Doctor(u))) h

(Person (x) & (Cousin°(x, y) Y Rich(y)))

is then provable because:

- a) Person(x) is chained to Person(x)

(Person(x) h Personne(x) is an axiom)

. b) (Friend°(x, u) Y Doctor(u )) with the

substitution y/u is chained to (Cousin°(x, y) y

Rich(y)) , (by hypothesis the literal Cousin(x, y) is

finitely chained to the literal Friend(x, y), and the

literal Doctor(y) is finitely chained to literal Rich(y)

too.

So, A subsumes B, and it means that everybody

whose friends are doctors, have rich cousins, provided

that doctors are rich , and to be a cousin means to be a

friend too!.

8 CONTRACTION AND

COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

From the results obtained in the previous section, we

can now underline the link between the presence of the

contraction rule and the rise in complexity of

subsumption.

8.1 CONTRACTION / RISE IN

COMPLEXITY

The sudden and unexpected "computational cliff of

subsumption underlined by Brachman and Levesque (see

section 2) can now be explained by analysing the

complexity of the search procedure for a proof of the

sequent Bc h Ac in <T . We consider the following

cases:
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i) Bc and \ satisfy condition (C) (the contraction

rule is absent): the sequent Bc h Ac is provable in

polynomial times, then the complexity of subsumption

is polynomial.

ii) Bc and Ac do not satisfy condition (C): let us

suppose that the sequent Bc I- Ac is provable (for

example, by means of an approach based on semantics),

and the proof of the sequent Bc h Ac necessitates the

use of the contraction rule, (and possibly of the

weakening rule): the search procedure for a proof can

make sequents of the form Vz B(z,a) h A, (or of the

form r h 3 x A(x, a)) appear at the nodes of the search-

tree. Let us consider the case, where the sequent

VzB(z,a) r- A appears at a node of the search-tree: the

search procedure can go back-up the tree by applying the

universal and contraction rules. We can be left with the

following tree:

8.2 EXAMPLE

Let us come back now to Brachman-Levesque's example

(see section 2):

A = (And person (All child doctor)) and B = (And

person (All child rich) (All (Restr child rich) doctor)).

Brachman-Levesque snowed that A subsumes B by

using an approach based on two-valued semantics. In

fact, their proof uses the contraction rule. We

point it out.

Bc = Vu (Bl & B2 &B3) = Vu (person(x) & ( child°(x

u) y rich(u)) & (child°(x u) y rich°(u) y doctor(u)) ).

Ac = (Al & A2) = (person(x) & (child°(x y) y

doctor(y));

- Bl is chained to Al, but neither B2 nor B3 is

chained to A2, then, condition (C) does not hold. But,

we can "force" the proof of the sequent Bc h Ac by

means of the contraction rule. We give the proof-tree

(we do not mention variables in the formulas for

simplifying the notations):

B (b/z, a), VzB(z.a) h A

Vz B(z,a), Vz B(z,a) h A

VzB(z,a)h A

<V-1)

(C-l)

The use of contraction may open a branch which

terminates with a failure. Some back-tracking is then

necessary. The complexity of the subsumpdon in this

case is NP-hard.

iii) the sequent Bc h \ is not provable, then,

the use of the contraction rule may lead to duplicate

infinitely the same formulas in the case where the set of

instanciation terms (such as b) is infinite (for example

in presence of functions) :

B(b/z,a),VzB(z,a),VzB(z,a)hA

B(b/z, a),VzB(z,a)hA

Vz B(z,a),Vz B(z,a) h A

VzB(z,a) h A

(C-l)

tV-1)

-<c-i)

The subsumpdon turns to be undecidable ( first-order

theories are undecidable (Cook, 1971)).

B2, B3 h A2(&-12)

B2, B2&B3 h A2(&-11)

axiom B2&B3, B2&B3 h A2(Q

Bl hAl (B2&B3) h A2(&.H) (&.12)

(B1&(B2&B3 ))h Al (B1& (B2&B3))hA2(V-l) (V-l)

Vu (B 1 &(B2&B3) )h A 1 Vu (B 1 &(B2&B3)) I- A2<&-r)

Vu (B1&(B2&B3)) h (A1&A2)

Let us focus on the proof of the sequent B2, B3 I- A2.

We abbreviate child(x.y) by C, rich(y) by R, and

doctor(y) by D.
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R°h R° Dh D

(Y-D

R°Y Dh R°, D

C° h C° R, (R° y D) h D

C°h C° R, C° Y (R° y D)h C°, D

-CM)

-(Y-l)

-(Y-l)

C° Y R, C° Y (R° Y D) h C°, C°, D

C° y R, C° Y (R° Y D) h C°, D

--(Q

-(Y-r)

C° Y R, C° Y (R° Y D) h C° Y D

In this particular example, the complexity of

subsumption is NP-hard.

9 CONCLUSION

Our formal system can be used to analyse subsumption

in KL-ONE ( Brachman and Smolze, 1985),

KRYPTON (Brachman and Gilbert, 1985), NIKL

(Kazmareck and Bates, 1986), BACK (Nebel, 1988), or

in Patel-Schneider's TERMINOLOGICAL'S LOGICS

(Patel-Schneider, 1985,1988). We are now investigating

a new subsumption criterion (which is less drastic than

the one we proposed in this paper, for example by

allowing the weakening rule), and a new subsumption

language which fits the criterion proposed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Model-learning and problem-solving algo

rithms can only be integrated when the

output of the former fulfills the expecta

tions of the latter. Korf's Macro-Table

(KMT) algorithm requires serial or total de-

composability of the operators in its world

model. The problem of detecting decompos-

ability has been open since Korf introduced

the KMT algorithm in 1983. We present

a polynomial-time algorithm for detecting

total decomposability, and an exponential-

time algorithm for detecting serial decom

posability in update graphs, an efficiently-

learnable model of external environments.

A number of additional results are pre

sented including a transformation of update-

graph models to permutation group prob

lems that can be handled by Furst, Hopcroft

and Luks's (FHL) permutation-group algo

rithm. The results facilitate the integra

tion of Schapire and Rivest's update-graph-

learning algorithm with the KMT and FHL

algorithms.
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Carnegie Mellon University's School of Computer Science.

The second author was supported by an AT&T Bell Labs

Ph.D. Scholarship.

This research was sponsored by the Avionics Labora
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Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433-6543 under Contract F33615-

90-C-1465, ARPA Order No. 7597.

The views and conclusions contained in this document

are those of the author and should not be interpreted as

representing the official policies, either expressed or im

plied, of the U.S. government.

An autonomous agent seeking to solve problems in

an external environment faces two related challenges:

inferring an internal model of the environment and

using the model to efficiently solve problems in the

environment. Whereas previous work has addressed

these challenges in isolation ([RS87], [Sch88], [Kor85],

[FHL80]), this paper shows how to tackle them in con

cert.

In [RS87], Rivest and Schapire present a polynomial-

time algorithm that reliably learns an internal model

for a class of finite automaton environments, called

permutation environments. They show that their in

ternal model, called the update graph, is a natural en

coding of the behavior of finite automaton environ

ments, and could be as small as logarithmic in the size

of the state graph of the automaton. However, they do

not consider the possibility of using the update graph

as a state representation for solving problems.

Two candidates for use in problem solving using up

date graphs are: Korf's [Kor85] Macro-Table (KMT)

algorithm, and Furst, Hopcroft, and Luks's (FHL)

[FHL80] permutation-group algorithm. However, an

update graph representation may not necessarily sat

isfy the assumptions these algorithms make about

their input representation. The KMT algorithm can

only be applied to a problem representation that has

serially/totally decomposable actions. The FHL algo

rithm only solves permutation group problems. So an

autonomous agent that uses these problem-solving al

gorithms must be able to efficiently perform two tasks:

(a.)detect whether the learned update graph satisfies

the input requirements of the algorithms, or

(b) Transform the update graph into a representation

which does satisfy those properties.

Our main aim in this paper is to show polynomial-time

algorithms that can be used to accomplish these tasks

under different conditions.
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2 OVERVIEW

An update graph is a graph model of a finite automa

ton environment, whose node-values (called the label

ing) uniquely characterize the state of a finite automa

ton, so an update graph can be used as a state repre

sentation for problem-solving. A problem to be solved

using an update graph can be posed as a goal-labeling.

In a permutation environment, executing action b has

the effect of permuting the node-values according to

a permutation n>. Thus, problem-solving with the

update graph of a permutation environment can be

viewed abstractly as the following problem, which we

call the general permutation problem, GPP: Given a

set of permutations II of degree n, two n-dimensional

state vectors V0 (initial vector) and Vg (goal vector),

efficiently find a short sequence of permutations from

II that transform V0 into Vg.

Two algorithms exist that solve variants of the GPP:

(a) Furst, Hopcroft, Luks's [FHL80] (FHL) algorithm

solves a restricted version of GPP in which the values

of the components of V0 are distinct, and

(b) Korf 's Macro Table (KMT) algorithm solves prob

lems in which actions (not necessarily permutations)

are serially/totally decomposable.

Our main results are polynomial-time algorithms that

analyze the structure of a GPP, in order to:

(a) detect reliably whether the permutations II are to

tally decomposable with respect to V0, (which implies

they are serially decomposable) so that the KMT al

gorithm can be applied,

(b) reduce the GPP to a new GPP of smaller size that

may satisfy the requirements of the FHL or KMT al

gorithms, and

(c) transform the GPP to another GPP so that either

the FHL or the KMT algorithms can be applied.

3 DEFINITIONS

The "world" in which an intelligent agent finds itself

can have different degrees of structure. The language

of group theory provides a succinct way of describing

regularities in the environment.

A group [Mac68] is defined by a set G and a binary

operation o such that (a) G is closed under o, (b) the

operation o is associative, (c) every element of G has a

inverse, and (d) there exists an identity element e in G.

If there is a subset X of G such that all elements of G

can be obtained by repeatedly applying the o operator

to elements of X , then X is said to generate G, and

the elements of X are called generators of G.

By a permutation n of an arbitrary set X we shall

mean a bijection from X to itself. Any given collec

tion of permutations over the set X generates a per

mutation group under the operation of composition of

permutations, and the permutations in the group are

said to have degree n = \X\. We use the notation (IT)

to denote the group generated by the permutations H.

Note that the collection of all permutations of X forms

a group Sx under composition of functions. In par

ticular, if X = {1,2, ...n}, we denote the group of all

permutations over X by Sn, and call Sn the symmet

ric group of degree n. If g is a permutation of degree

n, then the result of "applying the permutation g to

an n-dimensional vector V" is a new vector V = g{V)

where g(i) = j implies V'[j] = V[t\, for i,j = 1,2, ...n.

A finite automaton environment (FAE) S is character

ized by a tuple (Q, B,P,6, 7), where Q is a finite set of

states, P is a finite set of predicates, B is a finite set

of basic actions, 6 : Q x B —<• Q is the state transition

function, 7 : Q x P —► £ is the sensor function that

associates predicate-values with states, E being the

(finite) set of possible predicate values. We use the

notation qa to denote the (unique) final state reached

after applying an action-sequence a G B* from state

q. Note that in a finite automaton environment, for

all states q, and for all 6 £ B, qb must be well defined,

and unique.

An environment with more structure is the Permu

tation Environment(PE), [RS87], which is a finite

automaton environment where the transition function

of each action 6: 6(.,b) : Q —► Q is a bijection on Q.

This definition implies that for each state of the au

tomaton, there is exactly one incoming and one out

going 6-arrow, for every action b £ B. Thus for a PE,

all the actions B are invertible.

Rivest and Schapire [RS87] devise an efficient inference

algorithm for permutation environments.

Examples:

An example of an FAE is the 8-puzzle environment, £&,

whose action-set {L,R,U,D} corresponds to the four

directions (left, right, up, down) in which the blank

can be moved. The predicates are pi, i = 1,2, ...8

whose value is the position of tile i. The actions of £&

are not very regular. For example, the action L has

"different kinds of effects" in different states. When

the blank is in the leftmost position, this operator has

no effect. (In order to model the 8-puzzle as a finite

automaton, we must define a next state for every ac

tion, so when the action is "not applicable" in the usual

sense, we say that the next-state is the current state it

self.) The 8-puzzle environment £& is clearly not a PE

because, for example, two different states can lead to

the same state through the action L: A state s whose

bottom row is [B 1 2], and a state which is the same as

s except that its bottom row is [15 2]. (B represents

the blank position). So, it can be pointed out that

while the 8-puzzle operators are "invertible" , they are

only invertible in the colloquial sense. They are not

invertible in the corresponding finite automaton.

The Rubik's Cube environment £ruh with the usual

operators, and predicates with values that each rep
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resent the position of a given square on the cube is a

PE. This is because the effects of the operators are

uniform: any given state is reachable from exactly one

other state, through a given operator. The Rubik's

Cube environment £flU62 with the same operators, and

predicates whose values each represent which square is

in a fixed position is also a PE by the same reasoning.

We now turn to another dimension of structure and

regularity in an environment.

3.1 SERIAL & TOTAL

DECOMPOSABILITY

Consider a state vector representation for a FAE where

each state is associated with an assignment of values

to n state variables. A given assignment to the n vari

ables is called a state vector. Note that different states

need not have distinct state vectors. Now, suppose the

n variables are ordered vi,vz,...v„. When a basic ac

tion b € B is applied to the automaton, the variables

acquire new (or possibly the same) values. Let c,- de

note the new value acquired by t>j. Then the action b

is said to be serially decomposable w.r.t. the or

dering of those variables if each Cj is expressible as a

function only of the variables Vj such that j < i. If

each Ci is expressible as a function of only Vi , then the

action 6 is said to be totally decomposable.

Examples: The variables from the environment £ruh

are totally decomposable because the next position of

a face on the cube is a function of its current position

and the operator applied. However the variables from

the environment £/ju»2 are not totally decomposable

because on the Rubik's cube the next face to occupy

a position is not a function of the face currently in the

position and the operator applied. It is not hard to see

the variables of £ru12 are not serially decomposable for

any ordering. I

3.2 UPDATE GRAPHS

In [RS87], Rivest and Schapire show a probabilistic

polynomial-time algorithm to infer an internal model

of a permutation environment, given the ability to ap

ply actions to the environment and sense predicates

from it. Their internal model is called the update

graph. We describe briefly the structure of this model.

An update graph can be defined for any FAE £ =

(Q,B,P,S,j). Every node of an update graph has a

value in a given state, and the combination of node val

ues of an update graph uniquely characterizes the state

of the automaton. For each predicate p< there is a node

v,- that gives the value of the predicate in any state.

Also, for every node and every action b £ B, there

is exactly one directed edge labeled 6 going into that

node. In the case of a permutation environment(PE),

there is exactly one outgoing edge labeled b from any

node. When an action b is applied to the automaton,

the new values of the nodes are given by simply mov

ing the node values in the direction of the b-edges: the

new value of a node vt is simply the current value of

the unique node vj which has a 6-edge going out from

it to Vi. Thus, given the initial labeling (node-values)

of the update graph, it is possible to determine the la

beling (and hence the values of the predicates P) after

any sequence of actions a £ B* . In the case of a PE,

the update graph is completely characterized by:

(a) an n-dimensional vector V„ that gives the initial

labeling of the graph, n being the number of nodes of

the update graph.

(b) a set II of permutations of degree n that corre

spond to the actions.

We will henceforth denote an update graph by the pair

(II, V0). Thus, for a PE, the update graph provides a

state vector representation which has a particularly

simple behavior: the values of the state variables are

rearranged when actions are performed. Our algo

rithms take advantage of this simple behavior.

4 THE GENERAL PERMUTATION

PROBLEM (GPP)

We can now state the general problem that we are con

cerned with in this paper. Once the agent infers an up

date graph for the permutation environment, it is pre

sented with problems of the following form: "Achieve

a particular set of values of the predicates P." This is

equivalent to specifying goal values on a subset of the

nodes of the update graph. We consider, the probably

more natural, version of this problem where the goal

specifies the values of all nodes of the update graph.

Thus the problem is, "given an update graph (II, V,,),

achieve a labeling Vg, using a sequence of permutations

(actions) from II".

If G = (TI) is the group generated by II, then we use

the notation G(V0) to denote the set of possible n-

dimensional vectors that are reachable from V0 by per

mutations of n.

Any problem on an update graph of a PE can

be viewed abstractly as the following General Per

mutation Problem(GPP) of degree n, denoted by

(n,v„v,):

Given a set of permutations II, two n-

dimensional vectors V0, and Vg, efficiently de

termine if Vg € G(V0) and if so find a per

mutation h in the group G = (II) such that

h(V0) = Vg, and h has a short expansion in

terms of II.

We will take "efficient" and "short" to mean that the

solution time and length do not grow too feist with the

dimension n. Unless otherwise stated we will implicitly

assume that the degree of a GPP is n. We will often
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find it convenient to associate a variable (called a state

variable) with each component of the n-dimensional

vectors, called state vectors. Then the permutations

can be said to permute the values of the n state vari

ables, vi,V2...,vn. Thus, for all i, if v[ denotes the new

value of Vi after applying a permutation g £ H, then

v'{ = Vj such that g(j) = i.

We will be most interested in using the information

from II and V0 to derive information that allows us to

quickly solve any GPP of the form (II, V0,Y). This is

because by the transitivity of actions this would allow

us to quickly realize a solution of any GPP problem

of the form (U,X,Y) (where X,Y £ G(V0)) which

is exactly what is needed to plan the actions of an

automata. To avoid introducing additional terminol

ogy we will use the term GPP to refer to both a triple

(II, V0, Vg) and a pair (II, V0). The latter style of prob

lem will indicate that we are trying to solve (II, V0, Y)

for arbitrary V. We will use this notion of a GPP

whenever the goal vector is superfluous. Anything

shown for a (II, V0) GPP will be true for (U,V0,Vg)

problems.

4.1 HARDNESS OF GPP

It is natural to wonder how "hard" GPP is. Briefly, we

can show (sketches of the proofs are in the appendix):

(a) Determining if Vg G G(V0) is no harder than the

Setwise Stabilizer Problem1 (but we have not shown

it to be necessarily as hard as this problem).2

(b) Finding h £G such that h(V0) = Vg is polynomial

time equivalent (with respect to randomized Turing

reductions) to the Setwise Stabilizer Problem.

And it is known that determining the length of the

shortest expansion of h in terms of II is P-space com

plete [FSS+89]. It must be emphasized that these are

worst case results and may not correspond to the typi

cally observed behavior. Furthermore, these complex

ity results are all relative to the problem size, n, but it

may be to measure complexity in terms of the length

of the shortest expansion of h in terms of II.

4.2 GPP AND PERMUTATION GROUP

ALGORITHMS

If the values of the state variables in V0 are all dis

tinct, then all vectors in G(V0) will have distinct state

variables. Thus given a pair of vectors (V0, Vg), where

V0 contains distinct state variables, the permutation

(if any) vg that maps V0 to Vg is uniquely defined and

can be found simply by examining the two vectors. To

'The Setwise Stabilizer Problem is known to be at least

as hard as Graph Isomorphism but is not known to be

NP-Complete[Hof82]

2 Determining if a partially specified labeling Vg can

be extended into a labeling Vg such that Vg € G(V0) is

easily seen to be NP-complete (reduction from the Clique

Problem[GJ79]).

solve the problem, it then only remains to determine a

short expansion (if any) of irg in terms of permutations

from II. We refer to this special case of GPP, where

V0 has distinct components, as a Standard Permuta

tion Problem, SPP.

This is a classic problem in computational group the

ory. In [FHL80], Furst, Hopcroft and Luks describe a

polynomial-time (in n) algorithm (the FHL-algorithm)

to construct a table for a permutation group G C Sn

presented in terms of its generators II. This table can

then be used to find an expansion in terms of II for

any permutation g € G. The length of this expansion

may be exponentially long in n, but no results exist

that guarantee that the expansion length is polynomi-

aly related to the optimal expansion. It must be noted

that certain generator sets II exist that generate per

mutations g whose optimal expansions are exponen

tially long in n. Clearly, more work needs to be done

in this area.

In general, in a GPP, the values of the components of

V0 need not be distinct, and instead of a unique per

mutation irg that maps V0 to Vg there may be a set

H C S„ of permutations that do the mapping. How

ever, only the permutations in GC\ H are feasible, i.e.,

expandable in terms of II. The set H may be expo

nentially large (in »), so a naive approach that checks

each h € H for feasibility is ruled out. Thus one must

first find feasible permutations G O H , before finding

a feasible permutation with a short expansion. In sec

tion 6 we will show polynomial time algorithms that

attempt to transform the original GPP to a smaller

GPP which may turn out to be an SPP, so that the

existing algorithms for SPP may be used.

4.3 GPP AND SERIAL/TOTAL

DECOMPOSABILITY

Consider a variant of the GPP (II, V0) where the ac

tions need not be permutations, so that the set of bijec-

tions II is replaced by a finite set T of functions that

map n-dimensional vectors to n-dimensional vectors.

Suppose that the functions in T are, as above, seri

ally decomposable. Such problems (T, V0) are called

serially decomposable problems (SDP). By definition,

not every SDP is a GPP. We have shown, in a GPP,

the permutations need not be serially decomposable,

so not every GPP is an SDP.

In [Kor85], Korf shows an algorithm that constructs

a macro table (similar to the FHL table) that can be

used to solve SDPs of the form (T,V0). The table-

construction roughly takes the same amount of time

as solving one (F, V0,Vg) problem without the macro

table (using conventional search techniques). This

could take time exponential in n. However, once con

structed, this table can be used to quickly generate

short solutions for arbitrary V0. In fact, the solutions

are guaranteed to be no longer than n times the opti
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mal solution length. And such solutions can be found

in time n times the length of the optimal solution.

Korf's Macro Table (KMT) algorithm assumes that

the actions are serially decomposable w.r.t. the state

variables, and does not attempt to detect whether this

property holds, nor does it try to change the represen

tation so that it does. Both these questions must be

addressed when trying to apply the KMT algorithm to

a GPP. We consider these questions in sections 5 and

7.

The Korf Macro Table has m rows and n columns,

where each column corresponds to a state variable,

and the rows correspond to the possible values of the

variables. Thus the size of the macro table is propor

tional to the product of the number of variables, and

the total number of possible values of the variables.

This fact will be relevant in a future section.

In a GPP, the effect of any action is simply a permu

tation of the state vector. As we show in section 5,

we can take advantage of this fact, to devise a proba

bilistic polynomial-time algorithm to determine if the

permutations II are totally decomposable. If they are,

since total decomposability implies serial decompos-

ability, the KMT algorithm can be applied to the GPP.

In section 6 it is demonstrated how some GPP prob

lems can be reduced in size. In section 7 we will show

that every SPP can be easily transformed to a SDP.

5 DETECTING SERIAL/TOTAL

DECOMPOSABILITY

Given a GPP (II, V,,), if the permutations II are serially

decomposable w.r.t some ordering on the state vari

ables (i.e., vector-components), the KMT algorithm

can be applied to solve problems. However, how can

the agent find whether such an ordering exists, and

find one if it does?

We show that this problem is reducible to determin

ing whether an arbitrary subset of the state variables

is self-dependent, in the sense defined below. For any

permutation ^ G (H), and any subset T of the state

variables, we use the notation g(T) to denote the (list

of) values of the variables T after applying permuta

tion g to the initial state V0 . Also gh denotes the prod

uct of two permutations (i.e. the result of applying g,

then ft).

Definition 1 (Self-Dependency) A set of state

variables T is self-dependent with respect to permu

tation ft G II (and labeling V,,) iff the values of the

variables T after applying ft are a function only of the

values of the variables T before applying the action ft.

That is, there is a function / such that

fy G <D> : g(h(T)) = f(g(T))

If a set of variables T is not self-dependent, then what

evidence of this exists in the behavior of the environ

ment? This is answered by the following lemma.

Lemma 1 (Witnesses) A set of state variables T is

not self-dependent w.r.t. permutation ft G II iff there

are two permutations g and g' in (D) such that

g(T) = g\T) and gh(T) ? g'h(T)

We call the two permutations g and g' witnesses to

the non-self dependency of T w.r.t. permutation ft.

We can show the following connection between serial

decomposability and self-dependency:

Theorem 1 An permutation ft € II ij serially de

composable w.r.t. a set of variables T, iff T can be

partitioned into disjoint subsets ai,o-2,-<rk such that

each variable in o~\ is self-dependent w.r.t. h, and for

t = 2,3, ...k, each variable x in a, has the property that

the set of variables

0~i U <T2... U 0~i-\ U {x}

is self-dependent w.r.t. ft.

Sketch of Proof:

If ft is serially decomposable w.r.t. an ordering

< t>i , V2 , • • t/m > , then the above conditions are satisfied

by the partition <7j = {v,-}. This is easy to show from

the definition of serial decomposability. Conversely, if

such a partition exists, then it is easy to show that ft

is serially decomposable when the variables of T are

arranged in increasing order of the index i of the par

tition <r, to which they belong. □

This theorem suggests the following algorithm for de

termining serial decomposability of an action ft G II

w.r.t. the n state variables. self(II, V0,T, ft) is a pred

icate that tests self-dependency of a set of variables

T w.r.t. action ft. Let X be the set of the n state

variables.

procedure Serial (II, V0, ft)

t<-0;

o~o *— 4>;

left «- <t>;

repeat

i - i + 1;

(T{ <-{xe (X\ left )| self(n, V0, leftU{x},ft)};

left <- left \Jc*i\

until left = X;

endproc

Central to the above algorithm is the procedure self(),

and we show below that this could take time exponen

tial in \T\. It must be noted that constructing a KMT

by existing weak methods can take time exponential

in the diameter of the problem space3 so unless we

3 the minimum number of operators needed to transform

any state vector in the problem space to any other
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dealing with a family of problem spaces where the di

ameter does not increase as fast as \T\ we see that the

running time SerialQ and self() is dominated by the

time to actually construct a KMT once we have found

a set of serially decomposable variables.

By the witness lemma above, to check if a set of vari

ables T is not self-dependent, it is sufficient to gener

ate the two witness permutations g and g' in G = (11) ,

from the generators II. Suppose that the agent gener

ates permutations of G by applying a random sequence

of actions from II. Then how likely is it that two such

witness permutations will be generated, when T is not

self-dependent?

To answer this, we use arguments similar to those

given in [RS87] . Note that when action (permutation)

b is applied to a state vector, the new value of a vari

able V{ is the current value of the variable Vj where

j = 6-1(»')- As a mnemonic, we use 6-1(vj) to de

note the variable Vj. Similarly, 6-1(T) denotes the

set of variables whose current values become the fu

ture values of the variables T after action 6. Then the

witness property above can be re-stated as: If T is

not self dependent w.r.t. action 6, then there are two

permutations g,g' G G such that g{T) = g'(T), and

Now consider the permutations of G = (D) that map

the variables of T and 6-1(T) to themselves, i.e., the

subgroup Ht that stabilizes T U 6-1(T). Consider

the graph Ht of left-cosets gHr of Ht in G. Then,

if T is not self-dependent, there are two left cosets

gHr and g'Hr such that the above witness property is

satisfied for g, g'. Further, applying a random sequence

of actions is equivalent to taking a random walk on the

coset graph Ht, starting from Ht- It can be shown

that to ensure that two particular nodes are visited

with probability at least 1/2, it is sufficient to take

random steps of length O(me) where m is the number

of nodes in Ht, and e is the number of edges ofHt- So,

to detect self dependency of a set of variables T with

a probability of error at most e, the agent need only

take a random walk on Ht whose length is polynomial

in m,e, and 1/e. After each action, it must check if

the witness property holds, and this can done in time

polynomial in n, the size of the state vectors.

How large can the coset graph Ht be? The number

of nodes m < ( ,rp, ) , since that is the number of dif

ferent ways of mapping a given set of \T\ nodes to

\T\ other nodes. Also, e < m|II|. Thus the number

of nodes of the coset graph is 0(n'T>), exponential in

\T\. Since T could be 0{n) in general, this means the

serial decomposability detection algorithm above can

take time exponential in n.

However, if the algorithm always checks for the self-

dependency of a constant-sized set T, then the al

gorithm runs in time polynomial in n. We can show

easily that a set of variables T is totally decomposable

iff every singleton subset of T is self-dependent. Thus

a procedure Total () can be constructed which simply

tests for the self-dependency of each state variable. If

an environment passes this test, the agent can apply

the KMT algorithm to solve problems.

We have thus shown:

Theorem 2 Given a GPP, (H, V0), of degree n, and

a reliability e, the procedure TotalQ runs in time poly

nomial in fln|,n, 1/e) and detects, with error proba

bility < e, whether the permutations H are totally de

composable.

It is not hard to see that simple adaptations of Serial

and Total can detect decomposability (serial/total)

w.r.t small clusters of variables rather than individual

variables.

6 REDUCING TO A SMALLER

PROBLEM

Because self() can run in time exponential in |T| it

is important to reduce the size of \T\ whenever possi

ble. We now develop a polynomial-time algorithm that

attempts to transform a GPP P = (H, V0) to an equiv

alent GPP P' = (H'.V;') of smaller degree. The basic

idea is to detect whether the permutations II permute

blocks of variables in a certain structured way. if so,

then the GPP can be re-cast in terms of block-level

permutations, which necessarily have a degree smaller

than n.

Two GPPs P, P' are equivalent if:

(a) there is a one-one correspondence <f> : U —+ H',

(b) there is a one-one correspondence y : G(V0) —►

G'(V1), where G = (□) , G' = (H) , and

(c) For any V, W G G{V0) and t G n, ir{V) = W =>

K*)(7(Y)) = <KW).

Our idea is an extension of the notion of a closed parti

tion [Koh78]. Consider a partition r, and a total order

-< on the index-set /„ = {1,2, ...n}. We write r(i,j)

when i,j belong to the same block of r. Then, w.r.t.

a GPP (n, V0), we say that (r, -<) is a closed, faithful

(CF) partition, if

Vt,j : Vj G H : (r(«,i) A i -< j) => r(g(i),g(j))A

g(i) ■< g(j)

The ordering -< is called a. faithful ordering. Note that

the blocks of a CF partition must all have the same

size. Thus, if the GPP has a CF-partition (r, -<), the

effect of any permutation in n is to map -<-ordered

blocks of r to -<-ordered blocks of r. Further, for any

vector in G(V0) we can then associate a value-pattern

with each block, which is obtained by laying out the

elements of each block in the order -<.

Suppose the blocks are numbered l,2,...m, and the

value patterns are numbered 1,2, ...,k. Since the par
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tition is faithful, the value patterns in any vector in

G(V0) will be the same, except that their positions

will have changed. So for each g € II, we can de

fine a new block-level permutation g'. And for any

vector V £ G(V0), we can define a corresponding Tri

dimensional vector V whose tth component gives the

value-pattern number of the tth block of t. Thus we

can reduce the GPP (II, V0) of degree n to an equiv

alent, smaller GPP (II', V0') of degree m. We refer to

this reduction as a CF-reduction.

How do we find a CF-partition? We can do this with

a slightly modified version of Kohavi's [Koh78] algo

rithm, which finds all closed partitions of a state graph

of an automaton in time polynomial in the size of the

state graph. By adding a check to determine faithful

ness, this algorithm can be used to find all CF parti

tions in time polynomial in n, the degree of the GPP.

We can choose which CF-partition to use, so that the

resulting new GPP has useful properties. For instance,

if there is a CF-partition with distinct value-patterns

in each block, then we should prefer to use that parti

tion over one which does not have this property. Then

the new GPP will be an SPP/SDP, so that both the

Korf Macro Table algorithm and the FHL algorithm

can be applied.

Example:

These ideas can be illustrated by the Top-Spin puzzle

environment, £top, with the "rotate" (r) and "swap"

(s) actions, and binary predicates p^ = 1 if po

sition i has disc j, and pij — 0 otherwise. The

correctly inferred update graph for this environment

should consist of 20 disjoint, isomorphic subgraphs

Uj,j = 1,2, ...20, , where subgraph Uj contains 20

nodes for the 20 predicates pij associated with disc

j. If we number the nodes in Uj as 1,2, ...20, then the

r action defines a cyclic permutation (12 ...20), and

the s action defines two cyclic permutations (14) and

(2 3). In any state, exactly one node py in each Uj

will have value 1, and all others have value 0. Since

each disc is in a different position, the t for which pij

is 1 will be different in each subgraph Uj .

A closed, faithful partition of this update graph is

one in which each block t contains the nodes Pij,j =

1,2,. ..20, that is each block corresponds to a position

. The faithful ordering on each block t simply orders

the p^ in ascending order of j. Then the new (meta)

update graph U' will have 20 (meta) nodes, and each

node will have a distinct value, since the blocks have

distinct value patterns. The s and r actions define

cycles which are similar to the original cycles. Thus

we can reduce an update graph having 400 nodes with

indistinct values to an equivalent update graph with

20 distinct-valued nodes. Thus in addition to reducing

the size of the update graph, we have managed to ob

tain a better-behaved update graph: Any problem on

the new update graph is now an SPP, and, as seen be

fore, both the FHL and KMT algorithms apply. Also,

the new update graph in a sense describes the environ

ment more "naturally" : The value of the (meta-node)

i represents the number of the disc in position t, and

the r and s arrows represent how the discs move among

the positions when the corresponding actions are per

formed. I

The main result of this section can be summarized as:

Theorem 3 If the index-set {1,2, ...n} has a closed,

faithful (CF) partition r relative to the GPP (n, V,,)

of degree n, then this GPP is equivalent to a smaller

GPP of degree equal to the number of blocks of r. Fur

thermore, all CF-partitions can be found in polynomial

time in n.

7 TRANSFORMING TO A

TOTALLY DECOMPOSABLE

PROBLEM

We show in this section that it is always possible, at

the expense of problem size, to change the representa

tion of the state vectors in a GPP so that the actions

(although no longer permutations of the state vectors)

are totally decomposable.

For the GPP of degree n, (H, V0), Consider the follow

ing inverted representation Xy of an n—dimensional

vector V: Xv =<X\X2---Xk> where sr,- is the set of po

sitions (node indices) that have value I,-. The number

of occurrences of the k different values must remain

the same after any action; the values simply get rear

ranged in the vector. We can show easily that

Lemma 2 In the inverted representation X\r , all ac

tions are totally decomposable.

Proof:

Whenever an action b is applied to the up

date graph, the values ti move according to

the permutation a>. Thus the indices which

acquire value <,• after this action depend only

on which indices currently have the value /,-.

Thus the new value of n depends only on its

current value.

□

Since total decomposability implies serial decompos-

ability, the KMT approach could conceivably be used

with this representation, although the macro table can

in general be very large: the number of rows in the ta

ble is equal to the size of the set of possible values

of the variables, and this set could be large. For ex

ample, the number of possible values of x, is ( ),

where n = \C\, the number of nodes in the update
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graph. However, if the n< are all bounded by a con

stant c, this number would be polynomial in n, which

means the macro table will be of size polynomial in n,

and so problems can still be solved in time polynomial

in the length of the optimal solution.

Clearly, when all the n< = 1, we have a standard per

mutation problem, SPP, so we have:

Lemma 3 Every SPP can be transformed to a SDP

by inverting the state vector representation.

Thus, for an SPP, both the FHL algorithm and the

KMT algorithm are applicable.

Example:

The ideas of this section can be illustrated by the ex

ample of the Hungarian Rings puzzle: This is a pair

of interlocking rings of beads. The two rings have two

beads in common where they intersect, and the beads

in each ring can be rotated on that ring. The beads

are colored with k different colors, and there are m

of each color. The goal is to achieve a given color-

configuration. Consider the environment £/,„„ corre

sponding to this puzzle, with predicates pi giving the

color of the bead in the position numbered t. This en

vironment is a permutation environment, and its up

date graph will have km nodes, and the values of the

nodes will reflect the colors of the beads in the puz

zle. There are thus m nodes of each color. Now if we

take the inverse representation, there are k variables

xi,x<2...X]c, corresponding to the k colors. The value

of each variable x,- is the set of positions containing

beads of color i. Under this representation, all the ac

tions are totally decomposable, so the KMT algorithm

can be applied.

The number of possible values of the variables is

mk

( ). So if we consider the class of Hungarian Ring

puzzles with constant m and variable ifc, then the size

of the Korf macro table is polynomial in k. I

8 A RECIPE FOR SOLVING

PROBLEMS WITH AN UPDATE

GRAPH

There are many ways in which the different ideas pre

sented in this paper can be combined into a strategy

for attacking GPPs. We present here one possible

recipe for solving a GPP (n, V0).

Procedure GPP-Solve(n, V0)

1. P-(n,K0;

2. If V0 has distinct values then

P is an SPP, so

apply FHL to P, or

apply KMT to the inverted representation of P.

return "success"

endif

3. Find all CF-reductions P' of P

If there is a CF-reduction P' = (W , V0') then

such that Vg has distinct values,

P *- P'

goto 2.

endif

4. Find the smallest CF-reduction P' = (W , V0') of P.

If degree(P') < degree(P) then

P*-P'

goto 2.

endif

5. If P is totally decomposable then

apply KMT to P.

return "success"

endif

6. (All simplifications and reductions fail)

will have to use search methods to

solve instances of (n, V0, Vg)

individually, couldn't solve (n,V0)

return "failure"

endproc

9 CONCLUSION

The fundamental problem in integrating a model-

learning algorithm with a problem-solving algorithm

is that the problem-solving algorithm may make as

sumptions about the state representation that are not

always satisfied by the learned internal model. In

this paper, we considered the problem of coupling

Rivest and Schapire's model-learning algorithm with

two problem-solving algorithms: Korf's Macro Ta

ble (KMT) algorithm and the permutation group al

gorithm of Furst, Hopcroft, and Luks (FHL). If the

inferred representation (an update graph) is totally

decomposable, the KMT algorithm can be applied.

We presented a polynomial-time algorithm that de

tects whether the learned update graph satisfies this

property. We also presented a representation-change

that transforms an update graph problem into a to

tally decomposable problem. This same transforma

tion can sometimes change the problem into a permu

tation group problem that can be handled by the FHL

algorithm. Finally, we presented a polynomial-time

algorithm that finds possible reductions of the update

graph to a smaller, equivalent update graph. In addi

tion to being smaller (and therefore more tractable)

the reduced update graph may satisfy the require

ments of the above two algorithms.

Though we have shown how to recognize when a set of

variables in an update graph is serially decomposable,

detecting serial decomposability in time polynomial in

the size of the update graph remains an open prob

lem. Since there exist problems whose optimal solu

tions are exponentially long in the size of the update

graph, it is more practical, from an AI perspective, to

measure efficiency relative to the length of the opti
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mal solution. Developing practical algorithms which

are provably efficient in this sense is an open research

area. Also, methods need to be developed for analyz

ing the computational complexity of problem-solving

algorithms relative to this measure.

1 < j < k. We can check these k possibilities

by checking Coset Intersection Emptiness on

H^Tcrr1) D G' for t = 1 •• k. So we (recur

sively) solve the smaller problem by finding

h' € H(irTJ'1)nG' and h = H'tj is the answer.
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A HARDNESS PROOFS

In this section we consider the GPP (II, V0, Vg) and

G = (D). From [Hof82] we know that the Setwise

Stabilizer Problem and the Coset Intersection Empti

ness Problem problems for groups are polynomial time

equivalent. So we will use them interchangeably. Some

of these theorems should be known, and we are pre

senting them here only for completeness.

Theorem 4 Determining ifVg G G(V0) can be solved

by solving a Coset Intersection Emptiness Problem.

Proof:

Let * be any permutation in Sn such that

t(V,0) = Vg (it is trivial to determine if such

a permutation exists and if so to find it, if no

such permutation exists then Vg £ G{V0)).

Let H be the group of all permutations in Sn

that fix V0 (it is easy to find generators for

H). Then Vt € G{ V0) iff Hit n G £ 0.

Lemma 4 Given it € Sn and G,H C S„ ««cA that

HicHG ^ 0 finding h £ HirOG is poly time equivalent

to the Coset Intersection Emptiness Problem.

Proof:

This can be done by noticing that the FHL

table for G (which can be constructed from

generators in polynomial time) yields (by

deleting initial rows and columns) a subgroup

tower I = G<"> C G^""1) C •• • C G<°> = G

such that the index of G<i+1> in G**') is no

greater than n. Let k be the largest in

dex such that Hit n G<*> ^ 0. WLOG we

can assume k = n (else we can replace G

by G<*>). Let G' = G^"1* and n,i)---f»

(k < n) be a complete right traversal of G

by G'. Then since G = U*=1r,G' we must

have Hir D G'tj ^ 0 for some j such that

Vg ISTheorem 5 Finding h £ G such that h(V0)

polynomial time equivalent (with respect to randomized

Turing reductions) to the Setwise Stabilizer Problem

Proof:

From the previous proof it is easy to see that

to find h e G such that h(V0) = Vg all

we have to do is find h 6 Hir n G (when

Hit nG/B) which, by the previous lemma,

is poly time equivalent to Coset Intersection

Emptiness (and hence Setwise Stabilizer).

For the other direction let G be an arbitrary

subgroup of Sn , II a set of generators for G

and P C {1,2, ■••n} arbitrary. We will use

the GPP problem to calculate the Setwise

Stabilizer of P in G. Let V0 be the length n

vector (V0)i = 1 if *' € P else (V0)i = 0. As

sume we can solve GPP instances (II, V0, Vg).

We can calculate the setwise stabilizer S of P

in polynomial time with exponentially small

chance of error by running the following pro

cedure:

1.5= {identity}

2. Repeat n2 times:

Let 7r be a random permutation from G.

Let h be a solution of (II, V0, ir(V0)).

Let 5= (S.Jr/r1).

endrep

The procedure works because during each it

eration 5 is a subgroup of stab(P, G) there

fore if S ^ stab(P,G) we have \S\ <

\stab(P,G)\/2. The GPP solution procedure

has no way of knowing it so since ir is ran

domly selected from G we see that irh~x

will be randomly selected from stab(P,G),

so if S ^ stab(P,G) we know irh~l £ S

with probability > 1/2. and in addition we

will have I^tt/i-1)! > 2|5|. Therefore we

need only about log2 n! successes to compute

stab(P,G). logn! is asymptotically equal to

nlogn and is therefore dominated by n2, so

it is a simple matter of statistics (Binomial

trials) to show our chance of failure is expo

nentially small.
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Theorem 6 Deciding if there is an extension of a par

tial labeling Vg into a labeling Vg such that Vg G G(V0)

is NP-complete.

Proof:

Since a labeling Vg and a permutation h can

be presented succinctly and we can check in

poly time if h G G and h(V0) = h(Vg) it is

clear that this problem is in NP.

To prove it is NP-complete we demonstrate

that this problem can encode the Clique

problem (determining if a graph has a clique

of size k, which is known to be NP-complete).

Let K be an arbitrary graph of n nodes en

coded as a length n2 vector V0 such that

(K>)n*(t-i)+j = 1 if there is an edge from

node i to node j and (Vr0)„.(j_i)4.j = 0 oth

erwise. Let G be S„ acting on V0 such that

for ir £ Sn and a length n2 vector v we have:

(T(u))n.(.-i)+i = Vn»(*(i)-i)+ir(i)- Let Vg be

the length n2 vector with 1 's in the first k2 en

tries and the rest undetermined. Then there

exists Vg such that Vg agrees with Vg in all

the specified positions and Vg G G(V0) if and

only if K has a ib-clique.
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Abstract

Recently the Al community has seen a flurry

of proposals for model-based semantics for

updating knowledge bases expressed as log

ical theories. It is not at all clear, however,

how to translate a proposed model-based se

mantics into a procedure suitable for imple

mentation. As a result, it becomes hard

for one to analyze and identify the practi

cal limits of belief revision semantics for solv

ing large interesting problems. In this paper,

we propose an architecture for implementing

model-based theory revision semantics, dis

cuss the major algorithms implemented in

our prototype system, analyze the complex

ity of the algorithms, and report some results

from the implementation of the algorithms.

The key feature of our algorithms, as shown

in the complexity analysis, is that while be

lief revision is intractable in general, the ex

pected running time of our algorithms will be

polynomial for many interesting cases.

1 Introduction

tions that do not rely entirely on pre-analysis. The

lack of implementation efforts prevents one from

• knowing how model-based belief revision can be

accomplished in practice;

• working with various semantics and justifying

their practical use; and

• theoretically analyzing and identifying the prac

tical limits of revision semantics for solving large

interesting problems.

The last point mentioned above is important in that

while belief revision is intractable in theory, we expect

certain problems can be solved within some reasonable

bound, as is true in many technical areas such as linear

programming.

In this paper, we present a general architecture of a

model-based belief revision system. We then discuss

the major algorithms implemented in Immortal (an

implementation of model-based belief revision system),

which is a prototype system for the study of various

belief revision semantics, in particular, those similar

to the Possible Models Approach (PMA) [Winslett 88].

The complexity of the algorithms will be analyzed, and

some preliminary results will be reported.

Belief revision deals with the issue of updating one's

state of belief with newly received information, in par

ticular when the new information conflicts with the

current state of belief [Abiteboul 85, Alchourron 85,

Dalai 88, Forbus 89, Gardenfors 88ab, Hegner 87, Kat-

suno 89, Rao 89, Reiter 87, Sandewall 89, Satoh 88,

Weber 86, Winslett 88]. The belief revision seman

tics that appear in the literature seem promising for

defining the meaning of updates to knowledge bases

expressed as logical theories. Unfortunately, these se

mantics are mainly theoretical tools and have not yet

seen practical use, with the exception of [Forbus 89],

who used pre-analysis to predetermine the effects of

all revision requests that could be given to his sys

tem. It is not at all clear whether it is possible to

translate these semantics into practical implementa-

2 The Targeted Types of Knowledge

Bases and Belief Revision Semantics

Immortal is built for use with first-order knowledge

bases that employ a Herbrand universe assumption

and have a finite, fixed set of relevant terms1 (essen

tially propositional knowledge bases). Updates are in

sertions of finite sets of ground (i.e., variable-free) for

mulas. The knowledge base to be updated (hereafter

called the theory) is assumed to be composed of a finite

1Our next direction of extension for Immortal is to re

move the Herbrand universe assumption and handle up

dates involving equality and infinite sets of relevant terms,

in the case where the knowledge base contains only univer

sal formulas.
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set P of non-updatable formulas, which represent fixed

knowledge about the problem domain; and a finite set

of updatable formulas. The belief revision semantics

to be employed by Immortal has the following charac

teristics, when formula w is inserted into theory T:

1. Consider a particular model M of T. The result of

updating M is the subset of Models({w} U P), the

set of all models of w and P, such that the mem

bers of the subset are closest to M under some

measure of distance.

2. The set of models produced by updating T is the

union of the sets of models produced by updating

the models of T.

Such semantics include those of [Hegner 87, Reiter 87,

Winslett 88]. Immortal can be tailored to a partic

ular choice of semantics from this class by changing

one particular routine, as described below. Immortal

is also well suited (i.e., requires only a one-line change

in the algorithms) for two other closely related fam- •

ilies of semantics: those adopting the heuristic that

when w is consistent with T, the result of the update

is Models(T U w) (e.g., [Alchourron 85, Borgida 85,

Gardenfors 88a]); and those where the result models

of the update are the members of Models({w} U P)

that are closest to some member of Models(T) (e.g.,

[Dalai 88, Satoh 88]).

The measure of distance mentioned in item 1 is used

to prune out unlikely result models. For AI appli

cations it is often helpful to assign priority levels to

the predicates of the language, so that higher priority

predicates are given more weight when measuring the

distance between models; the architecture of Immor

tal includes direct support for priorities on predicates

when the set of minimal inconsistencies is complete

(defined below) at each priority level.

The semantics used in experimental runs of Immortal

and in our complexity analysis is that of the prioritized

Possible Models Approach (PPMA) [Winslett 88]: Let

a model of T be a set of literals, such that if the lit

erals in the set are assigned the truth value true, and

those not in the set are assigned the truth value false,

all the formulas of T are satisfied under that truth as

signment. Let the difference between a pair of models

M and N, Diff(M, N), be the set of atoms that occur

in only one of the two models. A model N is closer to

M than N' is if there is some priority level i such that

1. literals(i) f) Diff(Af, N) is a proper subset of

literals(i) n Diff(M, N'), where literals(i) is the

set of all literals over predicates at priority level t

and their negations; and

2. (literals(j) n Diff(M, N)) = (literals^) D Diff(M,

N')), for all priority levels j < i.

In an application, we would expect the chosen domain-

independent update semantics to be augmented with

additional domain-dependent measures of distance, a

la [Forbus 89], to give additional pruning of unlikely

result models.

3 Definitions and Terminology

An inconsistency is a set of literals whose conjunction

is inconsistent with P. A set I of minimal inconsis

tencies is one in which if j is a member of I, then

no proper subset of j is also a member of 7. An in

consistency j follows from a set I of inconsistencies if

-i/ ^= ->j, where ->I is the set of sentences containing,

for each member m of I, the negation of the conjunc

tion of the members of m, i.e., ->m. A set of minimal

inconsistencies I is complete if for every inconsistency

j, j follows from I. A set of minimal inconsistencies I

is complete at priority level i if for every inconsistency

j whose predicate symbols are all at priority level i or

higher, j follows from /', where /' is the restriction of

I to inconsistencies whose members all have priority i

or higher.

The set L of literals of interest from the language of

the application is the set of all legal literals which are

formed from the predicate symbols and ground terms

of the language and obey the type axioms of the lan

guage.

A model (of a finite set T of formulas) is a maximum

subset of L which satisfies T and contains no com

plementary literals. A partiai model is a subset of a

model.

Given a set P of non-updatable formulas of a theory T,

a model M of T, and an update wofM, a result model

is a model satisfying both P and w. An intermediate

result model is a result model which is not minimally

changed from M under the measure of distance used

in the update semantics, whereas a final result model

is a result model which is minimally changed from M.

A candidate result model is a model satisfying u but

not necessarily P.

Given a set S of sets of literals, a minimal selection s is

a set of literals containing one literal from each element

of S, such that no proper subset of s has this property.

A Hipping of S is a set containing the negation of every

literal in some minimal selection of S.

A prioritization scheme is a function which returns the

priority level, an integer, of a given predicate symbol.

4 Model Generation

In this section we quickly sketch Immortal's approach

to generating models. Given a set S of literals, Im

mortal is often asked to change S as little as possible

(under the measure of distance being employed) to get

a model of P L> {w}. Usually some of the literals in

5 are non-updatable, meaning that they must be true
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in the model(s) Immortal returns; others are updat-

able, meaning that Immortal can negate their truth

assignments (6ip the literals) if necessary in order to

find a model of P U {w}. Immortal tries to convert S

to a model of P U {u} by first looking to see how S

is inconsistent with PU{w}, and then removing those

inconsistencies if possible. The set of minimal incon

sistencies / between P and L, which is pre-computed,

is referenced in this process, as discussed below.

We chose our approach to model generation for the

sake of efficiency, based on the assumption that a

model will not change drastically when it is updated,

in the sense that the changes implied by u will not

have a long chain of ripple effects through M. We

highlight how result models are computed; models of

the initial theory can be obtained in a similar fash

ion. To compute the result models from updating, we

start by modifying M. More specifically, we convert

the insertion formula w into an initial set of changes

to M , incorporate these changes into M, and find the

subset of minimal inconsistencies appearing in the re

sulting model M' due to these changes. A literal from

each of the members of the subset is then selected

and negated, if possible, to form a Sipping, which is

checked for minimality (i.e., would any proper sub

set still constitute a flipping?) and then treated as a

new set of changes to be applied to M' . This pro

cess of finding a subset of inconsistencies, making flip-

pings, and incorporating changes repeats until consis

tent result models are found; the process is then re

peated for the next truth assignment satisfying w, and

so on until we are finished with M. Shown in Fig

ure 1 is an example where M — {A,-iB,-<C,D,E}

and u = {->A}. The set of literals is {A, B, C, D, E,

->A, ->B, ->C, ->D, -iE}. The set / of minimal inconsis

tencies is {->A->C, AC, ->B->D,BD, ->A^BE, A->E,

B-<E, AB} corresponding to the set of non-updatable

formulas {(A V C) A -.(.4 A C), (BVD)A ->(B A D),

E h(AV B), ~>A V ->B}. The final result models are

{->A,B,C, ~>D,E} and {->A,->B, C,D,->E).

During the process of model generation, Immortal

takes every possible opportunity of noticing that the

model being generated in fact will not be minimally

changed from M; when this occurs, Immortal prunes

out that search path and backtracks to look for an

other result model. The choice of appropriate pruning

heuristics is crucial in order to avoid combinatorial ex

plosion in the search for result models. The pruning

heuristics in Immortal are based on the idea that the

measure of distance will involve a test for subset inclu

sion of changes made from M, as is done in the PPMA.

We have found that the use of priorities greatly reduces

the computational effort needed to find result models;

this is because Immortal generates result models in

stages, one stage for each priority level, and the ear

lier and more frequent feedback on whether a change

will be minimal leads to a reduced branching factor in

the search tree associated with Immortal's search for

flippings-"BC

 

inconsistencies

I -A-BE I

~A~C I
i i

-A C-E-BD

non-updatable literals

Figure 1: An Example of Model Generation

result models.

5 Architecture

The model-based belief revision system of Immortal is

composed of the following components:

1. An inconsistency manager, which provides an ef

ficient interface for storing and accessing the set

of minimal inconsistencies;

2. A model generator for computing the initial mod

els of a theory; and

3. A result models finder, which searches for result

models under the guidance of some chosen model-

based revision semantics and pruning heuristics.

Only this component is specific to the particular

choice of revision semantics.

We will briefly summarize the operation of the system

below to show how these components fit together.

As mentioned before, the set of minimal inconsisten

cies between the non-updatable formulas of the theory

and the set of literals of interest from the language of

the application is pre-computed. Immortal does not

require a maximal set of minimal inconsistencies; in

stead, the set of minimal inconsistencies need only be

complete, as defined in Section 3. When priorities are

used, the set of minimal inconsistencies must be com

plete at each priority level. These inconsistencies are

stored in a database maintained by the inconsistency

manager for subsequent reference during update pro

cessing.

The minimal inconsistencies can be computed by using

a general-purpose theorem prover, any suitable infer

ence engine, or even a special-purpose generation pro

cedure. For our experiments, we used both a theorem
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prover and some generation procedures. The theorem

prover that we used is a general-purpose first-order

resolution-based theorem prover, FRAPPS [Mitchell

89], which was developed at the University of Illinois

for use in courses on mechanized inference. FRAPPS

is also used during processing of certain updates where

temporary inconsistencies are needed. We will show in

Section 6 how we use FRAPPS to generate these in

consistencies.

The set J of minimal inconsistencies found must be

stored by the inconsistency manager in such a way that

the following functions can be efficiently supported:

1.

2.

For two finite sets of literals L\ and Li, each of

which is consistent with P, determine if 3i € /

such that i C (Li U L-i).

For two finite sets of literals L\ and Li, each of

which is consistent with P, return all inconsisten

cies in L\ U I/2, i-e. {t | i € I A i C (L\ U Li)}.

In an earlier version of the implementation, an ATMS

[de Kleer 86] was chosen to manage these inconsisten

cies. Each literal was represented in the ATMS by

an assumption node and the inconsistency among a

set of literals was an ATMS nogood among the nodes

corresponding to the literals. We found ATMSs (the

ones available to us) were inefficient, however, in that

(1) when justifications are used, the propagation and

the proliferation of nogoods, which is equivalent to the

computation of the closure of the minimal set of incon

sistencies, was prohibitively expensive, and (2) when

avoiding the use of justifications, it became very time

consuming to compute the set of nogoods contained in

a given set of literals.

We resort to a database technique to handle the in

consistencies in the current implementation. Specifi

cally, an (inverted) index on / was built. The index,

as shown diagrammatically below, is an array of point

ers, one for each of the literals of interest, each point

ing to a complete subset of inconsistencies where the

corresponding literal is common to all elements in this

subset. With the index, the subset of / containing

any particular literal can be found by a table look

up, and consequently the two needed functions can be

efficiently supported.

LI L2 L3 Li

—~{(L1)}

{(...),(...),...}

^{(L3)}

During update processing, the model generator is used

to find each model M of the initial theory, if those

models have not previously been identified. For each

model M found, the result models finder is employed

to search for the result models obtained by updating

M. The inconsistencies maintained by the inconsis

tency manager are heavily used in both cases.

The search process in the result models finder is guided

by the belief revision semantics chosen, e.g., minimal

change semantics and prioritization in PPMA. The

choice of appropriate pruning heuristics is also crucial

in order to avoid combinatorial explosion in the search

for result models.

The algorithms for computing models and result mod

els will be detailed in the next section.

6 Algorithms and Procedures

Presented here are the major algorithms and proce

dures of Immortal including

1. a driver routine for the system, showing how in

dividual procedures are pieced together;

2. an inconsistencies generation procedure (IN-

CON);

3. a prioritization routine (Prioritize), which is a

driver for RModels;

4. a result models generation algorithm (RModels),

which finds result models with the help of Mini-

malChange;

5. MinimalChange, which implements the minimal

change semantics of PMA; and

6. a model generator (MODELS), which is a variant

of RModels.

We begin by presenting the main system driver.

Let us define two global data structures before present

ing the algorithms. The set of pre-computed minimal

inconsistencies is stored in I. The query literal q is a

dummy literal which is made a member of each of the

temporary inconsistencies discussed later, q does not

occur in the set of literals of interest.

The Main System Driver

Shown in Figure 2 is the main program which drives

the other routines of the system. Updates are taken

one at a time. The procedure is self-explanatory.

The Inconsistencies Generation Procedure

Presented in Figure 3 is INCON, which finds incon

sistencies. INCON takes a set L of literals and a

set A of formulas, and finds all minimal subsets of L

that are inconsistent with A. An inconsistency sim

ply means that the constituent literals cannot all hold

in any model composed of literals from L satisfying
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Steps:

1. Accept from the user a finite set of literals of interest L, and a prioritization scheme PS covering all

the predicate symbols.

2. Let NewT = True. /* signal for a new set of updatable formulas */

Loop forever

UNewT

Accept a finite set T of ground updatable formulas.

If any member of T is not a literal

Call INCON(L,T). /* compute temporary inconsistencies */

LetT={g}.

Let M = MODELS(L, L, T). /* compute the initial set of models */

Remove q, if it exists, from m for each m £ M, and

discard the temporary inconsistencies (those having q as a member),

if any, from J.

Let NewT = False.

Accept an update A, a finite set of ground formulas.

Let ResultModels = UmgM Prioritize(m,A).

Print ResultModels.

Accept Intention.

Case Intention is

Done: Exit.

NewT: Let NewT = True.

Otherwise: Let M — ResultModels.

Figure 2: The Main System Driver

Input: A finite set of literals L and a finite set of formulas A.

Output: Augment I with the set It of minimal inconsistencies between L and A.

Steps:

1. Assert L and A into the theorem prover's database.

2. /* Find all (resolution) proofs of inconsistencies, i.e. those proofs leading to empty clauses, of minimal

length among the clauses in the prover's database. Each of these proofs is represented as a (resolution)

proof tree, composed of a collection of leaf nodes and internal nodes, with an empty clause as root. The

leaf nodes are either literals in L or formulas in A and the internal nodes are resolvents. The set of

inconsistencies can be directly read off from the proofs. */

Let T be the set of minimal length proofs of inconsistencies among the literals in L and the formulas in

A.

Let It = {i | 3< 6 T such that i is the subset of L whose members are labels of leaf nodes of t}.

3. /* Remove non-minimal inconsistencies and then augment I */

Let It = It- {»' G It | 3j G It A »' C j}.

Let I = 7U {i U {q}} for each i E It, where q is the query literal.

Figure 3: The Inconsistencies Generation Procedure (INCON)
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A. The set of inconsistencies between L and A can be

found using an inference engine, e.g., FRAPPS. Given

L and A, the theorem prover can be invoked to find all

minimum-length proofs of inconsistencies, i.e., those

proofs leading to empty clauses. And the needed in

consistencies can be directly read off from the proofs

so obtained. For instance, let L = {a, ->a, 6, ->6} and

A = {{a V 6}}; then the proof shown below (in ad

dition to the proofs of a and ->a, and b and ->b) is

obtained, giving the set of inconsistencies {{->a, -<b}},

i.e., one cannot believe both ->a and ->6 at the same

time, given a V b.

a v b "*

V
b ~b

V
□

Immortal uses INCON to compute temporary incon

sistencies, which are those discovered when processing

a particular set of updatable formulas; temporary in

consistencies are to be stored in I only until the cur

rent update has been performed, and are then to be

discarded. INCON can also be used during the pre-

computation of minimal inconsistencies (J) but the

process can be very slow if the non-updatable formulas

are complicated.

The Prioritization Algorithm

We next present Prioritize, shown in Figure 4, a driver

routine with built-in prioritization for the generation

of result models. Given an initial model M and an up

date A, Prioritize returns a set of models which satisfy

A and are closest to M under the semantic measure of

distance defined.

As a reflection of prioritization, Prioritize generates

result models in stages, starting at the highest possible

priority level and working down to the lowest. The

highest possible priority level is equal to the lowest

priority level among those of the predicate symbols

appearing in the update A. The algorithm used is

the same at each priority level, so we will describe its

workings for one particular priority level.

Given a (partial) candidate result model, N, produced

from the previous priority level or the given update it

self initially, Prioritize augments TV with the updatable

literals at the current priority level, giving a new (par

tial) candidate result model CandModel. Updatable

literals are those which appear in the initial model

but not the update. CandModel will then be fed to

RModels, which searches for ways to make CandModel

consistent, resulting in a set of (partial) result models

deposited in a global variable Result. A (partial) re

sult model can be placed in Result, only to be pruned

out later in the search when a less-changed (partial)

result model is discovered. When done, the (partial)

result models in Result will become the candidates for

revision at the next priority level, if any.

The Result Models Generation Algorithm

RModels is the workhorse of the search for result mod

els. Given a (partial) candidate result model N, which

might not be consistent, RModels searches for possible

ways to make N consistent. The conceptual search

tree that RModels works on has the following proper

ties. Each internal node in the search tree represents

a (partial) candidate result model. The branches from

a node represent the set of consistent flippings formed

from the subset of minimal inconsistencies appearing

in the candidate result model N' represented by this

node; these flippings are applied to N' in order to elim

inate the inconsistencies found in N' . These branches

may lead to different outcomes. Some may lead to

(partial) result models, which are stored in Result.

Others may end up with the situation where no consis

tent model can be found; these branches are removed.

Still others may lead to candidates which are further

from M , under the semantic measure of distance, than

a previously found (partial) result model and are there

fore pruned away. RModels traverses the search tree

in a depth-first fashion.

The algorithm of RModels is given in Figure 5. Step

1 finds the inconsistencies in the given candidate re

sult model N; these inconsistencies must all have

been caused by the changes applied to N. Step

2 removes non-updatable literals, i.e. those not in

the set of updatable literals, from the inconsisten

cies obtained in step 1 because non-updatable lit

erals cannot be changed (negated). Step 3 com

putes the set of flippings from the inconsistencies ob

tained in step 2. For instance, the set of flippings

for the inconsistencies {{a,6},{c, d}} is {{-<a,-ic},

{-io, ->d}, {-16,-ic}, {-16, ->d}}, and the set of flippings

for {{a, b), {a, c}, {b, d}} is {{-.a, -d}, {-*,-<;}}. Each

of these flippings will be checked to see if it is consis

tent with the non-updatable formulas of the theory.

Only consistent flippings will be applied to N, and in

effect, a new level of branches is added to the search

tree. Lastly, step 4 checks to see if N is a final result

model with the help of MinimalChange.

An example will make this clearer. The search trees

of two revision cases are shown below. The PPMA

semantics is used in both cases. The set of literals

Changes is capitalized. Non-updatable literals are

placed in boxes. In the first case, we assume there

is only one priority level; L = {a, ->a, 6, ->&}; the initial

model M = {-ia,->6}; / = {a->b, b-*a} corresponding

to the set of non-updatable formulas {(a A b) V (->a A

-i&)}; and the update A is {a V b}. Since A contains

a formula, A will become {q} and a temporary incon

sistency {q, ->a, -16} will be added to /. As shown, the
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Input: A model M to be revised and an update A.

Output. The set of models of A that are closest to M under the semantic measure of distance defined.

Steps:

1. Let StartPriority, a global variable, be the lowest priority level of those of the predicate symbols in A.

2. If any member of A is not a literal, call INCON(L,A) and let A be {q}.

3. Let CandResModels = {A}.

Let UpdLits = M — (A U ->A), the set of updatable literals in M , where ->A contains the negation of

each of the literals in A.

4. For p = StartPriority down to min(priority levels in PS) do

Let pUpdLits = {I | / € UpdLits A I's predicate symbol has priority p or higher}

Let UpdLits = UpdLits — pUpdLits

Let Ace — { }

For each N G CandResModels do

Let Result = { } /* a global variable */

Let Changes = N — M

Let CandModel = NU pUpdLits

Call RModels(CandModel, pUpdLits, Changes, M, p)

Let ^4cc = >lcc U Result

Let CandResModels = Ace

5. Remove the dummy query literal q, if any, from each member of CandResModels, discard the tem

porary inconsistencies (those having q as a member), if any, from /, and return the new value of

CandResModels.

Figure 4: The Prioritization Algorithm (Prioritize)

Input: A partial candidate result model N, a set UpdLits of updatable literals in N, a finite set Changes of

literals applied to N, the initial model M , and the current priority level p.

Output: Stores in Result those partial result models of the update that are minimally changed from M at

level p according to the semantics defined in MinimalChange.

Steps:

1. /* Find the inconsistencies in N. */

Let Incons = {i \ i G I A (i f~l Changes ^ <f>) A i C TV}

2. /* Remove non-updatable literals, those not in UpdLits. */

If Incons / {}

For all » G Incons

Let i = i n UpdLits

Ui = {)

return /* inconsistency cannot be resolved */

3. /* Compute flippings and check for consistency */

Let ChangeSet = {C \ C contains one element from each member of Incons

and C is minimal, i.e., no proper subset of C has this property

and ->C is consistent, i.e., fie C ->C \c £ 1}

For each C G ChangeSet

RModels((N - C) U ->C, UpdLits - C, ->C, M, p)

4. /* Otherwise, determine whether N is a final result model. */

Otherwise, /* i.e. Incons = { } */

Call MinimalChange(N,M,p)

Figure 5: The Result Models Generation Algorithm (RModels)
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Input: A candidate result model N, the initial model M, and a priority level p.

Output: Add N to Result according to the minimal change semantics defined in PMA.

step:

1. If p = StartPriority

Let p' = max(priority levels in PS)

else Let p? =p

2. For i = pf downto p

/* Determine if N is farther away from M than the result models already found. */

If PriDiff(r, M, i) C PriDiff(N, M, i), for some r G Result

Return /* not minimally changed; ignore N */

I* Otherwise, remove those models farther away from M than N. */

Let Result = (Result -{r€ Result | PriDiff(N, M, i) C PriDiff(r, M, i)}) U {N}

Figure 6: The Minimal Change Algorithm (MinimalChange)

right branch will be pruned out since it will not lead

to any model with fewer changes than the one found

in the left branch. There will be only one result model

{a, 6}. The second search tree corresponds to the

case where L = {a, 6, c,d, e, ->a,->b,->c,-<cl,-ie}, M =

{a, ->b, ->c, d, e}, I = {->a-ic, ac, -ib-id,bd, ->a-ibe, a->e,

b~>e, ab} corresponding to the set of non-updatable for

mulas {(a Vc) A -.(a Ac), (&V<i)A-i(6AtZ), e *-* (aV6),

-■a V ->6} , and A = {->a} . This is the same example

used in Section 4 (Figure 1) except that now the pred

icate symbols of a, 6, c, and d are given higher priority

than that of e. As a result of prioritization, {->a,->6,

c, d, -ie} is the only final result model.

(1) [q)~a~b
 

(2) |~A|~b~cd

c

~acl~bd

|-AC~bd|e

~e

1 1

|~a~bcd~El

The Minimal Change Algorithm

MinimalChange, as shown in Figure 6, implements

the PMA's minimal change semantics. Given an ini

tial model M and two candidate result models M\

and Mi, Mi is considered closer to M than Mi is

(and therefore preferred over Mi) if Diff(M\ , M) C

Diff(M2,M), where Diff(L\ , Li) returns the differ

ence between sets of literals L\ and Li. More pre

cisely, Diff(L\,Li) — {/ I / is a positive literal

A / G (ii - Li) U (Li - Li)}. Being invoked at

each priority level, MinimalChange uses a function

PriDiff(Li,Li,p), which returns Diff(L\,Li), re

stricted to literals whose predicates have priority level

p or higher.

The Model Generation Algorithm

We last present MODELS, which, given a finite set

of literals A, finds a complete set of models for

A. MODELS works by finding all literals that are

entailed by A, then choosing one additional literal

from the undecided ones (those in L but not en

tailed by A) and moving first it and then its nega

tion to A, with recursive calls to MODELS for

each new version of A. For example, let J be

{{a,->a}, {b, ->b], {-,a,-,6}}) L be {a, ->a,6, ->6},and A

be {a}. Then MODELS(L,L,A) returns the set of

models {{a, -16}, {a, b}}.

MODELS is a variant of RModels. The main differ

ence between these two algorithms is that MODELS

computes a complete set of models and for this rea

son, prioritization and the minimal change semantics

are not applicable to MODELS.

7 Complexity Analysis

In this section, we analyze the complexity of the algo

rithms presented in Section 6. We focus our attention

on the complexity of the recursive procedure RModels

and its relationship to Prioritize and MinimalChange.

Since MODELS is a variant of RModels, their func

tionality is the same and therefore the complexity of

MODELS is not analyzed separately here. The per

formance of INCON, which is mainly involved in the

pre-computation of minimal inconsistencies, will not

affect the major activity of the system — finding re

sult models— and therefore the complexity of INCON

is also ignored.

Given a model of a theory and an update to the model,

RModels searches for result models by calling itself

recursively in a depth-first fashion. The conceptual
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search tree implicit in this search process has the fol

lowing properties:

• Each of the nodes, including the leaves, corre

sponds to an invocation of RModels.

• Each of the edges represents a flipping.

• Each of the leaf nodes represents an intermediate

or final result model.

In English, RModels does the following:

1. Finds the subset E of inconsistencies where each

inconsistency in this subset is a subset of the given

candidate result model. (This subset of inconsis

tencies must all have been caused by the update

or flipping applied to the predecessor of the can

didate result model.)

2. Removes all non-updatable literals, those which

are made true by the update or flippings, from

the elements of E obtained in step 1.

3. Computes the set F of flippings from E obtained

in step 2, and checks that each flipping in F is

consistent with the non-updatable formulas of the

theory.

4. Determines if a result model is final.

The complexity of each of these steps will be analyzed

below. We begin by concentrating on the situation

involving one priority level with one initial candidate

result model. We will then extend our analysis to cover

multiple levels of prioritization.

The bottom line is: let / be the cardinality of the

largest flipping. Let h be the height of the conceptual

search tree, and let w be the largest branch factor, the

number of outgoing edges from a node, in the tree. Let

Id be the cardinality of the largest element in I, the

set of minimal inconsistencies. Let 7j be the cardinality

of the largest subset of inconsistencies where there is

some literal common to all the inconsistencies in this

subset. The worst case complexity for finding result

models is

0(wh ■ f ■ I, ■ l{+1)

and that for determining final result models according

to the minimal change semantics defined in PMA is

0{w7h fh).

Of most concern is the size of exponents h and /.

Parameter h captures the ripple effects of an update

and parameter / reflects the number of literal changes

caused by an update. Assuming that the world is only

slightly changed by an update, both h and / are small.

There is a delicate interplay between h and 7; one

can reduce h by including additional inconsistencies in

/. These tradeoffs have been partially explored in [de

Kleer 90]. Parameter Id will at worst grow linearly

with the number of literals. Parameter Zj, which mea

sures the number of interacting constraints affecting

a particular literal, will at worst grow linearly with

the set of minimal inconsistencies. Lastly, Parame

ter w measures the number of flippings at a node of

the search tree; w is minimized by employing search

pruning heuristics whenever possible, to avoid pursu

ing flippings that cannot lead to a final result model.

The details of our analysis follow:

The complexity of finding inconsistencies

The first step of RModels is to find all subsets s of

the literals which make up the given candidate result

model N such that s is itself an inconsistency. Since

inconsistency s must have been caused by the update

or flipping applied to the predecessor of N, s must

contain some literals from the update or flipping. By

using the index on the set of minimal inconsistencies,

s can easily be found. Let /, Ii,Id be defined as above.

Then there are at most / • 7/ inconsistencies in N .

For each of these inconsistencies, we must determine

if it is a subset of N . If a model is represented by a

bit map and each literal by a bit address, the subset

tests can be done in linear time, i.e., proportional to

the number of literals to be tested. Since there are at

most Id literals in an inconsistency, the complexity of

the first step in the worst case is

0(f ■ I, ■ Id).

The complexity of removing non-updatable

literals

Next, we need to remove those literals that are not to

be changed from the inconsistencies found in step 1.

Let us call these literals non-updatable literals. These

literals were made true in the given candidate result

model by the given update or flippings. If the non-

updatable literals are kept track of by a bit map, it

will again take linear time to locate these literals in

the inconsistencies. So, the complexity for this step is

also

0(fI,Id).

The complexity of computing flippings

The third step involves computing flippings from the

set of inconsistencies obtained in step 2 above and de

termining whether these flippings are consistent with

the non-updatable formulas of the theory. Com

puting flippings is equivalent to computing cross-

products. For instance, given a set of inconsisten

cies {{a, b}, {c, d}}, the corresponding set of flippings

will be {{->a,-ic}, {-■&, ->c}, {->a, ~<d}, {->&, -<d}}. Un

fortunately, there is no short-cut to computing cross-

products. We choose to expand the inconsistencies in

a depth-first manner, i.e. exhaust all possible combi

nations for a before dealing with 6 in the previous ex

ample. The minimality and consistency of a flipping is
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checked along with the expansion process. A few data

structures are used to help out the minimality and

consistency checks: an o-list, which can be thought

of as an array of lists, one for each of the literals ap

pearing in the inconsistencies, is used to keep track of

the occurrences of literals in the inconsistencies, which

are assumed numbered; a bit vector, visited, is used

to keep track of the direct or indirect involvement of

inconsistencies; and the flipping being constructed is

stored in a bit vector to ease consistency check.

It is necessary to set up the o-list before the expansion

process takes place, and the cost for setting up the

o-list is

0(f ■ I, ■ h).

The expansion tree for computing flippings is char

acterized by the following parameters: its height is

/; its branch factor, i.e. the number of edges com

ing out of each node, is at most 7<j; and therefore the

total number of edges in the tree is at most 0((7d)').

Each edge in the expansion tree represents the need for

checking the minimality and consistency of the evolv

ing flipping due to the introduction of a new literal

into the flipping. To check for minimality, the entry

in the o-list corresponding to the newly introduced lit

eral is consulted and, if necessary, the bits in visited

are marked appropriately. Since the length of an entry

of an o-list is at most / • 7/ , the cost for the minimal

ity check is 0(f • 7j). The cost for checking whether

the newly formed flipping is still consistent with the

non-updatable formulas of the theory is 0(7; • Id), cor

responding to the need of scanning at most 7j • 7<j num

ber of literals. Hence, the total cost for each edge is

0(f -Ir Id) and the worst case complexity for this step

0(fl,l'd+1).

The complexity of finding result models

Now, we can evaluate the complexity of finding result

models by RModels by combining the costs incurred in

the three steps discussed above. Let w be the largest

branch factor and h the height of the conceptual search

tree. Then, the total number of nodes in the search

tree is at most 0(wh) and the total number of internal

nodes is also at most 0(wh).

The first step is executed for every invocation of RMod

els. The corresponding worst case cost for this step is

0(wh ./•/,. Id).

The second step is taken for each internal node of the

search tree. The corresponding worst case cost for this

step is also

0(wh ■ f ■ I, ■ Id).

The third step, which is also invoked in the internal

nodes of the search tree, incurs a cost of

0(wh ■ f ■ I, ■ l'd+1).

Hence, the overall worst case complexity of the three

steps combined is

O^-fh-lf1).

The complexity of finding final result models

The final step of RModels is to determine whether a

result model found is final (relative to the result mod

els found so far). This step is invoked only at the

bottom level, the leaf nodes, of the conceptual search

tree. For a particular leaf node in the search tree, Min-

imalChange is actually invoked to determine whether

the corresponding result model is final. There are two

steps in MinimalChange: first, MinimalChange checks

to see if the result model has more changes than any

result models accumulated so far; if the test is nega

tive, the result model is final (again, relatively speak

ing). The second step checks and eliminates those re

sult models which have more changes than the newly

found final result model. Let n be the number of re

sult models accumulated so far (but not including the

newly found). The cost for testing any two models on

changes is 0(f ■ h) since there are at most / • h literals

being changed in any particular model. Then, the cost

of a particular invocation of MinimalChange will be

0{n ■/■/,).

Since there are at most wh leaf nodes in the search

tree, MinimalChange will be invoked at most wh — 1

times. And since

U>*-1

£»=

wh ■ (wh - 1)

n=l

the worst case complexity for finding final result mod

els will be

0(w2h •/•/»).

The complexity of computing result models

with prioritization

Assuming that the number of priority levels is bounded

by a constant, the inclusion of multiple priority lev

els does not change the computational complexity of

Immortal's algorithms. We do expect prioritization,

however, to have a major impact on average case per

formance as explained below.

Prioritization eliminates some result models by pro

hibiting changes on literals at higher priority levels.

Consequently, w and / will both be smaller. The

height, h, of a particular search tree at a particular

priority level will not be greater than the height of the

search tree without prioritization. As a result, the size

of a particular search tree at a particular priority level

will typically be smaller than the search tree without

prioritization. There are more search trees in the case

of prioritization because of iterations as compared to

only one when there is no prioritization. But the re

duction in height and branching factor in the search
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Table 1: Run Time Performance of Immortal (Example 1)

Objs(m) Ducts(n) Run time (sec.) Result models J| l\ h I, Ire,

6 3 .07- .1 1 140 56 7 10 28

8 4 .1 - .13 1 286 90 9 13 34

18 10 .17 - .27 1 2948 418 19 29 66

30 14 .42 - .52 1 10184 930 31 45 98

44 20 .87 - .97 1 30070 1890 45 65 138

At priority level 1: w = f = h = 1. At level 2: w = / = 1; h = 2.

Table 2: Run Time Performance of Immortal (Example 2)

Objs(m) Ducts(n) Run time (sec.) Result models
\*\

\l h h Ire!

6 3 .07- .1 3 140 56 7 10 121

8 4 .1- .17 4 286 90 9 13 214

18 10 1.2- 1.42 10 2948 418 19 29 1224

30 14 3.73-4.07 14 10184 930 31 45 2708

44 20 10.5- 11.4 20 30070 1890 45 65 5626

At priority level 1: / = h = 1; w = n. At level 2: w = h = 1; / = 2.

trees will compensate for the constant factor growth in

their number. In a nutshell, prioritization cuts down

the computational effort for finding final result models.

8 Experimental Results

In this section, we show the use of two examples to

measure the performance of Immortal, as written in

KCL. The experiments were done on a Sun worksta

tion.

The first example is adapted from [Ginsberg 87]. Very

briefly, the examples involve the placement of m ob

jects in n + 1 locations in a room, n of the locations

are ducts, and the remaining location is the floor. The

non-updatable formulas include "type" axioms: ob

jects can only be placed on locations, and locations

cannot be put on anything. The world is also gov

erned by the following non-updatable formulas: (1) an

object cannot be at two different locations at the same

time; (2) no two different objects are at the same lo

cation unless it is the floor; (3) every object must be

located somewhere; (4) a duct is blocked iff there is

some object on it; and (5) the room will be stuffy when

all ducts are blocked. Predicates are divided into two

priority levels: object locations, and room stuffiness.

In Example 1, the updatable formulas state that all

ducts are blocked with objects and the update is to

move the object from ducti to the floor. In Example

2, the updatable formulas state that all objects are on

the floor except one which is on ducti and the update

is to make ducti clear. Table 1 and 2 show the run

time, as measured by KCL's "time" function, for per

forming the updates of Examples 1 and 2. We consider

the results very reasonable; it took less than a second

for computing a model in the first example and less

than 0.6 second in the second case. The results also

confirm that when the ramifications of an update are

shallow, as we expect them to be for applications suit

able for minimal change semantics, the run time of the

system grows only linearly with the size of the prob

lem, as measured by the size of the set / of minimal

inconsistencies. Also shown in Table 1 and 2 is the

growth in the total number of references to elements

of /(Jr./)-

The second example is selected from [Forbus 89] . This

example deals with changes of a physical system using

qualitative simulation augmented with actions. Qual

itative simulations are of particular interest to us in

that the underlying model (states and transitions) of

qualitative simulations fits well with the belief revi

sion model (models and revisions). Also the minimal

change belief revision semantics are useful for reason

ing about the effects of actions or dynamic processes in

the physical world. The example involves a small pot

which can be placed either under a faucet, on a stove,

or on the table. The physics about the phase changes

of water contained in the pot is encoded as dynamic

state transitions with pre- and post-conditions. These

dynamic transitions are assumed to be pre-compiled

and directly available to us. Envisioning in Forbus'

system involves the computation of all legal physical

states, followed by the computation of all legal tran

sitions among these states, where the transitions can

be made by actions or triggered by dynamic processes.

Our envisioning is different from Forbus': we compute

states (models) in stages. For some given state, we find

the set of actions and dynamic transitions applicable

to it and update the state with each of these actions

and transitions. The new states are the union of the
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result states obtained from each of these updates less

the ones already found before.

80 states and 392 transitions resulted from our

envisioning process, which started with the initial

state/model where the pot is on the table and both

the faucet and stove are not turned on. Involved in

the experiment were 20 literals, 19 inconsistencies, 8

possible actions, and 9 possible dynamic state transi

tions. The envisioning process took 12.42 seconds to

complete; the computation of all but the initial state

took 7.74 seconds and the rest (4.68 seconds) was spent

on combining duplicate states.

9 Conclusion

Our experience with implementing Immortal shows

that model-based belief revision is a promising knowl

edge representation and reasoning tool for dealing with

reasonably large problems. We are in the process of ex

tending Immortal to handle changes in universe com

position and function interpretation, so that we can

apply Immortal to problems from more complex do

mains.
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Abstract

Many reasoning systems which much represent

and manipulate knowledge about time-related

events employ the interval-based temporal logic

initially developed by James Allen. While this

representation facilitates a description of the

possible temporal relationships among various

world events, the computation required to

manipulate these relationships and maintain

consistency is very expensive. The primary

expense in this computation is the time to

propagate new relationships to obtain a

consistent closure throughout existing ones.

Work has been done to lessen this propagation

expense using limited sets of temporal

relationships, limited transitivity tables, and

hierarchical abstraction. This paper outlines a

new method for automatic hierarchical abstraction

of temporal relationships by arranging temporal

intervals into clusters and generating temporal

reference intervals to hierarchically preside over

these clusters. The paper describes techniques for

clustering and maintaining the reference

hierarchy, as well as methods for posting

(recording and propagating) constraints across

hierarchical boundaries.

1 INTRODUCTION

Interval-based temporal logic [Allen83a, Allen85] has

become a very popular paradigm for representing and

maintaining knowledge about time-related events. Many

problem-solving systems which must address "real world"

situations encounter the need to reason about events which

are temporally interrelated. While automated planners

© 1990 The Boeing Company, all rights reserved.

James R. Carnes

Boeing Computer Services

Artificial Intelligence Center

P.O. Box 240002, MS JY-58

Huntsville, AL 35824

ray@hsvaic.boeing.com

may be the most ubiquitous of such systems [Allen83b,

Hogge87a], other applications include scheduling

[Meng90], qualitative reasoning [Hogge87b] and spatial

reasoning [Mukerjee90]. The interval logic maintains

knowledge of time periods (intervals) that are bounded by

time points, with relations between two intervals being

represented as a disjoint set of the possible logical

(temporal) relationships which exist between them. Most

work in the interval logic recognizes that these possible

relationships consist of seven mutually-exclusive

temporal operators (before, meets, overlaps, starts, during,

finishes, and equals) and their inverses — thirteen in all

("equals" is its own inverse). Therefore a relationship

from one interval to another is the set of all possibilities

of temporal arrangement between the two intervals that are

consistent with the other temporal relationships in the

system. Whenever a new assertion relating intervals is

presented, the system propagates any effects of this

assertion by attempting to reduce the possibilities

(operators) existing between these intervals and any related

intervals. Any relationships that are affected by this

propagation are themselves propagated until the system

reaches the logical closure of the initial assertion.

Completeness in propagating relationships among

intervals in this fashion has been shown to be an NP-hard

problem [Vilain86]. However, a commonly used

incomplete algorithm which suffices for many reasoning

situations is described in [Allen83a] and has been shown

to require 0(n3) time. Nonetheless, even with polynomial

time complexity, this propagation becomes prohibitive as

the number of intervals in the system grows. Several

approaches have been taken to manage this complexity.

One such approach is to trade the expressiveness of the

full interval algebra for a simpler representation involving

point relations rather than interval relations [Vilain86,

Allen89]. However, this point-based approach is

inadequate for representing natural events and actions that

occur in most "real world" situations. Another approach

has been to determine a minimal set of the thirteen

temporal operators while maintaining the same
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* 5 ►

6 * *
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Constraints: (3 (finishes starts} 4), (4 (meets) 2), (2 (contains overlaps before} 7), (3 (starts after) 5), ...

Temporally Sorted Order: {65431827}

Figure 1: Example of sorting temporal intervals

expressiveness [Zhu87, Matuszek88], thus reducing the

size of the transitivity table used in constraint

propagation. While this approach somewhat reduces

propagation time by using a smaller table, propagation

still occurs across each pair of intervals and works to

produce a completely connected network of intervals (just

as in the original constraint propagation). A third

approach to managing complexity focuses on this

completely connected network of intervals. Allen

originally proposed to reduce complexity by abstracting

sets of intervals into reference intervals. Reference

intervals are hierarchically superior intervals which

initially hold a containment relationship (started-by,

contains, finished-by, equals) to their subintervals. Any

proposition which holds over the reference interval

naturally holds over all its subintervals, and a relationship

between two intervals A and B, not direcUy related, may

be derived by transitivity over the temporal links "up"

from interval A to a common reference and back "down"

to interval B.

1.1 REFERENCE HIERARCHIES

Constructing a reference hierarchy over a set of intervals

prior to constraint propagation, however, is quite labor-

intensive. Furthermore, manual maintenance {i.e., by a

user of a temporal reasoning system) of this hierarchy can

be completely impractical for domains which require a

dynamic hierarchy. The need for a predefined reference

structure is circumvented with automatic construction of

reference intervals. A good method for automatic

referencing has been developed [Koomen89] which is

based on temporal containment. In effect, this system

promotes existing intervals to the status of reference

intervals by virtue of their containment links to other

intervals. Any direct links that can be derived by

transitivity through the reference hierarchy are eliminated,

thus reducing the number of (redundant) connections

through which constraints must be propagated.

This approach is strictly limited, however, in that the

system allows the direct (i.e., non-hierarchical)

relationships between intervals to contain only single

operators. That is, the relationships between intervals

under the same reference must be fully determined, rather

than the usual set of temporal possibilities. This is not

always practical for temporal reasoners whose purpose is

to derive these relationships, such as in the applications

listed earlier. Another limitation of this approach is that

using existing intervals as reference intervals may reflect a

false hierarchy in some domains. [AHen90] gives a

simple example of simultaneous events required in

opening a locked door, where a spring lock must be held

open with one hand, while the door is pulled open with

the other hand. Imposing a constraint such as

HoldLockOpen (contains) PullDoor might imply that

PullDoor is hierarchically inferior to HoldLockOpen,

when in fact both would more appropriately be

subintervals to some previously unnamed OpenDoor

operation.

This paper describes further work on a method for

automatic generation of temporal reference intervals which

uses machine-generated references to hierarchically preside

over temporally-clustered intervals. The reference

hierarchy is maintained by imposing a threshold on the

number of subintervals allowed per reference parent The

next section details this approach, followed by a

discussion of constraint propagation within the reference

hierarchy and its effect on dynamic hierarchy adjustment

2 GENERATING REFERENCE

INTERVALS

2.1 CLUSTERING

Assuming for this section that the only constraints posted

are those between "comparable" intervals (i.e., within the

same reference), the amount of time spent in propagating

constraints is directly proportional to the number of

intervals within that reference. Hence, controlling the

number of intervals per reference interval is very desirable

in controlling propagation complexity. The method used

for constructing the reference hierarchy is therefore based

on the ability to determine how to divide a group of N

intervals into p partitions each of cardinality £ k, where k

is a pre-specified constant dictating the hierarchy breadth,

and/? = ceiling(Nlk).
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(existing reference

links)

 

R2

Rl

overlaps
R3

(new reference

links)

Figure 2: Deriving sibling constraints among newly generated reference intervals R2 and R3

A system has been implemented which dynamically builds

a reference hierarchy from simple temporal constraints

posted between interval pairs. Intervals being constrained

which are not already known to the system are added to the

current reference.1 Each reference interval possesses a

machine-generated label and is distinct from any intervals

named externally; this allows intervals which are related

using containment operators (starts, during, finishes,

equal) to remain as subintervals to a hierarchically

superior reference interval. When a given reference

interval becomes oversubscribed (i.e., more subintervals

than allowed by the threshold constant), it is divided into

two or more new reference intervals, with each new

reference interval inheriting less than k of the former

reference's subintervals. To illustrate this, we will

describe the simple case of dividing the oversubscribed

reference into two partitions.

To partition subintervals of a network within the same

reference interval (hereafter known as a "local network"),

an attempt is made to group the intervals into temporal

clusters. The current system sorts the intervals according

to their increasing starting endpoints, with ties in start

times broken by increasing order on the finishing

endpoints. The difficulty in obtaining such a sort is that

the system deals with multiple possibilities in temporal

relationships, not just singleton relationships as in the

Koomen reasoner. Hence, we say the intervals are sorted

into their likely relative timeline order. This likelihood is

determined by the following heuristic:

interval i is "less than" interval j if there is more

evidence in the local network relationships to

suggest that i starts before j than there is to

suggest that j starts before i.

Figure 1 shows an example of such a sort. This method

tends to organize the intervals into moderately sequential

groups of more interrelated intervals, thus clustering them

into relative temporal localities. A loose analogy can be

made between this approach and that of the graph

topology technique which uses articulation points to

determine connected components of a graph. This

approach is especially effective in domains whose

intervals often have a relatively sequential order.

2.2 RESTRUCTURING

Once sorted, the system virtually partitions the intervals

into an "earlier" half and a "later" half. "Virtually" here

means that the two clusters are considered separate

networks, but constraint propagation still considers them

connected for the time being. In the example of Figure 1,

the clusters would be {6 543} {182 7}. New reference

intervals are created for these halves and (starts, during,

finishes, equals) constraints are initially established as

reference links between members of the halves and their

respective new reference interval. The system computes

whether any of the intervals in each half respectively start,

finish, or equal their new reference interval, and posts such

constraints. Note that propagating these reference links

throughout both halves automatically derives a

relationship between the new reference intervals, and from

the new reference intervals to the former reference interval.

This is illustrated in Figure 2 by extending the previous

example. The intervals, currently under the reference Rl,

are divided into two halves, {65 4 3} and {18 2 7}. New

reference intervals R2 and R3 are placed over the halves,

and the relationships R2 (overlaps) R3, R2 (starts) Rl and

R3 (finishes) Rl are results (among others) of propagating

the reference links from [65 4 2 1 8 2 7} \oR2 and R3.

The following algorithm outlines this generation of new

reference intervals. This algorithm calls upon a few self-

explanatory functions to sort the intervals, partition them

into clusters, create new reference intervals for each

cluster, and post the appropriate temporal constraints to

derive relationships among the newly generated and former

reference intervals. The function ExtractRelations(I, N)

returns all relations in the temporal network N involving

intervals only from interval set I.

1 current reference is derived from the context of the

constraint
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To RestructureHierarchy (refjnterval)

;.subnet is the temporal network under refjnterval

subnet «-refJnterval.sub-network

subintervals *-TemporallySort(svbnel)

P «- Partition(subintervals, k)

;; where k is max intervals per reference

for each partition Pj do

begin

Rj «- CreateNewReferencelntervalFoiiPi)

;;use only temporal relations involving intervals in Pi

P;.local_net «- ExtractRelations(P[.intervals, subnet)

for each interval j in Pj do

begin

refjink «- {starts during finishes equal} I

{starts} I {finishes} I {equal}

."depending on j's temporal position in P\.localjtet

Post(j refjink Rj) to subnet

RecordReferenceLinkQ refjink Ri)

end

end

Once propagation is complete, the halves are "physically"

partitioned by disallowing future propagation to carry

across any relationships involving intervals from both

halves. Constraints derived between intervals in separate

partitions are recorded for future retrieval of relationships,

but not propagation. The hierarchy restructuring is

performed by adding the new reference intervals to the

local network which contains the former reference interval.

Any appropriate start/finish/equal information between the

new reference intervals and the former reference interval is

posted in the former's local network, allowing the new

reference intervals to inherit (through transitivity)

relationships to the former reference's sibling intervals.

The final step is then to delete the former reference

interval from its local network, determine whether its

network has now become oversubscribed by the addition

of the new reference intervals, and if so, repeat the above

procedure on successively higher levels in the reference

hierarchy until either no more adjustment is necessary or

the root of the hierarchy is reached. The algorithm for

this is as follows (using the variable context of the

previous algorithm).

for each relationship (x temp_ops_set y) in subnet,

where x and y are in different partitions do

begin

RecordCrossLink{\ temp_ops_set y)

end

super_ref «- ref_interval.reference-interval

sibling_net <- super_ref.sub-network

P_names «- ExtractPartitionNamesi?)

;;post relations involving only newly created

preference intervals and/or refjnterval to the local

;;network containing refjnterval

N «- ExtractRelations(P_names + refjnterval, subnet)

for each relationship (x temp_ops_set y) in N do

begin

Post(x temp_ops_set y) to sibling_net

end

for each new reference interval R; do

begin

AddSubInterval(sapex_Te{, Rj)

end

DeleteSubInterval(supei_Tef, refjnterval)

If Cardma/iry(super_ref.sub-intervals) > k then

RestructureHierarchy(supei_Tef)

3 POSTING CONSTRAINTS IN THE

HIERARCHY

The reference hierarchy generally limits constraint

propagation to those intervals within a given reference

interval (the local network). The hierarchy is effective in

abstracting the temporal relationships, but information

from temporal assertions can be lost when abstracted

through the reference structure. That is, constraints which

are deduced through hierarchical transitivity between some

pairs of cross-hierarchy (non-local) intervals can be weaker

(i.e., contain more temporal possibilities) than their

original, pre-restructuring constraint. For this reason

constraints between subinterval partitions that are dropped

from the hierarchy when restructuring are remembered as

cross-links and associated with an individual interval.

Hence information that had been previously asserted or

derived between two intervals will not be lost if

restructuring separates them, even though constraint

propagation will not follow these cross-links.

Posting constraints to two intervals within the same

reference is done as in typical "flat" networks. The

challenge for the hierarchical system is to post

relationships between intervals in different subtrees of the

reference hierarchy, without reverting the hierarchy back to

a flat network. Two methods have been identified for

asserting these cross-hierarchy constraints. The first is

called the Nearest Common Ancestor (NCA) method.

Rather than combining the subtrees containing the

intervals in the cross-constraint (thereby flattening that

portion of the hierarchy), NCA uses this constraint to

modify the sibling relationship which already exists under

their "nearest common ancestor." This is the lowest (i.e.,

farthest from the hierarchy root) reference interval which is

a hierarchical ancestor of both intervals being constrained.

NCA builds a separate temporal network composed of all

intervals and relationships along the path from each

constrained interval up to the common ancestor. The

cross-hierarchy constraint is then posted to this separate

network, and the relationship between the two

subintervals of the common ancestor which are ancestors

of the originally constrained intervals is extracted. This

extracted relationship is then propagated among the

subinterval relationships of the nearest common ancestor.
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Figure 3: NCA Constraint Posting

The original constraint is also stored with one of the

originally constrained intervals as a cross-link, just as in

hierarchy restructuring.

Figure 3 illustrates NCA posting of the constraint (9

{before meets} 13). Given that R26 is the nearest

common ancestor for intervals 9 and 13, and that R1S and

R22 are their respective ancestors directly under R26, a

temporary network is composed of the intervals {9 R4

R15 13 R7 R22 R26}. The relationships in this network

consist of their hierarchy relationships plus the sibling

relationship (R15 {overlaps during before} R22). Posting

the cross-hierarchy constraint to this temporary network

would constrain relationships in the hierarchy as follows:

RecordCrossLink (9 {before} 13)

Post (R15 {before} R22) to R26.sub-net

RecordReferenceLink (R22 (during) R26)

The second method for posting cross-hierarchy constraints,

called the Collapse method, involves collapsing the

reference structure between the intervals being constrained

and their nearest common ancestor. Existing reference

links, sibling links within each reference, and any cross

links stored with the intervals themselves are used to

reduce this portion of the hierarchy to a flat network. The

cross-constraint is then posted and propagated within this

combined network. The restructuring methods outlined

above are used to rebuild the hierarchy, with the root of

the rebuilt hierarchy replacing the previous nearest

common ancestor. This collapse-and-rebuild method is

more complete than the NCA method: constraint

propagation is more thorough, and intervals have the

chance to be redistributed under different reference intervals

during repartitioning. However, the overhead in collapse

and rebuild operations may eliminate any propagation

savings gained over the flat representation. Several

factors, including domain characteristics and the order in

which assertions are made, make it difficult to predict

whether this method is useful. Work to fully determine

the effectiveness of this method is in progress; the current

system employs the NCA method.

4 CONCLUSIONS

4.1 ANALYSIS

The primary result from using this technique is that

propagation delays in deriving closures of temporal

assertions are effectively controlled with a threshold on

allowable subintervals per reference. This is borne out by

experiments which have been performed with a system

using the techniques of temporal clustering, hierarchy

restructuring, and NCA constraint posting to deduce

relationships among crew operations for manned spacecraft

activity. To illustrate performance differences between the

flat and hierarchical representations, constraints were

generated which posted random sets of temporal operators

between random intervals in the network. Table 1

summarizes a subset of these experiments using a

hierarchy breadth of 10 intervals per reference to structure

from 10 to 50-interval networks (posting random

constraints numbering roughly l.S times the number of

connections in the flat network to assure reasonable

constraining of the relationships). As expected, the time

for propagation remained relatively constant when

hierarchy restructuring was used, which accounts for the

overwhelming savings in total time for posting all

constraints.

This methodology has benefits over other known

approaches in that it allows disjunction in inter-reference

sibling links, and thresholds on hierarchy breadth can be

adjusted to suit machine resources, domain concerns, and

needs for consistency and completeness. However, there

are some limitations which are introduced by such

benefits. The main sacrifice for the marked reduction in

complexity is a more incomplete consistency check of

temporal constraints since propagation is restricted within

reference intervals. A second effect of this restriction is

that some of the cross-hierarchy relationships are weaker

than if they had been determined in the flat network.

These relationships contain several more temporal

operators than their flat network counterparts.

Additionally, some relationships in the local networks

{i.e., under the same reference interval in the hierarchy)

may also be slightly weaker due to limited propagation.

However, these limitations may be suitable for some

domains which exhibit characteristics which localize

relationships (e.g. planning for moderately sequential

activity). Since the constraints are clustered into

temporally local space, it is possible that the weaker

cross-links would be seldom used. Storing cross-hierarchy

relationships (from assertions and restructuring) in the

cross-links between lower-level intervals also lessens

these limitations.
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Table 1: Performance comparison between hierarchy and

flat representations

relative time units to post all

#of

nodes

# ofrandom

constraints

constraints

hierarchy flat network

10 70 1 1

20 300 5 14

30 650 19 85

40 1150 37 420

50 1850 52 768

4.2 Future Work

While empirical results look promising, large sets of

domain data are required for better analysis. Experiments

using randomly generated constraints tend to simulate

worst case scenarios, perhaps even unrealistically so. It

might be assumed that as constraints are added, and the

hierarchy dynamically adjusted, increasingly more

constraints will focus on the high degree of

interrelationships in the local networks, particularly in the

Collapse method. Random constraints, however, do just

the opposite by statistically favoring cross-constraints as

the number of intervals in the network far exceed the

hierarchy breadth threshold. If the acquisition of

substantial sets of domain constraints becomes

prohibitive, this randomness deficiency may be overcome

with a biasing scheme in generating the constraints.

Another effort toward improving analysis is deriving

better means of characterizing "information loss" among

NCA and Collapse methods. While such characterization

is often dependent on the domain, work could be done to

identify trends in the various stages of abstraction which

contribute to weaker temporal relationships. More study

is required of the Collapse method to determine its

effectiveness, including provisions for dynamic hierarchy

balancing. Time orders for algorithmic complexity must

be derived for both NCA and Collapse methods; it is

currently thought that the complexity follows the pattern

of a "union-find" type of algorithm.

Another area for investigation is a more intelligent

partitioning scheme that makes better use of temporal

information to determine where to divide a sorted set of

intervals, rather than just choosing equal partitions.

Ultimately, these techniques in automated hierarchy

generation could be used in an attempt to discover interval

clusters, possibly deriving interval groups for applications

such as learning new planning operators.
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Abstract

In Reiter's default logic, classical first-order

logic is augmented with a set of domain-

specific rules of inference for drawing conclu

sions concerning default properties of individ

uals. These rules are of the form a :0/j. The

intended reading is "if a can be proven from

what's known, and 0 is consistent, then con

clude 7". Unfortunately, the approach does

not always provide the results that one might

intuitively expect: in some cases "reason

able" default conclusions are not forthcom

ing; in others, "unreasonable" conclusions

are. We argue that the problems arise be

cause, first, the requirement of proving the

antecedent a is too strong and, second, the

notion of consistency given for the justifica

tion 0 is too weak. In the first case we argue

that one needs only defaults of the form : 0/j,

where 0 D 7. In the second case we modify

the manner in which consistency is used in

the definition of a default extension. Com

bining the approaches leads to a more gen

eral formulation of default theories which ar

guably better conforms to intuitions regard

ing consistency-based default reasoning. We

show too that one can now reason about a set

of defaults and can determine, for example,

if a particular default in a set is redundant.

Lastly we show how two of these variants are

related to the Theorist system.

1 INTRODUCTION

[Reiter 80] describes an extension to first-order logic

for "jumping to conclusions" concerning default pro

totypical properties of individuals. In this approach,

which we will refer to as default logic, domain-specific

rules of inference or defaults are added to classical

propositional or first-order logic to capture patterns of

inference of the form "in the absence of information to

the contrary, conclude that ...". The form of a default

ct(z) ■ 0(x)

is —' ' /'-v ' ' . Informally it may be interpreted as:

"If, for some set of instances c, a(c) is provable from

what is known and 0(c) is consistent, then conclude

by default that 7(c). For example, "birds fly" may be

represented by the rule fTI—\ ■ This is

interpreted as "if something can be inferred to be a

bird, and if that thing can be consistently assumed to

fly, then infer that that thing flies". Hence the seman

tics of the approach rests on notions of provability and

consistency with respect to sets of beliefs. A central

concern is how an agent might consistently extend its

set of beliefs, given a set of default statements.

However there are situations where default logic ap

pears to be too weak, in that "reasonable" default con

clusions are not forthcoming; also there are situations

where it appears too strong, in that unwanted default

conclusions are obtained. In this paper we present

three modifications to default logic that address these

issues and, in so doing, extend the range and applica

bility of default logic while simplifying its machinery.

For the first set of problems, where desirable conclu

sions are not forthcoming, we argue that the require

ment that the antecedent be provable is too strong.

This requirement is weakened by transforming the de

faults so that there is no prerequisite condition. From

the transformed rules one can draw default conclusions

that could not be made before. This transformation

also leads to a simplified, iterative specification of a

default extension, or set of beliefs that may reason

ably be held. Moreover, it is now possible to reason

about a set of defaults, and to determine logical re

lations among defaults. This variant, is referred to sis

P-default logic (for prerequistte-free default logic).

For the second problem, we strengthen the notion of

consistency used in forming an extension. This mod

ification, referred to as J-default logic (for justifica

tion default logic), arguably captures a more appro

priate notion of consistency-based default reasoning.
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The two modifications together, PJ-default logic, are

shown to fully address the aforementioned problems

and so provide an intuitive, general variant of default

logic. In these approaches the semantic characterisa

tion given in [Etherington 87] is amended to provide a

corresponding characterisation for these modifications.

Lastly, we show that P-default logic and PJ-default

logic are very closely related to the Theorist system

of [Poole 88]; hence the results reported in the paper

provide a link among these systems.

The next section provides a brief summary of default

logic. Section 3 develops P-default logic for normal

defaults first, then for semi-normal defaults. Section 4

describes J-default logic and subsequently PJ-default

logic. Section 5 discusses the relation with Theorist.

The final section provides a general discussion.

2 DEFAULT LOGIC

The approach of default logic is to add rules of infer

ence to first-order logic to capture patterns of infer

ence of the form "in the absence of information to the

contrary assume ...". The general form1 of a default

is —' ' v -. ' ' . This rule may be informally inter

preted as: "If, for some set of instances c, a(c) is prov

able from what is known and 0(c) is consistent, then

conclude by default that 7(c)." ot(x) is called the pre

requisite; P(x) is the justification; and 7(f) is the con

clusion. A normal default is one where the justification

and conclusion are the same; a semi-normal default

is one where the justification implies the conclusion.

Almost all "naturally occurring" defaults are normal

[Etherington 88]; semi-normal defaults are required for

"interacting" defaults [Reiter and Criscuolo 81]. A de

fault theory is a pair (W, D) where W is a set of first-

order (or propositional) formulae and D is a set of

defaults. A closed default theory is one where none of

the formulae in the defaults contains a free variable.

For simplicity we deal only with closed default theo

ries; open theories are easily dealt with, as described

in [Reiter 80].

A set of defaults induces one or more extensions of

the formulae in W. An extension can be viewed as an

acceptable set of beliefs that one may hold about the

world W, suitably augmented by the defaults D. We

have:

Definition 2.1 ([Reiter 80]) If S is a set of first-

order sentences, and T(S) is the smallest set satisfying

the three properties:

1. WCT(S).

we were

'Actually, this is not wholly general, since there may

be more than one consistency condition in a default. How

ever, the results reported here extend easily to multiple

consistency conditions.

S. T(5) C Th(T(S)). (That is, T(5) is closed under

first-order consequence.)

3. If ° '' ? e D and a e T(S) and -./? g T(S)

then 7 € T(5).

then E is an extension of the default theory (D, W) iff

T(E) = E.

That is, E is a fixed point of T. We also have:

Theorem 2.1 ([Reiter 80]) Let (W, D) be a closed

semi-normal default theory. Define:

E0 = W

Ei+l = Th(Ei)U{y\a:P/yeD

and a £ £,• and -./? g E), for i > 0

Then E is an extension for (W, D) iff E = (J~0 E{. 2

Hence for example, if we had that Quakers are typi

cally pacifists while Republicans typically are not (i.e.

Q(x) : P(x) R(x) : -.P(z) ..
^ p(x) and Lp(x) ] then' ,f

given that Q(sue) and R(sue) were true, there would

be two extensions, one in which P(sue) was true and

one in which -<P(sue) was true. If we also had the

rules that r>'( \ an^ pi \ (sav>

that Quakers are typically generous and adults are

typically employed) then G(sue) would be true in both

extensions, and E(sue) would be true in neither.

In the following sections we modify the above construc

tion, given in theorem 2.1, to define new notions of

an extension; the fixed point definition will then in all

cases follow as a property of each type of an extension.

Our informal interpretation of a default rule is that

it is, or should behave like, a defeasible conditional.

That is, it should ideally retain the properties of clas

sical material implication, unless these properties are

explicitly blocked. Under this reading, the construc

tion of an extension can be viewed as ensuring that

modus ponens applies to instances of a rule unless

it is explicitly blocked via the justification. Transi

tivity between default rules, or between a rule and a

material implication, holds unless otherwise blocked.

[Reiter and Criscuolo 81] in large part shows how such

transitivities may be blocked using semi-normal de

faults.

However, as mentioned, this formulation appears

weaker than we might otherwise like. First, we cannot

reason by cases, and so given

Q(«) ,: P(x) . V(x) : P(x)
P(x) and P(x)

2Note the occurrence of E in the definition of £■, + ] .
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together with Q(leslie)VV(leslie), we cannot conclude

P(leslie), because neither Q(leslie) nor V(leslie)

alone is provable. In addition, we cannot reason using

the contrapositive of a default. For example, if we have

the rule that birds typically fly, v/ / \ ■

and that ->Fly(opus) is true, then it seems rea

sonable to conclude by default that ~>Bird(opus) is

true. However, such a conclusion is not forthcom

ing in default logic unless one explicitly gives the rule

p- j( \—^"^- I* seems preferable though

that the contrapositive of a default hold, by default,

unless it is explicitly blocked. Lastly, in default logic

one cannot reason about defaults. Thus while in clas

sical logic, if we know that a 3 7 and P D 7 are true,

then a V /? D 7 must also be true. However in default

logic, there is no explicit connection between '—L—,

A^j_
and

aV0 : 7

These considerations can be summarised by noting

that it would seem to be a guiding principle of defeasi

ble reasoning that a default should behave like the ma

terial conditional3 except that it is defeasible. Hence,

for example, modus ponens should apply except when

it is known to lead to an inconsistency. This indeed is

the case for default logic. However, other principles of

conditionals, such as reasoning by cases or by modus

tollens, do not hold "by default". So one goal here is

to be able to incorporate these other forms of default

reasoning. Of course, what this also means is that

there will be cases where we may not want to be able

to reason via modus tollens (say), and so will need to

be able to also block such use of the default rules.

As mentioned too, in other cases default logic is

stronger than one might want. For example, as

(AAB)

[Poole 88] points out, the defaults — ' '4" "' and

— (-, *— together with ->B V ->D yield a single ex

tension where both A and C are true. This conflicts

with one's intuitions, since one of B or D must be false

and so one of the default conditions cannot hold, and

so both default conclusions should not jointly hold.

The difficulty here (effectively) is that in definition 2.1

(and in theorem 2.1) justifications need only be indi

vidually consistent with an extension.

There are of course numerous other approaches to

defeasible reasoning, including approaches that avoid

these pitfalls. This however does not mean that de

fault logic should perhaps be abandoned in favour

3This of course is highly informal and is intended as a

rule of thumb only. In particular we note that defeasible

reasoning is realised here by means of rules of inference,

whereas the material conditional is a sentential operator.

of one of these alternatives. First, default logic is

one of the best known approaches to defeasible rea

soning, and has been thoroughly studied [Reiter 80,

Etherington 88, Konolige 87, Kautz and Selman 89],

and used in a wide variety of differing applications, e.g.

[Etherington and Reiter 83, Mercer 88, Perrault 87,

Reiter 87]. Second, other approaches to defeasible

reasoning arguably address somewhat differing prob

lems from default logic. For example [Geffner 88] and

[Neufeld and Poole 88] deal with probabilistic con

nections; [Poole 88] deals more with implementation

strategies for defeasible reasoning; [McCarthy 80] and

others address minimising a predicate's extension; and

[Delgrande 88] addresses a non-consistency-based ap

proach to defeasible reasoning using a conditional

logic. [Krauss et al 90] presents a number of families

of Gentzen-style nonmonotonic consequence relations,

which are related to Shoham's notion of a model pref

erence relation [Shoham 87]. Of other consistency-

based approaches, [McDermott and Doyle 80] and

[McDermott 82] have some reasonably unintuitive

properties, and [Moore 85], while formally appealing,

is not obviously implementable. Hence it is useful and

relevant to re-examine default logic to see if the afore

mentioned difficulties cannot be avoided.

In the following sections we will deal only with normal

and semi-normal defaults. We note in closing that

these are the only forms that need to be considered,

in that general defaults give no increase in generality

over semi-normal defaults. Consider where we have a

default theory (W,D), with Q ■ - in D. This de

fault is appropriate in the specification of an extension

a ! 3 A t
(in theorem 2.1) precisely when '■ '— is. To see

this, consider where we have an extension E, obtained

from D and world knowledge W. There are three cases:

1. If —i/3 is provable from E then neither a :0/f nor

a :3Ay/y can be used in the specification of E.

2. If both ->/} and -17 are not provable from E then

from the definition of E, a :0/f and a :/3Ay/i

can be used interchangeably in the specification

of E.

3. If ->/3 is not provable from E but -17 is provable

from E, then by the definition of E , a : /3/y cannot

have been used in the specification of E: assum

ing to the contrary, we would have that 7 € E by

application of the default; by assumption -17 £ E\

since 7A->7 D ->/3 from FOL and E is closed under

classical consequence, we have ->3 £ E, contra

dicting the original assumption. Secondly, since

-17 is provable from E, the semi-normal default

a :($ Af/7 also cannot be used in the specifica

tion of E.
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3 P-DEFAULT LOGIC

We have argued that in default logic we should be able

to reason by cases or reason using the contrapositive

of a conditional, unless such properties are explicitly

blocked. The rationale is that a default conditional

should (by default) retain properties of the classical

conditional, unless explicitly blocked. The emphasis

then shifts to the conditional itself, rather than a rule

involving a prerequisite and justification for a conclu

sion. For simplicity, we deal first with normal de

faults. The next subsection extends these results to

semi-normal defaults.

3.1 NORMAL DEFAULTS

a ■ 0

A normal default -3 is read as "typically, if a

then 8" or, more precisely, as "if a must be true and

0 is consistent, then /?". The reading we propose for

"typically, if a then /?" instead is "if it is consistent

that a D 3 then conclude that a D 3" . Informally,

in "typically if a then /?" we take "typically" to gov

ern the conditional. Thus in this reading "if a then

3" should be concluded (when consistent) regardless

of the provability of a. Hence, we replace a default

— with the prerequisite-free form —'——.^—5—■ In

this variant, called P-default logic, a conditional, when

consistent, is asserted. This in turn means that we can

reason with this conditional. "Birds fly", expressed

■ B D F

propositionally by —p -, p—> 's reac' "'^ 'l 's consis

tent that a bird flies then conclude that the bird flies".

Consider what this means for reasoning by cases. If

V ■ P5 } together withQ ■ P

we have that D = { p

W = {QV V) then since neither Q nor V are provable,

in default logic neither rule is applicable and we can

conclude nothing about P. However intuitively this

seems to be a little too strong. We know that, one of

Q or V must be true, and that P follows by default

from either Q or V. So it seems that, we should be

able to conclude by default that P. Again, it appears

that we want to be able to conclude (by default) the

conditionals as a whole, and then subsequently be able

to reason with these conditionals.

That is, the translation to prerequisite-free defaults is

Q : P : QD P , V : P : V D P: QD P , V : P
QDP and —

V DP

With W = {QW} both defaults are applicable. Thus

there is a single extension containing Q V V, Q D P,

V D P, and so P.

Now, it may be countered that the same result is

obtained by rewriting the defaults so that the pre

requisites contain the various cases in a disjunction.

For example if the above defaults are rewritten as

Q\fV:P
—- p then P follows by default. Unfortu

nately, in default logic there is no way to determine

if this default expresses the same thing as the origi

nal defaults. As we show at the end of this section,

not only are prerequisite-free defaults simpler, but one

can formally demonstrate that if the truth value of P

is not known

: QDP

QDP

have the same effect as

and
: V DP

V D P

: (Q VV)DP

(QVV)DP '

since (Q V V) D P is consistent if and only if Q D P

is consistent and V D P is consistent.

Consider next reasoning with the contrapositive. If

we have "typically if a then /?" , then by our reading of

"typically" as applying to the conditional as a whole,

we should also have "typically if ->(5 then ->a", un

less we have reason to not accept the contrapositive.

Again, we can accomplish this if the conditional it

self is concluded whenever consistent. That is, for the

defaults

B

B
and

: A D B

AD B

and for W = {-'B) nothing would be concluded given

the first default; for the translated default there is a

single extension that contains ->/?, A D B and thus

->A. There will however be times when we will want

to block the contrapositive; this issue is addressed in

the next subsection.

First we describe more formally the advantages of

prerequisite-free defaults. First, in the theorem be

low, we show that the translation to prerequisite-free

defaults results in a more general system, in that one

can conclude more in this new system. Second, the

definition of an extension is simplified by taking into

account the form of prerequisite-free defaults. Finally,

a logic for reasoning about prerequisite-free defaults is

described.

Theorem 3.1 Let (W, D) be a normal default theory

and let (W,D') be the theory where a : 3/8 € D iff

: (a D /?)/(« D 8) € D' . If E is an extension of

(W, D) then there is an extension of(W,D'), £", such

ihatECE'.

We may also get more extensions from (W, D'). For

example the default theories,

Mi-

A : B B

B ' -..4

AD B : B D

})
and

ADB BD^AH)
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have 1 extension and 2 extensions respectively.

Using prerequisite-free defaults, the procedure for con

structing an extension can be simplified. A default,

a :0/0 is applicable in the specification of Ei+i only

if a € E{. For prerequisite-free defaults there is no

prerequisite, so this test can be dropped. More im

portantly, the occurrence of E in the definition can be

replaced by E{. This is because for any prerequisite-

free normal default :0/0, if ->0 € E then it must be

the case that for some t that ->0 6 Ej for every j > i.

With these changes, an extension for P-default logic is

defined as follows.

Definition 3.1 Let (W, D) be a closed normal

prerequisite-free default theory. Define

E0 = Th(W)

Ei+1 - Th(E{ U {/3}) where -.0/0 € D

and ->0<£ E{, for i > 0

Then E is a P-extension for (W, D) iff E - (J~0 E{.

This definition is simpler and we would expect some

speedup in a procedure for constructing P-extensions,

even though the overall complexity of the approach re

mains unchanged. That is, the revised definition yields

two heuristic advantages: first we have no prerequisite

condition to prove, and, second, if for default .0/0,

0 is inconsistent with Ei then 0 will be inconsistent

with every Ej,j > i. Any procedure for construct

ing a P-extension can ignore all such "inapplicable"

defaults. This is not the case for a standard default

a :0I0 since it may be inapplicable due to the fact

that a is not provable in Ei, although a may well be

provable in some Ei+j .

A more important consequence is that we can now

reason about normal defaults. So, given a set of

prerequisite-free normal defaults, it is now possible

to ask whether a default : a/a E D is "subsumed"

by other defaults in the set, in that one can ask

whether the P-extensions of (W, D) and (W,D— a) co

incide. Thus for example, if C is not known to be false

then, in the specification of an extension, the defaults

: ApC

A DC
and

: BDC
have precisely the same

BDC

effect as ' . w p ^-,—. Also, for example, any time

that ' . p— may be used in forming a P-extension,

so may
: A

and
B

However the converse of

A

A Q,,u B

this last relation does not necessarily hold:

: -.X

-^A

and

may individually be applied in forming a P-

extension, but ','. — .J certainly cannot.

These notions can be made more precise as follows:

A default :a/a is applicable, written applic(a), with

respect to a set of formulae W if {a} U MP is consistent.

Given a knowledge base W (or a set of formulae Ei at

some point in the definition of an extension), the set

of applicable defaults is the subset of D that may be

applied to W (or to Ei). We obtain:

Theorem 3.2

1. applic(a A 0) D applic(a) A applic(0).

2. applic(a V 0) = applic(a) V applic(0).

3. applic(a) = applic(-i-<a).

4- a D applic(a).

5. If a D 0 then applic(a) D applic(0).

6. If ->a then ->app/tc(a).

If we define Da as ->applic(-<a) then the result

ing logic is just KT [Chellas 80] (also called T

[Hughes and Cresswell 68]). It is usually axiomatised

using the formulae:

and

and the rule:

Da D a

□(a D0)D (Do D O0)

If a then infer Da.

Items 2, 5, and 6 in the theorem are easily shown to

be adequate to derive these relations. The notion of

truth is provided using a possible-worlds semantics,

where the accessibility relation between worlds is re

flexive only. Since "applicable" as used above is syn

onymous with "is consistent with", and since it seems

to make no sense here to talk about iterated occur

rences of the modality applic, these relations exactly

specify the system that we have. In this case, Da

would have the informal reading "is provable".

As an example, if we were given that

ADC : BDC

D={-
ADC BDC

}

then we can prove that these defaults can be employed

at some step in the specification of an extension when

ever ' . p p— can, unless ->C is provable. That,

is, from theorem 3.2 we can prove that

h (applic(A DC) A applic(B D C))

D (applic(A V B D C)V ->applic(C))

In the case where we have W = {A V B,-<C}, there

are two extensions given D above, one in which A and

-iB are true and another in which ->A and B are true.

However the condition A V B D C is inconsistent with

W, and so nothing additional can be concluded given

i .u a r w : AW BDC

only the default — . R „—.
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This means that we can now regard default reasoning

as being composed of two distinct and disjoint parts.

First, we have the notion of using the defaults to con

struct a (P-)extension, or acceptable set of beliefs that

hold by default. Now in addition we have a means of

reasoning about a set of formulae and a set of defaults

to determine, for example, whether or not a partic

ular default is "subsumed" by others, and so can be

discarded. This is specified in theorem 3.2. This divi

sion into two parts is basically the approach taken in

[Delgrande 88] for default reasoning.

3.2 SEMI-NORMAL DEFAULTS

While most "naturally occurring" defaults are nor

mal, there are cases where effectively we want one

default to "take precedence" over others. Thus we

would want the default that states penguins normally

don't fly to take precedence over that that states birds

normally fly. Such interacting defaults must often be

expressed using semi-normal defaults. This section de

scribes the need for semi-normal defaults, and shows

how prerequisite-free semi-normal defaults can be used

to address problems with interacting defaults.

Consider the statements "university students are typ

ically adults", "adults are typically employed", and

"students are typically not employed". These state

ments may be represented with the defaults,

: SpA

SDA

: ApE

ADE
and

SD^E

Three extensions result from W = {5}, corresponding

to the following:

1. student => adult, student => -"employed

2. student => adult => employed

3. student => -"employed => -"adult

Note that the third extension uses the contrapositive of

the second default. We would like to block the tran

sitivities implicit in the second and third extensions

and just use the more specific defaults that "students

are typically adults" and "students are typically not

employed".

The issue of interacting defaults was first addressed in

[Reiter and Criscuolo 81]. There the authors showed

how semi-normal defaults, with prerequisites, could be

used to block unwanted transitivities.4 In the preced

ing example, "adults are normally employed" would,

in isolation, be written as A :E/E. The transitivity of

inferring that a student is employed, using the second

default, would be prevented by rewriting this default

4They also show how one may get by with normal de

faults if additional assumptions can be made. However,

the difficulty is that we may not always be willing to make

such assumptions.

as '■—p . Our approach is an extension of

this to prerequisite-free semi-normal defaults. An ad

ditional concern here is that we must also block con-

trapositives (such as the contrapositive of the second

default that produced the third extension above).

For a semi-normal default, there are two possible

translations:

a : /? A 7 : (a D S) A 7

V ~ (a DP)

and

a : /3Ay : a D (/? A 7)

/? ~ aP0

The first possibility carries 7 as a "global" consistency

condition, while the second uses 7 as a "local" consis

tency condition, under the assumption of a. The two

alternatives are closely related since —: t~s—^~J a D (3

is applicable whenever ';— lL is. We have

found the first alternative to be preferable, because it

blocks the contrapositive of or D /? when 7 is inconsis

tent; blocking this contrapositive is more complicated

using the second alternative. Hence only the first al

ternative will be considered from now on.

In general then, if a prerequisite-free default —'■

should not be applicable under condition 7 then the

default is written as —'■ L- . The default "adults

a

are typically employed" is not applicable for students

so we may write

: SPA : (Ap E)A^S j : SD^E

SDA ' (ADE) ' and SD^E ■

From W = {5} we get a single extension that includes

S, A, and ->E. Blocking the contrapositive of a con

ditional, ' n _. c—, is a special case of this where 7

is -<6. For example, the contrapositive of the default,

"A's are typically B's" is blocked by writing the rule

: (A D B) A B .. „, , ,

as ' , L . If we are given ->fl then clearly

the default is inapplicable and so we cannot conclude

The following theorem shows that the above transla

tion gives a more general system.

Theorem 3.3 Lei (W, D) be a semi-normal de

fault theory and let (W, D') be the theory where

a :(/?A7)//? G D iff : (a D 0) A 7/(0 D 0) € D' . If

E is an extension of (W, D) then there is an extension

of(W,D'), E', such that EC E' .

Unfortunately, with this extension to semi-normal de

faults, we do not retain the benefits obtained with
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normal defaults. For forming an extension, for £,+i,

we would now have to make reference to the final ex

tension E instead of just the previous step Ei . Also

we cannot reason about the set of applicable defaults.

However, in the next section, wherein J-default logic

is introduced, we show that in the amalgamation of

the two approaches, PJ-default logic, we regain these

benefits.

4 J- AND PJ-DEFAULT LOGIC

In some cases default logic produces conclusions that,

intuitively, are stronger than one wants. For example,

■r v. *u a t u '■ AaB -i : CAD .

if we have the defaults -j and -p to

gether with the knowledge that ->B V ->D then we can

conclude by default that both A and C. This clearly

clashes with one's intuitions. Informally, since one of

B or D is false, one of the default conditions (we don't

know which) cannot hold, and so both default con

clusions should not jointly hold. The difficulty is that

both in the original formulation of an extension, and in

the formulations given to this point, if we know that

-ifl V -iD then the possibility (or consistency) of B

justifies the application of the first default, while the

separate possibility of D justifies the second. This sug

gests that we require the set of justifications used in

the specification of an extension be consistent, rather

than each individual justification.

As a second example, if we have the defaults

—:—2 and ~""—d— then in the original approach

we obtain only one extension, in which B is false5.

But again this seems unintuitive: if we know nothing

else originally, then there seems to be no good reason

that the first default not be "applicable". The argu

ment might run: "Initially I know nothing at all; hence

A A B is consistent, and I can conclude that A. How

ever -<B is inconsistent with my original assumption,

and so I cannot apply the second default." Similar

reasoning beginning with the second default yields a

second extension.

The definition for specifying a J-extension is a modi

fication of theorem 2.1; the resultant system is called

J-default logic. In this definition, a J-extension is com

posed of two sets of formulae: Ej, a set of justifica

tions and Et, the subset of Ej assumed to be true.

Although this complicates the definition of an exten

sion, it also means that rules and extensions are now

represented uniformly, in that both consist of a con

sistency condition along with conclusions based on the

consistency conditions.

Definition 4.1 Let (W, D) be a closed semi-normal

5Recall that in theorem 2.1 the consistency condition is

with respect to an extension E

default theory. Define

Eq = (Ejo,Eto)

= (Th(W),Th(W))

Ei+i = (Eji+\,ETi+i)

= (Th(Eji U {/? A 7}), Th(ETi U {/?}))

where i > 0,

a:(/3Ay)/0€D,

a € ETi,

-i(pAy)tEji.

Then E is a J-extension for (W, D) iff

oo oo

E = (EJ,ET) = (\jEJi,[JETi).

«=0 »=0

The set Ej in a J-extension is used to accumulate the

justifications from the applied defaults. Note that no

reference is made in the definition of Ei+\ to the ex

tension E itself. For the example at the start of this

section, we now obtain two J-extensions, one in which

A is true and the value of C is unspecified, and another

in which C is true and the value of A is unspecified.

In the first J-extension, Ej contains the justification

AAB from the first default. In the second J-extension,

Ej contains the justification C A D from the second

default. In the second example we obtain two exten

sions, one in which A is true and another in which ->B

is true.

[Etherington 88] provides a semantic characterisation

of extensions in default logic that is easily amended for

J-extensions. This modification requires changing the

notion of preference between models so that for a set

of defaults D, the union of the justifications in the de

faults holds in one of the preferred models. The sound

ness and completeness results of [Etherington 88] are

also easily amended to provide similar results for J-

default logic. We also obtain:

Theorem 4.1 Lei (W, D) be a semi-normal default

theory. If E is any extension of (W, D) obtained using

theorem 2.1 then there is a J-extension E' = (E'j,E'T)

of(W,D), obtained using definition j.l, such thai

E'TCE.

That is, J-default logic is weaker than standard default

logic.

Finally we combine the modifications of the previous

sections with those of the present to obtain PJ-default

logic:

Definition 4.2 Let (W, D) be a closed prerequisite-

free semi-normal default theory. Define

Eo — (Ejo,Eto)

= (Th{W),Th{W))

Ei+i = (Eji+i, En+i)
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= (Th(Eji U {P A y)),Th(ETi U {0}))

where i > 0,

:(/?AT)//?GD,

Then E is a PJ-extension for (W, D) iff

00 oo

E = (Ej,ET) = ([JEJit[JETi).

i=0 i=0

Note that this definition leads easily and immedi

ately to a procedure for forming a PJ-extension: if

Eo is initialised to (W, W), then Et+i can be set to

(Eji U {/? A 7}, ETi U {/?}) where : (0 A 7)//? G D and

F/i V ~*(P A 7). A formula o now follows by default

if it is provable from some En. The procedure is not

generally computable since it appeals to nonprovabil-

ity, \f'. It is computable however in some restricted

cases, notably in inheritance hierarchies. Lastly, it

is substantially simpler than the procedure given in

[Etherington and Reiter 83].

For PJ-default logic there are no prerequisites and

the definition of Ei+\ depends on Ei and not on E.

Thus we obtain the benefits of the previous modifi

cations: we can reason by cases and with the con-

trapositive (unless explicitly blocked); transitive de

faults can be blocked using semi-normal defaults if

necessary; and one can again reason about a set

of defaults. On the other hand, the system isn't

so strong that undesirable results are forthcoming.

More pragmatically, the various situations explored

in [Reiter and Criscuolo 81] hold here, as do the ap

plications developed in [Etherington and Reiter 83],

[Mercer 88], [Perrault 87], and [Reiter 87].

5 RELATION TO THEORIST

Prerequisite-free default logic is closely related to

the Theorist system [Poole 88]: P-default logic corre

sponds exactly to basic Theorist while PJ-default logic

corresponds to' Theorist with constraints.

A basic Theorist system consists of a set of closed for

mulae, F (the facts), and a set of formulae, A (the

hypotheses). A scenario is a set F U S where 5 is a

set of ground instances of A such that F U S is consis

tent. A Theorist extension is the deductive closure of

a maximal scenario. For default reasoning, A contains

conditionals similar to prerequisite-free defaults. For

example, the following Theorist system corresponds to

the Quaker-Republican-Pacifist example,

F = {Q,R}

A = {QD P,RD^P)

The two maximal scenarios are FUS\ and FUS'2 where

S, = {Q D P) and S2 = {R D ~>P}. Poole shows that

a formula w G A is a syntactic variant of the nor

mal default :w/w. In P-default logic all defaults are

normal hence P-default logic corresponds exactly to

Theorist. The contribution of P-default logic is the

translation scheme from defaults to prerequisite-free

defaults that tells us how to translate defaults to The

orist and theorem 3.1 that says we don't lose anything

in this translation. The system developed in section 3

for reasoning about defaults could also be applied to

reasoning about hypotheses in Theorist.

The problems of interacting defaults (blocking un

wanted transitivities and contrapositives) also occurs

in Theorist. The Theorist solution is to "name" de

faults and to explicitly state when a default is not ap

plicable. The default "typically, if A then E" might

be given the name Nae- A is restricted to contain

only the names of defaults and F is augmented to in

clude formulae such as Nae D (A D E). The names

are useful to explicitly state when a default is not ap

plicable. Recall that the above default is not applica

ble for students and this could be stated by including

S D "'Nae in F. However, this might introduce an un

wanted side effect in that whenever Nae is included in

a scenario then ->S must follow from that scenario by

using the contrapositive of S D ~*Nae- "Constraints"

were added to Theorist to state when a default is not

applicable without any side effects.

A Theorist system with constraints consists of sets F

and A as before plus a set C (the constraints) of closed

formulae. A scenario in Theorist with constraints is a

set FuS where S is a set of ground instances of A such

that FUSUC is consistent. If C contains S D ~>Nae

then the default Nae cannot be applied when S is

known and there are no side effects.

We used semi-normal defaults for exactly the same

purpose: to state without side effects when a de

fault is not applicable. [Poole 88] describes a

method for translating Reiter's semi-normal defaults

to Theorist and the method applies equally well to

prerequisite-free defaults. The semi-normal default

— ' ; j U corresponds to the Theorist frag

ment,

Nae D(ADE) G F

Nae G A

5 D -iNAe G C

More generally, a default theory (W, D) can be trans

lated into a corresponding Theorist system as follows:

F = WU{Nfi7D0\:0Ay/0€D}

A = {N^l-.pAj/peD}

C = {-7 3-A^|:/?A7//?G£>}

where Npy are the new unique names for the defaults.

As shown in the next theorem, there is a close relation

ship between PJ-extensions and Theorist extensions.

Theorem 5.1 Let E = (Ej, Et) be a PJ-extension of

(W, D). If{F, A, C) is the Theorist system constructed

from (W, D) by the above translation then there is a

maximal scenario F \J S such that Et C Th(F U S).
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It is easy to construct S from E by choosing the ele

ments of A that correspond to the defaults applied to

construct E. Et is a strict subset because Th(F U S)

contains the names of the applied defaults. One might

think that the names are not important but this is not

the case. A simple counterexample is,

W

AAB

*-{

EAF

A ' E j

which, if names are not used, translates to

F = {--5 A A]

A = {A,E}

C = {-.B D -.A, -.F D -.£}

In PJ-default logic there is a single extension where

Et contains A, ->B and E. In Theorist there are no

possible scenarios since F U C is inconsistent. (In

cidentally, Theorem 5.1 in [Poole 88] asserts that in

Theorist without constraints "naming" defaults has no

effects on the possible scenarios. However, the above

example shows that this theorem does not extend to

Theorist with constraints.) The difference occurs be

cause Theorist requires the entire set of constraints to

be consistent with the facts while in PJ-default logic

only the justifications used in building an extension

need be consistent.

This close relationship between PJ-default logic and

Theorist with constraints has benefits for both: we

can reason about defaults in Theorist using the sys

tem developed in section 3 and the implementation

techniques developed for Theorist could be used to im

plement PJ-default logic.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This paper has developed variants to default logic that

address situations where the original system appears

either too weak, in that "reasonable" default conclu

sions are not forthcoming; or too strong, in that some

unwanted default conclusions can be drawn. In the

first case, where some useful conclusions cannot be

drawn, we suggest that the problem is solved by weak

ening the requirement that the prerequisite be prov

able. If a default rule is intended to capture condi

tionals of the form "typically if a then /?" , then our

reading of this is that "typically" applies to the con

ditional as a whole. Thus the conditional is a compo

nent of the justification, as well as constituting the

conclusion. In this modification, if the conditional

can be concluded then one can reason using the con

ditional, without the need to prove the antecedent

true. Thus one obtains contrapositive defeasible in

ferences, as well as reasoning by cases. Interacting

defaults are dealt with by incorporating semi-normal

defaults where necessary, in the manner described in

[Reiter and Criscuolo 81]. Semi-normal defaults are

also used to block other possibly-unwanted inferences,

such as those involving contrapositives.

The second case, where unwanted conclusions may be

drawn, is resolved by strengthening the notion of con

sistency in the definition of an extension. This involves

ensuring that the set of justifications from the applied

defaults is consistent with what is known (rather than

each justification individually). Etherington's seman

tics can also be appropriately modified to provide a

semantic characterisation of such extensions.

The combination of these changes satisfactorily ad

dresses the aforementioned difficulties and the ap

proach gives rise to an intuitive and reasonable set

of default inferences. That is, the system appears to

be strengthened and weakened in just the right man

ner. That the suggested changes are indeed reasonable

is justified first by appealing to the intuitions moti

vating these changes and secondly by observing that

all "reasonable" inferences that we encountered in the

literature still go through. We have also shown that

the resulting system is closely related to the Theorist

system of [Poole 88] and thus provide a link between

Theorist and default logic.

From a technical standpoint, a number of benefits are

obtained. First, the formulation appears conceptually

cleaner and simpler. The modifications result in a uni

formity of notation, in that both rules and extensions

in a default theory are composed of two parts: a justifi

cation and a conclusion, where the justification implies

the conclusion. The definition of an extension is some

what simplified and, in particular, the specification of

the set Ei+i depends now on Ei and not on the final

extension E. While the overall complexity remains the

same for default inferencing, there are now no prereq

uisites in the defaults to be proven. In addition, in the

construction of an extension, if any default is inap

plicable, it is always inapplicable. Hence we obtain a

(heuristic) computational advantage. Thirdly, we can

now reason about the defaults. Thus for example we

can deductively determine that given the knowledge

: AAB
and

: CAD

C

that -iflV-iD, the defaults -

cannot be jointly applied.
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Abstract

CLASP (CLAssification of scenarios and Plans)

is a knowledge representation system that ex

tends the notions of subsumption and classi

fication from frame-based languages to plans.

The CLASP representation language provides

description-forming operators that specify

temporal and conditional relationships be

tween actions represented in CLASSIC (a cur

rent classification-based knowledge represen

tation language). Subsumption in CLASP

builds on term subsumption in CLASSIC and

illustrates how term subsumption can be ex

ploited to serve special needs. In particular,

the clasp algorithms for plan subsumption

integrate work in automata theory with work

in term subsumption. We are using clasp to

store and retrieve information about feature

specifications and test scripts in the context

of a large software development project.

1 INTRODUCTION

Terminological knowledge representation systems have

provided representational support in many areas of Ar

tificial Intelligence (e.g., diagnosis, natural language

processing, program synthesis, user interfaces, expert

systems). Central to terminological approaches are

the interpretation of frames as descriptions, the use of

classification and term subsumption inferences to or

ganize frame taxonomies, and differentiation between

terminological and assertional aspects of knowledge.

A major limitation of current terminological systems,

however, is an inability to represent and reason with

plans. Plans, temporal compositions of actions that

achieve given goals, play a central role in many ar

eas that use terminological knowledge representation

systems (natural language processing [Sidner, 1985],

expert systems [Swartout and Neches, 1986], user in

terfaces [Feiner and McKeown, 1990]). While the gen

eration and recognition of plans has been the focus of

much research in automatic reasoning, the knowledge

representation task of managing collections of plans

has largely been unaddressed.

Terminological representation systems have also been

used to build information systems to assist in software

development. As the size, cost, and lifetime of soft

ware systems continue to grow, it becomes increas

ingly important to find ways to help programmers un

derstand and maintain these systems [Brooks, 1987,

Corbi, 1989]. Fischer and Schneider [Fischer and

Schneider, 1984] suggest that a large software project

should use a knowledge base to collect and dissemi

nate information about all aspects of the system un

der construction, including specification, architecture,

and design. The LASSIE software information sys

tem [Devanbu et al, 1990] pursued this idea, using

the terminological knowledge representation language

CLASSIC [Brachman et al., 1990] to describe the ar

chitecture, domain model, and code of the AT&T

Definity™ 75/851. classic is a KL-ONE-like [Brach

man and Schmolze, 1985] knowledge representation

language, computing terminological inferences such as

classification and term subsumption2 .

By using a terminological language such as CLASSIC,

LASSIE can organize descriptions into a taxonomy and

do retrieval based on the semantics of the query and

the stored descriptions. A taxonomy of the actions

and objects in the telephony domain forms the core

of the lassie knowledge base. Unfortunately, lassie

has representational needs beyond the capabilities of

CLASSIC. Because terminological languages (includ-

* Authors listed in alphabetic order only. Prem Devanbu

is also with the Dept. of Computer Science, Rutgers Uni

versity, New Brunswick, NJ. Diane Litman is currently

with the Dept. of Computer Science, Columbia Univer

sity, New York, NY 10027.

1 Definity 75/85 is a software-controlled scalable Private

Branch Exchange (PBX) switching product.

2We assume the standard interpretation for these terms,

as described in [Brachman et al., 1990].
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ing classic) have no meaningful3 way to represent or

reason with plans, lassie can not be used to describe

sequences of actions that achieve particular goals (e.g.,

Call Forwarding, as found in most modern telephone

systems). Context-dependent, causal, temporal, and

other relationships cannot be captured. As we will see,

plan-like knowledge is important to the entire range of

activities associated with software development.

Motivated by such issues, we have designed and imple

mented a plan-based knowledge representation system

called CLASP (cLAsification of scenarios and plans).

CLASP is designed to represent and reason with large

collections of plan descriptions, much in the same way

current terminological systems reason with object de

scriptions. CLASP creates plan descriptions from ac

tion and object descriptions, using a restricted plan

language containing temporal and conditional opera

tors. CLASP uses the semantics of these descriptions to

associate plan concepts with sets of plan individuals,

and to organize plan concepts into taxonomies based

solely on subsumption inferences, clasp is designed as

a companion to the CLASSIC [Brachman et al., 1990]

terminological knowledge representation system, and

makes intimate use of CLASSIC'S well-defined subsump

tion inference. In particular, the CLASP algorithms for

plan subsumption use results in automata theory to

extend term subsumption. Indeed, one contribution

of our work is to demonstrate how term subsumption

can serve as a springboard for implementing special

purpose representation and reasoning mechanisms.

In the next section we motivate CLASP by illustrating

the importance of plan-like knowledge in programming

activity. We then describe the details of the CLASP sys

tem, discussing both the representation language and

the inference mechanisms. Finally, we show several

examples of the use of CLASP in the programming do

main, relate CLASP to existing research in taxonomic

plan reasoning, and conclude with some thoughts on

future directions.

2 WHY PLAN KNOWLEDGE?

The relationship between plans and software informa

tion has been explored most widely in the context of

automatic and computer-assisted programming [Rich,

1981]. Plans allow the representation of the sequence

Temporal information such as sequence can be encoded

using special role naming conventions (the first step of a

plan is stored in a role called "stepl," the second in a role

called "step2," and so on), with an application program

using the conventions to assign the roles the appropriate

meaning in a post-hoc manner. This is in fact how plans are

represented in the terminological language LOOM [Mac-

Gregor, 1988] in the COMET [Feiner and McKeown, 1990]

project. What is needed is a principled way to explicitly

represent temporal and other planning relations within the

representation system.

of events in a program and the assertion of pre and

post conditions that are applicable at various points.

Besides program synthesis, plans are also useful for

program understanding [Johnson and Soloway, 1981,

Letovsky, 1987]. Research has shown that plan-like

knowledge structures can serve as effective models for

understanding human programming behavior [Soloway

and Ehrlich, 1984, Soloway et ai, 1988].

In the domain of telephone switching that was ad

dressed in lassie, plan-like structures are particularly

useful in representing features such as "call forward

ing" and "call waiting." While a full description of a

feature describes behavior under differing conditions,

a feature is often illustrated in terms of a scenario

representing just one aspect of the behavior. Thus, a

scenario illustrating one successful use of "call wait

ing" might be: "A picks up the phone, gets dial-tone

and dials B; since B is off-hook, A gets a special ring

ing tone and B gets a call-waiting signal; B flashes

hook and connects with A." A full feature description

is a generic description of actions and associated goals,

much like a plan, while a scenario is a specific mani

festation much like a plan execution trace.

Plan-like structures are also used during the testing

phase of software development. In switching soft

ware, tests are usually represented as test scripts. Test

scripts specify stimuli to the switch along with ex

pected responses, for example, "Pick up the phone;

the system should produce a dial-tone." A test script

is thus representationally very much like a scenario

description described above, i.e., a plan-like series of

actions. Given the number of test scripts — a large

project can have on the order of 10,000 scripts — the

ability to represent and manage such scripts within a

LASSIE-Iike system would be extremely useful.

Plans can also be useful in explaining the behav

ior of distributed software systems, like the AT&T

Definity™ 75/85 switch. The processing of a typi

cal stimulus to a switch involves the exchange of mes

sages between several processes. These messages are

logged to a file and examined off-line. The compre

hension of these message traces is an important step

in understanding the software, and involves construct

ing explanations that are very plan-like. For example,

a message trace might show a request to a trunk han

dling process to open a connection to another switch;

this might be followed by a series of messages request

ing packet transmission, followed by another message

to close the transmission. The explanation of this trace

would be a plan with a sequence of actions: the first

action connects the trunk and makes it ready for trans

mission; a series of actions send the messages; a final

action closes the connection. It would be useful to

create and store such explanations for subsequent use.
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3 CLASP

CLASP is a plan-based knowledge representation sys

tem that is a "complement" to CLASSIC, the term

subsumption system used in LASSIE. That is, just as

CLASSIC allows users to define descriptions and create

instances of terms, clasp allows users to define plan

concepts and create scenario instances. As we will see,

CLASP plans are compositionally defined from clas

sic terms. Similarly, just as subsumption and clas

sification are the central inferences in classic, plan

subsumption and classification are the core inferences

in clasp. In particular, clasp can compute the gen

eralization relationships that organize plan concepts

into taxonomies, and can associate plan concepts with

sets of scenarios (plan individuals). The plan-based

inferences of clasp use results in automata theory to

extend the capabilities already available in classic4.

3.1 REPRESENTATION OF ACTIONS

CLASP complements the term language of classic by

providing plan operators to form plans from CLASSIC

terms. In particular, actions are the building blocks

of CLASP plans and scenarios. Since actions can be

represented adequately in current terminological sys

tems such as classic, the representation of actions in

CLASSIC is briefly discussed here.

Frames in CLASSIC are called concepts. They are

(potentially complex) descriptions and are formed by

restricting other descriptions using a small set of

description-forming operators. For example, existing

concepts can be conjoined using the operator "AND."

Roles can also be further constrained. The "ALL"

value restriction restricts all fillers of a particular role

to be of a certain type, while the number restrictions

"AT-LEAST" and "AT-MOST" specify constraints on

the number of fillers for a particular role. "FILLS"

specifies particular individuals that fill the role. While

there are other types of restrictions in CLASSIC, they

will not be needed to understand the examples in this

paper. Individuals are specific instances of concepts,

and are created using the same restrictions as for con

cepts. The extension of a concept is the set of individ

uals described by the concept.

CLASP uses classic to define built-in concepts Action,

State, and Agent. For example, CLASP defines the

CLASSIC concept Action to represent a STRIPS action

operator [Fikes and Nilsson, 1971], where role restric

tions specify the characteristics of the roles ACTOR,

PRECONDITION, ADD-LIST, DELETE-LIST, and GOAL5.

In particular, an action is defined thus:

(DEFINE-CONCEPT

Action

(PRIMITIVE

(AND Classic-Thing

(AT-LEAST 1 ACTOR)

(ALL ACTOR Agent)

(ALL PRECONDITION State)

(ALL ADD-LIST State)

(ALL DELETE-LIST State)

(ALL GOAL State))))

The above definition states that "An Action is a

Classic-Thing, with at least one ACTOR, all of whose

ACTORs are of type Agent, all of whose PRECONDITIONS

are of type State, all of whose ADD-LISTs are of

type State, all of whose DELETE-LISTs are of type

State, and all of whose GOALs are of type State"

(assuming the previous definition of the concepts

Classic-Thing, State and Agent in CLASSIC). This

example has the role restrictions that there must be

at least one filler of the role ACTOR, that all fillers of

the role ACTOR must be of type Agent, and so on. The

PRIMITIVE operator is used to specify that the con

cept definition is not necessary and sufficient, that is,

that the concept cannot be automatically placed into a

concept taxonomy via subsumption and classification

inferences6 .

Actions can be restricted to define various specialized

actions in the lassie domain. As we will see, these ac

tion concepts can be combined in CLASP to form plans,

while the individual instances of the actions can be

combined to form scenarios. For example, the Action

concept specializes into System-Acts and User-Acts.

System-Act is defined below:

(DEFINE-CONCEPT

System-Act

(AND Action

(ALL ACTOR System-Agent)))

This definition declares that System-Act is a subcon-

cept of Action, where all the fillers of the (inherited)

role ACTOR are restricted to be individuals described

by the concept System-Agent (which itself must be

defined in classic as a subconcept of Agent). Un

like the primitive concept Action, this concept is fully

specified by necessary and sufficient conditions.

* The use of terminological models to enhance other

paradigms has also been applied to production sys

tems [Yen et a/., 1989].

5In our informal notation, Concept-Names will be shown

in capitalized typewriter font, individual-names in lower

case typewriter font, ROLE-NAMES in upper case typewriter

font, and CLASSIC-OPERATORS (and later CLASP-

OPERATORS) in upper case.

6 Doyle and Patil [Doyle and Patil, 1989] argue against

restricting knowledge representation languages in order to

support efficient subsumption (as is done in classic). In

particular, they argue that subsumption should not be

given such a central role. For example, in their own work

they found that a large percentage of concept definitions

could not be specified in terms of necessary and sufficient

conditions.
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The definition of System-Act can itself be restricted7:

(DEFINE-CONCEPT

Connect-Dialtone-Act

(AND System-Act

(EXACTLY 1 PRECONDITION )

(ALL PRECONDITION

(AND Off-Hook-State

Idle-State))

(EXACTLY 1 ADD-LIST)

(ALL ADD-LIST Dialtone-State)

(EXACTLY 1 DELETE-LIST)

(ALL DELETE-LIST Idle-State)

(EXACTLY 1 GOAL )

(ALL GOAL

(AND Off-Hook-State

Dialtone-State))))

Informally, the system performs a Connect-Dialtone-

Act and generates a dialtone after a user picks up a

phone. Notice that this concept is defined by specify

ing more properties that restrict System-Act.

CLASSIC can also be used to create individuals that

are described by concepts. In particular, an individual

must satisfy the restrictions of the describing concept.

The following CLASSIC function creates an individual

actl that is described by the concept System-Act (de

fined above):

(CREATE-IND

actl

(AND System-Act

(FILLS ACTOR switching-system)))

Note that for actl to satisfy the restrictions of

System-Act, the specified filler of the role ACTOR (the

individual switching-system) must itself have been

previously created, and must be describable by the

concept System-Agent.

3.2 REPRESENTATION OF PLANS

CLASP provides a representation language for plans,

descriptions that organize and group together context-

independent CLASSIC action descriptions. Thus, a

CLASSIC action type such as Connect-Dialtone-Act

will occur in many CLASP plans. As we will see, by be

ing defined in terms of CLASSIC actions, the algorithms

for plan classification can take advantage of CLASSIC

inheritance and subsumption.

A user defines a plan in CLASP by specifying a name

and restricting the roles PLAN-EXPRESSION (a plan

concept expression, specified using the syntax below),

and optional roles INITIAL and GOAL. Plan concept ex

pressions are compositionally defined from action and

state concepts using the plan description forming op

erators SEQUENCE, LOOP, REPEAT, TEST, OR,

and SUBPLAN:

<plan-concept-expression> ::=

<action-concept> |

(SEQUENCE <plan-concept-expression>+) |

(LOOP <plan-concept-expression>) |

(REPEAT <integer>

<plan-concept-expression>) |

(TEST (<state-concept>

<plan-concept-expression>)+) |

(OR <plan-concept-expression>+) |

(SUBPLAN <symbol>)

In other words, plan definitions restrict the type, the

(conditional) presence, and sequential8 temporal or

dering of action individuals in scenarios (plan individ

uals) described by the plan. (<action-concept> and

<state-concept> refer to classic concepts subsumed

by the concepts Action and State. Recall that Action

and State are pre-defined in classic by clasp). The

following examples illustrate the interpretation of the

constructs listed above:

• (SEQUENCE A B C): An action of type A is fol

lowed by an action of type B, which is followed by

an action of type C.

• (LOOP A): Zero or more actions of type A.

• (REPEAT 7 A): Equivalent to (SEQUENCE A A

A A A A A).

• (TEST (SI A) (S2 B)): If the current state is of

type SI, then action type A, else if state type S2

then action type B.

• (OR A B): Either action type A or type B9.

• (SUBPLAN Plan-Name): Syntactically insert

Plan-Name's plan expression 10.

The root of the plan taxonomy is the built-in CLASP

concept Plan, where

(DEFINE-PLAN

Plan

(PRIMITIVE

(AND Clasp-Thing

(ALL INITIAL State)

(ALL GOAL State)

'Recall that AND is a CLASSIC operator that conjoins

concepts. EXACTLY (followed by a number) is our nota

tion for an operator that defines precisely how many fillers

are allowed for a slot. In CLASSIC this would be expressed

using AT-MOST and AT-LEAST operators with the same

number.

8We can also specify partial orders, using the opera

tor OR to explicitly specify that any number of sequential

descriptions are acceptable.

9 Our algorithm for subsumption currently assumes that

plans are expressed nondeterministically. Note that this

means that the sets described by concepts A and B must be

disjoint.

10We prohibit recursive plan definitions.
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(EXACTLY 1 PLAN-EXPRESSION)

(ALL PLAN-EXPRESSION

(LOOP Action)))))

We can use the plan taxonomy to represent and orga

nize descriptions of Definity 75/85 features (recall Sec

tion 2). For example, the following are informal clasp

definitions representing an abstract view of POTS (the

default feature or "Plain Old Telephone Service"), as

well as another plan used in the POTS definition:

(DEFINE-PLAN

Pots-Plan

(AND

Plan

(ALL PLAN-EXPRESSION

(SEQUENCE

(SUBPLAN

Originate-And-Dial-Plan)

(TEST

(Callee-On-Hook-State

(SUBPLAN Terminate-Plan))

(Callee-Off-Hook-State

(SEQUENCE

Non-Terminate-Act

Caller-On-Hook-Act

Disconnect-Act )))))))

(DEFINE-PLAN

Originate-And-Dial-Plan

(AND

Plan

(ALL PLAN-EXPRESSION

(SEQUENCE

Caller-Oil-Hook-Act

Connect-Dialtone-Act

Dial-Digits-Act))))

Of course, there must also be definitions for every other

action, state and plan in these definitions (defined us

ing classic and clasp, respectively). For example,

the definition of Connect-Dialtone-Act in CLASSIC

was presented earlier. Informally, Pots-Plan describes

a plan in which the caller picks up a phone, gets a

dialtone, and dials a callee. If the callee's phone is

on-hook, the call goes through; if the callee's phone is

ofT-hook, the caller gets a busy signal, hangs up, and

is disconnected.

Note that with the exception ofTEST and SUBPLAN,

plan expressions built using the CLASP operators cor

respond to regular expressions. CLASP, in fact, can

transform such plan representations into regular ex

pressions. First, clasp can use the semantics under

lying its action representation to replace all TEST op

erators with expressions involving OR operators and

new action descriptions. This is because the precon

ditions of an action must describe the state of the

world before an individual described by the action can

be successfully executed. Similarly, in each (State

Action) argument of a TEST operator, the state de

scribes the state of the world that must be satisfied

before an action individual can be described by the

action. Thus, for example, (TEST (Statel Actionl)

(State2 Action2)) is equivalent to (OR Actionlb

Action2b), where Actionlb specializes Actionl by

specifying that the type restriction of PRECONDITION

of Actionlb is the conjunction of type Statel and

the PRECONDITION type restriction of Actionl. The

construction of Action2b is similar11. CLASP will con

struct and define such action descriptions, in order re

place all expressions involving the operator TEST with

equivalent expressions involving the operator OR. As

for SUBPLAN, recall that this construct was just a

notational convenience. The ability to perform this

transformation will have important implications with

respect to plan subsumption. In particular, plan sub-

sumption will able to use results in automata theory

to extend term subsumption.

Although plans are defined within CLASP, they are in

ternally represented using CLASSIC. This can be done

because classic provides hooks for storing informa

tion (e.g., via Common LISP types such as lists) that

classic itself cannot meaningfully represent, clasp

constructs a finite automaton recognizing the plan ex

pression, uses an array to represent this automaton,

and stores the array using a CLASSIC role restricted

to fillers of LISP type Array. Note that although

"represented," the planning information is outside the

scope of the classic classification and subsumption

processes. Instead, CLASP constructs a plan taxon

omy using its own plan subsumption algorithms, as

described below.

3.3 REPRESENTATION OF SCENARIOS

A clasp plan individual is called a scenario. As in

classical planners such as STRIPS [Fikes and Nilsson,

1971], a plan individual corresponds to a sequence of

actions that when executed in an initial state achieves

a goal state12. A scenario is created in CLASP by as

serting that it is described by (a specialization of) the

concept Plan, by specifying the individuals that sat

isfy the restrictions on the plan's initial state as well

as goal state, and by specifying a scenario-expression

that is described by the plan's plan-expression. (The

initial state is the state in which the scenario begins

to execute, the goal state is the state that scenario

11 This construction will also cover the case when a com

plex plan expression takes the place of simple action de

scriptions such as Actionlb. This is because the complex

expressions are "unbundled" into such simpler forms when

constructing finite state machines, as discussed below.

12 Like STRIPS, the temporal ordering of action sequences

in scenarios must be total; in other words, CLASP scenarios

are linear. Note that while planners such as STRIPS syn

thesize plans, the CLASP knowledge representation manages

plans.
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execution achieves, and the actions are the ordered se

quence of action individuals constituting the scenario.)

In particular, scenario expressions are built from CLAS

SIC action individuals:

<scenario-expression> ::= (<action-individual>+).

The following is an example of a scenario:

(CREATE-SCENARIO

pots-busy-scenario

(AND Plan

(FILLS INITIAL state-ulon-u2ofi)

(FILLS GOAL state-ulon)

(FILLS PLAN-EXPRESSION

(caller-off-hook-ul

connect-dialtone-on-ul

dial-digits-ul-to-u2

non-terminat e-on-u2

caller-on-hook-ul

disconnect-ul)))).

With the callee off-hook in the initial state, this

scenario represents the case where a user picks up

the phone, the system generates a dialtone, the user

dials the callee, the system generates a busy sig

nal (the call failed to terminate), the user hangs

up, and the system disconnects. More precisely,

we define pots-busy-scenario to be a Plan whose

INITIAL is filled by state-ulon-u2ofi, whose GOAL

is filled by state-ulon, and whose PLAN-EXPRESSION

is filled by a sequence of action individuals that be

gins with caller-off-hook-ul and continues through

to disconnect-ul. The individuals used here, such

as state-ulon-u2ofi (the initial state in which the

caller is on-hook and the callee is off hook) and actions

such as caller-off-hook-ul (the caller goes off-hook, i.e.

picks up the phone) are assumed to have been previ

ously defined in CLASSIC13.

When a scenario is created, CLASP confirms that the

given sequence of actions will indeed transform the

specified initial state into the goal state (i.e., that the

scenario is well-formed). During this process any un

specified intermediate states (the fillers of the precon

dition and goal roles of each action individual) are in

ferred, using the strips rule. While such informa

tion is often computed during plan synthesis, typi

cally it is not stored in the final plan14. As will

be seen below, clasp needs such information to de

termine if a scenario is described by a plan. In

formally, the strips rule specifies that when an ac

tion is applied in a particular world state, the new

13 For clarity, we reflect the type of an individual in its

name; e.g., state-ulon-u2off is an individual of type

State; also, ul refers to the caller and u2 to the callee,

etc.

14 Work on plan reuse [Kambhampati and Hendler, 1989]

has shown a similar need for the maintenance of such

information.

world state satisfies every state description in the

ADD-LIST and every previously satisfied state de

scription not in the DELETE-LIST. For example, as

sume state-ulon-u2off in pots-busy-scenario is

described by

(AND State-Ulon State-U2oif),

and that fillers of ADD-LIST and DELETE-LIST of

the action concept Caller-Oii-Hook are restricted to

(AND Idle-State State-Ulofi) and State-Ulon,

respectively. The strips rule computes that the state

of the world after caller-oif-hook-ul is described

by

(AND Idle-State

State-Uloif

State-U2oii).

Scenarios are described by (are instances of) plans.

A scenario described by a plan is a member of the

class (the set of scenarios) corresponding to the plan.

Intuitively, a scenario is an instance of a plan if the

temporal and conditional restrictions used to define

the plan concept are satisfied in the scenario. As

with plans, classic can represent but not classify sce

narios. In particular while CLASSIC can determine

if the scenario fillers of INITIAL and GOAL meet the

plan's restrictions, it cannot determine this with re

spect to PLAN-EXPRESSION. As will be seen, CLASP

determines if a sequence of action individuals is de

scribed by a plan expression (a "grammar" of action

descriptions) by parsing, in conjunction with term sub-

sumption. For example, CLASP will determine that

pots-busy-scenario is described by Pots-Plan.

3.4 SUBSUMPTION OF SCENARIOS

In this section we present the algorithm for scenario

subsumption15 , which computes whether a plan de

scribes a scenario. Scenario classification uses sub-

sumption to determine all plans that a scenario satis

fies. Scenario subsumption enables CLASP to explicitly

assert classic instance relationships between plans

and scenarios. Intuitively, a plan P is satisfied by

a scenario s if P describes s, that is, if the restric

tions defining P are satisfied by s. Recall that ev

ery plan has restrictions concerning the roles INITIAL,

GOAL, and PLAN-EXPRESSION. (Henceforth we will use

o-subsumes, s-subsumes, and p-subsumes to refer to

object subsumption as supported in current termi

nological systems such as classic, clasp subsump

tion between PLAN-EXPRESSION restrictions and fillers,

and CLASP subsumption between PLAN-EXPRESSION

15As in CLASSIC, we use the term "subsumption" rather

than the term "realization" to describe this inference. We

will also say, informally, that a plan P describes a scenario

s (or that s satisfies P) when P subsumes s.
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restrictions, respectively16.) Since the restrictions re

garding INITIAL and GOAL are CLASSIC restrictions, s

satisfies P if INITIAL and GOAL of s are o-subsumed by

INITIAL and GOAL of P, and if PLAN-EXPRESSION of s

is s-subsumed by PLAN-EXPRESSION of P.

Informally, a plan expression of a scenario (call it

s-exp) is s-subsumed by that of a plan (call it P-exp) if

the action individuals of s-exp are o-subsumed by the

action descriptions that constitute P-exp subject to

the temporal and conditional restrictions specified by

the CLASP operators of P-exp. More formally, s-exp

is s-subsumed by P-exp if s-exp is a string in the lan

guage defined by P-exp. Let E be the alphabet consist

ing of all concepts of type Action, and E* denote all

strings of action individuals, i.e., strings of individuals

where each individual is described by a symbol of E. A

plan expression over E denotes the set of strings from

E,* in the language generated by the plan expression.

P-exp s-subsumes s-exp if s-exp is in the subset of

E* denoted by P-exp. For example, with P-exp equal

to

(SEQUENCE (OR Caller-On-Hook-Act

Callee-On-Hook-Act)

Hangup-Act)

and s-exp equal to

(caller-on-hooki busy-hanguplO),

P-exp s-subsumes s-exp if Caller-On-Hook-Act

o-subsumes caller-on-hookl and Hangup-Act o-

subsumes busy-hanguplO. Note that the use of o-

subsumption enables the recognition of action individ

uals that are directly as well as abstractly described by

the action terms in P-exp. In contrast, the above plan

expression would not subsume the scenario expression

(busy-hanguplO).

Since CLASP plan expressions can be transformed into

regular expressions, s-subsumption can be efficiently

implemented. To test whether s-exp is s-subsumed

by P-exp, clasp tests whether s-exp is accepted by

the finite automaton recognizing the language denoted

by P-exp. (clasp builds a finite automaton whenever

a plan is defined). Because each transition in the finite

automaton corresponds to an o-subsumption rather

than equality check, we call our automata Extended Fi

nite Automata (EFA). The particular pattern match

ing algorithm used in CLASP is 0(mn) o-subsumptions

in the worst case, where m is the size of the finite-state

16 An orthogonal plan taxonomy could also be organized

via goals using g-subsumption. Informally, one plan g-

subsumes another if the fillers of the GOAL and INITIAL

roles satisfy o-subsumption relationships; g-subsumption

thus ignores any relationships (i.e., s-subsumption and p-

subsumption) among plan expressions, and simply checks

the conditions in the world before and after the execution

of the plan.

machine equivalent of the plan and scenario is of size

n [Sedgewick, 1988]. The analysis of o-subsumption

will depend on the particular terminological model

used. In CLASSIC, determining whether an individual

satisfies a description (no embedded defined concepts)

is unknown, while determining whether an individual

matches a concept is believed to be NP-hard or NP-

complete [Patel-Schneider and Borgida, 1991]. How

ever, if the plans and scenarios are constructed from a

stable CLASSIC knowledge base of action concepts and

instances, CLASSIC can be used to pre-compute and

cache all the o-subsumptions between concepts and in

dividuals in a taxonomy, for later use by CLASP. Using

o-subsumption results that are computed and cached

"off-line" would allow the complexity of s-subsumption

to be simply 0(mn).

Again, we emphasize here that the CLASP algorithm

performs o-subsumption rather than equality checking

between action concepts in E and action individuals

in E|. This integration of term subsumption with reg

ular expression processing provides a powerful facil

ity for retrieving scenarios using incomplete and ab

stract plan descriptions. For example, the root of the

plan description taxonomy, (LOOP Action), would s-

subsume (and thus retrieve) every scenario.

3.5 SUBSUMPTION OF PLANS

Plan classification is the determination of all plans

that are more general and all plans that are more

specific than a given plan. Plan classification orga

nizes plans (classes) into a taxonomy according to

the subset relation. Plan classification is based on

plan subsumption, determination of whether one plan

is more general than another. A plan, P is more

general than a plan Q if any scenario that satisfies

Q necessarily also satisfies P. o-subsumption can be

used to determine generality for descriptions filling

the plan roles INITIAL and GOAL, clasp, however,

must provide a notion of p-subsumption to determine

PLAN-EXPRESSION generality.

For plan expressions PE1 and PE2, PE1 p-subsumes PE2

if the language described by PE1 is necessarily a super

set of that described by PE2. If LI is the set of scenar

ios satisfying PE1, and L2 the set satisfying PE2, PE2 is

p-subsumed by PE1 if L2 C LI. For example, given ac

tion descriptions A, B, and C, where A only o-subsumes

C,

(SEQUENCE (LOOP A) (OR B A))

p-subsumes (SEQUENCE A C B) but does not p-

subsume (SEQUENCE B A). The root of the plan tax

onomy, (LOOP Action), p-subsumes every plan.

P-subsumption can be understood in terms of an ex

tension of regular expression subsumption. Given

two plan expressions PE1 and PE2, we compute the

equivalent deterministic finite automatons, EFA1 and
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EFA2, and their Cartesian product EFAX. The states

of EFAX are ordered pairs of the form < s\,s2 >,

where st is one of the states of the machine EFA' , j =

1,2; EFAX would reach state < s1 , s2 > after scanning

through a scenario S just in case the machine EFA1

would be in state s\ , j = 1,2 after scanning through

the same scenario 5.

The Cartesian product machine helps us determine if

all the scenarios accepted by one EFA are also accepted

by the other (i.e., if one EFA subsumes the other).

This is accomplished by looking in the product ma

chine for states where one of the machines accepts and

the other rejects, as well sis states where both accept.

If a state of the form < accept, reject > occurs, that

means there is a scenario where EFA1 accepts and

EFA2 rejects. Now, if there are states of the form

< accept, accept >, < reject, accept >, and no states

of the form < accept, reject >, then clearly, all scenar

ios accepted by EFA1 are also accepted by EFA2 (and

EFA2 accepts additional scenarios); thus, in this case,

PE1 is subsumed by PE2. Likewise, if the product ma

chine contains states of the form < accept, accept >,

< accept, reject >, and no < reject, accept > states,

then the first plan subsumes the second. If there

are only states of the form < accept, accept >, the

two plans accept the same language. We can also

distinguish between cases where there are not sub-

sumption relationships between the two plans. If

there are < accept, reject >, < reject, accept >, and

< accept, accept > states, PE1 intersects PE2. That

is, while neither plan subsumes the other, it is possi

ble to have a scenario that could be described by both

plans. Otherwise, the two plans are disjoint, as there

can never be a scenario that is described by both plans.

For example, consider the following plan expressions,

where concepts A and B are disjoint, and concept Al

specializes A:

PI: (LOOP A)

P2: (OR Ai B)

P3: (SEQUENCE Al Al)

The results of p-subsumption will determine that PI

intersects P2, PI subsumes P3, and P2 is disjoint from

P3.

The construction of EFAX, however, is not sim

ple. Recall that the transitions in EFA1'2 involve c-

subsumption tests, not equality. Figure 1 illustrates

the complexity of computing the product when tran

sitions involve o-subsumption tests. Portions (a) and

(b) of the figure each show a sample machine consisting

of one transition. Portion (c) shows the corresponding

product machine assuming the transitions are based

on the standard equality tests (note that the states

are now pairs of individual states in the original ma

chines). Portion (d), in contrast, shows the cross prod

uct machine if the transitions are instead interpreted

as o-subsumption tests. In particular, here A and B

/'/
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Figure 1: Constructing the Cartesian Product Ma

chine

denote intersecting classic action descriptions 17.

As discussed, p-subsumption, uses classic o-

subsumption from concepts to concepts. o-

subsumption for descriptions (no embedded defined

concepts) is polynomial, while subsumption allowing

defined concepts is believed to be NP-hard or NP-

complete.[Patel-Schneider and Borgida, 1991] As with

o-subsumption between concepts and individuals, if

such results are cached, o-subsumption is a constant

time operation once computed. The subsumption

of regular expressions is P-SPACE hard [Wellman,

1988]. The intractability of this problem arises from

the fact that regular expressions and their equivalent

non- deterministic finite state machines are very com

pact representations. In fact, if they are converted

to their equivalent deterministic finite state machines

(leading to an exponential increase in the size of the

machines) the subsumption can be done in polyno

mial time. While computing p-subsumption we con

vert the clasp plan expressions directly into finite

state machines, prior to computing the cross-product.

In the lassie domain, we find that the resulting fi

nite state machines are generally quite small, and in

practice, p-subsumption rarely takes more than a few

hundred milliseconds. (It should also be noted, as be

fore, that CLASSIC subsumptions were previously com

puted and cached; they were essentially constant time

operations.)

17CLASSIC provides tests for subsumption, disjointness

and equality between concepts; with these, the meaning-

fulness of action concepts such as A & B, A i; (not B)

can be checked for the actions A and B. Though CLASSIC

does not support negation, we construct these concepts

merely to verify that the Cartesian product machines can

reach certain states.
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4 USING CLASP

This section illustrates the use of CLASP in enhancing

subsumption-based retrieval systems such as lassie18.

The examples illustrate the power of combining term

subsumption with plan processing. First, the mech

anisms for representing and organizing feature de

scriptions such as Pots-Plan provide a very flexi

ble method for retrieving feature scenarios such as

pots-busy-scenario. In particular, definitions of

plan descriptions containing action "wildcards" can be

used to retrieve scenarios satisfying particular plan

ning relationships. The set of scenarios retrieved are

just those scenarios that are subsumed by the plan

description during CLASP scenario subsumption. For

example, a plan description containing the following

plan expression can be used to find all the contexts

in which specializations of the classic description

Connect-Dialtone-Act occur:

(SEQUENCE (LOOP Action)

Connect-Dialtone-Act

(LOOP Action)).

Here, clasp represents context while classic adds

context-independent action abstraction. Plan descrip

tions can also be used to retrieve scenarios satisfying

temporal context relationships:

(SEQUENCE (LOOP Action)

Caller-On-Hook-Act

Callee-On-Hook-Act).

Here clasp is used to specify that a caller goes on-

hook immediately before a callee, and that all other

actions in the scenario precede these actions.

We can also retrieve scenarios by specifying restric

tions on intermediate states:

(SEQUENCE

(LOOP Action)

(AND Action

(ALL PRECONDITIONS Busy-State))

(LOOP Action)) .

This plan description is satisfied by any scenario in

which a phone is busy at some point; the retrieval is

based on information about role fillers of action indi

viduals asserted into the knowledge base by the CLASP

state computations.

Finally, plan subsumption can support retrieval of fea

ture descriptions rather than scenarios. This capabil

ity could be used to determine if any existing features

18CLASp[Litman and Devanbu, 1990] representation and

subsumption is fully implemented in Common Lisp and

CLASSIC. To date we have used CLASP to represent and

query a small set of feature descriptions and feature sce

narios added to a LASSIE knowledge base.

handle a target behavioral description. For example,

plan classification could determine that a call forward

ing plan description describes all plans in which a user

dials the number of one phone, but another phone ac

tually rings.

The capabilities supporting feature processing can also

be used to flexibly retrieve test scripts. Suppose a

tester wanted to run scripts to ensure that a partic

ular process wrote a report to a log file every time

any feature (call forwarding, call waiting, selective call

reject) was enabled or disabled at a phone. Because

many devices can be considered to be "phones" and

not all features operate on these devices, finding all

relevant scripts is an extremely difficult task. With

CLASP, however, the tester may issue a simple query:

(SEQUENCE

(LOOP Action)

(OR (AND Feature-Enable-Action

(ALL HAS-OPERAND Phone))

(AND Feature-Disable-Action

(ALL HAS-OPERAND Phone)))

(LOOP Action)).

Again, we see how scenario and term subsumption can

be combined to support retrieval given incomplete and

abstract descriptions. This query also illustrates how

the taxonomic reasoning of classic can be combined

with the regular expression facility of CLASP to help re

duce the "cognitive load" on testers. For example, the

tester does not have to remember that ISDN stations,

ordinary handset telephones, incoming trunks, and

many other devices are all considered to be "phones" ;

additionally, the user doesn't have to remember all the

different features and how they are enabled.

CLASP can be used to query collections of message

traces to identify those traces that show a certain be

havior. For example, if we wanted to make sure that

the switch didn't allow a particular incoming trunk

to make an outgoing call19, we could check that there

were no message traces where a incoming trunk made

a call into the system, and subsequently was able to

dial out. This could be determined by constructing

the following query:

(SEQUENCE

(LOOP Action)

(AND Off-Hook-Act ion

(FILLS ACTOR incoming-trunkl))

(LOOP Action)

(AND Connect-Action

(FILLS ACTOR incoming-trunkl)

(ALL RECIPIENT Toll-Trunk))

(LOOP Action)).

19If this were allowed, then it would be possible to dial

into a PBX, and then dial out and make a free long-distance

call.
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If any answers are retrieved, then there are some vio

lations.

5 RELATED WORK

Taxonomic reasoning has largely been the concern of

research in knowledge representation, particularly in

KL-ONE-like systems. While plan reasoning has typi

cally been the concern of fairly orthogonal research ar

eas, namely plan recognition and plan synthesis, there

are a few examples where abstraction in planning plays

an important role20.

A plan abstraction hierarchy is central to the plan

recognition work of Kautz [Kautz, 1987]. However, in

his taxonomy, plan nodes are still terms rather than

structures, and the suitability of the representation for

computing terminological inferences is not of concern.

In the field of plan synthesis, Tenenberg [Tenenberg,

1989] uses a plan hierarchy to construct abstract plan

solutions that constrain later search, where any ab

stract solution can always be specialized by choosing

a specialization of each abstract plan step. Thus, while

plans in Tenenberg's hierarchy are compositions of ac

tions (like in clasp), plans must always be structurally

isomorphic across abstraction levels.

Several research projects have used existing termino

logical knowledge representation systems to directly

represent and organize plans. Swartout and Neches

[Swartout and Neches, 1986] organize plans into a

taxonomy by the semantics of the goals achieved

(rather than the methods that are used to achieve

the goals). In our terminology, the plan hierarchy is

thus organized via g-subsumption, rather than by s-

subsumption and p-subsumption as in CLASP. The

COMET multimodal generation project [Feiner and

McKeown, 1990] uses an existing terminological lan

guage to "represent" sequential plans. It uses intuitive

role-naming conventions that are understood by the

generation programs. This information is not under

stood, however, by the representation system during

its subsumption processes.

Finally, a plan hierarchy is central to Wellman's syn

thesis work [Wellman, 1988], which is in fact the most

similar approach to CLASP. Plans are built from ac

tions represented in a term subsumption language, and

plan classes are organized into a hierarchy based on

a notion of subsumption. However, the actual lan

guage for constructing plan descriptions is quite dif

ferent (largely due to differences in domain); for ex

ample, Wellman's language is totally atemporal while

CLASP allows the representation of sequence. Corre

spondingly, the algorithms for classifying and subsum

ing plan descriptions must differ. Furthermore, Well-

man only represents and subsumes plan classes, while

Plan decomposition hierarchies also play a role in sev

eral systems[Sacerdoti, 1977, Kautz, 1987].

clasp is also concerned with plan individuals.

6 CONCLUSION

clasp is a knowledge representation and reasoning

system that extends the notions of term subsump

tion to plans. In this paper we presented the CLASP

language for defining plan descriptions and creating

plan individuals that satisfy such descriptions. As in

subsumption-based systems, descriptions and individ

uals are organized into taxonomies based on subsump

tion and classification inferences. We have discussed

several subsumption inferences relevant to plans - s-

subsumption, p-subsumption, and g-subsumption —

and have shown how such inferences are related to a

core notion of term subsumption. We have motived

our work by demonstrating the importance of manag

ing large collections of plans. In particular, we have

used CLASP to provide a viable data model as well as a

framework for representing and retrieving information

in software information systems.

Several extensions to CLASP would be particularly use

ful. Although the current representation language can

encode an interesting class of plans in the telephony

domain, the language is not as general as many rep

resentations used in plan synthesis. For example, the

standard operators for composing plans not only in

clude sequence and choice, but also iteration, recur

sion, and concurrency [Georgeff, 1987]. However, to

extend the expressive power (for example, allowing the

representation of parallel actions), new algorithms for

plan subsumption would be needed. One might also

add inheritance and an elementary notion of assertions

to CLASP. Assertions would allow the definition of con

straints on execution patterns and could be used dur

ing software debugging to check execution traces for

anomalous behavior.
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Abstract

We present here a mathematical model

providing a formal basis for analogical

reasoning, referred to as the Abstractional

Concept Mapping Theory. The approach

provides a formal basis for all comparison-

based reasoning (e.g., literal similarity,

analogy, metaphor, and scientific models) in

that given any two descriptions in first-order

logic, arbitrary comparisons of similarity are

representable as first-order theories (referred

to as "comparison theories"), dependent

only on the notion of logical truth, and not

on domain-specific heuristics or particular

features of the knowledge representation.

1 INTRODUCTION

In this work, we view analogical reasoning as a fun

damental cognitive process and an essential compo

nent to all comparison-based reasoning, e.g., literal

similarity,1 analogy, metaphor, and scientific models.

(For a comprehensive discussion of the role of analog

ical reasoning in these and other aspects of cognition,

see [Indurkhya 1986].) Analogical reasoning is seen

both as a matching process in determining correspon

dences between aspects of two descriptions, and as an

inference method in inferring aspects of one descrip

tion based on aspects of the other. We refer to these

processes as "analogical matching" and "analogical in

ference," respectively.

Given that the process of analogical matching nec

essarily precedes the process of analogical inference,

this research addresses the question of how compar

isons between two given descriptions can be discov

ered, represented, and used as a basis for analogical

inference in intelligent systems. Two main beliefs be-

1 We consider complete literal similarity as "degenerate

analogy," and thus see such comparisons as involving ana

logical reasoning.

hind our approach are the following: (a) the focus of

such comparisons should be semantically based, rather

than syntactically based; and (b) in order to represent

comparisons in general, an explicit representation of

an abstraction common to the two descriptions is re

quired.

We present here a theory of analogical reasoning

referred to as the Abstractional Concept Mapping

Theory. The approach provides a general theory in

that given any two descriptions in first-order logic,

arbitrary comparisons of the descriptions are repre

sentable as first-order theories (referred to as "compar

ison theories"), dependent only on the notion of logical

truth, and not on domain-specific heuristics or partic

ular features of the knowledge representation. Thus,

the Abstractional Concept Mapping Theory provides

a model for the explicit representation of analogical

comparisons, seen as prerequisite to the process of ana

logical inference.

2 RELATED WORK

Most computational theories of analogical reasoning

are domain-specific or knowledge-representation sen

sitive (see [Winston 1980], [Araya 1983], [Burstein

1983], [Carbonell 1983], [Douglas and Moran 1983],

[Falkenhainer 1987], [Greiner 1988], [Kedar-Cabelli

1988], [Shinn 1988]), the focus being restricted to prob

lem solving or learning. Little work, however, has

been done in the development of general, domain-

independent computational models of analogical rea

soning. Three exceptions to this are the Structure-

Mapping Theory of Gentner [1983, 1988], the Theory

of Constrained Semantic Transference of Indurkhya

[1985, 1986a, 1988], and the use of "determination

rules" by Davies and Russell [1987]. Each provides

a domain-independent, general model of analogical in

ference that incorporates or presupposes a model of

analogical matching. We briefly discuss the work of

Gentner and Indurkhya.
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2.1

SOLAR SYSTEM DOMAIN

ATTRACTS ( sun, planeti)

MOREJlASSIVE_THAM(Bun, planeti)

REVOLVES_AROUHD(planeti, sun)

HOTTER-THAU(sun, planet^

YELLOV(sun)

CAUSES(ATTRACTS(sun, planet jj A

MOREJ1ASSIVE.THAN( sun, planeti),

REVOLVESJlROUHD(planeti, sun))

ATOM DOMAIN

ATTRACTS(nucleus, electron^)

MORE.MASSIVE-THAN(nucleus, electron^

REVOLVES_AROUND(electroni, nucleus)

Figure 1: Solar System and Atom Domains.

GENTNER'S STRUCTURE-MAPPING

THEORY

2.1.1 Overview

Gentner's Structure-Mapping Theory is a general,

domain-independent model of analogical inference

within the framework of a propositional network

knowledge representation, i.e., it attempts to deter

mine "mappable structures" within the knowledge rep

resentation of one description that can be transferred

to a second description in a way that corresponds to a

psychologically plausible instance of analogy. The key

ideas to the mapping process are: (a) attributes are

dropped from (are incidental to) the mapping,2 and

(b) which relations are mapped is determined strictly

syntactically by what Gentner calls the "Systematic

ity Principle," which states that those relations most

likely mapped as part of the analogy relation are those

most highly interconnected to other relations, as de

termined by the existence of higher-order relations.

We take the solar system / atom analogy exam

ple from [Gentner 1983], given in Figure 1.

Assuming object correspondences sun «-» nucleus and

planet- «-► electron,, we find an instance of sound

analogical inference by the Structure-Mapping Theory

to be represented by the introduction of the following

structure into the atom domain, as dictated by the

Systematicity Principle:

CAUSES(ATTRACTS(nucleus, electroni) A

MOREJlASSIVE.THAH(nucleus, electroni),

REVOLVES_AROUWD(electroni, nucleus)).

2 Gentner proposes a continuum between literal similar

ity and analogy, whereby the more attributes vs. relations

mapped, the more the comparison is seen as one of literal

similarity, and the more relations vs. attributes mapped,

the more the comparison is seen as analogy. Mapping of

attributes may occur, therefore, but are taken as separate

from the analogy relation itself.

2.1.2 Criticism

Although we agree that the Systematicity Principle

can serve as a means of identifying sound analogi

cal inference, and implementation of the theory has

served useful in gaining insight into the psychological

aspects of analogical reasoning (see [Falkenhainer, For-

bus and Gentner 1989]), the main criticism we have of

the Structure-Mapping Theory as a general computa

tional model is that it is too syntactically based.3 We

summarize our specific points of criticism below:

• The distinction of "attribute" and "relation,"

whereby attributes are taken as one-argument pred

icates and relations as predicates of two or more ar

guments, presupposes such a representation of these

aspects in a given description.4

• The reliance of the Systematicity Principle on the

existence of higher-order relations in identifying

"mutually-interconnecting relationships" assumes the

existence of such higher-order relations in identifying

"mappable structures."

• The requirement that predicates of the source do

main map to identical predicates of the target

domain assumes a common set of predicates in each

description.5

• Inflexibility in the mapping of terms (i.e., individu

als map to individuals and function terms to function

terms, but not arbitrary terms to arbitrary terms)

potentially prevents objects of each description from

being placed into correspondence.

It should be understood that the source of our criti

cism of the Structure-Mapping Theory comes from the

different perspective we have on the problem of ana

logical reasoning; whereas Gentner has developed a

model in which such syntactic restrictions has allowed

for the implementation of a computationally feasible

theory for the exploration of the psychological process

of analogy, we instead focus on the development of a

general computational model that is insensitive to such

syntactic restrictions.

2.2 INDURKHYA'S THEORY OF

CONSTRAINED SEMANTIC

TRANSFERENCE

2.2.1 Overview

Indurkhya's Theory of Constrained Semantic Trans

ference, although presented as a general, domain-

3Gentner herself addresses the knowledge representa

tion sensitivity of the theory by stating that "These rep

resentations . . . are intended to reflect the way people con

strue a situation rather than what is logically possible."

[Gentner 1983, p. 157].

* See [Gentner 1983, footnote 3] for a discussion.

sThe requirement that predicates map as identity, how

ever, often cited as overly restrictive (see [Burstein 1983],

[Indurkhya 1985], [Shinn 1988]), apparently is being recon

sidered by Gentner - whereas in an earlier paper Gentner

defended such an identity mapping as necessary (see [Gen

tner 1983, footnote 6]), in a more recent paper we find

a reconsideration of this syntactic constraint (see [Falken

hainer, Forbus and Gentner 1989]).
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FAMILY DOMAIN

ViVy[FATHER(x, y) =* Vz[FATHER(z,iO <* * = XD

"A father of any given person is unique."

etc.

TREE DOMAIN

ViVy[ARC(x,y) =*■ Vz[ARC(z,y) O- z = z]]

"A parent node of any given node is unique."

etc.

Figure 2: Family and Tree Domains.

independent theory of both metaphor and analogy

within the framework of a variation of first-order logic,

is most well-developed as a theory of metaphor. The

primary advantage of Indurkhya's theory over Gen

tner's as a general computational model of analogical

reasoning is that Indurkhya's mapping is more of a se

mantic mapping, basing such mappings on the notion

of logical truth, as opposed to the identical mapping

of predicates that Gentner's theory requires.

The basic assumption of Indurkhya's theory is that

"in metaphor, or analogy, some terms of the source

domain are applied to terms of the target domain."

^ndurkhya 1985, p. viii]. A T-MAP, therefore, is de-

ned as a mapping of the vocabulary of the source

domain to the vocabulary of the target domain, ap

plied to a given set of "structural constraints" (sen

tences). T-MAPS which introduce into the target do

main statements that are new to (but not inconsistent

with) the target domain are referred to as weakly co

herent. Such mappings (along with some additional

special operators) are seen as characterizing interpre

tations of metaphor, and are the central focus of In

durkhya's theory. T-MAPS which introduce into the

target domain statements that are already true of the

target domain are referred to as strongly coherent, and

are seen as characterizing interpretations of analogy.

As an example of statements put into correspondence

by a strongly coherent T-MAP, we give the example

in Figure 2 from [Indurkhya 1985].

2.2.2 Criticism

Although we see Indurkhya's theory as a step to

wards a more semantic mapping than that provided

by Gentner's approach, we see problems with the use

of T-MAPS as the basis for a general computational

model of analogical reasoning. We summarize our spe

cific points of criticism below:

• No distinction is made in the mapping of attributes

versus the mapping of relations. Given the notion of

analogy as corresponding structure between descrip

tions, we see this distinction as necessary.

• Given the symbol-to-symbol map of T-MAPS, cor

responding statements must have the same syntactic

form. Therefore, we still find the theory to be syntac

tically constrained.

• T-MAPS involve partial functions between vocabular

ies, thereby constituting a direct mapping.

We elaborate on the last point above with an example.

Consider the four-part geometric analogy problem in

Figure 3. One analogy relation here can be captured

by the mapping of statements 51,52,56 and 57. The

analogy captured by these statements can be stated as

"Three boxes spatially related at time tl, then reverse

spatially related at time t2." However, the complete

analogy here includes the fact that "the boxes are to

the left of a larger box at time tl, and inside of that

box at time t2." This extra information to be captured

is in statements 53,54,55,58,59 and 510. In order

to make these statements transformable by the exist

ing mapping, however, it is required that IISIDEJDF

map both to LEFT-DF and IMSIDEJJF. Thus, a function

mapping of the vocabulary is too restrictive here; a

more general mapping is required.

As a result of the above, we find the characterization

of analogy as strongly coherent T-MAPS on the one

hand as inappropriately capturing some comparisons

as analogy due to the arbitrary mapping of attributes,

and on the other hand as unable to capture some com

parisons normally seen as analogy, due to the direct

function mapping provided by a T-MAP (as shown

in Figure 3). We therefore see the need for a more

clear separation between mappings identifying analog

ical interpretation versus those providing metaphorical

interpretation.

3 THE ABSTRACTIONAL

CONCEPT MAPPING THEORY

We present a model of analogical matching within the

framework of first-order logic that allows for a true

semantic mapping between two descriptions; that is,

the mapping process is dependent only on the notion

of logical truth, and not on the particular vocabulary

used within each description or the syntactic struc

ture of individual statements. We see such a model of

analogical matching as necessary before a sufficiently

general model of analogical inference can be developed.

Given any two descriptions in first-order logic, there

fore, the Abstractional Concept Mapping Theory pro

vides a means for the explicit representation of ab

stractions common to both descriptions; these abstrac

tions are characterized by first-order theories of logic,

referred to as "comparison theories." We first discuss

the representation of descriptions within our theory,

then describe the mapping process underlying com

parisons of such descriptions, and finally give charac

terizations of comparisons identifying analogical and

literal similarity.

3.1 REPRESENTATION OF

BACKGROUND AND

SITUATION-SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE

We introduce a knowledge representation within first-

order logic based on a pragmatic distinction of

"situation-specific" knowledge and background knowl

edge. The pragmatic separation of one's back

ground knowledge of the world (e.g., the meaning
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a" b" c"

 

51. IISIDE-DF(a',b',8it'j)

52. IMSIDEJQF(b',c',8iti)

53. LEFT-DF(a',d',sit',)

54. LEFTJ)F(b',d',8itj)

55. LEFT-DF(c',d',Biti)

56. IISIDEJ)F(c',b',8it2)

57. HSIDE-DF(b', a', ait-)

58. IMSIDEJDF(a',d',8it2)

59. INSIDEJDF(b',d',sit2)

510. IMSIDEJDF(c', d', sit2)

51'. LEFT.0F(a",b",8it':)

52'. LEFTJDF(b", c", sitJ)

53'. LEFTJ)F(a", d", sitJ)

54'. LEFT-0F(b",d",sitj)

55'. LEFTJDF(c",d",8itJ)

56'. LEFTJ)F(c",b",Bit2)

57'. LEFTJDF(b", a", sitj)

58'. IKSIDEJDF(a",d",8it2)

59'. INSIDEJDF(b",d",sit2)

510'. IMSIDEJ0F(c",d",8it2)

Figure 3: A Four-Part Geometric Analogy Problem.

of LEFTJDF) from situation-specific knowledge (e.g.,

LEFT_DF(a,b)) enables a clear distinction between

corresponding equivalent statements, providing iden

tification of literal similarity between two given de

scriptions, and corresponding isomorphic statements,

providing identification of analogical similarity.

3.1.1 "Definite" vs. "Indefinite" Constants

Universal L-vocabulary, C

We introduce the "universal set of meaning formulas,"

M, to be an arbitrary (non-empty) finite set of sen

tences over the "universal L-vocabulary," C, such that

M is consistent. The set M is intended to represent

all of a given individual's background knowledge of the

world,6 e.g.,

{VxVt/V2[[LEFT_0F(z, y) A LEFTJDF(j/, z)] =►

LEFTJDF(x,z)],

HAS.CAPITOL(Delaware, Dover), ...,}.

We refer to each constant of £ as a "definite constant,"

given that an intended interpretation of such a con

stant is given (constrained) by M.

Universal A-vocabulary, A

Given that temporary names are often introduced in

situation-specific knowledge to identify objects and

concepts not provided by the background knowledge,

to provide such names (which have indefinite meaning

in that they are interpreted differently in different sit

uations), we introduce the "universal A-vocabulary,"

A, to be an arbitrarily large vocabulary such that no

constant of A appears in C. The only set of symbols

shared by the two vocabularies is an arbitrarily large

6The requirement that M be consistent is an ideal

ized approach, in that individuals often have inconsistent

knowledge of the world. We see this, however, as a separate

issue from the issues being addressed in this work.

set of individual variables, V, referred to as the "uni

versal set of individual variables." We refer to each

constant of A as an "indefinite constant," since the

interpretation of such symbols is not constrained by

the set of sentences, M. In order to distinguish the

constant symbols of A from the constant symbols of

C, we denote indefinite constants by symbols of length

one (e.g., a to denote a particular object, orPj a par

ticular predicate), and definite constants by symbols

of length two or more (e.g., Delaware, LEFTJDF).

Three General Vocabulary Types

Having defined the two universal vocabularies given

above, we define three general types of vocabular

ies relative to C and A. An "L-vocabulary" is

intended to be used in describing situation-specific

knowledge. Thus, definite constants such as LEFTJDF

and Delaware, whose meaning are given by the back

ground knowledge in M, are used in such descrip

tions. Given, however, that situation-specific knowl

edge generally involves unique objects that do not ap

pear in M (such as a particular stack of boxes), we al

low an arbitrary number of indefinite individual (and

function) constants in an L-vocabulary for denoting

such objects, such as a,b in 0H_T0PJDF(a,b) . An

"A-vocabulary," on the other hand, is used to repre

sent knowledge abstracted from two given situations,

and thus contains only indefinite constants. Lastly, a

"G-vocabulary" (general vocabulary) is a vocabulary

containing any number of definite and indefinite con

stants. Thus, L-vocabularies and A-vocabularies are

special cases of G-vocabularies. We refer to sentences

in general over any one of these vocabulary types,

therefore, as a "G-formula."

3.1.2 Structural Descriptions

In order to formally represent a description or situa

tion, we define a "structural description" to be a three-

tuple, D = (S, G, )C), where 5 is a set of sentences over
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Di = (Sl,GuKi)

Si = {BOX(a),BOX(b),BOX(c),

3x[TABLE(x) A 0I_T0PJDF(c, x)],

OI.TOPJ0F(a, b), OI.TOPJ)F(b, c),

Vx[BOX(x) => RED(x)] },

Gi = ({a,b,c},{ }, {BOX, TABLE, OI.TOPJOF, RED}, V),

Ki = {Vx[BOX(x) => OBJECT(x)],

VxVy[OI_TOPJOF(x, y) =*■ ~ OI.TOP-OF(y,x)l,

VxVyV2[[OIJTOPJDF(r,y) A OI.TOPJDF(y, z)J =>

ABOVE(x,z)],

VxVy[ABOVE(x,y) = BELOV(y,x)],

etc. }.

Figure 4: £-Based Structural Description, D\.

£>2 = <s2,g2,ac2)

S2 = {pi(a),Pi(b]l,Pi(c),

P2(a.b).P2(b.c).

VxVy[p2(x,y) => ~p2(y,x)],

VxVy[[p2(x, y) A p2(y, z)] => p2(x, z)] },

G2 = ({a,b,c},{},{Pl,p2},V>,

AC2 = { }.

Figure 5: «4-Based Structural Description, D2.

a G-vocabulary, G, and AC is a subset of M such that

SuAC is consistent. We call S the "initial description"

of the structural description, intended to be a "natu

ral" representation of the description, and refer to the

set AC as a "K-domain" (knowledge domain), taken as

all the background knowledge of M needed for the

interpretation of S.s The intention, here, is that AC

represents an identifiable body of knowledge within

M needed for the interpretation of 5, e.g., "spatial

relations," "world politics." We give in Figure 4 an

example of a structural description in which G\ is an

L-vocabulary (i.e., containing only predicate constants

that are definite constants), hence referred to as an

"£-based structural description," and in Figure 5 a

structural description in which G2 is an A-vocabulary

(i.e., containing only indefinite constants), hence re

ferred to as an ".4-based structural description."

7We see the requirement that S U AC be consistent as

necessary in order that structural descriptions be inter-

pretable in the world represented by M - the universal set

of meaning formulas.

8 We conclude that given the inherent nature of a

K-domain as the relevant background knowledge of a given

description, such a K-domain cannot be extracted from M

by formal means given that the notion of "relevance" can

not be captured formally. We therefore resort to assuming

that the background knowledge needed for a particular de

scription is predetermined and explicitly included with a

given structural description.

Si = {DOMAIN jOBJ(a),DOMAINjQBJ(b), DOMAIN -OBJ(c),

DOMAIH-OBJ(fi),

BOX(a), BOXCb), BOX(c),

TABLE(f i) A OI.TOPJDF(c, f i ),

Vx[DOMAIlJOBJ(x) => [BOX(x) => RED(x)]] }.

Figure 6: Normalized Initial Description of D\.

52 = {DOMAIIJDBJ(a),DOMAIlJOBJ(b), DOMAIN_OBJ(c),

Pl(*).PlOO.Pl(c). p2(a,b),p2(b,c),

VxVy[fDOMAIlJ0BJ(x) A DOMAIlJOBJ(y)] =>•

LP2(x>!')=;>~P2(y.a;)]].

VxVyVz[[DOMAINJDBJ(x) A DOMAIIJOBJ(y) A

DOMAIN-I)BJ(z)] =>

[\P2(x<y)AP2(y<z)} =*>P20C-2)]] }•

Figure 7: Normalized Initial Description of D2.

3.1.3 Normalized Initial Descriptions

Having introduced the definition of a structural de

scription, we now introduce the notion of a "normal

ized initial description." Such a translation of an ini

tial description has two purposes - first, to have each

entity of the description denoted by a definite term;

and second, to declare all such entities as "domain

objects," i.e., as specifically part of the situation de

scribed.

We want each entity to be represented by a unique def

inite term because in the eventual mapping between

two descriptions, we need to construct object corre

spondences. Existentially quantified statements, such

as 3x[B0X(x) ARED(x)], are not guaranteed to be satis

fied by existing definite terms. We therefore make use

of Skolemization for obtaining definite terms from such

statements, e.g., 3x[B0X(x)ARED(x)] can be Skolemized

to [BOX(f j) A RED(f i)], where the Skolem function 1 1

provides a definite term for the eventual object map

ping.

The reason for declaring each definite term of an ini

tial description as a "domain object" is to allow in-

tensional definitions of property and relation that do

not depend strictly on their syntactic form, as follows.

We assume that C contains the predicate DOMAINJDBJ,

used to distinguish the set of objects seen as part of

a structural description, D. We call this distinguished

set of objects the "domain objects of D." We fur

ther assume that all entities mentioned in an initial

description of a structural description, and no others,

are the intended domain objects (as distinguished from

entities in the background knowledge of M), and thus

introduce statements of the form DOMAINJDBJ(t) for

each definite term / appearing in the initial description

after Skolemization. Briefly, then, statements made

on two or more domain objects are taken as "rela

tions," and statements involving only one domain ob

ject are taken as "properties." We point out the

special treatment of universally quantified formulas of

a given initial description when normalized in that

wffs of the form VxP(x) are converted to the form

Vx[DOMAINJOBJ(x) => P(x)] to restrict quantification
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over the objects seen as part of the description, and not

over objects introduced with the associated K-domain

(i.e., background knowledge) of the structural descrip

tion.

We denote the normalized initial description of a struc

tural description D = (S, G, K) by 5,and give in Fig

ure 6 and Figure 7 the normalized initial descriptions

of structural descriptions D\ and Dj above. For a

complete discussion of the normalization process, see

[Dierbach 1991].

3.1.4 Descriptive Closure

All statements that can be inferred about a partic

ular situation as described by a given structural de

scription need to be made explicit if all correspon

dences that can be made between a pair of struc

tural descriptions are to be found. This is done by

applying the associated K-domain of a structural de

scription to its initial description. For example, if

one were presented with the statements LEFT-DF(a,b)

and LEFT_OF(b,c), one could infer other statements

such as LEFTJDF(a.c) given the common understand

ing of the meaning of LEFTJDF. However, in first-

order logic, the above statements of LEFT_OF(a,b) ,

LEFTJOF(b.c) are no more constrained in interpre

tation than the statements Pi(a, b),Pi(b, c). It is

the choice of predicate constant LEFTJDF over Pj that

causes us to impart more knowledge to the statements

than formally represented.

Given our differentiation of definite versus indefinite

constants, we formally capture the above informal

distinction by defining the "descriptive closure" of a

given structural description to be the logical closure

of the statements of the (normalized) initial descrip

tion union the statements of the associated K-domain.

That is, for a structural description D = (5, G, K), we

define the descriptive closure of D, denoted by D+ , to

be the logical closure of SU AC, and refer to the vocabu

lary of D+ as the "domain vocabulary" of D, denoted

We point out that by this definition, D+ may con

tain statements not directly related to the situation

described. If one or more of the definite terms of a

G-formula is declared as a domain object, as in the

statement ABOVE(a.c), then we refer to that state

ment as a "descriptive statement," given that it makes

a statement involving at least one object of the struc

tural description, and thus a statement particular to

the situation.9 We also consider wffs of the form

Vxi . . . Vx„[[D0MAIN-OBJ(xi) A ... A D0HAIHJ3BJ(xn)] =► <t>]

In this example, all objects of the descriptive closure

of D\ are declared as domain objects, and thus all ground

statements in Df are descriptive statements (of the situ

ation). However, this is not always the case. New objects

may be introduced by the background knowledge in the

associated K-domain. For example, in a structural descrip

tion of the solar system in which the only objects explic

itly mentioned in the initial description are sun, earth,

planet, we may have introduced by the background knowl

edge "non-domain" object alpha_centuri.

£>+ = {DOMAIN JOB J(a), DOMAIN JOB J(b),

DOMAINJ0BJ(c),DOMAINJDBJ(f1),

BOX(a), BOX(b), BOX(c),

OBJECT(a), OBJECT(b), OBJECT(c),

TABLE(f i) AOH.TOPJ)F(c,f i),

ON_TOP_OF(a,b), ON_TOPjOF(b,c),

~OI_TOPjOF(b, a), ~ON_TOPJ0F(c, b),

ABOVE(a.c), BELOW(c.a),

etc.

Vx

Vx

DOMAINJDBJ

DOMAIHJOBJs
BOX(x) => RED(x)]l,

BOX(x) => OBJECT(x)]],

VxVy[ON_TOPJ0F(x,y) =$► ~OH_TOPjOF(y,x)],

VxVy[[DOMAII-DBJ(x) A DOMAIN-OBJ(y)] =>•

[ON-TOPJDF(x, y) => ~ON.TOPJ0F(y,x)]],

etc. }.

Figure 8: Descriptive Closure of D\.

as "domain-related meaning formulas," and thus also

related to the situation described. In general, we refer

to descriptive statements and domain-related mean

ing formulas as "domain-related G-formulas," and it

is only such wffs in D+ that we consider as specific

to the situation. We give the descriptive closure of

structural description D\ in Figure 8.

3.1.5 Concept Spaces

Because the purpose of a description comparison is to

allow the representation of a comparison between two

(structural) descriptions that does not depend on the

choice of vocabulary within each or the syntactic struc

ture of individual statements, we ultimately provide an

indirect mapping that allows a pairing of "concepts"

with "concepts," rather than a pairing of predicates

with predicates. We do this by defining the "concept

space" over a given structural description D, denoted

by D°, to be all the lambda expressions constructible

over the vocabulary of the descriptive closure of the

structural description (i.e., "domain vocabulary" of

D). Since lambda expressions are not statements, but

derive statements when instantiated with a particular

set of terms, we see lambda expressions as a suitable

form for the representation of concepts. We give ex

amples of such concepts in Figure 9.

3.2 THE MAPPING PROCESS

In our theory, we provide a means of putting into corre

spondence aspects of two descriptions by construction

of a third "abstract" structural description (referred

to as a "comparison-based description"), and a pair

of mappings such that each aspect of the comparison-

based description gets mapped into two aspects, one

from each "component description" of the comparison,

as shown in Figure 10. We adopt the point of view,

therefore, that the explicit representation of an ab

straction of two descriptions is necessary in order to

allow arbitrary analogical comparisons of the two.10

10 Discussion of the need for the explicit representation of

an abstraction (often called "schema" ) common to two de-
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Concepts

1. [A(x,,x2)LEFTJDF(xi,x2)].

This lambda expression denotes the concept of

one object being left of another. If G included

the predicate RIGHTJDF, G* would also contain

[A(xi,z2)RIGHT.0F(x2,xi)]. Thus, there may exist

equivalent concepts in any given concept space.

2. JA(xOLEFTJ)F<si,xi)].

This lambda expression denotes the concept of an ob

ject being left of itself. Thus, a given concept may

have no instantiations consistent with the universal

set of meaning formulas, M.

3. [A(ri , . . . , x„)OI(xi , x2) A . . . A OM(x„_i , x„)].

This lambda expression demonstrates how for any

given vocabulary, an infinite number of concepts can

be represented (i.e., the concept of two stacked ob

jects, three stacked objects, etc.).

4. [A(xl,x2)pi(xi,x2)ALEFTJ)F(xi,X2)].

This lambda expression demonstrates that a given

concept may be indefinite in that the corresponding

lambda expression may contain indefinite constants,

as indicated here by px.

5. [A(u)CHAIR(xi)A3y[CHAIR(3/)AMEXTJrO(y,xi)]].

This lambda expression corresponds to the concept

of a chair that has another chair next to it, thus

demonstrating that a given concept may contain

existentially-quantified individual variables.

6. [A(xi)CHAIR(xi)AV!/[CHAIR(y)=>SMALLER-THAN(xi, y)]].

This lambda expression corresponds to the concept

of a smallest chair, thus demonstrating that a given

concept may contain universally-quantified individual

variables.

[A()3x[B0X(x) A RED(x)]].

This "This lambda expression demonstrates that a concept

may be of order 0.

Figure 9: Examples of Concepts.

 

Figure 10: Indirect Mapping.

However, in order that such mappings be semanti-

cally based, we propose in our model a definition of an

analogical mapping such that concepts, represented by

lambda expressions, are paired with concepts, rather

than mapping predicate symbols to predicate symbols.

Thus, we define an analogical mapping as an indi

rect mapping that puts into correspondence concepts

from each component description's "concept space,"

along with a correspondence of terms (objects). The

intuition behind this approach is that for a given

pair of descriptions, corresponding aspects should be

mappable independently of the syntactic structure

of individual statements or vocabulary used. Thus,

for statements BETVEEH(b', a', c') ALEFTJDF(a', c') and

RIGHTJDF(c",b") A RIGHTJDF(b", a"), a simple syntac

tic mapping of terms to terms and predicate symbols

to predicate symbols would not suffice here, for ex

ample, given that the two statements do not have the

same syntactic form. We characterize in our theory,

therefore, the pairing of such statements based strictly

on the notion of logical truth (i.e., with the appropri

ate background knowledge, it can be derived that the

above statements are equivalent, given the appropriate

object correspondences.)

We therefore, in our analogical mapping, pair equiva

lent (isomorphic) concepts between the concept spaces

of two descriptions. Equivalent (isomorphic) concepts

having instantiations within the respective descrip

tions are seen as identifying equivalent (isomorphic)

statements between the descriptions, thus identifying

an instance of literal similarity (analogy). Isomor

phic concepts themselves are seen as identifying a

metaphorical mapping between two domains of knowl

edge - that is, identifying analogical concepts across

two domains of knowledge.11 We give below a more

formal discussion of the mapping process.

3.2.1 Term Mappings

We define an "object mapping" to be a one-to-one

mapping of individual constants of one G-vocabulary

to definite terms over another. A pair of such object

mappings ultimately puts into a one-to-one correspon

dence a particular set of objects of each description.

Since a comparison-based description is an abstraction

of what is common to both component descriptions, we

allow an object mapping to be a mapping from indi

vidual constants to arbitrary definite terms such that

arbitrary objects (denoted by such terms) can be put

into correspondence, such as

cl

/ \

SOHJDF(john) helen.

In this case, given that no corresponding function con

stant to SOIjOF exists in the term helen, we see no use

fulness in mapping a corresponding function constant

scriptions in analogical reasoning can be found in [Gick and

Holyoak 1983], [Carbonell and Minton 1985], and [Shinn

1988].

11 See [Tourangeau and Sternberg 1982] for a discussion

of metaphor as analogous concepts across two domains of

knowledge.
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of the comparison-based description to the function

constant SOIjDF. However, in placing into correspon

dence definite terms both of which are function terms,

we wish to capture the structure of the terms in the

comparison-based description, such as

SOHJDF(john)

y "(C1) x

DAUGHTERjOF(alice).

Thus, we define a "function mapping" to be a one-

to-one mapping of the function constants of one

G-vocabulary, to function constants of another. We

define a "term mapping," then, to be defined by a

given object mapping and a given function mapping.

3.2.2 Definition Mappings

We define a "definition mapping" to be a mapping of

the set of predicates of one G-vocabulary to a set of

lambda expressions of the concept space over a second

G-vocabulary. We view such a mapping as a mapping

of predicate constants to "definitions" of each predi

cate over a second vocabulary. For example, we may

have a mapping of an indefinite predicate constant

Pi in a G-vocabulary, G, to the concept space over

a G-vocabulary, G\, as follows:

pl —► [A(i!)ADULT(a;i) AMALE(i1)],

i.e., such that the "definition" of P^ by this mapping is

"an adult male." If a second definition mapping were

defined from Pj in vocabulary, G, to the concept space

over a G-vocabulary, G2, we may have:

Pi — [A(*i)HOHAI(*i)].

Thus, if G were the vocabulary of a given comparison-

based description such that Gi and G2 were the

domain vocabularies of the component descriptions

of the comparison, we have the pairing of concepts

\X(xi)kD\JLT(xi) AMALE(xi)] and [A(xi)WOMAI(xi)] as

foliclows:

[A(zi)ADULT(ii) A

MALE(xi)]

/ \

[A(*i)iHHIAI(ar1)].

3.2.3 Formula Mappings and A-MAPS

Given the above mappings for the mapping of pred

icate constants and terms, we give a "formula map

ping" to be defined by a given term mapping and

a given definition mapping, allowing wffs over one

G-vocabulary to be mapped to wffs over another.

The most distinctive feature of such a formula map

ping is that arbitrary wffs may be placed into corre

spondence between two component descriptions of a

given descriptions comparison, by virtue of the flexi

bility offered by a definition mapping. We do this by

defining a pair of formula mappings from a common

G-vocabulary as shown in Figure 1 1 . We refer to such

a "split" formula mapping as an "A-MAP." Such a

mapping allows arbitrary wffs to be put into correspon

dence. Formally, an A-MAP, f = (G,GuG2,TuT2),

is a set of G-vocabularies G, Gi, Gi and formula map

pings 7\ and T2 such that T\ is an ^-consistent for

mula mapping from G* (the language over vocabulary

G) to G\ , and T2 is an inconsistent formula mapping

from G* to GJ. (The consequence of requiring that T\

and Ti be C- consistent formula mappings is that for

mulas such as LEFTJDF(a, b) map to a formula such as

LEFTJDF(a',b'), given that LEFTjDF is a definite con

stant.)

3.3 DESCRIPTION COMPARISONS

Comparisons between a given pair of structural de

scriptions, referred to as "description comparisons,"

are formally represented by a given comparison-based

description and an associated A-MAP that puts into

correspondence wffs of one structural description with

wffs of the other, as discussed above. As demon

strated in Figure 3 in the discussion of Indurkhya's

theory, a direct mapping between descriptions does

not provide for a flexible enough mapping to repre

sent all comparisons between a given pair of descrip

tions. Thus, we solve the problem cited there by al

lowing the comparison-based description to contain

indefinite predicate constants such that by the given

A-MAP, an indefinite predicate constant Pj puts into

correspondence concepts [A(xi,X2)INSIDE_0F(xi,X2)]

and [A(ii, X2)LEFTjDF(xi , X2)], ana ?2 Pu*s mt° corre

spondence concepts [A(xi,X2)INSIDEjOF(xi,X2)] and

[A(xi,X2)IISI0EJDF(xi,X2)], allowing for the corre

spondence of

IHSIDEjOF(a',b', sit^) <- LEFTJDF(a",b", sitj)

as well as

IHSIDE_0F(a',d',sit2) *-♦ IHSIDEJDF(a",d", sitj).

A description comparison, therefore, denoted by C =

{D, D\,D2,T), consists of a (comparison-based) struc

tural description D = (S,G,K), a pair of structural

descriptions D\ = (Si,Gi,Ki) and Di = (52.G2.AC2),

and an A-MAP f = (G, D[ ,D$,Ti,T7), where D{

(D2) is the domain vocabulary of D\ (D2) (see sec

tion 3.1.4), such that:

1. K = K\ CiK-2-

2. For any 4> G 5, Ti(<f>) e Df and T2U) € D% , and

Ti{4>) and T2{4>) are domain-related G-formulas.

3. For any definite term t appearing in some <f> G

5, 5 h DOMAIN-OBJ(t) iff Ti (DOMAINJDBJ(i)) 6 Df

and r2(D0MAINJDBJ(<)) e D% .

The reason for defining the K-domain of the

comparison-based description to be the intersection

of the K-domains of the two component descriptions

in (1) above will become apparent in the discus

sion of £-substituted comparison-based descriptions

and A'l-axiomatizations to follow. In (2), given that

G-formulas can appear in the descriptive closure of a

given structural description that are not directly re

lated to the description (see section 3.1.4), we there

fore only put into correspondence G-formulas that are
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||[A(ii)ADULT(r,) AMALE(i1)](SOlJDF(john))|l

= ADULT(S0lJ0F(john)) A MALE(SOIJDF(john))

/

Pl(ci)

\

||[A(a:1)WOMAl(i1)](h«l«)l|

= VOMAN(helen).

Figure 11: "Split" Formula Mapping.

domain-related G-formulas. Finally, (3) is necessary so

that corresponding statements taken as properties (re

lations) are also taken as properties (relations) when

abstracted into the comparison-based description.

3.3.1 Comparison Theories

Given that the comparison-based description of a given

description comparison is itself a structural descrip

tion, the descriptive closure of such a structural de

scription can be taken. Thus, for a description com

parison C = (D,DuD2,f) where D = (S,G,K), the

descriptive closure of D, D+ , is defined as the logi

cal closure of S U AC.12 In the case when K is empty,

as is possible when ACi D £2 is empty, the descrip

tive closure of D is equivalent to the logical closure

of S. Thus, we see D+ as the explicit representation

of all statements common to each component descrip

tion under the given A-MAP, T, and thus refer to D+

as the "comparison theory under T" of the description

comparison C above.13

3.3.2 Equivalent Concepts and Equivalent

Statements

We define "equivalent concepts" to be concepts that

can be determined to be equivalent by the back

ground knowledge in M.. Formally, such con

cepts A,-,Aj are considered "equivalent" when \ is

of the form [A(xi, .. .,£„)<£,], Aj is of the form

[A(zi, . . . , xn)<t>j] (where <£, and <f>j are arbitrary wffs),

and M h Vxi, . . . , Vxn[<£,- = 4>j\. For example, it would

be expected that the background knowledge would

contain meaning formulas such that

M r- VxVi/[LEFTJOF(x,y) = RIGHTjOF(y,x)],

thus making concepts [A(x1,z2)LEFTJDF(xi, z2)] and

|A(xi,x2)RIGHTJDF(x2,xi)] equivalent.14 Correspond

ing statements that are instantiations of corresponding

equivalent concepts, therefore, are considered equiva

lent corresponding statements.

1JWe note that comparison-based descriptions need not

be normalized, and thus D+ = S U K rather than t)+ =

Su/C here. See [Dierbach 1991] for a discussion.

13We have proven in our work that v> e Z>+, Ti(^) € Df

and T2(<t>) € Dj.

14 Note that by the above, only "definite concepts" (i.e.,

lambda expressions containing only definite constants) can

be determined to be equivalent, given that M is a set of

sentences over the universal L-vocabulary, £, which con

tains only definite constants.

3.3.3 Isomorphic Concepts and Isomorphic

Statements

The notion of equivalent concepts was defined by

derivability of wffs over the set of meaning formulas in

M. Thus, only "definite concepts," i.e., concepts con

taining definite constants and no indefinite constants,

can be determined as equivalent (given that no indefi

nite constants appear in the meaning formulas of M).

However, in general, concepts may contain indefinite

constants; thus, such corresponding "indefinite con

cepts" cannot be determined to be equivalent. This is

intuitively correct, given that indefinite constants have

no fixed, a priori interpretation, and are constrained in

interpretation only by the set of wffs in which they oc

cur. In fact, given that indefinite constants are meant

to be reused across structural descriptions, the concept

[A(*i, X2)V\{x\, x2)] occurring in each concept space of

a pair of structural descriptions cannot be determined

as equivalent, given that the interpretation of Pj is

dependent only on the set of wfFs in which it occurs.

A pair of corresponding concepts, whether definite

or indefinite, however, can be determined as isomor

phic as follows. First, we introduce the notation

|]Aj(<i, . . .,<n)|| to represent the wfF resulting from

the instantiation of lambda expression A,- with terms

ti,...,t„. We say, then, that for a given A-MAP,

T, putting into correspondence a set of concepts with

concepts and terms with terms across a pair of struc

tural descriptions (say Z?i,.D2), concepts Aj 6 D\ (the

concept space over D\) and A; £ D|, where Aj is

of the form [A(xi,. . .,xn)4>i] and A;- is of the form

[A(xi, . . .,x„)4>j], are "isomorphic concepts under T"

iff for any terms t\,...,tn of the comparison-based

description,

*(r, (<,) ri(<„)) g d* iff^(rJ(i1),...,r2(t„))€i»2+,

where T\ and r2 are term mappings to the domain vo

cabularies of D\ and D2, respectively, i.e., such that

h e {r1(ti).--.ri(t„)}If; e {r2(ii),...,r3(i„)}

are arbitrary corresponding definite terms under T.

As an example of the above, imagine a de

scription D\ of three boxes horizontally aligned,

and a description D2 of three boxes vertically

aligned. If D\ had an initial description of

{LEFTJOF(a',b'),LEFTjOF(b', c')} and D2 an initial de

scription of {ABOVE(a", b"), ABOVE(b", c")}, then for an

A-MAP giving the following corresponding expressions

[A(x,,x2)LEFTJQF(z,,x2)l « [A(u,i2)AB0VE(i,>r2)],

J ~ a",

b' ~ b",

c' « c",
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and no other terms put into correspondence other than

a', b', c' and a", b", c", the fact that for all pairs of cor

responding terms t(• , t" and t'j , t'j, LEFT-OF(i< , t'j ) is true

(of Df) iff ABOVE^J'.fJ') is true (of Dj) we see as for

mally capturing the notion that the concept ofLEFT.OF

in one structural description is isomorphic to the con

cept ABOVE in the other under the given A-MAP.15 (It

should be understood that in the above example, even

if predicate symbols LEFT-OF and ABOVE were indefinite

predicate constants, the same definition of isomorphic

concepts holds here.)

3.3.4 Description Comparison Types

We specify the types of description comparisons possi

ble used in the eventual characterization of literal and

analogical similarity between a pair of structural de

scriptions. First, we define an "equivalent-statement

description comparison" to be a description compar

ison such that all descriptive statements placed into

correspondence are equivalent corresponding descrip

tive statements. Thus such a description comparison

captures something literally similar to both descrip

tions. An "isomorphic-statement description compar

ison" is defined to be a description comparison such

that all descriptive statements placed into correspon

dence are isomorphic corresponding descriptive state

ments. Thus, such a description comparison captures

something analogically similar to both descriptions.

An "object-abstracted description comparison" is one

in which all relations put into correspondence are ei

ther equivalent or isomorphic corresponding descrip

tive statements. Given that descriptive statements

put into correspondence by a given description com

parison may be neither equivalent nor isomorphic, an

object-abstracted description comparison ensures that

all relations put into correspondence are either equiv

alent or isomorphic, thereby identifying corresponding

structure between two descriptions; properties put into

correspondence need not be equivalent nor isomorphic,

hence, properties of objects are incidental to the com

parison, and in this sense each object is "abstracted"

in the comparison. Finally, we define a "total-cover de

scription comparison" to be a description comparison

such that for every descriptive statement in the de

scriptive closure of one component description of the

comparison, there exists a corresponding descriptive

statement in the other under the associated A-MAP.

Thus, a total-cover description comparison places into

correspondence every aspect of one description with

an aspect of the other.

15We emphasize that concepts can be determined as

isomorphic only relative to a given A-MAP (the same

does not hold true for equivalent concepts). This is so

because the definition of isomorphic concepts critically

depends on a given mapping of terms between two de

scriptions. In the above example, if the term mapping

mapped a' «■* b", for instance, or involved the mapping of

terms d' and d" such that LEFT-DF(c', d') were true and

ABOVE(c", d") were not (or vice versa), then the concepts

of [A(zi,r2)LEFTJ)F(xi,i2)] and [A(n,i2)AB0VE(xi,Z2)]

would not be isomorphic under the given A-MAP.

3.3.5 Literally Similar and Analogically

Similar Structural Descriptions

Having given the definitions of description comparison

types above, we now give characterizations for when

two structural descriptions are found literally similar

and analogically similar. An equivalent-statement de

scription comparison captures aspects literally true of

corresponding objects, whether properties or relations.

Therefore, such a description comparison identifies lit

eral similarity across two descriptions. When such a

description comparison puts into correspondence all

aspects of each description (i.e., in a total-cover de

scription comparison), we say that the two descrip

tions are "literally identical," and when the compari

son is not a total-cover description comparison or if the

comparison is on two subdescriptions of larger descrip

tions, then we say that the (larger) descriptions are

"literally similar." An object-abstracted description

comparison, on the other hand, captures what is liter

ally true or isomorphic between the descriptions such

that the only aspects considered are relations, and not

properties. In accordance with our earlier discussion

of the continuum of comparison types between literal

similarity and analogy (as proposed in [Gentner 1983]),

we see that in an object-abstracted description com

parison, the more equivalent corresponding descriptive

statements identified by the comparison, the more the

comparison is taken as one of literal similarity, and

the more isomorphic corresponding descriptive state

ments, the more the comparison is taken as one of

analogical similarity. (Such sets of equivalent and iso

morphic statements can be identified by equivalent-

statement and isomorphic-statement description com

parisons, respectively, on subdescriptions of each.) As

with the definition of an equivalent-statement descrip

tion comparison, when such a description comparison

puts into correspondence all relations of each descrip

tion, we say that the two descriptions are "analogues"

of each other, and when all relations of each description

are not put into correspondence, or if the comparison

is on two subdescriptions of larger descriptions, then

we say that the (larger) descriptions are "analogically

similar."

3.4 APPLICATION AND

CHARACTERIZATION OF THE

ABSTRACTIONAL CONCEPT

MAPPING THEORY

We now discuss some computational aspects of the

Abstractional Concept Mapping Theory, and present

some further, undeveloped aspects characterizing our

model.

3.4.1 Searching For Comparison Theories

Given that concept spaces are infinite (see Figure 9),

the number of possible A-MAPS constructed between

the domain vocabularies of a pair of structural de

scriptions is infinite. Therefore, heuristic methods are

needed for the development of an effective procedure

that generates A-MAPS identifying literal or analogi
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cal similarity between a pair of descriptions within a

reasonable amount of compute time. We have made a

first attempt of such an algorithm, heuristically-based

on two aspects of the component descriptions: (a) the

use of descriptive statements for heuristically deter

mining object correspondences, and (b) the length of

lambda expressions representing concepts for heuristi

cally determining which concepts to consider first in

the mapping (see [Dierbach 1991]).

3.4.2 Adequacy of Base-Concept A-MAPS

We identify a special set of concepts of a given con

cept space as those concepts represented by lambda

expressions whose body is an atomic formula, e.g.,

[X(xi, x2)LEFTJDF(xi , X2)]- We refer to such a concept

as a "base concept." In order to reduce the compute

time in the generation of candidate A-MAPS between

a given pair of structural descriptions, we are currently

considering the adequacy of A-MAPS putting into cor

respondence only base concepts of one concept space

with arbitrary concepts of another (referred to as a

"base-concept A-MAP") in identifying literal or ana

logical similarity between two descriptions. Such an

A-MAP results in a correspondence of the predicate

constants of each domain vocabulary with arbitrary

concepts of the other, and thus results in a greatly

simplified search method as compared to the corre

spondence of arbitrary concepts to arbitrary concepts.

3.4.3 Recursive Application of Description

Comparisons

One of the distinctive features in the way that

description comparisons have been defined is that

comparison-based descriptions, by definition, are also

structural descriptions. Thus, comparison-based de

scriptions are structural descriptions in their own right

(although generally represent descriptions abstracted

from a pair of descriptions grounded in the background

knowledge ofM). This allows comparisons to be made

between comparison-based descriptions, and thus gives

a means of comparing two proposed comparison the

ories for a given pair of structural descriptions. The

immediately evident application of such comparisons

would be to determine, for two proposed comparison

theories over the same component descriptions, if ei

ther: (a) the comparison theories are isomorphic, and

(b) if one comparison theory subsumes the other. We

only mention such possibilities here, and leave the de

tails of such an application of description comparisons

for future investigation.

[\(x\, xi)lX.TlSi'F{xi, X2)). In this case, predicate con

stant Pj can be naturally replaced by the predicate

LEFTjDF. We refer to comparison-based descriptions

in which such indefinite constants have been replaced

by definite constants in the initial description as an

"£-substituted comparison-based description." Given

that the comparison-based description may contain

G-formulas found common to each description that

are meaning formulas (e.g., ViVy[[DOMAIHJDBJ(a;) A

DOMAIlJDBJ(j/) AP1(i,y)] => ~Pi(y,z)]), such mean

ing formulas, although necessarily part of the compar

ison theory when Pj remains an indefinite constant

(given that no meaning formulas exist in M. for in

definite constants), are unnecessary when Pj is re

placed by the definite constant LEFTJDF, given that

such meaning formulas exist in M. and can be left as

implied. Therefore, whenever a given comparison the

ory contains definite constants, an axiomatization of

the comparison theory can be given which is poten

tially smaller than the original initial description of

the comparison-based description (also seen as an ax

iomatization of the comparison theory). We refer to

such an axiomatization as an .M-axiomatization.

The second usefulness of ^-substituted comparison-

based descriptions is that such descriptions provide a

means of explanation of the comparison, given that

statements within the associated comparison theory

contain terminology (i.e., vocabulary) of the back

ground knowledge.

4 CONCLUSION

4.1 FUTURE WORK

There are many issues to be explored within the work

presented here. We summarize some of these below:

• The development of a method of sound analogi

cal inference based on the method of analogical

matching provided by our model.

• The development of heuristic methods for the ef

fective generation of A-MAPS.

• A formal characterization of the adequacy of base-

concept A-MAPS.

3.4.4 /^-Substituted Comparison-Based

Descriptions and .M-Axiomatizations

Initially, the comparison-based description of a given

description comparison is given as an .4-based struc

tural description, i.e., such that the vocabulary of the

initial description contains only indefinite constants,

and no definite constants. It may be, however, that a

given indefinite predicate constant Pj maps to iden

tical definite concepts, such as the definite concept

Investigation of how natural language forms of ex

planation of description comparisons can be gen

erated from .M-axiomatized comparison theories.

• Investigation of the incorporation of the Abstrac-

tional Concept Mapping Theory into models of

natural language understanding for the interpre

tation of metaphors.
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4.2 SUMMARY

We have presented here a general, domain-independent

computational model of analogical matching that al

lows for the representation of arbitrary comparisons

between any two given first-order theories of logic by

an abstracted first-order theory (and associated map

pings). The model provides for a true semantic map

ping in that such comparisons can be constructed re

gardless of the vocabulary used within each description

or the particular syntactic form of individual state

ments. We see such a model of analogical matching as

necessary before a sufficiently general model of analog

ical inference can be developed.

A unique aspect of our approach has been the

pragmatic separation of background knowledge and

"situation-specific" knowledge, enabling a clear dis

tinction between corresponding equivalent statements,

identifying identical aspects between descriptions,

and corresponding isomorphic statements, identifying

analogous aspects between the two. However, it is

the explicit representation and mapping of concepts

(as represented by lambda expressions) we see as the

most unique contribution of our approach, providing

a basis for both a theory of analogy and a theory of

metaphor.
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Abstract

Concept languages provide a means for ex

pressing knowledge about hierarchies of con

cepts, i.e. classes of objects with common

properties. The basic reasoning tasks to

be performed on concepts are satisfiability

checking and subsumption checking. Al

though concept languages have been widely

used in Al-systems, only in rare cases com

plete algorithms have been known. The few

complexity results that have been obtained

gave mostly lower bounds and were not re

lated to each other. In this paper we consider

a family of languages, called .4£-languages,

which covers most of the concept languages

considered in the literature. The paper has

two functions. First, we develop a general

technique for checking satisfiability and sub-

sumption of .4iC-concepts, which is based on

the tableau calculus for predicate logic. Sec

ond, we use this algorithmic technique to give

precise upper and lower bounds for the AC-

languages, thus providing a complete analysis

of the computational complexity of the sat

isfiability and the subsumption problem for

concept languages.

1 INTRODUCTION

Concept languages have been investigated mainly in

the field of knowledge representation, following the

ideas initially embedded in many frame-based and

semantic-network-based languages, especially the KL-

one language [BS85]. However, several formalisms of

this kind are now being considered within the realm

of data bases and logic programming, with the aim of

enriching the expressivity of existing data models and

logic programming languages with object-oriented fea

tures (see [Be88, AN86]).

Concept languages can be given a Tarski style declar

ative semantics that allows them to be conceived as

sublanguages of predicate logic [BL84]. A concept is

built up of two kinds of symbols, primitive concepts

and primitive roles. An interpretation interprets them

as subsets of a domain and binary relations over the

domain. These primitives can be combined by various

language constructs (such as intersection, union, role

quantification, etc.) yielding complex concepts, which

again are interpreted as subsets of the domain. Differ

ent languages are distinguished by the different sets of

constructs they provide.

To give examples we suppose that person and female

are primitive concepts, and child and femalej-elative are

primitive roles. Using the set theoretical connectives

intersection and complement, we can describe the class

of "persons that are not female" by the concept

person n -ifemale.

Most languages provide quantification over roles that

allows for instance to describe the classes of "individ

uals whose children are all female" and "individuals

having a female child" by the concepts

Vchild.female and 3child.female.

Number restrictions on roles denote sets of individuals

having at least or at most a certain number of fillers

for a role. For instance,

(> 3 female-relative) n (< 2child)

denotes the class of "all individuals having at least

three friends and at most two children." Intersection

can also be used as a role forming construct. For in

stance, the intersection

child n female.relative,

intuitively yields the role "daughter."

The basic reasoning tasks on concepts are satisfiability

and subsumption checking. A concept is unsatisfiable

if it denotes the empty set in every interpretation, and

is satisfiable otherwise. A concept C is subsumed by a

concept D if in every interpretation C denotes a subset

of the set denoted by D . For a long time, the KL-ONE

community was content with sound, but incomplete
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subsumption algorithms. Such an algorithm delivers

a correct answer when given C and D such that C is

not subsumed by D, but sometimes fails to recognize

that one concept is subsumed by another one.

Complexity analysis of the subsumption problem orig

inated with the paper [BL84] by Brachman and

Levesque, which provides a polynomial algorithm for

a very limited language, called TC~ , and shows that

for the seemingly slightly more expressive language

TC subsumption is co-NP-hard. Nebel [Ne88] iden

tified other constructs that give rise to co-NP-hard

subsumption problems. Neither [BL84] nor [Ne88]

give algorithms for the co-NP-hard languages. The

first nontrivial subsumption algorithm was devised by

Schmidt-SchauB and Smolka [SS91] for the language

ACC, an extension of TC. They proved that un-

satisfiability and subsumption in ACC are PSPACE-

complete and identified a sublanguage with co-NP-

complete unsatisfiability problem.

In the present paper, we consider a family of languages,

called .4/3-languages, which includes most of the con

cept languages considered in the literature. In the

simplest .4£-language, called AC, concepts (denoted

by the letters C and D) are built out of primitive con

cepts (denoted by the letter A) and primitive roles

according to the syntax rule

C,D —► A|T|±|Cnl?|-v4| Vfl.C | 3R.T

where R denotes a role, that in AC is always primitive

(more general languages provide a constructor for role

intersection).

An interpretation X = (A1,1) consists of a set A1

(the domain of I) and a function -1 (the interpretation

function of I) that maps every concept to a subset of

A1 and every role to a subset of A1 x A1 such that

T1 = A1

I1 = 0

(C n D)1 = c1 n if

(^A)x = AX\AJ

(VR.C)1 = {a€A* |V6.(a,6)eftz-6eCz}

(3R.T)J = {a € A1 | 36. (a, 6) € R1}.

Obviously, an interpretation function is already deter

mined by the way it interprets primitive concepts and

roles. An interpretation I is a model for a concept C

if C1 is nonempty. A concept is satisfiable if it has a

model and unsatisfiable otherwise. We say C is sub

sumed by D if C C D1 for every interpretation 2,

and C is equivalent to D if C1 = D1 for every inter

pretation J.

More general languages are obtained by adding to AC

the following constructs:

• union of concepts (indicated by the letter U),

written as C U D, and defined by

(C U D)1 = C1 1) D1 ;

• full existential quantification (indicated by the let

ter £), written as 3R.C, and defined by

(3R.C)1 = {a e A1 | 36. (a, 6) € R1 A 6 € C1};

• complement of non-primitive concepts (indicated

by the letter C), written as ->C, and defined by

(-C)1 = A1 \ C1;

• number restrictions (indicated by the letter M),

written as (> nR) and (< nR), where n ranges

over the nonnegative integers coded in unary (i.e.,

the integer n is represented by a string of length

n), and defined by

(> nR)1 = {a e A1 \ \{b \ (a,b) G R1}] > n),

and

(< nR)x = {a £ A1 | |{6 | (a, 6) € RT}\ < n},

respectively;

• intersection of roles (indicated by the letter TV),

written as Q n R, where Q and R are arbitrary

roles, and defined by

(QHR)1 = QInRr.

We consider all combinations of the above constructs

in concept languages. Every ,4£-language is named by

a string of the form

AC[U}[SW][U],

where a letter in the name stands for the presence

of the corresponding construct in the language. Ob

serve that the combination of union and full existen

tial quantification gives the possibility to express com

plements of concepts, and conversely, union and full

existential quantification can be expressed using com

plements. Hence, without loss of generality we will

assume that union and full existential quantification

are available in every language that contains comple

ments, and vice versa. In language names we will use

the letter C instead of US. It follows that there are

16 pairwise non-equivalent .4£-languages, which form

a lattice, whose bottom element is AC and whose top

element is ACCHTt.

The present paper features two main results. First, we

define a general technique for checking unsatisfiability

(and therefore subsumption, since C is subsumed by D

if and only if Cf\-<D is unsatisfiable) in .4£-languages,

thus providing complete algorithms for the basic in

ferences in concept languages. Following an idea pre

sented in [SS91], our technique relies on a set of rules,

which closely resemble the rules of the tableau calculus

for first order logic. In fact, if one translates concepts

into predicate logic formulas, and applies to them the

tableaux calculus with a suitable control strategy, one

obtains essentially the calculus described here.
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Second, we give a detailed complexity analysis of both

unsatisfiability and subsumption for .4£-languages.

We have classified 15 of the 16 languages with respect

to the complexity of both problems. The only excep

tion is ACEN', where we can say that unsatisfiability

and subsumption are in PSPACE, and both are co-NP-

hard (this follows from the results reported in [Ne88])

and NP-hard. Notice that for only one of these lan

guages, namely ACC, both the upper and the lower

complexity bound for the two problems were previ

ously known. Since for all ,4£-languages but one the

upper and lower bounds we give coincide, one can say

that our algorithms are optimal for the problems they

solve.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec

tion 2, we describe the calculus for deciding the un

satisfiability of concepts. In Sections 3 to 6 we classify

the family of >4£-languages with respect to the un

satisfiability and the subsumption problem. We con

sider in turn PSPACE-complete, NP-complete, co-NP-

complete, and polynomial languages. Complete proofs

of the results are given in [DL*91].

2 A CALCULUS FOR

AC-LANGUAGES

In this section we provide the basic elements of a rule

based calculus for checking the satisfiability of con

cepts in >4£-languages. The calculus operates on con

straints consisting of variables, concepts and primitive

roles. To keep the number of rules small, we assume

concepts to be in a normal form, defined as follows: a

concept is called simple if it contains only complements

of the form ->A, where A is a primitive concept. Simple

concepts are the analogue of logical formulae in nega

tion normal form. Arbitrary concepts can be rewritten

into equivalent simple concepts in linear time, using

De Morgan's laws, the duality between universal and

existential quantification, and the fact that a negated

"atleast" restriction can expressed as an "atmost" re

striction, and vice versa.

We assume that there exists an alphabet of variable

symbols, which will be denoted by the letters x, y,

and z. A constraint is a syntactic object of one of the

forms

x:C, xPy,

where C is a simple concept and P is a primitive role.

Intuitively, x:C represents the constraint that x is in

the interpretation of C, while xPy represents the con

straint that the pair (x, y) is in the interpretation of P.

We extend the semantics of concepts to constraints.

Let I be an interpretation. An J-assignment is a func

tion q that maps every variable to an element of A1 .

We say that a satisfies x: C if ot(x) € Cx , and a satis

fies xPy if (a(x), a(y)) 6 P1 . A constraint c is satisfi-

able if there is an interpretation I and an Z-assignment

a such that a satisfies c. A constraint system 5 is a

finite, nonempty set of constraints. An I-assignment

a satisfies a constraint system S if a satisfies every

constraint in S. A constraint system S is satisfiable

if there is an interpretation Z and an I-assignment a

such that a satisfies S.

Proposition 2.1 A concept C is satisfiable if and

only if the constraint system {x:C} is satisfiable.

Our calculus starts with a constraint system S —

{x: C) where C is a simple concept. Subsequent steps

add constraints to S until either a contradiction is gen

erated or an interpretation satisfying C can be ob

tained from the resulting system.

Let us introduce some notation to help us specifying

the rules of the calculus. We say that role Q is a

subrole of R and write Q -<ti R, if Qz C Rx for every

interpretation I. If Q = Pi n . . . n Pk and R = P{ l~l

. . . n P(, then Q is a subrole of R if and only if for

every primitive role Pj occurring in R there is a role

Pi occurring in Q such that P, = Pj.

Let 5 be a constraint system and R = Pi l~l . . . n Pk be

a role. We say that xRy holds in S if the constraints

xPiy, . . .,xPty are in S. We denote by njts(x) the

number of variables y such that xRy holds in 5,

i.e. riR^ix) = \{y | xRy holds in S}\. We denote by

[y/z]S the constraint system obtained from S by re

placing each occurrence of y by z. Finally, we say that

the replacement of y by z is safe in S if for every vari

able x and for every role R such that x: (> n R) is

in S and xRy, xRz hold in 5, we have njt,s(z) > n.

Intuitively, the replacement of y by z is safe in S, if

every number restriction that is satisfied in S remains

satisfied in [y/z]S.

The calculus is defined by the following completion

rules:

1. 5 —n {x-Ci, i:C2}u5

if x:Ci fl Ci is in S, and x:Ci and x:Ci are

not both in S

2. S —u {x:D}L)S

if x:C\ UC2 is in S, neither x:Ci nor X.C2 is

in 5, and D = Cj or D = Ci

3. 5 -3 {xPiy,...,xPky, y:C}l)S

if x: 3R.C is in S, R = Pi n . . . n Pk, there is

no z such that xRz holds in S and z: C is in

S, and y is a new variable

4. S -v {y-C)uS

if x.VR.C is in S, xRy holds in S, and y:C is

not in S

5. 5 -> {xPiy,...,xPky}l)S

if *:(> nR) is in 5, R = Pi n . . . n Pk,

nR,s(x) < »i and y is a new variable

6. 5 -< [y/z]S
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if x:(< nR) is in S, xRy and xRz hold in 5,

nR,s(x) > «> and the replacement of y by *

is safe in S.

Proposition 2.2 If C is a simple concept, then there

is no infinite chain of completion steps issuing from

{x:C}.

The termination of the completion rules is due to the

fact that the concepts in constraints introduced by

a rule application are always smaller than the con

cept in the constraint to which the rule has been ap

plied. In addition the safeness condition in the —+<-

rule is needed to prevent the -+>-rule, which intro

duces variables, and the —><-rule, which identifies vari

ables, from looping.

We distinguish two kinds of completion rules, deter

ministic ones (—>n, —►a, —+v, —♦>) and nondeterminis-

tic ones (-*u, "-*<)■ The nondeferministic rules corre

spond to concept constructs that contain disjunction,

when translated into logic. Obviously, the union of

concepts is the analogue of the disjunction of formu

lae. Although less obvious, disjunction is also present

in "atmost" restrictions.

Proposition 2.3 Let S and S' be constraint systems.

Then:

J. If S' is obtained from S by application of a deter

ministic rule, then S is satisfiable if and only if

S' is satisfiable.

2. If S' is obtained from S by application of a nonde-

terministic rule, then S is satisfiable if S' is sat

isfiable. Furthermore, if a nondeterministic rule

applies to S, then it can be applied in a way thai

it yields a constraint system S' such that S' is

satisfiable if and only if S is satisfiable.

A constraint system is complete if no completion rule

applies to it. A clash is a constraint system having

one of the following forms:

• {*:-L}

• {x:A, x:->A)

• {x:(<0R), xPiy,...,xPky}

where R = Px n . . . n Pk

• {*-(>™Q), x:{<nR)}

where m > n and Q <k R.

A clash-free complete system 5 derived from {x:C}

represents a model of C, whose elements are the vari

ables occurring in 5. A variable y is in the extension

of A if y: A is in S, and a pair (x, y) is in the extension

of P if xPy is in S. Conversely, a constraint system

that contains a clash is clearly unsatisfiable.

Theorem 2.4 Let C be a simple concept. Then C is

satisfiable if and only if{x:C) can be transformed with

the completion rules into a complete constraint system

that contains no clash.

On the basis of the above result, it is straightforward to

turn the calculus into a decision procedure. To check a

simple concept C for satisfiability, one has to generate

all complete constraint systems derivable from {x:C},

which are, up to variable renaming, finitely many. If all

these systems contain a clash, then C is unsatisfiable,

otherwise it is satisfiable.

The completion calculus provides also a procedure to

decide subsumption, since a concept C is subsumed by

a concept D if C n ->D is unsatisfiable. For an AC-

language that allows for complements the subsump

tion problem is equivalent to the unsatisfiability prob

lem because C l~l ->D is in the language if C and D

are. In languages that do not allow for complements

the subsumption problem is strictly more general than

the unsatisfiability problem, since there always exists

some concept D in the language such that there is no

concept equivalent to ->D in the language.

In the next sections we will give upper complexity

bounds for the subsumption problem in the various

,4£-languages by devising special control structures

for the completion calculus and by introducing spe

cialized versions of the rules for strict sublanguages of

ACCAfTZ. Notice that the set of rules defined above

corresponds to the language ACCNW,, the top ele

ment of the lattice of .4£-languages. Upper complex

ity bounds for the subsumption problem apply to the

unsatisfiability problem, too, since a concept is un

satisfiable if and only if it is subsumed by the empty

concept ±.

Analyzing the behaviour of the completion rules when

applied to inputs from special .4£-languages we derive

lower complexity bounds for the unsatisfiability prob

lem in several ,4£-languages, thus providing also lower

bounds for the subsumption problem.

3 PSPACE-COMPLETE

LANGUAGES

In this section we start with a control structure for

the completion calculus that allows to check satisfiabil

ity of ACCMTL-concei>ts using quadratic space. Then

we will turn to ,4£-languages for which satisfiability

is PSPACE-hard. It was shown in [SS91] that ACC

has this property. We will identify two other mini

mal PSPACE-hard .4£-languages, namely ACWR, and

ACMTl.

3.1 A PSPACE-ALGORITHM FOR ACCMTl

As already pointed out in [SS91] complete constraint

systems for ACC may be of exponential size. For a

polynomial space algorithm it is therefore crucial not
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to keep an entire complete constraint system in the

memory but to store only small portions of it at a

time. To make this idea more precise we need the

following definitions.

Let S be a constraint system and x, y, y' be variables

occurring in S. We say that y is a successor of x US

contains a constraint of the form xPy. We say that y

is a neighbour of y' if there is a variable x such that

y ^ y1 , and y and y1 are successors of x.

Next we give transformation rules that build up por

tions of complete constraint systems. The trace rules

consist of the the —>n-, —*u-< —fv- and the —><-rule

together with the following two rules that replace the

—►a- and the —*>-rule:

1. 5 -+T3 {xPiy,...,xPky, y:C}VS

if x: 3R.C is in S, R = Pi n . . . n Pk,

there is no neighbour x' of x such that S

contains a constraint of the form x'P'y',

there is no z such that xRz holds in S and

z:C is in S,

and y is a new variable

2. S -r> {xPiy,...,xPky}l)S

if x:(> nR) is in 5,

R = P}n...r\Pk,nRiS(x)<n,

there is no neighbour x' of x such that S

contains a constraint of the form x'P'y',

and y is a new variable.

The trace rules are designed to produce for a variable x

at most one successor that has itself successors. More

restrictive trace rules have been defined in [SS91] for

ACC. The *4£C-trace rules introduce for every vari

able at most one successor at all. When dealing with

the richer language ACCAfTZ, however, such a control

strategy would lead to an incomplete algorithm. In the

present case, for every variable all successors must be

present simultaneously at some stage of the computa

tion, since only then the interplay of role intersections

and number restrictions forces us to identify certain

successors. This is important because, when identi

fying variables, the constraints imposed on them are

combined, which may lead to clashes that otherwise

would not have occurred.

Let C be a simple ACCJtfU-concept and T be a con

straint system obtained from {x:C} by application of

the trace rules. We call T a trace of {x: C) if no trace

rule applies to T.

Proposition 3.1 Let C be a simple ACCNH-

concept. Then:

1. The length of a trace rule derivation issuing from

{x:C} is bounded by the size ofC.

2. Every complete constraint system extending

{x: C) can be obtained as the union of finitely

many traces.

3. Suppose S is a complete constraint system extend

ing {x: C) and T is a finite set of traces such that

S = \Jrer T- Then S contains a clash if and only

if some T € T contains a clash.

Part (1) of the above proposition would not be true if

we had not assumed that numbers are coded as unary

strings. If numbers were coded in binary then the num

ber of successors of a given variable could be exponen

tial in the size of the concept to be checked. Part (3)

says that to detect clashes it suffices to inspect traces.

Based on Proposition 3.1 it is straightforward to write

an algorithm that generates all complete constraint

systems derivable from {x:C} while keeping only one

trace in memory at a time. If pointers are used to

represent the subconcepts of C occurring in a trace

the algorithm one needs space at most quadratic in

the size of C to store a trace and the necessary control

information. Examples of such algorithms have been

given for sublanguages of ACCMK in [SS91, HN*90].

From these considerations we conclude the main result

of this subsection.

Theorem 3.2 Satisfiability and and subsumpiion of

ACCNTZ-concepts can be decided with quadratic space.

3.2 UNSATISFIABILITY IN ACUTZ

We will show that unsatisfiability in ACUTZ is

PSPACE-hard by a reduction of the unsatisfiability

problem for ACC. The reduction is based on the ob

servation that subroles can be used to simulate full

existential quantification. Since we will use this tech

nique in later sections as well, we define it for the entire

language ACCNU.

We transform every simple ACCNlZ-concept C into

an ACUMlZ concept C such that C is satisfiable if

and only if C is satisfiable. Recall that by definition

of ACUAfTZ the concept C contains no subconcept of

the form 3R.D where D £ T.

Let C be a simple ACC//TZ-concept. Suppose that for

every subconcept D of C there is a primitive role Pq

that does not occur in C. We define a function_" that

maps every subconcept D of C to a concept D. The

function " is given by the equations

3r7d = 3(RnPD).Tnv(RnPD).D

VflTl> = VR.D

dCtCd2 = DiHD2

DiTTd2 = Dx U £>2

and by D = D if D is neither an intersection nor a

union nor a concept of the form V7?.£)' or 3R.D' . We

say that C is an S-simulaiion of C.

Proposition 3.3 For every simple ACCMTZ-concept

C one can compute in quadratic time an €-

simulation C .
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Lemma 3.4 Let C be a simple ACCMR-concept and

C be a simulation of C. Then C is satisfiable if and

only if C is satisfiable.

Proof. Suppose that C is an £-simulation obtained

from C using primitive roles Pp.

If X = (Az, z) is an interpretation, then it is easy

to see that Lr C Dx for every subconcept D of C.

Therefore, C is satisfiable if C is satisfiable.

Conversely, we show that for every interpretation I

there exists an interpretation X over the same do

main such that Cx = Cx . Let X = (A,z) be an

interpretation. Then X = (A,1) is obtained from

I by defining Ar = Ax if A is a primitive concept,

P1 = {(a, b) € A x A | 6 € Dx) if P = PD for some

subconcept D of C, and Px = Px for the remain

ing primitive roles. Now it is straightforward to check

that Dx = £>z for every subconcept D of C. Thus C

is satisfiable if C is satisfiable. □

Corollary 3.5 Satisfiability of ACUR- concepts is

PSPACE-hard.

Proof. Satisfiability of ,4£C-concepts can be reduced

to satisfiability of ACUR-concepts, since for every sim

ple .4£C-concept C the £-simulation C is in ACWR,.

U

An assignment a satisfies a literal / if a{l) = t if / is

positive and <*(—') = f if / is negative. An assignment

satisfies a clause if it satisfies at least one literal of the

clause.

Let P be a prefix from m to n. A set A of P-

assignments is canonical for P if it satisfies the fol

lowing conditions:

1. A is nonempty

2. if P = (3m)P', then all assignments of A agree on

m and, if P' is nonempty, {o|{m+i,..,n} I a £ A}

is canonical for P'

3. if P = (Vm)P't then

(a) A contains an assignment that satisfies m

and, if P' is nonempty, {ot\{m+it..fn) I a €

A and a(m) = t] is canonical for P'

(b) A contains an assignment that satisfies —m

and, if P' is nonempty, {at|{m+i,..,n} I a €

A and a(m) = f} is canonical for P'.

A quantified boolean formula P.M is valid if there ex

ists a set A of P-assignments that is canonical for P

such that every assignment in A satisfies every clause

of M . It is well known that deciding the validity of

quantified boolean formulae is a PSPACE-complete

problem [GJ79].

3.3 UNSATISFIABILITY IN ACMTl

We will show that unsatisfiability in ACMTl is

PSPACE-hard. This sharpens a result by Nebel

[Ne88], who showed that subsumption in ACAfTl is

co-NP-hard. The proof is by a reduction of the satisfia

bility problem for quantified boolean formulae (QBF).

We first reformulate QBF in an appropriate way (see

also [SS91]). Then we reduce QBF to satisfiability in

ACSA/TZ. Using ^-simulations we conclude from this

result the claim.

3.3.1 Quantified Boolean Formulae

A literal is a nonzero integer. A clause is a nonempty

finite set TV of literals such that I £ N implies -/ £ N.

A prefix from m to n, where m and n are positive

integers such that m < n, is a sequence

(Qmm)(Qm+lm + I) ■ ■ (Q„n),

where each Qi is either "V" or "3". A quantified

boolean formula is a pair P.M , where, for some n, P

is a prefix from 1 to n and M is a finite nonempty set

of clauses containing only literals between —n and n.

Let P be a prefix from m to n. A P-assignment is a

mapping

{m,m+l,...,n} — {t,f}.

3.3.2 The Reduction

Let P.M be a quantified boolean formula where P =

(Qil) ■ • (Qmm) is a prefix from 1 to m and M =

{Mu...,Mn}. We translate P.M into an AC£MH

concept

Cp.m = D0nCln...nC$.

Let A, B be primitive concepts, Po,P\,.. .,Pn be

primitive roles, and R — P0H Pj n . . . n P„.

The concept Do is obtained from the prefix P using

the equations

D'-1 = { 3R.D,

for / £ l..(m — 1) and the equation

(3R.A)n(3R.-,A)n(VR.D,) ifQ/=V

if Qi = 3

An-! = I
(3R.A) n (3R.^A) ifQm=V

3P.T if Qm = 3.

The concept C0 is obtained from the clause Ni as fol

lows. Let

k = max 1/1 .
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ti-i = I

Then, for / G l..(Jt - 1), define

(< 2 pt) n 3Pi.(B r\A)u 3Pi.(->B n Cf)

iUeNi

(< 2 Pi) n 3P{.(B n -yl) n 3Pj.(-«B n CJ)

if -/ G JV<

VPi.Q

if neither / nor — / is in Ni,

and define

„, _ f VPiM if Jfc G Ni

W-i - | vPj.-iA if-ifcG Nt.

We will give an intuitive explanation of the reduction.

The concept Cp.M is constructed in such a way that

on the one hand canonical sets of assignments for P

satisfying the clauses of M and on the other hand

clash free complete constraint systems derived from

{x:Cp.M } can be translated into each other. Under

this translation every assignment gives rise to a trace

and vice versa. A variable y that occurs in a given

trace with the constraint y: A (y: -<A) indicates that

the corresponding assignment satisfies a certain posi

tive (negative) literal.

To each number / G l..m correspond the subconcepts

°f Cp.M on level /, namely, Dj_i and C}_1, ■ ■ ■ ,C"_1.

The concept A-i encodes the /-th quantifier in the

prefix P. Suppose S is a clash free complete constraint

system obtained from {x.Cp.m} and the constraint

y:Di_i occurs in S. The concept A-i is defined in

such a way that the completion rules will have created

successors z, z' of y with the constraints z: A, z': ->A if

the /-th quantifier is universal, and a single successor z

without specifying whether it belongs to A or ->A if the

/-th quantifier is existential. In both cases constraints

will be added such that yRz (yRz and yRz') holds.

The concept Cq encodes the t-th clause M,. We ex

ploit the implicit disjunction present in the "atmost"

restrictions to mimic logical disjunction in clauses. To

see this, suppose clause Ni contains the positive lit

eral / and the constraint y:C)_1 occurs in the system

S from above. The completion rules will have created

successors v, v' of y together with the constraints

y:(<2Pi), yPv, v.B, v. A,

yPv', v.'^B, v:C\.

No subsequent application of rules will have identified

v and v', since otherwise S would contain a clash. In

addition to v and v' a successor z (successors z, z') has

been generated for the variable y such that yRz (yRz

and yRz') holds. Since we have R -<-r Pi and S con

tains y: (< 2 Pi), either z and v or z and v' have been

identified. The choice between v and v' corresponds

to the logical "or" in the clause Mj. Identifying z and

v corresponds to satisfying the literal /. When iden

tifying z and v' we end up with constraints z.C] and

z:D\, which corresponds to postponing the choice of

a literal to be satisfied. A similar argument applies

when two variables z, z' are present.

Along these ideas one can prove the correctness of our

reduction.

Lemma 3.6 Suppose P.M is a quantified boolean for

mula. Then P.M is valid if and only if Cp.m «* Sfl<-

isfiable.

Corollary 3.7 Satisfiability of ACSAfH-concepts is

PSPACE-hard.

Proof. Since Cp.m is in ACSNlZ. for every quantified

boolean formula P.M , Lemma 3.6 yields the claim. D

Corollary 3.8 Satisfiability of ACAfH-concepts is

PSPACE-hard.

Proof. For every simple .4££Af72-concept C the £-

simulation C is in ACNU. □

3.4 SUMMARY

Since there exists a polynomial space algorithm for

subsumption in ACCNTl, which is the top element

of the lattice of «4£-languages, we know that sub-

sumption and (un)satisfiability in all .4>C-languages are

in PSPACE. Moreover, (un)satisfiability is PSPACE-

hard in ACC, AClin, and ACNK. It follows that for

all extensions of these three languages subsumption

and (un)satisfiability are PSPACE-complete.

Theorem 3.9 (PSPACE-Completeness)

Subsumption and (un)satisfiabiliiy are PSPACE com

plete problems for ACC, ACUTl, ACMU, ACCTZ,

ACCAf, AC£Af1l, ACUMU, and ACCMTl.

4 NP-COMPLETE LANGUAGES

In this section we consider languages that do not

contain constructs expressing logical disjunction—

whether explicitly, like unions, or implicitly, like "at

most" restrictions. In the lattice of >4£-languages

ACCR. is the greatest element with this property.

Our first result shows that in ACSTl subsumption

checking is easier than in ACC, ACUTt, ACAfR. and

their extensions. More precisely, whenever one AC£R-

concept is subsumed by a second one, there exists in

the completion calculus a proof for this fact which is

of polynomial size. Since such a proof can be guessed

in nondeterministic polynomial time, it follows that

the problem of deciding subsumption between ACSR-

concepts is in NP. Secondly, we prove that unsatisfia-

bility in ACC and ACR is NP-hard. This result has

a character different from former intractability results
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for concept languages. The work in [BL84, Ne88, SS91]

identified the disjunctive constructs role restriction,

"atmost" restriction, and union that together with

concept conjunction give rise to intractability. The

NP-hardness of ACE and ACR. shows that the inter

play of universal and existential quantifiers is a source

of complexity, too. That both sources are of a dif

ferent nature is illustrated by the fact that the first

makes subsumption co-NP-hard and the latter makes

it NP-hard.

Checking subsumption of .4££7£-concepts amounts to

checking unsatisfiability of certain .4£C7£-concepts,

having the form C n ->D, where C, D are in ACER..

Since ACCR. does not allow for number restrictions

we can refine the notion of trace. Recall that the trace

rules for ACCAfV., in order to cope with number re

strictions, generate all successors of a selected variable,

identify some of them, and then select a new variable

among the successors to continue with. In contrast,

the ACCTZ-tiace rules will generate at most one suc

cessor for a variable.

The ACCTZ-trace rules consist of the —>n-, the —>u-,

and the —*v-rule given in Section 2, together with the

rule

S -«a {xPxy,...,xPky, y:C}US

if x: 3R.C is in 5, there is no constraint of the

form xPz in S, and y is a new variable.

The difference between the —►g-rule and the —>tb-

rule on the one hand and the —►ja-rule on the other

hand is that the latter is applied only once for a vari

able x. We are thus compelled to make a nondeter-

ministic choice amongst the constraints of the form

x:3R.C. Throughout this section we implicitly refer

to the ACCR-trace rules as trace rules and to ACCR-

traces as traces.

4.1 AN NP-ALGORITHM FOR ACER.

As already seen, checking subsumption between two

.4££7£-concepts C and D is equivalent to checking

the «4£C7£-concept C (1 ->D for unsatisfiability. We

will show that, when C and D are .4£££-concepts,

due to the special form of the ,/4£C7J-concept Cn ->D,

unions, that come in via complements of intersections,

do not act as an additional source of complexity. For

this purpose we set up the s-rule calculus that oper

ates on sets of traces and behaves nondeterministically

only for existential quantification. It is interesting to

observe that the s-rules provide an alternative method

for deciding the satisfiability of .4£Cft-concepts.

The s-rules are (T denotes a set of traces):

1. {T}UT —J {r}UT

if T i T and T -». V where * e {n,*3, V}

2. {T}uT —g {V, T"}UT

if T £ T, x:C U C is in T, neither x:C nor

x.C is in T and V = {x.C} UT, T" =

{x:C'}UT.

The s-rules eliminate the nondeterminism introduced

by unions, since the two traces that can be obtained

by an application of the —►u-rule are put both into the

new set of traces. The nondeterminism in choosing a

constraint to which the —►tg-rule applies persists.

Proposition 4.1 Let C be a simple ACCR-concept.

Then every s-rule derivation starting with {{x:C}}

terminates.

The s-rules provide a correct and complete calculus for

checking the unsatisfiability of ACCft-concepts.

Theorem 4.2 Let C be a simple ACCR-concept.

Then C is unsatisfiable if and only if {{x:C}} can

be transformed by the s-rules into a set T such that

each trace in T contains a clash.

The above theorem suggests a method for deciding

the unsatisfiability of an .4£C72-concept C. The

method generates a number of traces that is—in the

general case—exponential in the size of C. This

is not surprising, since unsatisfiability in ACCR. is

PSPACE-complete. When checking subsumption be

tween .4££7£-concepts C and D, though, a better

result can be achieved: we show that the number

of traces generated by the application of s-rules is

bounded by the size of D. Since traces are of poly

nomial size, the s-rules provide a nondeterministic

polynomial time method for checking subsumption in

ACER..

The proof relies heavily on the structure of traces that

arise when checking subsumption. A constraint in a

trace T is closed if it is of the form

• x:C f\ D, and both x: C and x: D are in T;

• x:VR.C, and for all y such that xRy holds in T,

y: C is in T;

• x:3R.C, and there exist y, P such that xPy is

in T;

• x: C U D, and either x: C or x: D is in T.

Intuitively, a constraint is closed if no trace rule applies

to it. A constraint in T is open if it is not closed.

We say that a concept C contains intersections or

unions if the symbols "n" or "U" , respectively, occur

in the string C. Note that if D is an -4££7£-concept,

then by rewriting ->D into a simple concept we obtain

a concept D' that contains no intersection. Moreover,

{x: C n D'} is unsatisfiable if and only if {x: C, x: LY)

is unsatisfiable.

Lemma 4.3 Let C, D be ACER.-concepls and let

D' be obtained by rewriting -^D to a simple ACCR.-

concept. Let T be a trace derived from {x:C, x:D'}.
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Then there is at most one open constraint y: E in T

such that E contains unions. If there is such a con

straint then E contains no intersections.

From the preceding results we can conclude that sub-

sumption between .4,££72--concepts is in NP.

Theorem 4.4 Subsumption in ACSTZ. can be decided

in nondeterministic polynomial time.

Proof. Let C, D be ACSft-concepts and let D' be ob

tained by rewriting -<D to a simple ACCTl-concept.

By Theorem 4.2, C is subsumed by D if and only

if {{x:C, x:D'}} can be transformed with the s-rules

into a set of traces each of which contains a clash.

Since traces are of polynomial size, it suffices to show

that any s-rule derivation starting with {{x:C,x: D1}}

leads to a set of traces T whose cardinality is bounded

by the size of D'.

In fact, the only s-rule increasing the number of traces

is the —>5-rule. This rule can only be applied to an

open constraint containing unions. By Lemma 4.3, its

application diminishes the number of times that the

union symbol occurs in open constraints at least by

one. Therefore in any derivation, the —>2-rule can be

applied at most as many times as the union symbol

occurs in D'. □

4.2 NP-HARDNESS RESULTS

We first prove that unsatisfiability in ACS is NP-hard.

From this we conclude that unsatisfiability in ACR. is

NP-hard, too.

Let C be an .4££-concept. Since C does not con

tain any disjunctive construct, there is—up to variable

renaming—only one complete constraint system that

can be derived from {x:C}. It follows from Propo

sition 3.1 that C is unsatisfiable if and only if there

exists a trace of {x:C} that contains a clash. There

fore, to prove that an .4££-concept is unsatisfiable, it

is sufficient to guess one trace containing a clash out

of the set of all possible traces.

However, the number of possible traces can be expo

nential. For example, it is easy to see that there are

at least 2" traces derivable from {x: C}, where C is of

the form

VP.(3P.42 n 3P.B2n

VP.(. . . (3P.An n 3P.S„ n VP.T) ...)).

To prove that deciding the unsatisfiability of ACS-

concepts is an NP-hard problem we reduce to it the

clause traversal problem, which will be defined below.

A positive clause is a finite set of positive integers. If

M. = {Mi, . . . , Mm) is a finite set of positive clauses,

then a traversal ofM is a finite set of positive integers

N such that N ClMi is a singleton for / G l.m.

Proposition 4.5 Deciding for a finite set of posi

tive clauses whether there exists a traversal is an NP-

compleie problem.

Proof. It is easy to see that the problem is a reformu

lation of the ONE-IN-THREE 3sat problem (see [GJ79],

p. 259). D

The reduction consists in associating to every set of

positive clauses M an ,4££-concept Cm sucn that M

has a traversal if and only if Cm 's unsatisfiable. The

key idea is to relate the traversals ofM to those traces

of {x:Cm} that contain a clash.

In the following we assume P to be a fixed primitive

role. Let M = {Mi,...,Mm} be a set of positive

clauses, and let n be the maximum of the numbers

occurring in the clauses of M. We translate M into

the concept

CM = C11n...nCIln£>i.

The C[ 's are inductively defined through the equations

and

Cm+\

-{

3P.C?+1

VP.Cj+1

if j G Mi

if j £ Mi

w-cS.+1+i

if j g Mi

if j £ Mi

= T. Thefor / G l.m and by the equation C32m+l

concept D\ is defined by the equations

D, = VP.D,+ 1 and Dm+, = VP.Dm+(+i

for / G l..m and by the equation D2m+\ = -L-

Observe that to every number j occurring in M there

corresponds a concept C[ and to every clause Mi £ M

there correspond the levels / and m+l in the C[ 's. The

number j is present in the /th clause if and only if there

is an existential quantifier in the concept C[ at level /

and at level m+l. As we shall see later the two layered

construction of Cm 's crucial for the correctness of the

reduction. The concept D\ is designed in such a way

that in a trace a clash can only occur at level 2m + 1.

Next we identify those concepts in a trace of {x: Cm }

that will give us the numbers to construct a traversal of

M. Let T be a trace and C be a concept. We say that

C is active in T if C is of the form 3P.D and there are

variables y, z such that T contains the constraints y: C,

yPz, and z: D. Intuitively, an existentially quantified

concept C is said to be active in T if the —>o-rule has

been applied to some constraint y: C in T.

Lemma 4.6 Let T be a trace of {x: Cm) ■

1. Suppose C3k is active in T. Then for all I G l..Jb

the concept C\ is active in T if it is of the form

3P.C/+1.
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2. If T contains a clash, then for every I G 1..2m

there exists exactly one j such that C\ is active

in T.

Using these properties, we are able to prove the cor

rectness of our reduction.

Theorem 4.7 A set M of positive clauses has a

traversal if and only if Cm •* unsaiisfiable.

Proof. Suppose M = {Mi , . . . , Mm) is a set of posi

tive clauses and Cm — C\ n . . . n C" n D\ is its trans

lation.

"=>•" Let TV be a traversal of M. To prove that Cm

is unsatisflable, we show that there exists a trace T of

{x\:Cm} that contains a clash. To obtain T we induc

tively define a sequence of traces 7} of {zi : Cm } > where

/ G l..(2m + 1), such that T, C 7}+1 and T2m+i - T.

Let

T1^{x1:C{\j€N}U{*1.D1}

and

T,+ 1 = T,U{x,Px,+1}u{x,+ 1:Cf+1|iGTV}

U{x,+ l:D,+ 1}.

Obviously, T = T^m+i contains a clash, because

D2m+1 — -L-

To show that T is a trace we prove that 7}+i can be ob

tained from 7} by application of the trace rules. Since

TV is a traversal, there is exactly one k G TV such that

C,* = 3P.C,*+1. Hence,

Ti -^,3 T;=T,(j{x,Px,+ 1, x,+ 1:C,*+1}

by application of the —►o-rule. Since we have C\ =

VP.C/+1 for j G N\ {k} and D, = VP.£>,+ 1, it is easy

to see that 7]+1 can be obtained from 7)' by application

of the —>v-rule.

"•$=" If Cm is unsatisflable, then there exists a trace T

of {x: Cm } such that T contains a clash and for every

/ G I..2m there exists exactly one j such that C\ is

active in T.

Let

/V = {j | Cj^+/ is active in T for some / G l..m}.

We show that TV is a traversal. Let Mi be a clause

in M.

For every / G l..m, there exists a j such that C^+/

is active in T. Hence we have j G N . Furthermore,

C3m+l = 3P.C^,+/+1 by the definition of active con

cepts. By construction of Cm> we have that j £ Mi.

Thus j eN n Mt.

Suppose, there are i, j such that i, j G N D Mi. Now

we exploit the two-layered construction of Cm ■ Since

i) J G /V, by definition of /V there are ft, k such that

Cm+h an^ ^m+k are active in T. Since t, j G A//,

by construction of Cm we have Cj = 3P.Q+1 and

Cf = 3P.C/+1. By 4.6.1, we know that C\ and CJ are

active in T. Hence i = j by 4.6.2. D

Corollary 4.8 Unsatisfiability in ACE is NP-hard.

Corollary 4.9 Unsatisfiability in ACR. is NP-hard.

Proof. The claim follows by Lemma 3.4, since for every

«4££-concept C the £-simulation C is in ACR. □

4.3 SUMMARY

Combining the results in the preceding subsections we

conclude the following theorem.

Theorem 4.10 (NP-Completeness) Subsumpiion

and unsatisfiability are NP-complete problems for

ACS, ACR, andACSU.

5 CO-NP-COMPLETE

LANGUAGES

Since in ACU intersection, union, and complement of

primitive concepts are available, deciding the unsatisfi

ability of .4£W-concepts is at least as hard as deciding

the unsatisfiability of a set of clauses in propositional

logic, which is known to be a co-NP-complete prob

lem. Conversely, it was shown in [SS91] that universal

quantification and restricted existential quantification

over roles do not increase the complexity of the prob

lem, i.e., unsatisfiability in ACU is co-NP-complete.

One might conjecture that subsumption in ACU is

harder, since it is equivalent to unsatisfiability of cer

tain concepts containing both unions and full existen

tial quantification. Now, it turns out that subsump

tion in an even larger language, namely ACUM , has

the same complexity as unsatisfiability in ACU.

Since the language ACUM is not closed under com

plements, subsumption checking in ACUM amounts

to checking the unsatisfiability of certain ACCAf-

concepts. We will show that for ACCM we can improve

the general calculus given in Section 2 in such a way

that "atleast" -constraints lead only to the introduction

of a single new variable. Throughout this section we

will assume that simple ^£CA/"-concepts do not con

tain subconcepts of the form 3P.T. This is no loss of

generality, because given an arbitrary .4£CjV-concept

we can replace every subconcept of the form 3P.T with

the concept (> 1 P), while preserving equivalence.

The quasi-completion rules consist of the —►n-, —*u-,

—►3-, —>v-, and —><-rules together with the following

revised —>>-rule:
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S —.> {xPy}l>S

if x: (> n P) is in 5, n > 1,

there is no 2 such that zPr is in S

no other rules is applicable to S,

and j/ is a new variable.

Intuitively, this weak version of the —t^-rule is suf

ficient because in the absence of role intersection for

any variable the completion rules will impose the same

constraints on all fillers of a given role. A constraint

system is quasi-complete if no quasi-completion rule is

applicable.

Lemma 5.1 Let C be a simple ACCM -concept. Then

C is satisfiable if and only if{x:C} can be transformed

by the quasi-completion rules into a quasi-complete

constraint system that contains no clash.

Proof. A quasi-complete constraint system can be ex

tended to a complete system by adding sufficiently

many copies of variables to satisfy all "atleast" con

straints. If the quasi-complete system does not contain

a clash then the extension does not either. □

Now we apply the quasi-completion rules to ACCM-

concepts that arise when checking subsumption in

ACUM.

Lemma 5.2 Let C, D be ACUM-concepts and D' be

obtained by rewriting ->D into a simple concept. Lei

S be a constraint system derived from {x:C U D'} by

means of the quasi-completion rules. Then the cardi

nality of S is almost quadratic in the size of C n D' .

Intuitively, this lemma holds since there is no complex

interaction between existential and universal quanti

fiers. If VP.E is a subconcept of C n Lf then any

existentially quantified subconcept of E is of the form

3P'.T. Likewise, if 3P.E is a subconcept of C n D'

then any universally quantified subconcept of E is of

the form VP'.l.

Corollary 5.3 Nonsubsumption in ACUM can be de

cided in nondeterministic polynomial time.

Proof. Let C, D be ACMAf-concepts and D' be ob

tained by rewriting ->D into a simple concept. Then

C is not subsumed by D if and only if C n D' is sat

isfiable. By Lemma 5.1 this is equivalent to the fact

that a clash free quasi-complete constraint system S

can be derived from {x:CH D'}. By Lemma 5.2 the

system S has cardinality quadratic in the size of C

and D. Hence, S can be derived by a number of steps

polynomial in the size of C and D. D

Combining the fact that unsatisfiability in ACLt is co-

NP-hard and the fact that subsumption in ACUM is

in co-NP we obtain the following result.

Theorem 5.4 (Co-NP-Completeness)

Subsumption and unsatisfiability are co-NP-complete

problems for ACU and ACUM'.

6 POLYNOMIAL LANGUAGES

In Sections 4 and 5 we have shown that there exist

two different sources of complexity of inferences in

concept languages. On the one hand, full existential

quantification—whether expressed explicitly, or im

plicitly through subroles—is responsible for constraint

systems of exponential size. On the other hand, con

structs that embody logical disjunction—like union or

number restrictions in combination with subroles—

make it necessary to generate an exponential number

of constraint systems.

Consequently, one expects languages to be computa

tionally tractable if they contain neither of the two

sources of complexity. The largest such language is

ACM. In this section we will sketch a polynomial

size algorithm for ACM by showing that to decide

subsumption between two ^4£A/"-concepts it suffices to

check a linear number of constraint systems each of

which is of linear size. We start with defining nor

mal forms for ACM-concepts. We say that an ACM-

concept is admissible if it is of the form

Ci n ■ • • n c„

such that none of the concepts C,- contains intersec

tions. Every ACM-concept can be rewritten in poly

nomial time to an equivalent admissible concept using

the rule

VP.(CnD) (VP.C)n(VP.D).

Suppose that C, D are ACM-concepts, where D is

admissible, that is D = D\ n ■ • • n Dn and none of

the Di contains intersections. To check whether C is

subsumed by D it suffices to check whether C n ->D =

C n ->(£>i n • • • n £>„) is unsatisfiable. Now, C n ->D is

equivalent to the concept (Cn-i£>i)U- • U(Cn->D„).

The latter is unsatisfiable if and only if each concept

Cr\-<Di, i 6 l..n, is unsatisfiable. Let D\ be the simple

concept obtained by rewriting ->£>,. Then D, is of the

form

3A.3P2 3Pm.E,

where E is of the form T, _L, A, ->A, (> n P), or

(< n P). We call such a concept a thread.

It follows from the above considerations that to check

subsumption of two ACM-concepts C, D it suffices to

check for threads D\, . . . , D'n, where n is bounded by

the size of D, whether each C n D\ is unsatisfiable.

Proposition 6.1 Let C be an ACM-concept and D'

be a thread. Then:

1. There exists—up to variable renaming— only one

quasi-complete constraint system that can be de

rived from {x:Cn D'}.
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2. The cardinality of every quasi-complete constraint

system derivable from {x: C l~l D1} is bounded lin

early by the size of C and D''.

Proof. Due to the particular form of C n D', only

deterministic quasi-completion rules will be applicable.

This yields (1). In any constraint system derivable

from {x:C n D7} by means of the quasi-completion

rules, a variable has at most one successor for every

primitive role. This yields (2). D

We have shown that to decide subsumption between

■4£jV-concepts it suffices to generate and check lin

early many constraint systems each of which is of lin

ear size. Taking into account the time for controlling

the application of rules we obtain the following result

on polynomial .4£-languages.

Theorem 6.2 (Polynomiality) In AC and ACM,

unsaiisfiability can be decided in time 0(n2), and sub-

sumption can be decided in time 0(n3).

7 CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a calculus for checking satisfiability

and subsumption in a wide class of concept languages

covering most of the constructs proposed in the liter

ature. Studying the computational properties of the

calculus, we have obtained a complete picture of the

complexity of concept languages. We have singled out

two possible sources of complexity. First, complex

ity comes in via disjunction, which is reflected by co-

NP-hardness of unsatisfiability and subsumption. Less

obviously, full existential quantification is a source of

complexity, too. This is reflected by NP-hardness re

sults. For all .4£-languages where both sources of com

plexity are present, except AC£N, we have shown that

the unsatisfiability and the subsumption problem are

PSPACE-hard .

Originally, complexity analysis of terminological rea

soning was set up with the goal to identify languages

for which subsumption can be decided in polynomial

time [BL84]. Now it has turned out that practically

all interesting constructs in concept languages lead to

intractability.

One might conclude from these results that termino

logical reasoning in all its variants is infeasible. Such a

conclusion would implicitly assume that the complex

ity analysis of subsumption is intended to restrict the

practical use of concept languages to those where sub

sumption can be computed in polynomial time. How

ever, it is our opinion that the study of the complexity

of concept languages goes far beyond a mere classifi

cation of tractable and intractable languages.

First of all, the results developed so far refer to the

computational complexity in the worst case, which

represents only one aspect to be taken into account

when considering the practical use of concept lan

guages. Notice that, as pointed out in [Ne90], an

other aspect that deserves further investigation is the

characterization of the average cases occurring in prac

tice. Second, the techniques used for the complexity

analysis have provided the formal basis for the de

sign of effective algorithms for computing subsump

tion and unsatisfiability in a large class of concept lan

guages. Finally, in the design of deduction procedures

for knowledge representation systems based on concept

languages, one can take advantage of the knowledge

about the complexity of subsumption, by isolating dif

ficult cases and using specialized efficient algorithms

whenever possible.

For all the above reasons, we believe that the research

on the computational complexity of concept languages

is a valuable support for the design of knowledge-based

systems embedding forms of terminological reasoning.
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Abstract

Theories of rational belief revision recently

proposed by Alchourr6n, Gardenfors, Makin-

son, and Nebel illuminate many important

issues but impose unnecessarily strong stan

dards for correct revisions and make strong

assumptions about what information is avail

able to guide revisions. We reconstruct these

theories according to an economic standard

of rationality in which preferences are used

to select among alternative possible revi

sions. By permitting multiple partial spec

ifications of preferences in ways closely re

lated to preference-based nonmonotonic log

ics, the reconstructed theory employs infor

mation closer to that available in practice

and offers more flexible ways of selecting revi

sions. We formally compare this new concep

tion of rational belief revision with the origi

nal theories, adapt results about universal de

fault theories to prove that there is unlikely

to be any universal method of rational be

lief revision, and examine formally how dif

ferent limitations on rationality affect belief

revision.

1 INTRODUCTION

One of the best developed formal theories of belief

revision is the so-called AGM theory of Alchourron,

Gardenfors, and Makinson [1985], which has been

brought together with related results by the same au

thors in a book by Gardenfors [1988]. (For convenience

we will refer to results in the book rather than the orig

inal articles.) The AGM approach models belief states

with sets of propositions and develops, motivates, and

studies a small set of axioms that characterize how

a rational agent should change its belief states when

"A preliminary version of the full paper was presented at

the Third International Workshop on Nonmonotonic Rea

soning, South Lake Tahoe, California, June 1990.

new beliefs are added, subtracted, or changed. The

central result of this theory is that these axioms are

equivalent to the existence of a complete preordering

of all propositions according to their degree of epis-

ttmic entrenchment such that belief revisions always

retain more entrenched propositions in preference to

less entrenched ones.

The AGM theory of belief revision is not directly ap

plicable to formalizing belief revision as practiced in

artificial intelligence because it requires that revisions

be deductively closed, infinite sets of propositions.1 To

better model AI practice, Nebel [1989] adapted the

AGM theory so that finite sets of representing propo

sitions mediate revisions. He then shows that the re

sulting revisions satisfy most of the AGM rationality

axioms. In fact, Nebel shows how to define certain

orders over propositions and sets of propositions, rep

resenting notions of epistemic relevance, so that se

lecting revisions to be maximal in these orders yields

finite revisions which satisfy all the rationality axioms.

He also proves the very satisfying result that revision

by picking maximal consistent subsets can be just as

rational as more elaborate forms of revision in which

the reasoner retains only those beliefs following from

all maximal consistent subsets. This makes mecha

nization of belief revision systems more practical since

picking one consistent subset is much simpler than in

tersecting the consequences of all consistent subsets.

Unfortunately, even Nebel 's theory does not com

pletely succeed at formalizing practical notions of be

lief revision, even though it makes improvements in the

AGM theory. Both theories suffer from unnecessarily

strong standards for correct revisions, and from very

strong assumptions about what information is avail

able to guide revisions. Specifically, the sense of "ra

tionality" postulated by these theories requires that ra

tional revisions be unique (they do not permit equally

acceptable alternative revisions). They also require

total orderings of all propositions, even though most

domains of knowledge formalized in AI systems are too

'Makinson [1987] discusses this and related problems

with the "recovery" postulate of the AGM theory.
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incomplete and ambiguous to supply such complete or-

derings.

We show that these two problems are related by re

constructing the theory of belief revision according to

an economic standard of rationality. Where the AGM

axioms refer only to logical properties of revised sets

of beliefs and are motivated in terms of logical coher

ence and conservation of beliefs, we make the under

lying motivation more explicit and precise by identify

ing various preferences guiding revisions and viewing

rational revision as choosing the new belief state to

be of maximal preferability according to these revi

sion preferences. This change has two major effects.

First, since there may be several alternatives of maxi

mal preferability, our theory does not make the strong

assumption of unique revisions. Second, the enlarged

framework is closer to AI practice than its predecessors

since it demands only partial information about revi

sion preferences and permits these partial preferences

to be combined and used in more flexible ways.

The plan of the paper is as follows. Sections 2 and 3

summarize in turn the formal theories and central re

sults of Alchourr6n, Gardenfors, Makinson, and Nebel.

Section 4 introduces the formal theory of rational re

vision in the economic sense and studies its impact

on the AGM axioms. Determinism aside, rational re

vision turns out to be quite different from the AGM

notion, which makes the generally plausible but oc

casionally dubious assumption that believing more is

always better. Section 5 examines the informational

requirements of rational revision and the AGM and

Nebel theories. We argue that in practice the prefer

ences available to guide belief revision consist of nu

merous partial and sometimes conflicting preferences,

and show how the orderings assumed in the AGM and

Nebel theories are too inflexible for many applications.

We then present the formal theory of rational revision

guided by multiple partial preferences, which is based

on several principles for rationally aggregating partial

preferences. This theory is formally similar to Doyle

and Wellman's [1991] theory of rational default reason

ing and to the economic theory of social choice [Arrow,

1963]. We prove that no method for belief revision

based on partial preferences satisfies all the rational

ity conditions on preference aggregation. Finally, we

examine how irrationalities in preference aggregation

lead to violations of the AGM rationality axioms.

2 REVISING BELIEF STATES

The AGM formalization of belief revision may be sum

marized as follows, using an adaptation of the nota

tions of [Alchourr6n ei a/., 1985] and [Nebel, 1989].

In the following we suppose that £ is a propositions!

language over the standard sentential connectives (->,

A, V, —», «-►), denote individual propositions by x, y,

and z, and denote sets of propositions by A, B, and C.

We write I- to mean classical propositional derivabil-

ity, and write Cn to mean the corresponding closure

operator

Cn(A) = {x e C \A h x).

The AGM approach covers states of belief modeled in

two ways: as deductively closed (but not necessarily

consistent) sets of propositions, that is, propositional

theories A C C such that A = Cn(A), and also as

belief bases that represent the beliefs contained in their

deductive closure. Formally, we say that B is a base

for A whenever A = Cn(B). Naturally, a given theory

can be represented by many different belief bases. The

case of greatest practical interest is when the belief

base B is finite (and small), but not every theory has

a finite basis. We also use the same terminology if B

is infinite, and even if A = B.

Each of these models of belief states gives rise to a dif

ferent theory of belief revision. Most of the theoretical

results, however, concern only the closed belief states.

We will treat both approaches.

2.1 EXPANSIONS, CONTRACTIONS,

AND REVISIONS

The AGM theory considers three types of operations

on belief states. For each belief state A and proposition

x we have:

Expansion: Expanding A with x, written A + x,

means adding x to A and requiring that the result

be a (possibly inconsistent) belief state.

Contraction: Contracting A with respect to x, writ

ten A — x, means removing x from A in such a

way to result in a belief state.

Revision: Revising A with x, written A + x, means

adding x to A in such a way that the result is a

consistent belief state.

Expansion is naturally defined in terms of the union

of the set of beliefs and the new proposition. In the

belief base model, we may take the expansion of A by

x as this union itself. In this paper, however, we will

focus on the case of closed belief states, and define the

expansion to be the closure of this union

A + x = Cn(A U {x}).

Contraction and revision, on the other hand, have no

single natural definitions, only the standard require

ment that the change made be as small as possible so

as to minimize unnecessary loss of knowledge.

Alchourrdn, Gardenfors, and Makinson [1985] formu

late and motivate sets of rationality postulates that

these operations should satisfy. The axioms for ratio

nal contractions are as follows. For each belief state A

and propositions x and y:
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(—1) A — x is a belief state, and a theory whenever A

is; (closure)

(—2) A — x C A; (inclusion)

(-3) If * $ Cn(A), then A - x = A; (vacuity)

(—4) If \f x, then x £ Cn(j4 — x); (success)

(—5) If h * «-+ y, then A — x = .A — y; (equivalence)

(—6) A C Cn((j4 — x) + x) whenever yl is a theory;

Crecooery^

(—7) (A — x) n (A — y) C A — (x A y) whenever A is

a theory;

(-8) If x g yl - (x A y), then yl-(xAy)Cyl-x

whenever yi is a theory.

The closure axiom (—1) says that contracting a theory

yields a theory. The inclusion, vacuity, and success

postulates (—2)-(—4) state that removing a proposi

tion does not introduce any new propositions, that no

change occurs when one tries to remove a proposition

that is not a consequence of the belief state, and that

removed propositions are indeed removed, unless they

are tautologies (in which case they are present in every

theory, and so cannot be removed). The equivalence

axiom (—5) (which is usually called the "preservation"

axiom) states that the results of contraction do not de

pend on the syntactic form of the proposition removed;

removing any logically equivalent proposition has the

same effect. The recovery postulate (—6) states a con

servation principle by requiring that contraction of a

theory with respect to a proposition removes nothing

that cannot be recovered by adding the proposition

back in. Axioms (—7) and (—8) relate the contraction

of a theory with respect to a conjunction to the con

tractions with respect to the individual conjuncts; they

imply that retracting a conjunction preserves more in

formation than retracting both of its conjuncts simul

taneously.

Alchourr6n, Gardenfors, and Makinson also develop a

parallel set of axioms for revisions, which we will not

repeat here. The first main result of their theory is

that these postulates for revisions are logically equiva

lent to the contraction postulates if the revision A + x

is defined by means of the Levi identity (after [Levi,

1977])

(1)
def

A + x = (A - ->x) + x,

so that revision by x is equivalent to contracting by -ix

to remove any inconsistent beliefs and then expanding

with x. One can also define contractions in terms of re

visions by means of the Harper identity (after [Harper,

1976])

(2)
def

A-x = (A + ^x)nA,

so that the contraction by x is equivalent to taking

those beliefs that would be preserved if ->x were now

believed.

2.2 EPISTEMIC ENTRENCHMENT

Though the AGM axioms characterize rational revi

sions, Gardenfors [1988] views the behaviors these ax

ioms describe as arising from a more fundamental no

tion, that of epistemic entrenchment. Epistemic en

trenchment is characterized by a complete preorder

(a reflexive and transitive relation) over propositions

which indicates which propositions are more valuable

than others. This ordering, which may vary from belief

state to belief state, influences revisions by the require

ment that revisions retain more entrenched beliefs in

preference to less entrenched ones.

If x and y are propositions, we write x < y to mean

that y is at least as epistemically entrenched as x. We

define the strict part of this order, x < y, which means

that y is more entrenched than x, by the conjunction

of x < y and y ^ x. The following axioms characterize

the qualitative structure of this order.

(<1) If x < y and y < z, then x < z; (transitivity)

(<2) If x h y, then x < y; (dominance)

(<3) Either x <xAyory<xAy; (conjunctiveness)

(<4) If A is a consistent theory, then x < y for all y

iff x £ A; (minimality)

(<5) If x < y for all x, then h y. (maximality)

Axiom (<1) just says that < is an ordering relation,

while the other axioms all concern how the logic of

propositions interacts with the ordering. Postulate

(<2) says that x entails y, then retracting x is a smaller

change than retracting y, since the closure requirement

on belief states means that y cannot be retracted with

out giving up x as well. Axiom (<3) reflects the fact

that a conjunction cannot be retracted without giving

up at least one of its conjuncts. Taken together axioms

(<l)-(<3) imply that < is a complete ordering, that

is, that either x < y or y < x. Propositions not in a

belief state are minimally entrenched in that state, ac

cording to (<4), and according to (<5), the only way

a proposition can be maximally entrenched is if it is

logically valid.

The influence of epistemic entrenchment on belief re

visions is characterized by two conditions relating en

trenchment orderings and contraction functions over

theories. The first condition,

x < y iff either x £ A — (x A y) or h x A y, (3)

says that in contracting a theory A with respect to

a conjunction, we must give up the conjunct of lesser

epistemic entrenchment, or both conjuncts if they are

equally entrenched. It says, in essence, that x < y is

the same as y 6 A — (x A y). The second condition,

y € yl — x iff y G yl and either x < x V y or h x, (4)

explicitly characterizes contraction functions in terms

of epistemic entrenchment orderings.
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The main result of the theory of epistemic entrench

ment is that this notion is essentially equivalent to

the previously axiomatized notion of rational revision

of theories. Gardenfors and Makinson [1988] prove

that rational contraction functions may be constructed

from orderings of epistemic entrenchment, and that

entrenchment orderings may be constructed from ra

tional contraction functions.

2.3 SOME IMPORTANT CONTRACTION

FUNCTIONS

The central construct in many studies of contractions

and revisions is the set of all maximal subsets of a

belief state A consistent with a proposition x, which

we write as A [ x and read as "A less x." Formally,

we have

B\/xA(BcCCA)-+C\-x).Alx = {BCA

It is easy to see that if A is a theory, so are the elements

of Aiz.

Using this construct, one can define the contraction

A — x as the set of beliefs in either one, some, or

all states in A j x. These definitions correspond to

the notions of maxichoice, partial meet, and full meet

contractions. We will consider only the first two of

these here.

2.3.1 Maxichoice contraction

Maxichoice contraction is contraction to one maximal

consistent subset. If there are no alternatives, then

x must be logically valid and impossible to retract,

so we may take A itself as the contraction. Formally,

we assume the existence of a choice function C which

selects one of the elements of A [ x and define the

maxichoice contraction operation — by

2*1?[ C{A J x)

A

if »/x

otherwise.

Applied to theories, this operation satisfies (— 1)-(—6),

but not necessarily (—7) and (—8) [Gardenfors, 1988,

Lemma 4.1]. Maxichoice contraction does satisfies

(—7) and (—8) in the case that the choice function

C is orderly, that is, if there is some partial order

ing C of all subsets of A such that C always chooses

an element of A [ x that is maximal with respect to

C [Gardenfors, 1988, Lemma 4.3]. However, failure to

satisfy (—7) and (—8) is the least of the problems with

maxichoice contraction, for one may prove that using

maxichoice contraction to effect the revision A + x

via (1) makes A + x a complete theory as long as

-ix € A [Gardenfors, 1988, Corollary 4.6]. That is,

A -i- x in this case contains either y or ->y for each

proposition y. Since A need not have contained either

y or -<y, these new beliefs are clearly gratuitous.

2.3.2 Partial meet contraction

The operation of partial meet contraction, A — x, as

sumes a selection function S which selects subsets of

A I x, and defines contraction by

£.*?{

f)S(Aix)

A

if l/a:

otherwise.
(5)

Partial meet contraction satisfies the basic rationality

postulates (-l)-(-6), and in fact is equivalent to them

in the sense that any operation satisfying these axioms

is a partial meet contraction operation [Gardenfors,

1988, Theorem 4.13].

Some partial meet contractions over theories, namely

those derived from orderings of theories, are fully ratio

nal, satisfying (— 1)-(—8). We say that the contraction

operation is relational if there is a binary relation C

over 2A such that the selected subsets are exactly the

C- "maximal" subsets, that is, if

S(A i x) = {B G A I x | VC € (A I z) C C B}. (6)

This gives us a way of constructing a selection func

tion, and hence a partial meet contraction relation,

from every relation C over A [ x. The most im

portant case is that when C is a transitive relation.

Gardenfors [1988, Theorem 4.16] proves that if C is

transitive, the contraction function defined by (5) and

(6) satisfies (— 1)-(—8). He also proves that for each

transitive relation C. there is a transitive total or

der C' which yields the same contraction function as

C [Gardenfors, 1988, Theorem 4.17]. That is, if a con

traction function satisfies (— 1)-(—8), there is a com

plete preordering of belief states such that contraction

is partial meet contraction with respect to this total

ordering.

3 REVISING BELIEF BASES

The AGM theory is not directly applicable to artificial

intelligence since it requires that revisions of even fi

nite belief states be infinite belief states. Nebel [1989]

modified the AGM theory to yield finite revisions of

belief bases. He defines belief base contraction, which

we write as 0, by

BQx
def f (BV-*)AVC€(Bi«)C

B

if \/x

otherwise,

and belief base revision (®) by

def

B 0 x = (B © -.*) A x.

We may view 0 as an "implementation" of — by lift

ing base revision to the belief state level. That is, we

may use the contraction postulates to judge base con

traction by identifying A with Cn(B) and identifying

A — x with Cn(B 0 x). With these identifications,

Nebel [1989, Lemma ll] proves that belief base con

traction satisfies (—!)-(—6).
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Nebel proceeds to show that belief base contraction is

a form of partial meet contraction when lifted to belief

states. Let Sb be a selection function corresponding

to theory B and defined by

SB(Cn(B) I x) *

{C € (Cn(B) [ x) | VC € (Cn(B) 1 x)

C'nBJCnB). (7)

Nebel [1989, Theorem 14] then proves that contraction

of finite premise sets B using 9 is identical (with re

spect to h) to a partial meet contraction —b denned

by the selection function Sb, that is,

Cn(B ex)= Cn(B) *-B *■

This guarantees that the lifted version of 0 satisfies

(— 1)-(—6). By denning the order Qb by

XQBY iff XC[BJ>YnB,

Nebel proves that partial meet contraction using Sb

satisfies (—7) as well [Nebel, 1989, Theorem 15]. Since

the order Qb is not transitive in general, this definition

of contraction need not satisfy (—8).

These operations depend very strongly on the form of

the belief base. In particular, iterated contraction of

belief bases does not always make much sense, since 6

and $ sometimes replace all previous base propositions

with a single new proposition that was not an element

of of the previous set. Subsequent contraction may

then discard this singular residue of the original belief

base.

While one may apply the notion of epistemic entrench

ment in the foundational view of belief revision, this

approach is not always practical. The dominance ax

iom (<2), which requires that the logical consequences

of a belief be at least as epistemically entrenched as

the belief itself, means that to determine whether one

proposition is more entrenched than another may re

quire determining whether it entails the other, and

since entailment is not decidable, this may not be pos

sible. Nebel [1990, pp. 162-166] introduces the notion

of epistemic relevance as an analogue of epistemic en

trenchment more suited to the needs of computational

belief revision. The basic idea is to view the syntac

tical form of the belief base as indicating or deter

mining which propositions are relevant to the agent's

purposes, and to view the propositions not in the be

lief base as irrelevant. The guideline for belief revision

is then to minimize the loss of epistemically relevant

propositions. Nebel proposes the selection function Sb

denned in (7) as a formalization of this notion.

Nebel goes on to enlarge the conception of epistemic

relevance from a simple binary distinction to a total

preordering <p of the propositions in B, where x <p

y means that y is at least as relevant as x. Unlike

epistemic entrenchment orderings, epistemic relevance

orderings may be arbitrary orderings of propositions,

regardless of any logical dependencies existing among

the propositions. Nebel shows how such orderings of

epistemic relevance can be used to embed Qb in a

transitive total ordering ZZP over subsets of B, denned

by

X\Z„Y i«Vx€(X-Y)3ye(Y-X) x<„y.

This order ranks X less relevant than Y just in case

X's most relevant elements are less relevant than Y's

most relevant elements, ignoring the elements X and

V have in common. Since the propositions in B are

totally ordered by <p, CZp totally orders all subsets of

B. Furthermore, since over subsets of B it is clear that

X Cb Y just means X C Y , we see that X CpY holds

trivially if X Cb Y, so the new order extends the old

one. Nebel then defines a new selection function Sb,<,

in terms of Qp by

{C€(Alx)\VC'€(Alx) CT\BCpCr\B}

and proves [Nebel, 1989, Theorem 16] that partial

meet contraction denned by this selection function

gives rise to a fully rational contraction function sat-

isfying (-l)-(-8).

If <fi is a linear ordering (no ties allowed), then every

finite set of beliefs has a most relevant element, and

we may rewrite the definition of ZZP as

X Qp Y iff max(X - Y) <„ max(Y - X).

In this case, Qp always singles out the greatest element

of (B I x), and the partial meet contraction function

defined using Sb,<, resembles a maxichoice contrac

tion on the belief base (see [Nebel, 1989, Lemma 17]).

Nebel concludes from this that maxichoice contraction

on belief bases does not have the undesirable comple

tion behavior exhibited by maxichoice contraction of

belief states. Moreover, maxichoice base contraction is

just as rational as the more complicated base contrac

tion. Since it can be iterated easily and does not in

troduce complicated disjunctions, it is to be preferred

in practice.

4 CHOOSING REVISIONS

RATIONALLY

The AGM principles of rational belief revision are in

tended to capture logical constraints on revisions and

contractions, as opposed to pragmatic influences. Ac

cordingly, the axioms for contraction functions concern

mainly logical relationships among beliefs. But it is

not clear that there are any constraints free of prag

matic motivation. In particular, the whole motivation

for conserving as many beliefs as possible seems en

tirely nonlogical. Conservatism has nothing to do with

the consistency or completeness of beliefs or the sound

ness of inferences, which are the only characteristics of
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concern to logic. As Gardenfors [1989] acknowledges,

the motivations for conservatism are instead economic:

beliefs are valuable (useful in acting, costly to infer or

acquire), so getting rid of beliefs unnecessarily is ir

rational. This economic motivation for conservatism

may not be pragmatic in the sense of being specific to

some particular reasoning situation, but it is certainly

not logical.

If we really desire a theory of rational belief revision,

we must expand the notion of rationality from the

purely logical sense, in which one is rational if one's

beliefs are consistent and one's inferences are sound, to

the economic sense, in which one is rational if one has a

consistent set of preferences and makes choices that are

optimal with respect to these preferences (cf. [Doyle,

1990]). This means the theory should use preferences

about revisions in guiding revisions, and draw on the

standard theory of economic rationality to formalize

the notions of rational contraction and revision. In

particular, the theory should take seriously the vari

ability of the costs and benefits of beliefs. If the theory

is to be general and cover all reasoning, it should al

low preferences to vary with the reasoning situation

and task, and should not presuppose any special mea

sures of costs and benefits, but instead encompass all

dimensions of value for guiding revisions.

According to the normative theory of economic ratio

nality, rational agents choose maximally preferred al

ternatives. Preferences may stem from many differ

ent motivations, such as computational costs or moral

principles, but all the formal theory requires is that

a preference ordering ^ is a complete, reflexive, and

transitive relation that represents the agent's judg

ments of relative overall preferability (or utility) of

possible alternatives. That is, 3 satisfies, for all al

ternatives X, Y, and Z, the axioms

(31) Either X < Y or Y 3 X, and (completeness)

(32) If X 3 Y and Y 3 Z, then X<Z. (transitivity)

It follows from axiom (31) that the order 3 is also

reflexive, that is, X 3 X. We use -< to denote strict

preference, the asymmetric part of the preference or

der, and ~ to indicate indifference, the reflexive part

of the order. Thus X X Y iff * 3 Y and Y 3 X, and

X ~ Y iff X 3 Y and Y 3 X. The combined order 3

is sometimes called weak preference. The agent's pref

erence ordering may change with its state, but we will

consider only instantaneous preferences.

Belief revision involves moving from one belief state

to another, so the choice in question to which pref

erences must apply is the choice of one belief state

over alternative belief states. In practice, preferences

among complete belief states will be constructed from

preferences among classes among belief states. The

simplest such preferences are those corresponding to

preferences among individual beliefs. For example, we

may construct preferences among belief states from

the ordering of propositions according to epistemic en

trenchment. Intuitively, x < y means that X C Y for

any X and Y such that x £ X and y G Y. However,

some important preference orders over belief states,

such as the preferential interpretation of default rules

proposed by Doyle and Wellman [1991], are more com

plex than comparisons of individual beliefs.

4.1 RATIONALITY AND SKEPTICISM

If we wish contraction based on epistemic entrench

ment or epistemic relevance to be rational in the logical

sense, then the resulting belief states must be maximal

with respect to these orderings of belief states. That

is not usually the case, however. First consider epis

temic entrenchment. The maximally preferred states

in A I x are just the states in S(A J. x). But par

tial meet contraction makes the new belief state be

the intersection of these. In the terminology of inher

itance and default reasoning, partial meet contraction

is skeptical [Horty et al, 1990]. The difficulty is that

while skepticism is sometimes rational, the skepticism

induced by partial meet contraction is rarely rational,

since the intersection of preferred belief states is gener

ally not itself a preferred belief state, that is, generally

we have Q5(A [ x) £ S(A [ x). For example, if we

judge the preferability of belief states along numerous

dimensions, each of the maximal belief states will be

better along some dimensions and worse along others,

and the intersection will be nonoptimal along as many

dimensions as there are alternatives. The problem is

clearest when examined in terms of propoeitional en

trenchment. Consider the contraction A — (xAy), and

suppose that x < y, \f x, \f y, and x,y € A. If x < y,

then x is given up, while if y < x, both x and y are

given up. There is no way to take the entrenchment-

equivalence of x and y as a license to give up just

one, chosen indifferently. Rather than increasing ra

tionality, the skepticism resulting from choosing in

tersections of preferred belief states usually results in

choosing suboptimal belief states. We conclude that

if belief revision is to be rational, the belief states ob

tained in contraction and revision must be rational

choices themselves rather than the intersection of ra

tional choices.

4.2 RATIONALITY AND DETERMINISM

The first consequence of abandoning the skeptical ap

proach to belief revision is that there is no longer any

epistemological reason from logic or economics to sup

pose that contraction or revision are deterministic op

erations, as is presupposed in the AGM theory by

viewing contraction and revision as functions taking

belief states into belief states. Rationality does not

prevent belief revision from being functional in deter

ministic agents. Even if the deterministic construction

of the agent ensures that only one of the logically pos
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sible revisions is constitutionally possible, every revi

sion performed may still be optimal with respect to the

logically possible revisions. But determinism is in no

sense a logical constraint on belief revision. This point

is also made by Lindstrom and Rabinowicz [1989], who

develop a nondeterministic extension of the AGM the

ory.

Accordingly, we expand the formalization of contrac

tion and revision to cover the cases in which contrac

tion and revision are correspondences, that is, set-

valued functions taking propositions and belief states

into sets of belief states. We write — to denote ratio

nal contraction, and + to denote rational revision. For

example, if 1/ z we might define the rational contrac

tion A — x to be S(A | x) if the selection function S

is based on a preference order. Of course, we can al

ways construct skeptical deterministic contraction and

revision functions from nondeterministic ones by inter

section, that is, by denning A — x to be f](A — x).

4.3 RATIONAL CONTRACTION AND

REVISION

Even if CZ represents preferences over belief states and

P)5(A I x) G S(A I x), so that the intersection of

the preferred alternatives is itself a preferred alterna

tive, partial meet contraction still need not be ratio

nal because there is no reason a priori why maximally

preferred belief states should be sought only among

the sets in A j x. Accordingly, we allow contraction

to select among all belief states generated by subsets

lacking x. The appropriate definitions vary depending

on whether belief states are viewed as theories or as

belief bases.

We define A JJ. x, read "A without x," by

Aii-x d= {XCA\X\/x}.

Clearly, A J. x C A ^ x for all A and x. We indicate

the closures of these consistent subsets by A ty* x,

defined by

A v* x =f {Cn(X) | X G A 1). x).

We then define rational contraction of theories by

where

def

{{A} ifhar

{A} XA-'

A — x otherwi

x = t

otherwise

(8)

where

A-'x^

{X G (.4 r x) | W G (A »• x) X' < X).

Similarly, we define rational revision of theories by

A T def

A+x =

{{£} ifh-.i

{£} iIA+'x =

A+ x otherwise

0 (9)

A+xa*

{X + x\ Xg(j4v*-^)AVX'G(j4v*-'*)

X' + x^X + x).

Although we will study the implications of these defi

nitions in the following, they should only be taken as

initial attempts to define the notions of rational con

traction and rational revision. The reader will note,

for example, that the cases defining contraction and

revision in the cases h x and I—>x, respectively, are

each subsumed by the immediately following condi

tions in (8) and (9). The former cases correspond to

there being no possible effective contraction or revi

sion, while the latter cases correspond to there being

possible effective contractions or revision, but no max

imally preferable ones. The definitions make sense in

spite of the subsumption because the same result is

indicated for both of these cases. But it is not at all

clear that the two deserve to be treated the same way.

There are even more interesting possibilities for defin

ing rational contraction and revision of belief bases.

For example, we may choose contractions and revisions

either by ranking belief bases themselves (comparing

them directly), or by ranking their closures (judging

them by their "effects" as it were). Moreover, the con

traction and revision operations may be permitted to

perform some amount of deductive inference, that is,

to augment the belief bases with parts of their clo

sures, or may be restricted to sets of beliefs deemed

to be "legal" states. Space limitations preclude formal

elaboration of any of these possibilities.

The generality exhibited in the definitions of rational

contraction and revision goes against the usual pre

supposition of epistemologists that knowing more is al

ways better. Indeed, one can even prove that knowing

more is better in some standard theories (see [Good,

1983]). But this presupposition (or theorem) is not

always justified when holding or revising beliefs have

non-epistemological effects, such as incurring compu

tational costs that must be borne by the agent. For

example, if it takes too long too compute enough of

a revision that satisfies the AGM postulates, a prac

tical belief revision method might instead simply seek

to remove the easily identified inconsistencies between

the belief state and the new information, rather than

work to remove all inconsistencies between these. In

other cases, knowing some specific beliefs may make

the agent worse off than if it did not hold them. For

example, 1984'b Winston Smith is much better off not

knowing some of the facts about his crazy world, since

he will be severely tortured if he reveals this knowl

edge, and has no hope of keeping up a perfect pretense

of ignorance. More mundanely, there are many facts

that people find very painful to know (infidelity of a

spouse, criminality of an employer) unless they also

know enough extra facts to permit effective action (ad-
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equate legal grounds for divorce, sufficient evidence for

conviction). The general pattern here is that for cer

tain questions believing something may be worse than

not believing it, even though not believing it is in turn

worse than believing it for good reason.

4.4 ECONOMIC VS. AGM RATIONALITY

Do economically rational contractions satisfy the AGM

postulates? The obvious answer is no: rational con

traction is of a different type than AGM contraction,

a nondeterministic relation rather than a functional

relation. Nevertheless, we can compare rational con

tractions with AGM contractions in a more interesting

way by seeing if deterministic contraction operations

that are rational in the economic sense need also sat

isfy the AGM axioms. Formally, we say that — is a

ratichoice contraction if it is both rational and func

tional, that is, if A — x € A — x for every A and x.

We then have the following result.

Theorem 1 Ratichoice contraction of theories satis

fies the AGM axioms (-1), (-2), and (-4), and can

violate (-3), (—5)-(-8), and the Levi and Harper

identities (1) and (2).

Proof: Suppose that — is a functional rational con

traction operation over closed belief states and that

x, y, and z are logically independent and collectively

consistent propositions.

To begin with, A — x is clearly a theory, so (-1) holds.

Similarly, (A — x) C A, so (-2) holds, as does (-4).

We show that the remaining axioms need not hold

by exhibiting preference orders that demonstrate this.

First, though, we introduce some notation to make de

scribing the preference orders more convenient. If X

and Y are disjoint sets of subtheories of A, we write

X < Y to mean that X ■< Y, X ~ X' and Y ~ Y'

for every X,X' £ X and Y,Y' € Y. We also write

Hz (read "holds z") as an abbreviation for the sub-

theories of A in which the proposition z is held, that

is, Ez = [Cn(X) C A | z € Cn(X)}. Similarly, -iHz

means the complement of Hz, and Hz A Hw (resp. V)

means the intersection (union) of these subsets.

Now suppose that A = Cn({y}) and A \f x, so A ^*

* = {Cn(0), Cn({y}), Cn({x V y)), . . .}. If Hy < -.Hy,

then A — x ^ A, so (—3) need not be satisfied. Simi

larly, if A = Cn({x,y}) and Hy < -^Hy, it may be that

A - x = Cn(0), in which case (X - x) + x = Cn({x})

and A £ Cn({x}). Thus (-6) need not hold.

Suppose that h x «-► y. It is clear that the nondeter

ministic analogue of the equivalence axiom (—5) holds

for rational contraction, in that A — x = A — y. But

since a ratichoice contraction may select a different

alternative from A — x when contracting by x than

when contracting by y, (—5) need not hold.

Next, neither (-7) nor (-8) always hold. Suppose

that A = Cn({x, y, z}). If

Hx A --Hy A ->Hz < -«Hx A Hy A ->Hz

< ->Hx A ->Hy A Hz < ->Kx A -tHy A -<Hz

< Har A -«Hy A Hz < ->Hx A Hy A Hz,

then Cn({y,z}) is maximal in A 4* *, <?»({*>*}) **

maximal in A ^* y, and Cn(9) is maximal in A ^*

(x A y), in which case (—7) may be violated because

Cn({y,z})n Cn({x,z}) = Cn({z}) * Cn(0).

On the other hand, if

-•Hx A ->Hy A ->Hz < Hx A ->Hy A Hz

< --Hx A Hy A Hz < ->Hx A ->Hy A Hz

< Hx A -iHy A ->Hz < ->Hx A Hy A ->Hz,

then Cn({y}) is maximal in A JJ* x and Cn({z}) is

maximal in A ^* (x A y), in which case (-8) may be

violated because Cn({z}) £ Cn({y}).

Finally, neither the Levi nor Harper identities always

hold. Suppose A = Cn({->x,y}). If

iHx A Hy < --Hx A -■Hy < Hx A -^Hy < Hx A Hy,

it may be that A - ->x = Cn(0) and A + x =

{Cn({x,y})}, in which case

(A - -x) + x = {Cn({x})} # A 4- x,

which contradicts the Levi identity (1). Similarly, we

have

(A -i- x) n A = Cn({y}) ^= A - -x,

which contradicts (with x and ->x interchanged) the

Harper identity (2). O

These complications may be avoided if we require that

contractions be chosen from among A [ x rather than

A ty' x, as shown by the following result.

Theorem 2 7/ (A — x) C (A J x) whenever \f x,

then ratichoice contraction satisfies the AGM axioms

(^l)-(^8).

Proof: Suppose (A — x) C (A I x) whenever \f x.

Then there is some maxichoice function C such that

C(A I x) £ (A — x) for all x such that \f x. Since each

particular contraction given by — can be viewed as the

result of a maxichoice contraction, ratichoice contrac

tion in this case satisfies all the axioms that maxichoice

contraction satisfies, namely (1), (2), and (— 1)-(—6).

In fact, ratichoice contraction satisfies (—7) and (—8)

as well because any ratichoice contraction operation is

orderly, that is, any element of A — x is an element of

A i x that is maximal with respect to a partial order

ing of subsets of A. As mentioned earlier, any orderly

maxichoice contraction operation satisfies all the con

traction axioms, and to apply this result, we need only
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consider the partial order C defined so that X C Y iff

either X = Y or X ■< Y. D

Of course, the conditions of Theorem 2 leads to rati-

choice contractions that share the undesirable proper

ties of maxichoice contraction of theories noted earlier:

if ->z € A, then every proposition is either believed or

denied when one first contracts with respect to ->x and

then extends by x. It appears, however that the rati-

choice revision by x in the same circumstances need

not be complete, since it need not satisfy the Levi iden

tity, but I have no proof of this.

Another way of avoiding the complications of rati-

choice contraction is to require that believing more

is better than believing less. Formally, we say that

the preference relation ^ is (positively) information-

ally monotone if X < Y whenever X and Y are both

consistent and Y r- X. We then have the following

result.

Theorem 3 If ^ is informationally monotone, then

ratickoice contraction satisfies the Levi and Harper

identities and the AGM axioms (— 1)-(—8).

Proof: Obviously, if ^ is informationally monotone,

then (A — z) C (A I x) if \f x, so Theorem 2 applies.

a

Many questions remain to be answered. For example,

are the AGM axioms equivalent to specific conditions

on preferences over belief states? Do rational state

preferences induce rational propositional preferences?

5 PARTIAL EPISTEMIC

PREFERENCES

Nebel suggests two reasons why epistemic relevance is

a more practical basis for belief revision than epistemic

entrenchment. In the first place, epistemic relevance

orderings need not respect logical dependencies among

propositions. That is, we are free to order x <p y with

out regard to whether x r- y or y h x, in contrast with

the dominance condition (<2) on epistemic entrench

ment orderings, which can be quite costly (or impos

sible) to ensure. In the second place, linear epistemic

relevance orderings of the propositions in a belief base

make belief base contraction easy to implement by sim

ply dropping the lowest ranked propositions in any

conflicting set (as in RUP [McAllester, 1982]). More

over, this form of belief base contraction is fully ra

tional, and corresponds to maxichoice contraction on

belief bases [Nebel, 1989, Lemma 17ff]. Representing

epistemic entrenchment, however, can be more costly.

Gardenfors and Makinson [1988] show that epistemic

entrenchment orders can be represented by informa

tion linear in the size of a certain algebraic construct

from belief states (the dual atoms of the lattice of

equivalence classes of beliefs). Unfortunately, this may

still be exponential in the number of atomic proposi

tions in the belief base. But pure representational size

is only half the problem, and they leave the problem of

logical dependencies unaddressed. Orderings of propo

sitions and belief bases will only be useful in practice

if they can be both represented and computed quickly.

While Nebel's epistemic relevance orderings make ra

tional belief revision more practical, this approach is

not without significant costs. The main problem is the

inflexibility of this means for effecting contractions.

Specifically, linear epistemic relevance orderings rank

each possible contraction by the most valuable propo

sition retained, irrespective of what other propositions

are retained. This might seem reasonable since Cp is

applied to the elements of B | z, in which case choos

ing the subset with the maximal element is the same

as choosing the subset which abandons the least valu

able propositions. But suppose X = {a\ aiooo}

and Y = {aiooi}, where <p ranks these propositions

by the natural indicia! order, so that X Qp Y. If all of

these propositions are of roughly the same value (but

each differing slightly from the rest), then the revision

{<H , . . . , aiooi} 0 (aiooi A (ai V ... V aiooo)) = Y

chooses among the two alternatives X and V and dis

cards a thousand good propositions in favor of a single

proposition that is little better than those discarded.

This seems unreasonable compared with, for exam

ple, using a weighted comparison or voting scheme in

which equally valuable propositions get equal say in

the selection. Unfortunately, there is no way to ex

press schemes like majority voting with linear orders

over propositions. More generally, achieving any de

pendence of ordering on the global composition of the

alternatives means revising the linear propositional or

der to fit each set of alternatives.

It would be valuable to have some more flexible way of

specifying preferences for guiding contraction and re

vision. If we look to the usual explanations of why one

revision is selected over another , we see that many dif

ferent properties of propositions influence whether one

proposition is preferred to another. For example, one

belief might be preferred to another because it is more

specific, or was adopted more recently, or has longer

standing (was adopted less recently), or has higher

probability of being true, or comes from a source of

higher authority. These criteria, however, are often

partial, that is, each may be viewed as a preorder ^

such that both X £Y and Y J$ X for some X and Y .

For example, there are many different dimensions of

specificity, and two beliefs may be such that neither is

more specific than the other. Similarly, probabilities

need not be known for all propositions, and authori

ties need not address all questions. Moreover, none of

these are comprehensive criteria that take all possible

considerations into account. If we want contraction

and revision to be truly flexible, we need some way of

combining different partial, noncomprehensive order
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ings of propositions into complete global orderings of

belief states.

But combining partial orderings into a global ordering

can be difficult because the partial criteria may con

flict in some cases. To borrow an example from non

monotonic logic, we might reasonably prefer to believe

that Quakers are pacifist, and that Republicans are

not pacifists. These preferences can conflict on cases

like that of Nixon, and a preference for more specific

rules does not help since "Quaker" and "Republican"

are incomparable categories. Indeed, as argued else

where [Doyle and Wellman, 1991], other preference cri

teria can conflict as well, including very specific criteria

corresponding to individual default rules. Construct

ing a global ordering thus means resolving the conflicts

among the preference criteria being combined.

In addition to flexibility, we seek a revision method

which is potentially mechanizable. This means that

whatever method is employed for resolving conflicts

must also be mechanizable because placing responsi

bility for resolving potential conflicts on the theorist

is infeasible. For large sets of criteria it is difficult

to anticipate all of the potential conflicts and all of

the varying circumstances that may influence how the

conflicts should be resolved. It also seems difficult to

anticipate discovery of new criteria. Thus we seek con

flict resolution mechanisms based on general, modular

rules of combination that apply even as the criteria

used evolve.

5.1 CONSTRUCTING GLOBAL

PREFERENCE ORDERS

To analyze the problem of modular construction of or

derings, we follow the formal approach elaborated by

Doyle and Wellman [1991] for analyzing the related

problem for preference-based nonmonotonic logics. We

say that an aggregation policy is a function that spec

ifies the global order corresponding to any given set of

partial preference orders. Let the set I index the set

of partial preference orders that are to be combined,

so that if i G /, ;<,• denotes the preference order corre

sponding to the sth criterion for belief revision to be

included in the overall revision conception. The prob

lem is then to aggregate the set of orders {^,| i G /}

into a global preference order ^.

The principled design of an aggregation policy for par

tial preference criteria begins with a consideration of

properties we think a reasonable policy should ex

hibit. The properties we propose are analogs of Ar

row's [1963] desiderata for social choice. (See [Doyle

and Wellman, 1991] for further explanation and justifi

cation of these desiderata as principles for reasoning.)

1. Collective rationality. The global order ^ is a

function of the individual orders ^,-, which are

unrestricted, possibly partial, preorders.

2. Pareto principle (unanimity). If X -<,- Y for some

t € I and for no j £ I does Y -<j X, then X -<

Y. In other words, the global order agrees with

unanimous strict preferences.

3. Independence of irrelevant alternatives (HA). The

relation of X and Y according to the global or

der depends only on how the individual orders

rank those two candidates. That is, considering

new alternatives does not alter rankings among

the originals.

4. Non dictatorship

(noncomprekensive criteria). There is no i 6 I

such that for every X and Y , X ~<Y whenever

X ~<i Y, regardless of the ^ for j ^ »'. That is,

there is no "dictator" whose preferences automat

ically determine the group's, no matter how the

other individual orderings are varied.

5. Conflict resolution. If X ^,- Y for some i, then

X -<Y otY < X. That is, if two candidates are

comparable in an individual order, then they are

comparable in the global order.

Leaving aside the conflict resolution condition for now,

the following theorem states that the desirable and ap

parently reasonable properties enumerated above are

not simultaneously satisfiable by any aggregation pol

icy for preferences expressed by total orders.

Theorem 4 (Arrow) // the domain includes more

than two alternatives, no aggregation policy mapping

sets of total preorders to total global preorders satisfies

the collective rationality, Pareto, HA, and nondicia-

torship conditions.

We omit the proofbecause, with the restriction to total

orders, this is exactly Arrow's theorem [Arrow, 1963].

There is no problem finding good aggregation policies

for choices among only two alternatives: majority rule

works fine, for example. But for the case of belief revi

sion, there are typically several possible alternatives to

choose from. This means that the following theorem

applies to the typical case of belief revision. We omit

the proof, which may be found, together with further

discussion, in [Doyle and Wellman, 1991, Theorem 3].

Theorem 5 (Doyle-Wellman) // the domain in

cludes more than two alternatives, no aggregation pol

icy for partial preference preorders satisfies the collec

tive rationality, Pareto, HA, nondictatorship, and con

flict resolution conditions.

Thus if rational belief revision requires a preorder that

completely orders the alternative contractions or re

visions, we may expect that the only general way of

obtaining the order is manual construction, that is, to

supply a dictatorial policy. One way to do this is to

impose a linear ordering over all the criteria, so that

the first criterion always gets its way regardless of what
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the rest of the criteria say, unless it expresses no pref

erence, in which case the second criterion gets its way,

and so on. Choice rules of this form are called lexico

graphic because they resemble the method for ordering

words alphabetically: compare the first letters; if tied

compare the second, etc. But like Nebel's orderings,

these linear orderings are not very flexible, and can be

expected to require ongoing manual revision to achieve

satisfactory performance.

There are a number of possible ways around Theo

rem 5, some of which are discussed in [Doyle and Well-

man, 1991] in the context of nonmonotonic logic. We

mention only one here: the approach of restricting the

domain over which preference aggregation occurs. The

collective rationality condition stipulates that the ag

gregation policy must work no matter what preference

orders are presented for combination. But if one can

show that all preference orderings of interest take one

of several particular forms, these limitations may per

mit construction of an aggregation policy satisfying all

of the conditions over this restricted domain of pref

erences. Does Theorem 5 still hold if each preference

order satisfies properties like informational monotonic-

ity or Z £ X n Y whenever Z < X and Z 3 Y? Are

such restrictions on the allowable preferences reason

able outside the special domain of epistemology?

5.2 REVISION RATIONALITY AND

AGGREGATION RATIONALITY

Some irrationalities in preference aggregation do not

affect the formal rationality of rational contraction and

revision, which requires only that choices be maxi

mally preferable according to a total preference or

dering. For example, aggregation policies which yield

total preference orderings and so provide the necessary

basis for applying (8) and (9) may nevertheless violate

the Pareto, IIA, or nondictatorship principles.

Violations of the Pareto or nondictatorship principles

just mean that the resulting belief revisions may not be

rational with respect to the ignored preference criteria,

even though they are maximally preferred with respect

to the aggregate order. An aggregation policy that vi

olates IIA, on the other hand, can exhibit erratic be

havior. Specifically, it can lead to different results de

pending on the presence or absence of irrelevant infor

mation. Suppose, for example, that A = Cn({x,y, z}),

and that P\ and Pi are two preference criteria to be

combined with P\ satisfying

->Ex A ->Hy A -.Hz < Ex A ->Hy < ->Hx A Hy

and Pi satisfying

-.Hz A ->Hy A ->Hz < -iRx A Hy < Ex A -iHy

If the aggregation policy violates IIA, we may have

a ratichoice contraction — such that A — (x A y) =

{0»({y})} but A - (x A y) V z = {Cn({x})}, with the

overall choice between Cn({x}) and Cn({y}) depend

ing on what other alternatives are available.

In contrast to these formally rational but substantively

irrational revision orderings, violations of collective ra

tionality and the incompleteness addressed by conflict

resolution can lead to global preference "orderings"

that are intransitive or incomplete. This raises diffi

culties when such comparisons used to select among

alternative contractions and revisions. We examine

these difficulties in turn.

An aggregation policy may violate collective rational

ity in several ways. First, it may not aggregate every

possible partial preference criterion. As with viola

tions of the Pareto or nondictatorship conditions, this

need not affect the formal rationality of belief revision.

Second, the result of aggregation may not be transi

tive. The effects of this depend on just what we mean

by intransitivity. Intransitivity of ^ means that for

some X, Y, Z we have X * Y and Y £ Z but X jg Z.

That is, if A ^* x = {X, Z], then both alternatives are

maximally preferred, so either is a "rational" choice.

On the other hand, intransitivity of -< means that for

some X, Y, Z we have X ■< Y, Y -< Z, and Z -< X. In

this case, if A $* x = {X, Y, Z}, then no alternative is

maximally preferred, so A — x = A.

The definitions of rational contraction and revision

presumed a complete preference ordering of belief

states. But there is no objection in principle to weak

ening the definitions by allowing ^ to be partial. (In

this case, of course, we can no longer view X -< Y

and Y j$ X as equivalent.) The effect of incomplete

ness is just to allow more alternatives to be maximally

preferred than might be the case were the order to

be total. Incompleteness when no relevant preferences

are available does not seem particularly objectionable.

But incompleteness when preferences do exist is a dif

ferent matter, and such incompletenesses can arise ei

ther through intransitivity (as noted above), through

aggregation policies that do not aggregate some pref

erence orders, or through violations of the conflict res

olution condition. In these cases, the incompleteness

arises through an explicit violation of a reasonable ra

tionality condition.

6 CONCLUSION

We examined the AGM theory of rational belief revi

sion and its extension by Nebel. The heart of the AGM

theory is the ordering of beliefs according to epistemic

entrenchment and its equivalence with his notion of

rational belief revision. Nebel adapted this theory to

cover revision of finite bases of belief, and his results

show that finite revision can be rational in AGM sense,

and that in the finite case maxichoice revision is as ra

tional as skeptical revision.

We argued that these theories are inadequate because
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they demand more information about which revisions

are preferable than is typically available in practice,

and because their notion of "rationality" has little to

do with the economic notion of rational choice among

alternatives. We presented a modification of these the

ories which makes weaker, more realistic assumptions,

namely that belief revisions must be guided by par

tial preferences which may conflict with each other.

This theory is closely related to our theory of ratio

nal default inference, and supports similar results. We

showed how the notion of rationality proposed by Al-

chourr6n, Gardenfors, and Makinson is violated by re

visions which are rational in the economic sense, and

proved that fully rational belief revision is sometimes

impossible when rationality is judged by partial pref

erences.

It is an open problem to find rationality postulates to

describe revision that is rational in the economic sense.

There may not be any, though a complete axiomatiza-

tion seems more likely if one presupposes a global ex

pected utility preordering of beliefs or of belief states.

There certainly will not be axioms that refer only to

beliefs, as in the AGM axioms. In addition, Theorem 5

suggests that there may not be a single ideal theory of

rational revision.
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(1988), Pearl (1988) for instance). Indeed the values of

Prob(cla) and of Prob(clb) remain unrelated in general

even when a logically entails b. Thus the comparative

study of conditioning in probability theory (or in other

numerical models of uncertainty) with the weak

consequence relations used in non-monotonic logics

seems to be a natural and worth-considering question to

investigate. In this paper, this is done by taking

advantage of the notion of conditional object.

Abstract

This paper pursues an investigation in the

relationship between numerical approaches to

uncertainty handling in Artificial Intelligence,

and the concept of non-monotonic reasoning.

The basic building block is the so-called

conditional object*, obtained as a qualitative

counterpart to conditional probability. Viewed as

an inference rule, the conditional object is shown

to possess almost all properties of a well-

behaved non-monotonic consequence relation ;

however the reflexivity property must be

weakened. The calculus of conditional objects is

proved to be consistent with non-standard

probabilistic semantics of non-monotonic

reasoning as well as with possibilistic logic.

Both provide models for a well-behaved non

monotonic logic. Especially, it turns out that

Geffner's qualitative probabilistic default logic

based on Adams' semantics is equivalent to a

form of possibilistic logic, and owes nothing to

the additivity axiom of probability.

1 INTRODUCTION

Purely symbolic approaches as well as numerical models

for reasoning under incomplete or uncertain knowledge

have insisted on the importance of the correct handling of

the context in which the inference is made; see Lea

Somb6(1990) for a comparative overview of symbolic and

numerical approaches. Among others in the symbolic

school, Reiter and Criscuolo (1981), Touretzky (1984)

have quite early considered the problems raised by the

simultaneous presence in the knowledge base of default

rules whose condition parts have various level of

specificity (e.g. "if a then c generally" and "if b then -<

generally" while a logically entails b). Using a different

terminology, Kyburg (1974) has based his reasoning

strategy on the choice of the right "reference class" (which

is not always, according to him, the most specific one on

which we have some information available), while

Bayesian probability supporters emphasize the fact that a

probability is always a conditional probability in order to

take into account the current context (see Cheeseman

The idea of a conditional object corresponds to an attempt

to give a mathematical and logical meaning to the entity

bla independently of the notion of probability, but still in

agreement with this notion in the sense that Prob(bla)

can indeed be considered as the probability of the entity

bla (and not only as the probability of b, in the context

a). This kind of study was pioneered by Schay(1968).

There has been several recendy published works along

this research line, especially Calabrese (1987), Goodman

and Nguyen (1988), Goodman, Nguyen and Walker

(1991), Dubois and Prade (1988a, 1990a, 1991). In this

paper we develop preliminary remarks made in (Dubois

and Prade, 1989), and mainly focus our attention on the

relationship between the logical calculus developed on

conditional objects like bla and non-monotonic reasoning

systems based on weak consequence relations like a^b as

studied by Gabbay (1985) and more recendy by Kraus et

al. (1990).

In the next section, the necessary background on

conditional objects is restated in the framework of finite

Boolean algebras. Section 3 is devoted to the comparative

study of conditional objects and of weak consequence

relationship in the sense of non-monotonic logic. Section

4 examines the agreement of probability theory and

possibility theory with non-monotonic logic and

conditional objects, and proposes a possibilistic

interpretation of Adams'e-semantics.

CONDITIONAL OBJECTS

RESULTS

BASIC

2.1 DEFINITIONS AND TRUTH-TABLE

INTERPRETATION

In (Dubois and Prade, 1988a), a conditional object bla

linking two propositions a and b of propositional logic,

has been given a semantics under the form of an
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incomplete truth-table, namely denoting t the truth-

assignment function, t(bla)=l when a and b are both true,

t(bla)=0 when b is false and a is true. When a is false,

bla is considered as undefined, which is denoted as

t(bla)=?. Intuitively the conditional object bla is similar

to the production rule "if a then b" in the sense that the

rule applies only when a is true and then the conclusion

'b is true' can be produced provided that the rule is

considered as true. The following truth-table exhibits the

difference between the material implication a-»b and the

conditional object bla

t(a) t(b) t(a-»b) t(b 1 a)

1 1 1 1

1 0 0 0

0 1 1 ?

0 0 1 ?

Thus the conditional object bla is understood as "in the

context where a is true, b is regarded as true, in the

context where a is false nothing can be said about b".

Besides the truth-value t(bla) can be also implicidy

defined by means of the equation

t(aAb)=t(bla)*t(a) (1)

where * is the conjunction operation on {0,1}, i.e. * is

such that 1*1=1 and 0*x=x*0=0. Then any proposition x

such that t(aAb) = t(x)*t(a) can stand for bla. Thus the

conditional object bla can be identified to a set of

propositions, for instance {aAb,b,a<-»b,a-»b} in a

language containing only a and b as propositional

symbols ; this corresponds to the four manners to

substitute 0 or 1 to the two '?' in the above truth-table.

Independently Goodman and Nguyen (1988) have

proposed the following definition, where a, b, x denote

elements of a Boolean algebra ( SB, a, v, -.), supposed to

befinite here for simplicity.

Va, be SB, bla={x,XAa=aAb). (2)

It is easy to verify that (1) corresponds to the semantics

of the above definition. Let us observe that the

intoduction of a third truth-value together with equation

(1) whose solutions define t(bla) lead to postulate ?*0=0.

Let £ denote the usual partial ordering in the Boolean

algebra SB, expressing entailment. So aSb if and only if

-navb=T, where T denotes the greatest element in SB.

Then we have

bla={x, aAb£x£-.avb } . (3)

Considering a Boolean algebra SB of propositions with

tautology T and contradiction 1, we can define the set

SBlSB={bla,(a,b)e SB } of conditional objects. SB can be

identified as the subset {alT.ae SB } ; indeed t(alT)=t(a)

from (1).

2.2 EQUALITY AND PARTIAL

ORDERING IN SB | SB

It can be checked, using (2), that

bla = die if and only if aAb=CAd and a=c (4)

Thus two conditional objects bla and die are equal if and

only if they have the same condition part (i.e. a=c) and

their conclusion parts are identical when the condition is

satisfied (i.e. aAb=CAd). The following equalities which

are in agreement with our interpretation of bla are easy to

check

bla=(aAb)la=(a<->b)la=(a->b)la (5)

Since bla={x, aAb<x<—.avb} and dlc={y,CAd<y<

-icvd}, the following natural partial (interval-like)

ordering as proposed by (Goodman and Nguyen, 1988),

can be defined on SB I SB and will be also denoted by "£"

blaSdlc «=> aAbScAd and -.avbi-icvd (6)

This definition extends the partial ordering in SB which is

recovered by letting a=c=T (it is why we use the same

notation). The relation £ defined by (6) is reflexive and

transitive. This ordering relation can be understood as an

entailment relation. Indeed, aAb^CAd means that each

time bla is true die is true also, and -avb£-icvd<=>

CA-.d£aA-ib means that each time die is false, bla is

false too. It can be checked that (6) is in agreement with

(4), i.e.

(blaSdlc and dlc£bla)<=>bla=dlc (7)

Besides, in terms of truth-table, the relation £ defined by

(6) corresponds to the ordering 0£?£1, still using the

same symbol "£" between values of the truth function,

as pointed out in (Dubois and Prade, 1990a). See the

appendix for a formal proof. In particular, we have

Vc, blaS(bvc)la (8)

It contrasts with the following fact:

there is no universal ordering between bl(aAc) and bla (9)

Indeed aAbAcSaAb but -.avbS-iav-icvb. In other

words, bla may be true as well as false while bl(aAc) is

undefined. This contrasts with the material implication

for which a-»b true entails that (aAc)-»b is true. The

state of fact (9) leaves room for a form of non-

monotonicity. But, it can be seen on truth-tables that we

cannot have the rules bla and -ibl(aAc) simultaneously

true. This is not very surprizing since the probabilities

P(bla)=l and P(-.blaAc)=l are incompatible in
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probability theory ; indeed the former entails P(-.bAa)=0

and thus P(-.DAaAc)=0, while the latter entails

P(aADAc)=0; together they lead to P(aAc)=0, making

P(-iblaAc) undefined. But, a numerical uncertainty

measure g compatible with the partial ordering in Si I Si,

will remain free, due to (9), to be or not to be such that

g(blaAc)<g(bla) ; see Section 4 .

However there is a situation where there exists an

ordering between two conditional objects with the same

left part. Namely

bAC=±=>bl(avc)<b!a (10)

(since bA(avc)=bAa and (—.aA-ic)vb<-iavb).

Besides, we have the following ordering which is easy

to check

(aAb)IT£bla£(-navb)IT (11)

and enables us to compare bla with aAb and with a-»b

in Si I Si in a way that is in agreement with our intuition.

Lasdy, the following property, which is easy to check,

expresses the compatibility of the entailment relation £

with the union operation performed on the left side of the

conditioning symbol "I".

{

cla£elb

dlaSflb

(cvd)la<(evf)lb (12)

which extends (8) (recovered for b=a, e=c, d=l in (12)).

2.3 CONJUNCTION OF CONDITIONAL

OBJECTS AND BASIC RELATIONS

The problem of extending operations such as negation,

conjunction and disjunction to Si I Si was addressed by

Calabrese (1987) and Goodman and Nguyen (1988)

among others. There is a consensus about negation, i.e.

-.(bla)=(-.bla) (13)

In terms of a truth-table, it corresponds to extending the

negation operation by postulating that t(-i(bla))=? if

t(bla)=?. (13) contrasts with the material implication

where -i(a—»b)=aA-b*a—>—b. Here, the negation yields a

conditional object with the same condition part and an

opposite conclusion.

The definition of a conjunction1 operation for conditional

objects is a less straightforward problem. Three possible

operations have been proposed by different authors. See

Dubois and Prade (1989, 1990a) where it is pointed out

that these three proposals correspond to three manners for

extending the binary conjunction operation, so as to

1 The disjunctions are not considered here ; see Dubois

and Prade (1990a, 1991)

preserve the symmetry and to take into account the third

value '?'. Namely, we can define three operations denoted

respectively by >%., ■ , n

UM ; 0^?=0 ; ?^?=? (14)

1 • ?=? ; 0 ■ ?=0 ; ? • ?*=? (15)

ln?=? ; 0n?=? ; ?n?=? (16)

As it can be seen these three operations correspond to the

three possible locations of '?' with respect to 0 and 1, in

the sense of the conjunction operation. With +> , '?' is

"above" both 0 and 1, with ' • ', it is in between, while

with W, 7' is "below" both 0 and 1. Thus only ' • ' is in

agreement with the ordering defined by £ in the sense

that t(bla) • t(dlc)=t(bla)<=>t(bla)£t(dlc). These three

conjunction operations are idempotent and associative and

were first considered in the framework of trivalent logics

by Sobocinski, Lukasiewicz and Bochvar respectively.

The conjunction of two conditional objects such that at

least one of them is undefined, remains undefined in any

case with 'n' ; the result with ' ■ ' is undefined only when

one object is undefined and the other object is not false ;

with '.a.' the result is undefined only if both objects are

undefined. As said in Dubois and Prade (1990a, 1991), the

three conjunctions defined above in terms of truth values

are equivalently defined in terms of conditional objects

(we use the same symbol between conditional objects or

between truth values) :

(bla) A(dlc)=((a-»b)A(c-*i))l(avc) (17)

(bla) • (dlc)=(bAd)l((aA-b)v(cA-nd)v(aAc)) (18)

(bla)n(dlc)=(bAd)l(aAc) (19)

Indeed it can be checked on truth-tables that

t((a-»b)A(c->d)lavc)=t(bla)yU(dlc) where * is defined by

(14) ; a similar result holds for (18) and (15), and for (19)

and (16). Let us observe that blanalT=(aAb)la=bla and

unfortunately this is not equal to (aAb)IT as expected.

This is not surprizing if we identify a€ Si with

alTe Si I Si and we remember that the operation * in (1)

should be such that ?*0=0, while we have that ?n0=?.

Thus the operation n is not suitable for our conditional

objects.

As pointed out in (Dubois and Prade, 1991), the

operations 'a' and ' • ' are monotonic with respect to £,

i.e.

blaidle

{ =>bla^fle£dlc^hlg (20)

fleShlg

the same holds for ' ■ ' (but would not for TV since

0n?(=?)£0nl(=0) does not hold). This can be easily

checked on truth-tables.

Note that the conjunction defined by (17) (first proposed

by Calabrese (1987)) can be put under an equivalent form,

indeed it can be shown that
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((a-»b)A(c^d))l(avc)=((bAd)v(-^aAd)v(bA-1c))l(avc) (21)

Thus this conjunction of two conditional objects is

undefined only is both are undefined and the resulting

conclusion part corresponds either to the conjunction of

the conclusion parts if the two conditional objects have

their condition parts true or to the conclusion part of the

conditional object which is not undefined.

Let us turn to the problem of chaining conditional

objects. Namely

bla • clb = (bAc)l((aA-,b)v(bA-<c)v(aAb))

= (bAc)l(av(bA-*))

i.e. bla • clb £ (bAc)la using (1 1)

then bla ■ clb S cla (22)

By contrast bla ^ clb=((a-» b)A(b-» c))l(avb)£

(a-»c)l(avb) and there is no universal ordering between

(a-»c)l(avb) and cla=(a-»c)la, and more generally

between bla^clb and cla.

The following identities or relations, which are easy to

prove are worth noticing :

a^b ; a^c

bla-«wCla=(bAc)la

bla^cla£cl(aAb)

cl(aAb)£(-,avc)lb

bla>icl(aAb)=(bAc)la£cla

(aAb)IT=bla^alT

clay.clb£cl(avb)

bla^alb^clbSda

cl(aAb)^cl(aA-.b)=cla

blaA-.bl(aAc)£-icl(aAb)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(26.A)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

Obviously (26.A) is a particular case of (26) (with a=T

and c=a). (30) completes the discussion of statement (9)

above by showing not only that there is no entailment

relation between bla and bl(aAc), but also that a

conjunction of bla and -i(bl(aAc)) entails something in

agreement with our intuition. For instance, from the fact

that "birds fly" (bla) and "penguins don't"(-.bl(aAc)), we

can conclude that "flying birds are not

penguins"(-id(aAb)). For similar properties for the

conjunction " ■ ", see Dubois and Prade(1990a, 1991).

RELATION WITH

NON-MONOTONIC

SYSTEMS

INFERENCE

Starting from a purely logical point of view, Gabbay

(1985) has proposed several axioms that a non-monotonic

deduction operation ^ should satisfy, and especially a

restricted monotonicity property and a weak transitivity

property (often called 'cut' rule), namely

and
a^b ; aAb^c

BAb^C

(restricted monotonicity)

aK-c

(cut)

Note that in the above patterns of inference, the terms

aAb^c and a^c are exchanged, as pointed out by

Mackinson (1989). It is then possible to put these two

patterns together and claim that given a^b, the non

monotonic deductions aAb^c and a^c are equivalent.

This is what Mackinson (1989) calls the cumulativity

condition.

As pointed out in (Dubois and Prade, 1989), the

conditional object bla has a behavior quite similar to the

one of the weak consequence relation a^b. Indeed, if we

take the idempotent and associative conjunction operation

a and the ordering relation £ as respectively playing the

role of the semi-colon (;) and of the horizontal bar ( )

in the above patterns, we obtain the following

counterparts of these patterns

and

bla^claScl(aAb)

blaAcl(aAb)Scla

(restricted monotonicity)

(cut)

which are relations which hold for conditional objects ;

indeed we recognize (24) and a weak form of (26).The

conjunction operation ' • ' does not seem to be relevant

for non-monotonic reasoning purpose since it enjoys an

undesirable transitivity property, as shown by (22).

For conditional objects the cumulativity condition holds

under a slightly different (weaker) form : if a-»b=T,

which is equivalent to at=b, (or if we prefer t(bla)*0),

then cl(aAb)=cla.

More recenUy, Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor (1990) have

proposed a propositional logical system, called C, for

cumulative, which gathers the requirements that a (weak)

consequence relation ^ should fulfil, in agreement with

Gabbay (1985). The system C consists of an axiom

schema

a^a (reflexivity)

and of four inference rules

(left logical equivalence),

(right weakening),

. t=a<-»b ; a^c

b^c

. l=a->b ; c^a

c^b

• the restricted (also called 'cautious') monotonicity,

• the cut

As we just said, counterparts to restricted monotonicity

and cut hold for conditional objects ; counterparts to the

two other inference rules also hold obviously since

cla=clb as soon as a=b (due to (4)) on the one hand and

we have alciblc if aSb (another way of writing (8)) on
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the other hand. However, the counterpart of the reflexivity

property is less straightforward.

In the patterns of non-monotonic inference, reflexivity

means that terms of the form a^a can always be added to

a set of non-monotonic deductions a^bj, and by the

right weakening axiom, any term of the form a^(avb)

can also be added. Conditional objects do not satisfy the

reflexivity property, but only a weaker property, since the

conditional object ala is undefined if a is false, i.e.

t(ala)£ {?,1}. With conditional objects the reflexivity

axiom indeed comes down to verifying that (bla)>s.(clc)=

bla. This only holds if c-»a=T or equivalently t=c-»a

(since bla^clc=(a->b)l(avc) and (a-*b)l(avc) =

(a-»b)la=bla only if avc=a) ; moreover

if i= c—>a, (bla)^(dvclc)=bla. (31)

also holds more generally. Hence the reflexivity axiom of

C must be weakened into an inference rule that specifies

when conditional objects of the form clc can be added to a

set of premises. This can be achieved through the

following inference rule

t=c-»a ; a^b

d~c

(weak reflexivity)

which corresponds to the inequality blaSclc^bla when

t=c-»a. In the above rule we omitted to add a^b again

below the horizontal line. Indeed the ";" symbol and the

horizontal line indicating higher-order entailment in the C

patterns are such that it is possible to simultaneously add

a term a^b above the horizontal line and below it. This

is consistent with the fact that operation .a. is monotonic

with respect to i.

In a non-monotonic logic, the deduction operation l~ is

non-monotonic, but the higher level deduction operation

using (;,—) has all the properties of a well-behaved

classical deduction operation, i.e. letting A be a set of

non-monotonic deduction rules aj^bj, we can check that

•V- (reflexivity) ; A- and *£■ imply &■ (transitivity);

A [g <L C

and A imply ^£

[j3 [g (monotonicit;[g (monotonicity)

It is clear that £ does satisfy transitivity and reflexivity

properties for conjunctions of conditional objects (since

these reduce to conditional objects, and £ is a reflexive

and transitive relation). However, monotonicity of £

holds only under a restrictive condition, namely we have,

as it can be checked

if bla^dlc and t=e-»a, then bla^fleSdlc (32)

Indeed the condition E=e—>a blocks the possibility to

simultaneously have t(bla)=? and t(fle)=l (since t(fle)=l

requires t(e)=l and then t(a)=l and t(bla)e (0,1 }); it would

cause the violation of the ordering relation in (32) when

t(dlc)=?, because ?^l=li?. (32) corresponds to adding a

conditional object that is more specific than the ones

already present in the knowledge base. More generally ,

blaSdlc entails bla ^fleSdlc if and only if t=e-»(avc).

Note that (32) holds without the condition t=e-»a for the

conjunctive operation ' • ' which unfortunately has not a

behavior compatible with the idea of non-monotonic

reasoning as already said. Clearly (32) generalizes (31).

In the system C, Kraus et al. (1990) have shown that

the following rules hold as consequences of the reflexivity

axiom and of the four inference rules of the system :

("right and")

("reciprocity", Mackinson (1989))

aN-b ; a^c

a^bAC

a^b ; b^a ; b^c

ai~c

These two rules have direct analogues in terms of

conditional objects, as expressed by (23) and (28)

respectively. Moreover, they can be formally derived

using the four inference rules of C, and the weak

reflexivity rule only. These derivations are made in

(Dubois and Prade, 1990a) in the (>%.,£) notation (owing

to the idempotence of * and the transitivity of £); here

we do them in the style of non-monotonic logic .

Derivation of "right hand" (23)

Al) a^b ; A2) a^c ; Tl) aAbAct~aAbAC (weak

reflexivity) ; T2) aAbAC^bAc (right weakening from

Tl) ; T3) aAb^-c (restricted monotonicity from Al and

A2) ; T4) aAbi~bAC (cut on T2 and T3) ; T5 ai-bAC (cut

onAlandT4). Q.E.D.

Derivation of "reciprocity" (28)

Al) a^b ; A2) b^a ; A3) b^c ; Tl) b^aAC (right and

on A2, A3) ; T2) aAb^aAC (restricted monotonicity on

A2 and Tl) ; T3) a^aAC (cut on Al and T3) ; T4) a^c

(right weakening). Q.E.D.

As we can see, the weak form of reflexivity (namely (31))

available in the conditional object framework is sufficient

for deriving inference rules expressing (23) and (28).

Moreover, following Kraus et al. (1990) again, (25)

relates to the deduction theorem, and corresponds to the

rule:

aAb^c
(HD1)

bK'-avc

These authors indicate that the converse inference (which
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does not hold for conditional objects) leads to the collapse

of the C system onto classical logic. Lastly, the analogue

of the property (27) of conditional objects for the weak

consequence relation, namely

avbh-c

(distribution)

has been proved to be a consequence of the (HD1)

property added to the C systems by Kraus et al. (1990).

Indeed it is possible to derive (27) without the reflexivity

axiom, using left equivalence and right weakening and the

counterparts of (24), (25), (26), (31).

Derivation of "distribution" f27)

Al) ai~c ; A2) b^c ; Tl) aA(avb)^c (left equivalence

on Al) ; T2) bA(avb)^c (left equivalence on A2) ; T3)

avbi~-,avc (HD1 on Tl) ; T4) avbi—.bvc (HD1 on

T2) ; T5) avbH-1avc)A(->bvc) ('right and' on T3 and

T4); T6) avbi-avb (weak reflexivity on T5) ; T7)

avbi-(avb)AC ('right and' on T5 and T6) ; T8) avb^c

(right weakening). Q.E.D.

Besides, using *> in place of ";"the counterparts of the

transitivity rule £ , of the contraposition rule

a^b

-b^-a

, and of one half of the deduction theorem, namely

b^a-»c

aAb^c

do not hold for conditional objects.

This is satisfying because these inference rules cannot

be derived from the system C. However the transitivity

holds with the conjunction ' ■ ' as already said. This does

not necessarily mean a complete collapse of the calculus

of conditional objects based on this conjunction into a

fully monotonic calculus, since for instance the

contraposition rule and the half above of the deduction

theorem, which do not depend on a particular conjunction

do not hold for conditional objects ; moreover remind that

the reflexivity axiom does not hold for conditional objects

and is needed for the collapsing results in C. This is why

all the results about collapsing the system C into a

monotonic system are not necessarily true for conditional

objects with the conjunction ' ■ '.

Lastly, the negation of conditional objects defined by

(13), namely -i(bla)=(-.bla) has clearly a probabilistic

connotation, whose intended meaning is not the

counterpart of a rule that would be of the form (where h*

is short for "not^")

ai~^b

which is never assumed in non-monotonic reasoning.

Indeed the negation of conditional objects is such that

-il=0, while l" might rather correspond, in terms of

conditional objects, to a negation expressing that bla is

false or undefined.

As suggested by the results presented in this section

conditional objects seem to offer a promising framework

for non-monotonic reasoning. For instance from the

"rule" base of conditional objects (birdlpenguin,

flylbird, -iflyipenguin} and the "factual" base that

Tweety is a bird and a penguin, we are able to derive

(using (24)) that -iflyKbirdApenguin). Note that the

condition part of the conditional object which is deduced

should always correspond to the whole content of the

factual base.

4 NUMERICAL SEMANTICS OF

NON-MONOTONIC REASONING

A numerical structure for quantifying uncertainty can be

put on the top of conditional objects provided that the

measure of uncertainty g we use remains in agreement

with the entailment relation S, i.e. that we have

bla£dlc=>g(bla)Sg(dlc) (33)

where g( • la) and g( • Ic) are conditional mappings from

SB to the real interval [0,1] which can be defined in terms

of a mapping g from SB to [0,1]. In this section, we

consider the cases where g is a probability measure, a

possibility measure, or the dual necessity measure.

4.1 CONDITIONAL OBJECTS AND

PROBABILITY THEORY

It can be easily proved that (33) is satisfied by probability

measure P from the definition of S and writing

P(bla)= i ; see (Dubois and Prade, 1990a).

1 , i-PH»vb)

P(aAb)

Probabilistic counterparts of (8), (11), (13), (23), (24),

(25), (26) are well-known, they are respectively

(8) : Vc, P(bla)<P(bvcla)

(11): P(aAb)=£P(bla)=^^-<P(a-»b)

P(a)

(13) : P(-,bla)=l-P(bla)

(23): P(bAda)e

[max(0,P(bla)+P(cla)-l),min(P(bla),P(cla)]

(24) : max(OJ>(bla)+P(cla)-l)<P(bAcla)<P(claAb)
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(25): P(claAb)< P(-,avclb)

(26) : P(bAcla)=P(bla) • P(claAb) (Bayesrule)

As we can see, conditional objects offer a perfect

symbolic version, i.e. (26), of Bayes rule. In spite of this

excellent agreement between conditional objects and

probabilities, there is not a uniform "translation" of * in

the probability calculus (e.g. in the counterpart of (23),

we get both max(0, ■ + ■ -1) and min ; in (26) the

product expresses the conjunction.

Probabilistic counterparts of (27), (28), (29), (30) can

also be found :

(27) : P(cla)>e>0, P(clb)>e'>0 =* 3e">0, P(clavb)>e".

(28) : P(bla) • max(0,l- 1~P(clb))<P(cla)

P(alb)

(See Dubois and Prade (1988b) for the proof of this

inequality)

P(claAb)+P(claA-,b)>P(cla)

( 9): We>0, IP(claAb)-P(claA-,b)l<e

=> l2P(cla)-P(claAb)-P(claA^b)l<e

(30): P(-,claAb)>l- 1-PH>'"*)

P(bla)

However, as already pointed out the probabilistic

counterparts of relationships between conditional objects

cannot be obtained by a straightforward correspondence. A

better agreement is obtained with Adams' e-semantics.

In Adams (1975)' conditional logic, bla is interpreted as

P(bla)>l-€ where e is arbitrarily close to 0, and denoted

as a-*b. This interpretation is much more demanding

than the one underlying conditional objects. However

Adams (1975) found inference rules that are exact

counterparts of (24), (26) and (27), namely :

However with this interpretation the restricted

monotonicity does not hold. Namely

triangularity : a-

Bayes rule : a-

disjunction : a-

>b,a-»c=>(aAb)-»c

»b, (aAb)-*c=>a-+c

►c, b-»c=*(avb)-*c

The reflexivity axiom (i.e. a-*a) cannot be added, strictly

speaking, since P(ala)=l only if a *■ JL These rules are

used by Pearl (1988) to build a probabilistic-like default

logic. See Geffner (1989) for a detailed study in a non

monotonic reasoning framework. This is not very

satisfying in practice from a probabilistic point of view,

since it assumes that the probability of encountering an

exception is always arbitrarily small. However we shall

see in the last subsection that this interpretation, does not

owe anything to the additivity of probability calculus.

We may think of other probabilistic interpretations of the

conditional object bla. For instance Neufeld (1990) uses

P(bla)>P(b) for expressing that "a favors b", as a

qualitative probability counterpart of a default rule.

from

and

it does not follow that

P(bla)>P(b)

P(cla)>P(c)

P(claAb)>P(c)

as proved by the following counter-example: P(aAbA-.c)=

0.1=P(aA-1bAc), P(-*A-,bA-rf:)=0.8. Then P(aAb)=0.1=

P(aAc), P(a)=0.2, P(b)=0.1 and P(c)=0.1, and we can

check that P(aAb)=0.1 > P(a) • P(b)=0.02, P(aAc)= 0.1>

P(a) • P(c)=0.02, while P(aAbAc) = 0 < P(aAb) • P(c) =

0.01. Similarly the cut rule is violated, i.e.

from

and

it does not follow that

P(bla)>P(b)

P(claAb)>P(c)

P(cla)>P(c)

A counter-example is obtained for P(aA-,bAc)=0=

P(-iaAbA-ic)=0, P(aAbAc)=2/7 and the five other

probabilities P(*aA*bA*c)=l/7, where * stands for the

presence or the absence of -i. Then P(aAb)=3/7,

P(8ac)=2/7, P(a)=4/7, P(b)=4/7, P(c)=4/7, and P(aAb)=

3/7>P(a) • P(b)= 16/49, P(aAbAc)=2/7>P(aAb) • P(c)=

12/49, while P(aAc)=2/7<P(a) • P(c)=16/49.

We may think of another probabilistic interpretation of

weak statement of the form "if a then b generally",

namely P(bla)>P(bl-ra); see Wellman(1990) for instance.

However, again this interpretation disagrees with minimal

requirements of non-monotonic reasoning. For instance,

the restricted monotonicity does not hold, i.e.

from

and

it does not follow that

P(bla)>P(bl-,a)

P(cla)>P(cl-,a)

P(claAb)>P(d-.av-,b)

Indeed let us take P(aAbA->c)=x=P(aA-ibAc)>0 and

P(-,aA-,bA-,c)=l-2x. Then P(aAb)(l-P(a))=x(l-2x)>

P(-,aAb) • P(a)=0 and P(aAc)(l-P(a))=x(l-2x)>

P(-,aAc) • P(a)=0, while P(aAbAc)(l-P(aAb))=0<

P(CA-,(aAb)) • P(aAb)=x2.

Yet another interpretation of the default rule"if a then b"

is P(bla)>P(-.bla); this is stronger than P(bla)> 0.5

which is obviously not preserved by the inference rules.

All these negative results tend to indicate that

probabilistic reasoning offers a framework for default

reasoning which strongly differs from non-monotonic

reasoning according to Gabbay's and Kraus et al.'

requirements when probabilities are no longer

infinitesimal.

4.2 POSSIBILISTIC

NON-MONOTONIC

SEMANTICS

REASONING

OF

Let n be a function from the Boolean algebra 3S to the

unit interval such that
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i) na)=o ; nco=i
ii) n(avb)=max(n(a),n(b))

This function is a measure of uncertainty introduced by

Zadeh (1978) under the name possibility measure. The

following conventions are generally adopted : FI(a)=0

means that a is impossible (hence false), while i~I(a)=l

only means that a is possible ; particularly it is allowed

to have Il(a)=n(-ia)=l, which expresses complete

ignorance about a. The quantity N(a)=l-n(-ia) is called

the degree of necessity (or certainty) of a and satisfies an

axiom dual to ii), i.e. N(aAb)=min(N(a),N(b)). Note that

ri(aAb) is not necessarily a function of I~I(a) and I~I(b)

since a and b can be viewed as possible even when aAb

turns out to be impossible. Possibility and necessity

measures are special cases of belief functions where

consonance is assumed (see Shafer, 1976 ; Dubois and

Prade, 1988c), and are characterized by normal fuzzy sets

jj.p:U->[0,l], such that 68 is the set of subsets A of U,

i.e.

Il(A)=max{np(u)lu6 A)

where |ip(u)=l for some ue U (normalisation), and A can

be viewed as the set of models of a.

Putting together possibility measures and logic leads to a

logic of incomplete information called possibilistic logic

(e.g. Dubois and Prade, 1990b), where incompleteness is

described in terms of fuzzy sets of interpretations.

Conditional possibility can be defined similarly to

conditional probability from the "Bayes rule" property of

conditional objects, i.e. (26) namely

II(aAb)=n(bla)*n(a) (34)

where * is a given operation on the unit interval which

must be associative, monotonically increasing in the wide

sense for both places, and such that x*l=x, x*0=0. If

continuity is assumed * must be a triangular norm

(Schweizer and Sklar, 1983), and in practice only

*=minimum and *=product are possible, up to

isomorphisms (see Dubois and Prade, 1990a, 1991).

When *=product, n(bla) corresponds to TT(aAb)/ri(a),

i.e. Dempster rule of conditioning (Shafer, 1976). When

*=min, it corresponds to the definition of Hisdal (1978)

and ri(bla) is not uniquely determined. However, in

(Dubois and Prade, 1988c), Il(bla) is defined as the least

specific solution of (34) with *=min, i.e.

ri(bla) =lifn(aAb)=n(a) (35)

= n(aAb)ifn(aAb)<ri(a)

This definition tries to allocate the greatest degree of

possibility to event b in the context a. Conditional

necessity is defined by duality as N(bla)=l-ri(-ibla) in

whether *=min or product

The two definitions of conditioning completely agree

when ri(bla)=l since with *=product we still have

n(bla)=l if and only if ri(aAb)=n(a). In the following,

results will apply with both definitions of conditioning,

unless otherwise specified. A default rule "if a then b up

to exceptions" will here be translated into

N(bla)>0.

Due to the properties of necessity measures it implies

that N(->bla)=0, i.e. ri(b la)= 1 >ri(-.b la); this is the

counterpart of (13). Hence this translation means that

given a context where a is true, b is more certain than

-ib, or equivalently -.b is less possible than b. This view

of default rules sounds much weaker and much more

natural than the one suggested by Adams' e-semantics.

Let us check that this definition is in accordance with

conditional objects, and leads to a non-probabilistic model

of the system C+(HD1)

• blaSdlc => n(bla)<ri(dlc) (36)

Proof : for *=product see Dubois and Prade (1990a).

When *=min, we only have to make sure that n(bla)=l

=>n(dlc)=l. Let us note that rj(a)=max(n(aAb),

ri(aA-ib)). Assume n(aAb)=ri(a) ; it follows that

n(aAb)>n(aA-ib). If bla£dlc, the monotonicity of IT

and the transitivity leads to n(cAd)>n(cA-.d) since

aAbSt'Ad and aA-ib^CA-d. Then we have

ri(c)=max(n(cAd),n(cA-1d))=n(cAd), i.e. ri(dlc)=l

Q.E.D.

• blaSdlc => N(bla)<N(dlc) (obvious by duality)

A systematic translation of the inference rules of C can

be checked as follows

• restricted monotonicity :

N(bla)>0 and N(cla)>0 imply N(claAb)>0 (37)

Proof : the premises are equivalent to n(a)>ri(aA-.b) and

rT(a)>n(aA-ic). Hence n(a) = max(n(aAb),

n(aA-1b))=n(aAb). Finally n(aAb)>ri(aA-,c)>

ri(aAbA-ic), which leads to ri(-iclaAb)< 1 . Q.E.D.

•cut:

N(bla)>0 and N(claAb)>0 imply N(cla)>0 (38)

Proof (Dubois and Prade, 1990d) : the premises are

equivalent to Il(a)>n(aA-.b) and ri(aAb)>ri(aAbA-ic).

Hence n(aA-.c)=max(ri(aA-iCAb),n(aA-iCA-ib))<

max(n(aAbA^c),n(aA-,b))<max(n(aAb),n(a))=n(a).

Q.E.D.

The left equivalence and right weakening rules trivially
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hold. Moreover the weak reflexivity inference rule cannot

be strengthened into a reflexivity axiom, strictly

speaking, since N(ala)=l if a*l and N(ala)= 0 if a=-L

Lastly as a consequence, the distribution rule (or

disjunction rule) works with conditional possibility, i.e.

• distribution ;

N(cla)>0 and N(clb)>0 imply N(clavb)>0 (39)

Direct proof : Il(a)>ri(-iCAa) and n(b)>Il(-<CAb) imply

n(avb)=max(n(a),n(b))>max(n(--CAa),n(--CAb))=

n(-CA (avb)).

Q.E.D.

The above results can be stated in a much stronger way

by means of inequalities when conditonal possibility is

defined by means of the minimum operation, i.e., (35).

« restricted monotonicity :

If N(bla)>0 and N(cla)>0 then

N(claAb) £ min(N(bla),N(cla)) (40)

Proof: It is enough to use the previous proof where the

following inequalities have been established:

n(aAb) >ri(aA-,c)> I~I(aAbA-<:),

frow which two things follow: ri(aAbA-ic)<

max(Il(aA-Tc),n(aA-,b)) and Il(aAbA-ic) = Il(->claAb).

Using the assumptions, ri(—ibla) = i"I(aA-.b), n(-«la) =

n(aA-,c). So, (40) obtains by duality. Note that we have

actually proved N(claAb) > N(cla) if N(bla)>0; this does

not express monotonicity due to the presence of the

condition N(bla)>0.

Q.E.D.

•cut

If N(bla)>0 and N(claAb)>0 then

N(cla) > min(N(bla),N(claAb)) (41)

Proof: It is again enough to use the previous proof where

the following inequalities have been established:

n(aA-c)< max(n(aAbA-ic)>n(aA-1b)<n(a)

Hence IK-icIa) = n(aA-ic). Using the assumptions and

duality again, (41) follows.

Q.E.D.

• distribution :

N(cla)>0 and N(clb)>0 imply

N(clavb) > min(N(cla),N(clb)) (42)

Proof: Obvious due to the definition of necessity

measures. In fact the inequality is an equality since N(cla)

= N(-.avc) when positive and (-iavc)A(-ibvc) =

-.(avb)vc.

Q.E.D.

Note that (40-42) obviously still hold if the strict

inequalities ">0" are changed into inequalities ">0". This

result suggests a systematic translation of (»»,£) in the

unit interval, namely bla is interpreted as N(bla)>0, a

corresponds to min, and £ corresponds to the inequality

in the reals. It also suggests a systematic way of

translating inference between non-monotonic deductions

such as

ai~ b ; ci~ d

e>~ f

into N(fle) > min(N(bla),N(dlc)). This state of facts

completely contrasts with the probabilistic semantics of

non-monotonic inference, where no systematic translation

other than with infinitesimal probabilities has been found

yet. However (40-42) generally do not hold with

Dempster rule of conditioning used for the definition of

conditional possibility.

What we have proved is that possibility theory offers a

setting for interpreting non-monotonic logic which is as

natural as probability theory through e-semantics. Using

the definition of conditional possibility based on the

minimum operation, the agreement is even deeper. This

is not surprizing because possibility theory is closely

related to epistemic entrenchment (Dubois and Prade,

1990c), and also to Shoham's preference logic (Dubois

and Prade, 1990d), and because belief revision axioms,

which heavily rely on epistemic entrenchment, are

another way of expressing the axioms of non-

monotonicity (Gardenfors, 1990).

4.3 A POSSIBILISTIC INTERPRETATION

OF ADAMS' e-SEMANTICS

In this last section we make one step further, claiming

that not only possibility theory offers a natural setting for

a model of non-monotonic logic, but that Adams' e-

semantics is just another way of presenting the

possibilistic model presented in Section 5. Namely we

prove the following result : there is a transformation from

possibility to probability such that N(bla)>0 if and only

if P(bla)>l-e where e is positive but infinitely close to

0. To see it, we must use an intermediary step, which is

Spohn (1990)'s theory of conditional functions. We

consider a special case of Spohn's model under the form

of functions k= SB-MN (the set of positive integers) such

that

K(avb)=min(K(a),K(b))

k(T)=0

K(a) is viewed as an integer-valued degree of

impossibility of a. In (Dubois and Prade, 1990c), we

indicated that the function Flicte)^-1^8 . where k>l is
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nothing but a possibility measure. On the other hand

Spohn (1990) points out that K(a)=n can be viewed as a

non-standard degree of probability P(a) such that

P(a) • e-n is finite, where e is infinitesimal. This is

denoted P(a)~en here. Then it is obvious that if

aAb=L,P(a)~en and P(b)~em then P(avb)~emin(m«n),

and that this is true even if a a b * J_ since

P(aAb)<min(P(a)J*(b)). We recognize the axioms of the

K-functions. Clearly, the properties of infinitesimal

probabilities owe little to the addivitivity axiom itself.

K(a) can thus be viewed as the order of magnitude of a

very small probability. Putting all the above results

together, a degree of possibility strictly between 0 and 1

can thus be interpreted as an infinitesimal probability, by

turning it first into a K-function.

These transformations carry over to conditioning. Indeed

conditioning a K-function by ae $ leads to define

K(bla)=K(aAb)-K(a) (Spohn, 1990). Using nK(a)=k-K(a)

leads to riK(bla)= K^aA ' ; moreover conditioning a k-

nK(a)

function is in accordance with probability theory since if

P(aAb)=en, P(a)=em then P(bla)=en-m.

Based on these results, it is easy to see that

P(bla)>l-e for an infinitesimal e

«* P(-bla)~enforn>l

<=> K(-ibla)=n for some K-function

<=> n(->bla)=k-n< 1 for some k> 1

** N(bla)>0.

Hence Adams' e-semantics entirely agrees with the

structural properties of possibility theory, i.e. owes little

to the additive character of probability theory. It is in fact

equivalent to a theory of all-or-nothing possibility

(N(bla)>0 or =0). This result, along with the difficulty to

interpret the axioms of non-monotonic logic in terms of

non-infinitesimal probability values, considerably

weakens Pearl (1988)'s hint that probability theory offers

natural semantics for non-monotonic reasoning, at least

in terms of the axioms proposed by Kraus et al. (1990).

Besides the calculus of orders of magnitude of

infinitesimal probabilities follows the laws of possibility

theory, and Dempster rule for conditioning.

5 CONCLUSION

Conditional objects, which allow a measure-free view of

the idea of conditioning, still remaining in agreement

with numerical calculi of uncertainty such as probability

and possibility theories, are also in agreement with

requirements recently settled for non-monotonic inference.

Thus conditional objects seem to offer a promising

framework for non-monotonic reasoning. Another

important result of this paper is that a form of possibility

theory offers a natural semantics for non-monotonic

reasoning that turns out to be equivalent to Adams' e-

semantics. The advantages of the language of possibility

theory is to highlight the ordinal nature of the

corresponding non-monotonic logic, without

misleadingly suggesting, as in Pearl (1988), that the

additivity axiom of probability theory is at work in the

inference rules. Lastly, we have shown the existence of a

systematic translation of non-monotonic inference rules

in the quantitative finistic framework of possibility

theory, relying on a special notion of conditioning based

on the minimum operation, something that, to-date, does

not seem to exist for probability theory.

Appendix

Agreement of definition (6) of entailment with the

ordering 0£?£1

blaSdlc <=> aAbScAd and -ravb£-.cvd

<=> KaAb)£t(cAd) and t(-.avb)St(-1cvd)

<=> not(t(a)=t(b)= 1 and t(c)=0 or t(d)=0) and

not((t(a)=0 or t(b)=l) and t(c)=l and t(d)=0)

«=> (t(a)=0 or t(b)=0 or t(c)=t(d)= 1) and

((t(a)=l and t(b)=0) or t(c)=0 or t(d)=l)

<=> (t(a)=0 or t(b)=0) and (t(c)=0 or t(d)= 1)

or t(b)=0andt(a)=l

or t(c)=landt(d)=l

« t(bla)e {0;?} and t(dlc)e {?,1 }

or t(bla)=0 and t(dlc)e {0,?,1 }

or t(bla)e {0,7,1} and t(dlc)=l

<=> t(bla)£t(dlc) where £ is defined by the

ordering 0S7S1 Q.E.D.
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Abstract

A solution to a constraint satisfaction problem

specifies values for a set of variables that satisfy

constraints on which combinations of values are

permitted. Completability properties specify

conditions under which partial solutions, for

subsets of variables, will be extensible to full

solutions. Different representations for a

constraint satisfaction problem can make explicit

different sets of constraints. In certain

circumstances representations with desirable

completability properties can be obtained in

polynomial time.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 OVERVIEW

Constraints on a set of variables are relations that specify

which combinations of values are permitted for those

variables. A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP)

involves finding an instantiation for each variable such

that all the constraints are simultaneously satisfied. Many

forms of reasoning can be viewed in CSP terms, e.g.

temporal reasoning [Dechter, Meiri and Pearl 89],

qualitative reasoning [Kuipers and Berleant 88], truth

maintenance [de Kleer 89], diagnostic reasoning [Dechter

and Pearl 88b] and image interpretation [Reiter and

Mackworth 88].

An instantiation of a subset of variables will be called a

solution if it satisfies all constraints in which any of the

variables appear. A solution for all the variables will be

called a complete solution. If a solution for a subset can

be extended to a complete solution I will call it

completable. For example if a for X, b for Y and c for Z

is a complete solution, then a for X and c for Z is a

completable solution for the X,Z subset.

Different representations of a CSP can make explicit

different sets of constraints, while remaining equivalent

in the sense that the set of complete solutions remains the

same. These representations can have different

completability properties based on the extent to which

subset solutions are completable. Completability

properties can be desirable, especially when these

representations are viewed as knowledge bases subject to

multiple queries.

I establish here methods for obtaining CSP

representations with various completability properties.

For appropriate classes of CSPs these methods will

operate in polynomial time. As an example of the kind of

result this work supports: Suppose we are given a

scheduling problem involving a sequence of n event

variables, each with 7 value choices, in which each event

can only constrain the succeeding 5 events. We can obtain

in 0(n ) time a representation in which a solution for

any subset of more than 5 consecutive events is part of a

complete solution.

The notion of completability, and the methods for

establishing it, derive from Montanari's concept of

minimality [Montanari 74]. A CSP is often represented

as a constraint network, where vertices correspond to

variables and edges to constraints. A network of binary

constraints is minimal if each pair of values which

satisfies the binary constraint on a pair of variables is

completable. Montanari viewed the problem of finding a

minimal network equivalent to a given network as the

central problem for networks of constraints. More

recently a concept of minimality has played a role in

temporal reasoning [van Beek 89]. Completability also

serves to generalize global consistency [Dechter 90] and

(i,n-i)-consistency [Freuder 85].

Though achieving minimality is in general an NP-

complete problem, Montanari established certain

conditions under which it can be achieved efficiently. He

considered "syntactic" restrictions based on the topology

or connectivity structure of the constraints in the networks

and "semantic" restrictions on the nature or internal

structure of the constraints. Dechter has recently shown

how semantic restrictions on the number of potential

variable values (or the size of the unary constraints) can be

related to a generalization of minimality that she terms

global consistency [Dechter 90].

In this paper I consider syntactic restrictions. I begin with

CSPs whose constraint networks have the structure of an

important class of graphs known as "k-trees" [Freuder 90].
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K-trees generalize tree structures (trees are 1 -trees).

Completabilily provides appropriate generalizations of

minimality in the context of k-trees and I prove

completability results for k-tree-structured CSPs. This

leads to a complexity bound on obtaining a completable

representation for any CSP, expressed as a function of

the "k-tree embedability" of its constraint network.

K-tree completability may prove especially useful in

situations where expressivity can be traded for efficiency.

Expressivity/efficiency tradeoffs have been studied in the

temporal reasoning domain [Vilain, Kautz and van Beek

89]. Tambe and Rosenbloom have utilized results

concerning tree-structured CSPs to trade expressivity for

efficiency in a production system pattern matcher [Tambe

and Rosenbloom 90].

For simplicity I assume that the original CSP problems

we are given are binary CSPs (non-binary CSPs can be

expressed as binary ones [Rossi, Dhar and Petri 89]).

Higher order, non-binary constraints will in fact be

introduced in transforming to completable representations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 1.2

provides some CSP background material and presents a

simple, informal example of the kind of result we are

seeking, and the types of representation transformation

that will be used. Section 2 presents the different

representations we use and the transformations employed

to go from one to another. It includes further motivation

for our interest in k-tree structures. Section 3 introduces

the concept of i multi-clique completability and proves the

central theorem of the paper, which shows how to obtain

an i multi-clique completable representation of a k-tree in

polynomial time (for fixed k). Section 4 examines special

cases of multi-clique completability. It provides a bound

for full completability, where a solution for any subset of

variables is completable. Section 5 goes beyond k-trees. It

discusses "partial k-trees" and uses them to derive results

applicable to any CSP. It discusses series-parallel graphs

and bandwidth-k graphs, which may be of special interest

in CSP applications, e.g. in temporal reasoning. Section

6 contains a final example and a brief summary.

1.2 BACKGROUND AND EXAMPLE

This section presents a simple example to introduce

illustrate the idea of completability and the nature of the

results we will obtain. A "variable completable"

representation of a simple CSP is found. At the same

time some basic CSP concepts are reviewed.

Consider the graph coloring problem in Figure 1. The

problem is to color the vertices of the graph such that no

two vertices that are joined by an edge have the same

color. At each vertex we can select from the colors

indicated. Blue is indicated by "b", red by "r" and green by

"g". The vertices of the graph correspond to CSP

variables, the edges to CSP constraints.

 

Figure 1 : A Graph Coloring Example

It happens that for graph coloring CSPs the constraint

network has the same structure as the graph to be colored.

This is convenient for devising sample problems with a

desired structure.

We will call the constraint network constructed directly

from the specification of a CSP the direct constraint

network. This is to distinguish it from contraint

networks we might construct that in some fashion

represent the same set of solutions, but with vertices and

edges that correspond to a different set of variables and/or

constraints. For example, we can modify the direct

constraint network by making explicit constraints which

are only implicit in the original problem specification, or

by removing constraints which are redundant in the

original problem specification. (I am trying to avoid in

this paper introducing a lot of formal notation and

technical detail to specify a CSP and its alternative

representations.)

It would be nice to know that any value we pick for any

variable that satisfies the constraints directly involving

that variable is part of some solution to the problem. We

will say that a CSP representation is variable

completable iff any solution for the singleton subset

containing any one variable is completable. This is clearly

a nice basic property for a constraint data base to have.

However, this is not the case at present. For example,

value blue for variable W does not participate in any

solution.

To fix this we add further constraints. These are pictured

in Figure 2. First, we add ternary (three variable)

constraints on the triples of variables WXY, XYZ, XZV.

These are the triples of variables that have the property

that each variable is constrained by each other variable.

The ternary constraints correspond to solutions of three

CSP subproblems: each subproblem consists of one of

these triples of variables, along with the associated binary

constraints between pairs of variables. For example, the

ternary constraint on WXY specifies that the triple (red

blue green) is a consistent solution to that subproblem.
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WXY WXY
 

((r b g)(b g r))

xvz

((b g r)(b g r)

rb 9)(r b g))

 

((r b g)(b g r))

 

((b g r)(b g r))

Figure 2: Metaproblem

Next we add a constraint between the subproblems WXY

and XYZ, and another between XYZ and XVZ. These new

constraints are effectively 4-ary constraints, between 4

variables of the original CSP, as each pair of subproblems

involve four distinct variables. However, for the moment

we shall view these new constraints as binary constraints

in a "metaproblem". The variables of this metaproblem

will correspond to the subproblems identified earlier. The

values will be the solutions to the subproblems. The

constraints will specify that the solutions to the

subproblems must agree on common variables. For

example, the triple (red blue green) for WXY is consistent

with the triple (blue green red) for XYZ, but (blue red

green) for WXY is not consistent with any solution for

XYZ: it agrees with one on X and the other on Y, but

with neither on both X and Y at once.

In Figure 3 we see the result of achieving arc consistency

[Mackworth 77], or 2-consistency [Freuder 78], on the

metaproblem: any value for a metavariable not consistent

with any value at some neighboring metavariable is

eliminated. Notice that initially (red blue green) for XVZ

is consistent with (red blue green) for XYZ. However,

after the constraint between WXY and XYZ eliminates

(red blue green) for XYZ, there is nothing left for the (red

blue green) solution of XVZ to go with, and it too is

eliminated.

Figure 3: Arc Consistency

I claim that it is now impossible to pick a value for one

of the original CSP variables that satisfies the constraints

embodied in Figure 3, but fails to be part of a complete

solution. Blue for W, for example, is not in any solution

for WXY, i.e does not satisfy the WXY ternary constraint.

We could "project" the constraints downward onto the

individual variables, e.g. removing blue from W. We can

imagine a final representation which contains the original

variables, with values removed as called for by the new

constraints, along with the new ternary and 4-ary

constraints.

At this point you can verify that the representation in

Figure 3, is in fact variable computable. However, the

process of acquiring this representation remains black

magic. Why did I choose those particular subproblems?

Why did I link them in that way? How did I know to

perform arc consistency processing? These questions will

be answered in the rest of the paper. The structure in

Figure 3 is an example of what we will define below as a

2-closure of a clique tree representation of the original

problem. The original problem has a 2-tree structure. It

may help to keep this example in mind as we extend the

above process and formulate it in a considerably more

general manner to achieve "multi-clique completability".

2 REPRESENTATIONS

TRANSFORMATIONS

AND

This section defines k-trees, clique trees and i-closures and

the representation transformations that take a k-tree into a

clique tree and a clique tree into an i-closure of a clique

tree. I argue that these transformations do not change the

set of solutions. Most of the completability results will

concern closures of clique trees of k-trees. I will use a

simple example for illustration.
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2.1 K-TREES

This section defines k-trees and discusses their importance.

1 argue that interesting CSPs can have k-tree structure and

that to some degree k-tree results apply to any CSP.

Call a graph in which any two vertices are joined by an

edge a clique. A k-tree is formed by starting with a k-

clique, a clique of k vertices. Vertices are added by

linking them to all the vertices of an already present k-

clique. Figure 4 illustrates the construction of a 2-tree.

The numbering of the vertices reflects the order in which

the 2-tree was built.

r
 

 

2.2-trees are series-parallel networks, which might

represent e.g. design problems for series-parallel circuits.

3. K-tree CSPs are solvable in time polynomial in k

lFreuder90].

4. Any constraint network can be embedded in a k-tree for

large enough k, by adding appropriate trivial constraints

(trivial constraints allow all value pairs and are not

normally represented by constraint network edges; in this

case we make an exception).

5. Any constraint network can be reduced to a partial k-tree

for any k by removing enough constraints, settling for a

partial solution [Freuder 89].

6. Several techniques have been developed to take

advantage of tree substructures in general CSPs; these

may be profitably extensible to k-trees [Freuder 90]. In

particular k-trees provide target structures for decomposing

CSPs into subproblems.

7. K-trees structures offer a hierarchy of choices in trading

representational power for computational efficiency; tree

structures have already been used for this purpose. In some

circumstances we may be in a position to guarantee that

problems will be k-tree-structured, in return for limiting

the class of problems which we can handle.

8. K-trees, not only trees, have a natural "semantics", that

makes it likely such structures will arise in practice. For

example, if we have a scheduling, planning or temporal

reasoning problem involving a sequence of events, with

the plausible restriction that one event cannot affect

another more than k events distant, we have a partial k-

tree. We can make this a k-tree by simply adding trivial

constraints as necessary so that each event is linked to all

k events on either side.

 

Figure 4: Building a 2-Tree

A graph is a k-tree iff:

1 . It is a k-clique

or

2. There is a vertex v such that:

a. v is connected to a k-clique

b. removing v and its associated edges leaves a k-tree.

A partial k-tree is a subgraph of a k-tree. A CSP will be

called a k-tree CSP if the direct constraint network is a k-

tree.

Why should we care about k-tree CSPs?

I . I -trees are the usual tree structures, which can represent

hierarchically structured CSPs.

2.2 CLIQUE TREES

Given a k-tree we can form a clique tree representation.

The vertices of the clique tree correspond to the maximal

cliques (k+1-cliques) in the k-tree. They are linked in a

manner which reflects the construction of the k-tree.

Adjacent cliques have a k-clique in common. Figure 5

contains a clique tree for the 2-tree in Figure 4. The 1 ,2,4

node is a child of the 1,2,3 node reflecting the fact that in

building the 2-tree we joined the 4 vertex to vertices 1 and

2. (The 2-tree could have been constructed in a different

order and has alternative clique tree representations.) A

clique tree can be obtained in O(n) time, for an n vertex k-

tree; Wimer [Wimer 87] gives a clique tree construction

algorithm. The leaves are those vertices with a single

adjacent edge.
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Figure 5: A Clique Tree

This representation is related to acyclic databases and

acyclic CSPs [Dechter and Pearl 89], and to tree

decompositions [Robertson and Seymour 86]. Its roots go

back at least to Beineke and Pippert's early work on k-

trees [Beineke and Pippert 71].

The clique tree of a constraint network can be regarded as

the constraint network of a metaproblem in which the

cliques correspond to metavariables whose values are the

solutions of the clique subproblems. The constraints of

the metaproblem require that consistent values for two

adjacent metavariables have identical values for identical

variables from the original problem. The clique tree can

also be regarded as an expanded version of the original

problem, a constraint network in which certain implicit

higher level constraints are made explicit; the clique tree

vertices correspond to k+l-ary constraints, the clique tree

edges to k+2-ary constraints.

2.3 CLOSURES

The i-closure of a constraint network results from adding

the additional constraints induced by a strong i-consistency

algorithm [Freuder 78; Freuder 82; Cooper 89]. If a

constraint network is strongly i-consistent then given any

consistent values for a subset of fewer than i variables,

and then any additional variable V, we can find a value for

V consistent with the previous values.

The completability results generally involve obtaining the

i-closure, for an appropriate i, of the clique tree

representation of the direct k-tree constraint network for a

CSP. If we wish we can go a step further, adding the

original variables back in, reducing their domains of

values as required by the constraints (e.g. through

consistency propagation as in [Freuder, 78]). We thus

finish with a (non-binary) constraint network on the

original variables, with the desired completability

property.

This final network can be visualized in two ways. All

constraints (including the variables viewed as unary

constraints) can be represented by vertices. Constraints

which share variables are linked by edges at least to the

extent needed to ensure that a variable cannot be assigned

two different values at the same time to satisfy two

constraints. This representation is descended from the

constraint network representation I presented in [Freuder

78], and which I view here as a form of metaproblem

representation. Alternatively higher order constraints can

be viewed as hyperedges in a hypergraph representation

[Dechter and Pearl, 89].

We need to know that all this transforming never changes

the set of solutions for the original problem variables;

however, this is fairly obvious. Similar transformations

have been used before in the literature. The clique tree

representation incorporates the original constraints, so no

new solutions can creep in. The new constraints only state

explicitly subproblems of the original problem, and

ensure that two subproblem solutions do not assign

different values to the same variable; thus no old solutions

are ruled out. K-consistency can be used as a preprocessing

step in solving CSPs. It only removes inconsistent

values. Adding the original variables back only allows

established constraints to reflect explicitly restrictions on

permissible values that they already express implicitly.

3 MULTI-CLIQUE COMPLETABILITY

This section contains the main result of the paper. A set

of variables for a CSP will be called a clique if the

vertices corresponding to the set of variables, together

with the constraints between pairs of these variables,

constitute a clique in its direct constraint network

representation. A j-clique of variables is a clique

containing j variables. A CSP representation is i multi-

clique computable iff any solution for a subset of

variables belonging to any i (or fewer) cliques is

computable.

The definition allows us to pull, for example, two values

from one clique, five from another, all the values from a

third. Any cliques will do, though of course they will all

be contained in some maximal clique, which in the case of

k-tree structure means some k+1-clique. Note that i multi-

clique completability implies in particular that a solution

for any i variables is completable.

The basic idea is to add explicit constraints to the original

representation of the CSP sufficient to rule out partial

solutions which cannot be completed. This can always be

done simply by finding all the complete solutions. The

trick is to see if we can get by with less complete

processing of the problem. K-tree structures permit that.

Some intuition as to the basic nature of the processing

can be gained by thinking of the problem as follows:

Given values at a set of cliques in the clique tree we have

to a) fill in consistent values in the area "bounded" by

those cliques and b) fill in values at the cliques in the

subtrees outside this bounded area. The subtrees can be

handled recursively. The bounded area can be filled in

using the strong i+1-consistency of the i+1-closure of the

clique tree.
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A primary use of i+ 1 -consistency here is analogous to the

use of 3-consistency to fill in values along a path between

two constraint network vertices. It has been recognized

that 3-consistency corresponds to "path" consistency; if

given values for two variables we can find a value for a

third variable, we can find values all along a path between

them, such that all the constraints represented by the edges

of the path are satisfied [Montanari 74]. 1 suggest here a

generalized "physical" implication of i-consistency, which

might be termed tree consistency: i-consistency

guarantees that given values for i-1 variables we can find

values for all variables in a tree embedded in the constraint

network with these i-1 variables as leaves, such that all

the binary constraints represented by the edges of this tree

will by satisfied.

Theorem 1: Given a k-tree CSP with n variables, each

with at most d values, in 0((nd ) ) time we can

obtain an i multi-clique completable representation.

Proof. We obtain the i+1 -closure of a clique tree

representation of the k-tree direct constraint network of the

given CSP. We want to show that this representation is i

multi-clique completable. We have seen that the original

problem, the clique tree, and the i+ 1 -closure of the clique

tree, all have the same set of solutions. When we are done

we can add back vertices corresponding to the original

variables if we wish, as suggested in Section 2.3.

We are given a solution for a set of variables chosen from

i chosen cliques. I outline an algorithm for completing the

solution, finding consistent values for the remaining

variables. The algorithm recursively processes the

representation. The emphasis is on demonstrating that

appropriate values must exist; once we know that a value

exists it can always be found, if necessary by exhaustive

search. There are two cases in the terminal or basis step of

the recursion, and two cases in the non-terminal or

recursive step.

Note that in choosing new values we can use the induced

constraints in the i+1-closure of the clique tree to insure

consistency. However, at the same time we can take

advantage of the fact that to form a solution it is sufficient

that a set of values satisfy the constraints in the original

clique tree.

Preprocessing Step:

If there are any cliques for which some variables, but not

all, have been assigned values, assign consistent values to

the remaining variables in those cliques. This can be done

as the original values chosen must have satisfied the

constraint involving all the variables from those cliques

induced by i+1 -closure of the clique tree.

Terminal Step:

Case I: All the variables at all the cliques have been

assigned consistent values.

Case 2: The variables at only one clique have been

assigned consistent values. Make that clique the root of

the clique tree. Now 2-consistency guarantees that we can

find consistent values at the remaining vertices of the tree,

e.g. while traversing the tree in breadth-first order.

Non-terminal Step:

Case 1: At least one of the cliques, C, whose variables

have been assigned consistent values is not a leaf of the

clique tree. Removing C disconnects the tree into two

subtrees, involving two sets of cliques, R and S. The

problem we are currently dealing with can be solved by

independently and recursively solving two subproblems,

involving R plus C and S plus C. We recurse on the

subgraphs of the i+1 -closure of the clique tree induced by

the union of R and C and the union of S and C. The only

"communication" in the original clique tree between the

cliques of the two subproblems is through C; if we solve

the subproblems independently and the solutions agree on

C we will have a solution to the full problem.

Case 2: All of the cliques whose variables have been

assigned consistent values are leaves of the clique tree.

Since not all cliques contain variables with chosen values,

there must be a leaf, L, whose one adjacent vertex, P, does

not contain variables with chosen values. We use i+1-

consistency to move inward in the tree from L. Choose a

metavalue for P, i.e. values for all the variables in the

clique P, consistent with all the chosen values at the

leaves. From this point we can ignore L; it's only contact

with the other cliques, in the original clique tree, is

through P. Recurse on the representation obtained by

removing L.

Recursion in either case results in smaller problems;

eventually one of the terminal cases must be reached.

The complexity bound largely follows from the bound on

Cooper's k-consistency algorithm [Cooper 89], which is

0(n*-d ) for a CSP with n variables of d values. Our

metavariables have at most d values, and there will be

n-k k+1-clique metavariables, see [Beineke and Pippert

71]. Q.E.D.

It may be more natural to talk directly about completing

solutions for sets of variables rather than in terms of

cliques. Since any variable is in some clique we have the

following corollary (in this and succeeding theorems n

will represent the number of variables, d the maximum

number of values for any variable):

Corollary J: For a k-tree CSP, in 0((ndk+l)i+l) time we

can obtain a representation in which any solution for any i

variables is completable.

In choosing to achieve i multi-clique completability for a

particular i there is clearly a tradeoff between

computational effort and level of completability. The level

and form of completability appropriate for an individual

problem will balance the needs of the user against the

computational realities.
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4 EXTREMES

Tliis section focusses on i multi-clique completability

representations of k-tree CSPs for extreme values of i and

k: i=l and n-k (the number of maximal cliques), and k=l

(the usual tree structures). (For n vertices the maximum k

value is n, associated with a complete graph) Improved

completability bounds are obtained for the minimal i and

k values.

4.1 CLIQUE COMPLETABILITY

A CSP representation is clique computable iff any

solution for any subset of variables from any one clique is

completable.

Theorem 2. A clique completable representation of a k-

tree CSP can be obtained in 0(ndk+2) time.

Proof: This is basically Theorem 1 for i=l. However, for

tree-structured CSPs 2-closure can be obtained in time

linear in the number of variables and quadratic in the

maximum number of values for a variable [Dechter and

Pearl 88aJ. The latter factor conies from the need to pair

all the values in one variable with all those in an adjacent

variable. However, we have a special case here. Adjacent

metavariables in the clique tree share k out of k+1

variables from the original problem. Assuring consistency

between them amounts to establishing a k+2-ary

constraint in the original problem, or solving a CSP with

k+2
k+2 variables. This can be done in 0(d ) time (for fixed

k). If we do this for pairs of adjacent metavariables

starting at each leaf and moving up to the root, then going

back down from the root to each leaf, we achieve 2-

k+2
consistency in 0(nd ) time. Q.E.D.

It is easy to see, using results from [Freuder 90] and the

k-tree literature, that achieving k+1 -consistency fork-trees

would make all clique solutions completable. As we have

seen a k-tree can be built by starting with a k+1 -clique and

adding vertices which each in turn link to all the vertices

in an already present k-clique, forming another k+ 1 -clique.

The initial clique is called a basis, and any k-clique can

serve as a basis for building the k-tree in this way

[Proskurowski 84). Thus to complete a solution for a

clique, we could, if we had k+1 -consistency, first add

values as needed to form the solutions to a k-clique, then

choose values for each variable we added in turn as we

built the k-tree. At each point we would only need to

worry about the consistency of the new value with k

already chosen values, and k+1 -consistency would take

care of that. (If we are given all the values for a k+1 -clique

to begin with, one of the non-basis values will be

predetermined.)

However, for k+1 -consistency we have a complexity

k+1 k+1
bound 0(n d ). Comparing with the bound from

Theorem 2, essentially we trade a factor of n against a

factor of d. Clearly as a function of the number of

problem variables, n, the bound of Theorem 2 is superior.

Corollary 2: A variable completable representation of a

k-tree CSP can be obtained in 0(ndk+2^) time.

Proof. Since every variable is in some clique, this is a

special case of clique completability. Q.E.D.

4.2 FULL COMPLETABILITY AND TOTAL-

CLIQUE COMPLETABILITY

A CSP representation is fully completable iff any

solution for any subset of variables is completable. We

will see that full completability corresponds to n-k multi-

clique completability.

Theorem 3: A fully completable representation of a k-tree

CSP can be obtained in 0((ndk+1)n"k+1) time.

Proof: As observed earlier, there are n-k maximal cliques

in a k-tree. Any variable must be in at least one of these.

Thus n-k multi-clique completability implies full

completability; it can be obtained in 0((nd )n"k )

time by Theorem 1. Q.E.D.

A potentially better bound can be obtained for a limited

form of n-k multi-clique completability. Define a

representation to be total-clique completable iff any

solution for a subset of variables that constitutes all the

variables from any set of maximal cliques is completable.

Theorem 4: Given a clique tree representation of a k-tree

CSP, with L leaves, we can obtain a total-clique

completable representation in 0((nd ) ) time.

Proof. Observe that in the proof of Theorem 1 , after the

preprocessing step, we only need more than 2-consistency

to deal with the leaf cliques or some subset of them. If all

the variables in the cliques involved have been assigned

variables to start with we do not need the preprocessing

step. Thus we will never need more than L+1-consistency,

where L is the number of leaves in the clique tree,

regardless of what i is. Q.E.D.

Note that this result places a premium on finding a clique

tree with a minimal number of leaves. The same CSP can

have two clique tree representations with very different

numbers of leaves. In general a k-tree can have

approximately k/(k+l ) leaves, so the upper bound outlook

is not good: on the other hand, there are "chain" clique

trees of arbitrary size that have only two leaves. If the

clique tree is a chain, a tree with a single branch, we can

obtain total-clique completability in 0(nd )~ time.

4.3 TREES

When k=l we have ordinary tree structures. For tree

CSPs, Corollary 2 says that we can obtain a variable

completable representation in 0(nd ) time. The

experienced reader may observe here that 2-closure of the
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tree structured constraint network itself, not the clique

tree, is sufficient to guarantee variable completability, and

can be obtained in 0(nd ) time. In fact, for k=l, clique

completability is Montanari's minimality, and, as

Montanari noted, 2-closure of a tree structure is sufficient

to achieve minimality [Montanari 74].

Montanari has a further result. He shows that values for

any two variables in the 3-closure of a tree CSP, not

necessarily from the same clique in the tree (i.e. not

necessarily joined by an edge) can be extended to a

solution [Montanari 74]. 3-consistency can be obtained in

O(n-V) time [Cooper 89]. Furthermore Montanari's

method, which first fills in a path between the variables,

motivating the approach of Theorem 1, appears to also

achieve 2 multi-clique completability (which could extend

the solution of as many as four variables).

3 ft

For k = 1 Theorem 1 gives a bound of 0(n d ); avoiding

the clique tree transformation gives a better bound.

Furthermore, we can use the generalization of path

coasistency to tree consistency suggested in Section 3 to

handle i variables, or cliques. This approach requires i+1-

consistency, where we have an 0((nd) ) bound. This

compares with the 0((nd ) ) bound given for i multi-

clique consistency for k = 1 by Theorem 1. We have

sketched out a proof of the following theorem,

generalizing Montanari's results:

Theorem 5. The i+1 -closure of a tree CSP is i multi-

clique completable. In particular a solution for any i

variables is completable.

The question now arises as to whether these results imply

a more efficient alternative to the methods of Theorem 1

for k > 1. Theorem I already is descended from

Montanari's methods. However, it may be possible to

extend those methods more directly than Theorem 1 does,

perhaps by using the concept of a k-path [Beineke and

Pippert 71], or a tree of k-cliques.

5 PARTIAL K-TREES

This section indicates how the previous completability

results extend to partial k-trees via their embedding in a k-

tree. The embedding transformation again does not change

the set of solutions; it involves adding trivial constraints.

Partial k-trees allow us to formulate results for general

CSPs and for classes of special interest, series-parallel and

bandwidlh-k CSPs.

Recall that a partial k-tree is a subgraph of a k-tree. As

noted above, by adding trivial constraints any constraint

network can be made into, or imbedded in, a k-tree. for

some k. If necessary we can simply add enough trivial

constraints to form a complete graph (all possible edges):

complete graphs are k-trees. Thus since any constraint

network is a partial k-tree for some k, completability

results can be provided for any CSP. However, if indeed

the embedding is the complete graph, the completability

results will not be very interesting.

Combining these observations with Theorem 1 gives us:

Theorem 6: Given an arbitrary constraint network G and

an embedding of G in a k-tree, in O((norc+ )!+ ) time we

can obtain an i multi-clique completable representation.

It is obviously desirable to obtain an optimal embedding

in the sense of one in which k is as small as possible. An

optimal embedding may be hard to find. There is an

k+2
0(n ) algorithm to find the embedding [Arnborg,

Comeil and Proskurowski 87]. For a given CSP, even the

optimal k may be close to n, resulting in a k exponent in

the complexity bounds that is close to n.

However, if a 2-tree embedding exists it can be found in

linear time [Wald and Colbourn 83]. The class of partial

2-trees is the class of series-parallel networks, which are

of special interest in engineering. Thus we have:

Theorem 7: Given a series-parallel constraint network: in

0((nd ) ) time we can obtain an i multi-clique

completable representation.

For larger optimal k, heuristic methods that settle for

suboptimal embeddings may prove effective. Dechter and

Pearl's work on tree-clustering [Dechter and Pearl 89]

provides a closely related representation that should be

useful in treating arbitrary graphs. In some cases the

embedding may be obvious from the semantics. Consider,

for example, the scheduling problem in Section 1.1. Each

event can constrain up to 5 succeeding events. The

embedding into a 5-tree is not hard to find: add trivial

constraints as needed so that each event does constrain the

5 succeeding ones.

The direct constraint network of this scheduling problem

is a bandwidth-5 graph. A bandwidth-k graph is one for

which an ordering of the vertices exists with the property

that no vertex shares an edge with another more than k

vertices before or after it in the ordering. This ordering,

call it a bandwidth-k ordering, can be found, if it exists,

in polynomial time for fixed k [Saxe 80]. Bandwidth has

been studied in connection with CSPs [Zabih 90].

Restricting problem structure to fit a bandwidth-k criterion

would seem to be a natural way of specifying

representational restrictions for classes of CSP problems

in. for example, temporal reasoning.

Theorem 8. Given a bandwidth-k ordering of a direct

constraint network of a CSP. a representation in which a

solution for any set of k+l or more consecutive variables

in the ordering is completable can be obtained in

0((ndk+,)3)time.

Proof. Bandwidth-k graphs are easily seen to be partial k-

trees; they can be embedded in k-trees by adding trivial

constraints as needed to ensure that each vertex is linked to

all vertices not more than k vertices away in the ordering.
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Moreover, such a k-tree has a clique tree which is a simple

chain with two leaves. Any set of k+1 or more

consecutive values will constitute all the variables in a set

of adjacent cliques in this chain. Apply Theorem 4.

Q.E.D.

This theorem establishes the O(n^) result claimed for the

scheduling problem in Section 1.1.

6 CONCLUSION

6.1 ILLUSTRATION

A final example will illustrate various forms of

completability. Figure 4 can be viewed as representing

another simple graph coloring problem. Suppose that

there are three colors available at each vertex: red, blue and

green. The graph to be colored, and the 2-tree direct

constraint network for this coloring problem, both have

the structure shown in the figure.

The clique tree for the 2-tree with the structure shown in

Figure 5 is 2-consistent without any further processing.

Thus it is clique compilable. If we color 1 red, 3 blue and

5 green, for example, we can go on to Find consistent

colors for 2 (green), 4 (red) and 6 (blue).

However, the representation is not 2 multi-clique

completable. Suppose, for example, we choose blue for 3,

red for 5 and red for 6. These values do not violate any of

the constraints embodied explicitly in the clique tree.

However, there is no complete solution to the problem

which includes this assignment of values.

The 3-closure of the clique tree Is 2 multi-clique

completable. Obtaining the 3-closure will, in particular,

induce a new constraint, C, between the 2,4,6 vertex and

the 1,3,5 vertex. The values blue for 3 and red for 5 appear

in only one triple at the 1,3,5 vertex: g,b,r. The value red

for 6 appears in two triples at the 2,4,6 vertex: g,b,r and

b,g,r. However, the new constraint C does not allow

either 2,4,6 triple to be paired with the 1,3,5 triple. Thus

the incompletable combination of blue for 3, red for 5,

and red for 6 is not a solution for the subset of variables

3, 5 and 6 in the 3-closure of the clique-tree.

Since the clique tree has only two leaves, the 3-closure is

total-clique completable. Now for this small sample

problem it might have been easier simply to find all the

complete solutions. However, we could make the coloring

problem considerably larger and more complex while still

retaining a simple chain clique tree structure.

6.2 SUMMARY

For k-tree CSPs a representation can be obtained in

0((nd ) ) time in which a solution for variables

taken from any i cliques of the direct constraint network

can always be extended to a complete solution to the

problem. This is called an i multi-clique completable

representation. The representation obtained is the i-closure

of the clique tree of the direct constraint network of the k-

tree CSP. Completable representations for any CSP can

be found by first embedding the CSP constraint network

in a suitable k-tree.

Tighter bounds than those derivable in the obvious way

from i multi-clique completability are available for clique

completability, variable completability and for trees (1-

trees). The bounds on full and total-clique completability

are better than one might expect.

Specific results are available for CSPs with series-parallel

and bandwidth-k structure. There is reason to believe that

temporal reasoning and scheduling problems, in particular,

may admit computationally tractable completability

results. Constraint knowledge bases might be preprocessed

to provide completability properties.
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Abstract

A general method of automated modal

logic theorem proving is discussed and il

lustrated. This method is based on the sub

stitutional framework for the development

of systems for hybrid reasoning. Sentences

in modal logic are translated into a con

straint logic in which the constraints repre

sent the connections between worlds in the

possible world semantics for modal logic.

Deduction in the constraint logic is per

formed by a non-modal deductive system

which has been systematically enhanced

with special-purpose constraint processing

mechanisms. The result is a modal logic

theorem prover, whose soundness and com

pleteness is an immediate consequence of

the correctness of the non-modal deductive

system and some general results on con

straint deduction. The framework achieves

significant generality in that it provides for

the extension of a wide range of non-modal

systems to corresponding modal systems

and that this can be done for a wide range

of modal logics.

1 Introduction

A wide range of modal logics have been finding

applications in many areas of AI research and re

cently a number of automated deduction methods

for modal logics have been developed. A number

of these methods utilize ordinary non-modal infer

ence rules augmented with a special purpose unifi

cation procedure that reasons about the accessibility

of possible worlds. The deduction methods that fall

into this class have been based on a variety of non-

modal methods including resolution [Ohlbach, 1988,

AufFray and Enjalbert, 1989], sequent calculus [Jack

son and Reichgelt, 1989] and the matrix method

[Wallen, 1990]. Additionally, outside of the methods

designed specifically for automation, Fitting[l983]

has developed a related approach based on deduc

tive tableaux. This leads one to wonder whether

there are any methods for systematically construct

ing modal deduction systems from non-modal sys

tems, whether an understanding of the modal sys

tems can be obtained from an understanding of the

original non-modal systems, and whether there is a

common set of principles underlying systems con

structed in this manner.

This paper presents a framework for the systematic

design of modal deduction systems that allows us to

respond affirmatively to each of the above questions.

The framework achieves significant generality in that

it provides for the extension of a wide range of non-

modal deduction systems to corresponding deduc

tion systems for a wide range of modal logics. Along

with this transformation of the deductive rules, the

proofs of completeness of the original deductive sys

tem are transformed into a proof of completeness of

the new deductive system. The resulting descrip

tion and proof of correctness of the new system is

relatively simple because it draws upon the general

principles of the framework. The framework enables

us to provide a proof of completeness of a deduc

tive method, based upon resolution and paramodu-

lation, for modal logics with equality. Most of the

features of most of the members of the class of meth

ods mentioned above can be recast into this frame

work. Those aspects of the methods that can not be

so reconstructed serve to delimit the domain of ap

plicability of the framework. A deeper understand

ing of how this class of related approaches work has

been achieved.

Very roughly stated, our method works as follows:

We start with a set of modal sentences on which

the deduction is to be performed. These sentences

are translated into non-modal sentences that contain

iC-atoms, atoms whose predicate symbol represents

the accessibility relation between possible worlds. In

the case of varying domain modal logics, E-&toms,

atoms whose predicate symbol denotes the existence
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of an entity in a world, are also needed. Deduction

on the resulting sentences is performed by a non-

modal deduction system that is extended with spe

cial purpose built-in reasoners that handle the K-

and .E-atoms.

Now let us look at the method more closely. A modal

deduction system produced by our method operates

on non-modal sentences of a language that we call

constraint logic. The sentences of constraint logic

are like sentences of ordinary first-order logic ex

cept that tuples of variables may be associated with

constraints that restrict the domain over which the

variables range. Sentences of constraint logic are

syntactic variants of ordinary first order sentences

since the constraints can be translated out. The

name constraint logic is chosen because the logic

can be seen as a generalization of Horn-clause con

straint logic programming [Jaffar and Lassez, 1987,

Van Hentenryk, 1989] to full first-order logic.

The constraint logic sentences are obtained by trans

lating the modal sentences on which one wishes to

perform deduction. Based on the possible-worlds se

mantics of modal logic, a modal sentence can be

viewed as implicit discourse about possible worlds

and the accessibility relation between them. Any

modal sentence is thus equivalent (in a certain sense)

to a non-modal sentence that explicitly discusses

possible worlds and their inter-accessibility. Our

translation of modal sentences to constraint sen

tences accords the accessibility relation a special sta

tus in the constraint logic.

The deductive system that reasons in the constraint

logic is a hybrid system that combines ordinary

deduction with special purpose methods for con

straint processing. The construction of this deduc

tive system is carried out within the the substitu

tional framework [Frisch, 1991] for the development

of systems for hybrid reasoning. In this approach, a

set of predicates are designated as constraint atoms.

In the case of modal inference, the only predicate

symbols in the designated set are K and E.

The input sentences to a hybrid reasoning system

constructed within the substitutional framework are

divided into two groups. One group of sentences,

the S-sentences, contain no predicates other than

those designated as constraint predicates. The S-

sentences together form a theory called E. The other

sentences, the A-sentences, are the constrained sen

tences. In the A-sentences, the predicates from the

designated set occur only in the constraints. The

only predicates that occur in the constraints are

those from the designated set. In the modal case,

the constraints on the A-sentences are conjunctions

of K- and E-eXoms.

The substitutional framework provides a method for

transforming an ordinary deductive system into a

hybrid deductive system in which the set of desig

nated predicates are handled by a special-purpose

reasoner. The overall deductive mechanism that rea

sons with the A-sentences invokes the special con

straint processing mechanism to reason with the con

straint predicates. All reasoning about the predi

cates from the designated set is done by the special

purpose constraint processing mechanism.

The resolution and paramodulation rules of infer

ence are used to illustrate the method by which a

non-modal deductive system can be converted sys

tematically to a constraint-deduction system that

deals with constraints made up of K and 2?-atoms.

So the final result will be closest to the resolution-

based modal deduction systems of Ohlbach [1988]

and of Auffray and Enjalbert [1989] and the devel

opment here of a resolution-based modal deductive

method can be viewed as a reconstruction of these

systems.

The framework is limited to logics whose possible

world semantics restrict the accessibility relation to

serial relations—some world is accessible from every

world. The logics covered are those characterized by

any combination of the reflexive, symmetric, transi

tive and Euclidian restrictions on the accessibility

relation. Given the restriction to serial logics, this

yields 9 distinct modal logics, including D, which

is the minimal serial modal logic, T, for which the

accessibility relation is required to be reflexive, 54,

whose accessibility relation is required to be transi

tive as well as reflexive, and 55, which has an ac

cessibility relation that is symmetric in addition to

being reflexive and transitive.

In the course of this article, we illustrate the method

being developed with a very simple version of the

wise-man puzzle [Genesereth and Nilsson, 1987],

which is commonly used as a test problem for for

malisms involving knowledge and belief. The story

is that there are some number of wise men who are

told by the king that at least one of them has a white

spot on his forehead. In reality, all of the wise men

have white spots on their foreheads. Each wise man

can see the others' foreheads, but not his own. In

this version of the puzzle, there are two wise men

named A and B. (1) A knows that if A does not

have a white spot, B will know that A does not have

a white spot. (2) A knows that B knows that either

A or B has a white spot. B says that he does not

know whether he has a white spot, and (3) A thereby

knows that B does not know whether he has a white

spot. The problem is to prove that (4) A knows that

he has a white spot.

In a modal logic formulation of this puzzle, the

modal operator □ is used to represent knowledge.

It is necessary to introduce a distinct modal opera

tor for each agent, which we call D.4 and Db- The

semantics must also be generalized to include an ac-
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(1) DAhWhite(A) -► 0BhWhite(A)))

(2) DAlaB(WhUe(A) V White(B)))

(3) DAhnB(WhHe(B)))

(4) ^DA{WhUe[A))

Figure 1: Wise Man Puzzle

cessibility relation for each of the modal operators.

Figure 1 contains the representation of this puzzle

in modal logic. The puzzle is formulated for a refu

tation^ proof procedure with the last line being the

negation of the hypothesis to be proven. We will

see that the minimal serial modal logic D suffices to

obtain a solution to this puzzle.

Section 2 covers the procedure for translating modal

sentences to constrained sentences in prenex normal

form. In Section 3, the substitutional framework for

the construction of systems of hybrid reasoning is

used to modify ordinary resolution to obtain a form

of resolution for constrained clauses. Section 4 cov

ers a specialized algorithm for modal constraint pro

cessing. Sections 2 through 4 assume the modal logic

is a constant domain modal logic. Section 5 briefly

discusses how the framework can handle varying do

main modal logics. In the conclusion, Section 6, fu

ture research is discussed.

2 Translation to Constrained

Clauses

The first part of this section describes a procedure

for translating sentences in a constant domain modal

logic into a non-modal language with constrained

quantifiers. We call the resulting set of sentences a

reified modal logic. The second part of the section

describes a procedure for converting these sentences

into Skolem normal form. As both of the transla

tions preserve satisfiability, the initial set of modal

sentences is satisfiable if and only if the resulting set

of Skolem normal form sentences of reified modal

logic is satisfiable.

The translation from modal logic to reified modal

logic introduces the predicate if as a constraint on

variables that range over possible worlds. The con

straints on sentences of the reified modal logic rep

resent the connections between possible worlds in

the Kripke semantics for the modal logic. Sentences

in modal logic are evaluated in a model structure

[Kripke, 1963], which is a system of interconnected

elements called possible worlds with one of the pos

sible worlds designated as the actual world. If a and

b are two worlds, K(a, b) means that b is accessible

from a. Then, every proposition true in b is possible

in a. A proposition is necessary in world a, if it is

true in every world accessible from a.

For example, DP in a propositional modal

logic is translated into the constrained sentence

Vx:K(0, x) P(x), which is an abbreviation for

Vat K(0,x) —> P(x). This sentence can be read as

saying for all worlds x, if x is accessible from world

0, which denotes the actual world, then P is true in

x. Similarly, <>P is translated into the constrained

sentence 3x:K(0, x) P(x), which is an abbreviation

for 3x K(0, x) A P(x). This sentence can be read as

saying that there is some world x that is connected

to the actual world 0 and P is true in x.

The translation function Tq maps sets of modal sen

tences to sets of constrained sentences while preserv

ing satisfiability. The translation function at an ar

bitrary step is represented by T; where » > 0. The

integer i is initially set to 0 and is incremented at

various points in the translation process The trans

lation function is recursively defined as follows:

• T0(5) = {Tq(s)\s G 5}, where S is a set of

sentences.

• Tj(z) = x', where as is a variable.

• Ti(/(<! U)) = /'(Ti(ti) Ti(fn),u>,)

where f(ti ,..., tn) is a term

• Tj(a) = a'(wj), where a is a constant.

. Tz(P(h, ...,in)) = P'(Ti(t1),...,Ti(tn),wi)

where P is a predicate.

• Ti(V)A^) = Ti(v>)ATi(V')

• Ti(-iv) = ^(vO

• Ti(^V^) = Ti(V.)VTi(V»)

• Ti(Vx<p)=Vx"Ii(<p)

. Ti(3x<p) = 3x'Ti(<p)

• Tj(Ov) = 3wi+1:K{wi,wi+l) Ti+1(v>)

In the sentences that result from the translation,

wo is a constant symbol which denotes the actual

world, but it is replaced by 0 to distinguish it clearly

from the other Wj, each of which is a variable. The

translation function is similar to those proposed by

Moore[l980] and Morgan [1976].

The constraint theory £ must contain the axioms

that define the conditions on the accessibility rela

tion for the modal logic being used. For each of the

logics under consideration here, a subset of the fol

lowing axioms is needed:

Serial: Vu>i 3tu2 K(w\, w^)

Reflexive: Vn>i K(uii,wi)

Euclidean: Vw\,W2,ws K(v>i, wj) AK(wi,u>z)

-» K(V)2,WS)

Symmetric: Vu»i,Tt>2 K(u>\,W2) —» K(w2,w\)

Transitive: Vwi,^,^ K(u>i,w2) AJK(w2,wz)

-> K(wi,wa).
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The correctness of the translation function Tq is

established by the following theorem.

Theorem 1 Let £m be a modal logic and let A be

the axioms that define the conditions on the acces

sibility relation of the possible world semantics for

Cm. For any set of modal sentences a of £m, a is

satisfiable iff To (a) U A is satisfiable.

Now that the modal sentences have been translated

to constrained sentences, we turn to the second topic

of the section—the translation of constrained sen

tences to constrained clauses while preserving satis

fiability. The first step is to put the constrained sen

tences in prenex form. The following theorem estab

lishes that any constrained formula may be rewritten

to a logically equivalent formula in prenex form by

using six equivalence schemata (derived from [Frisch,

1991]).

Theorem 2 (Prenex Transform Theorem)

If (p and if> are formulas and ip has no free occur

rences of the variable y and t is an arbitrary term,

then:

^3y:K{t,y)tp = Vy:K(t,y)^>p

-~Hy.K(t, y)<p = 3y.K(t, y) -> <p

(3y.K(t,y) ip) A V = 3y.K(t,y) {ip A i/>)

(Vy:K(t,y) tp) V*) = Vy.K{t,y) (y> V +)

Furthermore, if E contains the seriality axiom—

Vu>i 3u>2 K{w\, W2)—then:

{{3y.K{t,y) <p) V^)UE = 3y:K(t,y) (9 V ^)UE

((Vy.K(t,y) ip) A^)uE =Vy.K(t,y) (<p A ^)UE

Using these equivalences, the statements produced

by the translation function can be put in prenex nor

mal form by moving all quantifiers (constrained and

otherwise) to the front.

The next step is the elimination of constrained ex

istential quantifiers through Skolemization. Skolem-

ization of constrained variables occurs as with or

dinary variables, except that information must be

added to E. For example, consider the constrained

variable y in 3y.K(t,y) P(y). The variable y is re

placed by some Skolem function, say SK, yielding

P{SK). Additionally, K(t, SK) must be added to

E. All quantifiers in the translated sentences will

be of the form Qi z<:C< where Qi is either an exis

tential or universal quantifier and C< is a possibly

empty constraint. If the constraint is empty, the

variable Xi is an ordinary unconstrained variable.

Otherwise, the constraint is K(ti-i,X{). The gen

eral procedure for the Skolemization of constrained

variables is given in Figure 2 and its correctness is

established by the following theorem.

Theorem 3 (Skolem Transform Theorem)

aUE, a set of prenex form constrained sentences, is

satisfiable iff its Skolem Normal Transform is.

Input: A set a of prenex form sentences, and a

constraint theory S.

While a contains a sentence <b that contains an

existential quantifier do:

Observe that <f> is of the form

V«i:d . . . Vzn-nCn-i 3xn:Cn M

where n > 0, M is a prenex-form formula, and

each C{ is of the form K(U -i,Xi) (in which case

X{ is a constrained variable) or is empty (in which

case X{ is an ordinary unconstrained variable).

Choose /, some n-ary function symbol that

does not occur in a or E and let 6 be

{f(x\ ..., xn-i)/xn}. Replace <p in a by the sen

tence

V*1:C1...V*n_1:Cn_1(M0)

and if Cn is not empty, add

V*! . . .aSn-iCx A ... A Cn_! -> (Cn0)

to E.

Figure 2: Constrained Skolemization Procedure

Note also the following property of this procedure.

Proposition 1 When the Skolemization procedure

is applied to the constrained sentences translated

from modal sentences, all of the clauses added to the

constraint theory S are definite clauses.

The definite clauses created by the constrained

Skolemization procedure are added to the constraint

theory E along with the axioms that define the re

strictions on the accessibility relation in the possible

world semantics for the logic under consideration.

Since the axioms are all definite clauses, E contains

only definite clauses. Thus the final result is a set

of constrained clauses as well as the definite clause

theory E.

As an illustration of the entire translation, consider

the wise-man puzzle given earlier. The modal sys

tem to be used is D—the minimal serial modal logic.

In this case, we have to utilize distinct K predicates

(Ka and Kb) to represent the accessibility relations

corresponding to the modal operators Da and Djs-

We treat the names A and B as rigid designators

and therefore do not translate them as denoting rel

ative to a possible world—i.e. with an additional

argument position. Applying the translation to (1)

- (4) yields:
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(5) VwnKA(0,Wi) (-White (A',vn)

-*Vw2:Kb(wi,w2) (->White'(A',w2)))

(6) Wwi:KA(0,wi) Vw2:KB(wi,w2)

(White (A' ,w2) V White (B' ,w2))

(7) Vwi:JTjl(Otwi) 3w2:KB(wuw2)

-White (B\w2)

(8) 3wl:KA(01wi)->WkUe{A',wl))

(negated hypothesis)

The axioms

(9) Vwi KA(w\, SK'(wi)) (serial axiom foi KA)

(10) Vwi KB(wuSK"(wi)) (serial axiom for KB)

are added to the constraint theory for this problem,

which we call SjWm- For simplicity, these have been

entered in Skolem Normal form. Translating (5) -

(8) into constrained clauses yields (11) - (14) respec

tively.

(11) Vwi:Jrit(0lwi) -iWhite (A\wx)

—*Vw2:Kb(wi,v>2) (-White (A ,w2)))

(12)Vwl:KA(0,wl)Vw2:KB(wl,wa)

(White (A',w2) V White (B' ,w2))

(13) VwfJCjLfavn) -^White'(B',Sk(wi))

(14) -White (A ,Sk2) (negated hypothesis)

%2wm contains the following sentences.

a..Vv>iKA(0,wi) —► KB(wi,Sk(wi))

(from Skolemization of 7)

b. KA(0,Sk2) (from Skolemization of 8)

c. Vt»i KA(wi, SK'ivn)) (from 9)

d. VwiKB(v>uSK'(wi)) (from 10)

To summarize, the transformations given in this sec

tion translate a set of modal sentences into reified

modal logic. The reified modal logic that results

takes the form of a constraint logic—that is, it con

sists of a set of constrained formulas and a constraint

theory. The next section presents a class of deduc

tion systems that operate on an any constraint logic,

regardless of whether the constrained formulas form

a reified modal logic.

3 Constraint Deduction

This section presents a general framework for con

structing and analyzing a particular class of hybrid

deduction systems, called substitutional systems, for

constraint logic. This substitutional framework pro

vides a general method for systematically transform

ing an automated deduction system for FOPC into

one for constraint logic, and for transforming the

completeness proof of the original deduction system

into one for the resulting deduction system. These

transformations can be applied to any first-order de

duction system that treats variables schematically

through the use of unification.

This section presents the major ideas underlying

the substitutional framework and states, but does

not prove, the fundamental theorems. The theo

rems presented here generalize, in two ways, those

that Frisch [l99l] developed for a sorted logic called

SFOPC. The atomic constraints in SFOPC are com

posed ofmonadic predicates, called sort symbols, ap

plied to variables. So the first generalization here is

that atomic constraints may be any atomic formula

whose predicate symbol is a constraint symbol. The

second generalization is that the language contains

the equality symbol, which is precluded from the

previous work. The equality symbol is interpreted

as a logical symbol denoting identity. It is not a

constraint symbol, so it may occur in the body of an

A-formula, but it may not appear in any constraints

on the formulas of the sort theory.

Space precludes in depth discussion of how the

framework can be used to construct a wide range of

deductive rules for constraint logic, so this section

concentrates on ordinary resolution and paramod-

ulation. To further simplify the presentation we

make the assumption, which is not necessary, that

all constraints on A-formulas are positive—that is, if

they were transformed into conjunctive or disjunc

tive normal form they would contain no negation

signs. As all constraints in reined modal logic are

positive, this assumption poses no problems for our

present use of constraint deduction. We also assume

that all sentences are in Skolem Normal Form. Thus,

the words "sentence" and "theory" only refer to sen

tences and theories in Skolem Normal Form.

An understanding of the role of unification in ordi

nary deduction forms the basis upon which the sub

stitutional framework is built. Since the introduc

tion of resolution in 1965, nearly every automated

deduction system has handled universally quantified

variables by using a unification algorithm. By paral

leling this general approach to deduction with ordi

nary variables, the substitutional framework for de

duction with constrained variables achieves the same

degree of generality.

The gist of this approach is that a quantified sen

tence is treated as a schema standing for the set of its

ground instances. The justification for this is found

in Herbrand's Theorem, which states that a set of

quantified sentences is satisfiable if, and only if, the

set containing every ground instance of every one of

the sentences is satisfiable. Thus, a formula such as

P(x) V Q(x) can be read either as Vx P(x) V Q(x)

or as a schema standing for the set of all its ground

instances.

A deduction system that operates on ground sen

tences can be made to operate on quantified sen

tences by replacing tests for equality between ex

pressions with tests for unifiability between them.

Sometimes this is all that needs to be done, though
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other times additional mechanisms must be incor

porated. In either case, the idea is that deductions

on quantified sentences are themselves schematic for

deductions on ground sentences. A schematic deduc

tion is said to lift each deduction that is an instance

of it.

Given a deduction system based on unification we

would like to show that it does indeed treat quan

tified sentences as schemas. This usually takes the

form of a lifting theorem for the deduction system

stating that every deduction that can be made from

the ground instances of a set of sentences can be

made schematically from the sentences themselves.

As an example to illustrate these ideas, consider re

solving P(x,a) V Q(x,y) with -iP(o, z). Herbrand's

Theorem tells us to consider each of these clauses

as standing for the set of all its ground instances.

Observe that every ground clause that can be ob

tained by resolving a ground instance of the first

clause with a ground instance of the second is an

instance of Q(a, y). Through the use of unification,

resolution for non-ground clauses is designed so that

it produces Q(a, y) when it resolves the two non-

ground clauses together. The Lifting Theorem for

Resolution states that this relationship is always ob

tained.

A substitutional system for constraint logic treats

quantified sentences as sentence schemas in much

the same way that an ordinary deduction system

does. The only difference is that a sentence with con

straints does not stand for the set of all its ground

instances, but only for those obtained by replacing

variables with terms that respect the constraints at

tached to the variables. Whether or not the con

straints are respected depends upon the constraint

theory E. The ground instances of a constrained for

mula are therefore referred to as E-ground instances

and defined as such:

Definition 4 Let E be a constraint theory, e/C be a

constrained expression, and 0 be a substitution such

that e6 is ground. Then e9 is a E-ground instance of

e/C i/E \= 3 C9} The set of all E-ground instances

of e is denoted by e^tT .

Observe that by this definition a ground instance of a

constrained expression has no variables and no con

straints. Also observe that some constrained expres

sions, such as P(x) /Q(x) A-iQ(x), have no E-ground

instances. We say that a constraint C is ID-solvable if

E [= 3C. Hence, a constrained expression, e/C, has

a E-ground instance if, and only if, C is E-solvable.

This treatment of restricted quantifiers is justified

'Here, and in general, an expression of the form 3<f>

denotes the existential closure of 4>—that is, the formula

3*i •••xn.(j> where Zi,...,*„ are the freely-occurring

variables of <j>.

by the Constraint Herbrand Theorem, which follows

this paragraph. This theorem states that, under cer

tain circumstances, a constraint theory E and a set

a of constrained sentences are jointly satisfiable if,

and only if, the set of all E-ground instances of a is

satisfiable. In saying that a and E can be replaced

by the E-ground instances of a, the Constraint Her

brand Theorem justifies using E only in instantiating

formulas. Notice that E must be used in generating

the correct instances of a, but once they are ob

tained E is irrelevant because ground instances have

no constraints.

Theorem 5 (Constraint Herbrand Theorem)

Let a be a set of constrained Skolem normal form

sentences with only positive constraints and let E be

a constraint theory that has a least Herbrand model.

Then a U E is unsatisfiable if, and only if a^gr is

unsatisfiable.

The rules of resolution and paramodulation operate

on clauses. Now, since the convention is to drop

quantifiers when converting to clause form,

Vu>i :#((), tui) ...Vu)n:ii:(u>n_1,tyn) v

where ip is a disjunction of literals can be written as

(p/K(0, toi) A . . . A K(wn-U wn).

With this convention, after all existential quantifiers

have been eliminated, universal quantifiers may be

dropped, the remaining formula can be put in con

junctive normal form and separated into clause form.

Each separate clause will have a (possibly empty)

constraint expression which is a conjunction of K-

atoms expressing the constraints on the variables in

that clause.

Translating (11) - (14) into constrained clauses

yields (15) - (18) respectively.

(15) White {A', wi) V -iWhite'(A',w2)

/KA(0,wi) A KB(wl,w2)

(16) White (A' ,w2) V White (B',w2)

/Ka{0,vh) A KB{wuw2)

(17) -White (B',Sk(wi))/KA(0,wi)

(18) ->White(A',Sk2))

E2«m remains as given earlier.

A deduction system for constraint logic can be pro

duced systematically from an ordinary first-order de

duction system by integrating a special-purpose con

straint processing mechanism into it. Suppose that

the ordinary deduction system has an inference rule

of the form

From <j>\ and <j>2 derive <j>z6,
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where 0 is a substitution used in the deduction. The

corresponding constraint logic rule is

From <£i/Ci and <t>2/C2 derive (<£3/Ci A C2)0,

provided that (C\ A C2)6 is E-solvable.

The provision that (C\ A C2)6 is E-solvable en

sures that the derived formula has at least one

ground instance. Without this provision, the infer

ence rule could be used to produce a proof that is

not schematic for any ground proof, thereby compro

mising soundness. The only place in a substitutional

reasoner where I! is used is in testing this provision.

The above schema for constraint deduction can be

instantiated to yield the rules of constraint resolu

tion and constraint paramodulation. Simply con

sider <f>s6 to be a resolvent (paramodulant) of the

clauses <pi and 4>2, where 6 is the most general unifier

used in performing the resolution (paramodulation).

The justification for handling constraints in this

manner parallels that for using unification to han

dle variables without constraints: Every ground

clause that can be obtained by constraint resolu

tion (paramodulation) from a E-ground instance of

4>\jC\ and a E-ground instance of <j>2/C2 is a E-

ground instance of a constraint resolvent (paramod

ulant) of <j>i/Ci and </>2/C2. This property is as

serted by the following lifting theorem:

Theorem 6 (Lifting Theorem) Let E be a con

straint theory, let a be a set of constrained clauses,

and let <f> be a ground clause. If <f> is derivable

from Qs9r by constraint resolution and constraint

paramodulation, then some constrained clause that

has 4> as a H-ground instance is derivable from a by

constraint resolution and constraint paramodulation.

The proof of a lifting theorem for a constraint deduc

tion system can be systematically produced from a

proof of the corresponding theorem for ordinary de

duction. The basis for this is that lifting theorems

for ordinary deduction systems hold because of cer

tain properties of instantiation, and it can be shown

that instantiation for constrained formulas has all

these crucial properties.

Putting this all together yields a proof of complete

ness theorem for constraint resolution and constraint

paramodulation .

Theorem 7 (Completeness Theorem) Let a be

a set of constrained clauses and E be a constraint

theory with a least Herbrand model. //EUa is un-

satisfiable then constraint resolution and constraint

paramodulation can derive the empty clause from a

using the constraint theory E.

If E U a is unsatisfiable, then, by the Constraint

Herbrand Theorem, so is cczgT. When operating on

clauses that contain no constraints, constraint reso

lution (paramodulation) is identical to ordinary res

olution (paramodulation), and therefore constraint

resolution (paramodulation), like ordinary resolu

tion (paramodulation), can derive the empty clause

from asSr- Finally, the Lifting Theorem enables us

to conclude that constraint resolution and constraint

paramodulation can derive the empty clause from a

using the constraint theory E.

The following refutation of clauses (15)-(18) using

the constraint theory E2um illustrates the use of con

straint resolution.

(19) -,White'(A',w2)/KA(0,Sk2) A KB(Sk2,w2)

(from 15,18)

(20) -iWhite'(A',w2)/KB{Sk2,w2)

(simplification of 19)

(21) White {B' ,w2)/KB{Sk2,w2) A ^(0,tt>i)

A Kb(v>i,w2) (from 16,20)

(22) a/KB(Sk2,Sk{w4)) A 1^(0, wr)

A KB(wuSk(w4)) A KA(0,u>i)

(from 21,17)

At each step it is necessary to verify that the new

constraint is E-solvable, thereby eliminating some

potential resolvents. For example, to resolve clause

(18) with the first literal of clause (16) it is necessary

to test the constraint KA(0,u>i) A KB{w\, Sk2) for

E-solvability. This constraint is not E-solvable since

E2„m £ 3.^(0, tu!) A KB{wi,Sk2). But it would

be E-solvable if E contained the reflexivity axiom—

e.g. if we were using the modal logic T.

The efficiency of a constraint deduction system de

pends critically upon the capability of the proce

dure to simplify constraints by replacing them with

equivalent, but shorter constraints. This deriva

tion uses one obvious constraint simplification. At

step (20) a ground atom is deleted because it is E-

solvable. Ideally, we would like to reduce the con

straint to an equivalent maximally reduced [Buntine,

1988] or smallest constraint. In (21), the constraint

KB(Sk2,w2) A KA(0,wi) A KB(wi,w2) could be

simplified to KB(Sk2lw2), but this is a non-trivial

simplification. It requires realizing that for any

ground terms t\ and t' such that E2wm (= KB(ti,t'),

there will not be another t2 such that E2„m |=

KB(t2,i')- In other words, if one interprets the min

imal Herbrand model of E2„m as a system of in

terconnected worlds, there can only be one distinct

path to any world—the set of interconnected worlds

form a tree.

This property is exploited by the specialized proce

dure, to be presented in the next section, for sim

plifying and testing the E-solvability of constraints

that arise in a reified modal logic. The special pro

cedure should also be incremental in that work done

in testing for E-solvability at one point, does not
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need to be redone later, but is rather stored in the

representation of the constraints. Observe that the

work done in the example above on testing for E-

solvability at each step is redone again and again at

later steps. If the testing for E-solvability is done

by some sort of deduction (e.g. SLD resolution),

the fact that the only term which can instantiate

u>2 is SK(Sli2) (in step (21) above) will be deduced

again and again—whenever the test for E-solvability

is performed. The specialized constraint processing

method, to be presented in the next section, is in

cremental.

Before continuing to the next section, we give an il

lustration (based on an example in [Moore, 1980])

of the operation of the rule of constrained paramod-

ulation.

(23) □ num(bill) = num(mary)

(24) 3x D x = num{bill)

An agent (23) knows that Bill's phone number is the

same as Mary's phone number. Additionally, (24)

the agent knows Bill's phone number. The hypothe

sis to be proven is (25) that the agent knows Mary's

phone number.

(25) 3xdx = nv.m(mary)

The translation into the reified modal logic is as fol

lows, where (28) is the translation of the negation of

sentence (25):

(26) Vtu1:ii:(0,u;1)

num(bill, W\) = num(mary, w\)

(27) 3x Vwi:K(0,wi) x = num(bill,Wi)

(28) ->3x Ww\:K(0, W\) x = num(mary, wi )

Putting (26)—(28) in clausal form results in the fol

lowing:

(29) num(bill, w\) = num(mary, Wi)/K(0,v>i)

(30) / = num(bill, v>i)/K(0, w^

(31) -<(x = num(mary, sk(x)))/9

The constraint theory for this problem contains the

clause K(0, sk(x)) along with the accessibility ax

ioms for the modal logic being used. In this partic

ular example, no accessibility axioms are needed to

obtain a proof.

A proof that (29)—(31) are unsatisfiable is obtained

by first paramodulating clause (29) into clause (30)

to obtain (32).

(32) f =: num(mary,wi)/K(0,wi)

Next, the empty clause (33) is obtained by resolving

clauses (32) and (31).

(33) a/K(0,»k(x))

Compare this with the situation where (23) is re

placed by

(23') num(bill) = num{rnary).

The clausal reified modal logic translation of (23') is

(29') num(bill, 0) = nwn(mary, 0)/U.

Now (29') can be paramodulated into (30) to yield

(32') / = num(mary, 0)/K{0, 0)

provided K(0, 0) is E-solvable. Since it is not, the

proof fails. The step would, however, succeed in a

reflexive logic because it would then be the case that

E |= K(0, 0). But the proof of the unsatisfiability of

(29'), (30) and (31) still fails because (32') and (31)

can not resolve.

4 Testing for S-Solvability

This section presents an alternative representation

for the constraints of a reified modal logic and a

procedure for testing their E-solvability. The pro

cedures are specialized unification algorithms that

operate on constraints represented as sequences of

symbols that range over or denote worlds. This

method has been utilized in a number of the related

methods [Ohlbach, 1988, Wallen, 1990, Jackson and

Reichgelt, 1989, AufFray and Enjalbert, 1989] men

tioned earlier; our contribution is to show that these

methods can be viewed as algorithms for testing E-

solvability of constraints. The method is applica

ble to modal logics for which the translation pro

cedure adds some subset of the reflexive, symmetric

and transitive axioms to the constraint theory (along

with the serial axiom). It is not applicable to logics

that call for the Euclidian axiom to be added to the

constraint theory.2

Let us define a sequence as a unary tree with la

beled edges and vertices. The root label is always

the constant 0, the other vertices are labeled with

terms and the edge labels are the K predicate sym

bols. The constraints that occur in the reified modal

logic can be represented as sets of sequences. For

example, K(0,Ski) A K(Ski,v>i) A K(v>i,f(v>i)) A

K(f(uii),W2) is represented as {(0 —» Ski —* v>i —*

/(u>i) ~* *>2)}.

A constraint theory can also be represented as se

quences. Recall that the definite clauses within E

3 Of the 9 distinct modal logics to which the general

framework is applicable, the special procedure for testing

the E-solvability of constraints is not applicable to KD5

and and KD45. It is applicable to 55 because, although

55 is a Euclidian logic, the conditions on the accessi

bility relation can be axiomatized without the Euclidian
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have come from two sources—Skolemization and the

accessibility axioms. All of the accessibility axioms

are represented implicitly in the sequence unification

procedure. The remaining definite clauses that make

up E are represented as sequences. For example, the

clause K(0,w\) —» K(w\, sk(wi)) is represented as

(0 —* w\ —* Sk(wi)). Now E is a set of sequences

and each of the constraints attached to the clauses

is a set of sequences.

It is an important property of the sequence represen

tation of the constraints and E that for any symbol

occurring in the sequences resulting from the trans

lation of a set of modal sentences, there is only one

distinct sequence terminating in that symbol. This

is guaranteed by the following theorem.

Theorem 8 The constraint theory E and all con

straints on the A-clauses in a reified modal logic

when represented as a set of sequences form a tree

with uniquely labeled nodes— i.e. there is only one

path from the root to any node in the tree.

Therefore, for any symbol occurring in a set of se

quences (representing either a constraint or S in a

reified modal logic), there is, in the set of prefixes of

the sequences in the set, a unique sequence termi

nating in that symbol.

Let us consider how the reified modal logic represen

tation of the wise-man problem can be represented

with the sequence notation. As there are two acces

sibility relations, two distinct labels (K^ and Kb)

are needed for the edges of the sequences. Clauses

(15) - (18) can be written with the constraints in

sequence form as follows:

ka ka
{{0 ^ Skt), (0 U Wl

Kb

(34) (axiom) W'(A,Wi) V ->W'(A,w2)

/{(0 ** t*i ** w2)}

(35) (axiom) W'{A,w2) V W'(B,w2)

/{(0 I^w1K4 W2)}

(36) (axiom) -^W'(B, SJfe(«>i))/0

(37) (axiom) -.W {A,Sk2))/V>

The constraint theory E2u>, *s represented as a set

of two sequences-

S*(toi))}-

Using this representation, the sequence unification

algorithm, shown in Figure 3, can be used to deter

mine the E-solvability of the constraints. The input

to the algorithm consists of L\ and L2 (the two liter

als of opposite polarity from a step of potential con

strained resolution of two clauses), the constraints

C\ and C2 (both sets of sequences) from the clauses

and a constraint theory I! (a set of sequences). The

output of the algorithm is either FAIL, indicat

ing that L\ and L2 do not share any E-ground in

stances and therefore that the new clause cannot

Input: two expressions L\ and L2, and three sets

of sequences C\, C2, and E. L\ and C\ share no

variables with L2 and C2.

Output: FAIL or a set of sequences C and a sub

stitution A.

If L\ and L2 are not unifiable

halt and report FAIL

Else

0 := mgu(ii,LJ);

A := {};

C := Ci U C2;

For each variable W{ such that w,'0 ^ u>j, do the

following:

s := the prefix ending in w< of a sequence in C;

If W{0 is a variable then

8 := the prefix of a sequence in C W{9

Else (wiO is of the form f{t\, . . .tn)

for some n > 0)

s := the prefix of a sequence in E such that

it ends with f{tlf ■ ■ .<„) for some tx . . .tn;

If UNIFY(s, a ) succeeds with substitution 7

then

A := the composition of A and 7

C := Cy

Else

halt and report FAIL;

If the procedure finishes without reporting FAIL,

C is returned by the procedure along with A.

Figure 3: Constraint Solving Procedure

be deduced, or a new constraint C (equivalent to

(Ci A C2)6) in the form of a set of sequences and, a

substitution A. If the procedure does not result in

FAIL, the substitution A is applied to the body of

the new clause, and the constraint of the new clause

is C. The procedure UNIFY will vary according to

what modal logic is being used. For D, UNIFY is

ordinary term unification. The case of other logics

will be discussed later.

In establishing the correctness of this procedure for

testing E-solvability, we consider the least Herbrand

model of a E in a reified modal logic for the modal

logic D. In this model the connectivity relations

(e.g. Ka, Kb) denote tuples of ground terms from

the Herbrand Universe of the clauses in E. The con

nectivity relations together form a graph in which

the edges are labeled with the connectivity relations

and the nodes are the ground terms.

Theorem 0 The graph of the connectivity relations

from the least Herbrand model of a E for the modal

logic D is a tree with the root being the term 0.
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We reserve the word path for a list, beginning with

0, of vertices of the graph representation of the least

Herbrand model of E while the sequences are in

the language. Both are lists of symbols that begin

with the constant 0. The paths contain only ground

terms, while the sequences may contain variables as

well. Since the graph of the connectivity relations

forms a tree rooted at 0, there can only be one path

to any term in the graph. This is a property of the

graph representation of the least Herbrand model of

any constraint theory I! from a reined set of sen

tences of the modal logic D. We may think of these

terms as worlds and the paths as accessibility rela

tions in a Kripke structure.

The basic idea here is that since there can be only

one path to any ground term in the minimal Her

brand model of E, a constraint which specifies that

there must be two paths (ground sequences corre

sponding to two paths) to a term cannot be E-

solvable. Unification determines whether or not

there are ground sequences (corresponding to paths

in the least Heibrand model) in the intersection of

two sequences. If unification succeeds, the result will

be an expression which represents the set of ground

sequences in the intersection of the two original se

quences.

Consider the sequence representation of E2ttm- The

set contains just two sequences—(0 —» Sk2) and

(0 —♦ vii —* Sk(wi)). When reasoning over the

minimal Herbrand model of £2wm, the only ground

terms (worlds) we know about are 0, Sk2 and those

terms with Sk as the outermost function symbol.

The only connectivity relations we know about are

those summarized by the sequences. There is only

one path from 0 to any of the other ground terms

from the Herbrand universe.

As an illustration of the deductive process with the

sequence representation of constraints, consider the

refutation for the two wise-man puzzle when rep

resented with clauses (34) - (37) and the sequence

representation of E2Wm- At each step, the sequence

unification procedure is given a set of sequences from

each patent. In this simple problem, the procedure

UNIFY is only called once by each invocation of

the sequence unification procedure.

(38) (from 34,37) -iW'(A,w3)

/{(0*^Sk2K-3w3)}

(39) (from 35,38) W'(B,w2)/{(0 ^4 Sk2 £? w2}}

(40) (from 36,39) □

In step (38) the primary deduction mechanism (res

olution) has returned the substitution {SK2/w\}.

Thus we must UNIFY the sequences (0 —♦ w\)

and (0 —♦ Sk2). This succeeds with the substi

tution {SK2/w\}. The variable u>2 in (38) has

been renamed to w3 to avoid a clash in the next

step. In step (39), the outer deduction results in

the substitution {w2/wz}. We must then UNIFY

(0 £* SK2 £* w3) and (0^i»7^ Wj). This re

sults in the substitution {SK2/w7,w2/tV3}. In the

last step, the empty clause is produced with the sub

stitution {5X(u)i)/u)2}. This requires UNIFY to

operate on (0 ^ SK2 ^ w2) and (0 ^4 v>i ^

SK(wx)). The unification succeeds with the sub

stitution {SK2/w\,SK(wi)/w2}. Note that clauses

(35) and (37) can not resolve because the sequences

(0 -* u>i -? w2) and (0 -4 Sk2) do not unify; they

are of different lengths. Notice that the problems of

increasingly large constraints and of work performed

at earlier steps needing to be redone have been elim

inated.

Since, in the case of the modal logic D, the pro

cedure UNIFY is ordinary term unification, se

quences which are not the same length cannot be

made the same by any substitution and therefore

cannot unify. Now consider the least Herbrand

model of a E from the reified modal logics for a logic

with additional conditions on the accessibility rela

tion (e.g. T, 54. and S5). Additional connections

are created in the graph representation of the least

Herbrand model of E by the axioms of reflexivity,

symmetry, and transitivity. It is no longer the case

that there is a unique path to every term. But in

all these cases, the set of terms and paths to those

terms may be represented as a tree which is then

closed under the appropriate axioms. This closure

is captured by performing unification in the presence

of the additional axioms. It is no longer the case that

the sequences must have the same length in order to

unify. For example, in the presence of reflexivity,

the clauses (35) and (37) can resolve because the se

quences (0 -4 u>\ -f w2) and (0 -4 Sk2) do unify

with substitution {Sk2/u>i, Sk2/w2}.

The procedure UNIFY from Figure 3 is unification

in the presence of the appropriate axioms. With the

additional axioms, unification is no longer guaran

teed to find a single maximally general unifier. It

may produce multiple maximally general unifiers—

but only a finite number. Consider the unifica

tion of sequences (0 —+ vi\ —* Sk) and (0 -+

w2). Unification in the presence of reflexivity yields

two maximally general unifiers—{0/w\,Sk/w2} and

{Sk/wi,Sk/w2}. Now that UNIFY returns a set

of substitutions, the sequence unification procedure

illustrated in Figure 3 must be modified to return

a set of pairs, with each pair consisting of a sub

stitution and a set of sequences. The production of

multiple maximally general unifiers is a result of this

particular representation for the constraints and is

not a characteristic of the general method. In the
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case of (single modality) 55, the number of unifiers

can be limited to 1 by exploiting the fact that the

worlds form equivalence classes and every world is

connected to every other world in its equivalence

class.

The correctness of the sequence unification proce

dure as a method for testing E-solvability of con

straints is established by the following theorem.

Theorem 10 Given a variable disjoint L\, C\ and

Li, Ci and E, the sequence unification procedure

succeeds if and only if L\ and Li have a most gen

eral unifier 6 and the constraint C = (C1 A C2)0 is

^-solvable—i.e. E (= 3 (Ci A C2)0, where C[ and

C2 are the K-atom representations of the sets of se

quences C\ and Ci. When successful, the final result

of this procedure is the sequence representation of a

constraint equivalent to (Ct A C2)9.

The sequence unification procedures found in

[Wallen, 1990, Ohlbach, 1988, Jackson and Re-

ichgelt, 1989, Auffray and Enjalbert, 1989] can be

shown to be variants of the procedure laid out above.

5 Varying Domain Logics

In constant domain modal logics, the same entities

exist at all possible worlds. Both the Barcan for

mula (41) and the converse Barcan formula (42) are

theorems.

(41) Vz D A(x)

(42) D Vas A{x)

□ Vas A(x)

Va; Das^4(a:)

In the varying domain case neither formula may be

a theorem or either one of the two (but not both)

may be a theorem.

In translating varying domain modal logics into a

reified modal logic, it is necessary to introduce a bi

nary predicate E as a constraint atom. For example

Va; P(x) is translated into Vx:E(x, 0) P(x, 0) which

can be read as saying for all entities x that exist in

the initial world, p(x) is true in the initial world. In

general, the atom E(x,Wi) restricts the variable x

to range over elements that exist in world v>i. The

quantifier rules in the translation function Tj are

replaced with the following:

• Ti{Vx<p) = Vz':E(z',wi)Ti(<p)

• T^Bxif) = 3x':E(x',Wi) T{(<p)

It is also necessary to add Vu; 3x E(x,w) to the

constraint theory to ensure that the domains in each

world are non-empty. If the Barcan formula is to be

a theorem, it is necessary to add

(43) Vtoi.u;; (#(«;<, ui^AVx E(x,Wj)) -♦ E(x,u>i)

to the constraint theory. Likewise, if the converse

Barcan formula is to be a theorem of the logic,

(44) Vwi,Wj (K(wi, Wj)f<ix E{x,Wi)) -► E(z,v>j)

needs to be added.

In the varying domain case both K and E are con

straint atoms. The transformation to Skolem normal

form and the results of Section 3 are general enough

to apply when there are more than one constraint

atoms.

Consider a varying domain logic with no additional

axioms. Let's try to prove (42), the converse Barcan

formula. The translation of (42) is:

(45) 3wi:K(Q,wi)3x:E{x,wi)-iA{x,wi) V

Vx:E(x, tt>i) Vu>i :#(<), u>i) A(x, wj.)

When the formula is negated and placed in clausal

form, the result is two clauses as follows:

(46) A(a:, «>!)/#((), u>i) A Eix^r)

(47) -,A{f, sk)/<b

The constraint theory for this problem contains

E(f, 0) and K(0, sk).

Note that there is a potential resolvent of (46) and

(47). But it is then necessary to show that E |=

E(f, sk). Since E \fc E(f, sk), this step of resolution

is not possible and the proof of (42) fails. But if (44)

were added to S, (46) and (47) could resolve to yield

(48).

(48) D/K(0,sk) A E(f,sk)

Now it is the case that E (= K(0, sk) A E(f, sk) and

a proof of (42) is obtained.

The constraint solving procedure of Section 4 can

be extended to the varying domain case following

the method utilized by Wallen [ 1990]. The basic idea

here is that the sequence representation of the con

straints is augmented with a table that associates

each term that occurs in the first argument position

of the E atoms (in the K and i?-atom representation

of the constraints) with the sequence terminating in

the second argument position of the E atom. In the

case of varying domain logics (without (43) and (44)

in the K and i?-atom representation of E), the sub

stitution of term t\ for 11 requires a check to see if

UNIFY(s(ti),s(ti)) succeeds where s(t) is the se

quence associated with the term t. If for example

the converse Barcan formula is to be a theorem of

the logic (i.e. (44) is in the K and i?-atom repre

sentation of E), it is necessary to verify that either

UNIFY(s(tr), s{t2)) or UNIFY{s'(ti),s(t2)) suc

ceeds where «'(ii) is some subsequence of s(ti).
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6 Conclusion and intensional logics.

A general framework for constructing and proving

the correctness of methods for automated deduction

in modal logic has been discussed and illustrated. It

provides a systematic method for converting a non-

modal deduction procedure and its proof of correct

ness to a corresponding modal deduction procedure

with a proof of correctness. The framework achieves

significant generality in that it provides for the ex

tension of a wide range of non-modal systems to

corresponding modal systems and that this can be

done for a wide range of modal logics. The ease with

which we were able to add equality to the framework

speaks for its usefulness.

Most of the features of the members of the gen

eral class of related methods [Wallen, 1990, Ohlbach,

1988, Jackson and Reichgelt, 1989, AufFray and En-

jalbert, 1989] can be recast as particular instantia

tions of our general framework. The approach devel

oped here has the advantage of producing relatively

simple proofs of soundness and completeness. They

follow from general results on substitutional reason

ing. A deeper understanding of how these related

approaches work has been obtained. Also, the gen

eral framework has provided a common set of princi

ples which relate various modal and non-modal de

duction methods.

Many of the related methods are limited to serial

modal logics. Ohlbach adds an additional inference

rule in order to handle the non-serial case. Wallen,

using a version of the matrix method which does not

require prenexing, is able to handle non-serial logics

without any additional machinery. Our framework

explains why non-seriality is a problem. The frame

work specifies when a simple modification of an or

dinary inference rule that works on prenex Skolem

normal form formulas suffices to maintain complete

ness in the constrained case. Non-serial logics fall

outside the boundary as the constrained sentences

cannot be put in equivalent prenex form.

On the other hand, logics for which it is necessary

to add the Euclidian axiom to £ are not considered

by the other researchers. They fit readily into the

overall framework, but the difficulty lies in extending

the method of sequence unification to a test for S-

solvability when E contains the Euclidian axiom.

The approach has led to a number of problems,

which are all topics of our current and future re

search. These include finding a representation for

constraints that avoids generating multiple maxi

mally general unifiers, developing a procedure for

testing for ^-solvability in the presence of the Eu

clidian axiom, extending the framework to cover in

ference rules that work on non-prenex formulas, and

also extenting the method to a wider class of modal
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Abstract

We present a semantic approach to the characterization

of credulous and sceptical reasoning mechanisms,

within the framework of ordered logic. One of the

advantages of our approach is that it integrates thightly

with "conservative" ordered logic semantics which is

known to generalize "classical" (stable and well-

founded) logic programming semantics. This allows

us to compare the conservative and credulous

approaches, thus providing insight in the fundamental

properties of both reasoning paradigms. It turns out

that maximal credulous models are extensions of con

servative stable models while the (unique) minimal

credulous model, called the sceptical model, is a res

triction of the well-founded model.

1. MOTIVATION

Consider a logic program C\ = {->q -» p}. The com

putation of this program assumes that, since q is not a

head of any clause, -i q is part of the data. Suppose we

relinquish this principle and adopt the principle of ask

ing an advisor what to do with -,q. The adviser

might say that -<q succeeds or might say that -\q

fails. The adviser might have his own program to con

sult If his program is C2, he might run the goal q (or

-i q), look at what he gets and then advise. To make

the situation symmetrical and general we must allow

for Horn progams to have rules with both q and —>q

(i.e. literals) in heads and bodies and have any number

of negotiating advisers. Thus we can have Ci = {—>q}

, Cl={->q ->[>} and Cx depends on C2. Ordered

logic1-36903, Lae9"b. Ver89a develops and studies various

aspects of such an advisor system which is modeled as

a partially ordered set of theories. Such a logic is use

ful, e.g. for multi-expert systems where we want to

represent the knowledge of several experts in a single

system. Experts may then be ordered according to an

"advisory" or a relative preference relation.

A problem to consider is what happens when we have

several advisers that are in conflict. For example, C\

depends on C-i and C\ depends on C3. The two

advisers, C2 and C3, may be in conflict One may

advise ->q, the other q. How to decide? There are

several options: in a conservative approach, one would

not make an overall conclusion re. q, while a credu

lous approach could yield two models: one with q, the

other with —,q. In this work, we present a semantic

approach to the characterization of credulous and

sceptical reasoning mechanisms, within the framework

of ordered logic Lae')0a. One of the advantages of our

approach is that it integrates thightly with "conserva

tive" ordered logic semantics which is known1-36906 to

generalize "classical" (stable and well-founded) logic

programming semantics. This allows us to compare

the conservative and credulous approaches, thus pro

viding insight in the fundamental properties of both

reasoning paradigms. It turns out that our formaliza

tion of credulous reasoning extends the well-founded -

stable hierarchy of (partial) models in that stable

models can be extended to credulous models while the

(unique) well-founded model is an extension of the

(unique) minimal credulous model, which is called the

sceptical model. The present work also sheds light on

the underlying mechanisms that may cause a theory to

have multiple "best" models: in the conservative

approach, multiplicity (of stable models) is caused by

making "choices" which are not based on "assump

tions", while the credulous approach allows further

extensions of a (stable) model by making (conserva

tive) assumptions.

We start off by presenting a summary of the relevant

definitions and results on ordered logic.

The proofs of the results presented in this paper can be

found in Chapter 8 of Ue90c.

2. ORDERED LOGIC PROGRAMS

In this section, we introduce the basic concepts and

notations of ordered logic. For a more dctainled

description with examples, we refer to1-369013

The basic tokens of the language are terms, formulas

and literals where a term is defined as a variable or a
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constant Uo87». An atomic formula or atom of the

language is of the form p (t), where p is a predicate

symbol with arity n (n>0) and t is a sequence of n

terms (arguments of the atom). A literal is either an

atom (positive literal) or its negation (negative literal).

A term, predicate or literal is ground if it is variable-

free.

Two literals are complementary if they are of the form

A and —A, for some atom A. In general, given a literal

A and a set of ground literals X, —A denotes the com

plement of A and -X denotes the set of literals

{-£ | B € X}. Moreover, pos (X) (resp. neg (X))

denotes the set of all positive (resp. negative) literals

in*.

A negative rule (or simply, a rule) is a formula of the

language represented as follows:

Qx Qm -* Go

where Q0, . . . , Qm are literals, Q0 is the Aead of the

rule, and Q\, . . . , Qm is the body of the rule. If Q0

is positive then the rule is a seminegative rule; more

over, if also Q i , . . . , Qm are all positive then the

rule is a positive rule (or Horn clause). Given a rule

r, H (r) denotes the head of r and B (r) denotes the set

of all literals in the body of r. A rule is ground if it is

variable-free. A ground rule is a fact if it has an

empty body.

A negative program is a set of rules. If all rules are

seminegative (resp. positive) then the program is

called a seminegative program (resp. positive pro

gram).

Let P be a negative program. The Herbrand Universe

of P (denoted by HP) is the set of all possible ground

terms. The Herbrand Base of P (denoted by BP) is the

set of all possible ground atoms whose predicate sym

bols occur in P and whose arguments are elements of

HP. A ground instance of a rule r in P is a rule

obtained from r by replacing every variable X in r by

$(X), where <|> is a mapping from the set of all vari

ables occurring in P to ///>. The set of all ground

instances of all rules in P is denoted by ground (P).

Any subset of BP u —BP is called an interpretation

for P. We say that an interpretation X is consistent if

there are no two literals A and B in \ such that

A = -£. Finally, we denote by X the set

[p g BP u -iflp | neither p nor —>p is in X] and by X

the set (BP u ~,BP)-X.

We now formally define the notion of ordered logic

program.

Definition 1.

An ordered logic program is a finite partially-ordered

set of negative programs, called components, where

" < " is the partial order, a

The "<" relation is a sort of isa hierarchy for the com

ponents and provides the ground for inheritance.

(As usual, " < " denotes the restriction of " < " to all

pairs of distinct components.)

Throughout all examples of this work, an ordered

logic program P ;~ represented as a pair <C ,L>

where C is the set of components and L is the relation

"<", or as a directed acyclic graph (dag) in which the

nodes represent the components and the arcs the rela

tion "<". As an example consider the ordered logic

version Pi of the well known "tweety" example: Pi

has components bird = {fly}, kiwi = {->fly] and

tweety =0 ordered by tweety <kiwi <bird.

bird

kiwi

Qfty

tweety

6

6

-fly

It turns out that an ordered logic program has several

meanings, one for each of its components. Moreover,

the knowledge defined at a component, i.e. the local

knowledge, does not constitute the entire knowledge

about that component as a component inherits informa

tion from other components. Therefore, the meaning

of a particular component in an ordered logic program

is defined by all rules that are visible to this com

ponent, i.e. all local rules (defined in this component)

as well as all global rules defined in components that

are higher up in the component-hierarchy induced by

the partial order.

Definition 2.

Given an ordered logic program P and a component C

of P. An interpretation for P in C is any interpreta

tion of C*, where C* denotes the negative program

{r | r e C and C < C}. □

In the next section, we briefly discuss the conservative

semantics for ordered logic.

3. PARTIAL MODEL SEMANTICS

For a detailed discussion of the well-founded and

stable partial model semantics, we refer to Lie90c. As

was explained in the previous section, an ordered logic

program has several meanings, one for each com

ponent. In a given component, its semantics depends

on the rules that are visible to it, i.e. all local rules

(defined in this component) as well as all global rules

defined in components that are higher up in the
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component-hierarchy induced by the partial order.

Hence, an interpretation reflects the meaning of a com

ponent if it satisfies all rules that are visible to this

component In other words, for a consistent interpreta

tion M to be a model for a component, it suffices that

it satisfies all local and global rules of this component.

Classically, this would amount to demanding that each

visible rule r in ground (C*) is either non-applicable in

M, i.e. B (r) £J4, or applied in M, i.e. B (r) c M and

H(r)e M. In the case of an ordered logic program,

this is not enoughLae90d- Lae90a as it cannot deal with a

situation where several competing rules (i.e. rules with

complementary heads p and -ip) are applicable. So we

add a third possibility, saying that a rule is also

satisfied if it is defeated by a competitor, i.e. it has an

applicable competitor where a competitor is a visible

rule with complementary head that is defined in a

component that is not strictly higher in the component

hierarchy. Let c (r) denote the component in which the

rule r is defined. For a given ordered logic program P

and a component of it C, the set of competitors of a

rule r in ground (C*) is

compP\c(r) =

{?€ ground (C*) | H(r) = -,H(r)andc(?)£ c(r)}

r is defeated in M by a rule r in compP \ c(r) if r is

applicable in M. Such a competitor will be called a

defeater of r. Summarizing, an interpretation M is a

model for an ordered logic program in a component of

it if each rule that is visible from this component is

either non-applicable or applied or defeated. As an

example, the interpretation {->fly. } is a model of P \

since the rule fly. at bird is defeated by the applied

rule -\fly at kiwi.fKs another example, consider P2.

Q^P

 

Both {-.a , b ,->c ,d.p} and {a ,->b , c , ->d,p} are

models of P2, as can easily be verified.

Those interpretations that are not models can be

thought of as interpretations that are 'too poor', in the

sense that they are not deductively closed. Some

ordered logic programs such as P3 have no models:

Programs like P$ are called "contradictory" in Lae&9\

I„Lae9la tng weaker notion of "partial model" was

introduced in order to be able to give a meaningful

6 ■>p -> p

interpretation to any ordered logic program. Intui

tively, the notion of partial model is obtained by relax

ing the definition of defeater: instead of demanding

that a rule's competitor be applicable, we will require

that its body not be "false", i.e. it is either true (in

which case the competitor is applicable) or undefined

Ben00a,Prz89a.You90a Reconsidering the example pro

gram P3, the empty set is a partial model as the literal

—<p is undefined and therefore the (non-applicable) rule

->p -» p acts as a defeater of —>p.

In order to formalize this intuition, we need to charac

terize what it means for a literal to be "false" wj.L a

given interpretation. We cannot adopt the traditional

logic programming definition saying that a ground

literal is false w.r.t. a given interpretation if its nega

tion is true w.r.t. this interpretation, since this tradi

tional definition of falsity makes only sense in the con

text of some closed world assumption where the nega

tion of each literal that is considered false w.r.t. the

interpretation is added to this interpretation. In other

words, a literal is not false because its negation is in

the interpretation, but the negation of a literal is in the

interpretation because the literal is false. An excellent

illustration of this is the (ixpoint computation of the

well-founded model inGel88a where each iteration adds

besides the positive literals as inferred using the

immediate consequence transformation, also the nega

tion of each literal in the unfounded set which is

exactly the set of ground literals that are already

known to be false. Since ordered logic makes no use

of a closed world assumption, it follows that we need

to know the ordered-logic equivalent of the unfounded

set in order to obtain a correct notion of falsity. To

this end, we generalize the concept of unfounded set

as defined inGel88a to ordered logic programs. As in

the classical case, the greatest unfounded set w.r.L an

interpretation is the set of literals that are false w.r.t.

this interpretation. Intuitively, a rule whose body is

false, i.e. it contains unfounded literals, is out of order

and should not be accepted as a defeater of some other

rules; only rules of which the body is either false or

undefined can act as defeaters. We say that a rule r in

ground (C*) is defeasible if it has a competitor f in

compp 1 c(r) whose body is not false, i.e. the intersec

tion of B (?) with the greatest unfounded set is empty.
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Hence the following definition of partial model, which

weakens the definition of model. An interpretation M

is a partial model for an ordered logic program in a

component of it if each rule C -» p that is visible

from this component is either non-applicable or

applied or defeasible. Intuitively, a partial model M

guarantees that there are no 'pending' rules, i.e. rules

that definitely should, and are not applied in AS. In

other words, those interpretations that are not partial

models can be thought of as interpretations that are

'too poor', in the sense that they are not deductively

closed. On the other hand however, partial models can

still be 'too rich' in that they may contain literals that

cannot be actually inferred. We call these literals, that

are not justified by an applicable non-defeated and

non-defeasible rule, assumptions. An assumption set

of a partial model M is a subset X of this partial model

such that for each literal /; of X, each rule r in

ground (C') with H(r)=p is either non-applicable in

M or defeated in M or defeasible in M or B (r) con

tains assumptions (B (r)nX * 0). The last possibil

ity avoids circularities where a literal lx motivates

another literal /2 and vice versa. It is easily verified

that assumption sets are closed under union, so we can

talk about the greatest assumption set of a partial

model M. It is evident that our interest goes to

assumption-free partial models, i.e. partial models

that have an empty greatest assumption set, as they are

fully inferrable as well as deductively closed, thus

representing the exact meaning of the ordered logic

program. It can be shown that each ordered logic pro

gram has a partial model. In particular, the least

fixpoint Wp\ c(0) of the (monotone) ordered immedi

ate consequence transformation, WP | c, defined as

Wp ] c(') = iP I tnere exists a rule C -* p which is

applicable but not defeasible in /}, is an assumption-

free partial model.

The set of all assumption-free partial models of an

ordered logic program P form a partial order under the

subset relation. The maximal elements of this partial

order are called stable partial models while the

minimal elements are called well-founded partial

models. As an example, the partial-model hierarchy

corresponding to the ordered logic program P2 is dep

icted in below. Note that there are four stable partial

models, A/, .. A/4, and one well-founded partial model

M9 = {p}, where A/5 = {a ,-,b ,p], M6 = {->a ,b ,p},

Mn = {c ,-,d,p}, A/g = {-,c ,d,p}, A/,=Af5u A/7,

A/2 = A/5 u A/g, A/3 =M6 u My, and M4=M6 u A/g.

jnLae9ia jt was snown mat there is but a unique well-

founded partial model, which is equal to Wp\c(0).

Another interesting result is that the intersection of all

stable partial models is exactly the well-founded par

tial model in all cases but a very special type of (con

tradictory) ordered logic programs. Together with the

proof theory (procedural semantics) for ordered logic

developed in Ver89b, this gives a soundness and com

pleteness result for ordered logic. For the relationship

between partial models and "full" models, we refer to

A/, A/, M, A/4

 

Ms M6 A/7 Mi

 

A/g

Lae91a

4. CREDULOUS AND SCEPTICAL

MODELS

It was discussed before that the need for defeating

arises where the classical approach fails, namely when

it comes to the satisfaction of applicable competing

rules. From this, it follows that an actual defeater, i.e.

a rule that causes a rule to be defeated (not just

defeasible), should definitely be applicable. The ques

tion then arises as to whether a defeater should be

applied or not? If in an ordered logic program, every

two competing rules are such that one is strictly pre

ferred to the other, then the defeater of an applicable,

non-applied rule is automatically applied. So, the

answer only depends on whether we want to ignore

equivalent (i.e. incomparable in the partial order)

conflicting information or whether we want to make a

choice in the case of equivalent conflicting informa

tion. It turns out that there are two alternative

approaches, one taking the view that a defeater is an

applicable competitor thus unifying conflicting infor

mation with no information, and the other taking the

view that a defeater should be an applied competitor

thus enforcing a choice. The former conservative

approach was discussed in the previous section. Our

objective now is to develop semantics for the second

credulous approach and to discuss its relationship with

the conservative approach.

Only a few changes to the definitions of the previous

section are required: specifically, the new notion of

defeating will be reflected in the credulous versions of

(the definitions of) unfounded and assumption sets.

Surprisingly, it will turn out that the new credulous

semantics not only provides us with a more credulous

interpretation of ordered logic programs, but also with

an extremely sceptical interpretation.
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Definition 3.

Let P be an ordered logic program and C a component

of it. Given an interpretation / for P in C, a rule r in

ground (C*) is c-defeated in / if there exists a rule ?

in compp | c(r) such that B (?) u H (?) c /. □

Definition 4.

Let Z1 be an ordered logic program, C a component of

it, and / an interpretation for P in C. A subset X of

BP v -iBP is a c-unfounded set of ^ in C w.r.t. / if

for each p in X, every rule r in ground(C*) with

H(r)=p is either c-defeated in / or fl (r) nX * 0 .

The greatest c-unfounded set of P in C wj.L /,

denoted [//> | c- is the union of all sets that are c-

unfounded sets of P in C w.r.L /. Up \ c(l) is easily

seen to be a c-unfounded set. □

Lemma 1.

Let P be an ordered logic program, C a component of

it, and I and J interpretations for P in C. If I c J,

thenUcp\c(I)czUp\c(J). m

Clearly, Up \ c(/) is a subset of Up \ c(/) which fits our

intuition that, in the current case, more literals should

be true, i.e. more literals should be in /, due to the

enforced choice when conflicts arise. From this obser

vation, it follows immediately that, in general, we can

expect more c-partial models than partial models as

the number of defeasible rules increases (i.e. there are

more c-defeasible rules than defeasible rules).

Definition 5.

Let P be an ordered logic program and C a component

of it. Given an interpretation / for P in C, a rule r in

ground (C*) is c-defeasible in / if there exists a rule r

in compp \ c(r) such that

(B(r)vH(r))nui\c(l)=0. a

Definition 6.

Let P be an ordered logic program and C a component

of it. A consistent interpretation M is a c-partial

model for P in C if every rule r in ground (C*) is

either applied in M or non-applicable in M or c-

defeasible in M. a

The next definition is simpler than the conservative

definition of assumption set. This is due to the fact

that an applied rule can never be c-defeated w.r.L an

interpretation.

Definition 7.

Let P be an ordered logic program, C a component of

it, and / an interpretation for P in C. A subset X of /

is a c-assumption set of P in C wj.L / if for each p

in X, every rule r in ground(C*) with H (r) = p

satisfies one of the following conditions:

(a) r is non-applicable in /, or

(b) r is c-defeasible in /, or

(c) B (r) n X * 0.

The greatest c-assumption set of P in C w.r.L /,

denoted Ap \ C(F), is the union of all sets that are c-

assumption sets of P in C w.r.t. /. Ap \ c(l) is easily

seen to be a c-assumption set A member of Ap \ C(I)

is called an c-assumption. / is said to be c-

assum ption free iff Ap \ C(I) = 0 . D

Interpretations that are free from c -assumptions are

also free from c-unfounded literals.

Lemma 2.

Let P be an ordered logic program, C a component of

it, and I an interpretation for P in C. Then

Up\c(0nrcAp\c(n. ■

As for the conservative approach, we can show that

the greatest c-assumption set is that part of the

interpretation which is non-inferrable. To this end, we

define the credulous enabled version which

corresponds to the inferrable part of a c-partial model.

Definition 8.

Let P be an ordered logic program, C a component of

P and M a c-partial model for P in C. The credulous

enabled version of ground (C*) w.r.L A/, denoted by

Ccm, is the program containing all rules of ground (C*)

that are applied in M and not c-defeasible in M. □

Let us now apply the immediate consequence transfor

mation T as defined for seminegative and positive pro

grams to Cm. Given any interpretation / for P in C,

TcKU) - {A I there exists a rule r in Ccu such that

H (r)=A and B (r) c 0-

Lemma 3.

Let P be an ordered logic program, C a component of

P and M a c-partial model for P in C. Then Tc-u is

monotone and has a least fixpoint, denoted Tc'M (0 ).

Moreover, Tc], (0)cM. ■

The members of M-Tc^ (0 ) cannot be inferred in CM:

they are assumptions of M.
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Theorem 1.

Let P be an ordered logic program and C a com

ponent of it. A c-partial model M for P in C is c-

assumption free if and only if Tc"y (0) = M. ■

While the condition of c-defeating would be meaning

less in the definition of c-assumption set, we next

illustrate that the condition of c -defeasible is essential.

Example 1.

Consider the program P4 depicted below, together

with the interpretation M = {—,p}.

o

O ->q -> p

Pa

Clearly, UPt\c(M)=0 , and therefore, the credulous

enabled version is also empty as each rule in /% is

either c-defeasible in M or non-applicable in M. As

expected (Theorem 1), we find that M is not assump

tion free because the rule -> —>p is c-defeasible in M.

So, condition (b) in the definition of c-assumption set

is essential. □

We next prove that a c-assumption-free c-partial model

exists for any ordered logic program in any of its com

ponents, by means of the following transformation.

Definition 9.

Let P be an ordered logic program and C one of its

components. Let / be the family of all interpretations

of P in C. The credulous ordered immediate conse

quence transformation for P in C is the function

Sp\c'- I -» / defined as follows: given an interpre

tation /, SP | c(f) = {p | there exists a rule r in

ground (C*) such that H (r) = p, r is applicable in /

and not c-defeasible in I), a

Lemma 4.

For a given ordered logic program P and a com

ponent of it C. the transformation SP | c is monotone

and has a least fixpoint. *

We denote the least fixpoint of SP \ c by S? | c(0 )•

Lemma 5.

Given an ordered logic program P and a component C

of P. Sp\ c(0) is a c-assumption-free c-partial model

for P in C. u

We now consider the collection of all c-assumption-

free c-partial models of an ordered logic program P in

a component C, which is partially ordered by the set-

inclusion relation.

Definition 10.

Let P be an ordered logic program, C a component of

it and <\i, c> the partially ordered set where p.

denotes the set of c-assumption-free c-partial models

for P in C. A c-partial model M for P in C is called

• credulous if M is maximal in <p, c >,

• sceptical if M is minimal in <p, c >• □

Example 2.

Consider the ordered logic program P5 which has but

one component C.

{

-» <7

-* ->q

}

The partial order of c-assumption-free c-partial models

for P5 in C is depicted in the next figure. There are 3

credulous c-partial models and there is a single scepti

cal one.

{/>.<?} {P.--?} {-/».-■?}

 

While the previous example illustrates that an ordered

logic program may have several alternative credulous

c-partial models in a component, we can show that the

uniqueness of the sceptical c-partial model is

guaranteed.

Theorem 2.

Let P be an ordered logic program and C a com

ponent of it. Then Sp°\c(0) is the unique sceptical

c-partial model. ■
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5. SCEPTICAL PROOF THEORY

Our next goal is to develop a definition of "proof for

properties of objects": for an ordered logic program P

and a component C of it, we want a proof procedure

that decides whether a given ground literal is true in C

of P. In a monotonic environment, producing evi

dence for the truth of all literals in the body of a rule

suffices to conclude the truth of the literal in the head

of this rule. Obviously, our proof mechanism will be

more complicated as it is essential to take into account

the behavior of the competitors of this rule. There

fore, the proof procedure will have to show that any

competitor of this rule is in fact "blocked", i.e. at least

one literal of its body cannot become true. This is

done by inferring not only positive conclusions like "p

holds" but also negative ones like "demonstrably, p

does not hold".

Proofs of properties of objects are conveniently

represented as trees. The intuition is as follows. Let

P be an ordered logic program and C a component of

it. The nodes of a sceptical prooftree in C of P are

labeled by adorned literals, the adornment being either

"+" or "-". If a node n in a sceptical prooftree T has a

positive adornment, e.g. p+, then the subtree of T with

root n is again a sceptical prooftree which represents a

proof for "p is true in C of P". The proof is based on

the idea that p must be true in C of P only if there is

an applicable, not c-defeasible rule whose head is p,

which means that (1) its body can be proven to be true

and that (2) the body or the head of each competitor

can be proven not to be true. If a node n in a scepti

cal prooftree has a negative adornment, e.g. p~ then

the subtree with root n is again a sceptical prooftree

representing a proof for "p is not true in C of P". The

proof is based on the idea that p cannot be true in C

of P only if each rule whose head is p is either non-

applicable or c-defeated which means that (1) its body

can be proven not to be true or that (2) there is a com

petitor of which both the body and the head can be

proven to be true. In particular, if the root of the

overall sceptical prooftree has a positively (resp.

negatively) adorned label /» + then it represents a proof

for "p is true in C of P" (resp. "p is not true in C of

P") in terms of a number of sceptical (sub)prooftrees.

Definition 11.

Let P be an ordered logic program and C a component

of it A sceptical prooftree in C of P is a finite tree

where nodes are labeled by members of

{p* | pe BP u ->Bp) and {p~ \ peBp \j->Bp).

Moreover, each node n must satisfy one of the follow

ing conditions depending on its label:

• If n has label p* then there must be some rule r

in ground (C*) with H(r)=p such that n has a

child labeled c+ for each c e B (r). Moreover,

for each competitor r in compP\c(r\ n must

have a child labeled d~ for some

d e B (?) <j H (?).

• If n has label p~ then either

(a) for every rule r in ground (C*) with

H(r)=p, n must have a child labeled c"

for some cs B (r), or r must have a com

petitor r in compP\c(r) such that n has a

child labeled d+ for each

d e B (?) u H (?); or

(b) n must have an ancestor n with the same

label (p~) such that no node between n

and n has a + label.

A sceptical prooftree is said to be a sceptical prooftree

of ps in C of P if its root is labeled ps. D

Example 3.

The figure below illustrates an ordered logic program

and a prooftree of d+ in the bottom component C of

this program.

o

d

b

0C

b

6

,d

a

c

 

Definition 12.

Let P be an ordered logic program, C a component of

it and pr (where r is either + or -) an adorned ground

literal. The existence of a sceptical prooftree of pr in

C of P is denoted by Pc\—Cpr- Moreover, Pcc*

denotes {p\Pc \—rP+}> Pcc~ denotes {p\Pc\—cP~)

and Pcc=Pcc+ u Pcc~. Pc* is called the credulous

extension of f in C.

exclusion of P in C. □

c

Ph is called the credulous
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So, the credulous extension Pcc+ is the set of ground

literals that, following the credulous approach, can be

proven to be true in C of P and the credulous exclu

sion Pec~ is the set of ground literals that can be pro

ven not to be true in C of P while Pcc contains those

ground literals for which no proof exists.

As shown in L*69^, pcc* and Pcc~ are well-defined:

is a consistent interpretation.

in

Pcc+nPcc- = Q and Pec*

It turns out that the credulous extension Pcc* is the

sceptical c-partial model and that the credulous exclu

sion Pcc~ is the unfounded set w.r.t. the sceptical c-

partial model.

Theorem 3.

Let P be an ordered logic program and C a com

ponent of it. Then Pc*=Sp\c(0), and

Pcc- = UeP}c(Sp\c(0)). ■

Note that the above theorem gives us a procedural

top-down characterization of the sceptical c-partial

model.

Another interesting result is that the sceptical proof

theory is sound and complete w.r.t. the c-assumption-

free c-partial model semantics.

Theorem 4. (Soundness)

Let P be an ordered logic program, C a component of

it and M a c-assumption-free c-partial model for P in

C. Then Pi* ^M and MnPcc~ = 0. m

Theorem 5. (Soundness and Completeness)

Let P be an ordered logic program, C a component of

it. The intersection of all c-assumption-free c-partial

models is exactly the credulous extension, m

A natural question to ask then is what is the relation

ship between the conservative analogues of credulous

and sceptical c-partial models. This is the topic of the

next section.

6. CONSERVATIVE VS. CREDULOUS

APPROACH

6.1. PARTIAL VS. C-PARTIAL MODELS

In this section, we present the relationship between

partial models and c-partial models.

Lemma 6.

Let P be an ordered logic program, C a component of

it and I an interpretation for P in C. Then

(a) the greatest c-unfounded set of P in C w.r.t. I is

a subset of the greatest unfounded set of P in C

w.r.t.I,i.e. Vp\cV)zUP\c(0-

(b) the greatest c-assumption set of P in C w.r.t. I is

a subset of the greatest assumption set of P in C

w.r.t. I. i.e. AP \ c(f) £ AP , c(/). ■

Theorem 6.

Let P be an ordered logic program and C a com

ponent of it. Every partial model for P in C is a c-

partial model for P in C. Moreover, every

assumption-free partial model for P in C is a c-

assumption-free c-partial model for P in C. ■

The next counterexample illustrates that the reverse is

not necessarily true.

Example 4.

Reconsider Ps. The empty set is a c-partial model for

P 5 in C which is not a partial model for P5 in C. D

62. STABLE VS. CREDULOUS MODELS

As for the relationship between stable partial models

and credulous c-partial models, we have the result that

each stable partial model can be extended to a credu

lous c-partial model.

Theorem 7.

Let P be an ordered logic program and C a com

ponent of it. Every stable partial model for P in C is a

subset of some credulous c-partial model for P in C.

■

The reverse may be false as is illustrated next

Example 5.

Reconsider Ps. In Example 2, {p} is the (only) stable

partial model for P5 in C, which can be extended to

two credulous c-partial models for ^5 in C: {p,—>q}

and {p , q}. The reverse does no hold, i.e. there can be

credulous c-partial models that are not extensions of

stable partial models. This is illustrated in P$ by the

credulous c-partial model {—>p ,—>q} model for Ps in

C, which is not an extension of any stable partial

model for P 5 in C. a
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63. WELL-FOUNDED

MODELS

VS. SCEPTICAL

As far as the relationship between well-founded and

sceptical models is concerned, we find the following

result.

Theorem 8.

Let P be an ordered logic program and C a com

ponent of it. The sceptical c-partial model for P in C

is a subset of the well-founded partial model for P in

C. m

Example 6.

For ^5, the sceptical c-partial model in C is the empty

set, which is a subset of the well-founded partial

model {p}. D

By definition, the sceptical c-partial model is a subset

of the intersection of all credulous c-partial models.

As is shown in the next example, this feature is not

always true for the well-founded partial model.

Example 7.

For Ps, the intersection of all credulous c-partial

models in C is the empty set whereas the well-founded

partial model in C is (p). a

For a discussion on the computation of c-partial

models, we refer to ^e90c, where it is shown how to

effectively compute c-partial models, credulous c-

partial models and the sceptical c-partial model.

7. CONCLUSION

The combination of the conservative and credulous

approach to the semantics of ordered logic programs

yields a hierarchy of partial models: at the bottom end

we have the unique (extremely) sceptical model, which

is included in the unique well-founded (partial) model.

The well-founded partial model can be extended to

yield (possibly) multiple stable partial models, which

result from different (conservative) assumption-free

choices (seeLae90a ). The credulous approach allows

us to extend these stable partial models further by

making (conservative) assumptions.

It should be noted that the new concepts for ordered

logic programs are proper generalizations of the

corresponding concepts for classical logic programs by

considering a special class of ordered logic programs,

called ordered versionsLae90b of logic programs: the

well-foundedGel88a resp. the stable partial

modelsGel88b,Sac90a of a classical logic program coin

cide with the well-founded resp. the stable partial

models of its ordered version. In addition, in the case

of ordered version of logic programs, the well-founded

and the stable partial models coincide with the scepti

cal and the credulous partial models respectively.
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Abstract

After more than ten years of research in

non-monotonic logics, the negation as failure

rule (NAF) remains as the preferred device

for capturing non-monotonic reasoning in AI

programs. Non-monotonic logics have con

tributed to the analysis of NAF and other

forms of reasoning but have not yet deliv

ered devices as useful. Still, there are well

known limitations in using negation as fail

ure for representing default knowledge: neg

ative information cannot be expressed and

programs often loop. In this work we de

velop a new framework for logic programs

which tackles these problems. The frame

work is structured in three parts: a model-

theory, a sound and complete proof-theory,

and various proof-procedures. The model-

theory is based on a model-preference cri

terion which distinguishes atoms being true

from atoms being supported. The proof-

theory appeals to arguments (consistent sets

of assumptions) which may conflict with each

other and be protected from each other. Fi

nally, the proof-procedures aim to provide

efficient although incomplete approximations

of the proof-theory. We then analyze how the

resulting framework compares with accounts

based on stable and well-founded models, and

how it relates to non-monotonic TMSs.

1 Introduction

The first ten years of research in non-monotonic rea

soning have produced a number of important results

regarding the specification and content of defeasible

knowledge bases. A number of formalisms are now

available which allow us to speak with precision about

revisable patterns of inference, and to encode and cap

ture various forms of commonsense inference. How

ever, in spite of these results, little has reached to

practitioners. People continue writing programs which

perform non-monotonic inference and yet find most

theorizing in non-monotonic reasoning irrelevant.

Nonetheless, the existing devices for capturing non

monotonic reasoning in programs are far from perfect.

For example, if one uses PROLOG'S negation as fail

ure, one cannot express that two predicates are incom

patible, and must be especially careful to avoid loops

(e.g., (Kowalski and Sergot, 1986)). Similar problems

occur in truth-maintenance systems. This raises the

question of whether new architectures can be devel

oped in which the computational concerns that make

devices like NAF and TMSs useful in practice, and

the expressive power that makes non-monotonic for

malisms adequate in theory, are combined.

This work is an exploration on that theme. We de

velop a new form of negation as failure which, while

suitable for a larger class of programs than Clark's

NAF, retains two of its most salient features: an intu

itive behavior, and a definite-clause model of computa

tion. The new negation as failure rule, can also handle

explicit negative information and avoids the problems

caused by the presence of loops.

As we illustrate here and argue in more detail else

where (Geffner, 1991), the addition of a more powerful

form of negation to logic programs, together with the

ability to handle negative information results into an

appealing representational framework for default rea

soning; a framework which does well in capturing the

intuitions of the user, both in terms of what conclu

sions are sanctioned and how they are obtained.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we dis

cuss some problems with negation as failure and intro

duce a slight variation of NAF, called X!NAF, which

addresses them. Basically, X*NAF removes the pro

cedural aspects of Clark's negation by introducing the

logical notion of support. The new form of negation

as failure coincides with the well-founded semantics,

and thus is sound and complete for the class of strat

ified programs, and remains sound within the larger

class of programs with stable models. Yet, X'NAF
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possesses serious limitations. One of them is that

it cannot handle negative information. In section 3

we introduce another extension of negation as failure,

called X2NAF, which overcomes these problems. We

then discuss the assumptions underlying X2NAF, and

what X2NAF computes and fails to compute. We do

so by developing a novel semantics for logic programs

and a sound and complete proof-theory. We show that

X2NAF provides a sound approximation of the proof-

theory, provided suitable conditions hold. This ap

proximation is then improved in section 5. Related

work is discussed in section 6 and throughout the pa

per. Section 7 summarizes the main contributions.

2 Negation as Failure

The negation as failure rule originates in the de

vices used in PLANNER (Hewitt, 1972) and PRO

LOG (Rousell, 1975) for making assumptions about

negative information. Clark (1978) was the first to

give both a precise description of the rule and a logi

cal account of its behavior. Basically, Clark's negation

as failure (NAF) extends a sound and complete strat

egy for programs with no negation, into an strategy

for programs with negation. The additional step per

mits us to derive negative literals of the form ->/? when

the derivation of the positive literal /? (finitely) fails.1

As Clark showed, under mild assumptions, the liter

als computed by the negation as failure rule are sound

with respect to the logical theory that results from

'completing' the program.

Nonetheless, the interpretation of negation that results

from Clark's account has some peculiarities. Loops,

for example, often render a behavior which is hard to

justify on logical grounds. For example, the addition

of what should be a harmless rule, p «— p, sometimes

changes the 'meaning' of a program. Thus, a program

P0 = {q «— -ip} sanctions q, but a program Pi = {q <—

->p ; p «— p} does not.

More recent accounts have cured these anomalies. For

the family of stratified programs, for example, it has

been found that there is a unique Herbrand model,

which faithfully and completely captures the intention

of the programmer (Apt et al., 1987). Such a distin

guished model, indeed, is sanctioned by a number of

accounts each resting on slightly different intuitions

(see (Przymusinska and Przymusinski, 1989) for a re

view).

However, while these accounts provide a precise inter

pretation of logic programs with negation, their ap

plicability to problems involving defaults remains lim

ited. Consider for example the program that results

from expressing two conflicting defaults, say "quakers

are pacifists" and "republican are not pacifists" :

pacif ist(r) «— quaker(z) A-iabj(x)

non-pacif ist(x) *— republican(z) A -iab2(x)

ab2(x) *~ quaker(x) A -iabj(z)

abj(x) «— republican(x) A -<ab2(x)

The program contains a negative loop relating the two

'abnormalities' abj and ab2, and thus, is not stratified.

This rules out procedures like SLS-resolution (Przy

musinski, 1987), and causes the most commonly used

SLDNF (Lloyd, 1984) to loop, (e.g., when queried

about whether a republican quaker is a pacifist). Se

mantics based on stable or well-founded models (Gel-

fond and Lifschitz, 1988, Van Gelder et al, 1988),

on the other hand, correctly define the behavior of

these programs, but fail to provide effective proof-

procedures for delivering the answers.2

In this paper we aim to make the framework of logic

programs with negation into a more adequate frame

work for default reasoning. For that we will develop a

semantics and proof-procedures which will allow us to

deal with the example above in the following simpler

form:

pacif ist(x) <— quaker(x) , -iabi(z)

non_pacifist(x) <— republican(x) , ->ab2(x)

*— pacifist(x) , non.pacif ist(x)

In order to motivate the new ideas, we will start with

Clark's negation as failure, which we will later recast

into a more convenient form.

2.1 From NAF to XXNAF

Clark's negation as failure can be usefully understood

in terms of the following pseurfo-definition:3

Dl. a negative literal ->p is derivable, if the positive

literal p is not derivable

D2. a positive literal p is derivable, if the program con

tains a rule p *— Li, Lj, . . . , Ln, and each literal

Li is derivable

We say that this is a pseut/o-definition because it does

not define the 'derivability' relation at all. Dl and

D2 depend on each other, and Dl in particular ap

peals to the negation of the notion we are trying to

define. Clark's negation as failure thus interprets this

'For an introduction to logic programming, see (Lloyd,

1984).

2This remark is not completely fair. Although the

procedures developed for the well-founded semantics (e.g.,

(Ross, 1989)) will loop in this program, they can in prin

ciple be extended with (albeit incomplete) loop trapping

mechanisms. The same extension, however, will not work

for SLDNF or SLS-resolution.

3 For simplicity, we assume that the program under con

sideration is ground (i.e., does not contain any variables).
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pseudo-definition, with the added provision that posi

tive literals whose derivations (finite) fail are taken to

be non-derivable. The same is true about PROLOG

interpreters. The problem of this approach though,

is that introduces unnecessary loops. In a program

P = {r < ip ; p *— q ; q <— p}, for example, we

expect r to be derivable, but Clark's NAF loops.

It is possible, nonetheless, to convert the pseudo-

definition D1-D2 into a legitimate, inductive defini

tion. The key notion for that translation will be the

notion of support which we define below. Roughly,

a set of negative literals -i/?,- will support a positive

literal p, when p can be derived from Dl and D2 as

suming that none of the atoms /?,• is derivable. We

formalize this notion after the following preliminary

definitions.

The programs we consider are collection of rules of the

form A «— L\ , . . . , Ln where A is an atom, L\ , . . . , Ln

are literals (i.e., atoms or negated atoms) and n >

0. Rules of this form are notational variants of the

formula L\,...,Ln => A, so that any program can

be viewed as a set of first-order formulas. Variables

in such rules are implicitly universally quantified. P*

will be used to denote the ground program obtained by

substituting each rule in P by all its ground instances.

Now, for a set A of ground negative literals, let P^

stand for the collection of ground rules in P enabled

by A, i.e. the rules in P* all whose negative literals

belong to A. Furthermore, let Pj stand for the pos

itive ground program obtained from P^ by removing

all negative literals.4 Then, the support relation is

defined as follows:

Definition 1 (Support) A collection of ground neg

ative literals A supports an atom p in a program P, if

p is a logical consequence of the definite program P£.

For example if P is given by the rules:

c(x) «- *(x) , -.a(x) , -nb(x)

d(x) < 'a(z)

f(*) - d(x)

and A = {->a(t)}, then Pj is given by the program

{d(t) ♦- ; i(t) *- d(t)}. As a result, the atoms d(t)

and f(t), which are logical consequences of Pj, are

supported by A.

Note that if an atom p is not supported by a set of

negative literals, p will not be derivable by negation

as failure. Furthermore, p will still not be derivable

by negation as failure, if the only supports p has, all

involve literals -ig whose complements q are derivable.

We can thus recast the pseudo-definition D1-D2 in the

following form:

4This transformation is similar to the one used in (Gel-

fond and Lifschitz, 1988).

Dl'. a negative literal ->p is derivable, if every support

A' for p contains a literal -<q such that q is deriv

able

D2'. a positive literal p is derivable, if it is supported

by a set of derivable literals ->pi

Such form can be further unfolded yielding a legiti

mate, inductive, definition of negation as failure:

Dl". a negative literal ->p is derivable, if every support

A' for p contains a literal -•q such that q is sup

ported by a set of derivable literals ->p,-

132" . a positive literal p is derivable, if it is supported

by a set of derivable literals -<pi

Note that the derivation of positive literals plays now

no role on the derivation of negative literals. The lat

ter, on the other hand, completely determine the for

mer.

We will be referring to negative ground literals as as

sumptions. Line Dl" thus provides us with the condi

tions under which assumptions can be adopted. Line

D2", on the other hand, maps those assumptions into

atoms via the support relation. For example, in the

program P = {r <— -ip ; p <— q ; q «— p}, the as

sumptions ->p and ->q are derivable, as neither p or q

is supported. Furthermore, since -<p supports r, then

the atom r is derivable as well.

The first proof-procedure we will study, called X*NAF,

is a slight variation of the definition Dl"-D2" above.

X'NAF accepts a list of assumptions and tell us

whether each element in the list is derivable. The idea

of the list is to make explicit the dependences among

assumptions. For example, if the assumption »i can

be derived by means of Dl" and D2" only after an

assumption a? is derived, lists containing a\ will be

derivable only if ar2 precedes ct\ in the list. In the

program P = {c «— ->b ; b < >a}, for instance, this

means that the lists {->a} and {-<a, -ic} will be deriv

able, while the list {->c} will not. We will say more

below about how such lists are constructed to derive

propositions of interest.

We use the notation A,- = A,_i +a,- to denote the list

obtained by appending the element a,- to the list A,_i.

When the order in a list is not relevant, we treat lists

as sets. X*NAF is then defined as follows:

Definition 1 (X*NAF)

1. Ao = 0 is derivable from P

2. A,- = A,_i + ->Pi is derivable from P if

2.1 A,_i is derivable from P, and

2.2 every set A' which supports pi, contains an

assumption ->/?,, such that A,-_i supports fy

The definition is extended to literals in a straightfor

ward way: the assumptions derivable by X*NAF are
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the assumptions which belong to some derivable list,

while the ground atoms derivable by X!NAF are the

atoms supported by collections of derivable assump

tions -i/?,-.

Like Clark's NAF, XXNAF involves computing with

definite programs only. X1 NAF however, leaves many

control decisions unspecified: how to construct the

lists Ai, which counterarguments A' to try first, and

so on. It is fair to say, indeed, that X'NAF is

closer in form to the so called argument systems de

veloped for defeasible reasoning (e.g., (Pollock, 1987,

Loui, 1987)) than to the query evaluation procedures

for logic programs. Line 2.2, for example, can be un

derstood as saying that in order to accept A,, every

'argument' A' that rebuts Aj (i.e., A' supports /?,-)

must be defeated by A,_i (i.e., A' + A,_i must be

self-defeating).5 This view actually provides the right

intuition for adding to X*NAF a layer of control: if we

want to prove p, then we will try to find a list A which

supports p. If no A' rebuts A, then we are done; other

wise we need to prepend to A a set A" of assumptions

which defeats A', and repeat the process for A" + A.

The following theorems relate X'NAF to other pro

posals in the literature.6

Theorem 1 // P is stratified, then an atom p is deriv

able by X*NAF if and only if p E Mp, where Mp is

the canonical Herbrand model of P.7

Theorem 2 An atom p is derivable by X'NAF if and

only if p is true in the well-founded (possibly partial)

model of P.

Theorem 3 If p is derivable by XXNAF then p be

longs to all the stable models of P.

Note that theorems 2 and 3 do not require programs

to be stratified. Theorem 2 says that X*NAF and the

well-founded models semantics coincide in an impor

tant sense. This is most apparent when one compares

the definition of X*NAF with the formulation of well-

founded models based on alternating fixed-points (Van

Gelder, 1989).

3 Handling Negative Information

In spite of these properties, however, X'NAF is not

the proof-procedure we are looking for. We discuss

5Note that it is sufficient to consider the minimal such

A"8 only.

6The notion of stratification can be found in (Apt et a/.,

1987). The semantics based on well-founded models and

stable models were introduced in (Van Gelder et al., 1988)

and (Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1988, Fine, 1989) respectively.

7Proofe of the theorems will appear in the full version

of this paper to be available from the author.

three problems with X*NAF, before introducing a

more powerful procedure which addresses them.

Inconsistent Rebuttals. One of the problems of

X*NAF pops up in the program Pj:

c «— -<a, -ib

b «— -ia

a « >b

Pi can be understood as asserting that c follows from

the assumptions ->a and -<b, but that one of these as

sumptions must be false. It is natural to expect then

that ->c will be derivable; however, if we try to prove

the list Ai = {-<c} by means of X'NAF we would find

that c is supported by the set A = {->a, -<b} and thus

{-<c} is not sanctioned. Intuitively, this is wrong as

we are rebutting the list Ai with an assumption set A

which is inconsistent. A is inconsistent because it con

tains the assumptions ->a and ->b, but supports their

complements a and b. We say in that case that A is

self-defeating. More generally,

Definition 2 A set of assumptions A is self-defeating

if it supports an atom (5 such that ->/? € A.

The problem of inconsistent rebuttals can thus be dealt

with by requiring that rebuttals be non-self-defeating.

Note that the computation of self-defeat, like the com

putation of support, still involves definite clauses only.

Indefinite Defeat. A similar problem to the one

above arises in the program P2:

c «— -<a, ->b

b < «d,->a

a <— -xi, ^b

Now X*NAF derives the list Ai = {->d} but does not

derive the list A2 = Ai + {->c}. This is due to the

set A = {-<a, -ib} which supports c. Although A is no

longer inconsistent in this program, A is inconsistent

with the assumptions derivable from the program, in

this case Ai = {-id}. However, although Ai makes

the rebuttal A inconsistent, it fails to support either a

or b. Note, however, that if ->a is accepted, Ai would

support b, and if —ib is accepted, Ai would support a.

In either case or if neither ->a nor ->b is accepted, thus

-ic should be derivable.

The key to handle programs like Pj lies again on the

notion of self-defeat. While in line 2.2 of the definition

of XXNAF, we required A,_i to support the comple

ment of one of the assumptions in A' in order to defeat

A', we will now require only that the union A' + A,_i

be self-defeating. Since A,_i has been derived already,

this would imply that the complement of one of the as

sumptions in A' will be supported, once we are willing

to accept a consistent subset of A'. In P2, for exam

ple, Ai = {->d} will defeat the rebuttal A = {-<a,->b}
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because Ai + A is self-defeating (it supports both a

and b). As a result, the list Aj = Ai + {""c} will be

derivable.

Negative Information. A more difficult problem

than the two above is the handling of negative infor

mation. The need for expressing negative informa

tion arises in many AI tasks. When reasoning about

change, for instance, say in scenarios like the Yale

Shooting Problem, we want to be able to say things

like that the gun is not loaded, that dead and alive are

incompatible and so on. Still the language of definite

clauses with negation as failure does not allow us to

do so.

The next step then is to extend the expressive power of

logic programs to accommodate negative information.

We will do so by means of negative constraints of the

form

«— A\, A2, . . .,An

where each literal Ai is an atom. The meaning of

such constraints corresponds exactly to their logical

meaning: one of the atoms Ai must be false. Thus

we will write «— loaded(5) to express that the gun

was not loaded at time t = 5, «— dead(<), alive(i) to

express that 'dead' and 'alive' are incompatible, and

so on.

The incorporation of constraints in the language re

quires us to define what the meaning of program with

constraints is. Familiar semantics like stable models

don't apply because most programs with constraints

lack stable models. Still we do have intuitions about

what the right behavior of such programs ought to

be. In the next section we will formalize such intu

itions. We will then show that the proof-procedure

below complies with the formalization.

The proof-procedure X2NAF operates on a program

P augmented with a collection of negative constraints

N. The main difference between X2NAF and X*NAF

besides those mentioned above, is that constraints pro

vide an additional source of rebuttals. For example, if

an assumption a supports an atom p and N contains a

constraint <— p, it is reasonable not to derive a. More

generally, we will have an assumption set A rebut an

assumption a, when A extended with a supports each

of the atoms pi of a ground instance «— pi pn of

a constraint in N. We will abbreviate that by saying

that A + {a} supports N.

The introduction of constraints does not affect the def

initions of support and self-defeat which are still de

termined by P alone. Yet there are two sources of

inconsistency now: a set A of assumptions may be

inconsistent because it is self-defeating or because it

supports N. In either case we will say now that A

is inadmissible; and otherwise, that A is admissible.

Note that admissibility, like support and self-defeat, is

still computed in terms of definite programs only.

Provided with these notions and a program P+N,

X2NAF is inductively defined as follows:

Definition 2 (X2NAF)

1. A0 = 0 is derivable from P+N

2. Aj = Aj_i + -"A is derivable from N if

2.1 Aj_i is derivable from P+N, and V admissible A'

2. 2. a if A supports /?,-, A'+A,_i is self-defeating, and

2.2.b if A'+{->/?,} supports N, A'+A< is self-defeating

The definition is extended to literals in the straight

forward way. A negative literal a is derivable from

P+N by X2NAF, if a occurs in some list derivable

by X2NAF, while a positive literal p is derivable from

P+N by X2NAF, if there is a collection A of nega

tive literals that supports p such that each o,- in A is

derivable.

X2NAF, like X*NAF, can also be viewed as an ar

gument system. Indeed, X2NAF involves two types

of rebuttals. Line 2.2. a, for example, can be under

stood as stating that if A' strongly rebuts At (i.e, A'

supports Pi) then the assumptions preceding ->/?,-, i.e.

A,_i, must defeat A'. Line 2.2.b, on the other hand,

says that if A' weakly rebuts A,- (i.e., A,- + {->/?i} sup

ports N), then we are allowed to defeat A' with the

entire list A,-, with the assumption ->fii included.

The distinction between the two forms of rebuttals can

be illustrated by means of the program P2+N:

b «— -ia

c < ib, -ia

«— c

The assumption set A = {->b} rebuts the list Ai =

{->a} because A+Ai supports c, and hence N. The set

A, however, does not support the atom a. As a result,

the definition of X2NAF permits us to establish Ai

by showing A + Ai to be self-defeating. This follows

from the rule b < >*. If the program P2 is extended

with another rule a < >b, however, the assumption

-ia would no longer be derivable, as A = {->b} would

support a, and hence, the definition of X2NAF would

require that A be defeated by the assumptions preced

ing ->a.

The characterization of what X2NAF computes will be

given in the next section. Before proceeding with such

a characterization, we consider an example in detail.

Example 1 The program P+N below represents a

variation of the Yale shooting scenario (Hanks and Mc-

Dermott, 1987):

alive(s(<)) <- alive(t),-.ab1(i)

loaded(s(<)) <- loaded(<), -<ab2(0

dead(s(i)) — shoot(f),loaded(0,-,ab3(*)

abj(<) «- shoot(<),loaded(<),-.ab3(t)
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loadod(O) «—

alive(l) «-

Bhoot(l) «—

«-alive(t),dead(<)

The predicates ab.'s stand for 'abnormalities,' a stands

for the successor function, and positive integers n are

used as abbreviations for n applications of the succes

sor function to 0. It is possible to check then that

the list A2 = {->ab2(0),->ab3(l)} is derivable from

P+ N, and as a result, so is the atom dead(2) which

it supports. In this regard, X2NAF behaves no dif

ferent than Clark's negation as failure. Eshghi and

Kowalski (1989) showed indeed that the Yale shooting

problem does not arise if the scenario is represented

in a logic program with negation as failure. However,

it can be argued that those solutions 'cheat' in the

following sense: they get the right behavior because

of the built-in inability of negation as failure to con

sider the contrapositives of the rules in the program.

This is not the case with X2NAF. For example, if the

person is found alive after the shooting, say alive(2),

the conclusion dead(2) would be retracted, as the list

A2 would be rebutted by the empty assumption set.

Moreover, in that scenario, we would not conclude

that the gun remained loaded (loaded(l)) as the as

sumption involved, ->ab2(0), is now rebutted by the

set A' = {-.ab3(2)}. Thus X2NAF, unlike NAF, can

reason both backward and forward.

4 Semantics

Preferential Support. In this section we will focus

on the semantics of the proof-procedures discussed so

far, trying to uncover the assumptions they embed,

and what they compute and fail to compute. The se

mantics is articulated in two parts: first, the program

P and the constraints N determine what the (Her-

brand) models of the program P+N are, then those

models are ranked according to a preference criterion

which distinguishes atoms being true from atoms be

ing supported. We refer to the resulting semantics as

preferential support.8

We start by extending the notion of support to models.

We say that an atom p is supported in a model M

if there is a set A of assumptions which supports p

such that each ->/?, in A holds in M (i.e., /?, £ M).

Note that an atom may be true in a model and yet

be unsupported, although all supported atoms must

be true. For example, if P = {p *— ->q} and N is

empty, then M = {q} is a model of P+N in which q

is true but not supported. On the other hand, in the

model M' = {p}, p is both true and supported (by

A={-q}).

The preference relation on models is defined as follows.

Let -V[Af] denote the collection of atoms supported by

M. Then we say that a model Af is as preferred as

a model M', written M <M',ilM - M' C X[M],

i.e. if every atom in M but not in M' is supported

by M. This preference relation is neither antisymmet

ric nor transitive, and hence certain care is required

in denning what the preferred models of a program

are. We thus introduce the notion of a basis B, as a

collection of models which obey the following two con

ditions. First, for each model M' not in B there must

be a model M in B such that M < M'. Second, if M

is a model in B and M' is a model not in B such that

M' X M, then B must contain a model M" such that

M" C M'. Intuitively, the first condition says a basis

must be exhaustive, the second, that it must be closed.

It can be shown that if B' and B" are two bases, then

the intersection B' n B" is a basis as well. Thus, any

program P+N possesses a minimal basis B*\ we call

the models in B* the preferred models of P+N. It can

be shown that preferred models are always minimal.

For the program P = {q <— ->p} above, for example,

M' — {q} is the only preferred model. In general, if

M is a stable model, M and X [M] will coincide and

thus M will always be a preferred model. However,

a program may have preferred models which are not

stable, even when the program has stable models. Two

examples of such programs are:9

a < 'b Pj : a ♦— -ib

b < >a b *— ->a

p ♦— ->a p «— ->a

p « >p b «— -ip

The semantics and proof-theory below correspond to

special cases of the the semantics and proof-theory of the

'causal theories' discussed in my (1990). More on this re

lation, in section 6.

In both cases, M = {b,p} is the single stable model.

However, M' = {a, p} is also a preferred model for

both Pi and P2, and M" = {a,b} is a preferred model

of P2 as well.

Proof-Theory. The semantics of preferential sup

port also possesses a sound and complete proof-theory

(different than the proof-procedures above which ex

ploit simplifying assumptions). Indeed, in contrast to

the arguments one often hears about model-theory be

ing the 'true and only carrier' of meaning, I find the

proof-theory of preferential support more intuitive and

compelling than its model-theory.

Let us say that a set of assumptions A constitutes an

argument in a program P+N when A is logically con

sistent with P+N. Furthermore, let two arguments A

and A' be in conflict when their union A+A' is incon

sistent with P+N. We say then that an argument A is

protected from a conflicting argument A' if there is a

collection of assumptions Aa in A'—A such that 1) the

'Pi is from Van Gelder et at. (1988).
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collection of assumptions As, As = A + A' — A^, is

logically consistent with P+N, and 2) Ab supports the

complement # of each assumptions ->/?,- in Aa . Intu

itively, A is protected from a conflicting A' when A

has a consistent superset A# in which the complement

of each assumption in A' but not in Ab, is 'explained'

(i.e., supported).

Now, let us say that an argument A is stronger than a

conflicting argument A' when A is protected from A'

and A' is not protected from A, and let A be stable

when it is stronger than every conflicting argument A'.

Then, the following result can be shown:

Theorem 4 If A is a stable argument in a program

P+N, then A holds in each of the preferred models of

P+N.

For example, if P3 +N is given by the clauses:

c « >a

d«--«b

t < >b , ->c

<-f

it can be shown that the argument A = {->a, -*b} is

stable. First, note that neither a or b can be sup

ported and thus no conflicting argument will be pro

tected from A. Moreover, any argument A' in conflict

with A must contain one of the assumptions ->c or

-id. Thus, let Aa stand for one of the sets {-ic}, {-<d}

or {-ic, ->d}, according to whether A' contains the as

sumption -<c, ->d, or both. Then it is simple to show

that the set Ab = A — A& is consistent and supports

each of the atoms whose negations appear in A^ ■ In

other words, A is stable. Theorem 4 then says that A

must hold in every preferred model of P+N. This can

now be verified as M = {c,d} is the only preferred

model of P+N.

Stable arguments provide us with sufficient conditions

under which a proposition is sanctioned by preferential

support. In order to obtain a complete proof-theory we

need an additional refinement. Let us say that a col

lection C of arguments Ai, . . . , An is a stable cover,

when for any argument A' which is in conflict with

every argument A,- in C, two conditions hold: first, A'

is not protected from any A,- in C, and second, some

A,- in C is protected from A'. Then the following syn

tactic characterization of preferential support results:

Theorem 5 A proposition p is sanctioned by prefer

ential support in a program P+N if and only if there

is a stable cover C = {Ai,...,A„} such that p is a

logical consequence of P+N+Ai, for i = 1, . . . , n.

In a logic programming framework, however, we are

normally not interested in all consequences of a pro

gram but only on those which are supported. The re

sult above can thus be cast as follows:

Theorem 6 An atom p is supported by every pre

ferred model of P+N if and only if there is a sta

ble cover C — {Ai,..., An}, such that each A,-, i =

1, . . . , n, supports p in P+N.

Note that if an argument A is stable, then the cover

C = {A} is stable as well. However, stable cov

ers capture patterns of inference which rely on dis

junctive collection of assumptions which stable argu

ments cannot capture. For example, in the program

P = {c«— b;c«— a;b< >a ; a < 'b}, the cover

C = {Ai,A2} with Ai = {-^a} and A2 = {->b} is

stable and supports the atom c. On the other hand,

neither Ai nor A2 is stable.

X2NAF . Provided with the model and proof-theory

of preferential support we can now provide a character

ization of what X2NAF computes. X2NAF computes

a special class of stable arguments that we call lin

ear. A linear stable argument is a stable argument A

which can be ordered as a list A„ = {ai,. . .,a„} such

that each prefix Ai = {a\, . . . , a,-}, for t = 1, . . . , n, is

stable. For example, the argument A in the program

P3 + N above, is linearly stable, as A can be written

as a list A2 = {~"*, -"b}, and both Ai = {->a} and A2

are stable.

However, not every stable argument is linear. Consider

for instance the program P4+N' obtained from P3+N

by adding the following two clauses:

g «- ->a , ->d

By arguments similar to the ones above it is possible to

show that A remains stable; A, however, is no longer

linearly stable. Indeed, neither Ai = {-"a} nor A'x =

{-ib} is stable: Ai, because is not protected from the

conflicting argument A3 = {-■d}, while A\, because

is not protected from the conflicting argument A4 =

{->c}. Being A linearly stable in P3 + N but not in

p4 + N', X2NAF computes A in the former program

but not in the second.

There are programs, however, in which X2NAF com

putes non-linear arguments and even non-arguments

as well (i.e., inconsistent sets of assumptions). For in

stance in the program P5 = {b < ia, ->b} X2NAF

sanctions the list Ai = {-<a, ->b} which is inconsis

tent with P5. Similarly, in the program P6 + N =

{c «— a ; b <— ->a ; b «— }, X2NAF sanctions the

list A2 = {-"c} which is also inconsistent. Fortu

nately, however, it is possible to characterize a class of

programs in which the behavior of X2NAF is sound.

These are programs which comply with the two prop

erties below. We define the properties first, and then

discuss their significance.

First, let us say that a predicate p occurs negated in a

program P+N, if P+N contains a rule with a negative
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literal ->p(x) in its body, where x denotes a tuple of

terms. Let us also say that a predicate p occurs un-

negated in a program P+N if P+N contains a rule or

constraint with a positive literal p(x) in its body. Then

we say that a program is open if no predicate occurs

both negated and unnegated. The program P5 above,

for example, is open, while the program Ps +N is not

(a occurs both negated and unnegated).

Now, let Pa stand for the collection of ground rules in

P enabled by A, i.e. the rules in P* all whose negative

literals belong to A (see section 2). Then we will say

that a program P is completely stable if for any A, the

subprogram P^ has a stable model.

Finally, let default programs P+N be programs which

are open and in which P is completely stable. Then,

we can prove the following:

Theorem 7 // P+N is a default program, then a

list of assumptions An = {ai,...,a„} is derivable by

X2NAF if and only if each subset A,- = {oi, . . . , a,},

i = 1, .. .,n, is stable.

In other words, in the context of default programs,

X2NAF computes all and only linear stable arguments.

Let us now elaborate on the meaning of the con

straints imposed on the class of default programs.

Regarding the openness condition, most 'abnormal

ity' default theories are open: abnormalities occur

negated in the body of rules, and no other predi

cates are assumed false by default. Negative liter

als, like ->pacif ist(x), should thus be rewritten as

positive literals non_pacif istic(x), and asserted to

be incompatible with the literals pacif ist(x). More

generally, a non-open program can be 'opened' by in

troducing auxiliary predicates £ and rewriting rules

7 «- cti,...,an, -.ft,..., ->/?m as 7 «- o1,...,a„,-<

together with £ «— /?,, for i = l,...,m. The open

and the un-opened version of a program will certainly

have a different semantics, although it is possible that

programmers really mean the 'opened' versions of the

programs they write. Few logic programmers, I think,

will be surprised by the conclusion ->c in the program

P5+N above; indeed, while ->c is inconsistent in P5+N,

it is a legitimate conclusion of its 'open' version.

The condition of complete stability is more critical,

although perhaps not less reasonable. First of all,

all stratified programs are completely stable. Non-

completely stable programs, on the other hand, usu

ally contain spurious rules like b < >a, ->b which can

not provide support. They are thus pure constraints,

and as such, we'd like to argue, should be placed in N

rather than in P.10

10Since X2NAF expects only positive atoms in N, a

constraint like <— ->a, ->b should be rewritten as a rule

c «— ->a, ->b together with the constraint «— c. That rewrit

ing is not required by the semantics or the proof-theory

External vs. Internal Consistency. Let us con

sider the program P+N = {a «— ->b; c *— ; «— c}.

P+N is logically inconsistent, and thus, preferen

tial support sanctions anything at all. Nonetheless,

X2NAF does not; X2NAF sanctions c, ->b and a,

but neither b, ->a or ->c. In other words, although

P+N is inconsistent, the set of conclusions delivered

by X2NAF is internally consistent.

We can generalize this observation as follows. Let us

first recall the notion of admissibility, where a set of as

sumptions A is admissible when it is not self-defeating

and does not support N. Then we can show the fol

lowing:

Theorem 8 Any collection of assumptions computed

by X2NAF from a program P+N will be admissible as

long the program P is completely stable.

Note that the result is independent of the consistency

or "openness" of P+N. The collection of rules in P,

however, must be consistent as that is a consequence

of the complete stability of P.

5 Extensions

In the previous section we showed that for the class of

default programs, X2NAF computes all and only linear

stable arguments. According to the proof-theory there

are then two types of arguments which X2NAF fails

to compute: non-linear stable arguments, and stable

covers (i.e., disjunctive arguments).

From a logical point of view, there is the temptation

to throw the proof-procedure X2NAF and compute

directly with the proof- theory. However, the proof-

theory is not manageable in general. The basic oper

ation in the proof-theory, checking whether an argu

ment A is protected from a conflicting argument A',

involves indeed two costly steps: 1) checking that the

set As = A + A' — A/t is consistent for a chosen

Aa C A' — A, and 2) checking for each ->/?< € A^,

that the atom -■/?, is supported by Ab . Furthermore,

a set A may be protected from two sets A' and A"

and still be unprotected from their union A' + A".

X2NAF, although it is not complete, it is much more

efficient. X2NAF exploits the constraints imposed

on the class of default programs to recursively de

compose the task of checking the stability of a set

An = {ai,...,an}, into the simpler tasks of check

ing the stability of the subsets A,- = {oti, ...,a<},

» = l,...,n, and testing a simple condition on the

minimal arguments in conflict with an.

In addition, the linear stable arguments computed by

X2NAF are particularly meaningful: they are the ar

guments which can be derived one assumption at a

of preferential support which accept arbitrary clauses as

constraints.
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time. Non-linear arguments, on the other hand, re

quire us to entertain arguments in conflict with multi

ple assumptions, while disjunctive arguments require

us to entertain multiple (non-disjunctive) arguments.

Yet, as we will show in this section, it is possible to

do better. Indeed, there is a slight variation of the

procedure X2NAF which will allow us to capture some

non- linear stable arguments as well. Moreover, even

for computing linear arguments, the new procedure

X3NAF will be more efficient than X2NAF, involving

a less number of tests.

5.1 Non-linear Stable Arguments

As we said above, non-linear stable arguments are ar

guments which cannot be computed one assumption at

a time. The following example illustrates the intuition

behind those arguments.

Example 2 The scenario involves a duel between two

people a and b. For simplicity, we assume that they

will shoot at each other at time t = 1, if they that time

point alive, and that if shot, they die. The program

looks as follows:11

alive(r , «(i)) «— alive(x, l) , -<ab(x, i)

dead(a, 2) <— alive(b, 1)

ab(a, 1) «- alive(b, 1)

dead(b, 2)) <- alive(a, l)

ab(b, 1) <- aliv«(a, 1)

alive(a, 0) «—

alive(b,0) <—

<— alive(x, t) ,dead(z, t)

In this program, both ->ab(a, 0) and ->ab(b,0) are

derivable, and so are the atoms dead(b,2) and

dead(a, 2) which they support. Furthermore the set

{-•ab(a, 0), ab(b, 0)} is linearly stable.

Now, consider two new observations:

dead(a, 3) <—

dead(b, 3) «-

In this scenario, the set {-iab(a, 0), ->ab(b, 0)} remains

stable but is no longer linearly stable. The reason is

that the observation dead(a, 3) introduces a new as

sumption set A' = {-«ab(a, lj.-'a^a^)} which re

buts A = {-»ab(a, 0)} such that A' + A is non-self-

defeating. A similar thing occurs with the other as

sumption ->ab(b, 0).

Intuitively what is going on is that in order to defeat

the sets which rebut -iab(a, 0) and -<ab(l,0) we need

to consider both assumptions as a pair rather than

"As in example 2, integers n are used as abbreviation

for n-t h applications of the successor function s to 0.

individually. A variation of the procedure X2NAF will

permit us to do precisely that.

Let us first recall some notions from the proof-theory of

the previous section. From the proof-theory we know

that an argument is stable if it protected from every

conflicting argument and no conflicting argument is

protected from it. Furthermore, A' can be protected

from A only if A', possibly borrowing some assump

tions from A, supports the complement of some as

sumption in A. If that is not the case, all we need to

do in order to discard A' is to show that A is protected

from A'. However, since A' cannot support the nega

tion of any assumption in A, under the assumption

of complete stability, this amounts to checking that

A' + A is self-defeating.

The procedure below, called X3NAF, takes advantage

of this property. For that reason, X3NAF operates

not on lists of assumptions, but on lists of assumption

sets. We use the notation Ai>n = {Ai, A2, . . ., An}

to represent the list whose j'-th element is the set A,-.

We also write Ai_j = Aiit-_i -I- Ai to denote the list

obtained from A^j-i by appending the element Aj.

When the structure of a list Aif< is not important,

we take Aj^ to denote the collection of assumptions it

contains. The definition of X3NAF proceeds as follows:

Definition (X3NAF)

1. Ai,o = 0 is derivable from P+N

2. Aifi- = A^j-i+Aj is derivable from P+N if

2.1 A,_i is derivable from P+N, and V admissible A'

2.2. a if A' supports /5j for some ->/3J in A,-, then

A' + Ai,,--! is self-defeating, and

2.2.b if A'+Aj supports N, A' +AM is self-defeating

The difference between X3NAF and X2NAF arises

when there is an argument A' which is in conflict with

A,- = {->&[, ■ ■ . , ->P\ } but does not support any of the

atoms Pj. In that case, X2NAF requires that each of

the sets A' + Ai,<_i + {->#,...,-«/?}}, j = l,...,t„,

be self-defeating, while X3NAF only requires the com

plete set A' + Ai,{_i + A,- to be self-defeating. For

that reason, X3NAF is normally more efficient than

X2NAF requiring a less number of tests.

In the example above, the reader can check that the

list Ai = {{->ab(a, 0),->ab(b,0)}} is now derivable.

5.2 Disjunctive Reasoning

Although the new procedure handles a larger class of

stable arguments, those arguments are still limited to

conjunction of assumptions. The proof-theory, on the

other hand, can handle disjunctive arguments as well.

For example, in the program P = {c «— a ; c «—

b ; a ♦— ->b ; b < 'a}, the collection of sets Ai =

{->a} and A2 = {~<b} constitute a stable cover, and
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since, each supports the atom c, c is sanctioned. The

atom c, however, is not derivable by X3NAF.

Here we face the same problem we faced before with

non-linear arguments: how to achieve a good trade

off between computational and completeness concerns.

In the rest of this section, we describe two simple,

sound meta-rules which extend the power of X3NAF,

although they do not yield a complete characteriza

tion.

With no loss of generality we will be working with pro

grams P with no constraints. We will use the notation

P h p to express that an atom p is supported in all

preferred models of P. From the results in the previ

ous section we know that Ph-p will be true if P is a

default program and p is obtained from P by any of

the procedures X'NAF.

We will also need to refer to the program P[a] which

results from the ground instantiation of P by remov

ing all the rules with the negative literal ->a in their

bodies. Similarly, the program P[a] will refer to the

program obtained from the ground instantiation of P

by removing all the rules with the positive literal a in

their bodies.

The rules below are sound rules about the operator

' r~ .' They can be thought as valid forms of reasoning

by cases:12

1. If P[a] r- p and P[a] h p, then P h p

2. If A = {~>ai, . . ., ->a„) is inadmissible and

P[o.i] r-pfor i = l,...,n, then Pr-p

Any of the two rules above suffices to handle the ex

ample at the beginning of this subsection. First, the

set {->a, ->b} is self-defeating and thus inadmissible.

Furthermore, if we exclude the rules with -<a in their

bodies, the assumption ->b is sanctioned, and hence

the atom c. Similarly, if we exclude the rules with ->b

in their bodies, c is sanctioned as well. Thus, rule 2

allows to conclude c from P. By a slightly different

argument we can also apply rule 1 and reach the same

conclusion.

6 Related Work

The work in this paper is an elaboration of ideas

in (Geffner, 1989, Geffner, 1990) on causal theories.

Causal theories are non-monotonic theories which em

bed an operator C whose intuitive meaning when ap

plied to an atom p, is that p is supported (or ex

plained). While in preferential support, we speak of

an atom p being true in a model and distinguish that

from p being supported, in causal theories we speak

of p being true in a class of models as opposed to

Cp being true. The semantics of default programs

P+N according to preferential support is equivalent to

the semantics that results from translating each rule

7 *— en , . . . , a„ , —>/?i , . . . , ->/3m into causal rules of the

form Cai A- • ACan A-i/?i A- • K->lim ^ C7. Nonethe

less, the framework developed in this paper is simpler

than causal theories, and although it is less general, it

may have all the ingredients that we need for default

reasoning.13

As discussed throughout the paper, preferential sup

port is also closely related to the work on stable mod

els. Indeed, the notion of support which is central in

our approach is derived from a program transforma

tion used by Gelfond and Lifschitz. Nonetheless, the

behavior of the two semantics often differs. First, our

semantics applies to any program and not only pro

grams with stable models, and then, it has a construc

tive proof-theory.

Regarding the scope of the stable models semantics,

some extensions for handling arbitrary programs have

been recently proposed (Kakas and Mancarella, 1990,

Giordano and Martelli, 1990) (see also (Baral and Sub-

rahmanian, 1990)). The idea, related to an earlier

proposal by (Morris, 1989), is to augment a program

P with a set of rules p,- «— such that the resulting

program has a stable model. These semantics have

been used to characterize abductive forms of reasoning

and truth-maintenance systems. Similar ideas underlie

proof-theoretic approaches in which negative literals

are replaced by hypothetical assumptions which can

be adopted when consistent. However, in both cases,

unless special care is taken, the preferences among as

sumptions implicit in the negation as failure rule are

lost (see (Eshghi and Kowalski, 1989)).

The relation to the well-founded semantics was pointed

out in section 2 where we showed that the atoms com

puted by XXNAF are exactly those which are true in

the (possibly partial) well-founded model of the pro

gram. One of the limitations of X^AF, which trans

lates to the well-founded semantics, is the inability to

handle negative information.

An extension of logic programs which accommodates

classical negation has been recently advanced by Gel-

fond and Lifschitz (1990). However, although they ac

commodate classical negation they give up the clas

sical interpretation of rules. Thus a program like

{a * >b ; *— a} is declared to be inconsistent. The

applicability of that framework to problems in default

reasoning appears thus limited, as we don't only want

"Note that the logically valid rule "if P + {o «-} h p and

P + {♦— 0} h p, then P h p" is not valid in the context of

preferential support. The reason is that such rule presumes

that every atom is either false or supported, which is not

true in general.

,3For more on this theme, see (Geffner, 1991). Let us

add that the definition of preferred models in terms of bases

of models is an improvement over the definitions used in

causal theories. That improvement, however, can be easily

carried over.
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to jump to conclusions, but accept that some of those

conclusions may be false.

The language of propositional logic programs we

have considered is equivalent to the language of

Doyle's (1979) TMSs, where rules are called justifi

cations, negative constraints are called nogoods, and

negative literals play the rule of OUT-justifiere. This

relation has been recently studied in (Rein frank et al.,

1989, Elkan, 1988, Giordano and Martelli, 1990). Still,

a great distance remains between the procedures used

in logic programs from those used in non-monotonic

TMSs (e.g., (Dressier, 1988, Junker, 1989)). Appeal

ing to the notions introduced in section 4, it could be

said that while the former aim to compute the con

clusions supported by linear (decomposable) stable

arguments, the latter compute 'admissible' labelings,

whether linear or not. The procedures in this paper,

specially X3NAF, although belong to first group, may

also be relevant to non-monotonic TMSs.

7 Conclusions

We have presented a framework for logic programs

with negation structured in three parts: a model-

theory, a sound and complete proof-theory, and various

proof-procedures. The model-theory is determined by

a model-preference criterion which distinguishes atoms

being true from atoms being supported. The proof-

theory is based on the notion of arguments which can

conflict with each other and be protected from each

other. Finally, the proof-procedures aim to provide

an efficient although incomplete approximation of the

proof-theory. The resulting framework, which also ac

commodates explicit negative information, appears to

be particularly suitable for representing and reasoning

with defaults.
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Abstract

A generalization of Reiter's default logic is

proposed that provides an improved treat

ment of default reasoning with disjunctive in

formation. The new system — the disjunctive

default logic — is used in the paper to reex

amine the "broken-hand" example of Poole.

We also compare the expressive power of this

approach with two other approaches which

interpret disjunctive information within the

standard default logic. Finally, we show that

our semantics of disjunctive default logic is a

generalization of the semantics of disjunctive

and extended disjunctive databases.

1 INTRODUCTION

In this paper we generalize the theory of default rea

soning developed by Reiter [Rei80]. The generalization

is motivated by a difficulty encountered in attempts to

use defaults in the presence of disjunctive information

[Poo89]. The difficulty has to do with the difference

between a default theory with two extensions — one

containing a sentence a, the other a sentence /? — and

the theory with a single extension, containing the dis

junction a V /?. This difficulty was also observed by

Lin and Shoham in [LS90]. They present there an ex

ample (Example 3.1 [LS90]) of a (modal) theory T,

containing disjunctive information, and comment that

no default theory exists that corresponds to T.

This difference may seem inessential, because the set

of theorems (sentences that belong to all extensions)

may be the same in both cases. But a default theory

is more than just a set of theorems. The usual expla

nation of the intuitive meaning of a default mentions

consistency — consistency with a set of beliefs. De

faults are assertions not only about a domain described

by the underlying first-order language, but also about

a set of beliefs concerning that domain. A default the

ory with several extensions is a theory of several sets

of beliefs. To formalize a body of knowledge in default

logic, one has to decide what these sets of beliefs are.

In particular, one needs to know whether the theory is

about two sets of beliefs, or about one set containing

disjunctive information. Poole's example, reproduced

in Section 3 below, illustrates the crucial role of this

distinction.

In the paper, we introduce an extension of Reiter's

default logic by adding capabilities of handling dis

junctive information. This new system — disjunctive

default logic — is formally introduced in Section 5. We

also show there how to use this new system to formal

ize Poole's example. Next, in Section 6, we study the

expressive power of our formalization by comparing

it with two systems obtained by interpreting a dis

junctive default theory in the standard default logic.

Finally, we show that our semantics of disjunctive de

fault logic is a generalization of the semantics of dis

junctive databases and extended disjunctive databases

proposed in [GL90a]. Disjunctive default logic can be

extended even further to the language of modal logic.

This approach makes proofs of some of our results sim

pler and more elegant. We introduce this modal ex

tension of disjunctive default logic in Section 8. Proofs

of our results are gathered there, too.

2 DEFAULT THEORIES

We begin with a brief review of Reiter's default logic

restricted, for simplicity, to the case of quantifier-free

defaults. This restriction allows us to disregard the
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process of Skolemization, involved in defining exten

sions in the general case; see [Rei80], Section 7.1. A

default is an expression of the form

a :0i,...,0m m

7 ' W

where q, fix , . . . , 0m, 7 (m > 0) are quantifier-free for

mulas. Formula a is the prerequisite of the default,

01 , . . . , 0m are its justifications, and 7 is its conse

quent. Informally, (1) is interpreted as follows:

If a holds, and

each of 01,...,0m

can consistently be assumed,

then infer 7.

(2)

If the prerequisite a in (1) is the formula true, it will

be dropped; if, in addition, m = 0, then we identify

the default (1) with its consequent 7. Thus formulas

can be viewed as defaults of a special form. A default

theory is a set of defaults. Let us comment here that

our definition differs from the standard definition of

a default theory as a pair (D, W), where D is a set

of defaults and W is a collection of (quantifier-free)

formulas. As stated above, formulas can be viewed as

defaults of a special form, and both approaches can

easily be shown to be equivalent.

Reiter's definition of an extension shows how to make

(2) precise. It can be stated as follows.

Definition 2.1 Let D be a default theory, and lei E

be a set of sentences. E is an extension for D if it

coincides with the smallest deductively closed set of

sentences E' satisfying the condition: for any ground

instance (1) of any default from D, if a £ E' and

->0i , . . . , ->0m & E then 7 £ E' . A theorem of a de

fault theory is a sentence that belongs to each of its

extensions.

Notice that the definition of an extension treats a de

fault with variables as shorthand for the set of its

ground instances1.

It is often convenient to think about this definition of

extensions in terms of the following two-step proce

dure. Let D be a default theory. The first step, which

turns out to be responsible for nonmonotonicity, is to

assume a hypothetical belief set E and to preprocess

the set of defaults in D with respect to E.

Definition 2.2 Let D be a default theory and let E

be a set of sentences. The reduct of D with respect to

E, denoted DE , is the set of inference rules defined as

follows: An inference rule

is in DE if for some 0\ , . . . , 0m such that for every i,

1 < i < m, -1/3, g E, the default

a ■■ 0i , ■ ■ - , 0m

7

is in D.

The second step is to define the set of theorems of the

formal system obtained by expanding the system of

propositional logic by the rules in DE . This set of the

orems can be defined as the set of all formulas having

proofs in this system or, equivalently, as the smallest

theory E' closed under provability in propositional cal

culus and under the rules from D , where E' is closed

under the rule
a

7

if whenever a £ E', 7 € E', as well. If this set of the

orems coincides with E, E is an extension, and con

versely. Formally, we have the following theorem

Theorem 2.3 A set of sentences E is an extension

for a default theory D if and only if E is the minimal

set E' closed under provability in propositional calculus

and under the rules from D .

3 POOLE'S EXAMPLE

The following example from [Poo89] illustrates a dif

ficulty that arises in some attempts to use Reiter's

formalism in the presence of disjunctive information.

By default, people's left arms are usable, but a person

with a broken left arm is an exception, and similarly

for the right arms. One way to express this in Reiter's

notation is to use "semi-normal" defaults, in the spirit

of [RC81]. Below, Ih and rh stand for left hand and

right hand, respectively.

: Ih-usable A -ilh-broken : rh-usable A -rh-broken

Ih-usable rh-usable

1 A different approach to default logic, treating variables

in defaults as "real" variables and not only as symbols for

objects explicitly appearing in the theory was proposed in

[Lif90]

<3>

If you have no additional information about my arms,

you will conclude that they are usable. Indeed, the

default theory (3) has a single extension, containing

Ih-usable and rh-usable. If you know that my left arm

is broken,

Ik-broken (4)

then this conclusion is blocked — the extension for

the default theory (3), (4) contains rh-usable, but not

Ih-usable. So far Reiter's logic works fine.

But suppose you remember seeing me with a broken

arm, you are not sure which one:

Ih-broken V rh-broken. (5)

The default theory (3), (5) has a single extension also.

In addition to (5), this extension contains, unfortu

nately, both Ih-usable and rh-usable, contrary to what

we would expect.
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There are other natural formalizations of Poole's ex

ample in standard default logic. One such formaliza

tion, using new variables ab\ and 062 to denote abnor

mality, consists of the formula (5), two formulas (6)

and two defaults (7).

Ih-broken ^ abi, rh-broken => a&2 (6)

—<ab\ -"069

(7)

Ih-usable ' rh-usable

Also this default theory has a unique extension con

taining both Ih-usable and rh-usable, which does not

agree with the intuition.

4 DISCUSSION

Let us apply the informal interpretation (2) to Poole's

example. The first of the defaults (3) says: If it is

consistent to assume Ih-usable A -ilh-broken, then infer

Ih-usable. This mode of reasoning is acceptable when

all available information about Ih-broken is "vivid" —

expressed by one of the literals Ih-broken, ~>lh-broken

(see [Lev86]). The disjunction (5) suggests Ih-broken

only as a possibility. This does not make the opposite

assumption inconsistent, although we do not want the

default to be applicable when this disjunction is pos

tulated. Consistency in the defaults (2) is meant to be

consistency with a set of beliefs which is not expected

to contain disjunctive information. This explains why

the defaults (3) lead, in the presence of (5), to unin

tended conclusions.

The way out is to express the incompleteness of infor

mation by the multiplicity of extensions, rather than

by a single extension containing a disjunction. What

we want in this example is two extensions: one con

taining Ih-broken, the other rh-broken. Such a formal

ization would be similar to the default theory (3), (5),

in that the disjunction (5) would be among its theo

rems. The difference is that each extension would be

the deductive closure of a set of literals.

In the new formalism, the postulate (5) will be re

placed by the expression

lh-broken\rh-broken. (8)

Semantically, the difference between (5) and (8) is

that the latter requires an extension to contain one of

the two disjunctive terms, rather than the disjunction.

This is similar to the difference between the assertions:

"a V /? is known" and "a is known or /? is known."

5 DISJUNCTIVE DEFAULT

THEORIES

In this section we introduce the main concepts of the

paper — a disjunctive default, a disjunctive default

theory. Most importantly, we extend Reiter's defini

tion of extension to the case of disjunctive defaults.

(9)

Next, we use our approach to analyze Poole's exam

ple.

A disjunctive default is an expression of the form

a : A,...,/?m

7l|-|Tn

where ct,0i, .. .,/3m,yi, . . .,y„ (m,n > 0) are

quantifier-free formulas. Formula a is the prerequi

site of the default, 0\ , . . . , 0m are its justifications, and

71 , . . . , 7„ are its consequents. If the prerequisite a in

(1) is the formula true, it will be dropped; if, in addi

tion, m = 0, then we write the default (1) as 71 1 . . . |7„.

A disjunctive default theory (a ddt, for short) is a set

of disjunctive defaults.

Definition 5.1 Let D be a disjunctive default theory,

and let E be a set of sentences. E is an extension

for D if it is one of the minimal deductively closed

sets of sentences E' satisfying the condition: For any

ground instance (9) of any default from D, if a G E'

and -i/?i, . . . , ->/?m §? E then, for some i (1 < i < n),

fi € E'. A theorem is a sentence that belongs to all

extensions.

Observe that in the definition of an extension, disjunc

tive defaults are treated as shorthand for the sets of

their ground instances.

It is clear that for standard (nondisjunctive) default

theories this definition gives extensions in the usual

sense, as defined in Section 2.

The definition of an extension for a ddt can also be

described by means of the concept of reduct. To this

end, we need more terminology. A disjunctive rule is

an expression of the form

I ", • (10)

Tl I • • • l7n

We say that a theory E is closed under a disjunctive

rule (10) if, whenever a € E, then there exist t, 1 <

» < «. 7i € E.

Remark Note that given a set S of disjunctive rules

there may be several minimal sets of sentences closed

under S, unlike in the case of sets of standard infer

ence rules where there always exists the least set of

sentences closed under them.

Definition 5.2 Let D be a ddt and let E be a set of

sentences. The reduct of D with respect to E, denoted

DE , is the set of inference rules defined as follows: An

inference rule

7i I • • • |7n

is in DE if for some 0i,...,0m such thai ->/?,• £ E,

1 < i < m, the default

a: fa,..., 0m

7ll---|7n

is in D.
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We have the following straightforward theorem.

Theorem 5.3 A set of sentences E is an extension

for a ddt D if and only if E is a minimal set closed

under propositional consequence and under the rules

from DB.

The difference between disjunctive defaults and stan

dard default with disjunctive consequents can be il

lustrated by the following example from [Rei80], The

default theory

,a : b c : d -

{— —'flVc}'

where a, b, c, d are propositional symbols, has a sin

gle extension, consisting of the disjunction aV c and

its logical consequences; the first two defaults "don't

work." On the contrary, the disjunctive default theory

{'

c:d

(11)

(where a\b is to be understood as a disjunctive de

fault according to the convention introduced at the

beginning of the section) has two extensions: the de

ductive closure of {a, 6} and the deductive closure of

{c,d}. The formula 6 V d belongs to both extensions,

and consequently is a theorem.

The new formalization of Poole's example is the dis

junctive default theory (3), (8). It has two exten

sions. Each of the extensions contains one of the atoms

Ih-usable, rh-usable and does not contain the other.

Thus neither atom is a theorem, and Poole's paradox

is eliminated.

It is also easy to see that disjunctive default logic is

exactly what is needed to properly represent the theory

of Example 3.1 of [LS90].

6 EXPRESSING DISJUNCTIVE

INFORMATION BY STANDARD

DEFAULTS

As we mentioned earlier, defaults are assertions not

only about a domain described by the underlying first-

order language, but also about possible sets of beliefs

concerning that domain. In other words, we are in

terested not only in the theorems of a ddt D, but

also in what sets of beliefs can be associated with D.

The class of extensions for a ddt D, as defined in the

previous section, can be viewed as the sets of beliefs

"grounded" in the default theory D.

An important question is: Can the behavior of disjunc

tive defaults be simulated in standard default logic?

More precisely, is there a general transformation that

assigns to a ddt D a standard default theory D' (or

a family V of standard default theories) so that ex

tensions for D are exactly extensions for D' (or for

theories in T>).

We will consider two naturally arising transformations.

The first of them "breaks" a disjunctive default

a: Pi,..., fin

into n standard defaults

o:ft,-,/?m,-'7a,-,-'7n

71

a:A,-^m,-'7ivP7n-i

Given a ddt D, by D' we denote the default theory

obtained by applying this transformation to every de

fault in D. For example, for

^ r '■ b : a,

D=<#'#>

we have

n' — i ■b>~'b '■ ^>~'a ■ Qi"1^ : a, ~|a1

i_o~'~6~' a '~~b~i-

It is easy to see that D and D' have the same exten

sions. If by Cn() we denote the operator of proposi

tional consequence, then these extensions are Cn({a})

and Cn({6}).

But in general, this is not the case. Consider the fol

lowing theory:

D = {a Ob, a\b).

Then,

D' = {a o b,

-.6

>■

b ' a

The theory Cn({a, 6}) is the unique extension for D

but D' has no extensions. Thus, the classes of ex

tensions for D and D' are not, in general, identical.

However, the following weaker property holds.

Theorem 6.1 If E is an extension for D' then E is

an extension for D.

Remark: This theorem implies that an interpreta

tion of a ddt D which associates with it the class of

extensions for D' has "more" theorems than the logic

of disjunctive defaults with extensions as defined in

Section 5.

There is yet another natural way of looking at a dis

junctive default theory in the standard default logic.

A ddt D can be viewed as a "disjunction" of a collec

tion of standard default theories. Namely, the family

T> of all standard default theories that can be obtained

from D by dropping, in each of its defaults, all but one

of the consequents. Every such standard default the

ory is called a cover of D. Take now all extensions for

all covers of D. Will we get the set of all extensions

for D1
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In many cases, yes. For instance, this procedure will

replace the ddt given by (11) by two standard default

theories:

. a : b c : d ,

and

.a : b c: d ..

{—' —' C}-

Theory Cn({a, b}) is the unique extension for the first

theory and Cn({c,d}) is the unique extension for the

second one. This collection coincides with the collec

tion of extensions for the theory given by (11).

But in general, this equality does not hold. Consider

the disjunctive default theory

{« I*. =p

->a

}■ (12)

The theory Cn({6, c}) is an extension for one of the

corresponding covers:

ftT-
-<a

}•

In addition, no smaller set of sentences closed under

propositional consequence is an extension for any cover

of the theory (12). Yet, theory Cn({b, c}) is not an

extension for (12). Nevertheless, we have the following

weaker result.

Theorem 6.2 // E is an extension for D, then E is

a minimal (with respect to inclusion) element in the

class of all extensions for the covers of D.

Remark Thus, if we associate with a ddt D the collec

tion of all minimal (with respect to inclusion) elements

in the class of all extensions for the covers of D, the

resulting system is "more secure" (has less theorems)

than the system based on the class of extensions for

D, as defined in Section 5.

There is however an important class of disjunctive de

fault theories for which both systems are equivalent.

Theorem 6.3 If a ddt D consists only ofjustification-

free defaults, then the classes of extensions for D and

of minimal (with respect to inclusion) extensions for

covers of D coincide.

7 RELATION TO DISJUNCTIVE

DATABASES

Disjunctive default logic with extensions as defined in

Section 5 can be viewed as a generalization of the se

mantics for disjunctive databases proposed in [GL90a].

An extended disjunctive database is a set of rules of

the form

Ci | . . . | cn aii . , at , not b\ .... , not />,, (13)

where n,m,k> 0, and a,-, 6,- and c,- are literals. (The

word "extended" points to the fact that the literals

can be negative.) The semantics of such databases is

a generalization of the "answer set" semantics for logic

programs with classical negation defined in [GL90b].

Definition 7.1 Let P be an extended disjunctive

database, and let M be a set of literals Set M is an

answer set for P if it is one of the minimal sets of

literals M' satisfying the conditions:

1. for any rule (IS) in P, if at € M', 1 < i < k, and

6, £ M, 1 < i < m, then, for some i, 1 < t < n,

Ci € M';

2. if for some atom a,

a,->a G M',

then M' contains all literals.

An extended disjunctive database P can be associ

ated with a ddt emb(P) obtained from P by replacing

each rule r with its disjunctive default interpretation

emb(r), where for a rule r given by (13) we have

emb(r) =

Q\ A ... A at : —i&i, ,

ci | . . . | cn

We have the following theorem. It generalizes similar

theorems on embedding logic programs and logic pro

grams with classical negation in default logic [BF88,

GL90b].

Theorem 7.2 Let P be an extended disjunctive

database. A set of literals M is an answer set of P

if and only if M is the set of all literals from an ex

tension for emb(P).

8 PROOFS

Our definition of an extension for a ddi, as well as

Reiter's definition of an extension for a (standard) de

fault theory, treat defaults as shorthand for the set of

their ground instances. Ground instances of defaults

are variable-free and, thus, without loss of generality

we will restrict in the proofs to the case when defaults

are built of formulas of fixed propositional language £.

Proofs of Theorems 2.3 and 5.3 are straightforward

and are omitted.

Theorem 6.1 If E is an extension for D' then E is

an extension for D.

Proof: Clearly, E is an extension for D'E. In par

ticular, E is closed under propositional consequence

operator. In addition, E is closed under all rules in

D'E . Consider now a rule

a

7l|---|7n

(14)
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from DE. If E contains at least one 7,, then E is

closed under the rule (14). If E does not contain any

7,-, then rules

a a

1 ■ • • 1

71 7n

are all in D'E. Since E is closed under the rules from

D'E, it follows that a £ E. Thus, E is closed under

all rules in DB.

Consider an arbitrary theory E' C E closed under

propositional consequence and the rules in DE'. Con

sider a rule
a

7

from D'E. Then, there is a default

Q : fa ffm

7l72|-|7n

in D, such that -■/?, £ E, 1 < t < m and 7,- £ J£, for

all i, 1 < i < n. Thus, the rule

7l72|---|7n

is in DE. Since /£' is closed under defaults in DB, and

7i £ E, for all i, 1 < t < n, it follows that if a G E'

then 7 G £'. Thus, £' is closed under the rule

a

7

and, more generally, under all rules from D . Since

E is an extension for D' , it follows that E = E'. Thus,

2? is minimal closed under propositional consequence

and rules in DE. Consequently, E is an extension for

D. □

Before we prove Theorems 6.2 and 6.3 we will consider

one more equivalent way of denning extensions for a

ddt. Let us consider a modal language Cl obtained

by extending the language C with a single modal op

erator L. Operator L can loosely be interpreted as "is

known" or "is believed". Consider a formula of the

form

La A -.L/?i A ... A ->L/?m =>■ L71 V . . . V Lyn, (15)

where a, ft and fi are formulas from C. Such formulas

will be called modal rules, and collections of modal

rules will be called modal programs. The modal rule

(15) can be interpreted as:

If a is known and it is not known that ft

(-</?,• is consistent), 1 < i < m, then for some

t, 1 < i < n, 7,- is known.

Under such interpretation, modal rules are similar to

disjunctive defaults. Below we show how to make this

similarity precise.

The key notion is the concept of a stable theory ([Sta80,

Moo85,MT91]. A theory T C CL is stable if it satisfies

the following three conditions:

ST1 T=Cn(T),

ST2 If <p G T then L<p G T,

ST3 If tp $ T then -'Lip G T.

Stable theories capture the intuition of belief sets of

an agent with full introspection capabilities, and are of

fundamental importance in nonmonotonic modal for

malisms.

It is well-known ([Moo85,Mar89]) that for every theory

SCC there is a unique stable theory T such that

Tt~\ C = Cn(S). We denote this unique stable theory

by St(S).

Stable sets have the following property, which we will

refer to as the disjunctive property: if T is stable and

formulas <p and ip are propositional combinations of

formulas of the form La, where a £ C, then ipWip G T

if and only if <p G T of rp G T ([HM84.MT91]).

Stable sets can be ordered by the inclusion relation

applied to their modal-free parts. Precisely, if T\ and

T2 are stable, then Ti C. T2 if 7\ D C C T2 n C. The

purpose of this relation is to formalize the concept of

minimal knowledge about the domain of interest.

Let 7 be a modal program and let T C Cl be a sta

ble theory. In the next definition, we specify how to

apply negation by failure to remove negation from the

antecedents of the rules in I.

Definition 8.1 The reduct of I with respect to T, IT,

is the modal program obtained from I by removing all

rules with ->Lf3 in the antecedent, if (3 G T, and by

removing the conjuncts ->Lf3 from all other clauses.

The next definition applies the minimal-knowledge

paradigm to the reduct IT .

Definition 8.2 A stable theory T is called a modal

extension for I if and only ifT is a C.-minimal stable

theory containing I .

It follows from our informal comments earlier that a

disjunctive default

d =

a : /?!,...,/?„

7l|---|7n

can be interpreted by a modal rule

embL(d) = La A -.£-./?! . . . ->L-i($m =► L71 V . . . V Lyn.

For a ddt D, by emb^D) we denote the modal pro

gram obtained by replacing each default d £ D with

the rule embi,(d). We have the following theorem.

Theorem 8.3 Let D be a ddt and let S C C be closed

under propositional consequence. Theory S is an ex

tension for D if and only ifSt(S) is a modal extension

for emb^D).
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Proof: First notice that a rule

La =*• L-yi V . . . V Lyn

is in the reduct emb^D)^^ if and only if the rule

a

7l|---|7n

is in the reduct Ds .

Next, observe that for any theory S' C £ that is closed

under propositional consequence,

embL(D)S^ C St(S')

if and only if S' is closed under the rules in Ds . Indeed,

by the disjunctive property,

(La => L71 V . . . V Lln) G St(S')

if and only if a (. S', or at least one 7,- is in S'. Thus,

the assertion follows by Theorem 5.3 and by the defi

nition of a modal extension. □

Now we are ready to prove Theorems 6.2 and 6.3.

Theorem 6.2. If E is an extension for D, then E

is a minimal (with respect to inclusion) element in the

class of all extensions for the covers of D.

Proof: In the same way in which we defined a cover

for a ddt D, we can define a cover of a modal program.

By Theorem 8.3, it follows that to prove Theorem 6.2,

it suffices to show that if a stable theory is a modal

extension for a modal program I, then T is a modal

extension for a cover of I.

First, assume that C,-, 1 < i < p, are all the covers of

I. It is easy to see that I is propositionally equivalent

to the disjunction

.V$
p>

*/ = *! V

where each $/ is a conjunction of formulas of the cover

C,-. Each formula $,- is a propositional combination of

formulas of the form La, where a G C. Thus, the

disjunctive property applies and if T is stable then

$/ G T if and only if <&, G T, for some i, 1 < i < p.

Let us also observe that the reducts Cj , 1 < t < p, are

exactly the covers of the reduct It- It follows from the

previous discussion that if U is stable, then IT C U if

and only if Cj C U, for some »', 1 < t < p.

Consider a modal extension T for the program I. The

ory T is a C-minimal stable theory containing IT .

Consequently, for some i, Cj C T. Let U C T be

stable and such that CjCU. Then f C U. Since

T is E-minimal with this property, U = T and T is a

C-minimal stable theory such that Cj C T. Hence, T

is a modal extension for C,-. □

Theorem 6.3. // a ddt D consists only of

justification-free defaults, then the classes of exten

sions for D and of minimal (with respect to inclusion)

extensions for covers of D coincide.

Proof: By Theorem 8.3 it follows that in order to prove

Theorem 6.3, it suffices to show the following:

If a modal program / consists entirely of

the rules without conjuncts ->Z-/3 in the an

tecedent, then the classes of modal extensions

for / and of C-minimal extensions for covers

of / coincide.

To this end, assume that C\,. . . ,Cp are all the covers

if /. Observe that for any stable theory T, IT = I and

Cj — Ci, 1 < t < p. By Theorem 6.2, it suffices to

prove only that a C-minimal extension T for a cover

of / is an extension for I. Clearly, IT = I C T. Con

sider a stable theory U C T such that IT = I C U.

Then, as in the previous proof, we have that for some »',

Cj = Ci C U. Since T is C-minimal among all modal

extensions for covers of 7, it follows that T = U. Con

sequently, T is a modal extension for I. D

Theorem 7.2. Let P be an extended disjunctive

database. A set of literals M is an answer set of P

if and only if M is the set of literals of an extension

for emb(P).

Proof: Assume that a set of literals M is an answer

set for P. Put E = Cn(M). Consider an arbitrary

default

ai A .. . Aafc : -161 , . . . , -i6m

C\ I . . . I cn

from emb(P). Suppose that ai A ... A at € E, and

-i-ift £ E, 1 < i < m. Then, it follows that a,- G M,

1 < i < k, and 6,- £ M. Since M is an answer set for

P, for some »', 1 < t < n, c< € M. Hence, a G E.

Let E' C E be a theory closed under propositional

consequence and such that for every default

ai A .. . Aafc : -161, .. .,->bm

ci I . • • I cn

in emb(P), if at € E', 1 < 1 < Jb, and ->-.6, g E,

1 < t < m, then for some i, 1 < i < n, cj € E'. Let

M' be the set of literals in E'. Since E' is closed under

propositional calculus, the condition 2 of Definition 7.1

holds. Consider now a rule

eil <*i,..., at, not 61,.. .,not bn

from P. Assume that a,- G M', 1 < » < k, and 6, £ M,

1 < »' < m. Then, a< G £", 1 < »' < Jb, and -1-16,- £ E,

1 < i < m. Thus, for some i, 1 < i < n, c< € E'.

Consequently, c,- G M' and M' satisfies condition 1

of Definition 7.1. Since M is a minimal set satisfying

this condition and M' C M , M = M' follows. Thus,

E = E' follows, which implies that E is an extension

for em6(F).

The converse implication can be proved in the same

manner. □
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Abstract

Traditional programs are inappropriate for

controlling the behavior of an agent in dy

namic environments. This paper introduces

partial programs, which allow one to write

programs without making arbitrary design

decisions and thereby facilitate incremental

program development. A partial program

specifies a set of constraints on the potential

behavior of an agent in such a way that the

agent can be informed to change its future ac

tions. The formal syntax and semantics of a

partial programming language are presented

along with a sample partial program inter

preter. In addition, this paper discusses and

proves some important properties of partial

programs.

1 INTRODUCTION

Logical specifications of knowledge about the world,

manipulated by general-purpose inference algorithms,

have been the focus of much research in knowledge

representation and reasoning. On the other hand, pro

cedural information has typically been specified us

ing imperative programming lanauages. This paper

argues for the advantages of a logical specification of

procedures, and introduces a formalism for represent

ing procedural knowledge so that a machine can rea

son about its actions and be informed, e.g. procedural

hints, to change its future behavior.

A program is a description of the intended behavior

of a machine encoded in some programming language.

Traditional programming requires a detailed and pre

cise specification of the machine's behavior in every

state of its operation. As a result, programs in most

traditional programming languages are complete in the

sense that the behavior of the machine is completely

determined by the procedure specified in the given pro

gram and its initial environment.

Due to limited sensing, acting or reasoning capabili

ties, a machine acting in complex environments must

often deal with incomplete and dynamically changing

information. The standard way to deal with incom

plete information is to write conditional programs. A

conditional program explicitly considers every possi

ble values for every missing piece of information, and

specifies the appropriate behavior for each case. For

example, suppose we want to design a program for

planning a trip from San Francisco to any other city

in the United States, but the specific destination is

not known ahead of time. One could write a pro

gram consisting of a big conditional statement with

one branch for each potential destination city and its

associated plan. In general, constructing programs

with such high degree of conditionality demands a sub

stantial amount of computation, and can sometimes be

intractable. Even when it is computationally feasible

to write such conditional programs, it may not be eco

nomical to do so since many of the branches will never

be executed.

Furthermore, for many complex domains, it is very

difficult to identify all the conditions that might oc

cur during program execution. Writing complete pro

grams under such circumstances can be problematic.

When complete information is not available at design

time, arbitrary decisions are often made prematurely

in order to write runnable programs. When new in

formation becomes available, it may be necessary to

modify the agent's behavior accordingly. Subsequent

modifications to a complete program involve identi

fying earlier design decisions and rewriting the code,

which can be very time-consuming, error-prone or even

prohibitively expensive.

1.1 A MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

Partial information is commonplace in many interest

ing domains. Let's consider a simple example in the

Square World. The world consists of four intercon

necting cells laid out on a 2-by-2 square as shown in

Figure 1. There is a robot (i.e. the agent) in one of

the cells and a piece of gold in another, although their
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initial positions are not known in advance.

1 A
2

R

00

3 4

[G]

Figure 1: One State of the Square World

The robot is able to execute one of five actions: move

clockwise, move counterclockwise, grab the gold, drop

the gold, and noop (i.e. do nothing). The robot is also

able to perceive whether the gold is in its own grip, in

the same cell, or elsewhere; the robot cannot identify

its exact location but it does recognize whether it is in

the starting cell. Our task is to program the robot so

that, given any initial configuration, the robot agent

will find the piece of gold and then bring it back to the

robot's starting position.

Figure 2 shows one possible conditional program for

our Square World robot, presented in a pseudo pro

gramming language. Provided that there is exactly

one piece of gold in the square and all the actions can

be carried out successfully, this program is guaranteed

to achieve the given goal for any initial locations of

the robot and the gold. However, having committed

IF gold is in same cell

THEN Do Nothing

ELSE Move Clockwise

WHILE robot is not in initial cell

IF gold is in same cell

THEN Grab Gold

Hove Clockwise

END WHILE LOOP

Drop Gold

Figure 2: A Program for the Square World Robot

to the program in Figure 2, there is no flexibility in the

agent's behavior to take advantage of new information

about the world. For example, if we are given the ad

ditional information that the robot is in the upper left

cell and the gold is in the lower left cell initially, then

the sequence of actions shown in Figure 3 constitutes

a more efficient program for the robot. The premature

choice of moving clockwise rather than counterclock

wise in Figure 2, in the absence of any particular justi

fication for such a decision, made it impossible for the

agent to achieve its goal by taking the alternative ac

tions. For this simple case, the potential savings that

could result from utilizing the additional information

Move Counterclockwise

Grab Gold

Move Clockwise

Drop Gold

Figure 3: An Alternative Program

may seem rather trivial. In more complicated situa

tions (e.g. when the number of cells in the square is

large), the savings can be quite significant.

A more serious problem arises when any of the im

plicit assumptions made originally turns out to be

false. For instance, the agent may fail to carry out

its intended actions, say, if the path between any two

cells is blocked. Let's suppose that the robot starts

out from the initial state shown in Figure 1, and it

later discovers that the path between cell 3 and cell

4 has been blocked. Since the original program didn't

check to see if moving clockwise is applicable, the robot

will be stuck in cell 4. In fact, the robot could have

achieved its goal if its program admits the sequence of

actions below:

Move Clockwise

Move Clockwise

Grab Gold

Move Counterclockwise

Move Counterclockwise

Drop Gold

Figure 4: Yet Another Program

This simple example demonstrates the problems with

arbitrary decisions in traditional programming. A bad

decision can lead to inefficient or even unsuccessful

program execution. In order to cope with incomplete

information more effectively, we need a better way to

program in dynamic environments.

1.2 A NEW APPROACH

This paper introduces partial programs, which allow

one to write programs without making arbitrary de

sign decisions and thereby facilitate the implementa

tion of subsequent design refinements. Intuitively, a

partial program specifies a set of constraints on the

potential behavior of an agent, and it can be partial

in the sense that it need not uniquely prescribe the

agent's actions for every situation. For example, a

partial program for the Square World agent may con

sist of the statements in Figure 5, which are written

in English-like sentences before the formal syntax is

introduced. Additional statements can be added in

crementally to further constrain the agent's actions.
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IF robot is in initial cell and

gold is in same cell

THEN Do Nothing

IF robot is not in initial cell and

gold is in same cell

THEN Grab Gold

IF robot is in initial cell and

gold is in grip

THEN Drop Gold

IF robot is not in initial cell and

gold is in grip

THEN do not Drop Gold

Figure 5: A Partial Program

In Section 2, we will present the theory of partial pro

grams, their formal syntax and semantics, and a sam

ple partial programming language PPL. Section 3 gives

the description of a partial program interpreter that is

shown to be sound with respect to the program speci

fication. In particular, we shall illustrate that an agent

will exhibit the desirable behavior in Figures 3 and 4

when its partial program is augmented with the ad

ditional information. Several important properties of

partial programs are discussed in Section 4. Finally,

we briefly review some related work that helped shape

the idea of partial programs and conclude with a dis

cussion of future research directions.

PARTIAL PROGRAMS -

SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS

We now introduce partial programs as a way to control

the behavior of a machine via a declarative specifica

tion of its intended procedure. In particular, we are

interested in machines that are capable of perceiving

and acting in its environment. We call such a machine

an agent and its environment the world. A state is a

snapshot of the world at a given point in time. An

agent interacts with the world through sensors and ef

fectors. The sensory limitations partition the states

of the world into a set of percepts P. For example,

when the Square World robot is in the upper left cell,

it cannot distinguish the state in which the gold is in

the upper right cell from the states in which the gold is

in the lower right cell or the lower left cell. As a result,

the states of the Square World are partitioned into the

following six percepts (the subscript 0 indicates that

the robot is in its starting position): sc,h sc (the gold

is in the same cell with the robot), igo, iff (the gold

is in the grip of the robot), cu>0, and ew (the gold is

elsewhere). Let's assume that the agent perceives the

world at every time point1 and then chooses to per

form one action. The sequence of percepts from the

initial time point up to now is called the perceptual

history, and the set of all possible perceptual histories

is denoted by P" . The behavior of such an agent is

also referred to as a procedure, which can be defined

formally as:

Definition 1 A deterministic procedure for an agent

is a triple (P, A, b) , where P and A are the percepts and

actions of the agent, and b is the behavior function of

the agent.

For the presentation that follows, we further define b

to be a function b : P' —♦ A that maps each percep

tual history into an action. There are several alter

native formulations of the behavior function such as

b : P —* A that maps the current percept into an ac

tion, b : N —» A that maps the current time point into

an action, and so forth. Although they differ in their

expressive power, similar results hold for the various

formulations.

2.1 SYNTAX

A partial program for an agent is a possibly partial

specification of its procedure (P, A, b), and it consists

of descriptions about its percepts and actions as well

as constraints on its behavior function. Given the for

mulation earlier, the percepts can be viewed as the in

puts to the program that are determined by the world

and hardware limitations; while the actions are viewed

as the outputs from the program. In some cases, we

may have a description that constrains the set of ac

tions but does not pinpoint a particular action. In

other cases, the program may specify actions for some

perceptual histories but not for others. Let C be a

language defined by the normal syntax of first order

predicate calculus. The set of constant symbols C in

the language are classified into objects O, functions F

and relations R. Given the universe of discourse U,

we can specify the percepts and actions of an agent

via a naming function A/" : U —» C that enables us to

refer to things in the world using symbols from C. For

instance, C(noop) = Noop and C(sc,)) — SCO etc2.

Definition 2 Given a programming language C and a

naming function M for an agent with percepts P and

actions A, a partial program written in C is a 4-tuple

(P, II,r,A), such that (3 € F is a function constant

in C denoting the behavior function of the agent; fl C

In this framework, time is assumed to be linear, and it

is formulated as a set N of time points.

2 A note on notation: objects in the universe of discourse

are written in italic; symbols in the programming language

are written in typewriter font; Greek alphabets and char

acter strings enclosed in angle brackets "(" and ")" are

part of the metalanguage for talking about expressions in

the language.
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O and r C O are disjoint sets of object constants as

defined by J\f , i.e. II = {x | Af(p) = x, for some

percept p £ P} and F = {7 | A/"(o) = 7 for some

action a £ A}; and A is a database of consistent ■well-

formed formulas in C.

The function constant /? is also referred to as the name

of the program. The database A describes the in

tended behavior of the agent. In particular, sentences

that contain the function constant 0 put constraints on

the potential actions of the agent. For instance, sen

tences of the form (condition) => 0(r)) = 7 prescribes

actions; while sentences of the form ( condition) =^

/3(tj) ^ 7 prohibits actions (where r\ denotes a per

ceptual history and 7 denotes an action of the agent.)

A programmer may describe a procedure in as much or

as little detail as he desires. It is important to realize

that the only constraint on the sentences comprising

a partial program is consistency. Among other things,

an action cannot be both prescribed and prohibited for

the same perceptual history; a partial program should

not prescribe more than one action for any specific

perceptual history; and a partial program should not

prohibit all the actions for any specific perceptual his

tory (which is inconsistent with the fact that the name

of the program is a function symbol).

2.2 PPL

Let's look at the specifics of a sample partial

programming language PPL. The syntax of PPL

is based on KIF (Knowledge Interchange Format),

which is an extension of first-order predicate calcu

lus [Genesereth et al., 1990]. Every constant symbol is

made up of a sequence of alphabetic or numeric char

acters starting with an upper case alphabetic character

or a digit. Every variable in PPL starts with either a

"$" or a "@" and followed by a sequence of alphanu

meric characters. The $-variables are individual vari

ables and the ©-variables represent sequences. There

are also some primitive functional (e.g. +, — etc.) and

relational operators (e.g. =, <, > etc.) pre-defined in

the language. The definitions of terms, atomic for

mulas and well-formed formulas follow the standard

definitions for predicate calculus.

In addition to the logical specifications about the world

(e.g. the connectivity between the cells, the existence

of exactly one piece of gold in the world etc.), we also

need expressions to describe the agent, its percepts

and perceptual histories, and its actions. Therefore,

several special relation constants are defined in PPL.

A precise encoding of a partial program for our Square

World robot will be presented throughout the rest of

this section.

Agent specification Suppose that the object con

stant R32 denote the name of an agent as described in

Section 1.1. The basic facts about R32 can be captured

by the following sentences.

(Agent R32)

(BehaviorFunction R32 Square-BF)

(Percepts R32 (List SCO SC IGO IG EWO EW))

(Action R32 Move-Clockwise)

(Action R32 Move-Counterclockwise)

(Action R32 Grab-Gold)

(Action R32 Drop-Gold)

(Action R32 Noop)

These sentences have the obvious meanings. The rela

tion constant Percepts is an abbreviated notation of a

set of facts of the form (percept (agent) (percept)).

It should be noted, however, that an object constant

Square-BF is used for denoting the name of the be

havior function3. This way, it is fairly straightforward

to specify properties about the behavior function in

first order logic, provided that the database contains

axioms asserting its functional property. We will give

examples of such axioms later.

History-dependent facts While some facts about

the world are independent of time, many are fluents.

The notations used in PPL resemble those of situation

calculus [Kowalski, 1979b] except that terms designat

ing situations are replaced with perceptual histories.

A perceptual history is represented by a special func

tional term (History (h) (time)), where (time) is a

term designating a time interval, and (h) is the per

cepts corresponding to the specified time interval. We

call such terms history designators. The time speci

fication is optional, and when it is omitted, the term

(h) is the sequence of percepts pn>Pn-ii • • • ,Po with

pn being the current percept and po being the per

cept at time 0. For simplicity, no explicit mention of

time is used in our example and the term (Current

(p)) is used as a shorthand notation for all the terms

(History (h)) such that (h) is a perceptual history

with (p) as the current percept.

A history-dependent fact can thus be represented by

a relation (Holds a tj) where a is a state descriptor

and r\ is a history designator. One such fact is the

following:

(<= (Holds (InGrip R32 G17) (History $p $h))

(= $p IG))

It states that if ig is the current percept, then it is

true that the piece of gold (denoted by G17) is in the

grip of the robot. The sentence (<= 4> 4>\ ... <j>n)

is true if and only if the sentence <j> is implied by the

sentences 4>i through <f>n.

3 Alternatively, the function constant Square-BF is

treated as a first class object.
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Action specification rules Last but not least, a

partial program can describe the agent's behavior

function, in other words, specifications of its actions.

Since an agent's behavior function in this formulation

is a mapping from perceptual histories into actions,

the behavior of an agent is specified by statements re

lating actions with histories. There are four types of

action specification rules:

• (Applicable y 0 rj)

• (Good 7 0 rj)

• (Bad 7 0 tj)

• (Better 71 y2 0 »7)

The first three specify that the action 7 may, should, or

should not be executed in the perceptual history r) for

the behavior function 0 being specified. The last one

states that the agent should prefer executing action

71 to executing action 72 in r\. These specifications

can also be in conditional forms. As will be presented

shortly, the semantics of partial programs is defined

in such a way that all the actions are assumed to be

applicable for every history at the start of program

execution. The axiom below can be regarded to be in

the database by default.

(<= (Applicable $a $bf $h)

(BehaviorFunction $agent $bf )

(Action $agent $a))

Some action specifications rules for the Square World

robot are:

(Good Noop Square-BF (Current SCO))

(Good Grab-Gold Square-BF (Current SC))

(Good Drop-Gold Square-BF (Current IGO))

(Bad Drop-Gold Square-BF (Current IG))

(<= (Bad Grab-Gold Square-BF (Current $p))

(/= $p SC) (/= $p SCO))

(<= (Bad Drop-Gold Square-BF (Current $p))

(/= $p IG) (/= $p IGO))

(<= (Better $a Noop Square-BF $h)

(/= $a Noop)

(NOT (Provable (Good Noop Square-BF $h)))

(NOT (Provable(Bad $a Square-BF $h))))

In a simple domain, the behavior of the agent may be

dependent on its current percept only, as is the case

in the program shown above. Such agents are called

Markov agents. A Markov procedure is usually simpler

to describe and more efficient to execute, but it does

not necessarily produce the best sequence of actions

for achieving the goals. This is because the agent will

be able to make a more informed choice when more

information about its previous percepts (and actions)

are taken into consideration .

The functional property of the behavior function is

ensured by the following axioms:

(<= (Bad $a2 $bf $h)

(Good Sal $bf $h)

(/= $al $a2))

(<= (NOT (Good $a $bf $h))

(Bad $a $bf $h) )

(NOT (Forall $a (Bad $a $bf $h)))

In other words, if an action is prescribed, then all the

other actions are prohibited; if an action is prohibited

then it cannot be prescribed at the same time; a partial

program cannot prohibit all the actions for any specific

perceptual history.

2.3 SEMANTICS

A partial program puts constraints on an agent's

choices of actions. We further assume that the agent

is free to choose any one of the non-prohibited actions

(subject to the constraints specified by the preference

rules) whenever no action is uniquely prescribed by the

program. Since the behavioral descriptions contained

in a partial program only partially constrain the ac

tions for the given agent, a typical partial program

does not necessarily define a unique procedure. We

define the intended meaning of a partial program to

be the set of behavior functions, called its entension,

that are compatible with the specifications in the par

tial program. More precisely,

Definition 3 Given a partial program (0, II, T, A) for

an agent with percepts P, actions A, and a naming

function Af . The extension of the partial program 0,

written (js(0), is the set of behavior functions from

P~ into A, such that for every behavior function f €

(j/(0), there exists an interpretation 1 that satisfies

the following conditions:

1. 1(0) = f

2. hrA

3. Vx 6 n tf(!(*)) = t

iv7gr V(j(T)) = 7

An interpretation for a language is a mapping from

elements in the language into elements in the universe

* It is also possible to reason about possible future in

formation (e.g. effects of actions) if modal operators are

used to express expectation, possibility etc. Unlike classi

cal planning systems such as STRIPS [Fikes and Nilsson,

1971], the effects of actions are not regarded as necessarily

true in a partial programming system.
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of discourse. The first condition states that under the

interpretation J, the function symbol f3 denotes a be

havior function /. The second condition states that J

is a model of A, i.e. the database A is satisfied by the

interpretation J for all variable assignments. The last

two conditions state that the interpretation J is con

sistent with the given naming function //. A partial

program is undefined, i.e. no behavior function exists

in its extension, if its database is inconsistent.

The partial program given in Section 2.2 constrains

the behavior function of the Square World agent as

shown below (where cvi stands for moving clockwise

and ccw stands for moving counterclockwise):

Table 1: Constraints on the Behavior Function.

b:P -* A sco sc igo ig ewo ew

cw X X X

ccw X X X

grab X V X X X X

drop X X V X X X

noop V X X A A A

It should be noted that this behavior function is rep

resented by a Markov function from percepts into ac

tions. Any entry marked with "y/" indicates that the

action is prescribed for the corresponding percept; en

tries marked with "X" are prohibited; entries marked

with "A" are less preferred than the blank entries,

which indicate insufficient information for any conclu

sion to be drawn. The actions are uniquely prescribed

for some of the percepts such as sco, sc and igo; while

only partially constrained for the others. The prefer

ence information can be viewed as soft constraints on

the actions, or be strengthened by the following:

(<= (Bad $a2 $bf $h)

(Better Sal $a2 $bf $h)

(/= Sal $a2))

Consequently, the extension for the partial program

shown above contains eight different behavior func

tions (two possible action choices for each of ig, evjQ

and ew) and some of them are shown below5:

Table 2: Behavior Functions in the Extension.

SC() sc igo ig ewtl ew

tl noop grab drop cw cw cw

62 noop grab drop cw cw ccw

63 noop grab drop cw ccw cw

3 AN INTERPRETER

Now that we have presented the syntax and semantics

of partial programs, let's look at how partial programs

are executed. Even though a partial program is only

a partial description of a procedure, it is possible to

construct an interpreter that behaves in accordance

with that description. Of course, the partial program

interpreter must occasionally make arbitrary choices

when no specific action is prescribed by the program.

What is interesting about the partial program inter

preter is that if it is given a program augmented with

a constraint that prohibits this arbitrary choice, it will

adjust its activity accordingly.

There are several possible architectures for executing

partial programs. A brief description of a sample com

pulsive deliberation interpreter PPI is shown in Fig

ure 6. This interpreter consists of a simple exit-free

perceive- deliberate- act loop. Each time around the

loop, the interpreter observes the world to identify the

current percept, selects an action based on the percep

tual history, and then acts on the chosen action. It rea

sons about the appropriate action to perform at every

time point, and records all the perceptual information

as well as the actions that have been executed. We

also assume the availability of a function Perceive ()

that receives the current sensory information from the

sensors and convert it into the symbol corresponding

to the current percept6, and a function Act(/c) that

sends the appropriate signals to the effectors of the

agent so that the action A/'~1(/c) will be carried out7.

Initialize perceptual history: 77 «— ().

Loop Forever

1: Observe the environment: t «—PerceiveQ.

Update perceptual history: 77 «— update (77, tt).

2: Decide which action to perform:

FOR every action 7 £ T, prove /3(tj) ^ 7.

f <— actions for which the proof has failed.

k «— Choose-one(r').

3: Execute the prescribed action: Act(/c).

Record the action executed in the database A.

End Loop

Figure 6: A Partial Program Interpreter PPI

Informally, the interpreter has to choose any action

that has been uniquely prescribed by the database.

Otherwise, if no action is prescribed, the interpreter

can choose any action that is not prohibited as long

as no other non-prohibited action is preferred. The

execution of the chosen action should not result in any

violation of constraints in the partial program.

5In fact, one might recognize that the function 61 corre

sponds to the procedure described by the conditional pro

gram given in Figure 2.

GThe signals-to- symbols problem is by no means trivial.

However, it is not the focus of this research.

'Function .A/--1 is the inverse of the naming function A/\
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In order to decide the right action for the given percep

tual history r), the interpreter enumerates the agent's

possible actions and for each action 7 uses a resolution

theorem prover in an attempt to decide if 7 is incon

sistent with the database A. If the proof for fi(r)) ^ 7

succeeds, i.e. A U {@(r)) = 7} is unsatisfiable, the ac

tion is eliminated from consideration. If the inference

procedure finitely fails, then action 7 must be consis

tent with A. When there is more than one consis

tent action, the interpreter makes an arbitrary choice

(which is usually the first or the "best" action found

within a limited time bound).

An alternative way to implement Step 2 of the in

terpretation process in Figure 6 is by simplifying the

term (Act /3 77), where Act is a function defined be

low, which states that the value of the term (Act $bf

$h) is one of the actions that are applicable but not

proven to be prohibited.

(<- (Act $bf $h))

(Oneof $a (AND

(Applicable $a $bf $h)

(NOT (Provable (Bad $a $bf $h))))))

The relation (<- T\ T2) indicates that the terms Tj

and T2 refer to the same object. The variables Sbf

and $h will be bound to the name of the program @

and the current perceptual history 77 respectively. The

function (Oneof r <f>) takes a term and a sentence

as input and returns the term r instantiated by the

bindings of the variables in the first proof of <f>. The

value is 0 if no such proof exists. For more details,

please refer to [Epikit, 1989]. The relation (Provable

$) takes a sentence as input and returns true if and

only if <f> can be proven from the set of facts in the

database A. The database and the inference procedure

used by Provable are implicit.

Furthermore, when the behavior of an agent is a

Markov procedure, the fact that its actions are defined

only in terms of the current percepts can be specified

as the relation:

(<- (Act Square-BF (History $p Ch) )

(Act Square-BF (Current $p) ) ) .

Any attempt to find the appropriate action for a given

perceptual history will be simplified to finding the ac

tion for any perceptual history such that it has $p as

the current percept and thus eliminating some unnec

essary unifications. Moreover, we can use a specialized

Markov interpreter that does not record and reason

about historical information, and is much more effi

cient than the general-purpose interpreter.

3.1 SOUNDNESS RESULTS

One of the most important issues in interpreting a par

tial program is to ensure its correctness with respect

to the given specification. An arbitrary decision that

turns out to be wrong in light of new information can

be catastrophic; for when the database becomes incon

sistent, the interpreter can prove the inconsistency of

every action and ceases to act. In what follows, we

will present a definition of the correctness of partial

program interpretation via the notion of faithfulness.

An execution of a partial program interpreter on any

given partial program is a partial function from per

ceptual histories into actions. The function is defined

in a perceptual history only if the machine running the

program succeeds in finding an action to execute, in

which case the value of the function is the action exe

cuted. If either the interpreter never tries to compute

an action or the inference procedure never terminates,

the function is undefined for that history. Intuitively,

an interpreter is said to be faithful if given any partial

program specification, its execution is compatible with

some behavior function in the extension.

Definition 4 An interpreter is faithful if given an ar

bitrary partial program (/?, II, T, A) for any agent with

percepts P and actions A, the partial function g cor

responding to its execution satisfies the following con

ditions:

(1) g is a partial mapping from P" into A.

(2) vrj en- v7 e r,

if A, f= P(n) = 7 then g(tf-l(v)) = V^fr).

(3) V/i € P- Vo € A,

ifg(h) = a then -(AV(h) |= 0(Af(fc)) # Jf{a)).

The database A,, denotes the database A augmented

with the percepts and actions up to the current point

(after seeing 17). The first condition ensures that the

execution is defined over the same percepts and ac

tions. The second condition states that if an action

is prescribed by the database, it should be executed

by the interpreter. The third condition says an inter

preter should never execute an action that is prohib

ited by the partial program.

In general, it is very difficult to guarantee the faith

fulness of an interpreter. However, by restricting the

partial program database to be history-dependent (i.e.

action prescriptions depend only on past information),

we can show that compulsive deliberation is faithful.

History-dependency ensures that any information that

can affect the decision about the agent's actions is

there when the decision has to be made.

Theorem 1 Given a sound and complete proof pro

cedure, the compulsive deliberation interpreter PPI is

faithful with respect to history-dependent partial pro

grams.

Proof: Let's suppose PPI uses a sound and com

plete proof procedure such as resolution for clauses.
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If A, (= 0(r}) - 7, it follows that A, (= ^(77) / 7' for

any other action 7'. Given that the theorem prover

is complete, it will eventually reach the above conclu

sion. Therefore, 7 will be the only remaining action

that is not prohibited and it will be executed by the

interpreter. On the other hand, if the interpreter is not

faithful, there exists some h £ P~ and a £ A such that

g(h) = a while A^(h) (= P(Af{h)) ? //(a). However,

if &tf(h) (= j3(Af(h)) ^ •AZ'(a), the resolution theorem

prover would have discovered a proof to that effect,

and a would not have been executed in h. □

The partial program interpreter PP/(and several vari

ants) has been implemented in Lisp, and it uses the

knowledge representation and reasoning facilities pro

vided by a logic-based system Epikit [Epikit, 1989]. In

particular, an efficient proof procedure called paralog

was used [Sikka et al., 1991].

3.2 PROBLEMS

Since the database of a partial program is updated

at every time point during the interpretation process,

the contents of the database changes dynamically. One

possible way to cope with this complexity is by adopt

ing some sort of temporal logic as part of the represen

tation language [Shoham and Goyal, 1988]. Instead,

we have opted for viewing the database at each time

point to be distinct. Let A(ti) represent the database

at time U. We can construct A(tt) from A(ti_i) by

updating the term representing the perceptual history

(e.g. adding the current percept to the front of the

existing history) and asserting the action executed at

time U-v

Recall that consistency is the basic requirement for

the database of a partial program. Due to the dy

namic nature of the partial program database, ensur

ing consistency can be arbitrarily hard. When the

database is not history-dependent, there are cases in

which the interpreter does not produce correct behav

ior even though the database is consistent at the be

ginning. Such situations arise when the action speci

fication contains information that is not known at the

time when the agent has to act, or that may later be

modified by the agent's choice of actions and future

percepts. Consider the program Invest with database

Ai:

(<= (Good Sell Invest $h)

(Holds Price-will-fall $h))

(<= (Good Buy Invest $h)

(Holds Price-will-rise $h))

(<= (Holds Price-will-fall $h)

(Holds (Price $x) $h)

(Holds (Price $y) (Next $h))

(> $x $y))

(<= (Holds Price-will-rise $h)

(Holds (Price $x) $h)

(Holds (Price $y) (Next $h))

(< $x $y))

The term (Next $h) denotes the perceptual history at

the next time point. This database specifies that if the

price of stocks is going to fall, then the agent should

sell stocks; otherwise if the price of stocks is going

to go up, then the agent should buy more stocks. Al

though this may seem like a perfectly reasonable thing

to say, it presents a serious problem for any agent (in

cluding human beings!). The difficulty stems from the

fact that the action prescriptions for the agent depend

on future information, i.e. the price of stocks at the

next time point, thus the appropriate actions can be

decided only after they have been taken. More specifi

cally, suppose at time ti the agent makes an arbitrary

decision to buy stocks. Unfortunately, the price of

stocks turns out to be lower at time t-y. and thus inval

idating the earlier decision and causing the database

to become inconsistent.

Such inconsistencies can be even less directly de

tectable. Consider the slightly modified partial pro

gram Invest with database A2:

(<= (Good Bonds Invest $h)

(Holds (Standing Gorbachev) $h))

(<= (Good Stocks Invest $h)

(Holds (Sitting Gorbachev) $h))

(<= (Holds (Sitting Gorbachev) $h)

(Holds R (Next $h))

This program specifies that the agent should invest in

bonds if Gorbachev is standing up now, otherwise it

should invest in stocks if Gorbachev is sitting down.

The proposition R is not perceivable. Let's say the

agent chooses to invest in Bonds at time £4. In some

cases, the proposition R may turns out to be entailed

by the agent's database at time t$ (due to effects of ac

tions, new perceptual informatiom, or being informed

by other agents), which in turn implies that the ap

propriate action at time U should have been buying

stocks.

Problems can also arise had we allowed arbitrary con

ditions to be used in specifying actions. Let B3 be a

partial program with the following database:

(<= (Good Al B3 $h) FLT)

(<= (Good A2 B3 $h) (NOT FLT))

The predicate FLT denotes that the Fermat's Last The

orem is true. In theory, this program is uniquely de

fined despite the fact that nobody knows to date which

is the intended behavior function. As a result, no in

terpreter can guarantee the correct execution of such a
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program. We avoid this type of problems by requiting

action specifications to be conditioned on information

that is either in the partial program database or can

be obtained through perception.

Another problem with the interpreter is that it is not

complete. There are partial programs with non-empty

extensions on which the interpreter will loop indefi

nitely without executing any actions. Due to the semi-

decidability of first order logic, if farj) ^ 7 is not logi

cally implied by the database, any of the attempts to

prove an action being inconsistent can run forever. In

order to find a finite proof or a finite failure within a

finite time, the inferences for proving the prescription

or prohibition of each action must be interleaved.

3.3 INCREMENTAL PROGRAM

DEVELOPMENT

Partial programs facilitate incremental program devel

opment using incomplete information. A programmer

can start with a minimal specification about an agent

and its behavior and gradually add more constraints.

Let's continue with our partial program for the Square

World as described in Section 2.2. If the database is

augmented with the following:

(<= (Good $a Square-BF $h)

(Holds (Next-to R32 G17 $a) $h))

(<= (Better Move-Clockwise

Move-Counterclockwise

Square-BF $h)

(NOT (Provable (Bad Move-Clockwise

Square-BF $h))))

Given such a program, the agent would normally move

clockwise as the program in Figure 2. However, when

ever the agent is told that the gold is next to it via a

counterclockwise movement, it will choose that action

and thus executing the sequence of actions shown in

Figure 3. We can also add to the database a new con

straint so that the agent will avoid choosing an action

whenever there is an obstacle blocking its execution,

and thus resulting in the behavior shown in Figure 4.

(<= (Bad $a Square-BF $h)

(Holds (Obstacle $a) $h))

4 PROPERTIES OF PARTIAL

PROGRAMS

In this section, we examine some of the special prop

erties about partial programs.

4.1 MONOTONICITY

As was demonstrated in the example above, partial

programming is a process of incrementally constrain

ing the potential actions of an agent by adding in

formation to its database. The behavior of an agent

becomes increasingly constrained as information ac

cumulates. More precisely, the extension of a partial

program decreases monotonically as (consistent) new

information is added to its database.

Theorem 2 Given two partial programs {Pi, II, T, A)

and (fa, II, r, A U u) for the same agent, if A ^ v and

A U v is satisfiabie, then

e(p2) C e(fa).

Proof: Given that the new information v is consistent

with the original database, more conclusions can be

drawn from A U i> while all the old conclusions should

remain true8. As a result, if A |= ^(77) = 7 then

(A U u) (= far,) = 7. Similarly, if A |= /3(r>) ± 7

then (A U v) f= far}) ^ 7. By definition, if a behavior

function / € e(fa) there exists an interpretation J

such that I(fa) = 1(0) = f and \=j (AUi>). Since the

programs fa and 02 are defined over the same percepts

and actions, we have (=j (A U v) implies ^j A. It

follows that there exists an interpretation J such that

I(fa) = / and f=x A. We conclude that / must be in

the extension of fa. Therefore, e(fa) C e(fa). □

The equality in e(fa) C e(fa) is necessary since it is

not the case that every new piece of information will

affect the behavior of an agent. In order to distinguish

information that results in behavioral changes from

the others, we sometimes call such information proce

dural hints. We define this characterization based on

the notion of minimal support [Reiter and de Kleer,

1987]. In short, a piece of information is a procedural

hint if it changes the minimal support of some action

prescriptions for the agent.

We can also take bigger steps by combining two par

tial programs. The extension of a combined partial

program is a subset of the intersection of the exten

sions of its constituent programs.

Theorem 3 Given two partial programs

(/3i,II,r, Ai) and (fa,U,T,A2) for the same agent.

Let fa. be the combined program (fa, II, T, Ai U A2) . //

Ai is consistent with A2, we have

e(fa)Ct(fa)ne(fa).

Proof: If any interpretation I satisfies all of the sen

tences in Ai U A2, then I satisfies all of the sentences

in Ai and all of the sentences in A2. Hence, any be

havior function that is in the extension of fa is in the

extensions of both fa and fa. D

In some cases, the containment is proper.

'The names of the behavior functions for the two pro

grams are assumed to be the same, and can be referred to

as simply 0.
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Theorem 4 There are partial programs (/3j, II, T, Ai)

onrf (/32, n, T, A2) for the same agent such that the ex

tension of the combined program (/?3,n,r,Ai U A2)

satisfies

«(/33)C«(/3i)nc(/32).

Proof: Consider the program Bl with database

{R.RAQ o B1(H)=A} and the program B2 with

database {Q.RAQ <=> B2(H)=A}. The program Bl has

an interpretation in which Q is false; and, therefore,

any procedure consistent with Bl (H) — A is in its exten

sion. The program B2 has an interpretation in which R

is false; and, therefore, any procedure consistent with

B2(H)^A is in its extension as well. Consequently, any

such procedure is in the intersection of the two exten

sions. However, B3(H)=A is true in every interpreta

tion of the joint program, where B3 is the name of the

combined program. Therefore, its extension does not

contain any procedure consistent with B3(H)^A. □

The significance of these results is that one must be

careful in combining partial programs so that the as

sumptions in writing one program and the assump

tions in writing the other program don't combine to

eliminate procedures intended to be in the extension

of the joint program. Interactions of this sort can

be caught so long as the assumptions are explicitly

recorded. However, if the assumptions are left implicit

as the examples in the proof, the contradiction can go

unnoticed and some intended procedures can be inad

vertently lost.

4.2 COMPLETENESS

A program can be incomplete in the sense that, for

some perceptual histories, actions are not uniquely

prescribed or are undefined. For example, if B1(H1)

= Al (i.e. the action Al is prohibited for the partial

program Bl at perceptual history Hi) is the only infor

mation about Bl, then any other action of the agent

will be equally applicable at HI. Therefore, Bl is not

complete. Intuitively speaking, a program is complete

if there is exactly one action that is applicable at every

perceptual history, or equivalently,

Definition 5 A program (/?, n,r, A) is complete if

• It has exactly one behavior function in its exten

sion, i.e. |e(/?)| = 1.

• Every model of A that agrees with the given nam

ing function should agree on the terms 0(tj) = 7,

for allr}€ n" 07id7 € T.

• For any two interpretations I and J thai satisfy

A, there exists a homomorphism h : 1 «-» J , such

that for all history 77,

(M/W)) = tiJ{htf))).

• For all history r) £ U' and action 7 G T, we have

(A (= 0{r,) = 7) V (A |= 0(1,) * 7).

4.S DIRECTNESS

Sometimes, even though a unique action is prescribed

for a given perceptual history by the partial program,

the derivation of the prescribed action still requires

more computation than simply looking up that fact in

the database. For example, the two statements shown

below entail a unique action A2 for perceptual history

HI, even though the action prescription is not directly

specified by the program.

B6(H1)=A1 V B6(H1)=A2

B6(H1)^A1

In this case, it is relatively easy to deduce the pre

scribed action. Suppose the chain of reasoning is long

or branchy, it can be very expensive to compute the

prescribed action. In general, the computation grows

exponentially with the number of statements in the

database A.

The notion of directness is defined with respect to an

interpreter, since executing a partial program on dif

ferent interpreters can result in very different efficiency

(or even different behavior).

Definition 6 A partial program is direct with respect

to an interpreter if the choice of action at every time

point can be computed within a bounded time.

As the interpretation of partial programs involves the

orem proving, efficiency issues are of great concerns

in making partial programs a practical tool. It is de

sirable to compile a partial program into increasingly

more direct forms so that its runtime performance can

be improved. Because of the expressiveness of the lan

guage, there exist partial programs that do not have

any compatible direct programs. In [Hsu, 1991], we

describe an algorithm for synthesizing efficient execu

tion programs from given partial programs for a re

stricted class of partial programs. Other compilation

techniques have been developed to improve the per

formance of a partial programming system and can be

found in [Hsu, 1991].

4.4 PARTIAL vs. NONDETERMINISTIC

PROGRAMS

At a first glance, nondeterministic programs seem to

resemble partial programs since they both describe

sets of deterministic procedures. However, there is a

subtle but significant difference between the two. Non-

deterministic programs explicitly express the intended

ambiguity in action selection (i.e. a stated lack of pref

erences), while partial programs implicitly assume no

preferences among actions unless stated otherwise (i.e.
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a lack of stated preferences). Much research in com

puter science has been concerned with the invention of

control primitives for expressing the formei, which is

sometimes called don't-care nondeterminism. The lat

ter is more similar to the so-called don't-know (or inci

dental) nondeterminism except that it is also dynamic

in nature. As a result of the constant accumulation of

information, some of the choices may become fixed as

the agent functions in its environment. This distinc

tion gives rise to a very important difference in their

expressive power, which is elaborated by the following

two theorems.

Theorem 5 For every complete nondeterministic

program, there is a partial (deterministic) program

with the same extension.

Proof: Given a complete nondeterministic program

(p, II, T, A), where p is a relation symbol denoting the

behavior relation for the agent. The set of actions

that may be executed at history 77 is represented by

p(r]). We can construct a corresponding partial pro

gram (0, II, T, A') by selecting a new function constant

0 and augmenting the database as follows:

A' = A U {Vrji-y 7 0 p(v) => P(v) ± 7>-

D

Theorem 6 There is a partial (deterministic) pro

gram for which there is no complete nondeterministic

program with the same extension.

Proof: This can be shown by an example. Given an

agent with exactly two actions T — {A1.A2}. Let's

suppose that its behavior is specified by the partial

program (B, n,{Al, A2},{B(H1) =B(H2)}), where HI is

a prefix of H2, i.e. H2 is a history consists of the his

tory HI followed by a non-zero sequence of percepts.

For any interpretation that maps B into some behavior

function / € e(B), either B(H1)=A1 and B(H2)=A1 are

both true or B(H1)=A2 and B(H2)=A2 are both true.

In order for the extension of a complete nondetermin

istic program (B', II, {Al, A2}, A') to admit these inter

pretations, it must be the case that A' \=. (B'(Hl) =

{A1,A2}) and A' (= (B'(H2) = {A1,A2}). But then

there exists a behavior function /' in the extension

e(B') such that /'(/ii) = ai and f'(h2) = a2. D

5 PREVIOUS WORK

The idea of programming a machine, whose problem

solving behavior results from manipulating sentences

in a formal language, so that it is possible to change

the machine's behavior by giving declarative instruc

tions to it was first proposed by McCarthy in his "Ad

vice Taker" paper [McCarthy, 1968]. Later, Hewitt's

Planner [Hewitt, 1972] provided some limited capabil

ity of giving imperatives to a system, and Hayes fur

ther advocated the view of computation as controlled

deduction [Hayes, 1973]. Unfortunately, despite their

influences on the field of AI, none of the systems were

fully explored.

Similar ideas for separating a program into its logic

(what) and control (how) were a central theme in logic

programming [Kowalski, 1979a]. As a declarative lan

guage, Prolog provides a straightforward way to ex

press the what part of a problem [Clocksin and Mel-

lish, 1984; Kowalski, 1797b]. However, there is little

support for representing control explicitly9. Procedu

ral information is often implicitly encoded as cuts and

ordering of clauses and conjuncts in a Prolog program,

which makes modifying a program much more difficult.

Partial programs, on the other hand, provide a way

for specifying both what the problem is and how the

problem should be solved in a unified framework. As a

result, a machine is able to take advantage of new in

formation in order to achieve its goals more efficiently

and effectively.

We should also point out that although the syntactic

forms of partial programs do not look very different

from a production system (or other rule based sys

tems), there are several significant differences: 1) His

torical information are taken into account, so partial

programs are more expressive. 2) The semantics of

partial programs enables one to program by subtrac

tion, while a production system does not have such

nice monotonic properties. 3) In a production system,

there is no way to say certain actions should not be

performed under certain conditions.

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented partial programs as a new frame

work for incremental program development in com

plex domains. A partial programming language al

lows one to write programs without making premature

commitments, and its flexibility facilitates incremen

tal integration of control information in designing ef

ficient programs. The practicality of partial programs

have been tested in domains such as automated diag

nosis for computer hardware faults [Genesereth, 1985],

simulation of digital hardware [Singh, 1983] and some

others. More recently, we've applied partial pro

gramming to the domain of planning and constraint

satisfaction problems. In [Hsu, 1990], we showed

that partial programming can be used as a least-

commitment strategy, and together with an anytime

algorithm [Dean and Boddy, 1988] an agent is able to

exhibit reactive behavior [Georgeff and Lansky, 1987,

Agre and Chapman, 1987]. We plan to conduct

more experiments in applying partial programming to

bigger-scale real world domains.

Work on meta-interpreters has attempted to address

this issue to some extent.
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The most important issue for current and future re

search in partial programming is in the area of perfor

mance improvement. The compilation of partial pro

grams is complicated by two factors: First, the map

ping between a partial program and the compiled pro

gram is not unique. Second, the dynamic nature of

information in a partial programming system. The

work in [Hsu, 1991] provides solutions to some points

in the entire space of compilation problems, and fur

ther exploration is expected make partial programs a

even more powerful tool.
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Abstract

Any first-principles declarative planner will

need to be constructed from an underlying

declarative system that reasons about action.

In this paper, we point out that if such a

planning system is to be computationally vi

able, the associated declarative description of

actions must satisfy at least two broad con

ditions. First, it will need to be event-driven,

so that fluents that hold in a particular situa

tion can be propagated into the future at rea

sonable computational cost. Second, it will

need to be anytime in the sense that par

tial or approximate answers to queries can

be provided in the presence of computational

resource constraints. We suggest that the

first these goals can be achieved by taking

the truth values assigned to sentences to be

functions from the temporal elements into a

set of basic values, and that the second can

be achieved by viewing temporal operators as

functions on these functional truth values.

1 INTRODUCTION

Existing planning systems can be grouped into three

broad categories: expert planners, general-purpose

planners, and first-principles planners.

Expert planners, of which there are many, are es

sentially applications of expert-systems technology to

planning problems. The situation in which a particu

lar agent finds itself is classified to determine which of

a predetermined set of actions is most likely to be ef

fective in achieving the agent's goals. There has been

some interest recently in constructing the expert de

cision rules automatically [Drummond, 1988], but the

approach itself must inevitably be limited by the fact

that the agent involved has no real idea what's going

on - it is simply mindlessly applying rules that gov

ern its behavior. The ensuing brittleness is typical of

expert systems generally.

General-purpose planners, of which there are few, at

tempt to address this difficulty by working with a set of

action descriptors that describe the possible actions in

some domain, and then constructing a plan to achieve

a particular goal using methods that are independent

of the domain in which the agent finds itself. This work

began with STRIPS [Fikes and Nilsson, 1971]; the most

successful existing planner of this sort is arguably the

SIPE system [Wilkins, 1988].

There are two difficulties with the general-purpose ap

proach. The first is that the computational complexity

of planning problems is typically very high, making it

impractical to generate a complete plan that is guar

anteed to achieve a particular goal. SlPE addresses

this difficulty by restricting the form of the actions it

can consider.

The nondeclarative restrictions placed on the form of

the actions being considered unfortunately make these

planners nonuniversal; there are domains for which

any particular restriction is inappropriate. This is the

essence of the second difficulty: General-purpose plan

ners, by committing at a fundamental level to a specific

description of actions, inherit some (but by no means

all) of the brittleness of their expert-planning prede

cessors. "General-purpose" planners are only general-

purpose within the bounds established by assumptions

embodied in the form of the action descriptors.

First-principles planners (of which there are none) at

tempt to address these difficulties by viewing planning

as a purely declarative activity. More specifically, first-

principles planners view planning as theorem proving

set against the background of a declarative system that

describes actions in a particular domain.

This idea is an old one, dating back to the QA3 system

[Green, 1969]; as work on declarative systems gener

ally has advanced, the attractiveness of the approach

has remained. With the development of nonmonotonic

reasoning, for example, it was suggested that this gen

eral declarative notion could be applied to construct

a planner that would be able to jump to conclusions

while building its plans. It was later suggested that
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assumption-based truth maintenance ^de Kleer, 1986],

another general declarative technique, might bear on

the problem of debugging plans that appear to be non-

monotonically sound but that closer inspection reveals

to be flawed in some way [Ginsbeig, 1990b].

The reason that there are no established planners of

this type is that the underlying declarative descrip

tions of action are themselves lacking. The best-known

reason for this is the infamous Yale shooting problem

[Hanks and McDermott, 1987], although a variety of

researchers have found solutions to this particular dif

ficulty.

A more fundamental problem with declarative de

scriptions of action is that they are simply un

suitable for inclusion in planners. The ap

proach suggested in [Green, 1969] and reiterated in

[Genesereth and Nilsson, 1987] is still a valid one -

given a monotonic description of a domain, it is in

deed possible to view planning as theorem proving.

The difficulty is that it is not practical to do so.

The reason for this can be seen by considering the

frame axiom. Here is a typical rendering of it that

might be included in a nonmonotonic axiomatization:

holds(/, s) A -iab(o, /, a) D holds(/, result(a. s))

Informally, this axiom says that if some fluent / holds

in a situation 5 and the action a is not abnormal in that

it reverses / when executed in the situation 5, then /

will continue to hold after the action is completed.

There are technical problems with this definition, but

they can be avoided [Baker and Ginsberg, 1989, and

many others]. But an overwhelming computational

difficulty can be seen if we imagine using (1) to prop

agate a set of fluents through a long sequence of ac

tions. The application of (1) for each action and to

each fluent will result in a prohibitively large number

of consistency checks, making the system unusable in

practice.

This problem is avoided in general-purpose planning

systems by using a nondeclarative description of ac

tion that has more attractive computational proper

ties. In STRIPS, for example, actions are described in

terms of add and delete lists, reducing the complexity

of the reasoning enormously. The STRIPS formalism

cannot deal with the inferred consequences of actions,

however, as was observed in [Lifschitz, 1986]. (This

is called the ramification problem in [Finger, 1987].)

A partial solution to this difficulty can be found

in [Ginsberg and Smith, 1988], but the approach pre

sented there continues to describe actions in nondeclar

ative terms.

The intellectual foundation for the work described in

this paper lies in an attempt to present a declarative

description of the work in [Ginsberg and Smith, 1988];

we have tried to develop a formalization of action that

will be computationally viable in the situations likely

to arise in planning. The two specific heuristic com

mitments that we will make are the following:

First, we will assume that fluents typically survive

long sequences of actions before being needed; a robot

should be able to put a wrench in its toolbox, perform

most of its day's activities, and conclude at a single

stroke that the wrench is still in the toolbox. We will

describe this by saying that our formalization of action

needs to be event-driven in the sense that propagating

fluent values through idle periods not incur significant

computational expense.

Second, we will commit ourselves to a system that can

reason about actions in an anytime fashion; the word

appears to originate in [Dean and Boddy, 1988]. By

this we mean that the system, when asked the value of

a fluent in a specific situation, will produce some an

swer quickly, perhaps modifying that answer as neces

sary if allowed to consider more subtle features of the

situation involved. It is generally recognized that plan

ning problems are sufficiently difficult that approxi

mate answers are inevitable; we are simply requiring

that this sort of computational response be present

in the description of action that underlies the planner

itself.

The reason that we have chosen to discuss these two

problems in this paper is not that there are no others

(there are), but that the solutions to them are linked.

Roughly speaking, both difficulties can be addressed

by taking the truth value assigned to a sentence to

be not a single value such as "true" or "false," but a

function from a set of time points into such values.

The reason that this approach leads to an event-driven

description is that it allows us to conveniently describe

the expected future behavior of fluents in a compact

fashion. Instead of saying, "The wrench is in the tool

box at 9:15," and, "Things in toolboxes tend to remain

there," we can simply say, "The wrench is expected to

be in the toolbox for the rest of the day," meaning that

the truth value assigned to the sentence

in(wrench, toolbox)

is a function that maps the entire temporal interval

from 9:15 to 5:00 to the value t (or perhaps dt - true

by default - if we are prepared to admit the possibility

of subsequent information reversing our conclusions).

The problem of making our description event-driven

now becomes essentially a matter of finding a data

structure for the functional truth values that efficiently

encodes the behavior of fluents that change only infre

quently.

The idea of taking truth values to be temporal func

tions also bears on our requirement that the implemen

tation of our formalism exhibit anytime behavior. As

an example, consider a sentence such as, "One second

after the valve is closed, the pressure will increase,"
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which we will write somewhat schematically as

delay(closed-valve, l) D pressure (2)

where delay is an operator that we will use to push

the temporal description of the valve into the future.

The second argument to delay in (2) is a parameter

indicating the amount by which the truth value is to

be displaced.

From a formal point of view, the delay operator ap

pearing in (2) is a modal operator, since one of its argu

ments is not an object in our language but a declara

tive sentence instead. It is shown in [Ginsberg, 1990a]

that when truth values are taken to be more descrip

tive than simply elements of the two-point set {t , /}

(true and false, respectively), it is possible to view

modal operators as functions on the truth values of

their propositional arguments. In (2), the modal op

erator delay corresponds to the function delay that

is given by

[delay(/,A)](t + A) = /(t) (3)

Note that delay accepts a function as its first argu

ment and returns a function as its result, since the

truth values that we are using are themselves func

tional.

To see that this interpretation leads to anytime behav

ior, we need to make one more observation: The basic

purpose of a deductive system is to determine what

truth value should be assigned to a particular query.

Now note that when considering a query q, we may well

encounter a modal operator, requiring us to apply the

corresponding function (as in (2) or (3)) to the truth

values of the propositional arguments (closed-valve

in (2)). But what are we to use for these truth val

ues? We can use either the result of invoking the theo

rem prover recursively on the propositional arguments

themselves, or use the values that can be obtained

by simply searching for the given propositions in the

database. Using these latter values as approximations

to the former leads to a system that produces some an

swer quickly, but may modify that answer on further

consideration. Perhaps there is a deductive demon

stration that the valve in (2) will be open at some

particular future time, and so on. If the analysis of

the embedded sentences produces still further modal

expressions, anytime behavior will result as the system

makes and then examines assumptions about the truth

values assigned to these embedded sentences. This ob

servation is expanded upon in [Ginsberg, 1991a].

The remainder of this paper will consider each of

these ideas in turn, and then show an example

of an implementation of them being used to an

alyze a shooting scenario similar to that appear

ing in [Hanks and McDermott, 1987]. The imple

mentation is built using the multivalued theorem

proving system MVL [Ginsberg, 1988, Ginsberg, 1989,

Ginsberg, 1991b].

2 TRUTH VALUES

We remarked in the introduction that we intend to

label sentences in our declarative database with func

tional truth values that include information about the

truth or falsity over time (or default truth/falsity,

etc.) of the sentence involved. The reason that we

are comfortable doing this is that the labels so con

structed retain the mathematical structure of the orig

inal "instantaneous" labels, in that we can combine

them, negate them, disjoin and conjoin them, and so

on.

It is these operations of conjunction, disjunction and

so forth that underlie the semantics of any declarative

system. Specifically, if we have labels x and y for sen

tences p and q respectively, we need a way to construct

a label x V y for the disjunction of p and q, and so on.

In [Ginsberg, 1988], a mathematical structure called a

bilattice was introduced that consists of a set together

with just these combining operations. Although the

formal definition will not play a significant role in the

remainder of this paper, we include it here in the in

terests of completeness:

Definition 2.1 A bilattice is a sextuple

(B, A, V, -, +, -i) such that:

1. (B,A,V) and (£,-,+) ore both complete lattices,

and

2. -i : B —* B is a mapping with —r = 1 such that

-i is a lattice homomorphism from (B,A, V) to

(B, V, A) and from (B, ■, +) to itself.

The bilattice operations A, V and -i all correspond

to the usual logical notions, while + corresponds to

combination of evidence and is used to combine the

truth values obtained from separate lines of reason

ing to a single conclusion. Many more details of the

bilattice work, together with a discussion of the philo

sophical ideas underlying the approach, can be found

in [Ginsberg, 1988].

What is of interest to us here is the fact that if B is

some bilattice, then B2, the collection of ordered pairs

of elements of B, inherits a bilattice structure from

B where all of the bilattice operations are computed

pointwise. (The construction is analogous to the con

struction of the Cartesian plane IR2 as the product of

two copies of the real line.) More generally, for any

set S, the set Bs of functions from S into B inherits

a bilattice structure from the set B.1

It follows that if we have some set T of time points,

then the set BT of functions from T into the "base"

set of truth values B has the structure required of a set

'There is no real difference between viewing the set B

as the set of ordered pairs of elements of B, or as the set

of functions from the two-point set {1,2} into B.
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Figure 1: A fluent that is true three times

t

dt

u
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Figure 2: A default frame axiom

of truth values. As an example, if we take T to be the

integers, then the giaph in Figure 1 shows the truth

value assigned to a fluent that is true for two units of

time at t = 2, for one unit of time at t = 50, and for

all time after t = 53.

Our event-based philosophy now corresponds simply to

a data structure that represents these truth values by

listing the points at which the value changes. In Figure

1, for example, we record the fact that the fluent is

unknown at time 0, true at time 2, unknown at time

4, and so on; values at a total of six points are recorded.

Determining the value of the fluent at any intermediate

time t is a matter of walking along the graph until the

next event is later than t, and taking the value at the

last time encountered. Note that the computational

effort required to determine the value of the fluent in

Figure 1 is completely independent of the length of the

gap between times 4 and 50.

2.1 EXTENSTIONS

The ontological shift that we are proposing does not

in and of itself commit us to any specific computa

tional or representational strategy. As an example,

the simple representation scheme that we described in

the previous paragraph can easily be extended in a

variety of ways:

1. The set T of time points only needs the structure

of a partial order in order for the above approach

to work; to determine the value of a fluent / at

some particular time t, we walk our way along

the function until we find ourselves between two

points to and ti such that

t0 <f < *i,

so that t is no earlier than to and ti is later than

i. The value of / at t is then the value taken at

to-

2. As an example, taking the above partial order to

be the continuous real line allows us to avoid our

earlier implicit assumption that time was discrete.

This particular choice commits us to fluents being

true over half-open intervals [i, y) only, but this

can be avoided by introducing auxiliary elements

z+ for each x 6 IRsuch that the half-open interval

[x,y+) in fact denotes the closed interval [x,y].

3. Another example involves taking the elements of

the partial order to be action sequences, where an

action sequence 02 temporally follows a sequence

ai whenever 02 is an extension of 01. Nonlin

ear action sequences can be handled by weakening

the partial order to cater to possible linear action

sequences consistent with a given nonlinear one.

Alternatively, by using sequence variables to de

note arbitrary sequences of actions following some

particular one, it is possible to use the partial or

der given by variable instantiation to capture this

temporal information. This idea appears to be

central to the use of our ideas in a functioning

planning system.

4. It is also possible to extend the scheme by in

troducing "decay functions" that describe how a

fluent's truth value is expected to change as time

goes by. In Figure 1, for example, the fluent's

truth values do not change at all as time passes;

a more realistic example might involve the truth

value of the fluent falling from t to dt at times

3 and 54, as shown in Figure 2. Here, our con

fidence in the truth of the fluent decays as time

passes, corresponding to the application of a non

monotonic frame axiom. As before, information is

recorded only when the truth value of the fluent

changes from the expected one, so we still need

to record information only about the "events" at

times 0, 2, 4, 50, 51 and 53. By changing the

set of base truth values to which the temporal

functions map, this idea can be extended to in

clude a wide variety of temporal behaviors, such

as the probabilistic decay functions discussed in

[Dean and Kanazawa, 1988]. A fuller discussion

of this point can be found in [Ginsberg, 1991c].

The computational efficacy of the scheme that we have

proposed is preserved in all of these cases.

2.2 THE FRAME AXIOM

The approach we have suggested encodes the infor

mation that is normally captured by a frame axiom

such as (1) in two separate ways. First, the actual

default behavior assigned to some particular fluent /

is encoded in a truth value such as that appearing in

Figure 2, which explicitly indicates the default truth

of the fluent at times following times when it is known

to be true with certainty.

We have thus far avoided the question of how we obtain

truth values such as that appearing in Figure 2 in the

first place. What we would like to do is to have a

sentence in our database such as the following:
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If the robot puts a tool in its toolbox, then

the tool is definitely in the toolbox at that

time, and can be assumed by default to be in

the toolbox at subsequent times.

Note first that the truth value to be assigned to the

conclusion of the rule (that the tool is in the toolbox)

is not the same as the truth value of the premise; the

premise (that the tool is being put into the toolbox)

holds only instantaneously, while the conclusion (that

the tool is actually located in the toolbox) holds over

a wide range of times. This is a technical issue that

we will consider in the next section and is identical in

principle to the appearance of the delay operator in

the introduction.

More importantly, note that the future behavior of any

particular fluent (in this case, the location of the tool)

is determined not by applying some blanket frame ax

iom such as (1), but instead by an axiom describing

this future behavior when the fluent is first asserted

(i.e., when the robot puts the tool in the toolbox).

This is an important distinction between our ap

proach and the conventional one. Computational is

sues aside, we prefer our approach on purely philo

sophical grounds, since it is not the case that the frame

axiom applies to all, or even most of the fluents we en

counter in everyday life.

As an example, consider the problem of entering a

crosswalk when there is a car five feet away approach

ing at 60 MPH. Are we to apply the frame axiom to

the fact that the car is five feet from the crosswalk, or

to the fact that it is moving at a high speed? Clearly

to the latter, although there is no information in (1)

indicating that we should do so.

This is related to the well-known problem of induc

tion [Skyrms, 1966]. How is it that we know to ap

ply the frame axiom to a predicate such as "blue"

or "green" but not to one such as "grue" (green un

til July 10th but blue subsequently) or "bleen?" Al

though we have not provided an answer to this ques

tion, we have indicated clearly the declarative point

at which such an answer is used - in the description

of the expected future behavior of newly established

fluents. Similar observations have also been made in

[Myers and Smith, 1988]. 2

2[Haas, 1987] and [Schubert, 1990] have also argued

against blanket frame axioms, suggesting instead that one

should reason from specific fluent changes to the occur

rence of an action of some sort. It seems to me, however,

that this approach is unable to cope with either the rami

fication problem or with the moving automobile described

earlier in this section.

3 MODAL EXPRESSIONS

Let us return to the observation made in the last sec

tion that the truth value to be assigned to the conse

quent of some rule is often not the same as the truth

value of the antecedent. In the introduction, we han

dled a situation such as this in (2) by introducing a

modal operator m and writing

m(a) D c

where a is the antecedent and c is the consequent.

The modal operator m changes the truth value of o

so that the truth value of c is modified correctly by

the above rule. The example in the introduction in

volved a modal operator delay that delays the truth

value of the antecedent by some amount of time; our

current concerns can be dealt with by introducing an

operator propagate that is responsible for inserting

the consequent into the database with a complete "fu

ture history" if appropriate.

We will discuss these two operators in some detail

shortly, but let us continue to examine general issues

first. The idea that modal operators can be viewed

truth-functionally (i.e., as functions on the truth val

ues of the sentences on which they operate) is an old

one in the philosophical community, but was discarded

in favor of the possible-worlds approach [Kripke, 1971]

when it was realized that there simply are not enough

functions on the two-point set {<-, /} to correspond to

all of the interesting modal expressions that one might

wish to consider.

In [Ginsberg, 1990a], however, it was pointed out that

if truth values are taken from an arbitrary bilattice

instead of from the set {t, /}, it becomes practical to

view modal operators truth-functionally after all; in

fact, the resulting construction is a generalization of

Kripke's.

3.1 ANYTIME BEHAVIOR

An additional advantage of viewing modal operators

truth-functionally is that the associated declarative

systems naturally exhibit anytime properties; this can

probably be made clearest by an example from PRO

LOG. Consider the following program:

landlubber (X) :- animal (X ) , not (fly (X)).

fly(X) :- bird(X) , not(penguin(X)) .

animal(X) :- bird(X) .

penguin(X) :- bird(X) , tuxedo(X).

bird (opus) .

tuxedo (opus) .

Animals that cannot fly are landlubbers, birds can fly

unless they are penguins, and birds in tuxedos are pen

guins. Opus is a bird wearing a tuxedo. Is he a land

lubber?
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Ignoring inadequacies in our representation of the do

main, the interpreter begins by noting that it can prove

that Opus is an animal, and therefore that he is a land

lubber unless he can be shown to fly. A new proof

process is therefore begun with the intention being to

prove that Opus can fly.

Since Opus is a bird, he can fly unless he can be shown

to be a penguin. Yet another proof process is begun;

since this one succeeds in showing Opus to be a pen

guin, he cannot be shown to fly and the original query

(is Opus a landlubber?) succeeds.

[Ginsberg, 1990a, Ginsberg, 1991a] propose that it be

possible to interrupt this procedure at the points where

new proof attempts are generated. Thus when creat

ing the attempt to prove that Opus can fly, we note

that since there is nothing in the database indicating

explicitly that he can, we can tentatively label

fly (opus)

as unknown, and therefore assign not (fly (opus) ) the

value of true using prolog's negation-as-failure rule.

This allows us to tentatively confirm the original query.

Given more time, we can work on the goal fly (opus),

noting that this spawns the subgoal penguin(opus).

Once again, we break the inference process, using the

fact that penguin(opus) is missing from our database

to conclude tentatively that not(penguin(opus)) is

true and therefore that Opus can fly, so that the orig

inal query should fail. Finally, given still more time

for reflection, we realize that Opus is a penguin and

therefore a landlubber after all.

Prolog's treatment of negation is as an operator that

returns t unless the truth value of the argument is itself

t; specifically, if some sentence pis unknown, negation-

as-failure treats not(p) as true. Viewed in this fashion,

prolog's negation is a modal operator in our sense.

We are proposing two extensions to this idea:

1. Extending the notion of a modal operator to in

clude temporal operators such as those that arise

when reasoning about action.

2. Using these modal operators as semantic markers

for points at which the inference process can be

suspended and an approximate answer computed.

The first of these is the focus of the current paper; the

second is treated implicitly in [Ginsberg, 1990a] and

in more detail in [Ginsberg, 1991a].

3.2 TEMPORAL OPERATORS

Given that we take the view that temporal operators

can be described by giving their functional behavior

and then incorporating them into our declarative lan

guage, what operators are required in a system that

reasons about action?

We will clearly need an operator delay to separate

the occurrence of an action from the appearance of its

effects, and another operator propagate that allows

us to construct temporal truth functions such as the

one appearing in Figure 2.

In fact, we appear to need nothing else; the axiomati-

zation appearing in the appendix uses no modal oper

ators other than these two. The description of delay

is as appearing in (3), while propagate is defined re

cursively as3

[propagate(/)](t) =

decay[propagate(/)(ti 1)1,

if t - 0 or

otherwise.

The function decay might be given by, for example:

X decay(z)

t dt

dt dt

f df

df df

u u

This decay function maps any truth value into its de

fault version, corresponding to a nonmonotonic frame

axiom. A monotonic frame axiom would simply take

decay(x) = x. As an example, Figure 3 shows the

result of applying propagate to a temporal function

that changes from t to /. Figure 4 shows the result if

the frame operator is chosen to be monotonic.

From these two operators, we can build a declarative

description of action that has the desired properties of

being event-driven and anytime. If a is an action that

causes a fluent / to be true in a persistent way (such

as putting a tool in the toolbox), we write4

duration(a, t) A propagate(delay(a, t)) D / (4)

while if a causes / to be true only instantaneously (like

striking a match causing a light), we write

duration(a, t) A delay(o, t) D f

3The implementation of propagate does not follow this

definition directly, since this would be horrendously inef

ficient. Instead, we use a monotonic propagation function

(as described in the appendix), and simply drop informa

tion about any "events" at which a truth function becomes

unknown.

4The axiom (4) is not quite satisfactory as it stands, be

cause it is awkward to combine it with domain constraints

describing ramifications of the action in question. This is

handled in the appendix by reifying the fluents so that they

can be treated as objects in our language, and replacing (4)

with an axiom like

causes-persistently(a, /) A duxation(a, t) A

propagate(delay(holds(a),t)) D holds(/)
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Figure 3: Applying the frame axiom
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propagate (/)

Figure 4: A monotonic frame axiom

The predicate duration indicates the amount of time

taken by any particular action and is used to determine

the value to be assigned to the parametric argument

of delay.

3.8 EFFICIENCY CONSIDERATIONS

Suppose that we consider the example in Figures 3

and 4 a bit more closely. In the example in Figure 4,

for example, note that there is no point to attempting

to show that the fluent holds at time 4 - we already

know this by virtue of the application of our monotonic

propagation function. This implies the following:

When invoking the prover on a sentence p in

order to evaluate a modal expression m(p),

one should only investigate proofs that will

affect not only the truth value of p, but the

truth value of m(p) as well.

In fact, the situation is a bit more subtle still; consider

Figure 3.

Suppose that we are interested in showing that the

fluent / holds at time 53, perhaps because / is a pre

condition to an action that we would like to take at

that time, or perhaps because the restriction men

tioned above implies that this is the only information

about / that is of interest to us.

In the initial situation in which we know nothing, it

follows that we should try to show that / holds at

any time before t = 53, since this value will then be

propagated to the time of interest. Although show

ing that / holds at time 54 does effect the value of

propagate(/), it does not do so in an interesting way.

This means that we should replace the above principle

with the following stronger one:

When invoking the prover on a sentence p in

order to evaluate a modal expression m(p),

one should only investigate proofs that will

change the truth value of m(p) in a way that

will affect the response to the original query.

Applying this idea can be fairly subtle. In the example

we are considering, suppose that we succeed in showing

that / holds at time 2, so that propagate(/) holds by

default at time 53. Now there is no point in showing

that / holds, but there is a reason to show that the

negation of / holds at some time between 3 and 53,

since ->/ will block the propagation of / to the time

that is of interest to us.

In the example in the figure, we can show that ->/

holds at time 51; now we must once again change the

focus of our proof efforts as we attempt to show that

/ is true either at t = 52 or at t = 53.

From a conceptual point of view, this is all quite

straightforward. From an implementational point of
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view, however, it can be rather subtle, especially since

we should preserve portions of the proof tree for a

fluent / even if they appear not to be relevant to

propagate(/). The reason for this is that subsequent

developments may change this. In the example we

have been considering, perhaps proving / has been

reduced (after considerable effort) to proving g and

h; when our focus changes to that of proving ->/, we

should retain this information in case (as happens in

this example) we decide that we need to prove / after

all.

4 AN EXAMPLE

The ideas that we have described have been im

plemented using the multivalued theorem prover de

scribed in [Ginsberg, 1989, Ginsberg, 1991b], which al

lows the user to select truth values from arbitrary bi-

lattices and to include arbitrary modal operators in

a declarative database. The precise axiomatization of

actions generally and our domain in particular can be

found in the appendix.

The domain we are considering involves a gun, which

may or may not be loaded, and a victim (Fred), who

may or may not be alive. At time 0, the gun is loaded

and Fred is alive.

This domain has three actions: loading and unloading

the gun (which take a single unit of time and always

succeed), and shooting the gun at Fred. If the gun

is loaded, firing it at Fred will kill him after a delay

of two units of time.5 All of the fluents persist in a

nonmonotonic fashion except that once Fred dies, he

is guaranteed to stay dead.

The course of events in this domain is as follows:

Time Event

0 Fred is alive and the gun is loaded

1 The gun is unloaded

2 The shooting is attempted

and the gun is reloaded

50 The shooting is attempted

52 The gun is reloaded

53 The shooting is attempted

The first shooting action should fail, since the gun has

been unloaded at the previous time point. The second

shooting action should succeed by default, since the

gun has presumably remained loaded between times

3 and 50. The third shooting action will definitely

succeed, since it immediately follows a load action.

Given this information, the system was asked to inves

tigate the truth or falsity of the fluent alive (is Fred

alive?) at all times; the results are shown in Figures 5

5This is the only consequence of the shooting action.

Specifically, shooting does not cause the gun to become

unloaded.

and 6.

The machine reasoned as follows:

a. Initially, it had no explicit information concerning

the state of Fred's health.

b. The machine first realized that the shooting at

time 50 was expected to succeed, so that at times

52 and subsequently, Fred was expected to be

dead.

c. The machine also decided that the shooting at

time 2 was likely to succeed, since the gun was

loaded in the initial situation and that fact was

expected to persist.

d. The machine next investigated the modal expres

sion propagate(loaded) a bit more closely, since

this modal expression was used in its conclusion

that the shootings at times 2 and 50 succeed.

It discovered that the gun is not expected to be

loaded at time 2 after all, and therefore that the

first shooting should fail.

e. The machine next realized that the shooting at

time 53 was guaranteed to succeed, so that at

times 55 and subsequently, Fred would certainly

be dead.

f. The previous proof attempts involved attempts to

find times at which Fred was expected to be dead;

the machine now changed its focus to trying to

prove that he was alive, and concluded that he

was (by default) from time 0 until the success of

the shooting at time 50.

g. Finally, the program realized that Fred was guar

anteed to be alive in the initial situation, and up

dated its conclusions to reflect this.

In this example, we can clearly see the two features

that have been the focus of this paper - the event-

driven nature of the description, evidenced by the lack

of computational effort devoted to the "idle" time from

t = 4 to t = 50, and the anytime nature of the analysis,

shown in the shifting conclusions displayed in Figures

5 and 6.

5 CONCLUSION

My intention in this paper has been to argue for two

things: First, the use of truth values that directly cap

ture the complete history of fluents that change over

time; second, the manipulation of these truth values

using truth-functional modal operators. We have pre

sented an implementation of our ideas that correctly

analyzes a simple example similar to the shooting sce

nario presented in [Hanks and McDermott, 1987], but

the theoretical justifications for this approach are more

compelling:

1. The approach embeds the action descriptions in a

full declarative language, and investigates the con

sequences of actions by proving theorems against
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In the initial situation, Fred is alive for sure

Figure 6: The shooting scenario (ctd.)

Figure 5: The shooting scenario
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this background. A system developed in this way

will benefit from developments elsewhere in the

theorem-proving community in a way that a more

ad hoc approach cannot.

2. The event-driven nature of the approach allows us

to reason in a computationally viable way about

fluents that change value only infrequently. As

discussed in Section 2.1, we do this without com

mitting ourselves to any specific ontology of time

or of action.

3. The natural implementation of our ideas exhibits

an anytime behavior that we can expect to be

present in the associated planning system as well.

Furthermore, this ability to incrementally refine

our conclusions is grounded in a solid formal foun

dation.

4. Finally, the approach we have described avoids

the use for a blanket frame axiom such as (1),

which is likely to fall prey to the problem of induc

tion. Although we have presented no solution to

this difficulty, our approach makes clear that such

a solution will need be reflected in the declara

tive description of our domain, since the expected

future history of any particular fluent needs to

be asserted when the fluent itself is added to the

database.

APPENDIX:

SECTION 4

AXIOMS USED IN

The axioms used in our description of action involve

four separate causal predicates, as follows:

1. causes(a, /) means that the action a causes the

fluent / to be true instantaneously.

2. causeB-persistently(a, /) means that the ac

tion causes the fluent to be true in a way that is

expected to persist into the future.

3. causes-f orever(a, /) means that the action

causes the fluent to be true in a way that is guar

anteed to be true in the future.

4. Finally, causes-not(/i, /i) means that fluent f\

implies the negation of fluent J2- The fluents

alive and dead are related in this fashion.

Fluents are reified using a holds predicate; the in

sertion of the reified fluents into the database is also

reified using a triggers predicate, so that holds is

the result of applying the modal operator propagate

to triggers.

Here are the axioms associated with these predicates,

expressed in a PROLOG-like style:

holds(F) :- causes(A,F), duration(A,T) ,

delay (succeeds (A) ,T) .

causes(A.F) :- causes-persistently(A,F) .

holds(F) :- propagate ( triggers (F) ) .

triggers(F) :- causes-persistently(A,F) ,

duration(A.T) ,

delay (succeeds (a) ,T) ,

default .

triggers(F) :- causes-forever( A ,F) ,

duration(A,T)

delay (succeeds(a) ,T) .

not(holds(P)) :- causes-not(Q.P) , holds(Q).

not (triggers (P)) :- causes-not(Q,P) ,

triggers (Q) .

There are a couple of things to note here:

1. The MVL system has a true negation operator in

addition to the modal negation-as-failure operator

used in PROLOG. The not appearing in the heads

of the last two of the above rules is true negation.

2. The sentence default is inserted into the

database with a truth value indicating that it has

value dt at all times. This allows us to use a

monotonic propagate operator, with the inclu

sion of the default sentence serving to distinguish

causes-persistently from causes-forever.

We also need axioms expressing conditions under

which an action succeeds. We assume that there is

a predicate prec(a, p) that holds whenever p is a pre

condition of the action a.

succeeds (A) :-

occurs (A) ,

forall(P,(holds(P) L (prec(A.P)))).

Note the appearance of the quantifier f orall in the

above rule, together with the modal operator of knowl

edge L. This rule says that the action A succeeds if

it occurs and if every known precondition of A holds.

The MVL system includes a modal operator of knowl

edge L and true quantifiers.

Finally, there is a dummy action init that takes place

at time 0 and is used to construct the initial situation.

This action has no preconditions and takes no time.

occurs (init) .

duration(init,0) .

;true at time 0 only

To describe the shooting domain specifically, we first

describe the initial situation as a consequence of the

init action:

causes-persistently (init , alive) .

causes-persistently (init .loaded) .

These axioms say that Fred is alive (and expected to

remain so) and that the gun is loaded (and also ex

pected to remain so) in the initial situation.

We also need axioms describing the various actions.

Here are load and unload:
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causes-persistently ( load , loaded) .

causes -per sistently (unload .unloaded) .

duration(load,l) .

duration(unload,l) .

The fluents load and unload are negations of one an

other:

causes-not(loaded,unloaded) .

causes-not (unloaded, loaded) .

Shooting is similar. It causes Fred to be dead forever,

has a precondition of the gun being loaded, and needs

two units of time to take effect. The fluents alive and

dead are negations of one another:

causes-forever (shoot, dead) .

prec ( shoot , loaded) .

duration( shoot ,2) .

causes-not (alive , dead) .

causes-not (dead, alive) .

Finally, we need axioms saying what occurs when:

occurs (unload) . ;true at time 1

occurs ( shoot ) . ;true at times 2, 50

;and S3

occurs(load) . ;true at times 2 and 52

When we indicate "true at time t" above, we mean that

these facts are inserted into the database with truth

values indicating that they are true at these times;

there is no way to represent this using conventional

PROLOG syntax. The three occurrences of the shooting

action are combined to get a truth function similar to

that shown in Figure 1 except for the fact that the

occurrences are all of unit time duration.
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Abstract

A substantial portion of the formal work in

artificial intelligence over the past decade has

involved the formalization of nonmonotonic

reasoning. Unfortunately, although much of

the original motivation for this work argued

that it was necessary for intelligent systems

to jump to default conclusions quickly, little

of the formal work has justified these argu

ments: Existing formal theories of nonmon

otonic reasoning are nonsemidecidable, with

implementations involving repeated calls to

theorem provers.

We suggest that the computational value of

nonmonotonic reasoning lies in its ability to

focus the inference process in a hierarchical

way. We show that a formal system capable

of drawing tentative conclusions without per

forming a consistency check is capable both

of jumping to default conclusions and, per

haps more significantly, of achieving substan

tial computational savings when a nondefault

conclusion is required.

1 INTRODUCTION

In all of the applications that have been proposed for

nonmonotonic reasoning, it is possible to draw default

conclusions quickly; the computational expense of the

default approach comes from the need for some sort

of consistency check. In most cases, it is necessary to

check that the default conclusions are consistent with

the initial database.

A default approach to reasoning about action, for ex

ample, requires two invocations of a theorem prover in

order to determine whether or not some domain fact

is preserved when an action is executed. In the first,

we simply use the frame axiom to conclude that it is

preserved; in the second, we check the consistency of

this conclusion.

Here, the first "prooP consists simply of an applica

tion of the frame axiom; the work is in the consis

tency check. Since a monotonic approach to reason

ing about action involves checking a variety of per

sistence conditions in order to determine that the do

main fact persists through the action, it is possible for

the nonmonotonic approach to be the more efficient

of the two. This argument is made quantitative in

[Ginsberg and Smith, 1988].

Even though the nonmonotonic approach requires an

additional call to a theorem prover, it is possible for it

to be more efficient than the conventional one because

each of the two proof attempts may be much more

efficient than its monotonic counterpart. In this paper,

we suggest that this is the true role of nonmonotonic

reasoning in artificial intelligence: the replacement of

one complex proof with two or more simpler ones.

The computational benefits of this sort of approach are

well known. Consider the basic idea underlying island-

driven search [Erman and Lesser, 1975] or hierarchical

planning [Sacerdoti, 1977]. By identifying an island

through which a plan or search must pass, it is possible

to split one search problem into two smaller ones; since

the difficulty of the problem grows exponentially with

its size, this leads to computational savings.

In general, it is possible that we are not certain that

the solution to a given search problem passes through

some specific island, but only expect it. In this case,

we search first for a solution passing through the pro

posed island, and subsequently for one that avoids it.

Provided that the cost of identifying the hypothetical

island is outweighed by the expected gain in solving

the smaller search problem, the identification of the

island is a justifiable expense.

As we will see, the identification of the island corre

sponds to the discovery of a default solution to the

problem, and the subsequent consistency check has an

analog in the search for a solution that passes through

the island in question. This allows us to rephrase the

observation in the previous paragraph as follows: Pro

vided that the cost of the first default proof is out
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weighed by the expected gain in checking the consis

tency of this default proof as opposed to solving the

original problem, the use of default information is a

justifiable expense.

In the next section, we will discuss this issue in terms

of an extended example involving the use of an ATMS to

solve a synthesis problem. A discussion of the compu

tational advantages offered by this idea is contained in

Section 3. Planning examples are discussed in Section

4, and an examination of the nature of the "consistency

check" required by existing nonmonotonic formalisms

is the topic of Section 5. Connections with existing

work on search control and hierarchical problem solv

ing are examined in Section 6.

2 SYNTHESIS PROBLEMS

The focus of this paper will be on synthesis problems,

such as planning or circuit design. As discussed in

[Green, 1969], one way in which to implement a plan

ning system is to use resolution to prove that there

exists a situation in which the goal has been achieved

and to then recover the actions needed to achieve the

goal by examining the situation so constructed.

[Finger, 1987] hints at another possible approach.

Here, the idea is that we have some (probably incon

sistent) set A of assumptions, and are looking for a

consistent subset S of A that allows us to conclude

that the goal has been achieved. Our assumption set A

might consist of a variety of assumptions about which

actions were taken at what times; if A includes both

the assumption that we crossed the street at time t and

the assumption that we remained stationary at that

time, A itself will be inconsistent and we will need to

commit to at most one of these actions when actually

constructing our plan.

Of course, finding a consistent subset of A that en

tails some specific goal g is what atms's are all about

[Reiter and de Kleer, 1987]. (The restriction that S

above be consistent is the same as de Kleer's condition

that S not contain a nogood [de Kleer, 1986].) We will

refer to this type of problem in general as follows:

Definition 2.1 Suppose that we have fixed a base the

ory T, a set of assumptions A and a goal g. We will

call the problem offinding a subset S of A that is con

sistent with T such that T U 5 (= g the (T, A, g) syn

thesis problem.

The thrust of this paper is that we are able to use

default assumptions to focus this process. Thus in

planning a trip from Stanford to MIT, I may generate

the incomplete plan of getting to San Francisco airport

(SFO) and thence to MIT via Logan; I am assuming

that the intermediate steps of getting from Stanford

to SFO, from SFO to Logan, and from Logan to MIT

are all things that I can accomplish if I consider the

problem in more detail.

Let us suppose for the moment that we are actually

in a position to prove rigorously that we can get from

Stanford to MIT via the airports suggested. (In prac

tice, of course, all sorts of things can go wrong, and we

must leave many small details of the trip unplanned

until we actually encounter them.) If this is the case,

then our decision to go via SFO and Logan really has

done little more than focus our search effort - the de

tailed plan could have been generated initially instead.

What we have done is to augment our assumption set

A with a set of default assumptions D (in this exam

ple, the assumptions that we can get from Stanford

to SFO and so on). Then, having solved the planning

problem given the default assumptions, we attempt to

eliminate these assumptions by showing that they are

in fact provable from our original set A after all. Here,

then, is the procedure for solving the (T, A, g) synthe

sis problem using the default set D:

Procedure 2.2 To solve the (T,A,g) synthesis prob

lem:

1. Solve the (T, AuD,g) synthesis problem to obtain

a solution {au . . ..o^di d„}.

2. Set Aq — {o^} and To = T U Ao and solve the

(To,A,di) problem to obtain A\.

S. Now set T1 = T0UA1 and solve (TitA, d2) to ob

tain A2- Repeat to eventually solve (Tn-i,A,dn)

to obtain An .

4- Return UAi as a solution to the original problem.

This procedure works by first solving the original prob

lem using the defaults, and then replacing the defaults

one at a time by sets of nondefault assumptions that

entail them. As we have described it, we are assuming

that it is always possible to replace the defaults in this

fashion, so that they are all consequences of informa

tion elsewhere in the database; in practice, this may

not be the case. In the next section, we will modify

the above procedure to cater to this possible difficulty.

Before proceeding, however, I should point out that

the idea of using defaults to represent assumptions

involved in solving synthesis problems is not a new

one. The connection between ATMS's and nonmon

otonic reasoning is well-understood and has been

described by a variety of authors [Ginsberg, 1989,

Reiter and de Kleer, 1987, and others]; the THEORIST

system is built around the idea that defaults repre

sent hypotheses that can be used in problem solving

[Poole et al., 1985]. The contribution made by this

paper is not in identifying the connection between

nonmonotonic reasoning and hypothetical solutions to

synthesis problems, but in proposing that these hypo

thetical solutions can be used to focus the search for

more certain results.
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3 COMPUTATIONAL VALUE

Whether or not using defaults to focus search is a good

idea from a computational point of view depends upon

a variety of assumptions about the set of defaults D:

Can these defaults really be used effectively to shorten

the length of the original proof? Are the defaults likely

to point the way to a solution to the original synthesis

problem, or are they likely to be blind alleys? And so

on.

In order to give a quantitative estimate of the time

Procedure 2.2 needs to solve a particular query, we

will need to make a variety of assumptions about these

issues. Specifically, we assume that:

1. The relative cardinalities of the sets D and A is

given by A. We take

A-J21
\A\

the ratio of the number of defaults to the number

of original assumptions. We will go further and

assume that since the number of assumptions in

the default synthesis problem (T, AuD, g) is 1 + A

times the number of assumptions in the original

synthesis problem (T, A, g), the branching factor

in the new problem is (1 + A)6, where b is the

branching factor in the original problem.

2. If 5 is a solution to some synthesis problem with

branching factor b and there are m assumptions

in S, then the time needed to solve the synthesis

problem is of order bm — 6'5L This will be valid

if 6 is the effective branching factor between addi

tions to the set of assumptions being constructed

as a solution to the problem.

3. Suppose that 5 is the smallest solution to a syn

thesis problem (T, A, g). Then there is some n > 1

such that the expected size of the smallest solu

tion to the default synthesis problem (T,AUD, g)

is \S\/n.

Roughly speaking, n here is the number of original

assumptions that we expect to be covered by a

single default rule; if n = 1, we do not expect the

defaults to be useful in shortening the length of

the solution.

4. There is some fixed I and probability p such that

for an arbitrary default d £ D and an arbitrary

subset A' C A consistent with T, p is the prob

ability that the synthesis problem (T U A',A,d)

admits a solution of length I or less.

We clearly expect I > n, since each default covers

on average n base-level assumptions; if p is rela

tively large and I relatively small subject to this

condition, each default is likely to expand into

a fairly small number of nondefault assumptions.

In general the probability that the (T U A', A,d)

synthesis problem admits a solution may vary de

pending on the sets A and A1 and the particular

default d; it suffices for the probability that this

synthesis problem admits a solution to be no less

than p.

The procedure that we will consider is a slight variant

of Procedure 2.2. Here it is:

Procedure 3.1 To solve the (T,A,g) synthesis prob

lem:

1. Solve the (T,AUD, g) synthesis problem to obtain

a solution {oj, . . . ,0m, dlt . . .,<£„}.

2. Set Ao = {at} and To = T U A() and attempt to

solve the (To,A,di) problem to obtain Ai, requir

ing that | Ai| < /.

3. If no such Ai exists, abandon the default solution

and solve the original synthesis problem (T, A, g)

directly.

4- Otherwise, set 7\ = To U A\ and attempt to solve

(Ti,A,d2) to obtain Ai with \Ai\ < I. Repeat

to either eventually solve (Tn_i,A, &„) to obtain

An! if Ai doesn't exist for some i, solve (T,A,g)

directly.

5. Return UAj as a solution to the original problem.

As remarked at the end of the previous section, the

reason that we use this modified procedure is that it is

possible that the default solution found in step 1 does

not expand into a full solution, and we need to bound

the amount of time spent trying to expand the various

defaults in subsequent steps.

Note also that if step 2 or 4 fails to find a solution

using the extended assumption set A U D, we simply

give up, as opposed to either backtracking to another

default solution or attempting to modify the existing

solution in a way that addresses the difficulty. Even

given this extremely conservative behavior, however,

Procedure 3.1 leads to computational savings:

Theorem 3.2 Let (T, A,g) be a synthesis problem for

which the shortest solution is of length k. Then pro

vided that I <C k, it will be more efficient to solve this

synthesis problem using Procedure 3.1 than by conven

tional means whenever

1 + A

P> bn-
(1)

Proof. First note that for a problem with solution of

length k, the length of the solution to the synthesis

problem that uses the defaults is expected to be k/n.

Since each assumption in this solution (and there are

at most k/n of them) has probability at least p of

being successfully replaced with I or fewer nondefault

assumptions, it follows that the probability that Pro

cedure 3.1 solves the synthesis problem using the de

faults is at least p*/". Thus the total time needed to
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solve the problem is bounded by

[(1 + X)b]kln + -i1 + (l - pk/n) bk (2)

The first two terms here represent costs that are always

incurred - that of solving the default synthesis problem

with branching factor (1 + X)b and depth k/n and of

attempting to replace the at most k/n defaults (each

leading to a problem of depth / and branching factor 6).

The final term reflects the cost of solving the problem

without using the defaults; as argued in the previous

paragraph, the probability that this cost is incurred is

at most 1 n*/«

In order for our ideas to lead to computational savings,

the expression in (2) needs to be less than bk, the ex

pected cost of solving the problem using conventional

methods.

Note first that in light of the condition that / -C k, the

second term in (2) is dominated by the first and third;

what we are arguing here is basically that the problem

of replacing the default assumptions is far easier than

that of solving the original synthesis problem itself.

Thus the condition that we need to satisfy becomes:

[(l + A)fc]*/"+ (l-pfc/n)&* <fc*

or

[(1 + A)*]*'" < pk,nbk (3)

Raising both sides to the power rx/k gives us

(1 + \)b < pbn

which is clearly equivalent to the conclusion of the the

orem. G

Theorem 3.2 is of substantial practical value. Con

sider, for example, the conservative assumptions that

n = 2 (so that every default corresponds to only 2 non-

default assumptions) and A = 1 (so that including the

default assumptions doubles the size of the assumption

set). Now (1) becomes

2

P>b

Since most synthesis problems have fairly large branch

ing factors, this is a very weak restriction.

Theorem 3.2 can also be rewritten in the following

form:

Corollary 3.3 Procedure 3.1 can be expected to lead

to computational savings whenever

t(default)

t(original)

< prob

where t(default) is the expected time needed to solve

the default synthesis problem, t(original) is the time

needed to solve the original one, and prob is the prob

ability that the default solution can be expanded to a

complete one.

Proof. Given the arguments in the proof of Theorem

3.2, this is a straightforward rewriting of (3). n

Roughly speaking, it is worth risking an "investment"

of 10% of the time needed to solve a particular prob

lem if we have more than a 10% chance of solving the

problem in this fashion. It is interesting to note that

the cost of replacing the defaults in the tentative solu

tion is sufficiently small that it does not enter into the

above result.

4 PLANNING EXAMPLES

The idea that default rules can be used to generate

islands in a synthesis problem allows us to reinter

pret the default information typically used by systems

that reason about action. As an example, consider

the frame axiom. This tells us that facts true in one

situation will remain true in subsequent situations:

holds (p, s) A -iab(a,p, s) D holds (p, result (a, s)).

(4)

Applied to planning, (4) suggests that when planning

for a conjunctive goal, we simply achieve the subgoals

individually. The frame axiom gives us reason to as

sume that previously achieved subgoals will not be

clobbered by subsequent actions.

Of course, this is not valid in general. But much of

the computational expense involved in planning is a

consequence of the need to regress all of the goals

through the various actions being considered. In sit

uations where this regression is not needed, an opti

mistic approach will succeed much more quickly than

the conventional one; gambling that this will indeed be

the case is likely to be worthwhile because the payoff

is quite large if we are correct. This observation is also

made in [Elkan, 1990].

As another example, consider what might be called

the "qualification assumption." By this we mean the

assumption commonly made when reasoning about ac

tion that actions are unqualified in the absence of in

formation to the contrary. Thus we assume that an

attempt to start a car will succeed even if there is no

information available explicitly stating that there is no

potato in the car's tailpipe. Perhaps more realistically,

attempts to drive the car are assumed to succeed even

in the absence of specific information indicating that

none of the tires is flat.

Applying this idea to planning leads us to assume that

our intended actions are unqualified. This will typ

ically be the case, and we will be saved the effort of

worrying about potential qualifications as we construct

the plan.

Two other advantages also come to mind here, al

though we will need to extend Procedure 3.1 in order

to exploit them. The first involves cases where al

though the qualification assumptions hold (i.e., there
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is no potato in the tailpipe), we do not know that

they hold. In this case, there may well be no solution

to the original problem, since the necessary knowledge

(about the state of the tailpipe) is simply missing from

our database.

This is rather different from the previous ideas that we

have considered. From a formal point of view, we are

presented with incomplete domain information in the

sense that our base set T is only a subset of the "com

plete" base set T' . Although we really want a solution

to the (T',A, g) synthesis problem, we are forced to

attempt to solve the (T,A,g) synthesis problem. Us

ing the defaults, we solve the (T, A U D,g) synthesis

problem instead, and observe:

1. If the defaults used in the solution are all con

sequences of 7" (as is the case with qualification

assumptions), then the solution obtained will in

fact be a solution to the (T", A, g) synthesis prob

lem.

2. Even if not all of the defaults used are conse

quences of T", the solution can still focus our

subsequent efforts in a fashion similar to that de

scribed in Section 3.

Finally, it may be the case that the qualification as

sumption actually fails - perhaps there is a potato in

the tailpipe after all. In this case, the default solution

to the synthesis problem can be expected to be similar

to the solution to the problem itself (which presumably

involves clearing the tailpipe and then proceeding as

planned). Making practical use of this idea will in

volve considerable work in extending Procedure 3.1,

of course.

5 THE CONSISTENCY CHECK

In the synthesis problems we have examined, we pro

ceeded by first finding a default solution to the query,

and then filling in the details of this skeletal solution.

Thus instead of simply using a default rule to conclude

that it is possible to fly from San Francisco to Boston,

we can consult with a travel agent and confirm that

it is indeed possible, and that American Airlines flies

the route in question.

Default inference does not generally proceed in

this fashion. Instead, approaches such as that in

[Reiter, 1980] function first by finding a default solu

tion to a problem, and then attempting to prove that

the default solution cannot be extended to a certain

one. Instead of finding a flight from San Francisco to

Boston, we would attempt to show that there cannot

be one. (Perhaps only Boeing 747's can fly transcon

tinental^, and the runways at Logan are too short for

them to land.) When we fail to conclude that our de

fault solution is invalid, we assume that it is in fact

acceptable.

This is in contrast with the approach we have de

scribed, where we first draw a default conclusion and

then attempt to prove it to be monotonically valid.

But provided that our initial database is consistent,

both approaches lead to the same result. Given that

we can prove that our default conclusion is in fact

valid, we do not need to attempt to prove it false.

In our example, the existence of the American flight

from San Francisco to Boston guarantees that we will

fail in our attempt to prove that no such flight exists.

We have already remarked that in other instances it

may be that there is no monotonic proof that we will

be able to complete some portion of our skeletal plan.

Consider the initial action of driving to the San Fran

cisco airport: The highway may be closed, we may run

out of gas, our car may be in the shop, and so on. Here,

we may indeed take the alternative tack of considering

possible proofs that we can't drive to the airport.

If the consistency check succeeds, so that we are un

able to prove that there is no solution to our original

problem that passes through the default island, we ten

tatively conclude that we will be able to complete the

plan at some later date. Thus the final leg of our jour

ney is left almost completely unspecified - I may have

some vague notion that I'll rent a car when I get into

Boston, but no idea about which car rental agency I'll

use, how I'll find them, and so on. This is similar to

the discussion of the qualification problem in the last

section, where we conceded that it might be possible

to find a solution to a synthesis problem given an in

complete description of the domain in question.

The consistency check may fail, however. Perhaps my

car is in the shop and I can't drive to San Francisco

airport or, as in the previous section, perhaps there

is a potato in my tailpipe after all. Procedure 3.1

would now have us simply abandon our default plan

and construct a monotonic plan after all. More effec

tive would obviously be to "debug" the default solution

to the original synthesis problem. Although there has

been no formal work on this sort of a process, the ap

proach we have outlined may be a useful first step in

this direction. Again, we saw an example of this in the

previous section.

Before turning to other issues, we should remark that

there is another way in which we can understand our

ideas generally. The reason that most approaches to

nonmonotonic reasoning require a consistency check is

that a declarative system is useless without it - there

is simply no point in asserting a conclusion that is

provably false.

In control problems, this is not the case. If it is pos

sible to draw quick conclusions about the portion of a

search space that should be expanded next, those con

clusions have value even if subsequent consideration

would show them to be false. The reason is that the

potentially large time needed for this "subsequent con
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sideration" may not be justified in terms of the time

saved in the search itself. "Fast but not accurate" is

unacceptable behavior for most declarative systems,

but is necessary behavior in control work; because we

are using the results of our default analysis primarily to

control subsequent search, we are able to take advan

tage of default conclusions without explicitly checking

their consistency.

6 RELATIONSHIP TO EXISTING

WORK

6.1 HEURISTIC SEARCH AND

METALEVEL ACTIVITY

One way to think of the ideas we have presented is

as describing a connection between default reasoning

and the control of search. The basic suggestion we

have made is that an important use of nonmonoton

ic reasoning in AI is as a means of focussing search

when considering a difficult problem. Previous inves

tigations of the problem of search control have re

lied either on the use of heuristic rules or domain-

independent techniques developed by considering sta

tistical information about the contents of the database

[Smith and Genesereth, 1985].

By using default information to guide search, we are

applying a domain-independent heuristic to domain-

dependent default information. The heuristic is to

apply the default rules to narrow the scope of the

problem; the domain-dependent information is in the

form of default rules such as the frame axiom. The

advantage of using the information in this fashion is

that it simplifies the knowledge engineering problem

to some extent: All of the domain-dependent infor

mation being used is in the form of declarative in

formation about the domain being considered. In

many instances, this declarative information will al

ready be present when the synthesis problem is con

fronted - we can, for example, expect our planning sys

tem to already be equipped with some representation

of the frame axiom. The idea that one should control

search by applying domain-independent control rules

to domain-dependent base-level information and not

by a direct appeal to domain-dependent control rules

also appears in [Ginsberg and Geddis, 1991].

There is a close connection between our ideas

and those appearing in [Smith and Genesereth, 1985],

which suggests examining a knowledge base to de

termine an ordering for the clauses in a conjunc

tive query. There is a clear connection between

the "average number of solutions to a conjunct"

[Smith and Genesereth, 1985, p. 180] and the va

lidity of a default rule such as the frame axiom.

It should be noted, however, that the goals of

[Smith and Genesereth, 1985] are different from ours:

The earlier work orders the conjunctive goals in the

problem as stated, while we are introducing new ones

(the islands) based on default information.

The approach we have proposed also makes it pos

sible to draw default conclusions about the domain

itself. Even if no travel agent is available, it is impor

tant to be able to surmise that it will be possible to

fly from San Francisco to Boston. This point is even

clearer for portions of a skeletal plan (such as driving

to the airport) that cannot be expanded until the plan

is executed. The argument that default information

is needed by autonomous agents functioning in uncer

tain or unpredictable domains is hardly a new one;

we have merely formalized the old idea that this same

information can be used in controlling search as well.

6.2 HIERARCHICAL PLANNING AND

DESIGN

The approach we have described is little more than

a formalization of the conventional notion of hierar

chical problem solving. Nevertheless, we feel that the

contribution made by this paper is important for two

separate reasons.

First, it provides a general description of the idea of

hierarchical problem solving. This description is in

dependent of whether the application is to planning,

design or some other synthesis problem.

Far more importantly, the information used to describe

the planning (or other) hierarchy is declarative. Mul

tiple levels of hierarchy can clearly be handled using

prioritized defaults; the key point here is that the split

is not an ad hoc one introduced by the system de

signer, but instead a natural one generated from ex

isting declarative information.

It might seem that this is a small point, and that all of

the usual problems encountered in hierarchical prob

lem solving (e.g., the fact that potential islands need

to be identified by the system designer) remain in our

approach, but this is not the case. As an example, con

sider just this difficulty - where do the defaults come

from? We can offer the following suggestions:

1. They can be entered by the system designer as

usual, with his intention being to control search.

Our language is somewhat different, but no ex

pressive power has been lost.

2. They can be part of the declarative knowledge

base for another reason. An example is the frame

axiom, which will surely be part of any system

that plans and reasons about action. Although

not made a part of the system for control reasons,

it appears that the frame axiom can be used ef

fectively in this fashion.

3. They can be learned from previous problem solv

ing efforts. Caching partial plans can now be

viewed declaratively as a matter of caching the
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defaults indicating that these plans will be useful.

Another important feature of the declarative approach

we have proposed is that it may allow us to understand

the process of plan debugging. As an example, con

sider a hierarchical planner that has failed to expand

a particular high-level plan into lower-level actions. If

the planning hierarchy is described procedurally, there

is no real way for the planner to overcome its difficul

ties. But if the planning hierarchy is a consequence

of declarative default information, it will be possible

to trace the failure to the failure of a specific default

rule - and that may well be a necessary first step to

ward salvaging the high-level plan in some way.
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Abstract 'Kangaroos have no tails. '

We study the problem of combining up

dates —a special instance of theory change—

and counter/actual conditionals in proposi-

tional knowledgebases. Intuitively, an up

date means that the world described by the

knowledgebase has changed. This is opposed

to revisions —another instance of theory

change— where our knowledge about a static

world changes. A counterfactual implication

is a statement of the form 'If A were the

case, then B would also be the case', where

the negation of A may be derivable from our

current knowledge. We present a decidable

logic, called VCU , that has both update

and counterfactual implication as connectives

in the object language. Our update oper

ator is a generalization of operators previ

ously proposed and studied in the literature.

We show that our operator satisfies certain

postulates set forth for any reasonable up-

date. The logic VCU^ is an extension of D.

K. Lewis' logic VCU for counterfactual con

ditionals. The semantics of VCU2 is that

of a multimodal propositional calculus, and

is based on possible worlds. The infamous

Ramsey Rule becomes a derivation rule in

our sound and complete axiomatization. We

then show that Gdrdenfors' Triviality Theo

rem, about the impossibility to combine the

ory change and counterfactual conditionals

via the Ramsey Rule, does not hold in our

logic. It is thus seen that the Triviality The

orem applies only to revision operators, not

to updates.

*On leave from University of Helsinki, Department of

Computer Science, Teollisuuskatu 23, SF-00510 Helsinki.

1 BACKGROUND

The usual material implication of formal logic fails to

capture many implicative statements of natural lan

guage. Consider for instance the sentence '// / had

some oars, I could row across the river'. If we find our

selves on the bank of a river, equipped with a boat but

no oars, then according to the classical truth-table se

mantics the above sentence is true, in accordance with

our intuition. But then, the truth-table method also

claims that the sentence '/// had some oars, pigs could

fly' is true, which obviously contradicts our intuition

(cf. Ginsberg, 1986).

Much work in logic has been devoted to conditionals,

that is, implications other than the material one. (For

an overview of the field, see (Nute, 1984).) A coun

terfactual conditional, or counterfactual for short, is

a statement of the form 'if A, then B', where, as the

name indicates, the premise A can contradict the cur

rent state of affairs, or our current knowledge.

The application of counterfactuals to knowledgebases

lies in their ability to express rules of the form '//

A, then B', and questions of the form ' What if A?',

where the negation of A may be derivable from the

knowledgebase. Among others, Bonner (1988) studies

a database query language with a What incapability.

Ginsberg (1986) describes a large number of AI appli

cations of counterfactuals.

So far, we have looked at one side of the coin. On

the other side there is the problem of changing the

information represented in a knowledgebase according

to new facts, including facts that contradict the in

formation already in the knowledgebase. For a sim

ple example, suppose that the knowledgebase contains

the fact that 'Tweety is a bird' and the rule 'All birds

can fly'. Then the newly acquired fact 'Tweety can

not fly' contradicts the knowledgebase. Thus we have

to give up something. A radical solution would be to

throw out all the old information from the knowledge
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base, and take the new fact as the new knowledgebase.

There is though a quite substantial body of work on

this problem, both in the fields of AI and databases, as

well as in the field of logic. (For some overviews, the

reader should turn to (Katsuno & Mendelzon, 1990),

(Winslett, in press), and (Makinson, 1985).) A generic

name for the problem is theory change. The agree

ment on theory change is that in the case of contra

dictions, 'as little as possible' of the old theory should

be changed in order to accommodate the new facts,

that is, the change should be minimal. In the example

above, minimal change could mean that we give up ei

ther the fact 'Tweeiy is a bird', or the rule 'All birds

can fly', but not both.

The notion of minimal change also plays a role in defin

ing the meaning of counterfactual implications. This

is explicitly expressed in the Ramsey Rule (Ramsey,

1950). The Ramsey Rule is summarized by Gardenfors

(1986) as follows:

Accept a proposition of the form 'if A, then

B' in a state of belief [or knowledge] K, if

and only if the minimal change of K needed

to accept A, also requires accepting B.

Gardenfors (1986, 1988) has shown that with certain

assumptions on the change operation, such operations

are incompatible with the Ramsey Rule, meaning that

any logic containing the two is trivial (in a sense to

be defined later). In other words, it seems to be im

possible to combine the facility to change the know

ledgebase with the ability to express What t/-questions,

and have counterfactual If-then-iu\es, while keeping

the very intuitive Ramsey Rule. This result is known

as the Gardenfors Triviality Theorem.

Many solutions have been sought to the dilemma of the

theorem. Gardenfors (1988) considers weaker versions

of the Ramsey Rule, but concludes that these versions

do not satisfy our intuition. A more promising direc

tion, where counterfactual If-then-T\i\es are forbidden

in the knowledgebase, is taken by Levi (1988). By

going in this direction we however lose the expressive

power of the knowledgebase, as well as the power to

express iterated counterfactuals, that is rules of the

form // (If A, then B), then C. On the other hand,

Rott (1986) has tried to forbid iterated counterfactu

als while allowing (non-iterated) counterfactuals in the

knowledgebase, and concluded that the triviality result

still stands. The works by Makinson (1990) and Cross

(1989) consider the case where the inference opera

tor is non-monotonic, instead of the classical one, but

Makinson shows that the triviality theorem holds for

all reasonable inference operators. Finally, Gardenfors

(1988) and Arlo Costa (1989) show that weakening the

assumptions on the change operator does not provide

a way out of the dilemma.

As pointed out in e.g. (Abiteboul fc Grahne,

1985), (Katsuno & Mendelzon, 1991), and (Keller k

Winslett, 1985), there are however two fundamentally

different ways of changing knowledge. One can re

gard the new evidence as contributing to our knowl

edge about the real world (e.g. the butler is guilty).

On the other hand, the evidence can reflect a change

in the real world (e.g. the master of the house has

been murdered). Changes of the former kind are called

revisions by Katsuno and Mendelzon (1991), whereas

the latter type is given the name updates in that same

paper. Gardenfors and his colleagues have set forth

a set of rationality postulates for revision operations

(Alchourron, Gardenfors & Makinson, 1985). Katsuno

and Mendelzon (1991) have done the same for update

operations. Now Gardenfors' triviality result holds for

the case where the change function satisfies certain

(weakened) postulates for revision.

In this paper we study the problem of combining up

dates (as opposed to revisions) and counterfactuals via

the Ramsey Rule. Our formalism is that of a multi

modal propositional logic. Neither operation is taken

as more primitive than the other, and both are con

nectives in the object language (in contrast to e.g.

(Gardenfors, 1988), where the revision operator ap

pears on the level of models). The interpretation of

the update connective is a generalization of a 'possi

ble models approach' previously proposed and studied

in the literature. The interpretation of the counterfac

tual connective is the one associated with D. K. Lewis'

logic VCU (Lewis, 1973). l It turns out that the logic

characterized by this combined class of interpretations

is obtained by adding the Ramsey Rule as a deriva

tion rule to an axiomatization of VCU. The resulting

logic, called VCU , of counterfactuals and updates

is decidable. We also show that the update postu

lates of Katsuno and Mendelzon (1991) are theorems

or metatheorems in our logic, and that the Gardenfors

Triviality Theorem does not hold in VCU2 .

2 THE LOGIC VCU2

The Language £>,„

Let C be the language of propositional calculus, i.e.

C = {Pi : i £ u} U {-, A, V, — , «-, 1, T, (, )}. The sym

bols _L and T are 0-ary connectives, and denote the

constants false and true, respectively. The set of all

well formed sentences of C is defined in the usual way.

Parentheses are omitted wherever there is no risk of

confusion. The language £>i0 is obtained by adding

the two (non truth-functional) binary connectives >

and o to C. This induces the set of all well-formed sen

tences of £>,<>• When there is no risk of confusion, we

shall by a sentence mean a well-formed jC>|0-sentence.

'VCU stands for variably strict conditionals with uni

versality. Strict conditionals are of the form necessarily p

implies q. Universality means that all worlds are accessible

from all other worlds.
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Letters like <j> and tp will be used for sentences.

Intuitively, <f> o \p means the 'the result of updating <j>

with tp'. The intuitive meaning of <j> > ip is 'If <p were

true, then xp would also be true'.

In a knowledgebase setting the language can be used

as follows: Let KB be a finite set of £>)()-sentences.

If we want to update the knowledgebase with some

new information represented by a £>|0-sentence <j>, the

new knowledgebase will be represented by the sentence

KB'o<j>, where KB' is the conjunction of the sentences

in KB. Note that nothing (except perhaps bounded

computational resources) prevents neither the knowl

edgebase, nor the sentence <j> to contain the o and >

connectives in an arbitrary (well-formed) combination.

Likewise, a hypothetical query, such as 'would rp be

true, if <f> were true?' is evaluated by testing whether

KB logically implies <f> > xp.

Changing Worlds and Theories

Usually a KB is incomplete, in the sense that the re

ality it describes allows for several (non-isomorphic)

interpretations. That is, the 'true real world' is known

to be among a finitely describable set of possibilities.

Which one of these idealized images it is, we do not

know.2 Now, when a change —intended or not— oc

curs in the real world, we must change our descrip

tion of the world. The change itself happens to, or in,

the real world. But since we are confined to our set

of possibilities, we must perform the 'thought experi

ment' of separately having the change come true in all

of our candidate worlds. Each one of these thought-

of-worlds, changes 'as little as possible ' in order to ac

commodate itself to the new order of things. By doing

so, it has in fact become another idealized image, one

that is not too far from the old one, according to some

measure. Our new description of reality should now

correctly reflect the outcome of this 'thought experi

ment'. The function that maps the old description to

the new, is called an update.

The approach described above is also known as the

'possible models approach' (Winslett, in press) :

In updating a theory T with a sentence <p,

update each model of T separately. For each

model Ai of T, choose those models of <f> that

are closest to M . The result is then the the

ory of the union of all separate updates.

The scenario is different in the case where we have

gathered some new information of what we know is and

is not possible in a static world. Our revised descrip

tion of the real world will then have to take this into

account, in that the set it now describes either contains

less (expansion of knowledge) or more (contraction of

knowledge) possible worlds. The most intriguing case

in this scenario is that of a revision: What should be

come of our description if newly acquired information

completely contradicts what we thought were among

the possibilities of the truth?

£>|0-Models

Before going into the formal definitions of models, we

shall give a —hopefully intuitive— rudimentary ac

count of the interpretation of sentences in £>,0-

We consider a set 7 of possible worlds. If a sentence

<j> is true in a world i £ I, we say that i is a <£-world.

To capture the concept of 'as little as possible', we will

associate a total pre-order <i over 7 with each possible

world i. Then j <i k means that world j is as 'close'

to world i as world ifc is.3

The worlds where a sentence <f> o xp is true, are

U«{J € 7 : j is a V'-world, and j is <,■ minimal},

where i ranges over all (^-worlds.

The meaning of a counterfactual, such as ' If kangaroos

had no tails, they would topple over', is that in any

possible world in which kangaroos have no tails, and

which resembles our own as much as possible other

wise, kangaroos would topple over (Lewis, 1973). Thus

the worlds where a counterfactual <j> > xp is true are

the worlds were the closest worlds in which <p is true

also have tp as true. In the notation used above, the

worlds were <j> > xp is true are

{»' G 7 : the <,• minimal ^-worlds are also V'-worlds}

A model consists of a set I of worlds, a total pre-order

<,• over 7 for each i G 7, and a valuation that assigns

a subset J of I to each propositional letter p. Then

J is the set of p-worlds. The meaning of the Boolean

connectives is the usual one, e.g. the <p A V'-worlds are

the worlds that are both ^-worlds and V'-worlds.

We should now be ready for a formal description of

the semantic apparatus. A £>0 - order model I is a

quadruple < I, <, R, [] >, where I is a non-empty set

of 'worlds' t, j,k, . .., and < is a function that assigns a

total pre-order << over I to each member i of 7, where

7? is a binary reflexive relation over 7, and where []

is a function that assigns a subset [0] of 7 to each

sentence <j>. The relation <, is a comparative similarity

ordering of worlds w.r.t. world i. The relation 7? is an

In the words of J. Hintikka (1962), 'one has to keep an

eye on more than one possible world'.

3A total pre-order is a binary relation that is reflexive,

transitive, and connected. Note that antisymmetry is not

required. Thus it can very well be the case that ji is as

'close' to » as k is, and that k is as 'close' to i as j is,

without j and k being the same world.

Some concrete orders between possible worlds that have

been proposed in the literature are reviewed in (Katsuno

and Mendelzon, 1989).
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accessibility relation. Let us introduce the notational

shorthand Ri to stand for the set {j G I : iRj), for

each i G I. Then j G Ri means that j is accessible from

t. The function [] is called a valuation. In addition,

conditions (01) - (03), and (VI) - (V9) below have

to be fulfilled.

(01) Centering. If j <,• i then j = i.

(02) Priority. If j G R{ and k <£ J?,-, then ib & j.

(03) Limit assumption. For each sentence <f>, the set

™'n<,(Wn Ri) is non-empty, whenever [<#]n Ri

is non-empty.4

Condition (01) states that no world is as close to a

world » as i itself. Condition (02) states that accessible

worlds are closer than inaccessible ones. Condition

(03) guarantees that no set [<^]ni2j contains an infinite

descending chain ji >,• j2 >,• J3 >i ■ ■ ■, where j >i k,

denotes the fact k <i j, and j & k. A discussion

of condition (03) can be found in (Lewis, 1973), and

(Nute, 1984).

The conditions for the valuation function are listed

below. The conditions (VI) - (V7) state the usual

Boolean semantics for the truth-functional connec

tives. Condition (V8) says that i is a <j> > V-world iff

all closest accessible ^-worlds also are ^-worlds. Con

sequently, a counterfactual </> > V can be vacuously

true at a world i. This happens when [<j>\ D Ri — 0.

According to condition (V9), the result of updating

<f> with ip consists of the closest accessible V-worlds,

from the viewpoint of each <^-world separately. Thus

it can happen that in a particular <£-world t, there are

no accessible V'-worlds. If this would be true in all

^-worlds », the result of the update would be empty.

Vacuous truth of a counterfactual and empty results

of updates are however prevented through a condition

called universality: all worlds are accessible from all

other worlds (condition (R2) below).

(VI) [J.] = 0.

(V2) [T] = I.

(V3) [-•*] = 7\fy].

(V4) [M^] = WnW.

(V5) [WVl=[V]u[V]-

(ve) fo-V] = (AM)u[Vl-

(V7) [<f>~4>] = (M n [V-]) u ((/ \ [4>D n (/ \ [VI))-

(V8) \<t> > V] ={iel : min<t([4] n Ri) C [V]}.

( V9) [<p o i>] = U<€W min<4(lV»] n Ri).

A sentence <f> is valid in a model 1 =< I, <, R, [] >, if

[(^J = I. A set E of sentences is valid in a model I if

all its members are valid in the model I.

Although a quadruple < J, <,R, [J > that satisfies

conditions (01) - (03) and (VI) - (V9) above counts

as an order model, there are two further conditions

that can be imposed on such a quadruple.

(RI) Local uniformity.5 If j G Ri, then Rj = Ri.

(R2) Universality. Rt = I, for all i € /•

An order model that satisfies (RI) is called a locally

uniform order model, and if (R2) is satisfied, it is called

a universal order model. The condition of interest is

(R2), universality. Local uniformity is introduced pri

marily for technical reasons. It will turn out that the

class of all locally uniform order models and the class

of all universal order models validate the same set of

sentences (Cf. modal logic S5).

Lemma 2.1 Let <j> be a C^^-sentence. Then <j> is

valid in all locally uniform order models if and only

if 4> is valid in all universal order models.

In light of this lemma, the structure of universal order

models can be simplified. We could thus say that a

universal order model I is a triple < 7, <,-, [] >, drop

condition (02), and replace (V8) and (V9) with the

following two conditions:

(V8') [4> > t/>] = {t G / : mm<,([«Jj) C [V]}.

(V9') [4> o VI = U,-€W ™n<~(M)-

Axiomatization

Our main interest is a sound and complete axioma

tization of the set of sentences that are valid in all

universal order models. By Lemma 2.1 it is enough to

consider the set of sentences that are valid in all locally

uniform order models. Our axiom system consists of

the following axioms and derivation rules.

(Al) All truth-functional axioms.

(A2) <f>>a\.

(A3) f> > -4) - (V > -4).

(A4) (V > -V) V (((* A V) > X) - {4> > (V - X)))-

(A5) ((<MV)>x)~((VA<£)>x).

(A6) (V > V) - (V -» V).

(A7) (0AV)-(*>V).

(A8) (<f, > ±) - (-.(* > J.) > _L).

(A9) i(V > J.) -» ((> > 1) > J.).

The rules are the following:

(MP) Modus Ponens. ((p,<f> —► V) l—* V-

4For J C I and t G I, min<i(J) denotes the set

{j G J '• if k G J and k <, ji, tten j <i k}.

*An equivalent definition would be to require that R is

transitive and euclidean.
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(CR) Counter/actual rule. For any n > J ,

((Xi A . . . A Xn) -* V>) ►-♦

({</> > xi A . . . A <t> > Xn) -» (<l> > i>)).

(RR) Ramsey's rules, (x —* (<f> > i>)) •-»

((Xo*)-V>),

and ((x o 0) -♦ V) ►-* (x -» (</> > V>))-

Note that if we omit (RR), we have an axiomatization

of Lewis' logic VCU for counterfactuals. If we in ad

dition omit (A8) and (A9) we have an axiomatization

of Lewis' VC. We therefore name our logic VCU ,

where the second U stands for updates.

The logic VCU is obtained by closing the set of all

axioms by the rules. Members in this set are called

C>i0-iheorems, or simply theorems. If a sentence <j> is

a theorem, we will occasionally write h <p.

Soundness and Completeness

It turns out that the logic VCU2 is characterized by

the class of all locally uniform order models, and there

fore also by the class of all universal order models.

Theorem 2.1 Lei <p be a C^^-sentence. Then <j> is a

C>i0-theorem, if and only if 4> is valid in all universal

order models.

Some Validities

The next theorem lists some of the properties of our

o-connective.

Theorem 2.2 The following C> ^sentences are

C>>0 -theorems.

(i). (rfotf)-tf.

(ii). (M^)^(^ V0-

(Hi). (<j> o <p) <-► <p.

(iv). ((# o rp) o rp) <-+ ($ o rp).

(v). (To^)«f

(vi). (<f> o T) <->• <j>.

(vii). (J. o <j>) «-► _L

(viii). (<j> o ±) «-► ±.

(it). ((<f> V rl>) o X) <- {{<t> o x) V (V> o x))-

(x). ({<t> Ai>)oX)-> {(<t> o x) A (V> o x))-

^zt/ (<t> o (V- V x)) - ((* o ^) V (0 o V)).

fxti;. ((^ o V) A f> o x)) ^(4>°(ipA x)).

Monotonicity vs. Non-Monotonicity

Our logic is monoionic in the sense that if h <f> —► t/",

then h (^ox) —* (^©x). Our logic is non-mono<onic in

the sense that if h <f> —* V> then it does not necessarily

follow that \- (<j> o x) -* ip ■

Decidability

Using filtration techniques, we can show that our logic

has the small model property, and that it thus is a

decidable logic.

Theorem 2.3 There is an algorithm that, given a

sentence <f> as input, returns 'yes', if 4> is a £>,<>-

theorem, and 'no', otherwise.

The computational complexity of this decision prob

lem will be dealt with in a forthcoming work. Since

VCU2 includes propositional calculus, deciding theo-

remhood is at least as hard as in the pure propositional

case. As a special case, if there are no occurrences of

> or o in the sentences <f> and rp, then the complexity

of checking whether the 'flat' sentences of the forms

<f> > xp, and <p o rp are theorems, is the same as for

propositional calculus.

Theorem 2.4 Let <j> and rp be C-sentences (propo

sitional sentences). Then the problem of deciding

whether the sentence <p o rp is a £>,<> -theorem, and

whether the sentence <f> > rp is a £>,0 -theorem, are

both in co-NP.

3 ON UPDATES AND REVISIONS

Postulations for Change Operators

As already briefly discussed, there are (at least) two

fundamentally different ways of changing a theory.

The one interpretation of some new piece of knowl

edge is that the world has remained the same, it is

only our knowledge about it that is becoming more ac

curate. This class of changes is called called revisions.

The other interpretation of a new piece of knowledge

is that the world has undergone a change, and that we

are to adapt our knowledge to the new situation. Such

adaptions are called updates.

To highlight the distinction between the two changes,

we borrow an example from Biskup (1983), who stud

ies the problem of updating relational databases con

taining 'null values': Suppose that a database contains

information about parts in the stock of some enter

prise, and that the current state of the database is

'there are balls of an unknown color in the stock'. The

change request is to 'insert' the fact that the stock now

contains white balls. There are two ways in which the

change request can be interpreted. If, for instance,

we have inspected the stock and determined that the
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existing balls are white, then the change should be a

revision, and the resulting database should represent

the fact that the stock contains only white balls. If,

on the other hand, we have received a new shipping of

white balls, the change request is obviously an update.

Now the resulting database should represent the facts

that there are white balls in the stock, and also balls of

an unknown color, possibly white, possibly some other

color. For other examples of revisions vs. updates, see

(Katsuno k Mendelzon, 1991) and (Winslett, 1988).

Another fundamental distinction can be seen in the

way different works model theory change. As we shall

see, a change operator can either be a meta-level map

ping, or an object language connective.

Gardenfors and his colleagues have set forth a set ratio

nality postulates that any reasonable revision operator

should satisfy (Alchourron, Gardenfors & Makinson,

1985). This approach studies revisions as mappings

between abstract structures called 'belief sets' (essen

tially deductively closed theories). In particular, belief

sets can be infinite. The postulates are then condi

tions on the mappings, and as such, formalizations of

our rationality.

In the framework described in this paper the formaliza

tion of rationality appears on the level of models: there

is a set of possible worlds, and a comparative similar

ity ordering associated with each possible world. This

approach is in the spirit of Kripke models for modal

logic. The update is then a connective in the object

language, and the interpretation of this connective is

in terms of our formalized intuition of possible worlds

and similarities. In this setting, we obviously restrict

ourselves to updating finite (or finitely axiomatizable)

theories. We do not however regard it as a serious re

striction, since any knowledgebase that is to be used

in practice is inherently finite.

The two formalizations of change operators are evi

dently intertwined. Gardenfors (1978) shows how to

construct a system of belief sets from a £<-model of a

certain kind. Below we shall show that the conditions

on a change operator become theorems and metathe-

orems in the logic having change as a connective.

Then to the rationality postulates themselves. In or

der to avoid introducing any new formalisms and no

tations, we shall use the formulation of Katsuno and

Mendelzon (1989), who treat a belief set as a sentence

<p in propositional calculus. The update operator o is

then a mapping from pairs of propositional sentences

to propositional sentences. That is, <j> o tp should be

seen as the denotation of some propositional sentence,

and the various postulates as required properties of

this sentence, i.e. of the mapping o.

Some additional notation is however unavoidable at

this point. Let S be a set of sentences containing at

least all truth-functional tautologies. Then h§ <j> de

notes the fact that <f> € S. A sentence <j> is said to be

consistent in S if and only if it is not the case that

-«t> G S. The sentence <f> is complete in S if and only

if, for all sentences xp in the language for S we have

either <j> —* xp G S, or <j> —► (-<xp) € S. Note that con

sistent (unqualified) means consistent in VCU , and

that h ^ means the same as hVCU2 <t>-

Then, let P be the set of all propositional sentences

that are truth-functional tautologies. The postulates

by Gardenfors et al (Alchourron, Gardenfors & Makin

son, 1985) for the mapping o as a revision function are

then the following:

(Rl) hp <Poxp-+ V

(R2) If <(> A xp is consistent in P, then hp (<poxp) <-►

(R3) If xp is consistent in P, then <f>oxp is also consis

tent in P.

(R4) If hp <j> *-* xp and hp \ *-+ "i then hp (^o^)"

(xp o !/).

(R5) hp ((<j> orp)AX)^{4>o(tPA <t>)).

(R6) If (<p o xp) A x is consistent in P, then

hp(^o(V>Ax))^((^o</>)Ax).

For instance, the rationale behind (Rl) is that the new

sentence xp should be true in the new knowledgebase.

Postulate (R4) assures that the result of the revision

is independent of the syntax of the knowledgebase <p

and the new sentence xp. For an intuitive account of

the rest of the postulates, see (Alchourron, Gardenfors

& Makinson, 1985).

The crucial postulate is (R2). It is precisely this pos

tulate that is incompatible with the Ramsey Rule, and

which is the major distinction between revisions and

updates. If our knowledge of the real world is repre

sented by a sentence <p and if we gain some additional

knowledge xp, it is of course quite plausible that our

new knowledge should be represented by the sentence

4> A xp, in case <f> A tp is consistent. But the situation

for updates is different. Consider the following exam

ple from the domain of artificial intelligence (Katsuno

& Mendelzon 1990) (cf. also Winslett, 1988, 1989):

A room has two objects in it, a book and a maga

zine. Suppose pi means that the book is on the floor,

and P2 means that the magazine is on the floor. Let

the knowledgebase be (pi V P2) A ->(pi A P2), i.e. ei

ther the book or the magazine is on the floor, but not

both. Now we order a robot to put the book on the

floor, that is, our new piece of knowledge is p\ . If this

change is to be taken as a revision, then we find that

since the knowledgebase is consistent with pi, our new

knowledgebase will be equivalent to pi A->p2, i.e. the

book is on the floor and the magazine is not.

But the above change is inadequate. After the robot

moves the book to the floor, all we know is that the
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book is on the floor; why should we conclude that the

magazine is not on the floor? Thus an update would

have been more appropriate in this situation.

In determining a set of appropriate postulates for an

update function, we have seen that (R2) cannot be

used. The set of postulates for the mapping o as an

update functions are then (Rl), (R4), (R5) and (Ul)

- (U5) below (Katsuno & Mendelzon 1991):

(Ul) If hp <f> -* rp, then hp (<j> o rp) <-> <p.

(U2) If both <p and rp are consistent in P, then <p o rp

is also consistent in P .

(U3) If hp (<p o rp) — X and hp (<p o x) -» rp, then

hp (<f> o rp) +- (<p o x).

(U4) If <p is complete in P, then

hp (f> o V) A (</> o x)) - (<f> o (V> V x))-

(U5) hp ((* V V) o X) - «<t> o x) V (V- o x)).

An intuitive account of these postulates is given by

Katsuno and Mendelzon (1991). They also explain

the model theoretic differences between updates and

revisions, and give a model-theoretic characterization

of the update postulates in terms of partial pre-orders

on possible worlds. Since a total pre-order also is a par

tial one, our models satisfy the characterization. We

are currently axiomatizing a logic of counterfactuals

and updates based on partial pre-orders.6

It turns out that the o-connective of our logic VCU2

satisfies the update postulates, in the sense that pos

tulates are theorems or metatheorems in VCU2.

Theorem 3.1 Let <p,rp,x, ar*d v be C-seniences.

Then

(Rl). \-<porp^rP

(R4)- If h <f> *-* rp &nd I" X *~* v> then I" (4> ° x) *~*

(rpoi/).

(R5). h {(<t> o iP) A x) - (<t> o (V A </>)).

(Ul). If\-<j>^ip, then \-(<t>oil>)*4,.

(U2). If both 4> and xp are consistent, then <porp is also

consistent.

sThe natural question at this point is whether there

exists a finite axiomatization of a logic with updates but

no counterfactuals. Indeed, it could be possible to replace

the axioms (A2) - (A7) with axioms that only includes the

o-connective. But in order to verify (U2), we need the effect

of axioms (A8) and (A9). It seems that this effect is not

achievable without at least a modal operator of necessity.

Therefore, we might as well use the >-connective, since

it is more natural in the present context. Note that the

sentence (-><p) > -L has the same meaning as the sentence

0<i> in modal logic S5 (modal logic T, in absence of (Rl)

and (R2) and (A8) - (A9)).

(US). If h (<P o V) — X and h (ci o X) — V>, then

h (4>orp) ^(^ox).

(U4)7- If <P is complete in P, then

h ((<P o xP) A ((/> o x)) ^(4>o(xpv x))-

(U5). h ((* V V) o x) - ((<!> o x) v (V o x))-

A Non-Triviality Result

Gardenfors (1986, 1988) has shown that any logic with

the Ramsey Rule and with a change operator satisfying

postulates (Rl), (R2) and (R3) is trivial in a certain

sense. Gardenfors shows his theorem in the context of

belief sets, but it can be rephrased and reproved in the

current formalism. In the following we assume that all

logics include the truth functional tautologies.

A logic L is said to be non-trivial if there are at least

four sentences <p,ip,x> an(4 A* in the language for L,

such that the sentences rp A x> i> A /i, and x A \i are

inconsistent in L, and the sentences <p A rp, <p A Xi and

<f> A /i are consistent in L. Otherwise the logic L is

trivial.

Gardenfors' Triviality Theorem 3.2 Let L be a

logic with o and > connectives, such that L satisfies

Ramsey's Rules (RR) and postulates (Rl), (RS), and

(RS). Then L is trivial.

The proof of Gardenfors' Triviality Theorem does not

apply to VCU , since postulate (R2) is not satisfied.

We can also explicitly show that the our logic is non-

trivial, as well as consistent.

Theorem 3.3 TAe logic VCU2 is consistent and

non-trivial.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Consider a counterfactual '// A, then B\ The

Gardenfors Triviality Theorem shows that the an

tecedent cannot be read as '/// knew, possibly contrary

to my previous beliefs, that A were the case'. On the

other hand, our results show that the antecedent con

sistently can be read as '// the world was such that A

were the case'. This reading seems to be the intended

one. It does not of course exclude the existence of

other kind of counterfactuals.

From the point of view of theory change, the logic

VCU2 provides a semantics for updating knowledge

bases, with the obvious advantage of decidability. The

question of how to specify the orders on possible

worlds, pertaining to some particular application —

an analogue to the frame axioms— requires further

studies. One possible avenue would be to assign pri

orities to the sentences in the knowledgebase, as in

7 In this case we assume that the language is finitary.
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(Gardenfors k Makinson, 1988) and (Fagm, UUman

k Vardi, 1983).
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Abstract

An inference graph can have many "deriva

tion strategies", each a particular ordering

of the steps involved in reducing a given

query to a sequence of database retrievals.

An "optimal strategy" for a given distribu

tion of queries is a complete strategy whose

"expected cost" is minimal, where the ex

pected cost depends on the conditional prob

abilities that each requested retrieval suc

ceeds, given that a member of this class of

queries is posed. This paper describes the

PAO algorithm that first uses a set of train

ing examples to approximate these probabil

ity values, and then uses these estimates to

produce a "probably approximately optimal"

strategy — i.e., given any t , 6 > 0, PAO pro

duces a strategy whose cost is within e of the

cost of the optimal strategy, with probabil

ity greater than 1 — 6. This paper also shows

how to obtain these strategies in time polyno

mial in 1/e , 1/6 and the size of the inference

graph, for many important classes of graphs,

including all and-or trees.

1 Introduction

General problem solving (a.k.a. deduction) is expen

sive. There can be an exponential number of potential

"solution paths" for a given query/goal — as there can

be many rules/operations that each reduce the goal

to a new set of subgoals, and each of these subgoals

can, itself, have many possible reductions, etc. [GN87].

It is obviously advantageous to explore these different

paths in a good order, one that will lead to a solution

quickly. This "best ordering" depends on the proba

bilities that each path will succeed; unfortunately, this

information is usually unavailable. In addition, the

task of finding the optimal strategy, even given these

probabilities, can be very difficult; c.f., [Gre91b]. This

report presents an efficient technique for finding good

approximations to these probabilities, and then using

them to produce near-optimal derivation systems.

The rest of this section provides the framework for this

research, and discusses how it relates to the work on

satisficing search strategies, effective use of control in

formation, and explanation-based learning. Section 2

then describes our underlying task: designing efficient

algorithms that first use samples to approximate an

unknown distribution, and then use this estimate to

produce good strategies, with provably high proba

bility. The following two sections present such algo

rithms, for various classes of situations: Section 3 first

presents a relatively simple version, PAOo, that is suf

ficient for one class of knowledge bases. Section 4 then

presents various modifications to this algorithm, pro

ducing systems that are more efficient and are able to

handle other situations.

Framework: The objective of a derivation pro

cess (DP) is to determine whether a given query

follows from a given knowledge base (KB). This

work focuses on "backward chaining derivation pro

cesses" , atomic literal queries and non-recursive "defi

nite clause KBs".1 Here, an atomic formula a {e.g.,

the initial query) follows from the KB if a match

ing fact is in the KB (i.e., if the "database retrieval"

for a succeeds) or if there is a rule whose conclusion

matches a and whose antecedents all follow from the

KB. Our DP can, therefore, backward-chain from the

query through the rules, to reach a satisficing set of

retrievals — i.e., the query follows whenever each of

these retrievals succeeds. (E.g., consider the trivial

knowledge base KBc, whose rules appear in Figure 1.

Here, the singleton { De } set of retrievals (correspond

ing to the Cheap (CI) literal) forms a satisficing set for

the BuyCar(Cl) query, based on the Rke rule.)

'This research was performed while this author was vis

iting the Department of Computer Science at the Univer

sity of Toronto.

'That is, every clause in the KB's CNF form contains

exactly one positive literal. The atomic clauses are called

"facts", and the others, "rules".
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Rule Base for KBC

Rbc- Cheap(x) => BuyCar(x)

Rbp: Pretty(z) => BuyCar(r) ( BuyCar(«) ) /Each R. represents a rule; \

% /\ /jfc I Each D; represents a retrieval. J

Database for KBe

Cheap(Cl)

Pretty(C2)

( Cheap(<c)~^ ( Pretty(>c) )

Figure 1: The if5c knowledge base and its associated inference graph, Gc

In general, the DP can use the KB's rules to reduce

the query to various satisficing sets of retrievals. A

satisficing set of retrievals is a solution if each mem

ber of that set succeeds — i.e., if each of these liter

als is present in the KB. Notice that different satisfic

ing sets will be solutions for different queries. (E.g.,

as { Cheap(Cl), Pretty(C2) } are all of KBc's facts,

{ De } represents a solution for the BuyCar(Cl) query,

but not for either BuyCar(C2) or BuyCar(C19).)

It is convenient to arrange these rules into an "in

ference graph", where each node corresponds to an

atomic formula that appears in some rule, and each

arc, to a rule or a database retrieval; the tree in Fig

ure 1 is an example. Derivation can then be viewed

as a search through this graph, trying to find some

solution.

We can therefore reduce our task of building an ef

ficient derivation process to a graph theoretic task,

of finding a good "strategy", where a strategy is a

fixed ordering on these arcs, specifying when to use

each rule and when to perform each retrieval. (For

example, given the query BuyCar(C3), the sequence

01 = (Ric De Rbp Dp) represents the strategy that first

follows the Ric rule down to the Cheap(C3) database

retrieval, De. If that retrieval succeeds, the deriva

tion process returns "success" and terminates. If not,

it then pursues the strategy's other sub-path: follow

ing the Ri,p rule down to the Pretty(C3) database

retrieval, Dp. The derivation process then returns ei

ther success or failure, based on the success of this

second retrieval.) An alternative to this strategy,

02 = (Rbp Dp Rbc De) first follows Rbp to Dp and then,

if needed, Rbe to De. Which of the two strategies is

better?

A "good" strategy is one that performs well in prac

tice. To quantify this, we assume there is some dis

tribution of queries that our derivation system will be

asked to solve. We can then define a strategy's ex

pected cost as the average cost2 required to find one

solution for a query (or to determine that no solution

exists) averaged over the distribution of anticipated

queries, Q. This value depends on the computational

cost of each reduction and retrieval, and on the a priori

likelihoods that each particular retrieval will succeed

— i.e., the conditional probability that a specific re

quested proposition will be in the KB, given that the

query is taken from Q. (Continuing with the same

KBc, assume that each reduction and retrieval costs

1 unit, and imagine we knew that 60% of the queries

would be BuyCar(Cl), 25% would be BuyCar(C2) , and

15%, BuyCar(C3). Here, the De retrieval will succeed

60% of the time, and Dp, 25%. We can now compute

©i 's expected cost, £[0i]: it is the cost of the initial

(Rbc Dc) subpath, plus the probability that this path

will fail (1 - 0.6 = 0.4) times the cost of (Rbp Dp);

hence, £[0X] = (1 + 1) + 0.4(1 + 1) = 2.8.) In general,

a strategy's expected cost is the weighted sum of the

costs of each path to its set of retrievals, weighted by

the probability that we will need to pursue this path

(i.e., that none of the prior paths succeeded).3

We can now state our objective: to find a graph traver

sal strategy that is complete (i.e., is guaranteed to find

an solution if there is one) and has the minimal ex

pected cost of all such complete strategies [Gre91a].

We consider such strategies to be optimal.

There are several known algorithms for computing an

optimal strategy for various classes of KBs (or for the

related, more abstract task of finding the optimal sat

isficing search strategy for various general search struc

tures [OG90]). Most, including [Gar73, Bar84, SK75,

Nat86, Gre91a], assume that the success probabilities

are given initially. Unfortunately, these probabilities

are, in general, not known initially (e.g., we usually do

not know that 60% of the queries will be BuyCar(Cl),

etc.). [Smi89] presents one way of approximating their

values, based on the (questionable) assumption that

these probabilities are correlated with the distribu

tion of facts in the database. For example, assume

that KB'C includes the same rule base as KBc to

gether with 1,000 facts of the form Cheap (k) (each

using a different constant «) and 10 facts of the form

Pretty(/c). Given any goal of the form BuyCar(/c)

2 While we usually think of this "cost" as time, it could

also be number of externa] file reads, or any other positive

measure.

3It is actually more complicated, as we need only con

sider the cost of the additional steps, to go from some

already-visited nodes down to the retrievals. See [Gre91a].
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for some constant *e — e.g., BuyCar(C19) — that sys

tem assumes that we are 100 times more likely to find

the corresponding Cheap fact (here "Cheap(C19)")

than the Pretty fact ( "Pretty(C19)" ). This means

[Smi89]'s algorithm would claim that 0i is the optimal

strategy (i.e., it is better than the other legal candi

date, 02).

This, of course, need not be true; there is no rea

son to assume the distribution of the user's queries

will be correlated with the distribution of facts in

the KB. The user may, for example, only ask ques

tions whose answers just happen to come from the

Pretty facts. (For example, imagine that all of the

queries dealt with RollsRoyces — i.e., were of the

form BuyCar(*c), where k referred to a not-cheap

Rolls Royce.) What we really need is the conditional

probability that a given retrieval will succeed, given

that a query from a particular class is asked — i.e.,

Pr [ Cheap(«) retrieval succeeds | query BuyCar(/c) is asked

That is, imagine the user asks a total of K

BuyCar(«) queries over the lifetime of the sys

tem (e.g., BuyCar(Cl), BuyCar(C19), BuyCar(C2),

...); and of these, the related Cheap (/c) retrieval

(if requested) would succeed a total of #c(K)

times. Then the value we need, the real value of

Pr[ Cheap(K-) succeeds | BuyCar(/c) asked ], is the ra

tio of these numbers — "cfc '.

While there is no empirical way of finding such prob

abilities exactly (short of running all K trials), there

is a meaningful way of estimating their values, based

on the observation that the past can be a good pre

dictor of the future. This basic observation is the key

insight underlying "explanation-based learning" sys

tems [MKKC86, DM86, MCK+89]. Each of these sys

tems analyzes the solutions found to certain previous

problems, and many use this information to suggest

new strategies. Most of these systems, however, use

only a single training example. Empirical studies have

confirmed that the resulting strategies are not always

good [Min88].

By contrast, this research uses a set of examples, and

can guarantee that the resulting strategy will usually

be arbitrarily close to optimal. In particular, this pa

per presents an efficient process that determines the

number of training examples needed to approximate

these probability values with the property that, with

high probability, these estimates will be good enough

to produce an approximately optimal derivation strat

egy. It assumes only that there is a set of queries

that our DP will encounter, and that these queries

are selected at random, according to some arbitrary

but stationary distribution. (Notice this distribution

will depend on the particular task our DP is address

ing; n.6., we do not assume that it is a uniform distri

bution over all possible problems [Gol79], nor that it

will necessarily correspond to any particular collection

of "benchmark challenge problems" [Kel87]. Hence,

we are using the same weak "distribution-free assump

tion" that underlies the current work in PAC-learning

[Val84].) We can translate this query distribution into

a set of probability values that specify the chance that

each retrieval will succeed. We assume, also, that these

success probabilities (of the different retrievals) are in

dependent of one another.

2 The PAO Task

This section defines our task in very abstract terms;

the next two sections present concrete algorithms that

achieve this task, in various situations.

As mentioned above, a derivation process, DP, is a

program that answers queries based on the informa

tion in a knowledge base. The cost it requires to pro

duce that answer will depend on the particular strategy

it uses. We assume there is a class of strategies asso

ciated with any given knowledge base (e.g., 0i and

02 are the two strategies associated with KBc) and

define DPe to be the process that uses the strategy

0.

Each strategy will perform various "probabilistic

experiments" (e.g., attempted database retrievals),

which each succeed for certain queries, and fail for oth

ers. (E.g., the two experiments associated with KBc

are Dc and Dp, corresponding to the Cheap(w) and

Pretty(/c) attempted database retrievals; notice Dc

succeeds when the query is BuyCar(Cl), but fails when

the the query is BuyCar(C2).) We can, in general,

identify each query with the subset of the experiments

that succeed in that context: e.g., using the C function

that maps each query to the associated set of successful

probabilistic experiments, £(BuyCar(Cl)) = { De }

and £(BuyCar(C19)) = {}.

We define e[0, q] to be the cost for DPe to answer

the query q. (Notice this depends only on which ex

periments succeed; i.e., on the value of C(q).)

We assume that the queries are drawn from a set Q

at random, according to some stationary distribution.

This means we can consider the set of e[0, qi\ to be

independent, identically-distributed random variables,

and then define E[Q] to be their common expected

value; i.e.,

E[Q] = averagef€ee[0, q]

As we further assume that the experiments are inde

pendent, we can view E[Q] as a function of their suc

cess probabilities; to make this explicit, we will write

Z?p[0], where P is the vector of the probability values

for the various experiments. (E.g., P = (pc,Pp) where

pe = Pr [ Cheap(«) succeeds | BuyCar(/c) asked ] and

pp = Pr[ Pretty(/c) succeeds | BuyCar(»c) asked ].)

We can then define the optimal strategy as the com

plete strategy whose expected cost is minimal, with
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respect to the distribution (i.e., probability vector, P):

eopt is optimal <=> V0. Ep^^t] < EP[Q]

We can now define the PAO task: Each problem in

stance takes

• S, the set of possible derivation processes, all

based on a given KB

(e.g., the derivation processes DPe, and DPe3 asso

ciated with KBc, based on the Q\ and 02 strategies,

respectively)

• Q, a (stationary) distribution of the queries

(e.g., {BuyCar(Cl), BuyCar(C3), BuyCar(C7), . . .})

• O, an oracle that generates appropriate queries

from Q according to this fixed (but unknown)

distribution,

• € 6 3t+ (i.e., a bound on the allowed excess), and

• 6 G (0, 1] (i.e., the required confidence).

For each instance, we seek a strategy ©pflo G S, whose

expected cost is, with high probability, close to the

cost of the optimal strategy. Stated more precisely,

given the real distribution (here, the P = (pe,Pp) de

fined above), there is an optimal strategy, Qopt G S,

whose expected cost is Ep\Qopi\. With high probabil

ity (i.e., > 1 — 6), the cost of the result of this algo

rithm, Ep[Qpao], will be no more than e over Ep[Qopt]

— i.e.,

PriEpiep^KEplQopA + e] >l-6.

Notes: [1] We insist that the algorithm for this task

be efficient — i.e., run in time that is polynomial in

1/e, 1/6 and the "size" of knowledge base.

[2] Each PAO algorithm will be responsible for com

puting the C function — i.e., it must use the knowledge

base to determine which experiments are successful,

for each observed query.

[3] The oracle can simply be the user of the DP sys

tem, who is going about his usual business of asking

the system relevant queries. (That is, he can ask his

questions during the "training mode", while PAO is

computing the pao strategy, as well as afterwards.) Of

course, the overall DP+PAO system would have to

return the solution found (as a side-effect, wrt PAO).

3 Simple PAOo Algorithm

This section presents the (relatively simple but gen

eral) PAOo algorithm that, with high probability,

identifies approximately optimal strategies for a cer

tain specified class of KBs (viz., non-recursive defi

nite class KBs whose inference graphs are hyper-trees;

see below). After Subsection 3.1 presents the nec

essary definitions, Subsection 3.2 describes the algo

rithm itself. Subsection 3.3 sketches the proofs that

PAOo works correctly and is efficient. The next sec

tion presents several extensions to this basic algorithm,

designed to provide answers more efficiently and to

handle other situations.

3.1 Definitions

The definitions below define the particular S used, and

constrain Q:

• We can identify any non-recursive definite clause

KB with a particular inference graph G =

(N,A,S,B,c), where TV is a set of nodes, each

node corresponds to an atomic literal that must be

proven towards achieving some goal; A C N x 2N

is the set of directed hyper-arcs, each arc cor

responds either to an invocation of a rule or a

database retrieval.4 The set S C 2N corresponds

to the set of "success node-sets" ; reaching each el

ement of some member (i.e., reaching each n € s

for some s E S) means the overall derivation is

successful. (For the Gc inference graph associ

ated with the KBc knowledge base, these sets

are the singletons {Dc} and {Dp}, as we need only

find a single successful database retrieval to estab

lish the given goal in this simple context.5) The

set B C A corresponds to the "blockable" arcs —

each b G B is an arc that can be "blocked" (i.e.,

not succeed) for some query. {E.g., Dc is blockable

as it does not succeed for the BuyCar(C2) query.)

The cost function c: N x N •—► 3?+ gives the pos

itive real valued cost of each part of a hyper-arc

in G.6

PAOo deals only with inference graphs that are

"hyper-trees"; i.e., connected directed graphs,

each with a unique "root" node (having no par

ents), where every other node has a single parent.

(See Subsection 4.2.)

As the KBc knowledge base is "disjunctive" (i.e.,

it is definite clause and each of its CNF clauses in

cludes at most one negative literal), its associated

inference graph, Gc, relatively easy — in partic

ular, each node descends to a single child node.

Appendix A provides an example of a less trivial

hyper-tree, based on non-disjunctive KB.

• Given any such inference hyper-tree G, we let

S(G) — {DPe} represent the set of derivation

processes, where each DPe uses its own strategy

0 to specify how it will search this inference graph

to find an answer to a given query. In the case of

simple disjunctive KBs, each strategy corresponds

4The graph only includes an arc corresponding to a

database retrieval if the corresponding proposition might

be in the fact set. Notice, for example, that the Gc infer

ence graph does not include an arc corresponding to the

BuyCar(x) retrieval, as the KB's fact set does not include

any such propositions.

bS includes only the minimal success sets; n.b., any

superset of any member of S is also sufficient. Hence, the

set {Dc, Dp) is sufficient.

'Notice these values are not used when answering

queries; they are, however, essential for parts of our PAO

algorithms.
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to a sequence of the elements of A;7 DPe follows

these arcs, in this order, stopping as soon as it

reaches a success node. (E.g., the DPe! process,

based on the 0i = (R^c Dc Rtp Dp) strategy, will

stop if the De retrieval is successful, ignoring the

remaining (Rhp Dp).) Notice this means that our

DPs are seeking only a single solution; this type

of search is called a "satisficing search" [SK75].8

Strategies are considerably more complicated

when dealing with non-disjunctive KBs; see Ap

pendix A.

• Each query (i.e., each member of Q) corresponds

to an instantiation of the root node of G.

Hence, each DPe is given a query, q, as its input. It

traverses the inference graph G, beginning at the root

node (corresponding to q), in the order described by

0, trying to reach a satisfying set of success nodes (i.e.,

all nodes in some member of 5). DPe is only allowed

to use the arcs that are not blocked for this query, i.e.,

the members of C(q).

In general, the expected cost of a strategy, E[Q], can

be expressed as a function of the success probabilities

of the various experiments, and the values of the c cost

function; see Appendix A.

3.2 Basic PAO0 Algorithm

The PAOo algorithm presented in this subsection

deals with satisficing searches through any KB whose

inference graph is a hyper-tree. It consists of three sub

routines, Get-NumbeRo, Find-Probso and Find-

OptDSo, that are called in sequence. The Get-

NUMBERo procedure takes as input an inference graph,

G, and the two "error terms", c and 6, and returns an

integer

(1)

where C — ^2aeA c(a) is the sum of the costs of all of

the arcs in the inference graph G, and n = \B\ is the

total number of probabilistic arcs.

The Find-Probso procedure then calls the O oracle

M times to obtain M queries from the class Q. For

each of these qi € Q, it must determine the value

of C(qi) — i.e., which of the probabilistic arcs are

blocked. (E.g., it must determine, for the BuyCar(Cl)

query, that the Dc retrieval succeeds but the Dp re

trieval does not.) This involves searching through the

7Of course, not every sequence qualifies; in particu

lar, we only consider sequences where each arc descends

from a node that has been already been reached. Hence,

{Dp, Rbp, . . .) is not a legal strategy as its first step, the Dp

arc, descends from a node that has not yet been reached.

Notice it applies to ground queries as well as existen-

tially quantified queries, when the user is seeking only a

single binding list for those variables.

entire inference graph. We implement it using the

DP^ derivation process, that finds all solutions to

a given query; i.e., it goes down all possible paths, and

attempts each probabilistic arc.9

After all M queries, FlND-PROBSo tallies how many

times each probabilistic arc succeeded, and translates

this number into a frequency value. (Continuing the

above example, assume that Get-NumbeRo returns

the value Mqc = 30 for the Gc graph and some

values of e and 6. FlND-PROBSo would then pose

Mgc — 30 queries, each of the form BuyCar(/c) for

some appropriately-distributed set of ground /cs, to the

KBc knowledge base and observe that the associated

Cheap (k) query (resp., Pretty(/«) query) succeeded

10 times (resp., 18 times). It would then produce the

frequency values of pe = j£ and pp = 41.)

FlND-PROBSo gives these approximate probability val

ues and the inference graph to the Find-OptDSo pro

cedure, that produces the c , 6-probably-approximately-

optimal derivation strategy, Qpao- Find-Opt DSo

is simply the Taot(G, Q) j'lgorithm (defined in

[Gre91a]) that takes G, a general hyper-tree, and Q, a

vector of (approximations to) the success probabilities

of the retrievals, and returns the strategy that would

be optimal, if these Q values were accurate; i.e., 0q =

Taot(G, Q) satisfies V0 <E S(G) EQ[G] > Eq[Oq).

PAOo then returns this value, 0p = T^ot(G, P).

3.3 Proof Sketches

The critical claim underlying the PAOo algorithm is

the formula in Equation 1, which is proven in [G091,

Theorem 1]. The basic ideas follow.

Let G be an inference graph with n probabilistic arcs;

and P = (pi, ...,p„) be the real probability vector

— i.e., pi is the (real) success probability of the t"1

probabilistic arc. The real optimal strategy for the

inference graph G, based on these probability values,

is 0 = Yaot(G, P). The expected cost of this strat

egy (again based on the real probability vector P) is

Ep[Q]. Imagine, however, that we only have an ap

proximation to P, called P; the "optimal" strategy,

based on this vector, is 0 = Yaot(G, P). How bad is

this 0 — that is, how much more might this strategy

cost, over the optimal one? This depends on how close

each pi is to the corresponding component of P (called

pi). The answer appears below:

Lemma 3.1 (Sensitivity Analysis of Taot(G, P))

Let G = (N, A,S, B,c) be an inference graph with

'Notice this DP(1) differs from the DP6s, as each DP©

will stop as soon as it finds a solution. Hence, DPe, will

stop if the Dc retrieval succeeds, and will not consider the

(#6P, Dp) path. By contrast, DP(1) will always try both

Dc and Dp, even if the initial Dc retrieval succeeds.
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n probabilistic arcs B = (bi, . . .,bn), <"»d lei P =

(pi, ...,p„> and Pj = (pi, ..., p„) 6c two n-ekment

probability vectors whose respective ith components dif

fer by at most A, € 3t; i.e., V». |p,- — p,| < Aj. TAen

^[T^orCG.P)] < EP[TAOT(G,P))+2Y,*iC4l>i]

i

where C-,[6,] is the sum of the costs of the arcs in G

that are not on the path from the G's root, through 6,,

to a success node.

(To illustrate the C-,[] function: In the Gc graph, the

value of C-,[DP] is the sum of the costs of the Rte rule

and the De retrieval; i.e., C-,[DP] = c(Ri,e) + c(De).

Likewise, C-,[DC] = c(Rip) + c(Dp). Notice each

G-,[bi] < C, where C = Y^a€A c(a) is the sum of the

costs of all of the arcs in G.)

Given any c , therefore, we need to sample each exper

iment enough times that we are confident that each p,

is within Xi = ^^ of the real value, p,- . To show that

GNaog(G, e , 6 ) trials of each experiment is sufficient,

we need only the assertion that these experiments are

independent, and the following simple form of Cher-

noff's bound:

Lemma 3.2 (from [Bol85, p. 12]) If M indepen

dent experiments are performed to obtain an estimate

p for a probability p, and A > 0, then

Pr[\Pi-Pi\>\] < 2e-2MX*

Finally, this algorithm is efficient:

Lemma 3.3 (PAOo's Efficiency) The PAO0 algo

rithm runs in time polynomial in *, j and \G\, the

size of the inference graph (assuming a constant time

oracle O and constant time database retrieval process).

(The proof involves the observations that Get-

NuMBERo requires only 0(|G|) to compute the values

of n and C; Find-Probs0 requires only 0(\ \ \G\3)

(i.e., 0(|G|) to traverse the inference graph to perform

the n retrievals for each of its M = 0{\ j \G\2) tri

als); and Find-OptDSo is 0(|G|2) [Gre91a].)

4 Extensions to the PAO Algorithm

For pedagogical reasons, the previous section pre

sented a very simple algorithm, one that is both rela

tively restricted (able to handle only inference hyper-

trees10) and relatively inefficient. This subsection

10Technically, we should state "KBs whose inference

graphs are hyper-trees". To simplify our descriptions, we

will often identify a class of KBS with their class of infer

ence graphs.

presents several alternate PAO, algorithms that are

more efficient or can process other situations (e.g.,

other classes of inference graphs, etc.). ([G091] dis

cusses yet other extensions to the basic PAOo algo

rithm.)

4.1 Fewer Total Number of Retrievals

The FlND-PROBSo part of the PAOo system must per

form M • n retrievals for a general and-or inference tree

— i.e., it must perform all n retrievals on each of M

trials. We show below two modifications that allow

Find-Probs to perform a smaller total number of re

trievals.

Use Different Formulae for Different Classes of

Graphs: The QNaog formula is an upper bound,

that applies to any and-or inference tree.11 Lower val

ues apply to certain subclasses; for example, we need

only

gAf2e(G,e,6) HI r2(^)2ln|l

trials for any inference graph of the form shown in

Figure 1 — i.e., involving exactly two simple (non-

hyper) paths, each leading to a singleton solution set

through a single probabilistic arc, each path of equal

cost, called cr (e.g., for Gc, this is the cost of each rule

plus its associated retrieval; i.e., cr = c(fljc) + c(De) =

c(Rbp) + c(Dp)).12 Here, Find-Probs would have to

perform only GJ^2o(- • ■) < GJ^aoq{- • ) trials.

The Get-NumbeRi algorithm13 can exploit such for

mulae. This process first identifies the given graph

with the appropriate formula, QMq (where some ap

propriate set of formulae, {GMq}, is known in ad

vance), then evaluates that GNq formula on the appro

priate values, corresponding to various numbers associ

ated with this graph (e.g., the number of probabilistic

arcs, particular costs of the arcs, etc.).

The classification part is relatively straightforward,

usually based on certain properties of the KB, such

as whether it is propositional (rather than in general

predicate calculus), or definite, or disjunctive, etc. We

consider only simple tests that can be run in time poly

nomial in the size of the inference graph; notice all

three of the tests mentioned above qualify.

"in fact, this formula applies to any and-or directed

acyclic hyper-graphs, not just hyper-trees. We can there

fore use it for the class of DAGs discussed in Appendix B.

12This is proven in [G091, Lemma 3].

13In general, each Get-Number, (resp., FiND-PROBS,,

FlND-OPTDSi) is a variant of the Get-Numbero (resp.,

FlND-PROBSo, Find-OptDSo) algorithm discussed above.

Each PAOi algorithm is composed on Get-Number,,

FiND-PROBS; and Find-OptDS;. Notice that some of

these modified versions will accept slightly different sets

of inputs, or return slightly different results, than the

originals.
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Different Number of Samples for Different Ex

periments: Both PAOo and PAOi (the version that

uses Get-NumbeRi) assume that Find-Probs will

perform the same number of trials for each probabilis

tic arc (e.g., for each retrieval). However, we see from

the lemmata above that certain arcs require fewer tri

als than others. In particular, for general hyper-trees,

each di € D retrieval requires only

n* = S*W4.G,M) * r2(^il)2lnfl

(2)

trials, using C-,[] function defined in Lemma 3.1. No

tice that

GJ^Aogidi, G, c, 6) < GMAoe(G, c,6) = M

We now use this observation in two ways. First, we

can continue to use the Get-NumbeRi algorithm, but

identify the class of and-or hyper-trees with the

M = G~Naoq(G, e, 6) "^ max{g/rAOg(d, G, c, 6))

formula, rather than QMaoq- (Here, we would need

only M • n total samples, which is strictly less than

M n.)

Second, we can define the PAO2 algorithm (that uses

modified GET-NUMBER2 and Find-Probs2 subrou

tines) to perform an even smaller total number of

retrievals. Here, GET-NUMBER2 returns a vector of

numbers M = (mi, ... mn), where each m,- is the

number of trials required of the di database retrieval,

defined in Equation 2. The Find-Probs2 algorithm

would then perform only nn retrievals, for each </,-.

Hence, this requires only ]T)?=i m, < M ■ n retrievals.

Of course, Find-Probs2 cannot simply use DP^ (as

FlND-PROBSo had), as that would force Find-Probs2

to perform the same number of samples for each re

trieval. Therefore, Find-Probs2 uses the different

(though related) DP™' procedure that only pursues

a path if necessary — e.g., it would only follow a path

(e.g., (Rip, Dp)) if it contain a probabilistic arc (e.g.,

Dp) for which we still need more trials. (E.g., imag

ine we needed G^'aoq(Dc, Gc, e, 6) = 25 trials of the

Dc retrieval, but only GN"'aog(Dp, Gc,€,6) = 15 for

Dp. Then DP(2) would test both De and Dp for the

first 15 queries given by the oracle; afterwards, for the

next 10 queries, it would only test De. Hence, it would

perform a total of (15 + 15) + 10 = 40 retrievals.14)

(Another variant involves the DP^3' procedure that,

for each query, stops as soon as it knows the answer.

E.g., after seeing that the De retrieval succeeded for

14For comparison, observe that DP^ would, instead,

have performed max{25, 15} = 25 trials of both Dc and

Dp, for a total of 50 retrievals.

KBc, DP"' would return success and stop; by con

trast, both DP^ and DP^2^ might continue exploring

the graph, to determine whether Dp was blocked or

not. Of course, DP^ ' would have to vary its strat

egy over time, to make sure each retrieval gets enough

samples — i.e., to avoid having 1000 samplings of Dc

but 0 samplings of Dp. Hence, the user could use this

DP(3^ system to answer his queries, efficiently, during

PAO's "training mode". This process is discussed in

detail in [G091].)

4.2 Other Classes of KBs

While many standard derivation systems do corre

spond to and-or hyper-trees, there are exceptions. We

can use the Get-NumbeRj algorithm (defined above)

to deal with such systems, provided the collection of

{GNq} formulae includes these other classes of graphs.

The problem with most graphs that are more general

than and-or trees is in computing the optimal strat

egy: It is NP-hard to compute the optimal strategy

from a context whose structure is a DAG (rather than

a tree) and probability vector [Sah74, Gre91b]. Hence,

the Find-OptDS subroutine cannot simply find the

optimal strategy for the graph and the frequency vec

tor (as Find-OptDSo does, using Taot for and-or

trees).

Fortunately, there are efficient "approximation algo

rithms" for certain classes of such contexts. Each

such algorithm, Tg, defined for a class of graphs

Q, takes a graph G € G and probability vector Q

(whose ith component is the success probability value

of the ith probabilistic arc in G), and returns a com

plete strategy whose cost is guaranteed to be no more

than A = X(G, Q) over the cost of the truly optimal

strategy for this graph and probability vector. (Ap

pendix B presents an example of such an algorithm

for one class of graphs.) Here, we would first deter

mine whether the given e value is large enough; i.e., if

€ > A. If so, GET-NUMBER3 could produce a number,

M' = GAfg(G, f-A, 6) that is "e - A" accurate. (I.e.,

consider the strategy obtained using the (intractable)

Tg algorithm on this graph and the success frequen

cies obtained from M' trials of each retrieval. Its cost

is within e — A of the cost of the optimal strategy,

with probability > 1 - 8.) The Find-OptDS3 algo

rithm would hand these observed frequencies, together

with the context, to the approximation algorithm Tg.

With probability > 1 — 6, the cost of the resulting

©poo = fc(G,P) will be within (c - A) + A = e of

optimal, as desired.

4.3 Handling Other Situations

Range of Queries: So far, we have insisted that each

of the queries (i.e., each q € Q) is an instantiation of

the root node of the inference tree. We can, however,
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allow different queries to correspond to different nodes

— e.g., allow some queries to be instantiations of the

BuyCar(/c) node and others, of Pretty(/c), etc.

We must define the expected cost of each strategy ap

propriately: For each strategy 0 and each node n in

the inference graph, we first define £"[0] to be the

expected cost of using 0 to solve the queries that are

instantiations of n; this is obviously relative to this

distribution of queries.15 We can then define 0's over

all expected cost to be the weighted average of these

"relative" expect costs, weighted by their respective

frequencies of occurrence.

Probabilistic Intermediate Arcs: So far, the

only probabilistic arcs we have considered corre

spond to database retrievals (e.g., to De, correspond

ing to Cheap(K)). In general, however, arcs based

on rules can also be "probabilistic". As an ex

ample, consider the arc based on the rule Rmm '■

Man(x) => Status(a;, Mortal), that descends from the

Status( k, Mortal ) node to Man( k ). Notice this arc is

blocked if the query is Status(/c, Immortal), as this

rule would not apply in that situation. ([G091] dis

cusses solutions to some of the subtle problems that

arise from the precedence constraints among the ex

periments.)

Different Fact Sets for Different Queries: So

far, we have assumed that the set of facts associated

with the knowledge base is invariant over time. We

can, however, allow the database of ground atomic

propositions to vary from query to query. (N.b.,

we are not changing the rules that form the infer

ence graph; e.g., iJjc and R\,p are kept.) For exam

ple, the first query (e.g., BuyCar(Cl)) can be in the

context of a knowledge base that contains the two

facts {Cheap(Cl), Pretty(C2) }; the second query

(e.g., BuyCar(C8)), in the context of the single fact

{Pretty(C8)}; the third query, (e.g., BuyCar(C8)), in

the first context; etc etc etc.

In general, we can consider the input to each DP be a

a pair (q, DB), where q is a query corresponding to a

node of G and DB is a database of ground atomic

propositions. Notice each such pair specifies which

probabilistic arcs are blocked. All of the analyses

shown above will hold, provided there is some fixed

probability that each particular arc will be blocked,

over the distribution of such pairs, and these events

are independent.

Not Just Derivation Systems: While this work is

worded in terms of finding the probably approximately

optimal derivation strategy, this analysis also applies

to any situation that involves finding a single satisfic-

ing answer within a search space. In general, this anal-

lsOf course, this DPe will only use the portions of 0

that is relevant to this query — i.e., that corresponds to

the subgraph that is "under" n.

ysis pertains to any directed hyper-tree where [1] the

task involves reducing the root down to some subset of

the leaf-nodes; [2] various hyper-arcs can be blocked,

with some unknown probability; and [3] each arc has

some fixed cost.

Hence, this analysis can be used to deal with a set of

Operators that can be used to reduce a Goal down to a

set of Primitive Actions, each of which might or might

not succeed, etc.

5 Conclusion

The results presented in this paper borrow from, and

extend, various other lines of research. It takes its

framework, viewing a derivation process as a graph

search, from the work on effective use of control in

formation ([SG85], [TG87], [Smi89], etc.). Those

works (like the work on satisficing search strategies

from which they arose [Gar73, SK75, Bar84, Nat86,

Gre91a]) require that the user supply specific proba

bility values for the probabilistic arcs, or use methods

for computing these values that are based on unlikely

assumptions. Our work fills this gap, by providing an

effective, efficient technique for finding good estimates

of these values. In addition, most of their techniques

insist on finding the "optimal" solution; this becomes

problematic when that task is intractable. Our work

implements the obvious way of sidestepping this limi

tation, by allowing near-optimal solutions.

Our approach also resembles the work on EBL

("explanation-based learning") [DeJ88], as it uses pre

vious solutions to suggest an improved derivation sys

tem. Most EBL systems use only a single example

to suggest a new strategy; we extend those works by

showing how to use a set of samples and by describing,

further, the exact number of samples required. While

most EBL systems are purely heuristic in nature, we

use techniques from mathematical statistics to guar

antee that our new strategies will (usually) be close to

optimal.

Finally, this work borrows those statistical methods

(as well as its title) from the field of "probably ap

proximately correct learning" [Val84]. We provide a

concrete application of these theoretical techniques.

To recapitulate: this work describes a technique for

improving the efficiency of a derivation system. This

process, PAO, uses a computed number ofexamples of

the derivation process's behavior to determine which

derivation paths are likely to succeed, then uses this

information to identify a good strategy: one whose

expected cost will be arbitrarily close to optimal, with

arbitrarily high probability. Within this framework,

it completely solves several important, general classes

of knowledge bases, including those whose rules form

and-or hyper-trees.
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Rule Base for KBD

*bc
Che»p(x) =9- BuyCar(x)

*6P:
Prelty(i) * BuyC»r(x)

Rptr- Sleek(i) & Red(x) * Prelty(x)

Rci: In£xpensive(x) =» Chtip(i)

Rep- PoorlyMide(x) =» Cheap(i)

Figure 2: And-Or Inference Graph Go

 

 

«6c.Kcp.Dp)J £ j:

 

Figure 3: Strategy Tree QD for the And-Or Graph GD

A And-Or Hyper-Tree Inference

Graphs

This paper has focused on disjunctive KBs for ped

agogical reasons, as they are much easier to de

scribe. This appendix uses an example of a non-

disjunctive definite clause KB to illustrate a non-

degenerate hyper-tree, and a strategy for this struc

ture.

Consider the KBd knowledge base, that includes

the rules shown in Figure 2. As above, we can

arrange the rules into an inference graph, Go —

(No, Ad, Sd, Bq, cd)- Each n G No refers to an

atomic proposition to be proven. Here, Ad C Nd x

2Nd is a set of directed hyper-arcs; meaning an arc

can lead from one node to a set of children nodes,

where these nodes, conjunctively, imply their common

parent. As an example, the Rp,r arc connects np to

{nr,n,}. Each member s G S is a set of nodes; i.e.,

SDC 2n°. (E.g., SD is { {m}, {n2}, {n3, n4} }.) A

derivation process is successful if it reaches each mem

ber of some s € S.

As above, a strategy specifies the order in which to

consider the various possible arcs. These strategies are

much more complicated to describe than the ones for

disjunctive KBs (e.g., KBc). There, a strategy could

terminate, successfully, after performing a single suc

cessful database retrieval. This is not necessarily true

here — i.e., we may have to perform several other suc

cessful retrievals before returning Yes. (For example,

it is not sufficient for the Dr retrieval alone to succeed;

the D, retrieval must succeed as well.) Hence, each

strategy must specify the action to take both when a

retrieval succeeds, and when it fails.

The Qd "strategy tree" shown in Figure 3 is an ex

ample of a strategy for traversing the Gd graph. The

derivation process that uses this strategy, DP©D, will

first follow the path given in ©o's initial (i.e., left

most) node, (Rbp, Rl,r, Dr). Notice the final step,

DT, is probabilistic; if it succeeds, then DP©D will fol

low the +-labeled arc to the (R\>r, D,) node in the Qd

strategy tree; otherwise, it will follow the —labeled arc

to (Rbc, Rep, Dp) node. Assume that Dr was success

ful (i.e., that the Rfld(/c) retrieval succeeded); DPeD

then follows the instructions on the (Rp,r, D,) node,

meaning it follows R"^tr and attempts the D, retrieval.

If D, succeeds, DPeD stops, returning success. (This

is indicated by the S node, at the end of +-labeled arc

ascending from ©d's (Rp,T, D,) node.) If not, DP©D

follows the —labeled arc to (Rbe, Rci, A), and so pur

sues these steps in the Go tree. Etc etc etc. (See

[G091] for further details of this process.)

We can compute the expected cost of a strategy, given

the c cost function and the success probability of each

probabilistic arc. We define it recursively, in terms of

the cost of the strategy subtree whose root is some

node, m. If m is a leaf node (i.e., either S for "suc

cess" or T for "failure"), then the cost of m is 0. Other

wise, let m's arc sequence be (a\, . . . , aq), where aq is a

probabilistic arc, with success probability Pr[a,] = pq.

(Notice these a,s are arcs in the inference graph, not

in the strategy tree.) Let m+ (resp., m~) be the node

in the strategy tree at the end of the +-labeled (resp.,

—labeled) arc from m. The cost of a (sub)strategy

rooted in m is the sum of the costs of the arcs in the
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m node (i.e., Y^=i c(a0) P^us Pi times the cost of the

sub-strategy headed by m+ , plus 1 — pg times the cost

of the sub-strategy headed by m~ .

(Notice: we need to use this same type of "strat

egy tree" structure even when considering simple (i.e.,

non-hyper) inference trees, when intermediate arcs are

probabilistic.)

B Efficient Algorithm for finding an

Approximately Optimal Strategy

[Gre91b] proves that the task of finding a minimal cost

strategy for an arbitrary graph is NP-hard. This re

duction proof uses the particular class of DAGs sug

gested by Figure 4. This appendix provides an effi

cient algorithm that produces an approximately opti

mal strategy for this class of structures.

We consider the class of simple 4-deep non-hyper

graphs, that have only a single "layer" of nodes with

multiple parents — the {B^} nodes. Let c0 6 3?+ be

the cost of each A.llj arc16; c, G 9?+ be the cost of

each BjS; arc; and c(i) G 3ft+ be the cost of each GA\

arc. The only probabilistic arcs are the ones from Bj to

the associated Sj success nodes; let pj be the success

probability of the B/S; arc.

Notice first that there is an obvious poly time algo

rithm for computing the optimal strategy if any pj = 1,

as the optimal strategy here is simply the minimal cost

path from G(*c) to the associated Sj success node. (If

there are more than one such pj, we use the smallest

of these values.) We can, furthermore, ignore any Sj if

its corresponding pj = 0. We can, therefore, deal only

with the case where 0 < pj < 1 holds for j.

[Gre91b] proves, in general, that the optimal strategy

for any DAG is an ordering of the arcs in some embed

ded tree. It also proves that, for any strategy 0,

PcT(T[e]) < E[e] < cT(T[Q])

where T[Q] is the tree associated with the strategy 0

(i.e., the tree formed by the arcs used by 0); Ct(T)

(read "the free cost of the tree T") is the sum of the

costs of T's arcs; and p = FL(1 — Pj) is the product of

the failure probabilities of 0's probabilistic arcs.

This allows us to bound the cost of any strategy:

£[9] > P • CT(T0pt), where Topt is the minimal cost

embedded tree. We can use this as a bound for the

cost of the optimal strategy 0op«;17 i-e.,

CT(Topt) <

E[Oopt]

Now consider the following algorithm:

 

Ai(/c)

Bi(/c) B2(«)

Si S2

B*(k) Bl(«)

Sk Sl

I8We let "ao" refer to the arc from node o to node 4.

"Notice we are not claiming that T[0opt] = Topt.

Figure 4: Glass of Inference Graphs used in [Gre91b]

r-DAe(G, P)

Step 1: Let K' = Greedy(G) be a subset of

.4= {A,}

Step 2: Let T* be the tree built using K :

7"'s nodes are the elements of K, G

and all of the {Bj} and {Sj} nodes.

T*'e arcs are the GXi arcs for

each A, G K' ; one AjBj arc for each Bj ;

and all of the B/S; arcs.

Step 3: Let 0* be the optimal strategy for

T* , found using [Smi89] 's polynomial

algorithm.

This uses the GREEDY algorithm shown below, (a

variant of ChvataPs algorithm for finding an approx

imately minimal set covering [Chv79]) to find a good

enough subset, K* C A. Notice K* must "cover" the

entire {Bj} set — i.e., for each Bj, K* must include at

least one A, such that A,Bj is in the original DAG.

Greedy (G)

Step 0: Set K* = {}

For each A, , let

Ri = R(ki)= {Bj|Ai leads to B,}.

Step 1: If R, = {} for each j, then stop,

returning K* .

Otherwise, find subscript k maximizing

the ratio \Rt\/ci .

Step 2: Add k to K* , replace each R} by

Rj — Ri and return to Step 1 .

Let m be the largest value of |i2(A,-)|, over all A, nodes.

From [Chv79], we see that this algorithm returns a tree

whose tree cost is within a factor of

m ..

H(m) dM £4 = O(lnm)

i=l J

of the cost of the optimal subtree.18 We prove below

18We can actually get a tighter bound: CT(T')- Cb. <
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that this means the cost of Tzmc(C?, P)'s answer, 0*,

is within the additive constant A = ( '"*' — 1 J ^[Q*]

over the cost of the optimal strategy. While we can

efficiently compute the value of E[Q*], we may pre

fer to use the (easier to compute) larger bound A =

(iitel _ l) C, where C = L(ch + c.) + £,- c(t) is the

sum of the costs of all of the arcs in the complete DAG.

Proof: Let Qopt be the optimal strategy for this DAG;

Tgpt be the minimal cost embedded subtree; and 0*

be the strategy returned by Tp.4c(G, P), based on

the T* = T[0*] subtree.

£[©•] <

<

<

<

<

cT(T[e-])

H(m)-CT(Topt)

H(m) ■ £^*4

E[Q0pt]

E[eopt]

+

+

The final step uses the fact that Eie^t] < E[Q] for

any strategy 0, and in particular, for 0*. D.
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Abstract

We generalize the idea of prioritization that

was introduced, in the context of circum

scription, by John McCarthy (1986) and

formalized by Vladimir Lifschitz (1985).

We show that the structure of the priori

tization partial order (i.e., the partial order

over the set of minimized predicates) was

previously restricted in such a way ("lay

ered" or "stratified") as to be unsuitable

for many applications of default reasoning,

including inheritance. We overcome this by

showing how to generalize the prioritization

partial order to be any well-founded (e.g.,

finite) strict partial order. We show how

to prioritize arbitrary model-preference cri

teria, and their syntactic correspondents.

One application of this is to generalize pri

oritized circumscription. We also develop

the concept of composing prioritization and

show how to prioritize preference criteria

expressing internally-prioritized groups of

minimized predicates (or defaults). We sug

gest that this enables one to express hier

archical modularity in the specification of

default reasoning. Our definition of priori

tization is applicable to any kind of prefer

ence criteria, even those not about models,

as long as they obey the properties of re-

flexivity and transitivity.

1 Introduction and Summary

The concept of prioritization in circumscription, and

related ideas in other non-monotonic formalisms, have

received much attention in the AI community recently.

There are several intuitions behind the concept of pri

oritization. Prioritization can be viewed as a tool to

'This work was begun while in residence at Stan

ford University, as part of the author's PhD dissertation

research.

specify confidence information about default beliefs.

Alternatively, it can be viewed as a tool to specify

semantic, or inferential, precedence. However, a full

discussion of the motivations and applications of the

idea of prioritization should be a subject of (at least)

a whole paper in itself. Rather than repeating the jus

tifications for interest in prioritization, here we will

mainly take it as a given. In this paper, we show

how to generalize the formal idea of prioritization as

a method to aggregate preferences.

The concept of prioritization in circumscription was

introduced by John McCarthy in (McCarthy 1986).

However, he did not give a technically precise defini

tion of prioritization; rather, he gave some examples,

and suggested considering partial orders of priorities.

Vladimir Lifschitz in (Lifschitz 1985) defined "priori

tized circumscription" in detail. However, his defini

tion imposes some restrictions that we find to be unde

sirably limiting with respect to applications. Firstly,

the structure of the prioritization partial order (i.e.,

the strict partial order over the set of minimized pred

icates) was restricted there to be what we call layered

(what some others have called "stratified"). Yet the

kind of confidence, or precedence, that arises naturally

in applications, for example, from the specificity dom

inance principle in inheritance, is often not layered.

Here, we show how to generalize the prioritization par

tial order to be any well-founded (e.g., finite) strict

partial order, including non-layered.

Secondly, both McCarthy and Lifschitz defined pri

oritization only in the context of minimizing indi

vidual predicates in circumscription. We show how

to prioritize arbitrary model-preference criteria, and

their syntactic correspondents. One application of

this is to generalize prioritized circumscription. We

also develop a concept of composing prioritization and

show how to prioritize preference criteria expressing

internally-prioritized groups of minimized predicates

(or defaults). We suggest that this enables one to ex

press hierarchical modularity in the specification of de

fault reasoning. Our definition of prioritization is ap

plicable to any kind of preference criteria, even those
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not about models, as long as they obey the properties

of reflexivity and transitivity.

Finally, we discuss how our generalized prioritization

relates to similar ideas in several non-monotonic for

mal systems other than circumscription.

2 What Is Prioritization?

Let us review a classic example of prioritization in de

fault reasoning. Suppose we have two default rules:

one says that, typically, Quakers are Pacifists, and

the other says that, typically, Republicans are not

Pacifists. Suppose also that we know that Nixon is

both a Quaker and a Republican. Without further in

formation, the two defaults conflict. The Republican

default tells us to conclude ->Pacifist(Nixon), while

the Quaker default tells us to conclude the opposite.

Since we have no way to resolve the conflict, we can

conclude neither. However, if, perhaps on the basis

of confidence or precedence information, we somehow

specify a preference for one default, say the Republi

can default rule, over the other, then we can resolve

the conflict: the preferred Republican default "wins"

and we conclude that Nixon is not a Pacifist.

We can formalize this in terms of circumscription, cf.

(Lifschitz 1985), as follows. Let the "base sentence" B

be defined as

Vx. ->ab\(x) = (Quaker(x) D Pacifist(x))

Vx. -<a62(a;) = (Republican(x) D ->Pacifist(x))

Quaker(Nixon) A Republican(Nixon)

and minimize the "abnormality" predicates abl and

ab2, while letting all the predicates vary. Initially, the

predicates are minimized "in parallel" , that is, with no

strict priority established between them:

C(B; abl, ab2; Pacifist, Quaker, Republican)

(we follow, in this section only, the notation of (Lif

schitz 1985)) which entails neither Pacifist(Nixon)

nor its negation. Then the preference for the

Republican default over the other can be represented

by making the minimization of its corresponding ab

normality predicate, ab2, have higher priority than the

minimization of the other's, abl:

C(B; ab2 > abl; Pacifist, Quaker, Republican)

which entails -'Pacifist(Nixon).

The minimization of each predicate can be viewed

as corresponding to a preference criterion on mod

els: the first default corresponds to a preference for

models that make more (in the sense of set inclu

sion) Quakers be Pacifists (more precisely, for mod

els that have a smaller extension of the predicate

abl, and, equivalently, a larger extension of the wff

Quaker(x) D Pacifist(x)); while the second default

corresponds to a preference for models that make more

Republicans be non-Pacifists. The prioritization, ini

tially empty, then strict, provides a basis for aggre

gating the two preference criteria into a single, over

all, "global" preference criterion. Initially, that global

preference criterion is indifferent between models that

make Nixon a Pacifist and those that make him a

non-Pacifist. After the strict prioritization is estab

lished, though, the latter kind are preferred (strictly)

by the global preference criterion. Prioritization re

solves the conflict about Nixon's pacifism among the

two preference criteria.

Bases for Prioritization Information:

Our intuition is that prioritization is a tool to specify

relative confidence or precedence. In considering past

and potential applications of prioritization, we have

found several kinds of bases of prioritization informa

tion.

1. The specificity dominance principle employed in

inheritance, e.g., cf. (Touretzky 1986) (Stein

1989), conditional logics, e.g., cf. (Delgrande

1987), and argument systems, e.g., cf. (Loui

1987). Specificity was the basis for prioritiza

tion in the motivating examples that (McCarthy

1986) and (Lifschitz 1985) gave when originally

developing the idea of prioritization.

2. Reliability of sources. A source might be a com

municating agent, or perhaps a sensor. For ex

ample, from a child's point of view, "things my

mother told me" have precedence over "things

my brother told me", which in turn have prece

dence over "things the school bully told me".

(Lifschitz 1988) gives a few examples of reliability

as an intuitive basis for prioritization.

3. Recursive depth in programming language se

mantics: for example, in the semantics of nega

tion as failure in stratified logic programs with

negation (Lifschitz 1987b) (Przymusinski 1988).

4. Authority in the legal and organizational senses.

For example, federal law takes precedence over

state law; policy directives from the head of

an organization take precedence over those from

subordinates.

5. Temporal precedence. For example, when updat

ing a conventional database, information with a

later timestamp typically takes precedence over

that with an earlier. Chronological minimization

(Shoham 1988) is another example of temporal

precedence.

6. Difference in (probabilistically) expected utility

of actions based on defaults. For example, an

action policy oriented toward an emergency sit

uation has precedence over one oriented toward

a routine situation, since in the case when both
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apply (i.e., in an emergency), following the first

policy but not the second has higher expected

utility than vice versa.

3 A Motivating Example

Our generalization of prioritization is motivated by the

desire to represent the above kinds of precedence. The

previous definition of prioritization, we show, is inad

equate.

Figure 1 illustrates an example of "common-sense"

knowledge that a worker in a particular company

might have. Some of her default beliefs are about

meetings. For example, on Tuesdays at 4pm, normally,

there is a meeting of her work unit including her boss;

however, if the boss is on vacation, then, normally,

there is no meeting. Other of her default beliefs are

about work attendance. For example, on weekdays,

normally, she goes to work. However, normally, if she

is sick, then she does not go to work. Likewise, she

normally does not go to work when it is a holiday. In

addition, she has default beliefs about emergencies, for

example that she leaves the building if there is a fire.

In this example, it is natural to think of the precedence

information as being defined partly within groups of

defaults, and partly between those groups. When one

group takes precedence over a second, every default

in the first takes precedence over every default in the

second. Thus the partial order of precedence between

groups, composed with the partial orders of precedence

within each group, leads to a partial order of prece

dence among individual defaults. More generally, we

can imagine that groups may be formed of sub-groups.

An individual default can be viewed as a primitive

group of one.

In our example, the defaults about meetings form one

group. Within that, the vacation rule takes precedence

over the Tuesday-4pm rule. The defaults about work

attendance form another group. Within that, the sick

rule and the holiday rule each take precedence over

the weekday rule; however, there is no precedence be

tween the sick rule and the holiday rule. Finally, the

defaults about emergencies form another group (there

might be, say, defaults about what to do in case of

earthquakes, violence, heart attacks, etc.; we do not

show them to keep this example briefer). The group

of rules about emergencies takes precedence both over

the group of rules about meetings, and over the group

of rules about attendance. There is no precedence be

tween the meetings group and the attendance group.

Figure 1 shows, as a directed acyclic graph (dag),

the partial order of precedence between the groups of

defaults.1 We treat an individual default as a primitive

group. Groups are circled. A directed link -^- indi-

1

3 6

Figure 2: dag view of precedence among the individual

defaults in the Meetings example from Figure 1

cates that the from group takes precedence over the

to group. Figure 2 shows, as a dag, the correspond

ing partial order of precedence among the individual

defaults that results from composition.

Now, suppose we wish to represent the default and

precedence information in the above example using

the tool of prioritization. There turn out to be two

problems with the previous definition of prioritization,

given in (Lifschitz 1985). The first problem is that it

is impossible to represent the partial order of prece

dence in our example (Figure 2). Lifschitz' definition

only permits partial orders that are finite and what

we call layered, i.e., that have a structure similar to

the system of rank in the military. (Some others have

called this "stratified".2) Figure 3(a), and the equiv

alent Figure 3(b), illustrate a layered partial order.

Viewed as a dag, a layered partial order consists of a

totally-ordered series of one or more levels. At each

level, there are one or more elements, with no links

between them. Our example (Figure 2), however, is

non-layered.

The second problem is that Lifschitz defined prioriti

zation only over individual minimized predicates (in

effect, corresponding to individual defaults). His defi

nition does not permit one to define prioritization di

rectly over groups of defaults.

These two difficulties with Lifschitz' definition arise

often. Specificity and reliability, for example, are often

not layered. It is natural to specify precedence among

groups that are associated with, for example, sources

or topics.

1 Recall that any finite strict partial order is isomorphic

to a dag.

2We chose to employ the new terminology "layered"

partly because the term "stratified" has previously been

used in some of the non-monotonic reasoning literature

(e.g., (Brown fc Shoham 1989)) in the sense of totally-

ordered. Also, we wanted to emphasize the prioritization

as given, whereas the usage of "stratified" in the logic pro

gramming literature (e.g., (Lifschitz 1987b) (Przymusinski

1988)) involves a non-deterministic choice of a particular

stratification given a collection of constraints.
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Next, we show how to overcome these difficulties by

formally generalizing the idea of prioritization: firstly,

to be defined for non-layered partial orders of prece

dence; and secondly, to be defined (hierarchically) over

groups (and groups of groups, etc.) of defaults, i.e., to

be composable.

4 Technical Details

Definition 1 (Pre-Order)

A binary relation H is a pre-order when it is reflexive

and transitive. A non-strict partial order, by contrast,

is a pre-order that also obeys anti-symmetry, i.e.::

Vx,y.H(x,y)/\H(y,x) Dx = y .

We adopt the following notation for pre-orders. We

write x<uy to stand for H(x,y), xtaaV to stand for

(x^Hy) A (y<Hx)y and x-<hV to stand for (i^hJ/) A

-,(***fl !/)• Note that the lack of the anti-symmetry

property means that, in general, x«#y does not imply

x = y.

We say that a pre-order is defined over a domain V

when both of its arguments are drawn from that do

main.

Viewing a pre-order as a preference criterion or "vot

ing function", transitivity seems a fairly basic desir

able property. Reflexivity means that the preference

is non-strict. Lack of anti-symmetry, as well as lack of

totality, means that the criterion is quite partial in a

certain sense: not only is there a class of comparisons

for which the "voter" says "it's a tie", but also there

is another class for which she abstains ("I don't have

anything to say").

In the context of circumscription, we will be discussing

pre-orders that are defined over predicate and function

symbols of a "base" logical language C. In our defini

tions and applications of circumscription in this paper,

we will take £ to be a first-order logical language and

define pre-orders that take as explicit arguments a tu

ple of predicate and function symbols "similar to", i.e.

of the same type as, the tuple of all predicate and

function symbols in £.
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Next, we define prioritization as an operation on an

indexed set of arbitrary pre-orders, that produces a

new pre-order. Prioritization, thus, is a tool to define

interesting pre-orders. We will use it to define a gen

eralized idea of prioritized circumscription. In partic

ular, we will consider two kinds of "input" pre-orders

to the prioritization operation: predicate pre-orders;

and pre-orders that are themselves the product of pri

oritization.

However, we view prioritization abstractly: as a

method to aggregate preference criteria. In our view,

it is not tied to the particulars of predicates and cir

cumscription.

Definition 2 (Prioritized Pro-Order)

Let H = {Hi | » £ N) be an indexed set (tuple) of

pre-orders, where N is the set (tuple) of indices, and

where each Hi is defined over the same common do

main V. We permit any domain: we do not require

that it be the models of a logical language, or the sym

bol tuples (see Z below) corresponding to models. Let

R be a strict partial order defined over N, where R(j, i)

means that index j has higher priority than index t.

We call R a prioritization partial order. Furthermore,

let R be well-founded (in the direction of ascending

priority). Note that any (strict) partial order defined

over a finite domain is well-founded; therefore, finite-

ness of N suffices. We define the prioritized pre-order

(H;R)as:

Z<{H,R)Z =

Vt € N. pj € N. R(j, i) D (ZkhjZ')) D (Z<HiZ')

The resulting prioritized pre-order (H;R) is defined

over the same domain V as the starting pre-orders Hi.

You may get some intuition about this definition from

the following analogy. View the index t € N of each

starting pre-order Hi as a voter. Z<mZ' means that

voter i votes non-strictly (i.e., "agrees") in favor of Z' .

Then in order for the overall preference function (i.e.,

Z<(n,R)Z') to be (non-strictly) in favor of Z', each

voter must vote (non-strictly) in favor in case of a tie

(i.e., «H;) by all the voters who are higher-priority

(R(j, «')) than that voter. Thus, if a voter's "higher-

ups" do not tie, then that voter is "of no account": his

agreement is not required.

Theorem 1 (Well-Definition)

Prioritization according to Definition 2 is well-defined

for well-founded prioritization partial orders.

Let R be a well-founded prioritization defined over N .3

Let H be a tuple of pre-orders, indexed by N, each

Actually, R could be defined beyond N. More gener

ally and precisely, then, let the restriction of R to N be

well-founded.

defined over a common domain. Then (H;R) is a pre-

order, defined over the same domain.

Proof Overview: Reflexivity of (H;R) is easy

to show. However, our proof of the transitivity of

(H ; R) is non-trivial: it is inductive, using the well-

foundedness of R. See Appendix for full proof. □

The well-foundedness condition is necessary as well as

sufficient.

Theorem 2 (111- Definition)

Prioritization according to Definition 2 fails to be well-

defined when the prioritization partial order is not

well-founded.

For any non-well-founded prioritization, there is a

starting set of pre-orders for which the result of priori

tization according to Definition 2 fails to be transitive.

See Appendix for the proof by counterexample.

In (Grosof 1991a, 1991b), we discuss how to modify

the definition of prioritization to behave well on a large

class of non-well-founded prioritization partial orders,

including the counterexample given in the proof.

Definition 2 was defined for arbitrary pre-orders on

arbitrary domains. Next, we apply it, in particular, to

generalize the definition of prioritized circumscription.

Definition 3 (General Circumscription)

Circumscription in its general form was defined by

(Lifschitz 1984) as minimization with respect to a pre-

order. Let B[Z] be a formula in C, where Z is the tuple

of all predicate and function symbols in C. (It will be

helpful usually to think of B as a closed formula, i.e.,

a sentence.) Let H be a pre-order defined over Z. The

circumscription of (Z in) B[Z] with respect to H is

the (second-order) formula 4

C(B;H;Z) s

B[Z] A -dZ'. B\Z'\ A Z'<HZ

Preferences On Models: The essence of the defi

nition of general circumscription is that the pre-order

represents a preference criterion. For prioritized pred

icate pre-orders (see below), the preference pre-order

formula <h , defined on tuples Z of all predicate and

function symbols corresponds equivalently to a (reflex

ive, transitive) preference relation C# defined on mod

els M. The models of C(B;H\Z) are exactly those

models of B[Z] that are most preferred with respect

to Qh- The circumscriptive theory is defined as the set

of sentences satisfied in all models of C(B; H; Z), i.e.,

4 One can express the fixing of a subset W of the predi

cates and functions by modifying the minimized pre-order

to conjoin the pre-order W = W' to the minimized pre-

order. This corresponds to a parallel prioritization.
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in all most preferred models of B, foU°WtvR (Lifschitz

1988). In general, however, as (Etheringtoti 1988) re

marks, the existence of a model-preference correspon

dent to a syntactically-defined pre-order is an open

question.

Notation: Let D < E stand for Vz. D(x)DE(x),

where D and E are open formulas with the same arity

(i.e., are similar), and x stands for a tuple of individ

ual object variables. Let D=E and D < E then be

defined analogously to «# and <h above.

The focus of most previous work on circumscription

has been on minimizing predicates. Let P G Z be a

single predicate in C. We define the individual pred

icate pre-order corresponding to P as XZ, Z'. P <

P'. Then, for example, if flies, ab\ € Z, then

\Z,Z'. flies < flies' and XZ,Z'. abi < ab\ are each

an individual predicate pre-order. We saw in section 2

how minimizing a predicate pre-order (e.g., for predi

cate aii) can represent maximizing a default formula

(e.g., the rule Quaker(x) D Pacifist(x)).

We define a generalized prioritized predicate pre-order

(PN;R), where PN is a tuple of predicates, indexed

by TV, as the special case of a prioritized pre-order

where each pre-order Hi is an individual predicate

pre-order. When there are only a finite number8 of

predicate symbols in C, then N must be finite and,

therefore, (PN; R) is well-defined.

We define generalized prioritized circumscription as,

simply, circumscription with respect to a prioritized

pre-order, e.g., a prioritized predicate pre-order.

Note that we allow any finite strict partial order as pri

oritization partial order. Our definition of prioritized

circumscription thus generalizes the previous defini

tion, given by (Lifschitz 1985). "Prioritized circum

scription" as defined there is the special case of pri

oritized predicate circumscription, where the prioriti

zation partial order R is restricted to be finite and

layered ("stratified").

Composing Prioritization:

Our definition permits one to compose prioritization:

the starting pre-orders may themselves be the result of

prioritization operations. Thus we can build up a class

of prioritized pre-orders recursively or hierarchically.

In particular, we can accomplish the goal we discussed

in section 3: we can represent a group of defaults as

one prioritized predicate pre-order, and then represent

groups of groups etc. by composing prioritization. It

is a theorem that the well-founded class of partial or

ders is closed under (a finite number of) composition

operations. In other words, " a prioritization of prior

itizations is always equivalent to a prioritization" . By

contrast, the layered class is not closed under composi-

5 a common restriction in AI knowledge representation

when working with finitely-axiomatized theories

tion (e.g. Figures 1 aJltf 2), even when the "composer"

partial order is restricted to be parallel, as in Figure

4.

5 Example: Meetings

Next, we show how to use our generalization of prior

itization to represent within prioritized predicate cir

cumscription the Meetings example discussed in sec

tion 3 and illustrated in Figure 1. As in the Quaker-

Republican formalization in section 2, let the "base

sentence" BO comprise the explicit definition of an

"abnormality" predicate corresponding to each of the

default formulas:

Vp, d, t. ->a61(P, d, i) = (fire(d, t) D leave(p, d, t))

Vp,d,t.-a62(p,d,0 =

->(vacat(Bo88, d) D meet(p, d, t))

Vp,d,t. ->abZ(p,d,t) =

(Tues(d) A t = 4pm D meet(p, d,t))

Vp, d, t. ->a64(p, d, t) = (sick(p, d) D ->work(p, d, t))

Vp, d, t. ->abb(p, d, t) = (holiday(d) D ->work(p, d, t))

Vp, d,t. ->ab6(p,d,t) = (weekday(d) D work{p, d, t))

where the variables p,d,t, should be thought of as

varying over persons, days, and times, respectively.

Minimizing these abnormality predicates then ex

presses the maximizing of the corresponding default

formulas. We adopt as prioritization R the par

tial order illustrated in Figure 2. The resulting pri

oritized predicate pre-order (ab; R) is (we omit the

\Z,Z'. prefix, where the tuple of all symbols Z is

{abl, . . ., ab6, fire, leave, . . .)):

abl'Kabl] A

(abl'=abl) D (ab2' < ab2)] A

l(abl'=abl) A (a62'=a62)) D (a63' < abi)] A

(abl'=abl) D (o64' < a&4)] A

(a&l'=a61) D (abb' < abb)] A

((abl'=ab\) A (a&4'=a&4) A (abb'=abb)) D

(a66' < at6)]

The overall state of affairs can then be represented via

the prioritized predicate circumscription

C{B0;{ab;R);Z)

Suppose we continue the example with the for-sure

information that a person must be at work to be able

to meet, that leaving the building prevents a person

from working the rest of the day, that today is Tuesday,

and thus a weekday. To represent this, let the base

sentence B\ be the conjunction of BO with the axioms:

Vp, d, t. meet(p, d, t) 3 work(p, d, t)

Vp,d,tl,t2.(/eat>e(p,d,il) A (rl < i2)) D

->work(p, d, t2)

Vd. Tues(d) D weekday(d)

Tues(Today)

where (tl < 12) means time t\ precedes time <2.

Then we can ask questions about what can be con

cluded by default about employee Ed. E.g., does he
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Figure 4: an inheritance example with "columnar" prioritization

have a meeting today at 4pm? The answer turns out

to be yes:

C(B\; (ab; R); Z) \= meet(Ed, Today, 4pm)

Suppose next we learn that the boss is on vacation

today; let B1 be the conjunction of 51 with:

vacat(Boss, Today)

Then the default conclusion is that Ed has no meeting

after all; the higher-priority default dominates:

C(B2; (ab; R); Z) |= ->meet(Ed, Today, 4pm)

Next, consider the scenario in which Ed is sick with a

cold, instead of the boss being on vacation; let 53 be

the conjunction of B\ with:

sick(Ed, today)

In this situation, the Tuesday-4pm default is in con

flict with the sick rule, yet there is no strict priori

tization specified one way or the other. Maybe the

boss is a slavedriver who expects employees for the

weekly meeting unless the illness is deathly. Maybe

the company policy puts health first. Who knows?

The point is we don't. Accordingly, the prioritized

theory leaves the question open and entails no conclu

sion about whether or not Ed has the meeting:

C(B3; (ab; R); Z) £ meet(Ed, Today, 4pm)

C(BZ; (ab; R); Z) £ ->meet(Ed, Today, 4pm)

Finally, we remark that the overall prioritized (predi

cate) pre-order (ab; R) can be viewed as the result of

composition. The three groups of defaults, about 1)

emergencies (a rather trivial group containing only a

single default); 2) meetings (with two defaults); and

3) work attendance (with three defaults) correspond,

respectively, to the prioritized (predicate) pre-ordere

HHl

HH2

=f [abl'Kabl]

def

{[a62' < a62] A [(ab2'=ab2) D (abV < a63)]}

def

HHZ =

{[ab4' < abi] A [abb' < ab5] A

[((a64'=aM) A (abb'=ab5)) D (ab& < ab6)]}

(where, again, we omitted the XZ, Z'. prefixes on the

right hand sides.)

Let RR stand for the prioritization partial order

among these three groups: i.e., that the emergency

group (group 1) has higher priority than the meetings

group (group 2) and higher priority than the work at

tendance group (group 3). Then

(ab;R) = (HH;RR)

where HH is the tuple of the HHi's. In other

words, the overall prioritized pre-order can be viewed

as the result of composing the prioritization between

the groups (RR) with the prioritizations within the

groups.

6 Why Go Beyond Layered?

One may wonder: "Do I really need to make my life

more complicated — can't I get away with always just

sticking to the layered case of priority?" Of course, in

some particular applications, the appropriate prece

dence information is layered. More generally, one
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might try to approximate a non-layered prioritization

with a layered one. However, in general, in the con

text of circumscription, the resulting theory is differ

ent: adding a pair (an arc or path in the dag view)

to the prioritization relation may result in more con

clusions (as more conflict is resolved), while deleting

a pair may result in loss of some conclusions. Indeed,

for any finite group of prioritized defaults that are log

ically independent, it is possible to find a base theory

B (i.e., a set of for-sure beliefs) that discriminates be

tween any two different given prioritizations. The next

two theorems make these observations more precisely.

Theorem 3 (Prioritization is Monotonia)

Increasing the prioritization6 of the minimized pre-

order is monotonic for any circumscription.

[Vary. Rl(x,y) D R2(x,y)] =►

[C(B;(H;R2);Z) \= C(B;(H;R1);Z)]

where R2 is defined over the same indices (e.g., TV) as

Rl.

See (Grosof 1991a) for proof.

Theorem 4 (Discrimination)

Let D be a finite tuple of default formulas, indexed

by N, in symbols Z, that are satisfiable and logically

independent of each other. Let Rl and R2 be two

distinct (different) prioritization partial orders defined

over N. Then there exists a satisfiable base sentence

B[Z] that results in non-equivalent default theories7

for the two prioritizations; i.e., such that

C(B;(D;R1);Z) # C(B;(D;R2);Z)

See (Grosof 1991a) for constructive proof.

Our basic philosophy is that the aim in knowledge rep

resentation is to represent what we know — no less,

i.e., adding more pairs (paths) to the prioritization re

lation (dag)

In order to make the logical independence requirement

clearer, we state the theorem here in terms of the case of

prioritized circumscription in which default formulas D are

maximized directly. This is a generalization of (McCarthy

1986)'s idea of "formula circumscription". Each starting

"default" ("formula") pre-order expresses directly a com

parison about a default formula, e.g., the pre-order

XZ, Z'. (Quaker(x) D Republican(x)) <

(Quaker(x) D Republican(x))

Essentially, though, you may think of all this as accom

plished by minimizing explicitly defined abnormality pred

icates as we did in section 2 and section 5. Since we antici

pated most readers were previously familiar with predicate

circumscription, we chose to discuss default reasoning in

those terms throughout this paper, even though it is some

what more direct to employ a formula circumscription style

of definition. For the sake of brevity, we will not discuss

this in further detail; see (Grosof 1991a) for more.

Figure 5: a "random" dag

but also no more. We want the flexibility to represent

a given state of precedence information, which may

not be layered, and the open-ness to be able to specify

later additional precedence information (which might

make it become layered). For example, in Figure 1,

we would like to be able to leave open the relative

precedence of the sick rule and the Tuesday-4pm rule;

as we discussed in section 5, they might conflict given

the for-sure belief that attending work is necessary to

be able to meet. If we later learn that the sick rule

has precedence, we can represent that by modifying

the prioritization: say, to become R'2 which includes

the extra arc. In our final Meetings example in section

5, then, we will be able to conclude that Ed does not

have to meet today:

C(B3; (ab; R2); Z) (= ->meet(Ed, Today, 4pm)

Inheritance and Specificity:

Even in relatively simple inheritance of the kind found

in AI "frame-based" systems (Minsky 1975), the ap

propriate prioritization is non-layered. Common there

is a "columnar" structure: several inheritance chains,

each about a different topic, with empty (i.e., parallel)

prioritization between the chains. Figure 4 illustrates

such a case. Prioritizing in parallel two groups, each

of which internally has total prioritization8, results in

a non-layered overall prioritization.

More generally, in our experience so far in represent

ing specificity dominance in inheritance, we have found

that the appropriate prioritization mirrors the directed

acyclic graph (dag) of the defeasible links in the inher

itance network. Such dags are usually not layered.

(Recall that any finite strict partial order is isomor

phic to a dag.) Figure 5 illustrates a "random" non-

layered dag of the kind that arises in inheritance net

works (e.g., cf. (Touretzky 1986)).

7 Discussion, Related Work, and

Future Work

Many non-monotonic logical formalisms besides cir

cumscription have some analogue of prioritization.

One direction of work employs specificity as an implicit

"By "total", we mean that the prioritization partial or

der is a total order.
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basis for precedence. Examples of such approaches in

clude inheritance, e.g., cf. (Touretzky 1986) (Stein

1989), conditional logics, e.g., cf. (Delgrande 1987),

and argument systems, e.g., cf. (Loui 1987).

One especially interesting relevant piece of work is

(Geffner 1989). He interprets defaults as conditional

assertions, and develops a theoretical treatment that

employs a formalization of precedence based on arbi

trary finite (strict) partial orders. The model prefer

ence criterion that (Przymusinski 1988) uses to define

"perfect" models (as the most preferred with respect

to that criterion) is very similar to (Geffner 1989)'s

definition. In (Grosof 1991a), we show as a theorem,

that the formalizations of precedence in both (Geffner

1989) and (Przymusinski 1988) are each equivalent to

a special case of our definition of prioritization (Defi

nition 2).9

An interesting direction for future work is to in

vestigate further the relationship between specificity,

e.g., in inheritance, and prioritization. The work of

(Geffner 1989) is especially promising as a point of

departure.

(Ginsberg 1988) defines a formalism based on a bilat-

tice of truth values. His k direction in the bilattice

corresponds to confidence, and is akin to prioritiza

tion. However, since lattices are a special case of par

tial orders, his approach is fundamentally unable to

represent many prioritization partial orders that arise

naturally, such as the dags based on specificity in "mul

tiply connected" inheritance networks, e.g., Figure 5.

(Brown & Shoham 1989) define the ideas of "biased

logic" and "stratified logic". In our terms, a biased

logic is defined via the set of most-preferred mod

els of some standard "base" logic (monotonic: clas

sical or modal) with respect to some particular ar

bitrary pre-order that is defined over the domain

of such models. General circumscription, when the

syntactically-defined pre-order has a well-defined cor

responding model preference relation, is thus a special

case of biased logic. A stratified logic is defined as a

biased logic with, in our terms, a model preference pre-

order that is defined as the total prioritization of some

finite set of starting model preference pre-orders. We

defined a more general class of prioritizations, however.

Thus our results show immediately how to generalize

their idea of a stratified logic. We define a prioritized

logic to be a biased logic with a model preference pre-

order formed via the arbitrary (not necessarily total)

prioritization of some finite set of starting preference

pre-orders. This illustrates how our idea of priori

tization is not tied to circumscription. Our idea of

prioritization is also applicable to other approaches to

non-monotonic reasoning based on model preference,

9Our definition of prioritization, presented in this paper,

was developed independently of their work, at the same

time as Geffner's.

including (Selman ic Kautz 1989) (Boddy, Goldman,

& Kanazawa 1989).

Some other formalisms that define partial orders of de

grees of reliability, intuitively about defaults, include

(Brewka 1989) (Konolige 1989) (Zadrozny 1987) (Pol

lock 1987). Each behaves, in general, differently from

our definition of prioritization.

Why use prioritization versus one of the other schemes

to represent explicit or implicit precedence? The ulti

mate test is usefulness in application.

More generally, (Doyle k Wellman 1989) suggest that

there is a large space of possible methods to aggregate

preference criteria for non-monotonic reasoning, and

that different methods, e.g., majority voting, may be

appropriate in different circumstances. Our perspec

tive is that prioritization is just one tool in the box.

Our concept of prioritization applies beyond the realm

of non-monotonic reasoning, to the aggregation of any

preference criteria as long as they are pre-orders. One

interesting potential direction of application is to for

malizing social choice theory and ordinal utility as de

veloped in economics, e.g., in (Arrow 1963).

In (Grosof 1991a), we discuss some desiderata for an

aggregation that our generalized prioritization satis

fies, including some (about "consensus") that (Doyle

ic Wellman 1989) propose. We also give some alter

native definitions and show that they turn out to be

equivalent to our definition.

In (Grosof 1991b), we further generalize our idea of

prioritization to represent "pointwise" priorities cf.

(Lifschitz 1987a, 1988), and to the case of non-well-

founded, infinite prioritization partial orders, e.g., to

represent chronological minimization (Shoham 1988)

and persistence circumscription (Kautz 1986).

In (Grosof 1991b), we also show how to axiomatize,

and infer, circumscriptive prioritization within the

same logical language as the defaults, cf. (Lifschitz

1987a, 1988), and how to represent dynamically evolv

ing, i.e., defeasible, prioritization within circumscrip

tion.

8 Conclusions

We identified a number of bases for prioritization infor

mation. This motivated us to generalize the previous

idea of prioritization (due to McCarthy and Lifschitz)

in several ways. One is to permit non-layered (non-

stratified") prioritization partial orders, of a kind

that arise naturally in many applications: for example,

from the specificity dominance principle in inheritance.

We showed how to generalize the prioritization partial

order to be any well-founded, e.g., finite, (strict) par

tial order.

Secondly, both McCarthy and Lifschitz defined prior
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itization only in the context of minimizing individual

predicates in circumscription. We showed how to pri

oritize arbitrary model-preference criteria, and their

syntactic correspondents. One application of this was

to generalize prioritized circumscription. We also de

veloped the concept of composing prioritization and

showed how to prioritize preference criteria express

ing internally-prioritized groups of predicates (or de

faults). We showed how this enables one to express

hierarchical modularity in the specification of default

reasoning. Our definition of prioritization is applica

ble to any kind of model-preference criteria as long as

they obey the properties of reflexivity and transitiv

ity. This enabled us to generalize (Brown & Shoham

1989)'s idea of "stratified logics" to a more general

category, which we dubbed "prioritized logics".

Our generalized definition of prioritization unifies a

number of previous ideas about precedence in the

non-monotonic reasoning literature: those of (Geffner

1989) and (Przymusinski 1988), as well as (Brown k.

Shoham 1989), (McCarthy 1986) and (Lifschitz 1985),

are all special cases of our definition. In (Grosof

1991b), we show that the ideas of precedence in

chronological minimization (Shoham 1988) and per

sistence circumscription (Kautz 1986) are also special

cases of our definition when well-founded.

A Appendix: Proofs

Line Numbering Notation: An "A" prefix on a line

number, e.g., in "(Al)", indicates an Assumption, or

premise, or a step working forward from such. A "G"

prefix, by contrast, indicates a Goal, or a step working

backward from such.

Proof of Theorem 1 : We want to show that

(H;R) is I) reflexive and II) transitive. We are given

that each Hi, for all i £ N, is reflexive and transitive.

I) Reflexivity of (H ; R) follows easily from the reflex

ivity of the Hi's.

II) Transitivity of (H; R)

<£4 VA, B, C. Al(HiR)B A B<(H,R)C D A^H<R)C

<=► VA,B,C.

Vi. [Vj. R(j, i) D A^hj B\ D A<mB (Al)

A Vi. [Vj. R{j, i) D BttHiC\DB<mC (A2)

D

Vi. [Vj. R(j, i) D A^hjC] D A^HiC (Gl)

Assume (Al), (A2); it suffices to show (Gl).

The quantifiers for indices (e.g., i and j) are under

stood to range over N, in the rest of this proof.

Note that (Al), (A2) =>

Vi. [Vj. R(j,i) D AfzHjBtsHjC] D {A<mB<HiC)

(A3)

We introduce the following notation:

D(i) = {J\RU,i)}

TE> =f A^HjB^HjC

OE* s A^HjC

TV s A<HiB<HiC

01) d= A<HiC

This is intended to be mnemonic: UD" is an acroynym

for "Dominator set of" ; "TE" is an acronym for "Two

Equal", uOL" for "One Less-than-or-equal" , etc..

We permit sets, not just singletons, to appear as su

perscripts. This stands for conjunctions. E.g.:

TE°M d= Vi 6 £>(«'). T&

OE°W s ViGD(i). OE>

Re-stating: it suffices to show that

Vi.TE°W D TV (A3)

implies

Vi.OE°W D OV (Gl)

By the transitivity of each Hj:

Vj.TL* D OV

Thus, comparing (A3) and (Gl), it suffices to show

Vi.OEDW D TED& (G2)

We prove (G2) by well-founded induction on the par

tial order R.l°

Let i be an arbitrary index (in N). Our inductive

assumption is

Vfc € D{i). OE°W D TEDW (A4)

We also assume the left-hand side of (G2):

OEDW

Then it suffices to show

TEDW (G3)

We use the following lemma:

(A5)

10Well-founded induction is a generalized form of math

ematical induction that permits any well-founded partial

order, rather than only the natural numbers, to play the

role of an indexing "sequence" . Reviewing it briefly: one

assumes that the (parametrized) goal holds for all predeces

sors (with respect to the partial order) of a given, arbitrary

index. Then one tries to show that the goal follows for that

index. If successful, it follows by induction that the goal

holds for all indices.
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Vj.TU D(OE> DTE') (Lemma 1)

i.e.

(A<HjB<HjC) D [(A»HjC)D(A^HjB»HjC)]

Proof of Lemma 1: By contradiction.

Assume {A^hjB<hjC) and ->(.A«ff;-B«jjjC) . It

follows that either (A-<hjB) or (B-<hjC).

But then (A-<hjB-<hjC) and the transitivity of Hj

imply A-<hj C which contradicts Afanj C.

QED Lemma 1

Comparing (A5) and (G3), using (Lemma 1), => it

suffices to show :

TL°W (G4)

By the transitivity of R, we have that fact that:

V* € D(i). D{k) C £>(«)

(A6),(A5) =>

V* € D(t). OEDW

(A7),(A4) =*

Vfc € D(t). TE°W

(A8),(A3) =»

V* € D(i). TLk

QED Theorem 1

Proof of Theorem 2 :

(A6)

(A7)

(A8)

(G4)

Our proof is by counterexample. First we show that

transitivity fails for a particular non-well-founded pri

oritization partial order. Then we generalize.

The fundamental intuition behind the counterexample

is that Definition 2 leads to a "tie condition" fH(H;R)

that is too weak, i.e., too permissive, when the priori

tization partial order is not well-founded.

Let TV be the integers (negative as well as positive),

representing a discrete timeline, and let each Hi be

denned as \P, P'. P(i) D P'(i), for some propositional

fluent P defined on times t G N. Let R be the total or

der on the timeline, representing temporal precedence,

i.e., R(i,j) = (» < j), where here < is ordinary arith

metic less-than. Note that R is not well-founded: it

contains an infinite chain in the direction of ascending

priority (negative time).

Then the relation L = (H; R) is not transitive, as is

shown by the following three models of P:

Model

Ml

M2

A/3

-4 -3 -2 -1 0

T F T F T

F T F T F

T F T F F

Here T and F stand for True and False. Before time

0, all three models "tick-tock" back to negative in

finity: at each time point i < 0, P(i — 1) = ~>P(i).

Models A/1 and A/3 are "in synchrony"; but both are

"out of synchrony" with A/2. At time 0, however, A/1

and A/3 differ. Now consider how the relation L com

pares the three models. A/lCiA/2.11 Why? The key

observation is that: if at no index i is the following

subformula in the definition of <i satisfied, then the

overall pre-order condition <i is satisfied:

Vj € tf. fl(.M) D (P(j) = P'(j))

Similarly, A/2CLA/3. But A/IIDlA/3, since A/1 and

A/3 are identical before time 0, and at time » = 0,

A/1D7/.A/3. Thus transitivity is violated.

This construction of a counterexample extends to any

non-well-founded prioritization partial order R. As

above, let P be defined on indices i € N, where

N is the domain of R. Let the starting pre-orders

Hi also be defined as above. By the definition of

well-foundedness, R must contain an infinite ascend

ing (with respect to priority) chain of indices. Then,

let A/1,A/2,A/3 be as above on one such infinite as

cending chain, and be extended to be identical to each

other everywhere else. Transitivity fails just as it did

above. Thus for any non-well-founded prioritization,

there is a starting set of pre-orders for which the re

sult of prioritization according to definition 2 fails to

be transitive.

QED Theorem 2
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Abstract

Modal epistemic logics for multiple agents of

ten assume a fixed one-to-one correspondence

between agents and names. In many situa

tions this assumption is too restrictive. Here,

we consider how to allow for agents with sev

eral names, agents with no names, and names

for groups of agents. We examine some of

the difficulties that arise in doing this, partic

ularly the subtleties involving knowledge of

one's own identity and the different possible

ways of referring to agents. We suggest solu

tions to the difficulties, and embody them in

formal logics, for which we provide complete

axiomatizations and (where possible) discuss

decision procedures.

1 INTRODUCTION

It is much harder to represent an agent's knowledge

about the world when the world contains many agents

than it is when the agent is alone. Not only must the

agent reason about the state of the world, he must also

reason about what other agents know about the world,

and what these other agents know about other agents'

knowledge about the world, and so on. In practice,

any formalism for multiple-agent knowledge is devel

oped using a simpler theory about isolated agents as

a basis. Because the presence of multiple agents in

troduces many new and sometimes subtle issues, the

extensions required to the simple (single-agent) theory

can be far from trivial. Many of these new issues have

in common the themes of naming and identity, and it

is these questions that we examine in this paper.

For the sake of concreteness, we begin by consider

ing a specific (single-agent) epistemic logic, called S5,

and the most straightforward extension of this logic

for reasoning in the presence of n agents, a logic

called S5n. For many applications, S5n is appropri

ate and useful, particularly for analyzing complex sys

tems (see, for example, [Halpern and Moses, 1990;

Rosenschein and Kaelbling, 1986]). However, it is easy

to see that such uses for S5n depend on restrictive con

ditions about the way agents are named, essentially

due the implicit assumptions that there is a one-to-one

correspondence between agents and names and that

this correspondence is common knowledge. These as

sumptions limit the applicability of S5„. We begin

by developing a number of new propositional logics

which loosen the restrictions, while retaining many of

the desirable features of S5„ (simple propositional syn

tax, straightforward and intuitive possible-worlds se

mantics, and a PSPA CE-complete validity problem).

However, none of our propositional logics escape all

the restrictions inherent to S5n. Attempts to remove

these restrictions lead to new and more subtle prob

lems, which we refer to as relative naming, knowledge

about oneself, scope, and multiple ways of referring to

agents. Much of this paper is an introduction to these

issues, and a discussion of our solutions to them, which

ultimately involve moving to a first-order modal logic

with a number of novel features.

We feel that our paper makes two contributions. First,

we identify and examine many of the features that

make expressive multiple-agent logics much more com

plex than the familiar single-agent theories. It is

true that many of the matters we discuss have been

noted before (in, for example, [Dwork and Moses,

1990; Hintikka, 1969; Hintikka, 1986; Kaplan, 1969;

Lesperance, 1989; Lewis, 1979; Moses and Tuttle,

1988; Thomason, 1973]). However, our work, which

begins by looking at the specific logic S5n and then

examines a series of extensions to it, is a more unified

approach to the issues. Second, we present several

formal logics—ranging from a straightforward propo

sitional extension to S5n to a quite expressive first-

order extension—to cope with these issues, and give

completeness and complexity results for all of them.

In this paper we discuss the major issues and results;

more details, and proofs of all results, can be found in

the full report [Grove and Halpern, 199l].
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2 THE LOGICS S5 AND S5n

2.1 POSSIBLE-WORLDS SEMANTICS

The general ideas that we discuss in this paper are

relevant to a broad range of formalisms. However,

most of the details we present are based around the

standard possible-worlds approach to modal epistemic

logic, and on particular propositional modal logics like

S5 and S5„. Here we provide an extremely brief re

view of these logics and the associated possible-worlds

semantics; the reader can find more details and dis

cussion in [Chellas, 1980; Hughes and Cresswell, 1984;

Halpern and Moses, 1985].

In all the propositional modal logics we consider, it is

assumed that agents reason about the world in terms

of some fixed collection $ of primitive propositions. A

formula in the language can be any Boolean combina

tion of the primitive propositions in $ (formed using

-i, A, V, =>, and <=>); in addition, for S5n we allow

n modal operators K\, K2, ■ ■ • , Kn, and so that if <p is

a formula, then so is Ki<p. We read Kiip as agent i

knows ip.

An S5n possible-worlds structure (or Kripke struc

ture) over $ is a tuple M = (W, ir, K\, . . . , Kn). Here

W is a set of states, or possible worlds, and tc asso

ciates with each possible world a truth assignment to

the propositions $. More formally, 7r : W —» ($ —»

{true, false}). Each Ki is an equivalence relation on

the set of worlds W.

The general intuition here is that a binary relation Ki

on worlds can represent agent i's knowledge, because

it can capture his ignorance about what the world is

really like. Suppose that the "real world" is repre

sented by w G W. The agent probably doesn't know

this (for if he does, there is nothing at all he is un

certain about). On the other hand, some of the other

w' will be inconsistent with what the agent knows.

So there is some subset of W which contains just

the worlds that are consistent with the agent's knowl

edge. A relation Ki can represent this set: we say

that {to' 6 W : (10, io') 6 Ki} is the set of worlds agent

i considers possible from w. Ki is sometimes called

an (epistemic) accessibility relation. Note that this in

tuition suggests that Ki can be any binary relation

over W. The principal semantic feature which dis

tinguishes S5„ from other modal logics based on the

same language are the further conditions that Ki be re

flexive, transitive, and symmetric (i.e., an equivalence

relation).

Although the properties of S5U entailed by these con

ditions have been criticized in the philosophical liter

ature (see Lenzen, 1978] for an overview), especially

the assumption that if an agent doesn't know some

thing he knows that he doesn't know it (see the dis

cussion of axioms in Section 5), S5„ has been shown

to be useful and well motivated in the context of an

alyzing complex systems [Halpern and Moses, 1990;

Rosenschein and KaeJbling, 1986]. We briefly review

the motivation here. In any possible world, we can

suppose that agent 1 is in a particular local state. We

imagine the local state as a structure containing all

information the agent can reason with and base deci

sions on. This picture is particularly appropriate for

robotic agents where we often can say precisely what

memory and sensory capabilities the agent has. Now

consider a possible world w, and suppose the agent is

in local state s. We can argue that the agent must

consider possible all worlds, including w, where he is

in state 5 because he has no information to rule any of

them out. On the other hand, he should not consider

possible any worlds where his state is not s, because

the agent can tell that such worlds are inconsistent

with what he knows about himself. These arguments

show that the accessibility relation partitions the pos

sible worlds according to the state of the agent; thus,

the accessibility relation is an equivalence relation.

A formula tp is either true or false at a pair (M, w)

consisting of a structure M and a world w in M . We

define what it means for tp to be true at world w in

structure M, written (M,w) |= tp, by induction on the

structure of tp:1

(M, w) ^ p (for p G $) if t(w)(p) = true

(M, w) (= -up if not (M, w) \= tp

(M, w) f= tp A tp if both (M, w) f= tp and (M, w) \= V

(Af, w) ^= Ki<p if (M, w') \= <p for all to' such that

(iu,io') € Ki.

A formula <p is said to be valid in a structure M, writ

ten M (= ip, if (M, w) |= <p for all worlds w in M.

Formula <p is said to be (S5n-) valid if M \= ip for all

S5n structures M . In Section 5 we review an axioma-

tization for the class of all S5n-valid formulas.

Note that the more familiar logic S5 is simply the spe

cial case of S5n where n = 1.

2.2 PROBLEMS WITH S5n

We have seen that S5„ is a straightforward extension

of S5 that can cope with multiple agents. The key

step in the generalization to S5n is that, instead of

a single "is known" modal operator K, we allow n

modalities K\, K2, • ■ , Kn. With these, we can form

quite complex sentences such as K2^K$(Ki<p V Ji^v)

(agent 2 knows that 3 doesn't know that either 1 or

2 knows fact tp). But, while useful, S5n has restricted

applicability:

• There is a fixed number, n, of agents.

• Each agent has just one name (say agents 1,. . . ,n,

or agents Alice, Bob, Charlie, . . . ) and an agent

'The cases for the boolean connectives V,=>,-0 is omit

ted because they are definable in terms of ~< and A.
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can reason about other agents only in terms of

these names ("Alice knows that Bob knows..."

but not "Alice knows that someone with red hair

knows. . .").

• Every name denotes just one agent.

• The composition of the system and the names of

the agents are common knowledge, so that every

agent knows them, and knows that every agent

knows them, and knows that every agent knows

that every agent knows them, and so on.

As the following examples show, the reasoning we do

about others' knowledge in everyday life constantly

falls outside the limits these assumptions impose.

• There are very many people. No one knows just

how many and, in any case, the number changes

every second. It would certainly be impossible to

know everyone's name.

• Sometimes we don't know or care about another's

"true identity". A customer and salesman in a

shop might not bother to ask each other their

name. Nevertheless, each will do considerable

reasoning about the knowledge and goals of the

other. Presumably, each refers to the the other us

ing a description or role-name, such as "the sales

man".

• The descriptions we use to refer to others some

times refer to groups, not single individuals. Fur

ther, we frequently reason about the knowledge

held by groups of people. This happens even if

we are unable to enumerate the names of the peo

ple in the group.

• We refer to others in many ways. Sometimes it

can be truly surprising to discover that two de

scriptions or names we have for people actually

refer to the same person (consider a costume party

as an extreme example of this).

• When we think of names as descriptions, they are

clearly not common knowledge. I may not know

who "the salesman" really is. Or perhaps I do

know this, but he doesn't know that I know.

Each of these points can be viewed as a question of

identity and naming. That is, who are the agents

in the world, and how do they refer to each other?

If we wish to design agents that operate in multiple-

agent domains whose complexity approaches that of

the world we encounter every day, then we must ac

cept that these questions have complex answers.

3 PROPOSITIONAL LOGICS

3.1 LOGIC FOR ABSOLUTE NAMING

In general, we see a clear conceptual and practical dis

tinction between the agents that exist in a system, and

the names these agents use to refer to one another. In

the logic S5 this distinction is not made, but in the case

of a single agent the confusion is essentially harmless.

However S5n follows the pattern of S5 in failing to

keep these two ideas separate, and this does lead to

many restrictions as we saw above. It is not difficult

to extend S5n and the possible-worlds semantic model

so that the difference between agents and their names

is taken seriously. We begin this section by outlining

a simple (and still propositional) logic, our logic for

absolute naming, that does this.2

We start with semantics. A possible-worlds structure

for absolute naming is similar to an S5„ structure, but

has the following differences. First, we extend the se

mantics to explicitly include a set A of objects which

are the agents. As before, each agent a £ A is associ

ated with an equivalence relation Ka on worlds which

models that agent's knowledge. The agents in A are

semantic objects, and so our model assumes that there

is a separate collection of symbols M, called names,

which are used to refer to these agents. Whatever the

language we use looks like—as we see shortly, there are

many useful possibilities—it is these symbols rather

than the agents themselves which occur in formulas.

Finally, we must say how names are interpreted in the

semantics. The following scheme is simple and intu

itive, yet fairly general. We suppose that a possible-

worlds structure includes a name-interpretation func

tion fi which determines, for each world and each name

in J\f, some set of agents from A. We say that n(w, n)

is the collection of agents with name n in world w. Be

cause we place no restrictions on the function fj., the

following are true:

• A name can refer to many agents (for example,

"All robots in building 300"). We have also al

lowed the case where the name denotes no one.

• In any world there can be several names which

refer to one particular agent.

• Names are non-rigid: their denotation can vary

from world to world. This has a number of impli

cations. Most interestingly, if the denotation of

name n varies across the worlds that agent a con

siders possible, then we can reasonably say that

a does not know who n is. This possibility does

not arise in S5n because the correspondence be

tween name "1" and agent "1" is fixed and there

fore known to all agents (in fact, in a sense made

precise in [Halpern and Moses, 1990], this corre

spondence is common knowledge).

• It may be the case that agent a is described by a

name n which refers to him uniquely and in every

possible world. We might say that n is a "proper

name" for o. But such proper names need not

exist and in a situation with anonymous or inter

changeable agents they would not be appropriate.

"The contrast between the absolute and relative names

will be discussed in the next subsection.
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Our general semantics reduces to the model for

S5n just when every agent has a proper name,

and where these are the only names in use.

What language is appropriate for this semantic model?

We clearly would like modal operators that allow us

to refer to the knowledge of agents with a particu

lar name. The situation is complicated because our

names can correspond to groups of several agents, and

in general there are many different types of knowledge

a group can possess. [Halpem and Moses, 1990] in

troduces the modal operators Sn, En, Cn, and Dn,

which can be read as someone named n knows, every

one named n knows, it is common knowledge among

the agents named n. and it is distributed knowledge

among the agents named n, respectively. An assertion

ip is common knowledge among the agents n if every

one named n knows tp, everyone named n knows that

everyone named n knows ip, everyone named n knows

that everyone named n know that everyone named n

knows ip, and so on. Roughly speaking, in our seman

tics a fact (p is distributed knowledge among the agents

named n if ip is a consequence of the pooled knowledge

of these agents. It is easy to think of many other pos

sibilities, such as "the majority knows...", which are

conceivably useful for some applications.

The number of different ways one can say "a group

of agents knows. . . " already suggests the complica

tions that may arise with multiple-agent formalisms,

as compared with theories for one agent. But this issue

is somewhat tangential to our more specific concerns

about naming, so we do not pursue it in this paper.

For simplicity, we focus here on just two of the op

erators mentioned above, the ones corresponding to

"everyone with name n knows" and to "someone with

name n knows" . Instead of the n operators K\ , . . . , Kn

in S5n, we now have modalities En and Sn for each

n £ A/". We can adopt the convention that whenever

n must denote just a single agent, then we write Kn

rather than Sn or En because the two are equivalent in

this case. This shows how our syntax can be regarded

as an extension of that for S5n.

The semantic conditions, which define when a formula

ip is true at world w in structure M, are straightfor

ward. The new clauses are for formulas of the form

En<P and Sn<P, and are:

(M, w) (= En<P if, for all agents a € fi(w, n), we have

w' \= ip for all w' with (w,u/) € K0

(Af, w) (= Sn<P if for some a € fi(w,n), we have

w' [= ip for all w' with [w,w') 6 Ka.

We give an axiomatization of the set of valid formulas

in Section 5.

In our logic, we can express such assertions as

"the teacher knows that everyone in the classroom

knows yesterday's lesson, but that while not everyone

knows today's work there is someone who does"—as

Kt{EcP A "'Ecq A Scq)—and model them semanti-

cally. We remark that the two operators we have cho

sen are likely to be the most useful in practice. It is

particularly useful to say "everyone knows" when spec

ifying initial conditions on a system (perhaps, at time

0, every agent knows certain facts about the world).

On the other hand, someone is good for modeling

knowledge acquired as the system evolves. For in

stance, if a receives a message, it knows that some

other agent sent the message (so, presumably, also

knows its content).

There are many variations on our logic. For in

stance, we often know something about names like

n and m, such as that one always denotes a sub

group of the other, or that n will always denote a

single agent, or that m cannot possibly denote the

empty set, and so on. Each of these semantic condi

tions can be characterized by an axiom (in the exam

ples just given, the appropriate axioms turn out to be

{Enx<P => En<p) A (Snv => Sm<p), En<P <$ Snip, and

-i.Em/a£se). In [Grove and Halpem, 199l] these possi

bilities are explored, along with other much more com

plex conditions such as requiring that agents "know

their own names". In fact, every one of the assump

tions that distinguishes S5n from our more general

logic has simple semantic and axiomatic characteri

zations, and there is an interesting range of logical

theories intermediate between the two.

The ideas behind our logic for absolute naming are

straightforward. Indeed, most have been applied be

fore even within the framework of propositional modal

logic. A propositional modal logic with non-rigid

names was introduced in [Dwork and Moses, 1990;

Moses and Tuttle, 1988].3 Some details differ between

this logic and ours; in particular, the definition of what

it means to say "everyone knows. . . " is subtly differ

ent. Nevertheless, with care our work can be applied

directly to the definitions they consider; details are in

[Grove and Halpem, 199l]. This is useful because the

results we prove about axiomatizations, relationships

to other better-known logics, and techniques for the

validity decision problem are all applicable. No such

results were given (or required) in [Dwork and Moses,

1990; Moses and Tuttle, 1988].

3.2 LOGIC FOR RELATIVE NAMING

The logic for absolute naming can handle a number of

important situations that are beyond the scope of S5n;

this logic was designed specifically to address the is

sues we raised in Section 2.2. However, almost as soon

as we try to use the formalism to model any actual

situation which involves non-rigid names, additional

less-expected difficulties arise. In this section, we ex-

3Note that [Dwork and Moses, 1990; Moses and Tuttle,

1988] call non-rigid names indexical names. We believe our

term is closer to common usage.
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amine two of these problems.

The first concerns the need for relative names. When

we speak, we often identify others relative to ourselves

("the person beside me", "my supervisor", and so on).

In this paper, we call these relative names because

their denotation is relative to the speaker.4 This is

a point of practical significance to AI. Lesperance, in

[Lesperance, 1989], gives arguments why an agent's

knowledge is often limited to identifying objects rela

tive to himself, and thus why we should design agents

that reason using knowledge of this sort. Thus, we

would like to provide a simple (preferably proposi-

tional) logic which allows for such relative names.

The second issue relates to the need to be able to

model an agent's knowledge about himself and who

he is. This observation is not new and can can be

motivated in many ways. For instance, consider that

people very frequently use the word "I" as a name

to refer to themselves when speaking and reasoning.

This suggests that it might be useful to provide a sim

ilar construct in a formal system. It is easy to find

examples of how this could be useful. For instance,

if we want to express an assertion such as "Everyone

with name n knows that they (individually) know ip" ,

using a term like "I" (or "they", "he himselP, etc.)

saves us from listing all the members of n.

There are other semantic arguments for why we must

allowing agents to reason about their own identity. In

computer science, particularly in distributed systems

research and in AI, we sometimes discuss sets of agents

which behave sufficiently similarly as to be anony

mous. That is, they are not programmed to make

use of any unique identifier or proper name. Consider

a situation where there are just two identically pro

grammed robots, which we call A and B. For this

example, we must think of UA" and "5" as something

like serial numbers—they are identifiers which we, as

external observers, can see stamped on the robots and

use in conversation, but which are not available or vis

ible to the machines themselves. It is known by all

that, on any particular day, one of the two will be

given some command, for instance, to clean the floors

in a building. Suppose that today it is A who re

ceives this command. The question is: can we de

scribe this situation in terms of the knowledge held by

the robots? Note that it is reasonable to hope to do

so; informally, we would surely say that the robots dif

fer in the knowledge they hold. Furthermore, thinking

* We should note that a frequently used descriptive term

for objects, like names, that are relative to one agent's per

spective is indexical. We have decided to use "relative" in

preference to "indexical" in this paper, first because index

ical has also been used with completely different meanings

(see, for instance, the previous footnote), and second, be

cause the concept of indexicality sometimes is associated

with various philosophical theories and viewpoints that are

not necessarily related to our work.

in terms of knowledge is sometimes useful. For exam

ple, we might give a very high-level description of the

robot's programming in terms of instructions such as:

"If you know that you are to clean the floors today,

fetch a mop". The interesting question is: just what

is it that A knows that B does not? The answer is

definitely not that "A cleans the floors today". Nei

ther of them know this, because rhe agents don't know

their serial numbers (as more convincing proof of this,

consider that if A was told that "A cleans the floors"

this would be in fact be new information). Rather, the

answer is that A knows that, from his point of view,

"7 have the command to clean the floors" whereas B

knows the negation of this. To formalize this, we must

model how agents refer to themselves using names like

"I" even when there is no more concrete name they

can use.

This presents a serious problem for the possible-worlds

model as we have been using it. So far, we have been

relying on the following apparently reasonable intu

itions: (1) possible worlds are models of "the way the

world might be" independent of any particular agent's

perspective on the world, and (2) an agent's knowledge

is modeled as the set of possible worlds consistent with

the information he has. It is not hard to see that, un

der such semantics, A and B have identical knowledge!

This is not the conclusion we want to reach, so one of

the assumptions must be modified. We suggest—the

details are below—that it is best to think of weakening

the second assumption. Agents possess knowledge not

only about what the world is like, but also about who

they are.

The two issues just introduced, relative naming and

knowledge about oneself, are closely related and share

a common solution. Note that standard possible-

worlds semantics regards the truth of any formula as

being determined by the world alone and ignores the

identity of the agent uttering it. Thus, in standard

S5n and in our logic for absolute naming, the truth of

a formula is defined with respect to a world. But in

order to give the semantics of relative names this is

not good enough; we must also specify the speaker of

the assertion. We can do this formally by defining the

truth of a formula with respect to a pair (w,a) con

sisting of world w and an agent a. All relative names

are interpreted with respect to a. Formally, there is a

name-interpretation function \i that maps worlds and

names to binary relations on agents in that world. If

(a, b) € n(w,n) then we say that, in w, a calls b by

name n. Relative to the pair (w,a), name n denotes

the set {b : (a, 6) € /*(tu,n)}.5

° A related extension is to allow relative propositions, so

that the function x gives a mapping from proposition sym

bols, worlds, and agents, to {true, false}. For example,

we can have a proposition leader which would be true of

the pair (w,a) (i.e., n(w,a)(leader) = true) exactly if a is

the group leader in world to.
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The approach of considering world/agent pairs, which

is perhaps the most natural way to give semantics to

relative names, also provides a natural way of deal

ing with knowledge about one's identity. We would

say pair (to', a') is considered possible from (w,a) if,

at world w, agent a thinks to' is possible (i.e., it is

consistent with his knowledge) and also that o might

be agent a' in to'. This last clause lets us capture

directly a's knowledge or uncertainty about who he

is. Formally, instead of an accessibility relation Ka

on possible worlds for each agent a, we have one ac

cessibility relation K which is an equivalence relation

on the class of all world/agents pairs. As we have

suggested, the intuition for this model is that knowl

edge cannot be completely represented just as the set

of worlds which is considered possible, but also must

account for knowledge about who an agent thinks he

might be within the world. In our earlier example,

A and B would agree on every "objective" assertion

about the world (such as, there are two agents, exactly

one of them has been told to clean floors, and so on).

They differ in who they think they might be: A knows

he is the agent that has received the "clean floors"

command. This is true even if, as in our example, A

is in all other respects identical to B and so has no

proper name to use when referring to himself.

Using the ideas just presented, it is easy to extend S5„

to a propositional logic that allows reasoning about

relative names and self-identity. The syntax of this

logic for relative naming is the same as in our previous

logic for naming. We continue to allow an arbitrary

collection of names J\f. Of course, while the syntax is

unchanged, the semantic interpretation of formulas is

now based on world/agent pairs as was outlined in the

preceding paragraphs. For example, the interpretation

of En, becomes:

M,(w,a) |= En<p if for all agents b such that

(a, b) € fi(w,n) and for, all (to',fc') such that

((to, b), (to', b')) £ K, we have M, (to\ b') (= yj.

According to this clause, any n 6 // is interpreted as

a relative name. This is not restrictive, because abso

lute names, that should not be relative to the agent,

are simply the special case where the set denoted is in

dependent of which agent we take as a reference point.

There is one more feature in our logic for relative nam

ing: we assume that the syntax includes a special name

J that allows the agent to refer to himself (so that we

can say things like "I know that the agent with name

n knows ..."). Formally, the name / always has the

interpretation of the identity relation on agents with

the result that, relative to (w,a), J denotes just the

agent a himself. Thus, p(w,I) = {{a, a) : a € -4} for

all worlds w. We should emphasis that our name I is

not intended to be a formalization of the natural lan

guage word ("I"). The best reading of our I depends

on context; for instance, we would read K-nKmKi<p

as "n knows that m knows that he himself knows ip" .

In Section 5 we give an axiomatization for this logic.

The validity decision problem is PSPA CE-complete,

precisely the same as that of S5„ [Halpern and Moses,

1985], despite the great increase in expressive power.

Many of the observations we have made appear else

where. What is novel is the formulation and investi

gation of a simple propositional logic which addresses

these issues, and our emphasis on why these issues

become particularly important in computer science,

where the agents can be truly anonymous. Our ar

guments for "knowing about oneself" are similar to

some of Lewis [Lewis, 1979], who gives several other

arguments for the significance of this notion and in

formally introduces semantics which are very simi

lar to those we adopt. Other related earlier work

is [Perry, 1979; Castaneda, 1968]. More recently,

Lesperance [Lesperance, 1989] has presented a formal

logic and semantics incorporating a variant of Lewis's

ideas. Briefly, the differences between Lesperance's

work and ours are as follows. First, our work (un

like [Lesperance, 1989]) shows how to incorporate

"knowledge about oneselP into simple propositional

logics, and shows its application for interpreting rela

tive names. In the next section, we give a first-order

logic, as does Lesperance. However, we give a general

formalism, whereas Lesperance had a more specific and

concrete application domain in mind. This leads to

many differences. The logic in [Lesperance, 1989] in

cludes a detailed treatment of time and action, very

useful and practical issues we do not address. How

ever, Lesperance does not consider at all the problem

of "multiple ways of referring" , which is our major con

cern in the next section, as well as being responsible

for most of the novel features in our logic. This means

that Lesperance's more more conventional logic is lim

ited in application to cases where no difficulty arises

(as is indeed the case in the example he considers).

As well as the differences in semantics, our technical

results (on complete axiomatizations and decision pro

cedures) are new.

Finally, we note that the issue of relative naming, par

ticularly for propositional logics, seems to have re

ceived little attention. One exception to this is [Moses

and Roth, 1989; Roth, 1989] which introduce a lan

guage with some simple relative names, and applies

the logic to problems in distributed systems research.

However, the definition of this logic's semantics is

somewhat ad hoc; more complex sentences receive un

usual (and almost certainly unintended) interpreta

tions. Our semantics, as well as the axiomatizations

in Section 5 and the extensions discussed in [Grove

and Halpern, 199l], can usefully be applied to the dis

tributed systems applications discussed in [Moses and

Roth, 1989; Roth, 1989].
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4 FIRST-ORDER LOGICS AND

MULTIPLE WAYS OF

REFERRING

4.1 MOTIVATION

The propositiona] logics we have examined seem ad

equate for reasoning in the presence of uncertainty

about identity. That is, suppose an agent maintains

a knowledge base which consists of sentences in one

of these logics. Then he can express and reason

using names or descriptions which denote groups of

agents, names whose denotations are unknown, names

whose denotations are relative to the agent, and so on.

However, these logics still have significant weaknesses.

First, they are not very good for reasoning about iden

tity. To say "I know that the agent in front of me and

the robot I repaired yesterday are one and the same"

we need to be able to express equality, which moves us

beyond the propositional framework of our first log

ics. It is possible to extend the propositional logics to

handle some cases like this, but not all. In many situa

tions we need a richer first-order logic with predicates,

functions, and quantification. Other difficulties with

our propositional logics are more subtle, although the

solution (a first-order logic) is the same. We introduce

these issues, scope and multiple ways of referring, with

an example.

Suppose there are two robotic agents, A and B, and

A has just broken down. He sends a cry for help over

a public broadcast system. B, whom we suppose is

the agent responsible for dealing with such matters,

may or may not have heard. So A's subsequent action

depends on whether he can deduce that "I (A) know

that B knows that I need help" (if this is true, he can

just wait, but otherwise he should try something else).

So what is a good formalization of "I know that B

knows that I need help" (that is, what sentence should

A look for in his knowledge base)? It might seem that

something like KiKB{I-need.help) would be appro

priate. But the situation is really much more complex,

because a formula like this can be read many ways.

One possibility is that it could mean that that A knows

that B knows that he (B) needs help (the arrangement

of quotation symbols in "I know that 'B knows that

"I need help" ' " captures what we mean here). We

call this the innermost scope reading, because the sec

ond occurrence of / is bound by the innermost modal

operator which is Kb- We argue that in many cir

cumstances this is a very simple and useful way to

read such sentences. In fact, the propositional logics

we consider allow only this interpretation. But this

reading is clearly not appropriate in the story above.

One alternative is that the second use of the word or

name / refers to agent A. So we can read the sentence

as A knows that B knows that the agent named A

needs help. We call this an outer scope reading. The

distinction between innermost and outer scopes arises

for any non-rigid or relative name. Both readings are

useful, yet our propositional logics only capture the

former.

However, it is unexpectedly difficult to cope with outer

scope in a general way. The problem, which we refer to

as multiple ways of referring, is that there are usually

several reasonable ways to read a name using outer

scope. For example, the outer scope reading given

in the previous paragraph is not the only possibility.

Note that A might not have sent a message explicitly

saying "A needs help" , and instead he might have said

simply "I need help". So perhaps B didn't know that

it was A who sent the message. All B knows then is

that "the agent who just sent a message needs help".

Clearly, this is not so good for A. Nevertheless, in some

sense A is still justified in saying "I know that B knows

that J need help". After all, "/ need help" was the

content of the message, so if B heard it there should

be some sense in which B knows it, no matter what

B can infer about the identity of the sender. Here, B

knows that "the agent who just sent a message" needs

help, and it is true that this agent is A. The point

we wish to emphasize is that B might refer to A using

some description other than the name "A".

For yet another possible (outer scope) interpretation,

suppose that B can always tell from which room the

message was sent, and that there is never more than

one agent in any room. Then, again, A can say "I

know that B knows that I need help". If the assertion

is true in the sense that B knows that "the agent in

room X needs help", where A is the agent in room X,

then A need do nothing more. He does not even even

need to tell B where he is. This example is like the

previous one: it is still outer scope (the "J" refers to A

somehow), but we must be careful about how B refers

to A. Let us suppose that the robots in this factory are

more or less interchangeable (they have similar abili

ties). Then the agents might identify themselves to

each other using the room they are in or the task they

are performing. In that case, names like A or B could

be similar to serial numbers: useful to us as external

observers for describing what is going on, and yet to

tally irrelevant to the interaction of the robots among

themselves.

There is sometimes an assumption that the "correct"

reading of an assertion like "I know that you know

that I know. . . " has you referring to me by my "proper

name".6 While referring to an agent by his/her proper

6Much more sophisticated theories of such usage of

words like "I" have been given in the philosophical litera

ture, for instance [Kaplan, 1977]. Nevertheless, the general

motivation seems to be the desire to give a single account of

the interpretation of such utterances in natural language.

This is definitely not our goal; rather, we seek a theory

that helps us formally ascribe "knowledge" to any type of
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name is often the appropriate choice, it is not always

the appropriate choice. In the situation described in

the previous paragraph, the correct way for robots to

refer to each other is using position and not using

names like A and B. The reading of "I know that

B knows that / need help" given here is not just plau

sible, it is in fact the most natural interpretation there

is.

To summarize, when we interpret names or descrip

tions, there is an issue of scope (in the formula

KjKb(I-need-help), is it A or B who needs assis

tance?) and of manner of reference (which description

or name must B use in referring to A for the formula

Ki Kb (I.need.help) to be useful?). An expressive for

malism should allow us to deal with both issues. In

particular, it should allow us to express outer scope

readings of a sentence such as "I know that you know

that I know" while not allowing outer-scope sentences

which contain ambiguity. We should be able to ex

press all possibilities, while making it clear which is

intended in every particular instance.

4.2 A FIRST-ORDER LOGIC

Here we present a first-order epistemic logic which can

deal with the issues raised in Section 4.1 While our

logic has many features of standard quantified modal

logics (see [Garson, 1977] for a survey), there are some

significant differences. We first describe, briefly, the

language and semantics. We then devote the remain

der of Section 4 to discussion of the logic and expla

nation of how it solves the problems just seen.

Our logic assumes there is some fixed first-order vocab

ulary of constant, function and predicate symbols V .

The logic is multi-sorted, with at least the sorts agent

and name. We suppose that there is a distinguished

predicate symbol In in V which holds between a pair

of agents and a name (pairs, because our logic will be

for relative names). Intuitively, In(a,b,n) holds if the

agent denoted by term a calls b by name n.

Our logic uses possible-worlds semantics, modified

as in Section 3.2 to allow for knowledge about one

self and relative names. A possible world is associ

ated with an interpretation over V, so that worlds

are no longer propositional models and are instead

first-order structures. Formally, for us a first-order

possible-worlds structure with naming over V is a tu

ple M = (W, K.,t). Here W is the set of possible

worlds. The function w maps W to first-order struc

tures; that is, it specifies the domains for all sorts and

gives interpretations to the constant, function and re

lation symbols in V. We note that 7r plays the analo

gous role in this first-order case as the propositional 7r

did before. The accessibility relation K. is exactly as in

our propositional logic for relative naming; i.e., it is an

equivalence relation on world/agent pairs (where the

agent, and we aim for maximum expressivity.

agents that exist in a given world will be determined

by 7r). The final condition we place on the seman

tics is that the domain of the sort names must be the

same in every worlds; the reason for this requirement

is discussed later.

The syntax of the language, with few exceptions, fol

lows all the usual rules for first-order languages. Ad

ditionally, there is a modal operator Kt for every term

t of sort agent. If <p is a well-formed formula, then so

long as <p contains no free variables other than those

of sort name, then Kt(p is also well-formed. Finally,

there is is a distinguished constant me of sort agent.

The semantics—presented below—treat me differently

from other constant symbols in V in that the interpre

tation of me is not given by the function x.

The final formal definitions concern how formulas are

interpreted relative to the semantic model. With few

exceptions, the details are tedious but entirely stan

dard, so we omit them. In particular, we note that

usual rules for quantifier evaluation apply. In order to

allow for knowledge about oneself, formulas are evalu

ated relative to pairs of a world and an agent. Relative

to (w,a), the special symbol me is assumed to have de

notation a. That is, me plays an analogous role to the

name I used earlier in that it is the term that allows

an agent to refer directly to itself. (The practical dis

tinction between I and me is minor and technical; the

former denotes a name which is essentially the identity

relation on agents, while me is of sort agent.) The se

mantics for knowledge, i.e., formulas of the form Kt<p,

is very similar to our logic for relative naming. Thus,

{M, w, a) (= Kt <p if (M, w', b') \= <p for all {w', b') such

that ((w,b),(w',b')) € K, where b is the denotation of

the term t in (w.a).

In summary, our logic has two relatively novel features

as compared to other first-order modal theories. First,

we adopt the idea of semantics based on world/agent

pairs, so that agents can reason about their iden

tity. The other key difference between our logic and

most standard logics is our treatment of quantifying-

in. Consider a sentence such as "There is a partic

ular agent, who I know needs help" (or, more infor

mally, "I know someone who needs help"). A fairly

standard way to express this might be something like

Bd : KmeneecLhelp(a).7 This formula is said to exhibit

quantifying-in, because a modal operator (in this case

Kme) separates a variable from its binding quantifier.

Our syntax has been designed to prohibit this. The

formula is not well formed since, as mentioned above,

a formula of the form Kttp is not well formed if <p has

a free variable of sort agent Only quantifying-in for

names is allowed by our syntax. The motivation for

this restriction is discussed in the next section.

7Here and below we use a to denote a variable of sort

agent; similarly, we use h to denote a variable of sort name.
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4.3 USING THE LOGIC

Consider the assertion 3a(Kmeneed-help(a)) intro

duced above. We suggested that this might be pro

posed as a formalization of "I know someone who needs

help". But, following our example in Section 4.1, we

know that there is no unique way to read a sentence

like this because it doesn't say how the agent is be

ing referred to (by me). Am I referring to someone

with a particular appearance, in a particular position,

with a certain proper name, or something else? Agent

quantification across modal operators is useful only if

we have in mind, implicitly, a unique preferred way of

identifying and referring to individual agents. But this

is not always the case.

There is another interesting, although less important,

reason for avoiding quantifying-in for agents. In typ

ical applications, the set of agents present will vary

from world to world. This is appropriate whenever

the composition of the system (who the agents are) is

not common knowledge. But, as is well known, there

are considerable technical difficulties in defining a logic

with quantifying-in if the domain of individuals can

vary across worlds. We refer the reader to [Garson,

1977] for a summary of these issues and attempted so

lutions. By prohibiting such quantification, our logic

can continue to use intuitive semantics and a straight

forward language. We do allow quantifying-in for the

sort names, but the domain of names has assumed to

be fixed. This is a far more reasonable assumption

than assuming a fixed domain of agents would be; see

[Grove and Halpern, 199l] for more discussion.

In our logic, we use quantification over names in place

of quantifying-in for agents. So we need to show how

this is done, and also how the problems we have seen

are avoided. Let us reconsider the example of "I know

someone who needs help." Whoever this someone "re

ally" is, I must refer to him somehow; we should make

this information explicit. We do this using names.

Suppose that we are actually referring to the person

using their location (relative to us). For instance, if I

see someone in the distance in trouble I may refer to

"that person over there": I am referring to a particular

individual, but not by proper name or by appearance

(neither of which I may know). The formalization of

this is as follows. Let Loc be a predicate on the sort

names, which is true only of names for relative posi

tions (such as "3 feet in front of me" or "1 foot to the

left of me"). Let In be the predicate discussed earlier

relating agents to their names. Then, somewhat in

formally, if the name (denoted by) n satisfies Loc(n)

then In(a, a', n) is true for agents a, a' just if if n is a

name of (the position of) agent a' relative to agent a.

Having decided how to remove the ambiguity, we can

now express "I know someone who needs help" as:

3n( 3d(2/Oc(n) A In(me, a, n)) A

Kme(Vb(In(me, b, n) => needsJielp{b))) ).

Roughly speaking, the formula says that there is a

name h that describes relative positions and an agent

a such that agent a has name n relative to me, and I

know that all agents 6 with name n need help. (Typ

ically, there will be a unique agent with name n, but

we do not need to make that assumption.)

Quantifying-in over agents has been replaced by

quantifying-in over names. Other ways of removing

the ambiguity of reference (such as using a different

type of description, a proper name, or an absolute loca

tion) would lead to a formula which differs principally

in the use of another predicate than Loc. Our for

mula seems lengthy, but this is precisely because there

are numerous other ways the original assertion could

be interpreted. Any formalism which distinguishes be

tween all the different possibilities will be less concise

than one which permits ambiguity.

Our logic is also expressive enough to cope with the

issue of scope that we saw earlier. In short, in a

first-order logic all constant symbols are automati

cally given innermost scope. However, our language

includes equality and so we can use quantification to

bind the value of constants to variables, and in the case

of names quantifying-in allows us to use these variables

in deeper contexts (i.e., inside further modal opera

tors). For instance, the innermost scope reading of "I

know that the president of the U.S. is a Republican"

could be formalized as KmeRep(President). This as

sertion can be true even if know nothing more about

who the president is; the alternative is to use an outer

scope reading. In this case, we might get

3n[PName(h) A Kme(Va(In(me,a,n) => Rep(a)))],

where PName is true of name* (in our technical sense)

that correspond to peoples' actual proper names (such

as, "George Bush"). We note that issue of express

ing various scopes is solved as soon as any form of

quantifying-in is allowed. But if we had permitted

this for the sort agents, we would be unable to intro

duce outer scope without simultaneously introducing

the "ways of referring" ambiguity we wish to avoid.

The questions of multiple ways of referring and scope,

and many of the points we make about quantified

modal logic, have been raised elsewhere (see the discus

sion below for details). The most novel features of our

presentation are the following. First, we emphasize

that the "ways of referring" problem and difficulties

with quantifying-in are particularly important in com

puter science domains. It might be argued that there

really is a unique and privileged way we use to identify

other people; but it is easy to imagine scenarios involv

ing robots or computers where this clearly not true.

Second, our device of introducing a sort names derives

much of its utility because of our framework of rela

tive naming and knowing about oneself. Our claims

that we always refer to others using names, and that

this should be made explicit, would be less convincing
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if we only allowed absolute reference. Third, we have

presented a formal logic incorporating all these ideas.

The semantics are simple and intuitive, and we have

given an axiomatization for the class of valid formulas.

Our concerns about scope relate back to work of Rus

sell ([Russell, 1905; Russell, 1919]). Additionally, there

is a large philosophical literature on the distinction be

tween de re and de dido reference, which correspond

closely to our outermost and innermost scopes respec

tively. Typical concerns here seem to be delimiting the

circumstances under which each is appropriate, and

deciding which of the two is a better model of nat

ural language usage in various situations. These are

important (and occasionally controversial) questions;

but not directly relevant to our concern with finding

an adequate formalism for expressing all possibilities.

The de re/ de dicto issue is also connected closely with

the "ways of referring" question, because there is a

sense in which de re usage depends on (in our termi

nology) there being a single or preferred way of re

ferring to individuals. Another perspective on this

is that there should be a single criterion of "cross-

world identity" or one "mode of individuation" . Hin-

tikkaand Thomason ([Hintikka, 1969; Hintikka, 1986;

Thomason, 1973]) have both argued that this is not

necessarily the case, and have presented logics and se

mantics for a more general situation. For example,

Hintikka argues that we often refer to objects and

people both in a descriptive manner and by means

of position. Neither Hintikka nor Thomason share our

emphasis on coping with multiple and varying ways

of referring, or give semantics that deal with relative

names and knowing about oneself in the manner we do.

There are numerous other smaller but still significant

difference; see [Grove and Halpern, 199l].

Finally we note that the interpretation of quantifying-

in that we use, as being quantification over descrip

tions or names, seems to have appeared first in [Ka

plan, 1969] and Kaplan's motivation appears similar

to ours. Our previous remarks about our concern

with coping with all situations rather than finding one

"best" way of referring, our semantics for relative ref

erence, and the detail to which we have developed our

logic, still apply with regard to comparison with Ka

plan's work.

5 AXIOMATIZATIONS

This is a fairly technical section which contains sound

and complete axiom systems, and discusses the com

plexity of the validity decision problem, for the logics

we have discussed.

We begin with the relatively well-known results about

S5n (see for example, [Halpern and Moses, 1990]). The

following axiom system is sound and complete, with

respect to the class of S5n possible-worlds structures.

Al. All instances of propositional tautologies

A2. Ki<p A Ki{ip => V) => Kii>

A3. Ki<p => ip

A4. Ki<p=> KiKi<p

A5. ->Ki<p => Ki^Kif

Rl. From ip and <p => ip infer ip (modus ponens)

R2. From <p, infer Knp (knowledge generalization)

That is, the set of formulas that can be generated by

this system is exactly the collection of formulas valid in

all S5„ possible-worlds structures. It is also possible to

find a polynomial-space decision procedure for valid

ity; in fact, this decision problem is PSPACE-compltle

if n > 1 (see [Halpern and Moses, 1985]).

It is interesting that the axioms A3, A4, A5 each cor

respond, in a precise technical sense, to semantic con

straints on the knowledge accessibility relations Ki.

For instance, A3 is sometimes called the knowledge

axiom, because it enforces the property that if some

thing is known then it must be true. The semantic

counterpart to this is the requirement that K.{ be re

flexive (so the "real" world is always one of those the

agent considers possible). Neither the axiom nor the

condition of reflexivity are necessarily appropriate for

other attitudes such as belief.

The first new logic presented in this paper was our logic

for absolute naming. Consider the following collection

of axioms (as well as Al and Rl from above). These

axioms and rules hold for every n £ ht.

SI. Sny => <f>

El. En<p A En(ip => %l>) => EnV>

E2. From <p infer En<P

CI. Snf A En(<p => tl>) => Snrf)

C2. ->Enfalse => Sntrue

Then the following are true (proofs are in [Grove and

Halpern, 199l]).

Theorem 5.1: The above axiom system is a sound

and complete with respect to the class of all possible-

worlds structures for absolute naming.

Theorem 5.2: The problem of deciding whether a

formula is valid with respect to the class of structures

with absolute naming is PSPACE-complete.

The next logic we presented was our logic for relative

naming. Consider the following axioms:

Kl. Ej<p <=> Si<p (and so we write either as Ki)

K2. Sntp => Sn(<p A Kj<p)

K3. ->SnV => En~<Kiip

K4. Ki<p => <p.

SI'. -<Stifalse.
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Most of these axioms have a counterpart in the system

S5n. As one example, consider K3. To make our com

parison more apparent, suppose that n is a name which

always denotes just one agent (so that we can write Kn

rather than En or Sn)- In this case, K3 reduces to

-<Kxi<P =>■ Kjj^Kjip. This is similar to the axiom A5

in the logic S5n which would be ->Kn<p => Kn~iKn<p.

Axiom Ab is often called the axiom of negative in

trospection (if you don't know something, you know

that you don't know it). We can now see that axiom

A5 only really matches this intuition about "introspec

tion" if agent n does in fact know that he is n (i.e.,

he knows his name).8 Our new axiom K3 is better

because it is valid even without this assumption.

The following results can be shown:

Theorem 5.3: The system Al, Rl, El, E2, Cl, C2,

Kl, K2, K3, K4, 51', is sound and complete with re

spect to the class of all possible-worlds structures for

relative naming.

Theorem 5.4: The problem of deciding whether a for

mula is valid with respect to the class of possible-worlds

structures for relative naming is PSPACE-complete.

Finally, we present a sound and complete axiomatiza-

tion of the valid formulas in our first-order logic. In

addition to Al and Rl, we include axioms that express

sound patterns of classical, first-order reasoning:

Ql. Vxy? => <p[t/x] if t is substitutable for x in tp.

R3. From tp => ip infer tp => VxV> if x does not occur

free in tp.

Here, x is any variable, and tp and ip can be any for

mulas in £. In Ql, tp[t/x] is like tp, except that all free

occurrences of £ are replaced by t. Just as with classi

cal (non-modal) logic, we must be careful about when

such substitutions are performed. For the purpose of

presenting these axioms, we say that an occurrence of

a term t in formula <p is free if (1) no variable appear

ing in t is bound by any quantifier (for that occurrence

of £), and (2) unless t is a variable of sort name, the

occurrence of t is outside the scope of all K operators

in tp. Then we say term t1 is substitutable for an oc

currence of t in tp if t and £' are of the same sort, and

if the both the original occurrence of t , and the occur

rence oft' that would result after replacing t by £', are

free in tp. We say that t' is substitutable for t in tp if

t' is substitutable for all free occurrences of t.9

*A similar observation was made in [Hintikka, 1962].

9The restrictions on substitution to do with variables

not being bound by quantifiers are required for the same

reasons as in classical logic. The additional restriction, that

prevents substitution within the scope of a modal opera

tor unless both terms involved are variables of sort name,

is needed because terms can be non-rigid. For example,

Vn(P(n) => K,P(h)) => (P(N) => K,P(N)), where N is

a name constant, is not sound for our semantics. In any

model where the set of names satisfying P does not vary

In addition to rules for first-order reasoning, we require

axioms to deal with equality.

11. x- x

12. t, = t2 => {tp *> y>(t2/ti))

13. (x — y) => Kt{x = y) if x and y are of sort name

14. (x ^ y) ^ Kt(x ^ y) if x and y are of sort name.

Again, II and 12 are just like the classical axioms aside

from our adoption of stronger conditions on "substi-

tutability" . In 12, tp(ti/ti) can be any formula which

is like tp but with zero, one, or more substitutable oc

currences of tj replaced by £2-

Finally, there are axioms dealing with knowledge. It

turns out that the necessary axioms and rules of infer

ence are similar to those of the system S5:

Ml. Kt<p A Kt(<p => ip) => Ktyj

M2. Kttp => ip[t/me] if £ is substitutable for me.

M3. KlV => KtKme<p

M4. ->Kttp => Kt^Kmetp

R2. From tp infer Kt tp, if Kt tp is a well-formed formula.

In these axioms, t can be any term of sort agent. Also,

tp and V are restricted by the requirement that the

resulting instance be a well-formed formula in C (for

example, in M3 formula tp must be closed or only have

free variables of sort name, because otherwise Kttp

would not be well-formed). In M2, only occurrences of

me which are outside the scope of every K modality

in tp are replaced by agent term a.

Theorem 5.5: The axiom system described above is

sound and complete with respect to our first-order logic

of naming.

Since first-order logic is not decidable, and our first-

order logic of naming extends first-order logic, there

can be no decision procedure for deciding validity.

Since there is a complete axiomatization for the logic,

it follows that the set of validity formulas is r.e. (re

cursively enumerable).

6 CONCLUSIONS

We conclude by reiterating what we feel are the three

main points of the paper:

• Strong assumptions about names and reference

are often made in logics for many agents; it is

important to be aware of when this is being done,

and whether the assumptions are necessary or ap

propriate.

from world to world the antecedent is certain to be true.

Because N might denote such a name in some worlds but

not in others, P(N) => KtP(N)) could still be false.
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• An expressive logic of knowledge should allow an

agent to reason about relative names and about

its own identity. Only in very special situations—

if there is a fixed, finite number of agents each of

which has a unique and commonly known name—

can we avoid such reasoning. We have given

propositional logics that are widely applicable.

• Questions of scope, reference, and quantifying-in,

are very subtle. The principal danger is to assume

that there is one unique and automatic way of re

ferring to agents. This is not generally true: we

need to be careful about how reference to agents

is performed (which names are used). Our quan

tified logic provides one way of expressing general

assertions about multiple-agent knowledge while

ensuring that all ambiguity has been resolved.
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Abstract

To operate intelligently in the world, an agent

must reason about the consequences of its ac

tions. The consequences of an action are a

function of both the state of the world and

of the action itself. Many aspects of the

world are inherently stochastic, so a repre

sentation for reasoning about actions must

be able to express chances of world states as

well as indeterminacy in the effects of actions

and other events. This paper presents a first-

order, future-branching temporal probability

logic for reasoning about actions. The lan

guage allows quantification over time points

as well as over domain individuals. The logic

can represent the probability that facts hold

and events occur at various times. It can rep

resent the probability that actions and other

events affect the future. It can represent con

current actions and conditions that hold or

change during execution of an action. The

model of probability relates probabilities over

time. The logical language integrates both

modal and probabilistic constructs and can

thus represent and distinguish between pos

sibility, probability, and truth. Several exam

ples illustrating the use of the logic are given.

1 Introduction

Intelligence requires the ability to reason about action.

Actions may be performed to affect the state of the

world, to affect the state of knowledge of the perform

ing agent, or simply for their own sake. The present

work focuses on the first type of action. To choose ap

propriate courses of such action, an agent must reason

about the state of the world, the way actions affect

the world, and the way the world state influences the

effects of actions.

able to express chances of world states as well as inde

terminacy in the effects of actions and other events.

For example, the statement "If I were to smoke, I

would contract lung cancer some years down the road"

can at best be said to hold with high likelihood. Un

certain environmental factors can influence my chance

of contracting cancer as can uncertainty in the effects

of smoking.

Reasoning about actions requires the ability to reason

about time. Facts tend to be true for periods of time

and events occur at particular times. Actions com

prising a plan may occur sequentially or concurrently.

Actions and other events affect the future, but not the

past. Chance evolves with time: the chance of rain to

morrow may not be the same now as it will be tonight.

Ambiguities in the world are resolved with time: be

fore a fair coin is flipped the chance of heads is 50%

but after it is flipped it either certainly landed heads

or it certainly did not.

This paper presents a quantified temporal probabil

ity logic that can represent all of these aspects of

time, chance, and action. The model represents time

in terms of possible world-histories and represents

and chance by defining probabilities over the world-

histories. Actions are represented as events. The log

ical language integrates both modal and probabilistic

constructs and thus can represent and distinguish be

tween possibility, probability, and truth. For example,

the language allows us to write sentences that

1) describe concurrent actions:

• It is not possible for me to both raise and lower

my arm at the same time.

2) describe conditions during an action that influence

the probabilistic effects of the action:

• Holding the oven temperature constant increases

the likelihood that the souffle will turn out right.

Many aspects of the world are inherently stochastic, so

a representation for reasoning about actions must be
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3) describe conditions not influenced by an action:

• Nobody can influence the chance of rain by clap

ping his hands.

4) mix statements about probability and inevitability:

• There is a 50% chance that by noon the train

crash will be inevitable.

5) and distinguish between truth and probability:

• I won the lottery even though it was unlikely.

Numerous researchers have developed temporal log

ics for reasoning about plans and actions [McDermott,

1982, Allen, 1984, Haas, 1985, Pelavin and Allen, 1986,

Shoham, 1987]. Others have developed logics of prob

ability [Fagin et al, 1988, Bacchus, 1988, Halpern,

199l]. But no work has addressed all theses issues

in a comprehensive logical framework. Such a frame

work is necessary for representing and reasoning about

actions and plans in uncertain domains.

The theory ofcomputing literature contains several ex

amples oflogics that can represent both time and prob

ability [Lehmann and Shelah, 1982, Hart and Shair,

1984, Halpern and Tuttle, 1989]. The focus of these

logics is on reasoning about probabilistic programs and

distributed systems. The logics do not attempt to

model effects or to distinguish between different types

of temporal objects such as facts and events; hence,

they are not suitable for reasoning about actions and

plans.

The logic presented here extends the capabilities of

current planning logics by providing a probabilistic

treatment of effects, concurrent actions, and condi

tions that hold or change during execution of an ac

tion. The logic combines aspects of Pelavin's [1988]

temporal planning logic, van Fraassen's [1980] models

of objective chance, Fagin, Halpern, and Megiddo's

[1988] probability logic, and Haddawy and Frisch's

[1990] staged probability models. The present work

builds on the author's previous work [Haddawy, 1990]

by adding a theory of quantification and a more refined

representation of events.

This paper does not address some traditional planning

issues such as qualification and persistence. However,

the developed logic does provide a framework in which

one can explore these traditional planning issues for

domains in which chance is a factor. The logic is in

tended to be used as a tool in the representation of

a new class of interesting and difficult planning prob

lems. It will enable us to design planning algorithms

for these problems and to prove the algorithms' cor

rectness.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 presents the ontology of the logic. Section 3

describes the syntax of the logical language and shows

how the example sentences above can be represented.

Section 4 presents the model theory and the semantic

constraints necessary to achieve the desired intuitive

properties of the logic. Section 5 discusses axiomati-

zability and presents a set of useful properties. Sec

tion 6 discusses the relation between probabilities over

time. Section 7 discusses the representation of neces

sary properties of effects. Section 8 presents two ex

amples that illustrate the use of the logic. Section 9

discusses related work and section 10 discusses direc

tions for future research.

2 The Ontology

The present work focuses on modeling four aspects of

the world: time, facts/events, possibility, and chance.

Actions are taken to be events.1

2.1 Time

Time is modeled as a collection of world-histories, each

of which is one possible chronology or history of events

throughout time. At any given point in time, some of

the world-histories will naturally share a common past

up to that time. Thus the world-histories form a tree

structure that branches into the future. No special

status is given to the time "now", so the temporal

tree branches into the future relative to each point in

time. The present work is only concerned with future-

branching time because actions and other events can

only affect the state of the world at times after their oc

currence. At each point in time, the past is fixed - no

occurrences in the world will cause it to change. But

at each point in time the future might unfold in any

number of ways, which are influenced by the agent's

actions as well as by other events. So relative to any

point in time, only one possible past exists, but nu

merous possible futures exist.2

2.2 Facts & Events

The world is described in terms of facts and events.

Facts tend to hold and events tend to occur over in

tervals of time. Each fact is associated with the set of

temporal intervals over which it holds. If a fact holds

over an interval then it holds over all subintervals of

that interval. So, for example, if my car is red over

a period of time, then it is red throughout that time.

Events are somewhat more complex than facts. First,

'Actions actually differ from other events in that they

are directly brought about by an agent. Haddawy [l99l]

presents a more refined representation that captures this

distinction

2 For a more thorough discussion of why a future-

branching time model is appropriate for representing ef

fects see the article by Mellor [1987].
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one must distinguish between event types and event

tokens. An event type is a general class of events and

an event token is a specific instance of an event type.

For example, picking up a book is an event type, and

picking up the blue book on my desk at 9:00am is an

event token of that type. Event tokens are unique indi

viduals. The interval over which an event token occurs

is the unique interval containing the event token and

an event token can occur at most once in any world-

history. If I pick up a book during a time period, there

is no smaller period of time during which the event of

my picking up the book can be said to have occurred.

On the other hand, numerous tokens of a given event

type may occur during a particular interval. For ex

ample, I can pick up one book with my right hand and

one with my left hand concurrently. So if a token of

an event type occurs over an interval, it is possible for

another token of that type to occur over a subinter-

val, but it is not necessary as it is in the case of facts.

This paper deals with event types, which for brevity

are simply referred to as events.

The fact/event dichotomy just described is a simplifi

cation of the true situation. As Shoham [1987] has

shown, there are many different types of facts and

events, characterized by their temporal properties. Al

though Shoham's refined categories of fact types con

stitute a more useful and accurate picture of the world

than the simple fact/event dichotomy, the fact/event

categorization will be used for simplicity of exposition.

Extending the work to encompass Shoham's categories

is completely straightforward.

2.3 Possibility

Something is possible if it either was true in the past

or could be true in the future.' So possibility is de

fined relative to the tree of possible futures. Because

the present work is concerned with representing action

effects, possibility is taken relative to a given point

in time, with respect to which the past is inevitably

true or inevitably false. In this way, actions and other

events can only affect the possibility of future facts

and events.

2.4 Chance

Chance is introduced by defining probabilities over the

tree of possible futures. Like possibility, probability is

taken relative to a given point in time, with respect to

which the probability of the past is either zero or one.

In this way, actions and other events can only affect

the probabilities of future facts and events. This type

of probability is objective, as opposed to subjective.

Subjectively the past can be uncertain but objectively

it is completely determined. For example, subjectively

I may be uncertain as to whether the train has left or

not, yet objectively it either certainly left or it cer

tainly did not and, furthermore, there is nothing I can

do now to change that. The other property imposed

on objective probability is that the probability be com

pletely determined by the history up to the current

time. So objective probability is purely a function of

the state of the world. In contrast, subjective proba

bility is a function not only of the state of the world

but also of the epistemic state of an agent.

The present characterization of objective probability is

not to be confused with the frequentist interpretation

of probability [Venn, 1866, von Mieses, 1957] which

is also often called objective probability. Our model

of chance is motivated by the subjectivist theories

of objective probability [Lewis, 1980, Skyrms, 1980b,

van Fraassen, 1980], which define it in terms of prop

erties that one would expect a rational agent to be

lieve objective probability to possess. Although the

current work does not include subjective probabilities,

the model is completely consistent with the subjec

tivist framework.

3 Syntax

To formalize the concepts discussed in the ontology,

we now define the language of temporal probability

logic CtT. To refer to facts and event types occur

ring in time the language contains two predicates.

HOLDS(FA,ti,t2) is true if fact FA holds over the

interval ti to t?, and OCC(EV,ti,t2) is true if event

EV occurs during the interval t\ to ti. The language

contains three modal operators to express inevitabil

ity, possibility, and chance. We write Dt{</>) to indicate

that <f> is inevitably true at time t and Ot(<f>) to say

that <f> is possibly true at time t. We write Pt(<f>) > a

to say that the probability of<f> at time t is at least a.

The sentence form Pt(<f>) < <* is used as a shorthand

for Pt(-«l>) > 1 — a. Similarly =, >, and < are used as

shorthand for their corresponding sentences. Follow

ing the syntax of Fagin, Halpern, and Megiddo's [1988]

probability logic of polynomial weight formulas, poly

nomial combinations of probability operators will be

allowed. Thus the language can express sentences like

"<f> is at least twice as likely as V>": Pt(4>) > 2Pt(ip).

This is particularly useful for writing sentences about

conditional probability. The probability of <f> given i/>

is traditionally defined as

prob{4>\i>) = frob{^> A if>)/prob(ij>).

If the probability of the conditioning sentence Y> is

zero, then the conditional probability is undefined.

In this case, a conditional probability sentence like

prob(<f>\ip) = a can be assigned neither the value true

nor the value false. Rather than introducing a new

conditional probability operator and dealing with this

truth assignment problem, sentences about conditional

probability can simply be written in the form

Pt{4Ai>)>aPt{i>).
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1. If ttrm\ , ttrm.2 are tempoial terms then ttrrrii — ttrm.2, ttrmi ■< ttrm.2, and ttrmi -< ttrrri2 are wffs.

2. If ttrmi, ttrrri2 are temporal terms, ntrmi, ...,ntrmn are nontemporal terms, and rf is an n-ary fact

relation symbol then HOLDS(rf(ntrmi, ...,ntrmv),ttrm\,Urm2) is a wtT.

3. If ttrmi , ttrm.2 are temporal terms, ntrm\,...,ntrmn are nontemporal terms, and re is an n-ary event

relation symbol then OCC(re(ntrmi, ...,ntrmn), ttrmi, ttrmt) is a wff.

4. If fa and fa are wfFs then so are -ifa, <j>i A 02> #i V fa, and ^i —► fa.

5. If <£ is a wff and z € TV U V then Vzc/> and 3z<£ are wff's.

6. If <f> is a wff and firm is a temporal term then Ottrm{4>) and Ot<rm(^) are wffs.

7. If 0i, ...,fa are wffs, t?oi •••i^k are real numbers, and i(rm is a temporal term then

^oPHrm(^l) ' .- • Pttrm(<l>h) + OiPttrm(fa) • - ' P«,m(&-l) + ... + 0* > 0 is a wff.

Figure 1: Definition of the well-formed formulas

Note that this sentence is true for all values of a if

prob(i/>) = 0. The standard conditional probability

notation will be used to syntactically denote a sentence

of the above form:

Pt(M) > «•

The probability operator can be arbitrarily nested and

combined with the inevitability operator, allowing us

to write complex sentences like:

PuiDtjA Pu(+) = a) = (3.

The lexicon of the language consists of the following

disjoint sets of nonlogical symbols: 3 TC, a set of time

point symbols; C, a set of constant symbols; TV, a set

of temporal variables; V, a set of variables; TFCT, a

set of temporal function symbols; FCT, a set of func

tion symbols; RF, a set of fact relation symbols; and

RE, a set of event relation symbols.

The set of temporal terms is composed of all members

of TC, all members of TV, as well as all symbols of

the form f(ttrmi, ...,«rm„), where / 6 TFCT and

ttrmi, ...fttrrrin are temporal terms. The set of non-

temporal terms is denned similarly.

The set of well-formed formulas combining the logical

and nonlogical symbols is recursively defined as shown

in figure 1.

The five sentences from the introduction can be rep

resented as follows.

• It is not possible for me to raise and lower my arm

at the same time.

Vto,<i, *i ->Ot<,[OCC(iaise(aum),ti,t2) A

OCC(lower(arm),<i,<2)]

• Holding the oven temperature constant increases

the likelihood that the souffle will turn out right.

(now ■< ii ■< ^2) A

Pn0v,(HOLDS(done-tig\it(sfL),t2,t2)\

3 The definitions of the lexicon and the temporal and

nontemporal terms follow the syntax of Shoham [1987].

OCC(bake(sfl),<i,<2) A

frOII>5(const(temp(oven)),t1,<2)) >

Pno»(HOLDS(done-iight(sft), t2, t2)\

OCC(bake(sfl),<i,t2))

• Nobody can influence the chance of rain by clap

ping his hands.

Vii,<j,is,i4,a

Pnov,(OCC(iain,ti,t2)\

0CC(clap(x,hands(x)),t3,f4)) =

■Pnot^OCCirain,*!,^))

• There is a 50% chance that by noon the train

crash will be inevitable.

Pnot»(3ti (ti < noon) A

ntlOCC(crash(train),t2,<3)) = -5

• I won the lottery even though it was unlikely

(to ■< ti -< t2 ■< now) A

Pto(OCC(win-lottery,ti,<2)) = -0001 A

OCC(win-lottery, tu t2)

4 Semantics

A model is a tuple (W, T, <, D, TFN, FN, RLF, RLE,

FA, EVENTS, EV, R, X, PR, F), where:

• W is the set of possible world-histories.

• T is a totally ordered set of time points, corre

sponding to the reals.

• < is a total ordering on T.

• D is the non-empty domain of individuals, disjoint

fromT.

• TFN is the set of temporal functions: T* -♦ T.

• FN is the set of nontemporal functions: Dk —* D.

• RLFis the set of fact relations: D* -► 2(TxT)xW .

• RLE is the set of event relations:

Dh _ 2(TxT)xW

• FA is the set of facts, a subset of 2lT*T)*w.

• EVENTS is the set of event tokens, a subset of

2(TxT)xW
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• EVis the set of event types, a subset of 2BVENTS.

• R is an accessibility relation denned onT x W x

W. R(t,wi,w2) means that world-histories u>i

and w2 are indistinguishable up to time t. The

set of all world-histories R accessible from w at

time t will be designated Kf. For each time t,

the Rf partition the world-histories into sets of

equivalence classes indistinguishable up to t.

• X is a tr-algebra over W, containing all the sets

corresponding to wff's in the language, as well as

all if-equivalence classes of world-histories.

• PR is a probability assignment function that as

signs to each time t G T and world-history w €W

a probability distribution /i™ denned over X .

• F is the denotation function, denned as follows:

TC -*T,C-+D, TFCT — TFN, FCT -» FN,

RF -► RLF, RE — RLE*

In Section 2 the ontology of the logic was discussed

from an intuitive standpoint. In order to obtain the

desired intuitive properties, a number of constraints

must be imposed on the models. These constraints,

labeled (C1)-(C7) are presented in the following dis

cussion.

The future branching temporal tree is defined in terms

of the R relation over world-histories. To capture the

property that time does not branch into the past, we

say that if two world-histories are indistinguishable up

to time t-i then they are indistinguishable up to any

earlier time:

(CI) If <x <<2 and R(t2,wi,w2) then R(ti,wi,w2).

Since R just represents the indistinguishability of his

tories up to a time t, for a fixed time R is an equiva

lence relation.

(C2) For a fixed time R is reflexive, transitive, and

symmetric.

Figure 2 illustrates how the R relation ties together

the different world-histories to form the temporal tree

structure.

Facts and events hold and occur in various world-

histories at various times. Thus, we identify facts

and events with sets of (temporal interval, world)

pairs. Following Shoham [1987], we take a temporal

'The readei will note that constants, functions, and

relations are rigid with respect to both time and world-

history. Rigidity with respect to world-history simplifies

the logic somewhat and could be relaxed without much

effort. Non-rigidity with respect to time seems to be ba

sically incompatible with the current framework since it

would result in inconsistencies like the following. At time

U a term like Blue(car) could denote the fact that my car

is blue from to to tj and at time tj it could denote the fact

that my car is blue from U to t&.

 

Figure 2: Structure imposed by the R accessibility re

lation.

interval to be simply an ordered pair of time points.

So a fact (event) is a set of elements of the form

((h,h),w), where tr,t2 € T, tx < t2, and w G W.

If ((<i,<2),ui) G A then fact(event) A holds(occurs)

during interval (ti,t2) in world-history w.

As mentioned earlier, facts and events differ in their

temporal properties. This distinction is captured by

the following two semantic constraints. If a fact holds

over an interval, it holds over all subintervals:

(C3) If t! < t2 < i3 < U, h ^ t3) i2 ^ U, fa G FA

and ((ti,U),w) G fa then ((t2,<3)iU') G fa.

An event token occurs only once in each world-history:

(C4) If evt G EVENTS, ((tltt2),w) G evt, and

((i3,tt),w) G evt then ti = *3 and t2 = t±.

If two worlds are indistinguishable up to a time then

they must share a common past up to that time. And

if they share a common past up to a given time, they

must agree on all facts and events up to that time.

To enforce this relationship, we impose the constraint

that if two world-histories are R related at time t, they

must agree on all facts(events) that hold(occur) over

intervals ending before or at the same time as t:

(C5) If ti < t2 and R(t2, v>i, w2) then ((t0,ti),Wi) G

A iff {(to, <i), w2) G A, where A is a fact or event.

Section 2 mentions two desired characteristics of the

probability operator. The first is that the probability

at a time t be completely determined by the history

up to that time. This is achieved by the following

constraint.

(C6) For all X G X, t < t', and w,w' such that

R{t, w,w'),

rtW')>o - /*?'(*) = /iH-W).

If history determines chance, then two worlds that

share a common history up to a time should have
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1. If u is a variable then [it] '"'' = g(v).

2. If a is a non-logical constant then [a] ,v,g = F(a).

3. If t = f(trm\, ...ftrnin) is a term (temporal or non-temporal) then

[r]Mv' = [/]Af,"''([trm1]Af'-'',...)[trmn]Af'w'').

4. [Urmx < UTTm]"1"'9 = true iff [ttrmi]^"'" < lttrm2]M'v',t.

5. [ttrrm = Urm2\M'v'' = true iff [Urm1]M>v'a = [Hmi]*'*1'.

6. [HOLDS{rf{ntrmi,...,ntTmn),ttrmuttrmi)\t',v'' = true iff

(([ttrrm]"'"'', [Urm2]M>">'),w) G F^/JdnfrTm]^-', .... [nirm,]"'"'').

7. [OCC(re(ntrml,...,n<rmn),«rml,tt^m2)]J,f,w•' = true iff (dttrm1]M'v',t , [iirm2]J*,,",,),ti;) € e

for some e € f(re)([ntrm1]Af,",'> .... [nir^]*'"1').

8. [^]Af,"'» = true iff MAflW'» ? true.

9. foi A fa]"'"'9 = true iff [^1]^'"'' = true and [fa]"'"'' = true.

10. [Vz «^]Af'w>' = true iff ^JJf'*'*I^'] = true for all d € £> if z G V and for all d G T if z G 7V. The

expression g[d/z] denotes the assignment of values to variables that is identical to assignment g with

the possible exception that element d is assigned to variable z.

11. [nurm{<f>)]M,v,t = true iff ft]*'"''* = true for every w' such that R([Urm]M'v'',w,w').

12. [PurmW > 0]Mv' = true iff /fttrm]«.-.,(K G ^trm)«.-„ I M*'"''' = true}) > 0.

Figure 3: Semantic definitions

identical probability distributions at that time. This

follows from constraint (C6): For all w,w' such that

R(t, w,w')

The second desired characteristic is that the probabil

ity of a past fact or event should be either zero or one,

depending on whether or not it actually happened.

This follows from (C6) together with the constraint,

(C7) tf(Rf) > 0.

To show that the probability of the past is zero or one

we simply instantiate X in (C6) to the equivalence

class Kf:

n7(R7) = tf(Rr\Rr) = i-

Defining the probabilities in this way makes good in

tuitive sense if we look at the meaning of R. R? desig

nates a set of world-histories that are objectively pos

sible with respect to u> at time t. It is natural that the

set of world-histories that are objectively likely with

respect to w at time t should be a subset of the ones

that are possible.

Given the models described above, the semantic def

initions for the well-formed formulas can now be de

fined. Denotations are assigned to expressions relative

to a model, a world-history within the model, and an

assignment of individuals in the domain to variables.

The denotation of an expression <j> relative to a model

M and a world-history w, and a variable assignment

g is designated by [$]
Af>,y

The variable assignment

function g maps each temporal variable to a time point

and each nontemporal variable to a nontemporal ob

ject. The semantic definitions for the well-formed for

mulas are shown in figure 3.

The logical operators V, —>, and 3 are defined in terms

of -i, A, and V in the usual way. Possibility <^> is defined

in terms of inevitability as Ot(^) = ~<Ot(~'<l>)- The

interesting definitions are the last two. Definition 11

says that a sentence is inevitable in a world w at a

time i iff it is true in all worlds indistinguishable from

w up to time i. Definition 12 says that the probability

of a sentence <p is at least a in a world w at a time t

iff the probability of those accessible worlds in which

<f> is true is at least a.

A sentence <f> is satisfied by a model M at a world w if

it is assigned the value true in that model and world.

A sentence is valid if it is satisfied by every model at

every world.

5 Properties

Fagin, Halpern, and Megiddo [1988] present a proposi

tions! probability logic of polynomial weight formulas.

That logic corresponds to a propositional version of

the probabilistic component of Ctp. They show that

a complete axiomatization of their logic requires the

theory of real closed fields. This theory can only be
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expressed in a language that allows quantification over

probability values. Since Ctp does not allow such quan

tification, it can not be completely axiomatized. But

what if we add quantifiers over probability values?

Halpern [l99l] describes a first-order probability logic

£2 that allows quantification over real probability val

ues. Probability in £2 is defined in terms of a single

distribution over possible worlds. If we add quantifi

cation over probability values to Ctp then Halpern's

£2 becomes a special case of the resulting logic. £2

corresponds roughly to the case in which the tempo

ral probability models have only a fixed time point

and a single equivalence class of worlds at that time

point, and the sentences contain no modal operators.

Halpern shows that the logic £2 is not recursively enu

merable and hence is not completely axiomatizable. It

follows that the extended version of £(p would not be

axiomatizable either.

The lack of existence of a complete axiomatization for

Ctp is not seen as a serious drawback for two reasons.

First, the logic is intended to be used in the design and

analysis of planning algorithms that are sound with

respect to the logic and possibly complete with respect

to a subset of the logic. In fact, the author knows of no

planning algorithms that are complete even for first-

order logic.

Second, sound axioms and rules of inference can be

provided that allow useful inferences to be made.

The following properties expressed by valid sentence

schemas allow many useful inferences.5

(PI) Facts hold over their subintervals:

V(<1 1 *2 1 U d U)

HOLDS\<j>,tuU) — HOLDS(<t>M,h)

(P2) Valid sentences are inevitable:

If 4> is valid then □ t <f>

(P3) The past is inevitable. For example,

V(*o 1 h 1 it) [UPHOLDS (<j>,io,h)) V

at3(^HOLDS(<f>,i0,ti))]

v(*i d «>) 0„[PtM = «] - OuIPhM = «]

(P4) Inevitability (and hence impossibility) persists:

V(*i3*i)[cit»* - nta<f>]

Certainty does not persist since semantic con

straint (C6) only applies to equivalence classes of

worlds of positive measure.

6A rich set of axioms and inference rules is presented in

[Haddawy, 1991].

(P5) If something is inevitable, it is certain:

□«(*) - JW) = i

The converse is not valid since in an uncountably

infinite space, a set of worlds can be possible yet

still have measure zero.

(P6) Probability is non-negative:

W) > 0

(P7) Probability is additive:

Pt{<f>) = Pt(<f,Afl>) + Pt(<f>A-,i>)

Several further properties now follow directly from

these seven. Properties (P6) and (P7) are two of the

well-known three axioms of probability. The third ax

iom is a consequence of properties (P2) and (P5):

(P8) Valid sentences are certain:

If <f> is valid then Pt{4>) = 1

From (P6), (P7), and (P8) it follows that

(P9) Stronger sentences have lower probability:

(Foiany*,iH*M)JW)> W)

Properties (PI) and (P9) entail that

(P10) Facts have higher probability of holding over

their subintervals:

V(*i ^ii<sd U)

Pt{HOLDS{<t>MM)) > Pt(HOLDS(+,tuU))

From properties (P3) and (P5) we have that

(Pll) The past is certain:

V(*o < *i < h) [Pt,{HOLDS{4>,t0,ii)) = 1 V

Pta(HOLDS{<j>,to,t1)) = 0]

6 Miller's Principle

As a consequence of the characteristics we have im

posed on probability, an interesting relationship holds

between probabilities assigned to the same sentence at

various times. The probability of a sentence at some

time given that its probability at some future time is

at least a should be at least a: V(ti X 12) •?*,(<£ |

Pta(<j>) > a) > or. This relation is called Miller's prin

ciple and several nontemporal variants of it were first

suggested by Brian Skyrms [l980a] as possible con

straints on higher-order probabilities. An informal in

tuitive argument that Miller's principle holds in this

logic is presented here. The formal proof is given in

the appendix.
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By constraint (C6), temporally qualified probabilities

can be written as conditional probabilities: /itj (A) =

pt,(.A|history up to $2). Then what should be the

chance of A at time *i given that events unfold to

time *2, ii <ti, such that the chance of A at ±2 is a?

At time t\ , as far as events that determine the chance

of A are concerned, all possible futures up to time <2

are equivalent. So the probability should just be a:

HtAA I Mta(A) = a) =

Mt,(A I ntl(A I history up to t2) = a) =

fitl (A J hist up to <2 is such that /itl (A) = a) = a

In the object language, Miller's principle can be stated

as the sentence schema:

V(« * t') Pt(<f> A Pv{<f>) > a) > a ■ Pt{Pt>(<i>) > «)

Every instance of this schema is valid in the temporal

probability models.

Miller's principle is useful for two reasons. First, it

formalizes our intuitions about the relation between

chance at various times. For example, suppose that

I have two coins, one fair coin and one with a 70%

chance of heads and that I am going to choose one

coin and flip it. What is the chance now of heads given

that I will choose the biased coin? By intuition and

Miller's principle it is 70%. Notice that as Skyrms

[l980a, Appendix 2] has pointed out, if we have a

sentence in the language corresponding to the-biased-

coin-is-chosen and appropriate conditional probabili

ties we can always represent such higher-order prob

ability statements with simple probabilities. But we

may not always have such sentences readily available.

The second useful consequence of Miller's principle is

that it allows the current chance of facts and events to

be inferred from the chances of their future chances:

the probability at a given time is the expected value of

the probability at any future time. This will be called

the expected value principle. Suppose I am going to

choose at random between the two coins above. There

is a 50% chance that the chosen coin will have a 70%

chance of landing heads and a 50% chance that the

coin will have a 50% chance of landing heads. By the

Miller's principle, it follows that there is now a 60%

chance that the coin flip will result in heads.

7 Representing Effects of Actions

It was stated in the introduction that one of the in

tended uses of this logic is for reasoning about action

effects. We now show how some natural properties of

effects follow directly from the models of chance and

possibility. We describe positive effects, i.e. conditions

that actions bring about, but the discussion holds for

negative effects as well. In describing effects we must

distinguish between two cases: effects whose chance is

less than one and effects whose chance equals one. The

reason this distinction is necessary is that there may

be a condition that has probability one of occurring

yet is not necessary. If an action made the condition

necessary, the condition would be considered a positive

effect of the action.

If the chance of EFF is less than one then three con

ditions are necessary for EFF to be a positive effect of

an act A: i) EFF cannot temporally precede A; ii) A

must have a positive chance of occurring; and Hi) A

must positively influence the probability of EFF.6 If

the chance of EFF is equal to one then four conditions

are necessary for EFF to be an effect of an act A: i)

EFF cannot temporally precede A; ii) EFF cannot

be necessarily true; Hi) A must be possible and; iv) A

must necessarily bring about EFF.

Suppose act A occurs in the interval tA to tAi and

let EFF be a fact or event: HOLDS[FACT,tE,t'B)

or OCC(EVENT,tE,t'E)- Then the above conditions

can be stated in the logic as

1. PtA{EFF) < 1 and

2. Temporal non-succession: tA -< t'E

3. Positive chance of action:

PtA(OCC(A,tA,t'A)) > 0

4. Positive influence:

PtA(EFF\OCC{A,tA,t'A)) > PtA(EFF)

or

5. PtA{EFF) = l and

6. Temporal non-succession: tA -< t'B

7. Non-necessity of effect: -*UtAEFF

8. Possibility of action: OtAOCC(A,tA,iA)

9. Necessity of influence:

atjOCC(A,tA,tA) ^ EFF)

Due to the way the temporal probability models have

been defined, some of the above conditions entail oth

ers. It follows from the definition of objective proba

bility that condition 4) entails both conditions 2) and

3). If condition 4) is expanded out into its proper form

in the logic it becomes.

PtA(EFF A OCC(A,tA,t'A)) >

PtA(EFF) ■ Ptx(OCC(A,tA,i'A))

It is clear that if PtA(OCC(A,iA,tA)) = 0 then the

sentence is false. So if 4) holds, 3) must hold. Next, if

1) is false then t'E ^ tA. Since the probability of past

events is either zero or one,

either PU(EFF) = 0 or PtA{EFF) = 1.

Either case contradicts 4). So if 4) holds, 2) must also

hold.

6Note that these conditions are similar to Suppes [l 970]

prima facie causality conditions.
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Next we show that the temporal non-succession con

dition 6) follows from conditions 7), 8) and 9). Condi

tions 8) and 9) together entail that

OtAEFF

which by definition is equivalent to

->ntA->EFF.

Since the past is inevitable, this along with condition

7) entails condition 6).

This result shows that the models have captured the

temporal relation between actions and effects as in

tended - actions cannot affect the past. As a conse

quence of this result, if we use conditions 3), 7), 8), and

9) to define what is necessary for a plan to achieve a

goal then we can prove that actions after the time of

the goal cannot contribute to achieving the goal.

8 Examples

In this section two examples illustrating the use of the

logic are presented. The first example shows how the

logic can be used to distinguish between factors that

an agent cannot influence because they are inevitable

and factors the agent cannot influence because they

are simply outside the control of his available actions.

Consider a train driving along some tracks. The tracks

are analogous to the temporal tree - the train travels

in only one direction and at certain points in time the

tracks branch. Some of the tracks on which the train

can run have another train coming in the opposite di

rection and if the train is on one of these, a crash will

occur. We have an action switch-safe that will switch

the train to a safe track if one is available. Suppose

that at time t\ there is a 50% chance that the train

will be switched to a set of tracks where a crash is in

evitable. Suppose further that there is a 25% chance

that at t\ the train will get switched to a set of tracks

where a crash is not certain but where the switch-safe

action has no effect. What is the chance that we can

influence the chance of a crash through the switch-safe

action? The situation can be described by the follow

ing two sentences:

Pnim(ntlOCC(crash,t2,i3)) = .5 (1)

Pn~(Pt.(OCC(crath,t3,ta)) < 1 A

Pti(OCC(crash,t2,t3)\OCC(ss,t.,t',)) =

Ptm(OCC(crash,t2,t3))) = .25 (2)

One possible model for these sentences is shown in

figure 4.

By the properties that inevitability persists (P4) and

stronger sentences have lower probability (P9), it fol

lows from sentence (1) that

crash i
 

P„«(at.OCC(era»h, «,,«,)) > .5 (3)

Figure 4: Possible model for train example.

By the relation between inevitability and probability

(P5) and the axioms of probability (P6-P8), it follows

from sentence (3) that

Pno»(Pt.(occ{c™»hM,U)\OCC(sa,i.X)) =

Pt,(OCC(crash,t2,i3)))>.5 (4)

Finally since Ht.OCC(crash, t2,t3) and

Pt,(OCC(crash, t2,t3)) < 1 are mutually exclusive, by

property (P7) sentences (2) and (4) can be combined

to yield

Pnm,(Pt.(OCC(crash,i2,t3)\OCC(ss,t,X)) =

Pt.(OCC(crash,i2,t3)))>.75 (5)

So there is at most a 25% chance that we can influ

ence the chance of a crash by executing the switch-safe

action.

The next example is a modified version of an exam

ple presented by Pelavin [1988]. It illustrates how the

ability of the logic to represent both probability and

possibility can be used to reason about the chance that

two actions can co-occur. Suppose that I am going

shopping this evening and want to carry both grocery

bags to the car simultaneously. In most cases it is not

possible to carry two bags if it is icy out. There is a

50% chance that it will be icy out this evening. What

is the chance that carrying both bags simultaneously

will not be a possible course of action? The situation

can be described by the following three sentences:

Vt, t' (now ^t^t') -»

Pn~hOt[OCC(caxtj(bl),t,S) A

OCC(carry(b2),M')] I

HOLDS(icy,t,t')) = .8 (6)

Pnow(HOLDS(icy,tut3)) = .b (7)

now -< ti -< t2 -< t3 (8)
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.25
• HOLDS(icy,ti,t:i)

W7f -1HOLDSficy^1,t3)

H H-
now t\ t2 t3

Figure 5: Possible model for carry example.

We would like to know the probability that

-.<>«, [OCC(carry(bl), tut2) A OCC(carry(b2), tu t2)]

One possible model satisfying these sentences is shown

in figure 5. The labels uOCC" and "-.OCC" designate

the co-occurrence and non co-occurrence of the two

actions, respectively. Note that in worlds wi - w^ we

have

-0«,[OCC(carry(bl), h, <2) A OCC(carry(b2), ilt t2)]

and in ws and io6 we have

Otl[OCC(c&ny(bl), tut2) A OCC(carry(b2), tut2)].

By the property that facts have higher probability of

holding over their subintervals (P10), sentences (7)

and (8) entail that

Pntm{HOLDS(icy, tltt2)) > .5 (9)

From sentences (6) and (9) it follows from property

(P7) that

Pnow hOt, [OCC(carry(bl), tu t2)A

0CC(carry(b2),*i,t2)]) > A

So there is at least a 40% chance that carrying both

bags simultaneously will not be possible.

Furthermore, an upper bound on the current proba

bility of the co-occurrence of the two actions can be

calculated. By the relation between inevitability and

probability (P5),

P„o„(Pt1(OCC(carry(bl),t1,<,))A

OCC(carry(b2),ii,i2)) = 0) > .4

and by Miller's principle,

P„«.(OCC(cariy(bl),tll*j)A

OCC(carry(b2),t1,i2)) < -6

9 Related Work

Pelavin develops a future-branching time logic for

reasoning about planning problems involving concur

rent actions and external events. He starts with

Allen's [1984] linear temporal logic of time intervals

and extends it with two modal operators, INEV and

IFTRIED, to reason about future branching time

and action effects, respectively. INEV is exactly our

□ operator. IFTRIED is a counterfactual operator

that associates the attempt of an action with the truth

of a sentence. The semantics of the operator are based

on Stalnaker's and Lewis's theories of counterfactuals.

IFTRIED captures the temporal relation of action

and effect—an action cannot affect the state of the

world at any time preceding its attempt. Effects of

general events cannot be represented in the logic.

The present work departs from Pelavin 's framework

in three major ways. First, points are taken to be

the primitive temporal objects rather than intervals.

Pelayin[l988, p84] himself notes that this results in

a more natural definition of the accessibility relation.

Second, the language can represent uncertainty. By

representing uncertainty with objective probability, ef

fects can be represented in terms of condition proba

bility. Since probability can be conditioned on any

sentence, the logic can represent effects of a wide va

riety if different phenomena. Counterfactuals as used

by Pelavin are closely related to objective probabil

ity. Skyrms [1980a] provides an elegant probabilistic

account of counterfactuals based on the notion of ob

jective probability.

Third, Pelavin presents a more refined theory of ac

tions than does the present paper. Pelavin distin

guishes between actions and events as well as between

the attempt of an action and its occurrence. These

are important distinctions. Events may occur due to

any number of causes but actions are directly brought

about by an agent. An agent attempts an action and

if the conditions are right, the action occurs. For ex

ample, I attempt to lift an object and if the object is

not too heavy, I succeed in lifting it. The logic in this

paper is extended in [Haddawy, 1991] to encompass

these distinctions.

The temporal probability models we have presented

are similar to those of van Fraassen[l980]. He presents

a semantic theory that models subjective probability

and objective chance, using a future-branching model

of time points. In his models, objective probability can

change with time but truth values cannot. He shows

that a property equivalent to Miller's principle holds

between subjective probability and objective chance,

but not between objective chance at different times.

He also does not provide a logical language.

Shoham [1989] presents a branching time logic that

formalizes the relation between time, knowledge, and
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action. Knowledge is defined in the standard way for

modal logic and actions are defined as the ability to

make choices among sets of world-histories. The model

formalizes the notion that actions can only be per

formed under certain conditions. If we assume that

only conditions up to the time of an action determine

whether the action can be performed then Shoham's

notion of action feasibility can be captured in Ctp by

sentences of the form OtjlOCC(A,tji,i'A). Shoham's

logic does not capture the fact that actions cannot in

fluence the past.

10 Future Research

This paper has presented a logic for reasoning about

objective probability. It is important for a plan

ning representation to be able to represent the state

of knowledge of the planning agent, e.g. to reason

about actions that provide information. This can be

done by introducing subjective probabilities into the

logic. Several philosophers have discussed the prob

lem of combining subjective probability and objec

tive chance [Skyrms, 1980a, Appendix 2][Lewis, 1980,

van Fraassen, 1980]. The general consensus is that

agents have subjective beliefs concerning objective

chance and the two are related by certain constraints,

although there is disagreement as to precisely what

the constraints should be. It can be shown that such

a hybrid representation of beliefs is necessary in order

to make rational decisions in some cases where causal

ity is a factor [Skyrms, 1980a, ch IIC][Lewis, 1981,

Maher, 1987]. Subjective probabilities are consistent

with the present model theory. They can be modeled

by defining probability functions over all worlds, not

just the accessible ones. But the addition of subjec

tive probabilities raises questions concerning the rela

tion of belief to actions. These questions are addressed

by Moore [1985] and Haas[l985] in a non-probabilistic

setting.

Previous work [Halpern, 1989, Haddawy and Frisch,

1990] has shown that probability logic can be viewed

as a generalization of modal logic. It has been shown

[Gaifman, 1988, Haddawy and Frisch, 1990] that the

logics corresponding to staged probability models, sim

ilar to the temporal probability models presented here,

are closely related to certain modal logics. It would be

interesting to see whether the probability logic pre

sented in this paper corresponds to some temporal

modal logic. Such a modal logic would be useful in

providing a qualitative representation of probabilistic

information.

Appendix: Proof of Miller's Principle

We first prove the expected value property and then

use it to prove Miller's principle. Let t,t' be two time

points t < t' and consider the R-equivalence classes of

worlds at time t' . Let the variable r range over these

equivalence classes. The r form a partition of W, so

the probability ofa set X can be written as the integral

over this partition:

tf(X) = J £(X\T)tf(dT)

Since the history up to time t' determines the proba

bility at time t', this can be written as

tf(X)= f &(X)tf(dT),

JrCW

where n\, denotes the probability at time t' in equiv

alence class r. Since the probability at a given time

is assumed to be constant over all worlds in an R-

equivalence class, the probability at a given time is the

expected value of the probability at any future time:

tfpo = / nr.\x)nr(dw').
Jw

Next we show that Miller's principle is valid in the

probability models. By the expected value property,

tf{Xn{w':rf(X) =<*}) =

L
/if. (Xn{w':tf,(X) = a})ti(dw»).

Now, by semantic constraints (C6) and (C7) it follows

that

Vn» € W ■ /*?'(*) = «}, /*?({"' : *$'(*) = a}) = 1

V» 0 {»' : rf(X) = a}, /£({»' : rf(X) = a}) = 0.

So we can restrict the integral to the set

{w':rf{X) = a}:

= f tf"(Xn{w':rf(X) = a})tf(dw").

And by the above property again

tf,"(X n {w' : tf(X) = a}) = a, so

a- f fi(dw").

./{„<:„-' (X)=«}

= a-t$({w,:tf,(X) = a}).

By the semantic definitions it follows that

Pt(<f> A Pf{4>) = <*)=<*• Pt(Pf{<l>) = a).

And by a slight generalization of the proof it follows

that

V(t ^ i') Pt{<j> A Pt.(<f>) >a)>a- Pt(Pf(4>) > a).
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Abstract

We argue that rather than representing an

agent's knowledge as a collection of formulas,

and then doing theorem proving to see if a

given formula follows from an agent's knowl

edge base, it may be more useful to repre

sent this knowledge by a semantic model, and

then do model checking to see if the given

formula is true in that model. We discuss

how to construct a model that represents an

agent's knowledge in a number of different

contexts, and then consider how to approach

the model-checking problem.

1 INTRODUCTION

The standard approach in AI knowledge representa

tion, going back to [McCarthy, 1968], is to represent

an agent's knowledge as a collection of formulas, which

we can view as a knowledge base. An agent is then

said to know a fact if it is provable from the formulas

in his knowledge base. This is called in [Rosenschein,

1985] the "interpreted-symbolic-structures" approach.

There are two problems in applying this approach.

The first comes in the difficulty of representing agents'

knowledge in terms of formulas in some appropriate

language. The second lies in the difficulty of theo

rem proving. These problems are closely related; the

need to use logic to represent agents' knowledge ne

cessitates the use of very expressive logics, but the

more expressive a logic, the harder it is to prove

theorems in that logic. In this paper, we argue for

a model-theoretic rather than a proof-theoretic ap

proach to the problem. Essentially, the idea is to

represent the agent's knowledge by a data structure

representing some semantic model (in the spirit of

the "situated-automata" approach [Rosenschein, 1985;

Rosenschein and Kaelbling, 1986]), and replace the

orem proving by model checking, that is, checking

whether a given formula is true in the model.

As an example of this approach consider the con

text of relational database systems. Let B be a re

lational database and let <p be a first-order query. The

theorem-proving approach would view B as represent

ing some formula ipe and would evaluate the query

by trying to prove or disprove ips => <P- Unfortu

nately, theorem proving for first-order logic is unde-

cidable. The model-checking approach, on the other

hand, would check whether (p holds in the database B.

This can be evaluated in time polynomial in the size

of the data (cf. [Vardi, 1982]).

As another example, consider an agent Alice who

knows that, given her current epistemic state (i.e., the

information she has obtained thus far), the world could

be in any one of three possible states. In the possible-

worlds approach this situation is modelled by a Kripke

structure with three possible worlds. As usual, we say

that Alice knows a fact p if p is true in all three of

the worlds that Alice considers possible given her epis

temic state.

Since, in particular, all tautologies will be true at all

three worlds Alice considers possible, it follows that

Alice knows all propositional tautologies. This may

seem strange. The set of propositional tautologies is

well-known to be co-NP-complete. How can Alice, who

after all does not seem to possess any extraordinary

reasoning power, know all tautologies when she can't

prove them? In the model-checking approach, there is

nothing unusual about this fact. Alice knows a propo

sitional formula <p if <p is true in the three states that

Alice considers possible. This can be checked in time

linear in the length of <p. Notice that even though Al

ice knows all tautologies (among other facts she knows

given her epistemic state), she does not know which of

the facts she knows are tautologies (and probably does

not care!). Thus, the well-known logical omniscience

problem [Hintikka, 1975] does not present the same dif

ficulties in the model-checking approach as it does in

the theorem-proving approach (although, as we shall

see, other related difficulties do arise).

The paradigm of model-checking arose explicitly in the

context of finite-state program verification (see [Clarke
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and Griimberg, 1987] for an overview). Suppose we

have a finite-state program P (think of P as, for ex

ample, a communications protocol), and we want to

know whether it satisfies some specification ip, which

we assume can be expressed in temporal logic.1 It is

not hard to completely characterize the program P by

a temporal logic formula fp (essentially, tpp describes

all the possible transitions of P in each possible global

state; this is possible since P is a finite-state protocol).

One way of checking whether P satisfies the specifica

tion V is t° check if <pp => rp is valid [Manna and

Pnueli, 1981]. Unfortunately, the validity problem for

temporal logic is extremely difficult (technically, it is

exponential-time complete, which most likely makes

it much harder than the validity problem for proposi-

tional logic [Emerson and Halpern, 1985]).

Later, researchers noticed that another approach

would work equally well [Clarke et al., 1986; Queille

and Sifakis, 1981]. Rather than having P be repre

sented by a formula, P can be represented by a Kripke

structure Mp: the states in Mp represent the possible

global states of P, and the edges represent the possible

transitions of P. Note that the size (i.e., the number

of states) of Mp is essentially the same as the length of

(pp (viewed as a string of symbols). Checking whether

P satisfies the specification ip now amounts to check

ing if %p is true at the state in Mp that corresponds to

the initial state of P. This can be done in time linear

in the size of Mp and <p.

Of course, it could be argued that all that this ar

gument shows is that for a special subclass of formu

las (namely, those of the form tpp => rp), the validity

problem is significantly simpler than it is in general.

Indeed, perhaps this observation should encourage us

to find other subclasses for which the validity problem

is solvable in polynomial time (cf. [Emerson et al.,

1989]). However, we would claim that this argument

misses the point. The reason that formulas of the form

tpp =$> rp are easy to deal with is because tpp charac

terizes a particular state in a particular structure, in

that any state where tpp is satisfied is isomorphic to

the initial state of the structure defined by P. Thus,

for these formulas, the validity problem reduces to a

model-checking problem, and so is tractable.

The model-theoretic approach to finite-state program

verification is quite practical, and several systems

based on model checking have been implemented

[Clarke and Griimberg, 1987; Burch et al., 1990].

Moreover, it has been extended to deal with more com

plicated protocols and environments (including prob

abilistic protocols and assumptions of fairness [Vardi

and Wolper, 1986]). In some cases, the assumptions

that are being dealt with (such as fairness) are not even

expressible in the language being used for the specifi

cation formula. This is not a hindrance to the model-

theoretic approach. We can often check whether the

model satisfies assumptions that are not expressible in

the language.

In this paper, we describe the model-checking ap

proach in detail and relate it to a number of current

trends in Al research, We also discuss potential prob

lems with the approach, show how some might be dealt

with by using current techniques, and suggest some

lines of research for dealing with others. We also con

sider a logic appropriate for reasoning using the model-

checking approach, inspired by the logic of resource-

bounded knowledge presented in [Moses, 1988].

2 USING THE

MODEL-THEORETIC

APPROACH

Clearly, if we are to apply the model-theoretic ap

proach, two questions need to be dealt with:

1. What is the appropriate semantic model?

2. How can we check if a formula is true in the

model?

It seems best to tackle these questions separately.

2.1 WHAT IS THE APPROPRIATE

SEMANTIC MODEL?

Many Al applications deal with agents interact

ing among themselves and/or with an external

environment.2 In such a setting, we believe that the

possible-worlds paradigm yields the appropriate se

mantic model. Moreover, in analyzing such systems,

we claim that it is often helpful to be able to rea

son not only at the assertional level, but also about

the knowledge of agents in the system (see [Halpern,

1986] for an overview of this approach). In order to

do this, we start with an assertion language (typically

a first-order or propositional language) that describes

basic properties of the system and then extend it with

modalities Ki for each agent i. Intuitively, Ki<p holds

if agent i knows ip.

The traditional way to capture this in a formal frame

work is to use possible worlds or Kripke structures.

Recall that a Kripke structure M for n agents is a tuple

(S, n, K-i, . . ., /Cn), where S is a set of possible worlds

1 Our discussion here presumes the use of branching tem

poral logic. In case of linear temporal logic, the situation

is somewhat more complicated, see [Emerson and Halpern,

1985; Sistla and Clarke, 1985; Lichtenstein and Pnueli,

1985].

2The notion of "agent" should be taken rather loosely

here. An agent can be a robot observing an environment,

a knowledge base (or knowledge bases) being told informa

tion, or a processor in a parallel machine. Everything we

say applies in all of these contexts.
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or states, t associates with each world in S a truth as

signment (propositional or first-order as the case may

be) and K-i is a binary relation on 5. Intuitively, the

truth assignment x(to) tells us what is true in a world

w. The relation /Cj is intended to capture the possibil

ity relation according to agent i: (u, v) £ K-i if agent i

considers world v possible when in world u. We then

say agent i knows <p at world u in structure M , and

write (M,u) (= K{<p, if ip is true in all the worlds v

that agent i considers possible in world u. This cap

tures the intuition that an agent knows a fact if it is

true at all the worlds he considers possible.

We would like to model a system of interacting agents

as a Kripke structure. To do so, we use the for

mal model of [Fagin et al., 1986; Halpern and Fa-

gin, 1989] (which in turn is based on earlier mod

els which appeared in [Halpern and Moses, 1990;

Parikh and Ramanujam, 1985; Chandy and Misra,

1986; Rosenschein and Kaelbling, 1986]). We briefly

describe the formal model here, since we shall make

use of it later, referring the reader to [Halpern and

Fagin, 1989] for more details.

We assume that at each point in time, each agent is

in some local state. Informally, this local state en

codes the information it has observed thus far. In ad

dition, there is also an environment state, that keeps

track of everything relevant to the system not recorded

in the agents' states. A global state is a sequence

(se, *i, . . . , sn) consisting of the environment state se

and the local state Si of each agent i. A run of the

system is a function from time (which, for ease of ex

position, we assume ranges over the natural numbers,

although we could easily take it to range over the reals)

to global states. Thus, if r is a run, then r(0), r(l), . . .

is a sequence of global states that, roughly speaking,

is a complete description of what happens over time

in one possible execution of the system. We take a

system to consist of a set of runs. Intuitively, these

runs describe all the possible sequences of events that

could occur in a system.

Given a system R., we refer to a pair (r, m) consist

ing of a run r G H and a time m as a -point The

points can be viewed as worlds in a Kripke structure.

We say two points (r, m) and (r', m') such that r(m) =

(««,«l,...,«m) and r'(m') = (s'e,s'lt . . .,s'm) are indis

tinguishable to agent i, and write (r, m) ~< (r'.ro'), is

»i = s'it i.e., if agent i has the same local state at both

points. We take ~j to play the role of the possibil

ity relation Id; note that K-i is an equivalence relation

under this interpretation.

An interpreted system is a pair (R., ir) consisting of a

system 7v. together with a mapping it that associates

a truth assignment with each point. The semantics of

knowledge formulas in interpreted systems is identical

to that in Kripke structures. In particular, given a

point (r, m) in an interpreted system I = (11, it), we

have (J, r, m) \= Ktip if (I, r',m') (= ip for all points

(r', m') such that (r', m') ~* (r, m). Notice that under

this interpretation, an agent knows <p if <p is true at all

the situations the system could be in, given the agent's

current information (as encoded by its local state).

For a given distributed protocol, it is often relatively

straightforward to construct the system correspond

ing to the protocol. The local state of each process can

typically be characterized by a number of internal vari

ables (that, for example, describe the messages thus far

received and the values of certain local variables), and

there is a transition function that describes how the

system changes from one global state to another. (See

[Halpern and Zuck, 1987] for a detailed example of

the modelling process.) For knowledge-based applica

tions, the modeling problem may be harder because of

the difficulty in describing the state space. Basically,

it is not clear how to describe the states when they

contain information about agents' knowledge. In this

context, the approach suggested in [Fagin et al, 1984]

may prove useful cf. [Hamilton and Delgrande, 1989;

Lejolye and Minsoul, 1990].

Suppose we have constructed a model of the sys

tem. Provided that we can completely characterize

an agent's local state s by a formula <ps, then we can

reduce the problem of checking whether an agent in lo

cal state s knows <p to checking the validity of <p, => <p,

since agent i knows <p in local state s if <p is true at

all possible worlds where its local state is s. How

ever, being able to characterize an agent's local state

by means of a formula will almost certainly require

the use of a very expressive logic, for which theorem

proving is quite intractable. The model-checking ap

proach, on the other hand, does not require that local

states be encodable as formulas. Thus, it does not re

quire resorting to a logic that is more expressive than

necessary to express the assertion ip.

An important issue to consider when comparing

the two approaches is that of representation. The

theorem-proving approach requires us to represent the

agent's knowledge by a collection of formulas in some

language. The model-checking approach instead rep

resents the agent's knowledge as a local state in some

structure. We have, however, complete freedom to de

cide on the representation of the local state and the

structure. Indeed, there are applications that arise

frequently in Al where the logical choice for the rep

resentation is in terms of formulas. For example, the

problem-solving system STRIPS represents a state by

a set of first-order formulas; operations on the state

are represented by adding certain formulas and delet

ing others [Fikes and Nilsson, 1972]. As another ex

ample, Levesque [Levesque, 1984a] studies knowledge

bases (KBs) where we have TELL and ASK opera

tions. After the KB is told a sequence of facts, we

should be able to represent the situation using the set
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k of facts that it has been told.3 4 What Kripke struc

ture does this represent?

The first thing we have to decide is what the global

states are going to be. There is only one agent in the

system, namely, the KB itself, so a global state will be

a pair consisting of the environment state and the KB's

local state. As we said above, we can identify the KB's

local state with the formulas that it has been told.

What about the environment? Since we assume that

there is a real world external to the KB, we can take

the environment to be a complete description of the

relevant features of the world. We model this by taking

the environment state to be a relational structure.5

Thus, a global state is a pair (A, k), where A is a

relational structure (intuitively, describing the world)

and k is a formula (intuitively, the conjunction of the

facts the KB has been told).

Next we have to decide what the allowable global

states are. This turns out to be quite sensitive to the

expressiveness of the KB. Suppose we assume that the

KB is assertion-based, i.e, it is told only facts in the

assertion language and no facts about its knowledge.

Then we can restrict attention to global states (^4, k)

where the formula k is true in A (this captures the

assumption that the KB is only told true facts about

the world). If we make no further restrictions, then,

according to our definition of knowledge, the knowl

edge base KB knows a fact ip in a state k if ip holds

in all the global states of the form (A, k). But that

means that the KB knows ip in a state « if (p holds

3To model the evolution of the knowledge base, one has

to use some temporal structure where each point is repre

sented by a set of formulas. See [Morris and Nado, 1986]

and references therein for a discussion of such a model.

* Although it may indeed be reasonable in many cases

to represent a situation by the set of facts an agent has

been told, note that by doing so we are assuming (among

other things) that the KB is being told facts about a static

situation, so that when the information arrived is irrele

vant. For example, if we consider propositions whose truth

may change over time, it may be that at some point the

KB is told <p and then later it is told ->y>. We do not

necessarily want to view the KB as being in an incon

sistent state at this point. We can get around this diffi

culty by augmenting our representation to include time,

so that "ip at time 3" would not be inconsistent with

"-up at time 4". We can also imagine a more sophisti

cated KB, that discards an earlier fact if it is inconsis

tent with later information. However, such an approach

quickly leads to all the difficulties one encounters in gen

eral with updating beliefs (see, e.g., [Fagin et al., 1983;

Gardenfors, 1988]). For example, what do we do if we

have three facts which are pairwise consistent, but whose

conjunction is inconsistent? Which of the three facts do

we discard?

6 A relational structure consists of a domain of individ

ual elements, and an assignment of functions and relations

to the function and relation symbols of the assertion lan

guage.

in all the models of k or, equivalently, if <p is a logical

consequence of k.

This example already shows how the model-checking

approach can be viewed as a generalization of the

theorem-proving approach. But the model-checking

approach gives us added flexibility. For example,

consider the closed-world assumption [Reiter, 1984],

where any fact not explicitly stored in the database is

taken to be false. The need for such an assumption

about negative information stems from the fact that

in any complex application, the number of negative

facts vastly outnumbers the number of positive ones,

so that it is totally infeasible to explicitly represent the

negative information in the database. We can capture

this assumption model-theoretically by restricting at

tention to pairs (A, k) where not only is k true in A,

but every atomic formula P(d\, ..., dn) not implied by

k is false in A. While the closed-world assumption can

be formalized in first-order logic, which means that we

can use the theorem-proving approach to query closed-

world knowledge bases [Reiter, 1984], analyzing the

problem from the model-checking perspective leads to

a complete characterization of the complexity of query

answering, and furthermore, it enables one to deal with

higher-order queries, that are not usually amenable to

the theorem-proving approach [Vardi, 1986].

The closed-world assumption is only one of many we

might consider making to restrict attention to only

certain (A, k). As Shoham [Shoham, 1987] observed,

most forms of nonmonotonic reasoning can be viewed

as attempts to restrict attention to some collection of

preferred pairs. The focus in many of the works on

nonmonotonic reasoning is on using some logical for

malism to describe the set of preferred models. This is

necessary if one wishes to apply the theorem-proving

approach. Our contention is that theorem proving is

just one way to evaluate queries and not necessarily

the optimal way. From our point of view, the right

question is not whether one can prove if an assertion

<p follows from a knowledge base k, using some non

monotonic logic, but rather if <p holds in the Kripke

structure represented by n (where the nonmonotonic-

ity is captured by restricting attention to a preferred

set of possible worlds).

Even without the complication arising from the notion

of preference, the situation gets more complicated if we

assume that the facts that the KB is told include in

formation about its own knowledge, i.e., the specifica

tion is knowledge-based. As pointed out in [Levesque,

1984a], this can be quite important in practice. For ex

ample, suppose a KB is told the following facts about

a small group of people: "John is a teacher", "Mary

is a teacher", and "you know about all the teachers".

Then, we expect the KB to know that Bill is not a

teacher (assuming it knows that Bill is distinct from

Mary and John). Intuitively, this is because the three

assertions together restrict the set of possible worlds
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to ones where only John and Mary are teachers.

How can we model this? That is, what pairs (A, k)

should we allow now (where k is the conjunction of

the three formulas mentioned above)? Clearly, taking

pairs (A, k) such that k is true in A will not work,

since a relational structure A does not determine the

truth of formulas involving knowledge. The answer is

that when we have a knowledge-based specification,

we cannot select the allowable states one at a time,

even if we allow some notion of preference. Rather, it

is the collection of all possible states that has to be

consistent with the KB. Thus, we cannot just focus

on the global states; we have to consider the whole

resulting Kripke structure. Intuitively, we are trying to

describe a Kripke structure consisting of a collection of

pairs (A, k) such that k is true in the resulting Kripke

structure (notice that the truth of n depends on the

whole Kripke structure, not just on A).

Just as there are potentially many states consistent

with a given assertion-based specification, there are

potentially many Kripke structures consistent with a

given knowledge-based specification. We can use some

notion of preference to select a unique Kripke struc

ture. A popular notion of preference is one that tries to

circumscribe the KB's knowledge. The idea is to view

the knowledge specified in the KB as all that is known.

Thus, this preference can be viewed as a closed-world

assumption at the knowledge level. This notion has

received a lot of attention in the last decade [Fagin et

al., 1984; Halpern and Moses, 1984; Konolige, 1984;

Levesque, 1981; Levesque, 1984a; Levesque, 1987;

Parikh, 1984; Vardi, 1985].

So far we have considered only situations with a single

agent. In such situations, Kripke structures degener

ate to essentially sets of worlds. Many AI applica

tions, however, deal with multiple interacting agents.

It is when we try to give formal semantics to sentences

such as "Dean doesn't know whether Nixon knows that

Dean knows that Nixon knows about the Watergate

break-in" that the full power of Kripke structures come

into play. In such situations circumscribing the agents'

knowledge is highly nontrivial (cf. [Fagin et al., 1984;

Parikh, 1984]).

To summarize, in relatively simple settings it may not

be too difficult to describe, implicitly or explicitly, the

set of runs that characterize the system, and thus we

can get a Kripke structure, which is the appropriate

semantic model. Preference criteria and defaults may

make this task more difficult, but we expect that even

in this case, the task will become manageable as our

understanding of these notions deepens.

2.2 Model checking

Suppose we have somehow constructed what we con

sider to be the appropriate semantic model. We now

want to check if a given formula <p is true in a partic

ular state of that model.

Checking whether an arbitrary formula in the ex

tended language holds in a given world of a given

Kripke structure has two components: we have to be

able to check whether assertions (i.e., knowledge-free

formulas) hold in a given state (we call this asser

tion checking) and check whether knowledge formulas

(i.e., formulas of the form Ki<p) hold in a given state.

If we can do both of these tasks, then we can han

dle arbitrary formulas by induction on the structure

of the formula. Since checking whether a knowledge

formula holds involves quantification over the possible

worlds, the complexity of model checking depends on

(and is typically polynomial in the product of) three

quantities: the complexity of assertion checking, the

size of the given Kripke structure, and the size of the

formula. Thus, our ability to do model checking effi

ciently depends crucially on our ability to do assertion

checking efficiently and our ability to deal with "large"

structures.

For propositional languages, assertion checking is quite

easy: it can be done in linear time. This is not the case

for first-order formulas. If we consider structures with

infinite domains, it is not always clear how to repre

sent them, let alone do assertion checking. Even if

we restrict to structures with finite domains, assertion

checking may be very difficult due to the size of the

domain. In general, in order to check the truth of a

formula such as Vx^>(i), we may have to check the

truth of ip(d) for each domain element d.

Even if assertion checking is easy, we still have to cope

with the multitude of possible worlds. For example, in

the context of incomplete knowledge bases, the num

ber of possible worlds can be exponential in the si«e

of the knowledge base, which makes query evaluation

intractable [Vardi, 1986]. We note, however, that the

fact that the number of possible worlds is quite large

does not automatically mean that it is hard to check all

knowledge formulas. The results of [Dwork and Moses,

1990; Moses and Tuttle, 1988] demonstrate that some

knowledge formulas of interest can be evaluated effi

ciently in certain contexts despite an exponential num

ber of possible worlds.

What can we do to deal with situations where the

number of possible worlds or the number of domain

elements is too large to handle? There are a num

ber of approaches one could pursue. For one thing,

we might hope to be able to find restricted (but still

interesting) subclasses of formulas for which we can

do model checking efficiently in certain restricted (but

still interesting) subclasses of structures, just as we

now have techniques for doing inference efficiently with

certain subclasses of formulas (such as Horn clauses).

Indeed, IS-A formulas (which essentially correspond to

Horn clauses, although see [Brachman, 1985] for some

caveats) can be checked very efficiently in IS-A hierar

chies.
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A second approach is to consider heuristics and de

faults. Since the difficulty in model-checking arises

when we have large structures and/or large domains,

we need good heuristics for handling such situations.

We in fact use such heuristics all the time in our daily

life. For example, if there are too many possibilities

(i.e., too many possible worlds), we focus attention on

only a few (the ones we deem to be the "most relevant"

according to some metric or "most likely" according to

some probability distribution), ignoring the rest. Con

sider a situation where Alice is asked if (she knows

that) ip is the case. In order to answer this question,

Alice would have to check all the worlds she considers

possible to see if <p holds in all of them. There may be

1,000,000 worlds that Alice considers possible, which

means that she has a lot of checking to do. However,

if Alice has a probability space on these worlds, then

there may be a subset of worlds of size 1, 000 that has

probability .99. Alice could check these 1,000 worlds;

if <p holds in all of them, then then this might be taken

as sufficient "evidence" for Alice to say that tp indeed

holds. Even without explicit probability, Alice might

still have a notion of which of the 1 , 000, 000 worlds are

most likely or most relevant. Similarly, if we have a

large domain and want to check the truth of a formula

such as Vx<p(x), we can use heuristics and defaults to

cut down the search space (perhaps checking <p(d) for

only a few potentially "abnormal" domain elements).

Yet another approach would be to have a notion of

what features are "relevant" to the problem, and iden

tify all worlds that agree on irrelevant features, thus

cutting down on the search space. Being able to do this

depends both on being able to identify relevant notions

and on being able to check relevant features rapidly.

Going back to our previous example, suppose <p is a

propositional formula such as (pi V P2) A (->p2 V P3),

where pi, P2, and p$ are primitive propositions. It is

easy to see that <p is true unless p\ and at least one of

P2 °r P3 are false. The truth values of all other propo

sitions are clearly irrelevant to the truth of <p. Depend

ing on how Alice's possible worlds are represented, it

may be that Alice can check that Alice does not con

sider a world possible where p\ and at least one of P2

and P3 are false, without checking all 1, 000, 000 possi

ble worlds. We remark that formalisms for expressing

and reasoning with irrelevance have been developed,

both probabilistic (see, for example, [Pearl and Verma,

1987]) and non-probabilistic [Subramanian and Gene-

sereth, 1987]), but this is an area where much further

work remains to be done.

As all these approaches show, much depends on pre

cisely how the worlds are generated and represented.

Finding appropriate representations is, of course, a

major open problem.

A great deal of effort in theorem proving has been

expended on finding heuristics that work well for the

formulas that arise in practice. Analogously, in model

checking, it would be useful to find heuristics that work

well for structures that arise in practice. Although the

work on model checking in this regard is still in its in

fancy, the early results appear quite promising [Holtz-

mann, 1988; Burch et at., 1990]. For example, when

verifying circuits, we are not dealing with arbitrary

Kripke structures. The regularity in the structure sug

gests heuristics that seem to work well in structures

with up to IO20 states [Burch et a/., 1990]!

Of course, techniques need to be developed in or

der to allow us to use these heuristics and defaults

in a principled way. Much of the recent work in

"vivifying" can be viewed as being in this spirit

[Etherington et al., 1989; Levesque, 1986]. The idea

is to cut down on the number of possibilities by

filling-in some (hopefully) inessential details. Work

on a possible-worlds framework for probability [Bac

chus, 1990; Fagin and Halpern, 1989; Halpern, 1990;

Nilsson, 1986] may provide insights into using proba

bilistic heuristics in a principled way to cut down the

search space.

Notice that by using defaults in this way, we are led

naturally to nonmonotonicity. However, rather than

the logic being nonmonotonic, the model checking is

nonmonotonic. We might withdraw some of our con

clusions about a formula being true in a given structure

if we get further information that leads us to believe

that the default assumptions we used to simplify the

model-checking problem are not correct.

2.3 Modelling resource-bounded agents

Agents must act on the basis of their knowledge. In

fact, a good way of describing the planning process is

often in terms of what agents need to know in order to

carry out their actions [Moore, 1985]. In the context

of distributed systems, there have been a number of

papers giving knowledge-based communication proto

cols, where actions explicitly depend on the outcomes

of tests for knowledge (see, e.g., [Halpern and Zuck,

1987]). Our definition of knowledge is information-

theoretic; roughly speaking, an agent knows a fact if

it holds in all states where the agent has the same in

formation as in the current state. This definition does

not take computation into account.

When we talk about "computing knowledge" here,

what we are really talking about is the agent per

forming model checking. The agent is certainly not

interested in computing whether <p is valid; very few

actions depend on valid preconditions. Nevertheless,

model-checking can also be intractable. It can still

be the case, given our definition, that an agent can

"know" a formula without being able to compute that

it knows the formula. This can be viewed as the rein

carnation of the logical omniscience problem in the

model-checking framework.

We would like to have a formal way of capturing the
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knowledge of a resource-bounded agent in the model-

checking framework. In [Moses, 1988], Moses presents

a logic of resource-bounded knowledge, where he tries

to make sense out of notions such as "an agent can

compute tp in polynomial time". His approach is very

much in the spirit of the model-theoretic approach ad

vocated here, since what it means for him to be able

to compute ip in polynomial time is not that tp can be

proved (in some appropriate axiom system) in polyno

mial time, but rather that the truth of tp at a particular

state in a structure can be computed in polynomial

time. We informally discuss some details of Moses'

logic here and relate it to our framework; the reader is

encouraged to consult [Moses, 1988] for more details

and motivation.

Moses uses the distributed systems model discussed in

the previous section, where a system is identified with

a set of runs. As we mentioned above, the definition of

what it means for K^p to hold at a point in a run does

not take into account complexity-theoretic considera

tions. We want to define a notion Kf tp which intu

itively amounts to "agent i knows tp and, moreover,

can compute this knowledge in polynomial time."6

Notice that whether (J, r, m) |= Ki<p depends only on

ri(m), agent t's local state at the point (r,m). If we

say that agent i knows how to compute tp in polyno

mial time, we take this to mean that no matter what

state i is in, i can compute tp. In order to capture this

intuition, we require that there exist an algorithm A

that gets t's local state as input, and computes in poly

nomial time whether tp is implied by the local state.

Notice that there is a slight subtlety here: we have said

that A must run in polynomial time, but we have not

said what the time is polynomial in. We sidestep this

issue by simply assuming that with each local state,

there is some parameter; the computation must be

polynomial in that parameter. For example, the pa

rameter can be the number of agents in the system, a

particular shared input (this is appropriate in crypto

graphic applications; see [Halpern et al., 1988]), or the

time (since this corresponds roughly to the number of

pieces of information that the agent has received thus

far, so the computation would be polynomial in the

amount of information held by the agent). To summa

rize, given an interpreted system 2 and a point (r,m)

in the system, we say that (J, r, m) (= Kf tp if

*We remark that polynomial time knowledge can be

viewed as a special case of explicit knowledge in the logic

of general awareness of [Fagin and Halpern, 1988]. In

the logic of general awareness, there are operators Ki, Bi,

and Ai, where Ki<p, Bitp and Aitp represent, respectively,

that agent i implicitly knows tp, explicitly knows tp, and

is aware of tp. An agent explicitly knows tp exactly if he

implicitly knows tp and is aware of tp; thus, the equivalence

Bitp = (Kitp A Aitp) holds. In the logic of resource-bounded

reasoning, polynomial-time knowledge (Kf) plays the role

of explicit knowledge, the usual notion of knowledge (Ki)

plays the role of implicit knowledge, and "being able to

compute in polynomial time" plays the role of awareness.

1. (I,r,m) \= Kxtp, and

2. there exists an algorithm A that takes as input

s, a local state of agent i, and returns "Yes"

or "No", depending on whether Kitp holds in all

(resp. none) of the points where i has local state

s; moreover, A runs in time polynomial in the

parameter associated with s.

The logic of resource-bounded reasoning provides an

elegant framework for analyzing resource-bounded no

tions of knowledge. It is shown to be useful for ana

lyzing distributed protocols in [Moses, 1988], and it is

extended in a number of ways in [Halpern et al., 1988]

to deal with cryptographic protocols. Some of these

extensions suggest further modifications which make

the logic more applicable to AI. We discuss these here.

First note that if Kftp holds, then there is some poly

nomial time algorithm that will allow the agent to

compute whether he knows tp at any state in the struc

ture. However, the agent may not know what that al

gorithm is. More realistically, rather than having ac

cess to all polynomial time algorithms, an agent may

have several algorithms that she can try to use to fig

ure out whether she knows tp. It is easy to modify the

logic to handle this situation. Let B be some set of al

gorithms. We then define (J, r, m) \= Kftp just as we

did (J, r, m) |= Kftp, except that in the second clause,

we require that A G B, rather than that A is polyno

mial time. (Of course, if we take B to consist of all

polynomial-time algorithms, then we recover the defi

nition of Kftp.) Thus, if Alice tries exactly one of two

algorithms to figure out if tp is true, then B would con

sist of those two algorithms, and IC^licetp would hold

at a point exactly if Alice knows tp and she can com

pute this fact using one of her two algorithms. We can

imagine that different agents have access to different

algorithms; an agent with more expertise would have

access to more and better algorithms. In this way, we

can model a situation where one agent knows how to

do something while another does not.

It may seem to be too strong a requirement for Alice

to have to know tp. In practice, it may be enough for

Alice to know tp with high probability, or to let her al

gorithms make occasional mistakes, as long as they are

not too frequent. It is not too hard to modify our defi

nitions to get such probabilistic notions of computable

knowledge; these issues are discussed in more detail

in [Halpern et ai, 1988]. These probabilistic notions

where error is allowed may give us a principled way

to deal with the problem of having too many states in

the model to do efficient model checking. This issue

deserves further exploration.

3 CONCLUSIONS

We have argued here for a model-theoretic rather than

a proof-theoretic approach to reasoning about knowl
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edge. We do not mean to suggest that the model-

theoretic approach is a panacea. There are difficulties

to be overcome here, involving how to find the model

and how to do model-checking on large structures,

just as there are difficulties in the theorem-proving ap

proach. Our hope is that the model-theoretic perspec

tive will suggest new heuristics and new approaches.

We feel that many of the approaches that are currently

being tried, including the preferred models approach

to nonmonotonic reasoning and the idea of "vivify

ing" knowledge bases, are also best understood in the

context of the model-checking framework. Thus, this

perspective may also allow us to unify a number of

current lines of research.

We do not expect the model-checking approach to

supplant the theorem-proving approach. Rather, we

would hope that techniques from each one can inspire

advances in the other. For example, Levesque and his

colleagues have been pursuing a course of trying to

change the semantics of formulas in order to make it

easier to check their validity [Levesque, 1984b; Lake-

meyer, 1986; Patel-Schneider, 1985]. Levesque's ap

proach involves considering possible situations rather

than possible worlds. A situation is a generalized

world, where a primitive formula can be true, false,

both, or neither. Does the model-checking problem

also simplify in this context? In general, it seems that

it does not, but perhaps some interesting special cases

do. This issue may be worth exploring further.
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Abstract

We investigate the subsumption problem

in logic-based knowledge representation lan

guages of the KL-ONE family. The lan

guage presented in this paper provides the

constructs for conjunction, disjunction, and

negation of concepts, as well as qualifying

number restrictions. The latter ones general

ize the well-known role quantifications (such

as value restrictions) and ordinary number

restrictions, which are present in almost all

KL-ONE based systems. Until now, only lit

tle attemps were made to integrate qualifying

number restrictions into concept languages.

It turns out that all known subsumption al

gorithms which try to handle these constructs

are incomplete, and thus detecting only few

subsumption relations between concepts. We

present a subsumption algorithm for our lan

guage which is sound and complete. Sub

sequently we discuss why the subsumption

problem in this language is rather hard from

a computational point of view. This leads to

an idea of how to recognize concepts which

cause tractable problems.

1 INTRODUCTION

Knowledge representation systems of the kl-one fam

ily such as

• KL-ONE [Brachman and Schmolze, 1985],

• back [Nebel, 1990],

• classic [Borgidaet al., 1989],

• KANDOR [Patel-Schneider, 1984],

• KL-TWO [Vilain, 1985],

• krypton [Brachman et al., 1985],

• loom [MacGregor and Bates, 1987],

provide so-called concept languages for expressing tax-

onomical knowledge. Concept languages allow the def

inition of concepts which are built out of primitive con

cepts and roles. The primitive concepts are interpreted

as sets of individuals and the roles are interpreted as

binary relations between individuals. Starting with

primitive concepts and roles one can build concepts

using various language constructs. Concepts are again

interpreted as sets of individuals.

To give an example, assume that person, male, and

shy are primitive concepts, and child is a role. If con

structs such as conjunction, disjunction, and negation

of concepts are available in the concept language, one

can express "persons that are male or not shy" by

person n (male U -.shy). Since concepts are interpreted

as sets, conjunction of concepts (fl) can be interpreted

as set intersection, disjunction of concepts (U) as set

union, and negation of concepts (->) as set complement.

Qualifying number restrictions provide restrictions on

roles which for instance allow to describe "individuals

with at least two children who are shy" by

(> 2 child shy),

and "individuals with at most three children who are

male and not shy" by

(< 3 child (male n -.shy)).

It turns out that the well-known role quantifications

and ordinary number restrictions, which are available

in almost all concept languages, are special cases of

qualifying number restrictions.

Role quantifications are of the form Bchild.male and

Vchild.shy (or (SOME child male) and (ALL child shy)

in a Lisp-like notation). These expressions can be

read as "individuals having (at least) one male child"

and "individuals for whom all children are shy", re

spectively. Obviously, Bchild.male means the same as

(> 1 child male), and Vchild.shy means the same as

(< 0 child -.shy).

Ordinary number restrictions are of the form

(> n R T) and (< n R T), where the special con

cept symbol T denotes the set of all individuals (of the
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interpretation). Qualifying number restrictions gener

alize these ordinary number restrictions as follows: a

specified number of role fillers for a role can be re

stricted to arbitrary concepts rather than only to T.

The main reasoning facilities concerning the taxonom-

ical knowledge in the above mentioned systems are the

• determination whether a concept is satisfiable,

i.e., whether a concept denotes a nonempty set

in some interpretation, and the

• computation of the subsumption relation between

concepts.

A concept C subsumes (is more general than) a concept

D iff in every interpretation the set denoted by C is a

superset of the set denoted by D. For example,

(< 1 child (male n -.shy))

subsumes

(> 2 child (male n shy)) n (< 3 child male),

since every individual with at least two male and shy

children and at most three male children has at most

one child which is male and not shy. This example

demonstrates that, in contrast to other concept lan

guages, already for small concepts it is not that ap

parent whether there exists a subsumption relation be

tween them.

The subsumption problem can be reduced to the satis

fiability problem if the concept language provides con

junction and negation of concepts. In fact, a concept C

subsumes a concept D if and only if the concept ->CnD

is not satisfiable. Thus, an algorithm which checks sat

isfiability of concepts also yields an algorithm which

checks subsumption between concepts.

If one considers the subsumption algorithms used in

the above mentioned KL-ONE systems, then it turns

out that these algorithms are incomplete. A rea

son for this fact is that until recently only incom

plete subsumption algorithms were known for non-

trivial concept languages. An incomplete subsump

tion algorithm has the property that it sometimes fails

to recognize that a concept subsumes another one.

[Schmidt-SchauB and Smolka, 1988] were the first who

gave a sound and complete subsumption algorithm for

the concept language ACC which provides conjunction,

disjunction, and negation of concepts, as well as :ole

quantifications. Actually, they presented an algorithm

for checking satisfiability of concepts. Given a concept

C the algorithm tries to generate a finite interpreta

tion such that the set denoted by C is nonempty. If

this process fails, i.e., if a contradiction occurs, such

an interpretation cannot exist and C is not satisfiable,

otherwise C is satisfiable.

[Hollunder, Nutt, and Schmidt-SchauB, 1990] demon

strate that the ideas underlying the algorithm which

checks satisfiability for the language ACC can be ap

plied to languages using also other constructs such as

ordinary number restrictions and conjunction of roles.

Moreover, they argue that these ideas yield a general

methodology for devising satisfiability (and hence sub

sumption) algorithms for concept languages.

The present paper pursues several goals. Firstly, it

describes a sound and complete algorithm for check

ing satisfiability for a very expressive concept lan

guage containing not only conjunction, disjunction,

and negation of concepts, but also qualifying number

restrictions. Qualifying number restrictions are not

just artificial constructs, but they are partly available

in some systems. For example, the concept language

used in KANDOR allows qualifying number restrictions

in the restricted form (> n R C) and (< n R T).

Recently, qualifying number restrictions have been in

cluded into the assertional part ("A-Box") of the sys

tem MESON [Owsnicki-Klewe, 1990].

Secondly, the paper exemplifies the claim that there

is in fact a general methodology for devising satisfia

bility algorithms for concept languages. However, de

vising a satisfiability algorithm for concept languages

with qualifying number restrictions is of a rather dif

ferent quality. The reason is that qualifying number

restrictions allow to generate inherently complex term

structures causing subtle combinatorial problems.

Finally, the paper investigates what kind of language

constructs, and in what kind of combination may lead

to long computations of the presented algorithm. This

leads to an idea of how to single out concepts which

can be checked fast on satisfiability.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next sec

tion we formally introduce the syntax and semantics

of our concept language. In Section 3 we present a

calculus for deciding satisfiability of concepts of this

language. A functional algorithm which is extracted

from the calculus is given in Section 4. In Section 5

we give ideas of how to recognize concepts which cause

tractable problems. Finally, in Section 6 we discuss the

claim that there is a general methodology for devising

satisfiability (and hence subsumption) algorithms for

concept languages.

2 THE LANGUAGE

We assume two disjoint alphabets of symbols, called

primitive concepts and roles. We usually denote prim

itive concepts by the letter A and roles by the letter R.

The special primitive concepts T and J. are called top

and bottom. The set of concepts is inductively defined

as follows. Every primitive concept is a concept. Now

let C and D be concepts already defined, let R be a
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role, and let n be a nonnegative integer. Then

C n D (conjunction)

C U D (disjunction)

-»C (negation)

(> n R C) (at-least restriction)

(<nRC) (at-most restriction)

are concepts. The at-least and at-most restrictions are

also called qualifying number restrictions.

An interpretation I = (A , -1) of our language con

sists of a set A2 (the domain of 1) and a function x

(the interpretation function oi 1). The interpretation

function maps every primitive concept A to a subset

A1 of A1, and every role R to a subset R1 of A1 x A1.

The special concepts T and ± are interpreted as Ax

and the empty set, respectively. The interpretation

function—which gives an interpretation for primitive

concepts and roles—can be extended to arbitrary con

cepts as follows. Let C and D be concepts, let R be a

role, and let n be a nonnegative integer. Assume that

C1 and D1 are already defined. Then

(C n D)1

(CUD)1

hC)J

(> n R Cf

(<nR Cf

\aRInCx\ >n)

\aRInCI\ <n}

CIr\Dl

CIUDI

AI\CI

{a€A*|

{aeA*|

where aRx := {6 € Az | (a, 6) £ R1}, and |X| denotes

the cardinality of the set X.

Our language allows to express the well-known role

quantifications (see e.g. [Nebel and Smolka, 1990]),

which are present in almost all concept languages, as

follows:

Vfl.C := (< 0 R -C)

3R.C := (> 1 R C).

The construct VR.C is usually called value restric

tion, and the construct 3R.C is e.g. called c-some in

[Nebel, 1990]. Note that the concept (< 0 R -*C) de

notes the set of all elements for which every role filler

for R is in C. This shows that the definition for the

construct V.R.C we have given above coincides with

the semantics usually given for this construct.

Now we are able to define the language ACC of

[Schmidt-SchauB and Smolka, 1988] as sublanguage of

our language. This concept language allows conjunc

tion, disjunction, and negation of concepts, as well as

role quantifications.

As already mentioned in the introduction, a concept

C is called satisfiable iff there exists an interpretation

I such that C1 is nonempty. We say C subsumes D iff

C1 3 D1 for every interpretation I, and C is equiva

lent to D ifTC1 = D1 for every interpretation I.

Since our language allows conjunction and negation of

concepts, satisfiability and subsumption of concepts

can be reduced in linear time to each other.

Proposition 2.1 Let C and D be concepts. Then:

1. C subsumes D if and only if->CV\ D is not satis

fiable.

2. C is satisfiable if and only if X does not sub

sume C.

Thus an algorithm for checking satisfiability of con

cepts can also be used for deciding subsumption of

concepts and vice versa.

In the following section we present an algorithm that

decides satisfiability of concepts. To keep this algo

rithm simple it is convenient to transform concepts

into normal forms. We say a concept C is in negation

normal form if negation signs in C appear only imme

diately in front of primitive concepts different from T

and _L. Negation normal forms can be computed using

the following simplification rules:

-.T

-.J.

-(C n D)

-(C U D)

—C

n(< n RC)

-.(> n RC)

±

T

-.CU-iD

c

(>(n+l) RC)

{ (<(n-l)RC)

if n = 0

if n > 0.

Let C be a concept. By NNF\C) we denote the concept

which is obtained from C by applying the simplifica

tion rules in top-down, left to right order as long as

possible. For example,

NNF(^(A U (> 3 R B))) = {^A n (< 2 R B)).

The following result can be proved easily.

Proposition 2.2 Let C be a concept. Then NN£(C)

1. is in negation normal form,

2. is equivalent to C, and

3. can be computed in linear time.

3 CHECKING SATISFIABILITY

In this section we describe an algorithm for deciding

satisfiability in our concept language. The algorithm

uses so-called constraints, which are built out of vari

ables, concepts, and roles. Sets of constraints will be

modified with the help of completion rules. The no

tions constraints and completion rules have already

been used in [Schmidt-SchauB and Smolka, 1988,

Hollunder, Nutt, and Schmidt-SchauB, 1990].

We assume that there exists an alphabet of variable

symbols, which will be denoted by the letters x, y, z,
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and u. A constraint has one of the following forms

x : C, xRy,

where C is a concept in negation normal form and R

is a role. For xRy we say that y is an R-successor ofx.

If R is clear from the context or irrelevant, we simply

say that y is a successor of x.

The interpretation of constraints is defined as follows.

Let I be an interpretation of the concept language. An

1-assignment is a function a that maps every variable

to an element of A1. We say that a satisfies x : C iff

a(x) 6 Cx,

and a satisfies xRy iff

(a(x),a(y))eRX.

A constraint s is satisfiable iff there exists an interpre

tation I and an I-assignment a such that a satisfies s.

A constraint system 5 is a finite, nonempty set of con

straints. An I-assignment a satisfies a constraint sys

tem 5 iff a satisfies every constraint in S. A constraint

system S is satisfiable iff there exists an interpretation

I and an J-assignment a such that a satisfies S.

Proposition 3.1 A concept C in negation normal

form is satisfiable if and only if the constraint system

{x : C} is satisfiable.

Proof. Follows immediately from the definitions. □

Given a concept C in negation normal form which has

to be checked for satisfiability, our calculus starts with

the constraint system {x : C). Then, by applications

of completion rules, it adds constraints to this sys

tem until a contradiction occurs, or an interpretation

I such that C1 is nonempty can be immediately ob

tained from the actual constraint system.

Before we formulate the rules we need some more def

initions.

• For a variable x in a constraint system S we want

to count the /^-successors which are in a certain

concept C. We therefore define

nRiCiS{x):=\{y\{xRy, y:C}CS}\.

• By [y/z]S we denote the constraint system that

is obtained from S by replacing each occurrence

of y by z.

We have the following rules:

1. 5-n {*:Ci, x:C7}US

if x : C\ n C-2 is in S,

x : C\ and x : C7 are not both in S

2. S —u {x:D}US

if 1 : C\ U C2 is in S,

neither x : Ci nor x : Ci is in S,

and D = C\ or D = Ci

3- S^choose{y:C'}US

if x : (< n R C) ifl in S,

xRy is in S,

neither y: C nor y: NNF(-*C) is in S,

and C* = C or C* = NNF(^C)

4. 5-> {xRy, y:C}US

if x: (> n R C) is in S, nnc,s(x) < ",

and y is a new variable

5. S -< [y/z]S

if x: (< n R C) is in 5,

xiZy, y: C, lite, z: C are in 5, y ^ z,

nfl,c,s(*) > n,

for every u with xRu

either u : C or u : NNF(~>C) is in 5.

Note that to every language construct—except nega

tion of concepts—there corresponds a rule. Since con

cepts are assumed to be in negation normal form, we

do not need rules which handle concepts with negation

as outermost symbol such as x : ->(CnD), x: -i(CU£))

etc. Negation applied to primitive concepts will be

treated by the definition of "clash" given below.

The rules are used to decide whether a given constraint

system is satisfiable as follows. We apply the rules un

til we obtain a constraint system such that no rule is

applicable to it (a so-called complete constraint sys

tem). For such a constraint system it is easy to decide

whether it is satisfiable or not.

Now let us discuss the rules. Obviously, the —>n- and

—>u-rule are decomposing constraints having the form

x : C f\ D and x : C U D, respectively. Both rules

are defined as in [Schmidt-SchauB and Smolka, 1988].

The rules which treat qualifying number restrictions

are similar to the rules for ordinary number restrictions

used in [Hollunder, Nutt, and Schmidt-SchauB, 1990].

However, in the case of ordinary number restrictions

one only has to know for a given variable x all its

i?-successors for some role R; whereas in the case of

qualifying number restrictions one has to know for

a given variable x all its /2-successors which are in

a certain concept C. This fact leads to the defini

tion of n/jcsC*) given above. However, the number

nfl,C,s(z) is only useful if the —> choose'ru^e ^oes not

apply to constraints containing the variable x. To see

this assume that S is a constraint system such that

x: (< n R C) and xRy are in 5, but neither y: C nor

y: NNF\->C) is in S. Then nnc,s(x) would not count

the variable y since y : C is not in S. Nevertheless there

may exist an interpretation J and an J-assignment a

such that o(y) G C . That means that in this inter

pretation x may have more fl-successors in C than are

indicated by n/j,c,s(x), i.e., we may have

nfl,c.s(x) < \{a(y) | (a(*),a(y)) G R1 A a(y) G Cx)\.

Thus n > n/^c.sC1) need not imply

n > I Wv) I («(*),«(¥)) G RJ Aa(y) G C*}\ .
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This means that the constraint x : (< n R C) can be

violated in spite of the fact that n > nntc,s(x). To

overcome this problem we use the —>choo»e~Iu^e wn'ch

is based on the following idea. We know that for every

1 and a we have a(y) G C1 or a(y) G (~,C)1. An

application of the —*chooae~TU^e nondeterministically

adds the correct constraint y : C or y : NNF(->C) to 5.

Now suppose that for every it-successor u of x either

u : C or u : NNF(->C) is in 5. If x : (< n R C) is

in 5 and njj.c.sOiO > «, then there are too many R-

successors of x in C. An application of the —»-<-rule

reduces their number by identifying two previously dif

ferent ^-successors.

For constraints of the form x : (> n R C) it is not

necessary to apply the —*choose'TU^e *° a" successors

y of x. In fact, assume that xRy is in 5, but neither

y : C nor y : NNF{->C) is in 5. In this case is does

not lead to problems if the —>>-rule introduces a new

variable because y was not counted for nRtc,s{x). If

I is an interpretation and a is an Z-assignment such

that a(y) G C1, we may now have

»«,c,s(*) < | (a(y) | .(*(*), a(y)) € flJ A a(y) G Cx}| .

But then n < t»r,c,5(^) also implies

n < \{a(y) | («(*), a(y)) G fl1 A a(y) G CJ}| .

If x : (> n ft C) is in 5 and n/j.cs^) < «, then

there may not be enough ft-successors of x in C. An

application of the —>>-rule generates a new variable y

and adds the constraints xRy and y.CioS. Thus,

the number nntc,s(*) is increased by one.

The rules as described above have the disadvantage

that they allow infinite chains of rule applications.

Example 3.2 Consider the constraint system

5= {x:(>2RA)r\{<\ RA)}.

We obtain the following constraint systems by appli

cations of the rules:

S —n SU{x:{>2RA), x:(< 1 R A)} =: Si

^> Si U {xRy, y : A} =: 52

—> S2U{xRz, z:A} =:S3

-»< [z/y]S3 = 52.

Thus we have the infinite chain S —+n Si —►> 52 —»■>

53 —»< 52 —*> 53 . . .

The example demonstrates that alternating applica

tions of the —*>- and —><-rule are responsible for in

finite chains. The idea to avoid such infinite chains is

as follows. We only apply the —><-rule to a constraint

system 5 (yielding the constraint system 5') if every

constraint of the form x : (> n R C) that is satisfied

in 5, i.e., n/^csC^) > n, remains satisfied in 5'. Note

that this condition is violated in the above example

since 53 -+< 52, nRiAis3(x) = 2 and nR>AiSi(x) = *•

Before we can formulate the modified —><-rule we need

the following definition. Let 5 be a constraint system.

We say that the replacement of y by z is safe in S if

for all x, R, C, n

{xRy, y: C, xRz, z:C, x: (> n R C)} C 5

implies n^c.six) > n.

We reformulate the —><-rule as follows. Let 5 be a

constraint system.

5*. S^.<[y/z]S

if x : (< n R C) is in 5,

xRy, y: C, xRz, z: C are in 5, y ^ z,

nR,c,s(x) > n,

for every w with xRu

either u : C or u : NNF(-^C) is in 5,

and the replacement of y by z is safe in 5.

We will see that the additional condition ensures that

there is no infinite chain of rule applications.

The completion rules consist of the -+rr. —*u-i

-*choose-> -*>-> and —.<-rule.

The following proposition, which one can prove easily,

states that the completion rules are sound.

Proposition 3.3 Let S and S' be constraint systems.

Then:

1. If S' is obtained from S by application of the (de

terministic) —*n- or—►>-r«/e, then S is satisfiable

if and only if S' is satisfiable.

2. IfS' is obtained from S by application of the (non-

deterministic) —M_i-, —^choose'' or —>,<-rule, then

S is satisfiable if S' is satisfiable. Furthermore, if

a nondeterministic rule applies to S, then it can

be applied in such a way that it yields a constraint

system S' such that S' is satisfiable if and only if

5 is satisfiable.

The proof of termination of the completion rules—

which is less obvious—will employ techniques which

have been developed for proving termination of term

rewriting systems (see [Dershowitz and Manna, 1979]).

Proposition 3.4 Let Co be a concept in negation nor

mal form. Then there is no infinite chain of applica

tions of completion rules issuing from {xo: Co}

A constraint system 5 which can be obtained from

{xo : Co} by a finite number of applications of com

pletion rules will be called derived system in the fol

lowing. In order to prove the proposition, any derived

system 5 will be mapped on an element *(5) of a set

Q which is equipped with a well-founded strict par

tial ordering >. Since the ordering is well-founded,

i.e., has no infinitely decreasing chains, termination

will follow immediately as soon as one has established
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the following property. Whenever S' is obtained from

the derived system S by application of a rule, one has

*(5) > *(5').

The elements of the set Q will have a rather complex

structure. They are finite multisets of 5-tuples. Each

component of the tuples is either a finite multiset of

nonnegative integers (for the second, third, and fifth

component) or a nonnegative integer (for the first and

fourth component). Multisets are like sets, but allow

multiple occurrences of identical elements. For exam

ple, {2,2,2} is a multiset which is distinct from the

multiset {2}. A given ordering on a set T can be ex

tended to form an ordering on the finite multisets over

T. In this ordering, a finite multiset M is larger than

a finite multiset M' iff M' can be obtained from M

by replacing one or more elements in M by any fi

nite number of elements taken from T, each of which

is smaller than one of the replaced elements. For ex

ample, {2,2,2} is larger than {2} and {2,2,1,1,0}.

[Dershowitz and Manna, 1979] show that the induced

ordering on finite multisets over T is well-founded if

the original ordering on T is so.

The nonnegative integer components of our 5-tuples

are compared with respect to the usual ordering on

integers, and the finite multiset components by the

multiset ordering induced by this ordering. The whole

tuples are ordered lexicographically from left to right,

i.e., (ci, ...,cs) is larger than (c[, ...,c'5) iff there exists

j, 1 < t < 5, such that c\ = c[, ..., c*_i = c'i_1, and c< is

larger than c(. Since the orderings on the components

are well-founded, the lexicographical ordering on the

tuples is also well-founded. Finite multisets of these

tuples are now compared with respect to the multi

set ordering induced by this lexicographical ordering.

This is the well-founded ordering >on Q mentioned

above.

Before we can define the mapping $ from derived sys

tems to elements of Q, we need two more definitions.

For two nonnegative integers n, m we denote by n — m

the asymmetrical difference between n and m, i.e.,

n — m := n — m if n > m, and n — m := 0 if n < m.

For a concept C the size \C\ is inductively defined as

• |^4| = 1 for all primitive concepts A,

• hc-| = |C|,

• \(>nR C)\ = |(< n R C)\ = 1 + \C\,

• |CnD| = |CUD| = |C|+|£>|.

Definition 3.5 Let S be a constraint system. Then

y(S) is the multiset which contains for each variable

x occurring in S the following 5-tuple ip(x):

1. The first component of ip(x) is the nonnegative

integer max{|C| \x:C is in S}.

2. The second component ofi>(x) is a multiset which

contains, for each constraint x : C fl D (resp.

x : C U D) in S for which the —*n-rvle (resp.

—*u-rule) is applicable, the nonnegative integer

\C n D\ (resp. \C U D\).

3. The third component of xp(x) is a multiset which

contains, for each constraint x : (> n R C), the

nonnegative integer n — Hft,c,5(^)-

4- The fourth component of tp(x) is the number of

all successors of x in S.

5. The fifth component of ip(x) is a multiset which

contains, for each constraint x: (< n R C) in S

the number of all R-successors y of x such that

neither y: C nor y: NNF(-*C) is in S.

For the constraint systems of Example 3.2 we have

*(S) = {(4, {4}, 0,0,0)}

*(5,) = {(4,0,{2},O,{O})}

*(52) = {(4,0,{1},1){O}),(1, 0,0,0,0)}

*(53) = {(4,0,{O},2,{O}),(1, 0,0,0,0),

(1,0,0,0,0)}

Proposition 3.4 is now an immediate consequence of

the next lemma.

lemma 3.6 If S' is obtained from the derived system

S by application of a completion rule then *(5) >

tf(S').

The proof is relatively straightforward since the order

ing on Q is defined in an appropriate way. It can be

found in [Hollunder and Baader, 1991].

A constraint system is called complete if no completion

rule applies to it. A constraint system S contains a

clash iff

• ji:l}CS for some variable x, or

• {x : A, x: ->A} C S for some variable x and some

primitive concept A, or

• {x:(< n R C)} C S and /ifi,c,s(z) > " for some

variable x, role R, concept C, and nonnegative

integer n, and the —>.<-rule is not applicable to

x:{<nRC).

The following proposition states that it is sufficient to

concentrate on these kinds of contradictions in com

plete constraint systems.

Proposition 3.7 A complete constraint system is

satisfiable if and only if it contains no clash.

Proof. Obviously, a complete constraint system con

taining a clash is not satisfiable.

To see the other direction assume that S is a clash

free complete constraint system. We construct an in

terpretation I and an I-assignment a which satisfies
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S. The domain A1 of I consists of all variables oc

curring in S. For all primitive concepts A different

from T and ± we define A1 := {x | x : A G S}, and

for all roles R we define R1 := {{x,y) \ xRy G S}.

The I-assignment a is defined by mapping variables

to themselves, i.e. a(x) := x. We now prove that a

satisfies every constraint s in S. If s has the form

xRy, then a satisfies xRy by definition of I and a.

If s has the form x : C, we show by induction on the

structure of C that a(x) G C1.

Base case: If C is a primitive concept different from

T and ±, then a(z) G -41 by definition of I and a. If

C = T, then obviously a(x) G T . Since S is clash

free we have C ^ -L.

Induction step: If C = ->.A for a primitive concept

^4, the constraint x : A is not in S since 5 is clash

free. Then a(x) g A1 and a(x) G A2 \ A1. Hence

a(x) G irAf.

If C = Ci n C2, then the constraints x : C\ and x : C2

are in S since 5 is complete. By the induction hypoth

esis we know that a(x) G Cf and a(x) G C1 , which

implies a(x) G CfnCJ , and hence a(x) G (Ci n Ci)1.

Similarly, it can be shown that constraints of the form

x : C\ U Ci are satisfied by 1 and a.

Suppose C — (< n R D). Since the —^/joo^-rule is not

applicable to 5, for every y with x.fty either y.Dot

y; NNF(-<D) is in 5. By the induction hypothesis we

know that a(y) G D1 if y : D is in 5, or o(y) G (-,£>)X

if y : NNF(->D) is in 5. Since 5 is complete and does

not contain a clash, we have n/ii/jis(x) < n. Hence

a(x) G (< n fl D)1 . Similarly, it can be shown that

constraints of the form x : (> n R D) are satisfied by

I and a. D

Now we can formulate and prove the main result of

this section.

Theorem 3.8 Satisfiability and subsumption of con

cepts are decidable.

Proof. We obtain a decision procedure for the satis

fiability problem of concepts as follows. Let C be a

concept. First we transform C into its negation nor

mal form C", which can be done in linear time. Then

we generate the finitely many constraint systems issu

ing from {x: C"}. If one of these constraint systems is

clash free, then C (and hence C) is satisfiable; other

wise C is not satisfiable.

Since our concept language allows negation of concepts

the subsumption problem can be reduced to the satis

fiability problem. □

Our concept language generalizes the concept lan

guage ACC in which deciding satisfiability and sub

sumption of concepts are PSPACE-complete problems

[Schmidt-SchauB and Smolka, 1988]. Thus we have

Proposition 3.9 Satisfiability and subsumption of

concepts are PSPACE-hard problems.

4 IMPLEMENTATION

The algorithm for deciding satisfiability of concepts

given in the previous section has the nice property that

soundness and completeness can be proved in a rela

tively simple manner. However, the rule-based algo

rithm as described is not convenient for implementa

tion purposes. The reasons will be discussed in the

first part of this section. One can obtain an algo

rithm which is more suitable for an actual implemen

tation by imposing an appropriate control on the ap

plications of completion rules. Based on the idea of

[Schmidt-SchauB and Smolka, 1988] who gave an opti

mized algorithm for the language ACC we will present

in the second part of this section an optimized algo

rithm for our language.

The following considerations show how the above pre

sented algorithm may be optimized.

(1) Contradictions may occur early in the completion

process. If a constraint system S contains clashes of

the form {x : ±} or {x : A, x : -<A}, then every com

plete constraint system extending S also contains a

clash. Thus, the completion process can be stopped

since S is not satisfiable.

(2) In general, constraint systems contain redundant

constraints. For example, suppose that a constraint

system S contains x : C n D. If x : C and x : D

are also in S, then obviously no completion rule will

apply to x : C n D in the further completion process.

Hence it is not necessary to keep x : C n D in S if

x : C and x : D are in S. Similar arguments hold for

x : C U D. Constraints of the form x : (> n R C)

or x : (< n R C) can be removed from S under the

following circumstances:

• No constraints having the form x : C n D or x :

C U D are in 5.

• The -^choose'' ~*>"> anc^ -+»<-rules do not apply

to x : (> n R C) or x : (< n R C). That means,

every successor of x in the final complete system

is already contained in S.

Both conditions guarantee that all constraints which

are implicitly imposed on x by the system S are al

ready explicitly present in 5. Since all variables which

are introduced in the further completion process are

new and hence different from x, we will not get new

unsatisfied constraints on x later on.

(3) Only small portions of a constraint system need to

be kept in memory at a time. The idea for this comes

from the following observation. Suppose x is a variable

in S and no completion rule applies to constraints of

the form x : C. Consequently, there will be no more
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replacements between successors of x. Suppose y and

z are different successors of x. Since neither y will be

replaced by z nor z will be replaced by y in the further

completion process, there does not exist a variable w in

the final constraint system such that u can be reached

both from y and z by role chains. This means that we

can inspect the constraints which will be introduced

by restrictions imposed on y independently from those

introduced by restrictions imposed on z without loos

ing possible clashes. This is so because clashes are

defined w.r.t. a single variable.

(4) To detect clashes of the form x : (< n R C) in

S, where njtc,s{x) > ". we have to consider only

the R-successors of x. Thus an actual implementa

tion may store for a variable a; only its R-successors

at a time. Furthermore, there is no need for explicitly

storing constraints of the form xRy.

Taking these optimizations into account we will for

mulate a functional algorithm that decides the satis

fiability of concepts. This algorithm is obtained from

our rule-based calculus by imposing some control on

the application of the completion rules.

The algorithm described in Figure 1 uses the functions

or and find. We assume that the binary function or

behaves as the LISP-or, i.e., the second argument is

evaluated if and only if the first argument does not

evaluate to true. Let L be a list and let / be a function.

The call find / in L such that /(/) iteratively takes

an element I of L until the function / applied to /

evaluates to true. In this case find immediately returns

true. Otherwise, if there does no exist an element I'm L

such that / applied to / evaluates to true, find returns

faise.

Let C be a concept in negation normal form. Suppose

the function satisfiable in Figure 1 is called with argu

ments x and S = {x : C). Then satisfiable proceeds

as follows. First, it checks whether S contains a clash.

This check is restricted to constraints containing the

variable x. If S is clash free, the —>n- and —♦u-rules

are applied until all constraints of the form x : CnD or

x: C IS D are decomposed. If no at-least restriction is

imposed on x, i.e., there is no constraint x:(>nRC)

with n > 0 in 5, we are done, and satisfiable returns

true. (Note that in this case every at-most restriction

imposed on x is trivially satisfied since we have not yet

introduced successors of x.) Otherwise we generate for

every role R which occurs in a constraint x : (> n R C)

with n > 0 R-successors for x. This is done by the call

generate-successors(x , R, S). Note that successors of

x which are related by different roles to x can be in

spected independently from each other without loosing

possible clashes.

Suppose that generate-successors is called with argu

ments x, R, and S. Then R-successors for the variable

x are generated, which will be constrained according

to the constraints imposed on x. The functions satisfi

able and generate-successors are defined in such a way

that every variable occurring in S which is not equal to

x is an R-successor of x. Suppose x : (< n R C) is in S.

If the number of R-successors of x is not greater than

n, then x : (< n R C) is obviously satisfied in 5. Thus,

it is checked whether |{z | z is a variable in S, z ^ x}|

(i.e., the number of R-successors of x) is greater than

n. If this is the case, it is tested whether every R-

successor of x is either in C or in NNF(-<C). Suppose

y is a variable in S not equal to x. Thus y is an R-

successor of x. Suppose further that neither y : C nor

y : NNF(-^C) is in 5. If x : (< 0 R C) is in S, we add

y: NNF{-iC) to S. Obviously, adding y: C to S would

lead to a clash. Otherwise, if n > 0, we cannot exclude

one of the two possibilities. We only know that y is

either in C or in ->C. This nondeterminism is solved

by generating two recursive calls of generate-successors

covering both cases.

Next it is checked whether the —>>-rule is applicable

to S. We therefore have to consider the R-successors

of x which are in C. Since every variable in S which

is not equal to x is an R-successor of x, we compute

the number \{z \ z: C € S, z ^ x}|. If this number is

not less than the number n in x : (> n R C), we are

done since x has enough R-successors which are in C.

Otherwise, constraints of the form y,- : C are added to

S, where jfc is a new variable.1

Now assume that every constraint of the form

x:(>nRC) is satisfied. Thus all possible R-

successors of x are already in S. Next we consider

constraints of the form z : (< n R C). If there are too

many R-successors for x which are in C, we reduce

them by replacing a variable by another one. Safe re

placements of variables guarantee that every at-least

restriction imposed on x remains satisfied. Obviously,

we are confronted with another nondeterminism since

we do not know which replacements may lead to a

clash free complete constraint system. Thus all possi

bilities are tested (in the worst case) with the use of

find.

Now assume that no more safe replacements are pos

sible in S. Obviously, we have now reached a con

figuration where the —*n-, —►lt, —>choose~> ~*>~> an^

—»»<-rule are not applicable to constraints contain

ing the variable x. We now have to check whether

an at-most constraint imposed on x is violated. If

x : (< n R C) G 5 and \{z \ z : C € S, z # x}\ > n,

then there are too many R-successors of x in C, and

'At this point one could further optimize the algorithm.

Suppose i : (> 7»i R Ci), ..., x : (> m R Ci) are all

the at-least constraints imposed on x. If there is no at-

most constraint imposed on x, or if each number occurring

in an at-most constraint imposed on x is not less than

»»i + ... + nj, there is no need to really introduce n; R-

successors of x which are in Ci for a constraint x : (>

n,- R Ci). In this case it is sufficient to generate exactly

one /Z-successor as specimen.
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satisfiab/e(x,5) =

if {x : ±} C S or {x : A, x : ~>A) C S for some primitive concept A

then false

eisifx: Cf\ D G S and (x.C $ S or x: D £ S)

then satisfiable\x, SU{x:C, x: D}\{x:Cf\ D})

eisifx: C' LI D G S and x:C $ S and x: D $ S

then satisfjable\x, S U {x : C) \ {x : C U D}) or

satisfiable(x, S U {x : D} \ \x : C U £>})

else let K = {R\ x : (> n R C) G S for n > 0}

for all REH do:

generate-successors(x , R, S)

generate-successors(x , R, S) =

if x :(<nRC)€S, \{z | z is a variable in S,z ^ x}\ > n,

y:C<£S,y:NNF(^C)<tS, andx^y

then ifn = 0

then generate-successors(x , R, S U {y : NNF\->C)})

else generate-successors(x , R,SU {y: C}) or

generate-successors(x , R,Sli{y: NNF\-<C)})

eisifx: (> n R C) € S, \{z | z: C G 5, z ? x}\ = m and m< n

then let ym+i , . . . , yn new variables:

generate-successors(x , R, S U {ym+i : C Vn '• C})

elsifx:(< n R C) € S, \{z | z: C G S,z / x}\ > n

then let L be a list of all pairs (y, z) such that

y: C G S, z: C G S, y ^ x, z £ x, y ^ z, and

the replacement ofy by z is safe in S

find (y, z) in L such that:

generate-successors(x , R, [y/z]S)

elsifx:(<n R C) G S and \{z \z:C eS,z^ x}\ >n

then false

else for all variables y ^ x in S:

satisfiable(y, {y: C \ y: C G 5})

Figure 1: A functional algorithm which decides satisfiability of concepts. The call satisfiable(x , {x: C}) returns

true if and only if the concept C in negation normal form is satisfiable.

hence S contains a clash. Otherwise S is clash free

w.r.t. x and our algorithm proceeds with inspecting

the constraints imposed on the ii-successors of x. Thus

generate-successors calls, for every .ft-successor y of x,

the function satisfiable with arguments y and 5', where

S' contains all the constraints imposed on y.

Theorem 4.1 A concept C in negation normal

form is satisfiable if and only if the call satis-

fiable(x, {x: C}) returns true.

The complexity of satisfiable strongly depends on

how the numbers occurring in at-least restrictions are

coded. If we assume that these numbers are writ

ten in the decimal system as usual, the function may

need space which is exponential in the size of the in

put concept for the following reason. Given a con

straint x : (> n R C) the function adds the constraints

yi : C, . . . , y„ : C, which obviously needs exponential

space in the size of the decimal representation of n.

However, if we assume that the numbers are coded

unary, i.e., a number n is represented by a string of

the length n, then we strongly conjecture that satis-

fiab/e needs only polynomial space in the size of the

input concept.

5 REMARKS ON THE

COMPLEXITY OF QUALIFYING

NUMBER RESTRICTIONS

In this section we will first show that already some very

small concepts of the presented language may cause

long computations of the function satisfiable. Then

we will discuss under which circumstances qualifying

number restrictions behave better with respect to the

computation time, and may thus be used in applica

tions.

Since the satisfiability problem in our language is

PSPACE-hard, one may ask whether a concept lan

guage providing qualifying number restrictions can be
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used in applications. To discuss this question let us

reconsider why the satisfiability (and hence the sub-

sumption) problem in the presented language has such

a high complexity.

To decide whether a concept C is satisfiable our algo

rithm starts with the constraint system S = {x : C)

and computes (in the worst case) all complete con

straint systems issuing from S using the completion

rules. One can distinguish two forms of complexities:

• Complete constraint systems issuing from S may

contain exponentially many constraints. In this

case, the computation of such complete constraint

systems needs exponential time w.r.t. the size

ofC.

• There may be exponentially many different com

plete constraint systems issuing from 5.

In [Donini et al., 1991a] it has been pointed out that

both forms of complexity are present in the concept

language ACC. Intuitively, one can say that the first

form of complexity is responsible for NP-hardness and

the second form for co-NP-hardness of the subsump-

tion problem; if both forms come together they cause

PSPACE-hardness. Though the satisfiability problem

in ACC is PSPACE-complete, experience with an im

plemented system (see [Baader and Hollunder, 1990])

has revealed the following result. If an .4jCC-concept

which should be checked for satisfiability is not very

long (i.e., if it contains less than 20 to 30 symbols of

the form l~l, U, 3, or V), the implemented algorithm for

checking satisfiability is rather fast.2

In spite of the fact that ACC and our language are sim

ilar w.r.t. worst case complexity, our language does not

show the nice behaviour of ACC for small concepts. It

turns out that there exist concepts containing only a

few symbols of the form l~l, >, or <, and small num

bers for which the function satisfiable already needs a

rather long time for computation. The reason for this

difference seems to be that the second of the above

mentioned sources of complexity has more influence

for our language. This comes from the presence of the

highly nondeterministic —Choose' an(^ —»*<-rule8. In

contrast to constraints of the form x : CUD, where

an application of the nondeterministic —»u-rule pro

duces exactly two alternatives, constraints containing

at-most restrictions in general are responsible for a lot

more alternatives.

Example 5.1 Suppose that satisfiable(x , {x : C}) is

called with the concept

C = (>2 R(Ar\B))n(>2 R(Ar\C))n

(< 2 R A) n (< 2 R B) n (< 2 R C).

After applying the —>n-rule the function generate-

successors is called with arguments x, R, and

S = {x:(>2R(Ar\B)),x:(>2 R(Ar\C)),

x:(<2RA),x:(<2RB),x:(<2RC)}.

Then the constraints j/i : (^ n B), j/2 : (^ n fl), and

j/3 : (A n C), j/4 : (A n C) are added to S to satisfy the

at-least restrictions. Afterwards generate-successors

checks whether the at-most restrictions imposed on x

can be satisfied. Thus, by application of the -t,.^^-

rule for each y,-, 1 < i < 4, y, : A or j/j : ->A, yi : B or

y, : ->B, and y,- : C or y< : ~>C are added. Obviously,

since there are 4 such successors of x, 84 = 4096 alter

natives are tested (in the worst case) in order to find

a clash free complete constraint system.

Applications of the —>»<-rule create additional alter

natives. Assume that for each »', 1 < t < 4, y,- : A is

added by the —>c^oo*e"ru'e- Since there are 4 succes

sors of x in the concept A, generate-successors has to

replace 2 variables to satisfy x : (< 2 R A). In this

case there are I „ ) * I o 1=6*3 possible repla

2 It is however not yet clear how the algorithm be

haves for longer concepts which may occur in practical

applications.

ments, which however need not all be safe.

Note that the overall number of alternatives caused

by applications of the —*choose~ an<^ —+«<-ruIe is de

termined by the number of ^-successors of x (which

depends on the at-least restrictions imposed on x), the

number of at-most restrictions imposed on x, and the

numbers occurring in the at-most restrictions.

This example demonstrates that—in contrast to con

cepts of the ^4£C-language—already small concepts

containing qualifying number restrictions cause in

tractable problems. This fact is not necessarily an

argument in favour of excluding qualifying number

restrictions from concept languages. If it turns out

that in applications subsumption relations can often

be computed fast with the presented algorithm, this

algorithm should be employed. Nevertheless, one can

not simply rely on the fact that the input concepts are

"well-behaved".

To avoid long computations we propose the following

modification of the functions satisfiable and generate-

successors given in the previous section. The idea is to

precompute the number of alternatives which have to

be inspected in the worst case in order to find a clash

free complete constraint system. The number of al

ternatives caused by applications of the —>cft005e- and

—+,<-rule to a variable can be estimated as demon

strated in Example 5.1. If there are too many such

alternatives, then satisfiable stops the computation

and returns fail. Otherwise, satisfiable proceeds as de

scribed in the previous section.

Thus the modified algorithm behaves as follows. If it is

confronted with concepts where only few alternatives

have to be inspected, then it behaves similarly to the

algorithm for ACC. In this case it hopefully returns

the correct answer in short time. Otherwise, if there
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arise too many alternatives in the computation, then

it would probably take a long time to compute the

correct answer. In this case the algorithm stops and

returns fail.

Using such a modified algorithm instead of an incom

plete algorithm—as used in almost all implemented

KL-ONE systems—has the following advantage. If a

fast but incomplete algorithm cannot detect a sub-

sumption relation between two concepts, we do not

know anything. A subsumption relation may or may

not exist. Consequently, we do not really know

whether there is no subsumption relation between con

cepts, or whether the computation of this relationship

would just take too long.

On the other hand, assume that we have a subsump

tion algorithm as proposed above. If the algorithm

returns yes (no), then we really know that there exists

(does not exist) a subsumption relation. That means,

both positive and negative answers are correct. Oth

erwise the algorithm returns the answer fa/7. However,

in this case the computation of the correct answer is

a hard problem, and hence fast incomplete algorithms

would probably fail too.

Summing up, we have argued that one may use qualify

ing number restrictions although the satisfiability and

subsumption problem in a concept language providing

these constructs is rather hard from a computational

point of view. The proposed method uses a sound and

complete algorithm which in advance recognizes con

cepts probably causing long computations. In this case

fail is returned. However, if the algorithm returns yes

or no, then we know that this answer is correct.

6 CONCLUSION

The present paper is a contribution to clarifying the

subsumption problem in concept languages. A sound

and complete satisfiability and hence subsumption al

gorithm has been presented for a language providing

qualifying number restrictions. We have seen that

qualifying number restrictions are very expressive lan

guage constructs; they generalize role quantifications

and ordinary number restrictions. Nevertheless, the

presented algorithm has a very simple structure. In

the following we will discuss the methodology for de

vising subsumption algorithms for concept languages

which led to this algorithm.

The completion technique as used in the present paper

was first described in [Schmidt-SchauB and Smolka,

1988] for devising a subsumption algorithm for the

language ACC, and then extended to other concept

languages (see e.g. [Hollunder, Nutt, and Schmidt-

SchauB, 1990, Donini et al., 1991b]). The ideas un

derlying these algorithms are as follows. Since the

subsumption problem can be reduced to the satisfi

ability problem3, it is sufficient to devise algorithms

which check satisfiability of concepts, i.e., which check

whether a given concept denotes a nonempty set in

some interpretation. If C is a concept which should be

checked for satisfiability, the algorithms start with the

constraint system {x: C). Then constraints are added

by applications of completion rules until either a con

tradiction occurs, or an interpretation I such that C1

is nonempty can be immediately obtained from the

actual constraint system.

Each language construct gives rise to a particular com

pletion rule. In general, it is relatively easy to deter

mine for a given language construct a "corresponding"

completion rule. This rule should satisfy two prop

erties. On the one hand, it should be sound, i.e.,

it should satisfy one of the two properties stated in

Proposition 3.3, depending on whether it is a deter

ministic or nondeterministic rule. On the other hand,

it should be complete, i.e., if it is no longer applicable,

the constraints containing the construct as uppermost

operator should be "satisfied".

Now suppose that for each language construct of the

concept language we have a "corresponding" sound

and complete rule. We have seen that a concept C

is not satisfiable if and only if every complete con

straint system (i.e., a constraint system such that no

completion rule is applicable) issuing from {x : C) con

tains a clash4. Thus, to get a decision procedure for

the satisfiability problem one has to guarantee that

there is no infinite chain of applications of completion

rules issuing from {x: C). In general, it is more com

plicated to prove termination of the completion rules

than to prove soundness and completeness of these

rules (see Section 3). In fact, it would be relatively

easy to generate sound and complete rules for con

structs which cause undecidability such as role value

maps [Schmidt-SchauB, 1989]. However, it is clear that

in this case termination cannot be guaranteed in gen

eral.

For implementation purposes one should not be con

tent with the rule-based algorithm obtained by apply

ing this methodology. Practical experience has shown

that—for the sake of efficiency— it is important to im

pose an appropriate control on the rule applications.

In the best case one may obtain a functional algorithm

as demonstrated in Section 4.

We have pointed out that deciding satisfiability in our

language has a high complexity. To avoid long compu

tations we have modified a sound and complete satisfi

ability algorithm such that concepts probably causing

3Recall that C subsumes D if and only if ->CV\ D is not

satisfiable. In [Donini et al., 1991a] it is shown how the

reduction works if negation of concepts is not available in

the concept language.

* Recall that clashes are obvious contradictions in con

straint systems such as x: A, x: ->A on: 1.
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long computations are recognized. In this case fail is

returned. Otherwise, if the algorithm returns yes or

no, then we know that—in both cases—this answer is

correct.

Concept languages are used in kl-one systems to rep

resent terminological knowledge. However, almost all

of these systems have, in addition to the terminological

component ("T-Box"), an assertional component ("A-

Box") which allows to describe knowledge concerning

particular individuals. To reason with both the T-

Box and A-Box one may need algorithms for inferences

such as consistency checking of the represented knowl

edge and "realization". It has been demonstrated in

[Hollunder, 1990] that the completion technique can

also be used to devise sound and complete algorithms

for these inferences.
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Abstract

A formalism for representing both temporal

and spatial aspects of physical situations is

proposed. It admits decompositions of time

and space into discrete pieces, thus enabling

the use of mathematical induction to rea

son about change in physical systems. This

in turn allows properties of many systems

to be inferred with a single argument. The

combination of the representation and infer

ence strategies provides a basis for reason

ing about histories which is informed by the

properties of the space the histories inhabit.

The utility of the formalism is demonstrated

by formalizing the statements that a string

can pull but not push an object, and that

a ratchet can turn in only one direction, and

showing how these statements can be proved.

1 INTRODUCTION AND

MOTIVATIONS

This paper proposes a formalism for the representa

tion of spatial information. Additionally, the util

ity of mathematical induction for performing some

commonsense inferences in the formalism is demon

strated. The examples include showing that a string

may pull, but not push, an object; and that a ratchet

wheel may turn in one direction but not the other.

Both of these examples have received attention in

the literature on qualitative simulation (e.g., (Forbus,

Neilsen, and Faltings 1987), (Faltings 1990), (Gardin

and Meltzer 1989)); in the present approach, however,

conclusions are reached via deduction, not simulation.

The proposed formalization is based on an axioma-

tization of tolerance spaces; these have been studied

in (Poston 1972), (Zeeman 1962), and (Dodson 1975),

and were first suggested for use in AI in (Hayes 1985).

A tolerance space is a collection of points with a sym-

metic and reflexive tolerance relation defined on it —

two points x and y so related are said to be tolerant,

or close to one another, or near one another. The in

tuition behind the use of such spaces as models of the

physical world is that at sufficiently small scales, po

sitions or quantities are indistinguishable. According

to (Poincare 1958): "Such a statement, translated into

symbols, may be written:

A = B,B = C,A <C.

"This would be the formula of the physical continuum,

as crude experience gives it to us, whence arises an in

tolerable contradiction that has been obviated by the

introduction of the mathematical continuum." How

ever, as argued in (Hayes 1985), commonsense space

is not a continuum; in particular it is not metric.

One feature of the tolerance space representation is

that it allows objects and metrics (such as angle) to

be decomposed into sequences. That the decomposi

tion is a sequence allows mathematical induction to

be employed in reasoning about the behavior of physi

cal systems, if a connection between adjacent members

of the sequence can be shown. The use of induction

makes it possible to reason about objects with arbi

trarily many components, or of arbitrary size, with

one argument.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

The axiomatization of tolerance spaces is given in the

next section, with some models for the axioms. Defi

nitions of basic geometrical constructs are given, and

some properties of them proved. Then the utility

of the representation is demonstrated by formalizing

both the string and the ratchet wheel, and the state

ments that the string can pull but not push, and that

the ratchet can turn in only one direction. Sketches

of proofs of these statements are also given. Finally,

the work is compared to other approaches to spatial

reasoning.

The following notation is used: "D" denotes impli

cation, "\" set difference, and af(A)", where A is a

subset of the domain of /, the image of all elements of

A under /.
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2 TOLERANCE SPACES

2.1 DEFINITIONS

The most essential conditions for a tolerance relation

are that it be reflexive and symmetric, but not tran

sitive. These conditions correspond to a point being

near itself, but if a is near 6 and 6 is near c, then a

is not necessarily near c (though 6 is near a and c is

near 6). Furthermore, to handle more than one dimen

sion, each point x of the space is near several sets of

points; each such set corresponds to the points near x

in a particular direction (this technique was proposed

in (Dodson 1975)). The following definition formalizes

this:

Definition 1 An n-dimensional tolerance space is a

pair (A, r) where A is a set with a relation r C A x

V(A), such that for all x G A, there exist 2n distinct

sets related to x by t. These are denoted by D{(x) and

Di(x) for 1 < » < n, and satisfy the following axioms

(in which 1 < i,j < n):

Disjointness:

(«• #iD(A(*)n Dj(x) = 0))]

D2(x)

Symmetry:

Vx, y G A {x G £><(y) D y G £>,(*))

Containment:

Vx,y€A[yeDi(x) D

Di{x) U {x} C Di{y) U A(y) U {y}]

Orthogonality:

Vx, y G A [ (y € A(x) A i / j) D

Vz G £>>(*) 3z' G £>j(y) z' G !><(*)]

All the axioms hold if all occurrences of "D" are re

placed with "Di" and vice-versa, or with all occur

rences of "Dj" replaced with "Dj" and vice-versa, or

both. Figure 1 illustrates the two-dimensional case.

Containment ensures that there are no "holes" in the

Di. Orthogonality means that Di(x) and Dj(x) really

do "point" in different directions (when i ^ j). The

various Di are called direction symbols. We will use the

following notation: D° denotes the direction symbol

orthogonal to £),-, in the counterclockwise sense (so

DI = £>2, £>l = ~D\, and Df = 75f); we will also write

Di±D?.

Di(x) Dt(x)

Figure 1: Tolerance relations in 2 dimensions

A class of models for these axioms are based on the

first quadrant of the cartesian plane, where

(*i,yi) G Di({x2,y2)) iff yi=y2 and

0 < X! - x2 < f(x2)

(*i,yi) G D2((x2,y2)) iff xi-x2 and

o < yi - y-i < g(v2)

where / and g are functions such that

x>yD f{x) + x> f(y) + y

x>yD g(x) + x> g(y) + y

Symmetry requires that (xi,yi) G Di((x2,y2)) if

y! = y2 and 0 < x2 - xi < /(xx).

Containment holds in any such model, as follows. Let

(x2,y2) G Di({xi,yi)), and fix (x3,y3) G £>i((«i,yi».

We must show that

(*8,«s)€Di((*a.»a»u75r((*2lM,))u{<*2>»2>}

Equivalently, since yx = y2 = y3, x3 - x2 < f(x2), or

x2 — x3 < f(x3), or x3 = x2. Cases:

1. x3 = x2: trivial

2. x3 > x2: 0 < x3 - X! < /(xi), or 0 < x3 <

/(xi)+xi. Since xi < x2, f(xi)+x1 < f{x2)+x2,

sox3-x2 < /(x2). Hence (x3,y3) G D^((x2,y2)).

3. x3 < x2: x2 - xi < /(xi), so x2 < /(zi) + xi.

Since x3 > xi, f(x3) + x3 > /(xj + xi. But then

x2 < /(x3) + x3; i.e., 0 < x2 - x3 < /(x3). Hence

(x2,y2)G Di((x3,y3)).

Also, Orthogonality holds in any such model, as fol

lows. If (x^yi) G £>i({x2,y2)) then yx = y2. And for

any (x2,y3) G D2((x2,y2)), y3-y2< g(y2), but then

y3-yi<y(yi)- Hence (xx.ya) G D2(xi,y!). Since

(xi,y3) G Di((x2,y3)), (x!,y3) is the point whose ex

istence Orthogonality asserts. Similar arguments may
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(D1D2)(x) {D1D2D1)(x)(D1D2D1D1)(x)

Figure 2: Directions and their direction sequences

be made for the other instances of the Orthogonality

axiom.

The surface of a sphere is not a model (with the usual

coordinates of latitude and longitude), since the points

tolerant to the poles would violate orthogonality.

Notice that many tolerance relations may be defined

on the same set. If r1 and r2 are two such relations

on A such that D}(x) C D2(x) and D}{x) C D2(x)

for all x G A, then r1 is said to be finer than r2, and

t2 is said to be coarser than r1.

We now show how various geometric primitives may

be defined, and that they have appropriate properties.

That we can so define these concepts makes formaliza

tions of physical situations possible, as will be shown

in section 3. In order, we will define direction, line,

orthogonality, distance, and angle.

2.2 DIRECTION

Definition 2 The direction (A,

defined recursively as:

k = 1 : (Di)(x) = Di(x)

k>l:(Dil-.Dih^)(x) =

U D'^(y)

Dik)(x) is the set

\(Dh. •Aj(x)

We will refer to such sets as direction sets, or D-Sets,

and the sequences (A, ■ ■ ■ A,,) as direction sequences.

(D{1 ■ ■ ■ Dik) will sometimes be abbreviated by (D).

See figure 2.

We will assume that direction sequences do not contain

both A and A for 1 < i < n.

Direction sets can be empty. They have the following

properties:

Lemma 1 If w £ Dio(x), y G (A, ■■■Dik)(w), and

y<£Dio(x), theny<=(Dio--Dik)(x).

k = 1: We must show that

yeuz€D>o(x)D,-1(z)\A-0(*)

Since we assume that w G A0> y G jDj,(u>), and y g

Di0(x), this is clear.

k > 1: z G (Dj, • ■ ■ Dik)(w) (Assumption)

=> z' € (A, ■ ■ • £>,»_, Hf) A z G Dik (z') for some z'

(Def direction)

=> z' G (Di0 • • • Dik_1)(x) (inductive hypothesis)

=> z G (A„ • • • A*)~(x) where z G Dik(z')

(Def direction)

Theorem 1 Ify G (A, ■ ■ ■ Dik)(x),

thenxe (Dik ■Dil)(y).

Proof: By induction on ib

k = 1: y G AiOO Di£ ^i7(j/) by Symmetry.

Jb > 1: Ify e (A,-"A»+I>(«)i then by the

definition of direction, for some ?£ (£),, • •■ D,-4)(i),

J6AH,W and yt(Dil...Dih)(x). By the

inductive hypothesis, ar G (Afc • ■ • A,)(z). Also,

* e Du+i (y) ** »£Ai+,W- So by lemma, x G

(A»+1Ak ••• AT)(y). as required. D

It turns out that direction sets are invariant under per

mutation of the sequence; this is a consequence of the

following theorem.

Theorem 2 (D{l ■ ■ ■ DikDik+lDik+a)(x) =

{Dil..DihDik„Dih+1)(x)

Proof: If Dik+l = Ak+a, trivial. So suppose that

A»+1*A»+S.

C fix

*e U *Wv)\(A,-A.+1>(«)

»€<A, •Ak+1>(*)

(If no such z, then (Ai ••• A»A»+aA»+i)(*) must

also be empty, lest Orthogonality be violated). Let

z' G (Ai • • • Dik )(x) be such that z G Dik+Jz', and

z" G (A, • • ■ AJ(x) be such that *' G Ak+1 (•?")■ By

Orthogonality, since z" G D,k+1(z'),

V«i, G Afc+a(z')3w' G Dik+3(z") : «/ G A»+IM

(since z" G Ak+l(*))_ Since z G Ak+3(z').

au/eA^M^'eA^W. It remains to

show that w' ^ (Dil ■■■ D{k)(x). Suppose it were:

then z G (A, ■ • ■ Ak+i )(*)> contradicting our assump

tion that z G (Ai ■ •• A»A»+1 A»+a)0O- Hence,

z G (A, ■ ■ ■ A» A*+a A*+,)0c), as required.

Proof: By induction on k D: Similar D
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The Di(x) only contain points close to x along a par

ticular dimension. In fact the D,(x) are not tolerance

relations at all, since they are not reflexive. But we

can define a tolerance for 2 dimensions, as follows:

y £ Dij(x) iff y £ (DiDj)(x) U D,(x) U {x}

There are 2n such relations for an n-dimensional tol

erance space; for n = 2, we have ZKy, Dj-, and Djj,

with the corresponding definitions. We also define the

predicate Close as follows:

Closely) = y € Dij(x) V y G Dq(x)

2.3 LINES

Lines between two points x and y are identified with

all the direction sets encountered on the direction se

quence generated by the "Symmetric DDA" algorithm,

used in rendering lines on a bitmapped graphic dis

play, and described in (Newman and Sproull 1979). It

is modified to produce the next element of a direction

sequence, rather than plot the next point of a line.

Definition 3 The line joining x and y is

l(x,y) = \J (Dtl.:Dir)(x)

i<p<*

where (JDj, •■■£),•>) is the direction sequence produced

by the algorithm.

This notion of a line is clearly not a Euclidean one

— for example, lines may intersect in more than one

point. If (Dii -Din) is not a sequence produced by

the algorithm, then (Ji<p<* {Pi\ ' ' ' D*,)(x) is called a

path.

A useful property of the sequences produced by the

algorithm is the following. If / is a line with n occur

rences of D\ and m occurrences of D? in its direction

sequence, and /' is a fine with n + 1 occurrences of D\

and m — 1 occurrences of £>2 in its direction sequence,

and / and /' both originate at x, then all points in / are

close to a point of /'. This property will be exploited

when reasoning about the ratchet.

2.4 ORTHOGONALITY

Definition 4 The orthogonal to a given direction

(Dh-Dih) is (Bf.---.DfJ where D° is orthogonal

to D{.

We require that the "sense" of orthogonality be the

same throughout. Notice that, of the set of lines join

ing a point p to a line /, the line orthogonal to / is

among those having the fewest direction symbols. This

suggests that the definition of orthogonality is the right

one.

2.5 DISTANCE

The naive definition of distance would identify the

distance between two points x and y as k, where

1/ € (D,-, • ■ ■ D,-J(x). But the permutation equiva

lence of direction sequences would then imply that the

length of the hypotenuse of a triangle is equal to the

sum of the lengths of its legs. The observation in the

previous section shows that this naive metric has at

least the property that the length of the hypotenuse

of a triangle is greater than the length of either of its

legs; this property will be preserved by any monotonic

function of sequence length. The familiar Euclidean

metric is both monotonic and Pythagorean, so we feel

justified in making the following definition of distance:

Definition 5 The distance d(x,y) between points x

and y is defined as:

1. Close(x,y) : d(x,y) < nan{d(x,z) | ->C7ose(x , z)}

2. ->Close(x,y) : d(x,y) = y/l'f + 1\, where /i and

l^ are the number of occurrences of the two dis

tinct direction symbols occuring in any sequence

(Dt, ■ ■ ■ Dik)(y) such that x 6 (Dh ■ ■ ■ Dik)(y).

The first case ensures that tolerance spaces are not

metric spaces, since metricity fails at sufficiently fine

granularity. But for all points not close to one another,

the distance metric is symmetric (by theorem 1) and

satisfies the triangle inequality.

2.6 ANGLE

Definition 6 The angle 6k between two lines l(x,y)

and l(x,z), where (D,-, ■ ■ ■ Dtk)(x) is the direction se

quence forl(x, y), and (Djl ■ ■ ■ Djk)(x) is the direction

sequence for l(x,z), is:

ek(l{x,y),i(x,z)) = ±A^;D^

1=1

where

( 0 tfDi^Dj,

A(Dil,Djl)={ 1 ifDi.l.DjL _

{ 2 ifDit=Dit orDi^Dj,

This definition of angle has the following desirable

characteristics:

1. e(i,i) = o

2. 9(1,1) maximizes

{0(1, 1') I /'is a line joined to the end of /}

3. 9(1,1°) =1/2(0(1,1))

With this definition of angle, we may define a toler

ance relation on lines as follows. Two lines l(x, y) and
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l(x, z), whose direction sequences agree on the first

k positions, are said to be tolerant mod k (for then

0k(l(x,y),l(x,z)) = 0). We may also define the suc

cessor of a line / (mod k) as the line whose direction

sequence has a permutation differing from /'s direction

sequence only at position k.

Notice that as the lines grow longer, the measure be

comes more precise — just as in the commonsense

world, a larger protractor is able to discern finer angles

than a smaller one.

3 APPLICATIONS OF THE

FORMALISM

3.1 PRINCIPLES OF FORMALIZATION

We now show how to use tolerance spaces to model

the physical world. We designate a tolerance space

(S, <r) to represent (empty) space, another space (T, r)

to represent time, and separate spaces for each object

in the situation being modelled. For example, B may

represent a block. This means that all points in B are

points in the block; nothing in B gives information

about the position of the block in space.

The extent of T will not be specified, but will be as

sumed to be long enough to encompass the actions of

interest. Space and each physical object are assumed

to have two dimensions, and time is assumed to have

a single dimension, with a total ordering.

Positions of objects in space are given as tolerance-

preserving functions from their representing spaces to

S (a function from a tolerance space to another is

tolerance-preserving if points close in the domain are

close in the range). This space, SA, is also a tolerance

space; one possible tolerance on it is a" , defined as:

<Pi,P2> G <ra iff Va G A Close(Pl(a),p2(a))

Thus, two position functions are close if their values

are pointwise near each other.

Similarly, motion is represented as a function from

time to position functions; that is, a motion function

is a member of (SA)T , or equivalently, SAxT . We may

define a tolerance on this space exactly as we did for

the space of position functions.

We will assume that we have a many-sorted language

that includes the following sorts: Physical objects,

whose representing tolerance spaces are (A, a) and

(B, /?), space and time, represented by S and T; posi

tion and motion functions, denoted by Pa and Ma for

an object A; direction symbols and sequences, denoted

by D{ and (£)), respectively; and natural numbers, de

noted by k, n, m, etc.

Note that Pa(A) and MA(A)(t) both denote regions of

S. While this notation may appear to be redundant,

it is useful when the position or motion of a subset of

A is of interest. Such usage will be seen many times

below. The "position" of an object means the range

of the position function for the object.

Using motion functions, we may define the trajectory

of a body A over a time interval T.

Definition 7

Trajectory(A,T) = (J MA(A)(t)

l<*<n,«€T

Definition 8 An axis of symmetry of a body is a line

such that for every point a in the body, there is another

point b in the body such that

1. b lies in the direction orthogonal to the axis from

2. a and b are on opposite sides of the axis

S. The distance from a to the axis is the same as the

distance from b to the axis

Because of the inherent fuzziness of direction and dis

tance, it is possible to find a sufficiently coarse toler

ance relation for which an axis of symmetry exists for

irregular objects. The predicate

SymmetryAxis(/, A, £>,)

asserts that / is a symmetry axis of the D-Set A, and

/ = Di(x) for a point in A. Note that this predicate is

restricted to D-Sets.

The following predicates will also be used:

Moving(A,r,(D» =

Vti,t2eT,aG A(h <t2

D MA(a)(t7) € (D)(MA(a)(U)) )

Notice that Moving is true only for linear motion. It

means that A moves in direction (D) throughout T.

Connected^, fl.T) = V< G T3a G A,b G B (Close(a, b))

We also define Rotating(5,T) to be equivalent to the

antecedent of (1) below.

We will also use the following function constants:

D-Sets(.A, a, ao) denotes the D-Sets of a space A gener

ated by a tolerance relation a with respect to a point

ao- ao is usually understood to be at the "end" or

"corner" of a tolerance space, like the point x in fig

ure 1.

DS(T) denotes the direction sequence (D) such that

T = (D)(x) with respect to the tolerance in effect.

#occurrences(£),-, (D)) is the number of occurrences of

the direction symbol D{ in the direction sequence (D).
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max(0) is the maximum value the angle measure can

take. It corresponds to lines with opposite directions.

Finally, we assume that appropriate tolerances are

fixed for all spaces.

In the following examples, we must infer the motion of

an entire body given the motion of a portion of it. For

example, that a body is pushed may be formalized by

stating that the pushed portion of the body is moving;

the axiom below permits inferring how the whole body

moves. More formally, if B is a body and C a piece

of it (i.e., C = Dij(x) for some x on the boundary

of B and appropriate i and j), then given a motion

function Mq for C we must find an extension of it

to a motion function Mb for B. The inferred motion

may require that two bodies intersect; since this is

forbidden by axiom ( 3) below, we may conclude by

reductio that the object does not move. This means

that we are obligated to determine if the motion of a

body intersects any other body in the scenario.

[ C = Dij(x) A x a boundary point of B

A SymmetryAxis(/, B, D{)

a lnc^

A Moving(C,T,(D))

A 0 < 0(Trajectory(C,T),PB(/)) < max(0)

A D-Sets(T,T,*0) = {Tl T
}]

3Mb extending Mc

0(Trajectory(C), MB(l)(Tk+1))

> 0(Trajectory(C),MB(/)(Tt)) (1)

The axiom states, roughly, that pulling a rigid body

tends to align the body with the direction in which it

is pulled, and that pushing a rigid body tends to do

the opposite. See figure 3.

The next axiom keeps physical objects in one piece:

Ai G D-Sets(A,a,ao) A A2 G D-Sets(.A,a!,ao)

A Vai G Ai3a2 G A2{a\ G Dt;(a2))

D V< G TVai G MA(A7)(t)

3a2GMil(>l2)(t)(aiGAi(a3)) (2)

This axiom holds if Dy is uniformly replaced by Dtj,

Drj, or Djj. By the definition of Connected, the con

sequent implies that Connected(.Ai, A2,T).

The next axiom states that objects may not intersect

one another;

VA,B[A^BDPA(A)nPB(B) = H} (3)

While objects may not intersect, they may certainly

touch one another. "Touching" is identified with

 

Trajectory(C,T)

 

Trajectory(C,T)

Figure 3: Illustration of Axiom 1. a increases in

cases.

both

object positions being close to one another, i.e.,

Connected^, B,T) for some T (note that "Con

nected" may be a permanent or temporary condition

— permanent in the case of adjacent pieces of an ob

ject, temporary in the case of collisions). This explains

that when objects touch, they may affect each other's

motion — for any discernible change in the position of

one object toward the other would require their posi

tions to overlap. Since the axiom above forbids this,

the motion of one or both must change.

3.2 Non-Monotinicity

As in any formalization of the commonsense world,

conclusions must be defeasible. Consider Newton's

first law of motion, that a body moving in a straight

line continues to do so unless acted upon. The conclu

sion that an object A moves in a straight line would

have to be withdrawn when an object B is added to

the scenario which deflects A. It turns out that cir

cumscription is useful for formalizing the first law of

motion, as will now be shown.

First, we define the predicate

ChangeInMotion(yl, Tj , T2) — A moves in a different

direction throughout T\ than throughout T2.

The goal is to determine the extent of Moving, mini

mizing the extent of ChangelnMotion.

The relevant theory contains the following axioms.

First, connected things affect each other's motion:

[ Connected^, B, Tx) A Moving(5, 7i , {D))

A Moving(i4,Ti, (&)) A (D) ? <£>') ]

Moving(A,T2,(D"))A{D')?(D") (4)
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[ MovingCA.ri, (£>)) A Moving(A, T2, (D'))

A <£>>/<#)]

D ChangeInMotion(yl, Tx , T2) (5)

Rotation is continual change in motion:

Rotating(y4,T<) D ChangeInMotion(A, Ti,Ti+1) (6)

Let A be the conjunction of (4), (5), and (6). The

circumscription of ChangelnMotion in A is given by

the policy:

CIRC[A; ChangelnMotion; Moving] (7)

This policy implies the following:

ChangeInMotion(i4, TY,T2) =

[ 35, (D1) ( Connected^, B, Tx)

A Moving^.Ti^D))

A MovingCB.Ti^D'))

A (D) ? (D1) )

V Rotating^,!1!)] (8)

MovingfA,^, {£>)) =

[ Moving(A, T2,(D))

V 35,(D')[(Connected(A, S,Ti)

A Moving(B,Ti, (£)'))

A (D) *(D'))]) (9)

The last formula represents Newton's first law. As

direction sequences may be empty, it also covers the

case when a body is at rest. Without some positive

information that something is moving, the circum

scription guarantees that nothing moves; Moving and

ChangelnMotion are identically false.1

Finally, there is a problem of non-monotinicity in this

framework that may not be addressed by any of the

known formalisms for non-monotonic reasoning. The

problem is this: The propagation of an effect over a

series of entities is shown by proving that the effect

is propagated from one entity to the next, and ap

pealing to induction. Conversely, we would like to

be able to infer that, if there is no sequence of en

tities for which the effect can be proved to propagate,

then it does not propagate. This amounts to assuming

that causality holds. But this inference is unjustified,

since the effect may be magically transported by some

other means. We will use it in the string example

below, however, under the name of the chain assump

tion. The complete treatment of the string example

will require a solution to this problem; the well-known

relation between circumscription and mathematical in

duction noted in (McCarthy 1980) gives us reason to

suppose that a solution exists.

1 Thanks to Vladimir Lifcchitz for pointing this out.

3.3 REPRESENTING AND REASONING

ABOUT THE STRING

The coordinate system of figure 1 is assumed.

Suppose that B denotes the tolerance space represent

ing the string. That the string is long and narrow is

formalized by asserting

VBi £ D-Sets(B,/?,60)

[#occurrences(DS(B,), D2) = 1]

We let B\ be the D-Set closest to 6o, and Bn be the

furthest. Each member of D-Sets(B, /?, &o) has a sym

metry axis whose direction is equal to the long axis of

the string, which we fix arbitrarily to be D\,. These

axes are denoted by Bs,, so for each member B,- of

D-Sets(5, /?, bo) we have

SymmetryAxis(S5, ,Bi,D\)

The pulling of the string is asserted by

Moving^, T,(D))

where bi is the member of Bsj that is also in D2(bo) —

i.e., the "leftmost" member of £5, . Also, (D) denotes

a direction sequence such that

(D^B^nBn^di

This means that the only case considered is when the

string is pulled in the direction directly opposite its

other end.

Our task is to prove that pulling one end (say B\) of

the string results in the other end of the string (Bn)

moving in the same direction, and that pushing one

end of the string does not result in the other end mov

ing in the same direction. The formal statements are,

for pulling,

Moving^, Ti, (D)) D 3TfMovmg(B,Tf,(D)) (10)

and for pushing,

Moving^, 71 ,<£>)) D -37}Moving(B,7>, (D))

(11)

The relationship between the motions of the symmetry

axes of adjacent D-Sets of the string is at the basis of

both proofs.

We must first introduce one more predicate on posi

tions of strings, UnderTension. This object is denned

on positions of objects satisfying the formula above,

and states that all symmetry axes of the D-Sets of the

object are aligned. This predicate is circumscribed;

this attempts to capture the commonsense intuition

that the relaxed state of strings is one having kinks

and bends. For a string to be completely straight, it

must be held. Formally:
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UnderTension(PB(B)) 3

VAS>) ASi [ ( Ai € D-Sets(A,a,a0)

A A;- € D-Sets(A,a,ao)

A SymmetryAxis(A5; , Ai , D,)

A SymmetryAxis(J4sJ , .Ay , D< )

A Connected(A, , Ay ))

D0(A5i,As,)=max(0)]

Notice that UnderTension is a property of positions of

strings, not strings themselves.

A proof of (10) is now sketched. By axiom (1), there

exists a motion function A/b, extending Mj, such that

the angle between J3s, and Trajectory^ , T) increases.

Since "increases" means a discernible increase (relative

to the tolerance in effect), and there are only finitely

many discernible angles, a trivial inductive argument

shows that there is another motion function — the

composition of the functions that are responsible for

each increase in the angle — such that the angle be

tween Bs, and Trajectory(61) is maximal.

By the definition of Rotating, we have

-.Rotating(Bi,TJ)

where Tj is the first member of D-Sets(T, r,to) for

which Bsl is aligned. Hence if there were a point in

B\ not moving in direction (D), (2) would be violated.

That is, _

Moving^, 7}, <£>))

This predicate remains true for Tk after 7), by (9),

since either £2 is rotating, or is also moving in direc

tion (D), as will now be shown.

The argument to this point establishes that there ex

ists a motion function for B\ that results in both ends

of Bsi moving in the same direction — i.e., the base

case for the induction. The inductive case is shown as

follows. Suppose that we've shown that

Moving(flt_i,Ti,<75))

The points of Bsk closest to Bsk_t (the "leftmost"

members of Bsk) must also move in direction (D), lest

(2) be violated. Then the same argument as in the base

case shows that Bsk becomes aligned with (D) ; it may

be that Rotating(5^,71) holds before the alignment

is complete.

By induction we conclude that

37}VB,- € D-Sets(B,/?,60) Moving(fl,,7), (D))

that is,

37) Moving(fl, 7),(£>))

To prove (11), assume that

Moving(6,,T,(£>))

and observe that UnderTension is false (due to its hav

ing been circumscribed). Thus there is a pair of un

aligned adjacent segments; let this pair be S, and S,+i.

 

Figure 4: Ratchet and Pawl

(1) shows that the angle between them decreases, and

hence by the contrapositive of lemma 2 below, the mo

tions of opposite endpoints are not the same. Finally,

the chain assumption allows us to conclude that the

other end of the string does not in fact move in the

same direction.

Lemma 2 // two distinct points of a rigid body move

in the same direction, then the direction of one from

the other is invariant during the motion.

There are some weaknesses in this formalization. The

existence assertion in (1) sweeps a lot under the rug —

for it may be the case that by the time the first sym

metry axis has straightened, so has the entire string.

Also, rotation of a body A connected to a body B does

not cause B's motion to change. Finally, the circum

scription (7) does not consider important exceptions,

such as the string being attached to a wall and not a

movable object.

3.4 REPRESENTING AND REASONING

ABOUT THE RATCHET

A ratchet is a device that can turn in only one direc

tion; in figure 4, the only possible direction is coun

terclockwise. If the wheel turns counterclockwise, the

pawl is pushed out of the way; if it turns clockwise, the

pawl is eventually jammed into the corner, preventing

further movement. The problem addressed here is to

formalize the intuitive argument just given, so that the

conclusion applies to a whole class of ratchets (with

varying sizes, numbers of teeth, etc.).

As figure 4 indicates, the wheel itself may be decom

posed into right triangles (recall that right triangles

are formalizable in the language of tolerance spaces).
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Figure 5: Pulling a pawl along a surface

The ratchet may be formalized as a sequence of posi

tion functions p\ , • • • , p„ of a right triangle with legs

l\ and I2 and hypotenuse h. These position functions

must satisfy p<(/i) C p(,+i) (mod n)W

The pawl is formalized as a line of fixed length, orig

inating at its fixed end. This captures its rigidity,

length, and the fact that it has width (since lines do

also).

The argument that the wheel may turn counterclock

wise runs as follows. It is shown first that a pawl can

be pulled along a surface, such that the pawl always

remains in contact with the surface, as long as the dis

tance between the surface and the fixed end C of the

pawl is non-zero and less than the pawl's length (see

figure 5). This result is sufficient to prove that the

wheel can turn, provided that it can be shown that

the pawl is not blocked by any other surface or object.

It is sufficient because throughout the rotation of the

wheel, the vertical distance between the fixed end of

the pawl and the surface of the wheel is less than the

length of the pawl, and the motion of the fixed end of

the pawl is rightward with respect to the surface of the

wheel.

That the pawl isn't blocked is established by observing

that the radial surface of the ratchet is shorter than

the non-radial surface, yet for any point z on the radial

surface at distance d from the center, there is a point

x' on the non-radial surface at the same distance from

the center. But x' is further from the intersection of

the radial and non-radial surfaces than is x. Hence,

rotation of the wheel sufficient to raise the end of the

pawl to distance d from the center of the wheel is more

than sufficient to move the radial surface away from

the end of the pawl, so that the pawl isn't blocked.

The formalization of pawl-pulling statement, where

the coordinate system of figure 1 is assumed, is:

[MovingtCT.Di)

A -3TUT2 ChangeInPosition(>l,Ti,T2)

A 3/ G L, a G A (Close(Mi(/)(<0), Pa(o)))

AV/£ T3a e A

( PA(a) in direction "D^ from Mc(C)(t)

A 0 < d(Mc(C){t), PA(a)) < length(I) )

D 3Ml extending Mc

(VaGA3iGT,/Gl

(Close(ML(0(0,^(a)))) (12)

The existence of Mi is shown by defining it inductively

over the sequence J\, • • • , Tm, as follows.

Ml(L)(Ti) is simply the given initial position of L.

Let V be Mi,(L)(Ti) shifted in the same direction as

C is moving, by the difference between Mc(7<+i) and

Mc(C)(Ti). There are three cases to consider:

1. V n A = 0 and at least one point of V is close to

A: let ML(L)(Ti+l) = V.

2. L' n A = 0 and no points of V are close to A:

Similar to the next case.

3. V n A ^ 0: Let 9 be the least angle such that the

position obtained by rotating L about C by 9 does

not intersect A (here we use the successor relation

on angles, discussed in section 2.6) Such a 9 must

exist, since if L is parallel to A it cannot intersect

it, due to our assumption that the distance from C

to A is greater than zero in the vertical direction.

So we need only show that L is close to A after

the rotation. Let 9' be the angle preceding 9\

the rotation of £ by 9' does intersect A. By the

observation in section 2.3, all points in L rotated

by 9 are close to a point in L rotated by 9', and

hence to a point in A.

The proof that the ratchet cannot turn clockwise is

also based on an argument similar to the above, but

concluding that L in figure 5 cannot be pushed to the

left. In this case, (12) is modified by replacing D\ with

Z?i, and negating the consequent. For when the end of

L is at the bottom of the "valley" , it would be stuck

— the end of the pawl cannot penetrate A lest (3) be

violated, and C cannot move in a circular path lest the

antecedent Moving(C,T, D\) be violated.

4 Related Work

One approach to reasoning about physical systems

with uncertain information is that of qualitative sim

ulation. Well-known accounts include (Kuipers 1984),

(de Kleer and Brown 1984), and (Forbus 1984). In
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such systems, uncertainty in the value of real param

eters is represented by quantity spaces, typically ab

stractions of the real line. Application of these tech

niques to spatial (multi-dimensional) reasoning was

problematic until the introduction of the place vocab

ulary by Forbus (Forbus 1980), and its subsequent de

velopment by his group in (Forbus, Neilsen, and Falt-

ings 1987), (Faltings 1987), and (Faltings 1990). A

place vocabulary is a graph in which nodes denote re

gions of a space, and edges denote an adjacency rela

tion between the regions. The underlying space may

represent physical space (in the case of (Forbus 1980),

or in the case of (Faltings 1990), a configuration space

(points of which represent configurations of a mecha

nism). In the latter case, one configuration may be

reached from another if nodes representing them have

an edge in the graph. These descriptions suffice as

a basis for simulating the behavior of ratchet and es

capement wheels.

The major drawback of this approach is that every new

system to be simulated must have a place vocabulary

computed, even if it differs only slightly (for example,

an escapement wheel with one more tooth) from exist

ing systems. This is a consequence of the requirement

that the configuration description used to compute the

place vocabulary be exact; it is not possible to gener

alize the behavior of a wheel with n teeth to one with

n+1 teeth. Shape descriptions are thus not qualitative

at all, though the simulations using them do represent

scalars as qualitative magnitudes (There is also a no

tion of qualitative direction, corresponding to direction

sequences of length 1 or 2). On the other hand, the tol

erance space framework permits (indeed, requires) ap

proximate shape descriptions; furthermore, the infer

ences used allow generalizing from the n-tooth ratchet

to an arbitrary, similarly-constructed wheel.

Axiomatic approaches to spatial reasoning include

(Shoham 1985) and (Davis 1986). The work reported

herein differs in its ontology for representing time and

space, and its reliance on mathematical induction as

an inference method. The latter emphasis appears to

be unique in the literature on spatial reasoning.
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Abstract

We introduce a semantical approach of

nonmonotonic logics in Shoham's style. It allows

to underline the links between three types of

apparently different formalisms: semantical

approach of nonmonotonic logics, monotonic

modal logics and conditional logics.

1 INTRODUCTION.

Common sense reasoning includes to draw defeasable

conclusions: to add a piece of information may oblige to

retract some others. Traditional logics, just because they

are monotonic, don't seem able to represent this. So,

nonmonotonic systems appeared to add nonmonotonic

aspects to monotonic logics. Many of them have been

proposed as formal models of nonmonotonicity. The best

known are probably : [McDermott & Doyle 80]

nonmonotonic logic I; [Mc Carthy 80] circumscription;

[Reiter 80] default logic; [Moore 85] autoepistemic logic;

and [Delgrande 88] approach based on conditional logic.

An up-to-date survey may be found in [Reiter 87]. More

recently, Shoham [Shoham 87a], [Shoham 87b] has

proposed a general semantical approach in which many

nonmonotonic logics can be represented. It is essentially

his work which has consisting of inspired this paper. He

presents frames (or models) constituted by the set of all

interpretations of a monotonic logic structured by a

preference relation. This relation is a strict partial order

generally assumed to verify some property like "well

founded", or "bounded".

First, we present a semantical approach of nonmonotonic

logics using frames in Shoham's style, but with a little

different evaluation method. This modification keeps the

principal properties of Shoham's approach since under

some "well founded" hypothesis on the preference

relation, they are equivalent. But as the evaluation

method presented here deals directly with infinite chains,

the restriction "well founded" is not necessary for this

approach. To represent nonmnotonic deduction with these

frames, a binary operator preferential entailment is used.

We will see that, to study its general properties (formulas

true in every preference logic captured by this semantical

approach), monotonic modal logics will be good tools.

Two different kind of monotonic logics present

interesting arguments to be used here: modal logic with a

"necessary" operator as primitive symbol (S4 will act

this role), or conditional logic (a logic equivalent to S4

will be presented: C4). This induces another analogy

between usual modal logics and conditional logics. Note

that Boutilier [Boutilier 90], independently of the work

presented here, has presented similar results on the

relation between S4 and nonmonotonic logics.

2 A SEMANTICAL APPROACH FOR

NONMONOTONIC LOGICS.

A monotonic logic associated with a preference relation

on its interpretations is at the base of our approach. It

will be used to define a preferential entailment, (which

will be noted =>). The basic idea the one presented by

Shoham. In a monotonic logic, to a wff A corresponds

(semantically) the set of all interpretations in which A is

true. In order to obtain a nonmonotonic logic, Shoham's

idea is to consider not all such interpretations, but only

some of them: The preferred ones (in a certain respect).

So when we say A preferentially entails C (noted A=>C)

we don't consider all interpretations, but only the set of

the most preferred ones where A is true. In the same way,

if we consider AaB=>C then we consider the set of all

most preferred interpretations where A and B are true.
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Considering a particular most preferred interpretation

where A and B are true, there would be a preferred one

where A is true and B is not. Nonmonotonicity (A

preferentially entails C does not imply A and B

preferentially entails C) follows from the fact that these

two sets are not necessarily included. A monotonic logic

and a preference relation on its interpretations define what

may be called a preference logic. This may permit to give

a semantics to some nonmonotonic formalisms which

don't have any yet. But, the monotonic logic on which

the semantical approach can be based needs some "good"

properties (as in Shoham's approach [Shoham 87a]).

Definition 2.1 : We call standard logic1 a logic L with

the usual compositional model-theoric semantic (i.e.

classical logic, modal logics ...). The notion of

satisfiability (i=J£) is defined as truth in an interpretation i

(where an interpretation is a classical truth value

assignment or a Kripke interpretation or ...). But, we

furthermore impose the following properties to the logic:

given an interpretation i,

n?l-.A if and only if not \=\A

M£AvB if and only if t=^A or t=^B

Validity (t=J is defined as truth in all ^interpretations.

The operators and (a) and implication (-») are defined as

in classical logic.

Definition 2.2 : Let £ be a standard logic. A

preference logic L« based on L, is then defined by the

frame: < I, « >, where I is the set of all interpretations

of the logic £ and « is a preference relation on I.

Let's now present the properties we need for «.

Intuitively, transitivity is the only one to be necessary. It

corresponds to the fact that if an interpretation i! is

preferred over i2 and i2 is itself preferred over i3 then, ^

is preferred over i3. We introduce reflexivity for the sake

of simplicity. Given these two properties, ii«i2 means i2

is at least as preferred as ij. Note that, « is not

antisymetric, so distinct equi-preferred interpretations are

allowed.

Definition 2.3 : Satisfiability in a preference logic L«

(noted \=iu) is defined in the following way:

If A is a well formed formula of L then t=^u A if and only

if^A.

Necessary (D) and possible (0) operators, are introduced in

L,f with the usual semantics:

t=^ DA iff for all interpretations i' such that i«i', we have

t=iu 0A iff there is at least one interpretation i' such that

i«i" and \^u A.

Validity is defined as satisfiability in all interpretations:

A formula A is valid in a preference logic L« (noted

t=^A) if and only if for any interpretation i of I we have

*=U A.

Now, using these two operators, we are able to define

what preferential entailment is. Intuitively A

preferentially entails B if B is true in the most preferred

interpretations where A is true [Shoham 87a], [Shoham

87b]. To obtain something corresponding to preferential

entailment in the language, we introduce a new binary

operator =±>. Let's now consider an interpretation i. In

order to know if A preferentially entails B in i, we must

consider all the most preferred interpretations over i where

A is true. If there are none, and A is true in i, only i has

to be considered. Because of reflexivity, this particular

case is contained in the general one.

To explain the definition of preferential entailment, we

proceed in three steps: 1 - Only linear sequences with A

being true in all interpretations will be considered; 2 -

We extend our study to general frames (linear or not) but

always with A true everywhere; 3 - Finally we conclude

considering general frames without restriction on the

truth value of A. At every step, we try to find a formula

corresponding to the intuitive meaning of the sentence: B

is true in the most preferred interpretations where A is

true (i.e. A preferentially entails B).

Step 1: Let's consider a linear sequence in which A is true

everywhere, and let i be an interpretation of this sequence.

The simplest case is when B is true for all preferred

interpretations.

i

Figure 1.

(Transitivity and reflexivity are not represented.)

Then we have i=JA DB. If the sequence is finite, B is true

in the most preferred interpretations since it is true in all

the preferred one.

Let's assume the sequence is infinite. We are not able to

find explicitly the most preferred interpretation where A

is true (since it is at "the end" of the infinite sequence)

but, we are sure that B is true "in it", and we are not

interested in anything else. So, even, in this case, we

admit that A preferentially entails B in i.

Let's now consider a more general case : DB is not true

in i. We obtain a similar result if and only if we find an

interpretation i' preferred over w satisfying DB.

' Here, even if, formally, the two approaches differ in

some points, we use the same denomination as Shoham does.
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0—^0 ■*©—*©- ^

i i'

Figure 2.

In this case, we have \^u OdB, and we admit also that A

preferentially entails B in i.

Step 2: Now we consider frames looking like the

following one:

 

Figure 3.

For all branches (or sequences), we want to have the

previous property. So, the formula needs to be modified

in order to take this last remark into account. It becomes:

M^DODB.

Step 3: In general frames, there may be interpretations

which don't satisfy A, but in order to check if A

preferentially entails B, we are interested only in those

which do. In consequence, the formula needs some last

alteration such that for each preferred interpretation, if it

does not satisfy A, we don't take it under consideration.

So, the formula becomes: t=Ju D(-AvO(AaO(->AvB))) or

equivalent^ i=^,rJ(A -» 0(AaD(A -» B))).

In the sequel, D(A

A=>B.

0(AaO(A -> B))) will be noted

Loops, in finite sequences, just may be considered as

some kind of infinite sequence.

Definition 2.4 : A preferentially entails B in a

preference logic L« if and only if \=lu A=*B for every

interpretation i of I (i.e. A=>B is valid in the logic £«).

When there is no infinite sequence, Shoham's approach

and ours, have the same intuitive foundations. In the next

section, we show that they are equivalent

Note that, in this section, writing A=>B does not induce

any restriction on the form of A and B: they may be not

only formulas of L, but also formulas of £« (nested

operators D, 0, => are allowed).

Other semantics have been proposed in order to capture

similar notions; but to solve the problem of infinite

sequences, some more restrictions are imposed on the

(preference) relation: it may be "bounded" (strict partial

order) [Shoham 87a], be "well-founded" [Delgrande 87],

or verify a "smoothness condition" [Krauss & Lehmann

& Magidor 90]. Since this approach directly deals with

infinite sequences, the only restrictions we impose on the

form of the preferential relation are those already

presented i.e. transitivity and reflexivity.

3 COMPARING TO SHOHAM'S

APPROACH.

In this part => is the only non classical operator to be

under interest. Furthermore, nested operators are not

allowed. So when we will write A=>B, A and B will be

formulas of L. May be, this is more intuitive since the

first aim is to have a correspondence between preferential

entailment (here =>) and nonmonotonic deduction. In this

context, the use of nested operators is controversial since

the understanding of something like AK(BhC) is

not clear.

Let's start with some definitions of [Shoham 87a],

[Shoham 87b]:

Definition 3.1 : Let L be a standard logic, and < a

strict partial order on ^interpretations. L and < define a

preference logic I<. An interpretation i preferentially

satisfies A (written b=<A) if i=VA and there is no

interpretation i' such that i<i' and i-'^A. In this case, i is

a preferred model of A. A wff A of L is preferentially

satisfiable iff there is a preferred model of A. And A

preferentially entails B (written At=<B) if for any i, if

it=<A then t=lfi.

Perhaps, these definitions only make sense if < is

"bounded" [Shoham 87a]; that is, if there is no infinite

sequence io<ii<i2<-- • Indeed, if a wff A of L is true in

all these interpretations, as there is no maximal element,

there is no preferred interpretation of A, and so, A is not

preferentially satisfiable. This does not correspond to

intuition. In consequence, it is natural to require < to be

"bounded". Under this restriction, we obtain the

following equivalence:

Theorem 3.2 : Let L< be a preference logic defined by

the preference relation < ("bounded" strict partial order) on

the set of all ^.-interpretations: I. And let L« be defined

like in section 2: £« = <I, «> with i]«i2 if and only if

i!=i2 or ii<i2.. Then:

At=<Bifft=/J< A=>B.

Proof:

First, note that « is defined as a transitive and reflexive

relation (the former because of definition of <, and the

latter because of 11=12).

Two frames have to be considered: The Shoham's one

(i.e. (I, <)); and ours (i.e. (I, «)). For the sake of

notations, we don't say explicitly when we speak about

one or the other frame. Let's only remark that the symbol
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i=< refers to Shoham's frame and that symbols 1=^, ^, D,

and 0 refer to ours.

The proof is in fact divided in two lemmas:

Lemma 33 : Let L< be a preference logic (Shoham's

one) defined by the "bounded" strict partial order <, and

L« the corresponding frame of our approach. If t=^A=>B

then At=<B

Proof

Consider some i such that it=<A. By definition, we

obtain (1) t=^A and (2) there is no interpretation i' such

that i<i' and t=*'£ A. Now the hypothesis t=a A=>B means

that we have (for all interpretations, and in particular for

0 ^u 0(A -* 0(AaD(A -» B»). And then by definition

of V and G, we obtain (3) M^ A -> 0(AaD(A -* B)).

With (1), (3) and Modus Ponens, (4) ^ 0(AaD(A -»

B)) follows, and now considering (2) and the construction

of '«', it is clear that (5) *=>u AaQ(A -» B), and then

0U B. B is a wff of L, then this is equivalent to i^B.

So if it=<A then \=lLB. This is true for any i such that

ii=<A, so At=<B.

Lemma 3.4 : Under the same hypothesis as lemma 3.3,

if Ai=<B then t=AA=»B

Proof

Consider an interpretation i such that it=<A; by «-

construction and D-definition, (1) if t='LB then, since

there is no <-preferred interpretation i' such that t=*£ A ,

t=?a, AaD(A -* B). Suppose now that At=<B, then we

have \=?LB for each interpretation i such that it=<A. The

first result is: (1) if At=<B then for any interpretation i

such that if=<A, we have t=±u AaD(A -> B).

Now let's look at the hypothesis: < is a "bounded" strict

partial order, we can show that for any formula A and any

interpretation i if t^A, then it=<A or there is a <-

preferred interpretation i' such that i'i=<A. Applying (1),

we obtain (2): if Ai=<B then for any interpretation i if

i=^A, then { [it=<A and n^AaDCA -» B)] or there is a <-

preferred interpretation i' such that [i't=<A and

t=?u AaD(A -» B)] }. The "then" part simplifies in

i=?^ AaD(A -* B) or there is a <-preferred interpretation i'

such that t^u AaD(A -» B). If we speak about «-preferred

interpretations instead of <-preferred, this becomes:

t=?A 0(AaQ(A -» B)), and then, considering the whole

expression (2), we obtain: if At=<B then for any

interpretation i, t=±u A -> 0(AaD(A -* B)). Since it is

true for all interpretations, we can equivalently write: for

any interpretation i, \=*u D(A -» 0(AaD(A -» B)));

looking at =

t=A A=>B.

-definition. We finally obtain: if At=<B then

Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 give the proof of theorem 3.2.

The consequence is that all the nonmonotonic logics that

can be characterized in terms of Shoham's preference

logics can also be characterized by the section 2 approach.

Furthermore, two very useful properties are now allowed:

first, we can use equi-preferred interpretations (two or

more). This case has also been studied by [Brown &

Shoham 88] with biazed logics. And, secondly, we do not

have to worry about infinite chains.

This semantical approach enables to characterise some

nonmonotonic logics and to give them some semantical

aspects. Now, it would be interesting to study common

properties of nonmonotonic logics which we are able to

deal with. As the frames we have defined, and Kripke

models for normal modal logics have very similar forms,

it seems interesting to use such a logic for this study.

But another approach is possible. We are interested in a

nonmonotonic binary relation (preferential entailment),

and conditional logics are specialised in this kind of

operators. These two approaches are interesting: the

former because we use a necessary notion in part 2 to

present and to define preferential entailment, and

automated theorem proving methods are known for

normal modal logics. The latter is also interesting

because it is a more direct approach of preferential

entailment properties.

4 RELATING THIS APPROACH

WITH MODAL LOGIC S4.

In the whole following, we will be concerned only with

nonmonotonic logics defined on propositional calculus.

Among the modal logics on the start line, the first

candidate is S4: its semantics is also based on transitive

and reflexive relations.

We recall briefly the axiomatic and semantics of S4:

Definition 4.1 : Logic S4

Axiomatic consists the following axiom schemata:

Al - (AvA)->A

A2 - B-<A-»B)

A3 - (AvB)->(BvA)

A4 - (A-»C) -> ((AvB) -» (AvQ)

A5 - DA-*A

A6 - 0(A->B)-KDA->aB)

A7 - DA-»QDA

and inference rules:

A A-»B

MP -
B

N

Semantics:

A

DA
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An S4-model is a triple M = ( W, R, v ) where:

_ W is a non empty set of worlds, and

_ R is a reflexive and transitive relation on W, and

_ v is a valuation from the set of worlds and

propositional variables to {true, false}.

(=jj p iff v(w,p) = true (p is a Propositional Variable)

t=SiAAB iff ^=RA and M&B

t=fr-A iff not H&A

H&DA iff for any w' such that w R w' we have *=fiA

The valuation v may be seen as a function from the set of

worlds to the set of classical interpretations. For more

information on S4, see [Hughes & Cresswell 68]. The

notions of satisfiability 0=ft), validity (t=S4) and

theoremhood (1-54) are defined as usual. We define 0 and

=> respectively by: -.0-.A, and D(A -» 0(AaD(A -» B))).

"OA" is read A is possible and "A => B" may be read

Normally if A then B or It is usually admitted that if A

then B, but for the sake of coherence, here, we will read

it: A preferentially entails B. Note that, as expected, => is

a non monotonic operator (A=>C does not entails

AaB=*C) even if it is defined using monotonic operators

in a monotonic logic.

Remember that our aim is to link the approach developed

in part 2 with S4. Given a frame (I, «> of a preference

logic £«, it is not difficult to find an intuitive

transformation to an S4-model since the only difference is

the interpretation function.

Definition 4.2 : So, if (I, «,) is a frame of a

preferential logic, we will define the corresponding S4-

model M = <WS, Rs, Vj) where WS=I, Rs=«, vs(w,p)=true

iff Hfc p (p is a propositional variable, PC is

Propositional Calculus).

Theorem 4.3 : Given a well formed formula (with or

without modal operators) A, ^u A if and only if M

defined as above, for all worlds w in Ws, M&A.

(and so ^^^B if and only if for all worlds w in Ws,

t=ftA => B).

Proof is trivial.

And we obtain :

Corollary 4.4 : If A and B are wff (with or without

modal operators) then if t=s4 A=>B (or h^A^B) then in

any preference logic £«, we have \=tM A=*B.

This has been obtained because, considering a frame of

part 2, we are able to construct an S4-model such that the

frame and the S4-model satisfy the same formulas. But in

order to obtain the reverse, i.e. if in any preference logic

A<, we have 1=^ A=>B then t=S4 A=>B, the definition of

a frame given in part 2 needs to be extended. We no

longer consider the set of all interpretations, but (as in

S4) a non empty set of worlds W. And to link worlds and

interpretations, we could use a function noted 1 from W

to I. Then the new frame has the following form: (W, «,

1). This modification seems to be reasonable and natural.

In fact, this kind of frames is already known. It have been

used by Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor to prove their

important representation theorem for Preferential

Consequence Relations [Krauss & Lehmann & Magidor

90]. Boutilicr [Boutilier 90] has also proved, in a parallel

work to this paper, a correspondence between S4 and

Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor's frames using an

equivalent definition of conditional ( A=>B = Boutilier's

Def D(D-«AvO(AaD(-iAvB))) ).

So S4 expresses common properties of preference logics.

To refer to Bell's work [Bell 90], which gives another

correspondence, a little less strong than here, between a

conditional logic named C and Shoham's approach, we

assert that S4 is the logic of nonmonotonicity.

In the next part, we give a direct approach of preferential

entailment using a conditional logic.

5 RELATING THIS APPROACH

WITH A CONDITIONAL LOGIC.

Generally, conditional logics are used, to formalise and

study properties such as relevance and necessity ([Dunn

86], [Anderson & Nuel & Belnap 75]). More recently,

they have been applied to nonmonotonicity. The main

idea is to introduce a nonmonotonic binary operator in a

monotonic logic in order to obtain a monotonic

reasoning about nonmonotonic relation. Different results

may be found in [Nute ??], [Nute 84], [Stalnaker

68], [Delgrande 87]. Here, we are going to define a

conditional logic expressing general properties of

preferential entailment in a way similar to [Bell 90].

5.1 THE LOGIC C4.

Definition 5.1 : C4 axiomatic

It constits of the following axiom schemes:

AC1, AC4 - PC axioms

AC5 - A=»A

AC6 - ((A => B)a(A => C))->(A => (BaQ)

AC7 - ((A=>C)a(B=>Q) -> ((AvB)=>C)

AC8 - ((A=>B)a((AaB)=>C))-KA=>C)

AC9 - ((A=>B)a(A=>C))-K(AaB)=>C)

AC10 - (-tA=>A)-^A

AC11 - (A=>B) -> (C=>(A=>B))

AC12 - A=*((A=>B)-KA->B))

AC13 - A=*((A=>C)-KAaB=>Q)

AC14 - A=K-<A=>-,B)^(C=>(A->-<A=>-nB))))

and inference rules

A A-»B
MP

RCM-

B

B->C

(A=>B)-KA=>C)

Axioms AC11-14 deal with nested formulas. This may

look contradictory as, in part 3, we argue to neglect

formulas with nested operators. Moreover, it is clear that

the interesting property of nonmonotonicity of
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preferential entailment is lost when nested operators are

concerned. In fact, we only need these axioms to obtain

full correspondence with S4.

Note that this axiomatic is in the style of, for example,

logic NP [Delgrande 87&88]. But C4 does not subsume

NP, neither it is subsumed by it

C4, is normal in term of [Chellas 75], that is, it is closed

under the rules:

RCEA

RCK

A<->B

(A=>C)<-KB=*C)

(Bia ... ABn) ► B

((A=*B i )a. . .a(A=>Bn)->(A=*B))

Proof is in annex.

From these two rules, it follows that equivalent

propositions can be substituted into antecedent or

consequent of a conditional variable. And by induction,

we obtain full substitution of equivalents.

In the semantics, we use a selection function as done

often in conditional logics see, for example, [Stalnaker

68] or [Chellas 75] or [Delgrande 87&88].

Definition 5.2 : C4-semantics: A C4-model is a triple

M = (W, f, v) where W is a non empty set of worlds, f a

selection function from Wx2w to 2W and v a valuation

from WxP to (true ; false). Intuitively W is the set of

possible worlds; given a world w and a set of worlds S

the selection function f associates the subset of S of the

most preferred worlds over w. For a wff A, IAIM stands

for the subset of worlds in M in which A is true. If there

is no ambiguity on M, we will adopt IAI. f=KiA will be

used to assert that A is true in model M at world w.

Satisfiability is defined by:

t=Ri p iff v(w,p) = true.

*=fr-A iff not HkA

t=ftAAB iff J=3tiA and i=l&B

l=RiA=>B iff f(w,IAI) £ IBI

where the function f has the following properties:

f5 - f(w,IAI)clAI

f7 - f(w, IAvBI) c (f(w, IAI) U f(w, IBI))

f8 - If f(w, IAI) c IBI then f(w, IAI) c f(w, IAaBI)

f9 - If f(w, IAI) c IBI then f(w, IAaBI) c f(w, IAI)

flO - Iff(w,l-1AI)=0thent=i!iA

fll - If wi € f(w, ICI) then f(w1? IAI) c f(w, IAI)

fl2 - If wi € f(w, IAI) then W! e f(wi, IAI)

fl3 - If wi e f(w, IAI) then f(wi,IAABI) c f(wi,IAI)

fl4 - If wi e f(w, IAI) and w2 g f(wi, ICI)filAI then

f(wi, IAI) c f(w2, IAI)

The numeration of these properties corresponds to the

axiomatic's one. Note that ACn°i corresponds to fn°i.

Although f8 and f9 reduce in f8': "If f(w, IAI) c IBI then

f(w, IAI) = f(w, IAaBI)", we do not adopt this

abbreviation to keep the correspondence between

semantics and axiomatic, and to conserve some

granularity on properties.

Validity is defined by: 1=04^ iff for any C4-model M and

any world w of it, H&A.

Theorem 5.3 : C4-semantics is sound and complete in

respect with C4-axiomatic, i.e. l-otA iff t=c4A .

Proof

Two parts must be considered. First: C4-theorems are

true in every C4-models, i.e. all axioms are true in every

models and inference rules preserve validity. This is not

difficult to verify since there is a corresponding rule for

every axiom. Secondly, we need to prove that if a

formula is true in all C4-models, then it is a C4-theorem.

This last part is proved, as in [Chellas 75] for some other

conditional logics, using the canonical model method.

The canonical model of C4, noted CM, is defined as

follows:

_ W = { w I w is a maximal consistent set of wffs2 }

_ fCw.HAIIcM) = { w2 € W I {B I A=>B g w} £ wi)

_ v(w, p) = true iff pc w.

Where HAIICM= { w I we W and Ag w } .

In a first step we prove that for any wff A and any we W:

t=&iA iff Ag w. This is made by induction on the form

of the formula A.

In a second step, we need to verify that CM is a C4-

model i.e. that every condition on f is verified. The

details of the whole proof can be found in [Lamarre 90].

We have now at our disposal conditional logic C4 whose

semantics given by definition 5.2 is sound and complete

with respect to its axiomatic given by definition 5.1.

5.2 RELATIONS BETWEEN C4 AND S4; C4

AND PREFERENTIAL ENTAILMENT

Let's now study the correspondence of C4 conditional

operator and preferential entailment. We proceed by

snowing that C4 and S4 constitute in fact the same logic,

so that we can use the results of part 4.

A first intuitive obstacle may araise when giving to C4

the same expressive power as S4 defining necessary (D)

and possible (0) as follows.

Definition 5.4 :QA =Def-iA=>A and 0A =oef

^(A=>-nA).

Intuitively, -iA=*A means that A is true in the

2 Wffs are formed here on the Propositional Calculus

language augmented with the binary operator =>. Nested

formulas are allowed.
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"preferred" worlds3 where -A is; i.e. f(w, 1-iAI) c IAI. But

by property f5, f(w, l->AI) c I—.Al. and then f(w, 1-iAI) c

IAInl-iAI. Since A and -.A can't be true in the same

world, IAInl-iAI=0, so f(w,IAI)=0; and then by property

flO, H&A. Using property fll, this may be repeated for

all W! such that wt e f(w, ICI). So, we can say that as far

as w is concerned, for all "preferred" worlds, A is true.

The O-definition can be explained in the same intuitive

way. Considering these two new definitions, C4-language

may be defined as the Propositional Calculus one

augmented with the binary operator =>, and the two unary

operators: □ and 0. Note that, now, S4 and C4 have the

same language.

But the similarity is greater: they have the same set of

theorems.

Theorem 5.5 : HC4A if and only if HS4A.

To prove this theorem, we are going to restrict the

languages of the two logics in order to obtain a common

language based on only one modal operator. So that in

the following proofs, when some inductive reasoning on

the construction of a formulas will be used, we will only

have one non classical operator to consider. And then, the

proofs will be more straightforward. Two choices are

possible: to keep S4-necessary or C4-entailment. Our

preference goes to C4-entailment for two main reasons.

First it is what we are studying here, and it is a good way

to understand better it's behaviour. The second argument

is a technical one: it would be difficult to work with

necessary in C4 because of its definition. We don't claim

here that the definition of entailment in S4 is very

simple, but may be we are more accustomed to

manipulate Kripke models than conditional ones.

Trivially, all C4 formulas may be expressed using only

entailment as modal operators since it is a primitive

operator.

It is also possible to do the same in S4. We only have to

note that HS4dA<->d(-,A->0(-1AaD(-.A->A))) or

equivalendy: l~s4rJA«-»(-iA=>A). (The proof may be

found in the annex.) From this and full substitution of

equivalents, we are able to replace every formula

containing some necessary operator by an equivalent

expression using entailment. So each well formed

formula of S4 has an equivalent form which uses only

one single operator: entailment.

Then S4 language may be restricted to Propositional

calculus one augmented by the binary operator =>.

Lemma 5.6 : If l-^A then I-C4A

Proof

3 Here, we say that a world wj is "preferred" over w if

wje f(w,ICI) for some wff C

By theorem 5.3, and the corresponding theorem for S4,

this is equivalent to: If t=s4A then t=C4A.

I.e.: if for any S4-model Ms and any world w of this

model H&A then for any C4-model Mc and any world w

of this model, f=SicA.

If we take the contrapositive, it becomes: If there is a C4-

model Mc and a world w such that not t=15fcA, then there

is an S4-model Ms and a world w such that not H&sA.

Since in S4 as in C4, not t=EiA is the same as l=6-iA,

this can be rewritten:

If there is a C4-model Mc and a world w such that HftcA,

then there is an S4-model Ms and a world w such that

HfcA.

If we can prove this last sentence for any A, then, we

would have a proof of lemma 5.6.

Given a C4-model Mc = < Wc, fc, vc ), we construct the

following model: Ms = < Ws, Rs, vs > with:

_ Ws = Wc (they will be noted simply W).

_ vs = vc (They will be noted simply v).

_ Rs (noted R in the following) is defined in the

following way:

for any wj, w2 of W: WjRw2 iff W! = w2or

w2g f(w!,IXI) for some X.

The construction of R seems to be natural. Ms is an S4

model. To prove it we have to verify that R as defined

above is reflexive and transitive. See [Lamarre 90].

Furthermore, we prove: For any w in W t=KicA iff HftsA.

Trivially, this is true for every formula which does not

have any conditional operator. For formulas which

contain such an operator, the proof is by induction on the

number of nested conditional operators. Two parts are

necessary: 1 - if H&cA=>B then MftsA=»B; and 2 - if

M&c-.(A=>B) then H&s-.(A=>B) or equivalently if not

H&cA=>B then not H&sA=>B, or in another form if

H5tsA=>B then HfocA=>B. These two parts give

H&cA=>B iff l=RisA=>B. This is very fastidious; the

whole proof is not detailed here, but may be found in

rLamarre90].

Lemma 5.7 : If l-C4A then (-S4A

Proof

As for the previous lemma, we will use semantics and

construct a corresponding C4-model Mc for any S4-model

Mc, such that Mc and Mc will sadsfy the same formulas.

S4 verifies the finite model property [Hughes &

Cresswell 84] and this is a very interesting property.

Indeed, for every S4 model M, by a filtration method, we

are able to produce another model M* which satisfies the

same formulas, but in which W* is finite. S4 is then

characterised by models having a finite set of worlds W.
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So, here only finite models have to be considered.

Let Ms = < Ws, Rs, vs ) be a finite S4-model. We

construct model Mc = ( Wc, fc, vc ) such that:

_ Wc = Ws (noted simply W).

_ vc = vs (noted simply v).

_ fc (noted simply f) is defined in the following way:

Given a world ofW and a well formed formula:

f(w,IAI) = { w' I wRw' and H&sA and for any w" if w"Rw"

and t=&A then w"Rw* }

We first prove that Mc is a C4-Model by verifying all

properties of f. Then, we show that that Ms and Mc

satisfy the same formulas. The whole proof may be found

in [Lamarre 90].

Proof of theorem 5.5: By lemmas 5.6 and 5.7.

Considering theorem 5.5, C4 and S4 constitute in fact

the same logic. In this sense we may affirm that S4 is a

conditional logic. Boutilier ([Boutilier 90]) has already

noted this, but, providing an axiomatic (and semantics)

equivalent to S4, in a pure conditional style, is a step

more in this direction.

6 SOME PROPERTIES OF

PREFERENTIAL ENTAILMENT.

Now, our purpose is to use S4 and C4 to study properties

of preference logics.

First let's have a look at figure 4. It expresses the links

between, on the one hand preferential entailment, and on

the other hand material (or classical) implication (-»), and

also Lewis's strict implication (=>).

A3B=DefD(A-^B).

Az.B:

A_»B

A=>B

Arrows ".

Figure 4.

-..."stand for "if... then.

Remember that material implication means that, for a

given world, if A is true so is B. So in the point of view

of Lewis strict implication, which speaks about all

accessible (preferred) worlds, the two others entailments

formalise opposite notions. Material implication speaks

about the nearest world: itself, and preferential entailment

about the most distant worlds (with respect to the truth of

A).

Theorem 6.1 : Some results on => .

A=>A

A<->B A=»C

B=>C

A->B C=»A

C=>B

AaB=»C A=>B

A=>C

A^>B A=>C

AaB=»C

A=>B B=>A A=>C

B=*C

A=»B A=>C

A=>BaC

A=>C B=>C

AvB=*C

AaB=>C

A=>B-»C

Aa-^B^C AaB=>C

A=>C

Reflexivity

Left Logical Equivalence

Right Weakening

Cut

Cautious Monotonicity

Equivalence

And

a

S

D

Proofs, which use logic C4, are in the annex. We may

note that the proofs are not difficult. The same proofs

done with S4 are longer and more difficult. Note also that

only the flat part of S4 (no nested operator) is used.

Due to the inference rules of theorem 6.1, => may be

considered, in terms of [Krauss & Lehmann & Magidor

90], as a preferential consequence relation. This holds in

C4, in S4 and by corollary 4.4 in every logic which may

be characterised by some frame of part 2. This result

corresponds to Boutilier's one when he proves, with an

equivalent definition of preferential entailment, the

correspondence between S4 "flat" conditional part and the

Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor's approach.

7 CONCLUSION

Even if we are not able to characterise all nonmonotonic

logics, S4 and C4 can be used to study the common

properties of nonmonotonic preferential deductions.

Indeed, if we consider the default logic of Reiter [Reiter

80], with nonmonotonic deduction defined as truth in

some extension, it trivially does not satisfy the rule And

of theorem 6.1. It follows that it is not a preferential

logic [Makinson 88], and it can't be characterised in terms

of part 2.

Other normal modal logics may be useful to study some

other nonmonotonic operators. For example the logic

S4.3, which is an extension of S4, brings to our

definition a new interesting propertythat is rational

-n(A=>B) A=>C ,„ rn ... „.
monotonicity: — ^ :r—z;— (See [Boutilier 90] or

AA—iD^l^

[Lamarre 90].). This property has been studied for

example in [Lehmann 89], and the corresponding axiom

is an axiom of the logic NP [Delgrande 87 & 88]. As

suggested by Boutilier, other definitions of the

conditional operator may also be studied to obtain some

different properties.
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The link between S4 (or more generally monotonia

logics) and nonmonotonicity is principally established by

the semantics. But it is not a total correspondence. When

we speak about a nonmonotonic logic, as in part 2, we

use one and only one frame (or model). Only formulas

which are true in this particular model are under our

interest. But when we speak about logic S4, (or C4), all

models are considered (validity is defined as truth in all

models), and we have as theorems the formulas which are

true in all models. So, using S4, we capture only the

formulas which are true in each preference logic. If we

want to characterise theorems of a particular logic, S4, or

C4, are not sufficient

However, we may extend the results of this paper by

searching for a set of formulas T such that AI~B in the

considered preferential logic if and only if n=s4A=>B, or

t=S4r—»(A=*B). Then, the set T would become the

characterization of a nonmonotonic preferential logic.

ANNEX: proofs

C4 is closed under the rules RCEA and RCK.

1°) RCEA

AC9JPC (1)

AC8.PC (2)

(1),(2)PC (3)

(3)[AIB; BIA]

(4)

(3),(4),PC (5)

(A=>B)-H(A=>C)-K(AaB)=*Q)

(A=*B)-K((AaB)=>C)-KA=»C))

(A=>B)-K((AaB)=>C)<-KA=*C))

(B=>A)-K((BAA)=>C)f-»(B=>C))

((A=>B)a(B=>A))-> ((A=>C)<-KB=>C))

Let's assume that A«-»B

Then A-»B, and by RCM (A=>A)-»(A=*B), which give

using AC5 and MP: (A=>B).

Furthermore, B-»A. So by the same way (B-

These two last results

((A=>C)<-KB=>Q).

and (5) with

>C).

>A).

MP give:

So if A<->B, then (A=>C)<^(B^

2°) RCK

Ifn=l then RCK is RCM.

Assume that RCK is true for some given n.

(Bia... ABnABn+i)->B

50 ((A=*Bi)A...A(A=>(BnABn+i))->(A^B)) '

Furthermore AC6 gives ((A => Bb)a(A => Bn+i))-»(A

=> (BnABn+i)).

So if ((A=>Bi)A...A(A=*(BnABn+i))-KA=>B)) then

((A=*Bi)A...A(A=*Bn)A(A=*Bn+i)-KA=>B))

And so, if (Bia ... ABnABn+i)-> B then

((A=>Bi)A...A(A=>Bn)A(A=>Bn+i)-+(A=>B)).Whichis

RCK for n+1.

We have seen that RCK is true for n=l, so, by induction,

we obtain that it is true for any n.

(-S4DA<-4(-iA=>A).

PC (1) A-»AvB

(1), S4 (2) PA-»D(AvB)

(2) [<K-Aa(-hA-»A))IB]

(3) DA->TJ(AvO(-Aa(-.A-»A)))

(3),Def=>

DA-»(-tA=>A)

Av-,(AvA)

^(AvA)-><KAvA)

(Av-<AvA))-KAvO-,(AvA))

(4)

PC (5)

S4 (6)

(6),PC (7)

(7),(5),MP

(8)

(8),N (9)

AvO-<AvA)

D(Av<KAvA))

PC (10) A-KB-KBaA))

(10)[D(Av0-<AvA))IA ; -,AIB]

(11) D(AvO-,(AvA))->

(-hA^(-1AaD(AvO-<AvA))))

(11),(9)^1P

(12) -A-K-1AaD(Av<HAvA)))

(12),S4 (13) 0-A-^0(->AaD(AvO-<AvA)))

(13),PC (Contrapositive), O-Definition.

(14) D(AvO(-AAD(-nA-»A)))-K]A

(14),Def=>

(15) (-A=*A)->OA

(4),(15)J»C

(16) DA<^(-nA=*A)

Proof of theorem 6.1:

To do these proofs, we are going to use C4.

Some of results are trivials considering C4-axioms:

Reflexivity is axiom AC5. Rules "Cut", "Cautious

Monotonicity", "And" and "Or" are directly obtained

considering respectively: AC8, AC9, AC6 and AC7.

AhBA=>C
Left Logical Equivalence

B=*C

Let's assume A«-»B and A=>C.

From the first hypothesis, using RCEA, we obtain:

(A=>C)<-»(B=>C). Now, considering the second

hypothesis and using MP, we can deduce B=>C.

So, if A«-»B and A=>C then B=>C.

A->B C=»A n. .... ,
_ -^— Right Weakening

Let's assume A-»B and C=>A.

Consider the first assumption: A—>B. Then IAI c IBI.

Now consider the second assumption: for every C4-model

M and any world w of this model: f(w,ICI) £ IAI.

Putting together these two results, we obtain: f(w,ICI) £

IBI i.e. C=*B.

So if A->B and C=>A then C=>B.
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((A=>B)a(B=>A)a(A=*C))-KB=>Q;

This rule, as Left Logical Equivalence, says that A=>B

does not depend on the form of A. The only difference is

that, instead of material (or classical) equivalence we

consider in preferential equivalence.

Let's assume that M is a C4-model and w a world of this

model. Let's assume also that Hft(A=>B), H&(B=*A) and

l=}&(A=>C).

By definition t=Ki(A=>B) iff f(w,IAI)clBI. Now considering

properties f8 and f9 of the selection function:

f(w,IAI)=f(w,IAABI).

In the same way if l=8iB=>A then f(w,IBI)=f(w,IAABI).

Then, if both are true, as assumed, we obtain f(w,IAI) =

f(w,IBI). And then if f(w,IAI)clCI then f(w,IBI)dCI. I.e. if

l=Ki(A=>C) then *=Ki(B=>C).

So we obtain N&((A=*B)a(B=>A)a(A=>C))-KB=>C).

This is true for every world in every model. So it is a

theorem. The inference rule "equivalence" is directly

obtained using this theorem.

(AaB=>C)->(A=>B-»C).

Let's assume M to be a C4-model and w a world of this

model. H&AaB=>C iff f(w,IAABI)clCI. And then

f(w,AABI) c ICIU^BI

We also have by f5 that fCw.lAA-nBI) c IAa-,BI and then

f(w,IAA-B0 C IAInl-.BI c I-.BI c KBIUlCI.

And by f7 : f(w,l(AA-,B)v(AAB)l) c f(w,IAA-.BI) U

f(w,IAABI). Furthermore ((AaB)v(Aa-.B)) <-> A and so

I(AaB)v(Aa-iB)I=IAI and in consequence:

f(w,KAA-B)v(AAB)l) = f(w,IAI) .

Putting together these three results: f(w,IAI) c I—.BlUlCI

and so f(w,IAI) c IB-»CI.

Conclusion: for any world of any C4-model if

f(w,IAABI)clCI then f(w,IAI) c IB->CI.

Hence: (AaB=*C)-»(A=>B-»C) is a theorem and the

inference rule "S" is directly obtained.

((Aa-B=>C)a(AaB=>C))-KA=*Q

Let's assume that M is a C4-model and w a world of this

model. Like in the previous proof, using f7: f(w,IAI) c

f(w,l(AAB)l) U f(w,l(AA-,B)l). So if f(w,l(AAB)l) c ICI

and f(w,l(AA-iB)l) c ICI then f(w,IAI) c ICI.

So: ((Aa-.B^>C)a(AaB=>C))-KA=>C) is a theorem, and

the inference rule "D" is directly obtained.
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Abstract

Logics of explicit and implicit belief have

been proposed to account for the fact that

agents generally believe only some but not all

of the logical consequences of their initial be

liefs. While the explicit beliefs refer to the be

liefs an agent actually holds given his limited

reasoning capabilities, the implicit beliefs can

be thought of as those the agent would hold

if he were an ideally rational agent with un

limited resources. Existing logics of explicit

and implicit belief exhibit only a weak con

nection between the two notions in the sense

that, while the explicit beliefs form a subset

of the implicit beliefs, there may well be im

plicit beliefs independent of the explicit ones.

In this paper we argue in favor of a stronger

connection that is more appropriate in KR.

In particular, we want to eliminate extrane

ous implicit beliefs by requiring that all the

implicit beliefs are logical consequences of an

agent's explicit beliefs. We demonstrate this

idea by appropriately modifying a general

ization of an existing logic of explicit and im

plicit belief.

1 Introduction

It is widely accepted that agents, because of their lim

ited resources, believe some but by no means all of the

logical consequences of their initial beliefs.1 Another

way to characterize this situation, as first proposed

by Levesque [Levesque 1984], is to distinguish between

the explicit and implicit beliefs of an agent. While the

explicit beliefs refer to the beliefs an agent actually

holds given his limited reasoning capabilities, the im

plicit beliefs can be thought of as those the agent would

hold if he were an ideally rational agent with unlimited

resources.

In [Levesque 1984], Levesque proposed a logic that

deals with both explicit and implicit belief, which al

lows to compare both notions within a single frame

work. Other approaches include [Fagin and Halpern

1985, Lakemeyer 1986, 1987].

While there is little agreement on what constitutes

an appropriate model of explicit belief, possible-world

semantics [Kripke 1963, Hintikka 1962] is generally

found to be an adequate model of implicit belief.2

The logics of explicit and implicit belief proposed so far

provide a natural connection between the two notions

in that the explicit beliefs are always a subset of the

implicit beliefs. More precisely, it is a property of these

logics that, whenever a sentence is explicitly believed,

it follows logically that it is also implicitly believed.

In a sense, this connection alone is rather weak be

cause it does not rule out that an agent holds implicit

beliefs that are totally unrelated to his explicit beliefs.

While this may be acceptable for an extremely weak

reasoner,3 we would like to argue that a stronger con

nection is called for in a KR setting, where we are

interested in modelling the beliefs of a knowledge base

(KB). Intuitively, a KB completely determines (repre

sents) all the beliefs of an agent (be they explicit or

implicit). If we assume that an agent is minimally ra

tional in the sense that he explicitly believes at least

the sentences stored in the KB, we should expect that

all of the agent's implicit beliefs follow from his explicit

beliefs. After all, since the explicit beliefs include the

KB, there is no other source of information for the

'This work was conducted while the author was at the

University of Toronto.

1 For concreteness, one may think of the initial beliefs as

consisting of those sentences that are stored in a knowledge

base.

2In particular, beliefs under possible-world semantics

are closed under logical consequence.

3One can imagine a stupid agent who has no explicit

beliefs no matter how much information he is given. On the

other hand, his implicit beliefs may vary widely, depending

on the information given to him. (Joe Halpern suggested

this example to me.)
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implicit beliefs.

In a logic, this strong connection between the explicit

and implicit beliefs translates into the property that,

given an agent's epistemic state, which consists of the

beliefs that hold for a particular interpretation of the

sentences of the logic, any implicit belief at that state

is a logical consequence of his explicit beliefs at that

state.

Unfortunately, none of the existing approaches has this

property, that is, they all admit epistemic states which

include implicit beliefs that are independent of their

explicit beliefs.

In this paper we show how this problem can be over

come. For that purpose, we first introduce a gener

alized version of Levesque's logic4 [Levesque 1984] in

Section 2 and demonstrate that it leads to unwanted

epistemic states. In Section 3, we then show how to

modify the semantics to rule out the unwanted epis

temic states.

2 The Logic BL

We consider a propositional modal logic with two

modal operators B and L for explicit and implicit be

lief, respectively. We begin by describing the two no

tions informally.

Both forms of belief are defined in a possible-world

fashion. Intuitively, we should think of an agent who

imagines a set of states of affairs or situations M,

which are an extension of classical (Kripke) worlds and

which are described in more detail below. The agent is

then said to explicitly believe a sentence a just in case

a holds in all situations in M. He implicitly believes

q just in case a holds in all those situations in M that

are classical worlds.

A key difference between the implicit and explicit be

liefs is that, while the former are closed under modus

ponens, the latter are not. For example, if p, q, and r

are atomic facts, we allow an agent to explicitly believe

(p V q) A (->g V r), yet fail to explicitly believe (pV r).

In BL, closure under modus ponens is avoided by de

coupling the notions of truth and falsity within situa

tions. Instead of assigning either true or false to atoms,

situations are allowed to assign independent true-

support and false-support to them. This corresponds

to using four truth values {}, {true}, {false}, and

{true, false} , an idea originally proposed to provide a

semantics for a fragment of relevance logic called tau

tological entailment [Belnap 1977, Dunn 1976]. Note

that the classical worlds of possible-world semantics

are a special kind of situations, namely those where

each atomic fact has either true- or false-support but

not both. In BL, classical worlds are used to provide

the standard notions of truth, logical consequence, and

implicit belief. Non-classical situations are only used

to determine the explicit beliefs.

2.1 Language and Semantics

The language C we are considering is a standard

propositional language augmented by modal operators

B and L for explicit and implicit belief, respectively.

Definition 1 The language C

Lei V be a countably infinite set of atomic propositions,

which includes the special atom true.

The sentences of C consist of the atoms and are closed

under ->, V, and the modal operators L and B except

that no L may occur inside a B.5

Other logical connectives are introduced as usual, that

is a A 3, q D 3, and a = 3 are abbreviations for

-i(->arV-i/?), ->aV/?, and (a D 8)A(3 D a), respectively.

We also write false instead of ->true. A sentence

is called objective if it does not contain any modal

operator, basic if it does not contain any occurrences

of L, and subjective if every atom occurs within the

scope of a modal operator.

A situation is completely characterized by the atoms

that have true-support and those that have false-

support. Worlds, of the ordinary Kripke variety, are

situations where every atom has either true- or false-

support but not both. Formally:

Definition 2 A situation s is a tuple < T,F >,

where T and F are subsets of V such that true € T

and true £ F.

(T and F determine the true- and false-support of

atoms at the situation.) A situation is called a world

ifT and F partition V, that is, every atom is either

true or false, but not both.

Given a set of situations M and a situation s =

{T,,F,), we can now define the true-support ( (=T )

and false-support ( [=F ) of any sentence in C. Let

p € V and let a and 3 be arbitrary sentences except

4 The generalization involves allowing nested beliefs.

The notion of explicit belief in this paper is also closely re

lated to the one in [Lakemeyer and Levesque 1988], where

it is shown that reasoning based on this model of belief is

tractable.

sSee [Fagin and Halpern 1985] for a logic without this

restriction.
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in rule 4., where a contains no L's.

1. M,s\=rp

M,s |=Fp

2. M, s |=T -ia

M,s \=F -<q

3. M, s (=T a V 3

Af, s |=P a V 8

4. Af,s|=TBa

Af,s (=F Ba

5. M, s ^=t La

M, s ^p La

P6T,

M,s(=pa

M, s ^=T a

M, s ^t a or M, s ^=T B

M, s ^=F a and M, s [=F /?

for all t, if t G M

thenM, r [=t a

Af,s |^t Ba

for all worlds w, if w G M

thenM, to ^T a

M, s (p^T La

The notions of truth, satisfiability, and logical conse

quence are defined with respect to worlds and sets of

situations: we say that a sentence a is true at a world

w and a set of situations M if M, to ^=T a, otherwise

a is false. Given a set of sentences T and a sentence a,

we say that a is a logical consequence of T (r|=a) iff

for all sets of situations M and worlds w, if M,w |=T 7

for all 7 G T, then M, w ^=T a. A sentence a is valid

(\=a) iff a is a logical consequence of the empty set.

Finally, a set of sentences T is satisfiable iff there is a

world 10 and a set of situations M such that every 7

in T is true at M and to.

Notation: It is easily seen that the support of a sub

jective sentence at a situation s and a set of situa

tions M is independent of s. Similarly, the support

of an objective sentence is independent of M . For

that reason, given a subjective sentence a, we write

M ^T a as shorthand for M, s (=T a for any situation

s. Similarly, for objective sentences a we write s f=T a

instead of M, s ^=T a. Given a set of sentences T, a set

of situations M , and a situation s, we write M, s ^=T T

instead of for all 7 G T, M, s (=t 7.

2.1.1 Properties of Belief

Since truth, validity, and logical consequence are de

fined with respect to worlds and sets of situations, it

is easy to see that the part of the logic that deals only

with objective sentences reduces to classical proposi

tion al logic.

Implicit belief has the properties of the well known

modal logic weak S5, which follows from the fact

that implicit belief is interpreted with respect to

a globally accessible set of worlds (see, for exam

ple, [Halpern and Moses 1985]). In particular, im

plicit beliefs are closed under modus ponens (^La A

L(a D /?) D L/?) and positive as well as negative intro

spection (^=La D LLa and ^->La D L-iLa).

We now briefly discuss the properties of explicit be

lief. (More details can be found in [Lakemeyer 1990].

Also, the special case of explicit belief without nested

occurrences of B is treated in [Levesque 1984]. Fi

nally, a version of B that is slightly more com

plicated than the one in this paper6 is presented

in [Lakemeyer and Levesque 1988].) Explicit belief is

much weaker than implicit belief. The main limita

tions can be characterized as follows. Let p and q be

distinct atoms.

No modus ponens

|^Bp A B(p D q) D Bq

Tautologies are not necessarily believed

b*B(pV-ip)

Inconsistent beliefs do not imply everything

|^B(p A -,p) D Bq

Apart from these limitations, B shares many proper

ties with the more familiar L. Here are some examples.

Let a and /? be arbitrary basic sentences.

^=Ba D B(a V /?)

(=B(a A /?) = Ba A B/?

|=Ba D BBa

f=iBa D B-.Ba

Note that, as far as introspection is concerned, B is

no different from L. The usual equivalence transfor

mations of classical logic such as associativity or De-

Morgan's law apply to explicit belief as well. For that

reason, arbitrary sentences in BL can always be con

verted into an equivalent conjunctive normal form, a

property that we will make use of below.

Definition 3 Conjunctive Normal Form

A sentence a is in conjunctive normal form (CNF)

if a is a conjunction of clauses, where a clause is a

disjunction of literals and sentences of the form Ba,

->Ba, La, or -iLa and a is itself in CNF.

An example sentence in CNF is

(p V Bp) A (Bq V -iL(r A ->B(< V u)) V u).

We obtain that for any sentence a there is a sentence

acNP such that \=a = Ocnf-

Similar to weak S5, BL has the property that nested

beliefs reduce to sentences without nested beliefs. To

prove this, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 2.1 Let p be a basic subjective sentence, a a

subjective sentence, and 7 an objective sentence. Then

1. (=B(pV7) = (pVB7)

2. |=L(or V 7) = (o- V L7)

Proof : Here we only prove 1. The proof of 2. is

essentially the same except that we use worlds rather

than arbitrary situations.

6The complication has to do with an additional concept

of "awareness," which we did not include here in order to

keep matters simple.
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Let M be a set of situations such that M ^=T B(p V

7). Then for all s € M , M,s (=T p V 7. If for all

s € M , M,s \=t 7, then M (=T B7 and, therefore,

M ^=t P V B7. Otherwise, let s f^T 7 for some s £ M .

Then M, s (=t /j, that is, M \^t p since /? is subjective.

Therefore, M ^=T pV B7.

Conversely, let M (=T /> V B7. If M |=T B7,

then M |=T B(p V 7). If M |=T p, then for all s £ M,

M, s |=T p, that is, M ^T Bp, which implies

M (=T B(> V 7). D

Theorem 1 Reduction Theorem

Let a be a basic sentence and 0 any sentence. Then

there is a basic sentence a' without nested occurrences

of B and a sentence /?' without nested occurrences of

either B or L such that

1. (=Ba = a'.

2. )=L0 = 0'.

Proof : First we define the depth of a sentence

as the largest number of nested modal operators

within the sentence. Formally, let depth(a) = 0

for all objective sentences. For arbitrary sentences

a and /?, let depth(->a) = depth(a), depth(a V

B) = max{depth(a),depth(3)}, and depth(Bct) =

depth(La) = depth(a) + 1. Given this definition, it

suffices to show that there are a' and /?' of depth at

most 1.

1. The proof of the theorem is by induction on

depth(a).

If depth(a) = 0 or depth(a) = 1, the theorem

holds trivially with a = a'.

Assume the theorem holds for sentences a with

depth(a) < n, where n > 2.

Now let depth(a) = n.

Without loss of generality, we can assume that a

is in conjunctive normal form. Thus let a = /\ a,-.

Since [=B /\a, = /\Bcti, it is sufficient to reduce

every Baj to a sentence of depth 1. Let

cti = Baa V ... V Ba.-i-i V ->Baik V . . .

V-BttiMVai,,

where an is a disjunction of literals. If a; does not

contain an objective part, that is, if there is no an,

we simply add false as an additional disjunct.

(Note that ^B7 = B(7 V false).) Now we can

apply Lemma 2.1 and obtain

(=Bai = Ban V ... V Bait_ 1 V -iBait V . . .

V-iBa^-i VBaji.

We repeat this reduction for all a* and obtain a

new formula a* which has a depth of at most n— 1.

By induction, we can then obtain a formula a'

from a* with depth at most 1.

2. Part 2 is proved the same way. Note that the

conjuncts in the conjunctive normal form of (3 may

contain disjuncts of the form Ba or -iBa for basic

a. These can be reduced to sentences of depth 1

by applying part 1 of the theorem. D

2.2 Epistemic States

Among other things, a belief logic gives a precise ac

count of the possible epistemic states of an agent. In

the case of BL, these are defined by the possible sets

of situations.

Definition 4 Belief Sets and Epistemic States

A set of basic sentences TB is called an explicit belief

set iff there is a set of situations M such that Tb =

{a I M f=T Ba}. A set of sentences TL is called an

implicit belief set 1^ there is a set of situations M

such that rL = {a I M f=T La}. T - <rB,rL) is

called an epistemic state iff TB and TL are explicit

and implicit belief sets, respectively, for the same set

of situations M.

Similar to the stable expansions of autoepistemic

logic [Moore 1984], epistemic states are uniquely de

termined by the objective sentences they contain. Let

us call the set of objective sentences contained in a set

of sentences its objective subset.

Theorem 2 Epistemic states are uniquely determined

by the objective subsets of their explicit and implicit

belief sets.

Proof : Let T = {rB,rL> and I" = (T^,^) be

epistemic states that agree on the objective subsets of

their explicit and implicit beliefs. We need to show

that (1.) TB = rB and (2.)rL = T'L. Since the proofs

of (1.) and (2.) are very similar, we only show (1.) here.

Let TB = {a I M [=T Ba} and TB =

{a I M' ^T Ba}. Let a be any basic sentence. By

Theorem 1, (=Ba = a* where a* is subjective and

no B occurs nested. To prove TB Q TB, let orGrB.

By definition of rB, M \=T Ba. Thus, by the reduc

tion theorem, M \=t a*. Since TB and r'B agree on all

objective sentences, a simple induction on the struc

ture of a* shows that M' ^t «*, which, in turn, im

plies M' (=T Ba' and, therefore, a G T'B. The proof of

TB C TB is completely symmetric. □

Although the explicit and implicit beliefs of an agent

are weakly connected, that is, |=Ba D La for all basic

a, the strong connection fails in BL, that is, the im

plicit beliefs of an epistemic state in general are not a

logical consequence of its explicit beliefs.

Example 2.1 Let T = (rB,rL) be an epistemic state

for the set of situations

M = {s I s ^T p} — {w I w is a world and w |^T q).
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Clearly, M ^T Lq and thus q € TL. However, TB^9

as the following counterexample shows.

Let M' = {s | s ^t p) with corresponding epistemic

stater = (rB,r'L).

i^irsi , uie sAotu that M and M' agree on their explicit

beliefs, i.e. TB = TB. By the previous theorem, it suf

fices to show that both sets contain the same objective

sentences. Since M C M' , every objective sentence in

TB is also in TB. To prove the other direction, assume,

to the contrary, that there is an objective sentence 7

such that M ^T B7 and M' \fiT B7. Thus there is a

situation s 6 M' such that s ^T 7. Let r be an atom

that does not occur in 7 and that is distinct from p and

q. Let s* be a situation which is exactly like s except

that s* [=t rA-r. Since 7 is objective, s* \£T 7 clearly

holds. Also a* ^=T p because s € M', and s* is not a

world because s* ^=T r A ->r. Therefore, by the defi

nition of M, s' € M , which implies that M |^T B7

contradicting our initial assumption. Thus M and M'

agree on their objective beliefs and, hence, they agree

on all explicit beliefs (Theorem 1).

In other words, M' ,s ^=T rB for all s 6 M'. Let w be

a world in M' such that w \fiT q. Then M' , w |=T TB

yet M',w |^T Q- Therefore, rB(^g. This concludes our

example.

3 The Logic BL+

As we have seen, the problem with BL is that it allows

for epistemic states whose implicit beliefs are totally

unrelated to their explicit beliefs. Our goal is now to

eliminate just those unwanted epistemic states without

changing the meaning of explicit and implicit belief or,

more precisely, without changing the valid sentences of

the logic.

3.1 Maximal Sets

We eliminate the unwanted epistemic states by extend

ing the corresponding sets of situations in the following

way. Let M be such a set of situations and suppose

an objective7 7 is implicitly believed, yet 7 does not

follow logically from the explicit beliefs T. Then there

must be a world w* where all objective sentences in V

are true and where 7 is false. If we add w* to M, the

resulting set of situations has the same explicit beliefs

as before, namely T, but does not implicitly believe 7.

In the following definition of M+, we not only add

worlds such as the above w* to M but indeed all situ

ations which support all objective sentences in T and

which are not already in M . In a sense, M+ is max

imal because we cannot add any more situations to

M+ without losing any of the explicit beliefs in T.

Definition 5 Maximal Sets

Given a set of situations M , let

M+ = {s I for all objective 7, M,s £=T B7 D 7}.

A set of situations M is called maximal iff M = M+ .

Examples of maximal sets are {s \ s ^=T 7} for any ob

jective sentence 7 and the empty set of situations. As

an aside, it is worth pointing out that maximal sets are

useful for reasons other than properly relating explicit

and implicit belief [Lakemeyer and Levesque 1988,

Levesque 1990]. The important properties of M+ are

that its explicit beliefs are precisely those of M (Theo

rem 3) and that it is the largest set with that property

(Theorem 4). First, it is not hard to see that M+

contains M.

Lemma 3.1 For any set of situations M, M C M+.

Proof : Let s £ M and let 7 be any objective sen

tence. We need to show that M, s ^T B7 D 7. If

s |=T 7 then M, s \=r B7 D 7. (Note that B7D7

is the same as -<By V /?.) Otherwise, if s f^T 7

then M (^T B7 or, equivalently, M |=F -1B7. Thus

M, s f=T B7 D 7 holds as well. D

Next, we show that M and M+ are indistinguishable

as far as their respective explicit belief sets are con

cerned.

Theorem 3 For any set of situations M , M and M+

agree on all explicit beliefs.9

Proof : Let T and T+ be the explicit belief sets of

M and M+, respectively. By Theorem 1, it suffices to

show that T and T+ agree on all objective sentences.

Since M C M+, the objective subset of r+ is con

tained in T.

To prove the converse, let 7 be an objective sentence

in T, that is, M |=T B7. Suppose M+ fc£T B7. Then

there is a situation s G M+ such that s (^T 7. There

fore M, s |^T B7 D 7 and, hence, s £ M+, a contra

diction. O

Corollary 3.2 For any set of situations M , M+

maximal.

IS

Proof : We need to show that M+ = M++. By

Lemma 3.1, we know that M+ C M++ . To show that

Af++ C M+, let s £ M++. Thus for all objective 7,

M+,s \=T B7 D7. By Theorem 3, M,M+,and M++

agree on all explicit beliefs. Therefore, for all objective

7, M, s (=t B7 D 7, from which s 6 M+ follows. □

7 Note that, by Theorem 1, we only need to consider

objective sentences.

8The following two theorems and their corollaries have

appeared in a modified form in [Lakemeyer and Levesque

1988].
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Theorem 4 Given a maximal set M, every set of sit

uations M' with the same explicit belief set as M is a

subset of M.

Proof : Let s G M' with the same explicit beliefs

as M and let 7 be an arbitrary objective sentence.

If M ^=T B7 then M' ^=T B7 and, therefore, s |=T 7.

Thus M, s ^=t B7 D 7. Since this holds for any ob-

jectve 7, s G M+ . Since M is maximal, M = M+ and

the theorem follows. D

Corollary 3.3 Maximal sets of situations M and M'

agree on all explicit beliefs iff M — M' .

Proof: Follows immediately from Theorem 4. □

3.2 Truth and Logical Consequence in BL+

Given the notion of a maximal set, the unwanted epis-

temic states can be removed from BL simply by re

stricting the semantics to maximal instead of arbitrary

sets of situations. More precisely, we obtain a new

logic BL+ from BL in the foiling way.

1. The language and true- and false-support rela

tions are the same as in BL.

2. Truth, satisfiability, and logical consequence are

defined with respect to worlds and maximal sets

of situations only. For example, we say that a

sentence q is a logical consequence of a set of sen

tences T in BL+ (T\=+a) iff for all maximal sets

of situations M and worlds w, if M, w ^=t 7 for

all 7 6 T, then M, w \=? a. A sentence a is valid

in BL+ ( j= a) iff a is a logical consequence of the

empty set.

3.3 Explicit Beliefs Determine Implicit

Beliefs

In the rest of this section, we will formally prove that

we have modified the original logic just enough to

achieve our objective. On the one hand, we will show

that we have not changed the logic too drastically in

that the properties of explicit and implicit belief are

the same in BL and BL+ . On the other hand, we will

prove that BL+ indeed fixes the shortcomings of BL

in that it preserves only "good" epistemic states, that

is, those whose implicit beliefs depend entirely on the

explicit ones.

Lemma 3.4 Let E be a finite set of sentences of the

form Ba, ->Ba, La, or -iLa, where a is objective.

Then E is satisfiable in BL iff E is satisfiable in BL+ .

Proof : The if direction is trivial since every BL+-

model is also a 5i-model.

To prove the only if direction, let EB = {Ba | Ba €

£}. Eg- = {""Ba I --Ba G E}, EL = {La | La G E},

and El = {->La | ->La G E}. Let E be satisfiable

in BL. Thus there is a set of situations M such that

M ^=T E. Let p be an atom not occurring anywhere

in E and let

Mp = {s \s is the same as some non-world sit.

s' G M except that s ^T P A ->p.}

U {w \w is the same as some world w' G M

except that w ^=t p}

Clearly, Mp \=T E. In addition, Mp |=T B(-ipVa) for

every La G EL for the following reason: let s G Mp.

If s is not a world, then s ^t P A ->p and, therefore,

s \=T -ip V a. If s is a world, then, by assumption,

s f=T a and thus s \=? ->p V a. Also, by construction

of Mp, Mp t=TBp.

Now let us consider the maximal set Mp+ . First, since

Mp and Mp+ agree on all explicit beliefs, M+ ^T EB-

Also, since Mp C M+, M+ ^T Eg- and Mp+ \=T E^-

To show that M+ ^T EL, let La be any sentence in

EL. Since Mp \=T BpAB(-.pVa), M+ f=T BpAB(-.pV

a) as well. Then M+ ^T Lp A L(-ipV a) because ev

ery explicit belief is implicitly believed. Finally, since

implicit beliefs are closed under logical consequence,

Mp+ \=T La. a

Theorem 5 BL and BL+ agree on all valid sentences.

For any sentence a, (=a iff ^= a.

Proof : The only if direction follows immediately

because every BL+-model is also a BL-model.

Conversely, assume \fcct, i.e., there is a world and a set

of situations M such that M, w \fiT a. We show that

there exists a maximal set M' such that M' , w (=T -ia,

which is the same as M', w ^T a because w is a world.

First, by Theorem 1, there is a sentence a' without

nested beliefs such that ^->a = a'. Thus f= ->a = a'

as well. Let

E = {B7 I B7 occurs in a' and M ^=T Ba}U

{-'B7 I B7 occurs in a' and M ^=T -iBa}U

{L7 I L7 occurs in a' and M (=t La}U

{-^7 I L7 occurs in a' and M (=T ->La}.

By Lemma 3.4, there is a maximal set M' such that

M' ^=T E. Then, by a simple induction argument on

the structure of a', M',w \=T <*' follows, and, there

fore, M',w ^=T -<q. □

What this theorem says is that, as far as finite sets

of sentences are concerned, BL and BL+&re indistin

guishable. In particular, the properties of explicit and

implicit belief that are expressible as valid sentences

in BL are precisely the same in BL+ .

This is not the case, however, for infinite sets of sen

tences such as epistemic states. In particular, the fol

lowing theorem shows the desired result that, in BL+ ,

any implicit belief of an agent is a logical consequence

of his explicit beliefs.
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Theorem 6 Let M be a maximal set of situations and

a any sentence. Let T be the explicit belief set of M .

Then

M \=T La iff T|=+a.

Proof: To prove the if direction, let r^=+a. Since

M t=T B7 for all 7 G T, M (=T L7 holds as well. Thus

for all 7 G T and all worlds w G M, M,w \=T 7. Since,

by assumption, r(=+a, M, w \=T a for all w G M,

which immediately implies M (=t La.

Conversely, assume that M (=t La. Let M' be a max

imal set and w a world such that M', w ^T T. We

need to show that M', w \=r a. To see that M and M'

agree on all explicit beliefs, notice that for all 7 G T,

B7 G T by positive introspection and thus M' (=T B7.

Conversely, if 7 g T, then -1B7 G T by negative intro

spection. Thus M' |^T B7.

Thus M and M' agree on all explicit beliefs, from

which M = M' follows by Corollary 3.3. Next we show

that w G M' . By assumption, M',w ^=T T. There

fore, for all objective 7, if M' f=T B7 (i.e. 7 G T),

then w ^T 7. Thus, by the definition of maximal sets,

w€ M'.

Since M = M' , M' ^T La and, since w G M',

M', w \=T a and we are done. □

In Theorem 6, the condition for implicitly believing

a sentence a is that a is a logical consequence of T.

We can give an equivalent condition that says that im

plicitly believing a is a logical consequence of explicitly

believing the sentences in T.

Theorem 7 Let M be a maximal set of situations and

a any sentence. Let T be the explicit belief set of M .

Then

I>+<* iff {B7 I 7 G T}|=+La.

Proof: To prove the only if direction, assume r^+a

and let M |=T {B7 J 7 G T}. Then for all worlds w G

M, M,w ^=T T, which, together with the assumtion,

implies M f=T La.

Conversely, assume {B7 | 7 G r}^=+La and let

M, w ^=T T for some maximal M and world w. Since

M f=T {B7 I 7 G T}, M (=T La by assumption. Also,

for all objective 7 G I\ M, w ^T B7 D 7. By the def

inition of maximal sets, w G M. Since M \=T La,

M, w ^T a follows. D

Note that the fact that T\=+a and {B7 | 7 G T}^=+La

are equivalent conditions is contingent on our notion

of implicit belief. For example, if we were to use a

weaker notion of implicit belief9, Theorem 7 would no

longer hold. In a sense, Theorem 6 is a better charac

terization because it allows us to immediately read off

important characteristics of implicit belief such as its

closure under modus ponens.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a logic of explicit and im

plicit belief, which captures the idea that all of an

agent's implicit beliefs are logical consequences of his

explicit beliefs. Such a strong connection between the

two notions of belief seems appropriate for knowledge-

based agents all of whose beliefs are determined by

their KB and who are minimally rational in the sense

that they explicitly believe at least the sentences in

the KB.

So far, the strong connection between explicit and im

plicit belief can only be studied in metalogical terms,

since it involves infinite sets of sentences (epistemic

states). For certain epistemic states, namely those

that are representable by a sentence (or a finite col

lection of them), we can do better. In particular,

any objective sentence 7 can be said to represent

the epistemic state T7 of the maximal set M7 =

{s I s [=t 7}-10 In [Lakemeyer 1990], we add a new

operator O to the logic,11 where O7 may be read as

"7 is all that is explicitly believed," which allows us to

completely characterize T7 within the logic in that

My (=t Ba iff \=Oy D Ba.

Going back to the problem addressed in this paper, we

are then able to express within the logic whether an

implicit belief follows from T7 in the sense that

My |=T La iff (=07 D La.

For example, in this extended logic \fiOp D Lq and

indeed ^=Op D ""Lg, that is, if all you explicitly believe

is p then it follows logically that you do not implicitly

believe q.
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Abstract

We present a formalization of the blocks

world on the basis of the situation calculus

and circumscription, and investigate its

mathematical properties. The main theorem

describes the effect of the circumscription

which solves the frame problem in the

presence of ramifications. The theorem is

quite general, in the sense that it is applicable

not only to the blocks world, but to a whole

class of domains involving situations and

actions. Its statement does not mention

anything specific for the domain of blocks.

Instead, it lists assumptions about purely

formal, mostly syntactic, properties of the

axiom set.

1 INTRODUCTION

In this paper we present a formalization of the

blocks world on the basis of the situation calculus

and circumscription, and investigate its mathematical

properties.

The formalization is not particularly original; it is

based on the approach of [Baker, 1989]1, and is in

some ways similar to the formulation from Section

6 of [Baker and Ginsberg, 1989]. One difference is

that we use a more abstract formalization of states,

along the lines of [Lifschitz, 1990], which allows us, for

1This was the first successful application of circumscrip

tion [McCarthy, 1986] to the frame problem for actions

with indirect effects ("ramifications").

instance, to do without any specific assumptions about

the number of available blocks.

The main novelty here is a theorem, which describes

the effect of the circumscription used for solving the

frame problem in the presence of ramifications, and

confirms the adequacy of this solution. The theorem is

quite general, in the sense that it is applicable not only

to the blocks world, but to a whole class of domains

involving situations and actions. Its statement does

not mention anything specific for the domain of blocks.

Instead, it lists assumptions about purely formal,

mostly syntactic, properties of the axiom set. One

of the assumptions, for instance, is that the axiom

set includes a certain form of the commonsense law

of inertia.

Such "metatheoretical" investigation of commonsense

knowledge gives us not merely one successful

formalization of one particular domain, but a class

of successful formalizations. This approach has two

advantages.

First, any new commonsense domain that we want to

formalize may happen to have a formalization which

belongs to a class already familiar to us. Then the

confirmation of the adequacy of this formalization will

come from a metatheorem proved earlier.

Second, databases of common sense, like any other

databases, will need to be updated, and it is crucial

that an update be allowed only when the designer of

the database has a clear understanding of the effect of

updates of that type. Hopefully, this can be achieved

by implementing the requirement that the updated

database belong to a class of theories whose properties

are well understood. The metalevel investigation of

formalizations of common sense will be instrumental

for solving this problem.

The main theorem, stated in Section 3 of this paper

and proved in Section 4, shows how these ideas

apply to circumscriptive theories of action. Prior to

discussing this theorem, we describe in Section 2 a

formalization of the blocks world which satisfies its
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conditions and thus plays the role of a motivating

example. The version of the blocks world used in

this example is extremely simple; the only available

action is moving one block on top of another. But the

theorem covers more complex domains as well. We

discuss its possibilities and limitations in Sections 3.3

and 3.4; we show, in particular, that it is applicable to

the blocks world in which blocks have colors and can

be not only moved, but also painted.

2 THE BLOCKS WORLD

EXAMPLE

2.1 CIRCUMSCRIPTIVE THEORIES

The blocks world will be formalized as a circum

scriptive theory, in the following sense of this term.

Consider a language of classical predicate calculus

with equality—one-sorted or many-sorted, first-order

or higher-order. A circumscriptive theory consists of

a finite set T of sentences of this language, called the

axioms of the theory, and a finite nonempty set A of

expressions of the form

circ P var Z\ , . . . , Zn, (1)

where P is a predicate constant, and Z\, . . .,Z„ are

predicate or function constants. These expressions

will be called the policy declarations of the theory

(because they determine its "circumscription policy'').

A circumscriptive theory (r, A) represents the classical

axiomatic theory whose axioms are the sentences2

CIRC /\ A;P;Zlt...,Zn

Atr

(2)

for all declarations (1) from A. In particular, by a

model of (r, A) we mean a model of the formulas (2).

A theorem of (r, A) is a sentence which is true in all

its models.

The language ofa circumscriptive theory can be many-

sorted and higher order. In most applications of

circumscription, higher order variables do not occur

in the axioms, and are only needed for forming

the circumscription formula. Baker ([[Baker, 1989]],

Section 5) noticed, however, that predicate variables

are useful for stating his "existence of situations"

axioms, and we follow this approach in Section 2.2.

Extending the definition of circumscription to the

case when some or all arguments of the circumscribed

predicate are higher order variables is straightforward.

2CIRC[A;P; Z] stands for the result of circumscribing

the predicate P in the sentence A with Z allowed to

vary [McCarthy, 1986], [Lifschitz, 1985], [Genesereth and

Nilsson, 1987].

2.2 AXIOMS FOR SITUATIONS AND

FLUENTS

First we describe the part of the axiom set which

deals with situations and fluents; axioms for actions

will be added in Section 2.3. This part of the

formalization uses variables of three sorts: for

blocks (ar,j/,z,xi,j/i,zi,. . .), for situations (s,si,...),

and for propositional fluents (/,/i,. . .). The formula

HoIds(f, s) expresses that the value of / in the

situation s is true. The specific fluents that are of

interest to us in this example will be represented using

the function constants On and Ontable. The terms

On(x,y) and Ontable(x) represent distinct fluents for

different values of x and y:

On(x1 , yi) = On(x2> !fc) D *i = *2 A yi = y3l

OntabU(x) = OntabU(y) Dr = y, (3)

On(x,y) ^ Ontable(z).

The fluents On(x,y) and Ontable(x) play the role of

a "coordinate frame" in the space of situations, in

the sense that specific configurations of blocks can be

described by combinations of values of these "frame

fluents" [McCarthy and Hayes, 1969]. For instance,

the configuration in which all blocks are on the table

can be characterized by saying that the value of each

of the fluents Ontable(x) is true.3

By a "state" we understand a function assigning values

to all frame fluents. When the frame fluents are

propositional, a state is a truth-valued function on

the set of frame fluents, and we will identify it with

the set of fluents to which it assigns the value true.

Every situation defines a certain state—the set of all

frame fluents that are true in this situation. But one

state may correspond to many different situations. For

instance, two different situations sj and «2 may share

the property that all blocks are located on the table;

perhaps the difference between s\ and S2 is in the exact

locations of blocks, or these situations may correspond

to different instants of time.

To formalize these ideas, we use the unary predicate

Frame, which singles out the frame fluents.4 It is

characterized by the postulates:

Frame(0n(x,y)),

Frame(Ontable(x)).
(4)

We will circumscribe it, to ensure that the frame

contains no fluents other than these.

Since states are sets of frame fluents, they can be

represented by unary predicates. We will use <x,a\,. . .

as unary predicate variables whose argument is a fluent

See [Lifschitz, 1990] for a detailed discussion of the

role of frames and of possible approaches to formalizing

this concept.

4 For a detailed discussion of this approach to

formalizing frames, see [Lifschitz, 1990].
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variable. We write IsState(a) for

V/K/) D Framed/)],

and State[s] for

Xf[Frame(f) A Eolds(f, »)].

Obviously, the formula

Vs IsState(State[s])

is universally valid.

Given a state a, we can ask whether there exist a

situation s such that S*aie[s] = <r. Many combinations

of values of frame fluents are impossible to realize

physically, and even difficult to imagine. A block

cannot be located in two places at once; a block

cannot be located on its own top; it is impossible

to build "circular" configurations, when, for instance,

x is located on top of y, y on top of z, and z

on top of x. However, we do not think of every

situation as necessarily realized at some point in the

actual course of events; consequently, there would

be nothing wrong with admitting "ideal" situations,

corresponding to physically impossible states. In fact,

postulating such "ideal" situations is useful, because

it allows us to guarantee the existence of a variety

of different situations without going into the detailed

study of what is physically possible and what is not.

The formula

IsStatefr) D 3s(<r = State[s])

is a very strong "existence of situations" axiom; it

asserts that every state corresponds to at least one

situation, so that the frame fluents are completely

independent. Alternatively, this assumption can be

stated in the Skolemized form:

IsState(a) D a = State[Sit(<r)]. (5)

The function Sit maps a state into one of the

corresponding situations.

In our formalization of the blocks world, we do

not want to go quite this far in allowing "ideal"

situations. We will assume the constraints on possible

combinations of the values of frame fluents, according

to which a block cannot be located in two places at

once:

Holds(On(x, yi), s) A Holds(On(x, y2), *)

=> yi = Vi, (6)

Holds{On{x,y),s) D ->Holds{Ontabk{x),s).

Then (5) needs to be replaced by the corresponding

"default":

IsState(a) A ->Inconsistent(<r) D a = Siate[Sit(a)],

. (7)

where Inconsistent is the new predicate, which will be

circumscribed.

We expect that this circumscription will lead to

the conclusion that the constraints (6) represent all

existing dependencies between the values of frame

fluents. One more assumption is needed in order to

make this work:

IsState(ff!) A IsState(a2) A Sit(<Ti) = S«'<(<t2)

D o-i = (T2.
(8)

This axiom guarantees that the cardinality of the

universe of situations is sufficiently large.

To sum up, the axioms for situations and fluents are

the universal closures of the formulas (3), (4) and (6)-

(8).

2.3 AXIOMS FOR ACTIONS

Now we extend the language used in Section 2.2

by variables for actions a,ai,.... We also add the

binary function constant Result, whose arguments

are an action and a situation and whose value is

a situation, and the binary function constant Move,

whose arguments are blocks and whose value is an

action. Intuitively, the term Move(x,y) represents the

action of placing x on top of y. These terms represent

distinct actions for different values of x and y:

Move(xi,yi) = Move(x2, y2) D ii = ij A yi = y2.

(9)

We will use the atomic formula Possible(a, s) to

express that it is possible to carry out the action a

in the situation s. The following axiom describes the

effect of Move(x, y):

Possible(Move(x, y), s)

D Holds(On(x, y), Result(Move(x, y), s)).

A sufficient condition for the possibility of Move(x, y)

is given by the axiom:

-3z Holds{ On(z, x), s)

A->32 Holds(On{z, y), a)

Ai £ y

D Possible(Move(x,y),s).

(10)

(11)

Finally, we include the following form of the

commonsense law of inertia:

Frame(f) A Possible(a, s) A ->Noninertial(f, a, s)

D [Holds(f, Result(a, s)) = Holds(f, «)].

(12)

Here Noninertial is a new predicate constant, which

will be circumscribed.

2.4 POLICY DECLARATIONS

By BW we denote the circumscriptive theory whose

axioms are the universal closures of the formulas (3),

(4) and (6)-(12), and whose policy declarations are:

circ Frame var Inconsistent, Noninertial,

circ Inconsistent var Holds, Result, Possible,

Noninertial,

circ Noninertial var Result.

(13)
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Notice that Inconsistent is varied when Frame is

circumscribed, but not the other way around; in

this sense, Frame is minimized at a higher priority

than Inconsistent. This is because we want to

think of the extent of the frame as already fixed

when we decide which states are consistent and

which are not. Furthermore, this circumscription

policy minimizes Noninertial at a lower priority than

the other two circumscribed predicates, because we

think of the structure of the space of situations as

already determined when the effects of actions are

described. Since the intention of the law of inertia is

to characterize the result of executing a, the function

Result is varied as Noninertial is circumscribed.

2.5 EFFECT OF THE

CIRCUMSCRIPTIONS

The main theorem, applied to the theory BW, will

show that the set of theorems of BW includes certain

complete characterizations (explicit definitions) of all

three circumscribed predicates.

The definition of Frame is quite simple:

Frame(f)

= 3xy[f - On(x, y)] V 3x[f = Ontable(x)].

This is indeed what we expected to get when we

postulated that all fluents of the forms On(x,y) and

Ontable(x) belong to the frame, and circumscribed

Frame. Notice that this equivalence is the result of

circumscribing Frame relative to the conjunction F of

(the universal closures of) the axioms (4), so that it

can be written in the form

CIRC[F; Frame]. (14)

To describe the effect of circumscribing the predicate

Inconsistent, we need the following notation: Co(a)

stands for5

^xyiy2[o-(On(x,yi)) A a(On(x , y2)) D yi = y2]

Avxy[<T(On(x,i/)) D ->c(Ontable(x))].

This formula expresses the constraint on the state

a similar to the constraint we have imposed on

situations: A block cannot be in two places at once.

The characterization of Inconsistent given by the

theory BW is:

Inconsistent^) = IsState(a) A -<Co(<r). (15)

Thus the state is consistent unless it requires some

block to be in two places at once.

For determining the minimal extent of Noninertial, we

need the following notation: Ro(a,f) stands for

3xy(a = Move(x, y) A / = On(x, y)).

5The reason why we chose this particular symbol is

that it is convenient in the general framework of the main

theorem. The same can be said about the symbol Ro

introduced below.

This formula expresses that a "causes" /. By

Affected(f, a, a) ("the fluent / is affected by the action

o in the state a") we denote the formula

Vcr^/sSiate^i) ACo(o-i)

AV/^a./OD^/O)

The antecedent of this conditional expresses that o~\ is

a consistent state that can occur after the execution of

a. Thus we say that / is affected by a in the state a

if the value of / in any such state o~\ is different from

its value in o~.

Using this notation, we can express the characteriza

tion of Noninertial given by BW by the formula:

Noninertial(f, a, s) =

Frame(f) A Possible(a, s) A Affected(f, a, State[s]).

(16)

To illustrate the role of this conclusion, we will show

that it allows us to prove the "frame axiom"

Possible(Move(xi,yi),s) Ax\-£x2

D [Holds(On(x2, 5/2)1 Result(Move(xi, yi), s))

= Holds{On{x2, y2 ).«)]•

(17)

Define

About(f, x) = f = Ontable(x) V 3y(f = On(x, y)).

The axioms of BW imply

IsState{&) A Co(<r) A 11 / ij D

-'Affected(On(x2, y2), Move(xi,yi), a),

because, whenever IsState(o) A Co(<r) A Xi ^ x2, we

can get a counterexample to

Affected(On(x2, y2), Move(xi,yi), a)

by taking

<7! = Xf[(a(f) A -^About(f, xi)) V / = On(xi,yi)].

Now, using (6), we conclude:

Xi ^ x2

D -<Affected(On(x2ly2), Move(xi,yi), State[s]).

Then, by (16),

Xi ^ x2

D -iNoninertial(On(x2,y2), Move(xi,yi),s)),

and the formula (17) follows from the law of inertia

(12).

Another "frame axiom,"

Possible{Move{x\ , y{), s) A xi ^ X2

D [Holds(Ontable(x2),Result(Move(x, v^,s))
= Holds(Oniable(x2),s)], V l

can be proved in a similar way.
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3 MAIN THEOREM

Now we want to look at the formalization of the blocks

world described above from a more general point of

view.

3.1 SETTING THE STAGE FOR THE

MAIN THEOREM

We assume a many-sorted language L, containing ob

ject variables for situations (s,«i,. - .), for propositional

fluents (/,/i,. . .)> f°r actions (a,01,02,. . .), and possi

bly object variables of other, domain-dependent sorts.

L may contain higher order variables. It is assumed to

contain variables a,cr\,cr2,. . . for properties of fluents

(that is, unary predicates with a fluent argument).

In the blocks world example, there is one domain-

dependent sort—blocks.

L is assumed to contain the following function and

predicate constants:

• the binary predicate Holds, whose arguments are

a fluent and a situation,

• the unary predicate Frame, whose argument is a

fluent,

• the unary predicate Inconsistent, whose argument

is a property of fluents,

• the binary function Result, whose arguments are

an action and a situation, and whose value is a

situation,

• the binary predicate Possible, whose arguments

are an action and a situation,

• the ternary predicate Noninertial, whose argu

ment are a fluent, an action and a situation.

These constants will be called essential. Besides the

essential constants, L is assumed to contain the unary

function constant Sit, whose argument is a property of

fluents, and whose value is a situation.

L may also contain other object, function and

predicate constants.

In the blocks world example, there are 3 additional

constants: the function constants On, Ontable and

Move.

Notice that the abbreviations IsState and State,

introduced in Section 2.2, can be used in any language

L satisfying these conditions.

By T we denote a circumscriptive theory in the

language L. The axiom set of T may contain any

sentences without essential constants—we will call

these axioms inessential—and it is assumed to contain

certain essential axioms, described below.

In the blocks world example, the inessential axioms

are the universal closures of (3) and (9).

There are 7 essential axioms:

1. F ("the axiom for Frame"), which is assumed to

contain no essential constants other than Frame.

In the blocks world example, F is the conjunction of

the universal closures of the formulas (4).

2. S ("the axiom for Sit") is the universal closure of

(7), that is,

Mo~.IsState{o~) A ->Inconsistent(o-)

Da = State[Sit(<r)].

3. U ("the uniqueness axiom for Sit") is the universal

closure of (8), that is,

Vcr1<72./s5<aie(<Ti) A IsState(o~2)

ASit(<ri) = Sit(o-2)

D (Ti = cr2.

4. C ("the domain constraint") is

Vs.C0(State[s]),

where Co(a) is a formula containing no essential

constants and no free variables other than a.

In the blocks world example, Co(<r) is selected as in

Section 2.5. Let us see what C is for this choice of

Co- The first conjunctive term of C is (the universal

closure of)

State[s](On(x, yx)) A State[s](On(x , y2)) D yi = Jfe,

that is,

Frame(On(x , yi))

AHoIds(On(x,yi),s)

AFrame{On(x, y2))

AHolds(On(x, y2), s)

D 2/i = J/2-

In the presence of (4), this is equivalent to the first

of the formulas (6). Similarly, the remaining part of

C gives the second of these formulas. Consequently,

including C in the axiom set is equivalent to including

(6).

5. R ("the axiom for Result") is

Vafs.Possible(a, s) A Ro(a, f)

D Holds(f,Result(a,s)),

where Ro(a,f) is a formula containing no essential

constants and no free variables other than a and /.

In the blocks world example, Ro(a, f) is defined as in

Section 2.5. In this case, R is equivalent to

Vafsxy.Possible(a, s)

Aa = Move(x, y)

A/= On(x,y)

D Holds(f,Result(a,s)),

or

Vsxy.Possible(Move(x, y), s)

D Holds(On(x, y), Result(Move(x, y), s)),
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which is the universal closure of (10).

6. P ("the axiom for Possible") is the formula

Vas.P0(a, Staie[s]) D Possible(a,s),

where Po(a,a) is a formula containing no essential

constants and no free variables other than a and a.

In the blocks world example, Po(a,<r) is

3xy.a — Move(x,y)

A->3z[<r(On(z,x))]

A^3z[<r(On(z,y))]

Ax^y.

Then P is equivalent to

Vasxy.a — Move(x,y)

A-<3z[State[s](On(z,x))]

A^3z[State[s](On(z,y))]

Ax^y

D Possible{a, s),

or

Vsxy.--3z[State[s](On(z, x))]

A^3z[State[s](On(z,y))]

Ax^y

D Possible(Move(x,y),s).

In the presence of (4), this can be rewritten as

Vsxy.->3z Holds(On(z, x),s)

A->3z Holds(On(z, y), s)

Ax ^ y

3 Possible(Move(x,y), s),

which is the universal closure of (11).

7. I ("the commonsense law of inertia") is the

universal closure of (12), that is,

Vfas.Frame(f)

APossible(a, s)

A->Noninertial(f, a, s)

D [Holds(f, ResvH(a, s)) = Holds(f, «)].

Finally, the circumscription policy of T is assumed to

be (13).

3.2 STATEMENT OF THE MAIN

THEOREM

The formulas (14)—(16), used in Section 2.5 for

characterizing the extensions of the circumscribed

predicates, make sense not only in the language of

BW, but in any language L of the kind described in

Section 3.1. The main theorem asserts that, under

certain assumptions about Co(o~) and Ro(a, /), the

circumscriptions represented by the policy (13) have

exactly the same effect as adding the formulas (14)-

(16) to the axioms of T.

The following two conditions have to be imposed on

Co(c) and Ro(a, f):

Condition A. The inessential axioms of T and the

axiom F imply

Ro(a,f)D Frameif). (18)

Condition B. There exists a formula

Compatible(fi , /2),

containing no essential constants and no free variables

other than f\ and fa, such that the inessential axioms

of T imply:

1. Compaiible(fi , /2) = Compatible^, f\).

2. C0(a) =

V/i/jW/j) A tr{h) D Compatibleih, f2)].

3. Ro(a, h) A Ro(a, f2) D Compatible^, f2).

Let us check that B W satisfies these conditions. For

this theory, (18) is

3xy{a = Move(x, y) A f = On(x, y)) D Frame(f),

which is a consequence of (4). We can take

Compatible(fi , /2)

= Vx[About{fx, x) A About(f2, x)Df1= f2]

(About is defined in Section 2.5.) Part 1 of Condition B

is obvious. To prove part 2, notice that its right-hand

side can be written in the form

V/i/2*K/i)A<r(/2)

AAbout(fi,x) A About(f2,x)

Dfi= h],

or

V/i/2^K/i)A<r(/2)

Afi = Ontable(x) A f2 = Ontable(x)

3 /i = h)

Mhf7xy[o-{h)A<r{f2)

A/i = On(x, y)Af2= Ontable(x)

Dfi= h\

AV/j^xyK/OA^/,)

A/i = Ontable(x) A f2 = On(x, y)

3 /i = h\

AV/i/2a;yiy2[<7-(/1) A <r(f2)

A/i = On(x, yi) A f2 = On(x, y2)

D h = hi

The first conjunctive term is trivial. The second is

equivalent to

Vxy[<r(On(x, y)) A cr(Ontable(x))

D On(x,y) = Ontable(x)].

In the presence of (3), this is equivalent to

Vxy[(r(On(x,y)) D ->a(Ontable(x))],

which is one half of Co(c). The third conjunctive

term is equivalent to the second. The fourth term is

equivalent to

Vxyiy2[<T(On(x,y!)) A <r(On(x,y2))

D On(x,yi) = On(x,y2)].
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In the presence of (3), this is equivalent to

Vxyiy2[<r(0n(x,yi)) Aa(On(x,y2)) D yi = y2],

which gives the remaining half of Co(a). Finally, part

3 of Condition B is

3xy(a = Move(x, y)

A/i = On(x, y))

A3xy(a = Move(x, y) A f2 = On(x, y))

D Compatible(fi, fa).

In the presence of (9), this is equivalent to the universal

closure of

a — Move(x,y) A A = On(x, y) A /2 = On(x, y)

D Compatible(fi, f2)),

which immediately follows from the definition of

Compatible.

In the statement of the theorem, T is a circumscriptive

theory of the kind described in Section 3.1.

Theorem. IfT satisfies Conditions A and B, then it

is equivalent to the conjunction of its axioms and the

formulas (14)-(16).

3.3 DISCUSSION

We arrived at the class of theories described in Sections

3.1 and 3.2 by generalizing a single example—the

theory of the blocks world from Section 2. As a result,

all these theories share a number of "family traits,"

inherited from their ancestor. The blocks world

example has no initial situation or initial conditions;

accordingly, the assumptions of the main theorem

make it impossible to have initial conditions in the

axiom set. (Initial conditions contain the predicate

Holds, so that they cannot be included among the

inessential axioms. On the other hand, they do not

have any of the 7 forms that the essential axioms

are allowed to have.) The immediate effect of

Move(x, y) is to make a certain fluent true, rather

than false; accordingly, the main theorem assumes

that the changes caused by all actions are "positive."

The blocks world example does not address the

qualification problem; accordingly, the circumscriptive

theories covered by the main theorem do not deal with

it either. There are other limitations.

It seems, however, that it will not be difficult to

prove analogs and extensions of the main theorem that

overcome many of these limitations. We know, for

instance, that the approach used in the blocks world

example can handle initial conditions and temporal

projection; it should be possible then to describe initial

conditions in an abstract form, as one more kind of

"essential axioms," and prove the main theorem for

systems with such axioms. It may be possible to prove

similar theorems for some formalizations of action that

include continuous time and concurrency.6 Moreover,

there can be many kinds of mathematical results

confirming the adequacy of formalizations; results

about the extents of the circumscribed predicates, as

in the main theorem, represent only one of them.

Assuming that the initial conditions provide the

values of all frame fluents in the initial situation, we

may be able to prove, for instance, that T decides

every instance of the temporal projection problem.

Hopefully, the main theorem can serve as a starting

point for developing the theory of action along the lines

of this metamathematical approach.

3.4 PAINTING BLOCKS

To illustrate the possibilities of the metamathematical

approach, we will apply the main theorem to an

extension of the blocks world example in which blocks

can be not only moved, but also painted. We will

see that, with small amount of additional work, we

can use the main theorem to determine the effect of

circumscription in the enhanced theory.

The theory BW is extended as follows. Variables

for colors c, c\,... are added to the language, along

with the binary predicate Color, whose arguments are

a block and a color, and the binary function Paint,

whose arguments are a block and a color also, and

whose value is an action. The new axioms are:

Color(xi , cj) = Color(x2, c2) D Xi = x2 A C\ = c2,

Color(x,c)± On(y,z),

Color(x,c) ^ Oniable(y),

(19)

Frame(Color(x,c)), (20)

Holds(Color(x,Ci),s) A Holds{Color{x,c2),s) ,-.*

D ci = c2, * '

Paini(xi ,ci) = Paint(x2, c2) D X\ — x2 A c\ = c2,

Paint(x, c) ^ Move(y, z),

(22)

Possible(Paint(x,c),s) . .

D Holds(Color(x, c), Result(Paint(x, c), s)), W

Possible(Paint(x,c),s). (24)

The extended theory satisfies the conditions of the

main theorem, if the additional axioms are treated in

the following way. Formulas (19) and (22) are included

in the set of inessential axioms. The universal closure

of (20) is appended to F as another conjunctive term.

The axiom (21) is replaced by adding

VxciC2[cr(Color{x,ci)) A a(Color(x , c2)) D Ci = c2]

to Co(<t). Instead of including (23), we disjunctively

append

3xc(a = Paint(x, c) A / = Color{x, c))

*We argue in [Gelfond et al., 1991] that these ideas

can be conveniently expressed in the language of the

situation calculus, so that its attractive syntax should

not be necessarily tied to the primitive ontology of action

accepted in this paper.
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to Ro(a,f). Finally, instead of including (24), we

disjunctively append

3xc(a = Paint(x,c))

to P0(a,<r).

The characterization of Noninertial given by the main

theorem will allow us to prove, for instance, that

moving blocks does not change their colors, and

painting blocks does not change their locations.

4 PROOF OF THE MAIN

THEOREM

The theorem follows from three lemmas, given in

Section 4.3-4.5. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 contain some

preliminary results.

4.1 A LEMMA ABOUT

CIRCUMSCRIPTION

We will need the following general property of circum

scription CIRC[A(P, Z);P;Z], which generalizes The

orem 6.4 from [Genesereth and Nilsson, 1987].

Lemma 1. Let E be a predicate expression without

parameters, containing neither P nor Z. If the

sentences

A(P, Z) D 3zA{E, z) (25)

and

A(P, Z)DE<P (26)

are universally valid, then so is the sentence

CIRC[yl(P, Z); P; Z] = A{P, Z)AP = E. (27)

Proof. To prove (27) left to right, assume

CIRC[.4(P, Z); P; Z], that is,

A(P, Z) A ->3pz[A(p, z) A p < P].

From the first conjunctive term we conclude, using

(26), that E < P, and, using (25), that 3zA(E,z).

From the second conjunctive term,

-<3z[A(E, z)AE< P).

The last two formulas imply -<(£' < P). In

combination with E < P, this gives P = E. Right

to left: assume

A(P, Z)AP = E. (28)

Since (26) is universally valid, so is

Vpz[A(p,z)DE<p] (29)

(constants in a universally valid formula can be

replaced by universally quantified variables). Assume

A(p, z) A p < P. Then, by (29), E < p < P, contrary

to the second term of (28). This contradiction proves

the second term of the circumscription in (27).

By essentially the same argument we can prove the

relativized form of Lemma 1: For any set T of sentences

containing neither P nor Z, if T implies (25) and (26)

(that is, if these sentences are true in every model of

T), then T implies (27).

4.2 THE FUNCTION p

In the remaining part of Section 4, T is a theory

satisfying Conditions A and B. By A we denote

the conjunction of all axioms of T, and by Ao the

conjunction of the inessential axioms, so that

A=AoAFASAUACARAPAl.

Define the function p by:

p[a,<,] = \f.[<r(f)VRo(a,f))

AV/j[.Ro(a,/i) D Compatible(f,h)].

Intuitively, this is the counterpart of the function

Result which works on states instead of situations.

The following two lemmas summarize the properties

of p used in the proof of the theorem.

Lemma 2. Ao and F imply

IsState(a) D IsState(p[a,a]),

C0(<r) DC0(p[a,a]),

and

%/)3*(r](/).

(30)

(31)

(32)

Proof. The fact that A0 and F imply (30) follows

from Condition A. To prove (31), assume Ao and

Co(o'). Then, according to part 2 of Condition B,

V/1/2K/1) A <r(h) D Compatible^ , h)\- (33)

We need to prove Co(p[a, cr]), that is,

V/i/2[/>M(/i) A/>[a,<r](/2) D Compatible(fuf2)).

Assume p[a,<r](fi) and p[a,<r](f2). Then, by the

definition of p,

ff(/i)Vflo(a,/,), (34)

iZo(a, f2) D Compatible^ , /2), (35)

^(/2)V/?0(a)/2)) (36)

i?o(a,/i) D Compaiible{f2,h). (37)

Our goal is to derive Compatible(fi, f2). If <r(/i)

and o~(f2), then this conclusion follows by (33). If

not, then, by (34) and (36), Ro(a,fi) or R0(a,f2).

In the first case, use (37) and part 1 of Condition

B.j In the second case, use (35). Formula (31) is

proved. To prove (32), assume R0(a,f). According

to the definition of p, we need only to check that

#o(a>/i) 3 Compatible(f, fi); this follows from part

3 of Condition B.

Lemma 3. Ao, F and C imply

IsState(p[a, State[s]]) A C0(p[a, State[s]}). (38)

Proof: (38) follows from (30), (31) and C.
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4.3 THE EFFECT OF CIRCUMSCRIBING

Frame

Lemma 4. The circumscription

CIRC[j4; Frame; Inconsistent, Noninertial] (39)

is equivalent to the conjunction ofA and (14).

Proof. By Proposition 2 from [Lifschitz, 1985],

CIRC[A; Frame; Inconsistent, Noninertial]

= A A ClKC[(3Inconsistent, Noninertial.A);

Frame]

= A A CIRC[A0 A F A (3Inconsistent.S)

AUACARAPA (3Noninertial.I); Frame]

= A A CIRC[A0 AFAUACARAP; Frame].

The formulas Ao, R and P do not contain Frame.

Both occurrences of frame in U (as parts of IsSlate[o~{]

and IsState[o-2]) are negative. According to part 2 of

Condition B, C is equivalent, in the presence of Aq,

to a formula not containing Frame. Consequently, the

conjunction AoAUaCARaP is equivalent to a formula

negative relative to Frame. By the lemma from Section

4 of [Lifschitz, 1987], it follows that

CIRC[,4o AFAUACARAP; Frame]

= CIRC[F; Frame] AA0AUARaCaP.

Hence

CIRC[j4; Frame; Inconsistent, Noninertial]

= A AC1RC[F; Frame].

4.4 THE EFFECT OF CIRCUMSCRIBING

Inconsistent

Lemma 5. The circumscription

CTRC[A; Inconsistent; Holds, Result,

Possible, Noninertial]

is equivalent to the conjunction of A and (16).

Proof. Notice first that (40) is equivalent to

A A CIRC[3 Possible, Noninertial.A;

Inconsistent; Holds, Result]

(apply Proposition 2 from [Lifschitz, 1985] to both

circumscriptions). The formula

BPossible, Noninertial.A

can be simplified as follows:

3Possible, Noninertial.A

= A0AF AS AU AC A (3Possible.R A P)

A(3Noninertial.I)

= A0AF AS AU AC A (3Possible.R A P)

= A0AFaSAUaCAR*,

where R* stands for

P0(a, State[s]) A Ro(a, f) D Holds(f, Resuli(a, s)).

(40)

It follows that (40) is equivalent to

A A CIRC[ylo AFaSAUACAR*;

Inconsistent; Holds, Result].

We will compute this circumscription using Lemma 1 ,

with the expression

X<r[IsState(<r) A ->C0(<r)]

as E. We need to prove

Aq A F A S(Inconsistent, Holds) A U

AC(Holds) A RT (Holds, Result)

D 3holds, result[Ao A F A S(E, holds)

AU A C(holds) A R'(hoids, result)]

and

AqAF A S(Inconsistent, Holds) A U

AC(Holds) A R' (Holds, Result)

D E < Inconsistent.

In other words, assuming

Ao A F A S(Inconsistent, Holds) A U

AC(Holds) A R* (Holds, Result),

we need to select holds and result, and prove:

S(E, holds),

C(holds),

R*(holds, result),

E < Inconsistent.

The predicate holds is defined by cases, depending on

whether or not there is a <r satisfying the condition

IsState(<r) A C0(o~) A s = Sit(a) (41)

holds(f s)=l ffW> if ° satisfies (41)>
v ' \ false, if there is no such o~.

The correctness of this definition follows from the fact

that, by U, there can be at most one a satisfying (41).

The function resu/< is defined by

resuliia, s) = Sit(p[a, State[s]]).

The formula S(E , holds), that is,

IsState(o-) A -^[IsSlate[a] A ->C0(<r)]

D<r = Xf[Frame(f) A holds(f, Sit(<r))],

is propositionally equivalent to

IsState(a) AC0(a)

Dcr = Xf[Frame(f) A holds(f, Sit(a))].

Assume IsState(a) and Co(ff). Then, using the

definition of holds, we compute:

Xf[Frame(f) A holds(f, Sit(a))]

= Xf[Frame(f)Aa(f)]

= Xf.a(f) = a.

The formula C(holds) can be written as

C0(Xf[Frame(f) A holds(f, «)]).
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If a is such that IsState(a) A Co(a) A s = Sit(o-), then,

according to the definition of holds, holds(f, s) = o~(f),

so that C(holds) is equivalent to

C0(Xf[Frame(f) A *(/)]).

Since IsState(cr), this is the same as Co(o~). On the

other hand, if there is no it satisfying the condition

IsSlate(a) ACo(o~) As = Sit(a), then C(holds) becomes

Co(Xf.false), which follows from part 2 of Condition B.

The formula R* (holds, result) can be written as

P0(a, Xf(Frame(f) A holds(f,s)))

ARo(a,f) D holds(f, resuli(a,s)).

We can actually prove the stronger formula

#o(a> /) D holds(f, resulted, s)),

that is,

Ro(a, f) D holds(f, Sit(p[a, State[s}])).

Using (38) and the definition of holds, this can be

further rewritten as

Ro(a,f)Dp[a,State[s]](f),

which follows from (32).

Finally, E < Inconsistent stands for

IsSiate(a) A ->Co(<t) D Inconsistent^).

Assume IsState(a) and -^Inconsistent^). It follows

then from S that a = State[s] for some s. Then

Co(State[s]) follows from C.

4.5 THE EFFECT OF CIRCUMSCRIBING

Noninertial

Lemma 6. Assuming (15), the circumscription

CIRCtA; Noninertial; Result] (42)

is equivalent to the conjunction of A and (16).

Proof. We will use the relativized form of Lemma 1,

with (15) as T and the expression

Xfas[Frame(f) A Possible(a, s)

AAffected(f, a, State[s])]

as E. We need to prove that (15) implies

A(Noninertial, Result) D 3resultA(E, result)

and

A(Noninertial, Result) D E < Noninertial.

Assume A(Nonineriial, Result), and define result as in

the proof of Lemma 5. Since the only parts of A that

contain Noninertial or Result are R and /, we need

only to prove:

R(result),

I(E, Result),

E < Noninertial.

The following relationship between result and p will be

used in the proof:

State[result(a, s)] = p[a, State[s]]. (43)

To prove this, notice that (38) and (15) imply

-<Inconsistent(p[a, State[s]]). Using (38) and 5, we

conclude that the right-hand side of (43) equals

State[Sit(p[a, State[s]])]. By the definition of result,

this is the same as the right-hand side of (43).

The formula R(result) is

Possible(a, s) A Ro(a, f) D Holds(f, result(a, s)).

We will prove a stronger formula:

Ro(a,f) D Holds(f, result(a,s)).

Assume Ro(a,f). Then, by (32), p[a,State[s]](f).

It follows by (43) that Siate[resuli(a, «)](/), and

consequently Holds(f, result(a, s)).

The formula I(E, holds) is

Frame(f) A Possible(a, s) A ->E(f, a, s)

D [Holds(f,result(a,s) = Holds(f,s)],

which is propositionally equivalent to

Frame(f)

APossible(a, s)

A-iAffecied(f, a, Siate[s])

D [Holds(f, resuli(a, s)) = Holds(f, s)}.

Assume that Frame(f) and Possible(a,s), but

-^[Holds(f, result(a, s)) = Holds(f, *)]. (44)

Using (43), we can rewrite this in the form

^{p[a,State[s]]{f) = Siate[s](f)} ,

which, by the definition of p, is the same as

^{{[(State[s)(f)\/R0(a,f)]

AV/![i2o(a, fi) D Compatible^, /j)]} (45)

= State[s](f)}.

Our goal is to prove

Affected(f,a,State[s]),

that is,

IsStaie{(n) A C0(<ti) A [<rx(f) = State[s](f)]

D3fi[Ro(<*,h)*^i(fi)l

Assume IsState(ai), Cq(o-\) and

o-i(f) = State[s](f).

Using the last equivalence <Ti(/) = State[s](f), we can

rewrite (45) in the form

-{{[(M/JV^a,/)]

AV/1[i?0(a,/i) D ComVatible(f,h)}} = <n(/)}.

(47)

(46)
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Case 1: R0(a,f). Then, by part 3 of Condition B,

V/i[J2o(a,/i) D Compatibly, ft)],

so that the left-hand side of the equivalence in (47)

is true, and (47) implies ->a\{f). We see that the

consequent of (46) is true for ft = f. Case 2:

->Ro(a,f). Then (47) can be rewritten as

"'{{(»i(/)AV/i[ilo(aI/i) D Compatible(f,ft)]}

This is only possible when <x\{f) and

-V/i[i?0(a,/i) D Compatibly/, ft)].

Take ft such that Ro(a,ft) and -iCompatible(f,ft).

By part 2 of Condition B,

<ri(/) A<ri(/i) D Compatible(f,ft).

Consequently, _,c1(/1), which again proves the

consequent of (46).

It remains to show that E < Noninertial, that is,

Frame(f) A Possible(a, s) A Affected{f, a, State[s])

D Noninertial(f,a,s).

We will assume Frame(f), Possible(a, s) and

-iNoninertial^f, a, s),

and prove

->Affected(f, a, State[s]),

that is,

BaillsStateio-i) A C0(<ti) A (<ri(/) = State[s](f)

A-.3/i[i2o(o,/i)A-.«rl(/1)]].

By/,

Holds{f, Result{a, s)) = Holds{f, s). (48)

Let us check that ax — State[Result(a, s)] has

all required properties. Clearly, IsState(o-\); C

implies Co(o~\); (48) implies 0"i(/) = State[s](f).

Let /i be such that Ro(a,ft). Then, by R,

Holds(ft, Resulted, s)), that is, o\{f\).
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Abstract

We explore a fundamental distinction be

tween two kinds of modifications to a knowl

edge base represented by a propositional the

ory. The first one, update, consists of bring

ing the knowledge base up to date when the

world described by it changes. The second

type of modification, revision, is used when

we are obtaining new information about a

static world. Alchourron, Gardenfors and

Makinson have proposed and studied a set of

rationality postulates that they argue must

be satisfied by every operator for theory

change. We show these postulates apply only

to revision, not to update. We give a new set

of postulates that apply to update operators,

and characterize all operators that satisfy the

postulates in terms of a set of partial orders

defined among possible worlds.

A dual operation of revision is contraction,

the act of giving up a belief. We propose

a new operation called erasure. Erasure is to

contraction as update is to revision. We show

that Winslett's Forget operator is a special

case of a general operation called symmetric

erasure, defined in terms of erasure.

1 INTRODUCTION

Consider a knowledge base represented by a theory ip

of some logic, say propositional logic. We want to in

corporate into ip a new fact, represented by a sentence

H of the same language. What should the resulting the

ory be? A growing body of work [3, 9, 15, 17] takes as

a departure point the rationality postulates proposed

by Alchourron, Gardenfors and Makinson [1]. These

are rules that every adequate revision operator should

be expected to satisfy. For example: the new fact /i

must be a consequence of the revised knowledge base.

In this paper, we argue that no such set of postulates

will be adequate for every application. In particular,

we make a fundamental distinction between two kinds

of modifications to a knowledge base. The first one,

update, consists of bringing the knowledge base up to

date when the world described by it changes. For ex

ample, most database updates are of this variety, e.g.

"increase Joe's salary by 5%". Another example is

the incorporation into the knowledge base of changes

caused in the world by the actions of a robot [7, 19, 21].

We show that the AGM postulates must be drastically

modified to describe update.

The second type of modification, revision, is used when

we are obtaining new information about a static world.

For example, we may be trying to diagnose a faulty cir

cuit and want to incorporate into the knowledge base

the results of successive tests, where newer results may

contradict old ones. We claim the AGM postulates de

scribe only revision.

The distinction between update and revision was

made by Keller and Winslett [11] in the context of

extended relational databases. They distinguished

change-recording updates (which we call updates) and

knowledge-adding updates (which we call revisions).

Our work extends theirs in several ways. We formalize

the distinction, which they made informally. We pro

vide an axiomatization for update obtained from the

AGM. Keller and Winslett's work does not treat in

consistent knowledge-bases or addition of inconsistent

knowledge, while ours does. And we treat arbitrary

propositional knowledge-bases, while their setting is

relational databases extended with null values and dis

junction.

Rao and Foo [17] extend the AGM postulates in order

to apply them to reasoning about action. They intro

duce the notion of time and consider a modal logic.

However, they do not identify the difference between

revision and update. In this paper we clarify exactly

why the postulates apply to revision but not to up

date. We give a new set of postulates that apply to

update operators, and characterize the set of operators

that satisfy the postulates in terms of a set of partial

orders defined among possible worlds.
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The difference between the postulates for revision and

for update can be explained intuitively as follows. Sup

pose knowledge base xp is to be revised with sentence

fi. Revision methods that satisfy the AGM postulates

are exactly those that select from the models of fi those

that are "closest" to models of xp, where the notion of

closeness is defined by an ordering relationship among

models that satisfies certain conditions [10]. The mod

els selected determine the new theory, which we denote

by xp o fi. On the other hand, update methods select,

for each model M of the knowledge base xp, the set of

models of fi that are closest to M. The new theory

describes the union of all such models. Suppose that

xp has exactly two models, / and J; that is, there are

two possible worlds described by the knowledge base.

Suppose that ft describes exactly two worlds, K and

L, and that K is "closer" to / than L is, and K is also

closer to I than L is to J. Then K is selected for the

new knowledge base, but L is not. Note the knowledge

base has effectively forgotten that J used to be a pos

sible world; the new fact fi has been used as evidence

for the retroactive impossibility of J. That is, not only

do we refuse to have J as a model of the new knowl

edge base, but we also conclude that / should not have

been in the old knowledge base to begin with.

If we are doing revisions, this behaviour is rational.

Since the real world has not changed, and fi has to

be true in all the new possible worlds, we can forget

about some of the old possible worlds on the grounds

that they are too different from what we now know

to be the case. On the other hand, suppose we are

doing updates. The models of xp are possible worlds;

we think one of them is the real world, but we do not

know which one. Now the real world has changed; we

examine each of the old possible worlds and find the

minimal way of changing each one of them so that it

becomes a model of ft. The fact that the real world has

changed gives us no grounds to conclude that some of

the old worlds were actually not possible.

To illustrate this distinction between update and revi

sion, let us consider two examples which are formally

identical to the one above but have different intuitively

desirable results. First, in the spirit of Ginsberg and

Smith [8] and Winslett [20], suppose our knowledge

base describes five objects A,B,C,D,E inside a room.

There is a table in the room, and objects may be on

or off the table. The sentence a means "object A is

on the table," and similarly for sentences b,c,d, and e.

The knowledge base xp is the sentence

(a A ->6 A ~>c A ->d A ->e) V (-<a A -»6 A c A d A e).

That is, either object A is on the table by itself, or

objects C,D and E are. This knowledge base has ex

actly two models / and J. We send a robot into the

room, instructing it to achieve a situation in which all

or none of the objects are on the table. This change

can be modelled by incorporating the following sen

tence fi:

(aA6AcAdAe)V (->a A ->b A ->c A ->d A ->e).

Let us take Dalal's notion of "closeness" and the revi

sion operator that results [4]. According to this mea

sure, the distance between two models is simply the

number of propositional letters on which they differ.

The models selected for the new KB will be those mod

els of fi which are at minimal distance from models of

xp. Now K, the model where nothing is on the table,

is at distance 1 from / (the model where A is on the

table) and at distance 3 from J (the model where C,D

and E are). On the other hand L, the model where ev

ery object is on the table, is at distance 4 from / and 2

from J. Dalal's revision operator will therefore select

K as the only model of the new knowledge base. But

intuitively, it seems clear that this is incorrect. After

the robot is done, all we know is that either all objects

are on the table or all are off; there is no reason to

conclude that they are all off, which is what revision

does.

Consider now an example that is formally identical,

but where the desired result is given by revision, not

by update.

Suppose the knowledge base describes the state of a

five bit register which we read through noisy communi

cation lines. Each of the propositional letters a,b,c,d,e

now represents one bit. The state of the register is un

changing. Two different readings have been obtained:

10000 and 00111. By an independent analysis of the

circuits that control the register, we learn that all bits

must have the same value. That is, only 11111 and

00000 are possible patterns. Dalal's revision method

tells us to keep 00000 as the new knowledge base; that

is, we conclude that 00111 is relatively too far from the

possible patterns to be an acceptable result. It might

be argued that it is better to forget the two readings

in the KB and just keep both 00000 and 11111 as pos

sible worlds. However, consider an example in which

the register is thousands of bits long, the two readings

agree on every bit except the first five, and the new

fact only says that the first five bits must be all 0's

or all l's. It is clearly a waste of information now to

discard the old KB and just keep the new fact.

With this motivation, let us postulate that an update

method should give each of the old possible worlds

equal consideration. One way of capturing this condi

tion syntactically is to require that the result of up

dating xpy <f> with fi be equivalent to the disjunction of

xp updated with ft and <p updated with fi. Let us call

this the disjunction rule. This rule turns out to have

far-reaching consequences. In particular, consider the

case where ft is consistent with xp, that is, no conflict

exists. The AGM postulates require the result of the

revision to be simply the conjunction of xp and fi. As

we will see, this apparently obvious requirement is in

consistent with the disjunction rule.
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The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2

we give preliminaries. We review the AGM postulates

and our characterization from [10] of all revision meth

ods that satisfy the postulates in terms of a pre-order

among models. In Section 3 we define the update op

eration and give a set of rationality postulates for it.

We show that these postulates characterize all update

operators that select for each model Iofip those mod

els of fi that are "closest" to / in a certain sense. In

Section 4, we discuss briefly how update and revision

could be combined for reasoning about action. In Sec

tion 5, we propose a new operation called erasure. Era

sure is the analogue of contraction [1, 14] for update

operators. We show that Winslett's Forget operator is

a special case of symmetric erasure, an operator de

fined in terms of erasure.

2 PRELIMINARIES

Throughout this paper, we consider a finitary preposi

tional language L, and we denote. the set consisting of

all the prepositional letters in L by H. We represent

a knowledge base by a propositional formula ip. An

interpretation of L is a function from E to {T,F}. A

model of a. propositional formula ip is an interpretation

that makes ip true in the usual sense. Mod(ip) denotes

the set of all the models of ip. The knowledge base ip

may be inconsistent, in which case Mod(ip) — 0. A

propositional formula <j> is complete if for any preposi

tional formula, ft, <p implies fi or <p implies -ifi.

2.1 REVISION AND THE AGM

POSTULATES

Given a knowledge base ip and a sentence ft, ip o fi

denotes the revision of ip by fi; that is, the new knowl

edge base obtained by adding new knowledge fi to the

old knowledge base ip.

Alchourron, Gardenfors and Makinson propose eight

postulates, (G*1)~(G*8), which they argue must be

satisfied by any reasonable revision function. By spe

cializing to the case of propositional logic and rephras

ing them in terms of finite covers for infinite "knowl

edge sets," the postulates become the six rules below.

See [10, 11] for a discussion of the intuitive meaning

and formal properties of these rules.

(Rl) ipo ft implies fi.

(R2) If ip A fi is satisfiable then ip o \i = ip A fi.

(R3) If fi is satisfiable then ip o fi is also satisfiable.

(R4) If ^i = ip? and /jj = fi2 then ^l ° A*i = 4>2 ° 1*2-

(R5) (ip o fx) A <j> implies ip o (fi A <p).

(R6) lf(ipofi)A<j> is satisfiable then ipo(fiA<p) implies

{ipofi)/\<p.

2.2 ORDERS BETWEEN

INTERPRETATIONS

The postulates (R5) and (R6) represent the condition

that revision be accomplished with minimal change.

In [10], we gave a model theoretic characterization of

minimal change.

Let X be the set of all the interpretations of L. A pre-

order < over I is a reflexive and transitive relation on

2. We define < as J < /' if and only if J < /' and

V £1. A pre-order is total if for every I,j£l, either

I < J or J < I. Consider a function that assigns

to each propositional formula ip a pre-order <^, over

I. We say this assignment is faithful1 if the following

three conditions hold:

1. If /, /' 6 Mod(ip) then / <^> V does not hold.

2. If / € Mod(ip) and /' g Mod(ip) then / <^ I'

holds.

3. If ip = <p, then <^,=<^.

That is, a model of ip cannot be strictly less than any

other model of ip and must be strictly less than any

non-model of ip.

Let M be a subset of J. An interpretation / is minimal

in M. with respect to <^, if J € M and there is no

/' G M such that /' <$ I. Let Min(M, <^) be the set

of all J G M such that / is minimal in M with respect

to <^,. The following characterization of all revision

operators that satisfy the postulates was established

in [10].

Theorem 2.1 Revision operator o satisfies Condi

tions (R1)~(R6) if and only if there exists a faithful

assignment that maps each KB ip to a total pre-order

<^ such that Mod(ipofi) = Min(Mod(fi),<^).

3 UPDATE

In this section we axiomatize all update operators

that can be defined by partial orders or partial pre-

orders over interpretations. The class of operators de

fined generalizes Winslett's Possible Models Approach

(PMA) [20, 21]. Winslett argues that the PMA is suit

able for reasoning about action in certain applications.

According to our classification, the PMA is an update

operator, because it changes each possible world inde

pendently. For background, we review this approach

first.

3.1 POSSIBLE MODELS APPROACH

Let ip be a KB and fi a new sentence. We denote

the PMA operator by opma. For each model / of ip,

'The term persistent was used instead of "faithful" in

[10].
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the PMA selects from the models of fi those which are

"closest" to I. The models of the new KB (xp opma fi)

are the union of these selected models. Formally, the

PMA is defined by

Mod(xp opma /*) = M Incorporate(Mod(/j),7),

l£Mod(ip)

where Incorporate(Morf(/i), I) is the set of models that

are "closest" to I in Mod(fi).

The closeness between two interpretations, I and J

is measured by the set Diff(I, J) of propositional

letters that have different truth values under I and

J. For two interpretations, Ji and J2, J\ is closer

to I than J2 (denoted by J\ </iPmo J2) if and

only if Diff(I,Ji) is a subset of Dtff(I,J2). Then,

Incorporate(Mo</(|i), 7) is the set of all the minimal

elements with respect to </,pma in the set Mod(fi),

that is, Min(Mod(fi),<itPma)-

Example 3.1 Let L have only two propositional let

ters, 6 and m. Let xp = (b A ->m) V (->b A m) and

ft = b. Then, I = (F,T) is a model of xp. Ji = (T,T)

and Ji = (T, F) are two models of ft. J\ <iiPma J2

follows from the fact Diff{I, J\) = {6} is a subset of

Diff(I,J2) = {b,m}. Similarly, by considering the

case where J2 is a model of xp, we obtain xpopmaft = b.

To interpret this example in the context of [20, 21], let

us go back to a room with two objects in it, a book and

a magazine. Suppose 6 means the book is on the floor,

and m means the magazine is on the floor. Then, xp

states that either the book is on the floor but not both.

Now, we order a robot to put the book on the floor.

The result of this action should be represented by the

revision of xp with 6. After the robot puts the book on

the floor, all we know is 6, and this is in fact the result

of appying the PMA. Note that xp is consistent with

ft. According to revision postulate (R2), the result of

xp o ft should therefore be xp A ft, that is, b A ->m. But

why should we conclude that the magazine is not on

the floor?

3.2 POSTULATES FOR UPDATE

The PMA is defined in terms of a certain partial order

over interpretations. This subsection generalizes the

PMA by axiomatizing all update operators that can

be defined by partial orders or partial pre-orders over

interpretations.

We use xp 0 ft to denote the result of updating KB xp

with sentence fi.

Our postulates for update are:

(Ul) xp o n implies/*.

(U2) If xp implies fi then xpOfi is equivalent to xp.

(U3) If both xp and fi are satisfiable then xpOfi is also

satisfiable.

(U4) If ^1 = xp2 and fi\ = fi2 then xpiOfti = xp2 0/^2-

(U5) (xp o fi) A <p implies xpo(fiA <p).

(U6) If xp Oft\ implies /*2 and xpo H2 implies /ii then

V»o/ii = xpon2.

(U7) If -0 is complete then (xpofti) A (xpo 1*2) implies

xpo(m V n2).

(U8) (Vi Vxp2)o(i = (xPi o /1) V (xp2 o n).

Postulates (U1)~(U5) correspond directly to the the

corresponding postulates for revision given in Section

2. Note that postulate (U2) says that if a new sen

tence fi is derivable from KB xp, then updating by /i

does not influence the KB. In the case where xp is con

sistent, postulate (U2) is strictly weaker than (R2).

An immediate consequence of (U2) is the following.

Lemma 3.1 If an update operator o satisfies (US),

and xp is inconsistent, then xp o fi is inconsistent for

any fi.

The property above might appear undesirable: once

an inconsistency is introduced in the knowledge base,

there is no way to eliminate it. However, all we are say

ing is there is no way to eliminate it by using update.

For example, revision does not have this behaviour; in

fact, (R3) guarantees that the result of a revision is

consistent provided that the new sentence introduced

is itself consistent. This is another manifestation of the

difference between update and revision. An inconsis

tent knowledge base is the result of an inadequate the

ory, and can be remedied with revision (or contraction)

by adding new knowledge that supersedes the incon

sistency (or removing contradictory knowledge using

contraction). We can never repair an inconsistent the

ory using update, because update specifies a change

in the world. If there is no set of worlds that fits our

current description, we have no way of recording the

change in the real world.

We drop rule (R6), and add instead three new pos

tulates, (U6)~(U8). (U6) says that if updating a

knowledge base with fii guarantees /*2, and updat

ing the same knowledge base with fi2 guarantees fix,

then the two updates have the same effect. This is

similar to condition (C7) in Gardenfors's analysis of

minimal changes of belief [5] and to conditional logic

axiom CSO [17]. (U7) applies only to complete KB's,

in which there is no uncertainty over what are the pos

sible worlds. If some possible world results from up

dating a complete KB with fi\ and it also results from

updating it with fi2 , then this possible world must also

result from updating the KB with fi\ V ft2- Finally,

(U8) is what we called the "disjunction rule" in the

Introduction. It guarantees that each possible world

of the KB is given independent consideration.

The following lemma shows that we can obtain one

direction of (R2) by using (U2) and (U8)
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Lemma 3.2 // on update operator o satisfies (U2)

and (U8), then rp Apt implies ipOft.

However, as the example in the Introduction showed,

update operators do not necessarily satisfy that tpofi

implies tp A /i when r[> is consistent with /i.

An interesting consequence of the postulates is mono-

tonicity.

Lemma 3.3 // an update operator o satisfies (U8),

and <j> implies ip, then 6o fi implies i o/i.

Monotonicity has been deemed undesirable by the

philosophers of theory revision. The reason is a result

called "Gardenfors's impossibility theorem" [2, 6, 14],

which shows that monotonicity is incompatible with

postulates (R1)~(R4). More precisely, Theorem 7.10

of [6] implies that there is no non-trivial revision oper

ator that satisfies monotonicity and (R1)-(R4). Since

update operators do not satisfy (R2), this result does

not apply to update.

Gardenfors's motivation in studying this problem is to

use theory revision to define the conditional connec

tive used in counterfactual reasoning. The idea is to

use the Ramsey Test: interpret the conditional state

ment "given the state of the world described by ip, if /i

were true, then rj would also be true" as xpofi implies t).

Intuitively, it would seem that this kind of statement

is better modelled by using update instead of revision

in the Ramsey Test. This intuition, together with the

immunity of updates to Gardenfors's result, suggest

further study of the connection between updates and

conditional reasoning may be fruitful. Preliminary re

sults are reported by Satoh et al. [18] and Grahne [8].

We can now formalize a notion of closeness between

models that generalizes the particular measure used

in the PMA. Instead of associating each KB with an

ordering, let us consider a function that maps each

interpretation / to a partial pre-order </. We say that

this assignment is faithful if the following condition

holds:

• For any J £ I, if / ^ J then / </ J.

The following theorem shows that the postulates ex

actly capture all update operators defined by a partial

pre-order. Unlike the case of revision, it turns out that

the classes of operators defined by partial orders and

partial pre-orders are the same.

Theorem 3.1 Let o be an update operator. The fol

lowing conditions are equivalent:

1. The update operator o satisfies Conditions

(U1)~(V8).

2. There exists a faithful assignment that maps each

interpretation I to a partial pre-order </ such

that

Mod(ipOfi)= (J Min(Mod(n),<i).

/eAfod(</-)

3. There exists a persistent assignment that maps

each interpretation I to a partial order </ such

that

Mod(ipOfi)= (J Min(Mod(ii), </).

Proof Sketch. (1 => 2) We assign to each interpretation

/ a relation </ defined as follows. For any interpre

tations J and J', J </ J' if and only if either J = I

or Mod{form(I)oform{J,J')) = {J}. We verify that

Conditions (U1)~(U8) imply that this mapping is a

faithful assignment such that

Mod(ipon)= (J Min{Mod{n),<i).

IeModty)

(2 => 3) For a pre-order </, we define a relation <'j as

J <'i J' if and only if J = J' or J </ J'. It is easy

to show that <'j is a partial order and that J </ J' if

and only if J <'j J'. Hence, Statement 3 follows from

Statement 2 by changing </ to <'j.

(3 => 1) Assume that there is a faithful assignment

mapping each interpretation / to a partial order </.

We define an update operator o by

Mod{iPofi)= (J Min(Mod(/*),</)■

ICModW)

We show that the update operator o satisfies

(U1)~(U8).

Comparing this result with Theorem 2.1, we see two

differences between revision and update from a model-

theoretic point of view. First, Theorem 3.1 refers to

partial preorders while Theorem 2.1 uses total pre-

orders. It turns out that a version of the revision

postulates that accommodates partial preorders can

be given, and we show this in [10]. It is also possible

to design a class of update operators based on total

pre-orders. If we replace (U6) and (U7) by postulate

(U9) below, then we can prove the total pre-order ana

logue of Theorem 3.1. The proof is similar to that of

Theorem 3.1, by defining, for any two interpretations

J and J', J <i J' if and only if either J = I or

J G Mod(form(I) oform(J, J')).

(U9) If t{> is complete and (xpo^i)A4> is satisfiable then

u> o (/i A <f>) implies (ip o /i) A <j>.

It is worth pointing out that a total preorder associ

ated with interpretation / is what Lewis [12] calls a

system of spheres centered at I. Systems of spheres
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play a central role in the semantics of Lewis's condi

tional logic; this brings up again the suggested con

nection between updates and conditional logic, which

is explored further by Grahne [8].

The second and more important difference between re

vision and update is that, in the case of update, a dif

ferent ordering is induced by each model of xp, while for

revision, only one ordering is induced by the whole of

xp. This "local" behaviour of update, contrasted with

the "global" behaviour of revision, is essential to the

difference between the two operators.

4 REASONING ABOUT ACTION

For the purposes of reasoning about action, the usual

approach is to represent a particular action as a pair of

a precondition and a postcondition. The precondition

for the action encodes what the world must be like in

order for the action to be executable. The postcon

dition describes the immediate consequences resulting

from the action. Any update operator that satisfies

our postulates can be used for reasoning about ac

tion by regarding postconditions for an action as new

knowledge and by assuming that preconditions for the

action are satisfied by the current KB. That is, the

effect on KB xp of performing action with precondition

a and postcondition (3 will be xp if xp does not imply

a, and xp o /? otherwise. Winslett [20] discusses how

the frame, qualification and ramification problems are

handled by this approach.2

Let us extend this idea by examining more closely what

happens when xp does not satisfy the precondition a.

Presumably, the robot will return and report one of

two outcomes: either a was true, and the action was

carried out, or a failed and the action was not carried

out. If we want a more elaborate model, we can also

allow other outcomes, such as: a was true but the

action could not be carried out for other reasons, or a

could not be either verified or falsified. In each case, we

can take advantage of the distinction between revision

and update to incorporate into xp all the information

gained by the robot. For example, if the action was

carried out, we can change the KB to (xp o a) o /?.

If the precondition was found false, we use xp o -ia.

If the truth value of the precondition could not be

determined, we use xp • a (contraction is discussed in

the next section).

5 CONTRACTION AND ERASURE

Contraction is a change of belief or knowledge state

induced by the loss of confidence in some sentence.

For example, if we believed that a paper was written

by Turing, but new evidence has cast doubt on this

belief, we contract the corresponding sentence from

our knowledge base.

Alchourron et al. [1] proposed rationality postulates

for contraction. We denote by xp • fi a new knowledge

base obtained from an old knowledge base xp by con

tracting ft. The postulates for contraction, rephrased

in our terms, are as follows.

(CI) xp implies xp • ft.

(C2) If xp does not imply ft then xp • ft is equivalent

to rp.

(C3) If fi is not a tautology then ^ • ft is equivalent

to rp.

(C3) If ft is not a tautology then xp»fi does not imply

(*■

(C4) If rpi = xp2 and fi\ = fi2 then xpi • fti = xpi • fi?.

(C5) (xp • ft) A fi implies xp.

Alchourron et al. [1] showed that contraction and re

vision are closely related: they proved that, given a

revision operator o that satisfies (R1)~(R4), if we de

fine a contraction operator • by

xpttft = xpV(xpo -ifi)

then the operator • satisfies (C1)~(C5). Con

versely, given a contraction operator • that satisfies

(C1)~(C4), if we define a revision operator o by

xpo ft = (xp • -ift) Aft

then the operator o satisfies (R1)~(R4).

We propose a new operator, erasure, which is to con

traction as update is to revision. Erasing sentence ft

from xp means adding models to xp; for each model

/, we add all those models closest to / in which fi is

false. Intuitively, erasing ft means the world may have

changed in such a way that ft is not true. In contrast,

contracting ft means our description of the set of pos

sible worlds must be adjusted to the possibility of ft

being false.

The erasure operator ♦ for a given update operator o

is defined by

xp + fi = xpV (xpo-ift) (U-^E).

Actually, Winslett uses for this purpose a variant of

the PMA that orders interpretations in a way similar to the

partial pre-order used in prioritized circumscription. Such

variants are included in our class of update operators.

This erasure operator satisfies the following postulates

(E1)~(E5) and (E8) if the update operator satisfies

(U1)~(U4) and (U8).

(El) xp implies xp * ft.

(E2) If xp implies -i// then xp* ft is equivalent to xp.

(E3) If xp is satisfiable and ft is not a tautology then

xp* ft does not imply ft.

(E4) If xpi = xpi and fi\ = /i2 then xp\+ft\ = xp2 ♦ ft2.
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(E5) (xp ♦ /i) A fi implies xp.

(E8) (^1 \/ xp2)*fi is equivalent to (xpi */i) V(^2*p)-

There are two differences between contraction and era

sure in terms of postulates. One is that (E2) is weaker

than (C2); since contraction of a sentence fi does not

influence a KB xp if xp does not imply fi, but erasure of

fi might modify xp if xp does not imply ->fi. The other

one is that erasure needs the disjunctive rule (E8), but

contraction does not.

Example 5.1 Consider Example 3.1 again. Recall we

have a room with two objects in it, a book and a mag

azine, 6 means the book is on the floor, and m means

the magazine is on the floor. The knowledge base xp

states that either the book is on the floor or the mag

azine is, but not both. Suppose that a contraction

operator • satisfies (C2). If we contract xp by b then

xp • 6 is equivalent to xp, since xp does not imply b. This

means that since the sentence that the book is on the

floor is already questionable under xp, contraction does

not change xp.

On the other hand, let an erasure operator ♦ be defined

based on the PMA opma . If we erase 6 from xp then xp+b

is equivalent to (6A->m) V->6. This can be interpreted

as follows, xp represents two possible worlds, M\ and

Mi. In world M\, the book is on the floor but the

magazine is not. Since b holds in Mi, M\ is altered to

two worlds, Mi itself and the world M3 represented by

->bA->m, that is, neither the book nor the magazine is

on the floor. In world M2, the magazine is on the floor

but the book is not. Since 6 does not hold in Mi, Mi

is retained as itself. Hence, xp ♦ ft represents the three

worlds, Mi, Mi and A/3.

The intuitive difference between contraction and era

sure can be explained in this example as follows. Con

tracting 6 means nothing has changed in the room,

but if the KB believes that the book is on the floor,

make sure this belief is retracted. Since the KB has

no such belief, the contraction has no effect. Erasing

6 means the state of the room has changed in such a

way that, if the book was on the floor before, it has

now been moved in an unpredictable way. This affects

only those possible worlds in which the book was on

the floor. The result is that we can no longer deduce

anything about the location of the magazine from the

fact that the book is not on the floor.

There is another operation which appears perhaps

more natural than erasure. Suppose the state of the

room has changed in such a way that the location of

the book is now unpredictable, and we want to reflect

this change in the knowledge base. We formalize this

operation, called symmetric erasure, after the Theo

rem below.

The following theorem gives a correspondence between

update and erasure similar to the correspondence be

tween revision and contraction.

Theorem 5.1

/. If an update operator o satisfies (U1)~(U4) and

(U8), then the erasure operator ♦ defined by (U —►

E) satisfies (E1)~(E5) and (E8).

2. If an erasure operator ♦ satisfies (E1)~(E4) and

(E8), then the update operator o defined by

xpOfi = (xp •->(!) Aft

satisfies (U1)~(U4) and (U8).

(E-U)

3. Suppose that an update operator o satisfies

(U1)~(U4) and (U8). Then, we can define an

erasure operator by (U —► E). The update oper

ator obtained from the erasure operator by (E —*

U) is equal to the original update operator o.

4- Suppose that an erasure operator o satisfies

(E1)~(E5) and (E8). Then, we can define an up

date operator by (E —* U). The erasure operator

obtained from the update operator by (U —► E) is

equal to the original erasure operator ♦.

Winslett [21] discusses an operator called Forget,

which she compares with contraction. It turns out

that Forget, given an update operator o, is equivalent

to

(xpOfi)V(xpo^ft).

We call this operator symmetric erasure because fi and

its negation play the same role in its definition. The

main difference between erasure and symmetric era

sure is that erasure does not affect the possible worlds

in which ->ft holds, but symmetric erasure does. Go

ing back to Example 5.1, the symmetric erasure of 6

from xp reflects the fact that someone has picked up

the book and unpredictably decided to place it on the

floor or on the table. The result of this symmetric era

sure is the knowledge base with no information, since

there is nothing we can say about either the book or

the magazine after this change.

We can show similar postulates for symmetric erasure

to those for erasure, and prove a similar theorem to

Theorem 5.1. A natural definition of symmetric con

traction follows from the above discussions, and similar

results can be shown for it. Gardenfors [6] defines an

operator similar to symmetric contraction, which he

calls complete contraction, and proposes to use it to

model "even if conditionals.

6 CONCLUSION

The distinction between update and revision is an

important one, and it has been overlooked in the

literature since it was pointed out by Keller and

Winslett [12]. We have formalized this distinction and
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given a model-theoretic characterization of updates in

terms of orderings among interpretations. We have de

fined and characterized erasure, which is to update as

contraction is to revision.

Many problems remain to explore. The connection be

tween updates and conditional logic is one being pur

sued by several researchers [18, 8]. Another is compu

tational tractability of updates and erasures. A third is

the combined use of different theory change operators-

revision, contraction, update, erasure- in specific ap

plications, as suggested in Section 4.
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Abstract

In the paper, we investigate the way in which

nonmonotonic modal logics depend on their

underlying monotonic modal logics. Most

notably, we study when different monotonic

modal logics define the same nonmonotonic

system. In particular, we show that for an

important class of the so called stratified the

ories all nonmonotonic logics considered in

the paper, with the exception of S5, coincide.

It turns out that in some cases, nonstandard

(that is, non-normal) logics have interesting

nonmonotonic counterparts. Two such sys

tems are investigated in the paper in detail.

For the case of finite theories, all nonmono

tonic logics considered are shown to be de-

cidable and an appropriate algorithm is pre

sented.

1 INTRODUCTION

Many types of commonsense reasonings can be faith

fully represented within modal nonmonotonic logic.

These reasonings include: default logic of Re-

iter [Rei80], nonmonotonic logic of belief of Moore

[Moo85], truth maintenance of Doyle [Doy79], and

some important aspects of logic programming [GL88].

Therefore, in this paper we will study three fundamen

tal issues of modal nonmonotonic logics:

(a) dependence of such logics on the underlying mono

tonic logic,

(b) characterization of expansions,

(c) computation of expansions.

Most known modal nonmonotonic logics belong to the

family proposed by McDermott [McD82]. In this paper

we focus on these logics only. The reader is referred to

[Kam90], [Tru90], [Sho87] and [LS90] for the discussion

of other modal nonmonotonic systems.

There is a rich variety of different monotonic modal

logics [Che80], [HC84]. An important question is: how

much of this variety carries over to the nonmonotonic

case. The most important and somewhat unexpected

result of our paper is that the structure of the family of

nonmonotonic modal logics is much simpler. Speaking

more formally, it is often the case that different

monotonic modal logics collapse to the same

nonmonotonic system.

The results of this paper focus on modal logics whose

nonmonotonic counterparts are applicable in knowl

edge representation. We identified three such logics:

K45, N and W5. It turns out that for each of these

logics there is a whole family of monotonic modal log

ics that generate the same system in the nonmonotonic

case. For nonmonotonic logics K45, N and W5, as

well as many others, we characterize expansions and

provide algorithms for computing them.

Throughout the paper, by Cn we denote the opera

tor of propositional consequence, and by Cns, where

S stands for a modal logic, the operator of provabil

ity in logic S. Our further discussion assumes famil

iarity with basic notions of modal logics as given in

[HC84] and [Che80]. The mechanism of nonmonotonic

modal consequence operation based on the (mono

tonic) modal logic S has been introduced in [MD80]

and [McD82]. This method can be shortly presented

as follows: Given a modal logic S and a theory I in

the language with one modal operator L, denoted Ci,

a theory T C Cl is called an S-expansion of I if it

satisfies the equation:

T = Cns(I U {-,L<p : V t T}), (1)

With the interpretation of modal operator L as "is

known" or "is believed", T is an expansion of 7 if T

is precisely the collection of these formulas which can

be derived in S from I and statements about "igno

rance" or "negative introspection" with respect to T.

This circular aspect and self-reference of the concept

of expansion results in the fact that the equation (1)

may have single or multiple solutions, and sometimes

even no solution. Once all such "points of view" T are

identified, we compute the nonmonotonic consequence

of I in S as the intersection of all 5-expansions of I.
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Once the nonmonotonic counterparts for modal logics

are defined, the following question becomes of funda

mental importance: Which modal nonmonotonic

logics are applicable in knowledge representa

tion? Early attempts to identify such logics have been

unsuccessful. The case of S equal to propositional cal

culus (in the language L£) leads to counterintuitive

expansions, for example, containing both p and ->Lp.

The other extreme, <S = S5, collapses to monotonic

S5 that is, the resulting nonmonotonic consequence

operator coincides with the monotonic S5, [McD82],

[MT90b].

In a reaction to the above mentioned failures [Moo85]

introduced a seemingly different scheme:

T = Cn(I U {Lip: <p6T}U {->Lip: <p £ T}) (2)

and argued that the solutions to the equation (2) bet

ter capture the intuitions associated with the states

of belief of a fully introspective agent than the gen

eral scheme (1). This scheme is very specialized —

notice the absence of modal parameter 5 in the equa

tion (2). Yet, it turns out that for consistent theories

T, Moore's expansions, called autoepistemic or stable

expansions, coincide with K45-expansions [Shv90]. In

other words, the logic of Moore belongs to the family

of nonmonotonic formalisms definable by the scheme

One of the most widely studied and used nonmono

tonic formalisms is the default logic of Reiter [Rei80].

Intensive studies were undertaken to find a modal

counterpart of the default logic [Kon88], [MT89a],

[MT90b], [LS90]. It turned out that under the trans

lation that assigns to a default rule a-ft---Pit a modal

formula: La A ->LL-*(J\ A ... A ->LL-<Pn =>■ 7, exten

sions of default theories can be faithfully described as

N-expansions, where N is the modal logic of necessi-

tation, that is the modal logic without any scheme for

handling modalities [MT90b]. In addition, the same

modal logic can be used to represent stable semantics

for logic programs, as well as ordinary truth mainte

nance systems ([MT89b]).

Third nonmonotonic modal logic with natural appli

cations in knowledge representation is the modal non

monotonic logic associated with the modal logic W5,

which contains one axiom schema:

W5: ->L->Lip =>(<p=> Lip),

a weaker variant of 5. It is shown in [MT90b] that the

nonmonotonic logic W5 allows to provide a natural

semantics for two important modes of nonmonotonic

reasoning: logic programming with classical negation

(cf. [GL90]), and truth maintenance systems in which

we admit rules containing literals (not only atoms).

The nonmonotonic logic W5 possesses a semantic

characterization similar to Moore's characterization of

stable (that is, K45-) expansions. The following fix-

point equation characterizes W5-expansions [MT90b]:

T = Cn(I U {ip => Lip: <p G T} U {~<L<p: <p g T}). (3)

This fixpoint equation relaxes Moore's definition of au

toepistemic valuation with index T. Recall that V is

an autoepistemic valuation with index T if V(L<p) = 1

precisely when (p G T. Here, the class of valuations

V contains, as before, valuations that satisfy condi

tion V(L<p) = 0 if <p £ T. But, on positive side, for

tp € T, we relax the condition as follows: we require

that V(ip =>■ Lip) = 1. All autoepistemic valuations

satisfy this condition, but there are other valuations

which need to be considered as well. The intuition

here is that we want V to evaluate Lip as 1 providing

that V evaluates ip as 1 . Since we extended the class

of valuations under consideration, a stronger condition

is imposed on a fixpoint. Any solution of equation (3)

is called a strict expansion of /. The important point

here is that such strict expansions are definable seman-

tically, and in a natural fashion.

Summarizing our discussion, three logics K45, N and

W5 seem to be of particular interest in knowledge rep-

resentaion. These three logics have several puzzling

things in common. First of all, they are clearly off

the main research track of classical modal logic. To

our knowledge, even K45 was very little studied, even

though it has an elegant and well understood Kripke

semantics. Secondly, two of the logics — N and W5

are subnormal that is, do not satisfy axiom schema

K. The third one, K45 is normal but, as proved in

[MT90b], it is equivalent to the subnormal modal logic

5 satisfying only axiom schema 5, in the sense that

both logics have the same "nonmonotonic variant".

The meaning of this last result (collapse of nonmono

tonic modal logics 5 and K45) was deeply intriguing;

it indicated that different monotonic logics may gen

erate the same notion of (consistent) expansion, and

consequently the same nonmonotonic consequence op

eration! In other words, the realm of nonmono

tonic modal logics is much less diversified than

that of monotonic modal logics. This, in turn,

means that in the nonmonotonic case the axioms to

manipulate modality play a different role than in the

monotonic case.

On a closer inspection these observations seem to be

less puzzling. After all, nonmonotonic 5-consequences

of a theory I are often strictly larger than mono

tonic .S-consequences of / due to the powerful prin

ciple of "negation as failure to prove" which allows us

to use in the reasonings formulas expressing negative

introspection ({->L<p:<p £ T}). Precisely speaking, let

$i Q $2 Q S5 be two modal logics. If for every stable

theory T C Ci , and for every instance tjj of any axiom

schema of S2, {->Ltp: ip £ T} h$, tp, then nonmono

tonic logics 1S1 and 52 are identical.

A number of basic questions arise on the dependence
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of the nonmonotonic S-consequences on the underly

ing logic S. The first question is this: Are there non

monotonic logics different from the autoepistemic logic

of Moore that can be equivalently defined through

McDermott's scheme (1) for different monotonic log

ics S? If so, what are the properties of these logics

and their mutual relationships. Although we do not

have complete answers to these questions, it turns out

that a number of nontrivial facts can be proved about

"ranges" of modal logics collapsing to the same non

monotonic logic. We shall give a number of such re

sults in this paper.

Formally, a range is a collection of monotonic modal

logics generating the same concept of a consistent ex

pansion. A number of ranges will be exhibited be

low namely, for the logics N, W5 and K45. Impor

tant open questions are: Are there any trivial (one-

element) ranges? Are there any other nontrivial ranges

than those exhibited in this paper? One needs to

point that the fact that nontrivial ranges exist is, po

tentially, quite beneficial. For instance a range may

contain very different logics. Some may have a nice

automated theorem proving mechanism, whereas oth

ers may have an elegant semantics. In such case, for

the nonmonotonic logic associated with the range, we

might have completely different mechanisms for se

mantical and for syntactical manipulations. In fact

we may have completely different semantics, all "non-

monotonically" equivalent. This is the case for the

range associated with Moore's logic. The freedom of

selecting different theorem provers may turn out useful

in practical implementations.

In addition, it turns out that syntactic restrictions

on / make some ranges coagulate. Two important

types of syntactic restrictions we study are stratifica

tion and restriction to formulas with negative intro

spection only. In each case, the ranges of equivalent

(nonmonotonically) modal logics are exhibited.

Our results on the ranges can be summarized as fol

lows:

• General theories: Logics N, W5, K45 possess

nontrivial, ranges.

• Theories consisting of formulas with negative in

trospection only: A wide range from N to KD45.

• Stratified theories: All known ranges collapse to

one.

Next, we consider the problem of characterization of

5-expansions. Several general results were obtained

in [Shv90]. In particular, they imply characterizations

of 5-expansions for several normal modal logics in

cluding K, T, S4, K45. We strengthened the re

sults of [Shv90] and derived characterizations of N-

expansions and W5-expansions. All characterizations

involve modal atoms appearing as subformulas in for

mulas of a theory whose expansions we study.

Most importantly, the characterizations we obtained

form the basis for the third component of our inves

tigation, namely computation of 5-expansions. We

present algorithms for computing 5-expansions for a

large class of logics (including N, W5 and K45). We

illustrate the algorithms with an example.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section

contains our results on the ranges both for the case of

general theories, as well as those subject to some syn

tactic restrictions. The results are gathered at the end

of the section in appropriate diagrams. Secton 3 dis

cusses characterizations of expansions and algorithms

for their computation. Section 4 contains conclusions.

2 5-EXPANSIONS — RANGES

Because of space limitations, we will assume some

familiarity with the results of [Moo85], [Kon89] and

[MT89a]. In addition to standard modal logics such

as K, T, S4, S5, K45 etc., we shall consider logic N

of necessitation (with no axiom scheme at all) and the

following two schemes: W5 (introduced above) and:

WK: L(tp => ^) A Lip => ->L->Lip (a variant of K

that, given Lip and L(ip => V). instead asserting

Lip as K does, asserts -iL-iLxp).

We start with investigating the general properties of

5-expansions. First, let us mention several facts con

cerning stable sets [Sta80,McD82,Moo85,Mar89]. For

each theory S C C there is a unique stable set T such

that T(~l C is exactly the set of logical consequences of

5. This unique stable set will be denoted by E(S). A

constructive definition of E(S), for a finite S, is given

in [Mar89]. In fact, it can be shown, that

E(S) = CnS5(S U {-.£,¥>: ip G C \ Cn(S)}).

Clearly, if a modal logic S contains the necessitation

rule then each 5-expansion is stable.

Let us now pass on to investigations of mutual rela

tionships between classes of S-expansions for various

logics S. We have the following simple result.

Proposition 2.1 ([McD82]) Let S and T be two

modal logics, S C T C S5. Then each S-expansion

of I is a 7 -expansion of I.

The following three theorems show that the notion of

range is nontrivial. First result, obtained in [MT90b]

shows that the autoepistemic logic of Moore can be

defined not only by means of the logic K45 or KD45,

which was known already to Konolige [Kon88], but by

any logic in a much wider class. In fact, our result

shows that the crucial role in the autoepistemic

logic is played by the axiom schema 5, which

allows to derive positive introspection from the

negative introspection.
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Theorem 2.2 Let S be a modal logic, 5 C S C

KD45. Let I, T C CL- The theory T is a stable

expansion of I if and only ifT is an S-expansion of I.

Thus, for the whole range of logics between 5 and

KD45 the same notion of expansion is obtained. A

similar result holds for N-expansions.

Theorem 2.3 Let S be a modal logic, NC5C WK.

Let I, T C Cl- The theory T is an N-expansion of I

if and only ifT is an S-expansion of I.

Our final result of that type concerns the case of strict

expansions. Firstly, it shows that strict expansions can

also be characterized by means of scheme (1). Sec

ondly, it exhibits the whole range of logics that can be

used for that purpose.

Theorem 2.4 Let S be a modal logic, W5 C5C

D4W5. Let I,TCCL. Then, the theory T is a strict

expansion of I if and only ifT is an S-expansion of I.

Theorems 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 give rise to an interesting

theoretical problem. Let S be a monotonic modal

logic. By R(S) we denote the range of all monotonic

modal logics T C S5 "nonmonotonically equivalent"

to S. A general question that arises is: What is the

structure of the set 72(5)? It is easy to see that if Ty ,

72 G 72(5), then for every modal logic T such that

T\ C T C T2 we have T G 72(5). Thus, each 72(5) is

an interval in the partial ordering of modal logics by

inclusion relation. The following question is still open:

Does each such interval have the least element, the

greatest element? Another general question is: Does

each interval R(S) always contain logics other than 5?

We have already seen that for the whole ranges of log

ics S, the notions of expansions defined by these logics

are equivalent (Theorems 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4). Below we

show that if we restrict the class of theories 7, even

stronger results hold. Namely, we have the following

two theorems. First of them was proved in [Shv90],

the second one in [MT90b].

Theorem 2.5 Let I C C be consistent. For each logic

S such that

(a) NC5, and

(b) 5 C KD45 or S C S4,

the theory E(I) is the only S-expansion of I.

Theorem 2.5 says that there is a big range of modal

logics in the case of objective theories.

Theorem 2.6 Let S be a modal logic contained in

KD45. If I consists only of modal clauses with neg

ative introspection, then T is an S-expansion of I if

and only ifT is an fi-expansion of I.

Theorem 2.5 can be generalized to a wider class of

theories. A theory 7 is strongly stratified if

,WK 

S4

KD45- S5

D4W5

Figure 1 : The hierarchy of modal logics

STRATI Each formula in 7 is of the form o(v?) =>

c(ip), c(ip) G C, for ip G 7, and {c(ip) : <p G 7} is

consistent.

STRAT2 7 has a partition (called stratification) I =

7i U • • ■ U 7„ into disjoint and nonempty sets such

that for each tp G Ij, 1 < j < n, propositional

letters occurring in c(<p) do not occur in formulas

of 7i U • • ■ U 7j_i and do not occur in formulas of

Ij under the scope of the operator L.

This notion of stratification is closely related to strat

ification of logic programs, as introduced in [ABW87]

and extends the concept of stratification as introduced

in [Gel87]. The difference is that where Gelfond re

quires that the consequents c(ip) of formulas in 7 are

disjunctions of atoms, we impose a weaker condition,

namely that these consequents form a consistent the

ory. We will see that as long as we restrict ourselves to

strongly stratified theories all ranges collapse into one

large range. This is the subject of the next theorem.

Theorem 2.7 Let I C C be strongly stratified. For

each logic S such that

(a) NC5, and

(b) S C KD45 or S C S4,

the theory I has exactly one S-expansion and for all

these logics S, S-expansions of I coincide.

We collect now the results on the relationships among

the classes of expansions discussed in the paper. We

considered the following logics: N, WK, K, T, S4,

S5, W5, D4W5, 5, KD45. Inclusion relation dia

gram for these logics is shown in Figure 1. An arrow

in the diagram directed from a logic Si to a logic 52

indicates that Si C 52.

All of these inclusions are straightforward. To see that

WK C T simply check that the axiom schema WK

holds in every T-Kripke model (that is, in every Kripke

model with a reflexive admissibility relation).

According to Proposition 2.1 (b), the same inclusion

relations hold for classes of 5-expansions. In addi

tion, for each theory 7, a WK-expansion of 7 is also
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S4

N-WK) [ 5 • KD45 S5

[ W5 - D4W5 ]

Figure 2: The hierarchy of modal nonmonotonic logics

an N-expansion of I (Theorem 2.3) and, therefore, a

K-expansion of /. Theorems 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 state

that logics N and WK, 5 and KD45, and W5 and

D4W5, respectively, define the same notion of expan

sion. All these properties are summarized in the di

agram in Figure 2. The arrow between the symbols

for two logics S and T indicates that for each theory

I, every .S-expansion of / is a T-expansion of /. The

ranges of logics that define the same notion of expan

sion are indicated by ovals. In all other cases, there

are theories, for which different logics define different

classes of expansions. This is illustrated by examples

given in Section 3.

Thus, the only generally true inclusion relationships

between the classes of expansions shown in Figure 2

are those indicated by arrows.

3 CHARACTERIZATIONS OF

S-EXPANSIONS AND

ALGORITHMS

Continuing our program, we move to characterize S-

expansions. In the case of many modal logics includ

ing logics K, T, S4, K45, the problem was solved by

Shvarts [Shv90]. Below we strengthen his results and

extend them to logics N and W5.

By IL we denote the set of all subformulas of the for

mulas from I of the form Lip. Let T be a consis

tent stable theory containing /. Let * = IL n T, and

$ = IL \ *. We denote by ->$ the set {-«p: <p G $}.

Obviously, if Lip € T then ip G T, and if L<p G $ then

<p £ Tand -iL<p G T. Hence /U->$Utf Ll{^ : Lip G *}

is consistent and is contained in T. Furthermore, for

every L<p G $, <p g Cn(I U -■$ U # U {ip : Lip G *})•

These observations motivate the following definition.

Let $ C IL, Vl = IL \ $. $ is said to be admissible for

I iff / U ->$ U \P U {ip : Lip G *} is propositionally con

sistent and for each Lip G $, <p £ Cn(IU-i$Uty\J{ip :

Lip G *}). Given a modal logic S, we call a set

$ C IL S-admissible if $ is admissible for / and for

each Lip G *, / U -><& \-s ip.

In what follows, the stable set generated by Cn(I U

->$ U * U {ip : Lip G *}) n £ plays a special role. We

will denote it by

TT>* = E(Cn(I U -tQ U * U {ip: Lip G *}) n C).

The role of the stable set T/,* is explained by the fol

lowing result of Shvarts [Shv90].

Theorem 3.1 Let S be any modal logic contained in

S5, and let $ be S-admissible for I. Then T/f» is an

S- expansion of I.

We will first extend general results of [Shv90] to a

wider class of logics. A class of frames C is closed if for

all (Mi,Ri), (M2,/?2) G C such that Mi n M2 = (9,

the frame (MiUM2, RiU(Mi xM2)Ui?2) belongs to C.

In the next theorem, we need yet another concept. If

F is a complete frame, that is F = (M, M x M), then

by one-element extension (1-extension) of F we mean

a frame of the form (M U {a}, ({a} x M) U M x M) or

(M U {a}, ({< a, a >} U {a} x M) U M x M), where

a £ M . Thus, 1-extension of the complete frame F

adds to F one new world a from which all the worlds

of F are accessible. In addition a may be accessible

from itself or not. By the (1-ext) property of a logic S

we mean the following property:

(1-ext) For any complete frame F, at least one 1-

extension G of F is a frame for S.

Theorem 3.2 Lei S C S5 be a modal logic.

(a) If S has the property (1-ext) then for each set $

that is S-admissible for a theory I, T/# is the only

consistent S- expansion of I containing I U->$.

(b) IfS has the property (1-ext) and, in addition, S is

characterized by a closed class of frames C, then T is

an S-expansion of I if and only ifT= T/,*, for some

set $ which is S-admissible for I.

This theorem is a slight extension of Theorems 3.2 and

3.3 from [Shv90]. A minor modification of the original

arguments from [Shv90] can be used to prove it. We

omit the details here.

Theorem 3.2 (a) applies to the logics N, W5, K, T,

KD45 and S4, and Theorem 3.2 (b) applies to logics

K, T and S4. In this paper, using different methods,

we show that its statement holds also for the logic N.

All these results are gathered in the following propo

sition.

Theorem 3.3 (a) Let S be any of N, K, T, S4,

K45, and let $ be S-admissible for I. Then T/,* is

the unique S-expansion of I containing IU-<&.

(b) Let S be any of N, K, T, S4. Then, T is an

S-expansion of I if and only if T = T/,#, for some

S-admissible $.

Theorem 3.3(b) does not hold for logics K45 and W5.

For example, theory I = {Lp => p} has a stable ex

pansion T/0, but (J is not K45-admissible for J. To
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deal with the case of logic K45 we need the follow

ing notion. A set $, admissible for I, is said to be

propositionally admissible for I if for each Lip G *,

/U-i$u$ h ip. Shvarts [Shv88,Shv90] proved the

following characterization of K45-expansions (stable

expansions) .

Theorem 3.4 T is a stable expansion (that is, a

K45-expansion) of I if and only ifT is T/* for some

$ that is propositionally admissible for I.

We apply here a similar technique to deal with the

case of strict expansions that is, W5-expansions. Let

$ C IL, * = IL \ $. The set $ is said to be strictly

admissible for I, if $ is admissible for I and for each

Lip G #, I U ->$ U {<p => Lip : Lip G *} I" ip.

Theorem 3.5 If T is consistent, then T is a strict

expansion (that is, a W5-expansion) of I if and only

ifT = 7/(# for some $ being strictly admissible for I.

Now we are in a position to show that the inclusions

between classes of 5-expansions shown in Figure 2 are

the only ones that hold in general.

Example:

1. Let 7i = 0. Each stable theory is an S5 -

expansion of I\. Not every stable theory is an

S4-expansion of I\ , or a stable expansion (KD45-

expansion) of I\ . Thus, in general, the notions

of S5-expansion and S4-expansion, and of S5-

expansion and KD45-expansion are different.

2. Let I2 = {L(Lp =>■ LLp) => p}. It is easy to

see that E(p) is an S4-expansion of I2 (in fact,

the only S4-expansion of I2). By Theorem 3.3

(b), E(p) = Thi; where * = 1% \ (/* n E(p)).

Clearly, in our case, $ = 0. Consider the T-

model M = (M, R, W), where M — {a,b,c},

R = {(a,a),(b,b),(c,c),(a,b),(b,c),(c,a)}, and

W(a) = W(b) = {p} and W(c) = 0. It is easy

to see that M \= I2 but M ^ p. Thus, I2 tAr- P-

Consequently, $ = 0 is not T-admissible for I2

and E(p) is not a T-expansion of I2 .

3. Let h = {L(LLp A L(Lp => p) => Lp) => p}}.

Using similar methods as before, we show that K-

expansions are not, in general, W5-expansions.

4. Theory I4 = {L(Lp =>• p) => p} shows that T-

expansions are not K-expansions.

5. Theory I5 = {L(->L->Lp => (p => Lp)) => p)

shows that W5-expansions are not , in general,

S4-expansions, and that KD45-expansions are

not, in general, S4-expansions.

6. Let h = {Lp => p}. Put T = E(p). It is easy

to see that $ = {Lp} is propositionally admissi

ble and that 7>9,* = E(p). Thus, T is a K45-

expansion of 1$. Consider a valuation v of Cl

such that v(p) = 0, and v(L<p) = 1 if and only if

<p ^ p and ip eT. Then, t>(/6 U {ip => Lip : ip €

T) U -<LT) = 1 and v(p) = 0. But then, T is not

a W5-expansion of 76-

7. Let Ir = {Lp}. Using similar techniques as in

2 and in 6, one easily shows that E(p) is a T-

expansion of I7 but not a 5-expansion of I7.

Theories given in the example indicate that the only

generally true inclusion relationships between the

classes of expansions shown in Figure 2 are those in

dicated by arrows.

Theorems 3.2, 3.4 and 3.5 imply algorithms for com

puting 5-expansions of finite theories for a wide class

of logics S. The algorithm we give below can be used

for each logic S to which Theorem 3.2(b) applies and

for which there exists a decision procedure for the

membership problem: given a finite I C £/, and ip G C,

does I\~s ip hold? In particular, the algorithm applies

to the logics N, K, T and S4.

Algorithm:

compute IL\

for each $ C IL do

* :=/r\$;

if $ is 5-admissible then

compute a finite set A such that

Cn(A) = Cn(I U -.<& U * U {ip: Lxp G *) n £;

output E(A) as an 5-expansion of I

fi

rof

To check 5-admissibility of $ we need a decision proce

dure for prepositional calculus to check admissibility of

$ (many such procedures are available), and a decision

procedure for logic 5, to check whether I U ->$ h$ ip,

for each ip such that Lip G *. Since all the theories

involved ($, *, JU->$U*U{V>: Lip G *} and /U->$)

are finite, verifying 5-admissibility can be done in a fi

nite number of steps. For the same reason, computing

the set A can be executed in finite time.

Only small changes are needed in the algorithm above

to produce a method for computing all K45- or W5-

expansions. One simply has to replace checking 5-

admissibility of $ by checking propositional admissi

bility of $ (for K45-expansions) and strict admissibil

ity of $ for W5-expansions.

Another approach to computing expansions is possi

ble. It is not directly based on the notion of admis

sibility. This other approach results in simpler and

more efficient algorithms and will be presented in the

full version of the paper.

We conclude this section with an example illustrating

how our algorithm works. Suppose we want to com

pute all S4-expansions of the theory I = {->Lp =>

q,->Lq =► p}. First, the theory IL is computed.

Clearly, IL = {Lp,Lq}. There are four sets $ that
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have to be verified for S4-admissibility: $j = 0,

*2 = {Lp}, $3 = {Lq} and <J>4 = {Lp,Lq}. For

the set $i, the condition / U ->&i hg^ ip, for all

Lip G IL\<&\ is not met. For instance, /U->$i Vs4 P-

Sets $2 and $3 are S4-admissible and generate S4-

expansions E(p) and E(q). For $4, it is the case that

p G Cn(I U ->$4 U V U {ip: Lip € *}). Therefore $4 is

not even admissible.

4 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we found that the structure of the fam

ily of modal nonmonotonic logics is much simpler than

that of the family of underlying modal logics. This

phenomenon is explained by the fact, first observed

by McDermott [McD82], that the additional tool em

ployed by modal nonmonotonic logics, namely "nega

tion as failure to prove", permits to prove nonmono-

tonically various (monotone) axiom schemata that are

not provable monotonically. This phenomenon, al

though expected, has not been known until now.

An additional result is the demonstration of applicabil

ity of subnormal logics in the domain of knowledge rep

resentation. This seems to indicate certain incompat

ibility of the research in classical modal logic (where

most effort has been devoted to normal logics) and the

needs of knowledge representation.

Finally, expansions for a variety of modal nonmono

tonic logics have been characterized and procedures to

compute them described.

5 PROOFS

In this section, we give proofs of the new results of the

paper.

Theorem 2.2 Let S be a modal logic, 5 C 5 C KD45.

Let I, T C Cl- The theory T is a stable expansion of

I if and only ifT is an S-expansion of I.

Proof: It is easy to see thatjfT C Cl is stable and con

sistent, then Cn(LT U -<LT) contains all instances of

axiom schemata K, D, 4 and 5. Consider for example

a formula ip = -iLipVLLip, equivalent to an instance of

4. If tp $ T, then ->L<p G --IT and soV> G Cn(^LT). If

<peT, then Lip G T and ip G Cn(LT). The remaining

axiom schemata can be dealt with similarly.

In addition, ->LT h5 LT. Indeed, let tp G T. Then,

since T is stable and consistent, ->Ltp £ T, ->L->Lip G

T, and ->L->Ltp r-5 Lip.

These observations imply that if T is stable and con

sistent, then

Cn(I U LTU^LT) = Cns(I U -.LT),

which immediately implies the assertion. □

Theorem 2.3Let S be a modal logic, NC5C WK.

Let I, T C Cl. The theory T is an N-expansion of I

if and only ifT is an S-expansion of I.

Proof: Let T be stable and consistent. Consider tp, ip G

CL. U tp $ T or (tp => ip) $ T, then Lip A L(tp => ip) =$■

->L->Lip G Cn(-iLT). Otherwise, ip G T and, since

T is stable and consistent, Lip G T and -<Lip £ T.

Thus, again Lip A L(tp => ip) => ->L->Lip G Cn(->LT).

Consequently, Cn^Ki1 u ^Ll) C CnN(J U ->LT).

The converse inclusion is evident. Hence Cnypj£(I u

-iLT) = Cnj$(I U ->LT), and the result follows. □

Theorem lALet S be a modal logic, W5 C S C

D4W5. Let I,TC CL. Then, the theory T is a strict

expansion of I if and only ifT is an S-expansion of I.

Proof: The proof is almost identical to that of Propo

sition 2.2. We show that if T C Cl is stable and con

sistent, then Cn({ip ^ Lip : ip G T} U -<LT) contains

all instances of axiom schemata D, 4 and W5, and that

->LT 1-^5 {ip =>• Lip : ip G T}. These observations

imply that if T is stable and consistent, then

Cn(I U {ip => Lip : tp£T}U -^LT) = Cns(I U -^LT),

which immediately implies the assertion. D

Now we will prove our results on stratification. To this

end, we need two auxiliary lemmas. Let / be strongly

stratified and let I\ U ■ • • U I„ be a stratification of

I. For any propositional variable p, let r(p) = 0, if p

does not occur in c(<p) for any ip G /• If p occurs in

c(tp) for ip G Ti, then put r(p) = i. By the definition

of strong stratifability, such t is unique. By r(ip) we

denote max{r(p) : p occurs in tp}. By m(tp) we denote

the maximal depth of nesting of L in tp.

Lemma 5.1 Let I be strongly stratified, $ proposi-

tionally admissible for I and lei ty = IL \$. Consider

Lip G * such that r(ip) = r and m(Lip) = m. Then

/U-.$U

{Ln G * : r{q) < r or (r(n) = r, m(Lt)) < m)} h ip.

Proof: Let V be any propositional valuation such that

V(I) = 1, V($) = 0 and V(Lri) = 1 for each Ln G *

such that r(i]) < r or (r(r)) = r and m(Lr]) < m).

Since {c(ip) : ip G /} is consistent, there is a valuation

W such that W(c(ip)) = 1 for each tp G /. Define a

valuation U as follows. For a propositional variable

p, if r(p) < r then put U(p) = V(p). Otherwise, put

U(p) = W(p). For a modal atom Lip, put U(Lip) = 0,

if Lip G $, and U(Ltp) — 1, otherwise.

Observe that if tp G Ii, j > r, then U(c(tp)) =

W{c{ip)) = 1. Thus, U{ip) = 1. Consider tp G I,

with j < r. For each propositional variable p occur

ring in tp, r(p) < r. Hence, U(p) = V(p). Let La

be a modal atom occurring in <p. If La G *, then

U(La) = 0 = V(La). If La G * then, since La occurs
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in the formula <p G Ij, r(a) < j < r. Thus, U(La) —

1 = V(La). Consequently, U(tp) = V(<p) = 1. Thus,

U(I) = 1. By the definition of U, £/(-.$ U ♦) = 1.

Since $ is proportionally admissible for I, U(xp) — 1.

Now, let p be a propositional atom occurring in ip.

Then, r(p) < r and U(p) = V(p). Consider a modal

atom La occurring in ip. If La G *, then r(a) < r and

m(La) < m. Thus, U(La) = V(La). Since U and V

agree on all modal atoms La G $, it follows that U and

V agree on all atoms occurring in ip. Consequently,

V(ip) = 1. This completes the proof of the lemma. D

Lemma 5.2 Let I be strongly stratified and let I\ U

• • -U In be a stratification of I. Let $ be S4-admissible

for I and define * = IL\$. Let Lip G * and r(Lip) =

r. Then

I U {->L<p :L<pe<&, r(tp) < r} hS4 ip.

Proof: Assume that

I U {->Lip : Ltpe®, r((fi) < r} l/S4 V>-

Then for some S4-Kripke model Af =< N,Q,W >,

Af |= I U {->£¥> : Lip G ^^(v) < r)> Dut f°r some

a G N, Af,a \fc ip. (Let us recall that in a Kripke

model < N, Q, W >, N stands for a nonempty set (of

worlds), Q C N x N is an accessibility relation and

for each b £ N, W(b) is the set of all propositional

variables true in the world 6.)

We will construct another S4-Kripke model K such

that K \= I U -■$ and K,a \fc ip. This will contradict

the assumption that $ is S4-admissible for /, and will

prove the assertion of the lemma.

First, observe that since $ is S4-admissible for I, T =

T/,* is a consistent, stable theory containing /U->$U^.

Thus, there exists a S4-Kripke model M = (M, R, V)

such that M\=T.

Next, since I is strongly stratified, there is a valuation

U such that for every <p € I, U(c(ip)) = 1. We use U

to modify the valuation W of N as follows: for each

6 G N put

W'(b) = {p : (r(p) < r and p G W(b)) or

(r(p) > r and U{p) =1)}.

Now we define K. to be the concatenation of (TV, Q, W)

and (M, R, V), that is

K = (N U M, Q U (N x M) U R, W U V).

Clearly, K. is an S4-Kripke model.

By an I-formula we mean a formula constructed from

elements of IL and propositional variables by means

of propositional connectives. We will show now by the

induction on the complexity of a formula that for each

/-formula ip such that r(ip) < r, and for each 6 G N,

Af,b\=<p if and only if AC, 6 |= (p. (4)

In the case when <p is a propositional atom p with

r(p) < r, (4) follows easily from the fact that for each

world beN,pe W(b) if and only if p G W'(b). The

cases when a formula tp is of the form -"p\, <p\ V <p?

or <p\ A <p2 are easy and their discussion is omitted.

Let us consider now the last case, when <p is of the

form Lf. Consider b G N and assume that Af, b (= Ly.

Then, Af, c \= y for each c such that (6, c) G Q- By the

induction hypothesis, AC, c )= 7 for each c G N such

that (6,c) GQ.

Since r(Ly) < r and Af, b \= Ly, it follows that Ly £

$. Thus, since <p = Ly is an /-formula, L7 G *•

Consequently, since T is consistent, 7 G T. Thus, for

each c G M, M,a \= 7. Consequently, AC, 6 |= L7, as

required. The converse implication in (4) is evident.

The property (4) implies that AC, a ^ ip. Let <p G /.

Consider b G A<. Then, AC, 6 |= <p because M,b ^ (p.

Assume now that b £ N. If ip G />, j < r, then

AC, 6 |= v?. by (4). If <p G />, where j > r, then for

every propositional atom p of c(<p), r(p) > r and, con

sequently, p G W(b) if and only if U(p) = 1. Hence,

AC, 6 |= c(ip) which, in turn, implies that AC, 6 ^= <p.

Consequently, AC ^= /.

Consider now Ly G ^- Then AA \=- -'Ly. This means

that for each 6 G M, /C, 6 [= -•Ly. In addition, it

follows that for some 60 G M, AC, 60 W 1- Thus, by

the definition of the accessibility relation of AC, AC, 6 f=

-<Ly, for each b G N. Consequently, AC (= ->$. D

Now, we are ready to prove Theorem 2.7.

Theorem 2.7 Let I C C be strongly stratified. For

each logic S such that

(a) N C S, and

(b) S C KD45 or S C S4,

the theory I has exactly one S-expansion and for all

these logics S, S-expansions of I coincide.

Proof: Assume that / is strongly stratified and $ is

propositionally admissible for /. Define * = /L\$ and

let Lip G *. Then, for each Lrp G *, where * = ZL\$,

we have / U -1$ \~jy ip. Indeed, this claim follows

easily by induction on (r,m), where r = r(tp) and

m = m(Lip) — both the basis of the induction and the

induction step follow from Lemma 5.1. In other words,

for a strongly stratified theory /, if $ is propositionally

admissible for / then $ is N-admissible for /. Conse

quently, each KD45-expansion of / is an N-expansion

of/. The converse implication always holds thus, the

classes of N-expansions and KD45-expansions coin

cide for strongly stratified theories. Since, by the result

of [MT90a], a strongly stratified theory / has a unique

KD45-expansion, it is also the unique N-expansion of

/.

Next we show that if Ti and T2 are S4-expansions of a

strongly stratified theory /, then T\ = T2. To this end

we proceed as follows. Let T\ and T? be determined by

sets $1 and $2 that are S4-admissible for /. Put *, =
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IL\&i, i = 1,2. Let r be the smallest integer such that

for some Lip with r(Lip) = r, Lip £ ($1\<J2)U($2\^i)-

Without loss of generality, suppose that Lip £ $1 \$2-

Then, Lip £ '$2 and, by Lemma 5.2,

IU {-<Lip : Lip £ $2. r(tp) < r} hg4 ip.

By the choice of r,

{->L<p : Lip £ $2. Hv) < r) =

{->Lv? : Lip £ *i, r(^) < r}.

Thus, we obtain that J U ->$i hg^ Lip. This is a

contradiction with the consistency of/ U->$i. Thus,

$! = *2 and Ti = T2.

In other words, a strongly stratified theory has at most

one S4-expansion. Since each N-expansion is an S4-

expansion, that statement of the theorem follows from

our previous remarks and from Proposition 2.1. □

Theorem 3.3 (a) Let S be any o/N, K, T, S4, K45

, and let $ be S-admissible for I. Then T/?» is the

unique S-expansion of I containing I U ->$.

(b) Lei S be any of N, K, T, S4. Then, T is an

S-expansion of I if and only if T = 7/,$, for some

S-admissible $.

Proof: Part (a) follows from Theorem 3.2(a). The

proof of part (b), for for all logics except for N, is

given in Shvarts [Shv90].

To prove part (b) for logic N, one has to show that

if T is an N-expansion of I, then T = T/,*, for some

N-admissible set $. To this end, observe that T is

also a K-expansion of T. Define * = T f~l IL and

$ = IL \ *. By (b) for the logic K, it follows that * is

K-admissible for I. To complete the proof, it remains

to show that <I> is N-admissible for 7. We will prove

a slightly stronger fact that if I U ->LT hj^ 7, where

7 = ^ or 7 = Lip, for Lip £ *, then I U ->$ hjy 7.

We will proceed by the induction on the length of the

proof of 7 in the logic N and from I U ->LT. If the

length of the proof is 1, then 7 is a tautology or 7 €

/ U -<LT. The former case is obvious. In the latter,

since {7}^ C IL, it follows that 7 € I U -•$.

Consider now a proof P of 7 (in N and from I U ->LT)

of length n > 1. If 7 is derived by means of the neces-

sitation rule, then 7 = La and a has a shorter proof

than 7. Moreover, by the definition of 7, La £ Vf or

LLa £ W. In this latter case, since T is consistent and

stable, it follows that La £ *. Thus, in both cases the

induction hypothesis applies to a and I U ->$ hj^ a.

Consequently, I U -<$ r-j^ La.

Otherwise, if 7 is not derived by_an application of ne-

cessitation, it follows that IU-*LTuX h 7, where X is

the set of all modal atoms La that appear in the proof

P and were derived by necessitation. Since {y}L C IL,

it follows that I U ->$ U (X n IL) h 7. Clearly, for each

atom La £ X, La £ T. Thus, Xr\IL C *. Since each

a such that La € X has a shorter proof than 7, by

the induction hypothesis, I U ->$ hj^ a, for La £ X.

Consequently, I U -■$ l-js^ 7. D

Theorem 3.5 // T is consistent, then T is a W5-

expansion of I if and only if T = Tj^ for some $

being strictly admissible for I.

Proof: Consider a set $ strictly admissible for I. De

fine V = I U {<p => Lip : Lip £ *}. Then, for each

LVetf,

This implies that I' U -1$ ^-yys ^- Consequently, $

is W5-admissible for /'. Thus, by Theorem 3.1, T =

Tjiq is a W5-expansion of /'. By Proposition 2.4

T = Cn(I U {<p =$► Ly> : Lip £ *}

U {ip ^ Lip : <p £ T} U ->LT).

But $ C T/'# = T. Thus, since T is consistent,

{<p => Lip : Lip £ *} C {tp => L<p : <p £ T).

Consequently,

T = Cn(I U{ip=> Lip: ip£T}U ^LT),

that is, T is a W5-expansion of I. It remains to show

that T/',* = T/,*, but this follows immediately from

the definition of 7/,* and the equality:

Cn(I U -.$ U * U {ip : Lip£V}) =

Cn(I U{<p=> Lip : L^G*}U-.$U*u{^>: Lip £ *}).

To prove the "only if" part, we proceed as follows.

Let T be a W5-expansion of I. Then T is a K45-

expansion of /. Define * = T n IL and * = IL \ *.

Then <J> is propositionally admissible for I and T =

T/f*. It remains to prove that $ is strictly admissible

for I. Let Lip £ *. Then, i/> £ T and, since T is a

strict expansion, we have

I U {->Lip : ip £ T} U {ip => Lip : ip £ T] h ip. (5)

n order to show that $ is strictly admissible, it is suf

ficient to prove that

I U {-iLip : Lip £ IL \ T} U {<p => Lip : Lip £ *} r- ip.

(6)

Consider any propositional valuation V evaluating the

premises of (6) as 1. Define a valuation W by

1. W(Lip) = 0, for L<p$TuIL,

2. W(Lip) = 1, for Lip £T\IL,

3. W(ip) = V(<p), for all other atoms.

Since T is stable, ip £ T if and only if Lip £ T. Thus,

all the premises in (5) are evaluated as 1 by W. Hence

W{xp) = 1. Since \ip}L C IL, W(ip) = V(ip). Thus,

for each valuation V satisfying the premises of (6),

V(ip) = 1. Consequently, (6) holds. Hence, $ is

strictly admissible for I. □
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Abstract

Hybrid knowledge representation and reason

ing frameworks provide a powerful basis for

constructing intelligent systems. Universal

attachment is a domain-independent mecha

nism for integrating arbitrary types of repre

sentation and reasoning methods into hybrid

frameworks that contain a logical component.

Although based on the same principles as

previous attachment methods, universal at

tachment supports a much broader range of

connections between logical and other forms

of representation and reasoning. Compari

son with theory resolution, the leading non-

attachment approach to integration, illus

trates several practical advantages of univer

sal attachment.

1 INTRODUCTION

Hybrid knowledge representation frameworks have

proven to be valuable tools for the construction of

nontrivial AI systems. Such frameworks incorporate

multiple representation and reasoning methods into a

single package, allowing different methods to be used

as appropriate for storing and manipulating informa

tion. Hybrids that include a logical representation

component comprise a particularly important class of

frameworks. These logic hybrids provide the benefits

of logical representations (most notably declarativism

and generality) while allowing other forms of repre

sentation and reasoning to be used as required for

increased efficiency and naturalness. Several systems

have been constructed that attest to the utility of logic

hybrids, including KRYPTON [Brachman et a/., 1983],

KL-TWO [Vilain, 1985], CAKE [Rich, 1985], LOGIN

[Ait-Kaci and Nasr, 1986] and Hyperproof [Barwise

and Etchemendy, 1990].

At the core of any hybrid representation framework

is the integration method used to connect the various

representation components. There are many charac

teristics that an integration method should possess;

we cite four properties here. First of all, the method

should support a broad range of connections between

components. Second, since one of the primary mo

tivations for using hybrid systems is increased effi

ciency, the integration method should be inexpensive

to use. In particular, the overhead for moving be

tween components should be minimal. Third, the

integration method should promote modular connec

tions. By modular, we mean that an individual com

ponent should be constructable independently of all

other components. Thus an integration method should

both treat reasoning methods as black boxes and not

impose any predefined structural or naming conven

tions on representations of information. Finally, we

would expect an integration method to conform to ap

propriate conditions of soundness and completeness for

inference in hybrid systems.

These four criteria apply to integration methods for all

hybrid frameworks; however, our interest lies with in

tegration methods for logic hybrids, specifically those

in which logical representation methods play a cen

tral role. With this class of hybrids, the integration

problem can be reduced to that of connecting differ

ent representation and reasoning methods to a logical

language.

Previous integration techniques for logic hybrids

(specifically, procedural attachment, semantic attach

ment and theory resolution) fail to satisfy the criteria

stated above. In this paper we present a new integra

tion technique, universal attachment, that does. Uni

versal attachment is similar to previous attachment

approaches in that data and programs from differ

ent components are 'attached' to expressions in the

language of the logical component. When expres

sions with attachments are encountered during theo

rem proving, the attached data and programs are used

to directly evaluate those expressions, rather than em

ploying further deduction. In this paper, we show that

universal attachment is a more powerful integration

method than either procedural attachment or semantic

attachment, the previous attachment approaches. As
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well, universal attachment supports ccrtmectiot\& haw

ing greater modularity. A comparison w\t\\ treaty res

olution shows that universal attachment provides both

broader applicability and increased modularity while

being easier to control.

In Section 2 we define universal attachment. Section 3

presents a specialized inference rule of universal at

tachment tailored to clausal resolution systems and

establishes the soundness of that rule. Section 4 sur

veys previous integration methods for logic hybrids

and compares them with universal attachment. In Sec

tion 5, we discuss tools that manipulate universal at

tachments in order to assist a user of a hybrid system.

Experimental results described in this paper were ob

tained using a universal attachment framework imple

mented on top of the the KADS theorem proving sys

tem [Stickel, 1988].

2 UNIVERSAL ATTACHMENT

In this section, we define universal attachment (UA).

The descriptor universal derives from the generality

of the method: universal attachments can be defined

for any expression (term or formula) in a first-order

language. This capability contrasts with previous at

tachment methods which only permit attachments for

instances of functions and relations.

2.1 A DEFINITION OF UA

As described above, universal attachments draw con

nections from expressions in a first-order language C to

programs and data structures in alternative languages.

Characterization of an individual universal attachment

requires descriptions of both the class of expressions to

which the attachment applies (referred to as the do

main of the attachment) and a method for evaluating

the attachment. We provide such a characterization

here. Let <f>[0\ , . . . , 0*] represent an expression <j> £ C

that contains one or more occurrences of the subex

pressions 0i 0k.

The domain of a universal attachment is determined

by two parameters, the attachment pattern and the

filter set. The attachment pattern, denoted by

<f>[x\ ,... , xn], is a schematic representation of a class

of expressions in £, defined in terms of the variables

x\, . . . ,x„} The Xj, referred to as the distinguished

variables for the pattern, are assumed to encompass

all unbound variables in <f>. The filter set, denoted

by F, is a collection of constraints on instantiations

of distinguished variables in the attachment pattern.

1 Throughout this document, italicized text denotes

symbols from C (e.g. subsumes(A,B)), typewriter font indi

cates LISP objects (e.g. pathp) and sans serif font indicates

metalevel constructs (e.g. EXPR). Constants in C are cap

italized while variables appear in lower case.

The domain of the universal attachment is defined to

be the set of instantiations <j>\t\ ,.. .,tn] of the attach

ment pattern where the t, are terms in C that sat

isfy the constraints in F (written as \t\ ..... /„] satisfies

F). The choice of a particular language for expressing

constraints is independent of the notion of universal

attachment, thus different filter languages can be em

ployed as required for the application at hand. A more

detailed discussion of filter languages is presented in

Section 2.2.

The evaluation process for a universal attachment

makes use of a program p, referred to as the attached

program, as well as an attachment map and a detach

ment map, denoted by A and D, respectively. These

maps provide an important service in that they trans

late between terms in C and attached structures in

some alternative language used to represent the ob

jects denoted by those terms. In particular, the at

tachment map A translates the instantiations of the

distinguished variables onto the appropriate set of pa

rameters for the attached program p. The detachment

map translates the result of evaluating p on the at

tached data onto the appropriate expression in the

logical language. This last result is referred to as the

value of the universal attachment.

In order to characterize the class of programs and data

to which universal attachments are made, we intro

duce the concept of a computation system. A compu

tation system corresponds to an individual represen

tation component within a hybrid system. Compu

tation systems consist of three parts: programs, data

structures and an evaluation function. Programs cor

respond to inference rules or evaluation methods and

are applied to data structures; the number of inputs

for a particular program is called the arity of that pro

gram. The evaluation function maps a program and

data structures onto either a resultant data structure

or ±. The result J. indicates that the program is un

defined for the given set of data structures.

Definition 2.1 (Computation System) A compu

tation system is a triple (V,V,E) where V is a set

of programs, V is a set of data structures, and E is

an evaluation function E : V x V* -* V\J{±} that

maps a program p €.V of arity m and data structures

d\, . . . dm G V onto either some d € X> or _L.

In a computation system containing LISP programs

and data structures, E would be the lisp function

eval. For simplicity, we assume the use of a LISP-

based computation system throughout this document.

A computation system describes one cornerstone of

the framework for which universal attachments can be

made. The language C and the filter language consti

tute the others.

Definition 2.2 (UA Framework) A universal at

tachment framework is a five-tuple (C,P,V,V,E)
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where Cis a first-order language, T a filter language,

and (V,T>,E) a computation system.

We now formalize the intuitive notion of universal at

tachment presented above. Let TERMS(£) represent

the terms of £ and let EXPR(£) represent the expres

sions of C (i.e. the terms and formulas of £).

Definition 2.3 (Universal Attachment)

For a UA framework (C,T,V,V,E), a universal at

tachment is a five-tuple denote by

(#ei,...,*„],F) — (p,A,D) (1)

with components

• tf*ii---iSn]i the attachment pattern, a

schematic representation of a subset o/EXPR(£),

• F, the filter set, a set of constraints defined for

*i, . . . ,zn using language T .

• p, the attached program, an element ofV having

arity m,

• A, the attachment map, a function A

TERMS(£)n -+2>m,

• D, the detachment map, a function D : V —►

EXPR(£).

We can also formally define the domain and value of

a universal attachment. In doing so, we adopt the

notation t to represent an n-ary vector of terms.

Definition 2.4 (UA Domain) For a universal at

tachment 6 given as (4>[zlt...,zn],F) — (p,A, D), the

domain of 6, denoted by DOMAIN (6), is defined by

DOMAIN(tf) = (J {4>[{\ | t satisfies F}.

t6TERMS(£)n

Definition 2.5 (UA Value) For a universal attach

ment 6 given as {<j>[x1} .. . ,xn], F) -> (p, A, D), the

value of 6 applied to d»[tu . . . ,tn] G DOMAIN(5), is

represented as ATTACH (6,<j>[ti, . . .,<„]) and defined by

ATTACH(M[*ll...Itn]) = D(E(p,A([*1>...I <»])))■

We note that the value of a universal attachment 6

may be undefined for some expressions in its domain

since E is not required to be a total function.

The interpretation of the universal attachment (1) is

that any occurrence within a formula of £ of an ex

pression in its domain can be replaced by the value of

the attachment for that expression. More formally, we

have the following inference rule for universal attach

ment.

Definition 2.6 (UA Inference Rule) For a uni

versal attachment 6 and formula Q, if<j> e DOMAINS)

and 9 = ATTACHES, i>) then "

Q[0]

(2)

Example 2.7 (Inheritance) Consider the task of

reasoning about an inheritance hierarchy. We

could formulate logical axioms describing the relevant

subsumption relationships using a binary predicate

subsume s(x,y) whose intended interpretation is that

class x subsumes class y. We would require sentences

of the form subsumes(A, B), subsumes(A,C), etc. as

well as axioms describing general properties of sub-

sumption (e.g. subsumes is transitive).

Alternatively, we could employ a universal attachment

for subsumes that makes use of a directed graph rep

resenting the inheritance hierarchy and an efficient

path-finding procedure. In particular, we could de

fine a lisp list in that represents the inheritance hier

archy described by subsumes in terms of LISP atoms

a, b, c, etc. As well, we would need a lisp func

tion pathp(nl,n2,g) that returns t if there is a path

from ni to n2 in the directed graph g, and nil oth

erwise. Finally, we would require a metalevel function

h that maps logical representations of classes onto the

LISP representations of those classes (i.e. h(A) = a,

h(£) = b, etc). Using these components, we could

define the universal attachment:

(subsumes(x,y),{}) — (pathp, Apath, Dtf) (3)

Apath([*,y]) = (h(z),h(y),ih).

The domain of this universal attachment is all in

stances of subsumes(x, y). The attachment map Apath

translates a pair of logical terms denoting classes into

the triple consisting of the lisp representation of those

classes and the graph in. The detachment map D**

translates the lisp atom t to the expression true and

nil to false, where true and false are special zeroary

predicates in £ having the intended interpretations of

truth and falsity, respectively.

Example 2.8 (Quantified Attachments)

Let cyclicp be a lisp function that takes one pa

rameter g and determines whether the directed graph

g is cyclic. Given the transitivity and irreflexivity of

subsumes, the condition of cyclicity for the taxonomy

described above is captured by the formula

3x. subsumes(x,x) .

.in
If A " is the zero-ary function with value in, we can

define the following universal attachment for the quan

tified formula 3x. su6sumes(i,i):

(3x. subsumes(x, x), {})
(cyclicp, Aih,Dtf)

(4)
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With the UA inference rule (2), it is assumed that the

specific identifiers chosen to represent bound variables

are irrelevant, thus 3y. subsumes(y,y) for any choice

of y would be in the domain of the attachment (4).

A simple modification to Definition 2.5 makes it pos

sible to used attached programs that are partial'm the

sense that a lack of information prevents them for al

ways returning a satisfactory answer. This capability

would be useful, for example, if instead of the program

cyclicp in Example 2.8 we had a program cyclicpl

that operated on a list representing a partial descrip

tion of a graph and returned one of t, nil or unknown,

depending on whether the graph was cyclic, the graph

was not cyclic, or the cyclicity or noncyclicity of the

graph could not be determined. To accommodate par

tial programs, we redefine D to be a function

D:X> — EXPR(£)|J{fail}

and set the value of the universal attachment

(4>[xi , . . . , xn], F) -> (p, A, D) to be

ATTACH^, <t>[tu..., t„]) = #i <„]

for D(E(p,A([ti ,...,*„]))) = fail. Universal attach

ments to partial programs would employ detachment

maps that translate unknown to fail; these attachments

reduce to the identity transformation when the at

tached program evaluates to unknown.

2.2 FILTER SETS

As described above, a filter set is a collection of con

straints on instantiations of the distinguished variables

in attachment patterns. These constraints must be

satisfied in order for a given instantiation of the pat

tern to be in the domain of the universal attachment.

In order to appreciate the need for filter sets, con

sider the specification of a universal attachment for

instances of the logical function plus(x, y) whose in

terpretation is that of integer arithmetic. Using the

LISP addition routine + and attachment maps Am and

D defined to translate between terms in C denoting

integers and the corresponding LISP symbols for those

integers, we can define an attachment

(plus(x,y),{})
(+,Aint,Dint)

(5)

However, the domain of this universal attachment

(namely plus(x,y) for all instantiations of x and y)

is too large. If our attached program only operates

on integers or A is only defined for terms denoting

integers then we must exclude from the domain those

expressions in which x and y are bound to terms that

do not denote integers. Such exclusions require infor

mation about sorts. Furthermore, although the logical

constant the-pope 's-favourite-number has sort integer,

we would not want to attach to expressions in which

this constant is bound to a distinguished variable since

we don't know the specific number that this constant

denotes. Thus we need the means to express syntactic

constraints in addition to sort constraints.

The expressiveness of the language used to specify fil

ters certainly impacts the power of the universal at

tachment framework as a whole. Because the filter

language can be defined independently of the univer

sal attachment framework, a different filter language

can be utilized according to the nature of the applica

tions being considered. We describe here a simple but

powerful filter language T*(£). The language consists

of the metalevel predicates atomic(i), sort(*,s), and

standard-name(<,s) (referred to as the filters of F*{C)),

with their satisfaction defined as follows.

Definition 2.9 (Filter Satisfaction for F*{£)) A

term t in C satisfies a filter f in T*(C) iff:

1. f is atomic(<) and t is a constant symbol in C.

2. f is sort(2,s) and t has sort s.

3. f is std-name(i,s) and t is a standard name for

sort s.

The filter atomic requires that its argument be a con

stant symbol in C. The filter sort imposes sort restric

tions on terms; corresponding sort information must

be provided by the user of the attachment system. As

an illustration, in Example 2.7 it may be that the con

stants in £ of sort class cover all classes for which we

want the attachment (3) to apply. In this case we

would adopt the filter set

F1 = {sort(x, class), atomic(x),sort(y, class), atomic(y)}

Standard name filters provide syntactic distinctions

within sorts. These filters constrain their arguments

to be terms in C that have been deemed standard for

a given sort. For example, we might specify that all

numeric representations of integers within our logical

language are standard names for the sort integer. Stan

dard name filters could be used to define an appropri

ate filter set for i.li«- attachment to plus(x,y) given by

(5) as follows:

F = {std-name(x, integer), std-name(y, integer)} .

T* (C) is used as the filter language in our implemented

universal attachment system. Despite the simplicity

of /"*(£), the expressive power that it provides has

proven to be satisfactory in practice. ^F'(C) has the

additional benefits that little information is required

to validate the satisfaction of its filters and that the

validation process is inexpensive. In the current im

plementation, validation of the filter atomic is achieved
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by a simple check on the definition of C. The fil

ter sort requires only conventional sort information,

which is readily stored and accessed by the sort fa

cility within KADS. A mechanism for defining sets of

standard names has been added to KADS to support

the filter std-name. The mechanism supports explicit

enumerations of standard names, the use of charac

teristic functions for recognizing standard names, and

recursive definitions of standard names. This last ca

pability is useful for sorts such as path whose standard

names could be defined to be the constant nil (denot

ing the null path) along with terms consisting of the

function join applied to a first argument that is a stan

dard name for the sort node and a second argument

that is a standard name for the sort path.

Filtering could be realized within the attached proce

dures themselves, thus obviating the need for an ex

plicit filtering mechanism. That is precisely how pro

cedural attachment works: the attached procedure is

designed to detect unsuitable parameters and to ter

minate an attachment involving such parameters. The

cost of embedding the filtering process in attached

procedures is a substantial loss of modularity for at

tached programs. Imposing filtering responsibility on

attached procedures precludes the use of exisiting li

braries of procedures, since the attached procedures

would have to be tailored to the logical language be

ing used.

3 ALTERNATIVE INFERENCE

RULES

The UA inference rule (2) employs a definition of con

tainment based on syntactic matching of one or more

subexpressions. In this section, we illustrate how this

notion of containment limits the applicability of uni

versal attachments. Using an alternative definition of

containment, we define a new inference rule of univer

sal attachment for use with clausal resolution systems.

3.1 THE CONTAINMENT PROBLEM

The inference rule (2) states that a universal attach

ment 6 can be applied to a formula Q[<j>] yielding Q[9]

provided 0 is in the domain of 6 and 6 evalutes to $ on

4>. The notation Q[4>] was interpreted to mean "Q con

tains the expression 0" , with containment being inter

preted as exact syntactic matching of a subexpression.

This purely syntactic notion of containment is not al

ways satisfactory. Consider a universal attachment 6

defined for the conjunction PAQ. With the UA infer

ence rule (2), 6 is not applicable to the formula Q A P

despite the fact that P AQ = Q A P. Similarly, 6

could not be used to simplify the expression PARAQ.

In situations where such applications of 6 are desired,

a stronger form of UA inference must be defined.

The definition of containment as exact subexpression

matching also presents problems for resolution proof

systems. Such systems rely on normalized represen

tations of axioms in which quantification is implicit:

variables are interpreted as being universally quanti

fied while Skolem terms represent existentially quanti

fied variables. With these normalized representations,

exact subexpression matching suffices when applying

attachments defined for functions and relations but

problems arise with attachments defined for quantified

expressions. In order to use quantified attachments

with these representations, a more sophisticated no

tion of containment than syntactic pattern matching

of subexpressions is required that accounts for implicit

quantification.

3.2 UNIVERSAL ATTACHMENT AND

CLAUSAL FORM

Given the appeal of resolution theorem provers, we

present an inference rule of universal attachment based

on a definition of containment "ailored to normalized

representations. We focus on clausal representations

here although the ideas are equally applicable to the

nonclausal case. For simplicity, we restrict attention to

attachments defined for function and relation instances

(referred to as function and relation attachments, re

spectively) and for quantified expressions whose ma

trices are atoms (referred to as simple quantified at

tachments). We also assume that relation and simple

quantified attachments always evaluate to either true

or false.

Before presenting a formal definition of the inference

rule, we examine the issue of containment for sim

ple quantified attachments. Consider a universal at

tachment for the quantified formula Vx. P(x). Al

though the normalized representation of this formula

is P(x) for any choice of variable x, we cannot apply

our attachment to arbitrary occurrences of this expres

sion. To see why, consider the clause P(x) V Q(x)

which is a normalized representation of the formula

Vx. P(x) V Q(x). If the universal attachment for

Vx. P(x) evaluates to false and we substitute this

value for P(x) in P(x) V Q(x), the result simplifies

to the unsound conclusion Q(x). The unsoundness

results because the literal P(x) does not correspond

to Vx. P(x) in this case since P(x) V Q(x) represents

the formula Vx. P(x) V Q(x) rather than the formula

Vx. P(x) V Vx. Q(x). On the other hand, we would

expect the attachment to apply to the occurrence of

P(x) in P(x) V R since this clause represents the for

mula Vx. P(x) V R. More generally, to guarantee that

occurrences of P(x) correspond to Vx. P(x) it is neces

sary that the variable of quantification not appear else

where in the clause to which the attachment is being

applied. As well, we could not apply an attachment for

Vxy. H(x, y) to the literal H(x, x) since this literal con

strains its two arguments to be identical. Note that the
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presence of the same variable in different clauses is not

a problem since such variables can be renamed without

affecting soundness. This is a consequence of the fact

that universal quantification distributes over conjunc

tion (i.e. Var. P(x) A Q(x) = Vz. P(x) A Vx. Q(x)).

The attachment for Vi. P(x) should also apply to neg

ative instances of Va:. P(x) occurring in normalized

representations of formulas. These negative instances

appear as expressions with Skolem terms; for exam

ple, if Sk is a Skolem term then ->P(Sk) is a normal

ized representation of ->Va:. P(x). In analogy with the

case for variables in positive instances, problems arise

with multiple occurrences of Skolem terms. Occur

rences of Sk in other literals of the clause, as with

the clause P(Sk) V Q(Sk), can be safely ignored since

existential quantifiers distribute over disjunction (i.e.

3x. P(x) VQ(x) = 3x. P(x)w3x. Q{x)). However,

occurrences of Sk within the same literal cause prob

lems. For example an attachment for 3xy. H(x,y)

should not be applied to H(Sk, Sk) since this latter lit

eral represents 3x. H(x,x). Although it may seem that

occurrences of Sk in different clauses would pose dif

ficulties (since existential quantification does not dis

tribute over conjunction), such occurrences can be ig

nored when applying the quantified attachment. To

see why, consider the two values (true or false) that

the attachment can assume. If the attachment for

Va:. P(x) evaluates to false then ->P(Sk) is replaced

by true and the resulting clause is a tautology. If the

attachment for Vs. P(x) evalutes to true then -iP(Sk)

would be replaced by false, a step which is intuitively

sound.

Attachments defined for existential formulas are

treated in dual fashion. These observations lead

to a variation on the inference rule of universal at

tachment (2) for use with clausal resolution theorem

provers. We call the result UAR (from Universal At

tachment for Resolution). UAR is comprised of three

different rules, corresponding to function and relation

attachments, simple quantified attachments applied to

positive literals and simple quantified attachments ap

plied to negated literals. We note that the function

and relation rule is a specialization of the inference

rule (2).

Definition 3.1 (UAR) Let 6 be a universal attach

ment {<j>[xi,...,xn],F) —► (p, A, D). Define the UAR

inference rules for clausal form as follows.

Function and Relation Attachment Rule // <j>

is a function or relation instance then for any lit

eral L, clause C and terms t\, . . . ,tn in C define the

quantifier-free rule of universal attachment by

C U {£[#*!,.. .,*„]]}

C (J {L[6}}

(6)

Simple Quantified Attachments: Positive Case

If ^>[xi,...,xn] is a simple quantified expression

QiZ\ ■Qk'k- i>[zi, ...,Zk,xi,...,xn] for quantifiers

Qlf-tQk and relation tp, then for any clause C and

terms ti, . . . ,t„ in C define the positive quantified rule

of universal attachment by

C (JMsi *»,<!,. ..,<„]}

C(J{9)

(7)

where 6 = ATTACH(6,^[<i, . . . ,t„]), provided

[ti,..., tn] satisfies F and for i = 1 . . . Jb :

• If Qi is V then s, is a variable that does not appear

inC

• For variables s,- and Sj, if Si = Sj then i = j.

Simple Quantified Attachments: Negative Case

If 4>[*i, ■ ■ ■ , x„] is a simple quantified expression

QlZi...Qkzk. ip[zi,...,zk,xi,...,xn] for quantifiers

Qlf-tQk an& relation ip, then for any clause C and

terms t\ , . . . , tn inC define the negative quantified rule

of universal attachment by

c UH[»i «t,ti t,]}
(8)

where ATTACH(6,«/>[<i, .. . ,tn]) = 6, provided

[ti,..., t„] satisfies F, and for i = 1 . . . k :

• // Q{ is 3 then s,- is a variable that does not appear

inC.

• For variables S{ and Sj , if Si = Sj then i = j.

The definition of containment underlying UAR allows

attachments to be applied in a manner that goes be

yond the 'substitution of equals' traditionally associ

ated with attachments. For example, (7) sanctions ap

plication of an attachment for 3a: . P(x) to P(a). When

the attachment evaluates to true the result is a tautol-

ogous clause; when the attachment evaluates to false

the result is the empty clause. Although these appli

cations are intuitively sound, the expressions 3x. P(x)

and P(a) are not logically equivalent.2

3.3 SOUNDNESS OF UAR

As with all inference rules, we would like to ensure

that resolution augmented with UAR produces only

sound conclusions. Because a computation system in a

universal attachment framework can employ arbitrary

evaluation methods, conventional model-theoretic no

tions are insufficient for defining a soundness criteria

for attachment inference. An appropriate definition of

where 0 = ATTACH(<5, </>[<!, ... ,<„]), provided

[ti, . . . ,tn] satisfies F.

2A more complex version of UAR can be readily formu

lated that prohibits such non-substitutive applications.
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soundness must take into account the information pro

vided by attachments. To this end we introduce the

notion of an axiom set for a universal attachment. Let

i be an n-ary vector and let T be the variable-free

n-tuples of TERMS(£) x . . . x TERMS(£).

Definition 3.2 (Axiom Set) Let 6 be a universal

attachment (<j>[x\, . . . ,x„],F) —► (p, A, D). If <j> is a

functional expression then define the axiom set for 5,

represented by AXIOMS(6), to be

(J {<j>[i\ = 0 | {satisfies F and ATTACH^, <j>[t\) = 0} .

*=Tn

If<j> is non-functional then define AXIOMS(6) to be the

union of the following two sets:

{J {<f>[t\ | £ satisfies F and ATTACr\(6,<f>[t}) = true}

«eTn

jj {-!</>[<] | {satisfies F and AllACH(6, <f>[i\) = false} .

«=Tn

Example 3.3 Given {0,1,-1,2,. . .} as the standard

names for the sort integer, the axiom set for the at

tachment

(pM*.y).F+>-<+,Anat,Dnat)

F = {std-name(ar, integer), std-name(t/, integer)}

is

{plus{0, 0) = 0,plus(0, 1) = l,plus(0,-l) = -1, . . .} .

Example 3.4 Suppose the taxonomy described by

subsumes in Example 2.7 consists of the root node A

with descendants B and C. As well, assume that the

set of constants in C of sort class is { A, B, C, D] . The

axiom set for the attachment

(subsumes(x,y),Ph) — (pathp, Apath, Dtf)

F1 = {sort(i, class), atomic(a:),sort(y, class), atomic(j/)}

would then contain the positive atoms

{subsumes(A, B), subsumes(A, C)} (9)

and the negated atoms ->subsumes(x , y) for x and y in

{A,B,C, D} that are consistent with the sentences in

(9).

We will refer to a collection of universal attachments

as a system of attachments and define the axiom set

for a system as follows.

Definition 3.5 If A is a system of universal attach

ments, then the axiom set AXIOMS(A) for A is defined

by

AXIOMS(A) = (J AXIOMS(£) .

<5eA

Using the concept of axiom sets, we can state an appro

priate notion of soundness for proof systems contain

ing inference rules of attachment. Let £(£) represent

the equality axioms for C (i.e. the axioms of reflexivity,

commutativity, and transitivity for equality along with

the axioms of substitutivity for the functions and pred

icates in £). We say that a proof system containing

inference rules of attachment is sound if every deduc

tive consequence of that system for a given set of sen

tences S and attachments A is a logical consequence

of S\J AXIOMS(A)U£(£)- The following theorem es

tablishes the soundness of resolution augmented with

UAR.

Theorem 3.6 (Soundness for UAR) Let A be a

system of function, relation and simple quantified at

tachments in C. If there is a derivation of the empty

clause from a clausal representation of a set S of sen

tences in C using resolution and UAR for A then

SUAXIOMS(A)U£(£) is unsatisfiable.

Proof. We sketch the proof here; details can be found

in [Myers, 1991]. If T is a theory having clausal

form C(T) then T is unsatisfiable if and only if C(T)

is unsatisfiable [Chang and Lee, 1973]. Given the

soundness of resolution and paramodulation for the

ories with equality, it suffices to show that if there

is a derivation of the empty clause from a clausal

representation of S using resolution and UAR for A

then there is a derivation from the clausal represen

tation of S[j AXIOMS(A)U£(£) using resolution and

paramodulation. Suppose application of an attach

ment 6 € A to a clause D produces a non-tautologous

clause /y. If 6 is defined for functional expressions we

can show that paramodulation can be applied to D

using some equality relation in C(AXI0MS(6)) (where

C(AXI0MS(5)) is a clausal form for AXI0MS((5)) to

produce D'. Similarly, if 6 is an attachment defined

for non-functional expressions then there is a literal in

C(AXIOMS(£)) that can be resolved with D to yield

&'. The result immediately follows. O

We note that the soundness of the inference rule (2)

is straightforward to establish given its definition of

containment as syntactic matching of subexpressions.

Theorem 3.6 guarantees that application of attach

ments using UAR produces results that are logical con

sequences of the given axioms and the axiom sets of

the attachments. However, unintended inferences can

still enter into an attachment system if attached pro

grams and representations are incorrectly defined (i.e.

the axiom sets do not match the intended semantics

for attached programs and representations). For many

applications, we believe that concern about the intro

duction of unintended inferences is outweighed by the

increased representational capabilities and inferential

efficiency that attachments can provide. In situations

where traditional notions of soundness are crucial, one
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could apply program verification techniques to ensure

that attached programs are appropriately defined.

In addition to being sound, we would like our infer

ence rule of attachment to satisfy an appropriate con

dition of completeness. Informally, we say that an

inference rule of attachment is complete if inferential

consequences are preserved when information is moved

from axiomatic representations to attached representa

tions, provided that appropriate attachments are sup

plied. More specifically, given a set of sentences S and

a system of attachments A, completeness requires that

when S (J AXIOM S(A) h <f> there is a derivation of <j>

from S using the original inference mechanism along

with the inference rule of universal attachment applied

for A. Completeness ensures, for instance, that re

placement of axioms describing a graph by both a data

structure representing that graph and attachments for

extracting information from that graph should not af

fect the set of inferences that the overall system can

make. It is shown in [Myers, 1991] that complete

ness holds for resolution augmented with UAR+ (an

extension of UAR that handles nonsimple quantified

attachments) provided that the system of universal at

tachments contains certain quantified attachments.

4 ALTERNATIVE INTEGRATION

METHODS

We now turn to the relationship between universal at

tachment and alternative integration methods for logic

hybrids, specifically procedural attachment, semantic

attachment and theory resolution.

4.1 ATTACHMENT METHODS

As described above, attachment methods are charac

terized by the use of links called attachments from in

dividual expressions in a logical language to evaluation

mechanisms outside of the logical representation com

ponent. From a formal perspective, attachments can

be characterized by the following generalization of the

UA inference rule (2).

Definition 4.1 (Generic Rule of Attachment)

If there is an attachment for <f> that evaluates to 6 then

for any formula Q

am •

The various attachment methods, procedural attach

ment, semantic attachment and universal attachment,

differ in their approaches to specification and evalua

tion.

4.1.1 Procedural Attachment

The simplest form of attachment is procedural attach

ment in which attachments are specified as links from

logical function and relation names to programs. Eval

uation simply consists of executing these attached

programs. Metafunctions in the Boyer-Moore theo

rem prover [Boyer and Moore, 1981], attachments in

MRS [Russell, 1985], and Green's predicate evaluation

[Green, 1969] are all forms of procedural attachment.

One can also view programming languages that merge

relational and functional programming (e.g. TABLOG

[Malachi et al, 1986] and LOGLISP [Robinson and

Sibert, 1982]) as relational languages enhanced with

procedural attachment.

Procedural attachment is a simple yet powerful mech

anism for incorporating certain forms of information

into logical representation systems. However, its util

ity as a general integration tool is limited. Procedural

attachment provides a very weak form of integration

due to its reliance on the symbol sharing assumption:

parameters for attached programs are assumed to be

named by the symbols appearing as arguments in the

expression for which the attachment is being applied.

The symbol sharing assumption severely limits the at

tachments that can be made and causes the attach

ments that are possible to be highly unmodular. As

was noted in Section 2.2, the lack of explicit mecha

nisms for filtering also restricts the modularity of pro

cedural attachment.

4.1.2 Semantic Attachment

Semantic attachment [Weyhrauch, 1977; Weyhrauch,

1980] provides a more powerful attachment alternative

to procedural attachment by virtue of its explicit at

tachments to data. Semantic attachments are specified

from individual constant names in the logical language

to data structures and from individual function and re

lation names in the logical language to programs. A

given logical expression ct(a\, . . . , a„) can be evaluated

using semantic attachment only when or and each a,-

have attachments. Evaluation proceeds in a manner

that mirrors the compositionality of denotational se

mantics: the program attached to a is executed on the

parameters corresponding to the attached data struc

tures for ai, . . . ,an. The value returned by the pro

gram is then translated back to the logical name which

is attached to that value.

Semantic and universal attachment both satisfy the

criteria of effectiveness and modularity for integration

methods. However, universal attachment generalizes

semantic attachment in a way that provides greater

expressivity. Much of the increased expressiveness de

rives from the richer translation facility provided by

universal attachment. By its nature, semantic attach

ment requires a one-to-one correspondence between ar

guments in the logical expression for which the attach

ment is defined and the parameters for the attached

program. This restriction precludes the use of a se

mantic attachment for the predicate subsumes to the

program pathp in Example 2.7 since subsumes has ar
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ity two while pathp has arity three. More generally,

semantic attachment cannot make use of attached pro

grams that require explicit representations of objects

that are implicit in the axiomatization.

A second source of increased expressivity for universal

attachment stems from the ability to handle attach

ments for all logical expressions, not just instances

of functions and relations. Our experimental results

show that attachments defined for quantified expres

sions can greatly increase reasoning efficiency. Intu

itively, a program attached to a quantified expres

sion can achieve greater efficiency than theorem prov

ing because the program can focus on an appropri

ately limited set of objects that are relevant to the

quantification. For example, consider a ternary rela

tion conn(x,y,g) whose interpretation is that nodes x

and y are connected in the graph g. For the formula

Vx y. conn(x,y,g) whose interpretation is that graph

g is a clique, we can define an attachment to an ap

propriately defined program cliquep(g). While the

program cliquep need only consider the nodes con

tained within a particular graph g in order to deter

mine whether g is a clique, a theorem prover must

consider a much broader domain for the quantified

variables x and y: all terms in £ in the worst case

or the more restricted set of all terms of sort node if

£ is a sorted logic. In addition, the verification of

universally quantified formulas using theorem proving

requires the introduction of axioms that articulate the

set of objects in the domain of discourse. For a domain

containing the objects {<i,<2j •••^t}i an axiom of the

form

V*. x = t, V x = U V V x=tk

is required. Disjunctive axioms of this type greatly in

crease the cost of deduction. Attempts to validate uni

versal queries using such axioms resulted in the KADS

theorem prover becoming hopelessly lost.

Another advantage of universal attachment relates to

completeness. As mentioned above, completeness re

sults can be shown for universal attachment provided

certain easily-attained closure conditions hold for the

system of attachments in use. In contrast, procedu

ral and semantic attachment are inherently incomplete

(see [Myers, 1991] for details).

4.2 THEORY RESOLUTION

Theory resolution [Stickel, 1985] is a complete infer

ence rule for integrating theories into a resolution the

orem prover without having to resolve directly on the

axioms of the theories. Theories can be realized as col

lections of decision procedures rather than being ex

pressed axiomatically, thus supporting the type of in

tegration required by hybrid systems. In this section,

we provide a brief overview of theory resolution along

with a comparison between theory resolution and uni

versal attachment. As we shall see, universal attach

ment has advantages over theory resolution in terms of

generality, modularity and effectivenss of application

but lacks theory resolution's ability to handle decision

procedures in an elegant fashion.

Standard resolution allows a pair of clauses to be re

solved together if a literal occurs in one clause and the

negation of that literal occurs in the second clause; in

other words, a pair of literals can be selected from the

clauses such that the conjunction of those literals is

unsatisfiable. With theory resolution, the condition

of unsatisfiability is generalized by relativizing unsat-

isfiability to a theory T; this condition is referred to

as T-unsatisfiability. More specifically, a formula <f> is

said to be T-unsatisfiable if {<£}(J^' ^ unsatisfiable.

Integration is achieved by employing programs to de

termine T-unsatisfiability in much the same way that

attached programs are employed by the attachment

methods. Theory resolution comes in two varieties.

With the simplest form of theory resolution, referred

to as total theory resolution, a group of clauses can be

resolved together if some collection of subclauses from

those clauses (called keys) can be found whose conjunc

tion is T-unsatisfiable. With partial theory resolution,

the conjunction of keys need be T-unsatisfiable only

when certain residual conditions hold.

Universal attachment possesses several features that

theory resolution lacks. The first is broad applicabil

ity: while theory resolution applies only when the log

ical component employs a resolution theorem prover,

universal attachment can be applied for any form of

deduction. Second, theory resolution lacks the transla

tion facilities provided by the attachment and detach

ment maps. As a result, theory resolution provides

less modular connections than universal attachment.

Finally, attachment methods accommodate the inte

gration of programs for evaluating logical terms, not

just literals or formulas; theory resolution lacks this

capability.

The primary advantage of theory resolution over uni

versal attachment is the former's ability to integrate

arbitrary decision procedures in a simple way. Due

to the substitutional nature of attachments, attach

ment methods are limited to evaluating subexpressions

of a given logical expression. Thus the integration

of decision procedures that operate across formulas

requires the use of attachments for a metalevel lan

guage [Weyhrauch, 1980], an approach whose complex

ity renders it unappealing. It should be noted, how

ever, that the power that permits theory resolution

to handle arbitrary decision procedures in an elegant

fashion introduces problems. Because application of

the inference rule of theory resolution requires an un

satisfiability test, the inference rule is generally not

effective. Even in cases where unsatisfiability can be

determined, the use of theory resolution greatly in

creases the search space of the theorem prover due to
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Method

2

Taxonomy Height

3 4 5 6 7

UA .11 .11 .11 .12 .14 .20

KRYPTON .13 .22 .59 2.85 22.8 235.0

Resolution .14 .31 .78 2.65 10.3 62.5

Table 1: Subsumption Query Times (in seconds)

the need to recognize appropriate keys (and residual

conditions for partial theory resolution). Implementa

tions of theory resolution have focused on special cases

in order to mitigate the increased amount of search; we

briefly describe the two main approaches here.

Linked Approach

One approach to implementing theory resolution em

ploys the linked inference principle [Wos et al., 1984].

A linked inference realization of theory resolution was

used to connect the assertional and terminological

components in the KRYPTON system [Brachman et

al., 1985]. The theorem prover underlying the asser

tional component of KRYPTON employed a connec

tion graph. Axioms from the terminological theory

were compiled into links in the connection graph that

grouped collections of T-unsatisfiable literals. A simi

lar realization of theory resolution exists in the Mark-

graf Karl Refutation Procedure (MKRP) in [Ohlbach

and Schmidt-Schauss, 1985].

The biggest drawback of the linked approach is that it

relinquishes the ability to exploit black box inference

mechanisms. Not surprisingly, the linked approach

fares poorly in comparison to universal attachment

on problems where efficient nondeductive evaluation

mechanisms can be exploited. Table 1 illustrates such

a situation, displaying the times required for the two

methods to evaluate queries about subsumption rela

tionships in taxonomic structures. These times were

obtained using our KADS implementation of universal

attachment and a linked implementation of theory res

olution contained within KADS (run on a Symbolics

3620); the principal rule of inference used was non-

clausal connection-graph resolution. For taxonomies

with a fixed branching factor of three but varying

heights, proofs were sought that the root of the tax

onomy subsumed various leaf nodes. The first row

contains the average results for the case where the at

tachment to subsumes (3) was employed. The second

entry lists the average results for the linked approach.

Although the attached program embodied the same

algorithm as described by the logical axioms, the at

tached approach produced substantially better results.

Interestingly enough, unembellised resolution theorem

proving fared better than theory resolution when the

hierarchy reached a height of six; this phenonmenon

resulted from the growing overhead required for main

taining appropriate links in the connnection graph.

The linked implementation of theory resolution per

forms well for certain classes of queries. Experiments

reported in [Stickel, 1985] show that the method was

very successful in solving "Schubert's Steamroller''

puzzle, a noted challenge problem within the theorem

proving community. Solving the Steamroller problem

involves reasoning about taxonomic relationships in

the abstract as opposed to the taxonomic classification

of individuals required for the experiment summarized

in Table 1 . Attachments are of little value in solving

problems of this type because the solution requires rea

soning that is not procedural in nature; as such, the

access to special-purpose evaluation mechanisms pro

vided by attachments is superfluous.

Generalized Resolution

Generalized resolution [Miller and Schubert, 1988;

Schubert et al, 1987] is a more flexible realization of

theory resolution that readily accommodates black box

inference mechanisms. Because generalized resolution

realizes a restricted case of theory resolution (2-ary

partial theory resolution), the control problems asso

ciated with theory resolution are somewhat mitigated.

Heuristics for identifying keys are employed in order

to constrain applicability of the rule, (e.g. "constrain

key literals to share arguments") [Miller, 1988]. How

ever, the search space still remains quite large. Ex

perimentation with generalized resolution has shown

that generalized resolution often leads to an overall

degradation in system performance [Miller, 1990].

Universal attachment is immune to the control prob

lems that afflict theory resolution because attachment

patterns and filter sets clearly delineate the class of

logical expressions to which a given attachment ap

plies.

5 TOOLS FOR HYBRID SYSTEMS

Heterogeneous representation systems are inherently

more complex than their homogeneous conterparts.

For this reason, effective use of hybrid systems will

require tools that assist the user in interacting with

and controlling them.

Universal attachment affords an advantage over both

semantic attachment and theory resolution in this re

gard, an advantage that derives from the use of uni

versal attachments as 'building blocks'. Universal at

tachments draw rich and explicit connections between

logical and other types of representations. As such,

it possible to construct tools that manipulate univer

sal attachments in order to support interactions with

hybrid frameworks.

One such tool is a method for automatically generating

new universal attachments and attached programs, as

described in [Myers, 1990]. The method uses compila
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tion techniques to generate new universal attachments

and attached programs from a given set of attachments

and programs. As an illustration, the method can pro

duce a universal attachment and attached program for

the formula

Vxyz. subsumes(x,z) A subsumes (y,z) D

subsumes(x,y) V subsumes(y, x) V eq(x,y)

when given the universal attachment for subsumes

from Example 2.7 and an appropriate attachment for

the equality predicate eq. This formula states that a

given class has at most one immediate ancestor.

The generation method has proven to be quite effec

tive in practice, providing the means to obtain large

collections of attachments and attached programs from

small base sets of attachments and programs. Other

possible tools for simplifying interactions with hybrid

systems include mechanisms for translating between

different representation languages and for guarantee

ing that different representations of the same informa

tion are mutually consistent.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented universal attachment, a

method for integrating diverse representation and rea

soning methods into a logic hybrid. A formal defini

tion of the method was described along with a sound

and complete rule of universed attachment inference for

use with clausal resolution systems. Comparisons with

previous attachment methods showed that universal

attachment provides both a broader class of connec

tions and greater modularity. Universal attachment

was also shown to have several advantages over theory

resolution, including increased modularity and appli

cability to arbitrary types of theorem proving. Al

though universal attachment lacks the ability to han

dle arbitrary decision procedures in the elegant man

ner of theory resolution, the pattern-directed invoca

tion of universal attachment avoids the control prob

lems inherent to theory resolution.

We hope to extend the ideas presented in this paper

towards the development of more tightly coupled hy

brid systems. By tighter coupling, we mean that the

connections between representations are used for tasks

that go beyond simplifying expressions in a logical lan

guage. The tools described in Section 5 illustrate one

form of tighter coupling that can be achieved by rea

soning about connections. A second form involves ap

plying the information supplied by connections to the

task of controlling inference. For example, it has been

shown that alternative representation and reasoning

methods can be profitably applied at the metalevel to

guide a theorem prover in its search for proofs [Gel-

ernter, 1963]. Although preliminary investigations of

this topic have been made by several researchers, it

remains to be seen how the information provided by

attachments can be most effectively applied to control

ling inference.

Another important area of research involves learning

how to most effectively use attachments (and other

forms of integration) in order to increase the overall

efficiency of a hybrid system. Although a series of pre

liminary guidelines is presented in [Myers, 1991], the

articulation of comprehensive policies for attachment

use will require much experimentation.
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Abstract

Belief revision leads to temporal nonmono-

tonicity, i.e., the set of beliefs does not grow

monotonically with time. Default reasoning

leads to logical nonmonotonicity, i.e., the set

of consequences does not grow monotonically

with the set of premises. The connection be

tween these forms of nonmonotonicity will

be studied in this paper focusing on syntax-

based approaches. It is shown that a gen

eral form of syntax-based belief revision cor

responds to a special kind of partial meet re

vision in the sense of the theory of epistemic

change, which in turn is expressively equiv

alent to some variants of logics for default

reasoning. Additionally, the computational

complexity of the membership problem in re

vised belief sets and of the equivalent prob

lem of derivability in default logics is ana

lyzed, which turns out to be located at the

lower end of the polynomial hierarchy.

1 INTRODUCTION

Belief revision is the process of incorporating new

information into a knowledge base while preserving

consistency. Recently, belief revision has received

a lot of attention in AI,1 which led to a number

of different proposals for different applications [Gins

berg, 1986; Ginsberg and Smith, 1987; Dalai, 1988;

Gardenfors and Makinson, 1988; Winslett, 1988; My

ers and Smith, 1988; Rao and Foo, 1989; Nebel,

1989; Winslett, 1989; Katsuno and Mendelzon, 1989;

Katsuno and Mendelzon, 1990; Doyle, 1990]. Most

of this research has been considerably influenced by

approaches in philosophical logic, in particular by

Gardenfors and his colleagues [Alchourron et ai, 1985;

Gardenfors, 1988], who developed the logic of theory

'See also [Brachman, 1990], in which "practical and

well-founded theories of belief revision" are called for.

change, also called theory of epistemic change, which

will be briefly sketched in Section 2.

Syntax-based approaches to belief revision to be intro

duced in Section 3 have been very popular because of

their conceptual simplicity. However, there also has

been criticisms since the outcome of a revision opera

tion relies an arbitrary syntactic distinctions (see, e.g.,

[Dalai, 1988; Winslett, 1988; Katsuno and Mendelzon,

1989])—and for this reason such operations cannot be

analyzed on the knowledge level. In [Nebel, 1989] we

showed that syntax-based approaches can be inter

preted as assigning higher relevance to explicitly rep

resented sentences. Based on that view, one particular

kind of syntax-based revision, called base revision, was

shown to fit into the theory of epistemic change. In

Section 4 we generalize this result to prioritized bases

by employing the notion of epistemic relevance [Nebel,

1990]—a complete preorder over the set of all derivable

sentences.

The resulting revision operations do not satisfy all ra

tionality postulates belief revision operations should

obey, however. In Section 5 some interesting special

cases of epistemic relevance are analyzed that satisfy

all rationality postulates. In particular, we show that

epistemic entrenchment as introduced in [Gardenfors

and Makinson, 1988] is a special case of epistemic rel

evance.

Makinson and Gardenfors [1990] showed that there is a

tight connection between belief revision and nonmono

tonic logics. In Section 6 we will strengthen this result.

First, we show that the form of logical nonmonotonic

ity observable when revising beliefs is a necessary con

sequence of temporal nonmonotonicity induced by be

lief revision. Second, we will prove that this similarity

can be strengthened to equivalence of expressiveness

for particular nonmonotonic logics and belief revision

operations in the case of propositional logic. Poole's

[1988] and Brewka's [1989; 1990] approaches are shown

to be expressively equivalent to some forms of syntax-

based belief revision approaches. An interesting con

sequence of this result is that the "absurd belief state"
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that is inconsistent turns out to be more important

than assumed to be in the theory of epistemic change.

Additionally to the logical properties of belief revision

and default reasoning, in Section 7 the computational

properties are analyzed. As it turns out, propositional

syntax-based belief revision and default reasoning is

not very much harder than propositional derivability.

2 THE THEORY OF EPISTEMIC

CHANGE

In this section we will briefly survey some of the re

sults of the theory of epistemic change in a setting of

propositional logic.2 Throughout this paper, a propo

sitional language £ with the usual logical connectives

(->, V, A, —► and *-*) is assumed. The countable alpha

bet of propositional variables a,b,c. .. is denoted by

E, propositional sentences by v, w, x, y,z,. . ., constant

truth by T, its negation by J_, and countable sets of

propositional sentences by A, B, C, . . . and X, Y, Z, . . .

The symbol h denotes derivability and Cn the corre

sponding closure operation, i.e.,

Cn(A) d^f
{x 6 C\ A h *}. (1)

Instead of Cn({x}), we will also write Cn(x). De

ductively closed sets of propositional sentences, i.e.,

A = Cn(A), are denoted by capital letters from the

beginning of the alphabet and are called belief sets.

Arbitrary sets of sentences are called belief bases and

are denoted by capital letters from the end of the al

phabet. Systems of belief bases and belief sets are

denoted by S. Finite belief bases Z are often iden

tified with the conjunction of all propositions f\ Z. If

S = {Xi ,.. . X„ } is a finite family of finite belief bases,

then V S shall denote a proposition logically equiva

lent to (A *i)V. . .V(A X„). As usual, we set V®= J-

In [Gardenfors, 1988] three operations on belief sets

are analyzed, namely, expansion, contraction, and re

vision. Expansion is the addition of a sentence x toa

belief set A, written A + x, resulting in a new (possibly

inconsistent) belief set, defined by

def

A + x = Cn(AL){x}). (2)

Contraction is the removal of a sentence x from a be

lief set A resulting in a new belief set, denoted by

A - x, that does not contain x (if x is not a tautol

ogy), and revision is the addition of a sentence x to A,

denoted by A + x, such that Cn(-L) ^ A + x when

ever \f ->x. Although contraction and revision are not

uniquely determined operations—the only commonly

agreed criterion is that the changes to the original be

lief sets have to be minimal—it is possible to constrain

the space of reasonable change operations. Gardenfors

proposed sets of rationality postulates3 change oper

ations on belief sets should satisfy. The Gardenfors

postulates for revision look as follows (A a belief set,

x,y propositional sentences):

(-i-1) A + x is a belief set;

(-i-2) x € A + x;

(4-3) A + xCA + x;

(4-4) If ->x £ A, then A + x C A + x;

(4-5) A + x = Cn(-L) only if I—>x;

(+6) If h x «-► y then A 4- x = A 4- y;

(4-7) j4 + (iAi/)C(i4 + i) + i/};

(4-8) If ^y $ A + x,

then {A 4- x) + y C A 4- (x A y).

These postulates intend to capture the intuitive mean

ing of minimal change—from a logical point of view

[Alchourron et ai, 1985; Gardenfors, 1988]. (4-1) states

that revision of belief set always results in a belief set.

(4-2) formalizes the requirement that revision is always

successful. (4-3) gives an upper bound for a revised be

lief set. It should at most contain the consequences of

the original belief set and the new sentence. (4-4) is the

conditional converse of (4-3). In case when x is consis

tent with the original belief set, the revised belief set

shall at least contain the original belief base and the

new sentence. (4-5) states that inconsistency should

be avoided when possible, and (4-6) formalizes the re

quirement that revision shall be independent from the

syntactic form of the sentence the belief set is revised

by. While the first six postulates, also called basic

postulates, are straightforward, the last two postulates

are less obvious. They can be interpreted as general

izations of (4-3) and (4-4).

Based on this framework, it is possible to analyze dif

ferent ways of defining revision operations. In [Al

chourron et ai, 1985], so-called partial meet revisions

are investigated. This notion is based on systems of

maximal (w.r.t. to set-inclusion) subsets of a given be

lief set A that do not allow the derivation of x, called

the removal of x and written A[x:

A[x =f {B C A\B \f x,VC: B C C C A => C r- x}.(3)

A partial meet revision (on A for all x) is defined by a

selection function S that selects a nonempty subset of

A I -ix (provided A [ ->x is nonempty, 0 otherwise) in

2The formulation in [Alchourron et ai, 1985;

Gardenfors, 1988] is more general in that only some specific

properties are required for the underlying logic.

3In order to avoid confusion, one should note that ra

tionality in the sense of the theory of epistemic change

means an idealization: "In this way the rationality crite

ria serve as regulative ideals. Actual psychological states

of belief normally fail to be ideally rational in this sense"

[Gardenfors, 1988, Section 1.2]. Further, this notion of

rationality is quite different from the notion of economic

rationality [Doyle, 1990].
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the following way:4

A + x = (n$(iU -*))+*. (4)

Such partial meet revisions satisfy unconditionally the

first six postulates, also called basic postulates. Fur

thermore, it is possible to show that all revision oper

ations satisfying the basic postulates are partial meet

revisions [Gardenfors, 1988, Theorem 4.13]. Actually,

this and the other results cited below were proven for

contraction. However, if contraction and revision sat

isfy the basic postulates, they are interdefinable by the

Harper (5) and Levi (6) identity:

A - x = (A + ->x)D A,

A + x = (A - ->x) +x.

(5)

(6)

Further, the eight Gardenfors postulates for contrac

tion (see, e.g. [Alchourron ei al., 1985; Gardenfors,

1988]) are equivalent to the revision postulates under

these definitions in the following sense. The first six,

seven, or eight contraction postulates are satisfied if

and only if the first six, seven or eight, revision postu

lates for the corresponding revision operation are satis

fied, respectively [Gardenfors, 1988, Theorem 3.2-3.5].

It should be noted that two special cases of partial

meet revisions are unreasonable [Alchourron et al.,

1985; Gardenfors, 1988]. The first special case is

that S always selects all of the elements of A [ ->x—

leading to the so-called full meet revision. In this case

A + x = Cn(x) if ->x € A. Although unreasonable,

full meet revision is "fully rational" in the sense that

it satisfies all the Gardenfors postulates, as is easy to

verify.

The second special case is that S always selects single

tons from (A I ~>x)—resulting in the class of so-called

maxi-choice revisions. These revision operations have

the property that A + x is a complete belief set—

provided that -<x £ A. This means y € A -i- x or

->y € A + x for every y € C. In other words maxi-

choice revisions lead to an unmotivated inflation of

beliefs.

3 SYNTAX-BASED REVISION

APPROACHES

The theory sketched above captures the logical portion

of minimal change giving us a kind of yardstick to

evaluate approaches to belief revision. However, it still

leaves open the problem of how to specify additional

restrictions so that a revision operation also satisfies a

"pragmatic" measure of minimal change.

Two principal points of departure are conceivable.

Starting with a belief base as the representation of

a belief set, either the syntactic form of the be

lief base [Fagin et al., 1983; Ginsberg, 1986; Nebel,

1989] or the possible states of the world described by

the belief base—the models of the belief base—could

be changed minimally [Dalai, 1988; Winslett, 1988;

Katsuno and Mendelzon, 1989; Katsuno and Mendel-

zon, 1990]. The former approach seems to be more

reasonable if the belief base corresponds to a body of

explicit beliefs that has some relevance, such as a code

of norms or a scientific or naive theory which is almost

correct. The latter view seems plausible if the appli

cation is oriented towards minimal change of the state

of the world described by a belief set.

The idea of changing a description minimally could be

formalized by selecting maximal subsets of the belief

base not implying a given sentence. If there is more

than one such maximal subset, the intersection of the

consequences of these subsets is used as the result.

Thus, using (Z I x) as the set of maximal subsets of Z

not implying x as above, simple base revision, written

as Z® x, could be defined as follows [Fagin ei al., 1983;

Ginsberg, 1986; Nebel, 1989]:

Z®x = ( f| Cn(Y)) +

K€(Zi-.x)

(7)

4 Note that all elements of A It are belief sets and that

the intersection of belief sets is a belief set again.

The operation © considers all sentences in a base as

equally relevant. In most applications, however, we

want to distinguish between the relevance of sentences

(see, e.g., [Fagin et al., 1983; Ginsberg, 1986]). For this

purpose, we assume that Z is partitioned into disjoint

priority classes Zi, i > 1, and define the prioritized

removal of x, written Z ii- x, in a way such that sen

tences in Z{ have higher priority than those in Zj iff

i < j:

^i= {YCZ\Y\/x,Y = \Ji>lYi, (8)

V» > 1: (y, C Zi,

VX: Yi C X C Zi;=>

<XSr=\YjUX)r-x)}.

Intuitively, the elements of Z JJ. x are constructed in

a stepwise manner starting with Z\ and selecting as

many sentences from Zi as possible such that the se

lected sentences from Z\ , . . . , Zi do not lead to the

derivation of x.

Using 4 instead of j in the definition (7) leads then to

a prioritized base revision operation, denoted by © ,

with the special case of only one priority class that is

identical with simple base revision.

In the interesting special case when we are dealing with

finite belief bases, the result of a base revision can be

finitely represented.

Proposition 1 If Z is a finite belief base then

Z®x = Cn((\J(ZIL->z))Ax), (9)
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for every prioritized base revision © on Z.5

In order to demonstrate how base revision works, let

us assume the following scenario. Assume that a sus

pect tells you that he went to the beach for swimming

and assume that you have observed that the sun was

shining. Further, you firmly believe that going to the

beach for swimming when the sun is shining implies a

sun tan. If you then discover that the suspect is not

tanned, there is an inconsistency to resolve. Supposing

the following propositions:

b = "going to the beach for swimming" ,

s = "the sun is shining" ,

t = "sun tan",

the situation can be modeled formally by a prioritized

base Z:

Zi — {(6A« -0),

z2 =
{«}■

z3 =
W.

z -
ZiUZ2 uz3.

From this belief base t can be derived. If we later

observe that -><, the belief base has to be revised:

^t

= Cn(\j{{(b As -<).«}}) +-*

= Cn({(&As — t),s,-it}).

In particular, we would conclude that 6 was a lie.

A consequence of the definition of (simple and pri

oritized) base revision is that for two different belief

bases X and Y that have the same meaning, i.e.,

Cn(X) = Cn(Y), base revision can lead to different

results, i.e., Cn(X© x) ^ Cn(Y® x). Base revision

has a "morbid sensitivity to the syntax of the descrip

tion of the world" [Winslett, 1988], which is considered

as an undesirable property. It is argued that revision

shall be independent from the syntactical representa

tion of a belief set, that they should be specified on

the knowledge level [Newell, 1982]. Dalai [1988] for

mulated the principle of irrelevance of syntax which

states that a revision shall be independent of the syn

tactic form of the belief base representing a belief set

and of the syntactic form of the sentence that has to

be incorporated into the belief set (see also [Katsuno

and Mendelzon, 1989]).

Obviously, base revision does not satisfy the principle

of irrelevance of syntax—and is not a revision oper

ation in the sense of the theory of epistemic change

for this reason. Worse yet, abstracting from the syn

tactic representation of a belief base and consider

ing the logical equivalent belief set leads to nowhere.

Simple base revision applied to belief sets is equiv

alent to full meet revision, thus, useless. For these

reasons, it is argued in [Dalai, 1988; Winslett, 1988;

Katsuno and Mendelzon, 1989] that revision shall be

performed on the model-theoretic level, i.e., by view

ing a belief set as the set of models that satisfy a given

belief base and by performing revision in a way that

selects models that satisfy the new sentence and differ

minimally from the models of the original belief base.

In order to define what the term minimal difference

means, we have to say something about how models

are to be compared, though. In Dalai [1988], for in

stance, the "distance" between models is measured by

the number of propositional variables that have dif

ferent truth values. Katsuno and Mendelzon [1989]

generalize this approach by considering particular or-

derings over models. In any case, it is impossible to

define a revision operation by referring only to logical

properties. Some inherently extra-logical, pragmatic

preferences are necessary to guide the revision process.

As argued above, for some applications it does not

seem to be a bad idea to derive preferences from the

syntactic form of the representation of a belief set. Ac

tually, from a more abstract point of view, it is not

the particular syntactic form a belief base we are in

terested in, but it is the fact that we believe that a

particular set of sentences is more valuable or justified

than another logically equivalent set, and we want to

preserve as many of the "valuable" sentences as possi

ble. Using this idea it is possible to reconstruct base

revision in the framework of the theory of epistemic

change by employing the notion of epistemic relevance

[Nebel, 1990].

4 EPISTEMIC RELEVANCE AND

BASE REVISION

The intention behind base revision is that all the sen

tences in a belief base X are considered as relevant—

some perhaps more so than others. For this reason

we want to give up as few sentences from X as pos

sible, while with sentences that are only derivable we

are more liberal. This idea can be formalized by em

ploying a complete preorder with maximal elements,

written x <y,on the elements of a belief set. In other

words, we consider a reflexive and transitive relation on

Cn(X) such that for all x,y £ Cn(X) we have x ■< y

or y ■< x. Further, there exists at least one maximal

element x, i.e., for no element y: x ■< y and y ■£ x.

This relation will be called epistemic relevance order

ing. It induces an equivalence relation, written x ~ y,

as follows:

x ~ y iff (x ■< y and y ■< x).
(10)

5 Full proofs for this and the following propositions can

be found in [Nebel, 199l].

The corresponding equivalence classes are denoted by

x and are called degrees of epistemic relevance. Since

the preorder is complete, X is a linear order on the
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degrees of epistemic relevance. Further, there exists

a maximal such degree because the preorder contains

maximal elements. Using the degrees of epistemic rel

evance, we define a strict partial ordering expressing

preferences on subsets X,Y € 2A, written as X <C Y,

by

X<y iff 3v: ((ATlvCVn^and (11)

Vw£v: (Xf\w = Y r\w)Y

which in turn can be used to define a selection function

S< that selects all maximally preferred elements of

A[x:

Si(Alx) = {B e(Alx)\VC e(Alx):B i£C}.(12)

Such a selection function may then be used to define

a revision operation as done in equation (4). Revi

sions defined in this way will be called revisions based

on epistemic relevance. Analyzing the properties of

such revisions, we note that they satisfy most of the

Gardenfors postulates.

Theorem 2 Revisions based on epistemic relevance

satisfy (+i)-(+7).

Proof Sketch: First of all, note that any revision

based on epistemic relevance is a partial meet revision

because S-< selects always a nonempty subset of (A [

x), provided this set is nonempty. By Theorem 4.13 of

[Gardenfors, 1988], any partial meet revision satisfies

(+l)-(+6). Satisfaction of (+7) follows from the fact

that S< is a relational selection function [Gardenfors,

1988, Lemma 4.14]. ■

Note that revision based on epistemic relevance does

not satisfy (4-8) in general. The interesting point about

such partial meet revisions is that they correspond to

prioritized base revision as defined in Section 3. The

deeper reason for this correspondence is that a selec

tion function can be constructed in a way such that it

selects the intersection of the consequential closure of

a system of sets, as spelled out below.

Lemma 3 Let A be a belief set, and let x be a sentence

such that —>x € A. Let S be a system of subsets of A,

where Z \f ->x, for all Z S S. Then

(f){CeAl-,x\3Z€S: ZCC})+x= (13)

= (r|Cn(Z))+.

z$s

Using this lemma, the correspondence between revi

sion based on epistemic relevance and prioritized base

revision can be easily shown.

Theorem 4 For any revision operation + defined on

A and based on epistemic relevance there exists a cor

responding prioritized base revision © on some base Z

and vice versa such that

A + x = Z®x. (14)

Proof Sketch: For the limiting cases ->x & A or I—<x

the theorem holds trivially.

=>: First, any belief set is a belief base by definition.

Second, any epistemic entrenchment ordering defines

priority classes on such a base. Third, for any deduc

tively closed prioritized base A, a set X is a member

of (A fy x) if and only if X is maximal in (A [x) w.r.t.

■C- Applying Lemma 3, the conclusion follows.

<=: Given a prioritized base Z, define an epistemic

entrenchment ordering on Cn(Z) such that v ■< w iff

v G Cn(Z) - Z or v € Zit w e Zj, and i > j. Now

it is easy to show that B € S*(Cn(Z) [ x) iff there

is a set X € (Z ^ x) and X C B. Applying again

Lemma 3, shows that a revision based on the relevance

ordering defined above leads to the same results as the

prioritized base revision. ■

This means that prioritized base revision coincides

with revision based on epistemic relevance. This ab

stract view on syntax-based revision may also answer

some of the questions raised by Myers and Smith

[1988]. They observed that sometimes base revision

does not seem to be the appropriate operation be

cause some derived information turns out to be more

relevant than the syntactically represented sentences

in a belief base, and we get the wrong results when

using base revision. However, there is no magic in

volved here. Base revision leads to the right results

only if the syntactic representation really reflects the

epistemic relevance. For this reason, the notion of re

vision based on epistemic relevance seems to be prefer

able over base revision because it avoids the confusion

between surface-level syntactic representation and the

intended relevance of propositions.

The question of whether the above defined correspon

dence can be exploited computationally cannot be an

swered positively in the general case. For the case of

belief sets that are finite modulo logical equivalence,

however, revision based on epistemic relevance can be

performed by a prioritized base revision on a finite

base.

Proposition 5 Let A be a belief set finite modulo log

ical equivalence. If + is a revision based on epistemic

relevance defined on A, then there exists a finite pri

oritized base Z, such that for all x:

A + x = Z® x. (15)

Although revisions based on epistemic relevance do

not satisfy all Gardenfors postulates, there are spe

cial cases that do so. A trivial special case is a revi

sion based on only one degree of epistemic relevance,

which is equivalent to full meet revision. There are

more interesting cases, however, we will investigate in

the following section.
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5 EPISTEMIC RELEVANCE AND

ENTRENCHMENT

Gardenfors and Makinson claim that the notion of

epistemic entrenchment introduced in [Gardenfors and

Makinson, 1988] is closely related to the notion of

database priorities as proposed in [Fagin ei al., 1983].

Since the notion of database priorities is identical to

the notion of priority classes introduced in Section 3,

which in turn coincides with degrees of epistemic rele

vance, one would expect that epistemic entrenchment

orderings are closely related to epistemic relevance or-

derings. Although the intuitions are clearly similar,

the question is whether the different formalizations

lead to identical result of revision operations.

Epistemic entrenchment orderings, written as x <c y,

are defined over the entire set of sentences C and have

to satisfy the following properties:

(■<(1) If x <( y and y <c z, then x X, z.

(Xf2) If x h y, then x ■<< y.

(Xe3) For any *, y, i^,(iA y) or y <e {x A y).

(X(4) When A ^ Cn(_L), then x $ A iff x <e y for

all yeC.

(^e5) \iy<fx for all y € C, then h x.

Using such a relation, Gardenfors and Makinson define

contraction based on epistemic entrenchment, written

A - x, by

y € A - x iff y E A and ((x V y) ■£<. x or hi) (16)

and show that a contraction based on epistemic en

trenchment satisfies all rationality postulates for con

traction as well as the following condition [Gardenfors

and Makinson, 1988, Theorem 4]:

x<ty iff i^i(iAj,)or(-(iAj/). (17)

Further, they show that any contraction operation sat

isfying all of the rationality postulates is generated

by some epistemic entrenchment ordering [Gardenfors

and Makinson, 1988, Theorem 5].

The question is now how to interpret these results

in the framework of epistemic relevance. It follows

straightforwardly that the restriction of <t to the sen

tences in a belief set can be considered as an epistemic

relevance ordering as defined in the previous section.

Further, in this case, using interdefinability of revision

and contraction, definition (16) coincides with a con

traction operation that is defined by using the Harper

identity (5) and a revision operation based on a epis

temic relevance ordering that satisfies (^el)-(^€5).

Theorem 6 Suppose a belief set A, an epistemic en

trenchment ordering <t, and a contraction operation

- based on -<(. Let ■< be an epistemic relevance order

ing that is the restriction of <t to A, and let + be a

revision based on the epistemic relevance ordering ■<.

Then

A-x = (A + -x)C\A. (18)

Proof Sketch: For the limiting cases h x and x £ A

the theorem holds trivially. For the principal case, one

straightforwardly verifies that

yefl^^i^iffye^and^Vy)^!. (19)

From this the conclusion follows immediately. ■

Thus, the notion of epistemic entrenchment can indeed

be viewed as a refined special case of database priori

ties or epistemic relevance. It is not obvious, however,

how to arrive at such epistemic entrenchment order

ings. While epistemic relevance can be easily derived

from given priority classes, it is not clear whether there

are natural ways to generate epistemic entrenchment

orderings. In [Gardenfors and Makinson, 1988] it is

proposed to start with a complete ordering over the

maximal disjunctions derivable from a belief set. De

spite the fact that this does not sound very "natural",

it also implies that a large amount of information has

to be supplied, sometimes too much (see Section 7), in

order to change a belief set.

Interestingly, there is another special case of epistemic

relevance that leads to a revision operation that sat

isfies all postulates. When all priority classes of a

prioritized belief base are singletons, then the priori

tized base revision (as well as the corresponding partial

meet revision and the epistemic relevance ordering) are

called unambiguous.

Proposition 7 Let Z be a prioritized belief base such

that all priority classes are singletons. Then (Z ^ z)

is a singleton iff \f x.

Clearly, the corresponding epistemic relevance order

ing is not necessarily an epistemic entrenchment order

ing. Nevertheless, unambiguous partial meet revisions

satisfy all rationality postulates.

Theorem 8 Lei ■< be an unambiguous epistemic rel

evance ordering. Then the revision based on this or

dering satisfies all Gardenfors postulates.

Proof Sketch: By Theorem 2 (+l)-(+7) are satis

fied. If -<i £ A, then (+8) holds because of (+4). If

I <x, then (+8) holds because the "if part of (+8)

is never true. For the principal case we make use of

Proposition 7 and Theorem 4 and show that for the

unambiguously prioritized base Z:

If {X} = (Zii- -.*) and

X U {z} 1/ -.y and

{Y} = (ZV(->xV^y))

then X CY.

(20)
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Assume that (20) is violated, i.e., there exists a small

est index j such that Xn\Ji=1 Z{ D Yn\Ji=l Zi. This,

however, would mean that X D ((VnUJ=1 Z,)UZ,) h

-ii V ->y. Thus, X r- i —► ->y, which is equivalent to

X U {x} I—<y contradicting the precondition in (20).

Although an unambiguous relevance ordering is not

necessarily an entrenchment ordering, using (17) it is

possible to specify an epistemic entrenchment order

ing that leads to an identical revision operation since

unambiguous revisions are fully rational.

6 BELIEF REVISION AND

DEFAULT REASONING

Doyle remarked in [Doyle, 1990, App. A] that "the

adjective 'nonmonotonic' has suffered much careless

usage recently in artificial intelligence, and the only

thing common to many of its uses is the term 'non

monotonic' itself." Doyle identified two principal ideas

behind the use of this term, namely,

[. . . ] that attitudes are gained and lost over

time, that reasoning is nonmonotonic—this

we call temporal nonmonotonicity—and that

unsound assumptions can be the deliberate

product of sound reasoning, incomplete in

formation, and a "will to believe"—which we

call logical nonmonotonicity.

Although these two forms of nonmonotonicity should

not be confused, they are intimately connected. In

particular, the temporal nonmonotonicity induced by

belief revision, i.e., the fact that in general we do not

have A C A + x, is connected with logical nonmono

tonicity induced by some forms of default reasoning.

When reasoning with defaults in a setting as described

in [Poole, 1988; Brewka, 1989], we are prepared to

"drop" some of the defaults if they are inconsistent

with the facts. This, however, is quite similar to

what we are doing when revising beliefs in the the

ory of epistemic change. Propositions of a theory are

given up when they are inconsistent with new facts.

Since default reasoning leads to logical nonmonotonic

ity, one would expect that belief revision is nonmono

tonic in the facts to be added, i.e., we would expect

that Cn(x) C Cn(y) does not imply A + x C A + y.

Conversely, requiring monotony in the second operand

of a belief revision operation is impossible in the gen

eral case.

Proposition 9 Let + be a belief revision operation de

fined on a belief set A. If for all x,y

A+xCA+y if Cn(x) C Cn(y), (21)

then

1. A= Cn{$) and A + x = Cn(x), or

2. A- Cn(±.) and A + x = Cn(x), or

S. + violates at least one of the basic Gardenfors pos

tulates.

Makinson and Gardenfors [1990] use this similarity

of logical nonmonotonicity and the nonmonotonicity

of belief revision in the second operand as a start

ing point to investigate the relationship between non

monotonic logics and belief revision on an very general

and abstract level. They compare various general con

ditions on nonmonotonic provability relations with the

Gardenfors postulates.

For the approaches to belief revision described in the

previous section there is an even stronger connec

tion to nonmonotonic logic. Prioritized base revi

sion, and hence partial meet revision based on epis

temic relevance, is expressively equivalent to skep

tical provability6 in Poole's [1988] theory formation

approach and Brewka's [1989] level default theories

(ldt)—for the case of finitary propositional logic.

A common generalization of both approaches are

ranked default theories (rdt). A RDT A is a pair

A = (V, T), where V is a finite sequence (T>\ ,... ,T>n)

of finite sets of sentences (propositional, in our case)

interpreted as ranked defaults and T is a finite set of

sentences interpreted as hard facts.

An extension of A is a deductively closed set of propo

sitions E = Cn((U"=1 Ki) U T) such that for all t with

1 < t < n:

1. Hi CVi,

2. (U}=i R-j) U ? ^ consistent,7 and

3. (U»=i fy) Is set-inclusion maximal.

A sentence x is strongly provable in A, written A[^x,

iff for all extensions E of A: x € E.

Poole's approach is a special case of RDT's where V —

(T>i), and Brewka's ldt's are rdt's with T = 0. Note,

however, that the expressive difference between RDT's

and LDT's is actually very small and shows up only if !F

is inconsistent. In this case, rdt's allow the derivation

of ± while this is impossible in LDT's.

Theorem 10 Let A = ((Z>i, . . . ,2>„),.F) be a rdt.

Let Z = (Ji=i^« ^e a Prioritized base with priority

classes Vit.~,Vn. Then

A(-x iff xe(Z®F). (22)

A correspondence to credulous derivability can be

achieved if a notion of nondeterministic revision as pro

posed in [Doyle, 1990] is adopted.

7 Note that this definition, which is similar to the defini

tion of an extension in [Poole, 1988], excludes inconsistent

extensions. Nevertheless, the definition of strong provabil

ity implies that _L can be derived iff T is inconsistent.
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Proof Sketch: In the limiting case when T h -L,

Z@ T — Cn(J_). Further, in this case there is no ex

tension of A, hence Af~x for all x £ C by the definition

of strong provability.

When T is consistent, it is easy to see that E is an

extension of A if and only if there is a belief base

Xe(Zll -i(A ^)) such that E = Cn(X U T). ■

This means that finite ranked default theories have the

same expressive power as prioritized base revision op

erations, which coincide with revisions based on epis-

temic relevance by Theorem 4.

It should be noted that in ranked default theories

there is no requirement on the internal consistency

of defaults. This means that the set (J^Pi may very

well be inconsistent. In Theorem 10 that may lead to

J. € Cn(Z), i.e., the belief set to be revised is incon

sistent. Although this might sound unreasonable in

the context of modeling (idealized) epistemic states—

in fact, inconsistency is indeed explicitly excluded by

requirement (2.2.1) in [Gardenfors, 1988]—it does not

lead to technical problems in the theory of epistemic

change. Additionally, it is possible to give a trans

formation between reasoning in RDT's and prioritized

base revision using only consistent belief sets.

Corollary 11 Let A be a RDT as above. Then there

exists a consistent prioritized base Z and a proposition

y such that

A(-x iff xe (ze(yA^)). (23)

Proof Sketch: Define Z as in Theorem 10. Trans

form every sentence in Z into negation normal form

(i.e., into a formula such that negation signs appear

only in front of propositional variables), replace any

negative literal ->a in all sentences of Z by a fresh vari

able a' and define (assuming w.l.g. that £ is finite):

y ¥ /\{-*~a>). (24)

This ensures that Z is consistent and that the result

of the revision is the same as in Theorem 10. ■

From the results above and the translation of (-i-8)

to a condition on nonmonotonic derivability relations

in [Makinson and Gardenfors, 1990], it follows that

the derivability relation of RDT's w.r.t. the set of

hard facts T does not satisfy the condition of ratio

nal monotony (see [Makinson and Gardenfors, 1990]).

Note that this result depends on the exact correspon

dence between RDT's and belief revision based on epis

temic relevance. In [Makinson and Gardenfors, 1990;

Gardenfors, 1990] the correspondence between Poole's

logic and belief revision was only approximate because

the defaults were assumed to be deductively closed.

Another interesting observation in this context is that

the addition of constraints to RDT's is similar but not

identical to a contraction operation as defined in Sec

tion 2. Poole [1988] introduced constraints—another

set of sentences—as a means to restrict the applicabil

ity of defaults. A ranked default theory with constraints

is a triple A = (P,.F, C), where P and T are defined

as above and C is a finite set of sentences interpreted

as constraints. The notion of an extension is modified

as follows. Instead of condition 2. it is required that

2. (UJL1 Hi) U T U C is consistent.

Provided the set T\JC is consistent, which is the inter

esting case, skeptical derivability can be modeled as a

form of contraction on belief bases (see [Nebel, 1989]),

followed by an expansion.

Theorem 12 Let A = ((Pi, . . . ,Vn),T,C) be an RDT

with constraints such that T U C is consistent. Let

Z = (Ji=i ®i be <* prioritized base with Pi, . . . , P„ the

priority classes of Z. Then

AM iff V(z^-.(J"AC)) A*> (25)

Proof Sketch: Assuming that TUC is consistent, any

extension E of A is the set of consequences of T and

a set X = U"_i Ti-i such that for all j < n: \Ji=l Hi is

consistent with T\lC and maximal. This, however, is

by definition equivalent to X € (Z ty ->(T AC)). ■

This means that contrary to the opinion that there is

no counter-part to contraction in nonmonotonic log

ics as spelled out in [Makinson and Gardenfors, 1990],

default reasoning with constraints in Poole's theory

formation approach can be modeled by using an oper

ation similar to contraction. However, this similarity

does not apply to contraction on belief sets. Assum

ing that the defaults are internally inconsistent, i.e.,

Z h -L, application of the Harper identity (5) leads to

A - ->x = A + x, (26)

which means that the constraints become part of every

extension violating the intention behind introducing

constraints. This does not happen when contracting

a base because base contraction removes more beliefs

than contraction on belief sets (see also [Nebel, 1989]).

7 COMPUTATIONAL

COMPLEXITY

For the investigation of the computational complex

ity of belief revision, we consider the problem of de

termining membership of a sentence y in a belief set

A = Cn(Z) revised by x, i.e.,

y E A + x. (27)

As the input size we use the sum of the size \Z\ of the

belief base Z that represents A and the sizes |x| and

\y\ of the sentences x and y, respectively.
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This assumption implies that the representation of the

preference relation used to guide the revision process

should be polynomially bounded by \Z\ + \x\ + \y\. Al

though this sounds like a reasonable restriction, it is

not met by all belief revision approaches. Belief revi

sion based on epistemic entrenchment orderings [Gar-

denfors and Makinson, 1988], for instance, requires

more preference information in the general case. An

epistemic entrenchment ordering over all elements of

a belief set can be uniquely characterized by an initial

complete order over the set of all derivable maximal

disjunctions (over all literals) [Gardenfors and Makin

son, 1988, Theorem 7]. This set is logarithmic in the

size of the set of formulas (modulo logical equivalence)

in a belief set. However, the number of maximal dis

junctions may still be very large, namely, exponential

in the size of a belief base.

A similar statement could be made about revisions

based on epistemic relevance. However, if we consider

only complete preorders over Z with the understand

ing that the degree of least relevant sentences is just

Cn(Z) — Z, then the ordering is represented in a way

that is polynomially bounded by \Z\ and + can be

computed by using the corresponding prioritized base

revision.

Analyzing the computational complexity of the belief

revision problems, the first thing one notes that decid

ing the trivial case y G Cn(<b) + x is already co-NP-

complete,8 and we might give up immediately. How

ever, finding a characterization of the complexity that

is more fine grained than just saying it is NP-hard can

help to understand the structure of the problem better.

In particular, we may be able to compare the inherent

complexity of different approaches and, most impor

tantly, we may say something about feasible imple

mentations, which most likely will make compromises

along the line that the expressiveness of the logical

language is restricted and/or incompleteness is toler

ated at some point. For this purpose we have to know,

however, what the sources of complexities are.

The belief revision problems considered in this paper

fall into complexity classes located at the lower end of

the polynomial hierarchy. Since this notion is not as

common as the central complexity classes, it will be

briefly sketched [Garey and Johnson, 1979, Sect. 7.2].

Let X be a class of decision problems. Then P* de-

notes the class of decision problems L G P such that

there is a decision problem L' G X and a polynomial

Turing-reduction from L to V , i.e., all instances of L

can be solved in polynomial time on a Turing machine

y
that employs an oracle for V . Similarly, NP denotes

y
the class of decision problems L G NP such that there

is nondeterministic Turing-machine that solves all in

stances of L in polynomial time using an oracle for

V G X. Based on these notions, the sets Apk, Ej, and

Upk are defined as follows:9

a* = Eg = n* = p, (28)

A?+1 = PE'-
(29)

E>+1 = NP=I, (30)

npfc+1 = ~-3Ui-
(31)

Thus, E? = NP, n? = co-IMP, and A£ is the set

of NP-easy problems. Further note that (JiXD^t =

U>o^ = Ut>onptCPSPACE.

The role of the "canonical" complete problem (w.r.t.

polynomial transformability), which is played by SAT

for E?, is played by ifc-QBF for Ej. /fc-QBF is the

problem of deciding whether the following quantified

boolean formula is true:

3a V6...F(a, &,...).

k alternating quantifiers starting with 3

(32)

We assume some familiarity with the basic notions of

the theory of NP-completeness as presented in the first few

chapters of [Garey and Johnson, 1979].

Turning now to the revision operations discussed in

this paper, we first of all notice that the special be

lief revision problem of determining membership for

a full meet revision, called FMR-problem, is compa

rably easy. With respect to Turing-reducibility, there

is actually no difference to the complexity of ordinary

propositional derivability, i.e., the FMR-problem is NP-

equivalent.

Proposition 13 FMR G A^-(E^un^) provided^ £

Proof Sketch: If + is a full meet revision, x G

Cn(Z) + y can be solved by the following algorithm:

if Z\/->x

then Zl){x}\- y

else xhy

From this, membership in Ap follows.

Further, SAT can be polynomially transformed to FMR

by solving x G Cn(x) + T, and unsatisfiability (SAT)

can be polynomially transformed to FMR by solving

-I- G Cn(0) -i- x. Hence, assuming FMR G NPUco-NP

would lead to NP = co-NP. ■

The membership problem for simple base revision will

be called SBR-problem. This problem is obviously

more complicated than the FMR-problem. However,

the added complexity is not overwhelming—from a

theoretical point of view.

Theorem 14 SBR is ^-complete.

9The superscript p is only used to distinguish these sets

from the analogous sets in the Kleene hierarchy.
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Proof Sketch: We will prove that the complemen

tary problem Z © x 1/ y, which is called SBR, is YF2~

complete. Hardness is shown by a polynomial trans

formation from 2-QBF to SBR. Let a = a\ a„ , let

6 = 6i 6m , and let 3a V6 F(a, 6) be an instance of

2-QBF. Now set

Z = {a1,...,an,-.ai,...,-.a„,-.F(a,6)}. (33)

Now it is easy to see that

Z@T \/^F(5,b) iff 35V6F(a,6) is true. (34)

Membership in Ej follows from the following algorithm

that needs nondeterministic polynomial time using an

oracle for SAT:

1. Guess a set Y C Z.

2. Verify YLI {x} \f x.

3. Verify that there is no z € Z — Y such that Y U

This means that SBR is, on one hand, not much more

difficult than FMR, and, on the other hand, apparently

easier than derivability in the modal logics (e.g., K, T,

and S4), which is a PSPACE-complete problem [Garey

and Johnson, 1979, p. 262]. Asking for the computa

tional significance of this result, the answer is some

what unsatisfying. All problems in the polynomial hi

erarchy have the same property as the NP-complete

problems, namely, that they can be solved in polyno

mial time if and only if P = NP. Further, all problems

in the polynomial hierarchy can be solved by an ex

haustive search that takes exponential time. However,

from the structure of the algorithm used in the proof

one sees that even if we restrict ourselves to polyno

mial methods for computing propositional satisfiabil

ity, there would still be the problem of determining the

maximal consitent subsets Y.

Having now a very precise idea of the complexity of

the SBR-problem, we may ask what the computational

costs of introducing priorities are. In other words

whether the membership problem for prioritized base

revision, called PBR-problem, is more difficult than

SBR.

Theorem 15 PBR is n$-complete.

Proof Sketch: n^-hardness is immediate by Theo

rem 14. Membership in n£ follows from the fact that

the algorithm used in the proof above can be easily

adapted by guessing and verifying maximality for ev

ery priority class. ■

This means that we do not have to pay for introduc

ing priority classes. In the case of default logics, the

generalization from Poole's logic to RDT's does not in

crease the computational costs. Note also, that the

computational complexity of derivability for Brewka's

ldt's is not easier because the reduction in the proof

of Theorem 14 applies to the special case T = 0, as

well.

The membership problem for unambiguous prioritized

base revision, the UBR-problem, turns out to be easier

than SBR and PBR.

Theorem 16 UBR G Ap2 - (E? U n?), provided E? ^

Proof Sketch: The nondeterministic algorithm used

in the proof above can be obviously modified so that

it runs in deterministic polynomial time if the priority

classes are singletons. Hence, UBR £ A^. Further,

UBR £ NPUco-NP if NP ^ co-NP follows from Propo

sition 13 because FMR is a special case of UBR. ■

From the proof, we can infer that if we can come up

with a polynomial algorithm for satisfiability (by re

stricting the language, for instance), then unambigu

ous base revision will be itself polynomial. This re

sult gives a formal justification for the claim made in

[Nebel, 1989] that this form of revision is similar to

the functionality the RUP system [McAllester, 1982]

offers—in an abstract sense, though.10 The impor

tant point to note is that a feasible implementation

of belief revision is possible if we restrict ourselves to

polynomial methods for satisfiability by restricting the

language or by tolerating incompleteness and by using

a polynomial method for selecting among competing

alternatives.

Finally, it may be interesting to compare syntax-based

revision approaches with model-based approaches,

such as the one proposed by Dalai [1988]. In order

to do so, we first need some definitions. A truth-

assignment I is a function I: E —► {T, F}. A model I

of a belief base Z is a truth-assignment that satisfies all

propositions in Z in the classical sense, written ^j Z.

mod(Z) denotes the set of all models of Z. 6(1, J) de

notes the number of propositional variables such that

J and J map them to different truth-values. gm(M)

is the set of truth assignments J such that there is

a truth-assignment X 6 M. with 6(J,I) < m. If Z

is a finite belief base, then Gm(Z) is some belief base

such that mod(Gm(Z)) = (gm(mod(Z))). Although

Gm is not a deterministic function, all possible results

are obviously logically equivalent.

Now, model based revision, written Z o x is defined

10The RUP systems provides the possibility to put

premises into different likelihood classes. However, it seems

to be the case that in resolving inconsistencies it could se

lect non-maximal sets w.r.t. <; [McAllester, 1990, personal

communication].
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by:
.11

Zox
drf J

" I {

Gm(Z)u{x)
for the least m s.t.

(^(Zjuljr}!/ 1 (35)

if Z h 1 or x h ±.

Interestingly, the membership problem for model-

based revision, called MBR-problem, has the same

complexity as UBR and FMR. However, it is not obvi

ous whether a restriction of the expressiveness of the

logical language would lead to a polynomial algorithm

in this case.

Theorem 17 MBR e A^ -(E?UII?), provided E? ^

Proof Sketch: Note that for any n, G"(Z) \f x is a

problem that can be solved in nondeterministic poly

nomial time by guessing two truth assignment I, J

and verifying in polynomial time that

1. \=xZ,

2. )fcj x, and

3. 6(2,J)<n.

Further, solving ^(Z) U {x} \f y for fixed n also re

quires only nondeterministic polynomial time. Hence,

MBR € A*. Since SAT and SAT can be polynomi

al^ transformed to MBR, MBR € NPu co-NP only if

NP = co-NP. ■

Reconsidering the complexity results, there appears to

be an interesting pattern. Note that the best result for

a belief revision problem we can hope for is member

ship in Aj because the problem involves consistency

and inconsistency problems. While, the revision oper

ations satisfying all the Gardenfors postulates, namely,

FMR, UBR, and MBR (for the latter see [Dalai, 1988])

turn out to be in this class, the revision operations

that do not satisfy (+8) cannot be shown to be in this

class. An interesting question is what conditions are

in fact responsible for membership in Aj.

8 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Syntax-based approaches to belief revision, the class

of partial meet revisions based on epistemic relevance,

and ranked default theories (rdt's)—a generaliza

tion of Poole's and Brewka's approaches to default

reasoning—turn out to be strictly equivalent in the

case of finitary propositional logic. One of the conse

quences is that RDT's do not satisfy rational monotony

w.r.t. the set of hard facts. Further, we are able to ap

ply the complexity results for belief revision directly

to reasoning in RDT's.

11 This definition is a slight extension of the definition

given in [Dalai, 1988] that takes also care of the limiting

cases when Z or x is inconsistent.

The complexity results for revision and default rea

soning confirm the intuition that unambiguous prior

itized base revision is not harder but apparently less

complex than general prioritized base revision [Doyle,

1990, Sect. 3.2], which in turn is not harder than simple

base revision. An interesting point is that model-based

revision as proposed by Dalai is still NP-easy.

One of the open questions is, whether the correspon

dence between belief revision and nonmonotonic logic

holds for the infinite case as well. However, for this

purpose the theory of epistemic change has to be ex

tended so that belief sets cannot only be revised by

sentences but also by other belief sets. Another in

teresting question in this context is whether there

is a natural condition on belief revision and non

monotonic consequence operations that characterizes

syntax-based approaches completely.

Finally, the observation that all "fully rational" revi

sion operations analyzed in this paper share the prop

erty of being N P-easy suggests to analyze this class of

revision operations in more detail in order to detect

interesting tractable special cases.
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Abstract

This paper studies the generalization of

atomic formulas, or atoms, that are aug

mented with constraints on or among their

terms. The atoms may also be viewed as def

inite clauses whose antecedents express the

constraints. Atoms are generalized relative to

a body of background information about the

constraints. The paper first examines gen

eralization of atoms with only monadic con

straints. The paper develops an algorithm

for the generalization task and discusses al

gorithm complexity. It then extends the al

gorithm to apply to atoms with constraints of

arbitrary arity. The paper also presents se

mantic properties of the generalizations com

puted by the algorithms, making the algo

rithms applicable to such problems as abduc

tion, induction, and knowledge base vivifica-

tion. The paper emphasizes the application

to induction and presents a pac-learning re

sult for constrained atoms.

1 Introduction

Unification plays an important role in many auto

mated deduction systems. It comes in a number of

forms including term unification, string unification,

unification with built-in equality, sorted unification,

and feature structure unification, as well as variations

of these. The common feature of all these forms of uni

fication is that they compute maximal lower bounds in

some partially-ordered set of syntactic objects. Turn

ing unification on its head yields an operation called

"generalization," or "anti-unification," that computes

minimal upper bounds. As with unification, one can

imagine many forms of generalization. We conjecture

that generalization will play a role in non-deductive

reasoning (e.g., abduction, induction and analogy) as

important as that played by unification in deductive

reasoning.

Section 2 of the paper reviews ordinary generaliza

tion, which has been studied by Plotkin [1970; 1971

Reynolds [1970], Lassez, Maher and Marriott [1988

and Lassez and Marriott [1987]. Ordinary generaliza

tion is a purely syntactic operation that operates solely

on the basis of expression structure. Section 2 also re

views sorted generalization [Frisch and Page, 1990], an

operation that acts on atoms whose variables are con

strained by associated sorts, or monadic constraints.

Sorted generalization is governed by the logical con

sequences of a taxonomic theory that describes the

sorts. Section 3 first extends the generalization oper

ation to allow monadic constraints on arbitrary terms

in the atoms, rather than on variables only. Section

3 extends the generalization operation further still, so

that it operates on atoms with constraints of arbitrary

arity among their terms. The resulting operation acts

with respect to a theory that describes the constraints.

Elsewhere [Frisch and Page, 1990] we examine applica

tions of sorted generalization to abduction, induction,

knowledge base vivification, and analogical reasoning.

These applications are based on semantic properties

of sorted generalization. Section 4 of this paper shows

that constraint generalization has analogous semantic

properties. Section 4 then concentrates on the appli

cation to induction, discussing polynomial-time pac-

learning of constrained atoms and polynomial-time

learning of constrained atoms by equivalence queries.

From a constraint logic programming point of view, an

atomic formula, A, with attached constraints can be

seen as a definite clause whose head is A and whose

body contains zero or more constraint literals but no

ordinary literals. Alternatively, such a formula can

be seen as a definite clause of ordinary logic whose

head is A and whose body is a conjunction of all the

constraints. Thus, our work is related to Buntine's

[1988] work on generalized subsumption. Section 5

examines this relationship.
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2 Background

The most general common instance, e, of a set, E, of

atoms may be found with unification and character

izes the common instances of E: an atom is a common

instance of E if and only if it is an instance of e. Like

wise, the most specific generalization (msg), g, of E

characterizes the atoms that are more general than

every atom in E: an atom is more general than every

member of E if and only if it is more general than g.

The ordinary generalization operation computes this

most specific generalization (msg) of a set of atoms.

Algorithms for ordinary generalization have appeared

elsewhere [Plotkin, 1970; Plotkin, 1971; Reynolds,

1970; Lassez et ai, 1988]. The following example il

lustrates the interesting aspects of ordinary general

ization.

Example 1

Let E = {loves(clyde, mom(clyde)),

loves(jumbo , mom(jumbo))} .

Then loves(x, mom(x)) is an msg of E.

Notice that the common structure of the atoms in E

is preserved in the msg of E. Notice also that the

variable z repeats in the msg the same way that clyde

and jumbo repeat in the first and second atoms, re

spectively, of E. The msg of a set of atoms whose

sizes (number of variable and function symbol occur

rences) sum to S can be computed in time O(S).

Other researchers (for example, [Mitchell et a/., 1983])

have studied generalization with respect to taxonomic

background information. Whereas generalizing "Clyde

is gray" and "Jumbo is gray" yields the more gen

eral assertion, "Everything is gray," generalization

with respect to the background information that Clyde

and Jumbo are elephants yields the more specific re

sult, "Elephants are gray." Sorted generalization com

bines ordinary generalization with the use of taxo

nomic background information. An important dis

tinction between sorted generalization and such ear

lier work is that sorted generalization operates with

respect to taxonomic theories of a very general form:

first-order theories in which sorts act as monadic pred

icates. One result of such general taxonomic theories

is that some sets of atoms have no most specific gen

eralization. Rather, they may have a set of minimal

generalizations, none more specific than another, and

these minimal generalizations may differ significantly.

Examples 3 and 4 in this section illustrate this aspect

of sorted generalization. Most of the following material

in this section repeats earlier work [Frisch and Page,

1990] that is needed as background for the remainder

of this paper.

Sorted generalization operates on sorted atoms, which

are like ordinary atoms except that they may contain

sorted variables, variables that have sort symbols at

tached. (We also say that sorted terms are terms that

may contain sorted variables.) The sorted variable

x:ELEPHANT, for example, is restricted to range over

the set of all elephants. Sorted generalization operates

with respect to a taxonomic theory, or sort theory,

that describes the sorts. A sort theory treats the sorts

as monadic predicates. Several examples in the paper

use the following sort theory:

Ei = {Vz univ(x), GRAY(mom(clyde)),

GRAY(mom(jumbo)),

ELEPHANT ( clyde) , in-circus( clyde) ,

ELEPHANT(jumbo), IN-CIRCUS(>um6o),

Vz ELEPHANT(z} —^ ELEPHANT(mom(z)),

Vz elephant(x) —► mammal(z)}.

We are often interested in whether one sort is a sub

set of another sort according to a given sort theory

E. t1 is a subsort of r according to E if and only if

E |= Vx(t'(x) —» r(x)); we write t'^t. If t'<^t and

t^t', then we write r'-<Ef .

Where E is a sort theory, we say that one sorted atom

is E-more general (>e) than a second if and only if

some substitution 6 maps the first to the second, and

0 respects the sorts of the variables. A substitution 6

respects the sorts of variables relative to a sort theory

E if and only if for every variable x:r, {x:r)0 is a term

t such that E |= Vt^I).1 If e >s e\ and e >£ ej, we

also say that e E-subsumes t\ and e2 and that e is a E-

generalization of e\ and e%. If ei >s ti and e2 ^e e%,

we also write ei >s e2. The >£ relation is particularly

useful because under natural definitions for the univer

sal and existential closures of sorted atoms [Frisch and

Page, 1990], for any sorted atomic formulas, et\ and

02, and any sort theory, E: ct\ >£ <*2 if and only if

{Vai} U E (= Va2 if and only if {3a2} U E \= 3ax.

Example 2

eais(z :ELEPHANT,nuis) >s, eais(clyde,nuts).

To see this notice that for 6\ = { clyde/x:ELEPHANT},

eais(z :ELEPHANT,nuis)0 = eats(clyde,nuts).

Notice further that Ej entails that clyde is an elephant.

On the other hand,

eats(x :ELEPHANT, n«<s) Jfs, eats{fido,nuts).

To see this, notice that any substitution mapping

ea<s(z:ELEPHANT,ntfis) to eats(fido,nuis) must map

z:ELEPHANT to fido. But Ei does not entail that fido

is an elephant.

Example 3

Let E = {eats(clyde,nuts) , eats(jumbo,nuts)} .

1 For any expression ^, VV> denotes the universal closure

of il>, the result of universally quantifying all free variables

of V"- Similarly, 3ij> denotes the existential closure of V>-
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E has two maximally-specific sorted generalizations

with respect to Ei:

ea<s(i :ELEPHANT, nuts), and

ea£s(j/:IN-CIRCUS, nuts).

E has a most specific unsorted generalization:

eats(x, nuts).

We would like to use a E-generalization to char

acterize the sorted atoms that are E-more general

than any given set of sorted atoms. But Exam

ple 3 shows that there may be no most specific

E-generalization: neither ea<s(x:ELEPHANT, nuts) nor

ea<s(y:lN-clRCUS, nuts) is more specific, with respect

to E, than the other. An analogous characteriza

tion therefore requires a set of maximally specific E-

generalizations. Specifically, the goal of sorted gen

eralization is to find a complete set of incomparable

^-generalizations (or CIGz) for a given set of sorted

atoms. E-generalizations are incomparable if none is

E-more general than another. A set G of maximally

specific, incomparable E-generalizations of a set E of

sorted atoms is a CIGs of E if and only if any other E-

generalization of E is E-more general than some sorted

atom in G. Every set (even infinite) of sorted atoms

has a finite C7Gs. For some sets the CIGz is empty.

The following example illustrates an additional dis

tinction between sorted and ordinary generalization,

which a sorted generalization algorithm must accom

modate. In Example 4 "mom" is a function symbol,

so E is a set of terms.

Example 4

Let E = {mom(clyde), mom(jumbo)}.

Then a C7GSl of E is

{y:GRAY, mom(x:ELEPHANT), mom(z:lN-CIRCUS)},

and mom(x) is a most specific unsorted generalization.

In Example 4, y:GRAY Ei-subsumes neither

mom(a;:ELEPHANT) nor mom(z:lN-ClRCUS). This con

trasts with the unsorted case, where a variable always

subsumes any other term. We refer to a variable that

E-subsumes all members of a set of (possibly sorted)

terms as a variable generalization of that set. We re

fer to a non-variable sorted atom that E-subsumes all

members of a set as a structured generalization. A

sorted generalization algorithm cannot assume that a

variable generalization of a set of (sorted) terms E-

subsumes every structured generalization of that set.

It must therefore compare the variable generalizations

with the structured generalizations.

Because variable generalizations need not E-subsume

structured generalizations, members of a CIGz may

have different structures. In the CIGz, of Exam

ple 4, one generalization is a variable while the other

two are built from the function symbol "mom." Such

structural differences can become more remarkable as

the expressions being generalized grow more complex.

That variable generalizations need not E-subsume

structured generalizations is a result of function poly

morphism. A function is polymorphic if terms built

from that function's symbol may denote members of

different sorts based on the arguments in the terms.

mom is a polymorphic function, because whether a

term built from umom" denotes a member of the sort

GRAY depends on the argument to mom. If the argu

ment is clyde or jumbo, the term denotes something

gray; otherwise it does not. If mom were instead a

monomorphic function, that is, if all moms were known

to be gray, the variable y:GRAY would Ei-subsume any

structured generalization.

Elsewhere [Frisch and Page, 1990] we present an al

gorithm that computes sorted generalization given or

acles for two kinds of taxonomic queries. These two

kinds of queries are actually equivalent to a single

kind of taxonomic query that, given a sort theory,

E, and a set of sorted terms, {ti,...,tn}, asks for

the minimal (under the ^e ordering) sorts in the set

{r | E (= Vt(U) for all 1 < t < n}. Therefore an ora

cle, or decision procedure, for these taxonomic queries

is sufficient for computation of sorted generalization.

An oracle for these queries is in fact necessary as well.

In general such an oracle cannot be computed, but re

strictions can be placed on the sort theory so that it

can be. Unfortunately, the size of a CIGz can be expo

nential in the sizes of the sorted atoms generalized, so

generalization can require exponential time and space.

Though we can represent the CIGz compactly, in

polynomial size, computing even a compactly repre

sented CIG-z is ATP-hard.

We close this section with a new result. Probably the

most obvious application of generalization is induc

tive learning. Two widely-appreciated models of suc

cessful inductive learning are polynomial pac-learning

[Valiant, 1984; Blumer et al., 1989] and polynomial

learning by equivalence queries [Angluin, 1988a; An-

gluin, 1988b]. Learning in the second model implies

learning in the first [Angluin, 1988b]. Can sorted

atoms be learned in these models given efficient re

sponse to taxonomic queries? Before answering this

question, we first define these inductive learning mod

els as they apply to sorted atoms.2

For any two sorted atoms, «i and a^, and any sort

theory, E, a\ is said to cover «2 with respect to E if

and only if qi >e a^ . Two sorted atoms are equivalent

with respect to E if and only if they cover the same

sorted atoms with respect to E. A sorted atom oti is

labeled as a positive example by another sorted atom,

oti, and a sort theory, E, if aj covers «2 with respect

2The definitions are based on definitions given in [An

gluin, 1988a; Angluin, 1988b; Blumer et al., 1989].
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to E. Otherwise, «2 is labeled as a negative example

by ai and E. Each sorted atom has an associated size,

which is the number of variable and function symbol

occurrences in the atom.

Definition 5 An equivalence query asks whether a

particular sorted atom (the predicted atom) is equiva

lent to an unknown target sorted atom with respect to

the sort theory E. An oracle for equivalence queries

answers yes to any given query if the predicted atom

is equivalent to the target with respect to E; it answers

no otherwise. The oracle gives a counterexample if the

predicted atom is not equivalent to the target. A coun

terexample to an equivalence query is any sorted atom

labeled differently by the predicted and target concepts

with respect toT>.

Definition 6 An algorithm A is a polynomial-time

learning algorithm for sorted atoms with fixed E if and

only iffor any fixed sort theory E, for which any iaxo-

nomic query is answered in time polynomial in the size

of the query, there exists a polynomial p(n, m) such

that: for any target sorted atomic formula a, when

A is run with an oracle to answer equivalence queries

for a with respect to E, A halts and outputs a sorted

atom that is equivalent to a. Moreover, ai any point

during the run, the time used by A to that point is

bounded by p(n,m), where n is the size of a, and m is

the length of the longest counterexample seen to that

point. Sorted atoms, with fixed E, are polynomially

learnable by equivalence queries if and only if there

exists such an algorithm A.

Definition 7 An algorithm A is a polynomial-time

pac-learning algorithm for sorted atoms with fixed E

if and only if for any fixed sort theory, E, for which

the response to any taxonomic query is returned in

lime polynomial in the size of the query, A has the

following property. For all 0 < e, 6 < 1, and n > 1

there exists a sample size m(€,6,n), polynomial in

1/e, 1/6, and n, such that for all sorted atoms, a, of

size n or less, and all probability distributions, P, on

the sorted atoms, given a random sample of m(e, 6, n)

sorted atoms drawn independently according to P and

labeled according to a and E, A produces, with prob

ability at least 1 — 6, a sorted atom, a', such that the

probability that a given sorted atom drawn according

to P is labeled differently, with E, by a and a' is at

most e. Sorted atoms are polynomially pac-learnable

for fixed E if and only if such an algorithm A exists.

Applying one result of Computational Learning The

ory [Pitt and Valiant, 1988], we find that learning

sorted atoms with respect to a given sort theory, E,

in these models is possible only if a (possibly random

ized, for pac-learning) polynomial-time algorithm for

the following problem exists. Given a set of sorted

atoms, each labeled as either a positive or negative ex

ample, determine whether there exists a sorted atom,

a, that covers, with E, all of the positive examples but

none of the negative examples. Such a sorted atom is

said to be consistent with the examples, and we call the

problem of determining whether such a sorted atom

exists the consistency problem for sorted atoms. We

have noted that sorted generalization requires expo

nential time, and that even with a compact represen

tation it requires exponential time assuming P ^ NP.

The following result tells us that this complexity car

ries over to the consistency problem, and so to both

pac-learning and learning by equivalence queries if we

assume R ^ NP.3

Theorem 8 Sort theories E exist for which the con

sistency problem is NP-hard, even though any taxo

nomic query about E is answered in time polynomial

in the size of the query.

Therefore, assuming R £ NP, no algorithms exist that

polynomially pac-learn sorted atoms or polynomially

learn sorted atoms by equivalence queries.

3 A More General Language

In some cases generalization and inductive learning

become easier if we broaden the language of accept

able generalizations. In this section we extend the

language of both observations and acceptable general

izations. This extension yields efficient generalization

and even positive results (provided in Section 4) for

polynomial pac-learning and polynomial learning by

equivalence queries. We extend the language in stages,

eventually replacing sorts, which may be viewed as

monadic constraints on variables, with arbitrary con

straints among terms. Generalization with constraint

information may be viewed as a dual4 of constraint

unification, a form of unification that is useful in con

straint deduction and constraint logic programming.

3.1 Extended Sorted Generalization

We begin our extension of the language by changing

the syntax of sorted atoms. Following work in con

straint logic, we use separate specifications for the

structure of a sorted atom and the sorts, or constraints,

on its variables. In the new syntax, for example, the

sorted atom

/oves(x:ELEPHANT, mom(z:IN-CIRCUS))

is written as

loves(x, z)/elephant(z) A in-circus(z).

The structure of the sorted atom appears first, followed

by a slash and then the specifications of the sorts. The

3That is, if we assume the NP-complete problems can

not be solved in random polynomial time.

4 We use "dual" in a non-technical sense.
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expression that represents the structure of the sorted

atom is called the head of the sorted atom. The con

junction of sort specifications is called the constraint

of the sorted atom. Sorted terms are like sorted atoms

except the head is a term.

Having changed the syntax in this way, we may con

strain any terms in a sorted atom, rather than the

variables only, to belong to a given sort. Thus sorted

atoms have not only sorted variables, but sorted terms

in general. For example, we may now constrain

mom(z) to be a lawyer. Thus

loves(x, mom(z))/ELEPHANT(x) A in-circus(z)A

LAWYER(mom(z))

is a legal sorted atom. It says "z, which is an elephant,

loves the mom of z, where z is in a circus and the mom

of z is a lawyer." Note that we require all terms that

appear in the constraint of a sorted atom to appear in

the head as well. Thus, for example,

loves(x, z)/lawyer(/'ather(z))

is not a legal sorted atom. Absence of this require

ment leads to greatly increased computational costs in

generalization.

We further expand the definition of sorted atoms to

allow terms to be constrained with multiple sorts. For

example,

loves(z, z)/ELEPHANT(x) A ELEPHANT(z)A

IN-CIRCUS(z)

becomes a sorted atom. It says "x, which is an ele

phant, loves z, which is an elephant and a circus ani

mal."

Section 2 takes the size of a sorted atom to be the num

ber of variable and function symbol occurrences it con

tains. Now that we have more general constraints on

terms, it is useful to distinguish between the head size

of a sorted atom, which is the number of variable and

function symbol occurrences in the head, and the total

size of a sorted atom, which is the head size plus the

number of variable, function symbol, and constraint

predicate occurrences in the constraint of the sorted

atom.

Having expanded the definition of sorted atoms, we

must expand our semantic rules for quantification. Let

a = A/ai A ... A a„ be a sorted atom. Because we are

interested in only the universal and existential closures

of sorted atoms, it is sufficient to specify that Va is

equivalent to V(ai A ... A an —► A) and 3a is equivalent

to 3(ai A ... A an A A). Note that a universally-closed

sorted atom is equivalent to a definite clause whose

body (the constraint) is built ofsort symbols and terms

that appear in its head.

We would like to again base our generalization al

gorithm on a E-more general (>e) relation. Recall

that under the original definition of sorted atoms, one

sorted atom is E-more general than a second if some

substitution maps the first to the second and respects

the sorts of all variables with respect to E. Recall also

that a substitution, 6, respects the sorts of all vari

ables if for every_variable x:r, 6 maps x:t to a term

t for which E \= Vr(t). But under the new definition

of sorted atoms, arbitrary terms, rather than variables

only, may be assigned sorts. Therefore, insisting only

that a substitution must respect the sorts of the vari

ables is too weak. We instead want to require substi

tutions that respect the sorts of all terms.

Our new syntax for sorted atoms lets us phrase the

definition of >s another way. Let a = A/a\ A ... A an

and a' = A'/ai A ... A am' be sorted atoms. We say

that a >£ a' if a_ substitution 6 exists for which

AB = A' and E f= V(ai' A ... A am' -* (ai A ... A a„)0).

In the cases where a and a' are sorted atoms under

the original definition of sorted atoms—that is, where

sorts are specified on only variables in the atoms, and

at most one sort is specified on each variable—this def

inition of >s is equivalent to the original one. Note

that this relation may be applied to sorted terms as

well.

Example 9

loves(x ,y)/MAMMAL(x)AMAMMAL(y)

>E, loves(z,mom(z))/elephant (z).

To see this, notice first that for any substitution 0 that

maps x to z and y to mom(z):

loves(x, y)6 = loves(z, mom(z)).

Second, note that

(mammal(x) A mammal(j/))0

= MAMMAL(z) A MAMMAL(mom(z)).

Because Ei entails that the mom of an elephant is an

elephant and that all elephants are mammals,

Ei |= V(elephant(z) —►

(MAMMAL(z) AMAMMAL(mom(z))).

The following is an example involving an expression

that is a sorted atom under the new definition but not

under the old one.

Example 10

loves(x, mom(x))/ELEPHANT(x) A IN-CIRCUS(x)A

GRAY(mom(x))

>E, loves(clyde, mom(clyde)).

For any substitution 0 that maps x to clyde,

loves(x, mom(x))9 = loves(clyde, mom(clyde)).

Note further that
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(ELEPHANT(a:)AlN-CIRCUS(x)

AGRay\mom(x)))6

= ELEPHANT(c/yde)AlN-CIRCUS(c/yrfe)

Agray(mom(clyde)).

We can easily verify that

Ei \= ELEPHANT(clyde)AiN-clRCUs(clyde)

AGRAY(mom(clyde)).

Finally, as a negative example of the >s relation,

Example 11

loves(x, mom(x))/ELEPHANT(a;) A lN-cmcus(a;)

^s, loves(x, mom(x))/mammal(x) A GRAY(mom(x)).

The relation fails to hold because

Ei |£ V((mammal(x) A GRAY(mom(a;)))

—► (ELEPHANT(x) A IN-CIRCUS(r))).

Having expanded the definitions of sorted atoms and

the >s relation, any set of sorted atoms has a sin

gleton CIGs- That is, any set of sorted atoms has

a most specific E-generalization (msgn). To see why,

let's rework Example 4 using the extended definitions

of sorted atoms and sorted terms.

Example 12

Let E be {mom(clyde), mom{jumbo)} .

Then an msg^1 of E is

mom(i)/ELEPHANT(x) A IN-CIRCUS(x)A

GRAY(mom(x)).

The CIG^x in Example 4 has multiple generaliza

tions for two reasons. The first reason is that two

minimal sorts, rather than one, contain both clyde

and jumbo. Therefore, under the original defini

tion of sorted atoms, we obtain two minimal gen

eralizations of clyde and jumbo—x:ELEPHANT and

x:IN-CIRCUS—which lead to two minimal generaliza

tions of mom(clyde) and mom(jumbo). Under the new

definition of sorted atoms, we can attach multiple sorts

to a variable, thereby obtaining one minimal general

ization of clyde and jumbo—a variable, x, belonging to

both elephant and in-circus sorts. Notice that both

sorts are attached to x in Example 12. The second rea

son for multiple minimal generalizations in Example 4

is that both mom(clyde) and mom(jumbo) belong to

the sort gray, while neither mom(x:elephant) nor

mom(z:lN-clRCUs) belong to that sort. Therefore, a

variable of the sort GRAY is a third minimal general

ization. Under the new definition of sorted atoms, we

can always add sorts on an entire non-variable term to

make it more specific, with respect to the sort theory,

than any given variable. We do so in Example 12 by

constraining mom(x) to belong to the sort GRAY, thus

making it more specific than a variable of sort gray.

The Extended Sorted Generalization (Extended SG)

Algorithm (Figure 1) computes the msgv of any finite

set of extended sorted atoms. The presentation of the

algorithm requires one additional definition. Given an

expression t\ and a particular occurrence 7 of a term in

t\ , the Extended SG Algorithm needs to be able to se

lect from another expression ei the term t that occurs

at the same position in ei as does 7 in e\ . We say that

t is the term in ei corresponding to 7 in e\. For exam

ple, if ei is P(f(a),a) and ei is P(f(x),f(x)), then x

is the term in ei corresponding to the first occurrence

of a in e\, and f(x) is the term in ei corresponding to

the second occurrence of a in t\. More precisely we

define the term in ei corresponding to 7 in t\ to be t

if, and only if:

• 7 is e\ and t is ei, or

• ei is of the form /(sj , . . . , sn) and ei is of the

form /(tii, . . . , un), where / is a function symbol

or predicate, and 7 is in Si and t is the term in u,-

corresponding to 7 in «,-.

If one occurrence of a term <i in an expression e cor

responds to a term ti in an expression e', then so does

every other occurrence of t\ in e. In this case we some

times speak of the term in e' that corresponds to a

given term, rather then term occurrence, in e.

The Extended SG Algorithm interacts with a sort

theory E only through the following oracle. For all

1 < » < n, let atii A ... A ai>mi be any constraint and

let ti be any term. The oracle returns the members

of the set {r I E [= V(aM A ... A a,-,m< -»• t(U)) for

all 1 < t < n) that are minimal under the <z order

ing. This oracle is stronger than the analogous one

used in sorted generalization as described in Section

2. Another way of specifying the oracle of Section 2

is that it is a restriction of the oracle used by the Ex

tended SG Algorithm to cases where each constraint

specifies sorts for only variables and specifies at most

one sort for each variable. The oracle used by the Ex

tended SG Algorithm is in fact necessary for sorted

generalization in the extended language if we wish to

avoid constraints with redundancy:5 given any algo

rithm for extended sorted generalization that avoids

redundancy in the constraints, it can be used to com

pute the oracle. An obvious, weaker oracle is necessary

and sufficient if we allow redundancy in constraints.

Theorem 13 Let E be a sort theory such that any

iaxonomic query of size s (s variable, function symbol,

and constraint predicate occurrences) about E is made

and answered in time at most Q(s).6 The Extended

Sorted Generalization Algorithm computes an msgz of

&A constraint contains redundancy if it contains sort

specifications n(<) and rj(t), where ri Xe n.

6For some sort theories, it may be desirable to measure

the time complexities of queries in a more detailed way,

such as by dividing the size of a query into the sizes of the

terms and the sizes of the constraints used in the query.
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Extended Sorted Generalization (Extended SG) Algorithm

Input: n sorted atoms, oti = Ai/a^i A ... Ao,|rni for 1 < i < n, and a sort theory E.

Output: An msgz of ori, ..., an.

1. Let Head = Unsorted-Generalization(Ai,..., An).

2. If Head = ni/, then return nil.

3. Initialize Constraint-Set to the empty set.

4. For each term u in Head:

a. Let t{ be the corresponding term in A,-, for all 1 < « < n.

b. Let Min-Sorts be the minimal (under the ;<£ ordering) members of

{r | E |= V(aM A ... A a,->mi -» r(*<)) for all 1 < i < n}.

c. For each sort r in Min-Sorts, add the constraint formula r(u) to Constraint-Set.

5. Return the sorted atom whose head is Head and whose constraint is the conjunction of the constraint

formulas in Constraint-Set.

Figure 1: The Extended Sorted Generalization (SG) Algorithm

a finite set of extended sorted atoms whose total sizes

sum to S and which contains at least one atom of head

size no greater than I in time 0(lQ(S)).

Proof:[Time Complexity] The time for the ordinary

generalization step is 0(H) where H is the sum of the

head sizes of the sorted atoms being generalized. The

time for computing term correspondences (for exam

ple, establishing pointers from each term in the ordi

nary generalization, the msg of the heads, to the corre

sponding terms) is also 0(H). The size of the ordinary

generalization can be no greater than the least head

size among the sorted atoms being generalized. There

fore, there are at most / terms in the ordinary general

ization. For each of these / terms, the algorithm uses

the corresponding terms to build a taxonomic query.

Because term correspondences have already been com

puted, any taxonomic query can be built in time linear

in the size of the query, which can be at most S. The

time for a query to be made and answered must be at

least linear in the size of the query and the number

of sorts in E (the size of the largest answer), so the

term Q(5) dominates the time spent in building the

query. Because S > H, this term also dominates the

time spent in ordinary generalization and in comput

ing corresponding terms. □

3.2 Constraint Generalization

Many interesting concepts require constraints among

terms. Our present language can only represent

monadic constraints, or sorts, on single terms. Thus

sorted atoms as presently defined cannot represent, for

example, the concept that electric current flows from

any one object x to any other object y given the con

straints that x is metallically connected to y and that

x has a higher electrical potential than does y.

We overcome this shortcoming as follows. In place of a

set of distinguished monadic predicates, which we have

been calling sorts, we use a set of distinguished predi

cates of arbitrary arity. We call these predicates con

straint predicates. Analogous to sort theories, a con

straint theory is any theory whose only predicates are

constraint predicates. Rather than sorted atoms, we

now have constrained atoms, or atoms with constraints

among terms in addition to monadic constraints, or

sorts, on terms. The definition of >s remains un

changed.

Following are several examples of the >s relation for

constrained atoms. Some of these examples use the

following constraint theory, Ej.

E2 = {B\GGER.(son(jumbo),son(clyde)),

BlGGER(son(fred),son(joe)),

B\GGEK(jumbo,clyde),

BlGGER(fred,joe)},

ELEPHANT ( Clyde) , ELEPHANT(jumho) ,

HUMAN (fred), HUMAN (joe),

VzVj/ ELEPHANT(x) A HUMAN (y) —►

BIGGER(x,y)}.

Example 14

intimidates(son(xi), son(yi))/

BlGGER(son(a:i), son(yi))

>e3

intimidates(son(x2), son(y2))/

BlGGER(i2i J/2) A BlGGER(son(i2), son(y^))

>s3

intimidates(son(jvmbo),son(clyde)).

To verify that the first relation holds, first note

that any substitution 6 mapping x\ to x? and

j/i to j/2 also maps intimidates(son(x\),son(y\)) to

intimidates(son(x2) ,son(y2)). We then need to see if

E2 entails

V(bigger(i2i 1/2) A BiGGER(son(ar2)> sonfa))

—> (BlGGER(son(xi), son(yi)))9).
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A ai<mi for 1 < t < n, and a constraint theory E.

... An).

Constraint Generalization Algorithm

Input: n constrained atoms, a,- = Aj/o,-^ A .

Output: An msgs of ai, ..., an.

1. Let Head = Ordinary-Generalization^,

2. If Head = nil, then return nil.

3. Initialize Constraint-Set to the empty set.

4. Let r be the maximum of the arities of all constraint predicate in E.

For all 1 < / < r and each tuple (each permutation of each set) (ui , ..., uj) of / terms in

Head:

a. Let (fyi, ...,tij) be the tuple of corresponding terms in Ai, for all 1 < i < n.

b. Let Min-Constraint-Predicates be the minimal (under the <% ordering) members of

{t I r has arity /, and E (= V(ajpi A ... A a,-ifni —► r(<fti, ....t^j)) for all 1 < I < n}.

c. For each constraint predicate r in Min-Constraint-Predicates, add the constraint formula

r(tti,...,U() to Constraint-Set.

5. Return the constrained atom whose head is Head and whose constraint is the conjunction of the constraint

formulas in Constraint-Set.

Figure 2: The Constraint Generalization Algorithm

It does, because

BIGGER(son(a;1), son(yi))6

= (BlGGER(son(a;2),5on(i/2)),

and £2 entails

V(bigger(x2, 3/2) A BiGGER(son(«2), *<"»(j/2))

—* BIGGER(son(;c2), *0»(j/j))-

To see that the second relation holds, consider a sub

stitution 6 that maps x-i to jumbo and 7/2 to clyde.

First, notice that

inlimidates(son(x2),son(y2)) 6 =

intimidates(son(jumbo),son(clyde)).

Second, note that

(BIGGER(x2,y2)A

BlGGER(son(a;2), son(y2)))0

= BlGGER(j«m6o, clyde)A

BlGGER(son(,;'um6o), son(clyde)),

and that £2 entails

BlGGEK(jumbo,clyde)A

BlGGER(son(jumbo),son(clyde)).

The only change required to the Extended SG Algo

rithm to deal with the more general language is in

step 4, that of computing the constraints. Rather than

compute the sorts to place on each term in the head

of the generalization, the algorithm must instead de

termine which constraints to place on each tuple of

terms in the head. The algorithm that results from

this modification is the Constraint Generalization Al

gorithm (Figure 2). Note that the algorithm need not

consider tuples of more than r terms, where r is the

maximum of the arities of all constraint predicates in

E.

For the presentation of the algorithm, it is useful to

extend the Xj; relation defined on sorts to apply to ar

bitrary constraint predicates of the same arity. For n-

ary constraint predicates T\ and ti, we say that T\ <s

t2 if and only if E |= V(n(»li ■•-.*«) -» »i(«i,—,*n))-

The Constraint Generalization Algorithm uses con

straint queries, rather than taxonomic queries, to in

teract with the constraint theory. The algorithm needs

to know the maximum of the arities of all constraint

predicates in E. It also needs the following oracle,

which is stronger than that used by the Extended SG

Algorithm. For all 1 < i < n, let 0|,i A ... A Oi,mi

be a constraint and let ffi,i,—,Uj) be a tuple of j

terms, where j is less than the maximum of the arities

of all constraint predicates in E. The oracle returns

the members of the set {r | t has arity /, and E |=

V(a,,i A ... A a,,mi -» r(titi, ...,Uti)) for all 1 < i < n}

that are minimal under the ^s ordering. This ora

cle is in fact necessary for computation of constraint

generalization by any algorithm if we want to exclude

redundancy among constraint predicates of the same

arity. Again, if we do not wish to exclude such re

dundancy, an obvious, weaker oracle is necessary and

sufficient. Because the algorithm does not compare

constraint predicates of different arity, the constraint

on the constrained atom it returns may contain some

redundancy, but the constrained atom is still an msgz.

The following examples shows msg^s the algorithm

computes.
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Example 15

Let E be

{intimidates(son(jumbo),son(clyde)),

intimidates(son(fred),son(joe))}.

An msgs-2 of E is:

intimidates(son(x2), sondfc))/

BIGGER(Z2,y2)A

BIGGER.(son(x2), S0"(j/2))-

Example 16

Let E be

{intimidates(clyde,yi)/nvMAN(yi),

intimidates(xijred)}/ELEPHA'NT(xi)}.

An msgsa of E is:

intimidates(x2, y2)/BIGGER(x2, Ite)A

elephant(z2) A human (1/2)-

Theorem 17 Zei I! be a constraint theory such that

the maximum of the arities of all constraint predicates

in E is r, and any constraint query about E having size

s is made and answered in time Q(s). The Constraint

Generalization Algorithm computes an msg-z ofn con

strained atoms whose total sizes sum to S and which

contains at least one atom with head size no greater

than I in time 0(rlrQ(rS)).

Proo/[Time Complexity] The analysis is the same as

that for Theorem 13 except for two points. First, the

size of a constraint query can be almost as large as

rS, rather than 5, because the query uses tuples of up

to r terms, some of which may appear as subterms of

others.7 Second, rather than querying the oracle for

each term in the ordinary generalization, the algorithm

must query the oracle for each tuple of 1 to r terms,

the number of which is bounded by rlr . □

4 Applications

Applications of sorted generalization to abduction, in

duction, analogical reasoning, and knowledge base viv-

ification are based on semantic properties of the >s re

lation (Section 2 and [Frisch and Page, 1990]). These

same properties hold for the extended >s relation for

extended sorted generalization and constraint general

ization.

Theorem 18 Let E be a constraint theory and let Q\

and a2 be constrained atoms, ati >s c*2 if and only if

{Vax}UE(=Va2.

rSuppose, for example, that r is 2, and the constrained

atoms being generalized have empty constraints (so H =

S). Suppose also that the heads of the atoms each have one

argument (of size S/n), each of which consists of a function

applied to an argument of size (S/n) — 1. Then there is

a query of size 25 — n. So if three constrained atoms are

being generalized, the query has size rS — 3, where r = 2.

Theorem 19 Let E be a constraint theory and let a\

and 0:2 be constrained atoms, cti >s 02 »/ onrf only if

{3a2} U E |= 3«i.

Theorem 18 justifies the use of sorted generalization

for abduction and induction. Theorem 19 makes

sorted generalization applicable to knowledge base viv-

ification. Sorted generalization is applicable to analog

ical reasoning, based on both theorems. Rather than

repeat arguments made elsewhere [Frisch and Page,

1990], we further investigate the application to induc

tion. More specifically, we ask whether the Constraint

Generalization Algorithm can be used for polynomial

learning by equivalence queries and polynomial pac-

learning. The definitions of these learning models for

constrained atoms are the same as for sorted atoms

(Section 2), except E may be any constraint theory,

rather than sort theory, and queries are constraint

queries, rather than taxonomic queries.

If we add to the set of constrained atoms a weakest

element that (with any constraint theory E) covers

no constrained atoms, then the following algorithm

polynomially learns constrained atoms by equivalence

queries with respect to any fixed constraint theory E.

The algorithm first predicts the weakest element. If

it is correct, the algorithm is finished. If it is incor

rect, the only counterexamples are constrained atoms

labeled as positive examples. One positive example

is received in response to the prediction. ^From this

point on, the algorithm predicts the msgz of the pos

itive examples received thus far. Because the msgz

is the weakest constrained atom E-more general than

the positive examples seen thus far, it is always weaker

than or equivalent to the target constrained atom.

Therefore the algorithm receives only positive exam

ples as counterexamples.

Because the Constraint Generalization Algorithm runs

in time polynomial in the sizes of the constrained

atoms being generalized, each prediction can be com

puted in time polynomial in the sizes of the counterex

amples seen thus far. The following theorem (the proof

of which is in the appendix) shows that for fixed E

the algorithm makes at most a number of mistakes

polynomial in the size of the first counterexample the

algorithm receives. After this many mistakes, the al

gorithm predicts correctly. This result completes the

argument that the algorithm polynomially learns con

strained atoms by equivalence queries for any fixed

E, since the total time for the algorithm to reach the

correct prediction is the product of the number of mis

takes and the maximum time to compute a prediction.

Theorem 20 Let C be the number of constraint pred

icates in E, and let r be the maximum of the arities

of all constraint predicates in E. The maximum chain

ai >E ••• >£ am of constrained atoms of head size at

most n has length (m) at most Cnr + n + 1.
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Because each prediction of the learning algorithm is

strictly E-more general than the previous prediction,

and the maximum length of such a chain of predictions

is Cnr+n+l, the algorithm makes at most Cnr+n+l

prediction mistakes (counting the original prediction

of the element that covers no constrained atoms). C

and r are constant for a fixed constraint theory, so the

number of prediction mistakes is polynomial in n.

As Section 2 notes, polynomial learning by equivalence

queries implies polynomial pac-learning. More specifi

cally, any algorithm that computes a constrained atom

consistent with a set of constrained atoms, where each

atom is labeled as a positive or negative example, in

time polynomial in the sizes of the examples can be

used to pac-learn constrained atoms. The Constraint

Generalization Algorithm can be used for such com

putations with respect to any fixed constraint theory,

E, for which we have polynomial-time response to con

straint queries. To do so, first use the Constraint Gen

eralization Algorithm to compute the msgs of the pos

itive examples. If any constrained atom is consistent

with the set of examples, the msgs of the positive ex

amples is consistent. Then check whether the msgz

covers any negative examples. This check can be done

in polynomial time using the same constraint queries

used by the Constraint Generalization Algorithm. If

the msgs covers no negative examples, then it is con

sistent with the set of examples. Otherwise, no con

strained atom is consistent with the set of examples;

that is, the target concept is not a constrained atom.

The mistake bound for polynomial learning by equiv

alence queries gives us a sufficient number of exam

ples to use for a given desired accuracy and confidence

in pac-learning [Angluin, 1988b]. The next result,

which is also achieved using the size of a maximum

chain of constrained atoms, provides a tighter bound

on the number of examples needed for pac-learning.

To present this result, we need the following definition

that applies the notion of VC-dimension [Blumer et

ah, 1989] to constrained atoms.

Definition 21 The VC-dimension of constrained

atoms of head size at most n with respect to a con

straint theory, E, is the size of the largest set S of

such atoms for which the following holds. For any sub

set s of S, there exists a constrained atom that, with

E, covers every constrained atom in s and covers no

constrained atoms in S — s. Such a set S is said to be

shattered.

Theorem 22 Let E be a constraint theory having C

constraint predicates, and let the maximum of the ari-

ties of all constraint predicates in E be r. The VC-

dimension, with respect to E, of constrained atoms

having head size at most n is Cnr + n + 1 .

A sketch of the proof of this result is in the ap

pendix. Based on work in Computational Learning

Theory[Blumer et al., 1989], this result on the VC-

dimension of constrained atoms implies that the num

ber of examples needed for pac-learning is

max (!*!■?*?)

where d is CnT +n+ 1 and n is the head size of the tar

get concept. Because C and r are constants for a fixed

constraint theory, E, the VC-dimension is polynomial

in \, \, and n.8

In general, the learnability of a class of concepts, such

as constrained atoms, does not imply the learnabil

ity of a subclass, such as ordinary atoms or extended

sorted atoms. In this case, however, the proof of the

VC-dimension of constrained atoms applies to ordi

nary and extended sorted atoms as well. Therefore,

the VC-dimension of ordinary atoms, for which the

constraint theory is always empty, is n+1, and the VC-

dimension of extended sorted atoms, for which the con

straint theory can only contain monadic constraints, is

Cn+n+1. The Ordinary Generalization and Extended

SG Algorithms can be used to polynomially pac-learn

ordinary atoms and extended sorted atoms (with re

spect to a fixed sort theory), respectively, in the same

way the Constraint Generalization Algorithm is used

to polynomially pac-learn constrained atoms.

5 Relationship to Other Work

Throughout most of the paper we have viewed sorted

and constraint generalization as operations on atoms

in constraint logic. We have noted that sorted and

constrained atoms, universally closed, are equivalent

to special kinds of definite clauses. This equivalence

lets us relate these operations to the generalized sub-

sumption of Buntine [1988]. Generalized subsump-

tion is defined over definite clauses with respect to

a logic program that acts as the background infor

mation. Because constrained atoms are equivalent to

definite clauses whose antecedents, or bodies, contain

only constraints on terms in the consequent, or head,

we can compare E-subsumption, on which sorted and

constraint generalization are based, with generalized

subsumption, in cases where E consists entirely of def

inite clauses. In these cases, E-subsumption and gen

eralized subsumption are equivalent. In the case where

E-subsumption is based on information that comprises

a constraint theory for which constraint queries are an

swered efficiently, the Constraint Generalization Algo

rithm can be used to efficiently generalize constrained

atoms. Thus our work may be seen as identifying a

restricted case for which E-subsumption is efficiently

computable. An interesting area for further work is

the search for other ways to extend the languages of

*See [Anthony et al., 1990] for another VC-dimension-

based bound upper bound on the number of examples

needed for pac-leafning.
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atoms and background information while constraining

it enough to preserve polynomial-time generalization

based on E-subsumption.

Appendix

5.1 Proof of Theorem 20

First, we extend the definition of ^£. As presently

defined, T\ -<s t2 if and only if constraint predi

cates ri and T2 have the same arity, n, and E |=

V(Ti(ari,. ..,*„) -+ r2(a:i,...,xn)). We now define ^B

between sets of constraint predicates of the same arity

in an analogous fashion: {ri,...,rm} ^b {wi, ...,«*} if

and only if ri, .„, Tm,u\, ...,w* all have the same ar

ity, n, and E \= V(n(*ii -, *r>) A ... A rm(xi, ..., x„) ->

wi(xi, ...,xn) A... A w*(zi,.. .,£„)). We also say in this

case that the first set of constraints is tighter than the

second. Note that for a constraint theory, E, contain

ing C constraint predicates, the maximum chain of

sets of constraint predicates ordered by XE has length

at most C. This is because any set in such a chain

must contain some predicate that does not appear in

a tighter set (a set below it) in the chain.

We now show that there can be no chain of length

Cnr + n 4- 2. We associate a height with each con

strained atom or. Let m be the number of variables

(not variable occurrences) in the head of a, and let k

be the number of variable and function symbol occur

rences in the head of a. For each tuple T=(ti,...,tj)

of j < r terms in the head of a, if T is unconstrained

then let #(T) = C. Otherwise let N be the set of

constraint predicates applied to T in the constraint of

a; let #(T) be the maximum number of sets of con

straint predicates that are below N in a chain of such

sets. Let height(a) be

(n-k) + m+l+ £ #(T).

tuples T of j < r terms

We first show that the size of a maximum chain of

constrained atoms, each with head size no larger than

n, is the maximum height of any constrained atom of

head size at most n. This is shown by proving that

the size of a maximum chain having greatest element

a is at most height(a). The proof is by induction on

height(a). An observation that is useful in the proof

is that a is E-more general than another constrained

atom, P, if and only if /? results from tightening the set

of constraint predicates on one or more tuples of terms

in a or from substituting non-variable terms for one

or more variables in a. This observation is straight

forward given the definition of E-more general.

Basis: Height is 1. Then no sets of constraint predi

cates on tuples of terms in a can be tightened, and a

contains no variables, so no substitutions can be ap

plied. Therefore, a is at the bottom of every chain in

which it appears.

Inductive: Tightening the set of constraint predicates

on a tuple T of terms in or reduces #(T). Tight

ening a set of constraint predicates therefore reduces

height(a). It remains to show that substituting a non-

variable term for a variable, x, reduces the height.

Such a substitution can only change morit. Note

that any non-variable term of length i can contain at

most i — 1 variables. Substituting such a term for x

removes x from a and adds to a at most j— 1 variables.

Therefore, applying such a substitution increases m by

at most i — 2 and decreases k by »— 1. Hence applying

such a substitution reduces height(a).

To complete the proof, we show that the maximum

value for height(a) is Cnr + n + 1. Because there are

at most n r-tuples of terms in a, and the length of the

largest chain of constraints on each of these is C, the

maximum value of

tuples T of j < r terms

is Cnr . Because m is at most Jb, the maximum value

of(n — fc) + m+lisn+l. Therefore, the maximum

value for height(a) is Cnr + n + 1. □

[Notice that the size of a maximum chain does not

increase if we allow the head, B, of the bottom con

strained atom, /?, to have head size greater than n but

still require all others to have head size at most n. To

see this, note that if B has head size greater than n,

then it has head size greater than the size of the head

(B') of the atom, (3' , above it. Then B' is not the same

as B, but for some substitution 6, B'0 = B. Then B'

must have at least one variable, so the height of /?'

must be at least 2. But the height of the top element,

a, in the chain can be at most Cnr +n+l, so the chain

from a to 01, inclusive, has length at most Cnr + n.

This result is useful in the proof of Theorem 22.]

We note that for at least some constraint theories,

chains of length Cnr + n + 1 do exist. Let E be

a constraint theory whose constraint predicates are

ri,...,rc, each of arity r, such that tc -<e ... -<s i\.

Let the greatest element in the chain be p(xi, ...,x„).

To get the each of the next nr atoms of the chain,

add to the constraint of the previous atom an atomic

formula built from the predicate T\ and one of the nr

r-tuples of variables from x\,...,xn not used with T\

thus far. Repeat for each constraint r2, ..., tc to build

a chain of total length Cnr + 1. Let the remaining n

elements of the chain be the result of replacing, one at

a time, the variables in the head with constants.

5.2 Proof Sketch for Theorem 22

We begin by showing that no set of Cnr + n + 2 con

strained atoms is shattered by constrained atoms of
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head size at most n. We do so by showing that if

such a set were shattered, there would exist a chain

of constrained atoms, all but the bottom of which

have head size at most n, of length Cnr + n -f 2.9

This would directly contradict the generalization of

Theorem 20 given after the preceding proof. Let

{ati, ...,acnr+n+2] be the set. Because the set is

shattered, we can note that for all i between 1 and

Cnr + n + 2, inclusive, a constrained atom exists

that covers cri, ..., orj and covers no other members of

the set. Then by the definition of msgz, the msgz,

gi, of ori, ..., a,- is such a constrained atom. Then

jCn'+n+2 >£ ■•• >£ 9i, yielding a chain of size

Cnr + n + 2.

We now give a simple example showing that for some

constraint theories, a set of CnT + n + 1 constrained

atoms can be shattered by constrained atoms whose

heads have size at most n. Let £ be the empty con

straint theory. Then C is 0, so Cnr+n+l = n+1. It is

enough to present a shattered set of size n+1 for a par

ticular n. We present the set for n = 4, from which it is

easy to also identify such sets for all other values of n.

The set {p(a,a,a,a), p(b,a,a,a), p(b,b,a,a), p(b,b,b,a),

p(b,b,b,b)} is shattered by constrained atoms of size

at most 4. For each atom in the set, there is a way

to exclude, or fail to cover, only that atom, and these

ways of exclusion are orthogonal. For example, any

atom that has a b for the first argument fails to cover

the first atom. Any atom whose first two arguments

are the same fails to cover the second atom. Any atom

whose second and third arguments are the same fails

to cover the third atom. Because these are orthogo

nal, they can be combined to exclude any subset of the

atoms while including all others. Here are two exam

ples of such combinations. The atom p(x, y, y, y) ex

cludes the third and fourth atoms because the second,

third, and fourth arguments are the same. The atom

p(b, b, x, x) excludes the first atom because the first ar

gument is a b, the second atom because the first and

second arguments are the same, and the fourth atom

because the third and fourth arguments are the same.

For any subset we construct an atom that covers the

atoms in the subset and excludes the others. Thus the

set of five atoms is shattered by atoms of (head) size

4. * □
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Abstract

This paper concerns the empirical basis of

causation, and addresses the following issues:

1. the clues that might prompt people to

perceive causal relationships in uncon

trolled observations.

2. the task of inferring causal models from

these clues, and

3. whether the models inferred tell us any

thing useful about the causal mecha

nisms that underly the observations.

We propose a minimal-model semantics of

causation, and show that, contrary to com

mon folklore, genuine causal influences can

be distinguished from spurious covariations

following standard norms of inductive rea

soning. We also establish a sound charac

terization of the conditions under which such

a distinction is possible. We provide an ef

fective algorithm for inferred causation and

show that, for a large class of data the al

gorithm can uncover the direction of causal

influences as defined above. Finally, we ad

dress the issue of non-temporal causation.

1 Introduction

The study of causation is central to the understand

ing of human reasoning. Tasks involving changing

environments require causal theories which make for

mal distinctions between causation and logical im

plication [Geffner, 1989, Lifschitz, 1987, Pearl, 1988a,

Shoham, 1988]. In applications such as diagnosis

"Patil et al., 1982, Reiter, 1987], qualitative physics

Bobrow, 1985], and plan recognition [Kautz, 1987,

Wilensky, 1983], a central task is that of finding a sat

isfactory explanation to a given set of observations,

and the meaning of explanation is intimately related

to the notion of causation.

Most AI works have given the term "cause" a proce

dural semantics, attempting to match the way peo

ple use it in reasoning tasks, but were not concerned

with the experience that prompts people to believe

that "a causes 6", as opposed to, say, "6 causes a"

or "c causes both a and 6." The question of choos

ing an appropriate causal ordering received some at

tention in qualitative physics, where certain interac

tions attain directionality despite the instantaneous

and symmetrical nature of the underlying equations,

as in "current causing a voltage drop across the re

sistor" [Forbus and Gentner, 1986]. In some systems

causal ordering is defined as the ordering at which sub

sets of variables can be solved independently of others

[Iwasaki and Simon, 1986], in other systems it follows

the way a disturbance is propagated from one vari

able to others [de Kleer and Brown, 1986]. Yet these

choices are made as a matter of convenience, to fit the

structure of a given theory, and do not reflect features

of the empirical environment which compelled the for

mation of the theory.

An empirical semantics for causation is important for

several reasons. First, an intelligent system attempt

ing to build a workable model of its environment can

not rely exclusively on preprogrammed causal knowl

edge, but must be able to translate direct observations

to cause-and-effect relationships. Second, by tracing

empirical origins we stand to obtain an independent

gauge for deciding which of the many logics proposed

for causal reasoning is sound and/or complete, and

which provides a proper account of causal utterances

such as "a explains 6", "a suggests 6", "a tends to

cause 6", and "a actually caused 6", etc.

While the notion of causation is often associated with

those of necessity and functional dependence, causal

expressions often tolerate exceptions, primarily due to

missing variables and coarse description. We say, for

example, "reckless driving causes accidents" or "you

will fail this course because of your laziness". Sup-

pes [Suppes, 1970] has argued convincingly that most

causal utterances in ordinary conversation reflect prob
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abilistic, not categorical relations1. Thus, probability

theory should provide a natural language for capturing

causation [Reichenbach, 1956, Good, 1983]. This is es

pecially true when we attempt to infer causation from

(noisy) observations - probability calculus remains an

unchallenged formalism when it comes to translating

statistical data into a system of revisable beliefs.

However, given that statistical analysis is driven by co

variation, not causation, and assuming that most hu

man knowledge derives from statistical observations,

we must still identify the clues that prompt people to

perceive causal relationships in the data, and we must

find a computational model that emulates this percep

tion.

Temporal precedence is normally assumed essential

for defining causation, and it is undoubtedly one of

the most important clues that people use to distin

guish causal from other types of associations. Ac

cordingly, most theories of causation invoke an ex

plicit requirement that a cause precedes its effect in

time [Good, 1983, Reichenbach, 1956, Shoham, 1988,

Suppes, 1970]. Yet temporal information alone can

not distinguish genuine causation from spurious as

sociations caused by unknown factors. In fact the

statistical and philosophical literature has adamantly

warned analysts that, unless one knows in advance

all causally relevant factors, or unless one can care

fully manipulate some variables, no genuine causal

inferences are possible [Cartwright, 1989, Cliff, 1983,

Eells and Sober, 1983, Fisher, 1953, Gardenfors, 1988,

Holland, 1986, Skyrms, 1986]2. Neither condition is

realizable in normal learning environments, and the

question remains how causal knowledge is ever ac

quired from experience.

This paper introduces a minimal-model semantics of

causation which provides a plausible account for how

causal models could be inferred from observations. Us

ing this semantics we show that genuine causal influ

ences can in many cases be distinguished from spuri

ous covariations and, moreover, the direction of causal

influences can often be determined without resort

ing to chronological information. (Although, when

available, chronological information can significantly

simplify the modeling task.) Such semantics should

be applicable, therefore, to the organization of con

current events or events whose chronological prece

dence cannot be determined with precision, (e.g. "old

age explains disabilities") in the spirit of Glymour

[Glymour et al., 1987] and Simon [Simon, 1954].

lSee [Dechter and Pearl, 1990] for a treatment of cau

sation in the context of categorical data.

2Some of the popular quotes are: "No causation with

out manipulation'', [Holland, 1986], "No causes in, no

causes out", [Cartwright, 1989] "No computer program can

take account of variables that are not in the analysis",

[Chff, 1983].

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we de

fine the notions of causal models and causal theories,

and describe the task of causal modeling as an identifi

cation game scientists play against Nature. In Section

3 we introduce the minimal-model semantics of causa

tion and exemplify its operability and plausibility on

a simple example. Section 4 identifies conditions un

der which effective algorithms exist that uncover the

structure of casual influences as defined above. One

such algorithm (called IC) is introduced in Section 5,

and is shown to be sound for the class of stable distri

butions, even when some variables are not observable3.

Section 6 extracts from the IC-algorithm the essential

conditions under which causal influences are identi

fied and proposes these as independent definitions of

genuine influences and spurious associations, with and

without temporal information. Section 7 provides an

intuitive justification for the definitions proposed in

Section 6, showing that our theory conforms to the

common understanding of causation as a stipulation

of stable behavior under external interventions. The

definitions are shown to be in line with accepted stan

dards of controlled experimentation, save for requir

ing the identification of "virtual" experimental condi

tions within the data itself. In Section 8 we invoke the

"virtual control" metaphor to elucidate how causal re

lationships can still be ascertained in the absence of

temporal information. We then offer an explanation

for the puzzling, yet universal agreement between the

temporal and the statistical aspects of causation.

2 The Causal Modeling Framework

We view the task of causal modeling as an identifica

tion game which scientists play against Nature. Na

ture possesses stable causal mechanisms which, on a

microscopic level are deterministic functional relation

ships between variables, some of which are unobserv-

able. These mechanisms are organized in the form

of an acyclic schema which the scientist attempts to

identify.

Definition 1 A causal model of a set of variables

U is a directed acyclic graph (dag), in which each node

corresponds to a distinct element of U.

The nodes of the dag correspond to the variables under

analysis, while the links denote direct causal influences

among the variables. The causal model serves as a blue

print for forming a "causal theory" - a precise specifi

cation of how each variable is influenced by its parents

in the dag. Here we assume that Nature is at liberty

to impose arbitrary functional relationships between .

each effect and its causes and then to perturb these

relationships by introducing arbitrary (yet mutually

independent) disturbances. These disturbances reflect

"hidden" or unmeasurable conditions and exceptions

'Proofs can be found in [Verma, 1991].
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which Nature chooses to govern by some undisclosed

probability function.

Definition 2 A causal theory is a pair T =

<D, 0£>> consisting of a causal model D and a set

of parameters &d compatible with D. ©£> assigns a

function Xi = /«[pa(i,),e,] and a probability measure

gt, to each n e U , where pa(z,) ore the parents of Xi

in D and each e, is a random disturbance distributed

according to gi, independently of the other e's and of

any preceding variable Xj : 0 < j < i

This requirement of independence renders the distur

bances "local" to each parents-child family; distur

bances that influence several families simultaneously

will be treated explicitly as "latent" variables (see Def

inition 3).

Once a causal theory T is formed, it defines a joint

probability distribution P(T) over the variables in the

system, and this distribution reflects some features of

the causal model (e.g., each variable must be indepen

dent of its grandparents, given the values of its par

ents). Nature then permits the scientist to inspect a

select subset O C U of "observed" variables, and to

ask questions about the probability distribution over

the observables, but hides the underlying causal theory

as well as the structure of the causal model. We inves

tigate the feasibility of recovering the topology of the

dag, D, from features of the probability distribution.4

3 Model preferences (Occam's razor)

In principle, U being unknown, there is an unbounded

number of models that would fit a given distribution,

each invoking a different set of "hidden" variables and

each connecting the observed variables through differ

ent causal relationships. Therefore with no restric

tion on the type of models considered, the scientist

is unable to make any meaningful assertions about

the structure underlying the phenomena. Likewise,

assuming U = O but lacking temporal information,

he/she can never rule out the possibility that the un

derlying model is a complete (acyclic) graph; a struc

ture that, with the right choice of parameters can

mimic (see Definition 4) the behavior of any other

4This formulation invokes several idealizations of the

actual task of scientific discovery. It assumes, for example,

that the scientist obtains the distribution directly, rather

than events sampled from the distribution. This assump

tion is justified when a large sample is available, sufficient

to reveal all the dependencies embedded in the distribution.

Additionally, we assume that the observed variables actu

ally appear in the original causal theory and are not some

aggregate thereof. Aggregation might result in feedback

loops which we do not discuss in this paper. Our theory

also takes variables as the primitive entities in the lan

guage, not events which permits us to include "enabling"

and "preventing" relationships as part of the mechanism.

model, regardless of the variable ordering. However,

following the standard method of scientific induction,

it is reasonable to rule out any model for which we

find a simpler, less expressive model, equally consis

tent with the data (see Definition 6). Models that

survive this selection are called "minimal models" and

with this notion, we can construct our definition of

inferred causation:

"A variable X is said to have a causal influence on a

variable Y if a strictly directed path from X to Y exists

in every minimal model consistent with the data"

Definition 3 Given a set of observable variables

O C U , a latent structure is a pair L = <D, 0>

where D is a causal model over U.

Definition 4 One latent structure L = <D, 0> is

preferred to another V — <D", 0> (written L X V)

iff D1 can mimic D over O, i.e. for every ©d there

exists a &D, s.i. P[o]{<LY ,Q'DI>) = P[o](<D,QD>)

Two latent structures are equivalent, written V = L,

iffl<U and L>1! .

Note that the preference for simplicity imposed by

Definition 4 is gauged by the expressive power of a

model, not by its syntactic description. For exam

ple, one latent structure L\ may invoke many more

parameters than £2 and still be preferred, if L2 is

capable of accommodating a richer set of probabil

ity distributions over the observables. One reason sci

entists prefer simpler models is that such models are

more constrained, thus more falsifiable; they provide

the scientist with less opportunities to overfit the data

hindsightedly and, therefore attain greater credibility

[Pearl, 1978, Popper, 1959].

We also note that the set of dependencies induced by

a causal model provides a measure of its expressive

power, i.e., its power of mimicing other models. In

deed, LI cannot be preferred to Ul if there is even

one observable dependency that is induced by LI and

not by L2. Thus, tests for preference and equiva

lence can often be reduced to tests of induced de

pendencies which, in turn, can be determined directly

from the topology of the dags, without ever concern

ing ourselves with the set of parameters. (For ex

ample, see Theorem 1 below and [Frydenberg, 1989,

Pearl et al., 1989, Verma and Pearl, 1990]).

Definition 5 A latent structure L is minimal with

respect to a class C of latent structures iff for every

V € C, L = V whenever V ■< L.

Definition 6 L = <D, 0> is consistent with a

distribution P over O if D can accommodate some

theory that generates P, i.e. there exists a &d s.t.

^0](<A©D>) = ^

Clearly, a necessary (and often sufficient) condition for
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L to be consistent with P, is that the structure of L

can account for all the dependencies embodied in P.

Proof Theory and Stable

Distributions

Definition 7 (Inferred Causation) Given P, a

variable C has a causal influence on E iff there ex

ists a directed path C —►* E in every minimal latent

structure consistent with P.

We view this definition as normative, because it is

based on one of the least disputed norms of scientific

investigation: Occam's razor in its semantical cast

ing. However, as with any scientific inquiry, we make

no claims that this definition is guaranteed to always

identify stable physical mechanisms in nature; it iden

tifies the only mechanisms we can plausibly infer from

non-expiremental data.

 

Figure 1: Causal models illustrating the soundness of

c—*d. The node (*) represents a hidden variable.

As an example of a causal relation that is identified by

the definition above, imagine that observations taken

over four variables {a, b, c, d) reveal two vanishing de

pendencies: "a is independent of 6" and ud is indepen

dent of {a, b} given c". Assume further that the data

reveals no other independence, except those that logi

cally follow from these two. This dependence pattern

would be typical for example, of the following vari

ables: a = having cold, b = having hay-fever, c = hav

ing to sneeze, d = having to wipe ones nose. It is not

hard to see that any model which explains the depen

dence between c and d by an arrow from d to c, or by

a hidden common cause (*) between the two, cannot

be minimal, because any such model would be able to

out-mimic the one shown in Figure 1(a) which reflects

all observed independencies. For example, the model

of Figure 1(c), unlike that of Figure 1(a), accommo

dates distributions with arbitrary relations between a

and 6. Similarly, Figure 1(d) is not minimal as it fails

to impose the conditional independence between d and

{a, 6} given c. In contrast, Figure 1(e) is not consistent

with the data since it imposes a marginal independence

between {a, b} and d, which was not observed.

It turns out that while the minimality principle is suf

ficient for forming a normative and operational the

ory of causation, it does not guarantee that the search

through the vast space of minimal models would be

computationally practical. If Nature truly conspires

to conceal the structure of the underlying model she

could still annotate that model with a distribution

that matches many minimal models, having totally

disparate structures. To facilitate an effective proof

theory, we rule out such eventualities, and impose a

restriction on the distribution called "stability" (or

"dag-isomorphism" in [Pearl, 1988b]). It conveys the

assumption that all vanishing dependencies are struc

tural, not formed by incidental equalities of numerical

parameters5 .

Definition 8 Let I(P) denote the set of all condi

tional independence relationships embodieded in P. A

causal theory T = <£),©£>> generates a stable dis

tribution iff it contains no extraneous independences,

i.e. l(P(<D,eD>)) C I(P(<D,e'D>)) for any set of

parameters &D .

With the added assumption of stability, every distribu

tion has a unique causal model (up to equivalence), as

long as there are no hidden variables. This uniqueness

follows from the fact the structural constraints that an

underlying dag imposes upon the probability distribu

tion are equivalent to a finite set of conditional inde

pendence relationships asserting that, given its par

ents, each variable is conditionally independent of all

its non-descendents. Therefore two causal models are

equivalent (i.e. they can mimic each other) if and only

if they relay the same dependency information. The

following theorem, which is founded upon the depen

dency information, states necessary and sufficient con

ditions for equivalence of causal models which contain

no hidden variables.

Theorem 1 [Verma and Pearl, 1990] When U =

O, two causal models are equivalent iff their dags have

the same links and same set of uncoupled head-to-head

nodes6 .

The search for the minimal model then boils down

to recovering the structure of the underlying dag

from queries about the dependencies portrayed in

that dag. This search is exponential in gen

eral, but simplifies significantly when the underlying

&It is possible to show that, if the parameters are chosen

at random from any reasonable distribution, then any un

stable distribution has measure zero [Spirtes et al., 1989].

Stability precludes deterministic constraints. Less restric

tive assumptions are treated in [Geiger et al., 1990].

6i.e. converging arrows emanating from non-adjacent

nodes, such as a —» c «— b in Figure 1(a).
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structure is sparse (see [Spirtes and Glymour, 1991, Input: P a sampled distribution.

Verma and Pearl, 1990] for such algorithms).

Unfortunately, the constraints that a latent structure

impose upon the distribution cannot be completely

characterized by any set of dependency statements.

However, the maximal set of sound constraints can

be identified [Verma and Pearl, 1990] and it is this set

that permits us to recover sound fragments of latent

structures.

5 Recovering Latent Structures

When Nature decides to "hide" some variables, the ob

served distribution P need no longer be stable relative

to the observable set O, i.e. P may result from many

equivalent minimal latent structures, each containing

any number of hidden variables. Fortunately, rather

then having to search through this unbounded space

of latent structures, it turns out that for every latent

structure L, there is a dependency-equivalent latent

structure called the projection of L on O in which ev

ery unobserved node is a root node with exactly two

observed children:

Definition 9 A latent structure L[o] = <D[q\,0> is

a projection of another latent structure L iff

1. Every unobservable variable of D[o\ is a parentless

common cause of exactly two non-adjacent observ

able variables.

2. For every stable distribution P generated by L,

there exists a stable distribution P' generated by

L[0] suck that I(/fa]) = I(P(o))-

Theorem 2 Any latent structure has at least one pro

jection (identifiable in linear time).

It is convenient to represent projections by bi

directional graph with only the observed variables as

vertices (i.e., leaving the hidden variables implicit).

Each bi-directed link in such a graph represents a com

mon hidden cause of the variables corresponding to the

link's end points.

Theorem 2 renders our definition of inferred causation

(Definition 7) operational; we will show (Theorem 3)

that if a certain link exists in a distinguished projec

tion of any minimal model of P, it must indicate the

existence of a causal path in every minimal model of

P. Thus the search reduces to finding a projection of

any minimal model of P and identifying the appropri

ate links. Remarkably, these links can be identified by

a simple procedure, the IC-algorithm, that is not more

complex than that which recovers the unique minimal

model in the case of fully observable structures.

IC-Algorithm (Inductive Causation)

Output: core(P) a marked hybrid acyclic graph.

1. For each pair of variables a and 6, search for a set

Sai, such that (a, Saj, 6) is in I(P),

namely a and 6 are independent in P, conditioned

on 5aj. If there is no such Sab> place an undirected

link between the variables.

2. For each pair of non-adjacent variables a and 6 with

a common neighbor c, check if c € Sa(,.

If it is, then continue.

If it is not, then add arrowheads pointing at c, (i.e.

a —► c <— 6).

3. Form core(P) by recursively adding arrowheads ac

cording to the following two rules:

If nb and there is a strictly directed path from a to

6 then add an arrowhead at 6. _^

If a and 6 are not adjacent but ac and c — b, then

direct the link c —► 6.

4. Mark any uni-directed link a —► 6 if there is some

link with an arrowhead directed at a.

The result of this procedure is a substructure called

core(P) in which every marked uni-directed arrow

X —► Y stands for the statement: "X has a causal

influence on Y (in all minimal latent structures con

sistent with the data)". We call these relationships

"genuine" causal influences (e.g. c —► d in previous

Figure 1).

Definition 10 For any latent structure L, core(L) is

defined as the hybrid graph? satisfying (1) two nodes

are adjacent in core(Z) iff they are adjacent or they

have a common unobserved cause in every projection

of L, and (2) a link between a and b has an arrowhead

pointing at b iff a —► b or a and b have a common

unobserved cause in every projection of L.

Theorem 3 For any latent structure L = <D,0>

and an associated theory T = <D, ©/>> if P(T) is

stable then core(L) = core(F\o](T)).

Corollary 1 // every link of the directed path C —** E

is marked in core(P) then C has a causal influence on

E according to P.

6 Probabilistic Definitions for Causal

Relations

The IC-algorithm takes a distribution P and outputs

a dag, some of its links are marked uni-directional

ab denotes adjacency, i.e. a — b, a —► b, a «— 6 or a «-> 6;

ab denotes either a —* b or o «-► b.

8In a hybrid graph links may be undirected, uni-directed

or bi-directed.
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(denoting genuine causation), some are unmarked uni

directional (denoting potential causation), some are bi

directional (denoting spurious association) and some

are undirected (denoting relationships that remain un

determined). The conditions which give rise to these

labelings constitute operational definitions for the var

ious kinds of causal relationships. In this section we

present explicit definitions of potential and genuine

causation, as they emerge from Theorem 3 and the

IC-algorithm. Note that in all these definitions, the

criterion for causation between two variables, X and

Y, will require that a third variable Z exhibit a spe

cific pattern of interactions with X and Y . This is not

surprising, since the very essence of causal claims is to

stipulate the behavior of X and Y under the influence

of a third variable, one that corresponds to an exter

nal control of X. Therefore, our definitions are in line

with the paradigm of "no causation without manipu

lation" [Holland, 1986]). The difference is only that

the variable Z, acting as a virtual control of X, must

be identified within the data itself. The IC-algorithm

provides a systematic way of searching for variables Z

that qualify as virtual controls.

Detailed discussions of these definitions in terms of

virtual control are given in Sections 7 and 8.

Definition 11 (Potential Cause) A variable X has

a potential causal influence on another variable Y

(inferable from P), if

1. X and Y are dependent in every context.

2. There exists a variable Z and a context S such

that

(i) X and Z are independent given S

(ii) Z and Y are dependent given S

Note that this definition precludes a variable X from

being a potential cause of itself or of any other variable

which functionally determines X.

Definition 12 (Genuine Cause) A variable X has

a genuine causal influence on another variable Y

if there exists a variable Z such that either:

1. X is a potential cause of Y and there exists a

context S satisfying:

(i) Z is a potential cause of X

(ii) Z and Y are dependent given S.

(Hi) Z and Y are independent given SU X,

or,

2. X is a genuine cause of Z and Z is a genuine

cause ofY .

Definition 13 (Spurious Association) Two vari

ables X and Y are spuriously associated if they are

dependent in some context S and there exists two other

variables Z\ and Zi such that:

1. Z\ and X are dependent given S

2. Zz and Y are dependent given S

S. Z\ and Y are independent given S

4- Z2 and X are independent given S

Succinctly, using the predicates / and -1/ to denote

independence and dependence respectively, the condi

tions above can be written:

1. -*I{ZUX\S)

2. -./(Za,y|S)

3. I(Zr,Y\S)

4. I{Z2,X\S)

Definition 11 was formulated in [Pearl, 1990] as a rela

tion between events (rather than variables) with the

added condition P(Y\X) > P(Y) in the spirit of

[Good, 1983, Reichenbach, 1956, Suppes, 1970]. Con

dition 1 in Definition 12 may be established either

by statistical methods (per Definition 11) or by other

sources of information e.g., experimental studies or

temporal succession (i.e. that Z precedes X in time).

When temporal information is available, as it

is assumed in the most theories of causality

([Granger, 1988, Spohn, 1983, Suppes, 1970]), then

Definitions 12 and 13 simplify considerably because

every variable preceding and adjacent to X now qual

ifies as a "potential cause" of X. Moreover, adjacency

(i.e. condition 1 of Definition 11) is not required as

long as the context S is confined to be earlier than S.

These considerations lead to simpler conditions distin

guishing genuine from spurious causes as shown next.

Definition 14 (Genuine Causation with tempo

ral information) A variable X has a causal influence

on Y if there is a third variable Z and a context S, both

occurring before X such that:

1. -./(z,y|s)

2. I(Z,Y\SUX)

Definition 15 (Spurious Association with tem

poral information) Two variables X and Y are spu

riously associated if they are dependent in some con

text S, X precedes Y and there exists a variable Z

satisfying:

1. I(Z,Y\S)

2. -I(Z,X\S)
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7 Causal Intuition and Virtual

Experiments

This section explains how the formulation introduced

above conforms to common intuition about causation

and, in particular, how symmetric probabilistic de

pendencies can be transformed into judgements about

causal influences. We shall first uncover the intuition

behind Definition 14, assuming the availability of tem

poral information, then (in Section 8) generalize to non

temporal data, per Definition 12.

The common intuition about causation is captured by

the heuristic definition [Rubin, 1989]: UX is a cause

for Y if an external agent interfering only with X can

affect Y* .

Thus, causal claims are much bolder than those made

by probability statements; not only do they summa

rize relationships that hold in the distribution under

lying the data, but they also predict relationships that

should hold when the distribution undergoes changes,

such as those inferable from external intervention. The

claim "X causes Yn asserts the existence of a stable

dependence between X and Y, one that cannot be at

tributed to some prior cause common to both, and one

that should be preserved when an exogenous control

is applied to X.

This intuition requires the formalization of three no

tions:

1. That the intervening agent be "external" (or "ex

ogenous")

2. That the agent can "affect" Y

3. That the agent interferes "only" with X

If we label the behavior of the intervening agent by a

variable Z, then these notions can be given the follow

ing probabilistic explications:

1. Externality of Z: Variations in Z must be inde

pendent of any factors W which precede X, i.e.,

I(Z, W) V W : tw < tx (1)

Control: For Z to effect changes in Y (via X)

we require that Z and Y be dependent, written:

-/(z,y) (2)

3. Locality: To ensure that Z interferes "only" with

X, i.e., that its entire effect on Y is mediated by

X , we use the conditional independence assertion:

I{Z,Y\X) (3)

to read "Z is independent of Y, given Xn.

Note that (1) and (2) imply (by the axioms of condi

tional independence [Pearl, 1988b]) that X and Y are

dependent, namely, ->I(X, Y).

 

 

Figure 2

Conditions (1) through (3) constitute the traditional

premises behind controlled statistical experiments,

with (1) reflecting the requirement that units selected

for the expirement be chosen at random from the pop

ulation under study. They guarantee that any de

pendency observed between X and Y cannot be ex

plained away by holding fixed some factor W preced

ing X, hence it must be attributed to genuine causa

tion. The sufficiency of these premises is clearly not

a theorem of probability theory, as it relies on tempo

ral relationships among the variables. However, it can

be derived from probability theory together with Re-

ichenbach's principle [Reichenbach, 1956], stating that

every dependence -<I(X,Y) requires a causal expla

nation, namely either one of the variables causes the

other, or there must be a variable W preceding X and

y such that I(X,Y\W) (see Figure 2). Indeed, if there

is no back path from Z to Y through W (Eq. (1)) and

no direct path from Z to Y avoiding X (Eq. (3)) then

there must be a causal path from X to Y that is re

sponsible for the dependence in Eq. (2)9.

In non-experimental situations it is not practical to de

tach X completely from its natural surrounding and to

subject it to the exclusive control of an exogenous (and

randomized) variable Z. Instead, one could view some

of X's natural causes as "virtual controls" and, pro

vided certain conditions are met, use the latter to re

veal non-spurious causal relationship between X and

y. In so doing we compromise, of course, condition

(1), because we can no longer guarantee that those nat

ural causes of X are not themselves affected by other

causes which, in turn, might influence Y (see Figure 3).

However, it turns out that for stable distributions, con

ditions (2) and (3) are sufficient to guarantee that the

association between X and Y is non-spurious, thus

justifying Definition 14 for genuine causation.

The intuition goes as follows (see Figure 3): If the de-

'Cartwright [Cartwright, 1989] offers a sufficiency proof

in the context of linear models.
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pendency between Z and Y (and similarly, between

X and Y) is spurious, namely, X and Y are merely

manifestations of some common cause W, there is no

reason then for X to screen-off Y from Z, and con

dition (2) should be violated. In case condition (2)

is accidentally satisfied by some strange combination

of parameters, it is bound to be "unstable", as it will

be perturbed with any slight change of expiremental

conditions.

Conditions (2) and (3) are identical to those in Defi

nition 14, save for the context S which is common to

both. The inclusion of the fixed context 5 is legit

imized by noting that if P(X, Y, Z) is a marginal of

a stable distribution, then so is the conditional distri

bution P(X, Y, Z\S = s), as long as 5 corresponds to

variables which precede X.

Definition 14 constitutes an alternative way of recov

ering causal structures, more flexible than the IC-

algorithm; we search the data for three variables

Z,X,Y (in this temporal order) that satisfy the two

conditions in some context S = s, and when such a

triple is found, X is proclaimed to have a genuine

causal influence on Y . Clearly, permitting an arbitrary

context S increases the number of genuine causal influ

ences that can be identified in any given data; marginal

independencies and even 1-place conditional indepen

dencies are rare phenomenon.

Note that failing to satisfy the test for genuine causa

tion does not mean that such relationship is necessarily

absent between the quantities under study. Rather, it

means that the data available cannot substantiate the

claim of genuine causation. To further test such claims

one may need to either conduct experimental studies,

or consult a richer data set where virtual control vari

ables are found.

In testing this modeling scheme on real life data,

we have examined the observations reported in Se-

wal Wright's seminal paper "Corn and Hog Correla

tions" [Wright, 1925]. As expected, corn-price (X) can

clearly be identified as a cause of hog-price (Y), not

the other way around. The reason lies in the existence

of the variable corn-crop (Z) that, by satisfying the

conditions of Definition 14 (with 5 = 0), acts as a

virtual control of X (see Figure 2). To test for the

possibility of reciprocal causation, one can try to find

a virtual controller for Y, for example, the amount of

hog-breeding (Z'). However, it turns out that Z' is not

screened off from X by Y (possibly because corn prices

exert direct influence over farmer's decision to breed

more hogs), hence, failing condition 3, Y disqualifies as

a genuine cause of X. Such distinctions are important

to policy makers in deciding, for example, which com

modity, corn or hog, should be subsidized or taxed.

8 Non-Temporal Causation and

Statistical Time

When temporal information is unavailable the condi

tion that Z precede X (Definition 14) cannot be tested

directly and must be replaced by an equivalent condi

tion, based on dependence information. As it turns

out, the only reason we had to require that Z pre

cede X is to rule out the possibility that Z is a causal

consequence of X; if it were a consequence of X then

the dependency between Z and Y could easily be ex

plained away be a common cause W of X and Y (see

Figure 2).

The information that permits us to conclude that one

variable is not a causal consequence of another comes

in the form of an "intransitive triplet", such as the

variables a, 6 and c in Figure 1(a) satisfying: I(a, b),

->/(a, c) and ->/(6, c). The argument goes as follows: If

we create conditions (fixing 5a*) where two variables,

a and 6, are each correlated with a third variable c but

are independent of each other, then the third variable

cannot act as a cause of a or 6, (recall that in sta

ble distributions, common causes induce dependence

among their effects); it must be either their common

effect, a —* c «— 6, or be associated with a and 6 via

common causes, forming a pattern such as a <-* c *-* b.

This is indeed the eventuality that permits our algo

rithm to begin orienting edges in the graph (step 2),

and assign arrowheads pointing at c. It is also this

intransitive pattern which is used to ensure that .Y is

not a consequence of Y (in Definition 11) and that Z

is not a consequence of X (in Definition 12). In defi

nition 14 we have two intransitive triplets, (Zx, X, Y)

and (X, Y, Zj), thus ruling out direct causal influence

between X and Y, implying spurious associations as

the only explanation for their dependence.

This interpretation of the intransitive triple is in line

with the "virtual control" view of causation. For ex

ample, one of the reasons people insist that the rain

causes the grass to become wet, and not the other way

around, is that they can find other means of getting the

grass wet, totally independent of the rain. Transferred

to our chain a — c — b, we can preclude c from being a

cause of a if we find another means (6) of potentially

controlling c without affecting a [Pearl, 1988a, p. 396].

Determining the direction of causal influences from

nontemporal data raises some interesting philosophical

questions about the nature of time and causal expla

nations. For example, can the orientation assigned to

the arrow X —► Y in Definition 14 ever clash with tem

poral information (say by a subsequent discovery that

Y precedes X)l Alternatively, since the rationale be

hind Definition 14 is based on strong intuitions about

how causal influences should behave (statistically), it

is apparent that such clashes, if they occur, are rather

rare. The question arises then, why? Why should ori

entations determined solely by statistical dependencies
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have anything to do with the flow of time?

In human discourse, causal explanations indeed carry

two connotations, temporal and statistical. The tem

poral aspect is represented by the convention that a

cause should precede its effect. The statistical aspect

expects causal explanations (once accounted for) to

screen off their effects, i.e., render their effects con

ditionally independent10. More generally, causal ex

planations are expected to obey many of the rules

that govern paths in a directed acyclic graphs (e.g.,

the intransitive triplet criterion for potential causa

tion, Section 7). This leads to the observation that, if

agreement is to hold between the temporal and statis

tical aspects of causation, natural statistical phenom

ena must exhibit some basic temporal bias. Indeed,

we often encounter phenomenon where knowledge of a

present state renders the variables of the future state

conditionally independent (e.g., multi-variables eco

nomic time series as in Eq. (4) below). We rarely

find the converse phenomenon, where knowledge of the

present state would render the components of the past

state conditionally independent. The question arises

whether there is any compelling reason for this tem

poral bias.

A convenient way to articulate this bias is through the

notion of "Statistical Time".

Definition 16 (Statistical Time) Given an empir

ical distribution P, a statistical time of P is any or

dering of the variables that agrees with at least one

minimal causal model consistent with P.

We see, for example, that a scalar Markov-chain pro

cess has many statistical times; one coinciding with the

physical time, one opposite to it and the others corre

spond to any time ordering of the variables away from

some chosen variable. On the other hand a process

governed by two coupled Markov chains,

Xt = aXt

Y, = 7*i-
(4)

has only one statistical time - the one coinciding with

10This principle, known as Reichenbach's "conjunctive

fork" or "common-cause" criterion [Reichenbach, 1956,

Suppes and Zaniotti, 1981] has been criticized by Salmon

[Salmon, 1984], who showed that some events would qual

ify as causal explanations though they fail to meet Re

ichenbach's criterion. Salmon admits, however, that when

a conjunctive forks does occur, the screening off variable is

expected to be the cause of the other two, not the effect

[Salmon, 1984, p. 167]. He notes that it is difficult to find

physically meaningful examples where a response variable

renders its two causes conditionally independent (although

this would not violate any axiom of probability theory).

This asymmetry is further evidence that humans tend to

reject causal theories that yield unstable distributions.

the physical time11. Indeed, running the IC-algorithm

on samples taken from such a process, while sup

pressing all temporal information, quickly identifies

the components of *»_i and Yt-\ as genuine causes

of Xt and Yj. This can be seen from Definition 11,

where Xt-2 qualifies as a potential cause of Xt-\ us

ing Z = Yt-2 and S = {Xt-3, Yt-z), and Definition 12,

where Xt-\ qualifies as a genuine cause of Xt using

Z = Xt-2 and S = {y,_i} of Xt.

The temporal bias postulated earlier can be expressed

as follows:

Conjecture 1 (Temporal Bias) In most natural

phenomenon, the physical time coincides with at least

one statistical time.

Reichenbach [Reichenbach, 1956] attributed the asym

metry associated with his conjunctive fork to the sec

ond law of thermodynamics. We are not sure at this

point whether the second law can provide a full ac

count of the temporal bias as defined above, since

the influence of the external noise £t and £'t renders

the process in (4) nonconservative12. What is clear,

however, is that the temporal bias is language depen

dent. For example, expressing Eq.(4) in a different co

ordinate system (say, using a unitary transformation

(X't, Yt') = U(Xt, Yt)), it is possible to make the statis

tical time (in the (X', Y') representation) run contrary

to the physical time. This suggests that the apparent

agreement between the physical and statistical times

is a byproduct of human choice of linguistic primitives

and, moreover, that the choice is compelled by a sur

vival pressure to facilitate predictions at the expense

of diagnosis and planning.

9 Conclusions

The theory presented in this paper should dispel

the belief that statistical analysis can never distin

guish genuine causation from spurious covariation.

This belief, shaped and nurtured by generations of

statisticians [Fisher, 1953, Keynes, 1939, Ling, 1983,

Niles, 1921] has been a major hindrance in the way of

developing a satisfactory, non-circular account of cau

sation. In the words of Gardenfords [Gardenfors, 1988,

page 193]:

In order to distinguish genuine from spurious

causes, we must already know the causally

relevant background factors. ... Further, the

extra amount of information is substantial:

In order to determine whether C is a cause

of E, all causally relevant background factors

must be available. It seems clear that we

11 £t and (', are assumed to be two independent, white

noise time series. Also a jt 6 and 7 / li.

12 We are grateful to Seth Lloyd for this observation.
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often have determinate beliefs about causal

relations between events, even if we do not

know exactly which factors are causally rele

vant to the events in question13.

This paper shows that such extra information is of

ten unnecessary: Under the assumptions of model-

minimality (and/or stability), there are patterns of

dependencies that should be sufficient to uncover gen

uine causal relationships. These relationships cannot

be attributed to hidden causes lest we violate one of

the basic maxims of scientific methodology: the se

mantical version of Occam's razor. Adherence to this

maxim explains why humans reach consensus regard

ing the directionality and nonspuriousness of causal

relationships, in the face of opposing alternatives, per

fectly consistent with experience. Echoing Cartwright

[Cartwright, 1989] we summarize our claim with the

slogan "No Causes In, Some Causes Out".

From a methodological viewpoint, our theory should

settle some of the on going disputes regarding the

validity of path-analytic approaches to causal model

ing in the social sciences [Freedman, 1987, Ling, 1983].

It shows that the basic philosophy governing path-

analytic methods is legitimate, faithfully adhering to

the traditional norms of scientific investigation. At the

same time our results also explicate the assumptions

upon which these methods are based, and the con

ditions that must be fulfilled before claims made by

these methods can be accepted. Specifically, our anal

ysis makes it clear that causal modeling must begin

with vanishing ( conditional ) dependencies (i.e. miss

ing links in their graphical representations). Models

that embody no vanishing dependencies contain no vir

tual control variables, hence, the causal component of

their claims cannot be substantiated by observational

studies. With such models, the data can be used only

for estimating the parameters of the causal links once

we are absolutely sure of the causal structure, but the

structure itself, and especially the directionality of the

links, cannot be inferred from the data. Unfortunately,

such models are often employed in the social and be

havioral sciences e.g. [Kenny, 1979].

On the practical side, we have shown that the assump

tion of model minimality, together with that of "sta

bility" (no accidental independencies) lead to an effec

tive algorithm of recovering causal structures, trans

parent as well as latent. Simulation studies conducted

at our laboratory show that networks containing tens

of variables require less than 5000 samples to have

their structure recovered by the algorithm. For ex

ample, 1000 samples taken from the process shown in

Eq. (5), each containing ten successive X,Y pairs, were

sufficient for recovering its double-chain structure (and

the correct direction of time). The greater the noise,

l3See also Cartwright [Cartwright, 1989] for a similar po

sition, and for a survey of the literature.

the quicker the recovery.

Another result of practical importance is the following:

Given a proposed causal theory of some phenomenon,

our algorithm can identify in linear time those causal

relationships that could potentially be substantiated

by observational studies, and those whose directional

ity non-spuriousness can only be determined by con

trolled, manipulative experiments.

It should also be interesting to explore how the new

criteria for causation could benefit current research

in machine learning. In some sense, our method re

sembles a search through elements of a version space

[Mitchell, 1982], where each hypothesis stands for a

causal theory. Unfortunately, this is where the resem

blance ends. The prevailing paradigm in the machine

learning literature has been to define each hypothesis

(or theory, or concept) as a subset of observable in

stances; once we observe the entire extension of this

subset, the hypothesis is defined unambiguously. This

is not the case in causal modeling. Even if the train

ing sample exhausts the hypothesis subset (in our case,

this corresponds to observing P precisely), we are still

left with a vast number of equivalent causal theories,

each stipulating a drastically different set of causal

claims. Fitness to data, therefore, is an insufficient cri

terion for validating causal theories. Whereas in tradi

tional learning tasks we attempt to generalize from one

set of instances to another, the causal modeling task is

to generalize from behavior under one set of conditions

to behavior under another set. Causal models should

therefore be chosen by a criterion that challenges their

stability against changing conditions, and these show

up in the data in the form of virtual control variables.

Thus, the dependence patterns identified by definition

11 through 14 constitute islands of stability as well

as virtual validation tests for causal models. It would

be interesting to examine whether these criteria, when

incorporated into existing machine learning programs

would improve the stability of theories discovered by

such programs.
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Abstract

The notion of epistemic inconsistent, referring

to contradictory views about a same situation, is

introduced. These contradictions reflect not an

anomalous behavior of the state of affairs but

the incompleteness (or vagueness) of our

knowledge about it. The association of this

phenomenon with nonmonotonic reasoning is

discussed. A logic, calculus and semantics,

aiming to make precise this notion and to

enable reasoning on these inconsistent views,

without triviality, is presented.

1 INTRODUCTION

Deductive reasoning, our praised paradigm for correct,

impeccable, contradiction free thinking, unfortunately has

its application restricted to (ideal) situations where

complete knowledge about the facts and their relations is

available. For more realistic settings, the ones in daily

life and in many A.I. applications, reasoning methods

allowing the use of super deductive inference rules, such

as reasoning by default, for instance, are required. Strictly

speaking, these inference rules are not sound. It might

happen situations in which the premises are true but not

the conclusion. As a consequence of this lack of

soundness contradiction may eventually be achieved.

In [Pequeno 1990] it is argued that inconsistency is just a

natural companion to nonmonotonic methods of

reasoning and that paraconsistency (die property of a logic

admitting non trivial inconsistent theories) should play a

role in the formalization of these methods. The argument

can be briefly stated as follows.

Nonmonotonic reasoning is applied to situations in

which the knowledge is necessarily incomplete,

eventually inaccurate as well, and very often involving

informations giving evidence to contradictory

conclusions. Unlike deduction, this kind of reasoning

cannot be performed on local basis, without appealing to

context. In the course of reasoning the arguments interfere

with each other, generating conflicts and promoting the

defeat of partial conclusions.

Furthermore, there is no guarantee that every arising

conflict can be resolved. It may perfectly happen two

opposite partial conclusions having equal rights to be

achieved or, even if there is not such a perfect symmetry,

it can happen anyway the available knowledge not

enabling a clear decision in favour of one of the

alternatives. Thus contradiction arises. In case of

deduction this would carry out a revision of premisses by

the application of reductio ad absurdum. This is not the

case here. There is no point in applying reductio ad

absurdum to contradiction among defeasible conclusions.

In [Pequeno 1990] it is suggested that these contradictory

conclusions should be assimilated in a single theory and

reasoned out just as any other. This would emphasize the

need for a better understanding of this kind of situations

in order to provide a purely logical analysis for them. In

other words, to achieve these contradictions that emerge

in the course of reasoning is just to give the right account

for the situation. Obviously this could not be done in

classical logic. A special logic, a paraconsistent one,

would be required.

On leave from Universidade Federal do Cearfi.
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So, this is how nonmonotonic reasoning can lead to the

adoption of paraconsistency. On the other hand,

nonmonotonicity confers dynamics to paraconsistent

reasoning. It allows incoming informations eventually to

remove contradictions and/or include new ones.

The contamination of nonmonotonic reasoning with

unresolvable contradiction is a well known phenomenon.

Examples that illustrate it, such as Nixon's diamond,

have been recurrent in the literature on nonmonotonic

logics. In spite of this recognition, there is an

(understandable) resistance in assuming the inconsistent

theories that these contradictions seem to imply. One

approach to this problem has been simply to avoid the

contradiction by dismissing both opposite conclusions.

Another approach, taken by Reiter in his default logic,

[Reiter 1980], has been to split contradictory conclusions

into multiple extensions, each one internally consistent.

We are more concerned here with the discussion of this

second approach.

The splitting out of diverging default conclusions into

multiple extensions has the effect of precluding the purely

logical analysis of the whole situation. The contribution

of extralogical mechanisms to deal with extensions, in

order to perform reasoning, would be required.

Furthermore, this approach has an undesired side effect

which prevents default logic to avoid unintended

extensions (and conclusions) in situations such as the

famous "Yale shooting problem", discussed in

[Hanks & McDermott 1987].

Consider the following example, taken from

[Morris 1988]:

- Animals usually cannot fly;

- Winged animals are exception to this, they can fly;

- Birds are animals;

- Birds normally have wings.

This can be axiomatized, using Reiter's default, as

follows:

1
an(x) : -, flv(x) a -, wing(x)

-i fly(x)

2. wing(x) -» fly(x)

3. bird(x) -» an(x)

4 bird(x) : wing(x)

wing(x)

The following reasoning will then be possible: given that

Tweety is a bird, it follows from (3) that it is an animal,

and from this and rule (1) that it cannot fly. By

modus tollens on (2), if it cannot fly it is not winged.

With Reiter's default logic this last conclusion prevents

the application of the last default rule and therefore, from

the single fact that the poor Tweety is a bird, it comes

out this bizarre conclusion that it is wingless.

What happened so wrong here? The splitting into two

extensions: one in which Tweety is winged and another in

which it is not, didn't allow the reasoning to see that, by

being a bird, therefore winged, Tweety constitutes an

exception to rule (1), which makes this rule not being

applicable. This information belonged to another

extension and thus could not be seen from the unintended

extension. Thus, the dissolving of conflicts by the

splitting into extensions prevented the consideration of a

relevant piece of evidence, causing the trouble of not

handling properly the exception condition.

In [Pequeno 1990] it is presented a logic, the

Inconsistent Default Logic, IDL in short, which benefits

from a tolerant disposition towards contradiction, being

able to solve this problem. A general IDL default rule

reads as follows:

A : B ; C

B?

A is the antecedent of the rule and B its

default condition. C is a proviso (its negation is an

exception condition for the application of the rule).

Finally, B? is the consequent .

This rule is a modification of Reiter's rule in accordance

with the following considerations:

- a defeasible conclusion can never have the same

epistemic status as an irrefutable one, obtained from

deduction. Thus in IDL the former is distinguished from

the later by the use of an interrogation mark (?) suffixing

defeasible formulas.

- IDL implements the idea of accommodating conflicting

views in a same extension. Therefore, in IDL the

defeasible negation of a default condition (-> B)? (we call

it a weak contradiction) does not prevent the application

of the default rule. In order to defeat a default application a

strong contradiction —> B is required. Nixon's example,

for instance, when treated in IDL, generates just one

extension, containing "pacifist(Nixon)?" and

"-.pacifist(Nixon)?".

- The seminormal part of a default rule is frequently used

to express an exception condition. In IDL, C is really

taken as a proviso for the application of the rule,

receiving a differentiate treatment. In order to defeat the

application of an IDL default rule by its proviso, a weak

contradiction, (-i C)?, suffices.

We are now able to see how IDL works in Morris's

example. The same argument could be constructed as

before up to the temporary conclusion

"-i winged(Tweety)?". But now, this does not defeat the

application of rule (4) and thus "winged(Tweety)7" is also

achieved. This last conclusion, even being defeasible, is

able to prevent the application of rule (1) (by means of

its proviso). Therefore "-i fly(Tweety)?" is withdrawn

together with "-, winged(Tweety)?". So, with IDL, only
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the expected conclusions that by being a bird Tweety is

winged and can fly are obtained.

We leave to the reader to check it out that IDL would do

equally well in the Yale shooting problem (lazy readers

have the option to see it in [Pequeno 1990]).

We call epistemic inconsistency to inconsistencies in

descriptions of a state of affairs reflecting not an

inconsistency in the state of affairs itself but a lack in our

knowledge about it. This term stands in opposition to

ontological inconsistency, which refers to an inconsistent

behavior of the reality itself (whatever this means) and

has been used before, roughly with the same meaning as

here, by [Rescber & Brandom 1980].

The Logic of Epistemic Inconsistency, LEI for short, has

been designed aiming to make precise this notion. It is

intended to reason out meaningfully contradictions

resulting from reasoned out incomplete knowledge.

Although to serve as the monotonic basis for IDL has

been the main motivation for designing LEI, it has an

independent existence and an interest in its own. The

occurrence of inconsistencies arising from lack of

knowledge is not restricted to nonmonotonic or inductive

reasoning but, quite on the contrary, it is a very

widespread phenomenon. It will be shown that some

basic intuitions, reflected in the semantics of LEI,

underlie many instances of it

On the other hand, the ability to reason out

contradictions without triviality characterizes LEI as a

paraconsistent logic. Its properties can be studied in

comparison with other members of this family. For

instance, LEI is stronger than many other paraconsistent

logics and admits a recursive semantics (in the sense of

the meaning of an expression being determined by the

meanings of its components). Such semantics, reflecting

our intuitions on the notion of epistemic inconsistency,

is given in the text. The calculus for LEI has been shown

to be sound and complete with respect to it.

In the next sections the calculus for LEI will be

presented followed by a discussion of the semantic

intuitions assumed in its construction and by a precise

formulation of its semantics.

2 THE CALCULUS OF EPISTEMIC

INCONSISTENCY

The Calculus of Epistemic Inconsistency, CEI for short,

is a paraconsistent calculus designed to cope with our

intuitions about situations such as the ones described

above. These intuitions are made precise in a semantics

for the notion of epistemic inconsistency to be given

later in this paper. Thus, this calculus is intended to

reason out (meaningfully) the inconsistent theories

arising on these situations. Its design aims to keep as

many properties of classical logic as possible, without

interfering with the properties required for the performance

of this task.

(iii)

Briefly stated, a paraconsistent logic is a logic in which

triviality does not follow generally from contradiction. In

its design CEI fulfills the requirements established in

[Jaskowski 1948] and [da Costa 1974] concerning this

kind of logical systems. As a matter of fact, the calculus

CEI behaves classically for undoubting (monotonic,

irrefutable) statements and paraconsistently for plausible

(nonmonotonic, defeasible) ones. These two kinds of

statements are distinguished in the language of the

calculus by the use of an interrogation mark (?) suffixing

the formulas of the last kind. When used in association

with IDL, these marks are supplied by its default rules.

The following conventions are adopted in the presentation

of CEI: the Greek letters a, p. y denote arbitrary

formulas in the language L' of the calculus, while the

Roman capital letters A, B, C denote formulas in the

language L without "?" (?-free formulas). - a will be

used as a short for a -» p a -i p, where p is an

arbitrary sentential letter ("~" will be shown to behave as

classical negation in CEI).

The axiomatics for CEI is the following:

(i) a -> P -» a;

(ii) (a -» P) -» (a -> p -» y) -> (a -> y);

a a -» 3

P

(iv) a a P -» a;

(v) a a p -» p;

(vi) a -> p -* a a p;

(vii) a -> a v P;

(viii) P -> a v P;

(ix) (a-»y)->(HY)-»(«vM Y);

(x) ((a -> P) -» a) -* a;

(xi) (a -> B) -> (a -> -i B) -» -i a;

(xii) -i (a -» P) H o a i p;

(xiii) -i (a a P) H -i a v -i p;

(xiv) -i (a v P) <-> -, a a -i P;

(xv) -i -i a <-» a;

(xvi) (a? -> p?)? -> (a? -> p?);

(xvii) (a v P)? -> a? v p?;

(xviii) (-, a)? <-» -. (a?);

(xix) a -> a?;

(xx) a?? -> a?;

(xxi) „ =

a? -> p?

a
(xxii) ===== •
V -((-a)?)
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In the postulates above (iii), (xxi) and (xxii) are inference

rules. The rule (iii) also holds as an implication, i. e.,

a a (a —» (3) —> P is a theorem of CEI. The same is

not true for the other two rules. That is why a single bar

is used for (iii) and a doubled bar for the others. The same

convention will be adopted for derived rules in CEI, in

order to indicate whether the use of these rules affects

eventual applications of the deduction theorem.

Special attention must be paid to the Roman letter B at

axiom (xi). This is a key axiom for the attainment of the

selective paraconsistency of CEI. It restricts the axiom of

absurdity to undoubting formulas (formulas without "?").

For the construction of this calculus, some guidelines

were assumed. For instance, the following schemes were

definitely rejected:

a?
a? -> a (or even — ) ,

a

a? -► (- a)? -» P? (or

P?

)•

By the first schema, defeasible knowledge would lead to

irrefutable knowledge and, by the second, defeasible

inconsistency would lead to (defeasible) trivialization. The

implicative forms of the rules (xxi) and (xxii), for

instance, would carry out a? —» a, while the rule

a?, (a —> p)? / p?, although it may seem reasonable,

entails a?, (- a)? / B? in CEI. So, the distribution of

"?" over the implication is not allowed. The same

happens for a?, P? / (a a B)?. In fact, these two rules

can be shown to be equivalent in CEI.

The rule (xxi), used in conjunction with modus ponens

rule, (iii), enables the derivation of P? from a-»P and

a?. This kind of reasoning is one of the main

mechanisms for propagation of "?" along inferences.

Recall the example on birds and animals in the previous

section. From the first default rule and the fact that

Tweety is an animal, it follows "-i fly(Tweety)?" (With

IDL reasoning this would be defeated later but anyway the

argument is illustrative on how rule (xxi) works.). The

statement (2) in the example is instantiated as

wing (Tweety) -» fly(Tweety)

Taking the contrapositive and applying rule (xxi) we get

-i fly(Tweety)? -» -i wing(Tweety)?.

This allows the application of modus ponens to get

"-i wing(Tweety)?". The rule (xxii) states that we can't

simultaneously be sure about a and consider that its

classical negation is plausible, that is, all theory based on

CEI having as theorems a and (~ a)? is trivial. A

particular case of this rule states that an irrefutable

statement A should defeat its plausible negation (-, A)?.

This is done in IDL by the machinery of its default rules.

Suppose that to the original statements of the Nixon's

diamond example it is added that "anyone who promotes a

war is definitely not a pacifist", together with the

information that Nixon promoted the Vietnam war. This

would lead to a categorical "-i pacifist(Nixon)", and it

should defeat "pacifist(Nixon)?", otherwise the set of

believes would become a trivial theory.

Let's give a look in the properties of CEI. Some

theorems are in order. The first result states that the

calculus CEI is in fact a classical calculus when restricted

to undoubting formulas.

Theorem 1: All classical theorems hold to formulas

of the language L (without "?") in CEI.

A corollary of this theorem is that the negation "-T

behaves classically as regards formulas of L:

I— (A -» B) -» (A -> -, B) -> -. A;

I ,-, A -4 A.

Theorem 2: The defined symbol "-" has indeed the

properties of classical negation in CEI:

I— (a -> P) -> (a -> - p) -> ~ a;

I— — a -> a.

Theorem 3: All elimination and introduction rules for

a and v hold in CEI.

The following two theorems give an idea on

CEI reasoning by showing samples of classical theorems

which are kept and other which no longer hold in CEI,

besides examples that illustrates its behavior.

Theorem 4: Among others, the following schemas are

theorems or rules of CEI:

a v -i a;

- a -> -i a;

(a -> P) <-> - a v P;

(a -> B) -» -i a v B;

(a v P)?<-> a?v p?;

(-i a)? <-» -i (a?);

(a? -» P?) -> (a -> P)?;

(a -> p?) -+ (a -> P)?;

a //(a -» p)?-» p?;

(a a P)? -> a? a p?;

a // p? -> (a a p)?;

-i (a a -. a).

Notice that the thesis -i (a a -i a), which express the

non-contradiction law (although in terms of a weak

negation), is a theorem in CEI. Amazingly this does not

prevent CEI of being paraconsistent, in spite of the

condition of -i (a a -i a) not being a theorem has been

stated in [da Costa 1974] as one requirement

paraconsistent calculi should fulfill. As a matter of fact, it
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is not a necessary requirement for the attainment of

paraconsistency and, therefore, to avoid this theorem is

against the aim of keeping as much classical theorems as

possible. Furthermore CEI is not the only paraconsistent

calculus in which -, (q a -i a) holds. This also

happens to many relevant systems and to all the

paraconsistent calculi in [Buchsbaum & Pequeno 1991].

Theorem 5: Among others, the following scbemas are

not theorems or rules of CEI:

(a -» P) -* (a -» -i P) -> -, a;

-i a -» - a;

-i a v p -> (a -* P);

-i a, a v p /p;

a-* p / -i p -> -, q;

a?, (-,a)?/p?;

a? / a;

a?, (a->p)?/p?;

(a-» P)?/a-> p?;

a? a p?/(a a P)?;

p?/a-> (a a p)?.

This last theorem is useful in showing arguments that are

not allowed. For instance, suppose we have A? and

(A -» B)?. From the last we have (-, A v B)? and then

(-i A)? v B?, or even -i (A?) v B?; but from this we

cannot have A? -» B?, and then, by applying modus

ponens, B?. On the other hand, by considering directly A?

and -i (A?) v B?, also B? does not follow.

Another important remark is that CEI reasoning does not

mix up different extensions, as it should be expected. In a

sense it is not adjunctive as regarding defeasible formulas.

From a? and p? we don't have (a a p)?, although

having a? a P?. This property has a very significative

effect on the reasoning. Suppose the following example:

fly(x)7 : fast(x)

fast(x)7

-i fly(x)? : cautious(x)

cautious(x)?

- fast(x) a cautious(x) -» perfect-traveller(x)

From this last statement it can be derived (by rule xxi)

(fast(x) a cautious(x))? -» perfect-traveller(x)?,

but it would not be fair from "fly(Tweety)?" and

"-i fly(Tweety)?" to conclude that Tweety is a perfect

traveller and this is in fact not allowed in CEI. In other

words, we have that may be Tweety is fast and may be

Tweety is cautious, but not that may be

Tweety is fast and cautious.

Every thing has a price to be paid for. The precautions

against mixing up defeasible conclusions has a drawback,

which ultimately comes from our decision of not

distinguishing nor talking about extensions. There are

many situations in which effectively we want to combine

defeasible conclusions, that would be in a same

extension.

For instance, suppose we get from a default that

"has-boof(Incitatus)?" and "quadruped(Incitatus)?", and that

we also have

has-hoof(x) a quadruped(x) -> equine(x)

Thus, we would like to be able to conclude

"equine(Incitatus)?", but unfortunately this is not allowed

for the feature just discussed.

A way out of this trouble would be to anticipate these

valid combinations and, to remain safe, combine them

through the default rules from which they come from.

For instance, besides

a : has-hooof(x) P : quadruped(x)

has-boof(x)7 ana quadruped(x)?

it would be added their combination:

a a P : has-hoof(x) a quadruped(x)

(has-hoof(x) a quadruped(x))?

Now, "equine(Incitatus)7" can be inferred. Certainly this

is not very elegant, but it is anyway effective in solving

this problem.

Aiming at the construction of a theory of definition for

CEI, a new abbreviation, the strong implication, is

introduced: q => p is short for

(q -» P) a (-i p -» -i q), as well as its corresponding

double implication: a « p is short for

(q => P) a (p => a).

A replacement theorem for CEI, which would enable the

eliminability of defined terms, can then be proved.

Theorem 6: (replacement) Let a' be a formula

obtained from q by substituting p' for some occurrences

(not necessarily all) of p. Then T \— p *> P' entails

r \— a ** q'

The concept of a formula being closed is introduced now.

It refers to a formula having all its components under the

scope of an interrogation mark (taking "~" as in the

language). A theorem assures that additional "?" suffixing

this kind of formulas are irrelevant.

We say that a formula is closed if it has one of the forms

q?, -i p, - p or p # y, where P and y are closed

formulas and # € ( —>,a.v ).

Theorem 7: If a is a closed formula, then

r— q «* q?.

This concept plays a role in a version of the deduction

theorem which holds for CEI.
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Theorem 8: (restricted deduction) If there is a

deduction of P from r.ct, then r I— a -> p, unless a

is not closed and the rules (xxi) or (xxii) are used after the

first time a occurs justified by being a premise.

3 SEMANTICS

The basic intuition to be captured by the semantics of

LEI is the truthfulness relative to multiple observations

of a same phenomenon, taken under different conditions,

when the informations about these conditions (or even on

how the observations can be affected by them) are not

available. It might happen, for instance, an experiment

where a variation of conditions out of control (some

variation is always the case in any experiment) is enough

to affect the experiment to a level detectable by the

instruments.

We are facing again a situation of insufficient knowledge

leading to disagreement. It parallels our initial motivation

about multiple extensions generated by a default theory

when lack of knowledge does not enable the control of

the selection among alternatives equally plausible.

A semantic framework reflecting the above scenario can

be constructed as follows. A valuation V for an atomic

proposition p is composed by a non-empty collection C

of classical valuations for p (each one may be thought as

expressing the opinion of an observer about p). There are

two extreme alternatives for the definition of the

truth value of p - a credulous and a skeptical one. By the

credulous alternative p is taken as true if, for some

classical valuation v belonging to C, v(p) is true. This

alternative leads to a paraconsistent semantics, which we

call semantics of maximization. This is the kind of

semantics adopted in LEI.

By the other alternative p would be true only if it is true

for all v in C. This could lead to a paracomplete

semantics (semantics of minimization). A paracomplete

logic is a logic in which the thesis expressing the

excluded middle principle (a v -i a) is not valid.

A combination of these two alternatives would lead to a

non-alethic semantics. A non-alethic logic is a logic both

paraconsistent and paracomplete. All these alternatives

have been explored for the construction of semantical

systems and their corresponding calculi in

[Buchsbaum & Pequeno 1991].

The semantics for LEI is given by the definition of a

valuation function V, in terms of auxiliary functions vm.x

and vmin, recursively defined for each classical valuation v

belonging to C. Roughly speaking, this semantics

corresponds to the adoption of the first alternative as

regards defeasible formulas (formulas suffixed by "?") and

the second alternative to undoubting (?-free) formulas. In

other words, V(A?) is true if A is true for some classical

valuation v in C (A is true for someone), while V(A) is

true iff it is true for all classical valuations v in C (A is

true for everyone). The later intends to capture the idea

that the set of (monotonic) theorems of r corresponds to

the intersection of all possible extensions

(completements) of r.

Definition: Let C be a non-empty collection of

classical valuations. For each v € C, let v.^ and vmin

be functions from L' to {0,1} and let V be a function

from L' to ( 0,1 } too, such as the following conditions are

satisfied:

V(a) = 1 iff for all v e C, vm„(a) ■ 1;

vm„(p) = vmin(p) - v(p);

vm„(-i a) = 1 iff vmin(a) - 0;

vrain(-> a) - 1 iff vm„(a) - 0;

vm.x(a?) = 1 iff for some v' € C, v'm„(a) = 1;

vmin(a?) - 1 iff for all V e C, v'min(a) = 1;

v„„(a -> p) - 1 iff vm„(a) = 0 or vmM(p) = 1;

vmin(a -» p) - 1 iff vmM(a) - 0 or vmin(p) - 1;

vm„(a a p) = 1 iff vn„(a) - 1 and vm„(p) - 1;

vmin(a a p) - 1 iff vmin(a) = 1 and vmin(p) * 1;

vm„(a v p) - 1 iff vm„(a) = 1 or vm„(p) - 1;

vmln(a v p) = 1 iff vmin(a) - 1 or vmin(p) = 1.

For any formula a in the language of CEI, the truth

value of a is given by V(a).

Notice that, although the second alternative has

apparently been adopted in our semantics for classical

formulas, this does not lead to paracompleteness here,

because V is defined in a way to make a v -i a valid.

The next is the key theorem in this section, stating the

soundness and the completeness of the calculus with

respect to the given semantics.

Theorem 9: (soundness and completeness)

T I— a iff T t— a

The following theorem assures that the interpretation for

classical formulas (?-free formulas) given in LEI is in

accordance with the classical prepositional semantics. It

states that, under reasonable conditions, the ?-free logical

consequences of a set of formulas in LEI are the same as

the classical logical consequences of the ?-free formulas in

this set. The reasonable conditions refer to having in the

set only ?-free formulas or formulas containing an "?"

suffixing a 7-free formula (avoiding arbitrary mixing up

of interrogation marks). These are the kind of formulas

generated naturally by a default theory consisting of

classical formulas and IDL default rules.
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A collection of formulas of LEI is said normal if it is

non trivial and all of its formulas have one of the forms

A or A?.

Theorem 10: Let f be a normal collection of

formulas in L' (L + 7) and T the set of ?-free formulas

in P. Then

T^Aiffr A,

where "N=" stands for the classical prepositional logical

consequence.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Our aim in this paper has been to demonstrate that the

idea of assuming all the conclusions supplied by

reasoning on incomplete knowledge, in spite of

expressing inconsistent views, can be taken seriously. We

are able to devise two possible objections to be raised

against this idea. The first is a conceptual objection based

on the argument that contradiction is indicative of error

occurrence and therefore the efforts should be directed

towards the correction of these errors and not in propagate

them. It could be added that an inconsistent description is

a description of nothing. The second is a technical

objection based on the belief that, in any reasonable

logic, inconsistent theories are trivial (everything is a

theorem). We think that the logic presented here is

evidence enough to remove the later objection. A logic

able to perform reasoning in the presence of contradiction,

without trivializing, being at the same time strong

enough to make this reasoning useful, is perfectly

possible. We would like to further discuss the first

objection.

Contradiction is effectively a test for error. If a

contradiction is deduced from a set of premises, this

imply the inconsistency of this set. Semantically this

means that no model can exist in which all of them are

true. Thus it is a positive indication that these premises

make a bad description of a given piece of a world. A

similar practice is adopted in the methodology of the

exact sciences. Contradictions among conclusions of a

scientific theory, or among previsions of a theory and

empirical observations, demand a revision of the

hypothesis of the theory. To stay free of contradiction is

one of the main methodological prescriptions of standard

scientific practice.

The situation is quite diverse when common sense or

artificial intelligence applications are considered. Then the

inaccuracy of the knowledge is recognized in advance, and

so the occurrence of contradictions does not provide such

strong indication. It may demand an effort to get more

precise informations, but this refinement cannot be done

beyond the limits of the knowledge available at a given

time. In spite of it, reasoning must be done and decisions

taken.

This kind of situation reveals that the role of reasoning is

not exactly to come up with conclusions to be assumed

as true in situations satisfying the premises. This picture

fits well deductive reasoning and it is so prevalent as a

paradigm for thinking that it is often taken as a general

expression for reasoning.

Actually, the role of reasoning is to perform an analysis

of the epistemic relations within the knowledge. It is to

compose and judge evidences, to resolve conflicts (when

possible) and to come up with relations between

evidences and possible conclusions. These conclusions, in

opposition to deductive ones, can never be detached from

the premises in support of them. As has been pointed

out, situations that satisfy the premises may not satisfy

the conclusions. So, this kind of conclusions, more than

a statement about the state of affairs, is a statement about

our knowledge on the state of affairs. A contradiction then

means simply that there are evidences in support of A as

well there are also evidences supporting -i A. There is

nothing so striking about it After words it is not even a

contradiction. What can be a little striking is to take these

conclusions altogether as a set of believes. This is

precisely what is done here, but with the precautions of

distinguishing this kind of belief and of treating them

with a suitable logic. That is why we make a point in

insisting about marking defeasible conclusions.

Perhaps the main point in these objections could be

summarized in the observation that taking decisions on

basis of the assumption that contradictory statements are

true sounds nonsense and might even be dangerous.

Although being correct, the observation misses the point.

First of all because this is more a statement about the

pragmatics of the situation, about die use to be done with

a piece of information, than an epistemic one. In the

second place because, as it has been argued, defeasible

conclusions are not really intended just to be assumed as

true. We certainly agree that an inference of A? a -. A?

may add extra warning in the consideration of this kind of

conclusion and this is reflected in the way the given

calculus treats it.

It is worthwhile at this point to make a clear statement

about the position we defend. We are not affirming here

(at least not yet) that this is the only correct way to

perform reasoning on such situations. The position we

assume is a bit weaker. We just advocate, providing

technical support, that this is a possible and legal way to

do the things. On top of that, there is also a feeling that

there are effectively situations in which this is really the

appropriate approach to be taken. Another important

point made here is the idea of providing a purely logical

analysis of the reasoning, at least up to the point

nonmonotonicity is itself accepted as logical. Our idea

about default reasoning is to have it entirely performed by

default rules extending a monotonic basis. LEI is offered

here as a candidate for such a basis, but other alternatives

could be the case. For instance, a paracomplete logic
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could be adopted if the situation requires a more cautious

disposition.

The exploration of this kind of alternative is one of the

directions for future research that we devise. As a first

step in this direction, the authors have developed a whole

family of non classical calculi coping with variations on

a common semantical framework. These calculi and a

study of their properties are presented in

[Buchsbaum & Pequeno 1991]. We are also working out

first order extensions for LEI and for all those calculi.

Another point to deserve attention is to provide a

semantics for the whole logic, encompassing its

nonmonotonic part.
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Abstract

Within diagnostic reasoning a number of def

initions of diagnosis such as minimal diagno

sis, kernel diagnosis, and optimal (or most

likely) diagnosis have been proposed. Most of

these approaches assume that diagnoses must

be computed, and that what should be com

puted can be denned a priori, independent

of the use of the diagnosis and of the domain

(i.e. from "first principles"). It was recently

argued [Poole and Provan, 1990] that the di

agnostic problem, as currently posed, is in

complete: it does not consider how the diag

nosis is to be used, tests which can be done

to clarify the hypothesised diagnoses, or the

utility associated with the treatment of the

abnormalities. This paper shows that purely

logic-based definitions of diagnosis can define

only the space of possible hypotheses consis

tent with (or entailed by) the evidence; com

puting minimal, kernel or most likely diag

noses requires using some extra-logical pref

erence criterion; hence, these "first princi

ples" definitions of diagnosis are not as gen

eral as has been claimed, but are problem-

specific. A more general framework, that of

partitioning the space of possible diagnoses

into equivalence classes of diagnoses, is pro

posed. Consistency-based diagnoses, shown

to be one class of diagnoses, are contrasted

with another class, use-equivalent diagnoses.

1 INTRODUCTION

Diagnostic reasoning is an important application for

AI research. Recently there have been a number of for-

malisations of the notion of diagnosis. These typically

define the diagnostic task as computing the "logical

possibilities" or the most likely of these. Within this

"This author was supported by NSERC grant

OGP0044121.

framework, there have been probabilistic definitions of

diagnosis [Pearl, 1987; Peng and Reggia, 1987b; Peng

and Reggia, 1987a], as well as abductive definitions of

diagnosis [Poole, 1989a; Reggia et al., 1985], minimal

diagnosis [Reiter, 1987; de Kleer and Williams, 1987;

de Kleer et al., 1990], and kernel diagnosis [de Kleer et

al., 1990]. Unlike earlier logic-based diagnoses that

consider what can be proven about a faulty device

[Genesereth, 1984], these papers have considered that

the question "what is a diagnosis?" is important to

answer. The intuition is that it is important to char

acterise the set of "logical possibilities" for a diagno

sis, presumably to be able to compare them. Most of

these approaches assume that the diagnoses (or per

haps the most likely diagnoses) must be computed,

and that what should be computed can be defined a

priori, independent of the use of the diagnosis and of

the domain, based only on "first principles" [Reiter,

1987].

It was recently argued [Poole and Provan, 1990] that

the diagnostic problem, as often currently posed, is

incomplete: it does not consider (1) how the diagnosis

is to be used, (2) tests which can be done to clarify the

hypothesised diagnoses, or (3) the utility associated

with the treatment of the abnormalities. The fact that

diagnostic reasoning is a purposive activity, in which

the reasons for computing the diagnosis affect what is

computed, has been ignored.

However, even if diagnostic reasoning is considered

purely within the limited scope of finding the logical

possibilities, serious problems arise in proposed defi

nitions of a diagnosis. Poole and Provan [1990] stud

ied six approaches to diagnostic reasoning, as well as

their associated notions of optimality (most of which

are based on probability theory). Given a problem,

each approach defines a space of possible diagnoses,

from which one can select a subset as optimal based

on some notion of optimality. The six approaches ex

amined were: (1) most likely single-fault hypothesis;

(2) most likely posterior hypothesis [Pearl, 1986]; (3)

most likely interpretation [Pearl, 1987; de Kleer and

Williams, 1987; Peng and Reggia, 1987b; Peng and
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Reggia, 1987a]; (4) probability of provability [Reiter,

1987; de Kleer et al., 1990]; (5) covering explanations

[Lin and Goebel, 1990]; and (6) utility-based explana

tion [Heckerman and Horvitz, 1990].

In analysing the diagnoses computed by these propos

als, the different definitions of optimal diagnosis can

be shown to have different qualitative (and quantita

tive) results, even given the same input data. If these

definitions of diagnosis are indeed from "first princi

ples" and are use-independent, then, presumably, they

should compute the same conjunction of hypotheses as

"a diagnosis" , given the same input data.

In particular, the logic-based definitions of diagnosis

(approaches (4) and (5) above) claim to remain ag

nostic with respect to the minimal or kernel diagnoses

computed; i.e. no criteria other than logical entail

ment are used to compute the diagnoses. Hence these

definitions should be insensitive to how the diagnoses

are to be used.

This paper shows that purely logic-based definitions

of diagnosis can define only the space of possible hy

potheses consistent with (or entailed by) the evidence;

computing minimal, kernel or most likely diagnoses

requires using some extra-logical preference criterion

which explicitly or implicitly makes a commitment to

the use of the diagnosis. We argue that such defini

tions are not agnostic, and that there is no use-free

definition of minimal, kernel or most likely diagnosis.

Hence, these "first principles" definitions of diagnosis

are indeed not as general as has been claimed, but are

problem-specific. It is argued that it is an inherent

preference criterion which causes the different defini

tions of diagnosis to produce different answers to a

given problem.

This paper argues that a utility-based approach is

essential for diagnostic reasoning. Making the util

ity function explicit clarifies the entire diagnostic pro

cess, and shows the assumptions underlying many ap

proaches to diagnostic reasoning which implicitly use

utility functions. The particular focus of this paper

is identification of the uses, and inherent utility func

tions, of well-known definitions of consistency-based

diagnosis.

This paper also introduces a new characterisation of

how the space of possible diagnoses can be partitioned

into equivalent sets of diagnoses. It is shown that

consistency-based diagnosis represents one of many

partitioning methods. A partitioning based on use-

equivalence of diagnoses is introduced. Two diag

noses are use-equivalent if the action taken (for ex

ample, treatment or component replacement) is the

same for both diagnoses. These distinctions between

use-diagnoses and the traditional consistency-based di

agnoses are clarified when these classes are compared

and contrasted.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows.

Section 2 introduces the notation, explores the possi

ble uses of a diagnosis, and defines consistency-based

and utility-based diagnoses. Section 3 analyses two

formalisations of consistency-based diagnosis, as for

malised in [Reiter, 1987; de Kleer et al., 1990], and in

[de Kleer and Williams, 1987]. Section 4 introduces a

more general characterisation of diagnoses, which par

titions the diagnoses into equivalence classes. Section 5

summarises the conclusions.

2 WHAT IS THE DIAGNOSTIC

PROBLEM?

2.1 Notation

Let E be the knowledge used to compute a diagnosis.

E can be broken down into a set SD of facts which are

unchanging from instance to instance1 (e.g. SD can

be a model of a circuit which is being diagnosed), and

a set OBS of observations concerning a particular in

stance. Let H = {hi,...,hm} be the set of hypotheses

under consideration given E. T = {<i, ...,</} is the set

of possible treatments.

2.2 Diagnostic Problem

Figure 1 depicts the current notion of diagnostic rea

soning as formalised in the literature.

Figure 1: Existing formalisation of the diagnostic pro

cess

Observation (JBS

t

Hypotheses H

A more complete diagnostic process consists of reason

ing from observations OBS (the evidence) to hypothe

sised diagnosis H, and then administering a treatment

r £ T for the diagnosis (or abnormalities). Tests can

be performed to provide more observations. A depic

tion of this diagnostic process is shown in Figure 2.

In most current formal theories of diagnosis (e.g. [Re

iter, 1987; Peng and Reggia, 1987b; de Kleer and

The term SD corresponds to the system description

SD of [Reiter, 1987; de Kleer et al, 1990], and is used to

maintain consistency with those papers. However, SD is a

more general description, as it is also appropriate when, for

example, we have cause-symption knowledge that hardly

warrants the term "system description".
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Figure 2: A more complete diagnostic process

Observation OB3

1

Hypotheses H

*

Treatment T

Williams, 1987; Pearl, 1987; Pople, 1982]), the treat

ment phase is not considered at all, and diagnoses are

defined with respect to the evidence-hypothesis phase

only. These approaches ignore utility considerations

totally.2

We argue that diagnostic reasoning must take into ac

count the complete cycle, and thus must be a utility-

maximisation approach. In this approach, the defini

tion of a diagnosis is strongly influenced by how the

diagnosis is to be used.

The variety of possible uses of a diagnosis expands the

notion of treatment to include:

1. finding out the thing (or things) that is (are)

wrong; that is, through testing, to determine the

exact state of the world with respect to the symp

toms observed;

2. giving a plausible account (an explanation) for the

symptoms; that is, to give a description of what

is wrong that is understandable to people;

3. enabling a decision as to how to fix something;

that is, to maximise the utility derived from the

diagnostic process through the treatment of the

abnormalities;

4. to fix the symptoms; in some cases we may be

happy to fix the symptoms without caring about

what is really wrong.

While each of these may seem reasonable, we will see

that different goals will lead to different evaluation cri

teria. For example, the best decision may involve av

eraging over many cases, which may not be conducive

to a good explanation. Also there may be no point in

finding the exact causes for a problem if further refine

ment of the problem will not help either treatment or

explanation.

It is important to keep these different possible goals

in mind when considering different proposals. Each of

these uses entails a particular utility function. Mak

ing the utility function explicit clarifies the entire diag

nostic process, and shows the assumptions underlying

each approach.

2It is interesting to note that in one of the earli

est analyses of medical diagnostic reasoning, Ledley and

Lusted [1959] described a method of implementing a diag

nostic cycle including treatments.

2.3 Example: Structure of Medical Diagnosis

Everyday medical diagnosis demonstrates clearly the

non-sequential nature of diagnostic reasoning: the sys

tem under study, the human body, is a homoeostatic

system, one with feedback that tends to a natural equi

librium given inputs to the system. The response of

such complex systems to treatment is thus not entirely

predictable, as the treatment of one symptom may lead

to the system itself altering other symptoms, some

times adversely.

Medical diagnosis, best framed as an hypoihetico-

deductive process [Elstein tt al., 1978], involves the

following tasks [Shortliffe and Perrault, 1990]:

The central idea is one of sequential,

staged data collection, followed by data inter

pretation and the generation of hypotheses,

leading to hypothesis-directed selection of the

next most appropriate data to be collected.

As data are collected at each stage, they are

added to the growing database of observa

tions and are used to reformulate or refine

the active hypotheses. This process is iter

ated until one hypothesis reaches a threshold

level of certainty (for example, it is proven to

be true, or at least the uncertainty is reduced

to a satisfactory level). At that point, a man

agement, disposition, or therapeutic decision

can be made.

Figure 3 is a detailed representation of this sequential

process. Note that the first stage of diagnosis con

sists of formulating an initial hypothesis set. This is

followed by a process of hypothesis refinement, after

which an optimal (e.g. most likely) diagnosis is se

lected. The results of administering a treatment based

on this diagnosis are monitored, so that re-diagnosis

and/or re-treatment may be done as required. Hence,

both the test results and the observed results of the

treatment are used for hypothesis refinement. A sim

pler representation of these stages is shown in Figure

3.

For example, consider the following situation in which

a reasonable, initial hypothesised diagnosis is found to

be incorrect following subsequent testing. A 45 year-

old, obese man comes into an emergency room with

shortness of breath and adrenalin-caused sweating (not

due to high environmental temperatures). The initial

diagnosis is that a heart attack is likely, and prepara

tions are made to deal with that possibility.

However, further tests subsequently disconfirm that

initial hypothesis. The patient is found to have blood

in his urine and a high haemoglobin count. A second

diagnosis is hypothesised, that of a bleeding ulcer. Sig

nificant blood loss from such a condition would cause

shortness of breath and sweating. Further tests con

firm this second hypothesis.
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Figure 3: A complete medical diagnostic cycle as pro

posed by [Shortliffe and Perrault, 1990]
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This example shows that an initial best hypothesis

may be completely wrong, and that a mixed strategy,

in which further tests and treatments serve to con-

firm/disconfirm the initial hypothesis, is necessary.

3 PREFERENCE CRITERIA

INHERENT IN MINIMAL AND

KERNEL DIAGNOSES

This section shows that consistency-based definitions

of diagnoses, such as minimal and kernel diagnoses,

implicitly impose a problem-specific utility function.

Hence, the consistency-based definition of the space of

logical possibilities is shown not to be a general, but

a problem-specific, definition. The most precise defi

nitions, those of Reiter ([1987], [de Kleer et al, 1990]),

will be analysed.

3.1 Reiter's Consistency-Based Diagnosis

3.1.1 Definitions

Reiter [1987] proposed a consistency-based definition

of diagnosis as a means of computing a diagnosis

"from first principles". This proposal has subsequently

been clarified and extended in [de Kleer et al, 1990].

The analysis of this approach is taken primarily from

[de Kleer et al, 1990].

Similar to other consistency-based approaches, Re

iter's approach computes a set of "minimal" diagnoses

which are logically consistent with SD U OBS, a set

of observations (OBS) and a system description (SD).

The notion of minimality and the preference criteria

used to determine minimality will be precisely defined

shortly.3

Reiter defines a system to be a pair (SD,COMPS),

where SD is the system description, a set of first order

sentences, and COMPS is the set of system compo

nents, a finite set of constants. An observation OBS is

a finite set of first order sentences, so that the system

and observations are given by (SD, COMPS, OBS).

AB(c)4 is the proposition that component c is working

abnormally (see [Poole, 1989b; de Kleer et al, 1990]).

A clause is a disjunction of literals with no pair of com

plementary literals (e.g. x and x). An AB-clause is a

disjunction of AB-literals with no pair of complemen

tary AB-literals.

In this terminology, we have

Definition 3.1 A diagnosis for (SD, COMPS,OBS)

is a minimal set A C COMPS such that

SD U OBS U {AB(c) | c € A}

U {^AB(c) | c e COMPS - A}

is consistent.

In other words, a diagnosis consists of a set of malfunc

tioning components such that the assumption of this

set of abnormal components together with the assump

tion of normal functioning of the other components is

consistent with the system description and observa

tion.

Definition 3.2 A minimal diagnosis is a diagnosis

without any proper subsets that are also diagnoses.

A kernel diagnosis is subsequently defined in [de Kleer

et al, 1990] using definitions of conflicts and minimal

conflicts:

Definition 3.3 A conflict of (SD,COMPS,OBS)

is an j45-clause entailed by (SD U OBS), i.e. a dis

junction of AB literals with no literal repeated.

Definition 3.4

A minima/ conflict M of (SD,COMPS,OBS) is a

conflict no proper subclause of which is a conflict of

(SD,COMPS,OBS)

A kernel diagnosis is defined in the following section.

3Note that in the terms of [Poole and Provan, 1990],

this approach does not compute an optimal diagnosis, but

enumerates the set of minimal diagnoses. Hence, this ap

proach cannot compute a single optimal diagnosis unless

there exists a single minimal diagnosis.

4 The AB predicate is due to McCarthy [McCarthy,

1986].
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3.1.2 Prime Implicant Characterisation

An important contribution of [Reiter, 1987; de Kleer et

al, 1990] is the characterisation of diagnoses, minimal

diagnoses, etc. in terms of the mathematically precise

and well-understood notions of implicants and prime

implicants. This section reviews these notions.

In the propositional case (on which we will focus in

the rest of the paper), an implicant 7 of a set E of

clauses is a conjunction of literals containing no pair

of complementary literals such that E ^ 7. A prime

implicant xp of E is an implicant with no strict subset

which is also an implicant with respect to E. ^ is the

set of prime implicants of E.

Using these definitions, we have:

Definition 3.5 A diagnosis is the set T of implicants

of SD U OBS.

Definition 3.6 V is a minimal diagnosis of

(SD, COMPS, OBS) iff ?\c^AB(c) is a prime im

plicant of the set of positive minimal conflicts of

(SD, COMPS, OBS) for A C COMPS..

Definition 3.7 A kernel diagnosis is given by:

K(SD, COMPS, OBS) = *(M(SV U OBS)).

If the minimal conflicts are all positive, then the min

imal diagnosis corresponds to the kernel diagnosis

[de Kleer et al, 1990].

The key observation about all of these definitions of

diagnosis is that they are based on prime implicants.

Consequently, in the following analysis, the definition

of preference criterion will be that inherent in the com

putation of V.

3.2 Consistency-Based Diagnosis Preference

Criteria

It is noted in [de Kleer et al, 1990, p.329] that the

"analysis ... corresponds exactly to the classical anal

ysis. ..of minimization of Boolean functions". Given a

Boolean expression F (e.g. composed of the conjunc

tion of a set E of clauses), Boolean minimisation entails

computing a minimal Boolean expression T equivalent

to F. Minimality is determined with respect to a cost

function (or criterion) C, and is done in two stages

[McCluskey, 1956]:

1. The implicants T(E) are computed, and from

these the prime implicants tf(E) are determined.

2. From *(E) a set **(E) of prime implicants are

selected, according to the cost criterion C, to com

pose the minimal expression. In other words,

some set **(E) C *(E) is selected such that

T — V^ e#« Ti> and ? i8 *ne least cost expres

sion equivalent to F.

Both *(E) and T(E) are logically equivalent to E.

Note that the implicants are simply clauses entailed

by E, i.e. they are consistency-based and use-

independent. The selection of prime implicants, how

ever, loses the use-independence, since a particular

type of implicant is selected, according to C. It can

be shown that C cannot in general be defined to iden

tify a use-independent minimal diagnosis. Common

criteria include:

1. C\: Minimum number of appearances of literals

in the expression, i.e. the clauses which minimise

the total number of literals in ^(E).

2. C2: Minimum number of literals appearing in each

clause.

3. C3: Minimum number of clauses in an expression

(provided there is no other such expression with

the same number of terms and with fewer literals).

4. C4: Minimum number of unnegated literals in an

expression.

The third criterion is adopted in most descriptions of

this process (e.g. Kohavi [1978]), and is also adopted

in [de Kleer et al, 1990]. However, no mention is ever

made of the underlying cost criterion in [de Kleer et

al, 1990]. This section shows that the cost criterion

chosen can indeed make a difference. That is, if Via is

the set of prime implicants chosen under criterion d,

The same preference criterion is used for selecting both

minimal and kernel diagnoses in [de Kleer et al, 1990].

In general there are multiple sets of kernel diagnoses,

and the minimal diagnoses are a subset of the kernel

diagnoses. In the case where all minimal conflicts are

positive, there is one set of kernel diagnoses, namely

the minimal set of diagnoses.

Example

In these examples, for notational convenience a literal

Xi means AB(xi), and conjunctions of literals are de

noted by their product, e.g. x\X2.

Example 3.8 Consider the following set of prime im

plicants over a set of variables {xi,X2,X3,x^)^

* = {lp3, *2*4, *3*4, X2XA}.

Using Criterion C3 produces two kernel diagnoses:

Ky =

K2 =

X2X4

X2X4

V X2X4

V X2iC4

However, using a criterion C+ (which selects a mini

mal expression containing the smallest number of un

negated AB-literals) will produce just the first of the

The DNF formula producing this set of prime im

plicants is F = X1X2X3X4 V X1Z2X3Z4 V X1X2X3XT

V XTX2X3X4 V XTX2X3X4 V X1X2X3XT V X1X2X3X4

V Xii7x3x7 V X1X2X3X4 V X1X2X3X4.
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kernel diagnoses (K\), since under this criterion the

second kernel diagnosis is not minimal. This is because

K\ has 2 unnegated literals, and K?, has 3 unnegated

literals; K\ and K^ differ in the third conjunction.

Note that under C+ minimal diagnoses would always

remain the same as under C3, since minimal diagnoses

contain unnegated AB-literals only. In some sense,

C+ is a more reasonable criterion than C3, as one

is really interested in the abnormal components (un

negated AB-literals), and not in both the normal and

abnormal components; only the abnormal components

need to be fixed. C3 minimises with respect to the sum

of the normal and abnormal components.

Example 3.9 Consider the following set of prime im-

plicants over a set of variables {x\,X2,xz,x^}:

* = {^1X2X3, X~Zx2X4, X~2Xz, X3X4, X\Xz).

Using criterion C3 produces a unique kernel diagnosis:

x7>2*3 V X~2~X3 V X1Z3 V X3X4.

However, criterion C+ produces two minimal diag

noses:

x~[x2x^ V x^x3 V I1I3 V X3X4

X~tx2X3~ V X~2~X3 V Z1I3 V X~iX2X4.

The kernel diagnosis set does not even contain a mini

mal diagnosis computed under C+. This shows that a

relatively small change in the preference criterion can

cause quite different sets of diagnoses to be computed.

Analogous examples could be presented contrasting

the minimal diagnoses computed under criteria C\ and

C2 with those computed under C3 (i.e. kernel diag

noses).

3.3 Challenges to Consistency-based

Diagnosis

It is a reasonable question to ask what assumptions

must be made for this notion of diagnosis to be ap

propriate. This then provides information about the

domains to which this theory is applicable.

Sequential diagnosis The computational complex

ity of incorporating new information using this

approach limits its usefulness for sequential di

agnosis. Sequential diagnosis entails incorporat

ing new evidence into the existing problem de

scription, which in this formalisation requires re

computing sets of prime implicants. Given a new

clause E' added to a clause set E (assuming that

the set of prime implicants for E, *(E), has al

ready been computed) recomputing the prime im

plicants for (E' U E) using \P(E) is as computa

tionally expensive (in the worst case) as comput

ing ty(E' U E) from scratch [Kean and Tsiknis,

1990]. There may be an exponential number of

implicants, and computing ^(E) is NP-hard even

if there is a sub-exponential number of implicant

s [Provan, 1990]. Hence repeating such a compu

tation is bound to be a computationally expen

sive task. However, it is possible that approxima

tion algorithms may provide efficient computation

methods, at the expense of guaranteed solutions.

As such, this approach is limited to domains in

which sequential diagnosis is not essential, exclud

ing applications like medicine, where testing and

sequential diagnosis plays an important role.

Hierarchical diagnosis Since the approach "flat

tens out" the hypothesis space, there is no ability

to enable hierarchical diagnosis, so achieving re

duction of complexity.

Reasonable diagnoses This approach assumes that

the minimal or kernel diagnoses provide a defi

nition of reasonable diagnosis, i.e. a diagnosis

which optimises the underlying utility function.

In general, there is no notion of utility function

to determine which of the diagnoses maximises

that function. Such a utility function may indi

cate the optimal diagnosis, or that no diagnosis

is adequate. For example, if the value of the util

ity function is sufficiently low, then that means

that the diagnosis is not good enough to define a

treatment, and tests must be done to gather new

information. It may be necessary to use a thresh

old to select the set of diagnoses which provide an

accurate measure of reasonable explanations for

the evidence [Peng and Reggia, 1987c].

3.4 Consistency-Based Diagnosis with

Sequential Testing

de Kleer and Williams have proposed a theory of di

agnosis [de Kleer and Williams, 1987], which has been

implemented within an ATMS-based system called the

General Diagnostic Engine (GDE). This theory is re

ferred to as the General Diagnostic Theory (GDT).

GDT uses a logical formalisation of a system as does

Reiter's theory, and makes assumptions about the cor

rect functioning of the components of the system (e.g.

Am1 is the assumption that component Mj is function

ing). Each assumption is the dual to an AB-literal, e.g.

Am1 is the dual of AB(Mi). The aim of the program

is to find the most likely assigment of truth values

to every hypothesis (i.e., the most likely diagnoses).

This is what Pearl [1987], Peng and Reggia [1987b]

and Cheeseman [1990] compute, and is different to the

most likely minimal or kernel diagnosis (see [Poole and

Provan, 1990] for a discussion of the differences), de

Kleer and Williams use tests in a sequential manner,

but do not consider the use of the diagnosis. They

assume that they want the "maximum information"

tests. This is different to performing a test that has the

maximum payoff (taking utilities into account). GDT

may conduct tests to discriminate between diagnoses
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that would have the same treatment. This would be a

wasted test.

4 AN ANALYSIS OF DIAGNOSTIC

EQUIVALENCE CLASSES

This section formalises the notion a diagnostic equiva

lence classes, and of a use-equivalent class, i.e. a class

in which each member has the same treatment. In

this section we use the normal definition [Chang and

Lee, 1973] of an interpretation (an assignment of truth

values to the propositions) and a model of a set of for

mulae (an interpretation in which all of the formulae

are true). The idea used is the basis of modern logic,

namely that the models of a set <j> of formulae are the

possible ways that the world could be, given that all

we know is that <j> is true. This idea is exploited in

investigating consistency-based diagnoses.

4.1 Consistency-based diagnosis

In this section, of a class of consistency-based diag

noses is denned. This provides a method for charac

terising consistency-based diagnoses, and distinguish

ing consistency-based diagnoses from other definitions

of diagnosis.

Definition 4.1 A diagnosis space, V, is a set of

formulae. An element of a diagnosis space, D 6 V, is

called a possible diagnosis.

Different consistency-based approaches to diagnosis

are characterised by different diagnosis spaces. The

main idea is that the diagnosis space is the space of

possible diagnoses that is pruned by (in)consistency.

A problem is characterised by a formula SD represent

ing the system description, and a formula OBS repre

senting the observations of an instance of the system.

The diagnosis space can be a function of the system,

but is not a function of OBS.

Definition 4.2 A consistency-based diagnosis

T>cb> is an element of the diagnosis space that is con

sistent with SD A OBS. That is, if V represents the

diagnosis space, the set of consistency-based diagnoses

is given by

Vcb = {DEV-.SDA OBS A D is consistent}.

Note that there are other forms of diagnosis that are

not in the class of consistency-based diagnoses, for ex

ample

• abductive diagnosis [Poole, 1988; Poole, 1989b],

where the space of diagnoses is a function of the

observations. In this approach the possible diag

noses are generated in order to explain the ob

servations; hence, the space of possible diagnoses

depends on the observations.

• Bayesian analyses of diagnosis (e.g., [Pearl, 1988,

§5.4-5.7]) where the notion of "a diagnosis" is not

used. In essence, this approach averages over all

of the possible states [Cheeseman, 1990], rather

than giving something the status of a diagnosis

(although this can be done, as shown in section

4.6).

In the best developed theory of consistency-based di

agnosis [de Kleer et al, 1990], the diagnosis space is

the set of assignments of truth values to the proposi

tions AB(C) where C is a "component". As stated in

[de Kleer et al, 1990, p. 329], the "overall objective is

to find methods of characterising all diagnoses" . The

next section analyses the ways in which this definition

of a diagnosis may be appropriate, and points out that

the characterisation of the space in terms of kernel di

agnoses hides some distinctions that make diagnoses

useful.

Before beginning the analysis, let us consider useful

properties that the space of all "diagnoses" should

have.

1. The sub-space consistent with a system (i.e., the

set of diagnoses) should convey all of the infor

mation about the state of the system that is nec

essary for subsequent use (treatment and/or de

scription of the problems). There seems to be

little point in defining the notion of an intermedi

ate stage called a "diagnosis" if we have to keep

going back to refer to the system itself.

2. It should provide a space over which we can search

by performing tests. Tests can potentially be used

to divide the space, pruning some diagnoses until

we arrive at the "correct" diagnosis, or until we

decide that it is not worthwhile pruning the space

any more.

3. It can perhaps even be used to provide a space

over which we can apply a measure to determine

the probabilities of diagnoses.

4.2 Loss of information

It is important to notice that information is lost in

computing the set of all diagnoses. Whereas all models

of SDUOBS are models of some diagnosis (SDUOBS

implies the disjunct of the diagnoses), the opposite is

not true; not all models of a diagnosis are models of

SD U OBS (the disjunct of the diagnoses does not

imply SD U OBS). An implicit assumption in the

consistency-based definition of diagnosis is that the

lost information is not useful.

Even though the definition of Vcb in [de Kleer et al,

1990] lost information going from the system to the

"diagnoses", great care was taken to ensure no infor

mation loss in going from the sets of diagnoses to the
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descriptions of the space of all diagnoses (the mini

mal, kernel and prime diagnoses). The problem with

the minimal and prime diagnoses is that the descrip

tions lose information which in fact is important, and

not inconsequential (as assumed implicitly in [de Kleer

ti al, 1990]).

Any formula defined as "a diagnosis" corresponds to

a set of possible states of the system (i.e, the models

of the diagnosis intersect with a set of the models of

the system). A set of interpretations is grouped into

one class and that set of interpretations is given an

identity as "a diagnosis" . The sets of models given an

identity by claiming they form an x-diagnosis (where

x is "minimal", "kernel", etc.) are now analysed.

4.3 Partial and Kernel Diagnoses

The partial diagnoses of [de Kleer et al, 1990] are the

descriptions with the property that any model of the

description is a model of SD U OBS. Computing the

set of minimal diagnoses from the set of diagnoses en

tails combining descriptions of the form

AAB

AA->B

into one class that is labelled with A.

The kernel diagnoses [de Kleer et al, 1990] are the

minimal partial diagnoses. The set of kernel diagnoses

covers the same space of possibilities as the set of all

diagnoses. It therefore seems reasonable to use the

kernel diagnoses to define the space of all diagnoses.

Unfortunately, as shown below, this does not seem to

help carry out the activity of diagnosis.

Consider the following example:

Example 4.3 Suppose we have a system and obser

vation that have the following diagnoses:

D3

AB(A) A AB(B) A AB{C)

AB(A) A AB(B) A -^AB(C)

AB(A) A ^AB(B) A AB(C)

The two kernel diagnoses are given by the following

table:

Kernel Diagnoses

AB(A) AAB(B)

AB(A) A AB(C)

Diagnosis Set

\Di,D2}

{Di,D3}

There are some important points to notice from this

example:

1. The kernel diagnoses are covering, but not dis

joint. A problem can arise in trying to refine

the diagnoses to determine the correct diagnosis.

It could be the case that a number of diagnoses

are all correct. As a result, this notion of a ker

nel diagnosis is incorrect if a "differential diag

nosis" (e.g. through conducting further tests) is

required.

2. With the original definition of diagnoses we can

determine the probability of the truth of an hy

pothesis by summing the probabilities of the diag

noses in which that hypothesis is true. That is for

any formula Q that uses only the AB predicate,

p(Q) = p(D).

D: D is a diagnosis,

This option is lost when we have only the kernel

diagnoses. One reason is that the kernel diagnoses

are not disjoint, and so we cannot just sum the

probabilities. The second reason is that we cannot

determine the truth of a particular hypothesis, as

the kernel diagnosis may say nothing about the

truth of the hypothesis.

3. A dangerous condition may arise in this example

when AB(B)AAB(C) is true. As this condition is

coverered by all the diagnoses, the diagnoses say

nothing about this condition (which may be the

main thing to be identified). Because the notion

of Kernel diagnosis is purely syntactic, it does not

allow "tuning" of the diagnoses to focus on what

is important for the diagnostician. In fact, it may

hide the cases that are important for the diagnos

tician.

In the next section we propose another way to consider

the space of diagnoses that considers the required use

of the diagnoses.

4.4 Use equivalence of diagnoses

As discussed in the introduction, the diagnostic pro

cess has a specific purpose. Hence, the definition of

"a diagnosis" should enable the diagnostic process to

fulfill its purpose. Of the many possible purposes of a

diagnosis, this section assumes the purpose of a diag

nosis to be both treatment and provision of an expla

nation for the abnormalities.

The idea to be developed is that a diagnosis corre

sponds to a formula such that all of the models of the

formula are use equivalent. Use equivalence of a set

of interpretations means that the action taken is inde

pendent of which of the interpretations is true.

Here the "use" can include both descriptions of what is

wrong, and treatments. A set of interpretations could

be use-equivalent if the both would have the same

description (e.g., "minor infection", or "cpu board is

shot") and the same treatment (e.g., "give penicillin"

or "replace whole cpu board"). If the interpretations

differ in the description or in the treatment they are

not use-equivalent.
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The rationale is that there is no point in distinguish

ing between use-equivalent interpretations; as far as

the diagnosis is concerned use-equivalent interpreta

tions should be considered as the same diagnosis. The

aim of diagnosis is to refine the set of use-equivalent

possibilities. The use-equivalence induces a partition

on the set of interpretations. Each of these partitions

corresponds to a possible distinct diagnosis.

Let T be the set of all treatments. By a treatment we

mean a total prescription of what to do (i.e., we do not

conjoin different treatments — the conjunction would

be one treatment).

Let 9 be the set of all interpretations for our language6

[Chang and Lee, 1973].

Definition 4.4 The possible treatment space7 V

is a subset of 9 x T. (I,T) € V means that T is a

possible treatment given that the world is denoted by

I.

V induces an equivalence relation on the set of inter

pretations. This will be called strong equivalence with

respect to V . The idea is that equivalent interpre

tations have the same set of possible treatments. In

section 4.5 this will be contrasted with a "weak equiv

alence" that ensures that there is one treatment that

covers the set of interpretations.

Definition 4.5 Two interpretations I\ and Ii are

strongly equivalent with respect to V , written

h =r h if V T € T, {h,T) G V if and only if

{h,T)ev.

The following lemma can be simply verified:

Lemma 4.6 =p is an equivalence relation.

We will also say two formulae are equivalent with re

spect to V if all of the models of all of the formulae

are equivalent with respect to V.

This equivalence relation induces a partition on the

space of interpretations. The diagnosis space of use-

diagnoses is the space D of formulae that describe8 the

partitions induced by strong equivalence with respect

to V . As outlined in section 4.1, defining the diagnosis

space completely determines a use-diagnosis.

*Note that we never actually represent interpretations.

They are considered to be all the ways that the world under

consideration (the system being diagnosed) could be.

7Section 4.6 considers a measure (over the space of pos

sible treatments) of how good the treatment is; this corre

sponds to a utility measure. This definition is deliberately

left open to include (1) "optimising diagnoses" where the

relation is between interpretations and the optimal diagno

sis, and (2)"satisf\cing diagnoses" where the relation is be

tween interpretations and possible satisfactory treatments.

8 We assume that the partitions are finitely describable.

This does not seem to be a severe practical restriction.

Definition 4.7 D is a possible use-diagnosis with

respect to possible treatments V if and only if the mod

els of D form a maximal (with respect to set inclusion)

element of S, where S is given by

{S : S C 9, VT € T V/j G 5 V72 G 5

{h,T) ev ^ {h,T, ev)

Definition 4.8 A use-diagnosis is a possible use di

agnosis that is consistent with SD U OBS.

What is important about the set of use-diagnoses is

that they convey all information about the system nec

essary for providing treatment.

The implicit assumption of [de Kleer et ai, 1990], that

the set of diagnoses conveys all of the information

about the system that may be useful for diagnosis,

can be summed up as:

Assumption 4.9 [de Kleer et ai, 1990]: The models

of each possible diagnosis (i.e., truth assignments to

formulae AB(C)) are strongly equivalent with respect

to possible treatments V.

That is, the set of truth assignments forms a partition

no coarser than the space of use-diagnoses. Although

they are implicitly using this assumption in [de Kleer et

ai, 1990], they do not allow the use of this equivalence

to form higher levels of diagnosis.

Note that, while the disjunct of kernel diagnoses is

logically equivalent to the set of all diagnoses, the set

of all use-equivalent diagnoses need not imply the set

of all diagnoses.

Example 4.10 When building partial diagnoses we

are combining descriptions of the form

AhB

Ah^B

into one class that is labelled with A.

If B was (possibly) important to determine treatment,

then the diagnoses A A B and A A -iB should not be

combined into one equivalence class, even though they

are both possible given the observations. This will

be important for a differential diagnosis. It may be

important to devise a test to distinguish between the

two diagnoses.

The other case is when B is unimportant to determine

use when A is true. In this case we would want to com

bine these diagnoses into one equivalence class. Note

that B may still be important when A is not true.

Example 4.11 Suppose

AB{A) A AB(B) A ->AB(C)

AB(A) A AB(B) A ^AB{C)

AB(A) A -<AB(B) A AB(C)
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are all in the same equivalence class; i.e., each formula

has the same use (treatment/description). Suppose

that each of these is consistent with the observations.

Consider

£>4 = AB(A) A ^AB{B) A ^AB(C)

to be a much more serious condition that would require

different treatment. The use-diagnoses can be con

trasted with kernel-diagnoses by considering the cases

of whether D4 is inconsistent with SD U OBS:

1. Suppose D4 is inconsistent with SDU OBS. In

this case, there is one use-diagnosis, i.e. there is

only one remaining treatment/description. There

are however two kernel diagnoses, namely

{AB(A) A AB(B), AB(A) A AB(C)}.

These correspond to trying to find a statement

that allows description of the situation as con

cisely as possible.

2. Suppose D4 is consistent with SDLiOBS. In this

case, there are two use-diagnoses, i.e. there are

two different sets of treatments that may need to

be distinguished by a differential diagnosis. There

is, however, only one kernel diagnosis, namely

AB(A).

Figure 4 summarises the relationships among the dif

ferent equivalence classes discussed in this section.

Figure 4: Diagnostic Equivalence Classes
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Note that the use diagnoses are not a strict subset of

the diagnoses. The diagnoses only represent the space

of values of sentences containing AB-predicates. The

use diagnoses are not restricted to this space. There

may be some other predicates that are important for

treatment that the treatment that is are not conveyed

by the normality and abnormality of components (e.g.,

allergies or the ease of access of some component may

affect our treatment).

This figure also points out that consistency-based di

agnoses miss some part of a larger space a diagnoses

important for determining treatment, i.e. the space of

diagnoses Cqb loses information. This is the point of

assumption 4.9. If this assumption is violated, then

the use-diagnoses can have elements that do not inter

sect with the space of "diagnoses" .

4.5 Weakly equivalent interpretations

The previous definition of a use-diagnosis assumed

that there was no difference in the treatments for the

different models of the diagnosis. That is, any treat

ment for one interpretation is a treatment for the oth

ers. While this may define a space of diagnoses that

are in some sense equivalent, it seems to be too strong

for practical diagnosis where we only have to carry out

one (perhaps complex) treatment. Grouping interpre

tations, if there is a treatment that covers them all, is

the goal.

Interpretations can be grouped to form a weak use-

diagnosis if there exists a treatment for every inter

pretation in the class:

Definition 4.12 Two interpretations I\ and I2 are

weakly use-equivalent with respect to possible

treatment space V if 3 T G T such that (h , T) € V

a.nd(I7,T)eV.

Definition 4.13 A weak use-diagnoses is defined

as the formulae D such that all of the models of D are

weakly use-equivalent with respect to some T G T ■

It makes sense to keep testing until we have formed

a single weak use-diagnosis, and not use a test unless

it makes progress towards finding a unique weak use-

diagnosis.

There are a number of refinements that can be made

to the notion of a weak use-diagnosis to make it more

useful:

1. As the definition stands, the weak use-diagnoses

are not disjoint. This could lead us to a problem

in naively applying a probability measure over di

agnoses (as we can't just add the probabilities of

the diagnoses to determine the probability of a

disjunct of a set of diagnoses). It does not give

us the same problems that were stated for par

tial and kernel diagnoses in section 4.3. First, the

distinctions that are hidden in a single diagnosis

are not important if we apply the treatment that

unifies the diagnosis. Second, it makes sense to

apply tests to distinguish sets of weak-use diag

noses, as these tests are really tests to determine

what treatment to apply.

2. Identifying use diagnoses will require at most

as much computational effort as identifying ker

nel/minimal diagnoses, and in many cases it will

require less effort. This is due to the difference in
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how fine a partitioning of the diagnosis space is re

quired. Identifying kernel/minimal diagnoses is a

computationally demanding task (it contains NP-

hard subtasks), as this approach precisely iden

tifies the diagnosis. This entails a very fine par

titioning of the diagnosis space. In contrast, the

description of a use-diagnosis does not always ne

cessitate the computation of a diagnosis on such

a fine level (e.g. computing the intersection of

the use equivalent partitions and the models of

SD U OBS); the partitioning of the space is only

as fine as will distinguish the intended uses of the

diagnoses. At worst, this partitioning will be as

fine as that of the kernel/minimal diagnoses. In

this latter approach, making fine distinctions fa

cilitates the diagnostic task only if such distinc

tions are important to the intended use of the di

agnosis.

For example, a patient may have a diagnosis that

can be described as "liver disease". This does

not mean that the patient could have any possible

liver disease, but rather that any finer distinctions

would not provide any useful information for fur

ther tests of treatment. Sometimes the diagnosis

of "liver disease" may be more precisely defined to

exclude the sub-classes of liver disease that would

involve a different course of tests or treatment. In

both cases it may be unnecessary to specify a log

ical formula that completely describes the space

of possibilities.

In example 4.11, we can use the diagnosis AB(A)

to describe the diagnosis in the first case, even

though not all diagnoses that can be derived from

AB(A) are possible9.

4.6 Probability, Utility and Influence

diagrams

In this section we show how the previous notion of a

use-diagnosis can be related to classical decision the

ory. In classical decision theory (e.g., [Berger, 1985]),

we assume we have a measure fi(I,T) of the utility

of treatment T in interpretation (or possible world) I.

The expected value, £(T), of treatment T is defined

by

£(T) = ^2^I,T)xp(I)

/CO

We can define the possible treatment space as the set

of interpretations with the same utility10. In this case,

"strong use-equivalence" means having the same util

ity for each treatment.

"This is similar to the fact that not all of the models of

a diagnosis of [de Kleer et al., 1990] are possible.

10 Formally, the treatment in the possible treatment

space would be a pair (T, v) where (/, (T, v)) € V if

n(I,T) = v.

Let V be the set of use-diagnoses. For D € V, every

model of D has the same utility measure; let fi(D,T)

be the value of fi(I, T) for some interpretation / such

that D is true in /.

Proposition 4.14

£(T) = j; n(D,T) x p(D)

Proof:

£(T) = 5>(J,r)xp(J)

= £2X/,T)xi</)

D£VI\=D

= 5>(£>,r)x£ri/)

= 52rtDtT)xp(D)

D

This tells us that considering just the use-diagnoses is

all we need to determine treatment. This should not

be surprising, as that was the intention behind the

definition.

5 CONCLUSIONS

This paper has argued that the complete diagnostic

cycle is necessary for the notion of diagnosis to make

any sense. In addition it has shown that consistency-

based definitions of diagnosis (1) are defined accord

ing to logical notions of consistent entailment; (2) re

quire extra-logical criteria to compute minimal, kernel

or most likely diagnoses; (3) do not make use-free or

"first principles" definitions of minimal, kernel or most

likely diagnosis.

This paper also questions a definition of a consistency-

based diagnosis as being "a first principles" or fun

damental definition. We argue that this approach is

inadequate to provide the "specification for an ideal

diagnostician" [de Kleer tl al., 1990, p. 329]; the fun

damental notion of diagnosis is one of utility, not logic-

based consistency. Once the use of the diagnosis has

been determined and a utility function defined, then

the form of the diagnosis can be computed.

A more general framework, that of partitioning the

space of possible diagnoses into equivalence classes of

diagnoses, has been discussed. Consistency-based di

agnoses are shown to be one class of diagnoses, a class

which is warranted only under certain conditions. An

other class, that of use-equivalent diagnoses, is pro

posed as a better means of computing diagnoses. Such

a class minimises computational expense by comput

ing the coarsest possible partition of the search space
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to enable an appropriate treatment. A use-equivalent

diagnosis reduces to a consistency-based diagnosis in

the extreme case when "the diagnosis" needs to be pre

cisely defined using the notion of logical consistency.
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Abstract

Intentions, an integral part of the mental

state of an agent, play an important role in

determining the behavior of rational agents

as they seek to attain their goals. In this pa

per, a formalization of intentions based on a

branching-time possible-worlds model is pre

sented. It is shown how the formalism real

izes many of the important elements of Brat-

man's theory of intention. In particular, the

notion of intention developed here has equal

status with the notions of belief and desire,

and cannot be reduced to these concepts.

This allows different types of rational agents

to be modeled by imposing certain conditions

on the persistence of an agent's beliefs, goals,

and intentions. Finally, the formalism is com

pared with Bratman's theory of intention and

Cohen and Levesque's formalization of inten

tions.

1 INTRODUCTION

The role played by attitudes such as beliefs (B), de

sires (D) (or goals (G)), and intentions (I) in the de

sign of rational agents has been well recognized in

the philosophical and AI literature [2, 3, 9]. Systems

and formalisms that give primary importance to inten

tions are often referred to as BDI-architectures. While

most philosophical theories treat intentions as being

reducible to beliefs and desires, Bratman argues con

vincingly that intentions play a significant and distinct

role in practical reasoning. He treats intentions as par

tial plans of action that the agent is committed to ex

ecute to fulfill her goals.

Some of the philosophical aspects of Bratman's theory

were formalized by Cohen and Levesque [6]. In their

"This research was partly supported by a Generic In

dustrial Research and Development Grant from the Depart

ment of Industry, Technology and Commerce, Australia.

formalism, intentions are defined in terms of temporal

sequences of an agent's beliefs and goals. In particular,

an agent fanatically committed to her intentions will

maintain her goals until either they are believed to be

achieved or believed to be unachievable; an agent with

a relativized commitment to her intentions is similarly

committed to her goals but may also drop them when

some specified conditions are believed to hold.

In this paper, we present an alternative possible-worlds

formalism for BDI-architectures. There are three cru

cial elements to the formalism. First, intentions are

treated as first-class citizens on a par with beliefs and

goals. This allows us to define different strategies of

commitment with respect to an agent's intentions and

thus to model a wide variety of agents. Second, we

distinguish between the choice an agent has over the

actions she can perform and the possibilities of differ

ent outcomes of an action. In the former case, the

agent can choose among outcomes; in the latter case,

the environment makes that determination. Third,

we specify an interrelationship between beliefs, goals,

and intentions that allows us to avoid many of the

problems usually associated with possible-worlds for

malisms, such as commitment to unwanted side effects.

In the following sections, we briefly outline the for

malism and describe some of its more important fea

tures. We then define a number of different commit

ment strategies and show how these affect agent be

havior.

2 INFORMAL SEMANTICS

We choose to model the world using a temporal struc

ture with a branching time future and a single past,

called a time tree. A particular time point in a partic

ular world is called a situation.

Event types transform one time point into another.

Primitive events are those events directly performable

by the agent and uniquely determine the next time

point in a time tree. Non-primitive events map to

non-adjacent time points, thus allowing us to model
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the partial nature of plans. Their potential for decom

position into primitive events can be used to model

hierarchical plan development.

The branches in a time tree can be viewed as represent

ing the choices available to the agent at each moment

of time. For example, if there are two branches em

anating from a particular time point, one labeled e\,

say, and the other ei, then the agent has a choice of ex

ecuting ei and moving to the next time point along the

branch of the time tree labeled with e\, or of executing

C2 and likewise moving along its associated branch.

Of course, the agent may attempt to execute some

event, but fail to do so. We thus distinguish between

the successful execution of events and their failure and

label the branches accordingly. As we shall see later,

this distinction is critical in having an agent act on her

intentions without requiring her to be successful in her

attempts.

We use a formalism similar to Computation Tree

Logic, CTL*, [7] to describe these structures.1 A dis

tinction is made between state formulas and path for

mulas: the former are evaluated at a specified time

point in a time tree and the latter over a specified

path in a time tree. We introduce two modal opera

tors, optional and inevitable, which operate on path

formulas. A path formula ip is said to be optional if,

at a particular time point in a time tree, %l> is true of

at least one path emanating from that point; it is in

evitable if vj is true of all paths emanating from that

point.2 The standard temporal operators O (next), O

(eventually), □ (always), and U (until), operate over

state and path formulas.

These modalities can be combined in various ways to

describe the options available to the agent, such as

shown in Figure 1. For example, the structure shown

in the figure could be used to represent the following

statements: it is optional that John will eventually

visit London (denoted by p); it is optional that Mary

will always live in Australia (r); it is inevitable that

the world will eventually come to an end (q); and it is

inevitable that one plus one will always be two (s).

Belief is modeled in the conventional way. That is,

in each situation we associate a set of belief-accessible

worlds; intuitively, those worlds that the agent believes

to be possible. Unlike most conventional models of

belief, however, each belief-accessible world is a time

tree. Multiple belief-accessible worlds result from the

agent's lack of knowledge about the state of the world.

But within each of these worlds, the branching future

represents the choice (options) still available to the

agent in selecting which actions to perform.

Further insight into the approach is provided by com-
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inevitably eventually q
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'Elsewhere [15] we use an explicit notion of time to

describe these structures.

2In CTL*, E and A are used to denote these operators.

Figure 1: Temporal modalities

paring the above possible-worlds model with a con

ventional decision tree. In this case, each arc emanat

ing from a chance node of a decision tree corresponds

to a possible world, and each arc emanating from a

decision node to the choice available within a possi

ble world. A formal comparison of our possible-worlds

model with the decision-tree representation is carried

out elsewhere [14].

Similar to belief-accessible worlds, for each situation

we also associate a set of goal-accessible worlds to rep

resent the goals of the agent. Although, in the gen

eral case, desires can be inconsistent with one another,

we require that goals be consistent. In other words,

goals are chosen desires of the agent that are consis

tent. Moreover, the agent should believe that the goal

is achievable. This prevents the agent from adopting

goals that she believes are unachievable and is one of

the distinguishing properties of goals as opposed to de

sires. Cohen and Levesque [5] call this the property of

realism.

In this paper, we adopt a notion of strong realism. In

^y particular, we require that the agent believe she can

A, optionally achieve her goals, by carefully choosing the

events she executes (or, more generally, that get exe

cuted by her or any other agent). We enforce this no

tion of compatibility by requiring that, for each belief-

accessible world w at a given moment in time t, there

must be a goal-accessible world that is a sub-world of

w at time t. Figure 2 illustrates this relation between

belief- and goal-accessible worlds. The goal-accessible

world g\ is a sub-world of the belief-accessible world

61.

Intentions are similarly represented by sets of

intention-accessible worlds. These worlds are ones that

the agent has committed to attempt to realize. Sim

ilar to the requirement for belief-goal compatibility,

the intention-accessible worlds of the agent must be

compatible with her goal-accessible worlds; an agent

can only intend some course of action if it is one

of her goals. Consequently, corresponding to each
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Figure 2: Subworld relationship between beliefs and

goals

goal-accessible world w at time t, there must be an

intention-accessible world that is a sub-world of w at

time t. Intuitively, the agent chooses some course of

action in w and commits herself to attempt its execu

tion.

In this framework, different belief-, goal-, and

intention-accessible worlds represent different possi

ble scenarios for the agent. Intuitively, the agent be

lieves the actual world to be one of her belief-accessible

worlds; if it were to be belief world 61, then her goals

(with respect to 61) would be the corresponding goal-

accessible world, g\ say, and her intentions the cor

responding intention-accessible world, tl. As men

tioned above, gl and il represent increasingly selective

choices from 61 about the desire for and commitment

to possible future courses of action.

While for every belief-accessible world there must be

a goal-accessible world (and similarly for intentions),

the converse need not hold. Thus, even if the agent

believes that certain facts are inevitable, she is not

forced to adopt them as goals (or as intentions). This

means that goals and intentions, while having to be

consistent, need not be closed under the beliefs of the

agent.

In this way, an agent believing that it is inevitable

that pain (p) always accompanies having a tooth filled

(/), may yet have the goal (or intention) to have a

tooth filled without also having the goal (or intention)

to suffer pain. This relationship between belief, goal,

and intention-accessible worlds is illustrated by the ex

ample shown in Figure 3. Although the agent believes

that inevitably always (/ Dp), she does not adopt this

as a goal nor as an intention. Similarly, although the

agent adopts the goal (and intention) to achieve /, she

does not thereby acquire the goal (or intention) p.

The semantics of beliefs, goals, and intentions given

above is formalized in Section 3. It thus remains to

be shown how these attitudes determine the actions of
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Figure 3: Belief, Goal, and Intention Worlds

an agent and how they are formed, maintained, and

revised as the agent interacts with her environment.

Different types of agent will have different schemes

for doing this, which in turn will determine their be

havioral characteristics. We consider some of these

schemes and their formalization in Section 4.

3 FORMAL THEORY

3.1 SYNTAX

CTL* [7] is a propositional branching-time logic used

for reasoning about programs. We extend this logic in

two ways. First, we describe a first-order variant of the

logic. Second, we extend this logic to a possible-worlds

framework by introducing modal operators for beliefs,

goals, and intentions. While Emerson and Srinivasan

[7] provide a sound and complete axiomatization for

their logic, we do not address the issue of completeness

in this paper. Our main aim is to present an expressive

semantics for intentions and to investigate certain ax

ioms that relate intentions to beliefs and goals within

this structure.

Similar to CTL*, we have two types of formulas in our

logic: state formulas (which are evaluated at a given

time point in a given world) and path formulas (which

are evaluated along a given path in a given world). A

state formula can be defined as follows:

• any first-order formula is a state formula;
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• if fa and fa are state formulas and x is an indi

vidual or event variable, then ~>(f>i, fa V fa, and

3x fa(x) are state formulas;

• if e is an event type then succeeds(e), faih(e),

does(e), succeeded(e) , failed(e), and done(e) are

state formulas;

• if <f> is state formula then BEL(^), GOAL(^) and

INTEND(^) are state formulas; and

• if V1 is a path formula, then optional(fa) is a state

formula.

A path formula can be denned as follows:

• any state formula is also a path formula; and

• if fa and fa are path formulas, then —>^»i , fa V

fa, faUfa, Ofa, Ofa are path formulas.

Intuitively, the formulas succeeded(e) and failed(e)

represent the immediate past performance, respec

tively successfully and unsuccessfully, of event e. The

formula done(e) represents the immediate past occur

rence of e, either successfully performed or not. The

formulas succeeds(e), fails(e), and does(e) are sim

ilarly denned but refer to the immediate future oc

currence of events. The operators BEL, GOAL, and

INTEND represent, respectively, the beliefs, goals, and

intentions of the agent.

3.2 POSSIBLE-WORLDS SEMANTICS

We first provide the semantics of various state and

path formulas. This will be followed by the semantics

of events and, finally, the possible-worlds semantics of

beliefs, goals, and intentions.

Definition 1 : An interpretation M is defined to be

a tuple, M = (W, E, T, -<, U, B, Q, I, $). W is a set

of worlds, E is a set of primitive event types, T is a set

of time points, -< a binary relation on time points,3

U is the universe of discourse, and $ is a mapping

of first-order entities to elements in U for any given

world and time point. A situation is a world, say w,

at a particular time point, say t, and is denoted by wt.

The relations, B, Q, and I map the agent's current

situation to her belief, goal, and intention-accessible

worlds, respectively. More formally, BCWxTxW

and similarly for Q and I. Sometimes we shall use V.

to refer to any one of these relations and shall use 7?|"

to denote the set of worlds 72-accessible from world w

at time t. Figure 4 shows how the belief relation B

maps the world wO at time ti to the worlds 61 and 62.

In other words, B?° = {61, 62}.

Definition 2 : Each world w of W, called a time tree,

is a tuple <TW, Aw, Sw, ?w>, where Tw C T is a set

of time points in the world w and Aw is the same

as -<, restricted to time points in Tw. A fullpath in

a world w is an infinite sequence of time points (to,

<i,...) such that Vi (U,U+i) £AW. We use the notation

(wt0, wtl,...) to make the world of a particular fullpath

explicit. The arc functions Sw and Tw map adjacent

time points to events in E. More formally, Sw : Tw x Tw

i—► E and similarly for Tw . We require that if Sw (t ,- , tj )

= Sw(ti, tk), then tj = tk and similarly for Tw. Also,

the domains of Sw and Tw are disjoint. Intuitively,

for any two adjacent time points for which the arc

function Sw is defined, its value represents the event

that successfully occurred between those time points.

Similarly, the value of the arc function Tw represents

the failure of events occurring between adjacent time

points.

Definition 3 : A sub-world is defined to be a sub-tree

of a world with the same truth-assignment of formulas.

A world w' is a sub-world of the world w, denoted by

w' C. w, if and only if (a) Tw. C Tw ; (b) for all u G

Twi, &(q, w', u) = $(q, w, u), where q is a predicate

symbol; (c) for all u G Tw>, H™ = K%'; and (d) A^,- is

Aw restricted to time points in Tw' and similarly for

Swi and Tw>. We say that w' is a strict sub-world of w

denoted by u/ C w if and only if w' Q w and u|ii/.

Now consider an interpretation M , with a variable as

signment v.4 We take v*d to be that function that yields

d for the variable i and is the same as t; everywhere

else. The semantics of first-order formulas can be given

as follows:

M, v, wt \= q(yi, .... j/„) iff (v(yi), ..., v(yn)) G

&[q, w, t] where q(y\, ..., y„) is a predicate formula.

M, v, wt \= -«f> iff M , v, wt ^ <f>.

M, v, wt \= fa V fa iff M, v, wt ^ fa or M, v, wt ^ fa.

M, v, wt ^ 3t'^ iff M, v'd, wt t= <f> for some d in U.

M, v, (wto, wti, ...) \= <f> iff M, v, wto \= 4>.

M,v, (wto, wtl, ...) (= O^ >ff M, v, (wtl, ...) (= il>.

M, v, (wio, wtl, ...) \= OV> iff

3k, k>0 such that M , v, (wtk, ...) ^ fa

M, v, (wto, wtl, ...) \= faUfa iff

(a) 3ib, Jfc>0 such that M, v, (wtk, ...) ^= ^2 and

for all 0 < j < k, M, v, (wtj, ...) (= fa or

(b) for all j > 0, M, v, (wti, ...) \= fa.

M, v, wta (= optional(fa iff there exists a fullpath

(w«o. *"tii—) such that M, v, (wto, wtl,...) ^ fa

The formula inevitable(ip) is defined as ->optional(-'fa

and Dtp is defined as -<0-<fa The definition of U (until)

given above is that of weak until, which allows fullpaths

in which fa is true forever. Well-formed formulas that

contain no positive occurrences of inevitable (or nega

tive occurrences of optional) outside the scope of the

3We require that the binary relation be total, transitive

and backward-linear to enforce a single past and branching

future.

4 For the sake of simplicity, we shall assume that the

variable assignment of event terms are events denoted by

the same letter, i.e., v(e) = e for any event term e.
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modal operators BEL, GOAL, or INTEND will be called

O-formulas and denoted by a. Conversely, we define

I-formulas, denoted by /?, to contain no positive occur

rences of optional.

3.2.1 Semantics of Events

Event types transform one time point into another.

The various aspects involved in this transformation are

called the dynamics of a system [8, 13]. Just as one can

define the truth or falsity of formulas at a time point,

we need mechanisms for defining the success or failure

of events in transforming one time point to another.

We use the formula succeeded(e) to denote the success

ful execution of event e by the agent, and failed(e) to

denote its failure. Note that event e not occurring is

not the same as the event e failing. Failure of event

types alter the world irrevocably, possibly forcing the

agent to replan or revise her plans. This aspect is cru

cial in capturing the dynamics of any system. For ex

ample, the consequences of a thief successfully robbing

a bank is quite different from the thief failing in his at

tempt to rob the bank, which is again different from

the thief not attempting to rob the bank. All three

are distinct behaviors and have to be distinguished

accordingly.

We say that the agent has done(e) if she has either

succeeded or failed in doing the event. The notions

succeeds, failed, and does are similarly defined, but

require the event to occur on all paths emanating from

the time point at which the formula is evaluated.

More formally, we have:

M, v, wtl |= succeeded(e) iff there exists <o such that

Sw(t0, <i) = e.

M, v, wtl F failed(e) iff there exists to such that

The formula done(e) is defined as

succeeded(e) V failed(e); succeeds(e) is defined

as inevitableQ(succeeded(e)); fails(e) is defined as

inevitableQ(failed(e)); does(e) is defined as tn-

evitableQ(done(e));

In this paper, we have considered only single-agent,

non-parallel actions. If parallel actions among multiple

agents are to be allowed, the functions Sw and Tw

must be extended to map to a set of event-agent pairs,

signifying which events are performed by which agents.

3.2.2 Semantics of Beliefs, Goals, and

Intentions

The traditional possible-worlds semantics of beliefs

considers each world to be a collection of propositions

and models belief by a belief-accessibility relation B

linking these worlds. A formula is said to be believed

in a world if and only if it is true in all its belief-

 

Figure 4: Worlds as time trees

accessible worlds [10].

Cohen and Levesque [6] treat each possible world as a

time-line representing a sequence of events, temporally

extended infinitely into the past and the future. As

discussed in Section 2, we instead consider each possi

ble world to be a time tree. Each time tree denotes the

optional courses of events choosable by an agent in a

particular world. The belief relation maps a possible

world at a time point to other possible worlds. We say

that an agent has a belief <f>, denoted BEL(</>), at time

point t if and only if <j> is true in all the belief-accessible

worlds of the agent at time t .

Figure 4 shows how the belief relation B maps the

world tuO at time t\ to the worlds 61 and 62. Let

us assume that the formulas that are true at t\ in

61 are 4>\ and fo. while the formulas that are true

at ty in 62 are 4>\ and -«f>2. From this it is easy to

conclude that BEL(^i) and -iBEL(<fo) are true at t\

in wO. As discussed earlier, 4>\ and <f>i could be any

state formulas; in particular, ones involving the future

options available to the agent.

As the belief relation is time-dependent, the mapping

of B at some other time point, say t?, may be different

from the one at, t\. Thus the agent can change her

beliefs about the options available to her.

The semantics of the modal operator GOAL is given in

terms of a goal-accessible relation Q which is similar

to that of the B relation. The goal-accessibility rela

tion specifies situations that the agent desires to be

in. Thus, in the same way that we treat belief, we say

that the agent has a goal <j> at time i if and only if 4>

is true in all the goal-accessible worlds of the agent at

time t.

One can view intentions as future paths that the agent

chooses to follow. The intention-accessibility relation

I will be used to map the agent's current situation to

all her intention-accessible worlds. We shall say that

the agent intends a formula at a certain time if and

only if it is true in all the agent's intention-accessible

worlds of that time.
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We saw above that the goal-accessible worlds of the

agent can be viewed as the sub-worlds of the belief-

accessible worlds in which the agent desires to be.

Similarly, one can view intention-accessible worlds as

sub-worlds of the goal-accessible worlds that the agent

chooses to follow (i.e., to act upon). Thus, one moves

from a belief-accessible world to a goal-accessible world

by desiring future paths, and from a goal-accessible

world to an intention-accessible world by committing

to certain desired future paths.

The semantics for beliefs, goals, and intentions can be

defined formally as follows:

M, v, w, (= BEL(<£) iff Vu;' e B? M, v, w't \= <t>.

M, v, wt t= GOALO) iff Vu/ 6 Of M, v, u/( |= <f>.

M, v, w, t= INTEND^) ifTVu/ G T? M, v, w't \= 4>.

We allow intentions over any well-formed formula,

which means that one can have intentions about in

tentions, intentions about goals, intentions about be

liefs, and intentions to do certain actions. Some might

consider only the last type of intention to correspond

with natural usage. While this is arguable, in our for

malism the agent might have any type of intention but

will only act on the last type of intention.

As an illustration of these ideas, Figure 3 shows one

world 61 that is belief-accessible from the current situ

ation, say wO at to, two worlds g\ and </2 that are goal-

accessible from wO at io, and two worlds il and %2 that

are intention-accessible from u;0 at to. It is clear from

the figure that ilCglC.il and t"2 C g2. One of the

formulas that is true at to in all the intended worlds

is succeeds(di). Thus the agent intends succeeds(di).

The sub-world relationship forces the agent to believe,

as well as have the goal that succeeds(d\). The agent

intends to succeed and hence intends to carry out the

action d\, but the agent cannot guarantee the ulti

mate success of her actions—that will be determined

by the environment in which the agent is embedded.

Thus, even though the above formula is true, it is

not necessary, in the actual world, that the formula

succeeded(di) be true.

From the figure it is clear that at to, one of the

goal formulas true in all goal accessible worlds is in

evitable^/). This also implies that the agent be

lieves that this goal is achievable; in other words,

BEL(opiional(0/)). From the beliefs, goals, and in

tentions of the agent, one can say that the agent be

lieves that, if she succeeds in doing d\, she will achieve

the goal /.

3.3 AXIOMATIZATION AND SEMANTIC

CONDITIONS

So far, we have not provided any axioms or seman

tic conditions to capture the desired interrelationships

among an agent's beliefs, goals, and intentions. We

examine some of these below; additional constraints

are discussed elsewhere [14].

The axiomatization for beliefs is the standard weak-S5

(or KD45) modal system [11]. We adopt the D and K

axioms for goals and intentions; i.e., goals and inten

tions have to be closed under implication and have to

be consistent.

We also have the inference rule of necessitation [1 1] for

beliefs, goals, and intentions. In other words, the agent

believes all valid formulas, intends all valid formulas,

and has them as a goal. Hence, like most possible-

worlds formalisms, our logic also suffers from the log

ical omniscience problem [18]. This problem can be

partly alleviated by adopting the minimal-model se

mantics of Chellas [4] and giving up the inference rule

of necessitation and the K-axiomfor beliefs, goals, and

intentions. However, in this paper we adopt the more

traditional modal-logic semantics.

Belief-Goal Compatibility:

The Axiom of belief-goal compatibility states that if

the agent adopts an O-formula a as a goal, the agent

believes that formula.

(All) GOAL(a) D BEL(a).

The above axiom essentially states that, if the agent

has the goal that optionally) is true, she also believes

it; i.e., there is at least one path in all the belief-

accessible worlds in which tj) is true.

Consider, for example, the case where the formula tp

above is Op. The axiom then states that, if in all

the goal-accessible worlds of the agent there is at least

one path where eventually p becomes true, it must be

the case that in all the belief-accessible worlds of the

agent there is at least one path where eventually p is

true. But note that, because of the branching nature

of time, the agent need not believe she will ever reach

the time point where p is true.

The notion of strong realism as described in Section

2 is captured by imposing the restriction that, for

each and every belief-accessible world, there is a cor

responding goal-accessible world such that the goal-

world is a sub-world of the belief-world. This leads to

the following semantic condition:

(CI1) Vu/ € &? 3w" € Of such that w" C w'.

We shall use &f C,uper Gf as a succinct notation for

CI1. Such a relationship is shown in Figure 3, where

yl Cb\.

As both beliefs and goals are consistent, the relations

B and Q have to be serial (i.e., for any situation there

is at least one belief-accessible world and at least one

goal-accessible world). This ensures that, in the above

semantic condition, we can find at least one belief-

accessible world for which there is a goal-accessible
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world.

To capture the notion of realism, Cohen and Levesque

require, instead, that the goal relation Q be a subset

of the belief relation fl; i.e., Q C fl. As each pos

sible world in their formalism is a time line, this im

poses the condition that the chosen (or goal-accessible)

worlds are compatible with the agent's belief-accessible

worlds. In other words, BEL(^) D GOAL(<£) is an ax

iom in their formalism. This axiom forces the agent to

adopt as goals certain inevitable facts about the world.

As we shall see later, the different semantic condition

used in our approach helps us avoid this problem of

overcommitment .

Strong realism and realism are not the only ways of

capturing the relationship between beliefs and goals.

Elsewhere [16] we provide a different semantic relation

between beliefs and goals that is suited to realizing

other properties of these attitudes.

Goal-Intention Compatibility:

The Axiom of goal-intention compatibility states that,

if the agent adopts an O-formula a as an intention,

the agent should have adopted that formula as a goal

to be achieved.

(AI2) INTEND(a) D GOAL(a).

From the above axioms we have that, if the agent

intends a, she believes in a as well. For exam

ple, if the agent intends to do an event e, she has

the goal to (optionally) do e and also believes that

she will (optionally) do e. Nested intentions lead to

some interesting consequences. If the formula IN-

TEND(t'net>rta6/e(OINTEND(does(e)))) is true, then

BEL(op/iona/(OINTEND(<foes(e)))) is true and also

BEl{optional(OBEl(does(e)))) is true.

Analogous to the semantic condition CI1 we have the

semantic condition CI2, which imposes the restriction

that for each and every goal-accessible world there is a

corresponding intention-accessible world such that the

intention-world is a sub-world of the goal-world.

(CI2) Vu)' G G? 3u>" G If such that w" C u/.

We shall use Gf C,uper If as a succinct notation for

CI2. Figure 3 illustrates the above semantic condition,

where il C gl and t'2 fZ g2.

As discussed earlier, for each situation there is at least

one goal-accessible world and at least one intention-

accessible world.

Intentions leading to Actions:

The Axiom of intention to action (AI3) captures vo

litional commitment [2] by stating that the agent will

act if she has an intention towards a single primitive

action e. Note that we have not said that the event e

will occur successfully, just that the agent is commit

ted to trying it. Whether the agent is successful or not

depends on the environment in which she is embedded.

(AI3) INTEND(doe«(e)) D does(e).

Thus, whenever an agent has an intention to do a par

ticular primitive action, she will do that action. How

ever, the axiom does not prevent the agent from doing

actions that are not intended. Nor does it say anything

about non-primitive actions or other forms of nested

intentions.

Note that, if the agent has a choice of actions at the

current time point, she would be incapable of acting

intentionally until she deliberates and chooses one of

them. One way of modeling this deliberation is to

treat the process of deliberation itself as an action to

be chosen by the agent [17]. An alternative approach

would be to modify Axiom AI3 so that the agent ar

bitrarily chooses one of her intended actions and does

that action.

Beliefs about Intentions:

If an agent has an intention, she believes that she has

such an intention. The following axiom and semantic

condition capture this notion.

(AI4) INTENDf» D BEL(INTEND(tf)).

(CI4) Vu/ G Bf and Vu>" G If we have w" G Bf'.

In Figure 3, this requires that 61 be J-related to il

and t'2.

Beliefs about Goals:

If the agent has a goal to achieve <j>, the agent be

lieves that she has such a goal. This intuition can be

captured by the following axiom and its corresponding

semantic condition.

(AI5) GOAL(</>) D BEL(GOAL(<4)).

(CI5) Vu/ G Bf and Vu;" G Of we have u>" G fly'.

In Figure 3, this requires that 61 be (/-related to gl

and g2.

Goals about Intentions:

If an agent intends to achieve </>, the agent must have

the goal to intend <j>. This requires the following axiom

and semantic condition.

(AI6) INTEND^) D GOAL(INTEND(«l)).

(CI6) Vu/ G Gf and Vu>" G If we have w" G Gf'.

In Figure 3, this requires that gl be I-related to tl

and t2 and g'2 be J-related to tl and il.
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One can strengthen Axioms AI4-AI6 by replac

ing each implications by an equivalence. This

would result in INTEND(^) = BEL(INTEND(»)

= GOAL(INTEND(<£)) and similarly GOAL(^) =

BEL(GOAL(^)), which has the effect of collapsing

mixed, nested modalities to their simpler non-nested

forms.

Awareness of Primitive Events

The next axiom requires the agent to be aware of all

primitive events occurring in the world. Once again,

we require only that the agent believe a primitive ac

tion has been done, not necessarily whether or not it

was done successfully.

(AI7) done(e) D BEL(rfone(e)).

No Infinite Deferral

Finally, we require the agent not to procrastinate with

respect to her intentions. In other words, if an agent

forms an intention, then some time in the future she

will give up that intention. This axiom is similar to the

one adopted by Cohen and Levesque [6], which requires

that there be no infinite deferral of achievement goals.

(AI8) INTEND(^) D inew<a6/e<>HNTEND(^)).

The above axiom assumes that the intentions corre

sponding to maintenance goals are also dropped even

tually. This could, if necessary, be avoided by restrict

ing the formula <fi in Axiom AI8 to be an action for

mula.

We shall refer to this set of eight axioms, All - AI8, to

gether with the standard axioms for beliefs and goals,

as the basic I-system.

4 COMMITMENT AS AXIOMS OF

CHANGE

So far we have treated intentions as a commitment to

the performance of current actions. However, we have

not formalized how these intentions guide or determine

the agent's future commitment to her actions. In other

words, we have not discussed how the agent's current

intentions relate to her future intentions.

An alternative, proof-theoretic way of viewing the re

lationship between current and future intentions is as a

process of intention maintenance and revision, or what

we could intuitively think of as a commitment strat

egy. Different types of agent will have different com

mitment strategies. In what follows, we describe three

different commitment strategies: blind, single minded,

and open minded.

We define a blindly committed agent to be one who

maintains her intentions until she actually believes

that she has achieved them. Formally, the axiom of

blind commitment states that, if an agent intends that

inevitably <f> be eventually true, then the agent will in

evitably maintain her intentions until she believes <f>.

(AI9a) INTEND(tnet>i<a6/eO<£) D

inevitable(\tiTEND(inevitableO<j>) U BEL(<£)).

Depending on whether the formula <f> is an event for

mula or not, we can capture commitment to actions

(i.e., means) or to conditions that have to be true in the

future (i.e., ends). Note also that the axiom is defined

only for I-formulas (i.e., for intentions towards actions

or conditions that are true of all paths in the agent's

intention-accessible worlds); we do not say anything

about the commitment of agents to optionally achieve

particular means or ends.

A blind-commitment strategy is clearly very strong:

the agent will eventually come to believe she has

achieved her intentions or keep them forever. Relaxing

this requirement, one can define single-minded com

mitment, in which the agent maintains her intentions

as long as she believes that they are still options. More

formally, we have the following axiom of single-minded

commitment:

(AI9b) INTEND(inetii<a&/eO«!>) D

inevitable(\N7EHD(inevitableOd>) U

(BEL(0) V -iBEL(optionalO<j>)).

As long as she believes her intentions to be achievable,

a single-minded agent will not drop her intentions and

thus is committed to her goals. This requirement can

also be relaxed. We define an open-minded agent to

be one who maintains her intentions as long as these

intentions are still her goals. In other words, the axiom

of open-minded commitment can be stated as follows:

(AI9c) INTEND(»net>rtat/eO<0) D

inevitable(\UTEND(inevitableO<j>) U

(BEL(^) V ^GOAL(opiionalO<t>))).

We are now in a position to analyze the properties of

different types of agent who adopt the basic I-system,

together with one of the above axioms of commitment.

Such an agent will be called a basic agent.

A basic agent blindly committed to her means (or

ends) will inevitably eventually believe that she has

achieved her means (or ends). This is because Axiom

AI9a only allows future paths in which either the ob

ject of the intention is eventually believed or the inten

tion is maintained forever. However, by Axiom AI8,

the latter paths are not allowed, leading the agent to

eventually believe that she has accomplished her in

tentions.

A basic single-minded agent reaches an identical con

clusion only if she continues to believe, until the time

she believes she has realized her intentions, that the
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intended means (or ends) remains an option. Simi

larly, a basic open-minded agent will eventually believe

she has achieved her intentions provided she maintains

these intentions as goals until they are believed to have

been achieved.

More formally, we have the following theorem for basic

agents.

Theorem 1 :

(a) A basic, blindly committed agent, with the basic I-

system and Axiom AI9a, satisfies the following prop

erty:

INTEND(ineviio6/e(0^)) D inevitable(OBEL(<j>)).

(b) A basic single-minded agent, with the basic I-

system and Axiom AI9b, satisfies the following prop

erty:

miEND(inevitable(0<t>)) A

inevitable(BEL(optional(0<j>)) U BEL(»)

D inevitable(OBEl(<f>)).

(c) A basic open-minded agent, with the basic I-system

and Axiom AI9c, satisfies the following property:

\NJEND(inevitable(0</>)) A

inevitable(GOAL(optionaI(0(j>)) U BEL((j>))

D inevitable(OBEL(<j>)).

Proof:

(a) Assume the premise INTEND (inevitable (O^)).

By Axiom AI9a we can conclude inevitable (INTEND

(inevitable 0<j>) U BEL (<j>)). By Axiom AI8 and the

definition of weak until we can conclude inevitable (O

BEL (0)). Cases (b) and (c) follow a similar line of

reasoning. £

Consider now a competent agent [6] who satisfies the

Axiom of True Beliefs, namely BEL(^) D 4> (AI10).

Under each of the different commitment strategies

AI9a, AI9b, and AI9c, the competent agent will ac

tually achieve her means (or ends), rather than just

believe so. However, AI10 is often difficult for real

agents to live up to, as it requires an agent to have

true beliefs about the future realization of her inten

tions. By restricting Axiom AI10 to current beliefs

only or to beliefs about primitive action formulas, we

can define a less omniscient class of agents who will

also inevitably eventually achieve their intentions.

Theorem 2 : Under the same conditions as The

orem 1, competent agents yield the conclusion in

evitable (0<j>) for all three types of commitment.

Proof: Follows directly from the proofs of Theorem 1

followed by the use of Axiom AI10. £

The above theorems, however, are not as useful as one

would like. First, they do not make any use of Axiom

AI3. This means that the same result is achieved inde

pendent of whether or not the agent acts intentionally.

Moreover, the second conjunct of the premises of (b)

and (c) are conditions that have to be true in the real

world and which are impossible for a situated agent to

enforce; i.e., the agent cannot control these conditions.

As a result, the above theorems, although interesting,

do not provide a sufficient basis for a situated agent to

reason about her intentions and actions.

Consider now an agent who always performs only in

tentional actions. This can be enforced by requiring

the agent to intend a single primitive action at each

and every time point. It is reasonable to expect that,

in a world free of surprises, such an agent would main

tain her beliefs after doing each intended action; i.e.,

she would not forget previously held beliefs.

More formally, we can state that an agent preserves

a belief 7 over an intentional action x if and only if

(a) she intends to do x and (b) if she believes 7 will

hold after doing x, then after doing x, she does indeed

believe 7:

INTEND(doe«(x)) A

(BEL(opiuma/0(<*one(x) A 7))

D optionalQBEL(done(x) A 7).

A single-minded agent who intends inevitably that <j>

is true in the future will inevitably come to believe <j>

provided that she carry out only intentional actions

and that she preserve her beliefs about </> over these

actions. If she were also competent, she would actually

come to achieve <j>.

Theorem 3 :

(a) A basic single-minded agent, with the basic I-

system and Axiom AI9b, satisfies the following prop

erty:

INTEND(inet>j<a6/e(0<£)) A

inewiai/eD(3x(INTEND(does(x)) A

(BE\.(optionalO(done(x) A (<><£)))

D optionalOBEl(done(x) A (0<j>)))

D inevitable(OBEl(<l>)).

(b) A competent single-minded agent, with the basic

I-system, Axiom AI9b, Axiom AI10, and Axiom AI11

satisfies the following property:

INTEND(inet)iia6/e(0<£)) A

inevitablea(3x(\NJEND(does(x)) A

(BEl(optionalO(done(x) A (<></>)))

D optionalOBEl(done(x) A (0</>)))

D inevitable(0(<j>).

where the event variable x maps to a primitive event

type.

Proof: (a) Assume the premise (i) INTEND (inevitable

(0<j>)) and (ii) inevitable □ (3x (INTEND (does(x)) A
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(BEL (optionalO (done(x) A (0<j>))) D optionalO BEL

\done\x) A (O^))).

From (i) and Axioms AI2 and AI3 we have BEL

(optional{0<t>)). From this conclusion and (ii), we

have the conclusion inevitable(BEL(optional(<>4>)) U

BEL(^)). Now we can use Theorem 1 to draw the

desired conclusion.

Case (b) is identical to the above proof followed by the

application of Axiom A 1 10. +

The second conjunct of the premises of both (a) and

(b) can be weakened in several ways. First, Axiom

AI3 allows us to drop the done(x) formula in the real

world. Second, the agent needs to act according to her

intentions only until the moment that she achieves her

intentions. In other words, inevitable^ can be replaced

by the until operator.

Given that the agent will also believe the above the

orem (by the inference rule of necessitation for be

liefs) she will believe that, if she does only intentional

actions and preserves her beliefs while doing so, she

would ultimately achieve her goals. However, at the

same time she can also reason that, if she is forced to

do unintentional actions or does not maintain her be

liefs, she may not be able to achieve her goals. There

fore, the "Little Nell" problem [12], in which an agent

drops an intention precisely because he believes that

its fulfillment will achieve his goal, does not arise.

Similar to the property of preservation of beliefs over

intentional actions, one can introduce an analogous

property of preservation of goals. This would allow

open-minded agents to similarly achieve the object of

their intentions.

We can also define other types of agent with mixed

commitment strategies. For example, a particularly

interesting commitment strategy is one in which the

agent is open-minded with respect to ends but single-

minded with respect to the means towards those ends.

Such an agent is free to change the ends to which she

aspires but, once committed to a means for realizing

those ends, will not reconsider those means.

A fanatically committed agent [6] corresponds to a

competent single-minded agent. Similarly, an agent

with a relativized commitment is competent and open-

minded with respect both to means and ends.

We are not suggesting that the above categorization is

exhaustive or sufficient for describing realistic rational

agents. Our aim in providing the above categorization

has simply been to show that the formalism presented

here provides a good basis for defining different types

of agents and investigating their behavioral properties.

It also lays the foundation for a more detailed analysis

of reconsideration of intentions [2].

5 PROPERTIES OF THE LOGIC

There are two important aspects of belief-goal-

intention interaction that have received attention in

the literature [2, 5]. First, if an agent believes that

a formula </> is inevitably always true (i.e., <j> is true

at all time points in all the future paths of all belief-

accessible worlds), then the agent should not be forced

to (a) adopt <f> has a goal, or (b) intend <j>. For ex

ample, given that "The earth is round" is true at all

time points in all future paths of all belief-accessible

worlds of the agent, the agent should not be forced

to adopt this as a goal nor be forced to intend such

inevitable facts. The same requirement holds for a

slightly weaker form of belief; namely, the belief that

a formula <f> is inevitably eventually true (such as the

belief about the rising of the sun). Clearly, an agent

with such a belief should not be forced to adopt it

as a goal nor intend it. Moreover, this requirement

should hold no matter how persistent are the agent's

beliefs. In particular, is should hold even if the agent

inevitably always believes that a formula <j> is inevitably

always true.

Second, if an agent believes that a formula <f> D 7 is

inevitably always true, and the agent intends <j> (or has

the goal <f>), then the agent should not be forced to

intend 7 (or have the goal 7). In other words, an

agent who intends to do a certain action should not be

forced to intend all the side-effects of such an action.

For example, an agent who intends to go to the dentist

to have her tooth removed, but believes inevitably that

going to the dentist will always cause her pain as a

side-effect, should not be forced to intend herself pain

[5]. As before, the above requirement also applies to

the weaker form of belief and to persistent beliefs.

The above requirements are met by our formalism.

While for every belief-accessible world there must be

a goal-accessible world (and similarly for intentions),

the converse need not hold. Thus, even if the agent

believes that certain facts are inevitable, she is not

forced to adopt them as goals (or as intentions). In

this way, an agent believing that it is inevitable that

pain always accompanies having a tooth filled, may yet

have the goal (or intention) to have a tooth filled with

out also having the goal (or intention) to suffer pain.

This relationship between belief, goal, and intention-

accessible worlds is shown in Figure 3.

Let us define a binary relation <ttrong on the modal

operators such that BEL <,trong GOAL <,trong IN

TEND. A modal formula R?(<j>) is said to be stronger

than Ri(<l>) if and only if R\ <,trong ^2- We then have

the following two propositions:

Proposition 1 : A modal formula does not imply a

stronger modal formula. For example, if the agent be

lieves (or inevitably always believes) that <f> is true, she

need not adopt <j> as a goal. In other words, the follow
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ing formulas are satisfiable:

(a) BELf» A -GOAL(^);

(b) inevitable(aBEL(<j>)) A -.GOAL(^).

General case: In general, the above results hold if

BEL is substituted by Ri and GOAL by R2, where Ri

^■strong R-2-

Proof: For every belief-accessible world there has to

be a goal-accessible world. But the goal relation Q can

map to worlds that do not correspond to any belief ac

cessible world. Thus, if in one such world the formula

<f> is not true, the agent will not have 4> as a goal. This

shows the satisfiability of Case (a). The satisfiability

of Case (b) follows a similar pattern. £

Proposition 2 ; A modal operator is not closed un

der implication with respect to a weaker modality. For

example, the following formulas are satisfiable:

(a) GOAL(^) A BEL(inevitable(a(<j> ;> 7))) A

-GOAL(7);

(b) GOAL(» A »ne«i<a6/e(aBEL

(inevitable(a(4> D 7))) A ->GOAL(7).

General case: In general, the above results hold if

BEL is substituted by Ri and GOAL by R2, where Ri

<ttrong °2-

Proof: For every belief- accessible world there has to

be a goal-accessible world. But the goal relation Q can

map to worlds that do not correspond to any belief-

accessible world. Thus, if in one such world the for

mula <j> D 7 is not true, the agent will not have 7 as

a goal. This shows the satisfiability of Case (a). The

satisfiability of Case (b) follows a similar pattern. 4

Both the above propositions deal with the stronger

form of beliefs; namely, that the agent believes in

evitably always 4>. They can be suitably modified for

the weaker form as well.

Note that although we have the above propositions,

the agent 's goals and intentions are closed under im

plication. In other words, the following formulas are

valid formulas in our system:

INTEND(^) A INTENDS D 7) D INTEND^).

GOAL(0) A GOALO D 7) D GOAL(T).

Moreover, although an agent need not have as a goal or

intention such inevitable facts, this does not prevent

her from reasoning about them. Thus, for example,

on adopting the intention to go to the dentist, the

agent could still use her beliefs about the certainty of

accompanying pain in deciding to take along a strong

analgesic.

Cohen and Levesque define a notion of persistent goal

which appears to have some of the above properties.

However, these properties are obtained by appealing

to the temporal nature of persistent goals, rather than

any intrinsic properties of beliefs, goals, or intentions

[1]. For example, Cohen and Levesque can only avoid

intending the side effects of any intended action if, at

some time point in the future, the agent does not be

lieve that the side effect will result from performance

of the intended action. The problem remains, how

ever, for cases in which the agent, for example, always

believes that the side effect will occur. In other words,

Case (b) is not satisfiable for the above propositions

for the non-trivial cases. In contrast, in our formal

ism the agent is not forced to adopt unwanted goals

or intentions on account of her beliefs, no matter how

strong or persistent these beliefs are.

6 COMPARISON AND

CONCLUSION

Bratman [2] argues against the reducibility of inten

tions to an agent's beliefs and desires and treats inten

tions as partial plans of action to which the agent is

committed. He then goes on to show how the agent's

existing beliefs, desires, and intentions form a back

ground for future deliberation. Following this line

of argument, we have introduced a logical formalism

which accords a primary status to intentions. Further,

by adopting certain axioms of change, we have shown

how the present beliefs, goals, and intentions of an

agent constrain her future attitudes.

Philosophically, our approach differs from that of Co

hen and Levesque [6] in that it treats intention as a ba

sic attitude and shifts the emphasis of future commit

ment from the definition of intention to the process of

intention revision. Semantically, our approach differs

in that we distinguish between the choice available to

the agent in choosing her actions and her beliefs about

which worlds are possible. In addition, we specify an

interrelationship between beliefs, goals, and intentions

that allows us to avoid all variations of the problem of

unwanted side effects.

We have only considered constraints on the mainte

nance of intentions. Important aspects of rational be

havior that concerns intention formation by delibera

tion and intention modification in the light of chang

ing circumstances or reconsideration [2] have not been

dealt with in this paper. These are separate topics

which will be considered elsewhere; the sub-world rela

tionship between beliefs, goals, and intentions provides

useful techniques for analyzing these issues.

In summary, we have presented a theory of intention

that treats intentions on a par with the agent's beliefs

and goals. By introducing various axioms of change,

we were able to categorize a variety of rational agents
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and their commitment strategies. We also captured,

for the first time, the process of belief, goal, and inten

tion revision, which is crucial for understanding ratio

nal behavior [1]. Although there are many aspects of a

theory of rational agency that we have not addressed,

we believe that we have presented a formalism that

provides a foundation upon which such a theory can

be constructed.
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Abstract

The stable model semantics of [Gelfond &

Lifschitz 88] has become a standard method

of supplying semantics for nonmonotonic

logic programs, and has been applied to truth

maintenance systems as well. In this paper,

we introduce a new construct called stable

bases which are in some sense the dual of

stable models and from which stable mod

els can be easily derived. Stable bases are

distinguished by the fact that they are con

tained within a (potentially small) subset of

the proposition set1 and are thus easier to

compute than stable models. We apply sta

ble bases in the design of a truth mainte

nance system, the NATMS, which integrates

nonmonotonic and abductive reasoning in a

fully general fashion. The NATMS extends

the ATMS of [de Kleer 86] by labeling each

proposition with both the assumption sets

and stable bases which together allow the

proposition to be derived. The NATMS thus

accounts for the multiple stable models which

may result from nonmonotonicity in the jus

tification set, yet defaults to the behavior of

the ATMS in the presence of purely mono-

tonic justifications.

1 INTRODUCTION

The feature of the truth maintenance problem which

makes it computationally difficult is the necessity of

dealing with multiple "canonical" models correspond

ing to a given justification set. This multiplicity stems

from two orthogonal sources. First, a system may have

multiple extensions, which arise from nonmonotonicity

in the justifications and are strictly analogous to the

multiple extensions of nonmonotonic logic. Second, a

system may have multiple contexts, which arise from

or Herbrand base, in the case of first-order theories.

distinct assumption sets and are formalizable wholly

within the framework of classical propositional logic

[Reiter & de Kleer 87]. Traditional truth maintenance

systems [Doyle 79; de Kleer 86], as well as more recent

ones [Pimentel & Cuadrado 89; Junker 89; Eshghi 90],

have dealt with at most one of these phenomena. The

system of [Dressier 88] is the first TMS which correctly

deals with both.

This paper describes a new TMS which also deals si

multaneously with the two types of multiplicity. Like

the ATMS of [de Kleer 86] it is an assumption-based

system which maintains contexts for multiple sets of

assumptions. However, our system extends the ATMS

in that it accepts nonmonotonic justifications and, for

each set of assumptions it maintains, finds the multiple

extensions which may arise from this nonmonotonic

ity. Our system defaults to the behavior of the ATMS

when given purely monotonic justifications, a property

we propose as a simple and intuitive requirement for

any system which integrates nonmonotonicity into the

ATMS. The system of [Dressier 88] also satisfies this

requirement, but other attempts to extend the ATMS

to handle nonmonotonicity, such as [Junker 89] and

[Eshghi 90], have not.

We formulate our TMS within the logic of Horn clauses

generalized by negation as failure. The semantics of

the system is then precisely defined in terms of stable

models. Stable models were introduced in [Gelfond

& Lifschitz 88] to provide a declarative semantics for

logic programs with negation and are closely related to

the "stable expansions" of autoepistemic logic [Moore

85] and the "finitely grounded extensions" of [Doyle

83]. As a result, the behavior of our TMS can be

immediately related to the use of negation as failure in

logic programs and to other nonmonotonic formalisms

proposed in the literature.

The algorithm we present for our TMS employs a new

construct called a stable base. We show that each sta

ble model of a logic program corresponds to a unique

stable base, and that stable models and bases are

simply related to one another. Stable bases assume
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the role of the "out-assumptions" in the system of

[Dressier 88] and are related to the "extension bases"

of [Junker 89] and "stable generators" of [Eshghi 90].

Stable bases have the advantage that they render un

necessary the introduction of new propositions and jus

tifications. Further, they help to elucidate the inter

action between multiple extensions and assumptions.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

In Section 2, we review the stable model semantics of

generalized Horn clauses and introduce stable bases.

In Section 3, we use this logic to give a declarative

specification of the new nonmonotonic ATMS along

with the algorithms for label propagation and query

ing. Section 4 discusses the implementation of the new

TMS. Section 5 gives a detailed comparison of our sys

tem with the work of other authors who have proposed

systems of a similar nature. Finally, Section 6 states

our conclusions.

2 THE LOGIC OF GENERALIZED

HORN CLAUSES

2.1 LANGUAGE

We let P denote a set of proposition symbols. We

will take as our language the set of generalized Horn

clauses, that is, the set of formulas of the form

c*—ai,...,an,-<bi,...,->bm, m,n>0

where c, a\ , . . . , an , &i , . . . , 6m € P. If m = 0, the

clause is a (non-generalized) Horn clause.

We will denote clauses by a and sets of clauses by

E. We will sometimes treat a subset of propositions

A C P as a set of clauses with the understanding that

p € A corresponds to p<—. Given a clause a, we write

horn(a) for the clause resulting from removing all neg

ative literals from a, head(a) for the head of a, Pos(a)

for the set of propositions appearing as positive literals

in the body of or, and Neg(a) for the set of propositions

which are negated in a.

An interpretation I is a subset of P. JC Pisa model

of E if 7 satisfies each clause in E according to the

standard definition of satisfaction [Lloyd 87]. If E con

sists only of Horn clauses, then it has a unique minimal

model [Lloyd 87], which we will denote Min(E).

2.2 STABLE MODELS

If E consists of generalized Horn clauses, on the other

hand, it may have multiple minimal models, many

of which will be unintuitive with respect to the "in

tended" semantics of the clauses. [Gelfond <k Lifschitz

88] introduced the more restrictive class of stable mod

els to alleviate this difficulty. To define the stable

models, [Gelfond & Lifschitz 88] introduce a certain

transform on E with respect to an interpretation I:

E/ = { horn(a) | a 6 E, J D Neg(a) = 0 }. (1)

I is said to be a stable interpretation of E if 7 =

Min(E/).

It is shown in [Gelfond ic Lifschitz 88] that every sta

ble interpretation of E is in fact a minimal model of E

(although not all minimal models are stable). There

fore, we may simply speak of the stable interpretations

of E as its stable models.

Recall the notion of SLD-refutation [Lloyd 87] from

Horn clauses. For a set of Horn clauses E, we write

E r- p if there is an SLD-refutation of p from E. We

then have that an interpretation I is a stable model of

E if and only if it satisfies

for all p £ P: p G I iff E/ h p. (2)

This follows immediately from the completeness and

soundness of SLD-refutation [Lloyd 87].

2.3 STABLE BASES

Our TMS algorithm is based on the realization that,

in order to compute the stable models of E, it is not

necessary to check the condition in (2) for every propo

sition. Rather, it suffices to test only a (potentially

small) subset of P, namely those propositions which

occur in negative literals in E. Let N denote this set

of propositions:

N = (J Ne^(a)- (3)

Definition 2.1 (stable base) B C N is a stable

base of E if it satisfies,2

for all p € N: p € B iff Eg- h p. (4)

We can interpret (4) as saying that B is stable over

the subset of propositions in TV. In comparison, (2)

states that I is stable over the full set of propositions.

Let us now examine the relationship between stable

bases and stable models. We start by showing the

following lemma.

Lemma 2.1 For any 1,1' C P, iflDN = I'nN then

E/ = E//.

Proof: Assume I f~l N = I' C\N. Then for any clause

a € E we must have Neg(a) (11 = Neg(a) n /' since

Neg(a) C N. Thus, (1) implies E/ = E/.. I

This lemma allows us to prove the following theo

rem which establishes a one-to-one correspondence be

tween stable models and stable bases.

Theorem 2.1 I is a stable model of E and B = 7nN

iff B is a stable base of E and I = Min(Eg-).

2 B — P — B, the complement of B in P.
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Proof: (=>•) Let / be a stable model of E and set B =

7nN. Clearly,

B = Il)N (5)

BDN = lnN. (6)

Lemma 2.1 and (6) imply Eg = E/.

To sjiow that B is a stable base of E we must show

p G B iff Eg- h p for all p G JV. Let p be any member

of N. From (5) we see that p G -B iff p G / and, since /

is a stable model, iff E/ h p. Since E/ = Eg, we have

p G S iff Eg- h p.

Since / is a stable model, then / = Min(E/) and,

hence, J = Min(Eg-).

(<=) Let B be a stable base of E and set I = Min(E-g-).

Clearly, I = {p\ Eg h p } , which implies

/nAT={pGiV|Eghp} (7)

7n;v = {peAr|Eg-tM. (8)

Since S is a stable base, (7) becomes

inN = {peN\PeB} = BnN

Therefore, E/ = Eg- (Lemma 2.1) and hence J =

Min(E/), implying / is a stable model.

Similarly, (8) becomes

7nJV = {pe N\p£B} = BHN.

Since B C N, we obtain 7 D TV = B. I

We note the special case of this theorem when E con

tains only Horn clauses. We then have N = 0 and

B = 0 as the only stable base of E. Theorem 2.1

reduces to: J is a stable model of E iff I = Min(E).

More generally, Theorem 2.1 implies that the set of

stable models of E and the set of its stable bases can

be related by the bijective mappings

I = Min(Eg)

B = 7nN.

Example 1: Let P — {a,b,c} and let E contain the

two clauses:

a i— ->b

6 — -.c.

We then have N = {&, c} and E has the solitary stable

base {c} and stable model {6}.

Example 2: Again let P = {a,b, c] but now let E

contain the three clauses:

a < 16

b <— -ic

c *— a.

As in the last example, N = {b,c}. E now has two

stable bases: {6} and {c}. The stable models asso

ciated with these stable bases are, respectively, {a,c}

and {6}.

3 THE NONMONOTONIC ATMS

In this section, we will describe a truth maintenance

system, which we call the NATMS, which handles

both nonmonotonicity and assumption-based reason

ing. Our definition of the NATMS is motivated by a

simple and intuitive requirement: in the case of purely

monotonic justifications the system should behave ex

actly as a monotonic ATMS, i.e., the system of [de

Kleer 86]. Most previous efforts in this area have not

satisfied this requirement, as we show in Section 5.

Definition 3.1 (Nonmonotonic ATMS)

A nonmonotonic ATMS (NATMS) is a quadruple

(P,Amax,px,E) where

1. P is a finite set of propositions,

2- -^max C. P is a subset of propositions which may

be used as "assumptions, "

S. px G P is a proposition which represents "contra

diction," and

4- E is a finite set of generalized Horn clauses de

fined over a (possibly proper) subset of P.

An NATMS such that E contains only Horn clauses

defines the ATMS of [de Kleer 86].

Note that (P,Amax,p±,E) defines a "snapshot" of the

NATMS at a given point in time. In practice, P, Amax

and E may be augmented incrementally as a prob

lem solver interacts with the system. Our main con

cern here is a declarative specification of a snapshot

NATMS.

The function of the NATMS is to determine, for each

p G P, every set of assumptions A C AmAX such that p

can be derived, and pi cannot be derived, from EUA

To define this precisely, let us consider first the ATMS.

If E is restricted to Horn clauses, then for any A, T,UA

will have a unique stable model, I = Mjn(ELM), and

we will have pg/iffEUAhp. The function of the

ATMS can then be said to compute for each p G P the

set QuERY(p) defined by

Query(p) = {AC Am&x I

EUAhp, EUA\/P±}. (9)

Query(p) (actually its minimal elements) is what de

Kleer's system returns in answer to a query about p.

If, on the other hand, E contains generalized Horn

clauses, then EU A is not guaranteed to have a unique

stable model but may have zero, one or more stable

models. This requires that we in some way parame

terize assumption sets with the stable models in which

a given proposition p can be derived. It is convenient

to use stable bases for this purpose. That is, we will ex

tend the definition of Query(p) to include pairs (A, B)
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where A is an assumption set and B is a stable base

of EU A. To state this precisely, we first define the set

All = { (A, B) \ A C Amax, BCN,AnB = <b XlO)

where N is given by (3). The condition A D B — 0

recognizes that a stable model of EUA must include A

itself, implying its stable base must be disjoint from A.

Thus, of all the possible pairs (A, B) G 2A™" x 2^, All

excludes those in which B is not potentially a stable

base of E U A. We extend the definition of Query to

Query(p) = { (.4, B) G All |

SgUAhp, E^-UAI^px,

B is a stable base of EUA}. (11)

The chief function of the NATMS is to compute

Query(p) as defined in (11).

Observe that E^- U A — (E U AW, since A-g = A,

and that Eg U A h p iff p G Mi'n(Eg- U A). Further,

Theorem 2.1 guarantees Min(E^-UA) is a stable model

iff B is a stable base of E U A. Therefore, Query(p)

maps one-to-one onto the set of (A, I) such that p £ I,

px £ I, and J is a stable model of E U A. For each

(A,B) G Query(p), we can think of A as a set of

"in-assumptions" and B as a set of "out-assumptions"

which together allow p to be derived from E.

Considering again the monotonic case, we have N = 0,

Eg- = E for any B, and B = 0 as the unique stable

base of EUA for any A. As a result, Query(p) in (11)

reduces to (9) but with each A paired with an empty

set of "out-assumptions."

3.1 COMPUTING QUERIES

The computation of Query(p) is divided into two

stages. The first is a fully incremental label-

propagation algorithm. Like the ATMS, the NATMS

maintains a label for each proposition which is assigned

an initial value when the proposition is introduced into

the TMS. Labels are updated each time a new clause

is appended to E.

The second stage is a non-incremental constraint satis

faction procedure performed upon labels of the propo

sitions in N in order to compute the stable bases. The

cost of the procedure reduces to zero when N = 0.

Both stages of the computation rely upon the ability to

perform set-theoretic operations (chiefly intersection,

union, set difference, and subset test) upon subsets of

ALL, defined in (10). The implementation of these

operations is discussed in Section 4.

Looking at the definition of QuERY(p) in (11), we note

that QuERY(p) can be decomposed as

Query(p) = Base n Label(p) - Label(px) (12)

where

Label(p) = {(A,B) G All \XgUA\-p) (13)

Base = { (A, B) G All |

B is a stable base of EUA}. (14)

As its name suggests, Label(p) is the label we will

associate with p, while Base gives us the stable bases

for the various assumption sets. Below we will show

how Label(p) and Base can be computed. Given

these sets, we can compute QuERY(p) directly using

(12).

Again, it is interesting to consider formulas (12) and

(14) in the strictly monotonic case. When E contains

only Horn clauses we have N = 0, which is a stable

base of EUA for any A. Hence, (14) reduces to Base =

All = 2y,»" x {0}. From (12) and (13) this yields

Query(p) = Label(p) - Label(px)

= {(A,0)|EUAr-p, EUAt/pj.}

confirming our earlier observation. Thus, we see that

the computation of BASE is required only by the pres

ence of nonmonotonicity in E.

3.2 INCREMENTAL LABEL

MAINTENANCE

In the following discussion, we will disregard the ob

vious bookkeeping functions needed for updating P,

N and E as propositions and clauses are introduced

to the system. We consider only the updating of the

proposition labels.

If a proposition p does not occur in E, then it will

be present in a stable model of E U A only if p G A.

Therefore, when p is first introduced into the NATMS,

we set Label(p) := InAsm(p), where InAsm(p) is de

fined by

InAsm(p) = {(A,£)g All|pg A}. (15)

Note that if p £ Amax, we obtain InAsm(p) = 0 owing

to the exclusion of A <£ Amax from All.

After a clause a has been appended to E, the la

bels are updated by the label-propagation algorithm

update-label(a). This algorithm, described below,

is very similar to that used in de Kleer's system.

update-label (a)

More := {a};

while More / 0 do

choose /3 G More;

More := More — {/?};

Out := { (A, B) G All | B D Neg(/3) };

New := OutD P| Label(p);

p^Pos(p)

if New £ LABEL(head(/?)) then

LABEL(head(/?)) :=

LABEL(Aead(/?)) U New;

More :=

More U { 7 G E | head((3) G Pos(j) };
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We can see from update-label that the addition of

a clause to E induces the addition of elements to

Label(p). Thus, Label(p) is a monotone increasing

(with respect to set inclusion) function of E.

3.3 COMPUTING STABLE BASES

Given the algorithm for incrementally computing

Label(p), our next step is to find a method for com

puting Base as defined in (14). We begin by defining

the set

OutAsm(p) = {(A,B)e All |pG B}. (16)

If we examine Definition 2.1, it turns out that

Base can be expressed in terms of Label(p) and

OutAsm(p) for p € N. Specifically, we can carry out

a boolean expansion of (4) within (14) to obtain

Base = p| Label(p) A OutAsm(p) (17)

pew

where A denotes the symmetric difference between

sets. From Definition 2.1, it should be obvious that

(A, B) G Base just in case B is a stable base of EUA

Note that the intersection (17) is computed over N

rather than P. If E is monotonic, then N = 0 and

Base defaults to All without computation.

While Label(p) is monotone with respect to E, and

OutAsm(p) is a constant set, the presence of the sym

metric difference in (17) implies that Base is not a

monotone function of E. Because of this, it appears

that the above formula for Base must be computed

"from scratch" after each change to the label of a

negated proposition. In the next subsection, we con

sider an alternative formula for Base which allows

part of the computation to be done incrementally.

3.4 MINIMAL SET REPRESENTATIONS

We can factor Base into a difference between sets as

follows. For any sets X and Y we have X AY =

(X U Y) - (X n Y). Further,

f](Xi-Yi) = f]Xi-\jYi

i i i

for any sets X\,Y\,X2,Y2, Applying these identi

ties to (17) allows us to write

Base = Good - Bad (18)

where

Good = f] Label(p) U OutAsm(p) (19)

Bad = (J Label(p) n OutAsm(p). (20)

p€N

It is informative to translate the formulas for Good

and Bad back into conditions on A and B. We have

{A, B) G Good iff

for all p G TV: p£ B implies Eg-U A h p.

(A, B) $ Bad iff

for all p G N: E^-U A h p implies p G B.

The conjunction of these two conditions yields (4).

Using (18) in (12) obtains

Query(p) = Label(p) n Good - Nogood (21)

where

Nogood = Label(px) u Bad. (22)

(21)—(22) state that Query(p) comprises the elements

of Label(p) n Good but with those in Label(pj.) U

Bad removed. Compared to the ATMS, where

Query(p) = Label(p) - Label(px), we see that

Good acts as a filter on Label(p) while Bad aug

ments Label(px). The elements of Label(px) are

known as "nogoods" in the terminology of [de Kleer

86] and it is clear that the elements of Bad play a

similar role in the NATMS. Hence our use of the no

tation Nogood.

We note that both Good and Nogood are mono

tone functions of the proposition labels, which in turn

are monotone functions of E. NOGOOD, as a union of

labels, can thus be computed incrementally, whereas

the full intersection yielding Good must be recom

puted whenever the labels of the propositions in N

have changed.

The real value of this factoring of Base and Query(p)

stems from the fact that Label(p) and OutAsm(p)

can be represented purely by their minimal elements.

Let us define a partial order X on All such that

(A, B) < (A', B') iff A C A', B C B'.

Given any X C ALL, we define fiX C X to contain

the minimal elements of X with respect to X:

fiX = {(A,B)€X\

toia\l(A',B')eX:

(A',B') * (A, B) implies (A',B') = (A, B) }.

We will say that X is upwardly closed with respect

to ■< if membership in X is monotonic with respect

to X, i.e., (A,B) G X and (A,B) < (A',B') imply

(A',B') £ X. If X is upwardly closed in this sense it

is totally determined by fiX:

X = { (A, B) G All |

there exists (A', B') G \xX: (A', B') X (A, B) }.

It is obvious from (16) that OutAsm(p) is upwardly

closed with respect to X. Label(p) is also upwardly

closed owing to the facts that E-g-U A is a monotonic

function of both A and B, and derivability is mono

tonic with respect to a set of Horn clauses. It follows

from (19), (20) and (22) that Good and Nogood are

upwardly closed with respect to ■< since these sets are

obtained via unions and intersections of Label(p) and
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OutAsm(p). Therefore, in complete analogy with the

ATMS, the NATMS may return, in place of Query(p),

the two sets pQuERY(p) and pNoGOOD. The prob

lem solver receiving these sets will understand that

(A, B) € Query(p) precisely when

1. there exists (A',B') G pQuERY(p):

(A',B')±{A,B).

2. for all (A', B') e Nogood: (A',B') j< (A,B).

3. A C Amax, BQN,AC\B = %.

This third condition, implicit in the definition of All,

is necessary to avoid the need for maximal elements of

these sets.

Example 3: As in Example 1, let E comprise

a«-->6

6 < <c

and let Amax = 0. Then

AiLABEL(a) = { (0,{6}) }

pLABEL(6) = { (0,{c}) }

pLabel(c) = 0.

We have simply that /iOuTAsM(p) = { (0, {p}) } for

p = b,c. Thus,

pGooD = { (0,{c}) }

pNogood = { (0, {b,c}) }

and

p Query(o) = 0

p.QUERY(6) = { (0,{c}) }

p Query(c) = 0.

Note that QuERY(a) is empty even though LABEL(a)

is not. This is because LABEL(a) n Good = Nogood

for this set of clauses.

Example 4: Now let £ be from Example 2:

a *— ->b

b < >c

c *— a.

This time we set Amax = P = {a,b,c}. We obtain

pLABEL(a) = { (0,{6}), ({a},0) }

pLABEL(6) = { (0,{c», «6},0) }

pLabel(c) = { (0,{6}), ({a},0), ({c},0) }

leading to

/iGooD = { (0,{6}), (0,{c}),

({a,6},0), ({6,c},0) }

^Nogood = { (0,{6,c}), ({a},{c}) }.

The final queries are

pQuERY(a) = { (0,{6}), ({a,6},0) }

pQuery(6) = { (0,{c}) , ({a,6},0) , ({6,c},0) }

pQuERY(c) = { (0,{6}) , ({a,6},0) , ({6,c},0) }.

4 IMPLEMENTATION

Examining the function update-label and the formu

las for Base and Query(p), we can see that the en

tire algorithm of the NATMS involves standard set

operations applied to various subsets of the set ALL.

Therefore, an implementation of the NATMS is spec

ified by the data structure used for representing sub

sets of All—i.e., sets of assumption set, stable base

pairs—and the associated algorithms for set union, in

tersection, set difference and subset test. The NATMS

must construct from scratch only the representation

of InAsm(p) (the initial label of a proposition) and

OutAsm(p), defined in (15) and (16), respectively. All

other quantities can be derived from set operations.

Out in update-label is generated as

Out = P| OutAsm(p).

P€Neg(0)

In this section, we will outline two possible implemen

tations of the NATMS: one patterned after de Kleer's

implementation of the ATMS and the other patterned

after the implementation described by [Pimentel &

Cuadrado 89] for their stable model TMS.

4.1 MINIMAL SET IMPLEMENTATION

The ATMS operates directly on minimal proposition

labels p Label(p), where minimality in this case is de

fined with respect to ordinary set inclusion applied to

assumption sets. Here we outline an analogous imple

mentation of the NATMS using minimality with re

spect to ■<.

In this approach, the representation of a set X C All

is simply a list of the elements in fiX , each of which

is a pair (A, B). Generalizing from the ATMS, an ef

ficient data structure for representing (A,B) is a pair

of bit vectors defined over Amax and N, respectively.

A proposition p G Amaxr\N will correspond to a bit in

each vector, and we must constrain the data structure

such that at least one of these bits is zero in order to

guarantee A D B = 0.

In terms of minimal sets, the representations of the

two sets which must be constructed by the NATMS

are simply

plNASM(p) = {({p},0)}

pOUTASM(p) = {(0,{p})}.

The following formulas can then be used in the la

bel propagation algorithm and in the computation of

Good and Nogood via (19), (20) and (22):

fi(X U X') = p(pX' U fiX)

fi(X n X') = p{ (A U A',B U B') |

(A,B)e»X, (A',B')enX',

(A U A') CI (B U B') = 0 }
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lt(X-X') = {z€liX\

for all x' € fiX': x' £ x }

where X,X' C All are upwardly closed with respect

to < The test (.4, B) < {A1, B') and operations AUA'

and B U B' required by these formulas can be per

formed efficiently as bit-by-bit computations on the

bit-vector representations of A, A', B and B'.

4.2 DECISION TREE IMPLEMENTATION

While the minimal set representation is sufficient to

represent upwardly closed sets, like Label(p), it can

not represent ones which are not. We have developed a

second representation, based on decision trees, which

can represent arbitrary subsets of All, whether up

wardly closed or not. Thus, the decision tree repre

sentation allows the direct computation of Base and

Query(p) using (12) and (17).

Recall that a pair (A, B) G All has A C Amax, B C

TV, A D B = 0. Each (A, B) thus defines a partition of

Ama,xUN into three disjoint sets: A, B and AmlLX\JN —

A — B. A decision tree represents a set of pairs X C

All as a hierarchy of tests of various p G AmAX U N

for membership in each partition. When applied to a

given pair (A, B), the final outcome of the tests will

decide whether or not {A, B) G X. Given a prescribed

total ordering of Am»x U N, the tests can be ordered

into a tree having at most three branches per node.

If we require that the number of tests in the tree be

minimum within the constraint of this ordering, the

decision tree representing each subset of All will be

unique.

Thus, a decision tree representing a set X C ALL de

fines a boolean function decide: All —► {false, true}

which serves as the membership or characteristic func

tion of the set. decide(A, B) returns true if (A, B) G

X and false \{ (A, B) $ X . To achieve an efficient rep

resentation of decide, we constrain it to have one of

six possible forms: decide-AB, decide-A, decide-B,

decide-C, decide-T and decide-F. The last two of

these perform the tests at the leaf of a decision tree

and return either true or false unconditionally:

decide-T(A, B)

true;

decide-F(A, B)

false;

The remaining function types test a particular propo

sition p G Amax U N for membership in one or more of

the three partitions A, B or C = Amax U N — A — B,

and calls another decision function depending on the

result. The schemata for these functions are

decide-AB(A, B)

if p G A then

decide-i(^4, B);

else if p G B then

decide-y(A, B);

else

decide-z(j4, B);

decide-A(A, B)

if p G A then

decide-x ( A, B);

else

decide-y(A, B);

decide-B(A, B)

if p G B then

decide-x(A, B);

else

decide-y(A,5);

decide-C(A, B)

if p £ A and p £ B then

decide-x (A, B);

else

decide-y(A, B);

In each function, p denotes one of the propositions

from Amax U N , while x, y and z each denote one of T,

F, AB, A, B or C. The values given to p, x, y and z in

a function will depend on the subset of All being rep

resented and where in the decision tree the function is

used. To achieve a unique, finite decision tree, we must

impose the following restrictions on the recursive func

tion references decide-x, etc. First, each referenced

function must test a proposition higher than p in the

ordering over AmaxUA^. Second, the two or three func

tions which are referenced in a given function must all

be different, i.e. be of different types or test different

propositions. We also restrict which p can be tested in

different function types as follows: p G Ama,x PI N for

decide-AB, p G Amax for decide-A and p G N for

decide-B. Given these restrictions, the largest possi

ble decision function tree would have \Amax U N\ lev

els, with a branching factor of two or three at a level

depending on whether the proposition tested at that

level is in i4max D N. Of course, the typical trees en

countered in the computations by the NATMS will be

much smaller than the worst case, particularly those

representing sets which are upwardly closed.

The three primitive sets which the NATMS must con

struct are represented as follows. The empty set is rep

resented by the decision function decide-F. InAsm(p)

is represented by decide-F when p £ Amax and by

decide-A(A, B)

if p G A then

decide-T(A,B);

else

decide-F(A,B);
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when p £ Amax. Similarly, OutAsm(p) is represented

by decide-F when p £ N and otherwise by

decide-B(A,B)

if p G B then

decide-T(A,B);

else

decide-F(A,P);

The algorithms which accomplish the set operations of

union, intersection and set difference are too lengthy

to show here. Each algorithm takes as input the deci

sion function trees representing two arbitrary subsets

of All, and returns the decision tree which represents

the appropriate operation on the input sets. Each al

gorithm can be expressed recursively.

5 RELATED WORK

In this section, we review the work of other authors

who have proposed truth maintenance systems related

to ours. We begin by recalling Definition 3.1, in which

an NATMS is defined as a quadruple (P, Amax,pj.,E).

We will attempt to relate these other systems to this

definition.

All of the systems we will consider allow E to con

tain nonmonotonic justifications, but only some al

low assumption-based reasoning, i.e., Amax / 0-

Section 5.1 and 5.2 consider systems which are not

assumption-based while Section 5.3 considers one

which, like ours, is assumption-based. As we will see,

the systems discussed in Section 5.2 are special in that

they make use of the ATMS through, roughly speak

ing, a mapping of nonmonotonicity into assumptions.

We will state more precisely below why we do not clas

sify these systems as assumption-based.

5.1 NONMONOTONIC SYSTEMS

The original TMS of [Doyle 79] is characterized by its

ability to handle nonmonotonicity and contradictions,

but not assumptions in the sense of [de Kleer 86]. In

our notation, it is restricted to operate with Amax = 0

and therefore constitutes a special case of the NATMS

with the form (P, 0,pi,E). Doyle's system has also

been classified as a "justification-based" system owing

to the fact that, in logic programming terminology, it

maintains a single stable model through a labeling of

propositions with supporting justifications.

The algorithm of [Pimentel & Cuadrado 89], based on

stable models, was intended as a complete implemen

tation of the TMS of [Doyle 79], in the sense that it

finds all stable models and always correctly terminates,

even if no stable model exists. They compute the set of

stable models using an equation essentially equivalent

to (17), although the intersection was performed over

P rather than N . This choice was made because The

orem 2.1 was not known by the authors at that time.

Because the method used in [Pimentel & Cuadrado 89]

is subsumed by that of the present paper, it will not

be discussed further.

A second nonmonotonic algorithm, also complete, is

contained in [Junker &; Konolige 90]. Junker and

Konolige define their own notion of an "extension" of

E. Their algorithm computes all extensions of E ac

cording to their definition. We show below that their

extensions are in fact exactly the stable models, and

that the functionality of their TMS is therefore identi

cal to that of [Pimentel k. Cuadrado 89] and subsumed

by that of the present paper.

Before describing their TMS, we note that the bulk

of Junker and Konolige's paper concerns a method

for translating autoepistemic and default theories into

TMS justifications.3 This allows any complete non

monotonic TMS, including that of the present paper,

to compute the extensions of an autoepistemic or de

fault theory.

Junker and Konolige define extensions in terms of the

transitive and reflexive closure of a certain operator.

Using our notation, the operator is

Applyt.A1) = { head(a) |aeS, Pos(o) C J,

Neg(a)r\J = 0}.

Junker and Konolige note that if E is monotonic,

then Neg(a) is always empty, and so we may sim

ply write Applys(I) for Applyst(I) which is equal

to ApplyE j (I) for any J.

By Apply% j(I) we mean the minimal set that con

tains I and is closed with respect to ApplyE Jt i.e.,

Applyxtj(Applyxj(I)) Q Apply^j{I).

Junker and Konolige define I to be an extension of E

if

I = Apply^jW).

We want to show that the extensions of E, according

to this definition, are precisely the stable models of E.

We first state the following lemma.

Lemma 5.1 If T, is monotonic, then Apply^(<i) =

Min(E).

Proof: The operator Applys can be rewritten as

Applys(I) = Applyx,(I)

= { Aead(a) | a € E, Pos(a) C /,

Neg(a) 0 0 = 0}

= { head(a) | a G E, Pos(a) CI}.

3The only limitations are that the theory must consist

of a finite set of defaults and premises, and that deriv-

ability must be decidable for the base language [Junker &

Konolige 90].
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The reader will recognize the last expression as the fa

miliar operator over the lattice of interpretations used

in the standard fixed point semantics for logic pro

grams [Lloyd 87]. Apply^(9) is precisely the least fixed

point of this operator. The lemma follows from the

equivalence between fixed point and minimal model

semantics for monotonic logic programs [Lloyd 87]. I

Theorem 5.1 I is an extension of E iff it is a stable

model o/E.

Proof: From the definition of the operator, we can

check that Apply -^ j = ApplyE/ for any J. There

fore, for any 7, we have Apply £/(0) = Apply^t(9) =

Min(E/), where the last equality follows from the

lemma. Thus, I = Apply £ /(0) iff I = Min(Ej) which

establishes the theorem. I

Since extensions as defined above are simply an al

ternative characterization of stable models, it follows

that Junker and Konolige's algorithm is equivalent

in its output to an NATMS of the restricted form

(P,0,Px,E).

5.2 NONMONOTONIC SYSTEMS

EMPLOYING THE ATMS

As stated in Section 3, de Kleer's ATMS may be

described as an NATMS (P, Amax,p±, E) with E re

stricted to Horn clauses. In other words, the ATMS

requires TV = 0. Naturally, there has been consider

able interest in relaxing this restriction so that some

form of nonmonotonicity can be handled. However,

recent efforts in this direction have not been entirely

satisfactory.

Junker has presented a system [Junker 89] which maps

a nonmonotonic TMS (P, 0,Px,E) into de Kleer's

ATMS and uses the ATMS with some postprocess

ing to find the stable models of E. (The NATMS,

in contrast, finds the stable models of E U A for vari

ous assumption sets A) Although the ATMS is used

internally, assumptions play no role in the input or

output of Junker's system. His system is essentially

a complete nonmonotonic TMS which happens to use

the ATMS as a back-end processor. A simple way to

see this is to observe that, in the case of purely mono-

tonic justifications, Junker's system does not default

to the behavior of a monotonic ATMS.

Let us now describe the precise correspondence be

tween the system of [Junker 89] and the NATMS.

Junker starts with a system T = (P, 0,px,E). For

each B C N , define a set of new propositions

Out(B) = {out(p) \peB).

Given E defined over P, Junker constructs an aug

mented set of propositions P', given by

P' = PUOut(N)

and a monotonic set of clauses E* defined over P' , as

follows

E'= {a- oi, . . . ,an,out(61), . . . ,out(6m) |

c «— ai , . . . , an, ->6i , . . . , -ibm € E }

E* = E/U{Pi^p,out(p)|p€iV}.

Using E*, Junker's technique is to construct a new

system V, given by T* = (P', Out(AT),pj.,E*). Since

E contains Horn clauses only, T* has the form of a

monotonic ATMS. Thus, the ATMS receives an ex

panded set of propositions and clauses, compared to

the original system, and uses the additional proposi

tions, Out(N), as assumptions. The assumptions han

dled by the ATMS thus actually correspond to the

out-assumptions of the NATMS.

For any interpretation I C P, Junker distinguishes a

subset of P', MapOut(I) = Out(I n AT).4 Note that

for any B C N, we have

Out(B) = MapOut(B). (23)

MapOut(B) for B C N are the sets which T* treats

as assumption sets, after the translation above. We

observe that Theorem 1 of [Junker 89] can be stated

as

for all p € P: E/ h p iff E* U MapOut(I) h p. (24)

Junker's algorithm is based on the computation of cer

tain assumption sets in F* he calls extension bases,

which have a one-to-one correspondence with the sta

ble models5 of E. We give a definition of extension

bases equivalent to Junker's in our notation. Let

B C N. Then Out(B) is an extension base iff

for all out(p) € Out(N):

out(p) € Out(B) xor E* U Out(B) h p.

We can now state the following theorem.

Theorem 5.2 For all B C N, Out(B) is an exten

sion base iff B is a stable base.

Proof: The condition for Out(B) to be an extension

base can be restated as

for all p G N: p € B xor E* U Out(B) h p,

which is equivalent to

for all p e N: p G ~B iff E* U Out(B) h p.

Using (23) and (24), this condition becomes

for all p G N: p G ~B iff E^ h p

4 Junker denotes this set A(I). We have changed the

notation to avoid confusion with sets A.

^[Junker 89] uses default logic for his formalization of

the TMS and therefore shows the correspondence with de

fault extensions. However, the equivalent result holds for

stable models as well, as shown in [Eshghi 90].
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which is identical to Definition 2.1. I

As a result, Theorem 2 of [Junker 89] is equivalent

to our Theorem 2.1. The one-to-one correspondence

between extension bases and stable models is equiva

lent to the one-to-one correspondence between stable

bases and stable models. This implies that the trans

lation from E to E* and the introduction of Out(N) as

additional propositions are unnecessary. Given the la

bel representation of the NATMS, all of the necessary

computation can be done with the original nonmono

tonic E defined over P.

Junker shows that all extension bases are supersets of

the minimal assumption sets returned by I". However,

the converse is not true: an assumption set contained

in an ATMS label is not guaranteed to be a subset

of an extension base, i.e., valid in Junker's terminol

ogy. Hence, Junker provides a non-incremental post

processing algorithm which takes a single assumption

set and tests whether it is valid. The algorithm intro

duces choice points wherever multiple extensions can

arise and uses backtracking to insure that they are all

found.

Evidently the postprocessing performed by Junker's

algorithm corresponds to the intersection of Label(p)

with Good in (21), while our set Nogood contains

exactly the nogoods which T* returns. We note this

as a conjecture as we have not proved this formally.

We should note that [Eshghi 90] presents a variant of

[Junker 89] using stable model semantics rather than

default logic. Eshghi's system uses the same transla

tion from r to T* and employs a monotonic ATMS in

the same way as Junker. One difference from Junker

is that rather than test the individual members of la

bels, Eshghi employs an algorithm to directly compute

the set of extension bases, which he calls stable gen

erators. Again, we infer that this is closely related to

the intersection of Label(p) with Base in our sys

tem; however, the set-theoretic expression for Base in

(17) is much simpler than Eshghi's nondeterministic

algorithm.

In summary, although they use the ATMS internally,

the systems of [Junker 89] and [Eshghi 90] are re

stricted to the form (P, 0,pj.,E). However, it ap

pears likely that this restriction is not inherent to their

approach and that their translation may work with

Amax U Out(N) given to the ATMS. In effect, this is

how the system of [Dressier 88] works, as we will see

in the next section.

5.3 NONMONOTONIC,

ASSUMPTION-BASED SYSTEMS

[Dressier 88] describes an extension to the ATMS

which allows for nonmonotonicity in a manner similar

to the NATMS. His system has been given semantics in

[Reinfrank et al. 89] via a translation of justifications

into autoepistemic logic. We will adopt the treatment

of [Reinfrank et al. 89] for the sake of comparison with

the NATMS. By stating their definitions in terms of

the stable model semantics, we can show that the se

mantics they propose for assumption-based systems is

in fact equivalent to that of the NATMS.

[Reinfrank et al. 89] employ the same mapping of

negated literals to Out(N) as do [Junker 89] and [Es

hghi 90]. As a result, it will be convenient to use some

of the definitions of the previous section. The basic

construct employed by [Reinfrank et al. 89] is the /i-

extension. Given a quadruple (P, Amax,px,E) and an

assumption set A C Amax, J C P U Out(N) is a /i-

extension of E' U A iff

J = Min(E' U A U MapOut(J)).

We observe that Lemma 4.5 of [Reinfrank et al.

89] can be stated as follows: given a quadruple

(P, Amax,px,E) and an assumption set A C AmKX,

1. if / is a stable model of EUA, then JUMapOut(Z)

is a /i-extension of E' U A, and

2. if J is a /i-extension of E' U A, then J n P is a

stable model of E U A.

We can now state the following theorem.

Theorem 5.3 J is a ^.-extension of E' U A iff J =

I\J Out(B) for some stable model I and stable base B

o/EUA, where B=7dN.

Proof: (=*•) Suppose J is a /i-extension of E'UA. By

Reinfrank's Lemma 4.5, we know I = J DP is a stable

model of E U A. We may take

B = 7nN

= (JnP)nN

= 7r\N.

Since J is a /i-extension of E' U A, we know that J =

Mm(E' U A U MapOut(J)), which implies that

MapOut(J)= Out(7r\N)

= JnOut(N).

Because P (~\ Out(N) = 0, we may write

J = (J D P) U (J D Out(N))

= (JDP)uOut(7nN)

= IUOut(B).

The last equality establishes the desired condition.

(<=) Suppose / is a stable model and B a stable base

of EU A, with B = 7r\N. By Reinfrank's Lemma 4.5,

we know that J = I\J MapOut(I) is a /i-extension of

E' U A. But MapOut(Z) = Out(7 n N) = Out(B), so

J = IliOut(B) is a /i-extension of E'UA, as required.
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6 CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a nonmonotonic ATMS which fully

integrates abductive and nonmonotonic reasoning and

is strictly more general than several previous efforts to

integrate nonmonotonicity into the ATMS. Our system

is based on a label propagation scheme analogous to

that of the ATMS, where we have extended the label of

a proposition and the result of a TMS query to include

both assumption sets and stable bases, serving as the

in-assumptions and out-assumptions which support a

proposition.

By using stable bases, our TMS algorithm works

entirely within the original set of justifications and

propositions given to the system. A translation into

an equivalent monotonic TMS is not required. Since

stable bases are computed using only the propositions

negated in a set of justifications, the computational

impact of nonmonotonicity is isolated and minimized.

We are looking for further ways to optimize the algo

rithm in special cases, such as when the set of justi

fications is stratified and must have a unique stable

model.

The NATMS has been presented in set-theoretic terms,

resulting in rather simple formulas for the computa

tions performed by the system. We have shown how

the implementation of the NATMS may be accom

plished in a manner similar to the ATMS, using rep

resentations of labels and queries in terms of minimal

sets and nogoods. We have also described an alterna

tive implementation based on a more general represen

tation of sets in terms of decision trees.

The semantics of our system is given precisely by the

stable model semantics of logic programs. Recently, a

number of authors have presented semantics for non

monotonic TMS's in terms of autoepistemic logic [Fu-

jiwara k Honiden 89; Reinfrank et al. 89, Elkan 90]

and default logic [Junker 89]. Furthermore, [Junker k

Konolige 90] have given the reverse translation (i.e.,

from autoepistemic and default logic into a nonmono

tonic TMS). Therefore, the NATMS and other non

monotonic TMS's offer a limited implementation of

these other formalisms.
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Abstract

This paper provides a semantical character

ization of Brewka's variant of default logic.

The former can be seen as a realization

of Poole's "commitment to assumptions" as

well as Makinson's demand for cumulativity.

Therefore, we present a model theoretic se

mantics that is subsequently evaluated and

which is shown to provide useful insights into

Brewka's formalism and Poole's and Makin

son's notions.

1 INTRODUCTION

Reiter's default logic [1980] is one of the most natu

ral approaches to default reasoning. Unfortunately,

it lacks cumulativity1, i.e. adding nonmonotonic theo

rems to the premises may alter the nonmonotonic the

ories [Makinson, 1989]. Written down formally, a the

ory operator Th is cumulative iff we have for arbitrary

sets of formulas R and S that

R C S C Th(R) => Th(R) = Th(S).

Another problem has been addressed by Poole [1989],

who shows that default logic does not stick to its as

sumptions in a proper way, i.e. a nonmonotonic theory

may be justified by contradicting assumptions. Such

inconsistencies may lead to unintuitive results.

Both of those "defects" have been attacked and solved

by Brewka [1991] who introduced a slight variant of

default logic, called cumulative default logic. But

this logic lacks clear model theoretic semantics, since

those proposed for default logic [Etherington, 1986;

Etherington, 1987; de Guerreiro and Casanova, 1990]

are not applicable any more.

In what follows we try to view briefly the formal defini

tions of default logic and its semantics. Afterwards we

introduce Brewka's variant and show how the former

semantics has to be altered to cope with the variant.

We argue that the presented semantics provides use

ful semantical insights into cumulative default logic as

well as into nonmonotonic logics as such. We moti

vate this by presenting two examples that reflect the

problems concerning commitment and cumulativity.

2 DEFAULT THEORIES AND

THEIR SEMANTICS

A closed default theory, A = (D, W), consists of a set

of closed first order formulas W and a set of closed

default rules D. A default rule is any expression of the

form

where or,/? and w are closed first order formulas.2

Thereby, a is called the prerequisite, w the consequent

and P the justification of the default rule. In what

follows we will confine ourselves to closed default the

ories.

Using default rules, hypothetical knowledge is incor

porated in the framework by using additional non

monotonic inference rules. They sanction inferences

that rely upon given as well as absent knowledge and

therefore could not be made in a classical framework.

A default rule is applicable, if its prerequisite is known

and its justification is consistent, i.e. a contradiction

cannot be derived, if we would add its negation to our

theory.

An extension of the initial set of facts is defined as all

formulas derivable from the given knowledge using the

classical inference rules and all specified default rules.

'See [Makinson, 1989] for a detailed discussion on cu

mulative inference relations.

2 For sake of simplicity we restrict ourselves to singu

lar default rules, i.e. default rules with one justification.

They have been advocated in [Reiter, 1987] and in cumula

tive default logic multiple justifications correspond to their

conjunction.
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Therefore, Reiter demands three properties to hold for

an extension: it should contain our initial set of facts,

it should be deductively closed and each consequent of

each applicable default rule should be in it. How an

extension can be characterized formally is described

below.

Definition 2.1 Let A = (£>, W) be a default theory.

For any set S of formulas let Tdl(S) be the smallest

set such that

l.wc rDL(S),

2. Th(TDL(S)) = TDL(S),

S. If ^- G D and a G TDL(S) and ->0 & S then

w G TDL(S).

A set of formulas E is an extension for A iff

TDL(E) = E.

Default logic deals with many commonsense examples

very well, but it has the already mentioned problems:

non-commitment and non-cumulativity. These are

sketched by the following examples.

Example 2.1 (non-commitment)

The default theory

(HM*}-*)

has only one extension, Th({C, D}). Both default

rules have been fired, although they have contradicting

justifications.

Example 2.2 (non-cumulativity3)

The default theory

= (Bn^H.«)

has one extension, Th({A}). This extension inevitably

contains AV B.

Adding the last disjunction to the premises yields the

default theory

., (\ : A Ay B : -,A\ f . „,\

that has two extensions Th({A}) and Th({->A,B}).

No matter whether we are employing a sceptical or

credulous notion of a theory. In both cases we obtain

different ones.

3This example is originally due to David Makin-

son [Makinson, 1989].

Even though default logic has intuitively been well

understood, it took several years until a model the

oretic semantics was given. Etherington [1987; 1988]

introduces a partial order >t on 2I"OD(vv) that cap

tures a default's preference for more specialized world

descriptions.4 Unlike other approaches (e.g. circum

scription [McCarthy, 1980]) that impose a preference

relation on sets of models, here the same is done on

the powerset.

ct ■ B

Definition 2.2 Let 6 = {j be a default rule, U a

set of models and IIi,n2 G 2n. The partial order >j

is defined as follows.

Ill >6 n2 holds iff

1. Vtt G n2.7r f= or,

2. 3tt G n2.7r t= 6,

s. iii = n2\{7r |tt[=-^}.

This order can be easily extended to the transitive

order >£> that holds iff

36 G D. Hi >6 n2.

Concerning normal default theories, it is sufficient

to take into account the >d-maximal elements of

2MOD(W)) wnereas for others an additional so-called

stability condition is necessary to prove soundness and

completeness wrt the corresponding extensions.

Definition 2.3 Let A = (D, W) be a default theory

and II a >D~maximal set of models out of 2MOD(M').

II w called stable for A iff there is a set of default rules

D1 CD such that

1. n>D- MOD(W),

2. V<5 = ZJL e D>3ir e n.7T |= 8.

Regarding the semantics, we now see why default the

ories do not stick to their assumptions: Together, the

second condition of the former and the latter defini

tion require only one model to satisfy the justification

of a considered default rule. But it is not required,

that there has to be one that satisfies all of the justi

fications of the default rules used during a derivation.

Hence, concerning the justifications default logic pre

serves only a kind of distributed consistency.

This becomes obvious, if we take a closer look at the

model structure obtained in Example 2.1. Looking at

the induced ordering illustrated in Figure 1 , we observe

one stable set of models,

MOD({CAZ?}).

4MOD( W) denotes the set of all models of W.
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But this set is properly divided into two sets of mod

els: those satisfying B and those satisfying -<B. Even

though both default rules have been applied there is

no model satisfying both of the corresponding justifi

cations.

Regarding Example 2.2 and its semantical background

as illustrated in Figure 2, we see that adding the non

monotonic theorem A V B also enlarges the considered

set of models, here MOD({/4}). So, which information

has been lost?

In both examples, the unintuitive results occur be

cause the implicit consistency assumptions have been

lost. We are dealing with nonmonotonic theorems but

we are not aware of the underlying assumptions.

3 ASSERTIONAL DEFAULT

THEORIES

Brewka [l99l] solved the two problems by strength

ening the applicability condition for default rules and

making the reasons for believing something explicit.

In order to keep track of the assumptions syntacti

cally, he introduced so-called assertions, i.e. formulas

marked with the set of justifications and consequents

of the default rules that have been used during their

derivation.

Definition 3.1 Let a, ylt . . . , ym be formulas. An as

sertion £5 is any expression of the form

(a,{7i> •••,7m}).

where a = Form(£) is called the asserted formula and

the set {7X, . . . , 7 } = Supp(f) is called the support of

a.6

To guarantee the proper propagation of the supports,

the classical inference relation has to be extended.

Let Th denote the extended theory operator. If

£1 , • • • , in G Th(S) and Formfa), . . .^Form^n) 1- 7

then {7, Supptfr) U . . . U Supp(£n)) G Th(S).

Now, an assertional default theory becomes a pair

A = (D, W), where D is a set of default rules and W

is a set of assertions. Furthermore, we assume them to

be well based, i.e. that Form(W)U Supp(W) are consis

tent. Accordingly an assertional extension is defined

as follows.

Definition 3.2 Let A = (D, W) be an assertional de

fault theory. For any set S of assertions let Tcdl(S)

be the smallest set fulfilling the following three proper

ties.

5 If not stated explicitly, we denote an assertion as £ =

(«,{7i 7m}>-

The two projections can naturally be extended to sets

of assertions.

1. W C VCdl(S),

2. fh(TcDL(S)) = TCDL(S),

S. If
Oc:(3

G D and (a,Supp(a)) G Tcdl(S)

and Form(S) U Supp(S) U {/?} U {w} r/ _L then

(u, Supp(a) U {p} U {w}) G Tcdl(S).

A set of assertions € is an assertional extension for A

iffTCDL(£) = S.

Comparing the last definition with that of Reiter, we

observe two basic differences:

1. The applicability condition of a default rule re

quires the consistency of its justification and its

consequent with all asserted formulas as well as

all supports of an assertional extension.

2. The justifications and consequents of all generat

ing default rules are recorded.

Additionally, assertional default theories share several

nice properties: the existence of extensions is guaran

teed, they are semimonotonic and all extensions of

a given assertional default theory are weakly orthogo

nal s to each other. Due to their ability to keep track

of the assumptions made, they are able to cope with

the problems already mentioned.

Example 3.1 (commitment)

The assertional default theory

*-({-*^M

has now two extensions, Th({(C, {B,C})}) and

Th({(D,{^B,D})}).

Example 3.2 (cumulativity)

The assertional default theory

A AW B : -^A

A ' ->A
}■•)

has still one extension, Th({{A,{A})}). It contains

now the assertion (A V B, {A}).

Consequently, adding this to the premises yields the

assertional default theory

A =

A Ay B : ->A

},{(AV2UA}>})
A ' ni

that has still the same extension and no other.

rI.e. monotonic wrt to the default rules.

8I.e. at least the supports of two extensions contradict

each other.
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Figure 1: Non-commitment in default logic.

We see how easily we obtain the desired effects if we

keep track of the justifications and the formulas de

rived using default rules. But how can this "syntactic

sugar" be realized semantically?

4 A SEMANTICS FOR

ASSERTIONAL DEFAULT

THEORIES

In order to characterize assertional default theories

and their behaviour a similar preference relation can

now be defined by considering pairs like (II, H), where

If and fl are sets of models. The intuition behind such

a semantical structure is as follows. Viewing the justi

fications more as a kind of working assumptions the

previously mentioned distributed consistency of de

fault theories is not adequate any longer. Rather, we

need to focus on those models that satisfy our assump

tions. But since we cannot prove their validity there

have to exist models that falsify them and "overlap"

our focused models concerning our working assump

tions. So, we just impose more structure on the sets of

models under consideration, viewing the second com

ponent n — that is just a subset of II — as our focused

set of models. Given an assertional extension £ , we

can illustrate the corresponding semantical structure

 

Figure 3: The model structure of an assertional exten

sion £.

as done in Figure 3.

Formally, we can achieve this by defining an appropri

ate order relating the consistency of the justifications

with their validity in the focused models.

Definition 4.1 Let 6 = A" be a default rule, TL a

set of models and 111,112,111,112

order X$ is defined as follows.

G 2n. The partial
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Figure 2: Non-cumulativity in default logic.

(ni,ttx)b«(na,fta) holds iff

1. Vtt e n2.ir (= a,

2. 3n-en2.7rf= {/?}u{w},

3. n^naX^iir^-^w},

^. fli = n2 \ {t I 7T |= -./? or -k (= -w}.

The induced ordering Vp is denned analogously to

that in Section 2. But using a strengthened consis

tency condition by requiring that all justifications and

consequents have to be fulfilled by our focused models,

we do not need a stability condition anymore. Techni

cally, this is due to the fact that we are dealing with a

semimonotonic default logic. But from the viewpoint

of our focused models, we allow only those default rules

to be applied that are compatible with them.

Afterall, we can provide the following correctness and

completeness theorems.

Theorem 4.1 (Correctness)

Let A = (D, W). If £ is an assertional extension of

A then

(MOD(Form(£)), MOD(Form(£) U Supp(£)))

is a ^p-maximal element such that

(MOD( Form{£)), MOD(Form(£) U Supp{£))) ±d

(MOD(Form(W)), MOD(Form(W) U Supp(W))).

Theorem 4.2 (Completeness)

Let A — (D, W). // (II, fi) is a y^ -maximal element

such that

(n,fi) tD

(MOD(Form(W)), MOD(Form(W) U Supp(W)))

then there is an extension £ of A such that

II (= Form{£) and fi |= Form{£) U Supp{£).

The proofs of the theorems are given in Appendix A.

They are analogous to those given in [Etherington,

1988] and employ an inductive argumentation.

Again, concerning normal assertional default theories

we obtain a simpler semantical characterization, pro

vided that we are dealing with non supported base

sets. In this case the larger set of models collapses

to the focussed ones, since normal default rules re

quire their justifications to be fulfilled after they have

been proven to be consistent. Nevertheless, the need

to maintain a semantical structure involving a focus

arises, when making nonmonotonic theorems explicit.

Otherwise, the underlying assumptions will be lost.

The way, our former examples are now accomplished

semantically, is illustrated by the figures 4 and 5.

Thereby, Figure 4 refers to Example 3.1 wheras Fig

ure 5 illustrates Example 3.2.

Regarding Figure 4, we see why in Example 3.1 none

of the other default rules is applicable any longer: The

focus does not fulfill their justifications. Applying one

of the default rules does not just add the consequents.

It also makes us aware of the underlying assumptions.

Adding C under the assumption that B is consistent

prohibits us from assuming ->B to be consistent also,

or vice versa.

Regarding Figure 5, we see why the second default rule

in Example 3.2 is blocked, even though we have added

the assertion (A V B, {A}} to the premises: Asserting
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Figure 4: Commitment in cumulative default logic.

A V B by focusing those models satisfying A does not

allow ->A to be consistently assumed. Once again, we

have been aware of the underlying assumptions.

In addition, the semantics also supplies us with in

sights into the nice properties of well based assertional

default theories mentioned in Section 3. The existence

of model structures is guaranteed, since Definition 4.1

ensures that II never becomes an empty set. The same

definition also takes care of semimonotonicity. Because

there has to exist a focussed model satisfying the pre

requisite, consequent and the justification of an added

default rule before it is going to be applied. Weak

orthogonality is mirrored by the fact that there never

exists a model which is shared by two different focussed

sets of models.

5 DISCUSSION

Aside the semantical insights decribed so far, the se

mantical reflection provides us also the conjecture that

the very strong syntactical relation between an as

serted formula and its support is not really necessary.

Hence, we conjecture that an equivalent formulation

of cumulative default logic using first order formulas

and an appropriate two-place fixed point operator a

la [Lukaszewicz, 1988] — but with a different consis

tency condition — would work also. But we have not

worked it out yet.

On the other hand we have seen that adding a non

monotonic theorem to the facts forces us also to add

the underlying assumptions, if we want to preserve

cumulativity. Consequently, the latter have to be fil

tered out before adding the nonmonotonic theorem.

So, there is a need to have the specific supports.

Recently, a problem referred to as "floating conclu

sions" [Makinson and Brewka, 1991] arose when deal

ing with sceptical reasoning. This is due to the fact

that meeting two assertional extension does not pro

duce anything about an asserted formula, if it occurs

in both extension but with a different support.

Example 5.1 (floating conclusions)

The assertional default theory

has two extensions, fh({{A,{->B,A}),{C,{->B,A})})

and Th({(B,{-iA,B}),(C,{->A,B})}). Now, employ

ing a sceptical notion of a theory we can draw no con

clusion about C.

Looking at the semantics, we obtain two different

model structures

(MOD({A, C}), MOD({A, C, -5}), )

and

(MOD({J3, C}), M0D({5, C, -/!}), ).

Now, combining both model structures by unioning the

focuses and the whole set of models separately yields a

semantical structure

(MOD({ C}) \ MOD({-i A -5}),

MOD({C}) \ MOD({A «-> B}))

all of whose models satisfy C.

The semantical structure corresponds to an assertional

default theory including the assertions

(A V B, {-iS A A V ->>! A B}),

(C,{-^BAAV^AAB}).

This is the solution our semantics would yield. So, why
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Figure 5: Cumulativity in cumulative default logic.

not adopting a corresponding mechanism of sceptical

reasoning?

However, we have not yet investigated this kind of

sceptical reasoning. Hence, it remains future work to

look for the consequences (e.g. we have not yet proven

that cumulativity is preserved).

Moreover, it remains an open question how Makinson's

generalized variant of assertional default theories (de

scribed in [Brewka, 1991]) can be realized semantically.

Instead of assertions he introduced so-called affirma

tions, i.e. formulas marked separately with the set of

justifications and consequents of the default rules that

have been used during their derivation. Using affirma

tions he was able to define a version of default logic

that is cumulative but does not care about inconsis

tencies between justifications.

Last but not least, the question arises why we have

adopted Etherington's semantics [1986; 1987] and not

another one, e.g. [de Guerreiro and Casanova, 1990]?

Both semantics yield the the same set of models, but

differ in the way the preference relation is defined.

Hence, we have chosen the one that exposes our prob

lems in a better way. Etherington's preference relation

reflects exactly the transitions between theories or sets

of models, respectively, induced by the corresponding

default rules. We wanted to show how this process

is envisaged in cumulative default logic. However, we

think that a similar technique, i.e. requiring consis

tency wrt those models fulfilling all asserted formulas

as well as their supports, also works for their seman

tics.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Human commonsense reasoning is strongly based on

the ability to reason upon non verifiable assumptions

or better working assumptions. But people do not as

sume things arbitrarily, rather they keep track of their

assumptions and at least verify that they do not con

tradict each other. No one would justify a conclusion

by an assumption as well as its opposite.

Moreover, we argue that people who assume properties

also assume their validity. In other words they focus

on a certain class of models that satisfy their assump

tions. Hence, concerning default logic we strengthen

the meaning of justifications towards unverified rea

sons for believing something.

This becomes obvious, if we regard the default theory

-(m-<4
In default logic's semantics we obtain a flat set of mod

els

H = {» | «- (= {A,B,C}}0 {tt I * |= {A,^B,C}},

whereas our semantics yields a pair

(H, fi) = ({* I * (= {A, C}}, Or | ir \= {A, -*B, C}»

that corresponds to a structured set of models includ

ing a focus.

Hence, we admit more structured sets of models by fo

cusing on those models that fulfill our assumptions. As

we have seen this semantically accounts for "commit

ment to assumptions" and also leads to cumulativity.

A PROOFS OF THEOREMS

In the proofs we will use the terms semantical or model

structure, respectively, to refer to the previously dis

cussed pairs of models, (H,H).
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Moreover, we need the following definition.

Definition A.l The set of generating default rules of

an assertional extension £ of an assertional default

theory A is defined as follows

GD(£, A) = {6=^ | (a, Supp(a)) G £,

Form{£) U Supp(£) U

{/?}U{w}l/_L}

Now, an assertional extension is characterized unam

biguously by the set of generating default rules.

Lemma A.l Let A, £ and GD(£,A) be defined as

usual. We have

£ = Th(W U {(w, Supp(a) U {/?} U {w}) |

(a,Supp(ct))e £,*-$- <EGD(£, A)}).

Proof A.l See [Schaub, 1991].

A.l PROOF OF CORRECTNESS

Definition A.2 Let A, £ and GD(£,A) be defined as

usual. Using the well ordered set of default rules

GD(£>A) = {61,62,63,6A>...}

we can define a sequence of semantical structures as

follows:

(n0,n0)

(MOD(Form(W)), MOD(Form(W) U Supp(W)))

(ni+1)ni+1) =

({tt e n,- 1 t N «i}, {* g % 1 7T (= &,<*})■

Where for each i > 1 we define Q to be the default rule

Q = h =
w*

G GD(£,A),

with

k= min{j\ 6; = ^,

We observe that the sequence of the semantical struc

tures (TIj , ITj ) is well defined and that each of the de

fault rules Ci G GD(£, A) is chosen only once.

Lemma A.2 Let A, £ and GD(£, A) be defined as

usual. Let (n0l fi0), (III, fti), (n2, n2), • • • be a se

quence of semantical structures as defined in Defini

tion A. 2 and

we have

1. (ni+i,fi<+i)h(i+I (ELj.fi.-), t>0.

2. (II, ft) tGD(£,A)

(MOD(Form(W)), MOD(Form(W) U Supp(W))),

S. H |= TA(Form(W)U C7on*e5(GD(^)A)))>

^. ft |= 77i( .Form(W) U

Justif(GD(£, A)) U Conseq(GD(£, A))).

Proof A.2

i. 5y definition.

2. Proof by induction over i.

i = 0

(n0ln0) yt

(MOD{Form(W)), MOD(Form(W) U Supp(W)))

i ~» i + 1

(H+i.^+i) >rCi+1

(n.-.rio b{c„...,c.}

(MOD(*V>rm(W)), MOD(.Form(W) U Supp(W))))

Now, since y_o is transitive, we obtain

(ni+1)n,+i) h{Ci,..,C<,C*+i}

(MOD(Form(W)),MOD(Form(W) U Supp(W))).

5. + 4- Proof by induction over i.

i = 0 Trivial.

i ~» t + 1 Let

C,-+i =

a»+l : fii±l

T/ie induction hyotheses say that

II, |= TA(JV>nn(>V) U {u>(l W<J),

ant/

ft,- h Tn(Form(>V) U

{^i-JcJuK,...,^,}),

where u>(k is the consequence o/0t-

By definition we have

(n,+i,ri,+1) =

({tt g n, 1 tt \= «,-}, {tt g fli I * \= 8{,m})

that yields the claimed proposition.

Now, we can prove the following correctness theorem.

Theorem A.l (Correctness)

Let A = (D, W). If £ is an assertional extension of A

thenoo oo

(n,n) = (f)ni)f|n0,

i=0 i=0
(MOD(Form(£)), MOD(Form(£) U Supp(£)))
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is a yu-ino-ximal element such that

{MOD(Form(£)), MOD(Form(£) U Supp(S))) >zd

(MOD(Form(W)),MOD(Form(W) U Supp(W))).

According to Lemma A. 1 we have

£ = rA(WU{(u),5«pp(a)U{/3}U{w}) |

(a,Supp(a)) € £,^ e GD(£,A)}).

Let

(n£,n£) =

(MOD(Form(£)), MOD(Form(£) U Supp(£))).

We have to show the following two properties.

(a) There exists a set of default rules D' such that

(n£lne) yD.

(MOD(Form(W)),MOD(Form(W) U Supp(W))),

(b) (nt, ne) is a ^-maximal semantical structure.

We can distinguish the following two cases:

1. GZ>(£,A) = 0.

Let D' = GD{£,K) = 0. Hence, we have £ =

27»(W). Now, we have to regard the following

two cases.

(a) (Tlc,fle)>lGDi£,A)(^OD(Form(yV)),

MOD( Form(W) U Supp(W))),

since GD(£,A) = 0.

(b) Now, assume (nt,ne) is not ^-maximal.

Then there exists a default rule

w'

so that

i. He |= a',

ii. 3iretle.ir \= (3', u>' .

Since ne |= Form(£) and II£ D fte ^=

Form(£) U Supp(£) we have

i. (a',Supp(a'))€£,

ii. Form{£) U {/?'} U {w'} 1/ J_,

such that

<5'€ GD(£,A).

Contradiction to GD(£,A) = 0.

2. CD(£,A)^0.

Let Z?' = GD(£, A). Again, we have to regard the

following two cases.

(a) (n£,ne) tGD(£,A) (MOB(Form(W)),

MOD(Form(W) U Supp(W))).

With Lemma A.2 we get the desired result.

(b) To prove that (IIe , fi£) is ^-maximal we re

gard a default rule 6 £ D.

If 6 G GD(£, A) we are done.

If 6 <£ GD{£, A) we get either

(a,Supp(a)) ££

or

Form(£) U Supp{£) U {/?} U {w} h J_.

So, either II ^ a or ^jt G n.ir \= /?,w and

(II£,ne) is X£)-maximal.

A.2 PROOF OF COMPLETENESS

Definition A.3 Let (II, II) a model structure fur A.

Without loss of generality let

D' = {61,62,63,64,. . .}

be a minimal, well ordered set of default rules, so that

(n,ft) yD.

(MOT)(Form(W)), MOD(Form(W) U Supp(W))).

We can define a sequence of semantical structures

analogous to that in Definition A.2.

(n0,n0) =

(MOD(Form(W)), MOD(Form(W) U Supp(W)))

(iL+1,n,+1) =

({* G n,- I T |= Wi}, {W G tti I 7T \= Pi,^}).

Furthermore we have

00 00

(n,n) = (f|ni,f|fi<)

«=0 t=0

and

(ui+1,ni+1)y(i+l (n^ no, *>o.

Lemma A.3 Let (n0, n0), (Hi, fix), (Ha, n2), . . . be a

sequence of semantical structures as defined in Defini

tion A.3. Let

Fi = {a | IL |= a) and $ = {0,w \ n< (= /?,u;}

i/ie set of Hi-valid and Tli-valid, respectively, first or

der formulas.

We have

F0 = Th(Form(W))

Fi+1 = Th{Fil){ui+1})

and

S0 = Th(Form(W) U Supp(W))

Si+1 = Th(FiU{{3i+1,wi+1}).

Let F = (Ji^o ft and & = Ui^o & > then we ^ave

fi = {tt I 7T \= F} and fl = {tt | tt |= 5}
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and accordingly

F = {a | n |= a} and S = {(3,w | ft |= /?,w}.

Proof A.3 Trivial.

Thereby the letter F should remind us that we are

dealing with the set of asserted formulas. Wheras S

should refer to their supports.

Now, we can prove the following completeness theo

rem.

Theorem A.2 (Completeness)

Let A = (D, VW). // (n,ft) is a ^d -maximal element

such that

(n,fi) yD

(MOD(Forro(W)), MOD(Form(W) U Swpp(VV)))

then there is an extension £ of A such that

II \= Form{£) and ft |= Form(£) U Supp(£).

Using Definition A.3 and Lemma A.3 it is enough to

show that there exists an assertional extension £ of A,

such that F corresponds to the asserted formulas of £

and S to their supports, i.e.

F = Form{£) and S = Form{£) U Supp{£).

According to [Brewka, 1991, Proposition l] we have

that

£=\j£i

t=0

is an assertional extension, if each £,■ is defined as fol

lows

£o = W

and for each i > 0

£i+1 = Th{£i) U {(u, Supp(a) U {/?} U {w}) |

<*ileD

{a,Supp(a)) e£i,

FUSU{/3}U{w}\/±)

Thereby, it is enough to regard the following two cases.

1 . Form ((J~ o ?i ) = Form{£) C F = (J~ 0 Fi .

Fcrm(US0ft)U5«»(USo50

= Supp{£) U Form{£) C S = U~o Si ■

Proof by induction over t.

i' = 0 i. We have

Form(£0) = Form(W),

C Th(Form(W)),

= F0,

C F.

ii. We have

Form(£o) U Supp(£0) =

Form(W)USupp(W),

C Th(Form(W)USupp(W)),

= So,

C 5.

t ~> j + 1 Let Form(£j) C F and Form(£i) U

Supp(£i) C 5. Regard (w, Supp(w)) 6 £,+i.

i. With (w, 5upp(w)) G TA(5,) we have

u G Th{Form{£i)) C F

as well as

Supp(u) C Supp(£{) C 5.

ii. Otherwise, there is a default rule

a : /?
6= ?-eD

with

(a, Supp(a)) G £i

and

FUSU{/?}U{w}l/-L.

Now, we have to show that w G F and

Supp(u) C 5 holds. With H (= F the

former is equivalent to II ^ w. Whereas

with ft |= S the latter is equivalent to

ft ^ Supp(u).

A. Now, (a, 5upp(a)) G £, C 5 implies

a G Form(£i) C F and Supp(a) G

Supp{£i) C 5.

Therefore

nt=« (i)

and

II |= 5«pp(ar). (2)

B. With

ft = {7T | 7T |=FU5}

and

F U 5 U {/?} U {w} h7 _L

we obtain

3* € ft.* (={)?} U {u}. (3)

Now, having that (n,ft) is ^-maximal

as well as (1) and (3) we get

II |= w or w G F respectively,

and with (2) also

ft (= Supp(a) U {0} U {w}

or

Supp(u) G S, respectively.

2- U£o ** = F C Form(£) = Form (U£0 ft)

U£o S.=5C Form(£:) U Supp(£)

= ^rm(U~o^)U5«pp(U~0ft)
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Proof by induction over t.

t = 0 i. We have

F0 = Th(Form(W)),

C Form{£\),

C Form(£).

ii. We have

So = Th(Form(W)l)Supp(W)),

C Svpp(£i),

C Supp(£).

i ~* i -f 1 According to the premises we have Fi C

Form(£) and 5,- C Form(£) U Supp(£). Con

sider Fi+i and 5,+i. With 6,+i G D1 we have

(ni+1,rl,+1) fcl|+1 (n,-, no (4)

as well as

Fi+1= Th(FiUWi+1})

and

Si+i= Th(SiU{/3i+1}U{u>i+1}).

Now, we have to show that

(ui+1,Supp(ai+1) U {/J,+1} U {wi+1}) G £

holds.9

According to (4) we have H,- \= cr,-+i or

(*i+i G F{ C Form(£), respectively.

This implies that there exists &k G {1,2,...}

such that

(ai+i,Supp(ai+i)) e£k.

Since ft \= FuSand {/?,+i}U{w,+i} C FuS

we obtain

FU5U{/?i+1}U{Wl+1}f/l

Altogether this implies

(w,+i, Supp(ai+i) U {/?,+1} U {w,+i})

G £*+i C £

for aib G {1,2,...}.
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Abstract

Within the framework of a symbol processing

model of knowledge and belief, it is natural

to represent epistemic contexts as metalin

guistic predicates attaching to names of ex

pressions. However, theorems in [Montague,

1963] indicate that such an approach will be

inconsistent, if the resulting epistemic logic is

even as strong as the modal system SI. The

present paper addresses this potential incon

sistency, by exploring an approach in which

the axioms of the epistemic logic are speci

fied in terms of an iterated hierarchy of quo

tation names, defined on the basis of a stan

dard first-order language. In the idealized

limit case for the symbol processing account,

the epistemic predicate is interpreted as at

tributing the property of deducibility, and

this interpretation yields a consistent system

of epistemic logic equivalent to propositional

S4.

1 INTRODUCTION

Within the framework of a symbol processing model

of knowledge and belief, it is natural to represent epis

temic and doxastic contexts as predicates which attach

to names of expressions, rather than as modal opera

tors which attach to statements directly. This is be

cause operators are interpreted as acting on the level of

semantical content, rather than on the level of object

language symbols. Thus under an explicitly syntacti

cal rendition of epistemic contexts motivated by the

symbol processing account, sentences qua notational

entities are themselves designated by singular terms

in the object language, and epistemic predicates then

combine with these terms to form new atomic state

ments. If <f> is a formula of the object language, [<f>]

the singular term denoting <j>, and K is a predicate

re p resenting a given epistemic context, such as 'It is

known that...,' then the claim that <f> is known will have

the form /f[^].' In this manner, assertions of knowl

edge and belief are represented as normal first-order

predications, wherein a purely extensional property is

attributed to a syntactical entity. Such an approach is

intrinsically metalinguistic, since the formulas about

which the epistemic claims are made must be inter

preted as being mentioned rather than used.

Given this basic symbol processing framework, a hu

man or machine 'agent' is represented as reasoning

about its knowledge and beliefs through the manip

ulation of linguistic expressions, according to appro

priate inferential transformations. This is a very nat

ural and convenient method for computationally mod

eling basic epistemic processes, and this naturalness

and convenience are quite independent both of meta

physical issues concerning the 'real' nature of abstract

propositional content, and of psychological questions

concerning the actual mechanisms whereby human be

ings process information. Indeed, the usefulness of the

model simply for the purpose of computational simu

lation should be sharply distinguished from issues con

cerning metaphysical or psychological reification, and

the concerns of the present paper are limited soley to

the former domain.

Yet within this domain, there is a serious technical

problem with regard to the formal coherence of the

syntactical approach. Montague [1963] shows, via a

direct extension of Tarski's theorem on the undefin-

ability of truth, that if the modal concept of necessity

is construed as a predicate of expressions, then the ad

dition of even very weak modal principles will result in

provable contradiction. Specifically, Montague shows

that if the logic of the modal predicate N in the for

mal system Ln is governed by the law of necessity,

together with the modal inference rule of necessita-

tion, then inconsistency is imminent. Therefore, if the

predicate modal system Ln satisfies the two general

schemas:

In practice it may be desirable to index K to a par

ticular agent, but such distinctions are not relevant to the

following general discussion
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(i) N[4>] - *

(n)\-N[4>],iih<t>

and if in addition, Ln possess the 'self-referential'

power of elementary arithmetic, then there will be a

closed sentence 9 £ Ljv such that r- N[9] A ->N[0].

While Montague's results are expressed in terms of

the modal concept of necessity, it is quite clear that

they can be easily extended to syntactical treatments

of knowledge representation. According to classical

accounts, something cannot be known unless it is true,

and this principle is axiomatized by the schema

Similarly, if it is assumed that one's inference rules

are sound, then if it is the case that one has a proof

of <f>, it should follow that one knows that <j>. This is

because the proof itself supplies adequate evidential

justification for the knowledge claim. Such a principle

can be formalized by the schema

(ii')\- K[4>), if \-4>,

which can be applied in a proof whenever the agent al

ready has a proof of 4>. All that is needed now is that

the formal language possess sufficient power to sustain

GodePs diagonal lemma, and an epistemic contradic

tion of the form K[0] A -iK[0] will be provable in the

system. The details of such a proof will be given in

section 2 below.2

However, following ideas set forth in [Skyrms, 1978],

the present paper will develop a very straightforward

method for constructing consistent systems in which

knowledge is interpreted as a first order predicate at

taching to names of expressions, and in which (i'),

(ii') and the diagonal lemma are all satisfied. The ba

sic strategy is simply to separate two distinct features

which are assumed to coalesce in Montague's demon

stration. Montague uses Godel numerals as the names

of formulas, and it is precisely with respect to these

structurally rich terms that the diagonal lemma ob

tains. In the system Lk, which will be developed in

section 3, inconsistency will be averted through the use

of structurally primitive quotation terms as the priv

ileged constants denoting syntactical objects. These

primitive constants will be used to construct a met

alinguistic hierarchy in which the levels are rigorously

stratified, and in which the diagonal lemma is unable

to subvert the crucial distinction between levels.

In accordance with the basic symbol processing

paradigm, in which reasoning is modeled as the rule

If use and mention are systematically conflated, so that

a formula is construed as denoting itself, rather than as

asserting something about itself, then this danger may not

arise. Although this conflation is present in some of the AI

literature, it constitutes a confusion rather than a solution.

governed manipulation of linguistic expressions, the

knowledge predicate will be interpreted as attribut

ing the property of deducibility. Thus the locution

K[<f>] will be construed as asserting that the formula 4>

is deducible in Lk- The construction will begin with

an ordinary first-order language L0> which lacks both

quotation names and the epistemic predicate. The lan

guage L\ is obtained by adding K along with singular

terms for all closed formulas of L0. An infinite hier

archy is generated by the fact that knowlegde claims

can be embedded to arbitrary finite depths, and con

sequently each iteration of the epistemic predicate will

force an ascent to the next level in the hierarchy, which

will possess a quotation name for each closed formula

of the previous level. The union of all finite levels

in the hierarchy will yield the fixed point Lk, which

will then be able to model every embedded knowledge

claim of arbitrary finite depth. The resulting system of

epistemic logic will be shown to be equivalent to the

modal system of propositional 54. Hence the epis

temic predicate, when interpreted as provability, is

more than sufficiently powerful to capture any plau

sible logic of knowledge or belief, which demonstrates

that no weakening of the representational structure

need be incurred by this metalinguistic approach.

If the epistemic predicate is interpreted as attribut

ing the property of validity with respect to a class

of models, rather than provability in a formal sys

tem, then a theory equivalent to propositional 55 can

be obtained.3 Though this particular result will not

be explored in the present paper, this stronger con

struction shows that even the most powerful systems

of modal logic can be captured without loss within

a purely first-order setting. Therefore, the contradic

tion derived by Montague is not caused by any fun

damental defect of the predicate interpretation, but

rather is due to the fact that the syntactical approach

to modality and propositional attitudes results in a

vast increase in expressive capacity. Within the pred

icate system explored by Montague, it is possible to

construct and prove various 'ungrounded' modal for

mulas, which cannot in principle be articulated with

the resources of the standard operator approach. And

it is precisely these new modal formulas which lead to

contradiction.

In order to correct for this, the strategy which will be

employed in Lk is to readjust the delicate balance be

tween expressive and deductive power, by defining the

modal axioms of the system in terms of a rigidly strat

ified hierarchy. This will have the efTect of rendering

certain of the new formulas of Lk unprovable, since

they will no longer count as instantiations of the ax

iom schemas. So consistency will be maintained by ar

ticulating the modal principles in a form which corre-

3This general result is discussed in Schweizer, 'A Syn

tactical Approach to Modality,' forthcoming in the Journal

of Philosophical Logic
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sponds exactly with the expressive power of the object

level operator, and by this means, formal coherence is

not undermined by the new modal formulas present in

Lk-

2 THE ROLE OF THE DIAGONAL

LEMMA

As mentioned above, Montague's proof relies upon the

assumption that the modal predicate system in ques

tion is able to sustain Godel's diagonal lemma. The

diagonal lemma asserts that for every property t/'(x)

expressible in a given language L via a (possibly com

plex) formula with one free variable, it is provable that

there exists a closed formula 9 G L such that

\-c 9 ~ V([0])

where [9] is the Godel numeral for 9. The diagonal

lemma obtains in any system in which all recursive

functions are representable, and thus it holds in any

extension of the theory Q of Robinson arithmetic. So

this 'self-referential' prerequisite of Montague's proof

will be satisfied if it assumed that the system Lk of

epistemic logic is an extension of Q.

Given this assumption, and the fact that the property

of 'being known' is expressible in Lk via a formula

with one free variable, namely A'(x), it follows by the

diagonal lemma that there will be a sentence 9 of Lk

such that h 9 *—■ K[9]. Thus the formula 9 is true if

and only if it is true that 9 is known, and therefore 9

is the epistemic analogue of the benign 'truth teller,'

which asserts its own truth, and of the Henkin sentence

which asserts its own provability.

Since the property of not being known is also express

ible in Lk via a formula with one free variable, namely

-i/\(x), it follows that there will be another sentence

/( G Lk such that

(Hi') h ,K\m).

But unlike 9, fi is potentially malignant, and seems

to yields a contradiction with the aid of schemas (i')

and (ii'). The proof is as follows, h K[fi\ —* ->/i is

entailed by (iii'), while h K[ft] —► n is the instantiation

of (i') with respect to p. Together these yield I—'A'[/i],

which is one half of the contradiction. Then, I—'K[ft]

yields h n, by taking (iii') from right to left, and the

provability of /z yields h K[fi\, by the application of

(ii'). Therefore both K[ii\ and ~<K[li] appear to be

deducible in Lk-

So the foregoing demonstration would seem to indi

cate that the system Lk must be inconsistent, if it is

an extension of Q, and if the formal behavior of the

predicate K is governed by the schemas (i') and (ii'),

which are syntactical versions of relatively weak modal

principles. How then can S4 be recovered from a pred

icate approach to knowledge which contains Q? The

crucial point to notice is that in order for the above

proof to go through, the object language terms denot

ing expressions in (i') and (ii'), viz terms of the form

[<j>], must be assumed to be Godel numerals. Given

a system such as Lk which contains arithmetic, and

given the well developed methods for encoding syntax

arithmetically, the inclination to use Godel numerals

to name formulas is quite natural. But it is not com

pulsory to do so. And it is precisely this assumption

that the special axioms governing the behavior of K

are expressed numerically which allows the diagonal

lemma and the epistemic logic to syntactically mesh

and generate a contradiction.

Hence in Lk, formal quotation terms will be used as

the canonical names for sentences, and this feature of

the system will be explicitly enshrined in the epistemic

axioms. If <j> is a sentence of Lk, then '$' will be

the standard name for 4>. Furthermore, to eliminate

notational ambiguity between different types of terms,

the principles governing the logical behavior of K will

have the explicit form:

(i*) W) - <f>

(ii*)r-W),ifM

This syntactical gulf between the notational form of

(iii') and that of the epistemic principles (i*) and (ii*),

is sufficient to preserve the desired stratification of lev

els in the hierarchy, and to ensure that all knowledge

claims provable in Lk through use of the modal ax

ioms are well grounded. The 'self-referential' signifi

cance of the diagonal lemma with respect to knowl

edge claims will thereby be neutralized, because the

diagonal lemma obtains only with respect to numerals,

while the epistemic axioms are expressed via canonical

quotation terms.

Quotation terms are not descriptive names with re

spect to the syntactical machinery of Lk, and in fact

possess no internal structure accessible to the object

level resources of the system. Thus quotation terms

are too weak to sustain a diagonal lemma. For a given

open formula rp(x) G Lk, there simply is no quota-

tional fixed point 9 such that h 9 *-* xl'(l9y). Quotation

constants lack the accessible internal content required

to state and prove identities between different names,

and hence cannot be used to construct the requisite

'definite descriptions' in the object language. The ab

sence of quotational fixed points is especially blatant

in Lk, since this particular language lacks standard

names for open formulas. Quotation terms are sup

plied only for the sentences of Lk, and thus the rele

vant substitution operations on open formulas cannot

be grammatically expressed using these terms.

However, since Lk is an extension of Q, the diago

nal lemma will obtain for any given arithmetization

of syntax. Thus there will be some sentence n G Lk
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such that r- fi <-» ->K\fi]. But such a sentence is a con

sequence of arithmetic, not modal logic, and its epis-

temic significance is radically curtailed by the fact that

schemas (i*) and (ii*) are expressed in different terms.

The inherent syntactical distinction between [n] and

ln' prevents the diagonal lemma and the modal prin

ciples from formally interacting, since K[n] and K ('(*')

remain notationally distinct. For example, nothing fol

lows from K[n] —* -<fi and the instance A'('/i')—+ /i of

principle (i*), since the antecedents are not the same,

while h /f ('/i') rather than h K[/i] follows from h fi by

principle (ii*).

3 THE SYSTEM LK

Now that the basic strategy has been outlined, the

structural details of the system Lk will be presented.

To begin, let the base L0 be the language of first-order

arithmetic, possibly supplemented with additional vo

cabulary. In order to establish an equivalence with

propositional S4, L0 will be used to define both a

standard modal operator system Lq, as well as the

corresponding epistemic system Lk- Relevant equiva

lences between Lq and Lk will then be demonstrated

to obtain through the use of a mapping C : Lq —► Lk-

Let the formulas of Lq be the smallest set

such that:

1. if 4> € L0, then <f> € Lq

2. if 4> is a closed formula of Lq, then so is

a<t>

3. if <f>,0 E Lq, then so are -<<j>,(<i> —* 0),

and Vx<j>

Thus Lp is a typical sentential operator language

wherein necessity applies only to closed formulas. The

epistemic predicate system Lk will be defined as the

union of an inductive hierarchy of languages, starting

with L0 as the base. Since this construction is only

intended to deal with propositional attitudes, quantifi

cation into epistemic contexts will be treated as vacu

ous.

Let the language Ln+i be the smallest set

such that

1. terms of Ln+\:

(a) if t is a term of Ln, then t is a term

of Ln+1

(b) if ^ is a closed formula of Ln, then

'4>' is an individual constant of L„+i

2. formulas of Ln+J:

(a) if t is a term of Ln+i, then K(t) is a

formula of L„+i

(b) if <f> is a formula of Ln, then <j> is a

formula of Z-„+i

(c) if <t>, 0 £ Ln+i, then so are ->4>, (<f> —►

0) and Vxtf>

Let Lk = U Ln , for n € w

The mapping C will associate with each formula <)> of

Lq a corresponding formula C(<j>) = 7r € Lk, where n

will be thought of as the 'epistemic counterpart' of <f>

in LK-

Let the mapping C be such that:

1. if <f>€ L0, then C(<p) = 0

2. if <f> is D0, then C(<p) = K('C(0)')

3. if <(> is -•/?,(/? — i>), or Vx/9, then C(<f>) =

-CG9),(C(/J) - C(tP)), or VxC(/?), re-

spectively

Now that the syntax of Lk has been defined, it is

time to consider the semantics. Under the assumed

representational scheme, knowledge is acquired by ma

nipulating syntactical expressions according to a set

of transformation rules, starting with a prespecified

set of formulas which constitute the knowledge base.

Thus in the ideal case, which supplies a natural bound

for consistency results, what is known corresponds to

what is (in principle) deducible from the initial set of

known formulas. This means that the extension of

the predicate K must be defined with reference to the

transformation rules of the system. The process will

begin with a standard first-order model M0 for L0,

which will then be inductively expanded to give the

extensions of the predicate K and the new constants

'</>'. The infinite union of this procedure over the finite

ordinals will result in a cumulative model Mk for Lk-

A base model M0 is the usual pair < D0,I0 >, consist

ing of a domain D0 and an extension function I0. The

first step in the expansion is to define a set T0 of ini

tially provable sentences. Here there is room for varia

tion depending on the particular epistemic agent under

consideration, but for the present idealized purposes,

T0 will be required to include all theorems of first-order

logic and arithmetic. To this can be added a stock

of specialized non-logical axioms for world knowledge,

with the requirement that T0 be closed under first-

order deduction.

So it is at this stage of the construction that a num

ber of variations are possible, depending on what sort

of epistemic context is being represented. To yield

a natural limit case for knowledge, it is currently as

sumed that the inductive operation which generates

the successive models for increasing levels in the hier

archy is such that the set of theorems at each level is

deductively closed under the rules of first-order logic.

If an agent with particular inferential or resource lim

itations were being modeled, then a correspondingly

weaker operation could be utilized, which would sim

ulate various sorts of incompleteness which aflict non-

ideal agents.

An epistemic model Mn+i of L„+i. together with its

associated valuation function Kj+i, is generated by
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a model Mn of Ln according to the following proce

dure, where A0 is some arbitrary set of compatible

base models (including M0) such that M'0 \= T0 for

every M'0 G A0- Each such model M'0 will possess an

associated set of provable formulas T'0, and a set of

compatible models A„, and it may well be the case

that not M0 G A'0.

1. D„+i = £>„U {<j> : tf> G Lcn) whereL£ = the set of

closed formulas of Ln

2. Tn+i is the largest set of <j> G Ljj+i such that

(a) if 0 € Tn, then <j> G Tn+1

(b) if 0GTn> then #('<£')£ Tn+1

(c) if <j> G Tn+i, then M'n+l \= <j>, for all mod

els Mn+i € An+i (where An+i is the set of

M'n+X generated from A0)

(d) Tn+i is closed under first-order logic plus the

rule h K('4>') if h <j>, for all <t> G Len

3. In+i('4>') = <f>, for all <j> G Lcn

4. I„+i(a) = In(o) for all constants a of L„

5. /„+,(#) = {*:*€T„}

A model Mk of Lk induced by a model M0

of L0 = (J Mn, for n € w

Clause 5. in the above definition supplies the basis for

a standard first-order account of truth for epistemic

predications. A sentence of the form K('<f>') will be

true in a model iff

Ik{'4>') € Ik(K).

Since the models are cumulative and Ik ('<£') must

equal <f>, the formula A ('<£') will be true iff <j> G Tn

for some level n in the hierarchy.

As will now be demonstrated, the class of models de

fined in this manner makes valid exactly the set of epis

temic counterparts of theorems of propositional 54. In

this sense, Lk constitutes a precise mirroring of the

standard operator approach. The equivalence will be

established through the following two theorems.

Theorem 1: If 4> is a sentence of La and is a theorem

of propositional 54, then C(4>) is true in all models of

LK.

proof: The demonstration will first establish that the

counterparts of the 54 axioms are true in all epistemic

models, and then that the inference rules preserve va

lidity.

1. K('<f> — V) — {K{'4>') — A'OVO)- Suppose

the antecedent is true in a model Mk- Let n

be the level in the hierarchy at which the axiom

first appears. According to clauses 4. and 5.,

Mn (= K('4> — ip') iff 4> — ip G T„_i. Suppose

further that MK |= K ('</>'). Then <f> G Tn_u in

which case xl> G Tn_\ , since the set of theorems is

closed under modus ponens. Therefore K('rp') is

true in Mn, and since the models are cumulative,

Mk |= K('ip'), which means that the axiom must

be true in every epistemic model.

2. K(l4>')-* 4>. Suppose MK f= K('</>'), and that Ln

is the language in which the axiom first occurs.

By clauses 4. and 5., it must be the case that

<f> G Tn_i. By the soundness constraint of clause

2.(c) it must be the case that M„_i |= <j>, and

since the models are cumulative, Mk ^ <t>-

3. A('tf>')— K('K(l4')'). Suppose MK \= K('<l>'),

and that Ln is the language in which the ax

iom first occurs. Then <j> G Tn_i, and by clause

2.(b), K(lP)€ Tn, so that K (' K(' <j>')') is true

in Mn+i, and since the models are cumulative,

MK \= K('K('4>')').

Since quantification into epistemic contexts

is treated as vacuous, only the inference rules

of modus ponens and necessitation will be of

concern. Consider the rule of necessitation,

expressed as (hi*) r- ^('0'), if h <j>. Since K is

to be interpreted as making assertions about

provability, the fact that T„+i is defined as

the largest set satisfying the soundness con

straint will be required to preserve the va

lidity of iterated claims about provability. If

4> G Ln+\ is valid, then it will be true in every

model in An+i, and hence will be included in

T„+i. Thus, by clauses 4. and 5., A'(V) will

be true in Mn+2, and necessitation will pre

serve validity. The case for modus ponens is

straightforward •

Theorem 2: If <j> G Lq is not a theorem of 54, then

there is a model Mk of Lk such that Mk |= C(-k#).

proof: By giving a procedure for converting every 54

Kripke model into a corresponding epistemic predicate

model, and then proving that for every sentence <f> of

Lq, the truth value of <j> in the Kripke model is iden

tical to the truth value of C{<j>) in the corresponding

epistemic model.

An 54 Kripke model for the modal operator

language LD is the triple < G, W, R >, where

W is a set of valuations over the atomic sen

tences of the language and R is a reflexive

and transitive relation on W . Since only the

propositional behavior of the modal device

applied to closed formuals is of current inter

est, each first-order model M0 can be viewed

as specifying a propositional valuation M£,

where all first-order atomic sentences, and

all closed formulas with a quantifier as main

connective, are treated as propositional vari

ables. In this manner, the predicate structure

of the sentences of L0 will be left unanalyzed,

while the admissible valuations will nonethe-
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less implicitly respect this structure. So only

those propositional valuations M£ which are

specified by a first order model M0 will be

allowed as members of W .

The Kripke model < G, W, R > induces a val

uation VG over all the sentences of Lq such

that VG{-^4>) = 1 - VG(4>), VG{<j> V ip) =

VG(<I>)+VGW, etc., for the truth functions,

and such that VG(n<t>) - 1 if Vx(<j>) = 1,

for all X such that X G W and GRX, and

VG(D<j)) = 0 otherwise.

An epistemic model Mj£ is constructed from

a given Kripke model < G, W, R > according

to the following procedure. The first-order

model M0 used to specify G will comprise

the base. The set of theorems T0 is the set of

all sentences <f> G L0 such that VG(n4>) = 1,

and the set A0 is defined as the collection of

all first-order models which correspond to the

valuations A' G W such that GRX . Then the

model Mn^.j of Ln + \ is generated as above.

So Kripke's method of giving a set of possi

ble worlds within each model is recaptured

in the metalinguistic approach by appeal to

the set of alternate models contained in A.

But it is important to note that the result

ing epistemic model is first-order, since this

appeal to alternate models is used to specify

the extension of a (metalinguistic) predicate,

rather than to define the truth conditions for

modal formulas.

lemma: For all sentences <f> G Lq and all Kripke

models < G,W,R >, it is the case that VG(<f>) =

VK'-(C(4>)), where V£ is the valuation induced by the

epistemic model Mj? corresponding to < G, W,R >.

proof: By induction on the structural complexity of

formulas of Lq and the iterative construction of epis

temic models.

1. If <j> is a sentence of L0, then C(4>) = <f>, and there

fore VG'W{<f>) = Vg'w(<j>) = 1, if M„ |= 4>, and 0

if not M0 |= <f>.

2. Suppose <j> is a sentence of Lq of the form O/? and

VG((j>) = 0. Then there is some X G W such that

GRX and Vx (/?) = 0. There are two possible

cases.

(a) Suppose A' = G, and that Ln is the level

of the hierarchy in which C(0) first, appears.

By induction hypothesis, VG(C((3)) = 0.

But if VG(C(/3)) = 0, then C(p) cannot be

in Tn, since this would violate the sound

ness requirement of clause 2.(c). And if not

C{0) G Tn, then Vf+1(K{'C(/3)'))=0, by

clause 5., and since the models are cumu

lative, this entails that V£(A'('C(/?)'))=0.

But A'('C(/?)') - C(n0) = C{<j>), and hence

vg(C(4)) = vGi<t>) = o.

(b) Suppose X ^ G. Take the epistemic model

M* generated on the basis of M* . Since

V (/?) = 0, then by induction hypothesis,

where n is the level in the hierarchy at which

C{0) first appears, it must be the case that

V*{C(P)) = 0. Since M* G A„ for the

model MG and V*(C(0)) = 0, it follows that

not C{(3) G TG. But if not C(0) G TG , then

Vf+i(K('C(0)')) = 0 by clause 5, and thus

vj?(cW) = o.

3. On the other hand, suppose that 6 is a sentence

of Ln of the form □/? and that VG{<f>) = 1. Then

Vx{0) = 1, for all X such that X G K and

GRX. Again, let n be the level in the hierarchy

at which C(/?) first occurs. By induction hypoth

esis, V*(C(P)) = 1 for all M* G An. Since TG

has been defined as the largest set which satisfies

the constraints, it follows that C(f3) G TG , which

means that VG+1(K(lC(P)')) - 1, and hence that

VG(C(4>)) = VG{4>) = 1.

4. The case for the truth functional connectives is

straightforward •

It is perhaps useful to employ these epistemic mod

els to provide a counterexample to a particular S4

non-theorem. Suppose /? is an atomic sentence of L0,

and hence that not /? G T0 for some base model M0.

Let M'0 be in A0 and be such that /? G T'0. Then

Mi \= ->A ('/?') while M[ [= A'('/?')- But ->K(l0') is

not in T[, because this formula is false in M[. So

K('->K(i0,y) is false in Mn, which means that the epis

temic counterpart of the S5 axiom ->D^ —► D-'D^is

false in Mk . Hence it can be true that a formula is

unprovable, and false that this truth is itself provable.

It is also important to note the role of Godel's second

incompleteness theorem in this context. The law of

necessity is an axiom of 54 and is valid in Lk- Thus

h /£('/?') —* /?, even when not h 0. But K is not the

canonical proof predicate of Godel's theorem, and K is

not definable in arithmetic. Therefore no contradiction

arises from this feature of Lk-

4 CONCLUSION

The system Tk shows that epistemic contexts of the

form 'It is known that ...' can be consistently repre

sented as first-order predicates of syntactical objects,

if the expressive and deductive power of the system

are calibrated to reflect the structure of the object

level modal operator. This is accomplished by defining

the epistemic logic in terms of a rigorously stratified

hierarchy of quotation names, which are structurally

incapable of diagonal self-reference. This approach

yields results equivalent to the familiar operator ver

sions of modal logic, because operators must attach

directly to formulas, rather than to their names, and

this precludes the possibility of constructing a modal
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statement by attaching the operator to a term which

denotes that formula itself. Thus iterated operator

modality is inherently hierarchical, and this structural

feature of the operator is reproduced in the present

system through an iterated hierarchy of terms.

In the translation based approach to predicate modal

ity examined in [Rivieres and Levesque, 1986], consis

tency is maintained not through the explicit use of a

rest rictive hierarchy of terms, but rather by embedding

the operator language La in a first-order system with

a 1-place predicate L for modality. The natural em

bedding, defined with respect to some class of encod

ing terms (such as Godel numerals), specifies a proper

subset of the modal predicate language, since expres

sions with open terms in the scope of L will not be in

the range of the embedding. For example, the formula

L(x) does not correspond to any modal expression of

Lrj, since the operator must attach to a sentence, and

a sentence must be encoded as a closed term; locutions

such as D (x) are obviously ill-formed. The range of the

embedding thereby delimits a set of 'regular' formulas,

and consistency is preserved by restricting attention to

this regular subset of the language.

The present approach is related to the translation

based construction through the fact that the encod

ing terms occurring in the regular formulas will im

plicitly define a well grounded hierarchy. Thus the

same effect could be achieved by constructing an it

erated hierarchy of privileged encoding terms within

the modal predicate language, and using this hierar

chy to define the set of regular formulas. There is a

1-1 correspondence between the quotation terms in the

inetalinguitic structure of La, and the encoding terms

defined through a mapping based on Lq, because iter

ated operator modality is inherently stratified.
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Abstract

It is a familiar idea to use specialized meth

ods to accelerate a general problem solver.

We have developed and implemented a tech

nique that, given a problem stated in first-

order logic, designs a procedure to decide a

theory containing as many of the problem's

axioms as possible. Such procedures are in

terfaced to theorem prover so that the theo

rem prover and decision procedure "work to

gether" to solve the original problem. We

present a formalization of this technique and

prove that it is complete, i.e., that any prob

lem solvable by the theorem prover can also

be solved by the decision procedure/theorem

prover combination. Usually these combina

tions solve problems much more efficiently

than the theorem prover alone.

1 INTRODUCTION

It is a familiar idea to use specialized methods to ac

celerate a general problem solver. Perhaps the best

examples of this are the specialized methods that have

been developed to accelerate theorem provers. For in

stance, specialized treatments of equality to accelerate

theorem proving are common[13][4, ch.5] and special

ized reasoners have been added to theorem provers to

accelerate taxonomic reasoning[l, 2]. Given a general

problem solver with a collection of specialized meth

ods, a problem stater can improve the efficiency with

which a problem is solved by formulating it so that as

much of the reasoning as possible is done by the spe

cialized methods, avoiding the weaker general method.

But this requires that the problem stater be intimately

familiar with the specialized methods that the prob

lem solver knows. When the problem is not formulated

to take advantage of specialized methods, the general

problem solver must be used, even though better meth

ods are available.

Thus, the idea of using specialized methods to acceler

ate general problem solving, while intuitively appeal

ing, raises a difficult issue. Given a library of special

ized methods and a problem stated without knowledge

of those methods, how can the appropriate methods

for solving the problem be identified automatically?

A technique for doing this would separate the problem

stating process from the problem solving process and

still allow specialized methods to be taken advantage

of. Unfortunately, the development of such techniques

has received little study.

We have developed and implemented a technique

called DRAT that, given a problem stated in first-order

logic, can often produce a type of decision procedure

for a significant subset of the problem. This type of de

cision procedure, called a satisfiability procedure, de

cides for a theory T whether or not a conjunction of

ground literals is satisfiable in T. A satisfiability pro

cedure produced by DRAT for a problem is interfaced

with a general-purpose theorem prover in such a way

that the procedure and the theorem prover work to

gether to solve the problem. This satisfiability proce

dure can also be used along with the theorem prover

to solve other problems in the same class as the input

problem.

In practice, the resulting problem solvers have been

much more efficient than the theorem prover solving

the problem alone because many of the inferences that

the theorem prover would have to do are done more

efficiently by the satisfiability procedure.

Let * be the set of axioms of a problem and let S

be the satisfiability procedure that DRAT designs for

*', some subset of *. The theorem prover restricts its

manipulation of the statements in *', using S instead

whenever possible. This paper presents a formaliza

tion of drat and proves that it is complete, i.e., that

for any first-order statement <j>, if Vf \= <j>, S combined

with the theorem prover will prove <f>. We present only

a brief description of the DRAT algorithm here. A de

tailed description of an implementation can be found

in [11] or [12].

drat was inspired by human problem solving perfor
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mance on analytical tasks of the type found on grad

uate level standardized admissions tests. An example

problem is given in Figure 1.

Given: M, N, O, P, Q, R, and S are all members of

the same family. N is married to P. S is a grandchild

of Q. O is a niece of M. The mother of S is the only

sister of M. R is Q's only child. M has no brothers. N

is a grandfather of O.

Query: Who are the siblings of S?

Figure 1:

lem

The FAMILIES Analytical Reasoning Prob-

We analyzed human problem-solving behavior on a

number of these problems and found the prevalent use

of diagrams to assist in problem solving. Figure 2 il

lustrates the typical diagrams people use to solve the

problem in Figure 1.

T T

f

"R is the only child of Q" "S is a grandchild of Q"

(Divided rectangles represent couples; circles represent

sets of children of the same couple: full circles are closed

sets, broken circles are sets all of whose members may not

be known; the directed arc represents the "child ren-oP

function between couples and their sets of children.)

Figure 2: Two statements in a representation com

monly used by people.

These diagrams were found to contain a common set of

structures (across different people and different prob

lems). The arcs in Figure 2 are an example of such a

structure. They represent the 1-1 function between a

married couple and their set of children. Each com

mon structure was also found to have a standard set

of procedures for manipulating it. For example, one

procedure associated with the arcs in Figure 2 ensures

that they behave like a 1-1 function. It reads roughly

as, "If two objects are equal and they appear at the

same end of two separate 1-1 function arcs with the

same function symbol, the arcs and the objects at their

other end can be composed." This procedure is among

those used to compose the structures in Figure 2 to

yield the diagram in Figure 3.

People use these diagrams to test the satisfiability of a

particular collection of facts by creating the structures

representing each fact and then composing them. The

conjunction is satisfiable just in case no contradiction

is signalled in the composition process.

DRAT has a library of procedures called schemes.

These schemes model people's diagrammatic struc-

 

Figure 3: Composition of the structures in Figure 3.

tures and their manipulations. Schemes were found

to have a number of important properties which are

described in this paper. Perhaps the most important

of these properties is that each scheme turns out to be

a satisfiability procedure. Another important prop

erty of schemes is that they can be used as building

blocks to construct "larger" satisfiability procedures.

drat uses this property to construct satisfiability pro

cedures for input problems. J

The implementation of DRAT includes the schemes

found in analyzing the diagrams that people used on

thirty analytical tasks. It has been tested on twelve

of these problems stated in a sorted first-order logic.

The problems vary in size from thirty to sixty sorted

first-order statements. The performance of the theo

rem prover/satisfiability procedure combinations that

DRAT produces for these problems was at least two or

ders of magnitude better than the performance of the

theorem prover alone. For example, our general theo

rem prover took 988,442 resolutions— three hours and

five minutes—to solve the problem shown in Figure 1 .

The satisfiability procedure that DRAT produced was

able to solve the problem entirely without the theorem

prover and did so in less than three seconds.

2 PRELIMINARIES

Each scheme is a tradable literal satisfiability procedure

for a theory.

Definition 1 A theory is a set of statements in first-

order predicate calculus with equality.

Definition 2 A literal satisfiability procedure for a

theory T is a procedure that decides for any conjunc

tion of ground literals E whether or not E U T is sat

isfiable.

Each scheme is tractable in the sense that, given any E

containing n literals, the scheme for a theory T decides

the satisfiability of E U T in time polynomial in n.

Given a particular E, in addition to determining literal

satisfiability in some theory T, each scheme computes

{u = v | u,v € C A E U T (= u = v}, where C is

the set of constant symbols appearing in E. As de

tailed in section 3, these equalities are communicated

between schemes in a way that allows the combination

of schemes to determine satisfiability for the union of

their theories.
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One important result of this research is the particular

library of schemes we have developed from the obser

vation of human problem solving of analytical tasks.

However, in the formal characterization that follows,

we abstract away from the detail of the current scheme

library, identifying the properties of schemes required

for the completeness of drat.

This paper first takes a simplified view of what DRAT

will accept as an input problem and also assumes that

DRAT is only successful if it can produce a satisfiabil

ity procedure for an entire problem. In this setting, we

prove that a combination of schemes is a satisfiability

procedure for the union of the theories of the individ

ual schemes. In section 7, the above restrictions are

relaxed and it is shown how, in the more general set

ting, the procedures produced by DRAT are interfaced

with a theorem prover.

DRAT requires that the formulas of schemes and the

formulas of an input problem be converted to clauses,

i.e., disjunctions of first-order literals. The remainder

of the paper assumes that this has been done. How

ever, the presentation will often use more intuitive

forms for statements, when the conversion to clause

form is straightforward.

The restricted definition of a problem taken first is:

Definition 3 A problem is a triple < E,7c,$ >,

where E and <J> are sets of ground literals and Tc is

a set of clauses each of which contains at least one

variable. Such a triple is interpreted as a question

about whether or not for all the ground literals <f> € $,

E U Tc |= 4>.

Here is an example problem:

{ grand/ather(0,N),married(N,P) "j

grandchild(S, Q), niece{0, M), }

MrkN,N±0,... J

{mother(S, z) «• sister(M,x),

(sister(M, x) A sister(M, y)) => x = y,

child(Q,x)&x = R,

-ibrother(M,x), . . .

$i = {sibling(0,S),child(N, M)}

In addition to those axioms shown, Ei also contains

disequalities between all of the individual constants

mentioned. 7c, also contains definitions of concepts

such a grandchild and formulas defining general prop

erties of the family relation domain such as symmetry

of married.

Given a problem < E,7c,$ >, drat's objective is to

design a literal satisfiability procedure for Tc- This

procedure is used to solve the problem for the partic

ular E and $. To determine whether for some <j> 6 $,

EuTc (= <f>, the satisfiability procedure for Tc is used

to decide whether or not E U Tc U ->0 is unsatisfiable.

For example, DRAT tries to design a satisfiability pro

cedure for Tc,. If successful, the procedure is used

to decide whether "O" is a sibling of "S" and "M is

a child of "N" follow from Ei U Tc, by determining

the satisfiability of Ei U Tc, U -<sibling(0, S) and of

Ei U TCl U -ichild(N, M).

Obviously, we are better off using a satisfiability pro

cedure for Tc to solve a problem < E,7c,$ > than

using a general theorem prover because the satisfia

bility procedure is guaranteed to halt. Perhaps less

obvious is the fact that these procedures are usually

much more efficient, than a general theorem prover.

The intuition behind this is that the complexity of the

theorem prover solving the problem is a function of

the size of the entire problem, while the complexity

of the satisfiability procedure is a function of the size

of E U $. As pointed out in section 1, this intuition

is substantiated by the performance of the procedures

that DRAT has designed.

3 THE DRAT TECHNIQUE

We will call the relation, function and individual con

stant symbols in a theory the nonlogical symbols of that

theory. The nonlogical symbols of each scheme's the

ory are treated as parameters to be instantiated with

the nonlogical symbols of Tc ■ For example, the scheme

T,ymmetric whose theory is {R{x,y) => R(y,x)} is pa

rameterized by R.

DRAT tries to find a set of scheme instances that can be

combined to give a literal satisfiability procedure for

Tc- Consider a set of scheme instances. Call the union

of the theories of each scheme instance Tj. drat has

succeeded in finding a satisfiability procedure when

it finds a 7/ that is logically equivalent to Tc- The

following is an abstract description of this process:

instances <— 0

7>-0

rc*-Tc

UNTIL empty(Tc) DO

instance *— choose-instance(T^)

IF null(ms<ance) THEN EXIT-WITH failure

instances «— union(instance, instances)

Tj <— union(theory(ins<ance),T;)

FOR EACH <j> e T'c

WHEN T) (= <f> DO Tc *- T'c - 4>

END FOR

END UNTIL

A set of scheme instances is built up incrementally and,

simultaneously, the set of clauses in T'c is paired down.

Each time choose-instance is invoked, it inspects T'c

and chooses a scheme instance whose theory is entailed

by T'c. After the theory of instance is added to Tj,

drat removes clauses from T'c that are entailed by T/.

DRAT uses the following procedure for computing sat

isfiability in Tj to determine the <j> € T'c that follow

from T/. For each clause cj>, it creates <f>' by substitut
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ing a new individual constant for each unique variable

in 4>. If the satisfiability procedure for 7/ reports that

-><j>' U 7/ is unsatisfiable, Tj \= <f>.

If the algorithm is exited with T'c empty, DRAT has

succeeded in finding a 77 that is equivalent to Tc-

To see this, note that I^UT/ = Tc is an invariant

of the loop. Adding theory(msiance) to 7/ does not

violate this condition because T'c (= theory(instance).

Removing from T'c clauses <f> such that 7/ |= <j> also

does not violate the condition.

If the algorithm is exited because choose-instance

returns nil, it has failed to find a 7/ that is equivalent

toTc.

Note that this algorithm is nondeterministic because,

in general, on a call to choose-instance, there are

several instances from which to choose. The drat im

plementation searches for an appropriate collection of

scheme instances. This search is reduced considerably

by the fact that scheme instances in 7/ may not share

nonlogical symbols. As discussed in section 6, this re

striction is required to allow schemes to be combined

by the method described below. More detail on how

the DRAT implementation controls this search can be

found in [12].

3.1 A PROCEDURE FOR COMBINING

SCHEMES

Since 77 is the theory of a set of scheme instances, so

long as these instances do not share nonlogical sym

bols, drat has a satisfiability procedure for Tj. This

procedure is the combination ofschemes used to create

Tj. DRAT's combination technique is the same tech

nique as reported by Nelson & Oppen in [5] and a

more detailed description than what follows can be

found there.

Let C(T) be the set of nonlogical symbols appearing

in the clauses of T. We will often refer to C(T) as

the language of T. Consider two scheme instances,

7\ and Tb, where C(T\) is disjoint from £(72), and

consider a conjunction of literals E in £(77 U72). The

procedure for deciding the satisfiability of E U T\ U T2

begins by splitting E into two conjunctions of literals:

Ei, with literals in £(7i) and E2, with literals in £(T2)

such that the conjunction of literals in Ej and E2 is

satisfiable just in case E is.

When a literal in E contains nonlogical symbols from

C{T\ UT2), remove each subterm whose function sym

bol is not in the language of the head symbol of the

term. A subterm is removed by substituting a new

constant symbol for that subterm in the literal and

conjoining an equality between the term and the new

symbol with the proper E,. For example, suppose R

is in £(77), / is in £(T2) and E contains the literal

R(f(a)). The embedded term is in the wrong lan

guage, so it is removed. This is done by substituting

a new constant, say 6, for /(a) in R(f(a)) to obtain

R(b) and conjoining b = /(a) with E2.

For each literal in E, this technique is applied repeat

edly to the right most function symbol in the wrong

language until the literal no longer contains symbols in

the wrong language. Then the literal is conjoined with

the appropriate Ej. For instance, R(b) from the exam

ple above contains no symbols in the wrong language

so it is conjoined with Ei.

Next the scheme for 7\ is used to determine the satisfi

ability of Ei U7i. Recall that in so doing, this scheme

also computes the set of equalities between constants

in Ei that follow from Ej U 7\. Call this set EY. The

scheme for T2 is used to determine the satisfiability of

E2U72Ui?i. If it is satisfiable, £2, the set of equalities

that follow from E2 U T2 U E\ , is propagated back to

7i, i.e., T\ is used to compute Ei U77 U Ei-

This propagation of equalities continues until one of

the schemes reports "unsatisfiable" or until no new

equalities are computed. Note that since there are at

most n — 1 nonredundant equalities between n con

stant symbols, this process will terminate. Unless the

scheme for 77 or T2 reports "unsatisfiable," the proce

dure for the combination returns "satisfiable."

A complication to this equality propagation procedure

is that given a set of ground literals, many tractable

schemes imply disjunctions of equalities between con

stants without implying any of the disjuncts alone, a

property called nonconvexity in [5]. An example of

a convex scheme is one that determines satisfiability

for the theory of equality with uninterpreted function

symbols. An example of a nonconvex scheme is one for

the theory of sets. To see this, note that {a, 6} = {c, d)

implies a = cV a = d, but does not imply either equal

ity alone.

A scheme associated with a nonconvex theory must

compute disjunctions of equalities between constants

that follow from a given conjunction of ground liter

als. The equality propagation procedure is extended

to handle such schemes by case splitting when a non-

convex scheme produces a disjunction. When one

of the component schemes produces the disjunction

ci = d\ V • • • V c„ = d„ , the combined satisfiability

procedure is applied recursively to the conjunctions

EiUE2U{ci =di},...,EiUE2U{c„ = dn). If any of

these is satisfiable, "satisfiable" is returned, otherwise

"unsatisfiable" is returned.

As a simple example of this procedure, consider two

schemes: £ for the theory of equality with uninter

preted function symbols and S for the theory of finite

sets. Now consider whether

r_ [ f(a) = {b,g}Af(c)={d,e}Aa = cA

[ g ^ dAg ± eAb^dAb^ e

is satisfiable. First E is split into
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„ a = cAg^dAg^eAb^dAb^eA

^ ~ [ /(a) = d A /(c) = c2

E2 = [Cl ={b,g}Ac2 = {d,e)].

£ is run on Ei and determines that c\ = cj. 5 is

run on E2 U {ci = c2} which produces the disjunction

6 = dS/b = e. The procedure is now invoked recursively

for Ei U E2 U {6 = d} and Ei U E2 U {6 = e}. In both

calls, E2 produces the disjunction g — d\l g = e which

is unsatisfiable. Therefore, both calls return "unsatis-

fiable," hence EUf U5 is unsatisfiable.

We place one additional requirement on schemes to

make the equality propagation procedure practical.

Schemes must be incremental. This means that a

scheme must be able to save its "state" when a con

junction of literals is satisfiable and it must be able to

use the saved state to determine the satisfiability of

larger conjunctions at incremental cost.

4 REFORMULATION

The DRAT technique as described in section 3 is

severely limited by the way in which a problem is

stated. Often, it is much more successful with an

equivalent formulation of the problem stated in terms

of a different collection of nonlogical symbols. For in

stance, recall the problem about family relations given

in section 1. It was stated in terms of the binary rela

tion child. It turns out that, given the current scheme

library, the drat implementation is much more suc

cessful when the problem is stated in terms of parents,

a function from an individual to his or her set of par

ents. One reason this formulation is better is that the

library contains a scheme for a theory of fixed sized

sets, drat discovers an instance of this scheme that

allows it to remove several general clauses from the

problem including one that limits the size of parent

sets to two.

In an effort to circumvent this sensitivity to a prob

lem's formulation, drat is able to reformulate a prob

lem in terms of new nonlogical symbols without chang

ing the "meaning" of the problem. Choose-instance

is often able to find scheme instances in reformulated

problems where it was unable to do so in the initial

formulations. DRAT's reformulation technique is mod

eled after the reformulation that people do in solving

analytical tasks. For an example of this refer again to

the problem and diagrams given in section 1. In the

diagrams appear concepts such as "married couples"

and "sets of children of the same couple." These con

cepts are not present in the initial problem formulation

— the problem has been reformulated.

DRAT does a particular kind of reformulation called

isomorphic reformulation in [3]. We formalize isomor

phic reformulation as a relation between theories.

Definition 4 A reformulation map 1Z.*C c between

two languages C\ and £2 is a function from clauses

7*1 ■{

)

^2=4

in C\ to sets of clauses in £2.

Definition 5 A theory T2 is an isomorphic reformu

lation of a theory 7\ just in case there exists a refor

mulation map Tl*CtTl\ £(Ta) suc^ tna*

Ti |= <p «■ t2 |= ft£(Tl) £(t,)M> for every clause ^ m

£(7\).

If T2 is an isomorphic reformulation of 7\, any question

we have about what clauses are entailed by T\ can be

answered by theorem proving in T2. Given the ques

tion, "does T\ \= ^?" we use TV to translate <f> into

£(T2) and then attempt to prove that T2 ^= H*(<j>).

As a simple example of isomorphic reformulation, con

sider the following two theories:

R(x,x),

R(x,y)z* R(y,x),

R(x,y)AR{y,z)=>R(x,z)

x G R-class(x),

x G R-class(y) =>yG R-class(x),

x G R-class(y) Ay G R-class(z) ^>

x G R-class(z)

T2 is an isomorphic reformulation of Ti . To show this,

we exhibit an appropriate TZ*C,T * C,T y First, we intro

duce the function j with y(R(x,y)) = x G R-class(y)

and y(->R(x, y)) = x £ R-class(y).

The function 7 is also defined in the obvious way

for literals that are instances of the patterns R(x,y)

and -<R(x,y), i.e., given the constants a and b,

y(R(a,f(b))) = a€R-class(f(b)).

Given the literals <f>i, .. . ,4>n, n> 1

rc£(T,)./:(Ta)to v ■ * v +») = M*i) v • " • v ?(*.)}■

Now T2 = TVC,T s C,T \{T\), using the obvious exten

sion of 72* to sets of clauses. Therefore,

Ti \= <p •» 7-2 |= ft£(Tl) ,£(T,)(^)- To see this, note that

we can take any resolution proof of T\ r- <j> and uni

formly apply Tl'CiT \ C,T\ to the clauses in each step

of the proof to obtain a proof of TVC,T s C{Ta)(T\) *"

"R*C,T s C,T \(<j>). We can also define HctT?) c(Ti) s'm~

ilarly to Tl*c,Tl\ C,T^ and use it to transform any

proof Trc(Tl)MT3)(Ti) r- fc£(Tl)i£(ra)(*) into a Proof

ofT! \-(j>.

5 ADDING REFORMULATION TO

DRAT

One strategy for finding a satisfiability procedure for a

theory T\ is to identify a theory T2 with the following

properties: (1) a satisfiability procedure is known for

T2, (2) we can find a reformulation map 1Z-*CtTi\ CiTi\

demonstrating that T2 is an isomorphic reformulation

of Ti and (3) TVC,T ^ C,T ^ is a computable function.

The actual DRAT technique is an extension of the algo-
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rithm discussed in section 3 to apply the above strat

egy. This extension enables DRAT to generate theories

that are isomorphic reformulations of Tc while search

ing for a set of scheme instances that is a satisfiability

procedure for Tc- DRAT has a library of reformulation

rules, each of which is a reformulation map. These

rules are applied to an input theory Tc to construct

theories that are isomorphic reformulations of Tc- The

extended algorithm searches for scheme instances in

these isomorphic reformulations as well as in the orig

inal Tc.

Roughly, each reformulation rule is viewed as an ax

iom schema that can be instantiated with nonlogical

symbols and used as a rewrite rule to reformulate a

theory. To understand this view, consider the follow

ing axiom schema in which R is a parameter:

R(x,y)&xeFR(y).

This states that for any binary relation, there is a pro

jection function Fr that is a mapping from individuals

to sets of individuals such that Fji(y) = {x \ R(x, y)}.

DRAT can apply the above reformulation rule to binary

relations in Tc- When the rule is applied to R in

Tc, the new function symbol Fr is introduced and Tc

is reformulated in terms of Fr. For instance, if this

rule is applied to child in the family relations problem

given earlier, it will introduce a function that we will

call parents, from an individual to his or her set of

parents, drat uses the formula introducing parents,

i.e., child(x,y) O x G parents(y), to reformulate the

problem, rewriting all occurrences of child(x, y) to x G

parents(y).

This example reformulation rule can be applied to

any binary relation in any theory. More generally,

DRAT's reformulation rules are conditional on proper

ties of nonlogical symbols in a theory. A property of

a nonlogical symbol is simply a first-order statement

mentioning that symbol. Before giving the general

form of reformulation rules, we introduce the func

tion rf-symbols{T), the set of relation and function

symbols of T. The rf-symbols(T) does not contain

the symbols = or G, even if they are mentioned in T.

These are treated as special (logical) symbols in the

reformulation process.

The general form of reformulation rules is given in the

following definition.

Definition 6 A triple < P, Q,Q «• * > is a re

formulation rule when it meets the following restric

tions: (1) P and Q are conjunctions of clauses (both of

which may be empty). (2) 0 and * are conjunctions

of literals. (3) rf-symbols(P) C rf-symbols(Q) and

rf-symbols(Q) C rf-symbols(V). (4) rf-symbols(Q)

is disjoint from rf-symbols(ty). (5) 9 and * have the

same variables.

Rules are symmetric in the sense that their bicondi

tional can be used to introduce new symbols in "ei

ther direction." When the parameters in 0 are instan

tiated with symbols in a theory T, the rule is used to

reformulate T in terms of the new symbols in W . The

conjunction of clauses P is the condition that must be

true of a theory for the reformulation rule to be used

to rewrite 0 as *. When the parameters in * are in

stantiated with the symbols in T, the rule is used to

reformulate T in terms of the new symbols in 0. In

this case, Q is the condition that must be true for the

rule to be used.

Here is an example of a conditional reformulation rule:

< [x G F(y) =► F(y) = {*}], ,

[x G F(y) O x # 1 A x = F'(y)] >.»

This rule can be applied to any theory T containing a

function F whose range elements are sets of size one,

i.e., P = [i G F{y) => F(y) = {x}]. When applied,

the rule reformulates T in terms of a function F' such

that F'(y) = x just in case x 6 F(y). Q is empty in

this rule because the rule can always be applied in the

other direction.

The following is an abstract description of the DRAT

algorithm extended to do reformulation:

instances *— 0

7><-0

T'c^Tc

TV «- X(t).t

UNTIL empty(7£) DO

EITHER

ref-pairs «— choose-ref-pairs(7£)

IF null(re/-pairs) THEN EXIT-WITH failure

symbols, rule <— choose(re/-pairs)

instantiated-rule «— instantiate(ru/e,s?/m6o/s)

T'c *— Ti(instantiated-rule,Tc)

TV <- \{t).Tl{instantiated-rule,TV{t))

OR

instance <— choose-instance(T^)

IF null(tnsfance) THEN EXIT-WITH failure

instances <— union(instance, instances)

Ti «— union(theory(t'nsiance),T/)

FOR EACH 4>£T'C

WHEN Ti\=<j>DOTc^-T'c-<j>

END FOR

END UNTIL

DRAT nondeterministically either chooses a reformula

tion rule and reformulates T'c or adds the theory of

the new instance to Tj. Choose- instance identifies

an instance by identifying properties of the nonlog

ical symbols in T'c. It looks for properties that ap

pear in the theories of schemes. For example, when

the scheme library contains a scheme one of whose ax

ioms is R(x,y) => R(y,x), DRAT attempts to choose

instances of that scheme by looking for binary rela

tions in T'c that have the symmetry property.

'The symbol _L is used in specifying axioms about par

tial functions, F(a) = ± means that F(a) is undefined.
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Choose-rei-rule uses the identified properties of

nonlogical symbols in Tc to identify reformula

tion rules that can be applied to those symbols.

Rules introduce new symbols as explained above.

Choose-ref-rules returns a list of < symbols, rule >

pairs, where symbols is an ordered list of nonlogical

symbols. Each pair in the list can be applied to Tc by

instantiating the parameters of the rule with symbols.

For a rule of the form

<P,Q,G<*V>,

symbols can either be used to instantiate the param

eters in 0 or in *, but not both. Conditional rules

are returned only when Tc entails their condition.

Choose-rei-rule guarantees that if symbols instanti

ates 0, then P follows from T'c; It symbols instantiates

<tf, it guarantees that Q follows.

As before, if drat exits with T'c empty, it has suc

ceeded in finding a Tj equivalent to Tc; Otherwise, it

has failed.

Again we have suppressed the issues of search by giving

a nondeterministic procedure. The search conducted

by the extended algorithm is over a much larger space

than the search conducted by the simple algorithm de

scribed in section 3. The drat implementation with

reformulation must compare alternative problem for

mulations. Fortunately, we have found some effective

heuristics for controlling the search. See [11] or [12]

for details.

The procedure instantiate, instantiates a rule with

respect to the nonlogical symbols in symbols to pro

duce an instantiated-rule . 11 is the reformulation pro

cedure. We describe this procedure for the case where

a rule of the form

< P,Q,0i A-A0„<»*>

is used to rewrite occurrences of 6\ A • • ■ A 6n , the from

conjunct, to occurrences of tf, the to conjunct. The

procedure for applying the rule in the other direction

is obtained by reversing the biconditional and replac

ing references to P by references to Q.

Each set of unit clauses in Tc of the form

{{6\)c,. . . ,{0n)a], where a is a substitution for the

variables in the 6it is rewritten as the set of unit

clauses (¥)<r. Each clause containing the literals

(-101 )<r, . . . , (0„)cr is rewritten to contain (-i\t)(T. After

all possible occurrences are rewritten, the clauses in Q

are added to the rewritten theory.

We call a rewriting produced by 7v complete when it

removes all of the nonlogical symbols appearing in the

from conjunct, li. may or may not produce a complete

rewriting. For example, given a right hand side of the

form R(f(x)), rewriting will only be complete when R

and / appear in a theory only in patterns of this form.

If the rewriting process is not complete, 1Z adds the

instantiated 0 •» * to the rewritten theory.

As an example of applying 71, consider again the rule

< [x G F(y) => F(y) = {*}], ,

[x € F(y) »i?!1Ai= F'(y)] >.

As noted, the condition P must follow from a theory to

reformulate F as F' in that theory. Since the condition

Q is empty, there are no clauses to add to the resulting

theory. If the rewriting is not complete, [x ^ J. A x =

F'(y) O x 6 F(y)] is added to the rewritten theory.

Since there is no condition Q, this rule can always

be used, in the other direction, to reformulate F' as

F. In this case, P is added to the rewritten theory.

Again, the biconditional may need to be added to the

rewritten theory.

To ensure that the extended DRAT algorithm gener

ates only isomorphic reformulations, each reformula

tion rule must be shown to generate only isomorphic

reformulations. To guarantee this, we require that,

when instantiated, each reformulation rule be an ex

tending definition.

Definition 7 A reformulation rule < P, Q, 0 <*■ * >

is an extending definition if for all theories T the fol

lowing conditions hold:

1. Whenever the rf-symbols(Q) C rf-symbols(T),

rf-symbols^) is disjoint from rf-symbols(T)

and T |= P, then every model of T can be ex

panded to a model of T U {0 O *}.

2. Whenever the rf-symbols^) C rf-symbols(T),

rf-symbols(Q) is disjoint from rf-symbols(T)

and T (= Q, then every model of T can be ex

tended to a model of TU {0 «■ *}.

Section 6 shows that for any reformulation rule rule,

\(t).H(rule,t) is a computable function and so long as

rule is an extending definition, that whenever a theory

T entails the appropriate condition of rule, H(rule, T)

is an isomorphic reformulation of T.

The TV produced by DRAT on the problem <

E,Tc,$ > is the composition of reformulation maps

used by the algorithm to reformulate Tc- Since each

reformulation map generates an isomorphic reformu

lation, TZ'(Tc) is an isomorphic reformulation of Tc.

Since each step is computable, TZ' is a computable

function.

Finally we point out that, since * and 0 in the refor

mulation rule < P, Q,Q O * > are required to have

the same variables, 7J*(E) and 72* ($) will always be

ground. However, even though E and $ are conjunc

tions of ground literals, 7£*(E) and 7£*($) may not

be. To see this, suppose that E contains the literal -><j>

and TV (<j>) is a conjunction. Then -<R.*(<f>) will be a

disjunction.

Section 6 shows that when DRAT uses reformulation

in designing a satisfiability procedure for a problem

< E,Tc,<t> > and 7£*(E) is a conjunction of literals,

the problem can be solved by solving
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< ft*(£),ft*(Tc),ft*($) >. The fact that a satis

fiability procedure for a reformulation of a problem

requires TV (E) to be a conjunction of literals is not

a significant difficulty in the more general setting dis

cussed in section 7 in which satisfiability procedures

are used in conjunction with a theorem prover.

5.1 AN EXAMPLE

In practice, we have found that adding reformulation

to drat increases its effectiveness considerably. We

illustrate this with a relatively simple example ex

cerpted from the drat implementation design of a sat

isfiability procedure for the example problem given in

section 1. We illustrate the implementation's behavior

on the set T of clauses:

->married(x,x),

married(x,y) =>• married(y, x)

married(x,y) A married(y, z) => -imarried(x, z)

married(y,x) A married(z, x) => y = z

There are three schemes in DRAT's library that are

relevant to the example. The scheme f for the the

ory of partial 1-1 functions with parameters F and

F' , which are inverse functions, and theory(/")= {x =

F(y) A x ? J_ O y - F'(x) Ay? J.}; The scheme S2

for the theory of sets of size two with S as a parameter

and theory(52)= {xt G S A x2 G S A Xi ? x2 => S =

{xi,x2}}; And, the scheme £ for the theory of equality

with uninterpreted function symbols.

The relevant reformulation rules are:

rj =<,,R{x,y)&yeFR(x)>

r2=<xGF(y)=> F(y) = {*},,

[x G F(y) «i/1M= F'(y)] >

r3 =< (x ? 1 A y ? 1) => x = F(y) & y = F(x), ,

[x = F(y)Ax? 1«F'(j) = {i,!/}Ai^]>

As is typical in the implementation, these rules are

normally used only in one direction. As noted in sec

tion 5, rl reformulates a binary relation in a theory as a

function Fr onto sets: Fr{x) = {y \ R(x,y)}. Also as

noted in section 5, when applied to a theory containing

a function F whose range elements are sets of size one,

r-2 introduces a function F' such that F'(y) = x just in

case x G F(y). The rule r3 reformulates an F that is

its own inverse as a function F' , mapping an individual

into sets of size two such that F'(x) = {x,F(x)}.

Given the schemes above, DRAT is unable to design

a satisfiability procedure for T without reformulation.

In an effort to design a satisfiability procedure for all

of T, the DRAT implementation repeatedly reformu

lates the problem, finally producing a formulation in

terms of a function that we will call couple, mapping

an individual to the married couple of which he or she

is a member.

DRAT uses rule n to reformulate T in terms of a func

tion that we will call spouses, a mapping from an in

dividual to the set of his or her spouses. 1Z(ri,T) is

x G' spouses(x),

x G spouses(y) => y G spouses(x)

x G spouses(y) A y G spouses(z) => x £ spouses(z)

y G spouses(x) AzG spouses(x) =>■ y = z

DRAT uses rule r2 to reformulate "R.(ri,T) in terms

of a partial function that we will call spouse, a

mapping from an individual to his or her spouse.

n(r2,n(ri,T)) is

x ? spouse(x) V x = ±,

x = spouse(y) A x ? J. =*• y = spouse(x) A y ? J-

x = spouse(y) Ax ? lAy = spouse(z) A y ? -L

^iji spouse(z) Vi = l

y = spouse(x) Aj/^lAz= spouse(x) A z ? L

=> y = z

Note that the second and fourth clauses in this set fol

low from instances of f and £ respectively. Hence, if

DRAT were to terminate at this point, Tc would in

clude only the first and third clauses.

DRAT uses rule r3 to reformulate the above theory in

terms of the function couple. The result is

couple(x) ? {x, x} V x = x,

couple(x) = {x, y} A x ? y =>•

couple(y) = {y, x} A y ? x,

couple(x) = {x, y) A x ? j/A

couple(y) ={y,z}Ay?z=*

couple(x) ? {x, z) V x = z ,

couple(y) = {x, y} A y ? xA

couple(z) = {z,x}Az?x^y=z

All of the clauses in this set follow from the combina

tion of S2 and an instance of £ containing the uninter

preted function symbol couple. Thus, through the use

of reformulation, DRAT succeeds in designing a satisfi

ability procedure for the theory T. Without reformu

lation it is unable to design a procedure for any subset

of T.

6 STEPS TOWARDS THE

COMPLETENESS OF DRAT

This section proves two results towards the complete

ness of DRAT. First, we show that DRAT designs sat

isfiability procedures. If DRAT successfully designs a

procedure for some set of axioms Tc , then that proce

dure can be used to decide the problem < E,Tc,$ >

for any conjunctions of ground literals E and $. Sec

ond, we consider the addition of reformulation to DRAT

and show that a satisfiability procedure for TZ'(Tc)

can be used as a satisfiability procedure for Tc so long

as 7£*(E) is a conjunction of literals. These results are

necessary preliminaries for the proof of completeness

in section 7.

6.1 DRAT DESIGNS SATISFIABILITY

PROCEDURES

Before proceeding to prove that DRAT designs satisfia

bility procedures, we recall properties of schemes pre
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sented thus far and discuss some additional required

properties.

Recall that a scheme for a theory T is a procedure

that decides the satisfiability of E U T, where E is a

conjunction of ground literals. Given a particular E,

each scheme also computes the set of equalities be

tween constants in E that follow from E U T. If T

is nonconvex, its scheme also computes disjunctions

of equalities between constants in E that follow from

EUT.

We call a first-order theory whose formulas contain no

existential quantifiers a quantifier-free theory. An ad

ditional requirement on schemes is that their theories

be quantifier-free. As a practical matter, this is not

a serious restriction beyond restricting schemes to be

tractable. See [8] for further discussion of this point.

The theories of schemes are also required to have in

finite models. The equality propagation technique

may not work if a theory has only finite models be

cause, given a set of constant symbols larger than the

set of individuals in the model's domain, such a the

ory implies the disjunction of equalities between those

constant symbols. Theories with infinite models do

not imply disjunctions of equalities between variables.

Therefore, given a theory T with infinite models, such

disjunctions can only follow from T U E, for some E

whose satisfiability is being decided. Any disjunctions

of equalities between constants that follow must in

volve only constants mentioned in E. This restriction

to theories with infinite models does not appear to be

significant. To date, we have not found any schemes

that we could not include because they violated this

restriction.

The theorem proved below is similar to the theorem

given in [5]. It differs in the addition of the require

ment that each scheme's theory have infinite models.

The theorem appearing in [5] is incorrectly stated. The

reason a different proof is included here is that the

proof given in [5] is incorrect.2 We also include our

proof because the technique is much more direct and

serves as a foundation for research in progress to ex

tend our results.

Theorem 1 Let 7\ and T2 be theories with no com

mon nonlogical symbols. If there are schemes for T\

and T2, there is a scheme forT\ UT2.

Proof: We prove that the procedure described in

section 3 for combining two schemes is a scheme for

T\ U T2. If the scheme for Ti or T2 reports "unsatisfi-

ability," clearly E, U E2 UTi UT2 is unsatisfiable and,

since Ei U E2 and E are cosatisfiable, E U Ti U T2 is

unsatisfiable. We must show that if the procedure of

section 3 reports "satisfiable," EUTiUT2 is satisfiable.

A correct version of the theorem appears in [7], how

ever, the proof given there is still incorrect.

This is done by showing how to construct a model of

E U T\ U T2 when the procedure reports "satisfiable."

Let C = {co, . . . , cn} be the set of constant symbols

appearing in Ei or E2. Let E be the set of equalities

propagated by the procedure of section 3. As we will

see, when the procedure halts, E contains all the c\ =

c2 such that cuc7 £ C A Ej U E2 UTt UT2 (= Cj = c2.

E will also contain any equalities chosen when case

splitting occurs.

Let E = {ci = c2 I ci, c2 G CAcj = c2 £ E}. Since the

schemes for Ti and T2 reported "satisfiable," there are

models of EiUTiUf; and E2UT2U£. Let Mi and Mi

be models of Ej U Tx U E and E2UT2U£ respectively

that agree on the interpretation of the equalities in E.

We show how to construct a model M\= E U T\ U T2

from M\ and Mi.

Before giving this construction, we show that jt is pos

sible to pick an Mi and Mi that agree on E. First

note that if E_is empty, all Mi and Mi agree. Now

suppose that E is not empty. In this case, there ex

ists an_A<iand an Mi that do not satisfy any equal

ity in E. For suppose to the contrary. In partic-

ular^ suppose that every .Mi satisfies some equality

in E. If E contains exactly one equality, cj_= c^

Ei U Ti U E (= ci = c2 and ci = c2 € E, not E. If E

contains more than one equality, Ej UTi \JE entails the

disjunction of equalities in E. But then Ei U Ti U E

is nonconvex which is impossible because, instead of

returning satisfiable, the algorithm in section 3 would

have case split in this situation. This same argument

can be made for Mi and, hence, there exists_an Mi

that does not satisfy any of the equalities in E. Thus,

we can choose an Mi and JM2_that agree on the in

terpretation of the equalities in E.

Note that since Mi and Mi agree on the interpreta

tion of the equalities in E and in E, they agree on the

interpretation of every equality between constants in

C.

Let Mi =< D\, Ri, Fi,Ci >, where Di is the domain

of Mi, Ri is the interpretation of relation symbols

of Mi in D\, Fi is the interpretation of the func

tions symbols of M 1 and Ci is the interpretation of

individual constant symbols in M\. Similarly, let

M2=< Di,Ri,F2,Ci>.

We now construct M by merging Mi and Mi as fol

lows. The domain of M is Di U D'2, where D'2 is the

domain of Mi', a modified version of Mi. Mi' is

obtained by replacing individuals in D2 by individu

als in Di when they are designated by the same con

stant symbol. For all constant symbols c £ C, re

place every occurrence of Ci(c) in Di by Ci(c), i.e.,

C'2(c) — Ci(c) when c is a shared constant symbol

and C'2(c) = C2(c) otherwise. For all R in the do

main of Ri, let R2(R) be the set ii2(i2) modified by

the above replacement procedure. Similarly, let F2 be
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the new interpretation of the function symbols of M?.

MJ =<D>2,R2,F,2,C2>.

Mi and Mi' are isomorphic structures because M\

and Af 2 agree on the interpretation of every equality

between constants in C. If M\ and Mi did not agree,

then Mi and Mi would not be isomorphic. For sup

pose, that .Mif= C\ = c2 but A42|£ C\ = c2. Then the

two constant symbols designate the same individual in

D2 and different individuals in D2 and, hence, Mi is

not isomorphic to Mi-

To finish the construction of M, we take M=< D\ U

D'2, Ri U R'2, FxUFi,CiUC2>. Since Mi \= £1 U 7}

and Mi' |= E2 U T2, M\= Ej U S2 U Ti U T2. Since

Si U E2 and E are cosatisfiable, M\= E U Ti U T2 and

the proof of the theorem is complete. □.

The fact that drat designs satisfiability procedures is

a direct consequence of theorem 1. Since the result of

combining two schemes is again a scheme, any number

of schemes can be combined by this method.

6.2 DRAT DOES ISOMORPHIC

REFORMULATION

This section includes the proofs of two properties of

drat's reformulation procedure 72. These results are

sufficient to show how a satisfiability procedure gen

erated by DRAT for some reformulated theory can be

used to solve the original problem.

Lemma 1 If a reformulation rule (rule) is an extend

ing definition in T of the form < P,Q,Q ■» * > and

T \= P, then 72(ru/e,T) is an isomorphic reformula

tion ofT.

Proof: The condition that must be met is that if T (=

P, T \= <j> <* 72(ru/e, T) ^ 72(ru/e, <f>),

for any clause <f> 6 C(T). We prove the equivalent fact

that if T (= P,

SAT(TU{^J>}) « SAT{U{rule,T) U -n{rule, </>)),

where SAT(T) means that T is satisfiable.

[=>] USAT(Tu{-^4>}), SAT(TU{Q «> *}U{^}) be

cause, by the definition of extending definition, every

model of T can be extended to a model of Tu{0 «■ tf } .

Therefore, there exists a model of TU {6 •» *}U{-^}.

But

TU{e»*}U {-></>} |= 72(ru/e, T) U ->H(rule, <b).

Hence every model of T U {0 O *} U {-><j>} is a model

of 72(ru/e,T)U-'72(nWe,<£). Since there exists a model

of T U {6 <* *} U {-><!>}, there exists a model of

7£(ru/e,T) U->72(rii/e, <j>) and hence, it is satisfiable.

[<=] The proof in this direction is similar, with

the added step of showing that every model of

72(ru/e, T)U-i"R.(rule, <j>) can be extended to a model of

72(ru/e, T) U {0 O *} U ->K{rule, </>). Since rule is an

extending definition, every model of a theory T\ that

entails Q can be extended to a model of TiU{0 O *}.

By the definition of 72., the clauses of Q will appear in

H(rule,T) and hence U(rule,T) f= Q. Therefore, ev

ery model of 72(ru/e,T) can be extended to a model

of 72(ru/e,T)U{0 <S> *}. Thus, if 72(ru/e,T)U->72(<6)

is satisfiable, so is TU {-,<^}. a

It follows directly from this lemma and the fact that

extending definitions can be used in either direction,

that a reformulation rule (P A Q) => [0 «• *] with

the rf-symbols(V) instantiated in term of a theory T

can be used to reformulate T in terms of 0 so long as

Lemma 2 For any reformulation rule (rule), the

function A(i).72(ru/e,t) is computable.

Proof: Suppose the biconditional of rule is 0 o 'if

and 72 applies rule to rewrite occurrences of V to oc

currences of 0 in T, as described in section 5. Since

rf-symbols(Q) are disjoint from rf-symbols(T), a

rewrite step can never introduce a pattern of literals to

which rule can be applied a second time. The rewrite

is applied repeatedly until one of the following events

occurs: (1) all of the symbols in rf-symbols(V) are

removed from T or (2) no new occurrences of ¥ can

be found, even though symbols in rf-symbols(Vf) are

still present. In either case, repeated application of

the rewrite rule terminates. Hence, \(t).TZ.(rule,t) is

computable. D

The two preceding lemmas are sufficient to show

that a satisfiability procedure for 72* (Tc) can be

used to solve the problem < E,7c,$ >, so long

as 72* (E) is a conjunction of ground literals. As

suming that 72* (E) is a conjunction, the satisfiabil

ity procedure is used to solve the problem by solv

ing < 72* (E), 72* (Tc), 72* (<fr) > as follows. For each

4> € $, if ->72*(^) is a conjunction of literals, we use the

procedure to determine if 72*(E)U72*(Tc)U-"72*(^) is

unsatisfiable. This is the case if and only if EUTcU-^

is unsatisfiable. If ->72*(^) is a disjunction of literals,

the procedure is used to determine the satisfiability of

72*(E) U 72*(7b) U /, for each literal / <E --72*(</>). If

any of these is satisfiable, 72* (E) U 72* (Tc) U ->72*(<£)

is satisfiable; otherwise it is unsatisfiable.

7 THE COMPLETENESS OF DRAT

Two simplifying assumptions were made in the previ

ous sections. First, in definition 3, it was assumed that

a problem for DRAT was of a restricted form. Second,

it was assumed that drat's success depended on de

signing a satisfiability procedure for all of Tc- Both

of these assumptions are now relaxed and we show

how a literal satisfiability procedure is interfaced with

a resolution theorem prover in such a way that the

procedure/theorem prover combination is complete.

A problem for drat is now taken to be a pair < Y,<f> >,

where T is a set of first-order formulas and <f> is a first-
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order formula. A pair < T,0 > is interpreted as the

question, T (= <£?"

As a typical preprocessing step for resolution theorem

proving, T and -«)> are converted to sets of clauses

which will be called T' and -«f)' respectively. Let Tc be

the set of nonground clauses in V . As before, DRAT

is used to design a literal satisfiability procedure for

Tc- However, instead of exiting with failure if it is

unable to design a procedure for all of Tc, it returns

the satisfiability procedure and Tc, those clauses not

incorporated into the satisfiability procedure. Also, as

before, drat returns the reformulation map TV .

The algorithm given in section 5 refers to the set of

clauses for which a literal satisfiability procedure has

been designed as Tj. Here that procedure is referred

to as St,- We show how St, is used along with a

resolution theorem prover to demonstrate the unsat-

isfiability of CI = W{T') U W{-i<t>'). The nonground

clauses of CI are manipulated by the theorem prover in

the usual way, except that clauses in 7/ are prohibited

from resolving with ground clauses. These resolutions

are unnecessary because St, is a "compression" of any

resolution steps that can result from such a resolvant.

St, is used in the manipulation of ground clauses in

CI and ground clauses derived from CI during theo

rem proving. It is interfaced to the theorem prover

via theory resolution[9]. One type of theory resolu

tion, called total narrow theory resolution, requires a

decision procedure for a theory T, given a set of lit

erals L, to compute subsets V of L such that L'UT

is unsatisfiable. Such a procedure is used to compute

T-resolvants of a set of clauses as follows. Consider

the decomposition of the clauses into A'j V Li, where

each Ki is a single literal in C(T) and L< is disjunc

tion of literals (possibly empty). For each subset of

the K{, say {/C,-, , . . . , Kin }, that is unsatisfiable in T,

the clause L\ V • • • V L„ is a T-resolvant.

The theorem prover constructs 7/-resolvants from

ground clauses, using St, to compute sets of ground

literals that are unsatisfiable in Tj. Let GrL be the

set of ground unit clauses in CI and let GrCl be the

set of ground nonunit clauses in CI. First, the ground

clauses are separated into clauses that are in C(T/)

and clauses that are not. This is accomplished for

the clauses in GrL using the procedure described in

section 3; It is accomplished for clauses in GrCl in a

similar fashion.

If a ground clause c\ contains a literal that is not in

£(7/) and a ground clause C? contains the negation

of that literal, the theorem prover computes the re

solvant of c\ and c-i in the normal way. T/-resolvants

are computed using St, to compute sets of ground lit

erals that are unsatisfiable in 7/ as follows. Let GrLT,

be the set of literals in GrL that are in C(Tj). Let

GrClT, be the set of literals in C(T[) appearing in

clauses of GrCl. We input progressively larger sub

sets of GrLits = GrLT, U GrClT, to St, as long as

those sets are satisfiable in Tj . Once a set is unsatisfi

able in Tj, all supersets of it will also be unsatisfiable.

When the theorem prover deduces a new ground literal

in GrLT,, it is added to GrLits. The smallest subsets

of GrLits found to be unsatisfiable in Tj are used to

compute T/-resolvants of ground clauses.

Theorem 2 Given the problem < F,<j> >, let St, be

a literal satisfiability procedure for Tj C 7J*(r). //

r (= <j>, St, combined with the theorem prover will

demonstrate the unsatisfiability of CI.

Proof: In [9], Stickel shows that, given a set of clauses

Ki V Li, if a decision procedure for a theory T com

putes all subsets A', that are minimally unsatisfiable

in T, total narrow theory resolution is complete. We

must show that the above procedure for computing

T/-resolvants computes all subsets of GrLits that are

minimally unsatisfiable in T). Clearly, so long as St, is

a literal satisfiability procedure, the above procedure

computes all these subsets. Thus, the completeness

result follows directly from the results of section 6. □

The procedure described above can be made much

more efficient. There are several refinements used by

the DRAT implementation to consider far fewer sub

sets for unsatisfiability in Tj. We discuss two of these

here. One refinement is to distinguish between literals

in GrLT, and GrClT,- First, we consider the satisfi

ability of GrLr, ■ If this is unsatisfiable, we are done.

Otherwise, we consider progressively larger sets of lit

erals appearing in clauses in GrClT, ■ For each such set

s, St, is used to determine whether or not GrLT, U s

is unsatisfiable in Tj.

Note that the subsets identified with this refinement

are not always minimal: it is possible for a subset of

GrClT, union a subset of GrLT, to be unsatisfiable in

Tj. However, it turns out that completeness of theory

resolution is retained in this case, since the extraneous

literals are in GrLT, and, therefore, are unit clauses.

A second simpler refinement only considers subsets of

GrClT, each of whose elements appears in a different

clause in GrCl.

As a final point about the efficiency of the procedure

for computing subsets that are minimally unsatisfiable

in 7/ , recall that schemes are required to be incremen

tal. Because of this, St, is used very efficiently to

consider progressively larger sets of literals.

It is often most effective to leverage the use of St, by

doing as much of the theorem proving as possible at

the "ground level." The drat implementation uses

"set of support" strategy which is very effective in ac

complishing this when -«j>' is ground because it tends

to produce ground resolvants.
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8 Summary and Ongoing Work

We have presented a formalization of drat: a tech

nique for automatic design of satisfiability procedures.

We have shown how these procedures are interfaced to

a theorem prover so that it can, in many cases, prove

theorems more efficiently. Given *, the set of axioms

of a problem, and «S#», a literal satisfiability procedure

designed for *' C V, we have proven that for any first-

order statement <j>, if * [= <j>, the theorem prover/S*'

combination will prove <j>.

The major steps of our argument were as follows:

1. We showed that a combination of satisfiability

procedures with certain properties is again a sat

isfiability procedure.

2. We showed that the reformulation that, is essen

tial to DRAT's effectiveness is isomorphic reformu

lation and, therefore, a satisfiability procedure of

a reformulated theory can be used to solve prob

lems in the original theory.

3. We proved the completeness of our technique for

combining literal satisfiability procedures with a

theorem prover. In this combination, Sy< is used

to compute ^'-resolvants from ground clauses and

the theorem prover is restricted so that it does not

resolve ground clauses on literals in £(*').

In our ongoing work, we are attempting to extend

DRAT's scheme combination technique. As much as

possible, we would like to remove the restriction on

the sharing of nonlogical symbols between component

scheme instances in combinations. We are exploring

the conditions under which limited types of overlap

between nonlogical symbols is allowed. When overlap

is allowed, component schemes must propagate more

information than just equalities between constant sym

bols. In most cases where overlap is allowed and in

which the schemes propagate at least the set of equal

ities between constants, it is not difficult to show the

completeness of a propagation technique. The major

issue that arises is proving that the propagation ter

minates.

As an example, consider allowing two schemes to share

function symbols. The schemes must propagate all

equalities between ground terms involving shared func

tion symbols. The proof technique used in section 6.1

can be extended to prove that such schemes combined

by an appropriately extended propagation technique

will produce semi-decision procedures for the combi

nations of their theories. However, in general, it is not

possible to prove that the propagation will terminate.

One situation in which overlap is allowed occurs when

the theories of schemes are sets of clauses in a sorted

first-order logic. In this case, a function symbol F

whose range is disjoint from its domain can be shared

between schemes because terms of the form F(F(x))

are not well formed and, hence, it is easy to show that

propagation of terms involving F will terminate.
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Abstract

Systems of defeasible reasoning are charac

terized by defeasible proofs, called argu

ments. I claim that sensible criteria of defeat

among arguments in those systems are feasi

ble, be it to a certain extent. As defeat even

tually becomes unenforceable, the only

option left is to pursue both arguments con

currently. This paper tries to confine the

reach of defeat among arguments by means

of several case studies, some of which are

taken from the literature.

1. INTRODUCTION

Reasoning beyond the information enclosed in the prem

ises is a tempting but risky activity. It is tempting,

because sheer deductive reasoning brings us no more than

what was already recorded in the premises. And it is

risky, because we might jump to the wrong conclusions.

This is, very briefly, the issue of ampliative inference

mechanisms. Ampliative inference can be defined as the

result of rational non-deterministic non-monotonic rea

soning (Loui, 1990). The term itself is suggested by the

American philosopher Peirce (1839-1914).

The subject of ampliative inference has cropped up

several times in the history of logic, recently under the

names nonmonotonic reasoning (Ginsberg, 1987) and

defeasible reasoning (Pappas and Swain, 1978) and

This research was made possible by SION, and financed by NWO

under contract number 612-3 16-019.

(Pollock, 1987). The discipline of nonmonotonic reason

ing is, as I see it, inspired by the closed-world-

assumption: everything what is not derivable is not true.

On the other hand, the school of defeasible reasoning

might be considered as the formal philosophical counter

part of the theory of argumentation. Some recent contri

butions using the best of both worlds are (Loui, 1987),

(Konolige, 1988), (Nute, 1988), and (Lin and Shoham,

1989).

A formal system of defeasible argumentation enables

proofs of varying conclusive force. The idea is that, in

case of conflicting proofs, the best proof remains in force

to deliver the authoritative conclusion. As Konolige

(1988) remarks, "the analysis of defeat is the most subtle

and challenging part of an argumentation system." Here,

notions like most specific explanation, shortest proof, and

strongest evidence typically come into play.

It is important to note that many systems of defeasible

argumentation operate on a single scenario. That is, rea

soning is supposed to lead us from one world to another.

Such a single scenario is maintained by overzealous

defeat: in the case of two equally plausible but conflicting

arguments, only one is selected for further reasoning.

The dismission of the defeated argument, then, is justified

by the rules of defeat laid down in the definitions.

I maintain that, among some type of arguments (called

generic inductive arguments), sensible criteria of defeat

cannot be defined. Thus instead of working at one state

of the world at a time, it is much more realistic to branch

into as many hypothetical worlds as needed, whenever

there is lack of substantial evidence for plain defeat. In

the literature, the option of maintaining concurrent worlds

is known as, e.g., multiple extensions (Reiter, 1980), mul

tiple contexts (De Kleer, 1986), clusters of worlds (Meyer

and Van der Hoek, 1 988), frames of reference, and multi

ple belief spaces (Martins and Shapiro, 1988).
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So the idea of branching worlds is in itself not new. The

point with these systems is that not the proofs, but their

supporting premises are defeasible. Therefore, these

approaches do not stand so much for defeasible reason

ing, as well as reasoning with defeasible information or,

in more familiar terms, belief revision. Towards the end

of the paper I argue that, besides belief revision, there is

also something like argument revision.

I emphasize that this paper is generally non-constructive.

Rather I try, by means of examples, counterexamples and

rebuttals, to show which cases definitely lie beyond the

scope of formal defeasible argumentation.

2. NOTATION AND BASIC CONCEPTS

It is not my intention to present a complete and definite

system of defeasible reasoning. My principal aim is to

discuss formal defeasible reasoning informally. This

means that as many parameters will be left open for as

long as possible.

However, I choose to make the following constants

belong to the essentials of defeasible reasoning.

1. Atomic sentences p, q,r,..:, standard connectives -i,

3, a, v; compound sentences 0, \y .... and sets of sen

tences P, Q,... Upto this stage we are already com

mitted to the vocabulary of prepositional logic.

Furthermore a binary connective >, which informally

stands for defeasible implication. D§ is a shorthand

for true>0, and can be read as 'defeasibly 0' or 'by

default, 0'. (If one wants, D is able to capture some

thing like belief or defeasible knowledge).

2. Defeasible proofs or arguments o, T,...; sets of argu

ments I,...

In an obvious manner, arguments root in premises and

end in conclusions; example:

prem (a)={p, (pv?)>-,r), conc(x)= ->q.

At this stage, many parameters of defeasible reasoning

are still unspecified. Nevertheless, we can already show

how a prototypical example of defeasible reasoning will

be presented.

Example. (Whether penguins fly). Premises

P = [pz>b, p>-if, b>f)<j{p). Informally, p stands

for penguins, b for birds, and / for flying creatures. The

union tries to express that P can be thought of as avail

able information, divided into factual information (or

background knowledge) [pz>b, p> —if, b >f) and con

tingent information (or perceived knowledge) {p}.1 Note

that defeasible implications have their place within the

factual information, in contrast with most approaches.2

Defeasible implications mostly come as facts, and should

then be treated as such.

The idea of splitting up P is that the observations will

'trigger' elements of the background knowledge. From a

logical point of view, however, all members of P are of

equal importance.

Obviously, there might be an argument o, such that

prem (0)={p, p> -if] and cone (a) = -if. Similarly,

there might be an argument x, such that

premij) = {p, pz>b, b >/] and cone (x) =/. In that case,

o and X would be counterarguments with conflicting con

clusions/and —if. a

We will gradually fill in further details in sections 3, 4, 5,

6, and 7.

3. CONSTRUCTION OF ARGUMENTS

Roughly speaking, arguments are considered here like

proofs in tree-style natural deduction (Prawitz, 1965).

Example. (Elaboration of the preceding example).

p ^J>3±

P P>^f b_

-•/

P P=>6
b>f

p /\b

Iph P^b

b>f

f

P>f

(l)

The delicate nature of >, however, provides us with an

additional restriction. Arguments with >-introductions

like the fourth one, will not be considered. The opportun

ity of making >-introductions yields a fundamentally dif

ferent argument system which deserves separate study.3

Arguments obviously have subarguments. If a is a subar-

gument of x this will be denoted by a C x. The only argu

ments without proper subarguments are premises.

'The term background knowledge is suggested by Geffncr and

Pearl (1989). Instead of premises. Pollock (1987) uses the term

epistemic base. In classical treatments on the theory of

knowledge, the term direct evidence is often used.

2 Notably Nute (1988). Poole (1988), and Reiter (1980). If we fol-

low the lines of Poole, the expression "if $ then normally y"

would become defeasible knowledge of a strict implication

D (<t> 3 y), instead of strict knowledge of a defeasible implication

4»V-

'Formally, a >-introduction is strengthening the conclusive force

of an argument, in contrast with other rules of inference. So argu

ments without >-introductions may expected to monotonically de

crease in conclusive force. In the vocabulary of Prawitz (196S),

our arguments are of analytical type. In the vocabulary of Pollock

(1987), our arguments arc of linear type.
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4. THE NOTION OF POSSIBLE WORLD

Let us call a set of arguments a possible world if it (i)

contains all subarguments of its elements, and (ii) con

tains no counterarguments.4 Terms like scenario,

hypothetical world, situation, state of affairs, etc. would

suit equally well. Note that a possible world stands for a

partial and unfinished description of a state of the world.

Example. Let a=(p,pz>q)/q. Then the set of argu

ments I.= {p, pnq, -iq] is a possible world, while

lu [a] is not.

It is important to realize that my notion of possible world

is not closed under any sort of argumentation whatsoever.

Consequently, if some elements of a possible world are

being continued, we obtain a new set of arguments,

perhaps another possible world, but not necessarily so.

Informally, in the process of reasoning we are supposed

to reason from one possible-state-of-the-world to another.

Formally, we might speak of an argumentation sequence,

written

Zi-tLi-*... -*!„-»...

starting at the epistemic base P with 2^ =P. If, given I„,

the next possible world is going to include counterargu

ments, then some elements of E„ need to be given up,

preferably those which are falling short of conclusive

force. In this way, we may declare an argument to be in

force if it is contained eventually in every element of

every argumentation sequence starting with P. So,

loosely speaking, a good argument is one that proves the

best for us in the long run.

Although the concept of argumentation sequence is a pro

visional one, it may be instructive to note that, besides

nonmonotonicity at the language level (i.e. 0>x does not

necessarily imply (<|>a\j/)>x) and nonmonotonicity at the

inference level (i.e. defeating arguments), we also have

nonmonotonicity at the knowledge level. That is, an argu

ment that is in some element of an argumentation

sequence might be given up in a later stage, due to deli

beration on arguments with relatively more conclusive

force than the argument in question. This may sound

straightforward, but there are theories in which every

inferred formula becomes definitive.3

5. MEANING OF ARGUMENTS

In decent logics, every sentence is given an unambiguous

interpretation. Here I refuse to commit myself to one

type of semantics. This means in particular that the con

nective > will be interpreted as I find appropriate. Some

times a maneuver that seems promising in one reading of

>, might become less reasonable—or even wrong—in

another reading of >. In this way, the interpretation of >

can be studied from different angles.

In the course of time there emerged two intentionally dif

ferent interpretations of defeasible implication.

1. Statistically based interpretation. Sentences of the

form 0>\|/ are read as 'almost all (((-occasions are y-

occasions'. With this interpretation, both (j> and y

must be >-free.

2. Generic interpretation. Sentences of the form <(»\|/

are read as '<)> is a good reason to infer iy'. Here, the

phrase "good reason" might be weakened to some

thing like having a "legal alibi".

Note that, in a certain manner, reading (2) includes read

ing (1). This conceptual division in meaning is

thoroughly discussed in chapter ten of (Pearl, 1988).6

Example. (Satisfiability and consistency of defeasible

implications). The set P = [ p :d b, b >f, p z> -./} u { p )

is satisfiable in a statistical reading of >, while it is defin

itely not consistent in a generic reading of >, witness the

existence of two conflicting arguments rooting in P. u

Example. (Chaining of defeasible implications). The

inference (p \>P2,...,pH-\>Pn)l(P \>Pn) will typically be

judged as valid in a generic reading of >. Statistically,

the rule is invalid as soon as n23. The information that

almost all px -occasions are p2-occasi°ns and almost all

pi-occasions are p t -occasions simply does not imply that

almost all p \ -occasions are p 3 -occasions.7 D

Note that inferences which are (l)-valid are also (2)

* My notion of possible world has much in common with the no

tion of argument structure in the treatise of Lin and Shoham

(1988). An argument structure satisfies, besides the conditions

imposed on possible worlds, in addition the condition of monoton-

ic closedaess: it contains all deductive continuations of all its

members. There is also resemblance to Nute's notion of belief

state. A semantical notion like belief state is, like my notion of

possible world, defined as a set of syntactic elements (Nute,

1988).

'Rciicr's default logic (1980) is about nonmonotonic reasoning,

but still his default extension E is defined in terms of a strictly

monotonically increasing sequence (£,)r"-o- Obviously, this se-

quence is not intended to represent some form of reasoning, but

merely is a mathematical construction to define £. But, just be

cause of this monoionicity, Reiter needs in the definition of E,

some form of 'look ahead' to prevent the inclusion of formulas

that are given up in a later stage.

6Besides Pearl. Reiter and Criscuolo (1981) also have pleaded for

a non-statistical reading of defeasible implications. Their termi

nology is: statistical connotation vs. prototypical connotation. For

example, a prototypical mosquito lends to pass malaria although,

statistically, most mosquito's in fact do not. Nute (1988): "proba

bilistic reasoning may be appropriate in some circumstances, but

this should not be our only model for defeasible reasoning". Mosl

researchers happen to be very keen on this issue.

1 Because we are dealing with a modified version of proposmonal

logic, we are unable to denote classes of individuals. Therefore,

the implication b>f should not be read as "birds tend to fly," but

(in a rather roundabout way) as "birds-occasions lend to be fly-

occasions".
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valid. For the same reason, (2)-consistency implies (1)-

satisfiability.

6. THREE TYPES OF INFERENCE

In standard propositional logic there is but one type of

inference, namely deduction. A deduction can be 'sum

marized' by introducing a material implication z>. Con

versely, z> can be 'unfolded' by eliminating it via modus

ponens. So 3 can be viewed as the object-symbol of log

ical deduction.

In a similar way, I choose to split argumentation into

three types of inference, corresponding with the interpre

tation of o and the two different interpretations of >,

respectively.

1. Deduction. All inferences in which the conclusion

necessarily follows from the premises. For example,

(p, pz>q)/q, (p/\q)/q, et cetera, but also statistically

valid inferences like (p>q, q^r)l(p>r) and

[(p *r)>q, (p a -<r)>q]/(p >q).

It is known that propositional logic can be axioma-

tized in several ways. However, if > appears only as

an outmost connective, also the statistically based

interpretation of > has a sound and complete axiomat-

ization by means of the following three rules of infer

ence (cf. Geffher and Pearl, 1989):

(i) weak transitivity: (<|»y, (<)>Aij/)>x)/<t»X;

(ii) weak monotonicity: (<|»y, <()>x)/(<t>A V)>X!

(iii) disjunctive antecedent: (p>x> V>X)^(<t) v Vf)>X-

The advantage of statistically valid inferences is that

new defeasible implications can be obtained via the

safest mode of inference, i.e. deduction.

2. Statistically based induction. With this type of infer

ence, there is a statistical correlation between prem

ises and conclusion.8 Example: (p, p>q)lq. Another

typical example of statistically based induction is the

set P = [(p*q)>r, p>-,r)u{p Aq}. This set sta

tistically induces r, despite the presence of p>—>r in

P.

In general, every statistically based conclusion \\i can

be obtained as follows. First, P must deductively

entail both p and p>\|/. Moreover, there should be no

p' and \|^ such that P deductively entails both p' and

q'>\j/', p deductively follows from p', while y and v/

are in contradiction. The additional condition ensures

that the most specific reference class turns the scale

(Loui, 1990).9

3. Generic induction. Here, there is no statistical corre

lation. The only link between premises and conclu

sion is that they can be connected by some argument.

The idea behind this type of inference is that generic

induction stands for the existence of some argument,

good or bad.10

These three types of inference should be understood as

inclusive—not disjunct. So, for example, a statistically

based inference is a generic inference at the same time.

Example. (Skew diamond).11 Consider the set of prem

ises P= [p^>q, q>-ys, p>r, rDi)u(p). There are no

deductive arguments for or against s (i.e. for -is). How

ever, { p >r, p z> s } entails via proper deduction p >s and

hence, via statistically based induction, s. The only argu

ments against s are of generic inductive type. D

Note that we refrain from concluding that the argument

for 5 should defeat the argument against s. For the

moment we are just interested in the types of the argu

ments involved.

Example. (Weak diamond).12 Consider the set of prem

ises P = I p >q, q >s, p >r, r > -, s } u { p } . Again there

are arguments for and against s, but now only of generic

type. Consequently, there is no statistical correlation

between P and s. Put differently, both Pu(s] and

P u ( -. 5 ) are statistically satisfiable. (As easily can be

verified.) □

Example. (Disjunctive antecedents).13 In several

defeasible logics,14 the set P = {p>r, q>r}^j{p\/q}

does not yield r as a defeasible conclusion. This is

because, in those logics, both p >r and q >r must be trig

gered by specifically p or q, respectively. However, here

r can be obtained by a statistically based inductive argu

ment as follows. First perform the sound deduction

(p >r, q >r)l(pwq)>r, and then perform the statistically

based inference (p vq, (p s/q)>r)lr. u

Without the possibility of making generic inferences,

arguments would already get stuck on an elementary

level, since many inferences simply lack any statistical

underpinning whatsoever. A generic inference tries to

overcome this by surpassing statistical considerations.

Wuh deductive inference, one might say that premises and con

clusion are categorically correlated.

'The notion of 'most specific reference class' is properly sub

sumed by the more general notion of 'most specific explanation'.

Sec. e.g., the paper of Loui (1990) for a detailed treatment on

these issues.

'"Besides deduction and statistically based induction, Pollock

(1987) distinguishes more types of (basic) inference, viz. percep

tion, memory and (Hume-like) induction. Apparently, his choice

can be understood in the light of classical epistemology .

"in the paper of Horty and Thomason (1988) presented as the

problem whether native speakers of Pennsylvanian Dutch are bom

in America. There, p stands for 'native speaker of Pennsylvanian

Dutch,' q for 'native speaker of German,' r for 'bom in Pennsyl

vania,' and s for 'bom in America'.

12Sometimes referred to in the literature as the Nixon diamond

(Ginsberg, 1987).

"Principle of joint defeat (Pollock, 1987).

>4In particular Reiter's default logic (1980).
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Logically fundamental options like chaining and espe

cially nonmonotonicity are only achievable by means of

generic argumentation.

7. DEFEAT AND CONCLUSIVE FORCE OF

ARGUMENTS

Depending on the type of inferences that were used, argu

ments may possess more or less conclusive force. As

long as competing arguments clearly differ in conclusive

force, it is also clear which of them should defeat the oth

ers.

1. Deductive arguments defeat inductive arguments.

This is obvious.

2. Statistically based inductive arguments defeat generic

inductive arguments. The underlying idea is that sub

stantial statistical evidence carries more weight than

just a line of reasoning.

To be sure, it may happen that a generic inductive

argument is right where, at the same time, a statisti

cally based inductive argument is wrong. But still this

does not run counter to the principles on which statist

ically based arguments are preferred.

Conflicting deductive arguments refer to logically incom

patible premises. This includes statistically unsatisfiable

premises like P = [a>b, a>—ib).15 In that case some of

these premises should be given up. This is the domain of

belief revision which does not have my prime attention

here.

Conflicting statistically based inductive arguments are the

result of statistical biases (not of statistically unsatisfiable

premises). Here, the most specific reference class must

be taken to settle the matter.

Before we discuss defeat among conflicting generic

inductive arguments, I wish to show that the ordering in

conclusive force just mentioned is already capable of

picking the right conclusion from non-trivial scenario's.

Example. (Whether Ralph fishes on Mother's day).16

Suppose that Ralph normally goes fishing on Sundays,

but on the Sunday which is Mother's day, he typically

visits his parents. Furthermore, in the spring of each leap

year his parents take a vacation, so that they are not able

to be visited.

Now the answers to the following three questions are of

interest: (1) what does Ralph do on regular Sundays; (2)

what does Ralph do on Mother's day; (3) what does

Ralph do on Mother's day when his parents are taking

their vacation?

Let P = [s >/, m >v, mz^s, /o -i v, / o -. v }. Informally,

s stands for 'it's Sunday,' /for 'Ralph is fishing,' m for

'it's Mother's day,' v for 'Ralph visits his parents,' and /

for 'it's a leap year'.

1. On regular Sundays, Ralph should be fishing. Let us

see what the ordering in conclusive force is telling us.

The addition of s to P, yielding P<j{s], enables

among others two relevant arguments, viz.

Oi=(s, 5>/)//and 02 = (a1,/^-iv)/-iv. (Both a,

and a2 are statistically based inductive arguments.

That is not really important here because, at this stage,

there are no competing counterarguments.)

So, according to the ordering in conclusive force,

Ralph goes fishing and, consequently, does not visit

his parents.

2. On Mother's day, Ralph should visit his parents. The

addition of m to P u [s ) , yielding P u { s, m } , enables

two statistically based arguments, viz.

ij =(m, m>v)/vand

T2 -<T,, [(/O -nv)/.../(V =5 -./)])/ -./

where (fz> —iv)/.../(vrj —if) stands for a deductive

argument turning /=3 —iv into vd-./. Moreover,

P u (.v, m | enables, besides \\ and x2, still o, and o2.

Of all statistically based arguments, we should prefer

the ones which are triggered by the most specific

reference class, in this case m. Hence, C\ and a2 are

defeated by x2 and xt , respectively.

So, according to the two principles of defeat, Ralph is

visiting his parents instead of fishing.

3. On Mother's day in a leap year, Ralph cannot visit his

parents, and should therefore return to his fishing. In

this case Pu[s, m, I) enables the deductive argu

ment p = (/, /=> —iv)/—iv. Hence, p defeats T] and so

Ralph does not visit his parents, which was to be

expected. Much more interesting is it to see whether

the system reinstates a scenario where Ralph is fish

ing again. A bit surprisingly, the system abstains.

This is because there is no statistical support for / on

basis ofmAl, since the implication (m A/)>/does not

follow from P.xl (However, it is instructive to note

15 There are algorithms to check whether a set of formulas is sta

tistically satisfiable (see, e.g., Pearl, 1988). However, my interest

does not so much go to logical or, in particular, statistical satisfia

bility of premises in the first place, but rather goes to the process

of argument construction itself. This explains why my notion of

possible world is not closed with respect to argumentation: hidden

conflicts or inconsistencies should be brought to the fore by active

argument construction, and not via some logical closure operator.

l6Konolige, 1988.

17 Counterexample: if the extension of a proposition is denoted by

[♦J, take, for every n>\, [sn] = [fn]u[mn], \fn] = [Fl....,Fn2),

[mB] = [vn]u[/],[vJ = (V1 VB}. and [/]«{£}. Capitals denote

specific occasions. So, for example, V {e [s„] w[m„]u|vj is an

occasion where Ralph is visiting his parents (V'|f[v„)) on

Mother's day (V^elm,,)). Now, for every nil, P is satisfied

while (m A/)>/is not. (We have constructed infinitely many ex

tensions, because a counterexample may not depend on the ratio

of inclusion of both 5 >/and m >v. So as n increases, the >'s are

becoming tight fits, while (m a /)>/remains false.)
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that, on basis of s a -i v, there is statistical support for

/, (i.e. P deductively entails sa-.v and (s a —<v)>f)

while, on basis of m, there is statistical support for —if

(i.e. P deductively entails m and m>-if). Unfor

tunately, m and s a -i v are logically incomparable

with respect to P, so that there is no most specific

reference class to settle the matter.)

Anyhow, the system does not tell whether Ralph goes

fishing or not. Although this perhaps contravenes our

intuition, this reservedness is correct because we have

not told the system that every fourth Mother's day

falls in a leap year (i.e. the premises do not represent

that / is a substantial part of m). To be sure, if the

extension of / in m cannot be taken arbitrary small,

e.g. by demanding (wja-iv)>/, then (ota/)>/ fol

lows from P, indeed. Since m a / implies both m and

5 a -i v, it is the most specific reference class, and

hence m a / is entitled, under these conditions, to set

tle /as a definite conclusion, a

Despite the lack of statistically based evidence, item (3)

still leaves us with a collection of conflicting generic

inductive arguments. The next section is about this case.

8. DEFEAT AMONG GENERIC INDUCTIVE

ARGUMENTS

At this stage, only the case of conflicting generic induc

tive arguments remains to be considered. Here, however,

I will show that further inspection on the structure of

arguments cannot establish a rational tie break. Still,

many systems of defeasible reasoning have rules which

peremptory prefer one argument over the other to solve a

conflict between competing generic inductive arguments.

A suitable example is the flood of new and altered logics

designed to clarify or even to solve the famous Yale

shooting problem (Hanks and McDermott, 1987). The

Yale shooting problem revolves around the emergence of

an anomalous argument supporting an unwanted conclu

sion. This anomalous argument is in force due to the

rules of defeat as laid down in the definitions. So often,

the first move is to designate the machinery of defeat of

the system at issue as the culprit. After some tinkering to

the system, the unwanted conclusion no longer turns up

(in the Yale shooting scenario: Fred inevitably ceases to

live).18 However, it looks very much like it that, with

these approaches, the system has been adjusted merely to

suit the scenario at issue. For many scenario's, including

the Yale shooting, unique and unambiguous solutions

simply do not exist.

As my logic is principally too weak to handle the Yale

"With tinkering I mean: introducing abnormality predicates

(McCarthy. 1980), non-normal so-called blocking defaults (Reiter

and Cnscuolo, 1981), introducing a temporal priority-projection-

preference ontology (both Shoham and Lifschitz), etc.

shooting problem (it has no time component), 1 will take

another example. This example shows how choices for

specific kinds of defeat for systems of defeasible reason

ing are usually justified.

Example. (Tuning the system). Let us consider a

specific system of defeasible reasoning. After the criteria

of defeat among arguments are formally settled, the sys

tem is usually tested against several case studies (bench

mark problems) to see whether the right conclusions will

emerge.

Now suppose that, with the results of the test cases at

hand, we want to tune our system to remove anomalous

conclusions (if any). Due to the considerations in section

7, it follows that if we want to make additional refine

ments in conclusive force, this can only be done within

the class of generic inductive arguments.

Suppose that we want to establish this by preferring gen

eric inductive arguments with superior specificity over

those endowed with inferior specificity.19 After this

alteration, we want to test whether specificity is a good

criterion by setting our refined system again to the stock

of test cases. Suppose the first test case concerns the well

known student-adult-employed scenario.

Case study. (Whether young adults are employed).20 Let

P=[a>e, u>—>e, (y ao)>«]u [y ao}. Informally, a

stands for adults, u for university students, e for

employed persons, and v for young people. The question

is whether e or -i e should, on basis of P, be accepted as a

warranted conclusion.

Now, at first it should be noted that deduction or statisti

cally based induction cannot provide a definite answer. It

follows that only a generic inductive argument may even

tually turn the scale.

Suppose, for the sake of argument, that common

knowledge compels us to attach the conclusion -. c to P

(i.e. we all feel that, on basis of P, young adults generally

don't work). Let us see what the system does. There are

arguments a and x

a Ay

a>e

a Ay (a Ay)>u

ir

respectively. As a has a defeasible implication with a

weakened antecedent (i.e. a is weakening a /\y to a), x is

This example does not particularly hinge on the criterion of

specificity: any other additional criterion would do also. Specifi

city is nevertheless chosen because Loui remarks that "It's hard to

imagine a system for selecting among competing defeasible con

clusions that would not favor the conclusion with superior evi

dence, superior specificity, and 'equivalent directness'. (...) It's

because specializing the antecedent strengthens the rules in such a

way that the rule now dictates what should be done in the multiple

extension situation." (Loui in response, 1987).

^Pearl, 1989.
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more specific than o, so that—according to criteria of

specificity—T defeats o. Hence, the systems comes up

with —>e. We conclude that, as far as this case is con

cerned, the system runs parallel to common knowledge.

This conclusion confirms our conviction that specificity

is a sound criterion.

However, the following renaming of the preceding case

study shows that the adapted system nevertheless remains

ill-tuned.

Case study. (Whether bankrupt conservatives are self

ish).21 Exchange a for c, y for b, e for s, and u for p.

Informally, c stands for conservatives, b for bankrupt

people, p for poor people, and s for selfish people. Con

sequently, the premise set of the previous case study P

will become P"= [c>s, p>->s, (b /\c)>p) u [b ac).

Hence the question is whether s or -> s holds.

Suppose, again for the sake of argument, that we gen

erally feel that, on the basis of P, conservatives, whether

they are bankrupt or not, poor or not, always tend to be

selfish. So common knowledge compels us to attach s to

P. (Recall that there is no substantial evidence that pro

vides a definite conclusion!) It will be clear that the sys

tem, as it previously supported —it, will now support -i s.

But -i a is unwanted as it contradicts common

knowledge. Providing the system with other features of

defeat will not help, since in that case the student-adult-

employed scenario would be invalidated. D

From this example we learn in the first place that, thanks

to the coarseness of our language, substantially different

scenario's can be mapped onto a single set of formal

premises. Conversely, the 'inverse image' of this set of

premises shows too much variation to lift non-trivial prin

ciples of defeat out of it. We are bound to conclude that

valid principles must, just because of their generality, be

very weak. For the Yale shooting problem in particular,

this means that sensible systems of defeasible reasoning,

capable of capturing (but not particularly committed to)

the Yale shooting scenario, refrain from pronouncing

upon Fred's aliveness. If not, then all variables in the

Yale shooting scenario can be renamed in such a way that

previously wanted conclusions now become unwanted. (I

know that this has been observed before, but this is a

sideline to the main issue).22

9. MULTIPLE POSSIBLE WORLDS

From the preceding considerations we learn that the reach

of defeat has its limitations. In fact, an argument may be

defeated if and only if there is a counterargument having

superior conclusive force to reject the argument in ques

tion. Although generic inductive arguments do differ in

conclusive force, these differences are too insignificant to

be used in justifying criteria of defeat. Add to this that

generic inductive arguments are deficient of substantial

(read: statistical) conclusive force, and it is clear that we

must conclude that there are no sensible principles for a

general system of defeat among competing generic induc

tive arguments.

This conclusion has immediate consequences for defeasi

ble reasoning in general. As generic inductive arguments

all fall short of substantial conclusive force, no such argu

ment has the right to defeat another. Because the bulk of

defeasible reasoning goes beyond statistically based argu

mentation, many conflicting conclusions will have equal

rights to remain in force. Thus, every collection of con

flicting (but undefeated) generic inductive arguments will

split an existing scenario into equally plausible alterna

tives. (Shuffling with principles like collective defeat or

sceptic inheritance (Horty and Thomason, 1988) should

be avoided since this would contravene the very nature of

ampliative inference.)

Example. (Weak diamond). Consider the set of prem

ises P = {p>q,q>s,p>r,r>-is). P is a set of prem

ises, but can also be seen as a set of arguments, say £t.

The conclusions of these arguments do not contradict

each other and, hence, Zj forms by definition a possible

world.

Suppose that P is updated with a new observation p. The

addition of p, yielding P<j[p], enables the arguments

ai,a2, T1,andT2.

P P><1
q>s ti

. P P>r

r>-

o2:

-.j

Note that I, u | /> ) are deductive arguments, a{ and T,

are statistically based inductive arguments, and o2 and x2

are generic inductive arguments. Moreover, a2 contrad

icts x2. The addition of p to Ei leads us to at least two

new possible worlds, viz.

Z2ii=ZiU{p}u(o1,Ti)u{o2)

and

Z2,2 = ^i "-• ip) u (<»i. *\ J ^ t^}23

Note that both worlds only have different generic induc

tive arguments.

21 Poole. 1988.

"Discussing why justification does not imply truth, Pappas and

Swain (1978) write: "it is easy to imagine two cases which are

identical in all respects, i.e. same evidence and same cir

cumstances, except that the proposition justified is true in one case

and false in the other". Loui, in response to Hanks and McDcr-

mott (1987): "examples can be found at will that share the same

syntactic structure (...), but do not seem to require the analogous

solution." 23 At least two possible worlds, because more arguments may be

constructed.
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Suppose, finally, that P<j[p) is updated with a second

observation —>r. As -1 r is in itself a deductive argument,

it defeats t, and, hence, x2. It follows that Z^i as well as

£2,2 turn mt0 tne same possible world, viz.

2^ = Ziu{p, -1r}u{ai}u(o2). a

With this example, it is important to note that both

updates p and —> r do not contradict /\ Hence, knowledge

revision is not at issue here, as the amount of knowledge

merely increases during the supply of new information.

But instead of knowledge revision, we do have something

like argument revision. In this example, for instance, £2,1

plus -1 r becomes £3 . So the introduction of -1 r imposed

a rational revision on the collection of outstanding argu

ments.

It is also important to note that an eventual split is never a

necessary consequence of adding new information. Only

pure argumentation can be the sole motive to make the

split. In principle it is possible to add a potentially

world-splitting observation to a possible world without

ever performing the split in further argumentation.

Example. Again, consider 1^ As we just have seen, the

formula p is a potentially I, -splitting observation. How

ever, a bad argumentation sequence might proceed

ZjUfp.pv^pv^vr}-^...

Clearly, such an argumentation sequence will never cause

a split, a

A sensible argumentation method will of course not form

infinitely many disjunctions. Therefore, the question of

how to define sensible argumentation methods which are

giving every argument the right amount of resources, is

another important issue. I will confine myself by refer

ring to (Loui, 1990).

10. CONCLUSION

There are several ways to process new information. New

information (in the form of an update or an observation)

always enables, together with the factual information (in

the form of background knowledge or laws), new argu

ments. As long as these arguments do not interfere, the

amount of factual and derived knowledge (i.e. conclu

sions of arguments) increases monotonically.

However, as soon as arguments come in conflict with

each other, there are several ways to restore 'epistemic

quiescence*.

1. Vitiate the involved arguments by striking them at

their roots. This typically is the sole option in deduc

tive argumentation: the arguments themselves are per

fectly sound, so a conflict among deductive arguments

necessarily refers back to incompatible premises.

Consequently, some part of the factual knowledge

itself turns out to be untenable and must be given up.

This is the well-known domain of belief revision (cf.,

e.g., Gardenfors, 1988). Here, the central issue is to

decide which premises should be removed first.

2. Vitiate the involved arguments by pruning them to a

harmless size (i.e. take non-conflicting subargu-

ment-s). This typically is not possible in deductive

argumentation, since deductive arguments are neces

sarily generated by their premises. So pruning is

reserved for arguments of inductive type only. Here,

the issue is which arguments should be dealt with

first.

I have argued that this is clear for certain combina

tions of arguments. Within the class of generic induc

tive arguments this is not clear. In case of pruning all

conflicting generic inductive arguments by appealing

to principles of collective defeat we should follow

option (3).

3. No argument currently in force, is vitiated. To

resolve the conflict, the acquired knowledge is

branched into separate possible worlds. It must be

possible that these possible worlds meet eventually.

I have tried to show that, besides the extensively explored

option (1), there are more ways to cope with incoming

information, of which option (2) is important, but not all-

embracing. In other words, a general theory of defeat has

limited capabilities. The issue of how option (3) should

be formalized and should be combined with (1) and (2), is

a problem of itself that needs further study.

In this light, current research needs to be mentioned.

Despite the generally non-constructive character of this

paper, some briefly mentioned notions need further for

malization. This is now occupying our study.
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Abstract

Explaining away is a common pattern of rea

soning in which the confirmation of one cause

of an observed event reduces the need to in

voke alternate causal hypotheses. However,

the opposite of explaining away can also oc

cur, in which the confirmation of one cause

increases belief in another. We provide a gen

eral qualitative probabilistic analysis of inter

causal reasoning, and identify the property of

the interaction between the causes, product

synergy, that determines which form of rea

soning is appropriate. This extends Qualita

tive Probabilistic Networks (QPNs) to sup

port qualitative intercausal inference about

the directions of change in probabilistic be

lief. Because it eliminates some qualitative

ambiguities arising in QPN reduction algo

rithms, product synergy complements the ex

isting (additive) synergy concept. The pro

cess of explaining away also suggests the use

of qualitative propagation-based algorithms

analogous to message-passing techniques for

numerical belief networks.

1 Introduction: Explaining Away

It is becoming increasingly clear that causal relation

ships play an important role in practical reasoning.

One critical issue is the fundamental asymmetry be

tween predictive (or causal) reasoning, that is, reason

ing from cause to effect, and diagnostic (or evidential)

reasoning, from effect to cause. Pearl [1988a] clearly

illustrates this by the "sprinkler" example, depicted in

Figure 1. Either A, "the sprinkler was on last night",

or B, "it rained last night", could cause C, "the grass

is wet." C could cause E, "the grass is cold and shiny,"

as well as F, "my shoes are wet."

Observation of one effect, E, cold and shiny grass, is

evidence for C, wet grass, and hence predicts the other

effect F, wet shoes. Confirmation of one cause, A, the

sprinkler, also leads to the expectation of C, wet grass.

But it does not provide any evidence for the alternate

cause B, rain. Suppose prior observation of wet grass

had led to defeasible acceptance of rain. In a default

reasoning scheme, confirmation of the sprinkler having

been on should lead to a retraction of the rain hypothe

sis. In a probabilistic reasoning scheme, it should lead

to a reduced probability of the rain hypothesis, even

though the possibility of simultaneous sprinkling and

rain is allowed.

Rain last

night

Sprinkler

on

Grass wet

 

Cold and

shiny

Figure 1: Causal diagram for the "sprinkler" exam

ple [Pearl, 1988a].

This is a common and intuitively compelling pattern of

reasoning, called "explaining away" because one cause

explains away the observed effect and so reduces the

need to invoke other causes. This qualitative pattern

of reasoning is entirely compatible with Bayesian in

ference when probabilistic influences reflect causal re

lationships [Henrion, 1987; Pearl, 1988a]. It is also

the essence of Occam's razor: hypotheses should not

be multiplied beyond what is necessary to account for

the evidence.

Pearl [l988a] uses the revealed asymmetry of infer

ence with respect to causal direction to argue for

incorporating causal relations into default reasoning
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schemes. Although inference rules implementing it

have been well-studied [Geffner, 1990; Pearl, 1988a],

precise and general conditions under which explaining

away is valid or appropriate have not appeared in the

literature.1

Explaining away is an example of intercausal infer

ence [Henrion, 1987], that is, reasoning between two

causes with a common effect, in contrast with pure

causal or pure evidential reasoning. While explaining

away is often intuitively compelling, there are cases

in which it appears inappropriate. Consider the fol

lowing example illustrated by the causal model of Fig

ure 2. You notice a newspaper headline about a well-

known politician: "Senator Jones Killed in Car Acci

dent." You idly wonder whether he might have been

drunk. The headline gives no indication of whether

he was at fault, or even whether he was a driver or

passenger. You had no previous information about his

driving or drinking habits, but you do recall hearing

that about half of fatal car accidents in the United

States are alcohol-related. Reading on, you find out

that Jones was indeed the driver and no other vehicle

was involved in the accident. How does this affect your

belief that he had been drinking? Without knowledge

of any accident, for most people the fact that the Sen

ator was driving might reduce the suspicion that he

had been drinking. But given the accident, many find

the fact that he was the driver increases their suspi

cion. This would fit the all-too-common scenario of

drinking and driving leading to a fatal accident. Note

that this pattern of plausible reasoning is the opposite

of explaining away: knowledge of a common effect ren

ders a positive dependence between the causes, even

though they were negatively dependent a priori.

Jones

drinking

 

Jones

driving

Jones killed

in car crash

Figure 2: The drinking-and-driving example. When

explaining away fails.

The goal of this paper is to provide a general anal

ysis of intercausal reasoning accounting for both of

the illustrated patterns of reasoning, and making pre

cise the conditions distinguishing between them. The

1 Pearl provides these conditions for the special case of

linear/Gaussian models [Pearl, 1988b, page 35 1] (which is

illustrative). Explaining away can also be justified proba

bilistically by f-semantics [Geffner, 1988], but these do not

capture the full range of situations where such inference is

appropriate.

problem has to do with degrees of belief and strengths

of argument, which suggests that a purely determin

istic formulation would be inadequate. Our choice of

a probabilistic approach reflects the uncertainty cen

tral to causal explanation tasks, and is supported by

the observation that "explaining away" is a natural

consequence of some Bayesian causal models.

While the probabilistic formulation refers to quantita

tive degrees of belief, it does not necessarily require

precise numerical probabilities for application. Indeed

our analysis is qualitative, concerning the direction of

probabilistic dependencies, but not their magnitude.

Our premise is that the critical distinctions correspond

to intuitive categories of interaction among causes, and

that further precision would be impractical or less con

venient and, for many purposes, unnecessary. This

position is supported by the observation that com

mon vocabulary includes numerous qualitative con

cepts of causal interaction. For example, we often

say that causal factors act independently or synergisti-

cally, that one cause (a "gating condition" ) enables or

inhibits another, or that a set of available inputs are

complementary or substitutable with each other. Rain

and the sprinkler independently cause wet grass, while

drinking amplifies the causal relation between driving

and car accidents.

We formalize these concepts using the Qualitative

Probabilistic Network (QPN) representation [Well-

man, 1990b], an abstraction of Bayesian networks.

The analysis of intercausal reasoning extends this for

malism by introducing new qualitative characteriza

tions of causal interactions, complementary with the

existing QPN synergy relations.

We have motivated our analysis by the attempt to

replicate patterns of reasoning that people find intu

itively compelling. There is, of course, copious empir

ical evidence that Bayesian reasoning is not an accu

rate model of our human intuitive reasoning, at least

in quantitative terms. But, in its qualitative form,

Bayesian reasoning does seem compatible with the pat

terns exhibited by these cases. Indeed, to our knowl

edge, it is the only formal approach capturing the intu

itive concept of explaining away. Thus the qualitative

version has appeal both as a normative and a descrip

tive model of reasoning.

In the remainder of this paper, we present a formal

analysis of qualitative intercausal relations. The next

section examines intercausal reasoning with a deter

ministic causal relationships. After reviewing the no

tion of qualitative probabilistic influence, we analyze

intercausal reasoning with uncertain causal influences,

and provide the condition for explaining away to oc

cur. We generalize this to handle prior intercausal re

lationships, and for partial evidence on the effect. We

compare the new notions of synergy with earlier con

cepts from the literature, and examine the application

of these new results on intercausal reasoning in infer
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ence algorithms. Finally, we present a richer view of

Occam's razor suggested by intercausal relations.

2 Deterministic Intercausal Relations

Although the explaining away phenomenon is signif

icant primarily for reasoning under uncertainty, it is

instructive to start with a simple analysis of the deter

ministic propositional case.2 Let a, b, and c be proposi-

tional variables, and A and A denote the literals where

a = true and a = false, respectively. We interpret the

assertions causes(A, C) and causes(B, C) to require at

least that c depends on both a and 6 in a strict pos

itive fashion. There are only two binary functions of

a and b satisfying this property: OR and AND. The

former justifies explaining away. If c = OR(o, b), then

if C holds, evidence for A tends to decrease support

for B. Because B is possible only when A holds, belief

in B given A is necessarily less than its belief given

A. When c = AND(a, b), however, there can be no

explaining away given C because the observation im

mediately establishes both A and B.

The condition for explaining away is also quite simple

for the case where the effect, c, is a real-valued function

of a and b, increasing in both causal variables. If c is

differentiate, we can derive the intercausal relation

between a and b by applying the chain rule for partial

derivatives:

—(o,c)- —

da' UK*)'

Since both partial derivatives on the right-hand side

are positive by assumption, an increase in a requires

a concomitant decrease in 6 (i.e., a "explains away" b)

for any fixed value (e.g., an observation) of c.3 The

fact that the intercausal relation is independent of the

interaction between a and b in causing c suggests that

explaining away is not a very interesting phenomenon

for the case of invertible deterministic functions. The

problem of explaining away uncertain causal hypothe

ses presents more subtle issues and requires a richer

vocabulary of intercausal concepts.

3 Qualitative Probabilistic Networks

Our analysis of intercausal inference under uncertainty

is based on the QPN formalism for qualitative prob

abilistic reasoning [Wellman, 1990b]. In a qualita

tive probabilistic network, variables are represented as

nodes in a graph, with directed edges defining proba

bilistic relationships. As in Bayesian networks [Pearl,

3In fact, diagnostic and intercausal reasoning may be

uncertain even when the causal structure is deterministic.

sFor a general discussion of transformation rules on

qualitative functional relationships, see the work of Miche-

lena and Agogino [1989] on deterministic monotonic influ

ence diagrams.

1988b] and other graphical schemes, connectedness in

the graph represents the dependency structure of its

underlying probability distribution [Pearl et a/., 1989].

However, rather than specify the distribution precisely

with numeric probability tables, QPNs merely con

strain the conditional probabilities using qualitative

influences. This qualitative approach bears a relation

ship to numeric probabilistic networks analogous to

the relation of qualitative physics schemes to ordinary

differential equations.

Associated with each edge is a sign, 6 € {+,-,0,?},

denoting the direction of qualitative influence between

nodes. Figure 3 depicts an example qualitative proba

bilistic network representing beliefs about the health of

a friend. Event A, that our friend has a cold, increases4

the probability of C, that she is sneezing. Event B,

that she has an allergic reaction, also increases this

probability. On the other hand, event F, that she re

cently took an antihistamine tablet, reduces the prob

ability of sneezing, that is, / has a negative influence

on c. Event D, that our friend is allergic to cats, in

creases the probability of B, tie allergic reaction, as

does E, that a cat is present. (Whereas for ease of

exposition the variables in our examples are all propo

sitional, the definition of qualitative influence below,

along with most other definitions and theorems, apply

equally to multivalent discrete and continuous vari

ables.)

Cat

Allergy

Cold

 

Cat

Present

Antihistamine

Figure 3: An example qualitative probabilistic net

work. Arrows labeled "+" and "—" denote positive

and negative causal influences.

For the general definition of qualitative influences, con

sider a QPN with a directed edge from a to c, and

optionally some other variables, collectively denoted

x, with links to c. In Figure 3, for example, x would

comprise b and /. This structure dictates that the

probability distribution for c can be specified condi

tionally on a and z.

*We use terms such as increase and decrease in the non-

strict sense, unless explicitly stated otherwise.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: The schematic QPN transformation for intercausal inference. The qualitative intercausal relation, 6,

of a on b upon observation of C indicates whether explaining away occurs.

Definition 1 (qualitative influence) We say that

a positively influences c, written S+(a,c), iff for all

values cii > aj, cq, and x,

Pr(c > co\aix) > Pr(c > co|a2z).

An equivalent condition is that the probability den

sity function5 for a given c and x, fa(-\cx), obeys the

monotone likelihood ratio property:

/a(pi|ciz) /a(a2[cia!)

fa(ai\cix) ~ /0(02|c2Sb)'

(1)

for all ax > as, cj > c3, and x. This property en

sures that increasing a increases the expected value of

c.6 Replacing > in (1) with < and = yields the con

ditions for S~ and 5°, respectively. 5° means a and

c are independent for all values of z. 5' always holds,

and is used to indicate that the relationship may be

ambiguous.

The probabilistic definition for qualitative influences

justifies simple inference rules based on graphical

transformations of the network. For example, in Fig

ure 3, given 5+(e, 6), S+(b, c), and no direct link from

e to c (implicitly S°), we can reduce b from the net

work and replace the two-link chain with a new quali

tative influence, S+(e,c). In other words, a cat being

present increases the probability of sneezing. In gen

eral, chains of influences combine by multiplication of

the qualitative signs. Directed links in the network

can also be reversed, with new qualitative influences

computed from the old via a a qualitative version of

Bayes's rule. For example, sneezing, C, (in the absence

of other evidence information) increases the probabili

ties of cold, A, and allergic reaction, B, and decreases

5For the discrete case, the appropriate probability mass

function should be substituted.

*In writing these ratios, we assume that all conditional

probability terms are well-defined and nonsero. These as

sumptions could be relaxed at the expense of explicatory

complexity. For further discussion of these probabilistic

inequalities and their implications, see [Milgrom, 1981;

Wellman, 1990b].

the probability that our friend had recently taken an

antihistamine, F . Each of these operations represents

a valid transformation of the network with respect to

the interpretation of qualitative influences as proba

bilistic constraints.

4 Probabilistic Intercausal Relations

Figure 3 also exhibits the phenomenon of "explaining

away." Suppose we observe our friend sneezing, C,

raising the probability of her having a cold, A, and

the probability of allergic reaction, B. If we know she

is allergic to cats, D, and learn that a cat is present,

E, lending strong confirmation of the allergic reaction

B, this explains away the sneezing, and so reduces the

probability of the cold, A.

This process of intercausal inference can be cast as

transformation of a causal graph or QPN, illustrated in

general form in Figure 4. Again, a and b are causes of c.

For generality, we allow that there may be other causes

of c (collectively represented by z), and that a and b in

turn may have causal antecedents (6's are collectively

labeled y; a's do not figure in the example). Figure 4a

depicts this initial situation. Note that because their

only connecting path is via their direct links to c, a and

b are marginally independent in this model, although

they are conditionally dependent given c.

The basic "explaining away" scenario starts with an

observation of the effect variable to be explained, c.

Suppose that c is propositional, and that the observed

value is C. To represent observation in a probabilistic

network, we instantiate the observed node and mod

ify the dependency structure in the graph so that the

nodes of interest become conditional on the observa

tion. This entails reversing the links from a and b to c,

as shown in Figure 4b. The signs on the reversed links

remain positive, indicating that observing C increases

the probability of higher values of a and b. In addition,

the reversals introduce a new intercausal link between

a and 6, accounting for the fact that the variables be
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come dependent upon observing C. The "explaining

away" pattern is characterized exactly by the negativ

ity of this intercausal influence. For propositional a

and b, the relation S~ (a, b) in the graph of Figure 4b

would mean that

Pi(B\ACxy) < Pi(B\Cxy) < Pi(B\ACxy),

and hence belief in A decreases belief in B.

Even if we knew that the signs on the original links

from a to c and 6 to c were positive, the sign on this

new intercausal link would be ambiguous; that is, it

would not be determinable from the given qualitative

information. The question is what condition on the

causal combination of a and 6 would enable us to derive

a negative intercausal influence upon observing C? In

other words, we are after a general characterization of

the criterion for explaining away. Moreover, we desire

a local, qualitative condition, ideally one that corre

sponds to intuitive concepts of causal interaction. The

product synergy property meets these requirements.

Definition 2 (product synergy) Let a, b, and x be

the predecessors of c in a QPN. Variables a and b

exhibit negative product synergy with respect to a par

ticular value cq of c, written X~({a, 6},co), if for all

ai > oj, 6i > &a, and x,

Pr(co\aibix)Pr(co\ajb2x) <

Pr(c0|oi62iB)Pr(co|o26ix). (2)

Positive product synergy, X+ , and zero product syn

ergy, X°, are defined by substituting > and =, respec

tively for <. We say that the qualitative relation is

strict if its defining inequality—in this case (2)—holds

strictly for some instances.8 To handle the case of con

tinuous as well as discrete c, we can rewrite (2) as a

relation on ratios of probability densities or masses:

fe(co\aibix) /e(co|a2M)

(3)

/e(co|aiM) /<:(co|a26j2:)'

Thus, negative product synergy requires that the pro

portional increase in the probability of c0 upon raising

b is smaller for higher values of a. Hence, the causal

contribution of a given variable is greatest when it is

the only active (high-valued) cause. It is this type of

interaction that underlies explaining away.

Theorem 1 (explaining away) Let a, b, and x be

the predecessors ofc such that a and b are conditionally

7The X+ relation is equivalent to the condition that the

probability function Pi(C\ab) be totally positive of degree

two [Karlin, 1968] with respect to its arguments a and b.

Whereas total positivity has been studied in some prob

abilistic contexts [Karlin and Rinott, 1980], the concept

has not been applied in the same manner, and the results

below—to our knowledge—are new.

'Although most of our results in this paper are pre

sented only for the nonstrict case, extending them to strict

relations is generally straightforward.

independent given y, that is, S°(a, b). A necessary and

sufficient condition for S~ (a, b) upon observation of cq

is negative product synergy, X~({a, &},co).

This result follows directly from application of Bayes's

rule reversing the dependence of c on ft.9 The theorem

is also valid with either "+" or "0" substituted for "—"

in both the intercausal influence S~ and synergy X~.

To illustrate this, let us reconsider the two examples

of explaining away. In Figure 1, there is a negative in

tercausal relation between the sprinkler, A, and rain,

B, given their common effect, wet grass, C. Figure 3

displays a corresponding negative intercausal relation

between the cold and allergic reaction given their com

mon effect, sneezing. According to Theorem 1, this

kind of relationship is appropriate if and only if we

believe that negative product synergy holds in each

of these cases. In other words, our beliefs about the

causal effects must satisfy the following relation, the

propositional form of (3),

Pi(C\AB) Pt(C\AB)

Pi(C\AB) ~ Pt(C\AB)'

(4)

In words, the proportional increase in probability of

C, wet grass, due to learning B, rain, is smaller given

A, sprinkling, than given A, no sprinkling. Or, the

proportional increase in probability of sneezing due to

learning there is an allergy is less given a cold than

given no cold. Both of these conditions seem eminently

plausible—given one cause is present, the incremental

effect of the second cause is less than if the first were

absent.

If negative product synergy does not seem immedi

ately intuitively compelling, one can also derive it from

the "leaky noisy OR" [Henrion, 1989; Pearl, 1988b], a

plausible model for either situation. The noisy OR

dictates that each of the two causes may be sufficient

alone to cause the effect, and that the causal mecha

nisms are independent. That is, the event that A is

sufficient to cause C is independent of whether B is

sufficient. The "leakiness" allows that, even if neither

A nor B occur, C may occur for other unspecified rea

sons (a "leak" L). Let pa and pj be the probabilities

that A or B alone, respectively, are sufficient to cause

C, and po be the probability that a leak causes C,

without A or B. Thus we have

Pi(C\AB) = po,

Pt(C\AB) = l-tl-poXl-p.),

Pi(C\AB) = l-(l-po)(l-P4), and

Pt(C\AB) = l-(l-po)(l-pa)(l-pt).

Inserting these into the expression for negative product

'Complete proofs of this and other results are provided

in the appendix. A propositional version of Theorem 1

appears in [Henrion and Druzdzel, 1990].
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(5)

synergy (4), we obtain

1 - (1 - pp)(l - pa)(l - Ph) 1 - (1 - po)(l - pt)

l-(l-po)(l-Pa) - PO

This is valid for all po, pa, and pj in [0, 1]. In other

words, the leaky noisy OR relation implies negative

product synergy, and so leads to explaining away, or a

negative intercausal inference. This result generalizes

straightforwardly to cases with more than two causal

variables. In contrast, "noisy NOR" models—where

causes lead to the negation of the effect—exhibit zero

product synergy.

Now let us reconsider examples where explaining away

does not seem to apply. The drinking and driving Sen

ator from Figure 2 is one such instance. The case from

Figure 3 of the two causes of an allergic reaction is an

other. Given that an allergic reaction, B, is observed,

knowledge that our friend is allergic to cats, D, seems

to increase the probability that a cat is present, E, and

vice versa. There is a positive intercausal relationship

between D and E, given B. According to the positive

version of Theorem 1, this occurs iff positive product

synergy applies, that is

Pi(B\DE) Pt(B\DE)

Pt(B\DE) ~ Pi(B\DE)'

For our example, this holds when the proportional in

crease in probability of an allergic reaction, due to the

cat being present, is greater given our friend is allergic

to cats, then if she is not. This is evident, given that

the cat would have only indirect effects, if any, if she

is not allergic to cats. Therefore, the right-hand side

of (5) would be at or near unity, while the left-hand

side would be significantly larger.

5 Dependent Causes

Application of Theorem 1 requires that causes a and

6 be marginally independent. We can generalize the

result, so long as any prior dependence between the

causes is in the same direction as the corresponding

intercausal effect of observing their common finding:

Theorem 2 Let a, b, and x be the predecessors of c.

A sufficient condition for S3 (a, b) upon observation of

Co is an influence S6 (a, 6) prior to the observation plus

a product synergy relation, X6 ({a, b},co), of compati

ble sign.

For example, suppose we know our neighbor habitu

ally listens to weather reports and turns off the sprin

kler when rain is forecast. This negative prior rela

tion between the two causes is in the same direction

as the intercausal relation, and hence the tendency of

the sprinkler to explain away the rain hypothesis is

only strengthened.

On the other hand, suppose we believe in Murphy, the

perverse raingod who likes to make it rain soon after a

sprinkler has been used. This induces a positive prior

dependence between the causes, rain and sprinkler. In

this case the intercausal relationship after observing

wet grass becomes ambiguous and cannot be deter

mined by purely qualitative analysis.

6 Related Synergy Concepts

Although it precisely characterizes the validity of inter

causal reasoning, product synergy is not the only qual

itatively significant condition on causal interaction. A

similar concept, called additive synergy, has previously

been defined for QPNs [Wellman, 1990b].

Definition 3 (additive synergy) Variables a and b

exhibit negative additive synergy with respect to vari-

ablec, written Y~ ({a, b},c), ifforallai > aj, &i > »2,

x, and Co,

Pr(c > c0|ai&i2:) + Pr(c > colojbjx) <

Pr(c > co|ai&2z) + Pr(c > c0\a3bix). (6)

Positive additive synergy, Y+, and zero additive syn

ergy, y°, are defined similarly, substituting > and =,

respectively, for <. An important difference between

additive and product synergy is that the former is de

fined with respect to the variable c rather than a par

ticular value Co—that is, the additive synergy condi

tion holds for all values of c. The disparity is due

to the distinct roles of these relations in qualitative

probabilistic inference. Note, however, that when c

is a propositional variable, Ys({a,b},c) is identical to

Xs ({a, b}, C) except in substituting addition for mul

tiplication in (2) (or differences for quotients in (4)).

The additive synergy condition possesses several de

sirable qualities. It is convenient for graphical infer

ence because it combines naturally with qualitative in

fluences for predictive reasoning (e.g., Y+({a, 6},c)A

S+(c, d) => Y+({a,b},d) if there are no direct influ

ences from a or 6 to d). Most importantly, additive

synergy on utility entails the monotone decision prop

erty, enabling qualitative reasoning about optimal de

cisions (see Wellman [l990a; 1990b] for details). But

Ys is neither necessary nor sufficient for intercausal

reasoning. Conversely, the intercausal relation Xf

does not share all of the desirable properties of ad

ditive synergy.

However, if both of the individual influences of each

cause on the effect have unambiguous signs (+ or — ),

there are entailment relationships between proposi

tional product synergy and additive synergy. These

depend on whether the signs of qualitative influence

agree or disagree. Let c be a propositional variable,

with influences Sl,L(a,c) and S°h(b, c).

Theorem 3 If6a—6b, then

X+({a,b},C) => Y+({a,b},c), and

Y-({a,b},c) => X-({a,b},C).
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Theorem 4 If 6a = —6j, then

X-({a,b},C) =» y-({a,6},c),an<i

y+({a,i})C) => *+({a,6},C).

These results provide sufficient, but not necessary con

ditions for additive and product synergy to coincide.10

For example, we have already shown (Section 4) that

the noisy OR model exhibits negative product synergy

on C, regardless of the parameters. Noisy ORs are also

additively sub-synergistic (which can be verified di

rectly [Wellman, 1990b]), although they do not satisfy

the antecedent of Theorem 8. However, by Theorem 7

the product sub-synergy follows from the additive.

Given a product synergy relation for a and b with re

spect to C, what can we say about the variables' inter

action given C? For the noisy OR model, it turns out

that there is no interaction, X°({a,b},C). In general,

however, it is possible that product synergy holds in

the same or opposite directions (perhaps even strictly)

given C and C, respectively. One sufficient condition

for product synergy to hold for both C and C is that

the product and additive synergy relations disagree.

Theorem 5

Xl({a, b}, C) A Y-*({a, b), c) => Xs({a, b}, C).

Table 1 summarizes the possible product synergy rela

tions for C given product synergy for C and additive

synergy for c. The tabulated results presume that a

and b are propositional and the sole causal antecedents

of c.

X5[C] X- [C] x+[C]

\

+

Y-[C]
+

Y+[C]

0
+

-

\

Table 1: The possible combinations of additive synergy

and product synergy for C and C. The shaded cell

covers noisy OR distributions. Regions adjacent to the

horizontal or vertical boundaries between quadrants

are consistent with zero additive or product synergy,

respectively.

By our previous results, the noisy OR relation is repre

sented in synergy space by the shaded cell in Table 1,

10Theorems 7 and 8 in the appendix provide slightly

more general conditions. However, complete (necessary

and sufficient) conditions cannot be provided purely in

terms of ordinal comparisons on pairs of Pr(c > co\aibjx)

terms, which are the only relations constrained by qualita

tive influences.

corresponding to negative product and additive syn

ergy, and zero product synergy for its negation. In

fact, this pattern of synergy serves as a new quali

tative definition of noisy OR, generalized slightly to

admit some negative values for pa and p& (subject to

the constraint that the noisy OR formulas of Section 4

produce valid probabilities).

Note that, by Theorem 3 (respectively 4), the upper-

right (lower-left) quadrant of the table is empty when a

and b influence c in the same (opposite) direction. The

orems 7 and 8 in the appendix present slightly more

general conditions under which these quadrants can be

ruled out on the basis of the individual relations of a

and b on c. However, none of the regions of the table

are null in general. This indicates that each of the syn

ergy relations adds nontrivial information about the

qualitative character of the intercausal relation. More

significantly, each of these qualitative properties has

important problem-solving implications. For exam

ple, Yf has decision-theoretic consequences regarding

the optimal assignment to control variables (see [Well-

man, 1990a]), while explaining away hinges on Xs.

The choice of synergy relations to apply in a particu

lar reasoning problem depends on the available causal

domain knowledge and the objectives of inference. For

many applications, it would be advantageous to main

tain all of the various qualitative synergy relations.

7 Indirect Evidence

Theorem 1 also presumes that the effect variable, c, is

directly observed. Can we generalize this to situations

where we have only indirect evidence for c?

Suppose we observe the value of variable e, an effect

of c. For example, in the sprinkler model, we might

observe E, cold and shiny grass. To determine the

intercausal implications of this observation, we inves

tigate the interaction relation of a and b on e when c

is factored out. This situation is depicted in Figure 5.

The following result establishes (for the propositional

case) that evidence positively related to the effect11

maintains intercausal relations, under a few additional

assumptions. In particular, cold shiny grass is suffi

cient for the sprinkler to explain away rain.

Theorem 6 Suppose X6l({a,b},C), Y6'({a,b},c),

and Se' (c, e) hold in a network with no direct links

from a or b to e. Then XSl({a,b},E) holds in the

network after reducing c if either:

1. 6i = 62 <^nd 63 = +, or

2. 61 = —62 and 63 = — .

Notice that both product and additive synergy are re

quired to propagate product synergy across qualita-

uAlso called "favorable" evidence [Milgrom, 1981].
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Figure 5: Two causes a and b, with partial evidence,

e, for their common effect, c.

tive influences. According to Theorems 3 and 4, the

synergy relations often coincide. For example, in the

sprinkler case, the influences of a and 6 on c, and of c

on e are all positive and there is negative additive syn

ergy on c, y~({a, b},c), so there will also be negative

product synergy on e, X~({a,b},E). Thus observing

indirect evidence E, grass is cold and shiny, induces

explaining away (a negative intercausal influence) be

tween a, rain, and b, sprinkler.

Under certain circumstances, we can generalize Theo

rem 6 to the case of non-propositional c. In essence,

product synergy extends from Co to eo as long as Co

supports Co but does not distinguish among c ^ cq.12

For propositional c, it matters only whether the ob

served value eo was more likely given C than C.

8 Graphical Inference

It is a straightforward matter to incorporate product

synergy into existing QPN inference algorithms [Well-

man, 1990c]. The results on intercausal reasoning and

indirect evidence correspond directly to QPN transfor

mation rules. Moreover, the two forms of synergy are

complementary: both are required for evidence exten

sion (Theorem 6), and the intercausal inferences jus

tified by product synergy can sometimes resolve qual

itative ambiguity arising in basic QPNs.

One significant difference between product synergy

and the other qualitative relations is that X1 refers to

a particular value of the variable rather than the entire

scale. For evidence propagation [Shachter, 1989]—the

operation of accounting for an observation of one of

the nodes in the network—only the synergy relation

I3To establish this, we divide c into values for which

Xs holds (C) and those for which it does not (C), then

apply the previous theorem. In the process, we must be

careful that the division does not invalidate the conditional

independence of a and b from e given c.

corresponding to the observed value is relevant. For

the other operations, we must maintain the product

synergies associated with each value as the network

is transformed. For example, the evidential propaga

tion rule of Section 7 demonstrates how synergy for

particular values of a variable can be transferred to

qualitatively related values of a successor variable.

When an evidence variable is directly observed, the

preferred QPN operation is evidence propagation.

Sometimes, however, it is necessary for chaining pre

dictive or evidential inference to reverse the orientation

of a link from b to c even though c is not observed. In

such cases, deriving an unambiguous intercausal rela

tion on b from some other causal predecessor, a, of c

requires that product synergy Xs ({a, b},co) hold for

all possible values Co of c. If 6 depends on the par

ticular value Co, the intercausal relation is ambiguous.

And note that additive synergy does not resolve the

ambiguity, except as it constrains the values of prod

uct synergy for different values of the variable (e.g., as

in Table 1).

Upon reversing its link to c, b gains both a and c

as causal predecessors. Given the original qualitative

model, what can we say about the interaction of a and

c on 6 in the transformed situation? It turns out that

the qualitative relations in the initial configuration are

not sufficient to determine the new qualitative synergy

(either product or additive) holding after reversal.

The process of explaining away also suggests a quite

different approach to inference in QPNs, based on qual

itative propagation [Henrion and Druzdzel, 1990]. In

stead of manipulating the topology of the network

by reducing nodes and reversing links (as in Fig

ure 4), propagation methods use the network struc

ture to pass messages and combine qualitative values.

Just as for numeric probabilistic networks, valid local

propagation requires that the causal graph be singly-

connected [Pearl, 1988b]. But where applicable, it pro

vides a rather simple scheme to determine the effect

of observing a variable e on any other variable z in

the network, in terms of increasing or decreasing the

probability of Z (if a proposition), or more generally

the sign of the influence Ss(e,z). This problem is di

agrammed schematically in Figure 6.

When the reasoning is purely predictive (following the

arrows from tail to head) or diagnostic (in the reverse

direction), or it traverses a divergent node (where two

links join tail to tail), simple chaining will work. That

is, sign multiplication along the path of qualitative in

fluences between e and z yields the required sign of

the influence Sl(e,z). If there is no evidential support

for a convergent node (where two links join head to

head), then its neighboring causes are independent,

and so the intercausal link contributes a zero, ren

dering adjoining paths independent. What this paper

contributes is the means to traverse convergent nodes

for which there is evidential support. If the conver
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diagnostic

Figure 6: Propagating the impact of evidence e on

some distal cause z given observations F1, . . . , Fn re

quires a mixture of predictive, diagnostic, and inter

causal reasoning.

gent node has been observed, the sign of the product

synergy determines the sign of the intercausal link,

which replaces the two converging links in the influence

chaining. When there is partial evidential support for

the convergent node, Theorem 6 provides the condi

tions under which the sign of the intercausal link can

be determined. Assuming the signs of all intercausal

links in the path between e and z are determinable,

they are simply included in the product with all the

other links in the path to determine its overall sign.

Suppose there are several causal hypotheses—each of

which could explain an observed effect by itself—

related to the finding according to the noisy OR re

lationship. The negative product synergy of the noisy

OR gives rise to negative intercausal relations between

each pair of hypotheses given the finding. Thus, invok

ing one hypothesis reduces belief in the others. This

process is analogous to the action of Occam's razor in

slicing away unnecessary hypotheses.

In addition, the analysis of intercausal reasoning pre

sented here suggests that a somewhat richer notion of

parsimony may be appropriate. If two or more causes

interact with a positive product synergy in explaining

a finding, thus producing a positive intercausal rela

tion, their joint occurrence may be a better explana

tion of the finding than the occurrence of either alone.

The synergistic effects of drinking and driving, and of

cat allergies and cats are two examples. One might

be tempted to invoke "Occam's glue" in such cases,

as the multiple hypotheses adhere together to form a

coherent scenario. But perhaps it is more appealing

to regard the conjunctive relation as suggesting their

combination as a single compound hypothesis. Seen in

this light they are not being multiplied beyond neces

sity, and so not actually contravening the principle of

parsimony.

Note that when there are multiple evidence vari

ables, positive intercausal relationships and comple

mentary hypotheses can arise even in situations con

sisting solely of noisy OR relations and negative syn

ergy. Consider the QPN in Figure 7a, where three

diseases, represented by propositional variables d1, d2,

and d3, can variously account for two findings, f1 and

f2. Suppose that all links are positive, and the two

links to each finding combine in a manner satisfying

negative product synergy (e.g., as a noisy OR). Ac

cording to Theorem 1, given both findings F1 and

F2, we obtain the two negative intercausal influences

S-(d1,d2),S-(d2,d3), depicted in Figure 7b. Chain

ing these, we can conclude S+ (d1 , d3) upon removal of

d2, indicating that events D1 or D are complemen

tary. This conclusion fits the intuitive observation that

the findings can be explained either by the single dis

ease D2 or by the combination D1 and D3. If D1 and

D3 are common diseases and D2 relatively rare, it is

quite possible that the combination is more probable

than the single disease. Thus the intercausal analy

sis dictates how causal events should be clustered in

compound hypotheses. Events complementary in the

causal explanation become related by positive influ

ences, without explicit set-covering computations.

9 Occam's Razor and Intercausal

Reasoning

As mentioned above, explaining away is closely re

lated to Occam's razor and the principle of parsimony.

10 Conclusions

Intercausal relations play a central role in the combina

tion of diagnostic and predictive reasoning. The qual

itatively significant property of interacting hypothe-
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: (a) A QPN with three diseases that can cause two findings, (b) Observing findings Fl and F2 produces

two negative intercausal influences, which can be chained to reveal a positive relation between D1 and D7.

ses is whether they compete with or complement each

other in explaining the observed findings. In the for

mer case, one cause "explains away" the other given

the observation. However, we have shown via exam

ple and probabilistic analysis that explaining away is

not the only pattern of intercausal reasoning. To ac

count for this distinction, we have derived a general

probabilistic criterion, negative product synergy, that

precisely justifies explaining away. Further analysis re

veals the relation of product synergy to other types of

synergy and to canonical interaction models such as

noisy OR. New inference rules for combining prod

uct synergy with other qualitative relations extend

the QPN formalism to support qualitative intercausal

reasoning. These rules may be incorporated both in

reduction- and propagation-based inference algorithms

to support a stronger set of qualitative inferences.

The main appeal of QPNs is that they require less pre

cision than numerical probabilistic systems while cap

turing some of their most significant behaviors. But

qualitative probabilistic inference may be useful even

for numerical systems, as a way of simplifying the rea

soning for explanation to human users in a way that

may be more compatible with their own thought pro

cesses [Henrion and Druzdzel, 1990]. In that sense,

the qualitative schema for intercausal relations serve

as a descriptive model, accounting for an important

pattern of commonsense reasoning not adequately cap

tured by other approaches.

We also believe that it may be computationally advan

tageous to maintain these qualitative distinctions even

when numeric information is available. As described

in Section 9, intercausal relations qualitatively restrict

the reasonable patterns in which to cluster events in

compound hypotheses. These constraints can be ex

ploited in diagnosis to prune the space of composite

hypotheses at a high-level, based on qualitative ad

missibility. We intend to investigate this prospect in

further work.

A Proofs

Theorem 1 Let a, b, and x be the predecessors of c

such that a and b are conditionally independent given

y, that is, S°(a,b). A necessary and sufficient con

dition for S~ (a, b) upon observation of Co is negative

product synergy, X~({a, 6},co).

Proof The distribution for a given b, x, and y upon

observation of cq is, by Bayes's rule,

fa(a\bc0xy) =
fe(co\abxy)fa(a\bxy)

fc(c0\bxy)

(7)

By conditional independence, we can drop the y con

dition from fc terms, and the x condition from the fa

term on the right-hand side. The qualitative influence

of a on b is positive iff (7) obeys the monotone likeli

hood ratio property (1), and negative iff the inequality

of (1) is reversed. Substituting (7) in the likelihood ra

tio for a, given a pair of values for 6, bi > 63, we get

fc{co\aibix)fa(ai\biy)fe(c0\b2x)

/c(c0|aiijx)/a(a<|6Jy)/(:(co|6ix)'

(8)

Since /c(c0|6;z) does not depend on a^, the ratio (8) is

increasing or decreasing in Oi in direct correspondence

with

/e(coMi:c)/a(ai|&i3/) ,g^

fc(co\aib2x)fa(ai\b3y)'

By the conditional independence of a and b given y

(the 5° condition), fa(ai\biy) = /0(a»|&2y)> so these

terms may be cancelled from the expression, leaving

/c(colatfriic)

fc(co\aib2x)'

The direction of change of this expression with respect

to en is exactly the product synergy condition. □

Theorem 2 Let a, b, and x be the predecessors of c.

A sufficient condition for Ss (a, b) upon observation of

Co is an influence Se(a, b) prior to the observation plus

a product synergy relation, Xl({a, b},co), of compati

ble sign.
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Proof Proceed as for Theorem 1, up to the reference

to unconditional independence. The ratio (9) can be

factored into two parts,

/7c(cola<M)\ (Mai\hiv)\

\fc(c0\aib3x)J V/oKIW '

The first part increases according to the sign of prod

uct synergy, the second contingent on the direct influ

ence of a on b prior to observation of co. When the

two agree, the direction of the entire expression is de

termined, establishing the qualitative influence of a on

b posterior to the observation. O

Theorems 3 and 4 are corollaries of the two somewhat

more general theorems 7 and 8, respectively, presented

and proved below. The conditions for Theorem 7 (The

orem 8) are automatically satisfied when the two in

fluences have the same sign (opposite signs).

Theorem 7 If, for each ai > aj, &i > 6j, and x, one

of the following holds:

!• Gi,i > Gi,a and Gi,i > G2,i

2. GM < Gi>3 and GM < G3)i

&• ^2,2 ^ Gi(j ana Gj(2 ^ G2,i

4- ^2,2 < Gi,2 and G3>3 < G3,i

where Gitj = Pr(c > co\oibjx),

Then X+({a,b},C) => Y+({a,b},c)

and Y-({a,b},c) => X-({a,b},C).

PROOF (X => Y): Suppose positive product synergy

holds. Therefore,

G\,\G2,2 > Gli3G3,i. (10)

We can use this inequality to bound the sum of Gi,i

and G2,2i

Gi,3G3[i

Gi,i + G2,2 > Gi,2 + (Gi,i — G1>3) +

riti

(11)

Rearranging, the right-hand side of (11) can be rewrit

ten as

Gi,2 + G3,l + (<?i,,

n s (Gi.i -Gi,2)

C»l,3j ~ "2,1

"1,2

(12)

The bracketed expression of (12) is guaranteed non-

negative under either of the first two conditions of

the theorem, establishing the inequality required for

additive synergy. Noting that the entire argument is

symmetric in G\t\ and G2,2i we get the remaining con

ditions.

(y => X): By a similar analysis, negative additive

synergy provides the following bound on the product

of Git\ and G2,2:

GiliG2,2 < Gi^Gi,! + G^iG^i — Gjj.

The right-hand side can be rewritten as

Gi.jGa,! + [(GM - G2,i)(Gi,2 - G1A)] . (13)

The bracketed expression is guaranteed non-positive

under either of the first two conditions, establishing

the upper bound required for negative product syn

ergy. A symmetric argument substituting G3[3 for Gi(i

validates the latter two conditions. D

Theorem 8 //, for each ax > a3, 6i > 621 and x, one

of the following holds:

1- Gi,i < G1>2 and G\ti > G3>i

*• GM > G1>3 and GM < G3,i

'• G2,2 < Gi,2 and G3>3 > G2,i

4' G2,2 ^ G\t2 and G3>3 5s G2,i

TAen X~{{ayb}tC)

and Y+({a,b},c)

Y-({a,b},c)

X+({a,b},C).

Proof (X => Y): We proceed as for the previous

theorem, achieving an upper bound for Gi,i -I- G2,2

equivalent to (12). The first two conditions are suffi

cient for the bracketed expression to be negative, and

the second two perform a corresponding role in the

symmetric argument that switches G\t\ and G3l3.

(y => X): An analogous adaptation of the previ

ous theorem, using expression (13), justifies this re

sult. D

Theorem 5

Xs({a, b}, C) A Y~s ({a, b}, c) =► X1 ({a, 6}, G).

Proof Using the notation from above, the condition

for X+({a, b}, C) is given by (10). The corresponding

condition for X+({o, b}, C) is

(1 - G1,1)(l - G2,2) > (1 - G1(2)(l - Gj.i),

or equivalently,

Gi,iG2,2 — Gii3G3ii > (G^x + G3,2) — (Gi,2 + G2,i).

Positive product synergy (X+) guarantees that the

left-hand side is positive, and negative additive syn

ergy (Y~) that the right-hand side is negative, estab

lishing the inequality. The case for X~ and Y+ is

analogous. □

Theorem 6 Suppose Xfi ({o, b], C), Ys* ({a, b}, c),

and SSi{c,e) hold in a network with no direct links

from a or b to e. Then Xl,({a,b},E) holds in the

network after reducing c if either:

1. 6\ = 62 and 63 = +, or

2. 6\ = —62 and 63 = — .
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PROOP Let Hij = Pi(E\ciibjx) and, as before,

Gij = Pi(C\aibjx). Since e is conditionally indepen

dent of a and b given c,

Hitj = Pi(E\C)Q{J + Pt(E\C)(l - Gid).

Expanding terms and simplifying, the product of two

H expressions is

HijHk,, = GijGujA2 + (G{j + Gk,i) Pt(E\C)A,

where A = [Pr^C) - Pt(E\C)] , which is positive or

negative according to £3. Since A2 is always positive,

the comparison of a pair of H products is the same

as for the corresponding G products if the comparison

of second additive terms also agrees. When A > 0,

the sign of this second comparison is determined by

the additive synergy relation, and when A < 0, by its

negation. □
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Abstract

Existing techniques for qualitative simula

tion (e.g., QSIM) provide a limited capabil

ity for expressing and reasoning about multi

variate functions. In this paper, I develop a

general scheme for monotonicity constraints

among an arbitrary number of variables, and

show how it can be incorporated within the

QSIM framework. Applying the new con

straint extends the scope of qualitative mod

els by relaxing the additivity assumption,

with no concomitant loss of inferential power.

Although it is impossible to fully enforce

interval-sensitive relations among variables

that are only ordinally scaled, additivity con

straints can justify further pruning when

the space of known corresponding values is

sufficiently dense. To support this behav

ior, I introduce higher-order qualitative con

straints that distinguish among variable in

teractions that are synergistic, additive, or

sub-synergistic. These qualitative synergy

concepts are a straightforward extension of

the basic monotonicity constraints, and cap

ture a variety of common patterns in quali

tative reasoning.

1 Qualitative Simulation

The task of qualitative dynamical analysis is to deter

mine the qualitatively distinct potential behaviors of

a dynamic system, which is itself specified in quali

tative terms. The qualitative description of the sys

tem generally consists of constraints among a set of

state variables and their time derivatives. Following

Kuipers [1986], we call this constraint system a qual

itative differential equation (QDE), and interpret it

semantically as the class of systems of ordinary differ

ential equations consistent with the constraints. The

output of qualitative analysis (sometimes called an en-

visionment) describes a set of abstract behaviors, each

corresponding to a class of precise behaviors of the dy

namic system. We say that a method for qualitative

dynamic analysis is sound iff the behavior of every sys

tem consistent with the QDE is abstracted by one of

the qualitative behaviors, and that the method is com

plete iff every abstract behavior is realized by one of

these systems.1

Abstract behaviors are often represented as sequences

of qualitative states—classes of situations that parti

tion the overall state space. Constraints dictate which

state transitions are admissible, that is, which qualita

tive states may succeed a given state. In a simulation

approach to dynamic analysis, the reasoner begins at

the initial qualitative state and sweeps forward in time,

applying transition analysis to determine the possible

paths of qualitative states that the system may tra

verse. This approach contrasts with attempts to de

rive global properties of the system directly, for exam

ple by reasoning about stability or periodicity without

necessarily enumerating the stable or periodic behav

iors. The two approaches are complementary and may

be combined, for example by applying the results of

global analysis as a filter on the behaviors generated

via simulation. For an elaboration of this framework,

see Sacks [1990J.

The power and computational difficulty of a particular

analysis task depends critically on the expressiveness

of the qualitative representation. The representation

language dictates what types of constraints can be ex

pressed in the QDE, and what distinctions are main

tained in qualitative behaviors. "Qualitative" is a rela

tive term, dependent on which "qualities" are consid-

1 These terms are sometimes reversed in the AI litera

ture on qualitative reasoning [Weld and de Kleer, 1989] .

Both terminologies are correct with respect to some in

terpretation of the qualitative dynamic analysis process as

theorem proving. I adopt the stated convention because

it corresponds more naturally with the inference by con

straint filtering or pruning typical of qualitative simula

tion. A filter is considered sound if it prunes only incon

sistent solutions (i.e., the constraints before pruning entail

the constraints after), and complete if it prunes all of them.
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ered important in a given context. The above task

description applies to a broad spectrum of analysis

problems, ranging from the most precise, numeric rep

resentations (degenerate qualitative analysis) to the

extremely abstract representations investigated by AI

researchers.

In this paper, I examine some fundamental represen

tation issues at the abstract end of this qualitative

analysis spectrum. In particular, I develop a general

mechanism for monotonicity constraints on multivari

ate functions based on partial derivatives. For this

purpose I adopt the conceptual machinery of Kuipers's

QSIM [1986], a general framework for qualitative sim

ulation that is mathematically well-characterized and

widely used by researchers experimenting with qualita

tive analysis. The extended scheme permits modelers

to avoid superfluous additivity assumptions, resulting

in QDEs more accurately matched to their qualitative

behaviors. Straightforward extensions permit expres

sion of higher-order interactions among variables, in

troducing a rich set of qualitative relations heretofore

unexploited in qualitative reasoning.

2 Monotonicity Constraints

One of the basic types of constraint employed in qual

itative reasoning is monotonicity. Monotonicity con

straints restrict the direction of interaction among

state variables without specifying anything further

about the relation's shape or functional form. Vari

ables constrained solely by monotonicity conditions

are effectively only ordinally scaled; relations involv

ing the variables are invariant with respect to order-

preserving transformations [Krantz et al., 197l]. This

property meshes nicely with quantity space represen

tations of variable domains, where qualitative states

are defined by the ordinal relation of variables to des

ignated landmark values.

The appeal of monotonicity constraints is that infor

mation about the direction of interaction is often more

available and less context-sensitive than specifications

requiring higher precision. Similarly, ordinal relations

are easier to verify and more robust than relations de

pendent on magnitudes and differences. Because their

premises are strictly weaker, conclusions derived solely

from monotonicity can be taken as valid in a broader

class of circumstances than those based on more pre

cise models.

For these and other reasons, most AI work on quali

tative reasoning has featured ordinal quantity spaces

with monotonicity constraints on functional relations.

For example, the binary M+ constraint employed by

qsim [Kuipers, 1986] dictates that one variable be a

strictly increasing function of the other, at all points in

time. Let x, y, . . . be state variables, and x(t), y(t), . . .

denote their values at some time t.2

Definition 1 (M+ Kuipers [1986]) M+(x,y) iff

there exists a differentiable function f such that for

allt, y{t) = f(x(t)) and f'(x) > 0.

Because under the stated conditions / is invertible,

M+ is symmetric in x and y. The constraint M~ is

defined similarly, with f'(x) < 0. I use the notation

M? to denote the lack of a constraint on /'s deriva

tive, and Ms to parameterize the monotonicity rela

tion, with 6 G {+, — , ?}.

Qsim enforces constraints by filtering qualitative

states and state transitions. Each variable is repre

sented in a state by its qualitative magnitude (posi

tion with respect to an ordered set of landmark val

ues) and its direction of change (the sign of its time

derivative, called a qdir, one of inc, std, or dec). To

satisfy the constraint M+(x, y), variables y and x must

have the same qdir, and their qualitative magnitudes

must be consistent with known points on the function

/. These points, called corresponding values, are (x, y)

pairs given as part of the QDE or discovered during

qualitative simulation. If (a, b) are corresponding val

ues for (x,y), then b = f(a), and both values belong

to the landmark set of their respective variables. The

state transition filter for M6 ensures that y and x reach

these corresponding landmarks simultaneously, or not

at all. This correspondence requirement follows from

the one-to-one functional relation of y and x.

3 Multivariate Functions

Forbus's Qualitative Process Theory (QPT) [Forbus,

1984] makes use of another type of monotonic relation

called qualitative proportionality, or Qs .3 The con

straint Ql(x,y) dictates a monotonic relation between

y and x, all else being equal. Unlike Ml, Ql allows

that y may depend on other variables in addition to

x, and hence there might not exist a function / on x

satisfying Definition 1 above. Instead, Q+ constrains

the partial derivative of a multivariate function g, that

is, y(t) — g(. . . , x(f), . . .) and dg/dx > 0 at all points

in g's domain.

To account for these partially monotonic relations in

qualitative simulation, we need a method for encoding

3 Kuipers calls these variables parameters , and requires

that they be reasonable functions of time, which means

that they are continuously differentiable and have a finite

number of critical points. In this discussion we also assume

reasonableness. See [Kuipers, 1986, Definition 2 . l] for the

details.

sAs above, S ranges over {+,—,?}• I follow Crawford

et al. [1990] in substituting Q1 for Forbus's notation Kq<

to maintain typographic uniformity. QPT's "direct influ
ence" relation I* presents issues similar to Qf, and is not

discussed here.
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them as constraints in a QDE representation. Craw

ford et al. [1990] consider this problem in their work

on QPC, a compiler from QPT models to QSIM QDEs.

There is no direct mapping because QSIM does not sup

port partial derivative constraints, and can express

only those multivariate functions composed of sums

and products.4 The difficulty with partial derivative

constraints is that they involve a set of "other vari

ables" implicitly held constant, but these other vari

ables are not identified in isolated Q6 assertions.

Forbus's QPB [1989] operates over QPT models by col

lecting the Qs constraints active at a given time and

applying a closed-world assumption to infer the signs

of total derivatives for variables of interest, where pos

sible. Qpc employs a similar technique to identify

the active relations, but rather than attempt to re

solve them immediately, translates the relations into

QSIM constraints and assembles them in a QDE. Given

Qs'(xi,y), i = l,...,n, QPC creates n constraints

Ms'(xi,yi), introducing intermediate variables y< and

implicit functions ft over the Xi, each monotonic in

the direction indicated by Si. Next, the y< are related

to y by qsim's ADD constraint,5 so that

i=l t= l

This translation enforces the partial derivative con

straints; that is,

**.-*£• = f'(x)dxi - dxi ~ u {Zth

which is positive or negative in accordance with Si.

However, it is also more restrictive than the original

monotonicity constraints, in that the latter do not re

quire that y be separable into a linear combination of

univariate functions of the x<.6

The inability to express partial monotonicity con

straints on arbitrary multivariate functions is a fun

damental limitation of the qsim QDE representation.

Fortunately, it appears that this omission can be reme

died by a straightforward generalization of the existing

4 It has come to my attention (Kuipers, personal com

munication) that the QSIM implementation has recently

been extended to incorporate multivariate monotonicity

constraints as described in this paper (using equivalent

filtering rules, developed independently). References to

QSIM and QPC herein should be understood as the earlier

versions of those methods, described in the papers cited.

BIn QSIM, ADD is defined as a ternary constraint:

ADD(x,y,z) means that r(t) + y(i) = z(t). Sums of an

arbitrary number of terms can be created by nesting ADD

constraints in a hierarchical structure.

'Crawford et al. [1990] claim that this additivity as

sumption is a part of QPT. Reading Forbus [1984; 1989],

it appears that QPT does assume additivity of direct in

fluences (/'), but not indirect ones (Qs). In any case, the

restriction does not seem sufficiently motivated, and is of

ten unnecessary, as demonstrated below.

monotonicity relation. In the next section, I present

such a generalization, and show that it can expand the

scope of a given qualitative analysis without degrading

the strength of its conclusions.

4 Partial Monotonicity

Let A = (Si,...,6n) be a vector of qualitative signs.

Let >s denote the relation >, <, =, or any (the vac

uous relation holding for all values) as 6 is -I- , — , 0, or

?. Then we can define the multivariate monotonicity

constraint as follows.

Definition 2 (MA) MA(xi, . . . ,xn, y) iff there ex

ists a continuous and differentiable function g such

that for all t, y(t) = ff(xi(f), . . . , xn(t)) and

dxi

>ii 0i i= l,...,n,

at all points in the domain ofg.

We need not consider the qualitative sign 6 = 0, be

cause if dg/dx is uniformly zero, then g does not really

depend on x.

The vector A can be interpreted as a qualitative ab

straction of the gradient Vg = (dg/dxi, . . . , dg/dxn).

An MA(xi, . . . , zn, y) constraint establishes a func

tional relationship between y and the x,-, and dictates

that the dependence is monotone according to the

qualitative gradient.7 For example, such a constraint

with A = (+, +) asserts that y is a bivariate func

tion of Xi and x3, increasing in both arguments. Note

that ADD(xi,X2, y) implies M^+,+'(xi, xj, y), but the

converse is not valid. The monotonicity condition is

strictly more general than additive decomposition.

MA directly constrains the legal combinations of qdirs

for y and the Xj. We can express the total derivative

of y with respect to time in terms of partial derivatives

on the xj:

dy _ y> dy dxj

dl ~ ^-dx~i~dt'

(1)

The signs of the derivatives dxi/dt are determined by

qdir(xi), whereas the Si constrain the signs of dy/dxi.

If all of the summed terms on the right-hand side of (1)

agree in sign (zero terms may be ignored), then dy/dt

must agree as well. The following proposition8 pro

vides a complete statement of the direction-of-change

compatibility requirements imposed by the M* con

straint.

rDangelmaier [1989] presents methods for reasoning

about the qualitative gradient and other multivariate

derivatives as state variables in a qualitative analysis. Such

an approach appears to be complementary to the one pre

sented here.

'Proofs of all results are provided in the appendix.
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Proposition 1 A qualitative state is qdir- consistent

with respect to MA(xi, . . . , xn, y) iff the following con

ditions are satisfied:

1. Vi[qdir(xi) = std] -» qdir(y) = std.

2. Vi [qdir(xi) = std V (qdirfa) = inc A Si = +)

V (qdir(xi) = dec A 6,- = -)]

A 3j [qdir(xj) ^ *i<f] —» g<iir(y) = inc.

5. Vi [}d»r(i,) = *t<f V (qdir(xi) = dec A6t = +)

V (qdirfa) = inc A & = -)]

A 3j [qdir(xj) ^ j<<2] —» qdir(y) = dec.

Notice that none of the conditions' antecedents apply

when two or more of the expressions on the right-hand

side of (1) disagree in sign. This can happen, for ex

ample, when two variables have the same qdir but op

posite 6a, or when Si = ? and qdir(xi) ^ std. In such

cases, the sign of dy/dt is ambiguous, and magnitude

information would be required to resolve qdir(y).

The conditions of Proposition 1 also explain why we

need to encode partial monotonicity as a multivariate

constraint, rather than a collection of bivariate con

straints. A single 6{ says nothing about the compati

bility of qdir(xi) and qdir(y), unless the qdirs for all

xjt 3 r^ *i are 'M- For example, suppose we have

qdir(xi) = inc, i = l,...,n, and n positivity con

straints on the partial derivatives dy/dxi. A qdir of

dec for y is compatible with each of the <5,- = + con

straints in isolation, and even with any proper sub

set of them. It is only the conjunction of all n that

presents a conflict and allows us to prune the state as

infeasible.

The consistency constraints on qualitative magnitude

are directly analogous to the restrictions on direction-

of-change. We replace the conditions on qdirs with

predicates testing the ordinal relation of the variables

to known corresponding values.

Definition 3 (cvt) A corresponding value tuple

Scvt) for a constraint instance C is an assignment

fli . . . , iwm) to C 's variables z\,. . .,Zm *«cA thai

1. (tui, . . . , wm) satisfies the function underlying that

constraint, and

2. W{ is in the landmark set for variable z\ .

For example, a cvt for M*(xi, . . .,xn,y) is a tuple

(oi,...,o„,&) such that b = g(ai,...,an), for g the

monotonic function underlying this AfA (Definition 2).

Proposition 2 Suppose (ait . . . ,an, b) is a cvt for

variables (zj, . . . , xn, y). An assignment to the vari

ables is consistent with respect to the cvt and con

straint MA(*i, . . . , xnt y) iff there is some i such that

Si = ?, or the following conditions are satisfied:

1. Vi[xj = Oi) -* y = b.

2. Vi [xi >Si Of] A 3j [xj ? a,-] — y > b.

S. Vi [aj >fi Xi] A 3j [Xj ? a,] -» y < b.

We can verify that the conditions of Proposition 2 hold

in a given qualitative state by direct inspection of qual

itative magnitudes. Since the corresponding values

(ai,...,On,b) are part of the landmark sets for their re

spective variables, the state determines each inequality

appearing in the conditions. Although the proposition

checks for magnitude consistency with each cvt indi

vidually, satisfying the conditions separately implies

consistency with MA and the collection of cvts taken

as a whole.

Proposition 3 Let CV be a set of cvts consistent

with a constraint MA(ii, . . ., scn,y). Suppose a qual

itative state satisfies the conditions of Proposition 2

for this constraint and each cvt in CV. Then for any

point covered by this qualitative state, there exists a

continuous function g that obeys the MA constraint,

satisfies all cvts in CV, and includes this point.

5 Incorporating MA in QSIM

Augmenting QSlM's repertoire of constraints with MA

apparently expands the expressive power of QDEs by

permitting multivariate functions with an arbitrary

combination of monotonicity relations. The qualita

tive direction and magnitude propositions above can

be implemented as filters on qualitative states, to

gether enforcing the MA constraint within the qsim

framework. These filters, along with the general con

tinuity rules on QSIM transitions, prune all state tran

sitions that are incompatible with a given A/A con

straint and known corresponding values.

As noted above, the existing ADD constraint is a spe

cial case of M(+,+'. The multivariate monotonicity

constraint is strictly weaker, and as one would ex

pect, qsim's constraint filter for ADD prunes all the

state transitions disallowed by Propositions 1 and 2

for A = (+, +). Somewhat surprisingly, however, the

ADD filter is no stronger than this M(+,+) filter.

Proposition 4 The QSIM constraint ADD(xl,X2,y)

as described by Kuipers [1986] admits the same quali

tative state transitions as Af(+,+'(xi,aJa,y).9

The fact that the stronger constraint yields no addi

tional pruning of state transitions is a consequence

of the qualitative characterization of behaviors. In

deed, the conditions of Propositions 1 and 2 are the

'This result is confirmed by experience with the QSIM

implementation, in which the correspondence between

the ADD filter and Proposition 2 is considerably more

transparent.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: The double heat flow model: (a) original qsim version [Kuipers, 1984], and (b) revised model with

ADD replaced by M^+'+K

strongest sanctioned by ADD for consistency of qdirs

and qualitative magnitudes with an individual cvt.10

The fundamental reason behind the effective equiv

alence of ADD and M(+,+) in QSIM is the ordinal-

ity of the variable scales. Quantities defined solely

by their position in a sequence of landmarks are in

sensitive to monotone transformations, and hence we

cannot fully enforce constraints that depend on differ

ence relationships. In other words, ordinal variables

have sufficient freedom to fit any functional form re

specting their monotonicity constraints, including, of

course, summation.

In rationalizing their use of ADD in translating QPT

Q1 relations, Crawford et al. [1990] observe that

the linear decomposition assumption "does not cause

problems in purely qualitative simulation." Proposi

tion 4 explains and justifies this claim, by demonstrat

ing that QSlM's ADD really does not enforce additiv-

ity. A modified qpc employing MA in place of the

ADD/M6 combination achieves the same results with

out appeal to the dubious postulate.

One immediate consequence of the proposition is that

we can transform any QSIM ODE by replacing all oc

currences of ADD with an M^++' constraint, without

affecting the result. This translation maintains sound

ness while extending the class of ODEs covered by the

model, thereby enhancing the coverage of a given qual

itative simulation. In other words, there are some be

haviors generable by QSIM that would be considered

spurious with respect to ADD, but not with respect

to M(++>. An abstract example is provided at the end

10However, the information that variables combine lin

early does provide additional constraint on collections of

cvts. That is, Proposition 3 does not hold for ADD. This

issue is explored further in Section 6.

of Section 6.

Furthermore, we may decrease the number of variables

and constraints by collapsing other constraints (e.g.,

Ms , MINUS, or nested ADDs) adjacent to the original

ADD. For example, M~(xi, z) and ADD{z, ij, y) can

be replaced by the single constraint M^~'+'(xi,X3,y),

eliminating variable z (assuming it participates in no

other constraints, and is not of particular interest).

This consolidation is similar to the simplification op

erations described by Kuipers [1984, Appendix D], al

though no effective (constraining) information is lost,

except regarding the eliminated variables. In many

cases, however, these variables are artificial, intro

duced by modelers to encode multivariate monotonic

ity relations in terms of the Ms and ADD primitives

provided by QSIM. (Recall the intermediate variables

y< created by QPC in mapping Q+ relations to the QDE

representation.)

For example, consider the double heat flow model pre

sented by Kuipers [1984]. In this system, there is a flow

of heat from the source (at constant temperature Ts)

to the object of interest (temperature T), and another

flow from this object to the surrounding air (temper

ature To). Figure la depicts the original QSIM model,

and Figure lb the model obtained by replacing ADD

constraints with the weaker multivariate monotonicity

relation, M^+,+>. Corresponding values are retained.

Notice that the translated version contains two fewer

constraints and eliminates a pair of intermediate vari

ables. The variables, inflow and outflow, are mere

accounting quantities introduced to satisfy the ADD

relation, of no intrinsic interest. The increased gener

ality and economy of constructs in the revised model is

achieved without loss of inferential power, as QSIM pro

duces the same set of potential behaviors under each
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of the qualitatively distinct initial conditions.

Noting that netflow = inflow — outflow, we could

have translated the lowermost ADD constraint in

Figure la to M^+'~\inflow, outflow, netflow), and,

consolidating, M(+,-)(ATs, ATo, netflow). In fact,

this is a valid transformation regardless of additiv-

ity. M^+,+'(x,y, z) is mathematically equivalent to

M^+'~\z,y, x), and indeed their respective constraint

filters are identical. Similar updates of A can be de

rived for arbitrary permutations of the constraint's ar

guments. One ordering might be preferred over an

other on "causal" grounds, but there is no computa

tional difference.11

Qsim's MULT constraint is slightly more complicated

than ADD, as the signs of partial derivatives de

pend on the absolute signs of the constraint's argu

ments. This can be handled by dividing the quantity

space into its monotone regions. In many cases, the

terms appearing in MULT constraints are naturally

restricted to positive domains.

Another implication of multivariate constraints relates

to the automatic generation of landmark values. In

qualitative simulation, it is often useful to define new

corresponding value tuples whenever one of the con

strained variables reaches a critical value. However,

the functions underlying multivariate constraints are

generally not invertible, so there will be many value

combinations for x\,...,xn corresponding to a partic

ular y. Moreover, when the constraint may be nonlin

ear (as in MA), the boundary in Xi, . . . , xn separating

qualitatively significant values of y is not a hyperplane

but a hypersurface [Kokar, 1987], whose shape is re

stricted only by monotonicity. Reasoning about tran

sitions across hypersurfaces is more complicated than

for rectangular or polygonal regions, and may call for

special techniques [Sacks, 1990].

6 Second-Order Partial Derivatives

The multivariate constraint MA(xi, . . . , xn, y) enables

us to assert the ordinal relationship between the out

put y of a function and each of its individual ar

guments, Xi. One natural extension of this facility

would be some qualitative expression of the interaction

among the i, in their relation to y. For example, we

may wish to declare that the x< represent independent

causes, enabling or inhibiting conditions, or synergistic

factors. To do so, we require concepts characterizing

the effect of one variable xt on the relation between

some others, for instance, Xj and y.

A local measure of this type of interaction is the

second-order mixed partial derivative,

d2y

dxidxj dxi \9xjJ

Just as for the first-order case, the sign abstraction

of this derivative represents a qualitatively significant

concept. Let y be a bivariate function of Xi and

x2. When the second-order mixed partial derivative

is zero, the two variables combine independently, or

additively.

y = g(x1, x2) = gi(xi) + 02(x2)

Positive or negative mixed partials indicate that the

combination is more or less than additive. Let x\ and

x'l be values of Xi such that x\ > x". Then a positive

mixed partial derivative entails that

<7(xi, x'2) -I- g(x'{, x'3') > <7(xi, x'j') + g{x'{, x'2),

or in its equivalent difference form,

g{x'u x'2) - g(x'u x'i) > g(x'{, x'a) - g{z», x'3'). (2)

Functions satisfying (2) are called supermodular [Ross,

1983]. 12 Reversing the inequality defines submodular

functions, and making it an equality renders the func

tion additive, or modular. We can extend this defi

nition to functions with an arbitrary number of argu

ments by varying only two at a time in (2).

Examples abound where super- or sub- modularity—

the direction of synergy—is a qualitatively significant

distinction. An economic process involving a produc

tion function g should demand varying mixtures of in

puts xi and xj depending on whether they are com

plementary or substitutable ingredients. Causal ex

planations often refer to enabling or inhibiting factors,

which enhance or attenuate the influence of the causal

variable on its effect.13 These situations can be dis

tinguished by the mixed partial derivative of the ef

fect with respect to the primary variable and its en-

abler/inhibitor. Note that the label "primary" is an

artifact of the causal interpretation; the supermodu-

larity relation itself is symmetric in Xj and x2-

But perhaps the most promising potential application

of the second-order relation is to the task of qualitative

control, a prime motivation for performing qualitative

analysis in the first place. When the objective is a

supermodular function of a control variable and an

observable, the monotone decision property dictates

that the optimal control is an increasing function of

the observable. While this constraint does not fix the

11 For a discussion of transformation rules on partial

monotonicity conditions, albeit within a different scheme

for constraint networks, see Michelena and Agogino [1989].

12 Variants on the definition may differ on whether strict

ness is required in the inequality. The developments below

may be adapted for either convention.

"For an analysis of probabilistic synergy concepts and

their implications for abductive explanation, see [Wellman

and Henrion, 199l].
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control policy precisely, it prunes the space of qualita

tive strategies, just as qualitative dynamical analysis

prunes qualitative behaviors.

To incorporate qualitative synergy into QSIM, we intro

duce a new constraint restricting the signs of second-

order partial derivatives. Let A (note boldface) be an

n x n matrix of Sys. We define the constraint M^ by

direct analogy to MA.

Definition 4 (MA) MA(xlt...,xn,y), A = (Sy),

iff there exists a continuous and differentiable function

g such that for all t, y(t) = g(xi(t), ..., xn(t)) and

dx-dx->f«°' l'3 = l,...,n,

at all points in the domain of g.

A is the sign abstraction of the Hessian matrix, the

two-dimensional counterpart of the gradient. We ac

tually need specify only the upper or lower triangle of

the matrix, as the second-order partial derivatives are

symmetric for continuous functions.

The composition of A strongly constrains the quali

tative form of g. For example, linear decomposition

(i.e., y = ^2gi(xi)) follows from the signs b\j = 0 for

» ^ j. The diagonal elements of A, 6a, hinge on the

concavity (— ), convexity (+), or linearity (0) of ft. By

specifying both A and A, we can encode a generalized

ADD constraint. M (»i, . . . , zni y) implies

y = a0 + otiasi + a3x2 + 1- anzn,

and M('»>■■••**) adds the further restrictions ct{ >ci 0,

i= l,...,n.

Jtf can constrain ordinal relations among variable

magnitudes if the space of known corresponding values

is sufficiently dense. For example, if 612 = 0 then the

difference in y associated with a particular change of

z2 is a constant independent of the fixed value of x\.

Let a}, a2, . . . denote particular values of variable z*.

Then M°(zi,Z3,y) implies, among other things,

g{a\,a\)-g(a\,a\) = g{a\ , a\) - g(a\ , a\), and

ff(oJ,oJ)-ff(al,a|) = g(a\,al)-g(al,al).

Combining, we have

g{a\, a\) + g(a\, af) + g(a\ , a\) =

g(a\,al) + g(al,al) + g(al,a*). (3)

Because the landmark values are totally ordered, cvts

for this constraint define inequalities on instances of g.

Suppose we know from corresponding values that

g(a\,al) > g(a\,al) and g(a\,al) > s(oJ,o|).

Then (3) implies g(a\,a\) > g(a\,al). Thus, the col

lection of cvts in conjunction with the Af (general

ized ADD) constraint justifies the pruning of any state

violating this condition. Similar arguments based on

inequalities can be constructed for nonzero <5;;s. For

instance, the same conclusion would be valid in the ex

ample above if 612 = + and a* > a? > af for i= 1,2.

We can also employ this example to demonstrate

the potential spuriousness arising from interpreting

Af(+-+) as ADD in a QDE. Consider a QDE con

sisting of a single constraint, ADD(xi, z2, y). Suppose

the initial landmark sequences for x\, x2, and y are (in

descending order)

X2

y

(00, a\,a\, a\, -00),

(oo,a2,a2,a2,-oo),

(oo,61'2,62'1,63'1,61'3,63-J,-oo).

Suppose further that we are given corresponding val

ues (a\,02,6,,J ) for each b*'3 in y's landmark set.

Finally, we take the initial state to have the vari

ables at their corresponding values (af,a2, b3,3)t with

qdir(xi) = inc, qdir(xi) = dec, and any qdir for

y. When simulated, this QDE produces many possi

ble behaviors, including some passing through a state

where x\ and x2 reach their next landmarks (a\ and

a3, respectively), and y has increased to a point be

tween its landmarks b3'2 and 61,3. However, we know

from the analysis above that o3 + a2 > a\ + a3, hence

this state is inconsistent with the corresponding values

and ADD{x\,X2, y). Yet such behaviors are not spu

rious with respect to the constraint M(+,+)(zi,z2,y),

which suggests that the qsim algorithm is strictly more

powerful for QDEs defined by MA in place of ADD.

In the next section, I describe how additivity and other

second-order relations can be exploited by an exten

sion of the qualitative simulation algorithm, without

requiring numeric information.

7 Enforcing Second-Order Constraints

We can implement second-order relations in QSIM us

ing the same filtering approach employed for other

types of constraints. The general filter for M^ en

forces the full set of difference relations induced by

the constraint and known corresponding values. Let

CV be a set of m cvts of the form (01, . . . , o„, 6). Let

B — {b1, . . . ,&'B'} be the set of values of y appearing in

some tuple of CV", with \B\ < m. Note that B is a sub

set of y's landmark set, which imposes a total ordering

on the 6*. Without loss of generality, suppose that the

values are numbered so that 61 > • • • > bW. We can

define value sets Ai and orderings a\ > • • • > a\ in

a similar manner for each variable Zj.

Let the expression gij\ov(xi>xj) denote the value of g

as a function of Zj and Xj , with all other variables fixed

at their level in the cvt cv = (01, . . . , o„, b). That is,

9ij\cv(xi,xj) =g(x!,...,xn\xk =ak,k ^i,j).
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With each cv £ CV, we associate the following in

equality schema, a pattern of instantiation for the su-

permodularity condition (2):

9ij\cv(ai,a'j) ~ ft;|«(a*,a}+1) >««

»K'+1.«»i)-ft,i«KJ+1.
9ij\

,'+i
)• (4)

The M^ constraint requires that (4) hold for 1 < i <

j <n,l<k< \Ai\ - 1, and 1 < I < \Aj\ - 1.

We can test a potential qualitative state, s, for con

sistency with M^ and CV by treating 5 as if it rep

resented a cvt. Since the parameters in a qualitative

state are completely ordered with respect to the ex

isting landmarks, we can temporarily expand the sets

B, Ai, ..., An, if necessary, to include the correspond

ing values represented by the qualitative magnitude

of 3. Let cvt(s) denote the provisional corresponding

value tuple for qualitative state s.

Propositions Let B, A{,. . . , An be decreasing se

quences of values for variables y, xi, ..., xn, as defined

above, for the cvt collection CV = CV U {ctrt(a)}.

State s is inconsistent with CV and the constraint

M (xi,. . .,xn,y) if there is no ordered assignment

to b1 > • • • > i'B' satisfying the inequalities formed

by instantiating the schema (4) for all cv £ CV, for

1 < * < J < n, 1 < * < \Ai\-l, andl<l< |A,-|-1."

Since the inequalities involved include only expressions

of a single variable or difference between variables, the

condition of Proposition 5 can be tested by solving

a linear programming (LP) problem. To encode the

problem in this form, we must identify each gij\cv term

in (4) with an LP variable, being careful to unify terms

that are equivalent (e.g., those equal to some b £ B

according to CV). We can translate strict inequalities

to nonstrict ones using an t parameter representing the

minimal increment that could make a difference for

satisfiability (see Papadimitriou and Steiglitz for the

derivation of valid bounds for e [l 982, Lemma 8.7]).

Because there is no objective function, we actually

need only solve the "linear inequality" problem [Pa

padimitriou and Steiglitz, 1982], which may be easier

than the general LP. Moreover, the special structure

of the inequalities required for MA filtering—LP vari

ables appear in inequalities only with coefficients ±1,

and the sole nonzero constant term is e—may justify

further simplifications. In any case, the problem is

polynomial in the number of LP variables and inequali

ties, which in turn is polynomial in the number of cvte

and qualitative state variables. Specifically, the LP

14Although I have no proof that this filter is complete

with respect to CV, I conjecture that it is, and note that

the set of inequalities defined by the proposition entail (by

transitivity) all other inequalities on y's landmark values

induced by the M constraint.

formulation of Proposition 5 requires 0(n2m3) linear

inequalities among a quantity of variables of the same

order.

Note that the constraint filter for M makes no use

of A's diagonal elements, 6,». Indeed, convexity as

sertions can provide no constraint on the qualitative

magnitudes of strictly ordinal variables. However, the

Sa can support state transition filtering for qualita

tive simulation when higher-order time derivatives are

taken into account [Kuipers et al., 1989]. Let qdir2(x)

denote the direction of change [inc, std, dec) of z's

first derivative with respect to time.

Proposition 6 Given a bivariate monotonicity con

straint Mt(x,y) and an associated second-order con

straint M (x,y), where A has only a single element,

qdir2(y) = 62 ® (6 <g> qdir2(x)), (5)

where © and ® denote sign addition and multiplica

tion, respectively.

The essence of this result is contained in Proposition 5

of Kuipers et al. [1989], expressed in a somewhat dif

ferent form. These authors also illustrate how conclu

sions about qdir2 can be exploited by QSIM to prune

admissible state transitions. Although stated in terms

of M6 , the proposition can be generalized for multi

variate functions defined by MA.

In addition, the qualitative second derivatives Sa have

implications for the operation of consolidating adja

cent M constraints. For further discussion of this

point, see [Wellman, 1990a].

8 Conclusion

As others have pointed out [Dangelmaier, 1989; Kokar,

1987], qualitative modeling needs a general mechanism

for multivariate functions, and partial derivatives pro

vide the natural concepts for extending existing meth

ods. In this article, I have developed such a mechanism

within the framework of qualitative simulation, pro

viding specific QSIM rules for reasoning about admissi

ble states and state transitions subject to constraints

on monotonic relationships and synergy properties of

multivariate functions.

Incorporating multivariate monotonicity in qualitative

simulation offers several important advantages. First,

MA is a more accurate reflection than ADD of the

constraint enforceable on ordinal variables. Although

it is weaker, and therefore extends the class of ODEs

covered by a given QDE, it yields the same set of qual

itative behaviors. Supplying the more general con

straint obviates the need to make restrictive assump

tions merely to express a multivariate relation. For

example, it enables a more faithful QDE rendering of

QPT.
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Second, an approach based on properties of partial

derivatives is extensible to higher-order interaction

concepts (in fact it is prerequisite to a general qual

itative treatment). For example, additivity can be ex

pressed as the boundary case of second-order mixed

partial derivatives, and can be enforced by analysis of

collections of corresponding values. The stronger con

straint can also be exploited when more precise infor

mation is available, such as numeric bounds [Kuipers

and Berleant, 1988]. Supplying both first- and second-

order constraints allows the reasoner to take advan

tage of whatever linearity holds, without imposing the

all-or-none requirement typically present in automated

dynamic analysis.

Substantive filtering based on M constraints re

quires that a sufficient sample of corresponding values

be available. In particular, information about the im

pact of some set of perturbations is used to constrain

other perturbations. This suggests that the qualita

tive synergy constraints may have particular value for

analyzing incremental change, perhaps more than for

analysis of absolute dynamic behavior. Indeed, pre

liminary investigation suggests that second-order con

ditions justify rules for comparative dynamic analy

sis complementary to those assembled by Weld [1988].

Properties related to synergy have proven useful for

comparative statics (equilibrium analysis) as well.

The emphasis on differential behavior also suggests the

potential application of these methods to the prob

lem of qualitative control. In particular, the relation

of Bupermodularity to the monotone decision property

provides a basis for deriving qualitative properties of

optimal control strategies for systems described with

QDEs. For some examples and a discussion of this ap

proach within a decision-theoretic context, see [Well-

man, 1990b].

A complete account of the potential uses of M* and

M awaits further research along these lines. The

analysis presented here provides a starting point for a

fuller exploration of these and other concepts of mono-

tonicity and qualitative synergy.

A Proofs

Proposition 1 A qualitative state is qdir-consistent

with respect to MA(xi, . . . , xn, y) iff the following con

ditions are satisfied:

1. ,ii\qdir{xi) = std] —+ qdir(y) = std.

2. Vi [qdir(xt) = std V ( qdir(xi) = inc A St = +)

V (qdir(xi) = dec A £ = -)]

A 3j [qdir(xj) ^ std] —* qdir(y) = inc.

S. Vi [qdir(xt) = std V ( qdir(xt) = dec A Si = +)

V (qdir(xi) = inc A Si = —)]

A 3j [qdir(xj) ^ std] —» qdir(y) — dec.

PROOF (only if): First, note that the possible qdirs

of y are mutually exclusive. Next, if the antecedent

of condition 1 is satisfied, then all the summed terms

on the right-hand side of (1) are zero, and so must

be the left-hand side, which defines qdir(y) = std. If

the antecedent of condition 2 [3] is satisfied, then all

the summed terms on the right-hand side of (1) are

nonnegative [nonpositive], and at least one is strictly

positive [negative]. Therefore, the sign of dy/dt, and

hence qdir(y), is unambiguously determined.

(if): First, note that any combination of qdirs for the

Xi alone is consistent with a particular MA constraint.

The antecedents of the three conditions are mutually

exclusive, although not exhaustive. If both the an

tecedent and consequent of one of the conditions are

satisfied, then qdir(y), is unambiguously determined,

thus the state is qdir-consistent. If none of the an

tecedents are satisfied, then either there is a term on

the right-hand side of (1) that is ambiguous (Si = ?),

or at least one of the terms is strictly positive, and

one strictly negative. In either case, because the mag

nitudes are completely unconstrained by qdir and con

straint, the sum might have any sign, and hence any

qdir(y) is consistent. □

Proposition 2 Suppose (a.i, . . . ,an,b) is a cvt for

variables (x\, . . ., xn,y). An assignment to the vari

ables is consistent with respect to the cvt and con

straint MA(xi, . . . , xn, y) iff there is some i such that

Si = ?, or the following conditions are satisfied:

1. Vi [xi = Oi]—*y = b.

2. Vi [xi >ti o<] A 3j [xj ? aj] -» y > b.

3- Vi [<w >Si Xi] A 3j [xj ? a,] ""♦ V < b-

Proof Note that despite the difference in form, the

conditions of this proposition are analogous to the pre

vious one, with the ordinal relation with corresponding

values substituted for the qdir.

(only if): Violation of the first condition directly

contradicts the premise that y = g(xi, . . . , xn) and

b = g(ai, . . .,an). If the antecedent of condition 2 [3]

is satisfied, then the assignment differs from the cor

responding values Oj along every dimension (at least

one of them strictly) in the direction of increasing [de

creasing] g. Hence, to be compatible with the cvt, y

must also vary in that direction.

(if): See the proof of Proposition 3, which subsumes

this result. □

Proposition 3 Let CV be a set of cvts consistent

with a constraint M£i(xi,...,xn,y). Suppose a qual

itative state satisfies the conditions of Proposition 2

for this constraint and each cvt in CV. Then for any

point covered by this qualitative state, there exists a
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continuous function g that obeys the MA constraint,

satisfies all cvts in CV, and includes this point.

Proof Assume for the nonce that 6i ^ ?, 1 < i < n;

the general case can be handled by a simple modifi

cation of the following argument. The set of possible

values of(xi,...,xn) can be interpreted as a Euclidean

vector space, with an associated partial order 3>a de

fined as (sbi, ...,*„) >a (as'i x'n) iff *i >*< *< for

1 < i < n and there exists a j, 1 < j < n such that

Xi>iix'i. Each cvt specifies a point in this vector space,

and by the total ordering of y's landmarks, orders these

vectors in a manner compatible with ^a (by hypoth

esis, CV is consistent with MA). A qualitative state

consistent with every cvt represents another point in

this space, totally ordered with respect to the others

and consistent with 3>a- The proposition follows from

the following fundamental result.16

Lemma 7 Let F be a finite set of points in a Eu

clidean vector space Rn, and let 3>a,f be a partial

order that extends ^a and totally orders F. Then

there exists a continuous 3>a F-VTe3ervin9 function

g : Rn — R.

In our case, F consists of the points in CV plus an arbi

trary point in the given qualitative state. The function

g has the desired properties, establishing that our con

straint filter is complete for the full set of cvts. Finally,

we note that this argument can be modified to cover

any A by defining the vector space as the projection

of (xi,...,zn) that excludes the dimensions i where

6i = ?. Any extension of the function g that behaves

as above when these ambiguous dimensions are fixed

satisfies our conditions. □

Proposition 4 The QSIM constraint ADD(xi,x2,y)

as described by Kuipers [1986, Appendix B] admits the

same qualitative state transitions as M^+,+'(xi, xj,y).

Proof The admissible state transitions are defined

by applying the constraint filter to the set of topologi

cal^ possible transitions from a given state. We show

that QSIm's constraint filter for ADD is equivalent to

the filter defined by Propositions 1 and 2 for the special

case n = 2 and 6\ = 6j = +. For qdir-consistency, we

note that the conditions of Proposition 1 for this spe

cial case are exactly equivalent to the table of Kuipers,

Section B.2.1. For consistency with cvts, we observe

that Proposition 2 excludes all transitions ruled out

by Kuipers, Propositions B.4-B.8 and their symmetic

counterparts. Because the Af(+,+> filter is sound, it

cannot prune more than ADD. □

Propositions Let B,Ai,...,An be decreasing se

quences of values for variables y, x\, . . . , xn, as defined

above, for the cvt collection CV = CV U {cvi(s)}.

State s is inconsistent with CV and the constraint

M^(xi,...,xn,y) if there is no ordered assignment

to b1 > • • • > b'B' satisfying the inequalities formed

by instantiating the schema (4) for all cv € CV, for

1 < i < j < n, 1 < k < \Ai\ - 1, and 1 < I < \Aj\ - 1.

PROOF Since the stated inequalities are a direct

translation of the M constraint, the corresponding

values, and s, their unsatisfiability entails that these

elements are incompatible. If M^ and CV are jointly

consistent, then a may be pruned. (To strengthen this

to a completeness result, we would have to establish

that the assignment to the bl implies the existence

of a continuous function over the whole domain that

fits the assignment and preserves the supermodular-

ity condition. In other words, we need an analog to

Lemma 7 for supermodular spaces.) □

Proposition 6 Given a bivariate monotonicity con

straint Me(x,y) and an associated second-order con

straint M^(x,y), where A has only a single element,

qdir2(y) = 62®(6® qdir2(x)), (6)

where (D and ® denote sign addition and multiplica

tion, respectively.

Proof qdir2(y) is determined by the sign of y's sec

ond time derivative.

~ dx2 \dt) + dx di* '

(7)

l6The lemma is due to J. D. Mashburn, personal com

munication (report in preparation).

The terms on the right-hand side of (7) correspond di

rectly to those of (6). The sign of d'y/dx2 is given

by 63, the second (squared) term is always positive,

dy/dx has the sign 6, and d2x/dt2 the sign qdir2{x).

See also Kuipers et al. [1989, Proposition 5j. To gener

alize this result for multivariate functions (i.e., with A

substituting for 6), replace the d/dx terms by partial

derivatives. O
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Abstract

The relation between sentences and what

they describe is an important theoretical and

practical representational issue. One issue

of concern is the ontology of situations,

which has generally been too limited. One

way to overcome these limitations is to

introduce an operator that associates a situa

tion with any logical sentence, as advocated

by Schubert and Hwang (1989). Unfor

tunately, such an approach appears to intro

duce serious difficulties. Instead, I suggest

that the best solution is to simply extend the

usual ontology of situations somewhat,

while maintaining a separate set of entities

that correspond to propositions. The com

ponents of this proposal are by and large

familiar. However, considering them

together gives a somewhat novel picture.

For example, it seems that having objects

that designate intensions becomes unneces

sary. Some of the implications of an

extended ontology of situations are

explored, including the relation of proposi

tions to situations and the notion of equality

of situations.

1. Introduction

The relation between sentences and what they describe

is an important theoretical and practical representational

issue. This issue comprises two primary components:

An ontological issue about what the major classes of

entities to be represented are, and a formal issue of how

best to represent them. Some systems of representation
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make a point of providing entities corresponding to pro

positions, and some provide entities corresponding to

situations, although the distinction between the two is

sometimes confused. Both propositions and situations

are useful, but for quite different purposes. Also, the

representation of situations and propositions can be

done in various ways, some of which have important

representational advantages.

Situations on the whole have been relatively neglected.

When they are provided at all, the ontology of situations

has generally been too limited. One way to overcome

these limitations is to introduce an operator that associ

ates a situation with any logical sentence, as advocated

by Schubert and Hwang (1989). Unfortunately, such an

approach appears to introduce serious difficulties.

Instead, I suggest that the best solution is simply to

extend the usual ontology of situations somewhat, while

maintaining a separate set of entities that correspond to

propositions. The components of this proposal are by

and large familiar. However, considering them together

gives a somewhat novel picture. For example, it seems

that the notion of objects designating intensions

becomes unnecessary. Some of the implications of an

extended ontology of situations are explored, including

the relation of propositions to situations and the notion

of equality of situations.

2. Background

In this section I review some of the issues that have

been used to motivate certain representational choices.

I believe most of this material well-known. However, I

review and elaborate on it here to emphasize what is at

stake in these representational decisions, and what prob

lems remain with various approaches currently in use.

Many theories of natural language presume that sen

tences describe events, states or processes. (Events,

states and processes have been collectively called

"eventualities" by Bach (1983); the term "situation"

has also become popular in this context (Barwise and
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Perry, 1983). I will use the latter term informally here

as a superordinate category encompassing actions,

events, states, processes, and whatever else sentences

may refer to, but without importing any particular

theoretical baggage.) For both theoretical and practical

reasons, it is useful to conceive of situations as entities

to which one may refer or about which one may say

things. On the other hand, sentences are purported to

have a logical form of a predicate-argument nature, with

the matrix verb serving as the predicate and its comple

ments specifying the arguments. However, this logical

form is propositional, and does not readily provide an

entity to designate the underlying situation.

For example, consider a simple sentence like the fol

lowing:

(1) Jan gave Lynn a cigar.

The logical form commonly attributed to (1) is some

variant of the following:

(2) Give(jan,lynn,cigarl)

(where temporal information and the facts that "jan"

and "lynn" are people and "cigarl" a cigar are

ignored for the time being). Now suppose (1) were fol

lowed by

(3) This made Terry furious.

We would like some way to say that the pronoun "this"

refers to the event described in (1). However, there is

no readily apparent way of expressing this fact given

the representation of (1) as (2). The problem is that

while (2) expresses the logical structure of the sentence,

it does not provide any object designating the reported

event. We might be tempted to have the predicate

corresponding to the verb "make" take a proposition as

an argument, and then represent (3) as the following:

(4) Make(Give(jan4ynn,cigarl),furious)

But this approach doesn't help, because we have no way

of asserting that this was the same event as the one

described in (1), and not some other, albeit similar,

occurrence.

A second motivation for having entities corresponding

situations is to capture important generalizations across

varying linguistic forms. For example, consider the fol

lowing utterance:

(5) Jan giving Lynn a cigar made Terry furious.

Here the phrase "Jan giving Lynn a cigar" has a quite

similar content to that of (1). However, the stance of a

speaker using this sentence to its content is different:

Both sentences describe an event of Jan giving Lynn a

cigar, while the speaker of (1) is asserting the

occurrence of the event, and that of (5) presupposing it

(or, as Schubert et al. (1979) would say, the proposi

tional content is the same, while the pragmatic aspects

differ). Whatever representation we choose should

make this similarity of content apparent, while allowing

us to express the difference in attitude taken toward this

event.

This need becomes even more apparent when we con

sider lexical nouns that encode events (Parsons, 1985).

Some nouns, like "punch" and "destruction", seem to

describe the same events as certain verbs, e.g.,

"punch" "destroy". This claim is supported by the

observation that sentences like the following appear to

have the same truth conditions, if we adjust for presup

position:

(6) The Romans destroyed the city, resulting in much

grief.

(7) The destruction of the city by the Romans

resulted in much grief.

Whatever meaning difference one can discern between

the noun and the verb does not appear to be attributable

to a difference in the events they encode. Hence the

representational reflex of attributing a predicate to a

verb and an argument position to a complement would

pave over a crucial and obvious generalization

A third argument for representing the designatum of a

sentence as an entity is a corollary of the first two.

Namely, there are often a number of different things to

say about a situation, and we need some way of saying

only some of them, and, of saying additional things

about that situation later on. In particular, elements of a

sentence frequently specify the time, place and manner

of a situation, as well as its modality and the speaker's

attitude toward the situation. Some of these may be

thought of as higher-order predicates. However, such

an approach is problematic in some cases.

In particular, consider the problems that arise from dis

tinguishing adjuncts from complements. Many propo

sals attribute argument positions to a predicate in accor

dance with the complement structure of the verb associ

ated with that predicate; adjuncts are dealt with in some

other manner. Thus, in (1) above, we presumed that the

predicate corresponding to the verb "give" is a three-

place predicate because this use of the verb takes three

complements. However, suppose we had continued the

sentence with "in New York". Since this phrase is an

adjunct, we would not have provided an argument posi
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tion for it. Indeed, such a solution would not easily be

possible, since an arbitrary number of such adjuncts can

be present. Moreover, the adjunct seems to predicate

something about the whole event, rather than constitute

a component of it, as was the case for the complements.

We can accommodate such adjuncts into the representa

tion by introducing a higher-order "in" predicate, one

of whose arguments would be the predication describ

ing the entire situation (or, alternatively, the application

of some functional operator to this formula, denoting

the situation) and the other, the location. However, this

proposal is awkward for many reasons, not the least of

which is that we would then have at least two semanti-

cally unmotivated but formally distinct "in" predicates,

one which applies to formulas, and the other to indivi

duals (cf. Shapiro 1971b).

The situation is compounded by cases in which the

adjunct does not appear to apply to the entire situation.

For example, consider the following sentences:

(8a) Jan stumbled into the room.

(8b) Jan threw up in the sink.

(8c) Jan bled on a shirt.

(8d) Jan sliced the salami onto the bread.

Note first that treating the prepositional phrases as com

plements appears untenable. If we did so, then we must

make one of two assumptions: We could assume that

each verb corresponds to a predicate with one more

argument than had been obvious, and that this argument

is omitted most of the time. However, this proposal

would lead to the wrong analysis of at least some cases;

for example, Jan stumbling doesn't require that Jan

stumbled directionally. Alternatively, we can assume

that each verb corresponds to several different predi

cates (e.g., "bleed" and "bleed-directionally", and

"throw-up" and "throw-up-directionally"). But this

proposal requires a gratuitous meaning postulate to

sanction the inference from the n+1-place predicate to

the n-place predicate (e.g., to sanction "Jan bled" from

"Jan bled on a shirt"). Both alternatives seem unmo

tivated, at best

Thus, we must consider the prepositional phrases in (8)

to be adjuncts. However, if adjuncts are not to be incor

porated in the associated predicate, we are left in the

following situation. We can once again attempt to treat

the adjunct as a higher-order predicate. For example,

we might represent (8c) as the following:

(9) Onto(Bleed(jan),shirtl)

But then prepositions like "into" and "onto" get a rad

ically different treatment when they are complements

from when they are adjuncts, even when there is no

semantic justification for doing so. This situation is

worse than the case above in which the prepositional

phrase modified the whole sentence, because here, there

is presumably no difference at all in meaning between

the use of the prepositional phrase in sentences like (8d)

and those in which it is a complement, such as the fol

lowing:

(10) Jan threw the ball onto the roof.

In sum, when the distinction between being a comple

ment and an adjunct does not correspond to a distinction

in meaning, but is merely a fact about whether or not a

verb happens to subcategorize for a particular type of

constituent, then the difference should not be reflected

in the underlying logical form. But doing so appears to

be problematic if the designatum of the matrix verb and

complements are thought to correspond to a predication.

Note that a version of this problem applies whenever we

have the quite common case of a verb that can describe

the same situation with several different complement

structures. For example, consider the following sen

tences:

(1 la) Jan opened the jar.

(lib) Jan opened the lid (to the jar).

(12a) Jan tied the string.

(12b) Jan tied a knot (in the string).

If we proposed having a predicate per valence descrip

tion, we would once again require a meaning postulate

to recognize that the (a) sentences follow from the (b)

sentences. Thus, one goal of whatever representation

we adopt should be to do without an additional postulate

when the inference is analytic.

Before going on, note that the various problems just

presented are essentially invariant with the other

choices one can make about representation. For exam

ple, if one believes that the meaning of "give" should

be decomposed into primitives, and that only the latter

can appear in the description of events, then all the

same problems persist.

3. Proposed Solutions

To summarize, the problem is to determine what

representations we can use for the situations described

by utterances so that proper generalizations can be cap

tured. In particular, the grammatical form of lexical

items should not have an undue influence, lest we

should be incapable of capturing generalizations that

hold between various parts of speech or about terms that

r
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admit various complements and adjuncts.

3.1. Situation-based Approaches

A well-known solution to some of the problems men

tioned above was proposed by Reichenbach (1947) and

elaborated by Davidson (1969,1980). Basically, this

amounts to postulating another argument for every

event predicate. According to this account, the logical

form of (1) includes not (2) but rather

(13) Exists x (Give(janJ.ynn,cigarl,x))

where x is construed as an event. We will discuss

extending this sort of analysis to states below, but for

the time being we will assume that such an extension is

straightforward.

This particular formalism can be characterized as

"situation-based" and "predicate-based". By

situation-based. I mean that the system provided entities

corresponding to individual situations (e.g., the variable

in (13)). By "predicate-based", I mean that the situa

tions are specified by altering each domain predicate in

some fashion, in this case, by the inclusion of an addi

tional argument. An example of a use of such a nota

tion is Hobbs (1986).

It is the situation-based character of the formalism that

provides a solution to some of the concerns voiced

above. If we skolemize (13) to produce a constant xl,

say, then we have our unique referent. We could postu

late that the logical form corresponding to (3), with the

referent of the pronoun established, was not (4) but

rather the following:

(14) Make(xl,furious)

Similarly, "Jan giving Lynn a cigar" might be

represented as xl with the same formula predicated

about it as in (13). In other words, the "giving" event

described in (1) and (5) has the same logical form,

although (1) asserts that this event transpired while (5)

presumes it

Also, it is trivial to add in first-order format information

about the event. For example, specifying the proper

time might be done by something like the following:

(15)Before(xl,NOW)

Similarly, the logical form of verbal adjuncts is easy to

accommodate in such a formalism. For example, the

sentence

(16) Jan gave Lynn a cigar in New York,

might be construed as follows:

(17) Exists x (Give(jan,lynn.cigarl,x)

& In(x4iewyork))

3.2. Aspectualized Representations

These last two observations point to some degree of

arbitrariness in deciding on the argument structure of

various predicates, to which the situation-based notation

offers an attractive solution. Instead of having to

predetermine a fixed number of arguments for a given

predicate, we assume that each predicate has only one

argument, namely, the situation. Other aspects of the

situation (for example, if it were an action, who its actor

is) are added by additional predications completely

analogously to the way time and location were added

above. In this formulation, (1) is given the logical

structure

(18) Exists x (Give(x) & Agent(jan,x)

& Patient(cigarlpc)

& Recipient(lynn,x))

In (18), the argument positions of the main predicate are

exchanged for a set of two-place predicates. This style

of representation is called "slot-assertion notation" by

Charniak and McDermott (1985). Indeed, one may

view the use of these predicates as a notational variant

that allows us to make a predication with a variable

number of arguments (with more than one possibly

being in the same argument "position") . I will use the

informal term aspectual (Wilensky 1986) for any two-

place predicate introduced into a representation for the

purpose of separating the assertion of an aspect of a

situation from the assertion that something is a particu

lar kind of situation. Aspectuals are meant to include

the arcs of some semantic network systems (in particu

lar, those arcs emanating from nodes denoting situa

tions) and the slots of most frame-based systems.

The particular aspectuals used in the example above are

the familiar relations imported from case theory. But

nothing in our argument depends on the choice of these

predicates, although one must eventually specify a set

that is appropriate for the particular situation involved.

Some theories assume only a small set of quite general

aspectuals; others prefer a much larger set that depends

on the situation, for example, "Giver", "Givee",

"Given" for "Give" situations. We make no commit

ment here, and use whatever aspectuals are useful for

expository purposes.
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With this representation, verbal complements can now

be given the same logical treatment as verbal adjuncts:

Both are represented by predication using aspectuals.

E.g., extending (18) to incorporate "in New York"

involves adding a predication that looks formally identi

cal to those corresponding to the complements.

Representations for non-sentential verbal adjuncts can

be given analogously. For example, (8c) above could

be represented as the following:

(19) Exists x,y,z (Bleed(x)

& Experiencer(jan,x)

& Patient(y,x) & Blood(y)

& Onto(y,z) & Shirt(z))

Representing the adjunct requires only the addition of

the last two predications, and the representation of the

sentence without the adjunct is identical to (19) without

these predications*.

Thus, such a notation allows us to represent adjuncts

and complements in a logical structure that captures

what is being expressed, as opposed to how these ele

ments are packaged into the language. The latter differ

ence is maintained in the grammar, where it belongs,

but not in the logical form.

Note also that the resulting notation treats situations

analogously to physical objects, persons, etc. For exam

ple, had our representation of (1) been more elaborate,

and included information about the nature of the entities

corresponding to the noun phrases in the sentence, it

might have been more like the following:

(20) Exists x,jan,lynn,cigarl

(Give(x) & Agent(jan,x) & Person(jan)

& Patient(cigarl,x) & Cigar(cigarl)

& Recipient(lynn,x) & Person(lynn))

Here "Person(jan)" denotes the fact that Jan is a person

analogously to "Give(x)" denoting that x is a giving

event In both cases we would have to make further

predications to express additional facts about the nature

of the entities. For example, we would need an addi

tional predication to express that the first name of the

person Jan is "Jan", just as we needed an additional

predication to express that the patient of the giving

•One might argue for a more elaborate analysis of "onto" both

for (8c) and (10). For example, another plausible analysis is that

there are events described by the sentences (bleeding and throw

ing, respectively) and that these caused additional events (blood

moving onto a shirt and a ball moving onto a roof). The impor

tant point is that parallel analyses are available for the two sen

tences using either analysis.

event was a cigar.

This uniformity is particularly important in capturing

the unity of a preposition like "in", when we have the

intuition that the same spatial meaning is being used

regardless of the arguments. Thus, the representation of

the phrase "the pen in the box" can make use of

exactly the same "in" as that of "The pen broke in the

box". Both have the following logical form:

(21) In(x,boxl)

where "x" is alternatively a pen, or the event of a pen

breaking.

Finally, the analytic inferences involving verbs with dif

ferent valence structures can be handled appropriately.

We specify the structure of the underlying event by

specifying the set of aspectuals it accommodates. Verbs

with multiple valences hence may specify the same

event, but supply the arguments to different aspectuals.

An event-class corresponding to the verb "open", e.g.,

might have aspectuals for the object constituting a bar

rier or container, the object moved to create the open

ing, etc. Then the representations for "open the jar"

and "open the lid" could be identical except for the

aspectuals that the uses of the verb specify; i.e., the first

would relate an opening event to a jar via a

"containing-object" aspectual, and the second would

relate an opening event to a lid via a "object-moved"

aspectual. Similarly, in the case of optional comple

ments, when a complement is omitted, the representa

tion is identical except for the omission of a predication

using the corresponding aspectual.

Note that the key property of the representation that

solves many problems for us is that it is amenable to

"aspectualization", Le., we can predicate different

aspects of a situation separately. A situation-based,

predicate-based system does not necessarily have this

property, as we noticed when a predicate provides argu

ment positions corresponding to complements. How

ever, a situation-based, predicate-based system in which

domain predicates take only situations as arguments is

aspectualized. Henceforth, when I refer to predicate-

based representations, I will assume they are aspectual

ized, unless otherwise noted.

33. Category-based Approaches

Another way to have representations that are amenable

to aspectualization is to have within one's system enti

ties corresponding to categories, including categories

for situation types, e.g., "Giving" and "Event", as

well as "Person" and "Book". We would also intro
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duce a predicate, say AIO (An Individual Of) relating

an individual to a category it belongs to. Then, instead

of (20) we would have the following:

(22) Exists x,jan,lynn,cigarl

(AIO(x,Giving)

& Agent(jan,x) & AIO(jan,Person)

& Patient(cigarl,x) & AIO(cigarl,Ggar)

& Recipient(lynn,x) & AIO(lynn.Person))

Such formulas, or perhaps, the skolemized versions of

them, can be viewed as the basis for many semantic net

work and "frame-based" Systems, in particular, of all

those formalisms that have some explicit relation mean

ing "an individual of". I will call a proposal in which

there are individuals corresponding to categories of

situations a "category-based" representation*. I would

construe Simmons (1973), Rumelhart, Lindsay and Nor

man (1972), Hendrix (1975), Schank (1975), Bobrow

and Winograd (1977), Roberts and Goldstein (1977)

and Brachman (1979) as all adopting category-based

schemes of some sort

This classification is akin to what Israel (1983) calls

"inheritance-based networks". However, the above

systems vary in the degree to which inheritance per se is

prominent in them; for example, inheritance is rather

conscientiously avoided in Conceptual Dependency

(Schank, 1975), while it is quite prominent in KRL

(Bobrow and Winograd, 1977) and KL-ONE (Brach

man, 1979). What all these systems do have in common

is the idea of an individual of a category corresponding

to a situation type.

One advantage of category-based representations is the

availability of categories for predication For example,

the representation for a classic sentence like "The

Saber-toothed tiger is extinct" could involve a refer

ence to the concept "Saber-toothed-tiger". However, I

will not make a substantial case here for the advantages

of category-based over predicate-based representation,

*Allen ( 1 987) interprets the categories of semantic networks as

corresponding to logical predicates rather than individuals.

Perhaps this is because the semantics of the terms corresponding

to categories might be problematic for some, who like to inter

pret formulas over models that somehow correspond to the

world (what I have called a "direct correspondence" theory

(Wilensky, 1986)). In this case, "Giving", etc., probably have

to be construed as sets. However, semantic network theorists

(e.g., Maida and Shapiro ( 1985)) often prefer to interpret formu

las with respect to some normative cognitive agent (a "cognitive

correspondence theory"). In this case, "Giving" is supposed to

be the concept of giving; each individual of such a category

denotes a conception of an individual event; the actual events,

etc., are generally not designated at all.

except to note that an aspectualized representation

seems inherent in the category-based representation,

whereas a predicate-based approach must be tailored to

have this property.

Some semantic networks make a habit of providing

categories, but no individuals corresponding to situa

tions. Rather, in these formalisms, the emphasis is on

nodes representing propositions. For example, Cercone

(1975), Schubert et al. (1979) and especially Shapiro

(1979) fall into this category. Such systems are some

times called "prepositional semantic networks",

although this term seems to be used to emphasize the

point that, in such a system, every accessible assertion is

a node (Maida and Shapiro, 1985), rather than as a con

trast between systems have nodes for propositions

versus those that have nodes for situations. To be sure,

such systems are not necessarily hostile to the inclusion

of individuals corresponding to situations; they just do

not make a commitment to provide such individuals.

While having individuals corresponding to propositions

is a useful idea we will return to later, it does not

address the problem of providing referents for situa

tional anaphora.

4. A Problem

Situation-based representations provide objects

corresponding to situations; these are convenient when

subsequent utterances refer to previously mentioned

events. However, an important characteristic of

situation-based proposals is that their vocabulary is gen

erally lexically determined. That is, the vocabulary of

predicates or categories is approximately that of the

word senses of the various verbs, etc., recognized as

designating situations. However, as Schubert and

Hwang (1988) point out, such representations do not

yield an object for sentences involving logical operators

or quantifiers, but only for atomic formulas. They give

as an example the following sentence:

(23) Everyone looked at Mary.

They note that standard situation-based representations

would provide no object for the event described by this

sentence, even though such an event may be referred to

subsequendy, if followed, for example, by a sentence

like (3) above:

(3) This made Terry furious.

Schubert and Hwang propose a solution to this problem

in the form of episodic logic, in which symbols desig

nating situations are related to propositions capturing

the logical structure of the sentence via connectives
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introduced just for this purpose. In particular, the con

nective '**' relates a proposition to a situation it

"characterizes". For example, (23) would be

represented* as

(24) Exists el ( **(A11 x (Person(x)

-> Look-at(x,mary)),el) )

Here "el" is the situation with characterization

"Everyone looked at Mary". This gives us a handle on

the entire situation, just as the word-style representa

tions did on events requiring only atomic formulas. For

example, we can represent the following sentence

(25) This made her blush,

as describing the situation

(26) Exists e2 (Cause(el,e2) & **(Blush(mary),e2))

allowing the scope of the existential in (24) to extend a

bit further than the parenthesis would ordinarily allow.

Schubert and Hwang also propose a more fundamental

operator, "*", that is used to relate a situation to a par

tial description. To illustrate the significance of charac

terizing versus partial descriptions, they note that, if it

were everyone looking at Mary derisively that made her

blush, then (24) with "**" replaced with '*' would still

be true, even though (23) together with (25) would not

be.

complements as arguments to the corresponding predi

cate, but advocate having temporal modifiers that take

episodes as arguments. Thus, they use

(27)Before(el,NOW)

to express the fact that episode el occurred in the past.

And, as in the example above, causal relations hold

between episodes. But then the representational impli

cations of being a complement versus an adjunct, and

all the associated problems discussed above and con

veniently eliminated by either predicate- or category-

based representations are reintroduced. That is, the

representation is not aspectualized.

Even worse, it is not clear that the semantics of "**"

and "*" can be made coherent In particular, what it

means to "characterize" a situation seems problematic.

Schubert suggests* that the situation described by

(28) Looking down the barrel of the gun, John fired

the gun.

is characterized by the representation corresponding to

the main clause, but not by that corresponding to the

dependent clause. However, the same would then

presumably apply to a sentence like the following:

(29) John fired his gun looking down the barrel.

But this sentence could be followed with

I call Schubert and Hwang's proposal a "proposition-

based-situation" proposal. That is, they define situa

tions as objects that correspond to logical propositions.

Note that what I am calling a proposition-based-

situation solution has little to do with what has some

times been called a "propositional semantic network",

which Maida and Shapiro (1985) describe as a network

"in which every assertion that can be stored or accessed

... is ... represented by a node". Rather, I use the term

to refer to proposals in which situations are defined by

an operator that relates them to a logical formula.

Schubert and Hwang's proposal is very attractive

because it allows one to have situational objects

corresponding to arbitrary propositions. However, it is

not unproblematic. Significantly, we are back to a sys

tem in which complements and adjuncts are treated

quite differently. Schubert and Hwang represent verbal

*Thcse authors use the terms "event", "situation" and "ep

isode" interchangeably. Also, I have omitted temporal informa

tion here which the authors include in their analyses. Finally,

Schubert and Hwang use an infix notation I have eschewed for

uniformity's sake.

(30) This enabled him to focus clearly on the target

This sentence is problematic since we have no event

characterized by "looking down the barrel", and only

such events are supposed to be the bearers of useful

causal information.

Indeed, the whole purpose of introducing the notion of

characterizing an event seems to be to avoid the annoy

ing problem of figuring out, when one event is predi

cated to cause another, what is really being asserted to

have caused what, since an indefinite number of predi

cations might apply to the two events, but most of these

"Personal communication. Schubert and Hwang have revised

their ideas considerably since the initial publication of their

1989 paper. In particular, "**" now means "completely

describes", i.e., that everything else one an say about an event

completely described by a proposition is entailed by that propo

sition. This proposal is somewhat similar to one I propose

below re equality of situations. However, I believe that the other

difficulties of proposition-based-situation representations, except

perhaps the difficulty involving causation, are still problematic

for this new proposal.
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are not presumed to describe factors that have any

causal role. However, there appears to be no in-

principle basis for deciding whether a predication is

characterizing or not. In any case, events or situations

are entities in the world, so their characterization

couldn't matter with respect to causality.

Part of the difficulty here may be that Schubert and

Hwang's notation is intended to be situational, but the

objects associated with formulas are better interpreted

as propositions rather than as events. That is, what the

notation really allows us to do is to tag propositions for

subsequent reference. But propositions and events are

quite different animals. Hence a number of problems

arise, for example, the need to identify which of the

multiple propositions that can be given the same

identifier are implicated in causal relations and the like.

I will elaborate on this point below.

Some of these difficulties appear to be intrinsic. In par

ticular, it does not appear to be possible to re-

aspectualize the representation. For example, the

episodic logic representation of

(31) Jan looked at Lynn,

would be

(32) Exists e (**(look-at(jan,lynn),e))

Now, suppose we tried to regain an aspectualized form

by removing arguments from "look-at" and moving

them to aspectual predications of "e". Doing so would

yield the following form:

(33) Exists e (**(look-at(),e)

& Experiencer(jan,e)

& Patient(lynn,e))

But this is essentially a category-based notation, with

predicates of no arguments substituting for categories

and the operator "**" having the corresponding

semantics to the predicate "AIO". (I explore the impli

cations of this observation below.) Moreover, ** has

lost its ability to relate an arbitrary proposition to an

event; should we try to quantify over experiencers, as

was the case in the original sentence (23), we would no

longer have an object that corresponds to the whole

event

5. A Solution

I propose one solution to the problem of how best to

represent situations, which I term an ontological solu

tion, because it gets around the problem pointed out by

Schubert and Hwang by hypothesizing more kinds of

entities. In particular, we posit entities for the situations

corresponding to sentences involving logical connec

tives or quantifiers. For example, recall sentence (23)

above:

(23) Everyone looked at Mary.

Let us posit that this sentence corresponds to a situation

class called "Complex-event". "Complex-event" has

exactly the same status as a category like "Giving".

However, it is amenable to any number of "sub-event"

predications. Then (23) could have the following char

acterization:

(34) Exist cl (AIO(cl,Complex-event) &

All x (AIO(x.Person)

-> Exists 1 (AIO(l.Looking-at)

& Actor(x4)

& Patient(mary,l))

& Sub-event(l,cl)))

That is, there is a complex event that has a subevent

corresponding to each individual's looking action. Each

of these actions has the standard case structure. We can

refer to the entire complex event by referring to cl,

while preserving the desirable structure of the indivi

dual component actions. Note that it is relatively easy

now to say that one of these looking actions is derisive,

say, simply by creating a description of an individual

event having this property, and assertion that it is a

subevent of cl.

One appealing aspect of this proposal is that it captures

some of aspects of the underlying events that one would

want independently. That is, that events like cl are

composed of individual subevents is a fact that is useful

for any number of purposes. Therefore, relying on such

an ontology for a solution to the situation-as-entity

problem is not simply gratuitous. Also, the same partic

ular category, "Complex-event", would be used to

represent sentences involving many other quantifiers,

such as "many", "most" or "almost all", should a

suitable analysis of these quantifiers be given.

One perhaps less appealing aspect of the proposal is that

it at least opens the door to having ontological

categories duplicating various logical connectives. For

example, consider the following sentence:

(35) John didn't go to New York.

The representation for (50) might be the following:

(36) Exists n,e (AIO(n,Non-event) &

negated-event(e,n) &
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AIO(e.Going) &

Actor(john,e) &

Destination(newyork,e))

Here n denotes the non-event of John going to New

Yoik.

Having situations that are "non-events" may seem

ontologically suspect (cf. Hobbs (1985) and Hirst

(1989)). However, that such situations are plausible is

suggested by the fact that (35) could be followed by

(37) This caused the firm to lose an important

customer.

That is, non-events seem to be as referable and as

causally culpable as "real" events.

In contrast, note that there does not appear to be a need

to have disjunctive situations. For example, consider

the following sentence:

(38) Either John went to New York or Bill went to

Pittsburgh.

Presumably, if (38) is followed with (37), it is not some

disjunctive situation per se that caused the loss, but one

of the two disjuncts. That is, we would have to interpret

these events as either John's going to New York or

Bill's going to Pittsburgh having caused the firm to lose

an important customer. Therefore, we are not com

pelled to enter such a category of situations into our

ontology, at least by our current arguments.

Note that a somewhat different reading is available if

(38) is followed by

(39) This infuriated Mary.

There is an interpretation of (40) in which Mary's

infuriation depends only on her having learned the dis

junction, and not on her learning of one or the other

event I take this as evidence of the need for preposi

tional rather than situational objects, which are dis

cussed further below.

Such extended ontologies are not new, but there appears

to have been confusion over what they are ontologies

of. For example, Hendrix (1975) has categories like

"Negations", "Implications", and "Disjunctions" and

has nodes (actually, "supemodes" denoting spaces in

his partitioned semantic network notation) that are

predicated to be individuals of this category. However,

these categories, unlike those associated with more

basic sentences, are explicitly categories of proposi

tions. Thus, two very different notions seem to be

conflated here. "John owns a car" gives rise to a node

that is an individual "Owning" situation, but "John

doesn't own a car" and "Everyone owns a car" yield

nodes that are individual propositions; they are not

situations at all. In effect, Hendrix has changed from a

situation-based representation to a prepositional one in

midstream. Moreover, the ontology of situations is not

extended to cover those situations corresponding to the

more complex logical forms. While Hendrix is clear

that his categories are categories of propositions, his

lack of comment on the transition may indicate that the

difference is not much appreciated. In this instance,

Hendrix appears to build upon prior confusion, such as

that in Woods (1975, p. 57), which construes individual

nodes in case-based representations as standing for both

assertions of facts and instances of events.

5.1. Propositions and Situations

Adding a full ontology of situations does not seem to

reduce the need for prepositional objects. There are at

least two arguments for their existence. One is the need

for prepositional anaphora; since these arguments are

similar to the ones used to motivated situational objects,

we will not repeat them here, but mere offer the follow

ing notation: We introduce the operator "Prop" so that

a sentence like

(40) Lynn knows that Jan went to New York,

is given the following notation:

(41) AIO(kl,Knowing)

& Knowerflynnjcl)

&Known(pl)

& Prop(pl AIO(gl,Going)

& Goer(jan,gl)

& Destination(newyork,gl))

Here pi designates the proposition that Jan went to New

York.

Considering both situations and propositions together

eases the representational burden that is sometimes

overextended to each one. Note that as a reification of

propositions, rather than situations, proposition-based-

situation proposals are no longer problematic. Unlike

situations, propositions are completely bounded in

extent, and are thus identical given the same content

That is, there is only one proposition that Jan went to

New York, and that Jan went to New York is its entire

contents; however, the event of Jan's going to New

York might have any number of other components.
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5.2. lntensional Representations and the

Equivalence of Situations

In intensional semantic networks, e.g., Maida and

Shapiro (1985), much is made of the view that no two

distinct nodes are equal, and that referential opacity is

the norm. However, with propositional objects, it seems

that all needs for objects in the representation designat

ing intentions can be eliminated. That is, it is perfectly

acceptable to assume that situational and other individu

als refer to objects in the world, and that nothing in our

system corresponds to an intension.

One motivation for intensional representations (e.g.,

Woods (1975) and Maida and Shapiro (1985)) is that

without them, it is not possible to represent sentences

like "Jan knows that the Morning Star is the Evening

Star". This is because such a representation would only

have one node representing the extension, about which

it is predicated that the object was both the Morning

Star and the Evening Star. But in fact, with propositions

in our notation, this is not the case. Here is one possible

way to represent exactly this sentence without inten

sions (i.e., without representational objects designating

intentions):

(42)AIO(klJCnowing)

& Knower(jan,kl) & Known(pl)

& Prop(pl , AIO(m 1 ,Star)

& Named(ml,"Morningstar")

& AlO(el.Star) & Named(el,"Eveningstar")

&=(el,ml))

That is, Jan knows that something called the Morning

Star and something called the Evening Star are the same

thing.

Propositional contexts are considered referentially

opaque, but elsewhere we can freely substitute equals

for equals and arrive at truth-conditionally equivalent

formulas. While there are many variations to the

analysis offered in (78), we are able to do without inten

sions here because we are willing to provide "redun

dant" information in the proposition. Thus, rather than

have an intension for the Evening Star, we simply

specify the propositional content of "a star named 'The

Evening Star' ", and associate this content with a term.

We may already have a similar term that we know is

called "The Evening Star", so a very similar fact is

already in the knowledge base. However, this redun

dancy seems to correspond to a rather intuitive interpre

tation of the information the sentence is actually con

veying.

Similar reasoning applies directly to situations. In the

case in which one event logically entails the other, as

for example an event of walking entailing an event of

moving, no obvious problems arise. However, consider

the case in which one of the two events does not neces

sarily entail that other. For example, suppose that I

have replaced a pipe under my sink, and that this

replacement fixes a problem with my sink. In this case,

we could say that one event, described as replacing a

pipe, is coreferential with another event, that of fixing

my sink Suppose we attempt to represent this situation

with a single entity, el. Then we would say something

like the following:

(43) AIO(el,Replacing)

& Replacer(rw,el)

& Replaced(oldpipe,el)

& Replacement(newpipe,el)

&AIO(el .Fixing)

&Fixer(rw,el)

&Fixed(sink,el)

Let us suppose further that both the replacer and the

fixer are agents, and that both the thing replaced and the

thing fixed are objects. That is, we can infer (44) from

the first set of conjuncts of (43) and (45) from the

second:

(44) AIO(el Action)

& Agent(rw,el) & Object(oldpipe,el)

(45) AIO(el,Action)

& Agent(rw,el) & Object(sink,el)

But, if (44) and (45) are both true, we have lost some

crucial information; we no longer know which aspectu-

als go with which event category. In particular, if we

make the usual assumption that actions have unique

objects, one can infer that I replaced my sink with a new

pipe, which is simply false. (A version of this problem

appears in Parsons (1985)).

It is probably undesirable to abandon the assumption of

actions having unique objects, since then actions may

have any number of objects, only one of which is

qualified to be grammaticalized as a syntactic object

The better solution, it would seem, is to deny the iden

tity of the two events. We would say instead that there

was a fixing event, fl, say, and a replacing event, rl,

and that the latter "comprised' ' the former, or that some

other such intimate but non-identifying relation holds

between them.

Determining the correct vocabulary of such relations is

an important open problem. However, it does not

appear to be unique to situations. There are at least two

other related cases. One is the relation between objects

and the substances that comprise them. Some

approaches equate the two. For example, Lenat and
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Guha (1988) define a lake as a quantity of water. How

ever, this is certainly incorrect, as the particular water

comprising the lake changes while the lake object

remains constant. Another case is the relation between

roles and their fillers. If we allow categories like

"Passenger" along with individuals of such category, it

is tempting to equate the role object with its filler. But

again, problems will arise. For example, the yearly

number of passengers is greater than the number of

individual people who fly, since some individual may

fly multiple times, and hence, count as several

passengers. In both of these cases, as in the case of co

extensive but non-identical situations, the solution

seems to require having a relation between objects that

does not allow for substitutability, but nevertheless

declares them to be co-extensive.

6. Summary

I began by acknowledging the virtues of predicate- and

category-based representations, in particular, their ame

nability to aspectualization, but accepting Schubert and

Hwang's point about such representations being limited

to reifying situations described only by atomic sen

tences in the logic. However, we found that their

proposition-based-situation proposal, while overcoming

this difficulty, results in an apparently unaspectualizable

representation, and hence reintroduces a number of

problems, some of which predicate- and category-based

representations address, plus some additional problems

of its own. I abandoned hope of resolving these

difficulties, and instead, sought to extend the category-

based solution.

The extension is first an ontological one, in that it intro

duces situations corresponding to the logical forms for

which category-based solutions would not otherwise

apply. The problems Schubert and Hwang illuminate

can thereby be resolved while maintaining category-

based advantages.

The second aspect of the extension is to allow preposi

tional objects. These are needed primarily to deal with

problems of referential opacity and for prepositional

anaphora. Having propositions as objects in the system

eliminates the need for any kind of intension altogether.

While the proposal is primarily a way of maintaining

aspectualization, this necessary virtue yields a rather

cumbersome representation. In particular, what used to

be a simple predication now requires a variable or a

constant and a number of predications; also, every utter

ance has both a propositional and situational object

associated with it. However, this inelegance appears to

be the price one has to pay for the features crucial for an

adequate representation.
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Abstract

We introduce the three-valued skeptical se

mantics for nonmonotonic truth mainte

nance. This semantics is based on an ex

tension of the well-known two-valued stable

model semantics. Unlike the latter, how

ever, the skeptical semantics is canonical and

tractable: using a reduction to negation-

free truth maintenance, the unique skeptical

model can be computed in 0(n2) time.

The skeptical semantics can also be used to

give a better account of the belief revision

problem in truth maintenance. A recent log

ical reconstruction of Dependency-Directed

Backtracking (DDB) offers the possibility to

represent different DDB-strategies by differ

ent extensions of a truth maintenance sys

tem. Given a truth maintenance system V,

we can distinguish a class of extensions, rep

resenting all possible DDB strategies for V.

Within this class there exists a unique exten

sion whose skeptical model can be used as

a canonical, information minimal belief re

vision model. This skeptical belief revision

model has some important advantages:

1. the arbitrariness of solutions found by

classical dependency directed backtrack

ing methods can be avoided.

2. the semantics guarantees a (tractable)

incremental updating method satisfy

ing the weak rationality postulates of

Brewka.

3. the skeptical beliefrevision model is easy

to compute, having a worst case com

plexity 0(n3).

1 INTRODUCTION AND

MOTIVATION

The ability to maintain a coherent and consistent set

of beliefs and to revise them when contradictions oc

cur, is a major characteristic of intelligent reasoning

systems.

One of the contexts in which the maintenance and re

vision of beliefs has been studied extensively, is the

field of Reason Maintenance Systems (RMSs) (e.g.

[1, 3, 4, 10, 13, 15]). In this paper, we restrict our at

tention to the Doyle-style or justification-based RMS.

Basically, an RMS is a supporting system of a gen

eral reasoning system. The reasoning system commu

nicates inferences to the RMS in the form of propo-

sitional arguments, called (external) justifications, for

statements, also called beliefs. The RMS maintains a

dependency network of such justifications connecting

propositions. The primary tasks of an RMS are :

1. basic reason maintenance: to provide for a coher

ent and consistent interpretation of the beliefs in

the network and to update the belief status after

the addition of new justifications.

To capture the idea of a set of coherent, noncircu-

lar and consistent set of beliefs, the grounded or

stable model semantics [6, 7] has been proposed.

This semantics, however, has some clear disadvan

tages:

• it is not canonical: it is well-known [6, 7, 15]

that an RMS network may have more than

one stable model or even no stable model at

all.

• it is not tractable: finding a stable model is

NP-hard [6]. Hence, an RMS using this se

mantics is not likely to be of practical inter

est.

2. belief revision: to perform conflict-resolution in

case the set of current beliefs is contradictory.

Belief revision has been performed mainly by

dependency-directed backtracking (DDB) algo

rithms. In general, the effect of DDB is the addi

tion of a set of internally generated justifications

J' to the set of existing (externally generated) jus

tifications J. Belief revision then will result in a

stable model of this extended set of justifications

JliJ', if such a model exists and the inconsistency

can be removed.
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The problems with this form of belief revision are

closely related to the problems of the stable model

semantics :

• the outcome of the belief revision process is

an arbitrary model: the selection of the in

ternal justifications to be added is not com

pletely determined and the (stable) model of

the resulting extended network is not neces

sarily unique.

• sometimes an inconsistency can be removed

just by selecting another stable model. Be

lief revision by adding justifications then will

result in spurious belief models [6].

• the addition of internally generated justifica

tions can exclude legitimate stable models of

the set of externally generated justifications

at a later time, thus causing superfluous be

lief revision or an impossibility to resolve a

conflict.

To remove these disadvantages, Brewka [2] sug

gests some rationality postulates for belief revi

sion, requiring that (1) changes produced by a

single belief revision operation should be mini

mal w.r.t. the set of external justifications and

furthermore that (2) every time belief revision is

performed, the RMS should forget about the in

ternally generated justifications in order to ensure

minimality over a number of revisions as well.

These postulates, however, do not completely ex

clude arbitrariness from the belief revision pro

cess. Moreover, combined with the 2-valued

stable model semantics, these postulates almost

guarantee intractability of the belief revision pro

cess.

In this paper we propose a solution to both the prob

lems with reason maintenance and the problems with

belief revision.

The problems with reason maintenance will be solved

by proposing the skeptical semantics to capture the

idea of a coherent and consistent interpretation of

RMS networks. This semantics is based on a three-

valued extension of the stable model semantics and

offers a canonical model for each network: the skepti

cal model is unique and universally defined. Moreover,

it can be constructed very efficiently (Ofa2)). This of

fers a solution to the basic reason maintenance prob

lem. A detailed overview of the skeptical model and

its derivation can be found in [17].

Secondly, we use a recent logical reconstruction of the

DDB-idea [9] to develop two simple and efficient 0(n3)

belief revision strategies. We will show that these re

vision strategies both satisfy the suggested rationality

postulates of Brewka [2].

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we

will give a short overview of notations, definitions and

the stable model semantics together with the three-

valued extensions of it. In Section 3 we discuss the

skeptical model for basic reason maintenance. Section

4 presents a logical reconstruction of dependency di

rected backtracking and discusses two skeptical belief

revision strategies. In Section 5, we discuss the ratio

nality postulates of Brewka and we show that skeptical

belief revision satisfies these postulates. Finally, Sec

tion 6 focuses on some complexity issues.

2 PRELIMINARIES

2.1 NOTATIONAL CONVENTIONS

By the perceived correspondence between truth-

maintenance and propositional logic programming [6],

we will use some notational conventions from logic pro

gramming in the sense of [12].

By a (basic) RMS dependency network we mean a tu

ple V = (N, J) where TV is a finite set of propositional

atoms and J a finite set of justifications, each justifi

cation j being a directed formula of the form

aA/?-»c

where a = ai A a^ A . . . A am stands for a conjunc

tion of positive literals in the body of the justification,

/? =~ &iA ~ 62 A . . . A ~ bn for a conjunction of neg

ative literals and c is a propositional atom. Both a

and f3 may be empty. Such a justification j can be

interpreted as : "c can be believed if every a; in a

is believed and none of the bj in /? is believed" . Like

[8], the negation operator ~ has to be conceived as

negation as failure or default negation and has to be

distinguished from the classical negation operator, to

be denoted as ->.

To avoid cumbersome notations, we will also use a and

0 to denote the set of literals occurring in the conjunc

tion. We will use A(j) to denote the antecedent a A /?

of j and C(j) to denote the consequent c of j. For a

given wff <f>, At(^) will denote the set of atoms occur

ring in 4>.

A justification j = a A /? -» c is called monotonic if /?

is the empty conjunction, i.e. the body of j does not

contain any negative literal. In that case j can also be

written as a —+ c. We say that a network V = (N, J)

is monotonic if every justification is monotonic. Non-

monotonic networks indicate the general case.

A (full) RMS network is a tuple VA = (N, J, A) where

V = (N, J) is an RMS network and A is a set of spe

cial justifications, called constraints, which can be used

to declare that a given conjunction <j> of literals forms

a nogood, i.e. that it is inconsistent to believe in all

the literals of <j> simultaneously. Constraints are rep

resented as justifications of the form

aA/?-*l
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where, like in justifications, a is a conjuction of atoms

and ft a conjunction of negated atoms.

The intended meaning of such a constraint is that it is

inconsistent to believe at the same time in every a,- of

a and none of the bj in /?.

2.2 INTERPRETATIONS AND MODELS

The basic reason maintenance task of an RMS is to

give a suitable interpretation of the network T> =

(N,J). A two-valued interpretation I ofV is an arbi

trary subset I C N, denoting the set of nodes believed.

Since an interpretation / can be conceived as a simple

truth-assignment to propositional atoms, we will use

7(a) = t (or I |= a) iff a G /• Furthermore, 7(~ a) = t

iff 1(a) = /. For propositions tp over N containing A,

I ^ V is defined in a standard recursive way.

Note that if ip is the empty conjunction, I \= V f°r ev

ery interpretation I. An interpretation I is said to sat

is/3/ a justification J = Q A/? —► c, abbreviated I ^= j, if

I |= a A /? implies 7 ^ c. An interpretation 7 is said to

be a model of V if 7 ^= j, for every justification j G J.

Finally, 7 is said to satisfy a constraint a A /? —► J. iff

/(or A /?) = /.

In case of monotonic networks, where each justification

is of the form j = a —» c, the intended semantics of

the network V = (A*, J) is given by the minimal model

of/?. As a standard result (see [12]), we mention that

this model equals the intersection of all propositional

models of V and also can be characterized as the least

fixpoint lfp(T) of the immediate consequence operator

T :2N -* 2":

T(7) = {c | a -» c G J, I \= a}

For nonmonotonic reason maintenance the(S-valued)

stable model semantics offers a natural generalization

of the minimal model semantics:

Definition 2.1 (Gelfond 88, Elkan 90) Let V =

(N, J) be a network. Then M is a 2-valued stable

model ofV iff M is the unique minimal model of the

derived network V — (N, J(M)) where J(M) = {a —*

c\aA0 -> ceJ, A/ (=/?}. ■

It can be proven that M is a 2-valued stable model of

V iff, for every c G M, a valid and well-founded argu

ment for c can be given. That means, for every such a

c, there is a sequence (c\ , C2, - . . , c„) such that c, G M

for i = 1, 2, . . . n, c„ = c and for every c, there exists a

justification OiA/?,- —* c,- in J such that M(ati A/?i) = t

and a,- C {ci, C2, . . . ,c,_i}. Therefore, 2-valued stable

models also have been called well-founded or grounded

models.

Although the stable model semantics is an elegant gen

eralization of the minimal model semantics for mono-

tonic systems, we have some objections against this

semantics.

Intuitively, a satisfactory semantics for nonmonotonic

systems should at least be universal in the sense that

it would give a suitable meaning to every network and

unique, in the sense that not more than one meaning

is given to a network. Last but not least, we should

keep in mind that the idea of reason maintenance is

to render assistance to a reasoning system in an effec

tive way. This means that the interpretation process

should be efficient. Hence, we would require the se

mantics to be tractable.

The stable model semantics does not satisfy these re

quirements, since it is well-known that a network may

have one, more than one, or no stable model at all.

For example,

2>i = ({o,6},{~6 -a})

has a unique stable model M = {a}, while

Z>2 = ({a},{~a-a})

does not have a stable model and

2>3 = ({a,6},{~6 b})

has two stable models Afi = {a} and Mi = {6}.

Also, finding a stable model has been proven to be

NP-hard, so there is little hope for a tractable model

construction process.

The solution to these problems can be found if we are

prepared to give up the idea of a complete evaluation

of beliefs. Instead of it, we propose a partial semantics

based on three-valued logic.

2.3 THREE-VALUED

INTERPRETATIONS AND MODELS

A three-valued interpretation I of V is a tuple 7 =

(7t, If) where It and Ij are disjoint subsets of A. It is

called the true-set of 7, If the false-set. The kernel of

I, Ker(I), is the set It U If and the set of unknowns

is the set Iu = N — Ker(I). 7 as a truth-assignment

N -> {u, /, t} is defined as: 7(a) = * iff a G /(, 7(a) = /

iff a G 7/ and 7(a) = u, else. The empty interpretation

(0, 0) will be denoted as 02.

We will use two partial orderings for the set {u,f,t}

of truth-values. The truth ordering <t defined by

f <tu<tt

is used to evaluate the truth-value of wffs. The con

nective A is interpreted as the finite meet under the

<t ordering and ~ is defined by ~ t = f, ~ / = t and

~ v. = u. This gives us for these operations the inter

pretation given in Kleene's strong three-valued logic

[11,16].

We will also use <t to define the satisfaction relation

for justifications: an interpretation / is said to satisfy

a justification a A ft —► c € J iff /(a A /?) << 7(c)1,

'This is equivalent to the Lukasiewicz interpretation of

the conditional.
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where <t is the reflexive closure of <«.

Furthermore, I satisfies a constraint a A /? —»■ A. G A

iff I(a A 0)<tt.

I is said to be a three-valued model of V = (TV, J) if

I satisfies every j G J ■ Analogously, / is said to be a

three-valued model of the RMS V& iff / is a model of "D

and / satisfies every constraint in A. In the sequel, we

will use "model" to stand for "three-valued model".

Besides a truth-ordering, we also use the knowledge

ordering <j:

u <*/,«<* 1

This ordering will be used to compare partial interpre

tations and models by extending it to an ordering C/t

of partial interpretations defining

I Qk V iff 1(a) <k I' (a) for every a G N

where <t is the reflexive closure of <*. We say that I'

is the (knowledge-)extension of I. Note, that / Ct /'

implies that Ker(I) C Ker(I').

Given a set I of partial interpretations, a Ct-mznima/

interpretation is an interpretation I £l such that for

every /' G I, I' Qt / implies I Qk I''■

We will need the following operations on partial inter

pretations :

Definition 2.2 The intersection n* of two partial

interpretations I and V , denoted as /n* V , is the par

tial interpretation defined by

(I n* I')(a) = 1(a) At I'(a) for all a G N

where At is the meet under the <t ordering. ■

Partial interpretations I and /' such that / rit /' = 02

are called disjunct interpretations.

Definition 2.3 // 7 and I' are disjunct partial inter

pretations, the union of I and /', denoted as I U /',

is defined as

(I Ut I')(a) = 1(a) Vjt I'(a) for all a G N

where Vjt is the join under the <k ordering. ■

It is easy to see that both operations are well-defined

and that the following relations do hold : I Ct (/Ut /')

and (/' n» /) C* /'.

3 THE SKEPTICAL MODEL

In this section we show first that there exists a natu

ral generalization of the concept of a 2-valued stable

model to a 3-valued stable model.

Secondly, we show that this generalization gives us

back the advantages the semantics of monotonic RMS

systems have: for every RMS V there exists a unique

Cjt-minimal stable model of T>.

Finally, we will analyze the complexity of computing

such a model and show that the C*-minimal model

can be obtained in quadratic time.

For proofs of the results stated here and full details of

construction we refer to [17, 18].

To introduce the notion of a 3-valued stable model,

note that in the definition of a 2-valued stable model

M we used a set of reduced justifications J(M).

In case M = (Mj,My) is a partial interpretation for

V = (AT, J), we use two reductions of J:

1. J(M,t) = {<*-+ c|aA/? — ceJ,M(/3) = t}

2. J(M, u) = {a — c|qA/3 — cGJ, M(0) >t u}

Now we can define a 3-valued stable model as follows:

Definition 3.1 M — (Mt,Mj) is a 3-valued stable

model of V = (N,J) iff

1. Mt is the least 2-valued model of

V(M,t) = (N,J(M,t))

2. Mt U Mu is the least 2-valued model of

V(M,u) = (N,J(M,u)) ■

Clearly, this definition reduces to Definition 2.1 if

the partial interpretation is complete: in that case

Ker(M) = N, and case 1 and case 2 of the defini

tion above will coincide2.

The following results can be obtained:

Proposition 3.2 Every RMS network V has at least

one 3-valued stable model.

Proposition 3.3 The intersection of all 3-valued sta

ble models of V is a 3-valued stable model ofV.

Note that Proposition 3.3 implies that the Ct-minimal

stable model of V is a unique 3-valued stable model.

Example 3.4 Let V = (N,J), N = {a, 6} and J =

{~ a —* 6,~ b —* a). V has three stable models:

M, = ({«},{&})

M2 = ({b},{a})

M3 = (0,0)

The Ci-minimal stable model is M3 and M3 is also

equal to the fit-intersection of all stable models of V.

Remark. Note that the Ct-minimal stable model

does not always correspond to the also uniquely de

fined Cfc-minimal model of a network.

For example V = ({a}, {a —» a}) has a unique Cf

minimal model 02, but the unique Ct-minimal stable

model is (0, {a}). ■

'The definition of 3-valued stable models appearing in

[14] is completely equivalent to the definition presented

here.
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In the semantics for logic programming, the Cjt-

minimal stable model has been baptized as the well-

founded model [14]. Since this namegiving will cause a

possible confusion in reason maintenance, we propose

to call it the skeptical model.

The skeptical model offers a solution to the problems

encountered in the 2-valued stable model semantics:

• universality

By Proposition 3.2, every network has a 3-valued

stable model, hence by Proposition 3.3, the Cj-

minimal stable model also exists.

• uniqueness

The Cfr-minimal stable model is unique.

• tractability

Elsewhere ([17]) we have shown that for every net

work V = (N, J), the skeptical model can be com

puted in 0(|iV| x \T>\). More precisely, if M is

the skeptical model of V, it can be constructed in

0(\Ker(M)\ x \V\).

Since the details of this algorithm are not essential to

an understanding of the peculiarities of the model, we

have presented some of the construction ideas in the

Appendix.

In the next section, we will use the skeptical model to

offer a solution to the belief revision problem.

Remark. The skeptical model M,k of an RMS V can

be interpreted as an information minimizing model.

As an interesting property for reason maintenance it

can be shown that not only the set of all its true beliefs

is contained in the true-belief set of every stable model

of V, but also that every grounded argument for such

a belief valid in M is a grounded argument valid in

every other stable model of D. ■

stable models can be exponential in the number of

atoms.

Using a skeptical model semantics, this problem does

not arise: our first result concerns a tell-tale property

the skeptical model M,t of a basic RMS V = (N, J)

has: if M,k does not satisfy the constraints A of 2?a =

(N, J, A), no other (2- or 3-valued) stable model of V

will do. This means that, whatever method for belief

revision we will actually use, spurious belief revision

can be excluded using the skeptical model semantics.

Proposition 4.1 If M,k is the skeptical model ofV

but not a model ofV&, then V& has no 2- or 3-valued

stable model at all.

Proof. Let M,k be the skeptical model of V and

suppose Mjjt is not a model of V&. Assume, on the

contrary, that there exists a stable model M' ^ M,t

of2?A.

Since M,k is the Ct-minimal model of V and M' is a

stable model of V, M,k Qk M'. Since M,k does not

satisfy every constraint in A, there is aj G A such that

M,k(A(j)) = t. Hence, since A(j) is a conjunction of

literals,

M,k{x) = t

for every literal x G A(j).

However, since M' is a model of D^, M'(A(j)) <t t.

Hence, there exists a literal xq in A(j) such that

M'(io) <t t

Since M,k Qk M' , this implies that

M,k(x0) G{«,/}

and therefore,

Mtk(A(j)) <t t

for every such a j G A. But then M,k is also a stable

model of V&; contradiction. Therefore, such an M'

cannot exist. □

4 SKEPTICAL BELIEF REVISION

Belief revision has to be performed if the set of cur

rent beliefs does not satisfy all the constraints in A.

The 2-valued stable model semantics has some annoy

ing properties in this respect. As Elkan [6] remarks,

this semantics can induce spurious belief revision, since

the choice for one particular stable model could lead

to the ne.ed for belief revision (by DDB, for example),

although it is possible that the constraints could be

satisfied just by choosing another stable model for the

original system.

Of course, to avoid such spurious belief revision, one

could search for all possible stable models of the orig

inal network. Unfortunately, however, the problem to

find all stable models is intractable as the number of

Note that Proposition 4.1 is also useful in its contra-

positive form: If there exists a stable model of V&,

the skeptical model M,k of V is also a model of V&.

Hence, whatever other stable model we may have in

mind for V& , the skeptical model could have been cho

sen as well.

Now suppose M,k is not a model of Pa- In that case,

Proposition 4.1 shows that the only possibility is to

adapt the network itself in order to avoid inconsisten

cies.

In the next section we will discuss DDB as such an

adaptation technique, first showing that it can be re

constructed in a logical way and secondly, that the

skeptical model has some interesting properties with

respect to this reconstruction.
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4.1 A LOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION

OF DEPENDENCY DIRECTED

BACKTRACKING

As we already remarked in the introduction, belief

revision has been performed mainly by dependency-

directed backtracking (DDB), the effect of which can

be described as the addition of a set of internally gen-

erated justifications J' to the set of existing (externally

generated) justifications J.

A stable model for this extended set of justifications,

satisfying the set of constraints, will count as a solu

tion to the belief revision problem.

What is the rationale behind such a belief revision

method? Looking back at the idea of a stable model,

we see that it is closely connected to the use of the

Closed World Assumption (CWA) : unless you have

evidence for believing p, do not believe it. In a basic

RMS, the application of the CWA is harmless. If we

add constraints, however, the application of the CWA

may lead to undesirable consequences such as belief in

absurdities.

In order to avoid such contradictory beliefs, we need

to repair the effects of applying the CWA by selective

application of the dual notion of the Open World As

sumption : unless you have good reasons for believing

not p, you are allowed to believe p. As we will see, such

a selective application of the open world assumption

can be implemented by the addition of justifications

motivated by the occurrence of a contradiction.

The logical reconstruction of DDB given by Giordano

& Martelli [9] in fact can be viewed as an attempt to

implement the open world assumption by adding con-

trapositives ofjustifications to a given set J. In this pa

per they argued that, logically, the application of DDB

comes down to the addition of contrapositives ofjustifi

cations to J. For example, a justification aAb —* J. can

be seen to generate the additional arguments a —* -<b

and 6 —+ -ia in order to get rid of the contradiction.

Adding such a set of contrapositives or backward justi

fications B(J) to J may result in an extended system,

having a model that satisfies all the constraints.

Unfortunately, Giordano and Martelli based their

analysis on the 2-valued stable model semantics. We

will adapt and extend their idea to the three-valued

case.

Following [9], the set B(j) of backward justifications

for a given justification j = o A /? —► c can be defined

as

B(j) = B(j,a)UB(j,0)

where

B(j, a) = {a' A /? A ->c —► ->a \ a' = a - {a} , a € a}

and

B(j,0) = {aApA^c^b\p = l3-{~b}1 b € /?}

In these backward justifications the classical negation

operator -> will be used. To apply the stable model

machinery, these extended forms of justifications will

be compiled into a standard RMS by treating negated

atoms ->a as new positive atoms and we will add some

justifications and constraints to the RMS to preserve

the meaning of such special atoms (cf [8]).

Remark. Strictly speaking, it is not necessary to cre

ate backward justifications for all justifications j G J.

It suffices, for example, to take those justifications

whose (in)direct consequence is ±. Therefore, let us

define the set of direct ancestors Anc(c) of an element

c€ Was

Anc(c) = {a \ 3j € J[a G A(j) A C(j) = c] }

and let Anc"(c) denote the transitive closure of Anc(c).

Given a network V& = (N,J,A), as the set of back

ward justifications we can take the set

B(J) = u B(j)

In the sequel, we will assume that the set of backward

justifications has been determined relative to .Anc*(-L).

Of course, more refined definitions of B(J) are possi

ble and will be developed. ■

To preserve the meaning of ->x as the "classical" nega

tion of x, we have to add, like was done implicitly in

[9], for every such a ->x a constraint

Sz = x A ->x —* -L

to A in order to ensure that not both x and ->x can

be true.

But we also have to add, for every such a ->x, a justi

fication

j-,x = >x —► x

in order to ensure that not both x and ->x can be

false. Note that this justification is an almost direct

implementation of the Open World Assumption in a

dependency network.

Let B(J) be the union of all sets B(j), j € J U A, let

->N be a set of atoms denoting the set of classically

negated atoms occurring in B(J), and let ■/-,# be the

set of all justifications j-,x, ->x € ->N.

Then, given a network X>A = (N, J, A), we can define

the full DDB-transform B2(V£k) of T>£, as

where

B2(V*) = (N2,J2,A2)

N2 = NU^N

J2 = JU B(J) U J-,N

A2 = A U {6X | -.x G ->N]

In the literature, several varieties of DDB are de

scribed, each using a special search strategy to identify

atoms to be justified by internally generated justifica

tions.
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To take these varieties into account, we will consider

a class of DDB transforms of a given network.

Therefore, we will define the class #2(Pa) as the set

of all (sub)networks

b2(T>±) = (N',J',A')

of the full DDB transform B2(VA) = (N2, J2,A2),

where

1. J C J' C J2 contains a subset of the backward

justifications B(J) of J2.

2. N' and A' are corresponding subsets of respec

tively N2 and A2.

Every such a network 62 (Pa) represents the applica

tion of a particular DDB strategy.

Definition 4.2 M is a belief revision model ofD& if

M is a stable model of some b2(V&) € #2(Pa)-

Note that even if we fix the ddb-strategy, such a belief

revision model M does not need to be unique, since

62(1)^) may have more than one stable model.

Now we could obtain a canonical model for each par

ticular ddb-strategy by defining the skeptical model of

&2 (Pa) to be the belief revision model for that strat

egy.

A more general approach, however, is preferred. We

will show that the full DDB transform B^^D^) in a

certain sense is a canonical DDB-strategy within the

class £?2(Pa) °f strategies, since its skeptical model

(if it exists) can be used as a canonical belief revision

model.

We will call this skeptical model the strong belief re

vision model of Pa, since its canonicity does hold

with respect to the class of 2-valued stable models of

ddb systems in #2(Pa)- Moreover, this belief revi

sion model will be a 2-valued stable model, if there is

a unique 2-valued stable solution to the backtracking

problem.

Definition 4.3 The strong (skeptical) belief revi

sion model of Va., denoted as Mb3, is the skeptical

model of the full DDB-transform B2('D£k).

We claim that this model is canonical in the following

sense:

Theorem 4.4 Mb3 is an indicative model in the

sense that if B2{V&) does not have a skeptical model,

no b2(V&) G #2(Pa) Aas a belief revision model, i.e.

there are solutions to the belief revision problem only

if Mg3 exists.

Theorem 4.5 Mb2 is a minimal belief revision

model in the sense that for every 2-valued belief re

vision model M of some b2(D&), Affl,(n) <k M(n),

for every n £ N.

Before we prove these theorems, a simple lemma is

needed to show that every 2-valued model M of any

&2(Pa) £ $2(Pa) preserves the intended meaning of

->x as the classical negation of x € N. Here, as usual,

-> is defined by ->< = / and ->f = t.

Lemma 4.6 Let P = (N, J) and let M be a 2-valued

model of some ^(Pa) = (N', J', A'). Then, for every

-I* € N', M(-.i) = -.M(i).

Proof. If M{->x) = f, M(~ ->i) = t, hence

M(x) = t, since >x —* x € J' and M is a model.

If M(->x) = t, M(x) ^ t, since M satisfies the con

straint x A ->x —► -L. Hence, since M is 2-valued,

M(x) = f. a

Proof of Theorem 4.4. Let Pa = (TV, J, A) and

let M2 be a 2-valued stable model of some 62 (Pa) =

(N2,J2,A2). We construct a 2-valued interpretation

M'2 C N'2 for the full DDB-transform

52(2>a) = (^,J2,A2)

as follows:

"«*-{%&
if x € W2

if x = -iy and -iy £ N^ — N2

So M2 is a simple extension of M2 to N^- Note that

M2 is a two-valued interpretation of B2(T>&).

We will prove that M2 is a stable model of £2(Pa)-

Then, by Proposition 4.1, it follows that Mb3 exists.

By Lemma 4.6 and the construction of M2, it is easy

to see that M2 preserves the intended meaning of ->x

for every ->x € N2.

Now, let M'2' = M^n N let B2(Pa) be equal to

■B2 (Pa), except that every atom ->x is interpreted as

the formula ->x. Since M2 preserves the meaning of

->x, it follows that

M'2 is a model of #2 (Pa)

M^' is a model of 52(Pa)

By construction of M2 and M2, we have

M2 n N = M^ n N = M'2'

Since M2 is a model of ^(Pa), M2 fl N is a model

of Pa- Hence, M2C\ N must be a model of B'2(T>&)

as well, since 52(Pa) contains only justifications in

J, their logical contrapositives and 'tautologies' like

~ ~>x —► x.

Hence, M2 is a model of B2(Pa) and therefore, Ml, is

a model of B2(Pa).

The proof that M2 is also a 2-valued stable model of

B2(T>&) is easy and is left to the reader. Q

Proof of Theorem 4.5 Let M2 be a 2-valued stable

model of some 62(Pa) = (N2,J2,A2). By the con

struction given in the proof above, there exists a sta

ble model M'2 of B2(Pa)) such that M2(n) = M^(n)
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for every n £ N. By Proposition 4.1, Mb, exists and

since Mb,{ti) <* M^n) for every n E N, the theorem

follows. O

We present some illustrative examples.

Example 4.7 Consider the RMS V with the follow

ing set of justifications J:

—* switch_on

switch-on A ~broken —► light-on

-» lightjoff

and a constraint

A = { lightjon A light-ofT — 1}

The set B(J) of all backward justifications is

switch-on A -"lightjon —* broken

-ilightjon A ~broken —► -> switch-on

lightjon —► -i lightjoff

lightjoff —» -i lightjon

The following justifications are added to preserve the

meaning of the negated atoms:

~ -iswitchjon —► switchjon

'lightjon —► lightjon

~ flight joff -+ lightjoff

and, finally, three constraints have to be added:

switch-on A ->switch.on —► J.

lightjon A -"lightjon —► _L

lightjoff A -ilightjoff -♦ 1

All these sets occur in ^(^a)-

The skeptical model is

Mb, = ({switch-on,broken, lightjoff, ->lightjon},

{lightjon, ->switch.on, ->light_off} )

and shows nicely the result expected: broken is be

lieved, because otherwise the contradiction is believed.

Note that this strong belief revision model is a 2-valued

stable model of B2(T>).

Example 4.8 Consider the well-known Nixon Dia

mond:

republican A ~abrepublican —► hawk

quaker A ~abquaker —► dove

—* republican

—► quaker

hawk A dove —► J.

The skeptical model M,t of this RMS evaluates repub

lican, quaker, hawk,dove and 1. to true and the atoms

abrepublican and abquaker to false.

Since Af,i(_L) = t, we have to perform belief revision

and the resulting belief revision model is:

Mb, = ({republican,quaker}, 0)

In this case, the addition of contrapositives results in

evaluating both "ab" atoms to unknown, which, intu

itively is more acceptable than an arbitrary choice for

either making abrepublican true or abquaker true.

Example 4.9 We will show that although every 2-

valued model preserves the meaning of the atoms ->a,

the skeptical model does not necessarily do so:

let DA = (N, J, A) where AT = {a, b,c} J = {~ 6A ~

c—> a} and A = {a —* J.}. V& has no skeptical model,

so belief revision is necessary.

Now B2(V&) = (N',J\A), where

N' = N U {-a}

J' = J U {->aA ~ 6 —+ c , ->aA ~ c —♦ 6}

U{—► ->a , ~ -<a —> a}

A' = AU{->aAa — ±}

and Mb, — ({->a},0). But then Mb,{o) = u while

MB,(--a) = t.

4.2 WEAK SKEPTICAL BELIEF

REVISION

The "classical" negation operator -i for three-valued

logic is defined by -it = /,->/ = t and ->u = u. The

last example shows some defects in the skeptical belief

revision model Mb, ■ the meaning of the atoms ~>a as

the three-valued negation of a is not always preserved.

This defect, however, can be easily removed, if we

make some change in the form of the backward jus

tifications B{j).

We will change the backward justifications as follows:

Definition 4.10 Let j = aA0—*cbea justification.

The set B'(j) of all modified backward justifications of

j is defined as

B'(j) = B'(j,a)VB'(j,P)

where

B'(j, a) = {a' A /?' — ->a | a' = (a - {a}) A ->c ,

0' = Pa ~ a, a G a }

and

B'(j, 0) = {a' A & — 6 | a' = a A ->c ,

/?' = (/?-{~6})A~-6,

b€(3 }

For this modified weak belief revision form, we define

the full DDB-transform S3(I>a) and the class B3(VA)

in the same way as we did for the original DDB trans

form B(J).

First of all, it is not difficult to see that with respect to
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the set of 2-valued stable models, Z?2(Pa) an^ $3(Pa)

do not differ.

Let

•M.y(D&) = {M I M is an x-valued stable model

of some 6y(PA) € #v(Pa) }

where x,y G {2,3}.

Then we have the following result:

Proposition 4.11 Let Pa be a dependency network.

Then

Proof. Left to the reader. □

Analogously to Lemma 4.6, we can show that for

weak belief revision, every 3-valued stable model of

&s(Pa) = (N',J',A') in #3(Pa) preserves the mean

ing of ->x € N'.

Lemma 4.12 For every M G M\{V&), if M is

a 3-valued stable model of 63(Pa) = (N',J',A'),

M(-ix) = ->M(x) for every ->x G N' .

Proof We distinguish the following cases :

1. M(-ix) = /.

So M( >x) = t and therefore, since ~ ->x —► x G

J' and M is a model of P, M(x) = t.

2. M(-.*) = «.

Since M(~ ->x) = «, >x —► x G J' implies that

M(x) >t «.

Now every justification j for ->x is of the form

j = (a — {x}) A -ic A /?A ~ x —* -ix

and, since M is a minimal model, M(->x) = u

implies that M(~ x) >< u. Hence, M{x) <t u,

and therefore, A/(x) = u.

3. M(-ix) = t.

Since every justification j for -ix is of the form

j = (a — {x}) A ->c A /?A ~ x —► ->x

M(~ x) = <, so M(x) = /.

So, in every case, M(~>x) = ->M(x). D

Note that this construction makes the constraints x A

->x —► -L obsolete, since M(->x) = i implies M(x) = /

for a stable model M , without using this constraint.

Let 63(Pa) be equal to 63(X>A) = (N',J',A') except

that all constraints x A ->x —> J. have been removed

from A'. Then the following corollary is immediate:

Corollary 4.13 Let Pa be an arbitrary RMS. Then,

for every 63(Pa) G 03(Va), M is a 3-valued stable

model ofbz{T>b) iff M is a 3-valued stable model of

63(PA).

The following theorem is a main result of this paper. It

shows that the belief revision model Mb, is a straight

forward generalization of the skeptical model seman

tics and the 2-valued minimal model semantics: while

the skeptical model semantics is a C^-minimal stable

model for a given network Pa , the 3-valued weak belief

revision model A/e3 is the C*-minimal stable model for

the class of networks <B3(Pa):

Theorem 4.14 Let M be a 3-valued stable model for

some 63(Pa) = (N',J',A'). Let MBi be the skeptical

model ofB3(V±). Then, for every a G N', MB,(a) <jt

M{a).

Proof Let the full DDB-transform B3(X>a) =

(N3, J3, A3). Consider the following interpretation M'

for 53(X>a):

l(x)=(M(3) ifxGA"

M(y) ifx = ^yeN3-N'

Clearly, M' is a model of £3(Pa)- For, let x € N3 and

suppose on the contrary that there exists a justification

j G <73 such that

C(j) = x and M'(x) <t M'(A(j))

Since M is a model of 63(Pa). M is also a model of

Pa- Therefore, j^JUA. Hence,

At{j) n -.W ^ 0

We distinguish two cases.

1. If x G ->N , x = ->y for some y G N and A(j)

must contain an occurrence of ~ y. Hence,

M'(A(j)) <t M'(-y)

and by Lemma 4.12 (applied to M),

M'(A(j)) <<~ M'(y) =~ ^M{^y) = M(-y)

But then

M'(A{j)) <t -M(y) = M'(x)

contradicting the assumption that M' does not

satisfy j.

2. If x G N , A(j) must contain some atom ->y G ~>N

and j is a backward justification of some jo G

JUA.

Since j must be of the form

a A ->y A (fi — {~ x})A >x —► x

By construction of M' , Af' (->x) = ->M(x). But

then it follows immediately that M'( >x) =~

->M(x) = M(x). Since x £ N, M'{x) = M(x).

Hence, M'(At(j)) <t M'(~ ->x) <« M'(x), con

tradicting the assumption that M' does not sat

isfy j.
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So in every case, M'(j) = t, contradicting our assump

tion. Hence, M' is a model of Bs(J)&). The proof that

M' is a stable model is easy and left to the reader.

Since M' exists, by Proposition 4.1, Mb3 must exist.

Since Mb, Cj M' for every stable model M' of

B3(V^), it follows that Mbs(o) <t M(a) for every

stable model M of a ddb network 63(X>A = (AT', J\ A')

and every a € N'. D

5 SKEPTICAL BELIEF REVISION

AND BREWKA'S RATIONALITY

POSTULATES

In [1] Brewka discusses some proposals for implement

ing belief revision in truth maintenance.

His objection against the currently used dependency

directed backtracking methods is that they violate

some rather weak rationality postulates every conflict

resolution method should obey.

In his view, the main cause for this failure is a lack of

distinction between two classes ofjustifications in such

systems : the external justifications provided by some

external problem solver and the internally generated

justifications which are the result of the conflict reso

lution method. Brewka shows that such a failure can

result in a method that succeeds in producing mini

mal changes in each step but behaving inadequately

viewed over a number of steps.

Slightly adapting his terminology, Brewka stated the

following rationality postulates :

1. Rationality postulate 1

The changes performed by the RMS to remove

inconsistencies have to be minimal with respect

to a given criterion.

2. Rationality postulate 2

The belief revision model M of a DDB revision

network should be t-minimal in the sense that

there is no other DDB revision network having

a stable model M' such that M't C Mt, i.e. M

should make true a minimal number of atoms in

order to remove the inconsistency.

3. Rationality postulate S

Minimality of changes has to be determined with

respect to the external information, i.e. the ex

ternal justifications, available to the RMS.

Both skeptical models of belief revision can satisfy all

these rationality postulates :

Theorem 5.1 The skeptical belief revision models

Mbj and Mbs satisfy the rationality postulates of

Brewka w.r.t. to the corresponding class of DDB-

strategies.

Proof

• To satisfy Rationality postulate 1, it is only re

quired to state a minimality criterion. In the

ddb-belief revision strategy we could choose as a

minimum the number of justifications whose con-

trapositives are added.

With respect to the full DDB-transforms, we can

choose the set of justifications whose conclusions

occur in Anc*(±.). We know that w.r.t. the corre

sponding classes of ddb-transforms, B2CD&) and

^3(X>a) then contain the minimal number of con-

trapositives added to J, since in some cases only

these full ddb-transforms will have a belief revi

sion model.

• Mb„ for 1 = 2,3 satisfies rationality postulate

2, since by Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 4.14, if

there exists a stable belief revision model of some

bxCD&) such that Mt C (MBx)t, this implies that

(Afa,)i = Mt, since Mbx is Ct-minimal.

• To satisfy the third postulate, every time a new

external justification is added to V&. , we first com

pute the skeptical model for the new basic RMS.

If this model exists, we are done. Otherwise, since

the skeptical model does not exist, we know that

no other stable model will be found and therefore,

DDB can be performed.

□

6 COMPLEXITY ISSUES

As proved in [17], determining the skeptical model for

V can be done in 0(\N\ x \V\). Here, \V\ stands for

the size of V which is equal to

\V\ = \N\ + Xjejl(j)

where l(j) is the length of j considered as a string of

atoms and logical symbols, each atom being of a unit

length. We will abbreviate Eje//(j) by || J ||.

Given an RMS V&, determining and verifying the

skeptical model is bounded above by

0(\N\x\V*\) = 0(\N\> + \N\x\\Jl)A\\)

Determining the skeptical belief revision model means

that we have to find the skeptical model Bx(2?a) =

(NX,JX,AX), x = 2,3. Since

1. \Nm\ < 2 x \N\

2. ||J«UA,||<(|AM + 1)X||JUA||

the construction of the skeptical model Mb,, will cost

0(\Nm\3 + |AT,|x || J. U A, ||) = 0(|AT|2X||JUA|

assuming that || J U A || > 1. Roughly, this amounts

to a complexity of 0(|2>a|3)-
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7 CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced the skeptical semantics for non

monotonic truth maintenance. With respect to belief

revision problems, it turns out that irrespective of the

revision method used, the skeptical semantics has an

important advantage: spurious belief revision can be

avoided in any case.

If belief revision is necessary, we can apply different re

vision strategies. In this paper we have concentrated

on the use of dependency directed backtracking strate

gies and we have shown that the skeptical approach

can be used to obtain a canonical belief revision model.

In fact we distinguished two belief revision models, a

strong belief revision model and a weak belief revi

sion model. Both models are skeptical models of a

transformed reason maintenance system and are infor

mation minimal w.r.t. a class of stable belief revision

models. The strong belief revision model is informa

tion minimal w.r.t. all 2-valued belief revision models

occurring as the outcome of a DDB-strategy, while the

weak belief revision model is the information minimal

stable model with respect to all stable belief revision

models we can produce using DDB.
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8 APPENDIX

In this section we will give some details about the con

struction of the skeptical model. First we need some

definitions. Given a three-valued or partial interpre

tation J of a network V = (N, J), we can distinguish

two subnetworks of V induced by J :

• the network V restricted to I, denoted by T>i, con

taining only atoms occurring in Ker(7) and only

those justifications j £ J with At(j) C Ker(I).

Note that I is a 2-valued interpretation for Vj.

• the network V modulo I, denoted by T>~{ , is the

network V reduces to, given the partial interpre

tation I. It contains the remaining part of the
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network after the influence of / on the remaining

nodes of V has been taken into account.

We give the corresponding formal definitions :

Definition 8.1 The network V restricted to / is

the network Vj = (Ni,Jj), where Ni = Ker(I) and

Ji = {jeJ\ At{j) C Ker(I)} U

Definition 8.2 The network V modulo / is the net

work V-1 = (N-^J-1), where N~l = N - Ker(I)

and J-7 is the set of justifications

j' = {a-It)A(f3-Ij)-+c

for which there exists a justification j = a A/? —► c € J

such that 1(c) = u and I(a A 0) >« /. ■

The skeptical model of a basic RMS V can be shown

to be equivalent to the least fixed point of the operator

TTt> defined as :

TTV(I) = / U ( MX(V~'), N-1 - M2{V~l) )

where

• M\(V~l ) is the least 2-valued model of the mono-

tonic network 2>f ' = (N'1, Jf7) with

J-1 = {j\j = a-*c € J-1} and

• M^CD-1) is the least model of the monotonic net

work 2>J7 = (N-1, if7), with

J-1 = {a — c | o A 0 — c € J-1}

Let TTl° = 02 and TT%+i = TTv(TTlk). Then we

have :

Theorem 8.3 lfp(TTp) is the unique Qk-minimal

stable partial model ofV.

The skeptical model can be obtained very efficiently.

Note that every iteration oiTTp requires the computa

tion of two minimal models of monotonic subnetworks

ofX>.

By a result of Dowling and Gallier ([5]), such a min

imal model of a monotonic (or Horn) theory can be

found in linear time (0(|2?|)). Since N is finite and

there are at most N iterations otTTp, lfp(TTt>) can

be found in 0(\N\ x |2>|) time.
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Abstract

The key idea is that when we want to find out

whether a nonmonotonically entails p, the

background information used to determine this

does not only consist of full beliefs but also of

(defeasible) expectations. If the set of expecta

tions (including the beliefs) is regarded as an

assumed state of belief, then the problem of

nonmonotonic inference can be regarded as a

problem of belief revision since the expectations

can be defeated by the premiss a. On the basis

of this correspondence, representation theorems

from the logic of belief revision can be

translated to produce new representation results

for nonmonotonic logics. It can be shown that

the logics obtained from the expectation

semantics are closely related to those studied by

Shoham and Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor.

1 MOTIVATIONi

In this article I want to argue that different forms of

nonmonotonic inferences can be given a unified treatment

in terms of how expectations are used in reasoning. The

guiding idea is that when we try to find out whether P

follows from a, the background information that we use

for the inference does not only contain what we firmly

believe, but also information about what we expect in the

given situation. Such expectations can be expressed in

different ways: by default assumptions, statements about

what is normal or typical, etc. These expectations are not

full beliefs but defeasible in the sense that if the premise a

is in conflict with some of the expectations, we do not use

them when determining whether P follows from a.

I want to argue that expectations are the same kind of

information as 'full' beliefs; the difference is that they are

more defeasible than 'full' beliefs. This is one side of the

unified treatment of nonmonotonic reasoning. For

simplicity I shall work with a standard prepositional

language L including the classical connectives.

The expectations will be described as a set A of sentences

from the language L. We also assume that the full beliefs

are included in A, since what we believe we expect to be

true.

The key idea can be put informally as follows:

a nonmonotonically entails P iffP follows logically from

a together with as many as possible of the sentences in A

that are compatible with a.

In order to makes this more precise, we must, of course,

specify what is meant by 'as many as possible.'^ But

before we turn to technicalities, let me illustrate the gist of

the analysis by an example, 'a nonmonotonically entails

P' will be denoted a h P as usual.

Let the language L contain the following predicates:

Sx: x is a Swedish citizen

Ix: x has Italian parents

Px: x is a protestant

Assume that A contains the expectations Sx -» Px and

Sx & Ix -» -iPx.3 Since we have assumed that A is closed

'This paper reports ongoing research that I am doing in

collaboration with David Makinson. The full version will be a

joint paper.

^This idea is related to the idea of 'minimal change' within the

theory of belief revision (see Gardenfors (1988), pp. 66-68).

-'Open formulas are assumed to be logically equivalent with their

closures. I omit quantifiers, since they tend to muddle the

notation.
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under logical consequences, it also contains Sx -» -.Ix and,

of course, the logical truth Sx & Ix -» Sx. If we now learn

that a is a Swedish citizen, that is Sa, this piece of

information is consistent with A and thus we can conclude

that Sa h Pa according to the recipe above.

On the other hand, if we learn both that a is a Swedish

citizen and has Italian parents, that is, Sa & la, then this

information is inconsistent with A and so we cannot use

all expectations in A when determining which inferences

can be drawn from Sa & la. The most natural expedient is

to give up the expectation Sx -> Px and the consequence

Sx -» -ilx. The contracted set of expectations, which

contains Sx & Ix -» -iPx and its logical consequences in a

sense (to be made precise below), contains as many sen

tences as possible in A that are compatible with Sa & la.

So, by the general rule above, we have Sa & la h -iPa.

This shows that h is indeed a nonmonotonic inference

operation.

The main technical problem to be solved is to present a

more rigorous formulation of the general criterion above.

This will be the objective of Sections 2 and 5.

2 EXPECTATION INFERENCE

OPERATIONS BASED ON

MAXIMAL SUBSETS

In this paper I shall work with a language L which is based

on propositional logic. The details of L will be left open

for the time being. It will be assumed that L is closed

under boolean operators. I will use a, P, y, etc. as

variables over sentences in L. It is also convenient to

introduce the symbols T and 1 for the two sentential

constants "truth" and "falsity."

All the different expectations will be formulated in L. In

contrast to many other theories of nonmonotonic reasoning

there are thus no default rules or other additions to the

basic language that will be used to express the defeasible

forms of information.

In general we will assume that the underlying logic

includes classical propositional logic and that it is

compact. If A logically entails a, we will write this as

Aha. Where A is a set of sentences, we shall use the

notation Cn(A) for the set of all logical consequences of A,

i.e., Cn(A)= {a: A Hot}.

Several nonmonotonic inference operations will be studied.

The fact that a nonmonotonically entails P will be denoted

a h p. We will also introduce the notation C(a) for the

set of all nonmonotonic conclusions that can be drawn

from a, that is, P e C(a) iff a h p.

The set of 'expectations' will be denoted A. In the main

part of the paper it will be assumed that A is consistent

and closed under logical consequences, i.e., A = Cn(A).

The problem in focus is how to define which elements of

the set A to give up when adding a new piece of

information a that is inconsistent with A. A general idea

is to start from A and then give some recipe for choosing

which propositions to delete from A to form a subset that

does not contain a as a logical consequence. According to

the general criterion we should look at as large a subset of

A as possible.

The following notion is useful: A set D is a maximal

subset of A that fails to imply a if and only if (i) D£i,

(ii) a t D, and (iii) for any sentence P that is in A but not

in D, P -» a is in D. The last clause means that if D were

to be expanded by P it would entail a. The set of all

maximal subsets that fail to imply a will be denoted

Ala.

We now turn to a first solution to the problem of

determining when a h P holds, that is, determining when

a nonmonotonically implies p. The idea is to use the sets

in A l-i a for the construction since these sets are

consistent with a. Technically, this can be done with the

aid of a selection function S over A, such that 0 *

S(Al-.a) c. Al-ia, when Al-ia is non-empty, and

S(Al-ia) = A otherwise.

Definition 1: An expectation inference operation Ca,S is

defined, for all a e L, by the equation Ca,S(°0 =

n{Cn({a} uD):De S(Al-.a)}, where A is a non-empty

default set and S is a selection function. Ca,S is closed

when A = Cn(A).

Intuitively, when we want to determine whether a h^.S

P, that is, whether p e Ca,S(°0. we consider the 'most

relevant' maximal subset of A that fails to imply -.a

which are picked out by the selection function S. If a -> P

belongs to all of these maximal subsets, then P belongs to

Cn({a} u D) for all D in S(Al-.a) and so, by the

definition, a Ka,S P- It should be noted that expectation

inference operations are here only defined forfinite sets of

premises, which can always be replaced by their

conjunction a, which is the single formula in the

definition above.

Definition 1 proffers a wide class of inference operations

because no particular constraints are put on the selection

function. I shall now give a characterization of the class of

expectation inference operations by examining which

general conditions on inference operations they satisfy. The

conclusion of this investigation will be a representation

theorem.

3 POSTULATES FOR NONMONO

TONIC INFERENCE OPERATIONS

In this section I present some axioms for nonmonotonic

inference operations. One restriction of my presentation is

that I shall only be working with finite sets of premises in

my formulation of the axioms.

aha

(Reflexivity)

If I- a <-» P and a h y, then p K y

(Left Logical Equivalence)

If h P -> y and a K p, then a h y

(Right Weakening)
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If a h P and ahy, then a K p & y

(And)

The following rule can be used to replace the conjunction

of Right Weakening and And:

If a h Pi for all Pi e B and B h y, then a h y

(Closure)

Lemma 1: Closure is equivalent to the conjunction of

Right Weakening and And.

If a h 1, then a I- J.

(Consistency Preservation)

This condition is not considered by Kraus, Lehmann, and

Magidor (1990), but it emerges as the translation of the

postulate (K*5) for belief revision in Makinson and

Gardenfors (1990).

Ifahp.then ha->P

(Weak Conditionalization)

If k -.a and K a -> p, then a h P

(Weak Rational Monotony)

Makinson and Gardenfors (1990) translated the postulates

(K*l) - (K*8) taken from Gardenfors (1988) for belief

revision into postulates for nonmonotonic operations. The

key idea is that a statement of the form P 6 K*a, where

K*a is the revision of a belief state K by a sentence a, is

seen as a nonmonotonic inference from a to P given the

set K of sentences as background (default) information. So

the statement P e K*a for belief revision is translated into

the statement a h P for nonmonotonic logic (or into a

l~K P, if one wants to emphasize the role of the

background beliefs). It turns out that the translations of the

postulates (K*l) - (K*6) correspond precisely to Closure,

Reflexivity, Weak Conditionalization, Weak Rational

Monotony, Consistency Preservation, and Left Logical

Equivalence, respectively (see Makinson and Gardenfors

(1990), Section 4). Thus, given lemma 1, this set of

translations is equivalent to the set of postulates introduced

so far. This set will be called the basic postulates.

However, it can be shown by simple examples that from

the basic postulates one cannot derive the following

principle which has occupied a central place in the

discussion of nonmonotonic logics (Makinson 1989,

1991):

If a r- P and P I- a, then a h y iff p h y

(Cumulativity)

Cumulativity is equivalent to the conjunction of the

following two postulates which are perhaps more

perspicuous:

If a h P and a & P K y, then a h y

(Cut)

If a K p and ah-y, then a & P K y

(Cautious Monotony)

Furthermore, given Reflexivity, Cumulativity is

equivalent to the following useful postulate: *

If a h P and P h- a, then a K y iff P r- y

(Reciprocity)

The final postulates are more controversial and satisfied by

a smaller number of nonmonotonic systems/

If a K y and P K y, then a v p l~ y

(Or)

This postulate is equivalent to the following, given the

basic postulates:-*

If a & P h- y. then a h p -» y

(Conditionalization)

Conditionalization is the translation in Makinson and

Gardenfors (1990) of the postulate (K*7) for belief

revision. Weak Conditionalization is the special case when

a= T.

The following postulate is studied by Kraus, Lehmann, and

Magidor (1990) and Lehmann and Magidor (1989), and it is

equivalent to the translation in Makinson and Gardenfors

(1990) of the postulate (K*8) for belief revision:

If a k -.p and a h y then a & P h y

(Rational Monotony)

It can easily be shown that Rational Monotony and

Conditionalization together with the basic postulates entail

Cumulativity.

4 REPRESENTATION THEOREMS

FOR SELECTION FUNCTIONS

In this section it will be shown that the set of basic

postulates for nonmonotonic inference operations exactly

characterizes the class of expectation inference operations.

Theorem 1: A nonmonotonic inference operation h

satisfies Closure, Reflexivity, Weak Conditionalization,

Weak Rational Monotony, Consistency Preservation, and

Left Logical Equivalence (i.e., the set of basic postulates)

if and only if there exists a closed expectation inference

operation Ka,S such that a h P iff a I~a,S P. for all a

and p.4

In this theorem no restrictions are put on the selection

function. It shows that for nonmonotonic inference

operations based on such selection functions we can, in

general, only expect the basic postulates to be satisfied,

but, for example, not Cumulativity. A very natual

condition on a selection function is the following:

For discussions of these postulates and proofs, see Makinson

(1991).

For a survey of nonmonotonic systems and which postulates

they satisfy, see Makinson (1991).

■^See Makinson (1991) for a proof.

^Proofs of theorems and lemmas will be given in the full version

of the paper.
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(SC) IfS(A_L-,a)c Al-,pc AJ_-,a,

then S(A1-,P) = S(Al-1a)

The interpretation is that if the set of maximal subsets in

A1-.P are included in the set A±-ia and the 'preferred'

maximal subsets in Ai.-ia are all members of Al-iP, then

these are also the best in AJL-iP.

Theorem 2: A nonmonotonic inference operation r-

satisfies the set of basic postulates and Cumulativity ifand

only if there exists a closed expectation inference operation

h-A.S where S satisfies (SC) such that a h- p iff a Ka,S

P, for all a and p.

5 EXPECTATION ORDERINGS

The use of selection functions as a mechanism for

generating nonmonotonic inferences is not very

satisfactory from a computational perspective. The reason

is, first of all, that it is extremely costly to compute the

maximal subsets in Al-.a, and secondly, a functional

description of a selection function is, in general, not

available.

It would be much more natural to work with an ordering of

the sentences in A rather than with an ordering of the

maximal subsets of A. And from the epistemological

perspective it seems intuitively plausible that our

expectations about the world do not all have the same

strength. In brief, the expectations in A are all defeasible

(unless logically valid), but they exhibit varying degrees of

defeasibility.

When determining whether a nonmonotonically entails P,

the different degrees of expectation among the sentences in

A can then be used to determine which sentences to give

up from A when a is inconsistent with A.

In order to make this idea more precise, I shall now assume

that there is an ordering < of the sentences in L.* 'a < P'

should be interpreted as 'a is less expected than p'. 'a < p'

will be written as an abbreviation for 'not P < a' and

'a = P' is an abbreviation for 'a < P and P < a'. The

relation < will be assumed to satisfy certain constraints.

The constraints to be presented here are exact parallells of

the postulates (EE1) - (EE5) for epistemic entrenchment

presented in Gardenfors (1988).

(El) If a < P and P < v, then a < 7

(Transitivity)

(E2) If a h p, then a < p

(Dominance)

(E3) For any a and p, a < a & P or p < a & P

(Conjunctiveness)

(E4) If A is consistent, a <t Cn(A) iff a < P for all P

(Minimality)

(E5) P < a for all p, only if h a

(Maximality)

Lemma 2: (El) - (E3) implies that <, is connected, that is,

a < p or P < a for all a and p.

Let us now return to how the ordering < can be used to

determine when a nonmonotonically imples p. According

to the general recipe of this paper, a r~ P means p follows

from a together with as many of the expectations in A as

possible that are compatible with a. A first attempt is to

use a direct translation of the corresponding condition for

contraction functions in Gardenfors and Makinson (1988).

This leads, more or less directly, to the following criterion:

(CK) ahp iff -.a -» p < a -> p or h -^a.

However, David Makinson has shown that the following

much more intuitive definition will give equivalent results:

Definition 2: K is an expectation-based nonmonotonic

inference relation iff there is a consistent set A and an

ordering < satisfying (El) - (E5) such that the following

condition holds:

(Ch) ahpiffpe Cn({a} u {p:-,a<p})

The idea behind the condition (Ch) is that when

determining whether a h P, one looks at what follows

from a together with the class of sentences in A that are

more expected than -«.

It can now be shown that an expectation-based nonmono

tonic inference relation defined by (Ch-) can be

characterized in a very strong way:

Theorem 3: h is an expectation-based nonmonotonic

inference relation if and only if h satisfies the basic

postulates together with Distribution and Rational

Monotony.

The interpretation of the strong part of this theorem is that

if you believe that basic postulates together with

Distribution and Rational Monotony are reasonable for a

nonmonotonic inference relation h , then there will exist

an underlying expectation relation < of the sentences of L,

satisfying (El) - (E5), that will generate exactly the

inference relation h.

6 RELATIONS TO PREFERENTIAL

MODELS

I want to show in this section that there is a very close

correspondence between expectation orderings and

preferential models in the style of Shoham (1988).

Let us introduce a variant of Shoham's preferential models.

For the definition, let M be the set of all maximal

consistent subsets of L, i.e., the set of models, lal denotes

the set of models where a is true, i.e., x e lal iff a e x.

Similarly, if T is a set of sentences, in denotes the set of

models where all sentences in r are true.

'Another way of generating expectations underlying

nonmonotonic inferences is presented in Balkenius and

Gardenfors (1991).
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Definition 3: A preferential model W is a pair <3, A>,

where A is a consistent set of sentences and ^ is a relation

on M satisfying the following postulates:

(PI) 3 is transitive

(P2) ^ is connected

(P3) If led * 0, then {x e led: x 3 y for all y e led} * 0

(P4) xe Mis :< -minimal iff x € IAI

The main difference between Shoham's models and the

ones presented here is that he only assumes that < is a

partial order, while I assume modularity as well, which

means that 3 is connected. Note that the smoothness

condition in Definition 3.8 of Kraus, Lehmann, and

Magidor (1990) follows from (P3'). However, it should be

noted that I nowhere need the distinction between states and

worlds that complicates the structure of their models.

Let us denote the set {x e lal: x 3 y for all ye led} by

p(a). This is the set of most preferred a-models.

Definition 4: h-p is a preferential nonmonotonic inference

relation iff there is a preferential model W with a

consistent set A and an ordering ^ satisfying (PI) - (P4)

such that the following condition holds:

(Op) a hp P iff x e p for all x e p(ct).

Before stating the connections between A-preferential

models and expectation-based nonmonotonic inference

relations, let me introduce three very useful notions:

Firstly, a set T of sentences is a cut of an expectation

ordering < iff p e T whenever a e T and a < p, for all a

and p. It follows from the postulates ((E4) and (E5) in

particular) that the largest cut is the set L, the second

largest is Cn(A) and the smallest is the set of all logical

truths.

By (E2) and (El) it follows that cuts are closed under

logical consequences. Furthermore, the connectivity of <

entails that cuts are nested, i.e., for any cuts r and L,

either rcioricr. Given this, it is easy to show that

the set of cuts are closed under intersections and unions. By

using the crucial property (E3), we can also prove:

Lemma 3: for any cut T and any sentence a, a e T iff ID

Clal.

Secondly, let Tot be the union of all cuts r such that -.a

e r. Since cuts are closed under unions, Ta is itself a cut

such that -.a « ra and hence by the lemma above iral £

l-icd. Furthermore, if not I—.a, then ra * 0.

Thirdly, if lal * 0, put c(a) = {z € M: z 3 x for all x e

p(oc)}. An equivalent definition is c(a) =(ze M: z ^ x

for all x € lal}. When lal = 0, we define c(a) = 0.

I now turn to the connections between the two kinds of

ordering. We first show how to turn an expectation

ordering into a preferential model. To accomplish this we

need a definition of 3 in terms of <:

(Def i) x i y iff for all cuts T, if y 6 in, then x e in

Lemma 4: If the ordering 3 of M is defined by (Def i),

then c(a) = ITal.

Corollary: For all a and p, c(a) c c(P) or c(P) c c(a).

Theorem 4: Let < be an expectation ordering satisfying

(El) - (E5). Then the ordering 3 of M defined by (Def i),

is a preference ordering satisfying (PI) - (P4). Furthermore,

the preferential nonmonotonic inference relation generated

from ^ is identical with the expectation-based

nonmonotonic inference relation generated from <.

We next turn to the converse problem, that of using a

presential model to construct an expectation ordering. The

appropriate definition of < in terms of ^ is the following:

(Def<) a< piffc(-,a)Cc(-,p)

Theorem 5: Let ^ be an preference ordering satisfying (PI)

- (P4). Then the ordering < of L defined by (Def <) is an

expectation ordering satisfying (El) - (E5). Furthermore,

the expectation-based nonmonotonic inference relation

generated from < is identical with the preferential

nonmonotonic inference relation generated from ^.

By combining these results with Theorem 3, we obtain the

following:

Corollary: K is a preferential nonmonotonic inference

relation iffb- satisfies the basic postulates together with

Distribution and Rational Monotony.
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Implemented Knowledge Representation and Reasoning Systems:

An Endangered Species?

(Extended Abstract of Invited Talk)

Charles Rich

Artificial Intelligence Laboratory

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, MA 02139

On March 26-28, 1991, a group of system implemen-

tors, users, and theoreticians (not disjoint categories)

will meet as part of the AAAI Spring Symposium

Series to discuss the role of implemented systems in

knowledge representation and reasoning research. A

total of twenty-two implemented systems will be rep

resented at the workshop (see Table 1).

The motivation for this meeting is the feeling, at least

on the part of the organizers, that there is a present

and growing divergence in the field between theoreti

cal work and system building. In particular, the trend

in current published work seems to greatly favor the

purely theoretical analysis of unimplemented formal

systems. This is a serious problem for the field in the

long run because, as in any science, theory is most

productive when it advances hand in hand with im

plementation, experimentation, and practice.

The root of the problem, we feel, is the lack of a

paradigm (in the sense of (Kuhn, 1972)) that connects

theory and experiment. (Perhaps Cohen's (1991) ter

minology, "models and systems," is more appropriate

to our field). In the absence of a codependence be

tween these two kinds of work, the purely theoreti

cal investigations will always predominate because the

implementation of systems is so much more costly in

terms of both human and computer resources.

We hope this workshop will help us begin to forge

such a paradigm. One of the key purposes of a sci

entific paradigm is to define what what constitutes a

"result." A shared paradigm is necessary to allow re

searchers to communicate effectively with each other,

evaluate progress, and build on each other's work. The

direction our thinking in this regard is reflected in Ta

ble 2, which is a list of questions that each system

implementor will be asked to answer.

Finally, it is worth observing that the methodological

tension we describe here is also being felt more broadly

in the AI research community (see Cohen, 1991).
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Table 1: Systems Represented at the Workshop

System Affiliation

RHET U . of Rochester

KRIS DFKI, Germany

KING KONG MITRE

LILOG IBM, Germany

IMMORTAL U. of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

ALGERNON U. of Texas, Austin

KRS U. of Calgary

MVL Stanford U.

ITL LADSEB-CNR, Italy

SB-ONE U. Saarbrucken

TELOS U. Toronto

CYCL MCC

LOOM USC/ISI

K-REP IBM, New York

ONTIC MIT

JOSIE Price Waterhouse

CLASSIC AT&T Bell Labs

BACK TU, Berlin

CAKE MIT

SNEPS SUNY, Buffalo

JOSHUA Symbolics

EPIKIT Epistemics
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Table 2: Questions to Ask about an Implemented System

Why, Why, Why, . . .

• What was the motivation for building the system?

If there is more than one motivation, can you pri

oritize them?

• Did you consider building on or adapting another

system as an alternative to building one from

scratch? If so, which other systems did you con

sider, why did you consider each one, and what

was your conclusion in each case?

What's It Good For?

• Is the system intended to be used for some ap

plication? If so, can you characterize the kinds

of problems it is intended to be used for indepen

dently of the system?

• Is there a target user community? What has been

your interaction with that community?

How Does It Measure Up?

• Generally speaking, to what degree do you feel

the system has achieved the goals that motivated

it?

• What properties (if any) of the system do you

measure or formally evaluate in any way? For

example, do you have some measure of system

performance?

• Do you have some standard examples that you

use in working on the system? How did you come

up with them? How do you use them? Would

they be appropriate for other systems? If not,

why not?

• What other systems does it make sense to com

pare the system with and, in each case, what kind

of comparison is appropriate?

Models and Predictions

• Do you use any formal models of either the system

behavior or the problems it solves? If so, please

describe them briefly.

• Can you predict, using one of the models above,

how certain design changes will affect the behavior

of the system? If so, please give a few examples.

• Can you predict, using one of the models above,

how system performance will be affected by cer

tain variations in the problem space? If so, please

give a few examples.

• Can you identify one or more algorithms that are

central to the operation of the system? If so,

please describe them briefly. Are any of these al

gorithms novel?

Report from the Trenches

• What parts or aspects of the system have con

sumed the most implementation resources?

• Are there parts of the system implementation that

failed to behave properly and were subsequently

discarded (or kept)? If so, describe them briefly

along with why they failed.

• What parts of the system needed to be optimized?

Why? How did you find out?

• Did you explicitly explore engineering tradeoffs in

any parts of the system design, such as time versus

space? If so, describe them briefly.

• What implementation foundation (e.g., program

ming language) did you choose? Why? Did you

consider alternatives and choose based on some

technical differentiation (if so, what was it)?

Lessons Learned

• What aspects of the system are you most proud

of and would you insist on doing just the same

way the next time?

• Do you have any advice for those building simi

lar systems regarding what not to do? What de

sign decisions would you make differently? (Try

to rank these in order of importance and impact.)

Publish or Perish

• Have you published any papers about the system?

If so, in what conferences and/or journals? If

not, have you submitted papers and had them

rejected? If so, to what conferences and/or jour

nals? Why were they rejected?

• Can you cite any published papers in AI or else

where in computer science that you feel are role

models for how to write a good paper about an

implemented knowledge representation and rea

soning system? Please suggest both conference

and journal papers (if you know of any).

• What types or groups of people do you think

would or should be interested in the system, and

why? In particular, what benefit do you think the

system could be to people other than those who

might actually use it?
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Abstract

There is a growing sense (at least in

some quarters) that the longstanding goal

of large knowledge bases is now within

reach. However, even among the opti

mists, there are differing views about the

key technical and non-technical issues that

must be addressed if we are to achieve

large knowledge bases. This panel will ex

plore some of the opinions, concentrating

on various views of the knowledge repre

sentation problems and the various pro

posed research approaches to their solu

tion.

Large scale knowledge bases have been a goal of

AI for many years (probably since the inception of the

field). For one thing, if an AI system is to perform

a significant task such as understanding a substantial

subset of natural language or acting autonomously

in a real world context, it requires a large amount

of knowledge. Also, there is the dream of "national

knowledge bases" to be built and shared by a large

community of practitioners (say, engineers or doc

tors). Another version is the enterprise-wide, or even

project-wide, knowledge base to support decision mak

ing by various stakeholders with different interests

and different expertise.

These visions place the knowledge in varying roles:

as a repository of problem solving know-how in which

the right information is located and used; as an inte

gral record that supports reasoning about the current

set of decisions that have been made about some

thing; as a medium of communication, a common set

of terms and policies, to be used by people cooperat

ing to solve a problem; and so on.

No matter what the envisioned role for large knowl

edge bases, there are some important and difficult is

sues to be addressed: technical (how to build, access,

and maintain large scale knowledge bases), sociolog

ical (who builds the knowledge base, and who has

access to it? how will the effort to build large scale

knowledge bases affect knowledge representation re

search as a whole?), legal (how will intellectual prop

erty rights be handled?), and so on.

At least some of the technical issues involved in

large knowledge bases are clear:

• Constructing large knowledge bases will require

a sustained effort, probably by many people,

over a long period of time. There must be some

automatic means (or at least some very effec

tive guidance) for accumulating the knowledge,

i.e., taking knowledge provided in incomplete

"pieces" and fitting it into the framework of ex

isting knowledge.

• Using large knowledge bases, by people or pro

grams, requires some concept of indexing, i.e., a

means to find relevant knowledge without hav

ing to examine in it detail.

Other issues are of course equally "clear", but the the

central point is that sharing knowledge is essential to

the construction and use of large knowledge bases.
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Interest in shared knowledge bases has recently in

tensified due to advances in knowledge representation

technology, the high visibility of the Cyc experiment

at MCC, and widespread recognition that the current

piecemeal approach to building knowledge bases is a

barrier to further advances in some important areas

of AI.

Some of the knowledge representation community

see the technical issues of knowledge sharing as being

at the heart of knowledge representation research. A

growing number of researchers now believe that they

see a path toward large scale knowledge sharing. To

some extent, though, different researchers see differ

ent paths.

Some believe that there is currently (or soon will

be) significant bodies of knowledge worth sharing,

but that this knowledge is "trapped" in idiosyncratic

knowledge representation systems used only by small

groups (usually their developers). Therefore, the pri

mary emphasis should be on opening the commu

nication channels - developing knowledge represen

tation formalisms capable of communicating knowl

edge among different knowledge representation sys

tems. Others believe that sharable bodies of knowl

edge have yet to be built, and that in order to to share

knowledge, it must be built to be sharable in the first

place. The primary emphasis should be on designing

and representing sharable knowledge structures: for

malisms for making explicit the assumptions that un

derlie the content and organization of the knowledge

base, and mechanisms to continually determine and

enforce the ramifications of changes to the knowledge

base with respect to these assumptions. Still others

see an intimate coupling between the knowledge rep

resentation and the use for which it is intended. The

primary emphasis should be on analyzing the knowl

edge in terms of task dependencies, and "packaging"

the knowledge along with its task dependent reason

ing mechanisms in order to make it usefully sharable.

This panel will explore these (and other) techni

cal issues relevant to achieving large scale knowledge

sharing, focusing on the following questions:

To what extent is achieving large scale

knowledge sharing a knowledge represen

tation problem? Do we have the required

knowledge representation technology? If

not, what are the major areas requiring

advance?
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1 HYPERKNOWLEDGE

We discuss an infrastructure for integrating AI software at

the knowledge level, independent of particular implemen

tations, which we call "HyperKnowledge": a means for de

scribing, connecting and reusing knowledge-base compo

nents. Currently knowledge is expressed and communi

cated in written notation or through human communica

tion, but its use by others requires an activity of human

assimilation, adaptation and transfer into a new setting.

Communicating knowledge by means of HyperKnow

ledge, would allow knowledge to be directly applicable by

others, to be extended and modified to adapt it to specific

needs, and to be further communicated and linked with

other knowledge.

A significant step forward in knowledge base technology

is required that hinges upon the establishment of

standards.

HyperKnowledge technology would support the creation

and maintenance of shared knowledge bases synergistically

integrated with software components within conventional

systems:

1. it will provide rich, easily inspected sources of

information that serve the functions of books and

libraries but are more flexible, more easily updates,

and easier to query;

2. it will enable the construction and marketing of pre

packaged knowledge services, allowing users to

invoke, rent or buy services;

3. it will make it possible for end-users to create large

systems attuned to their needs, constructing them and

assembling them from reusable components.

HyperKnowledge systems would promote sharing and

reuse of accumulated knowledge through mechanisms like:

1 . libraries of multiple layers of reusable knowledge

bases which can be either incorporated into software

or consulted at execution time;

2. availability of standardized knowledge representation

systems and means for translation between them;

3. tools and methodologies allowing developers to find

and utilize both contents of those libraries useful to

their needs, and pre-existing services built on those

libraries complemented, by tools allowing developers

to offer back their work for inclusion into the

libraries.

2 TECHNICAL GOALS

The fundamental goal of widening the applicability of

knowledge base techniques can be achieved through

mechanisms which allow:

1 . to construct sharable knowledge bases and reusable

knowledge components;

2. to embed knowledge bases into larger software

systems.

To achieve these goals, a technology must be developed

which:

• offers libraries of reusable ontologies, consisting of:

(1) formal definitions of the terms which can be used

to model a domain or class of domains; and (2)

assertions governing the requirements and constraints

for creating valid models within a domain by

combining and relating terms and term instances.

• offers powerful, expressive, and efficient interpreters

and compilers for knowledge representation systems,

in which those ontologies are embedded.

• provides system builders with tools for translating

between alternative representation systems, enabling

them to create efficient, optimized systems by

making choices about alternative implementations.

embeds those interpreters and compilers in

architectures that support complete interoperability

not just between multiple knowledge-based systems,

but also with conventional software systems.

3 KNOWLEDGE MODELS

In the area of databases, several competing database mod

els exist: relational, entity-relationship, object-oriented.

Each model describes in abstract terms the structure and

the operations supported by the database system. In the re
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lational database model, for instance, mathematical rela

tions constitute the data model, projections and joins on

relations are among the operations which constitute the

functional interface to the database system, and finally the

relational calculus is the query language used to express

what information to derive or retrieve. It was only after

the development of formal database model that relational

database technology become of widespread use. Different

implementations of the same model became available

form different sources and could be compared and compete

with each another. An Abstract Knowledge Model is

essential to achieve similar effects of improving the abil

ity of users to understand and contrast both differing mod

els and differing implementations within the same model.

A knowledge model will consist of:

1 . Knowledge Representation Model

2. Functional Library

3 . Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language

For instance, in the case of term subsumption languages,

the representational model consists of the structure of the

terms, and their interconnection in the subsumption

hierarchy. The functional specification consists in a series

of operations, for instance to navigate through the

subsumption hierarchy, to create new terms, to classify

terms. The knowledge query language consists in a

notation for expressing problems to the knowledge base.

An abstract knowledge representation model is important

to improve the understanding of the model, its capabilities

and limitations. Such model can focus research so as to

develop helpful theoretical results providing insight, for

instance on problems of complexity, tractability, and

expressive power. Alternative implementations can be

compared with respect to how well they support the

functionalities of a model.

The primitives of the functional library provide support

for knowledge representation services such as: stora

ge/retrieval, unification/matching, propagation/mapping,

navigation, and concomitant views.

The functional library would not be tied to any specific

programming language, but language bindings should be

provided for major programming languages. Specifying

the primitives not as procedures but as a network protocol

would be a solution that would fit quite well with a

client/server view of a knowledge base system.

The Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language is a

way to express interrogations to the Knowledge Base in a

declarative way, leaving to the implementation to decide

which operations are necessary.

4 SHARED ONTOLOGIES

Ontologies are ways of modelling the world, embodied by

representational vocabulary and semantics for what makes

sense to say in the vocabulary. Fostering the sharing of

ontologies is foremost to the integration of knowledge

base systems. To achieve this, three things are needed:

(1) creation of a public-domain set of common

ontologies, knowledge bases built from those

ontologies, and example applications built from those

knowledge bases;

(2) creation of a set of tools for inspecting, using, and

extending ontologies and knowledge bases;

(3) establishment of a public clearing-house for

accumulation and dissemination of ontologies,

knowledge bases, and tools, as well as for their on

going support and maintenance.

5 TRANSFERABILITY

This concerns the possibility of transferring knowledge

developed in a KB system to another. Each system works

in its own way, but an external representation format is

specified that each system can input and output. This

interchange format will take the form of a full declarative

language, like the proposed "Interlingua". Interlingua will

have to be highly expressive in order to be capable of

capturing the content of arbitrary representation languages,

and will need a well-defined formal semantics in order to

support translation.

6 INTEROPERABILITY

This concerns the possibility of directly invoking some

service from a KB system and vice-versa. It assumes the

possibility of (remote) procedure calls with transfer of data

in their directly manipulatable internal representation.

This is essential to allow developers of KB systems to

produce packages or libraries which can be directly used or

incorporated into the application, in as much as a

statistical package or a graphical library can be linked and

used by someone else.

So far, KB research has generally been based on program

ming languages whose traditional implementations lim

ited the interaction with other languages, ruling out the

possibility of building knowledge components which

could be made available for embedding into other systems.

For example, symbolic algebra systems, incorporating

large amounts of knowledge about mathematics, could

only be used as standalone systems, not as pieces to be

assembled with other pieces. Similarly, one could imag

ine developing and making available packages for theorem

proving, equation solving, program transformation, natu

ral language processing, temporal reasoning and planning.

Technical solutions to the interoperability problem are

now available: networking protocols for remote services

or Common Runtime Support for programming lan

guages.
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The encoding of knowledge as data is an important

first step toward widespread knowledge sharing. How

ever, there are many ways in which this encoding can

be done; and, if our programs are to share knowledge

effectively, they must agree on this encoding.

One way to ensure this agreement is for us all, in

writing our programs, to use a single knowledge repre

sentation system. In this way, we eliminate implemen-

tational differences and thereby facilitate the process

of knowledge sharing. But which system should we

use? If we choose one with an expressively limited

language (such as primitive frames, slots, and values),

we get computational efficiency, but we may be forced

to go outside of the language to express certain types

of knowledge (e.g. to encode the axiom of transitiv

ity). If we choose a knowledge representation system

with a general language (such as full first-order pred

icate calculus), we get expressiveness but only at the

cost of computational overhead.

An alternative to this approach is to use different

representations for different purposes but to agree on

one (and exactly one) language for knowledge inter

change. For internal storage and processing, we use

structures, arrays, property lists, whatever we find

convenient. For knowledge interchange, we use a gen

eral interlingua that permits the encoding of knowl

edge of different types. By providing encoders and

decoders for this language, we make the knowledge

in our programs available to other programs without

requiring that those other programs conform to our

idiosyncratic knowledge representation choices.

In March of 1990, DARPA sponsored a workshop in

Santa Barbara aimed at investigating the possibilities

of large-scale knowledge sharing. Despite the diver

sity of the attendees, the group came up with the be

ginnings of an agreeable knowledge transmission lan

guage.

Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF) is a formal

language for the interchange of knowledge among dis

parate computer programs (written by different pro

grammers, at different times, in different languages,

and so forth). The language is a prefix form of

predicate calculus augmented with quote and level-

switching functions. There is a preliminary lexicon

of common concepts. And there are procedures for

expanding this lexicon.

KIF is not intended as a primary language for in

teraction with human users (though it can be used for

this purpose). Different programs can interact with

their users in whatever forms are most appropriate to

their applications (for example frames, graphs, charts,

tables, diagrams, natural language, etc.).

KIF is also not a standard for the internal repre

sentation of knowledge within computer programs or

within closely related sets of programs (though it can

be used for this purpose as well). Typically, when a

program reads a database in KIF, it converts the data

into its own internal form (specialized pointer struc

tures, arrays, etc.). All computation is done using

these internal forms. When the program needs to com

municate with another program, it maps its internal

data structures into KIF.

The purpose of KIF is roughly analogous to that

of Postscript. Postscript is commonly used by text

and graphics formatting programs in communicating

information about documents to printers. Although

it is not as efficient as a specialized representation

for documents and not as perspicuous as a special

ized what-you-see-is-what-you-get display, Postscript

is a programmer-readable representation that facili

tates the independent development of formatting pro

grams and printers. While KIF is not as efficient as

a specialized representation for knowledge nor as per

spicuous as a specialized display (when printed in its
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list form), it too is a programmer-readable standard

and thereby facilitates the independent development

of knowledge-manipulation programs.

The design of KIF satisfies the following rigorously

evaluable criteria.

1. The language has descriptive semantics. It is pos

sible to understand the meaning of expressions in

the language without appeal to a procedure for

manipulating those expressions. In this way, KIF

differs from other languages that are based on pro

cedural interpreters, such as Emycin and Prolog.

(Note that this does not preclude the description

of procedures within the language. In traditional

programming languages, the description of a pro

cedure is also a prescription for its use. In KIF, it

is just a description. A program reading a such a

description can choose to execute the procedure,

to verify its functionality, to compute its running

time, etc.).

2. The language is logically comprehensive - it pro

vides for the expression of arbitrary sentences in

nth-order predicate calculus. In this way, it dif

fers from relational database languages (many of

which are confined to ground atomic sentences)

and Prolog-like languages (that are confined to

Horn clauses).

3. The language is self-descriptive. It is possible

describe the syntax and semantics of the lan

guage within the language itself. This allows the

user to make all knowledge representation deci

sions explicit and permits the user to introduce

new knowledge representation constructs without

changing the language standard.

In addition to these hard criteria, KIF is designed

to maximize in a joint fashion the following somewhat

softer measures as well (to the extent possible while

satisfying the preceding criteria).

1. Readability. Although the language is not in

tended as a language for interaction with humans,

it can be "read" by human programmers.

2. Translatability. The language is an efficient for

malism for communication, i.e. it does not con

sume an inordinate amount of space and it does

not take an inordinate amount of time to encode

or decode knowledge bases.

3. Tractability. Although the language is not in

tended for use within programs, it can be used

by programs, if so desired, with at most logarith

mic slowdown over specialized representations.

Unfortunately, the existence of a standard knowl

edge transmission language solves only a part of the

problem of knowledge interchange. The knowledge en

coded in one program, even when translated to KIF, is

likely to be in a form best suited to the task of that pro

gram and the knowledge representation system it uses.

Converting this knowledge for use on a different task

or in a different knowledge representation system is

likely to require great (and possibly prohibitive) cost.

As an example of the difficulties of putting knowl

edge to work on a new task, consider the job of build

ing a diagnostician for a specific computer, given a

knowledge base developed for simulation. While we

can probably do this job by applying a model-driven

diagnostican to the knowledge base, the resulting pro

gram is likely to be inefficient. In order to get accept

able efficiency, we might first need to reformulate the

knowledge - e.g. into a set of diagnostic condition-

action rules. Such rules can be expressed in KIF, but

the use of KIF does not trivialize their derivation.

As an example of the difficulties of using a new

knowledge representation system, consider the job of

moving a knowledge base from a theorem-proving sys

tem to a frame-based system like Classic. The theorem

prover's knowledge base might implicitly define a class

hierarchy, and this is just what we need to exploit the

classification mechanisms of Classic. However, the ax

ioms might be spread around in a way that makes the

derivation of the class hierarchy very difficult.

(It is worth noting that similar problems would arise

even if we were to use a single knowledge representa

tion system. We would still have difficulties transform

ing knowledge for use on new tasks. And we would

still have difficulties transforming knowledge into the

appropriate form when merging disparate knowledge

bases for the same knowledge representation system.)

Despite these problems, the development and use of

a good knowledge interchange format is a worthwhile

activity. It allows us to get multiple knowledge bases

into a single language; and it allows us to write axioms

relating the concepts used in those knowledge bases.

As a result, we can begin practical knowledge inter

change today - by reading the knowledge bases our

selves, by semi-automatically transforming them into

more useful forms, by submitting the axioms to general

reasoning programs to create new programs with the

same functionality as the originals (though perhaps

with less efficiency). And, of course, there is value

for tomorrow as well. The existence of difficult but

clearly stated knowledge transformation problems will

provide the data to help researchers design newer and

better knowledge interchange technology.
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Research and development in AI is impeded by an in

ability to share and reuse knowledge bases. The ex

pense of building serious knowledge bases and the lack

of means to exchange them with colleagues makes it

difficult to generate, evaluate, and build on research

results which depend on "domain theories" or "back

ground knowledge." Similarly, commercial systems de

velopment is hampered by the lack of interoperability

among tools based on different knowledge representa

tions, and the lack of mechanisms for accumulating

libraries of reusable knowledge.

Today's knowledge systems are isolated monoliths

characterized by high internal coupling (e.g., among

ground domain facts, procedures, terminology, axioms,

and idiosyncratic ways of modelling the world) and a

lack of external coupling interfaces that would enable

the developer to reuse software tools and knowledge

bases as modular components. The only practical way

to "share" or "reuse" an existing knowledge base is

to adopt the entire representation and programming

environment of the existing KB.

What can be done to enable the accumulation, sharing,

and reuse of knowledge bases? A proven software en

gineering approach is to decompose the monolithic sys

tem into reusable building blocks at modular bound

aries. Three important decomposition techniques are

already found in the AI methodology for building soft

ware systems:

• Separate knowledge from programs with a declar

ative knowledge representation language.

• Identify general classes and relations underlying

application-specific facts, and organize knowledge

to enable inheritance from these constructs.

• Characterize general problem solving tasks (e.g.,

classification) and classes of inference (e.g., sub-

sumption), and design corresponding methods

and algorithms.

Although they help, these techniques are insufficient

to support sharability because the problem remains

underconstrained. There are many ways to formalize

declarative knowledge, organize class and relation hi

erarchies, and characterize tasks and inferences. To

achieve sharable, reusable knowledge bases we also

need to:

• Specify a canonical form for declarative knowl

edge: a representation language with a stan

dard syntax and semantics (for operators such as

A, V,->,^-,3). A proposal for such a language is

described elsewhere [Genesereth, 1991].

• Define common ontologies: vocabularies of rep

resentational terms—classes, relations, functions,

object constants—with agreed-upon definitions,

in the form of human readable text and machine-

enforceable, declarative constraints on their well-

formed use. Definitions may include restrictions

on domains and ranges, placement in subsump-

tion hierarchies, class-wide facts inherited to in

stances, and other axioms.

The purpose of this strategy is to enable the "liter

ary" publication and exchange of formally-represented

knowledge.1 The canonical form provides the linguis

tic foundation, drawing a level boundary that factors

out differences in notation among knowledge bases.

Ontologies capture reusable intellectual content of a

representation effort—the choices about classes and

relations that are potentially relevant for describing a

domain or performing a task. Each ontology embodies

a set of ontological commitments in a form that en

ables one to build knowledge bases and tools based on

those same commitments. Given a common language

and vocabulary, one can build knowledge bases that

instantiate and specialize the shared classes and rela

tions. The instantiations and specializations of the on

tologies carry application-specific information. Thus,

the role of ontologies is to specify a modular coupling

among bodies of knowledge and the tools that oper

ate on them, serving as knowledge-level protocols for

input, output, and communication.

'Recent activities along these lines are described in

[Gruber, 1990] and [Neches, 1991].
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The aim is to build libraries of shared, reusable knowl

edge. If the specification of a standard declarative

language is like a grammar of English, ontologies are

reference works akin to dictionaries. Libraries could

contain "off-the-shelf knowledge-based tools that per

form well-defined tasks such as varieties of simulation,

diagnosis, etc. Ontologies specify the terms by which a

tool user writes the "domain knowledge" for the tool,

such as the equation models that drive a simulation

or the components and failure mode descriptions used

by the diagnostic engine. A knowledge library could

also contain reusable fragments of domain knowledge,

such as component models (e.g., of transistors, gears,

valves) that can be composed to produce device models

(e.g., of amplifiers, servo mechanisms, and hydraulic

systems). Ontologies define various ways of modelling

electrical, mechanical, and fluid flow mechanisms that

make such reusable component libraries possible.

Like reusable software, knowledge bases have to be de

signed for sharability, organized by ontologies designed

to support reuse. Mechanical translation of existing

knowledge bases is no panacea; the reusable content

of a knowledge base must be teased out and formu

lated to minimize hidden assumptions. The defined

terms in ontologies identify and deliver the product

of the representation effort, which is reused when the

terms are instantiated in new applications. Note that

the leverage does not come from reusing entire knowl

edge bases, filled with millions of ground facts about

a broad domain of discourse (c.f. [Lenat and Guha,

1990]). Knowledge-based systems will always require

application-specific knowledge, and no effort could

hope to anticipate all possible content. The lever

age comes from applying the ontologies that embody

the representational choices underlying such knowl

edge bases in the design and construction of similar

knowledge bases for different institutions and domains.

Making such ontologies explicit and public can create a

market for tools designed to operate on domain knowl

edge represented using a well-defined, agreed-upon vo

cabulary.

What are the technical problems in designing a com

mon ontology? Space permits only an incomplete enu

meration.

• What information about terms is most critical for

supporting sharability? The names? Textual def

initions? Type, arity, and argument restrictions?

Arbitrary axioms?

• How can we achieve group consensus on "what

to represent" when participating researchers have

commitments to different tasks, representation

tools, and domains? How can one describe as

sumptions and purposes of a particular ontology?

• How can one capture and use design rationale for

representation (ontology) design?

• What kinds of automated assistance can support

the development of consistent sets of terms in a

collaborative setting?

• What mechanisms can be used to verify compat

ibility with an ontology?

• How does one write correspondence theories that

relate different ontologies (e.g., multiple ways of

modelling device behavior)?

To investigate these and other questions we conducted

a pilot study in the collaborative development of on

tologies. In the Summer Ontology Project [Gruber, in

preparation], computer scientists and engineers from

several groups at Stanford and Bay Area research labs

met to develop common ontologies for describing a

class of electromechanical systems. We focused on

four existing "motion control" devices, attempting to

model their physical structure and dynamic behavior

with several languages and approaches. From an anal

ysis of these models and many hours of group discus

sion we have begun to define a set of representational

terms. To accommodate the differing representation

styles of the participants, we developed a translation

mechanism called Ontolingua by which term defini

tions and axioms in the standard interchange repre

sentation can be automatically transformed into the

corresponding forms for implemented frame systems

and predicate calculus languages. The primary out

come to date is an ontology for lumped-parameter be

havior models of physical devices that encompasses

several modelling languages used in AI and Engineer

ing. As a side product we defined an ontology for

class/instance/slot representations: a portable vocab

ulary that unifies notions of classes and instances, re

lations, slots, and metaslots. When complete these

ontologies and others under development will be dis

tributed for evaluation and experimental use.
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